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ECHOES FEOM THE MAESHES.

(BEING FURTHER TALES OF THE MA'ADAN.)

BY FULANAIN.

BLACKMAIL.

IT was on one of my infre-

quent expeditions to Basra

that I noticed, lying beside

the I.W.T. workshops, a dirty,

disreputable, neglected little

motor-launch. Its once white

paint was brown and blis-

tered, its once shining brass-

work black
;
but none the less

I looked at it with covetous

eyes. No one else seemed to

want it, and, indeed, it was so

small that probably no one

else could find a use for it.

It must have been sent out to

this country when the cry was

going up for more and more
river transport, on the off-

chance of its proving useful.

And now I hoped to supply
the chance

;
for the greater

part of the district of which
I was Assistant Political Officer

was composed of marshes,
hitherto only navigated by
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native craft challabiyahs, ta-

radas, mashhufs, as the vari-

ous types of pitched canoe are

called. This tiny launch, with

its shallow draught, would en-

able me to move about much
more easily and quickly than
before.

To my great satisfaction, I

found on applying for the

launch that my surmise had
been correct. She was "

no-

body's child," and I had no

difficulty in getting her allotted

to me. It was a very spick-

and-span little craft, gleaming
with fresh white paint and

polished brass-work, which set

out a few weeks later on its

maiden voyage into the marshes.

This was to be a voyage
purely of discovery. I had
never been farther than a day's

journey into the wilderness of

reeds and water, and now I
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wanted to push straight across

the marsh country, and see

what lay on the other side.

My guide was to be my old

friend Haji Eikkan
;

but he

frankly considered the object
of my journey a childish one.

" More than once," he said,
" have I reached the other side

in my mashhuf, and there

dwelt the same Arabs as our-

selves, building the same reed

huts, and tending the same
buffaloes. Why should your
honour travel so far for nought ?

I am ready to swear, by the

Three Names of Allah, that

this side and the other are as

like as two grains of rice."

As I would not be dissuaded,

Haji Eikkan decided in his

own mind that I had some
secret purpose ;

and it was
true that, though really actu-

ated by pure curiosity as to

what lay beyond the marshes,
I was always glad of an oppor-

tunity of seeing more of the

Ma'adan themselves.

Secure in their islands among
the high reeds, separated from
civilisation and an interfering

government by miles of un-

mapped swamp, the marsh
Arabs live a life of primitive

simplicity and primitive pas-
sions perhaps not far removed,
except in time, from that lived

by their ancestors of the an-

cient
" Sea Land." Clad in

the minimum of clothing, or

in none, the marshman weaves
his rush mats, builds his low
arched hut, and tends his

buffaloes
;

to slay his enemy
and to steal whenever a chance

presents itself, to rule his daily
life strictly according to tribal

custom, and to work no more
than is necessary for a bare

living, is roughly his code of

social obligation.
The Ma'adan of my district

seemed to lay special stress on
the second of these duties. As

daring and successful thieves

they were unsurpassed, and
the stretch of river running
here through marsh country
on both sides gave them con-

tinual opportunities of stealing
from the Government boats

which passed up and down.
Xow I hoped that my new

acquisition, the little motor-

launch, would enable me to

learn more about these people
at first hand, and so to dis-

cover how best to deal with

their thieving propensities.
It was a clear fresh morning

of late spring when the launch
left the main river and struck

into the Shatut Canal, which
soon broadened out into wide

open stretches of grey-brown
water. Here, later in the year,
would lie broad green fields of

rice, but at present the flood

water was still depositing its

rich silt, on which the success

of the future crop depended.

Gradually, as we went farther

and farther from the river, the

water became less muddy. We
passed thick clumps of gossab,
which grew larger and more

frequent until they closed us

in on both sides, and we found

ourselves winding in and out

of a tortuous little channel

of deep clear water. Hidden

securely from the sight of all

but the marsh birds, which
now and then flapped out of

the reeds with angry cries at
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our intrusion on their peace,
we could see nothing ourselves

but the thick walls of gossab.
This reed furnishes the marsh
Arab with his household fuel,

and with the material from
which he weaves mats to build

his house, or to sell, through
some such intermediary as Haji

Rikkan, to the ordinary tribes-

man or town-dweller.

Now we felt the fresh breeze

again in our faces, for we left

the sheltering gossab and came
out before a wide stretch of

bardi : good grazing for the

buffaloes this, and useful too

for making ropes, and for

placing against the walls of

the frail reed huts to keep out

the piercing winds of winter.

The channel ran straight ahead,
as far as the eye could see,

as though it had been cut

by the hand of man
;

and I

learned some time later that

it was indeed a remnant, the

sole fragment left through the

centuries, of one of the great

irrigation canals which of old

made Mesopotamia a fertile

land. The little launch made
her way with difficulty here,
for the weeds were thick.

Masses of pink-flowered
"
jat,"

a delicacy highly prized by the

buffaloes, clustered round the

stems of the reeds, and the

surface of the water was com-

pletely covered by a tiny white

flower, like wild strawberry

blossom, which made so thick

a carpet of bloom as to hide

even its own leaves from sight.

Here and there floated placidly
the flat dull green leaves of the

water -
lily, its disappointing

little flowers hardly visible.

Now we passed the first

group of the small islands,
"
ishans

"
as they are called,

on which the marsh Arabs
live. They were deserted

; only
a few mud-ovens, round and

smoke-blackened, showed that

not long ago they had been

busy centres of life. Small

wonder is it that, living in

such remote fastnesses in homes
so easily and quickly moved,
the Ma'adan felt safe to raid

and rob without fear of re-

prisals from Government.
The bardi began to give

place to mardi, which, in spite
of the similarity of the names,
is totally unlike its humbler
brother. For the mardi is the

giant of the marshes, towering
above one's head to a height
of fifteen or twenty feet, and

provides the marsh Arab with

the long stout poles with which
he propels his mashhuf .

Suddenly breaking through
the gloom of these silent, stately
monarchs of the

"
Hor," we

came upon a wide open sea,
blue as the Mediterranean, and
covered with "

white horses."

The wind, which we had not
felt in the shelter of the mardi,
was here a thorough-going gale,
and Haji Eikkan was doubtful

about crossing.
" Even danaks,

1
Sahib," he

said,
"
are sometimes over-

turned in such a wind."
I reassured him as to the

seaworthiness of our craft, and

though it was clear that he
had grave misgivings, he re-

The largest type of boat used in the marshes.
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signed himself, with a pious,
" We are all in the hands of

Allah !

"
to the venture. Bock-

ing and tossing, and drenched

to the skin with spray, we
reached the other side in safety,

and slid into the calm waters

of a channel winding between

walls of shabab the tall reed

from which the marshman
makes the semicircular frame-

work to support the rush mats
of his hut. Only the waving
and tossing of their silver

feathery heads showed that

above our sheltered little chan-

nel the wind blew as strongly
as before.

Always changing from hour

to hour as the little motor-

boat penetrated more and more

deeply into its heart, yet al-

ways the same, the quiet marsh

opened its waterways to re-

ceive us. Like some Belle

Dame sans Merci, it seemed to

beckon us on and on, ever re-

vealing fresh beauties, yet ever

closing fast the way of retreat.

Its towering ramparts rose

silently behind us, as though,

having once revealed to us the

wonders of its inmost hidden

life, the marsh would keep us

ever in its embrace, lest we
should go forth again and tell

the secret of its winds and
waters to the world outside.

Haji Eikkan was perfectly

right : the far side of the

marshes was exactly like the

side from which we had come.

The people differed in one re-

spect only living as they did

far from the great river, they
had never seen a motor-launch,

or, for that matter, any self-

propelled craft. Often, in the

adventurous dreams of boy-
hood, I had fancied myself
arriving in some unexplored
part of the world with a motor-
car or some other unknown
mechanical contrivance, and

pictured the amazement and

curiosity of the people. Here,
now, the dream was turned to

reality. The people crowded
to the banks to see, gazing

eagerly, their fingers in their

mouths. What would they
think of this new species of

boat, with its humming engine
and polished brass f I listened

for their remarks.
"
Why," asked a puzzled

voice,
"
does he paint his boat

with milk ?
"

It was the only comment I

heard. Life is full of dis-

appointments !

Our return journey next day
was uneventful, until Haji Bik-
kan was moved to try a new
route, which, like most short

cuts, proved to be anything
but short. We were delayed
by thick weeds below the sur-

face of the water, and had to

stop repeatedly to disentangle
the clinging strands from the

propeller. The afternoon was

drawing on, and it became obvi-

ous that we must find a sleeping-

place for the night a village if

possible.

At last, getting clear of the

weeds, we entered a long

straight defile of water between

high reeds. We were half-way
up it when a birkash l entered

1 A large mashhuf.
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at the other end. But no
sooner did its occupants see us

than they seized their rifles,

jumped from the boat into

the shallow water, and dashed
into the shelter of the reeds,

through which we could hear

them pushing and crashing
their way. This seemed rather

odd : why should two grown
men flee in terror from the

launch, at the sight of which
the marsh-folk of our last

night's halting-place had shown

only curiosity ?

The deserted craft was loaded

with bardi. Were its owners

genuinely dismayed at the

launch's appearance, or was it

a case of guilty consciences?

As we slowed up to push the

heavy black boat out of our

way, I leaned over and pulled
aside some of the bardi. Below
it I saw four long poles. With-
out doubt, these were the tele-

phone poles which a few nights
earlier had been stolen from
beneath the very nose of the

sentry at the military post
near my headquarters, and of

which the disappearance had
caused so much stir. I gave
orders for the birkash, with
its illicit load, to be towed
behind the launch.

We had almost given up
hope of finding an ishan on
which to spend the night, when
the sight of half a dozen graz-

ing buffaloes told us that a

village could not be far off
;

and within half an hour the

launch was banking in beside

a small mound.

Though it was almost sun-

set, not a man was to be seen

in the tiny village. Only a

few gaping women watched our

arrival, and as I landed another

came out of one of the reed

huts and advanced to meet me.
"
Enter," she said in a harsh

clear voice.
"
Enter, in the

name of Allah." Turning to

the other women, she gave a

string of rapid orders, which

they hastened to obey. It

was evident that she was ac-

customed to obedience.

In a very short time I was

seated on a pile of rough

cushions, and provided with

the strong sweet tea of Arab

hospitality. I learned that the

name of my hostess was

Awasha, and that she was the

wife of Salim, headman of the

Bait Aswad. Also I was al-

lowed to gather that this same
Salim was decidedly under the

thumb of the energetic woman
who chatted to me with such

friendliness and lack of em-

barrassment.

A girl entered the hut and

whispered in Awasha's ear, and
I saw as she glanced hastily

at me that a look of fear had

replaced the confident expres-

sion in her eyes. Conversation

languished, and she sat oppo-
site to me in constrained silence.

Suddenly she seemed to come
to some decision, and, rising

to her feet, beckoned me to the

far end of the hut.
"
Look," she said, and

showed me a little hammock
made from a piece of sacking
on which were plainly marked
the letters

"
S. & T." * But

Supply and Transport Corps.
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the letters were nothing to

Awasha
;

she was directing

my attention to the tightly-

swaddled baby sleeping in the

hammock.
"
New," she said. Even to

my inexperienced eye that was

plain.
"
Boy or girl?

"
I asked.

"Boy," she proudly an-

swered; and in reply to my
question as to how many more

she had, held up her open
hand and pushed down the

thumb and one finger : three

more.

I could think of nothing
more to say, but Awasha still

stood looking at me expec-

tantly. It was clear that some-

thing more was required of me.

Suddenly divining what it was,
I unknotted the school scarf

round my neck, and handed it

to her as a
"
dilla'a

"
or birth-

gift for the baby.
Awasha was delighted. She

hastened to the other end of

the hut, to examine my offer-

ing in the better light of the

doorway. School colours are

usually bright, and mine were

no exception to the rule. The
vivid stripes appealed tremen-

dously to Awasha. Holding it

up close to her eyes, and then

at a distance with her head
cocked appreciatively on one

side, she appeared enrap-
tured.

By this time the look of fear

had left her eyes, and inviting
me to sit down again on the

pile of cushions, she squatted
beside me.
"The men of this Bait,"

she remarked in a confidential

tone,
"
are poor creatures. I

am but a woman, yet I drive

them like cattle."

Having noticed her imperi-

ous manner towards the other

women, I admitted that I was
not surprised.

" Why do you take with you
a mashhuf full of bardi ?

"
she

went on, and laughed de-

lightedly when I told her what
I had found in it.

"
I believe you know who

stole them," I hazarded.

She laughed again.
"
Tell me."

"
No, no, I am afraid," she

said, though she certainly looked

more elated than fearful, and
I pressed her again to tell me
the names of the thieves.

"If I tell you," she began

hesitatingly,
"
shall I have your

protection ?
"

I promised that she should

come to no harm if I could

prevent it.

" On your
' hadha wa bukht

'

your word of honour ?
"

" On my
' hadha wa bukht.'

"

"
It was "

a barely per-

ceptible pause
"

I. All the

men are my servants
;

when
I am in need I send them forth,

to fetch what they can."
" Then that is the reason,"

I said,
"
why there is not a

single man in the village to-

day 1
"

She nodded then hastily

added,
" You promised, on

your
' hadha wa bukht.'

'

I was silent, wondering how
best to deal with this self-con-

fessed instigator of, probably,
not a few of the raids and rob-

beries which for so long had

disturbed the peace of the

district.
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"
Sahib," said the woman,

and her voice was low and

caressing,
"
I say to the men

of this Bait,
'

Bob,' and they
rob

;
I say,

'

Steal not,' and

they do not steal. But if to

every child I bring forth your
honour will give a dilla'a such

as this one
"

she held up the

gleaming square of silk
" then

I will say,
'

Steal not.'
"

This was barefaced black-

mail
;
but I basely fell in with

Awasha's proposal. After all,

governments submit far more

readily than private individuals

to blackmail in fact, they
have a special name for it

;

they call it
"
granting a sub-

sidy." Why should not I

grant a subsidy to this ruler

of a troublesome marsh tribe *?

I agreed to send a silk scarf

to every babe produced by
Awasha.
A dilla'a, it may here be re-

marked, although the word has

come to be used of any present
made at birth, is, strictly speak-

ing, the fourfold gift of a blue

stone, a twig of difla, a piece
of garlic, and a gold coin,
threaded together and hung
on the baby's forehead as pro-
tection against the Evil Eye :

the first because its bright
colour distracts attention from

the child itself, the second be-

cause of its bitter taste, ab-

horred of spirits. What virtue

is attached to the gold coin

I have never discovered, but
the explanation of the piece of

garlic is simple : it causes the

Evil Eye to water, and so

lessens its malignity !

A year or so later, a tall

marsh Arab stopped me as I

was leaving my office.
" Jabat Awasha," he said

simply,
" Awasha has brought

forth."

She had kept to her bargain.

During the whole year, not so

much as a breath of suspicion
had fallen on the Bait which
she controlled with so firm a

hand. I promised her mes-

senger to give him the silk

scarf on the following morning.
The next year, and the year

after that, the same message
was brought me, and the same
dilla'a sent. After that I

left.

I wonder if Awasha is still
"
bringing forth

"
with the

same regularity ? I wonder if

the three little brown urchins,
bedecked with my school col-

ours, are as unpopular as was

Joseph of old in his
"
coat of

many colours
"

f

HASSAIN CHAOUSH.

A shabanah is (or rather was, a month, is placed at the dis-

for the term is now only a posal of the Political Officer

memory) an Arab who, pre- for the maintenance of law
sented by Government with a and order in his district. If

brass badge, a rifle, twenty or success can be considered to lie

thirty rounds of ammunition, in the prevention of theft by
and the sum of twenty rupees ninety-nine persons, while the
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hundredth, the shabanah him-

self, robs with impunity, then

the shabanahs were certainly

successful
;

but in the early

days of the occupation it was

disheartening to have to rely

on this sort of irregular gen-
darmerie.

At one time shabanahs were

posted in the trucks of the

military supply trains running
from Basra to Nasiriyab or

Amarah to guard against ma-
rauders until it was discovered

that they were apt to push off

sacks of barley, sugar, or flour

as the trains passed their own

villages. They were posted on
the river transports, to ward
off robbers from the marshes
until it became clear that an

understanding had been reached

by which the marsh Arab
would get safely off with his

spoil, while the shabanah, by
opening fire some time later,

would divert suspicion to some

perfectly innocent section or

village. Little mud forts were
erected along the river bank,
and manned by shabanahs with
orders to fire on any suspicious-

looking strangers ;
and their

habit of levying toll on each
and every passer-by was the
last of these practices, as it was
also the most lucrative, to be
discovered by the authorities.

Yet, despite all these tend-

encies, there was good stuff in

the shabanahs. They were

finely built men, tough as

leather, and extraordinarily
cheerful and willing. Once
they were placed under British

officers whose whole time could

be devoted to them, their good
qualities were brought to the

fore, while discipline killed off

or perhaps anaesthetised

would be the truer word their

bad ones. Thus from the most

unpromising material sprang up
the very efficient Levy Force

of to-day, a force which during
the rebellion of last year did

remarkably good work, so long
as it was under the leadership
of its British officers. Even in

the early days, however, when
the mere prospect of learning to

drill was sufficient to make a

shabanah bolt in deadly fear

of being sent to
" Lun'on "

as

a soldier, many cases occurred

of fine devotion to duty, wit-

ness that of Hassain Chaoush

Sergeant Hassain.

I was sitting outside my
bungalow one hot sultry even-

ing, lazily watching the river,

my eyes fixed on a small black

dot which I knew would in a

few minutes resolve itself into

a slender mashhuf making its

way down-stream. Idly I spec-

ulated as to what it would
contain. It would be full of

fish perhaps, caught in the

marshes some days ago, and
now to be sold to the village

Arabs and eaten with great
relish in an advanced stage of

decomposition ; perhaps it was

bringing
"
shelib,"

l to be ex-

changed for the brightly-col-

oured cotton stuffs which the

Arab women love
;

or it might
be carrying a cargo of melons

grown in some small patch of

cultivation beside the river.

In the rays of the setting

b'nhuskcd rice
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sun the stream looked like a

sheet of flame, and it seemed
to my indolent fancy that the

little mashhuf would be con-

sumed before it reached my
bungalow. It was making very
slow progress, and down-stream
too

; perhaps the heat of this

oppressive evening had affected

even the Arab who propelled
it. I wondered if he might be

my old friend Ahmad, who,
fresh from another journey in

the marshes with his boat-load

of small groceries stored in

empty petrol-tins, was coming
to gossip with me about the

wild tribes he knew so well.

Or perhaps a whole family
from the rice-fields were fleeing

from the relentless oppression
of one shaikh, to take up their

abode under another who, they

hoped, would prove a milder

taskmaster
;

or it might be

that shameless profiteer, Jusif,

who used to make long jour-

neys into the marshes to buy
chickens for next to nothing,
and sell them at outrageous

prices for use in the military

hospitals.

All my surmises were wrong.
As the mashhuf floated slowly

past the bungalow, the reason

of its languid progress was evi-

dent : it was empty.
Others beside myself had

noticed the drifting boat, and
a village boy put off to pick
it up. With swift strokes of

the paddle he drove his own
small craft to the middle of

the stream, and rose to catch

the high prow of the mashhuf.

Then, with a shrill cry, he

came paddling madly back

again.
" Has he seen a tantal 1 1

"

asked a shabanah standing near

me of his companion.
The boy landed not far from

where I was sitting.

"Blood, blood !

" he screamed,
and fled to his hut.

I sent off three shabanahs

to bring in the mysterious
mashhuf. Lying in the bottom
were two dead men

;
in the

body of one was still a long
curved dagger, while between

them, in strange contrast to

those grim still forms, lay a

bundle, half - unrolled, of rich

orange-coloured silk. Splashed
with blood, crumpled and
stained as though it had been

clutched and struggled over,

its shining folds were still beau-

tiful, gleaming and shimmering
in the sunset light surely of

the very essence of temptation
to the colour-loving Arab.

The two men were lifted out

of the mashhuf. Both wore

the brass badge of my little

force of shabanahs. The one

with the dagger in his side was

dead, but the other stirred and

groaned as he was moved, and

with regret I recognised him
as Hassain Chaoush with re-

gret, apart from pity for his

obviously dying condition, for

he was one of the few sha-

banahs in whom I had any real

confidence, and I was sorry
to see him with that orange
silk.

For some time past I had

1 An evil djinn.
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been making efforts to trace

a roll of valuable silk, which,

had been stolen from a small

steamer carrying civil mer-

chandise up the river. I felt

sure that this must be the miss-

ing bale
;
but how came it to

be restored to me in this grue-
some fashion, stained with the

blood of two of my shabanahs ?

This, however, was not the

time for conjecture ;
I sent

for the Sub-Assistant Surgeon
stationed in the little town, in

the hope that it was not too

late to save the life of Hassain
Chaoush.
An hour later I was sent for.

Hassain had recovered con-

sciousness, and repeatedly asked
to see me. Everything possible
had been done, but the S.A.S.

held out no hopes of his re-

covery. He thought, neverthe-

less, that the patient's request
had better be granted.

Hassain had evidently been

awaiting me with feverish an-

xiety.
"
Sahib," he asked excitedly

as I entered,
" have you got

it ? Have you got the silk ?
"

"
I have," I answered.

He drew a long breath, and
sank back on the bed.

"
I

will explain it all to you,

Sahib," he said.

I tried to persuade him to

lie still and rest, to let the

explanation wait until the

morrow.
"
No, no, I must tell you

now," he said, in such evident

anxiety that it seemed best to

let him talk. Often pausing to

struggle for breath, his hoarse

voice sometimes hardly audible,
he told his tale.

"
Sahib, we had all heard of

the lost bale of silk, and your
honour gave us all instructions

to try to find out who had
stolen it. By chance I heard

of the thieves, and learned

that they were in hiding on
an ishan only a short distance

into the marshes, waiting for

a mahaila * to pass on her way
up-stream, for they hoped to

sell the silk to the nokhada.

And I planned to go into the

marsh and try to capture it

from them, that I might bring
it back in triumph to lay be-

fore your honour
;

but I said

nothing, for I wished to gain
that glory for myself and for

Bidha, my cousin, who had

agreed to accompany me.
" We left our nuqta before

dawn
; very quietly and

stealthily, hardly moving, we

approached the ishan. Peering

through the reeds, we could

just make out the thieves.

Three of them there were
;

two seemed to be sleeping, the

third was on guard with his

rifle on the only channel lead-

ing up to the ishan. Silently,

having seen all we needed to

see, we made our way back a

long distance, and discussed

how we could best seize the

silk. It seemed impossible :

if we went up the channel,
however quickly, the man on

guard would shoot us
;

how-
ever quietly we crept through
the reeds, our movements would
be heard

;
nor could we get

near enough to shoot with cer-

1 The large sailing-boat of the Tigris and Euphrates.
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tainty. At last Eidha said,
' The smaller the noise, the

greater the danger ;
let us

make a great noise as of buffa-

loes grazing.'
"So we agreed, and crashed

in amongst the reeds, advanc-

ing towards the ishan and then

retreating a little, but ever

drawing nearer and nearer.

At last we saw our opportunity,
and rushed in. Two of the

men we killed
;

the third

escaped, and we troubled not

to chase him, for there in the

bottom of their mashhuf we
found the stolen silk. Hasten-

ing back as fast as we might,
before the third man could

bring others against us, we
reached the river, and set out

on our way down-stream, O
Hakim, to receive your words
of praise and honour."

The hoarse hurried voice

ceased, and Hassain drank

thirstily from the cup I held

for him. But he had more to

tell, and would not rest until

I had heard it all.

"As we went, Eidha unfolded
a little of the silk. It was very
beautiful, smooth and shining
like the soft cheek of a bride,
and there were many dhara'as.

Eidha fingered it covetously.
"
'By the son of Abi Talib,'

he exclaimed,
' have we risked

our lives only to give silk such

as this, the price of many
women, back to the Hakim ?

'

He unfolded more and more.
'

It were madness,' he cried,
'

to give this up. Is it not

ours by right ? The Hakim
need never know.'

' ' 'Shame anddishonourwould
be ours,'

"
I said, and would not

agree.
Hassan broke off to cough

violently. His voice was grow-

ing very weak, and I tried

again to persuade him to rest.
"
No, no," he protested.

"
I

have not told all yet. Eidha

said,
' Let us keep half then,

and restore half to the Hakim.'
But I refused, and chided him

roughly for his words. Where-

upon he grew angry, and snatch-

ing at the silk tried to jump
from the mashhuf

;
but I held

it fast, and pulled him back.

He turned on me, and drew
his dagger. O Sahib, Sahib,
I cannot breathe

"

Hassain made one more gasp-

ing effort at speech :

" Did I

well, Hakim t
" and fell back

dead.

Surely some one, in the

Valhalla of brave Arabs, gave
him the words of praise he

longed so much to hear.

TRIMMING THE BALANCE.

The Bait Mahail and the and I had agreed, but only on
Bait Sagar had for many years condition that the said cere-

been at feud one with the mony took place at my head-

other, but at last peace was to quarters. This was a depar-
be made between them. The ture from my usual custom of

headmen had asked me to be visiting the tribes in their vil-

present at the final ceremony, lages ;
but in the first place,
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the marshes in mid-July are

not exactly inviting to a Euro-

pean, and in the second place,
I was glad of the opportunity
of inducing a few of these wild

Ma'adan to leave their island

fastnesses and see something of

the world outside.

I promised the headmen that

if they came in to the little

town they should be my guests.
This must not be interpreted
too literally : it simply meant
that I arranged with an eating-
house keeper in the bazaar to

supply everything they needed
in the way of food and drink,

keeping an account of what

they had, and recognising them

by the signed pass which each
would produce.
The headmen of the two

Baits duly arrived. Only one
was missing, and it appeared
that he had accompanied the

others as far as the river bank
;

but when it came to boarding
the P.S. 4, which I had ar-

ranged should pick them up
and bring them the twenty odd
miles down-stream to the town,
his heart failed him, and he
hastened back to the marshes.

Indeed, the journey seemed to

have been a great strain on
the courage even of the bolder

spirits, who had held to their

purpose, for when the P.S. 4

banked in opposite my bunga-
low, from the expressions on
their faces she might have been
a floating tumbril, bearing fif-

teen or twenty of the Ma'adan
to the guillotine.

Some weeks earlier I had
sent my Arab assistant out to

preside at a peace-making be-

tween two quarrelsome Baits
;

and when the next morning the

reconciling of the Bait Mahail
and the Bait Sagar was at last

complete, I was reminded of his

report.
"
After three hours'

tongues fighting between par-

ties," he wrote,
"
Bayat al

Abbas as tied. Conclusion was
fasl 1

made, and I fell sick of

them and the time was 7.30

P.M."

I too had " faUen sick
"

of

my guests, and had sent them
to the huts of the shabanahs,
to wait until an upgoing steam-

boat came to take them back.

Suddenly the sultry peace
of the afternoon was broken

by loud cries and angry shout-

ing. Louder and fiercer grew
the noise, and I went out to

see what it was all about. On
the river bank, a little way
beyond the shabanah lines, a

vigorous fight was in progress ;

the combatants, the headmen
of the two Baits between which
I had that very morning con-

cluded a solemn peace !

Fortunately they had been
forbidden to bring their rifles,

which otherwise they would
doubtless have used. As it

was, they were making good
play with sticks and clods of

sun-baked earth. With diffi-

culty they were separated by
the shabanahs, and with equal

difficulty prevented from re-

suming the battle.

When at length they were
divided into two more or less

orderly groups, I ordered the

casualties to be produced. Each

Agreement
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Bait sent forward for my inspec-

tion the victims of the scuffle
;

and one by one, wearing the

expressions of men at death's

door, they exhibited their

wounds.
I paired them off a gashed

head of the Bait Mahail with

a cut cheek of the Bait Sagar,
a bruised and blackened eye
with a bleeding nose, and so

on, until each victim had a

partner in woe. At the end
there was one man over, a red

swollen weal across his back.

Angry cries from the Bait

Sagar people told me that

he was one of their number
;

they swarmed forward, but I

ordered them back, telling them
that I would settle the matter

myself.
Silence having been restored,

I pointed to the paired-off

casualties, and told the as-

sembled headmen that their

Baits were now on equal terms,
with the exception of the man
with the wounded back. It

only remained for the Bait

Mahail to produce one more
of their number, to undergo
such punishment as would suffi-

ciently damage him for me to

pair him off with the odd man
of the Bait Sagar.
While the headmen still looked

a little doubtful and uncompre-
hending, the matter was set-

tled by two of my shaba-

nahs. One seized the nearest

unwounded member of the Bait

Mahail, while the other brought
down his stick with all his force

across his shoulders
;
then they

marched him triumphantly to

stand beside his
"
opposite num-

ber
"

of the Bait Sagar.

It did more than put an end
to the fight : it put the head-

men of both Baits into high

good humour. Suddenly seeing
the point, they roared with

laughter over this, to them,
novel and speedy way of end-

ing a dispute. Honour was
satisfied

; they had no excuse

to go on fighting ;
each Bait

had got as good as it had

given. Over and over I heard

the settlement explained, one

greybeard telling another ex-

actly what had happened, only
to hear it all related afresh to

him as soon as he had finished.

The man who had been the

unwilling instrument of ending
the quarrel was the hero of the

hour.

It is remarkable how willingly
this sort of arbitrary trimming
of the balance is accepted, even

welcomed, by Arabs. I am
afraid I cannot claim origin-

ality in settling the present

dispute as I did, for some
months earlier the Political

Officer of a neighbouring divi-

sion had employed a similar

stratagem to avert what might
have been a serious tribal fight.

The story throws a rather

amusing sidelight on the work-

ings of the Arab mind.

According to the terms of his

father's will, Shaikh Hatim
had to give half a certain horse

to the wife of his neighbour,
Shaikh Shiyah. In this coun-

try, it should be remarked, a
horse may be shared by several

persons, one man owning a leg,

or even a fraction of a leg ;

so it is not surprising that

Hatim found that unwittingly
he had already given away to
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another person the half of this

particular horse. As he could

not without loss of honour take

back a gift, he made the best

amends he could to Shiyah by
sending him instead a whole
horse

;
this was accepted, and

in course of time brought its

new owner two foals. Shiyah
then heard that the mare of

which half should have been

his had also borne two foals
;

and, being of a grasping dis-

j)osition, he sent a message to

Hatim, claiming the second of

these as his by right. Natu-

rally, he was reminded that

having accepted a whole horse

instead, he had no longer any
claim to the first

; whereupon
he promptly returned to Hatim
the mare and her two foals.

Now the return of a gift once

accepted is counted by Arabs
as a rank insult, and Hatim

planned revenge. Living in his

territory at the time was a

certain Saiyid, who happened
to have borrowed from Shiyah,
for stud purposes, his famous
horse Hargan, known as

"
the

Shaikh of Horses," and justly

the pride and delight of his

master. This horse Hatim

seized, and sent to the owner
of a date-garden situated on
the river which divided his

lands from Shiyah's, with a

letter saying that, as the shaikh

had heard that he needed a

horse for turning his naur,
1

this one was sent for the pur-

pose ;
its mane and tail were

to be cut, and the price of one

hugga of dates (about fourpence)
sent to Hatim in payment.

The unfortunate garden-
owner found himself in a quan-
dary. Not to use the horse

would be to incur the wrath
of Hatim

;
to do so would

bring upon his head the ven-

geance of Shiyah. Finally, he
decided to use it, for no broad
river separated him from the

strong arm of Shaikh Hatim.

Shiyah, as soon as news of

this gross insult reached him,
called his tribesmen together
for a fight. Hatim did the

same, and the two parties as-

sembled on the opposite banks
of the river. Shiyah had per-
force to wait until mashhufs
were collected in which to

cross his men to the attack,
and this delay gave the

Political Officer time to

act.

Despatching a letter by a

swift messenger, he asked Hatim
for the loan of the best of his

mares, the famous Jumila. Now
experience of Turkish times had

taught Hatim that a loan to a
Government official was in real-

ity a bribe, never to be returned,
and having had little experi-
ence of the ways of British

officers, he was not at all will-

ing to
"
lend

"
Jumila. Still,

his insult to Shiyah seemed

likely to have more serious re-

sults than he had anticipated,
and it was desirable to propi-
tiate the Political Officer if

possible. He sent off the mare
without delay.
As soon as she arrived, the

Political Officer set off with

half a dozen sowars, and
halted at a water-wheel a little

1 Water-wheel for irrigation purposes.
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way down-stream of the place
at which Shiyah was assem-

bling his people. Across the

river, the angry tribesmen could

see Hargan, the Shaikh of

Horses, his mane and tail

clipped and his eyes blindfolded

with a piece of sacking, plod-

ding round and round in a

circle, while the buckets with

their load of water came up
one by one. Already they were
"
making hosa," threatening

vengeance for this intolerable

insult to their shaikh, while

Hatim's men, on their side of

the stream, shouted taunts and
invitations to battle.

At the unexpected sight of

the Political Officer, Shiyah's
men ceased their war-dance,
and the shaikh himself hastened

to meet him, dismay on his

countenance.
" Can you wonder, O Ha-

kim," he began self-excusingly,

"that my men will not heed
me when I try to restrain them,
that they are spoiling for a

fight, when they see my horse

Hargan, the Shaikh of Horses,

toning at a water-wheel ? By
Allah, it is a disgrace too heavy
to be borne a disgrace greater
than any man has heard of

before."
"
Disgrace t

"
said the Politi-

cal Officer
;

"how can that

be, when Jumila herself, the

Queen of Mares, is doing like-

wise ?
" He pointed to the

water-wheel at which he had

halted, where a blindfolded

horse was just beginning her

monotonous round.

Shiyah stared, ran to look

closer, then burst into a great

laugh, and hastened to tell his

tribesmen.

Thus there was no fighting,

but laughter and goodwill on

both sides. Hatim presented
Jumila to Shiyah, who acknow-

ledged the gift by the present
of Hargan ;

and for at least

six months there was friend-

ship between the two shaikhs

almost a record, as friend-

ship between shaikhs is reck-

oned !

The boat which was taking

niy guests away arrived an
hour later. As it moved off,

I could see them still chuckling
over the events of the after-

noon, still relating the story
one to another, and I laughed
at the simplicity of these chil-

dren of the marsh. But he

laughs loudest . . .

Two or three days after-

wards I was presented with a

bill, the size of which made
me open my eyes. Could a

score of people, even if they
were Ma'adan, possibly have
eaten so much in the space of

two days ! A few inquiries
showed that my doubts had
not been groundless. My
"
simple children of the marsh,"

after making hearty meals

themselves, had loaned out

their passes, for a small con-

sideration, to others not of

their number, until such time

as they felt capable of them-
selves making another attack

on the provisions !

Verily are Arabs and Jews
alike the sons of Shem !
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VAGABOND IMPEESSIONS.

BY ST JOHN LUCAS.

MUSIC AND MEMORIES.

"
Music, when soft voices die,

Vibrates in the memory. ..."

THERE are many glorious
and delightful advantages to

be derived from the simple
fact that one is not a musician,
and perhaps the chief of them
is that any one outside the

musical pale can indulge to the

full in the never-failing, ever-

enthralling, dear drowsy vice

of romantic association. The
true musician, with his ear

always on the alert for tech-

nical particularities, and with

all his faculties concentrated

fervently on the succession and

development of themes what
does he know of the soft joys
which belong to a listener who
is both ignorant and indolent ?

His mental condition, so far

as I can judge it, is most un-

enviable
;

to concentrate on

good music is an acute physical
and intellectual strain, and to

listen to bad music is torture

to him. Thrice and four times

happy they to whom music

is not a Thing in Itself, but
a kind of incantation which
evokes sweet or poignant mem-
ories sunset over the Adriatic,
the rain-washed stones of Ven-
ice beneath the midnight moon,
the eyes of fair women, the

song of the wind on the moor.

When these fortunate people

go to concerts, they go for

the purpose of hearing old

music which is associated in

their minds with pleasant

places and delightful days, and

they have one great advantage
over the real musician bad
old tunes may also have ro-

mantic associations for them,
Christmas carols and foolish-

ness from defunct comic operas,
even hymns.

Is this immoral ? Is it as

wicked as to go to one of the

great picture-galleries and to

rejoice at finding a Eernbrandt

portrait that resembles Aunt
Matilda or a landscape that

reminds one of the dear old

home in Upper Tooting f I

refuse to believe it
;
but even

if I am convicted of living in

a state which, I think, the

Eoman Catholic Church de-

nounces as wilful and corrupt

ignorance, I shall continue to

listen to certain musical com-

positions primarily, at any rate,

for the sake of old associations.

There is a Clarinet Quintet

by Mozart performed too sel-

dom which I rarely miss hear-

ing : a divine work, but speci-

ally dear to me because it
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brings memories of the beloved

Oxford of a quarter of a century

ago, when, as a freshman, I

heard it played at the Musical

Club, in the long badly-lit

upper room where the signed

portraits of Joachim and Pade-

rewski peered through the mist

of tobacco smoke, and the

spirit-lamps that were passed
round to obviate the striking

of matches had an orientally

ecclesiastical aspect. Chopin's
nocturnes and waltzes, any
Beethoven sonata in the first

volume of the Peters edition,

pianoforte transcriptions of
' Don Giovanni,'

'

Tannhauser,'
' Der Fliegende Hollander,'
'

Carmen,' Gilbert and Sullivan

passim, and songs by Schubert

and Schumann any of these

takes me back to a room in

college, over the cat-haunted

Fellows' Garden, with Morris

wall-paper and photographs of

Burne - Jones' and Rossetti's

paintings the Eombrong room
as it was facetiously termed by
the profane : home of argu-
ment and laughter. At that

time, too, we were often in

London for the new Symphony
concerts, when Sir Henry Wood
was dosing us, perhaps even

over-dosing us, with Wagner
excerpts and Tschaikowsky's
'

Symphonie Pathe"tique.' I

have no particular affection

left now for fragments of the
'

Ring,' but I never hear the
' Tannhauser

'

Overture, the

Spinnenlied from the Dutch-

man, or the
'

Pathe"tique
'

with-

out seeing the then unglorified

aspect of Queen's Hall, with

its glaring lights and snarling
beast of an organ, or without

feeling the first fierce joy of a

great new experience, com-
bined with a sense of the

strangeness and vastness of

London, in those days an un-

known and infinitely mysteri-
ous city. Sausages and lager
beer at Pagani's and a jingling
hansom to Paddington in the

lamp-sown dusk wound up the

wonderful occasion.

That was the time when one

first heard great music, but
earlier experiences of common-

place tunes probably haunt
most people. I spoke dis-

paragingly of hymns, and cer-

tainly many of them are senti-

mental and vapid : as a boy
I was made miserable by
Ewing's

"
Jerusalem the Gol-

den " and Stainer's (I think it

is Stainer's at any rate he
racked my young soul with his

sevenfold Amen)
"
Pleasant

are Thy Courts Above "
an

abominable tune. I hear hymns
now somewhat rarely, yet when-
ever I listen to "O God, our

Help
"

sung at a College

Gaudy or some other mascu-
line gathering by male voices

in unison, I am carried back
most poignantly to the service

in the School Chapel on the

last night of every term, and
feel again the sentimental up-

lifting engendered, it is to be

feared, almost entirely by the

prospect of the holidays. But
I remember, at least, that half

an hour later we would all be

singing
"
Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay

"

in the dormitory a tune which,
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if I could hear it now, would
awaken no sensations other

than murderous. Hymns, too,

heard at the funeral of a school-

fellow, or in small country
churches with the door opening
on hedgerows and twilit fields,

still have power to haunt the

memory.
"
I waited for the

Lord " was always played as a

voluntary on Easter Sunday
at early school chapel, and
when I hear it now I seem to

sit again under a painted dome
near an open door that gave
a glimpse of the Terrace field,

with a happy sense that winter

was over, and that life had

begun again; also with a happy
sense that the somewhat de-

vastating compulsory spiritual

gymnastics of Holy Week were

definitely of the past.

Other hymn-tunes have more
facetious associations

" Ten
thousand times ten thousand"

for instance, which was always

sung sotto voce by persons who
had not the honour of being in

the choir :

" Ten thousand times ten thousand,
Ten thousand times ten thou ;

Ten thousand times ten thousand

times

Ten thousand thousand thou !

"

A parody from which, alas ! I

shall never escape. Another,

sung on route-marches in my
regiment to the tune of

" The
Church's One Foundation," and

beginning,
" We are Fred

Karno's Army," is equally dis-

tressing in its abiding potency.
It seems to me now that the

school band must have prac-

tised the overture to
' Fra

Diavolo
' on one evening a

week throughout my sojourn ;

but I suppose that in reality

its activities w^ere wider. The
band played slightly out of

tune with truly diabolical en-

ergy, and all the desks in the

empty Big School used to

rattle like the bones of the

dead in Ezekiel. When I re-

visited the school during the

summer holidays many years

later, I peered into the great
bare hall and distinctly heard

a phantom orchestra pounding
out that too familiar prelude
to an opera now, happily,
obsolete.

"
Tipperary

"
has associa-

tions, usually unpleasant, to

most people who served in the

Great, or as O 'Flaherty, V.C.,

preferred to call it, the Big
War. To me it recalls with

intense vividness an evening
when I crossed over to France.

We had embarked on the trans-

port in a blinding blizzard of

snow, but as we approached
the French coast the sky cleared

and the lean black shapes of

the destroyers which escorted

us were silhouetted stark against
a watery yellow sunset. The
men on the boat sang that

detestable song, but I was

surprised to observe, when we
reached the French harbour,
that a draft on another trans-

port did not add their voices

to the music, but merely

regarded us in sardonic

silence. A sergeant
- major

explained.
"
They've been 'ere before,"

he said.

Samuel Butler quotes some-

where a poem of military char-
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acter, consisting simply of the

following lines :

"The battle of the Nile.

I was there all the while.

I was there all the while

At the battle of the Nile.

The battle of the Nile . . ."

&c., ad lib.

Equally haunting, soothing,

simple, and satisfactory was a

song that no one who has been

on route - marches will easily

forget :

" Old soldiers never die,

Never die, never die
;

Old soldiers never die "... &c,

Bitter-sweet memories ! as a

comrade-in-arms remarked to

me after enumerating the public

places of refreshment in the

Whitechapel Eoad during a

temporary but total drought in

Italy. The harsh voices sing-

ing in unison or, sometimes

regrettably, in harmony, the

tramp of heavy feet, the in-

evitable reek of Army leather

how vividly a boy whistling
one of the old tunes beneath

the window can recall those

strange days ! Oddly enough,
the only good music which
takes me back to them con-

sists of two very different

specimens of the art the first

bars of the Ce"sar Franck
sonata for violin and piano,
and the grim ballad of the

"Twa Corbies." I heard the

former on the evening of 3rd

August 1914 in a Chelsea draw-

ing-room, when we were

waiting, and when it was fin-

ished the violinist suddenly
lifted up her voice and sang
the latter very beautifully. The

song haunted me like a heart-

ache for many months and in

many places, and to hear it or

the sonata now is to live again

through those grisly hours of

suspense.
A certain airman, whose very

interesting reminiscences ap-

peared some time ago in '

Maga,'
confessed that when he was on

the verge of some serious dis-

aster he was obsessed by the

noble verse :

" In the poor but 'ouest "ome

Where 'er 'umble people live,

They drink the dry champagne she

sends,
But never, never can forgive."

(Sung, I believe, to a hymn-
tune.) I mentioned this fact

to a friend of mine who had
been through a great amount of

fighting, and he artlessly ad-

mitted that on various occa-

sions when he had apparently
been in the very jaws of death

he found himself warbling a

ribald ditty of his youth, one

verse of which ran :

" Cerulea was beautiful, Cerulea was
fair ;

She dwelt with her grandma in

Bloomsbury Square ;

She was once my ickly-oodlyums,
but now, alas ! she

Plays kiss-a-kiss with the officers in

the Artillerree."

This gross libel on a respect-
able district in London and
on an honourable branch of

His Majesty's Service appa-
rently only arose from his sub-

conscious mind in moments of

stress. He had completely for-

gotten it before the war.

Italy, especially in the dis-

tricts unfrequented by tourists,
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is still the home of song ;
in

the Casentino you can hear the

rispetti and stornelli that Lo-
renzo de' Medici loved and

imitated, and in Calabria and

Sicily the shepherds pipe to

their flocks as they did in the

days of Theocritus. Et ego in

Arcadia. ... I have listened

to Daphnis and Menalcas, and
heard the song of La Nencia da
Barbarino :

" Io aono stato a Empoli al mercato,
A Prato a Monticelli a San Casciano,
A Colic a Poggibonsi a San Donate
E quinamonte insino a Dicomano . . ."

Yet painful confession of a
Philistine in music if I could

hear those delightful airs again,

they would recall the loveliness

of Italy less than certain fam-
iliar tunes Strauss waltzes

mainly which were played in

Borne on the road leading from
the Trinita de' Monti to the

Pincian by three blind musi-

cians, who were led away at

the end of the performance by
a very hairy, dirty ruffian with
a never-failing supply of jokes
which always made them laugh.
The ' Blue Danube ' and ' Doc-
trinen

'

take me straight back
to that incomparable city, with
the sun setting behind St

Peter's, and the pines and the

ilexes and the twin towers of

the Trinita all flushed with a

heavenly roseate glow, the

scent of flowers and warm
earth, the throb and wheeze
of violin, 'cello, and clarinet,

and the pathetic group of mu-
sicians with their ever-cheer-

ful cicerone. The blatant strains

of
' Avanti Savoia

' and '

Santa

Lucia,' at one time far too

familiar, revive sharp memories
of brilliant winter mornings in

the Via Gregoriana, where they
were played with immense brio

on a kind of shawm by a young
peasant from the Abruzzi, who
was accompanied by a fierce-

eyed old man with a bagpipe
which looked like a white pig,

and emitted appropriate grunts
and groans. The even more
blatant

'

Funiculi funicula
'

re-

calls, not the slightly frowsy
splendour of Naples, but the

serene greys and purples of

evenings on Como, when its

notes were poured forth inces-

santly from the passionate
heart of a penny-in-the-slot

organ in a fortunately distant

osteria on the Punta d'Avedro.

These are only a few instances

of the sentimental advantages
of being unmusical. When I

read Dr Ethel Smyth's memoirs

(one of the most delightful
books ever written by any one,
musician or otherwise), I was
interested to observe that she

shows no trace of possessing,
or at any rate of exercising the

faculty of romantic association

with regard to her art
;

in

spite of her intensely impres-
sionable temperament, her

sense of humour and her richly
stored memory, she seems, like

many musicians whom I have

known, to keep an attitude to

music that is absolute
;

to her,

doubtless, it is keenly sugges-

tive, not associative. I envy
her all her gifts except this

immunity from my own (in

her opinion) ridiculous weak-

ness
;

she will never know the
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fatuous bliss of the duffer who
attends concerts in order to

wallow in sentimental memories,
and bad music will merely
make her cross. Higher joys

the highest no doubt are

hers
; but, such being denied

me, I cling to my base delights

je bois dans mon verre. It will

never, I trust, be empty ; only
a few evenings ago, in a Pall

Mall club, a friend who is wise

in such matters was talking to

me about Spanish tunes, and

happened to hum a few bars

of a Castilian folk-song. In-

stantly the scene changed :

the gaiters of the Bishop van-

ished
;

the portraits of the

Eminent wavered and grew
dim

;
the voice of the bald

old gentleman wheezing hoarse

chestnuts to a suffering friend

died away. I was transported
to a long low cellar that smelt

of garlic and smoky lamps and
was hung with dried gourds
and hams and onions. Once

again I heard the castanets and
the guitar, and a woman's voice

singing that fierce and pas-

sionate music
;

once again I

saw the swarthy and savage

beauty of La Magdelena, but

that is a reminiscence far too

sacred for cold print.
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THEOUGH ALL THE LAND DEBATABLE.

BY LIETIT.-COLONEL P. R. BUTLER, D.S.O.

WHEN, at the end of May,
orders reached us in Cologne
that we were to be sent to

stop the fighting in Upper
Silesia, everybody felt that we
might be in for almost any-

thing. The interposition, be-

tween two closely-confronted

armies, of a relatively tiny
British force was full of inter-

esting possibilities.

What an appeal to the

imagination ! A British bat-

talion moving, complete in

every detail, across the breadth
of Germany, to restore peace
to a remote province, and so

discount one ill effect of Ger-

many's war British soldiers

crossing the battlefield of Leip-

zig
^ and the Elbe and, in

this particular case, the same
soldiers who had gone the

year before to Eastern Prussia,
and unfurled en route their

colours on the railway platform
of Warsaw !

The first few days in Upper
Silesia were days full of ex-

pectancy. They were passed,

by such battalions as had

arrived, in the untidy villages
around Oppeln, along the Oder,
with the sound of distant can-

nonading in the air, and amid

great heat. It was an undis-

tinguished bit of country, not

at all a foretaste of that

which was to come miles of

featureless corn-fields, swelter-

ing in the sunshine, and every
here and there great clumps
of cement factories, unfinished-

looking, but at work. The

villages were apportioned be-

tween Poles and Germans in a

way that was instructive. Along
their main street the houses

were inhabited by Germans
;

the poorer back streets were

exclusively Pole the influen-

tial minority Germans, the toil-

ing majority Poles. These few

preliminary days were spent
in intensive training ;

but there

were one or two rather amusing
diversions, and among these

must be reckoned the incident

of the Polish marriage feast of

Frauendorf.

The companies were billeted

in barns, which stood at the

back of the living-houses. The
entrance to one of the latter

was seen, on our arrival, to

be decked with a miniature

evergreen triumphal arch, bear-

ing an inscription of welcome
and goodwill. These amenities

turned out, however, to be

intended, not for us, but for a

happy couple that had just
been wedded in the local church.

It is impossible to keep the

British soldier from fraternising
with all and sundry wherever
he goes, in spite of prohibitions ;

and so it must be counted
to the credit of the discipline
of the particular company in

question that, when the wed-
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ding festivities were at their

height, only one soldier found

his way into the banquet-
hall. He, however, was a

tremendous success, sang an

Irish song, and gave a finished

exhibition of a clog
- dance.

Alas ! the company sergeant-

major was for once deficient

of a sense of humour, and
Private O'Hara was brought
up on report next morning for
"
creating a disturbance in a

civilian house !

"

On a Sunday afternoon, at

the very end of May, the officers

of the same battalion were

seeking a little repose and
some shelter from the merci-

less sun, in a small orchard.

Valises were stretched under
the trees, and those who were
not reading were asleep. There
were innumerable gnats about,
and the distant booming of

the guns was vaguely menacing.
. . . Suddenly the field-tele-

phone rang. The battalion

was to move by lorry at dawn.
It was to get between the

insurgent Poles and Germans,
and keep them from each
other's throats.

A string of motor-lorries,

packed with British infantry,
headed south-east from Oppeln.
The day had, mercifully, broken
cool and cloudy. On the box-

seat of each vehicle, between
the driver and the officer, sat

a French soldier, clutching his

long rifle. His
"
horizon-blue

"

uniform made a spot of colour

all down the column. These
were to be our mascots and

(perhaps) our safe - conduct

through the Polish lines. We
conjectured that the French,

advancing from another point

through the German lines, had
in their turn a splash of khaki
on each of their camions.

As the column rolled for-

ward upon its three hours'

journey to the front, the char-

acter of the country began to

alter. The belts of forest be-

came deeper, with now the

sombreness of pines, now the

clear shadiness of beech and
birch. All along the route

the people acclaimed us as

their deliverers. To them, the

tillers of the soil and the small

trades-people of the villages,

it signified little what label

was theirs, or to whom they
would have to pay their taxes.

They only wanted to live in

peace. One thought of France
of 1914, when, as one sped
onward in the troop-train to-

wards the front, the old men
working in the fields would
wave their hats, and then draw
an earthy forefinger across

their gullets, pointing in the

direction of the invader. Things
were different now.

After a time many of the

once familiar signs of war's

destructiveness began to show

pillaged houses, broken

bridges, exploded cross-roads.

And then, all of a sudden, the

column came to a stop. The

leading lorry had been held up
by a trench and barricade

across the road
;

and behind
the barricade there stood a

crowd of Poles, their rifles at

the present.

Practically everything that
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can now happen to one on
service has had its counter-

part, at one time or another,
in an experience gone through
in the Great War. When,
therefore, the writer saw what
was holding up the column on
this Upper Silesian road, his

thoughts flew back to an inci-

dent which occurred in Salonika

shortly after the British force

had landed there. A small

party of our troops was march-

ing along the Seres road for

the first time, when it was held

up by a Greek piquet. The

corporal in command of the

latter informed the British offi-

cer that nobody was allowed

along that road. He said it

with the air of a man deter-

mined to die rather than betray
his trust. So the British party

just moved round off the road
to one side, regaining it a few

yards farther on. Both sides

were completely satisfied.

And here, in Silesia, very
much the same thing happened.
The lorry column, packed with

its grinning men, wheeled off

to the right, and, following a

slight deviation, regained the

road farther on, with nothing
more unpleasant than some
extra jolting.

We were now well within the

zone of hostilities, and Polish

irregular troops were dug in all

along the road. There are

degrees of irregularity, and
these irregulars outwardly, at

any rate were about as irregu-

lar as any military body could

be. Scarcely any of them
were completely in uniform,
but nearly all wore some article

of equipment, or portion of

what once might have been
full dress. One man sported
a blue lancer cap, with a

Norfolk jacket and grey flannel

trousers
; many wore bowlers,

with
"
field-grey

"
tunics. They

looked as though they had

hurriedly clothed themselves

from the wardrobe of a rifled

provincial theatre. But their

arms seemed in good order,
and their earthworks bristled

with machine-guns. Their de-

meanour towards the British

troops was not unfriendly, ex-

cept for surly looks on the

part of some. They all looked

very hungry. Our lorries thun-

dered on, and as they dipped
down into the valley wherein

lay Ujest their destination,
between the opposing armies

a shell screamed overhead

and burst beyond that village,

by whom fired, and for whom
intended, one would have been

puzzled to say.

The country in the west

central portion of Upper Silesia

might at first sight be thought

merely undulating, and to con-

sist entirely of alternate tracts

of forest and corn-land. It is

true that, save for the beautiful

Annaberg, which rises to some
2000 feet from the level plain,

it has no heights. But here

and there it is seamed with

unexpected valleys, which wind
for miles, and in which nestle,

amid orchards and along the

banks of pellucid streams, tiny

retiring villages. Such a place

is Alt Ujest.
I shall always remember this
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little spot as it was on the

evening in June when I saw
it last the sun sinking at the

end of its single street, and its

workers, man and beast, re-

turning from their labours in

the hay-fields. The air clear

as crystal, the smell (more
than the smoke) of wood fires,

the file of black-and-white Hoi-

stein cattle stopping to drink

below the bridge, the piles of

new-mown hay. On either side

of its valley the corn-clad

slopes swelled upwards, broken

only by sunken tracks, which

led, bordered by wild flowers,
to the outer world. Brooding
peace was over everything.
. . . Only ten days before we
had marched in along that

valley with the shells whistling
overhead. On our right, be-

hind one ridge, lay the Polish

army ;
on our left, behind the

other, the German. Their out-

posts watched each other across

the dip. How the miracle was
worked I do not know

;
but

the arrival of our little force

small, but resolute had the

same effect here as elsewhere

along the line. The fighting
ceased. Many were the alarms,
and very thorough the precau-
tions

;
but the peace which

we had brought endured.
Alt Ujest was a humble

village, though agriculturally
rich. Its houses were small,
but each possessed a carefully-

kept spare room, in which a
British officer, once he had
forced open the closed double
windows and established the
ritual of the daily bath, might
live in comparative comfort.

A multitude of geese, ducks,
and hens shared the remain-

ing accommodation with the

owners. The rank and file were
billeted in the gasthaus and in

roomy barns.

Like all the agricultural vil-

lages, Alt Ujest was mainly
Polish

;
but it contained a few

German families. In the house

of one of these we installed

our company mess. It was

impossible not to be on friendly
terms with these simple kindly
folk.

" What sort of persons
are these, that they, who
are officers, should deign to

speak to us ?
" was the aston-

ished question I heard the

owner of our mess put to his

wife. All the inhabitants of

these villages are Catholics,
and their houses full of pious

objects. Their taste is, how-

ever, a little crude. The chief

embellishment of my room, for

instance, was a large framed

photograph of a baby in its

coffin. Peasant dress is worn

only by the old women, who
on Sundays wear beautiful cash-

mere shawls
; though the young

women, at weddings, funerals,
and christenings, bedeck their

thickly-coiled and plaited hair

with garlands of evergreen, and
wear a distinctive costume.

As to our military precau-

tions, it is sufficient to say
that our piquets held the sides

of the valley, and that we
patrolled freely. Piquets and

patrols were always partly com-

posed of French and partly
of British (we had a French
detachment with us). By this

means anybody molesting a
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patrol or piquet would find

himself confronted partly by
(supposed) friends, and partly

by (supposed) enemies. But
no attacks took place.

The process by which the

little Allied force got elbow-

room, and the opposing armies

were induced to retire to their

respective confines, need not

be more than touched on here.

Suffice it to say, that where
much tact was called for, it

was readily forthcoming. It

was also triumphantly success-

ful. By degrees the country
for whose security we became

responsible grew wider and
still more wide. And what a

country ! All that brains, enter-

prise, and energy can do has

been done for it. Its stately
forests and teeming fields are

traversed by splendid roads.

It possesses a most efficient

canal and irrigation service.

The proceeds of the sale of the

fruit which grows in a double

line of trees along the highways
goes towards paying the ex-

penses of their upkeep. This

year the trees were weighted
down with cherries, mile after

mile. In spring the blossom
must be a very beautiful sight.

In measure as the rival

forces withdrew, was the scope
of our activities widened and
our horizon enlarged. Detach-

ments, instead of being strung
out in a line of posts, were
moved to important villages
in an ever -

increasing zone.

From the western edge of the

little vaUey of the
" Jordan "

the stream that flows through

Alt Ujest and Ujest one got
a view across the fertile country
to where the blue Bohemian
mountains melted into distance.

Everywhere the hay was being
cut and carted. Patches of

rye, growing to well over seven

feet high, oats, wheat, and

rape, alternated with forests

as far as the eye could see
;

and never a hedgerow any-
where just delicately-defined

changes in the shade of green,

according to the nature of

the crop. And over everything
a glorious sun, with generally
a tempering breeze from the

Carpathians.
Billets began to vary now,

and each type had its own

peculiar interest. One saw
the life (and it was astonish-

ing how quickly it revived) of

country town, of gut, and of

schloss. They are picturesque
little burgs, the country towns
of Upper Silesia, but their

drainage systems leave much
to be desired. If their pre-

dominating tint is grey, it is

the white grey, not the black.

Their streets are narrow and

cobbled, but straight. They
always can boast a roomy
market-place, called the ring,

and their church has a lofty

and graceful spire, which can

be seen for miles. They deal

mostly in agricultural goods
and produce, and though the

majority of the names above

the shops are Polish, it by no
means follows that the bearers

of those names are anything
else but German. Opalla, Kacz-

marczyk, Kupka, Pyka, Wie-

czorek, Tomschick, Kukofka are
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typical names to be met with

in all the towns. They do not

look very pretty to our eyes,

and there seems to be some-

thing fitting about Cilly Namm,
which is the name over a shop
in the ring at Gros Strehlitz.

A billet in one of the little

towns such as Ujest would

usually be in the house of a

German family, where every-

thing would be done to make
one comfortable, and the only
drawback the never - ending
smell of cooking. One's rooms
were invariably clean, with

the universal double windows,
necessitated by the biting cold

of winter. An enormous tiled

slow-combustion stove was a

prominent feature of every
room. The owners were always

friendly, and their children, who
swarmed, adored the British

soldier. At the first streak

of dawn the whole household

would be out, young and old,

to their labour in the fields,

driving out in a huge cart

drawn by two lean wild-eyed

horses, and not returning until

dark.

When one was on detach-

ment the company officers'

mess was in a separate building,
and never composed of more
than four members

;
but at

Ujest there occurred one of

the rare opportunities of run-

ning a battalion mess. This

was established in the schloss,
and we shared it with the

officers of a famous French
chasseur regiment. The schloss

of Ujest is in reality a glorified

hunting-box, belonging to Prince

Hohenlohe, the owner of half

the countryside. It stands

upon a slight eminence over-

looking the town, and has

about it an indescribably feudal

air. It contains many fine

hunting trophies, and a series

of valuable sporting prints.

Its great, dark, panelled hall,

wide oak staircase, and lofty

banqueting-hall were romantic

to a degree. What would the

gay carousing parties of its

prime have said had they been

told that some day French

and British uniforms would

assemble round that board 1

Life in a gut was charming
also. A gut is a large country-
house and farmstead combined.

It, too, has much that is feudal

about it. As a rule it is

situated right out in the coun-

try, in the middle of a
"
do-

minion," or large estate. It

is a compact collection of huge

barns, stables, coach-houses,
and machinery sheds, grouped
round a spacious open hof or

courtyard, and forming three

sides of a square, whose re-

maining side is occupied by
the dwelling. In this live the

overseer and his family. At-

tached to the dwelling are

offices, veterinary establish-

ment, dairy, laundry, garage,
and power-house. The offices

are connected with the nearest

town by telephone. The whole

forms a self-contained unit,

giving employment to hun-

dreds of families. These guts

are invariably run by Ger-

mans, the labour being done

by Poles. Employer and em-

ployed appear, however, to be

on the best of terms, in spite
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of the unrest so wantonly
stirred up by recent happen-
ings. Many guts are sited

on commanding ground: with
their thick outer walls, loop-
holed windows, and massive
foundations they have some-

thing about them suggestive
of a mediaeval fortalice.

In the village of Salesche

we lived in one of these. The

living -house was a pleasant

place, cool and clean. Its

rooms were large and airy,
and it boasted a good bath-

room, with hot water laid on.

At the back of the house was
a shady verandah, opening on
to a garden full of flowers and
fruit. Tall vases and bowls
full of foxgloves stood about
the dining-room, and our rations

were supplemented by un-

limited strawberries and cream,
not to mention the more solid

fare represented by ducks and
chickens. New-laid eggs were
three for a penny. All ranks

agreed that the gut was "bon."
The house, however, had had

a narrow escape a few days
before our arrival. A German
shell, fired at it while the Poles

were in occupation, had cut a
small tree in two just outside

the drawing-room, and had
then struck the outer wall and
failed to explode. It was still

lying where it had fallen. Two
other shells had fallen in the

hof, killing a Polish soldier and
a farm-hand. This hof made
an ideal drill-ground for our

men, and on it they initiated

the youth of the place into the

mysteries of football.

In spite of the depredations

of Korfanty's followers, Sa-

lesche gut was still a very

prosperous one. It was pleas-
ant of a summer's evening to

wander round the byres and
stables and study the working
of the farm. In one long shed

there was housed a prize herd

of Holstein cattle, all black

and white, and looking pre-

cisely alike. Their numbers
had been sadly depleted by
the insurgents, but they never-

theless totalled over eighty.
In the roof of their shed were

dozens of swallows' nests, with

the young birds all hatched
out. It was pretty to watch
them lining the edge of the

nests, while the mother birds

flew to and fro, picking flies off

walls and ceiling to feed to

them. The fledglings were also

black and white, as if in imita-

tion of the cows.

It was an existence, however,

by no means deficient in excite-

ment. Both Poles and Ger-

mans were constantly appeal-

ing to the British for protec-
tion. One night there were

shrill ululations outside the

house. They proceeded from
a poor old woman whose son

had just been kidnapped by
a band of German raiders. We
did what we could, but to no

purpose. Another time a Pole

was captured with two live

bombs secreted on his person.
He was in the act of breaking
into the local butcher's shop.
Salesche was a straggling vil-

lage, over a mile in length,
and the most one could do,

with the forces at one's dis-

posal, was to maintain an in-
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lying piquet and to send out

frequent patrols. Eaiding par-

ties on both sides, working
with silence and despatch, and

perfectly conversant with the

lie of the land, could bring off

an occasional coup with im-

punity.
On another occasion a pla-

toon had been detached to a

smaller outlying village whence
a family had sent word that

one of the sons had been taken

away and murdered the pre-
vious night. The relatives had
found the body buried under
a few inches of earth, and had

brought it home. They said

they were certain the murderers
would return that night to

seize another son. So to the

subaltern in charge of the

platoon was given the task of

occupying their cottage until

daylight.
Over this ghastly

"
kill

"

for they found the body laid

out when they arrived the

subaltern and his men sat up
during the whole of that short

June night, hoping in vain for

the return of the raiders.

Then ensued a few days
of extraordinarily interesting

work. It fell to the lot of

certain officers to visit the

headquarters, now of the one

belligerent, now of the other,
and to persuade them to con-

tinue their retirement. It says
a great deal for the good sense

of both combatants that they
hearkened fairly readily to these

counsels. It also says much
for the prestige of the Allied

arms. One Irish field officer

always declared that he had,

without any knowledge of their

language, persuaded the Poles

to retire ten kilometres by
repeating to them the words
"
gin

" and "
Dublin." Djien

dobre in Polish signifies
"
good

morning."
To the writer there once fell

the task of visiting the Ger-

man insurgent headquarters of

a particular portion of the

line, and explaining that we
wished their forces to with-

draw from a certain belt of

wood.
Out from our lines the little

party of officers and house-

holders rode, through our out-

posts, and down the long

straight road that led from

Ujest to Slawentzitz. After

a few hundred yards the Ger-

man outposts were reached.

We pulled up and explained
that we desired to see the

general. After some hesita-

tion a man, half in uniform,
half in civilian garb, said he

would conduct us to head-

quarters, and jumped upon a

bicycle. We entered Slawent-

zitz by a circuitous route, to

avoid the blown - up bridge
across the river, and followed

the cyclist into the grounds of

Prince Hohenlohe's schloss,

where the German headquar-
ters were established. It was
a magnificent, if flamboyant,

country-seat, situated in a beau-

tifully laid-out park. Over
the entrance were the Hohen-
lohe arms, bearing the motto,
ex flammis orior. One won-
dered how soon it might not

be giving the lie to its own
boast. Steel-helmeted sentries
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were on duty round the house,
who punctiliously saluted us.

No time was lost in admit-

ting us to the presence of the

general. We found him and
his staff poring over maps
in a small room leading off

the hall. They, too, were
dressed more in mufti than in

uniform, in what might without
offence be styled

"
ratcatcher

"

hunting-kit ;
but they wore

their Iron Crosses and badges
of rank. The interview was
not particularly cordial

;
but

then one had no reason for

expecting it to be. It was

asking a good deal to request
these people to withdraw, con-

sidering all the circumstances.

In the end, however, we ob-

tained all that we wanted.
The general kindly lent us an

orderly to show us the way to

the wood in question, and we
took our leave.

Some weeks afterwards the

withdrawal upon either side

had been so faithfully carried

out, and had progressed so

far, that our own brigade head-

quarters were able to be estab-

lished in Prince Hohenlohe's

schloss, and the Union Jack
was flying from its flagstaff.

On a lovely summer's day
I rode over from my gut to

visit it. One now had ample

opportunity to admire its mag-
nificent rooms. There are many
of these palatial residences

scattered up and down the

country. On the whole, both

sides seem to have spared
them. It is a little puzzling
that the wealthy Prussian fam-

ilies should have chosen to

build these expensive seats so

near to the Polish border
;

but the explanation is probably
to be found in the excellence

of the hunting. Also, the

present situation could scarcely
have occurred to any German
potentate in the proud old

pre-war days !

Prince Hohenlohe's schloss

at Slawentzitz is only one
of his residences, but it is

full of beautiful and costly

things. The drawing - room,
when I saw it, contained many
interesting historical portraits

by such artists as Kreul, Wey-
gandt, G. Taubert, George des

Marges, and Lauchert. There
was a spirited portrait of Fred-

erick William of
"
Borussia,"

and the titles under all of

them had a fine old ring
about them (one must admit

it) : Christine Charlotte Sophie,
Fiirstin von den Osten Sacken

;

Marianne, Erbprinzessin zu
Hohenlohe -

Ingelfingen, gebo-
ren Grafin von Hoym ; Pauline,
Fiirstin zu Hohenlohe-Ohrin-

gen, geboren Prinzessin zu

Fiirstenberg sunt lacrymce
rerum.

The Kaiser used frequently
to accept Prince Hohenlohe's

hospitality at this schloss, for

the hunting and shooting. In
the smoking-room I noticed

two large framed photographs
depicting him and his host

setting out for a day's shoot-

ing outriders, postilions, fine

liveries, spanking horses, &c.
;

and at all the upstairs windows
a crowd of domestics, eager to

obtain a glimpse of the All

Highest.
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Life in Salesche the village

of the gut went on in a sort

of outward tranquillity, varied

by periods of unrest, for some

time longer. There was plenty

of patrolling to be done, and

thus plenty of opportunity for

getting away into remote spots

on horseback and alone, which

to some is one of the chiefest

joys of life. The peasants
were full of interest, as are all

peasants. They were mostly

Poles, but speaking German
as well as their own language.

They appeared perfectly con-

tent to be under German rule,

provided they were left in

peace to attend to their hus-

bandry. By the middle of

June they had got all their

hay in. Then there came a

day on which I saw the village

crier going round with his

bell to proclaim something to

the people. They told me he

was announcing that the day
had come when the harvesting
of the rape crop might begin.

Is not this, after all, just about

the only right and proper sort

of proclamation to make to

peasants ?

The weather now got very

hot, working up at long inter-

vals into terrific thunderstorms,
with blinding flashes of light-

ning and deafening peals ;
but

in spite of all this to-do only
a few drops of warmish rain

would at the end of it be

wrung from the reluctant sky.
These storms must be of fre-

quent occurrence every sum-

mer, for the little children took

no notice of them at all.

Before they burst, great flocks

of starlings used to sweep
about the sky and across the

fields, and it was most inter-

esting to watch their move-
ments. At first sight they

gave one the impression of

some sort of rapidly expanding
and contracting ball of vapour.

Obeying to the instant a single

impulse, they would wheel,

tower, flatten out, swerve, land

all together. They would

appear and disappear while

in the air, according to whether

their wings were at right angles
or end-on to the spectator.
Sometimes they looked like a

great plume of smoke, drifting

with the breeze, or the puff
of a shrapnel burst. Then the

entire flock would go into a

spin, and in gyrations and con-

volutions bands of light and
shade would pass upwards
through its axis.

On Sunday mornings our

detachment would parade for

divine service in the village

chapel. Mass was at eleven,
and the chapel crowded to

suffocation with Polish peas-
ants the men on one side,

the women on the other, and
all up the aisle, and, filling the

space before the altar, swarms
of children. There was little

that was noteworthy about the

building, whose rough stone

walls were over-decorated with

tawdry images and pictures ;

but the people's faith was real

and touching. The congrega-
tional singing was beautiful,
the children's voices rising pure
and sweet, in great waves of

melody. All Polish hymns have
an uplift and a haunting sort
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of triumphant sadness in them.

Their hymns reflect their tem-

perament : they are a people
who would be sad to have less

cause for sadness. . . .

Then there came a day when
we got our orders to face about

and march off to the east in-

stead of to the west. Having
seen the German insurgents

safely off the premises (with
their own co-operation), we
were to do the same thing for

Korfanty's Poles.

We marched away to the

east for four days, hard on the

heels of the retiring Polish

forces, each company marching
on its own account, and billet-

ing at night in villages and

guts. As we crossed a com-

manding ridge we saw, far

away to the south, the smudge
across the sky which betokened
the location of the industrial

area, the division of which,
as these lines are written, has

occasioned so much heart-burn-

ing. We were glad that the

direction of our march was

taking us well to the north of

it. We also got our first sight
of Poland, across a great tract

of forest. Through many
quaint little country towns we

marched, one of them being

Tost, the legendary habitation

of the goose that laid the golden

egg. Movement through the

forests was slow. Our march
came to an end within watch-

ing distance of the Polish fron-

tier. Detachment life con-

tinued for some time longer,

and in much the same manner

as before. In the writer's last

detached station, Georgenberg
(whose arms bear the same
device as that which we used
to see upon our golden coin-

age), there was an ancient

church, built entirely of rough-
hewn tarred wood, bearing the

date 1666 an ominous date,
to our minds, for wooden
churches ! The forests round

Georgenberg were full of bil-

berries, which the women and
children used systematically to

gather all day long, and a few
herds of deer and roebuck,
which had managed to survive

the predatory bands let loose

when the putsch began, roamed
about the once carefully pre-
served coverts. The raiding

by both sides, which had been
such a feature of our stay in

the western portion of the

country, was confined, in the

eastern portion, to the occa-

sional looting by Polish bad-

mashes of horses and cattle

from German foresters' lodges
and the like. There was also

an annoying amount of ob-

literating and disfiguring of

signposts and notice - boards.

In one little frontier village on
the Brinitza an official Prussian

eagle was converted into a

Polish one on six successive

nights by the simple applica-
tion of a coat of whitewash,
and back again to German by
means of tar.

After a while our scattered

detachments were withdrawn
and concentrated. Once again
the companies met, and battal-

ion life was resumed. German
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barracks in the ancient town
of Tarnowitz became our por-
tion.

Tarnowitz is affectionately

termed by its inhabitants
"
die

alte freie Bergstadt." It has

narrowly missed becoming an

industrial town, though dis-

figured to some extent by
being a biggish railway junc-
tion. Its picturesque cobbled

ring is bordered on one side

by very old houses and arcades,
and under the shadow of its

church tower there nestles an

inn, built in 1598, in which

Augustus the Strong, of Saxony

and Poland, once sojourned
with one of his fair frail ladies.

Goethe, too, stopped in a Tar-

nowitz inn on the 24th Sept-
ember 1790, having journeyed

laboriously from Weimar to

inspect a steam-engine which

was being experimented with

in the mines of Konigshiitte.
On the walls are inscribed the

famous lines which he wrote

that day, beginning

" Fern von gebildeten Menschen, am
Ende dea Reichea."

Tarnowitz is not even in the

Reich now ! .
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A FISHING TEIP IN THE EMEEALD ISLE.

BY A. W. LONG.

V.

WE found life at Eackrent
Hall very pleasant, but, at the

same time, very different to

the life we led in England
a life without any rough edges
or harsh words, and, best of

all, with plenty of elbow-room.

Gradually we sank into the

background of endless servants

and took of its colour. Al-

though the servants never ap-

peared to really get down to

any hard work, yet if you
asked them to do any mortal

thing on earth, even if they
never did it, they would ac-

quiesce with a pleasant and

willing,
" Indeed and I will,

yer honour," or,
"
Sure, it's a

pleasure to do that same for

ye, miss
"

: very different to

the surly growl of an English
servant when you ask him to

do something outside his sphere
of work.

But, on the other hand, our

Irish servants had not the re-

motest idea of time. Most of

them could not even read the

face of the clock, and the

invaluable Patsey was as ob-

livious as the casual Porgeen.

Further, if an Irish peasant
cares for you, he will give

you any answer sooner than
none.

Patsey and Eobert were the

biggest optimists I have ever

met. Patsey when he called

you, if asked was it a fine

day, would reply with a laugh,
"
It is that, sorr, it's a grand

day
"

;
and when he drew

the curtains you would see the

rain coming down like water

out of a worn-out sieve. And
to your remark that it ap-

peared to be raining,
"
Ah,

that's only a morning mist
;

sure the sun'll be shining in

the canopy of heaven by the

time ye have yer breakfast

taken."

Even on a heavy windless

day, with the river far below

fishing height, Eobert would

encourage one with a,
"
Sure,

there's always a fool in the

river, and yer honour will

surely meet that same one."

When you stuck in a fish, he

would make you think that

it was all through your own

cleverness, and if you lost it

through your own stupidity,
he always had a plausible
excuse.

Even Charles, downright Sas-

senach of the Sassenachs, grew
more genial and readier to

make allowances for the weak-

nesses of others
;

but though
Mary strove laboriously and

earnestly to adapt herself to

her surroundings, she remained
as obviously an Englishwoman
as she would have appeared
in Paris.
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Before long Mary began to

seek some amusement for the

servants, though as far as I

could see they always ap-

peared thoroughly amused with

each other, and probably with

us, judging from the screams
of delight (chiefly female, cer-

tainly) one heard at any time
of day or night in the kitchen

and servants' hall.

So it was settled that a
dance should be given, the

details to be arranged by Mary
with Patsey's help, which
meant that Patsey would com-
mand and we obey.
The great hay - barn was

swept and garnished ; Patsey
made a journey to the little

town of Eastport, engaged two
fiddlers for the dance, and
returned long after dinner-time

with a cart-load of porter and

provisions, singing at the top
of his voice the

"
Wearing of

the Green." Mary said each

servant might bring a guest.
For days before the dance

none of the servants did a
stroke of work, while we seemed
to spend most of our time in

the dining - room, the table

pushed into a corner, practis-

ing the steps of some weird
dance called a "

square set,"
with which Patsey insisted that
we must open the ball. Patsey
was to partner Mary, Charles

the cook, and I was to lead
out Eobert's wife

;
for music

we had Maria with a full-

toned "
to-and-fro."

The night of the dance came,
and with it a crowd which filled

the hay-barn to overflowing :

they must have run a fine comb

over that wild countryside to

collect so many people, young
and middle-aged.

Patsey, resplendent in fa
boiled shirt, a violent green

tie, and what looked suspi-

ciously like a pair of my best

pumps, quickly cleared a space
in the middle of the barn.

Gripping Mary by the waist

with a great red paw, he

started off full split on the

intricate steps of that awful

square set, followed meekly
by Charles and the cook in a

black satin dress, and by Mrs
Eobert and myself.
The two Eastport fiddlers,

well primed by Patsey, and
Maria armed with a huge new
extra powerful

"
to-and-fro,"

soon got into their stride and
set a tremendous pace.
At one part of the perform-

ance we had to waltz our

partners round as fast as they
could go, and Patsey would

give the signal for this with a
terrific yell, louder each time,
and greeted always with shouts

of applause from the delighted
audience. Charles found the

pace too hot for his liking, but
the cook saw to it that he never

flagged for an instant
;

and
when at last the band stopped
from sheer exhaustion or pos-

sibly want of drink, we were

only able to stagger blindly to

some chairs along the wall,
which some of the onlookers

kindly vacated for us. Once
Charles had recovered his wind
he disappeared, to be seen no
more that evening.

Directly the band had recu-

perated, Porgeen appeared, and
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I could see at once that he was
what Patsey would describe

as
"
nicely

"
;
the band struck

up
"
Pop goes the Weasel,"

and the old villain started to

caper slowly about in the middle
of the barn with steps like a
cat on hot bricks.

I don't believe that he knew
a single dance step, nor had
he the slightest idea of time

;

but he gave a comic show which
would have earned him in a

month at any London music-

hall enough money to keep him
in ease and poteen for the rest

of his days.
He was always out of time,

and would give the band a

withering look every few sec-

onds, to explain to us that it

was the musicians' fault and
not his.

The audience every chair

held a boy with a girl sitting

on his knee, which appeared
to be the accepted custom (a

pity Charles did not wait to

entertain the cook in this

fashion) cheered the old man
to the echo, and he carried on

until he came to a complete

standstill, when Patsey seized

and removed him, to be re-

vived with poteen for a further

performance.

Jigs, waltzes, polkas, and
sets followed in quick succes-

sion, the only pauses being to

hearten up the hardy fiddlers
;

then, in response to loud cries

for a song, Porgeen appeared
once more, and sang his only

song,
" The Kerry Eecruit."

By now he was solemn tight,

and if possible funnier than

before. He took quite a minute

to remember each line, in spite
of Patsey's hoarse promptings,
and when not singing took

funny little mincing steps across

the floor, pretending to be

dancing with a napkin, which
he carried twisted across his

right arm, and holding one
end with his left hand as

though clasping his partner.

Gradually Porgeen grew
quieter and quieter, and his

capers became slower and

slower, until at last he could

hardly raise a foot from the

floor. And just as we expected
to see him collapse, Patsey
and Maria rushed at him,

gripped him by the head and

feet, and amidst the delighted
shouts of the rest carried him
off to bed. And Mary and I

seized the opportunity to slip

away unobserved, leaving the

company to enjoy themselves

unrestrained by our presence.

Patsey told us next morn-

ing that they carried on until

nearly breakfast -
time, when

the two fiddlers tucked their

fiddles under their arms and
set out to walk back to East-

port, a matter of sixteen Irish

miles, and that he had to hunt
the guests out of the place with

a stick.

Our Ford turned up the day
after the dance, and looking
none the better for the journey.
The driver's excuse for the

delay was that he had been

afraid to drive a new car

fast. Eobert said afterwards

that the man told him he had

spent several days fishing on
the way, and had good sport
too. Mary wanted to keep the
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man on as chauffeur, but

Charles declared that if an-

other servant was brought into

the place, he would leave the

next day for England, and
would wash his hands of us

;

and, moreover, that the brute

would probably spend the

greater part of his time poach-

ing.

Spring fishing being tem-

porarily at a standstill owing
to fine weather, we determined

to take a drive through the

country to the south, and see

a hotel on the coast of which

Mary had read great accounts

in the Irish papers.
When about four miles from

the coast the road ran along
the shores of a lake in a valley,

with high mountains rising up
at each side, and at a sudden
turn we came upon a magni-
ficent castle of whitish stone

built into the side of the

mountain. Above, and on both

sides of it, great woods ran

right up the face of the moun-

tain, until they met the bare

rock near the top. In front

lay a lake surrounded by
grounds full of fine shrubs,
and all along the road fuchsia

hedges.
After leaving this valley we

ran through open rocky coun-

try towards a mountain stand-

ing alone
;

and on a pro-

montory to the north of this

we found the hotel, a quaint
old house standing almost on
the very shore, with its sides

slated to keep out the spray
of the Atlantic gales in winter-

time.

Some former owner had ap-

parently made a half-hearted

effort to grow trees, but about

fifteen feet seemed to be the

limit they had been able to

struggle up to, and on this

fine spring day the rooks were

busy building in them. The
drive passed along this stunted

rookery on higher ground, and
we could look right down into

the nests from the car.

The view from the house

was wonderful. Looking across

a bay of deepest blue, one could

see range after range of moun-
tains : the nearest vivid green
and golden brown in the sun-

shine, and the distant deep

purple, like the bloom on a

grape. And while we watched,
the lights and shades were

ever changing as the clouds

passed inland on the soft west

wind.

We had tea served by a

quaint old butler with a face

like a harvest moon set in a

fringe of fiery orange whiskers,
called Martin, and then pre-

pared to start for home ;
but

"
Lizzie

" had other notions,

and refused even to think of

starting. Charles got in and

under, but, as the old butler

described it,
"
Divil a puff

could he knock out o' her."

Luckily we had brought some
kit in case of accidents, as in

the end we had to stay the

night.
It was the queerest hotel I

had ever seen. The bedrooms
seemed to be everywhere and

anywhere, up and down stairs,

through each other, and even

leading out of the sitting-

rooms. The place gave one
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the idea that the owners had
numbered all the rooms, put
the numbers in a hat, and
then drawn lots whether a
room should be a sitting-room,
a bedroom, or pantry.
We had roast chickens for

dinner, extraordinary tough
birds. Charles could not face

them, and shuddered when

they came to table. After-

wards he told me that his

bedroom looked out into the

kitchen-yard, and that when

washing his hands after bat-

tling with Lizzie, he had been
an unwilling witness to the

last chapter in the chickens'

lives. He had been watching
them peacefully feeding when
the kitchen door suddenly burst

open, and out rushed a wild-

looking, bare-footed, young
woman, with her hair flying

behind her, and brandishing
a huge carving-knife in one

hand. She had hunted the

chickens round and round the

yard, and finally cornered them,
to finish the horrid job in a

bath, where she also plucked
them and removed their super-

fluous parts. He had told

Martin that he would not

require a bath in the morn-

ing, and advised me to do

likewise.

Charles and I were smoking
before going to bed, when
Martin opened the door and

peered into every corner of

the room. Charles asked him
if he was looking for anything,
and received the extraordinary

reply : "In troth I am, yer
honour

;
sure Bridget's just

after telling me the auld grey

cow's missing this day and
a night." "But," laughed

Charles,
"
you don't expect

to find her in the smoking-
room, do you ?

" "
Maybe

and maybe not
;

sure there's

no telling where that auld

divil of a strap would ramble

into," replied Martin, and he

departed to carry on^ the

hunt.

Presently we retired for the

night, and when I was half

undressed there came a knock
at my door, which opened to

admit the face and whiskers

of Martin. "She's found,"
said he with a grin.

" Where ?
"

said I.
" And where do ye

think !
"

said he.
" In the

cow-house," I ventured, to be
met with an indignant snort.
" Not at all, but in the best

bedroom beyond the billiard-

room
;
and what's more, that

same auld divil's after eating
a blanket and the best half of

one of the missus's fashionable

countey-panes, bad cess to her,
and good night to yer honour."

The chickens, or rather the

remnants, appeared cold for

breakfast, and at the sight
of them Charles declared that

if Lizzie was still not for it,

he for one would walk home
;

but to our joy Lizzie started

off first twist, as though she

had never sulked in her life.

By now the spring fishing
was practically over, and we

hoped that the next flood

would bring the grilse up the

Glenowen river, but were dis-

appointed. The flood came
all right, but the watchers

reported that they had not
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seen a single grilse running.

However, Bobert was never

defeated, and armed with a
tin of worms and a ten-foot

trout-rod, he and I set off

to fish a mountain stream the

morning after the flood.

We had a hard and wet
walk round the spur of the

mountain before we came to

the stream, which ran down a
ravine into the valley to join
the Glenowen river, and, like

all these mountain streams,

only fished well after a flood,

Bobert produced some enor-

mous hooks on gut fit to kill

a spring fish on, and smiled

a polite incredulity when I

insisted on using the finest

Stewart tackle and lightest gut.

Starting in the valley we
fished steadily upwards, catch-

ing many beautiful small golden
brown trout, about three to

the pound. Bobert had never
seen Stewart tackle worked

before, and when I gave him
the rod he made a poor fist

of it at first, being used to

allowing the trout to swallow
his big hooks before striking.
But when I showed him how
to cast the worm up-stream,
and to give a quick but gentle
strike with the wrist directly
an obstruction was met with,
he was delighted with this, to

him, novel method of worming,
and in a very short time was
as expert as any angler to be
met with in Berwickshire, so

quick-witted is the Irish peas-
ant. When the stream grew
too small to fish we sat down
under a big rock to eat our
lunch and take in the view.

After a time the conversa-

tion turned on eels, and Bobert
told me how at one time eel-

fishers used to come every

year from Athlone to fish all

the lakes and rivers in the

district. And he went on to

describe them as terrible cross

fellows but tremendous cute
;

and how they used to send

all the eels they caught straight
to Holland, where they were

at once shipped back to the

London market. It seemed
a long way round from the

West of Ireland to Billingsgate

Market, but when Bobert ex-

plained that Dutch eels fetched

twice the price of Irish eels,

then the tremendous cuteness

of the cross eel-fishers was

pretty obvious.

On our way home we met
Charles and Jack O'Mara driv-

ing two weary asses laden with

creels piled up with mussels.

Charles had been very mysteri-
ous at breakfast - time about
what he was going to do that

day, and had disappeared with

Jack directly the meal was
over. It seems that Jack had
told him some yarn about a
"
foreigner

"
(the mountain

peasant's way of describing a

fellow-countryman from a dif-

ferent part of the country to

his own) who visited the dis-

trict one very dry summer and
had made a fortune, computed
by Jack at 4, out of the pearls
he had abstracted from mussels,
which Jack said thronged every
lake and river.

Charles must have thought
by now that our fortune looked

like going west in a short time,
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and that one to take its place
would doubtless prove an agree-
able surprise to Mary and me,
and accordingly had toiled up
with Jack and the asses to a

mountain lake, where the old

fool assured him the mussels

grew on top of one another.

We all walked back to the

house together, and so keen
was Charles to see his pearls
that he and Patsey at once set

to work with oyster-knives to

open the great pile of mussels
which Jack had dumped in

the stable-yard.
After tea I went out to see

how the pearl-hunt was pro-

gressing, and found them still

hard at it, but no signs of a

pearl as yet. Eobert, who was
rather afraid of Charles, now
volunteered the information

that
" them mussels was no

good," but Charles took no
notice. After opening several

more hundred mussels Charles

asked why they were no good,
and Eobert then explained that

only those which grow in run-

ning water contain pearls, and
that if Master Charles would

go with him to-morrow he
would show him where to get
the right ones. Charles laid

down his knife and walked into

the house without a word.

Soon after this we had a
small flood, and the river

watchers reported that no grilse
had come up, but that they
had seen late spring fish mak-

ing their way up the ladder

at the mouth of the Duffmore
river.

Jack was sick at the time,
so Charles fished alone and

Eobert accompanied me, and
on this occasion we took dif-

ferent banks. Eobert and I

delayed at the falls, watching
a seal which was apparently
of the opinion that there were

still some spring fish to go up,
while Charles went on ahead,
and we did not overtake him
until we came to the pool
where he had stuck in Mrs

Hughes 's old cow. Here we
found him playing a good fish,

and he pointed with pride to

another lying on the bank,
which he had killed about half

an hour before.

We went on to the pool

above, fished it without result,

and were on the point of going
on higher when we heard pite-

ous calls for help from Charles.

Eushing back, we found him
in a predicament, trying to

play his fish, which had taken

a mad fit, and at the same
time hunt away an old long-
eared sow which was making
determined efforts to eat his

fish on the bank.

Charles would make a fierce

rush at the sow with the handle

of his gaff, and at once his

fish would charge down the

river, and he would have to

follow. Then the fish would

quiet down, and out of the tail

of his eye he would see the

sow starting in on his precious
fish in the hand. At once

Charles would forget all about

the fish in the river and charge
for the sow, and at intervals

he would spare a fraction of a

secend to curse us for not

coming to his assistance
;
but

Eobert said he could not swim,
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while I was enjoying the show
too much, and explained that

I was afraid of catching a chill.

At last Charles got really

vexed when he saw that the

sow had already demolished

the head of the fish, and made
an attack this time with the

business end of the gaff. Pro-

bably his idea was to drag the

fish away, but unfortunately
the gaff went home in the sow's

snout.

As though encouraged by
the piercing squeals of the sow,
the spring fish redoubled its

efforts to regain its freedom,
while the sow strove with

might and main to drag gaff

and Charles to Mrs Hughes's

pig
-
sty. And there stood

Charles between the devil and
the deep blue sea : if he let

go of his gaff he would never

be able to land his fish, and
if he went with the sow he

was sure to lose it. All the

time his line was fast run-

ning out, and the sow, sticking
her feet into the ground and

getting her back well into it,

was heaving like a twenty-

stone policeman at the end of

a tug-of-war rope. It only
wanted Mrs Hughes and her

long tongue to appear to com-

plete the picture, but by bad

luck, according to Eobert, she

had gone to market : at any
rate she never appeared, doubt-

less to Charles's great relief.

Charles is slow at making
up his mind, but the sow soon

settled the question for him

by vanishing in the direction

of her home with Charles's

gaff still buried in her snout.

Thankful for having his mind
made up for him, Charles was
now able to turn his undivided

attention to his fish in the

river. Eobert threw my gaff

across to him, and in a few

minutes he landed his second

fish in triumph. But nothing
would ever induce Charles to

fish that pool again as long as

we were at Eackrent Hall
;

and sooner than face Mrs

Hughes's long tongue Eobert

refused point-blank to go
" with-

in the roar of an ass of the auld

divil
" he wrote that night

to England for a new gaff.

VI.

For some days we had been

thinking of motoring to East-

port, to see Mr Paddy Mulligan
about sundry repairs to the

house, which were fast be-

coming urgent. Charles had
written to him several times

on the subject ;
and though

he replied to the letters he

always forgot to mention the

repairs, confining his remarks
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to the price of cattle and sheep,

and giving a full description

of the sport he had enjoyed

recently on the Eastport river

with the rod.

A good steady drip one

pouring wet night on Dash's

bed in Mary's room brought
matters to a head

;
and it

was decided, in spite of Charles's

protest of greasy roads, to

B 2.
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start after breakfast, in order

to make a direct assault on
Mr Mulligan. Our road ran

north, first along the side of

the bay, then inland, follow-

ing the course of the Duffmore
river

;
then through a narrow

mountain pass to the open
country round the little sea-

port of Eastport.
We left home in a heavy

mist of rain
;

but before we
had gone three miles the wind

suddenly veered, the clouds

began to lift off the mountains,
and in the turn of your hand
the sun came out, first shin-

ing through the fast-thinning

clouds, and then lighting up
the whole landscape a com-

plete change between the two
extremes of a gloomy wet day
and a brilliantly fine one in

the space of not more than
half an hour.

But when within a few miles

from Eastport the wind backed,
and we drove down the long

steep hill in a steady drizzle

of fine rain. One's first im-

pression was of suddenly hav-

ing come upon the dirtiest

and most depressing town in

the world a startling contrast

to the magnificent scenery we
had just passed through, and
a change from the handiwork
of God to that of man with a

vengeance.
The town of Eastport con-

sists of one long main street,

with numerous .narrow side

streets running out of it, and
out of these various squalid

culs-de-sac, so narrow that it

is said to be possible to shake
hands across them from the

upstairs windows, And over

all towers the great steepleless

Eoman Catholic chapel, shaped
like a gigantic oblong box of

limestone, glistening black in

the damp atmosphere, making
the wretched houses look even
smaller than they are, and by
its magnificence accentuating
their appearance of poverty.

It was market-day, and the

dirty main street was packed
with country people, some

standing about in groups gos-

siping, while others who had

just arrived were unharnessing
their horses and asses outside

the shops they dealt with,

leaving their carts anyhow and

anywhere in the street. And
at the corner of every side-

street lounged a group of corner-

boys, hands in pockets, and

amusing themselves by criti-

cising every new arrival.

On the edge of the footpath
were many stalls, some selling

a kind of seaweed, which Patsey
told us afterwards the country
people chew, deriving great
comfort and virtue from it,

others offering tin cans and

pails ;
while at each end of

the street men were auction-

ing second-hand clothes and

shoddy harness. And as though
the street was not sufficiently

congested already, the country

people bringing carts of turf

for sale must needs take up
their positions outside and in

between the stalls. Several

times Charles had to stop,
and with difficulty we reached

the hotel yard, where we left

the car.

Before interviewing Mulligan,
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Charles insisted on going to

see a boat-builder who lived

on the river-side, from whom
he wished to buy a boat to

put on a lake which Eobert

told us used to be famous for

brown trout, and had not

been fished for some years.

We found that he had a good-

looking boat the right size,

and arranged to send a cart

for it the following day.
After leaving the boat-

builder's shed we waited by
the river to watch a salmon-

net being hauled in. Half the

town must have been lean-

ing over the walls along the

river banks, and the contrast

between these cheery laughing

people and their dismal town
was very marked.
We then made our way to

Mr Mulligan's shop. The under-

taker proved as original as his

letters, and so talkative that

neither Charles nor I were

able to get in more than a few

words at a time edgeways.
Charles got as far as

" my
sister's dog kept awake," when

Mulligan started to try and
sell him a brace of red setters

;

and when he paused for breath

or whisky I made an effort,

got as far as
"
there is a leak,"

only to be seized by the arm
and dragged off to a horrible

vault filled with whisky and

porter casks, and asked with

a loud laugh,
" Which cask

will I be after leaking for ye ?
"

In the end Mr Mulligan pro-
mised to have everything put
right on the very next day,
"
maybe sooner

"
;
and seeing

that the man was too much

for us, we retreated before he

might blarney us into buying
his dogs or whisky.
On leaving the shop we saw

a weird-looking old man caper-

ing in the middle of the street,

and violently ringing a large

hand-bell above his head. Sud-

denly he stopped, and in a

loud raucous voice shouted out :

"To -
night, to -

night, Grand
Social Concert to-night in the

town-hall, Eastport. Grand

bootlaces, long, strong, and
durable two a penny." A
pause while he capered and

finally rocked on his heels,

and with a wild laugh :

"
Sure,

they must be rotten at the

price !

" And away he went

down the street, waving the

bell over his head and howling
with laughter.
To stand in the street of an

Irish provincial town is always
fatal

;
and besides, our interest

in the bellringer's performance
must have proclaimed us

strangers, with the result that

when we started to move on

we found ourselves hemmed in

by beggars old, young, female

and male, and all dirty. One
old woman, carrying a basket

of highly-scented
"
real Dublin

Bay herrings," faced Charles

demanding money whichever

way he turned. Charles would

undoubtedly have got the better

of the ancient fishwoman, but

the smell of her fish was too

much for him, and hastily

taking what he thought was
a sixpence out of his pocket,
he threw it into her basket,
and turned to make good his

escape.
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Hardly had we got clear

when we heard a shout behind

us, and turning saw the dread-

ful old fishwoman making
straight for us at a fast trot;
and when she got near, Charles

saw to his horror that she was

holding up a half-sovereign in

her fingers, and realised the

mistake he had made in his

panic.
Of course we should have

fled at once, but Charles seemed
rooted to the ground, fasci-

nated by the sight of his lost

half-sovereign. Before we could

move she was upon us, followed

by the rest, and down on her

knees in the street with prayers
for Charles's

"
sowl." Then

she struggled to her feet, still

calling down the blessings of

heaven on Charles, and made
frantic efforts to embrace him.

Probably the smell of the

herrings caused Charles to lose

his head, for without a pause
he threw a half-crown into the

woman's basket, and begged
her to be quiet and go home

;

but of course this only increased

the fervour and intensity of

her prayers.
" God Almighty

Himself above in the canopy
of heaven never made a finer

gintleman, so He didn't."

By this time we must have
been surrounded ten deep by
all the beggars in the town.

Like wildfire a report had run

through the place that a mad
Englishman was after landing
on the mail train. That he
was either mad, drunk, or

both, or had robbed a^bank,
and that he was scattering

half-sovereigns as easily as a

drunken pig-buyer from Lim-
erick would scatter halfpennies
after a pig-fair.

Luckily at this point two

huge E.I.C. constables ap-

peared on the scene, the beggars
melted away like snow, and
Charles dashed for the hotel-

yard, started up Lizzie, and
sat in her with the engine

running until we were ready
to go home. And as soon as

I had collected Mary and her

numerous purchases, Charles

drove Lizzie through Eastport
like an armoured car, swear-

ing that he would never bring
us there again. Even Mary
was amused at the loss of

Charles's half-sovereign, not to

mention his half-crown, and

proceeded to get some of her

own back over the farthing

episode in Dublin.

A few days after the arrival

of Charles's boat he and I

drove out to the brown trout

lake, Lough Alone, taking Jack
with us to help Charles to row.

We drove due east through the

mountains for several miles

until we came to the verge of

civilisation, and there in a
hollow of the hills lay the lake,

a sheet of dazzling blue in the

spring sunshine. At first glance
the valley appeared to be un-

inhabited, but gradually one's

eye caught the thatched roofs

of cottages hidden away in

tiny valleys within the valley,
and sometimes showing a peep
of whitewashed gable-ends. Of
fields in the regular sense there

were none
;
but here and there

patches of a few square yards
of cultivated land, mere pockets
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in the great waste of heather

and boulders, and fenced round
with the stones which the

owners had laboriously cleared

off the land one of the many
districts in the West of Ireland

where the men, after putting
in their small crops in the

spring-time, go off to England
as harvesters, starting with the

hay crop in Lancashire and

finishing with potato - digging
in the Fen Country, returning
home in the late autumn or

early winter with a few hard-

earned pounds. It is not un-

common in a poor district of

this kind to find two neigh-

bours, one of whom speaks with

a broad Lancashire accent, and
the other you would take for

a native of Lincolnshire.

The road ran past the lake,

and we left Lizzie at a cottage
on the roadside, where lived

the man in whose charge Charles

had left the boat. In reality

we found that the lake was
divided into two by a nar-

row neck of rocky land, joined

together by a canal about

twenty yards long, so that

fish had easy access from one

part to the other
;
but in spite

of this the trout were totally

different. In one part, which
had a boggy bottom, the trout

were very dark - coloured and

played badly ;
but in the other,

which had a whitish marl

bottom, the trout were as

silvery as sea trout and played
like tigers.

At first we had only a light
but hard north wind, not enough
for fly-fishing, so we amused
ourselves by rowing about, look-

ing for likely fishing shallows.

On the south-west shore were

groups of big rocks, and on
them as many cuckoos as the

ordinary countryman will hear,
let alone see, in a season. And
they took no manner of heed
of the boat, though we stopped
within a few yards of them, so

intent were they with the busi-

ness in hand, which consisted

in cuckooing frantically to each

other from the different rocks,
and making a stately bow with

each cuckoo. At last one bird

flew away, quickly followed by
a second, and gradually all

disappeared in pairs. And
though they did not return to

the rocks throughout the day,
we could hear them calling to

each other from the higher

ground on every side of the lake.

Bounding a patch of high

reeds, we came suddenly on

top of a small flock of mallard,
their brilliant colouring show-

ing up vividly in the bright

light a sure sign that their

mates were sitting on their

nests not far away, probably
in the heather a few yards
from the lake.

Whinchats were common,
chatting at each other con-

tinuously from the tops of

every patch of blazing yellow

gorse ;
while from a small fir

wood came the cooing of wood-

pigeons, one of the most peace-
ful sounds in the world. And
in the low bog-myrtle growing
at the very water's edge tiny
little brown wrens flitted from
bush to bush, never still or

easy for more than a few
seconds at a time.
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As ever, nature left alone

was perfect, but as so often

happens, the scene was spoilt

by the hand of man. On the

shore of a small bay, where
the ground was high and level,

we came across a hideous con-

crete wall about twenty feet

square just a plain ugly wall

sticking out of the ground for

no apparent reason whatever
;

but Jack told us that it was a

ball alley, where all the lads

of the country-side collected

on Sundays and holy days to

play hand-ball, a kind of primi-
tive fives.

As it was still no good trying
to fish, Charles determined to

see how his boat pulled, and

telling Jack to pull his best,

we started off down the lake

at a great pace. Jack said

nothing, but I could hear him

grinding his teeth, and every
time he drove his oar into the

water he would let out a mighty
grunt. Charles fancied himself

greatly with an oar, and before

we had gone far Jack, who

nearly wrenched the rowlock

out of the gunwale every stroke,

began to pull Charles round in

a circle. Charles then called

a halt, whereupon Jack burst

into wild peals of laughter,
which greatly vexed Charles.

After a careful examination of

the boat, Charles insisted that

she was built crooked, so it

was decided that they should

change places, and away we
went again. This time Jack
could only hold his own, though
the grunts grew into roars,

and gradually Charles began
to get the better of him.

By now the wind had backed
to the westward, the day grown
softer, and noting a rise of fly

on the water, I insisted on

starting to fish.

We found that the natural

fly resembled a
" Wickham's

Fancy," and with this pattern
had good sport until a late

hour. As we were landing,
small flocks of whimbrel started

flighting in and settling on the

shores of the lake, probably to

rest on their long journey to

the breeding-grounds in the

north. Young curlew, Jack
called them.

Before going home we had
tea in the cottage. When
Charles had started up Lizzie,

Jack was missing. After some
time we ran him to ground
in a stable, sitting on an

upturned turf creel, with a

mug of poteen in one hand
and a hunk of soda bread in

the other
;

and I knew from
the silly grin on his face that

he was what Patsey would call

nicely, thank you.
Charles ordered him sharply

to get up out of that, and to

get into the car, but Jack would

only chuckle and shake his

head. Eventually, with the

aid of the farmer and his son,
we got the old villain out and
into the car, but had to hoist

him in like a sack of potatoes.
We got home only half an

hour late for dinner. Jack
was at once handed over to

Patsey to be dealt with after

his own original fashion, to

appear the following morning
his humble and simple self once

again.
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Directly dinner was over

Charles insisted that we should

start off at once to the wake
of a cousin of Patsey's, who
had lived

" above on the side

of the mountain," wherever
that might mean in this coun-

try of mountains. I had had

quite enough for one day,
and was for an early bed;
but Charles said that Patsey
had begged him as a great
favour that we should at least

put in an appearance, that

it would be a stupid mistake

to offend the people, and that

we need only be there for a
few minutes.

In the end I weakly gave
in, and we started off on an
outside car with Patsey, a
wild stable-boy driving perched
up on the dickey seat. An
outside car is without doubt the

finest two-wheeled trap in the

world : it will carry twice

the load an English dogcart

will, and, moreover, more than
two passengers do not make
any difference to the balance.

But to the mere Englishman
it presents one great difficulty

that of retaining his seat on
a bad road, or, in fact, at any
time when in motion. To an
Irishman it comes as second

nature, drunk or sober, to sit

on one in any position with

apparent effortless ease, simply

clinging by his big toes to the

outer edge of the wing on
which his feet rest.

The night was as dark as

the famous cupboard into which

Pigg thrust his long nose when
Jorrocks asked him what of

the night, the going so bad

that the car only seemed to

touch the road in spots ;
and

the boy drove like a Dublin

jarvey returning from Punches-
town races.

Our host and hostess received

us at the door of their cottage
with stately courtesy, and bade
us ten thousand welcomes, while

we murmured our condolences.

Patsey bustling in ahead, acted

the part of our avant-courier.

At first I was blinded by the

sudden change from inky dark-

ness to dazzling light, but

gradually was able to take in

the weird scene, to be inter-

rupted by the important Pat-

sey, who conducted us to the

corpse, laid out on a bed in a

recess in a corner of the kitchen

by the big open fireplace. At
first I thought that we were to

be formally introduced to the

departed, but found that we
were only expected to take a

pinch of snuff from a saucer

poised on the dead man's chest.

This ceremony over, we were
conducted to seats of honour
in front of the roaring fire,

and our host proceeded to

present us with new clay pipes
and savage-looking black-cake

tobacco, while Patsey offered

us our choice of porter or

poteen.
The kitchen was quite a

good size, the far end from the

fireplace being used as a general

stable, in which were two little

black cows and several calves

about the size of flat-coated

retrievers, who showed a mild
and benevolent interest in the
unusual throng of strangers.
A shaggy pony unconcernedly
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ate his hay from a rack
;

above on rough perches rows
and rows of fluffed - out and

sleepy-looking cocks and hens

of every breed under the sun

blinked at us with unseeing

eyes ;
and I was dying to

peep under the bed to see if

there was a pig there or not.

The room was full of people
of all ages, and through the

gathering fog of turf and to-

bacco smoke I thought that I

caught glimpses of most of

our servants' faces, to disap-

pear behind some old woman's
back the instant their eye

caught mine. There was no

mistaking Porgeen's long nib

or Maria's flaming head of

hair, generally standing on end
like shock-headed Peter's from
a superabundance of static elec-

tricity, as Charles used to say ;

but the others were so mixed

up and through each other that

it was impossible to be sure.

For some time after our

entry the company was very

quiet and subdued, but grad-

ually, under the influence of

porter and poteen, they forgot
our presence, and started to

discuss the virtues of the de-

parted, the prospect of the

crops, and the price of pigs.

Patsey pointed out to us a row
of very old women they might
have sat for a picture of

witches sitting on a form by
themselves in close proximity
to the live stock, and told

us they were the keeners,

and that he would soon get

them into song for us. The
usual stone jar of poteen was

produced, each old lady given

a double ration in a teacup by
Patsey, and then they set up
the pipes : quite the most
fearsome noise I ever heard

moans, groans, and shrill lamen-

tations. All the while they
rocked themselves in unison

on the form, beating their

hands together, and at inter-

vals threw their aprons over

their heads. It nearly drove

Charles mad, and he insisted

on Patsey stopping them at

once at any cost.

For a time the people were

silent, the old ones getting
down to the drink and tobacco,
while the young ones whispered
and giggled amongst themselves

in the background. Then arose

cries of
"
Maria, Maria, a tune,

give us a tune," and the coy-

looking Maria, her hair looking
redder and wilder than ever,

was duly pushed into the fore-

ground by her companions, and
the large

" to-and-fro
"

thrust

into her hands.

At first only one couple,
bolder than the rest, took the

floor
;

but when the others

saw that nothing awful hap-

pened to the pair, they started

to dance, and in a short time

the centre of the room was

packed. Each couple only had
a small space to twist and
turn on, and the booming of

Maria's
"
to-and-fro

"
put an

end to the conversation of the

elders. The dance over, the

young ones resumed their gig-

gles and whispering, and their

elders had an innings with their

general chat.

At this point a middle-aged

gentleman sitting near us began
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to moan and complain that

he felt badly. On Patsy ask-

ing him what was on him at

all, he informed us that he had
taken a big dose of salts, and
how it was after swelling up on

him.

Patsey loudly demanded po-
teen and ginger, but the ginger
was not forthcoming, and the

old woman of the house sar-

castically suggested that the

man had enough drink taken,

and, in troth, that was what
was on him, the crayture. As

usual, nothing was done ex-

cept to argue and chatter,

though it is true that Patsey
ran his hands over the man and
cheered him up by saying that

it was bigger he was after

getting every minute, and that

maybe he would burst yet.

And he did get visibly bigger
as time went on, but nothing
was done for him, and the

volume of his groans increased

in proportion to the size of

the man.
At last some one suggested

the doctor, but this advice

was promptly scouted.
"
Sure,

don't ye know well that that

same doctor has only half a

lung, and doesn't be out be

nights unless by the same token

he can see the colour of yer

gold."
The people, one and all,

appeared quite indifferent to

the unfortunate man's fate,

while Charles and I sat by
helpless, and fascinated by the

now fearful size of the man's

body. At last Charles told

Patsey that he really must do

something, but couldn't tell

him what, and that it would
be too awful if he exploded.

I never saw Patsey beat for

an idea, and, sure enough, he
came up to the scratch as

usual. Suddenly he yelled for

a rope, any kind of a rope,
and when they produced a

cart rope he proceeded with

willing assistants to coil it

round and round the man's

body, in spite of his yells and

protestations.
"
Sure, man,

dear," said Patsey,
"

isn't it

better to hurt ye than to let

ye burst?
"
but the man seemed

to think otherwise. They then

proceeded to carry him into

the inner bedroom, and to

our relief we saw him no
more.

Again Maria was in demand
for a strenuous square set, in

the middle of which there arose

an agonising scream from an
old woman of,

" Oh my God,
Michael's up and awake !

"

And, sure enough, the corpse
seemed to be sitting up in bed
and taking a lively interest in

the square set, while the snuff

saucer lay in flitters on the
floor.

For a fraction of time there

was a dead silence, to be
broken by screams from the
women and oaths from the

men, as one and all joined in

a headlong rush for the door,

carrying Charles and me with
them.

In a few minutes we heard
our driver yelling for us, and
once he had us upon the car
he drove full split down the
bohereen and the road home,
where we arrived very much
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ashamed of ourselves as dawn
was breaking.
The next day Patsey gave

us the explanation of the com-

ing to life again of poor Michael.

It appeared that Michael

was a hunchback, a
"
crutch-

een
"

Patsey called him, and
in order to make him lie nice

and flat in the bed a large

heavy flat stone had been

placed on his chest to press
his hump well down into the

mattress. Doubtless the stren-

uous square set had shaken
the bed and so displaced the

stone, with the startling result

we had seen. But Charles

and I had quite finished with

wakes, and Charles was very
displeased with Patsey.
Some time afterwards I hap-

pened to be in Eastport, and
tackled the boat-builder with

having stuck us with a crooked

boat. He thought for a mo-

ment, and then asked,
"
Sure,

doesn't yer honour be always

having Jack O'Mara pulling
an oar with ye ?

"
I admitted

that we generally had.
' '

Well,
' '

said he in triumph, "sure, that's

why I built her that ways. Ye
can always be putting that

great omadaun on the hard

side and kape him quiet."

vn.

We saw very few visitors

at Eackrent Hall, and one of

our few regular ones was a

Mayo pedlar commonly known
as the Eed Pedlar, though
there was not a sign of red on
him now with the exception of

his nose
;

but in his youth it

was rumoured he had been
the proud possessor of the

finest and fieriest pair of red

whiskers in the West. And as

Patsey put it,
" Them same

whiskers used to be worth a

barrel of stout a month to

him
;

so they used."
" What

for ?
"
queried Charles.

"
Sure,

weren't all the gentry in the

county crazy to buy them to

colour (tie) their flies with,"
answered Patsey. It seemed
that in the Bed Pedlar's youth
one of the most popular salmon
flies used to be one called the
"
Colleen," which had for a

body the fiery red whiskers of

a true bogtrotter, and for this

purpose his whiskers were most

suitable, being just the right
shade and texture, and having
a wonderful glint when held

up to the light.

He drove an ass-cart, which
was like the most wonderful

bran-pie for producing the un-

expected rosaries, mirrors,

buttons, apples, prayer-books,

knives, amulets, needles, rolls

of homespun, and even ladies'

bonnets, of a type so old

that at tunes they would suc-

ceed in catching up the local

fashions, came out of the cart

at the magic touch of the Eed
Pedlar. And it was even re-

ported that at the very bottom
of all lay bottles of Mayo
poteen, the

"
real stuff."

The old man's appearance

driving down the avenue was
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the signal for every servant

in the place to stop work
;

they would crowd round the

cart and spend hours examin-

ing his odd collection of goods.

Probably most of their small

wages found their way into

his old leather wallet. And
generally he would spend the

night with us in fact no one

ever went away without a

meal or a night's lodging,
and would amuse the house-

hold telling fairy stories by
the yard until any hour of the

night.
On one of these occasions

Jack was seen to buy an amulet
after much deliberation and

protracted bargaining. The

wily old pedlar told him that

this amulet was full of great
virtue I forget how many
people had blessed it, and that

whoever wore it constantly
would never be drowned, no
matter how drunk he might
be

;
but on no account must

the owner ever take it off or

the virtue would pass out of

it for good. Jack's eyes and
mouth opened to their full

extent as the pedlar unfolded

the virtues of the amulet, and
never closed until it was his

very own, when the maids
insisted on securing it round
his neck with shouts of amuse-
ment.
One of Jack's daily duties

was to row across the bay to

meet the mail-car and bring
back the house post-bag. Ex-

cept for the fact that his

dinner divided his day into

two, he would probably never
have known the difference be-

tween morning and afternoon,
and the signal for him to start

used to be a loud and long

tally-ho from the pantry win-

dow by Patsey, kept up until

Jack was seen to be well on
his way to the old boat in

which he used to cross the

bay. Sometimes the boat had
been taken the previous night

by country people and left on
the far side

;
then Jack would

return to the house in a tower-

ing rage and demand the motor-
boat. He was invariably late

for the mail-car, and the driver

used to hide the bag under a
bush by the roadside, where
Jack was always delighted with

his own cleverness at finding it.

A few mornings after Jack
had bought the virtuous amu-
let from the old pedlar, Charles

and I were sitting on a seat in

front of the house watching
two fishing-boats racing up the

bay. We heard Patsey 's usual

tally-ho, and after a time Jack

passed on his way to the slip

where his boat was usually

kept. From our position we
could see that the boat was
not there, and we waited, ex-

pecting him to return with his

usual request to be taken across

in the motor-boat at once or

he would surely be late for

the post.
We saw him reach the slip,

and after gazing intently for

some time at the place where
his boat ought to have been,
he started to return, then

stopped and began fumbling
at his neck with both hands.

Finally he went back to the

slip and began to walk into
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the sea. Luckily the tide was
out at the time and the water

quite shallow for a good dis-

tance. Always a slow mover,
the water made him slower

than ever, and his progress
could not have exceeded a

couple of yards a minute.

As soon as we realised that

Jack was going to try and
walk across the bay, trusting

no doubt to the virtue of the

Bed Pedlar's amulet, we rushed

down to the slip, and by the

time we got there Jack was

up to his neck, but now hardly

moving. Charles called to him
to come out of that at once, but

he took no notice. Not being
keen on a wetting, we waited,
but after a pause and much

arguing he started to go on.

I then told him that if he came
out at once I would take him
across in the motor-boat and

give him a big drink of whisky.
This made him hesitate, and
I thought we had won

;
but

he started again after shout-

ing back that the amulet would

surely see him across.

We were on the point of

wading in after the old fool,

when we heard the roars of

the approaching Patsey and
waited. At Patsey 's bitter

words of command Jack slowly

dragged himself out of the sea,

red in the face with fury, and

ever afterwards he insisted that

if we had only had the sense

to let him alone he would have

crossed the bay and brought
back post and boat.

Owing to the continuous fine

weather and the consequent
non-arrival of the grilse, we

told Robert that he must pro-

duce some sport, and, as ever,

he did in the form of wild-

goat stalking. According to

Eobert, on some of the higher
mountains there were large

flocks of goats which had not

been molested for years, and

which had horns as big as

elephants' tusks. A high moun-

tain on the opposite side of the

bay was selected for the stalk.

Mary, who had been listen-

ing, elected to go with us and

to take Dash, and asked Robert

if it was a hard mountain to

climb. "Is it that one, miss
;

sure ye would be eating grass

the whole way up to the top."

This was, of course, double

Dutch to Mary, who always

thought Eobert quite mad
;

and when it was explained to

her that the mountain was so

steep that she would have to

climb with her teeth as well

as her hands and toes, she gave

up all idea of going.

Charles, who had stalked in

Scotland, took charge of the

arrangements.
On a fine morning after a

very early breakfast Jack put
us across the bay in his old

boat, where we were met by
a local guide and two lads with

asses harnessed with the saddles

which are used for carrying

turf creels, and which, Charles

explained, would be wanted to

bring home the wild goats.

From the house, with a pair

of Zeiss glasses, the foot of this

mountain had appeared quite

close to the opposite shore of

the bay, but when we got there

we found that we had miles
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of valleys and bogs to cross.

By the time we reached the

place I had had quite enough ;

but Charles was extraordinarily

keen, and insisted on going on.

After climbing some hun-

dreds of feet (it seemed like

thousands) I would throw my-
self down in the heather, while

Charles and the guide scanned
the sides of the mountain for

goats ;
but it was always the

same, the goats were higher

up, and on we would climb.

At last, when I was about

done, Charles picked up a flock

with his glasses. They were
out of shot except by making
a detour of quite two miles.

I refused to move, so Charles

and the guide went off, leaving
Eobert and the ass party with

me.
And when I had sufficiently

recovered to think life worth

living once more, I forgot all

my woes in the beauty of the

view stretching out below me
for miles and miles. Probably
if we had climbed that awful

mountain every other day dur-

ing the remainder of our stay
at Eackrent Hall, we might
never have hit on such a per-
fect day again, as generally
the greater part of the mountain
was either in the clouds or else

shrouded in mist.

There is no doubt that if

one would see the real beauty
of a country one must see

it from a height, especially
a mountainous country where
one's view on the flat is

confined.

On one side lay the open
Atlantic, a wonderful deep

green, edged with dazzling white

breakers near the shore, and a

deep lilac towards the horizon.

At our feet lay the bay, a

still narrow sheet of deepest

blue, in places where the rocky
sides were sheer, merging al-

most into black. Across the

bay one could see the house

and every part of the large

demesne, but on such a small

scale as to appear unreal. And
beyond, as far as the eye could

reach, mountains of every size

and shape and of every shade

of colour
;

even while one

watched the colours changed,
and with this change the shapes
and contours of the mountains
seemed to change also.

We heard three distant shots,

and after a long pause saw
Charles making frantic signals.

Eobert set off with the ass

party to join him. Eventually
on the party making its way
down the mountain, I found

that Charles had bagged two

old goats and a kid
;

but if

the old ones had fine horns

their smell was finer. Even
the unfortunate asses seemed

to be trying to get away
from it.

Charles wished the goats
taken to the stables in order

that he might remove the

horns and have them skinned
;

but for once I asserted my posi-

tion of an elder brother, and
the goats were left at Eobert 's

house.

We found Mary trying to

do a deal over some lobsters

with a queer-looking old man
from one of the outlying islands,

whose canoe we had seen at
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the slip when we landed, her

chief complaint being that sev-

eral of the lobsters had lost

claws, to which the old islander

answered plaintively,
" But

sure, me lady, I couldn't be

putting them on agin."
A few days afterwards at

breakfast-time Porgeen rushed
in with the news that there was
a mountainy woman from be-

yont at the door with a pieceen
of paper for Master Charles,
and hardly was Patsey able

to stop her coming into the

dining-room before now. On
being told to get the pieceen
of paper, Porgeen returned with

a dirty half-sheet of notepaper
on a silver salver, which he

handed to Charles with a broad

grin. For some minutes Charles

said nothing, then handed the

pieceen to me, and I read out

the following: "To bridget Pa-

herty for one goateen and its

dada and nanny 4 pounds seven

shilling."

There followed a long and

painful silence, only broken

by fragments of Patsey's vio-

lent altercation with the angry
mountainy woman which came
in through the half-open door

in gusts, and the feeling of

Porgeen's offensive grin. At
last Charles, after asking where
Eobert was, to be told that he

had gone to Eastport for the

day, slowly and painfully laid

four pounds and seven shil-

lings on the salver, and we
never heard the word goat

again.

(To be continued.)
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FEOM THE OUTPOSTS.

THE TOBACCO JAR.

INLAND from Malindi, on the

shores of the Indian Ocean,
where the Sabaki river meets

the sea, is a place called Jilori.

Jilori was originally a mission

station, and had been occupied

by those whose endeavour it

was to instil the precepts of

the Christian religion into the

somewhat unreceptive hearts

of the Wa-giriama tribe. The

Wa-giriama of late had thrown
off all pretence of allegiance
to either a spiritual or a tem-

poral power (the latter repre-

sented by the British Govern-

ment), and had broken out in

open revolt. Thus it was that

the followers of the Crescent

had temporarily supplanted
those of the Cross, and, repre-

sented by Yuzbasha 1 Haganas
Kuku and fifty askaris of the

King's African Eifles, were up-

holding British prestige in

Jilori.

The white Commandant, with

the remainder of the company,
was visiting a recalcitrant chief

two days' march away ;
the

command of the post therefore

devolved on Yuzbasha Haganas
Kuku. So it happened that

in the cool of the October even-

ing the Yuzbasha, reclining in

a decrepit deck-chair (the gen-
erous gift of his Commandant),
warmed himself at the camp-
fire, for the nights grow chill,

even in tropical Africa. He
was a grotesque figure, in an

1

Captain.
2 Tooth stick.

unlovely setting. Of gigantic

proportions, bow-legged, pot-

bellied, he had a head of ab-

normal size, which seemed like

a block of ebony carved into

some approximate semblance

of human features.

The firelight nickered on this

uncouth figure ;
it nickered on

the drooping leaves of the

banana plantation, and on the

figures of the sentries, carefully

posted by the Yuzbasha; but

no gleam of it could reach the

impenetrable darkness of the

cactus-thorn which enveloped
the clearing where the camp
was pitched. Haganas Kuku
was slowly polishing his teeth

with an msuaki 2 stick. The

process was purely mechanical,
for he was comfortably reflec-

tive. Life after all had its

compensations, even in this

Allah - forsaken country. He
had just eaten to repletion,

and, in vulgar parlance, had
done himself well. For meat
was plentiful, and could be

had for the asking, or for the

taking if the former failed;

and when supplemented by the

ration allowance of rice and

ghi,
3 was all-sufficing. More-

over, more often than not the

few Giriama proselytes, mostly

women, who had sought refuge
in Jilori until law and order

had been re-established, brought

offerings in the shape of sweet

potatoes and mahindi,
4 and

3 Clarified fat.
* Indian corn.
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these provided a welcome addi-

tion to the daily bill of fare.

And then there was Mutaresa,
the Giriama belle who had
attached herself to his en-

tourage ;
she had undoubtedly

brought the culinary art to

perfection. Even Amina, his

second wife, could not prepare
a more succulent mixture of

rice and ghi. Neither was
Mutaresa herself unattractive,
and her kilt of goat-skins, the

cost of which was negligible,
was just as effective in showing
off the wearer's charms, and

certainly showed more of them,
than Amina's more elaborate

costume of cloth which en-

tailed a constant expenditure
of many rupees in the dukan.1

The Yuzbasha's pleasant train

of thought was interrupted at

this point by the sudden chal-

lenge of a sentry. A few
seconds later the sergeant of

the guard, supported by the

company interpreter, led for-

ward a dingy-looking specimen
of the usual nondescript local

native.
"
Warraga,

2
Effendi," an-

nounced the sergeant, produc-

ing a letter held in a cleft stick.
"
Bead," Haganas ordered,

and the interpreter read by the

light of the firej

" To THE CHIEF OF THE

ASKABIS, Know then that it

does not please me that you
should be at Jilori. This is my
country, in which you have no

place. Therefore will I come
and destroy you, and you shall

be eaten of wild pigs. The head
of the big askari like an ape,

1

Shop.
2 Letter. 3 Clerk.

that do I covet for to fashion

it into a tobacco jar to place
in my house.

" The words of the chief

MUKOA."

Haganas Kuku was in no
mood to deal with the situa-

tion that was so suddenly and

inopportunely presented to him.

Mutaresa's rice and ghi lay

heavy on him, and the wheels

of his brain worked exceeding
slow. The matter was really

quite outside his province ;
the

Commandant and his karani 3

were the only people who dealt

with warragas. He felt a per-
sonal sense of injury at having
to concern himself with the

affair at all, more especially
after a full meal. At the same
time his subconscious mind was

perpetually thinking, in its ob-

scure fashion, what the Com-
mandant would do under the

circumstances. A fitful breeze

fanned the fire, and the Yuz-
basha's eye lighted on the miser-

able specimen of humanity who
had brought the letter. Clothed

with a shred of skin looped
round his middle, he stood

hunched up under the watchful

eye of Shawish 4
Faragalla Suli-

man, the commander of the

guard. The Yuzbasha's well-

filled belly revolted at the sight

of so much emptiness exempli-
fied by the ill-covered bones of

the emissary. Here at any
rate was some promising ma-
terial to work on

;
some in-

spiration would assuredly come
after a few strokes of the

korbash 6 on the dirty shenzi.6

Then again his inner conscious-

4
Sergeant.

D
Whip.

B Outcast.
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ness reasserted itself. He was
for the time being the repre-

sentative of a government which

prided itself on impartial jus-

tice
; moreover, his own com-

mandant held decided views

on the indiscriminate use of

the lash. No, this would not

meet the case. The karakol *

was the only immediate solu-

tion
; that, he was certain,

would meet with the approval
of the Commandant, if only
as a precautionary measure.

He therefore ordered Faragalla
Suliman to dismiss, and to con-

fine the prisoner pending fur-

ther orders.

Dawn was just breaking as

the little black sinuous column
wound itself out of the thorn

zareba at Jilori. Haganas Kuku
was going on patrol, or, more

correctly speaking, was about
to pay a domiciliary visit.

Mukoa no doubt was a wind-

bag, but when his words took
the form of covert insults, not

only to the British Govern-
ment but also to the soldiers

of Islam, and last but not least,

to the person of Haganas Kuku
himself, then action had to be

taken, and Haganas Kuku in-

tended to take it.

The force that he now com-
manded was not a large one.

Military necessity had obliged
him to leave twenty-five men
under the command of Shawish

Faragalla Suliman to guard the

post at Jilori, thus leaving him

twenty-five at his own disposal.
He was in no way disturbed,

however, by the small numbers
of his force, for he was a firm

1
Lock-up.

believer in the official maxim
that disciplined troops (espe-

cially those of Islam) have

nothing to fear from ill-dis-

ciplined natives. The erstwhile

courier of Mukoa, securely at-

tached to an askari, led the

way.
The path lay through dense

cactus, varied by the colloqui-

ally and aptly named "wait-

a-bit
"

thorn-bush, and at in-

tervals a clearing, planted with

banana and cocoanut trees, de-

noted the site of a village. The
little column moved in strict

military formation, for Haganas
Kuku was no stranger to the

principles of bush fighting laid

down in Field Service Begula-
tions. He neglected no pre-

cautions, even to the right and
left flankers painfully hacking
their way through the bush

with their machetes. 2 The
column had been marching for

about two hours when they
came upon a deserted village.

Here Haganas Kuku called a

halt. The conscript guide vol-

unteered the information that

they were now within the juris-

diction of Mukoa, and the fact

that the village was deserted

implied that all was not well

in the chief's dominions, since

the Wa-giriama are assuredly
on mischief bent if they leave

their villages and take to the

bush. On this occasion, save

for some doves which made a

melancholy cooing, and a few

miserable specimens of the

chicken tribe which clucked

feebly, there was no sign of

life. Haganas therefore kept
an exceedingly wary eye on

2
Large knives.
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his surroundings. He was quite
convinced that his every move-
ment was even now being
watched from the recesses of

the bush by the inhabitants of

this very village, and the sight
of a villainous-looking arrow,

newly smeared with poison and

presumably left behind in error,

confirmed his belief. The Yuz-

basha, however, was quite un-

moved by this slightly discon-

certing fact, and proceeded to

refresh himself with madafu 1

obligingly procured by the

guide. He was about to give
the order to move when what
he expected came to pass. A
"
swish

"
overhead, and a shout

of "nishab" 2 from the scouts

of the bush as they doubled
back to the column, made the

situation quite plain. Haganas'
orders were quickly given, and
the men automatically spread-

eagled out and lay down, form-

ing a rough square. Simul-

taneously a second flight of

arrows, at a slightly lower

elevation, hummed overhead,
and embeddedthemselves harm-

lessly in the centre of the

square.
"
Volleys ready. Aim low.

Present fire," barked Haganas
Kuku, five times in succession,
for he was a believer in the

clearing volley aimed low into

the bush. Something of a con-

servative, his predilection was
for the old martini, with which

only one round could be fired

at a time, with the best inten-

tions. But as a progressive

government had lately seen fit

to issue magazine rifles, Haga-
nas Kuku had accordingly or-

1 Cocoanut milk.

dered that the magazine should

be charged with five rounds

only, and should fire be opened,
his invariable rule was that

the rounds should be expended
in volleys, thus obviating all

chance of the use of indepen-
dent fire

;
the latter he knew

entailed a large expenditure of

ammunition with marvellously
little result.

His five volleys had the de-

sired and anticipated effect :

they completely demoralised

and dispersed the amateur bow-
men of the bush. Moreover,

Haganas Kuku was tolerably
certain that not all of the 125

bullets had "
gone west

"
;
the

flankers reported blood-spoor,
and more than one crumpled
form amongst the thorns testi-

fied to the efficacy of the volley.

The Yuzbasha, however,

regarded the affair as merely
a small and unimportant pass-

ing incident, and did not greatly
concern himself with the num-
ber of casualties inflicted. He
gave the order to re-form, and
once more set his column in

motion. Before leaving, how-

ever, he committed an act of

incendiarism : he set fire to

the village and left it burning
behind him, as a slight sign
of his disapproval of the hospi-

tality offered by its inhabitants.

Haganas Kuku was a be-

liever in
" smoke tactics."

The doctrine had been assid-

uously preached amongst their

followers by Mukoa and other

agitators that the Government
rifles emitted smoke only, and
were of small account when

2 Arrows.
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opposed to the arrows of the

Wa-giriama. Colour had been

given to this assertion by the

recent murder of two unfortu-

nate policemen who had ex-

pended all their small supply
of ammunition with no appre-
ciable result, and had then

been butchered. Haganas Kuku
intended to demonstrate to

Mukoa, and to his credulous

followers, the unsoundness of

his smoke theory ;
and as, ac-

cording to the guide, Mukoa's

village was now only half an
hour away, it seemed likely

that the opportunity of making
his demonstration was close at

hand. The distant beating of

a drum announced that suit-

able preparations were probably
in progress for the reception of

the column, and that Mukoa
was also preparing to put his

theory into practice. The col-

umn advanced steadily, the

beating of the drum intensified,
and finally the path emerged
from the cactus-bush, and Ha-

ganas Kuku saw his objective.
Mukoa's village was in front

of him, about six hundred

yards distant, standing on a

slight rise surmounted by cocoa-

nut palms. It formed a peri-

meter, and consisted of about
five hundred huts. The din

from the village suddenly be-

came deafening ;
not one drum,

but many beat, and outside

the perimeter a howling mob
danced and gesticulated. Ha-

ganas Kuku made his plans
with quick decision. He con-

tinued his advance, this time
in extended order, and was
met by a shower of arrows

which came apparently from
nowhere. One of them landed

in the sole of his boot
;

he

pulled it out, and mutely
thanked Allah for the good
leather provided by the Gov-
ernment. Taking advantage
of an intervening patch of

cover, he now detailed Juma
Ahmed, his onbasha,

1 and di-

rected him to carry out a flank

attack. Juma Ahmed slid away
sideways, and Haganas him-

self, with the remainder of his

force, formed square. His tac-

tical manoeuvre had been made
behind the opportune patch
of cover, and had therefore

escaped observation
;
but when

he advanced into the open a

renewed outburst of jeers and

vituperation greeted him as his

reduced following became ap-

parent. The arrows of the

Wa-giriama had indeed played

havoc, even as Mukoa had

promised. Half the English
askaris were destroyed. Here
was their chance. With a

deep, full-throated roar the

howling mob surged down the

hill, discharging arrows wildly
as they came. Haganas Kuku
was quite deliberate. He
formed his little square into

line so as to obtain as full a

volume of fire as possible, and
trusted to Allah to protect his

flanks and rear. He allowed

the oncoming horde to advance

within three hundred yards,
and then opened fire. The
modern rifle is no respecter of

persons, and fifteen fired simul-

taneously, at intervals of less

than a second, can have but
one result when fired into a

Corporal.
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compact mass of humanity
three hundred yards away. The

oncoming surging horde, some-

thing resembling a steam-roller

out of control down a hill,

came to a sudden pause with
a figurative grinding of brakes.

Haganas Kuku's volleys had
found their target, and the

sullen roar merged in a moment
into a shrill crescendo of shrieks.
"
Ma-ma, Ma-ma," cried the

stricken steam-roller, as one

dancing, gesticulating form after

another gave a final contortion

and subsided into itself, and
others fled into the safety of

the bush. The wheels of the

steam-roller, so to speak, had
broken away from the chassis,

which, losing its supports, be-

came inanimate and helpless.
The Wa-giriama, in other words,
halted in confusion and terror,
uncertain whether to advance
or to retire. It was an anxious

moment for Haganas Kuku,
for two thousand to sixteen is

long odds, whatever the com-

pensations of the minority in

arms and ammunition, and
Mukoa's archery, wild and ill-

aimed as it had been, had
taken serious toll of his small

force. Four askaris lay writh-

ing, and poor old Feruz Leghi,
the Yuzbasha's orderly, was

literally transfixed by an arrow

through his groin. The poi-
soned arrow of Africa is no

myth, and its effects are quick
and deadly ;

in less than ten

seconds his loyal old soul re-

ceived its passport to the happy
hunting-ground of the faithful,

and his old parchment-like face

smiled a contorted farewell.

Haganas Kuku had a great

affection for Feruz Leghi ; they
had fought together in the

mutiny of '97, and in numer-
ous minor campaigns besides,

and for the moment the Yuz-
basha saw red. He so far for-

got himself as to empty six

rounds from his Government
revolver into the now station-

ary mass of tribesmen. The
revolver was not a weapon he

favoured, and the Commandant
had made some caustic remarks

about his last revolver prac-
tice. Nevertheless, he reflected

that as this time the target was
too big to miss, he could do no

harm, and might even do good.

Haganas Kuku maintains that

it was these six shots which
saved the day. For it was at

the very moment before he

fired them that some of the

more daring of Mukoa's fol-

lowers, seeing that the oppos-

ing force was now reduced to

eleven, had decided to fall upon
it and annihilate it utterly.

But Haganas Kuku's shots

made these bold spirits recon-

sider their plans ; again they

paused, then broke away into

the bush as a burst of firing

broke out from behind them
and a column of smoke rose

from the village on the hill.

Assuredly the devil helped his

own, and the English were

greater than Mukoa, and with

screams of terror the remnants
of Mukoa's army precipitated
themselves hurriedly after their

ringleaders, Haganas Kuku fir-

ing a parting volley to speed
them on their way. Juma
Ahmed's flank attack and Haga-
nas' revolver practice had saved

the situation, which certainly
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at one moment had looked

ugly enough ;
Juma Ahmed

was now obviously in posses-
sion of the village, and the

day was won. The Yuzbasha
considered that the wounded
should now be attended to.

Two of them had already joined
old Feruz Leghi. The re-

maining two were wounded in

the arm and leg respectively,

and on them Haganas Kuku
proceeded to perform some

operative surgery of a rough-
and - ready description. The

process was simple, and con-

sisted in cauterising the wounds
with a penknife, and rubbing
in permanganate of potash crys-

tals from the medical haver-

sack. The poison was probably
of a less virulent nature than
that of the three fatal arrows,
and though the patients suf-

fered excruciating agony, the

drastic measures overcame the

effects of the poison ; they

recovered, and when the time

came, were even able to walk
back to camp with assistance.

Juma Ahmed now re-

appeared, his following aug-
mented by a number of pris-

oners. He reported that he
had met with strong resistance

on entering the village, but

again rifles had asserted their

superiority over arrows, he
had inflicted heavy casualties,

secured a large number of pris-

oners, and finally set fire to

the village, which, as the Yuz-
basha could see, was by this

tune a roaring mass of flame.

Mukoa himself was among the

slain, but he had surely lived

long enough to discover that

all smoke theories were not as

unsound and as difficult to

demonstrate as his own. Jnma
Ahmed's report was most

satisfactory ;
the Wa-giriama

had been taught their lesson,

Haganas Kuku's domiciliary
visit was over, and it only
remained to bury the dead.

Feruz Leghi and the two askaris

were accordingly given burial

with full Mahommedan hon-

ours, as befitted soldiers of

Islam falling in action, and the

campaign was over.

A few days later the Com-
mandant sat in the Yuzbasha's
banda l

hearing the more un-

official details of the day. Ha-

ganas Kuku's narrative was a

vigorous and picturesque one,
and compelled attention, and
it was only as the Commandant
was rising to leave that he
noticed a strange-looking object
in the corner. It curiously re-

sembled a human skull, and

appeared to be full of tobacco.
" You are certain," asked the

Commandant,
"
that the chief

Mukoa was amongst the slain

in the village ?
"

"
It is certain, Effendi," an-

swered the Yuzbasha,
"
for as

I myself doubted, I sent two
askaris to see. They found him
in the village, and Miskin
Abdul brought proof. There-

fore I know that the Chief

Mukoa is dead, and that his

words were foolish boasts have
I proved also."

At this point the Comman-
dant left the banda. Further

questions seemed superfluous.
P. C.

Hut.
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AN OLD YABN LEABNED AT SEA."

BY DESMOND YOUNG.

NOT strictly accurate, the

title. For we were sitting

very comfortably in the dining-
room of the little

" H6tel des

Anges," our chairs dragged
across the sanded floor, and
clustered as close round the

stove as possible, with the

recollection of a good dinner

and the prospect of a night
in bed to content us.

But the roar and crash of

the Atlantic rollers tumbling
over the outer reefs filled the

room, as the sea itself fills the

lives of all who live along that

coast, and it was natural that

our talk should have been of

ships and the men who sail in

them.
The more natural, because

it was a ship which had brought
us all to that remote village,

L'Aberwrach, north of Ushant,
near the He de Vierge Light.
The BlacJchill, four thousand
odd tons, Bilbao to the Tyne
with iron ore, had contrived

in some mysterious fashion to

thread her way in fog through
the network of the outlying
rocks until she

"
fetched up

"

on an inner reef, where she

lay, pierced throughout her

length, the after-part of her

covered every high water, ex-

posed to the full force of the

weather, and certain to go to

pieces in a few hours in

the first gale. She repre-
sented 150,000 of underwriters'

money; the month was October,
and our business was salvage.
She had gone ashore at the

top of high-water springs, and
it was necessary to jettison

nearly two thousand tons of

ore, as well as to patch the

holes which the rocks had

made, before we could hope to

float her.

However, floated she had

been, the day before, just in

time, and now was safely
beached in the tiny harbour,
behind the fort which Vauban
built against the English.

It was pleasant to drink our

coffee in the warmth of the

little room, more pleasant still

to know that our race with

the weather and the seas was

ended, and that we should not

spend the night picking our

way laboriously along wet and
cumbered decks to where the

carbide flares threw their flick-

ering light around the square of

each hatch. For three weeks
this had been our evening's

programme.
Night after night the fisher-

men and peasants had worked
below in the holds, as others

had worked all day, with pick
and shovel filling the two-ton

buckets with the iron ore,

which we had soon come to

detest, so intractable and all-

pervading was it, and so little

did its bulk seem to diminish

as a result of their labour.
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Mght after night the winches

had rattled and the derricks

creaked as the buckets came

up above the coamings. The
derrick smmg over,

" Amene "

cried the foreman to the man
at the winch, down came the

bucket, four men rushed at it,

struggled desperately with it,

capsized it, and the result-

ing splash told that the

BlacTcMtt was another two tons

lighter, another two tons nearer

safety.
It had been a time of hard

unceasing work, with the

knowledge that if the weather

should change suddenly we
were likely to lose not only
the ship and all our gear,

but the lives of most of the

hundred or so men on board
of the wreck.

Drive, drive, drive, from
dawn to dark, and from dark

to dawn again, and still the

iron ore, set hard like cement,
seemed inexhaustible.

Tired out, we lived in iron

ore, slept in iron ore
;

it filled

our eyes, our hair, our food,
and stained our clothes the

colour of dried blood.

And when the rising tide

drove the men out of the holds

and the sea began to come

rolling over the after-part of

the ship, the weary business,

repeated every high water, of

hoisting the motor-pumps out
of the way to the ends of the

derricks, began again.
Hard work, and needing good

men for it, who would work
at the end of a long night
as at the beginning. As to

that, we had none of us

seen better men than these

Bretons.

Through the half-open door

we could hear them in the bar,

discussing over their glasses of

vin blanc,
" Le sauvetage du

BlacTcMll," as no doubt they
will discuss it in L'Aberwrach
for many years to come. How-

ever,
" Le sauvetage du Black-

Mll
"

is another story, and even

we had come to the end of it

for the time being. The talk

had turned to other ships, and

particularly to the
"
Lochs,"

in which the three others had
served their time, and there is

the explanation of the title,

for Masefield's
" Loch Achray

"

went running through my head
as I listened :

" The Loch Achray was a clipper tall

With seven-and-twenty hands in all,

Twenty to hand and reef and haul,
A skipper to sail and mates to bawl
'

Tally on to the tackle fall,

Heave 'n' start her, heave 'n' pawl
'

(
Hear the yarn of a sailor,

An old yarn learned at sea)."

There was no lack of stories,

for the
" Lochs " were famous

ships in their day, ships which,
for all the trailing smudges of

smoke that rim the horizon,
have left the sea the emptier

by their passing. Beauty and

utility no longer sail hand in

hand, and the "
Lochs," with

their towering topgallant masts

and their spread of canvas, are

gone, to lie rotting in some
deserted basin, to be degraded
into coal-hulks, or, greater de-

gradation perhaps, to plod
round the world, dirty and

uncared-for, with their rig cut

down, in the hands of a dago
crew.
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"Forgotten, save in the hearts

of those who knew the ships
and loved the men."

They worked steadily through
the list, with great attention to

accuracy of names and dates,

reminding each other of Pat-

man and Martin, those famous

skippers who swore that they
would never stand in front of a

funnel, and how Patman got
his leg crushed off the Horn
and amputated it himself with

a penknife, and thought noth-

ing of it. "A hard case."

How the second mate and the

bo'sun of the Loch S got
three months in Melbourne for

raiding a cemetery and steal-

ing tombstones to make holy-
stones for the decks. How
each of them had deserted at

different times in different ports,
one to join the fire-brigade in

Sydney, another to make his

way to Klondike in the gold
rush. They talked of the men
and the girls they had known
in various ships and places
about the world

;
of the

way, as apprentices, they had
cut through the bulkhead

into the store-room to steal

sugar, and the hiding they
had got for it; of the hard

times they had had
;

of icy

nights aloft when nails pulled
off on the frozen canvas, and
the flesh came off their fingers

to the bone
;
of brutal Yankee

mates, of ships that killed a

man each voyage, of shang-

haings in San Francisco in the

old days, of quick passages and
slow passages all the usual

yarns of sailormen. There was
the tale of the bo'sun of the

Loch
,
who had a habit of

beginning slowly and conse-

quentially : "In 1884, when
I was bo'sun of a steamer,"

but, in the eighty odd days out

to Australia, was never allowed

to get any further
;
and the tale

of the shipwrecked men in the

open boat who killed and ate

the boy the day before they
were picked up. All kinds of

tales.

Gradually I dropped off to

sleep, hearing dimly snatches

of conversation, such as
" There was a fellow I was

shipmates with once that

thought he was a don hand
at killing pigs, and, of course,
he being the cook, the pig
would always come to him."
"
Naturally, as third mate in

those days, I had to do every-

thing the men thought infra

dig. or the boys wouldn't do
without a hiding."

"
Steal !

they'd steal your shoe-laces if

you didn't keep walking," until

I was awakened by Capt. T
saying,

"
It was when I was in

the Loch Torrens that I came
across a real Eomance of the

Sea."

T 's experiences ranged
from gun-running for the King
of the Hedji to helping girls

to escape from white - slave

dealers in Buenos Ayres, and
he was usually worth listen-

ing to.
" We were lying in Bio," he

said,
" bound for Sydney. Mar-

tin was skipper, and I was an

apprentice. I suppose it must
have been my first or second

voyage.
"
It all started with the cook.
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He died or cleared out, I forget
which. Cleared out, I expect,
because we had a couple of

hard -driving mates in her

then.
"
Anyway, we were left with-

out a cook, and none of the

crew fancied the job. At least

they fancied it all right, but
as there wasn't one of them
could cook hot water without

spoiling it, they didn't care to

volunteer for it.

"
However, as luck would

have it, Martin himself, coming
back to the ship one night,

picks up a fellow ashore by
the name of Jack Welsh. He
was a real old sailorman, a

proper old whale, every hair

on his head a rope-yarn, and

every finger a marlinspike, as

they used to say. One of the

kind that's only on the beach

long enough to have one good
drunk and spend all his pay-

day, and back to sea again
with clothes and everything

gone, except what they stand

up in. One good drunk, and

nothing in the world to show
for a year's work or more.

" He was right down and

out, had been sleeping in the

coal, and living on '

casach,'
don't they call it, a kind of

meal they make drink out of.

A proper scarecrow he was
when he came aboard. I sup-

pose he'd missed his passage
when his ship sailed, and
couldn't get another.

"
However, he said that he

had the name for being able

to cook, and, as it turned out,
cook he could

;
he cooked fine.

But there wasn't much he
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXX.V.

couldn't do aboard a ship. He
was the old sort : you don't

find them nowadays.
"
Well, old Jack and me got

pretty friendly. You know
what boys are, always hanging
round the galley to see if they
can pick up something to eat.

Sometimes he'd chase me away
out of it, but usually he'd let

me stop and talk to him, or

listen to him talk. I was

pretty quick, and I think he
took a sort of pride in teaching
me how to splice wire and
make all sorts of knots double

Turk's heads and so forth, and
cut little fans out of wood, or

make full-rigged ships to go
inside a bottle, and in asking
me the names of ropes and
such.

"I've told you he was a real

old sailorman, always doing

something or making some-

thing when he wasn't busy in

the galley. I've seen him cuff

a boy's head until he cried,

for wasting a drop of paint.
Not that he cared for owners

(he'd blackguard them for long

enough, and call them all the

names he could lay his tongue

to), but he liked to see things
done shipshape and properly.
"He'd been to sea all his

life, and he'd yarn away for

hours about the ships he'd

served in, and the ways of the

men in them, and I'd sit there

and swallow it all, and ask

him about different places he'd

been to. Not that he cared

much about places. One place
was much the same as another

to him, wherever it was.
"
It was a few days before
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we were due into Sydney that

he told me he was going to

turn over a new leaf and
settle down ashore. You know
the story. When a man has

a biggish pay-day coming to

him, he begins to flatter him-

self on having been thrifty,

forgetting that he hasn't had
a chance of spending it. I

was eleven and a half months
aboard a ship once without ever

going ashore.
"
However, it appears that

old Jack had run away to sea

when he was twelve. His
father was in quite a big way
down in Maine, and wouldn't

hear of him going as an appren-
tice. He'd followed the sea

himself, I suppose, and wanted
his son to start where he
left off.

"
Anyway, Jack had run off

like the boys in the books,
and at sea he'd been for forty

years or more, with never a

word from home.
"
Nothing strange in that,

seeing that they didn't know
where he was. He told me
that he had meant to write,
but somehow he'd put it off

for forty years ! Well, I'm
not a good correspondent my-
self.

"
However, before we picked

him up in Eio, he really had
found the time to write

;
told

his father that he meant to

save his pay-day instead of

blueing it after the next voy-

age, and asked him to give
him a share in a schooner and
he'd settle down.

"
I remember I was a bit

surprised.
' Has your father

got schooners, Jack ?
'

I asked
him. ' You bet your sweet

life he has,' he said,
' and ships

too bigger ships than this

one.' Well, of course, I didn't

believe that, and didn't think

anything more about it, and
I don't suppose he did either.

At any rate, he never men-
tioned it any more.

" We were bound home from

Sydney to Hamburg, and I

remember we made a smart

passage. Old Martin was the

fellow to carry on. Everything
set until you'd expect to see

the sticks go over the side, and
even the mates used to get
scared.

" The same day as we docked
in Hamburg I happened to be
on the poop doing some paint-

ing, or rather getting ready to

do it if the mate came along,
when I saw two gentlemen on
the quay, looking as if they
wanted to hail the ship.

" The English and the Ameri-

can consul it was, as it turned

out, though, of course, I didn't

know that then.

"By -and -by one of them

sings out to know if the captain
is aboard. So I get hold of the

steward and he goes in and
tells the old man, who asks

them to come aboard, and they
all go into the after-cabin under
the break of the poop.

"
I heard them talking for a

bit, though I couldn't catch

what they were saying, not

liking to go right up to the

skylight ;
and then out comes

one of them, a proper lawyer-

looking sort of chap, catches

sight of me again, and asks me
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if 'I'd be good enough to ask

Mr Welsh to step this way for

a moment.' I suppose I looked

at him a bit stupidly. At any
rate he raps out,

'

Come, come,

you must know Mr Welsh, who
is, who has been employed as

cook.' Well, I knew old Jack,
of course, though it was the

first time I'd ever heard him
called Mr Welsh, and I shot

off to the galley and told him
he was wanted. Along comes

Jack, who was in the middle
of dishing up the dinners, and
this lawyer fellow goes up to

him, and shakes his hand as

large as life, and says,
' I'm

pleased to make your acquaint-

ance, Mr Welsh,' much to old

Jack's surprise, and they go
into the cabin together.

" You can bet I did my best

to find a bit of painting that

wanted doing round the sky-

light. But the mate came on
the top, and as he couldn't

very well try and listen and
me there, he chased me out

of it, being as curious as I

was.
"
Well, nothing happened for

about ten minutes.
" Then suddenly I see old

Jack dash out of the cabin and

along the deck like a rat up a

rope.
"In he goes into the galley,

and in a minute there was
hell's delight going on in there.

First he rushes out with the

dinners and drops them all in

the ditch. Then he starts in

with the meat-axe, and breaks

every plate and mug and dish

in there and slings the pieces
on the deck

;
and singing at

the top of his voice all the

time
" Blow to-day and blow to-morrow,

Blow, boys, blow ;

And blow for that old ship in sorrow,
Blow, my bully boys, blow."

The skipper came along and
tried to quiet him.

' Never

mind, skipper,' he says,
'
I'll

buy the ruddy packet and give

you the sack. Yes, and the

mate too.'
"
Well, I told you it was a

romance of the sea, and so it

was. It seems his father had

died, and had left his money
equally between Jack and his

only sister. The sister had
married a rich man, and he'd

died and left her all his money.
Then she'd died and left the

lot to Jack, if they could man-

age to come across him. And
there it had been for years,
and the interest mounting up
all the time. And there it was

now, seven hundred and fifty

thousand dollars of it, and every
cent of it Jack's. Can you
wonder at his being a bit

above himself ?

" Of course they wanted him
to go back to Maine to see the

lawyers, and the skipper agreed
to pay him off at once. It so

happened that we had an old

sailmaker just such another

as Jack and in the ship lying
astern of us was a fellow with

whom he'd once been ship-

mates.

"Nothing would content Jack
but that these two should go
back home with him, and, of

course, they didn't object.
" Then they wouldn't sail

in anything but a British ship.
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So that meant going across to

England and up to Liverpool.
" Before they started, Jack

whacked out his pay - day
amongst the crowd, and, to

cut a long story short, the last

we saw was the three of them
in tow of the consul. And I

expect he had a job to keep
a hold of them and see them

safely shipped off."

Capt. T paused, and we
thought that this was all there

was to his romance. However,
after a minute, he went on.
"
I didn't hear the rest of the

yarn until about fifteen years
afterwards. I was in the South
American trade at the time,
and it so happened that I was

having a drink in a house in

South Castle Street with the

victualling steward of the

Cunard Line.
"
Naturally enough we were

talking about passengers and
the ways of them, and com-

paring the crowd in the Western
Ocean trade with the bunch
we used to get going down to

the Plate. There are all sorts

and sizes of passengers, as you
know if you've ever been in

the trade, and I could tell you
plenty of yarns about them.

However, that's neither here

nor there. But this fellow (I

forget his name now) happens
to say,

'

I suppose we've both
met some funny passengers,
but the funniest lot ever I run

up against was when I was
chief steward of the Lucania.

They were three old hard-shell

sailormen, and one of them,
Welsh, Jack Welsh, had come
into money, pots of it, I be-

lieve. I suppose they'd all of

them spent three parts of their

lives in the fo'c'sles of ships,
but here were my lords cabin

passengers in the Lucania, and
with the three best suites in

the ship at that. It appears
that nothing else would do for

them.
" ' The cabin steward saw

what he was up against directly

they came aboard. The first

night out he asked them if

they'd like their grub in their

room. But not a bit of it.

They were going to come into

the saloon with the toffs, and
sit at the captain's table, too.

However, they only had one
look in, and when they saw
the passengers in evening dress,
Jack sings out,

"
Suffering

sailor, this is no place for us,"
and after that they wouldn't

face it again.
" ' You remember, all the

top suites in those two ships
used to have a cabin steward

specially told off to them.
" ' Mr Welsh and his friends

found a new use for theirs.

Each steward had to have a

basket, and each basket had
to have a dozen of beer in it.

And, wherever they were or

wherever they went, the stew-

ard had to be just astern of

them, so that, if they ever put
a hand down, they always
brought it up again with a

bottle of beer in it. That used

to worry the stewards that,
and the fact that they always
insisted on turning in in their

clothes, boots and all.
" Never

you mind, my son," they'd

say,
"
don't you sweat yourself
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about the bedding ; you lash

it up, and when we get to New
York we'll pay for it, and take
it ashore with us."

" ' Some of the passengers
took quite a fancy to them,
and wanted them to sing at the

concert, and when they'd had
a few bottles of beer, they said

they'd oblige. They started

off with

" We had no coatly winding-sheet ..."

but when some one said that

was too melancholy and asked
them for something more lively,

the skipper had to stop them
quick before the ladies realised

what it was all about.
" ' Never mind, though, tak-

ing them by and large, they
were good old stiffs.

" '

I remember, the second

day out, they came to the

skipper and asked if they could

give two bottles of beer a day
each to all the sailors and fire-

men. Of course, the skipper
sent for me, and asked me if

there was enough beer in the

ship, and I had to tell him that
it would probably mean the

passengers going short before

we reached New York.
"' " To hell with the pas-

sengers," says old Welsh,
"
pas-

sengers can drink wine. I'll

buy up all the beer in the ship
for the boys."

" * And he bought it. The
sailors and firemen had two
bottles of beer a day each for

the rest of the voyage !

'

" And that," said Capt.T
" was the first and last ship
ever I knew where they did."
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HEATHEE MIXTUEE.

BY KLAXON.

CHAPTER X.

THE Westleigh Horse Show
was a county event

; every-

body who had any connection
with horses or who owned an
acre of land in a thirty-mile
radius was bound to be there.

The Hunt, of course, was

strongly represented in fact,

the Horse Show Committee
was practically the Hunt Com-

mittee, and there was a sepa-
rate enclosure for subscribers.

The huntsman and whips were

there, acting as executive assist-

ants, and (in their best uniform)
were mounted on the pick of

the Hunt horses. Needless to

say, the majority of the prizes
were for riding-horses, and the

jumping classes were numerous.

Dicky's big Peter was entered

for the Hunt competition, and
the clause in the rules that

stipulated that such entrants

were to be ridden by sub-

scribers had cost Betty's father

twenty-five guineas : the secre-

tary who had instituted this

competition was no fool in

financial matters. The Open
Jumping was concluding, and
two old stagers of the ring
were preparing to jump off a

tie for the second time that

year, when Betty slipped away
from the car to the line of

temporary stalls at the back

of the enclosure where the

horses waited. Carson, her

host's groom, was waiting for

her, and as she approached
she saw her host, Sir James

Glaisher, coming from Peter's

stall.
"
Well, young woman ?

"

he said.
"
Feeling nervous 1

You've got lots of time. I

think I'll take you back to

the car and give you a glass of

champagne, eh 1 No ? Well,

perhaps you're right. Now,
I've just been talking to Car-

son, and I've made him put
a martingale on that horse.

Dicky may be used to his

ways, but he's not tried him
in a show-ring yet. It can't

make much difference to the

horse, and what it does make
will be on the right side Can't

have 'em too collected, you
know." A burst of cheering
sounded from round the ring,

and the band began playing.
"
Eight you are, Carson bring

the horse out."

Betty was a little disturbed

in her mind. Dicky's letter,

in which he had consented to

her riding Peter in the show,
had not been long or discur-

sive, but it had certainly stipu-
lated for the absence of a

martingale. It is difficult, how-

ever, for ladies of seventeen,
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however modern they may be,
to argue with hosts of mature

age and experience, and Betty
allowed herself to be swung
up to the big horse's back
without voicing her doubts.

A moment later she forgot
such trifles in the thrill of

excitement that went through
her as she looked out across

the crowd from her command-

ing elevation. Carson took a

rein and began to lead Peter

up and down among the round
dozen of other entrants that

were parading near the en-

trance to the show-ring. A
sound of hammering from be-

yond the crowd spoke of re-

pairs and preparation of the

fences. Peter was a long-

legged chestnut of queer tem-

per, good breeding, and un-

deniable pace and jumping
power. His manners and tem-

per accounted for Dicky's pos-
session of him, his late owner

having parted from him in

haste after a distressing episode
at a meet of hounds, which
had started with a light-hearted
use of heavily-rowelled spurs,
and had finished with five

terrific bucks and a smashed
hat. As a hunter he was

excellent, if you knew his par-
ticular dislikes dislikes which
were fortunately forgotten
when hounds were running ;

as a hack he was, owing to

his nervous and uncertain ways
on the road, hardly a lady's
horse. To-day Betty had an

inkling of trouble : the horse

was very much on his toes,
was rather fidgety, and had a

tendency to throw his Roman-

nosed head about a trick he

had not shown before. An
official called out a number,
and a neatly-dressed youth on
a rather weedy blood mare
turned into the enclosure to

be greeted with a storm of

hand-clapping. A single cornet

sounded, and Betty knew that

in a few minutes the same
cornet would sound again to

signal the beginning of her

ordeal. She heard Carson say-

ing something about the car

and "Mr Dick," but paid no

attention
;

she was taking a

quick glance over her own
clothes at the moment, for if

she was going to break her

neck in five minutes' time she

did feel it important that she

should be able to stand close

inspection in the mortuary.
Her neat rig passed the critical

review successfully, and she

felt better. She had when

dressing that morning taken

into account the possibility of

concussion, fractured femurs,
and other mishaps which would

imply her being disrobed in

an ambulance tent by a strange
doctor and yet more critical

female friends, and with true

feminine forethought had
donned her best crepe-de .

An official called a number that

seemed familiar to her, and

she felt Peter's head turned

towards the gap ;
she gathered

up the reins and settled closer

in the saddle.

A group of judges, a low

hurdle, a mass of white faces,

and a feeling that the ring was

absurdly small and cramped.

Somebody beside her smiled
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encouragingly and patted the

horse's neck, a cornet sounded,
and she was away. Peter flew

the hurdle in a twenty-five-
foot leap, pig-jumped twice,
and plunged at the first jump

a five-foot gate. His head
sawed from side to side, the

reins slipped in her hands, and
she knew what was coming.
He refused, and refused with
a sideways plunge that brought
her a cheer for her firm seat

as the horse swung round.

Peter plunged back a few
strides then she got his head

round, and instantly he went

up on end. He came to earth

and tugged at the hard-held

reins for a chance to rear again.
A figure in a brown tweed suit

vaulted the white palings ten

feet away and seized the horse's

head, jerking the curb-rein from
her hands . The stranger seemed

mad, but as Peter seemed mad
too this did not surprise her at

all. She had a glimpse of a
brown hand that slashed quick-

ly with a very sharp pocket-

knife, and she realised that a

new standing martingale had
been ruined in two seconds or

less, leaving a short end on
the nose-band and another on
the girth. A brown face spoke
with a snap over Peter's fore-

head " Damn it, I told you
not to put it on. You've got
two minutes. Get on !

" She

clamped her legs down to the

saddle-flaps, swung the horse

round, and saw the gate before

her. A moment later it was
well below and behind her,
and Peter landed beyond it

with the elastic mastery of a

willing horse. They went round
the course like winners round
the canal turn at Aintree,

jumping big and free and at

racing pace. The water-jump
came last, and Peter, well

warmed-up and thoroughly en-

joying it, cleared it by three

feet, having approached it at

a little over normal National

speed. A roar of cheering
followed her out of the ring,

a judge ran towards her in

the entrance with obvious con-

gratulatory intent, Peter gave
his best imitation of jumping
an invisible six-foot wire, the

judge swerved into safety, and
she came cantering up to the

line of stalls with Carson pant-

ing and gasping by her near

stirrup.

As the horse stopped she

slacked the reins and leaned

forward to pat his wet neck.

Carson was wildly excited, and
full of conversation.

" You
won't lose more'n half a point,

miss, and you'll be second at

least. There's only one horse in

it that'll beat you I wouldn't

get off, miss : they may call you
in again."

Betty looked over the crowd
at the ring ;

a heavy half-

bred mare was engaged in

knocking the top off every
obstacle in the course, and a

small bay horse was just leav-

ing through the entrance gate.
" How did that bay horse

do *?

"
she asked.

" No mistakes, miss. That's

a professional jumper, and you
couldn't have beat him." A
figure detached itself from the

crowd in the Hunt enclosure
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and strolled towards the horse

lines
; Betty noticed that it

was wearing a brown suit and
carried a leather strap in one
hand. " Oh look, Carson ! My
martingale get it, will you ?

"

The groom rolled bandy-
legged away, and the brown
man carelessly threw the strap
to him and continued to ap-

proach. Betty stiffened a little

in her seat. She had only a

vague memory of what had

actually been said by this very
useful spectator when he had
so suddenly taken charge of

her horse, but she distinctly
remembered that his tone had
been remarkably lacking in that

deferential courtesy which the

good-looking members of her

sex had a right to expect. As
he came close she prepared to

smile, holding the accompany-
ing dimples in readiness as a

reply to the opening words of

the apology he was evidently
about to utter. She noted
also that he was quite nice-

looking and had good eyes ;

he also gave her a vague idea

that she had seen him before.

At a distance of a few feet he
smiled (quite nicely) ;

then he
bent down and touched Peter's

near fore fetlock. The horse

obediently flexed his knee, and
the brown man looked closely
at the heel. Betty leaned from
the saddle and looked also,

suddenly anxious. "Is he
cut f

"
she asked.

"No. Hair's off, that's all.

He did it over the double.

I thought he would at that

pace. Skin's not broken." He
let the hoof down and straight-
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ened up, smiling at her. Peter

turned his head and nuzzled

at his breast-pocket. A cold

feeling suddenly passed across

Betty's waist-belt, and she de-

cided to forgo any questions
of apology or rudeness. This

man seemed suspiciously fam-
iliar with her mount. She
released the smile.

" You've ruined a nice new

martingale, you know Sir

James, too."
"
Well, he told you to put it

on. It's his fault, he tells me
not yours. It'll stitch up

anyway ; you'll get second or

third, I think. Even without

that refusal they'd have taken

off a pip for the pace you
went general form, you know.
This horse'll never keep calm
for that sort of jumping. He's

too keen."
"
Well, I wish you'd been

riding him. You could have
done better."

"No, I couldn't. You've

got good hands. You should

shorten your stirrup-leathers a

little, though they're so long
that your toes stick out a bit."

He looked her over appraisingly
from her fawn grey hat to her

speckless polo boots. She saw

approval and a hint even of

admiration in his blue eyes.
"
Hot, isn't it ?

" he said.
"
Here, this is a new hanky ;

have a mop down before you
go into the ring." The band
struck up again and he looked

round.
" There go the num-

bers. You're third good on

you ! Go on, Carson, lead him
in." He walked away towards
the enclosure.

2
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Betty's impression of the

winner's parade was not clear.

Somebody stuck a rosette on
Peter's headstall and shook
hands with her. She smiled

gratefully at everybody, and
sat up very straight and patted
Peter

;
but all the while her

thoughts were on Dicky. She
had never conceived the possi-

bility of there being anybody
in existence who could be so

abrupt, tactless, self-centred,
and rude in a short interview.

As she dismounted by the

horse lines and left the horse

to Carson, her brain was con-

centrating on the question of

how this young man could be
made to feel the enormity of

his sins.

She found Dicky by the

car
;

he was sitting on the

running-board talking to Anne

Glaisher, and explaining his

dramatic arrival at the Horse
Show. He had apparently de-

cided to turn up earlier, but

had missed his train through

having called at the Admir-

alty, where he was detained to

give some information to In-

telligence on some navigational

problem in the Baltic. He had
found that his father's touring
car had been stored at West-

leigh, and had at once seized

it from the garage and driven

the five miles up to the Show-

ground in ten minutes. Appar-
ently he had missed lunch, and
was now having tea off beer

and sausage - rolls from the

lunch-basket. He jumped up
as Betty approached, and made
room for her on the running-
board. She paid no attention

to this hint, beyond remarking
that she wanted to look at

the cart-horse parade. This

was not strictly true, but it

sufficed as an excuse for

climbing into the chauffeur's

seat next to Sir James. That

genial old gentleman patted
her shoulder and beamed at

her.
"
Perfectly splendid, young

woman. You were the suc-

cess of the Show. Young
Dick's been dressing me down
about that martingale, you
know, but I still think I was

doing it for the best."
" Of course you were. I'm

sure it wasn't that that wor-

ried Peter. It was the crowd
and the excitement really. I

won't have you blamed for it."
" Thank you, my dear.

That's good of you. Ha !

They've finished this entry.
We'll have to be seeing about

backing the car out, I think.

How's Dicky going back ? Oh
yes he's got the open car, of

course."

He stepped down and called

to the chauffeur, and Anne
rose and began packing the

debris of tea. Elsa, Betty's
elder sister, assisted in the

general turmoil. Dicky looked

round for Betty, and saw her

in conversation with a man he

did not know, a good-looking
but rather stagey personality
in beautiful clothes. Dicky
decided at once that this man
was rather soft about the solar

plexus, would not be able to

stand a short punch, had too

prominent eyes, and was no
fit friend for a young girl.
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Thus works human nature.

He turned to Anne.
" Who's the Dago f

"

" Who 1
" She looked up.

" Oh ! Mr Hicks he lives

near us
;

he came last season

hunts, you know. I don't

like him much."

Dicky grunted ;
he appeared

in this way to be endeavouring
to give Anne the idea that

although she was wrong in

most matters, she was at any
rate on the right line in this

case. He walked up to Betty
and stood at her elbow with-

out speaking until she turned

and noticed him. He was then

formally introduced to Mr
Geoffrey Hicks.

The two men looked at each

other closely. Dicky's gaze

was, to say the least of it,

provocative ; healthy men who
have faced danger most of

their lives, and who have also

passed through a remarkably
ruthless war, are a little primi-
tive. Through a combination
of health, influence, and careful

arrangement, Mr Geoffrey Hicks
had been able to avoid serious

danger all his life, and had
served his country during the

recent international differences

in a sedentary though useful

post at the Ministry of Muni-
tions. A little whisper in his

brain told him now that this

tanned and clear-eyed person

looking at him did not approve
of him, and hinted in addition

that meetings with such a

person would in future be safer

if they took place in public.

Dicky turned his head and

spoke to Betty.
"
Coming back

in my car ? They'll be pretty
full up in the big one."

She looked at Hicks, and

Dicky knew that the question
of what car she would travel

in for the run home was being
broached for the first time.

Hicks was not slow, however.

"Why, but Miss Betty's

coming back in mine," he said.
" We've just arranged it."

Betty looked a little taken
aback. Then she made her

mind up. Dicky had been

abrupt and rude to her he had
nice eyes, with a twinkle, but
that was all the more reason

why he should not have his

own way. She had also noted
the way he had looked at her

when he had asked her to

come in his car, and she knew

perfectly well that she looked

very nice in her grey riding-
clothes.

"
Yes, I'm sorry,"

she said.
" You might take

Anne or Elsa, though. The

big car's so full of tea-baskets

that there's hardly room for

them."

Geoffrey Hicks showed a

good row of teeth as he smiled

and walked off to start his car.

Dicky remained looking at

Betty. She looked at the car.

He did not move, and she had
to look up at him. To her

surprise he was evidently on
the verge of laughter. He
broke into a grin, an unex-

pected expression of amuse-
ment which he seemed to ex-

pect her to share. His enjoy-
ment was infectious, and she

could not help smiling also.
" 'Member my pyjamas in

the train ?
"
he said.
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She laughed.
" Yes you

were so funny. I tried to

be ladylike, though."
" Don't know about lady-

like. You'd have burst if the

train hadn't stopped. But it

must have looked funny just
when I thought I'd got every-

thing packed up."
"
Well, you saw me laughing,

but you didn't get angry. You
did see the silly side of it."

" Yes "
a pause.

" You
wouldn't have let yourself go
if it had been Hicks in the

carriage with you, though.
You'd have been more careful

and not laughed. Well, I'll

see you at the house. I'll be

just behind you."
He strode away to his car

and left her a little puzzled.
What on earth did he mean f

Was he ... could he be throw-

ing doubts on ?
"
All

ready, Miss Betty. We'll get
out of the crowd while there's

room, shall we ?
" Hicks was

evidently rather pleased with

himself. As they slipped off

the grass into the road and

joined the procession of cars

leaving the Park, he spoke
his thoughts aloud.

" Uncouth sort of chap, that

naval man. Ever met him
before ? Some of those chaps
are rough as bargees, you
know. No notion of how to

treat a girl especially a pretty
one. . . ."

He spoke for some time.

He seemed to think he had
an idea in her head to combat.

As a matter of fact he had, but

he was not doing it in the right

way. The idea was only half-

formed as yet, but she had an

inkling of its meaning. Dicky
had taken it for granted that

she could share a joke in a

railway carriage with him, but
could not have safely done so

with Hicks, because well, be-

cause. People were different,

that was all. Also she was not

quite sure that Hicks had not

commented on her good looks

quite often enough recently.
When compliments are cheap

they cease to be pleasing.
Also he was sitting rather

over to the near side of the

driving-seat, and leaning a little

against her. . . .

Mr Geoffrey Hicks left her

at the Westleigh gate, and
drove away a trifle dissatisfied.

His t&te-a-tete had not been

up to his expectations, and
a little cloud had risen on the

horizon of his enjoyment.

Dicky's car came up the

drive behind her, and she

jumped on to the offside run-

ning-board as it passed. The
driver smiled, but said nothing.
She had almost expected him
to say something on the sub-

ject of the departed Mr Hicks,
but he had evidently forgotten
that gallant admirer of hers.

The car swerved from the

front of the house and ran

into the stable-yard. Dicky
pulled up at the coach-house

door and jumped out.
"
Going

to look at Norah," he said.
"
Peter's just behind us. I

saw Carson bringing him across

the down."
He walked to the stable

door and spoke as he opened
it.

"
Hey L'il lady," he said.

"
Here's uncle !

" The mare
whickered at his voice, and as
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he opened the loose-box door

she came round with a clatter,

her lean head held high, nostrils

wide and blowing. He threw
an arm under her throat and
stroked her neck while she

flirted with him as only fav-

ourite horses can do. Betty
stood a little way off and
watched them. She was at

the moment just a little jeal-

ous. She had grown very fond
of Dicky's two horses, and had

developed the feeling that they
were fond of her. This open
flirting between the mare and
her master seemed rather heart-

less. As if she had spoken
her thoughts aloud, Dicky
looked back at her from the

mare's shoulder.
"
Bit of an

interloper, aren't I ? Coming
back like this. . . ."

"
Hardly that. It was very

good of you to let me ride

them. They're both dears."
"
Well, you've done me a

good turn. Got 'em fit for me
without spoiling their mouths.
I told Anne you could ride

Peter in the Show because your
hands were all right."

" But you didn't know any-
thing about it."

"
Yes, I'd guessed it was

you I'd seen in the train when
Anne's letter came, and I re-

membered where the stirrup-
leather marks came on your
riding-boots. Can't have hands
unless you sit right. Your legs
are the right shape, too. Not
knock-kneed."

Daisy studied him closely.
Did this anatomical conversa-

tion mean . . . ? No she

smiled again. He was evi-

dently thinking of her build

just as he would of that of a

horse or an athlete. The ex-

perience was new to her, and
she rather liked it. This man
was refreshing.

" Do you look at all women
you see as critically as that 1

I'm glad I passed muster,
though

"

"
Only if they're possibles."

He voiced what she had guessed
a moment before.

"
Men, girls,

and horses it's all common-
sense. If they're out of train-

ing or badly built they're not
worth betting on."

" You're a boxer, aren't

you f
"

"Yes." He walked to the

door to look at Carson washing
out Peter's feet in the yard,

turned, and came back to

Norah's head. " I'm like an
old Greek. I like to see a per-

fectly-built light-heavy-weight
with his muscle on the back,
where it should be

; and, of

course, perfectly-built animals
like blood-horses or decent girls
are good to look at. I hate a
fat man and I detest a soft

man. A chap's got to make
the best of himself."

Norah left him and moved
across to interview Betty.
Dicky did not seem to mind.
"What d'you think of this

one ?
"
he asked.

"
Well, she's better bred and

faster than Peter, but she's not
such a perfect jumper. She
flies things so. But I like

Peter best, I think. He's so

wicked."
" Yes you would. When's

the next meet ?
"

" The day after to-morrow
at Thenstan."
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" You'd better ride Peter,
then. I like this one best."

" But I can't go riding your
horses it's nonsense. We ar-

ranged to hire horses for me
till I go, and there's one of

your uncle's, anyhow."
"
I know, the one he wants

to sell if he can find a lamb.

Don't be silly. Why shouldn't

you ride mine f Look here,
I like you and you've got good
hands

;
if you were a boy I'd

still offer you the horse for the

same reason." He leaned

against the side of the box,

smiling at her.
" Are you

scared of accepting ?
"

She looked at him gravely,
and somehow Mr Hicks kept

recurring to her mind. She
had used that admirer to make
Dicky feel hurt, and now she

felt that her little freak of

feminism had been something
rather trivial and petty. It

seemed to her that she spoke

involuntarily.
"
No, I'm not scared. I'd

like to use Peter very much,
and I won't be silly and refuse

him. I'll ride him because I

don't think you're quite like

Mr Hicks." Instantly she

changed the subject.
" Now

I'm going to pet Peter. Here
he comes, the old villain."

She followed the chestnut into

his box, and Dicky walked

along the stable inspecting the

other horses. Carson accom-

panied him, replying fully to

an interrogatory on the sub-

ject of hay, oats, and bedding.
The cubbing season was a

dull one as far as sport went,
but the late summer, while

accounting for the lack of

scent, made lazy hacking and

pottering about very enjoyable.

Betty was not sure that she

did not enjoy loafing about the

downs with the horses at exer-

cise more than waiting in hot

rides and listening to hounds
while myriads of flies hovered

round her. She had made up
her mind about Dicky : he
was nice. He talked to her

quite sensibly, never got silly,

and generally pleased her, be-

cause he treated her as if she

had common - sense. To a

pretty girl this was a welcome

change, especially to one who
had hardly left the schoolroom.

Under normal conditions Dicky
would not havehad the intuition

to behave like this, but some-

thing was teaching him what
he should do, and he acted

instinctively. It did not seem
difficult at all. It is easy to

be natural. He had an inkling
in his mind of what would

happen to him to disturb his

peace of mind if this boy-and-
girl intimacy kept on, and he

occasionally had queer waves
of tumultuous thoughts. There
was sometimes in his mind a

feeling of recoil, of caution,
and self-warning of the danger
of compromising his own happy-
go-lucky freedom. At other

times he would find it neces-

sary to look away from this

slim well-poised girl just be-

cause he had momentarily real-

ised her sex. The one thing
he kept firmly in his head was
the fact that she was "

only
a kid." The knowledge that

Mr Geoffrey Hicks (if that

worthy had ever thought of

it in that way) was forgetting
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this allowed him to refrain

from any sign of hostility
towards him when he talked

to Betty out hunting. Hicks
could be trusted to make mis-

takes without help, and all

Dicky needed was an oppor-

tunity of accentuating the hei-

nousness of such a mistake when
made.

It was on the 6th of Sept-
ember when the official letter

came for Dicky, and he read
it with mixed feelings. It was
at the same time a nuisance
and a compliment. While in

the Baltic he had forgathered
from time to time with various

representatives of the new
States. He had moved about
a good deal in his destroyer,
and had had many minor

diplomatic dealings at Windau,
Eiga, Libau, and Eeval. As
a result he had apparently
become persona grata to certain

people up there, and this letter

was the result. A personage
was about to visit the new
States, and had certain naval

questions to discuss there. An
officer was wanted to accom-

pany him as a sort of aide-de-

camp, and Dicky, although
on unemployed pay, was offered

the job. He did not hesitate,
sweet as were the delights of

leave and shore life
;

with a
reduced Navy he knew he
would be a fool to refuse.

He left for London that night.
Anne and Betty saw him off

at the station, and walked
back together. Elsa had left

them to walk into the village.
Both girls were rather thought-
ful, and they were well up on

the path over the downs before

either spoke.
" I'm sorry he's gone," said

Anne.
"
You'll be away before

he gets back unless you'll
come back too

"

"
I don't know. He said it

would take two months to do
the trip. You know I'd love

to come back if father will let

me."
" Of course he'll let you.

You must come. You know
we asked you before to come
when the proper hunting
started, but you said you'd
have to hunt from home."

"
Well, you see I couldn't

go on hunting some one else's

horses and besides
"

she

looked at Anne, and hesitated.
" Yes ? You see, he likes

you to ride his horses, and he's

harmless, isn't he ?
"

"
Anne, if you pull my

leg I'll never come back

promise ?
"

" Promise I won't try."

"Well, then, it's like this.

I'm only half-grown, I suppose,
and I get scared of men people.
Dick's the first I've met who
doesn't make me you know.
I don't have to think what he
means when he says anything.
He's quite trustworthy, you
see, and he talks to me as if

he liked me and thought I was
a good sort. I'd like to come
back next month and ride his

horses, and, all right I'd like

it better if he was back too.

Now that's all there is, and

nothing to laugh at."

Anne did not laugh, but she

made a mental reservation that

she would remind her friend

of the conversation in, say, a
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year's time, and would do her

laughing then.
"
Well, I call

you both very sensible. Dicky's
a dear, and so are you. You
won't find anybody at West-

leigh trying to spoil things by
laughing. As a matter of fact,

I think Dicky's rather dis-

appointed you were born a

girl. I'm not sure whether

he'd prefer you to be a man
or a horse. He told me the

other day you were devilish

clean-bred, and that he be-

lieved you'd fight with a broken

arm."
A curious sensation ran over

Betty, making her feel a little

dizzy. This was the first real

compliment Dicky had paid
her. True, it came at second-

hand and was curiously worded,
but she knew enough of its

author to know that it was
about the strongest expression
of admiration in his vocabu-

lary. When, after a pause, she

felt she could trust her voice

again, she talked of dances.

It was raining when Dicky
returned to England, and rain

accompanied him from Dover
to the Admiralty and from the

Admiralty down to Westleigh.
He had left the Gulf of Finland

under a foot of ice, and he

found his own country under

an equal coating of mud
;

it

seemed a choice of evils, with

a slight bias in favour of the

mud. You can at any rate

shoot and hunt in English
November weather, but in

Bussia and Finland you can

only stay indoors and wait till

spring comes. He brought back
more luggage than he had

taken away, and was glad to

see that his uncle had met him
at the station with the big

car. Sir James evidently had

an object in getting in touch

with him so soon, and Dicky's

curiosity on the subject was

satisfied as soon as he had

shaken hands.
"
Shooting the coverts on

Wednesday ;
five guns one's

failed me. To-day's Monday,
and I can fill up with a local

gun, but I thought you'd like

to get a pal from Yorkshire.

They did you well there, and

it's a chance for you to invite

one. Don't suppose he'd come
all this way, but it gives him

the chance. What about this

man Chapman you talked of ?
"

" Bather. I believe he'd

come. That's fine of you,
uncle. Shall I wire him ?

"

" Here you are. Anne knew
his address. I wrote a wire

from you, and if we send it

now we'll get his answer to-

night. Bead it. ..."
" O.K. That'll do."

Sir James handed the form
to the chauffeur.

"
Bight

away," he said.
" Hand it in

here, and hurry up." Two
minutes later the chauffeur was

back, and they were crossing
the valley on their way home.

Dicky was in high spirits.

He had been patted on the

back by the Admiralty, and
told that his conduct on the

trip had been commendable,
and that he could go on a

fortnight's leave to write his

reports before he reverted to

unemployed pay. He was glad
to be back, and had settled

certain doubts that had been

in his mind on the subject of
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the danger of flirtations with

schoolgirls. He had brought
back a collection of amber
and furs as presents, and he

proceeded to unpack during

tea, and elicited delighted com-
ments on his disgraceful ex-

travagance from his aunt and
cousin as he handed them
necklaces of Baltic amber and
armfuls of sable skins. He
kept one case, however, securely
closed. It contained a huge
sable coat with a silver fox

roll-collar. It was large and

luxuriant, and fit wear for an
out-size in profiteers. He had,

however, a man's barbaric taste

in feminine dress, and cannot

be blamed for his choice. The
case contained also a four-

foot necklace of
"
blue

" Kon-

igsberg amber, of large and
well - matched beads. These
treasures were allocated to the

keeping of his bedroom, pos-

sibly for ultimate presentation
to his mother.

He so studiously avoided

asking Anne the question she

was waiting for, that by the end
of tea she found her patience
exhausted.

"
Betty '11 be here

to-morrow," she said.
"
Elsa's

not coming this time."
" Good. Horses aU right !

"

"
Yes. She kept on riding

them till she left last month,
and then father and I worked
them. But we didn't do much
with them, and they're awfully
fresh now. The opening meet
was horrid it rained all day,
and it's rained off and on ever

since. There's a meet on Wed-
nesday at Bleakdown, and as

you're shooting I suppose Betty
could take both horses."

"
Yes, if she wants to. You

going !
"

"
Eather. I'm not going

to walk about seeing you shoot

pheasants ; besides, father says
all girls are as much use as a
brass band out shooting. You
know what he told Aunt Sarah
when she came out with the

guns last year f
"

" No. Did he tell her off ?
"

" Not exactly, but she went
home. He told her that if

she had come out just because

there were no men left in the

house, he'd send a beater back
with her, and she could have
her choice of any of them

except the keeper's son, who
was too young. Yes, you
would laugh but she hasn't

been here since, and mother
was quite distressed."

"
Priceless ! and so true.

Your Aunt Sarah is a con-

firmed man-hunter, though she

is fifty. Well done, uncle !

You've cleared the district of

a dangerous animal."
"
Ugh. Women aren't

wanted out shooting. Can

your man Chapman shoot ?

I've got my usual three com-

ing the two colonels and the

major. He needn't shoot up
to their form, but he mustn't

pile up runners."
" He won't do that. I don't

know what he's like at covert-

shooting, but he's a very clean

killer at grouse. Wonder if

he'll bring his dog down I

Don't suppose he will
;

but
she's a beauty, all the same.
I'd like to see her working
again."
Anne became suddenly busy

at the writing-table.
"
Oh,
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Dicky !

"
she said.

"
I knew

there was something. That
school friend of mine, you
know, Elsie Hansard where

you stayed to shoot, wrote to

me while you were away and
sent you a message. She says,
'

Tell him I've seen that pic-

ture, and I wish I could burn
it.' What does she mean f

"

"
Oh, that ? Why, it's just

a picture done of her when
she was a kid, and I suppose
she thinks it's too flattering

now."
" A kid ? How old ?

"

" Seventeen."

Anne saw her chance at

last.
" Oh ! I see when she

was still a baby," she said.

Dicky went upstairs to un-

pack.
The rain stopped on the

Tuesday evening, and Sir

James was positively purring
at breakfast next morning.

Chapman had arrived by a

late train overnight, having

delayed his departure from

the North to the last moment

owing to some fluctuation in

the markets. He and Dicky
were down to breakfast early,

and were ready
"
to the last

gaiter-button
"

as the cars be-

gan to arrive with the other

guns.
The Westleigh shooting was

good ; many neighbouring
estates carried a greater stock

of game, and all had a larger

proportion of hand - reared

pheasants, but none could equal

Westleigh in the sport shown.

Sir James's beaters were drilled

like a chorus, his rules were

clear and drastic without being
too rigid, and if the duty of a

shooting host is to show sport
he certainly represented the

ideal. The proceedings opened
with a muster of the guns in

the library to hear his instruc-

tions : this was a piece of

routine which had been fol-

lowed at Westleigh for some

twenty-five years in fact, ever

since he had inherited the

estate from his uncle.
"
Now, gentlemen, most of

you know this shoot and all

that I've got to say about it,

but to save argument I'll say
it again. I didn't rear many
birds this year, but there'll be
a fair show about eighty per
cent are wild, but they'll be
none the worse for that. Now
the feed's always been put
down in the big wood by the

keeper's house. We drive that

first and drive it uphill that's

three beats : all guns will stand

back and take anything com-

ing back. I want the birds

forward and uphill. You won't

get so much shooting before

lunch, but after lunch I hope
you'll get some good shots

when we send the birds home.
Now as to sparing birds. I'd

sooner you got more cocks

than hens, but you must never

spare a high bird even if you've
had a run of hens over you ;

spare all low, easy, and half-

grown birds, and let them all

get their height before you
take 'em. I need hardly tell

you that although nobody can

help wounding birds, I'd sooner

they were missed than wounded.
There will be four men out
with dogs, and they should be
sent for any runners immedi-

ately each beat is over. Thank
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you, gentlemen ; you all know

your numbers, I think ? All

right, let's get away."
Chapman grunted approv-

ingly as he and Dicky walked
down the drive. "A bit of

a lad, your uncle, sailor. He
and I'd agree on running a

shoot. We'll get 'em coming
high this afternoon, I sup-

pose !
"

"
Steeple-high an' right fast.

You wait and see
;

see the

Colonel there, the long one in

glasses ! He'll give an exhibi-

tion of pulling down impos-
sibles. I'm a child among
these chaps, but thank God
they never smile at bad shots.

There's the first stand. You'll

be end gun. Stand well back,
and you'll get some curly ones

in front of you over the trees

good luck !

"

Chapman stopped at the

corner of the covert, dug his

shooting-stick into the soft

earth, and looked around him.

Sir James was on his right,

and the Colonel fifty yards
farther on. There was a light

south-westerly breeze blowing,
and the sky was clearing

steadily. The covert ended in

a tangle of rhododendrons and
a sprinkling of huge oak-trees,
one of which was about thirty

yards in front of him. The

big covert was being beaten

up-wind, and looking to his

left he could see a line of

narrow woods running uphill
for a thousand yards towards
the downs, the lower slopes
of which were patterned with

coverts of three to seven acres

area each. The tapping of

sticks made him look to his

front and load his gun. A
youth who carried his cartridge-

bag stepped up to within a

pace of his right shoulder-blade.

The beaters had started far

down on his right, and the

first shots came from that

direction. Dicky and the guest,

whom Chapman mentally de-

signated
" The Short Colonel,"

were coming down the rides

behind the drive. A hoarse

whisper,
"
Mark, sir," from

behind him made him half

raise his gun, and as he did

so a cock and a hen showed

beyond the top of the big
oak. They were out of shot,

and going forw No, they
weren't. They came in a whirl-

ing sweep round the top of

the tree, turning back to his

right front. He missed the

cock-birdwith one barrel, jerked

savagely in front, and pulled

again. The bird's head went

up, his legs shot down, and
he struck the ground in front

of Sir James with a heavy
thud. A hasty glance as the

bird crumpled up showed Chap-
man that his host had not

troubled to move his gun from

his hip, or even, apparently, to

look up at all. The Yorkshire-

man felt relieved. It looked

as if his shooting was being
taken for granted. As a matter

of fact, his host was watching
him carefully, but would have

died sooner than it should be

known that he was doing so.

Birds began to break out now
in front of the Colonel and
Sir James, and Chapman
watched some pretty shots

taken. They were all much
the same chances as his had
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been a curling flight with stiff

wings, a clatter as the turn

was completed, and then the

shot taken with a right-handed

swing. Several birds rose on
the edge of covert and came
forward at half the height of

the trees, passing on unmo-
lested. Four cocks and a
dozen hens came curling round

Chapman's oak, and he stopped
two of the cocks with three

shots. As the beaters came
near he missed a high wood-

pigeon, and killed a rabbit

which rushed out to his left

in an attempt to gain a patch
of gorse behind him. A few
birds broke back low down from
the end of the wood, and went

away without being fired at.

A whistle blew, and the guns
walked back to the beginning
of the drive.

There were two more beats

of much the same type, the

guns waiting back instead of

at the side, and the shots

being more straightforward.
The bag for three drives was

twenty brace of pheasants,

mostly cocks, three brace of

rabbits, two pigeons, and a

stoat. Chapman wondered a

little as to how many they

expected to get in the after-

noon. He had not been able

to see if many birds were leav-

ing covert forward and going

up-hill, but he knew that the

quite unhurried way in which
the beating was being done
meant that the birds were

stealing out well in front and

comparatively noiselessly. He
noticed that not a yard of

undergrowth was left undis-

turbed, that the line moved in

good order and slowly, and
that there was practically no

calling or shouting. The com-
mon-sense of this appealed to

him.

The big wood beaten, they
started up the narrow thou-

sand-yard strip, the guns out

at each side of it, and the birds

that broke back taking a big

risk, while those that went
forward took none. A lot of

the latter were certainly run-

ning forward, and those that

did fly kept low, and skimmed
the edge of the wood as they
went. Chapman was one of

the right-hand guns, and was
on the uphill side. As he got
near the end of the long strip

he realised the art with which
the beating of the big wood
had been performed. A steady
stream of birds was leaving
the strip, and skimming low

up the down towards the hill-

side coverts to his right. In

five minutes he estimated a

round two hundred to have
crossed in front of him, and
he could only see those birds

on his side of the covert. He
realised that the birds that

had come back over the guns
must be a very small percen-

tage of those driven.

The guns collected at the

top of the long strip, and
walked up the hill towards a

small farm cottage. Chapman
found himself beside Sir James,
and at once began talking.

His questioning, without in-

tention on his part, instantly
endeared him to his host, who
stopped in a stubble-field below

the seven-acre covert to illus-

trate his programme.
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"
'Now, you'll be about here

for the last drive to-day. The
birds will be put up over the

brow as you see, the covert

is out of sight of you here

and will make for the home
woods. They will have come
about two hundred yards when

they get over you, and they
will have another half mile to

go, all downhill, and with a

little wind behind them. You
seem to have been watching
the work this morning closely,

so that you can understand
that now that the birds are

uphill and things have gone
quietly and without accidents

I am relieved. My anxieties

are over, and I can enjoy my-
self. Ah ! I thought you'd
ask that. Of course they could

easily be running down now
over this stubble and going
into the long strip again, but
we have to stop that. That

strip makes a pathway away
from home, and I can't let

them use it to return. As
soon as we go to lunch (by
the way, we might walk on,
shall we 1) a boy comes here

and starts walking about and

whistling. Now and then he

taps two sticks together. That
is quite enough to keep the

birds up there. There will

also be a boy doing the same

thing the other side of the

strip. When the birds get
into the air they would quite

possibly go for the long strip

also, but there he is that

beater is putting a white flag
down every hundred yards on
both sides of the strip. Now,
do you see a flaw in the tactics,
Mr Chapman t

"

" Not a flaw, Sir James.

You have followed this

method for sometime, I take

it?
"

" For twenty years. And
we had not so many pheasants
when I started it. Of course,
the position of my coverts

and the contour of the ground
invites such handling, but such

things as high rabbit-wire fences

are anathema to me. If pheas-
ants won't fly well you must
drive them to other coverts

from which they will fly well,

and you can drive a pheasant

anywhere if you go quietly.

A flustered bird is bad shoot-

ing."
"
Well, I should think some

of the shooting this afternoon

will be the ideal for pheasants.
The stand where you were just
now "

"Yes. I think you'll get
some sporting shots. In fact,

I may venture to prophesy
that some of the birds when

they are coming plentifully,

and there is a lot of shooting

going on will pass over you
out of shot altogether. But I

think you'll get some amuse-

ment, Mr Chapman at least,

you won't talk of
' murder '

in connection with these cov-

erts. Ha, ha ! Eh . . . ! Well,
here we are put your gun
down and come in. The others

will have started lunch, I don't

doubt."

Dicky talked grouse-shooting
at lunch, and as both Colonels,

the Major, and Sir James had

good experience of that sport

(although the moors they knew
were mostly Scottish), the con-

versation turned to such deep
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subjects as disease, heather-

burning, and the number of

sheep to the acre that a moor
could carry. Chapman was

really amused at the lunch
itself

;
there was a table-cloth,

there was hot game (with bread
sauce and salad), there was
cold game, and there were
sweets and a savoury. In fact,
it was a house lunch transferred

in its entirety to a cottage on
the hillside. He could not,

however, feel that it was syba-

ritic, or that it was in any way
intended to cover a lack of

sport ;
it was simply the result

of the English habit which
causes some men to have the

same sort of meal prepared
when pursuing elephants on
the slopes of Mount Kenya in

East Africa as they would

expect to have in their homes.
It is not a question of luxury,
but a sign of ultra-conser-

vatism. The same lunch had
been provided in the same cot-

tage for Westleigh shooting

parties in the year of the

Mutiny, and unless some good

reason was produced for chang-

ing the practice, it would con-

tinue indefinitely.

Exactly an hour was allowed

for lunch
;

at two o'clock Sir

James rose and gave the signal
to move. The beaters mus-
tered outside fifteen obvious

ex-soldiers wearing brown Wil-

lesden smocks. Their Squire
was quite military in his desire

for uniformity of dress, and
he preferred In any case to

provide coverings himself of a

suitable shade for beating to

being compelled to inspect his

men with an eye to the con-

cealment of red or white odd-

ments of attire. The men fol-

lowed the keeper along the

side of the down to where three

patches of young plantation
showed above the real coverts :

these were to be beaten out

first. Both guns and beaters

had an air of suppressed ex-

citement now everybody knew
that the spade-work of the

morning was over and that

the real thing was coming
shortly.

CHAPTER XI.

The guns had only a couple
of hundred yards to walk be-

fore they reached their posi-
tions. They spread out as they
approached the covert, and each
man on reaching his station

stopped and raised his gun at

arm's-length as a signal that

he was satisfied with his dis-

tance from his left-hand neigh-
bour.'c|picky was left gun
then came Chapman, the short

Colonel, the tall Colonel, and

the host. They stood on pas-
ture -

land, the covert eighty

yards in front of them showing

only the tops of its trees over

the curve of the hill, while the

long strip of wood lay well

below them on the slope to

the right. The beaters started

work as the guns arrived, and

Chapman had hardly loaded

and looked round at the pros-

pect when a single shout of

"Marie!" told of birds on
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the wing. Two cocks came
over the brow, curled a little

in their flight, and with steady

wings volplaned down the line

from the right. They were

over twenty yards up, they
were gliding at great speed,
and they looked pretty shots

as they passed over Sir James.

The Baronet hardly glanced

up ;
he kept his gun - butt

on his hip, waved his left hand

horizontally, and faced to his

left to watch the tall Colonel.

The slope of the hill was put-

ting the birds higher as they
came down, and they went
over the tall Colonel at about

ninety feet. He half-raised

his gun, changed his mind,
and waved to the short Colonel,

who, to Chapman's intense re-

lief, accepted the chance, and
killed them both at well over

thirty yards up. The North-

countryman decided that if

all the birds were going to

come that way he was either

going to pass them on to

Dicky to take, or else go home.
He looked to the right again,
and saw Sir James shooting ;

then something caught his eye,
and he faced quickly to his

front. A stream of pheasants
was coming over, none of them
at less than sixty feet height
some at twice that. All were

gliding, with just an occasional
"
p-r-r-p

"
of wings to add to

their pace. The guns started

all down the line, a steady
rattle of shots punctuated by
the heavy thuds of birds fall-

ing, and the quick rattle of

wings as the high cock-birds

gained more height. Chapman
took his shots nearly overhead,

and owing to the slope of the

hill found that the practice
involved his bending like a

bow to obtain his lead. Then
the sound of birds falling out

to his front made him glance
at the Colonel, and he saw
that that expert was taking
his shots as if the birds were

high grouse. He was firing

at not more than fifty degrees
from the horizontal, and firing

early. Chapman followed suit,

and found to his surprise that

at that angle a fast pheasant
can be killed a very long way
out in fact, two of his kills

nearly struck him as they fell.

The covert was only five acres

in extent, and the drive was
soon over. Chapman made a

quick calculation as the beaters

appeared, and congratulated
himself on his performance.
After all, eighteen birds with

twenty-seven cartridges is first-

class shooting when the birds

come well. The beaters gath-
ered the game, and the guns
closed on their right to move
to the next covert. The lad

carrying Chapman's cartridges

passed in front of him to

speak to the tall Colonel's

servant. Chapman, the glow
of pride at his own perform-
ance still warming his breast,

intercepted a short conversa-

tion between them.
" What d'you get t

" asked

the boy.
"
Eighteen cocks, seven hens,

an' a woodcock. What's

yours ?
"

" Twel' an' six hens. Miss

any ?
"

" Two cocks. What did you
leave t

"
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Chapman walked on. He
sincerely hoped his attendant

would lie. His neighbour's
servant might be minimising
misses, but he had a shrewd
idea that the Colonel had cer-

tainly not spared more than
three or four of the feathered

bullets that had rushed over

him. He was glad to find

no reference at all made among
the guns as to the number each
had killed. The host led

straight on to the next covert,

evidently fully satisfied with

the way things were going,
and talking cheerfully to the

short Colonel on the subject
of Wheat Subsidies, their use

and abuse.

An hour and a half later

the day ended in a rattle of

firing from guns that had

hardly been given time to

cool all afternoon. The last

cock-bird sailed high down the

line, being missed by the tall

Colonel and Chapman, and
killed at incredible range by
Dicky's choke barrel as it

curled away in front of him
in an effort to break back.

Two hundred and fifty brace

since lunch and a good day.
Sir James led the way down
the hill with all his wonted

hilarity (which had been
bottled up by his anxiety as

host), bubbling forth in con-

tinual chaff. Chapman fell

back to join Dicky, and walked
downhill with him in silence

for a few yards. Then " Bah
Goom!" he said. "Eh
Sailor that's a right good
champion shoot, an' all

"

" And that's a fact. But

you couldn't do a shoot like

this more than half a dozen
times without getting bored
with it. A good pheasant's
all right, but he doesn't vary
much even if he's good. I

think there's more excitement

in grouse, because you don't

know which way the beast's

going to fly next. They don't

stick to rules."
"
That's true. There's a

touch of civilisation about this,

whether they're wild birds or

hand-reared. Yorkshire's more

primitive. Look here, I'm going
back to-morrow. You come
back with me, and we'll get
some fast grouse on Moordyke.
You'll get some stiff wind
and cold shooting up there

now."
" No I've got to hunt. I'd

like to come, but I must see

to the horses." He paused,
and thought very quickly on
the subject of confidences and
confessions. Then he drew

breath, and went on :

" You
know when we talked about

women and things ? About

keeping free to do what you
liked ? You remember we
said

"

To Dicky's utter surprise

Chapman interrupted.
"
Aye,"

he said,
"
I thought you might've

noticed I wasn't quite up to

my own talk. You're quick,

you know. Maybe it's my
talk. I've been trying to talk

more English-like for a while

back now. You saw that, of

course." (Dicky hadn't, but
held his peace in amazement.
What on earth was coming ?)
" Of course you think it would
be an impossible marriage for

both of us ?
"
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"No, I certainly don't."

(Dicky could have kicked him.

Not knowing what lady was
concerned in the case made
conversation difficult.)

" You surprise me. No, you
don't, though. You can see

things I don't. Now, as man
to man, has she said anything
to you that you could tell me
that I ought to know about,
or what about it or how ?

"

Dicky, to his mental credit,

understood this sentence, but
he wanted time and data, and
he played for both.

"
That's a

difficult question to answer,"
he said judicially ;

"
you've

told me nothing that gives
me grounds for feeling free to

talk about it, if you get me
"

Chapman understood this if

the speaker didn't.
"
I get

you," he said.
"
Well, she

came over to Moordyke with
her sister, and looked at her

picture, and and then."

Dicky saw light suddenly,
and felt an insane desire to

shriek with laughter. The idea

of Elsie Hansard mated to this

hard-faced friend of his was
too amazing. It would be like

the union of a cinema star with
a Calgary cowboy.

"
Yes," he

said
" and then ?

"

"
Well, I got the idea y'see.

Anyhow, I asked her straight
out if she wanted me, and
she said no."

" She did ?
"

"
Aye. And so I thought

there was something in it,

then."
"
Yes, of course."

"Yes. And I told her I

didn't think she'd ever been
after me when she was looking

for a man. I said I was sure

of that."
" You yes, of course you

told her that."
"
Aye, an' she said that was

a bloody fact
;

that is, she

said that was so. Aye. And
I said no one could say she'd

been after me, because they'd
see I wasn't the sort she would

see 1
"

" And she said ?
"

" She told me I was right.

And she said she'd told me
no already. So I said, of course,
that didn't mean anything,
because she knew what sort

of things I'd thought about
her and her sort before I got
like this, and so she'd have to

say no right off like."

"You're no fool. What
then 1

"

"
That's about what she said.

And she asked if I thought
she was good-looking. And I

said she was that, but she

had more in her than that, and
I'd have a use for her even if

she was ugly."
" Where you get your know-

ledge of women from beats

me, y'know. What did she

say ?
"

" She said I'd better ask

you about it. She seems to

believe in your judgment. She
didn't seem angry like, but

she was a bit queer."

Dicky was speechless. As a

description of a proposal from

a Yorkshire mill-owner, a man
who was as tough and straight-

forward a specimen as could

be found in the kingdom, to a

spoilt darling of Mayfair, the

preceding recital had been quite

typical, but he was not quite
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sure that the girl had not been

noting the performance as a

screaming farce for future draw-

ing-room recounting.
" When

did this happen ?
" he asked.

"Two days ago. I'd told

her I might see you."

They were close on the house,
and Dicky wanted time to

think. He had no intention of

acting as Cupid's adviser to

this queerly-assorted pair with-

out some deep thought on the

subject. Chapman was evi-

dently perfectly serious, and

expected to hear something
useful from his friend. It was

very improbable, however, that

the sophisticated Elsie was
in the very least serious.
"
All right," he said.

" We're

going to change now. I'll

tell you what I think after

dinner."

To his relief Chapman ac-

cepted this, and did not press
him. They overtook the other

guns in the hall, and followed

their host into the smoking-
room.

Anne Westleigh met Dicky
on the stairs as he came down
after changing. She stopped

him, and studied his face in

the careful way that women
do when they are suspicious.
"I've had another letter from

Elsie," she said.
" Well 1

"

"
She's put in another post-

script for you."
" WeU 1

"

"
I don't think I'll tell you.

I want to know what these

messages mean. . . . She's very

pretty, isn't she ?
"

" Don't be an ass it isn't

me, it's Chapman what's the

message ?
"

" Mr Chapman ! Dicky,
don't be silly."

"
Well, it's about him any-

way, whatever she thinks.

What's the message ?
"

Anne handed him the letter

as Chapman appeared on the

landing, and descended towards

them. Dicky glanced up from

his reading to nod as he passed
and say,

"
See you in t' smok-

ing-room." Chapman nodded,
and went on.

Tell Mr Fancett that I want

to know if it's too late for me
to get that picture back, because

I'd lilce to.

Dicky handed the letter

back and started down the

stairs.

"Dicky!" said Anne,
"
aren't you going to tell me ?

"

"No," said her cousin over

his shoulder. "But I'll bet

you Chapman catches the mid-

night train north to-night on

urgent business."

Dicky was right. Chapman
made no excuses and no apolo-

gies. He just left at half-

past nine, and said he was

going to see a lass, and was in

a hurry ;
that he'd enjoyed his

visit very much, and hoped to

see them all in Yorkshire
;
and

could he get telegrams off this

time o' night t
"

(To be continued.)
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A WHALE-HUNT.

BY x.

THERE may be people who
think, as I did till recently,
that the pursuit of the whale
is carried on amongst no other

surroundings than those pro-
vided by the Arctic Circles,

that the whale is approached
as he lies motionless on the

surface of the sea, and is

stricken with a harpoon pro-

jected by man's hand from an

open boat. In the offing lies

the whaling ship, more or less

covered with icicles and threat-

ened with bergs. I imagine
that I gained these impressions
from certain old books on

whaling. There were certainly

pictures of the whaling-boat

being sent sky-high by a blow
from the whale's tail. From
which one gathered that it was
a form of the chase fraught
with perils, liable to end in an

icy ducking, and altogether
desirable for boys. For aught
I know to the contrary, these

splendid adventures may still

be obtained. But there are

other more prosaic and less

dangerous ways of killing your
whale, under blue skies and
in waters where there are no

icebergs or polar bears, but
where there are plenty of sharks
and a plaguy hot sun. This
is the only sort of whaling I

have ever done. If I could

only have another day of it,

I'd forgo any chance that

might come along of seeing

whales killed amid polar sur-

roundings.

I was idling on the quays
of that very beautiful town,
Durban. I had watched a

great pearl-grey liner finish her

long voyage and berth herself

alongside the jetty without

aid of tug-boat, and with as

much ease as if she had been
a cross - Solent ferry steamer

coming alongside Eyde Pier.

Farther up the harbour were
to be seen the lofty spars of a

tall sailing-ship or two. For
still we have these chief orna-

ments of the oceans, although
we are always being told that

they are past and gone. There
were several gross

- looking
and quite unbeautiful tramp
steamers, whose very masts

were derricks. And there was
a fleet of red- or white-sailed

racing craft scurrying over the

wide waters of the great har-

bour. The purpose and metier

of all these craft were plain
to the veriest land-lubber. But
there were some half-dozen

stumpy little vessels which

puzzled me, little cock-nosed

vessels, boasting a funnel and
a short mast, with a barrel or

something like it about two-

thirds of the way up. They
were not ocean-going tugs, nor

were they steam trawlers. I

asked what they were, and was
told that they were whalers.
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Further inquiries elicited the

information that a small fleet

of these plied their calling up
and down the east coast of

South Africa, and had their

headquarters at Durban. Away
behind a hill on the farther

side of the harbour was a

flensing station, well out of

nose-shot.

One of these little whalers

lay alongside the quay close

by me. I was seized with the

wish to see a whale-hunt. So
I stepped on board and asked
for the skipper. My experience
of sea-captains led me to look

on them as rather awful people,

completely bound in brass,

aloof, and cloistered in envi-

able cabins on the top storeys
of large ships. But here I

found a jolly seaman sweeping
out a little deck-house, and
made of just such clay as I

was. I told him my wish,
and he seemed to think that

the only possible obstacle to

my gratifying it was the very
early start he was making next

morning. He said if I could

be on board at 3.30 A.M. I

was welcome to see whatever
there was to be seen, and that

with any luck we should be
back in Durban the same night.
That was good enough for

me. I collected a companion,
and next morning we had
walked the two miles, and
were on board the whaler in

good time. We had brought
food with us for the day, and
a couple of bottles of whisky.
But for all the use we made of

them, we might have left them
behind.

Some sleepy hands were un-

mooring, and we made our-

selves scarce on the bridge,
and with our backs against
the rail slumbered till the

engines began to rumble, and
we began to glide out of the

harbour in the darkness. Soon
we were clear of the land and

gently heaving on the bosom
of the Indian Ocean.

When daylight came we were

steaming south, and some three

or four miles distant from the

emerald-green coast of Natal.

The greenness was that of

sugar-cane, though at that dis-

tance it appeared as close and

velvety as turf. On either

hand of us, and at intervals of

about a mile, were other whalers

pursuing a course parallel to

our own. A hand now climbed

up and occupied the crow's-

nest on our stumpy mast.

Eight up on our cocked-up
little fo'c'sle the harpoon-gun
was unjacketed and loaded.

The great barb of the harpoon
projected like something un-

swallowed from the muzzle of

the gun.
The gunner came along and

explained things to us. Our
little ship was from Norway.
Skipper and crew were all

Norwegians. They had sailed

from their home port a year
or so before, to whaling waters
off New Zealand, but doing

badly there, had brought their

little vessel half across the

world to Durban, where their

luck had been better. Small

though the ship was, she was

by no means an uncomfort-

able boat, although her coal-
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carrying capacity was not

great.
The gunner opened a locker,

which was divided into pigeon-

holes, each containing a white

calico bag of black powder,
the charge for the harpoon-

gun.
" The other day," said

the gunner, who held in his

hand a lighted cigar which he

used, and somewhat nearly,
as a pointer,

" a gunner on
another vessel was showing
his powder charges to a friend.

Unfortunately he had a lighted

cigar in his hand, and the whole

went sky-high blown to pieces.

A sad accident." He closed

the locker, placed the cigar
in his mouth, and we breathed

again. He took us forward

and showed us his gun. It

was mounted on a swivel,
and had a shoulder-piece, and
could be easily and quickly

swung to either hand, in order

to take advantage of fleeting

chances. The harpoon looked

like six or seven feet cut off a

railway line, its great barbed
head detachable from the shaft,

and between the two a bursting

charge. This latter is actuated

by a fuse, which is set going

by the shock of discharge,
and is timed to go off when
well home in the whale. Truly
a formidable missile. Coiled

down close to the gun was a

very powerful line, of some
extra special material and make.
The end of this is attached

to the harpoon. It must run

absolutely free, and be stout

enough to hold the stricken

whale to the ship.

We were anxious to know

the range, accuracy, and killing

powers of the gun and harpoon.
We were told that about forty

yards was a safe maximum
range, and we gathered that

although gunners sometimes
miss targets, it is not consid-

ered the thing to do. A single

well-placed shot may kill a

whale instantly, but sometimes

three or more harpoons are

necessary. Our guide spoke

perfect English, and so did

the skipper. We were bidden

to breakfast with them, and
a most excellent meal it was.

When we came on deck

again we were still cruising

south, over an oily sea, with

a very long swell.

Away on our left came the

boom of a gun. A cloud of

smoke enveloped the bows of

one of our little consorts, and
it was evident that she was

busy with a whale. She turned

out of the line and went away
northward. A second and a

third ship similarly came into

action and went away, each

under tow of a whale. Then
our crow's-nest man hailed

the deck in the Norse equiva-
lent for,

" There she blows !

"

A minute or so later we on

deck could see two whales,

diving and spouting and com-

ing towards us. Every one

went to action stationts he

skipper to the wheel, the gunner
to his gun, the engineer down
a skylight to his engines, while

the deck-hands disposed them-

selves so as to have a pair of

eyes looking in every direction.

We joined the skipper on the

bridge, where a good view all
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round was to be had. To us

was to be solved a problem
that appeared unsolvable how
a rapidly-moving whale, and
one only showing itself between
dives for a matter of seconds,
could ever be harpooned. The

procedure on the present occa-

sion, and for this particular
kind of whale, was as follows.

At this season of the year the

whales are all passing on their

lawful occasions northward, and
not too far from the coast.

Each whale, or in the case

narrated below, pair of whales,

appeared to progress in a series

or group of dives, and then in

a disappearance under water
of some minutes' duration, dur-

ing which progress northward
was continued in a fairly

straight line, and at a constant

speed. So that, when out of

sight, one knew more or less

for certain on what line to

watch for his reappearance.
The whaler had first to get
" on terms

"
with the whale

that is, to be proceeding with

him and as near his line and

place of reappearance as pos-

sible, ready to take a shot

should luck bring the whale

up within range. Then when
the whale broke surface for

his group of dives, the gunner,
if not able to shoot at his first

appearance, might close up,
and be able to do so at one of

the later ones. Failing that,
he would miss his chance during
that series of dives and rapid

appearances, and when the

whale dived for the last time

and was to be some minutes

under water before beginning

his next series of appearances,
the vessel would have to keep
steaming ahead on his line so

far as she could judge it, and
the gunner would hope to be
within shot, or at the least

within closing distance, when
the whale next broke surface.

For the rest, neither the rate

of the whale's progress, which
is not great, nor his steady
line forward, seemed to be the

least affected by the proximity
of the whaler. In a word,
the whale seemed unconscious

of pursuit. Our steamer easily

got on terms with her pair of

whales, and maintained her

position for an hour or more.

Had the quarry put on pace or

jinked about to right or left,

matters would have been very
different.

As the whales broke surface

and slowly revolved like the

rims of two huge wheels, which
were being heaved round by
some agency under water, they

presented at about forty yards
a very large and not very

rapidly
- moving target [large

both in height and length.

And, given readiness and steadi-

ness on the part of the gunner,
I do not think that any extreme

degree of marksmanship was

required. But there are several

kinds of whale the humpback,
whichwas ourparticular quarry;
the sperm, which is the largest,

most valuable, and most sought
after

;
the blue whale

;
the

racer
;
and I dare say others.

The sperm whale, I believe,

can often be approached and
slain as he lies sleeping on
the surface. The racer is too
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swift in his movements, and
remains submerged too long to

get on terms with. And the

particular methods of pursuit
of each kind of whale, one may
suppose, will vary in each

case. Although we killed a

humpback whale that day,
that was not the only species

making up the coast, and
killed by our consorts.

Our steamer, on the whales

being sighted, was immediately
turned about, and steamed

slowly ahead so as to get on
terms with them. The skipper,
on whose judgment the gunner
depends very largely for ob-

taining a shot, took the wheel.

From the skipper's position a

good look all round could be

had. In a few minutes the

two whales broke surface to-

gether 100 yards or so abeam
of us. Over went the helm,
and we began to close. But
the last of the dives was com-

pleted ere we came within

range. So we steamed ahead
on the line which, or near

which, we knew the whales

were pursuing under water.

I was looking out to starboard,
when the sound of a colossal

sigh brought me right about,
to see the great pair blowing
and diving 200 yards away on
our port side. Over spun the

wheel, and we began again to

close, but it was not to be this

time. The next appearance
was close to our starboard side.

The gunner had made certain

that it would be on the port
side. Bound came the gun,
his finger was on the trigger,

every one was on the tiptoe

of expectation. But the great

target was a waning, not a

waxing one. The whales had

begun to go under ere the

sights were on. Gunners don't

like missing. What they like

is to have the sights almost on
as the whale begins to rise,

and then to take him at the

full. Fire was withheld. This

went on for a full hour amid

perfect silence, except the slow

pounding of our engines, and
the sigh and swish of the roll-

ing monsters. Each time the

whales rose came the thin

spout of water, and the mighty
breathing, whether of inhala-

tion or exhalation I know not.

Time after time the gunner held

his hand. Sometimes it was
a waning target before he was

ready; sometimes the nearer

whale they continued rising

and diving together offered a

slightly oblique target ;
some-

times the range was a little

too great. Not only to us,

spectators of a novel sight, but

to all on board, it was evidently
a time of intense excitement.

It was the chase, and not merely

bread-winning routine. Two
men only were directly con-

cerned he at the wheel and
he at the gun. The engines

kept turning steadily ahead,
with now and then a quiet
word spoken down the voice-

tube, and an immediate altera-

tion of speed. Through it all

the two whales kept rising and

diving together, and apparently
in no way concerned at our

presence. A quaint - looking

pair they were a huge mouth,
a huge tail, and between the
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two, depth without much
length.
At last the near whale of

the two broke surface right

opposite the gun muzzle, and
at not more than thirty yards'

range. Slowly the great mass
heaved up and round and over.

More and more of it came into

view, and then a flash and
a roar, and then a little later

the detonation of the burst-

ing charge in the harpoon

head, and a thick curtain of

smoke blotted out all. Whisk,
whisk, whisk the neatly-coiled

rope, close to the gun, was
snatched coil by coil and rushed,
and still rushed overboard, and
the eye could follow it still

rushing down in a great loop
in the clear blue depths, until

it rushed itself out of sight.

Clearly a heavy fish on that

line, and clearly something
would break when we reached

the tether of it. We seemed
to be about to play something

mighty big on quite inadequate
tackle. If our craft was to

act the part of a fishing-rod,

it was going to be a very stiff

rod. Thoughts like the above

flashed through the mind as

our line ran out.

The gunner's job was done

for the present. He reloaded

his piece, while others took up
the job. The engines were

called up to increase speed.
Our rod was to be whippier
than I thought ;

our increased

speed was to lessen the jerk
on our line. Away we went,
all eyes bent forward, awaiting
the next appearance. A shout

went up as the whales, still in

company, rose about half a

mile ahead and showed no

signs of slackening speed. The

gunner had failed to make a

bull's-eye. The harpoon had

passed right through the whale,
and the second detonation was
an air-burst and not a burst

inside the whale.

A turn or two of the line

was round the capstan, and
when all the coil had been
eaten up, the capstan took up
the playing of the whale and

slowly gave, or wound in, line

just as a fisherman would. It

all seemed simple enough : few

orders were given, there were
few changes of speed, and the

man operating the capstan now
seemed to be in the leading
r61e. Presently we aased los-

ing distance on the whales.

No more line was given except
for temporary easements. En-

gines were rung off, and we
were towed. We continued

thus for half an hour, and then

as the stricken whale began to

tire, his companion left him.

Steam was now given to the

capstan, and we began to wind
our way slowly up to the whale.

We were in fact not playing
the whale back to us, but our-

selves up to him. Slowly we
approached as the dives be-

came shorter and the motions

less vigorous. The water we
were passing through was all

dyed with the blood of the poor
beast. We were now within

fifty yards of him as he lay

rolling on the surface with

scarcely a kick left in that

great tail. Still, with fish,

great or small, one never knows
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for certain about that last

kick. We had him fairly beat,
that was certain, but the ap-

proach to close range was still

cautiously made. Slowly we
crept up to within thirty yards.
It was now no longer a vanish-

ing target about to bob up
anywhere but where looked for.

The whale lay almost still.

The gunner's head sank to his

sights, a moment's pause, and
then the flash and the roar

and the hiding smoke and a
dull smothered second detona-

tion. We could hear rather

than see a final threshing of the

sea. Thank goodness, it was
the coup-de-grdce. When the

smoke cleared the whale was
dead. The second harpoon had
found the centre and had burst

inside the carcase.

The skipper told us that

whales are often found in pairs,

and with a baby whale with

them. If the cow is harpooned,
the bull will usually remain
with her and be eventually
shot. But if the bull is first

hit, the cow makes off pretty
soon.

It was, if I recollect aright,

just an hour since we had first

fired at him. Salmon fishers,
I believe, allow about one
minute per pound to land
a fish. Perhaps it would work
out to be about a minute
a ton for whales ! We were

quickly alongside, for dead
whales will sink, and these

waters swarm with sharks that
will strip the meat off a car-

case in a wonderfully short

space of time. To our rigging
were lashed a number of long
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spears. Some half-dozen of

the crew now armed them-
selves with these and stood

ready to repel the sharks, who
were already in evidence. With
as little delay as possible the

bight of a chain was passed
over the flukes of the great

tail, and hove well up and
made fast to the fo'c'sle bitts.

The whale then lay floating

alongside, head to our stern.

A hollow harpoon was then
driven into the carcase

;
into

the butt-end of this an air-

tube was led, and then the

whale was pumped full of air

exactly as one pumps up a

football. During this opera-

tion, and leaning over the low
rail as I was, I could have
driven a knife into a very large
shark that with the greatest
deliberation swam or rather

slid over that part of the car-

case which was just awash.
When the whale was well

blown up the air-tube was

withdrawn, and the whole of

its entry carefully plugged and

stopped. The shanks of the

two harpoons were unscrewed,

leaving the heads to be re-

covered later, and the holes

stoppered. The roll of the sea

was so slight as to obviate the

necessity of the use of another

tackle. When two big bodies

lie alongside of one another in

anything of a seaway, and if

they happen to roll not exactly

together, they are like to sever

any tackle that holds them.
In this way a whale may break

away from the whaler's side

and sink, and so be loit, or

at least be heavily mauled by
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sharks before it is recovered.

So there is another tackle for

use in a seaway. This passes
from the carcase up to sheaves

well up the mast, and thence

down to a powerful set of spiral

springs located in the hold.

In the event of a disparting

roll, the jerk is taken up by
these springs, and the whale
does not break away.
In honour of the catch, the

skipper allowed one small nip
of whisky to each of the crew,
and we were bidden below to

an excellent dinner.

With the whale lashed along-
side we proceeded to look out

for another, and we cruised

till late in the afternoon, and
saw many other whales. Of
these some were snapped up
by one or other of our consorts,
some were racer whales and a
waste of time to pursue, and

others, which we went after,

we failed to get on terms with.

We were told that it was no

very exceptional thing to bring
in a brace of whales after a

day's hunt. One would have

thought that the weight of the

one carcase alongside would
have proved a severe handicap
in pursuit of another one, but

apparently it did not.

I stood by the rail at our

low stern, alongside which the

weird head of the whale lolled

and wobbled under water. His

great fringed eyes, seen through
the clear sea, seemed to blink

at me in a benevolent and most
un-fishlike way. Boiling now
and then, and showing his

under-parts, all covered with

barnacles and sea-grasses, and

striped with plank-like corruga-

tions, his belly looked strangely
like the bottom of some old

wooden vessel long derelict.

Into the huge mouth, whose
lower jaw was swinging pen-
dulous and part open, ten foot

down, a motor-car might have
been driven. The first impres-
sion received was one of im-

mense age, the next, of bene-

volence. And indeed if the

length of a whale's life is in

proportion to that of his co-

mammal, the elephant, he must
be very long-lived.
So we turned towards Dur-

ban, and went below for our

third meal from those hos-

pitable seamen. Our hosts

for so in every way to us were

the skipper, gunner, and mate
were simple kindly fellows, with

the easy and good manners
of perfectly well-bred people.
And the crew gave us a similar

impression. They formed be-

tween them a joint-stock com-

pany in the whaling business,
and were longing to make

enough money to get back to

their native land. The ques-
tion of offering any sort of tip

or remuneration for an in-

tensely interesting day, and
three good meals, was mooted
between my companion and

myself, only to be dismissed

instantly as quite unthinkable

in such good company. My
companion was a farmer, and

myself a soldier. In the latter

no interest whatever was
evinced. But our hosts liter-

ally hung upon the words of

the former. If we were inter-

ested in whales and whaling,
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they were equally interested

in farms and farming. Per-

haps, like all sailors, they
were intending to buy a farm

and quit the sea. So when the

farmer got back to his farm
he sent them what they had
mentioned as hard to come by,
or too expensive, in Durban

namely, a large present of eggs.

We were back in Durban
harbour an hour or so after

dark, and came-to off the

whaling jetty. Here, each

awaiting her turn to get rid

of the day's catch, lay the

other whalers. A powerful

arc-light lit up the water, and
showed up the glistening mon-
strous shapes of the air-filled

whales floating here, there, and

everywhere. Each in turn was

got to the foot of a wooden

slip-way which ran from the

water up to the tail-truck of

several which had been backed

ready to receive the whale.

Up this ramp the great shapes

slowly crept tail first, and tail

first disappeared from our view

into the end of the truck. The

engine whistled, and then with

a jolt and a rattle, away went

the train to the flensing station

beyond the hill, where the

whales are cut up and their

waste products meat, bones,
&c. are used as fertilisers. All

this we watched with interest,

especially the handling of a

great sperm whale. But when
it came to our very own whale,
him with whom all had been,
as it were, on terms of a kind

of intimacy, whom we had
known while still in all the

might of his natural shape,

although it may not have been
to us a very beautiful shape,
then there came a feeling of

pity. Slowly the glistening
distended carcase was propelled
to the slip-way, and the tackles

were clapped on to the tail

that, up to a few hours ago,
and perhaps for a century or

more, had threshed the seas

and steered that huge hulk

through how many thousand
sea-miles ! Out of Me, out

of shape, bloated and hideous,
the thing that had been a

whale crept up the slip-way,
head down, tail up, and went
its way to be disintegrated for

the benefit of man. There was

something scandalising and

shocking about it.
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THE STOEY OF THE SIEGE OF SAMAWAH.

THERE was no sound of

revelry in the small perimeter

camp tucked away in a bend
of the Euphrates, a mile above
Samawah. The hot day had

spent itself, and a group of four

officers, having finished what

they were pleased to call dinner

a meal of many things tinned,

supplemented by a few local

purchases of vegetable of an
Eastern variety, sat, as the

poets say, wrapped in the

glory of an Eastern night. Of
a sudden there was a slight

ruffle in the air a hot wind
from the desert appeared to

quicken all to life. The group
of officers stirred, and each

went to
"
carry on." An In-

dian officer reported that his

men were ready to march to

their piquet posts, which had
been prepared as a result of the

rebellious activities of Sheikh

X. Events had moved quickly
that day, so quickly that Cap-
tain C. remarked that Picca-

dilly was very far away. Cap-
tain C. was expecting leave to

England.
At midnight the piquet com-

manders reported
"
All's well,"

but shortly afterwards heavy
firing was heard in the direc-

tion of Barbooti Bridge, two
miles north of the camp. In-

formation was received that

600 Arabs had made a surprise
attack against the small piquet,
and by weight of numbers,
after a short but severe fight,

overwhelmed the defenders. A

few words of command, a
rattle of rifle-bolts and bayo-
nets being fixed, and a com-

pany marched out to clear

the situation. With the first

streak of dawn this company,
gallantly led by Captain C.,

drove the Arabs from the

position which they had cap-

tured, many preferring death

by drowning rather than face

the cold steel. With their last

effort the men of the small

piquet rendered their weapons
useless ere they fell into the

hands of the enemy.
" Aut

vincere aut mori." The few
who had escaped death lay

severely wounded. Thus ended
the first engagement of what
was to prove a war of no small

magnitude with a merciless

enemy, who could call many
thousands to his standard, and
had the strongest of allies the

desert.

In a few hours every mud
hut, every tent, and every
minaret was being emptied
of materiel for war against
the Infidel. Piquets which ap-

peared to be of insufficient

strength to withstand a heavy
attack were withdrawn.
The Barbooti bridgehead

piquet busied themselves dur-

ing the day in anticipation
of further attacks, and a sur-

prise awaited the Arabs at

night. Under cover of dark-

ness a considerable number

lay concealed behind camel-

thorn bushes. The experienced
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eyes of an Indian officer

young, though old in wars
had watched those bushes of

camel-thorn, and a murderous
fire was poured into the at-

^ackers. No further attempt
was made to capture the posi-

tion.

For a time the main efforts

of the tribesmen were directed

against Eumaitha and the

forces which attempted its re-

lief. Its garrison had only
two days' rations, and was

obliged to rely on raids. Under
cover of aerial bombardments,
storm parties rushed forward

to the surrounding buildings,

scattering bombs round sus-

picious corners, and overcom-

ing all resistance by the use

of the bayonet, while coolies

picked up anything eatable

and rushed back with it. I

hope that a better pen than
mine will some day give a

record of the gallant defence

made by the brave defenders

of the Eumaitha post, for

the stand will rank second to

none. Their moral, severely
tested by disease, hunger, and

thirst, and the persistent at-

tacks of an enemy many times

their number, was subjected
to a still greater strain, for one

day they heard the guns of a
relief column, only to find

next morning the sounds grow-
ing fainter and fainter. The
column had done its best, but
it was too small in number

;

and if the men of the Eumaitha
garrison did not accompany it,

honour certainly did.

After this failure the Com-
mandant of Samawah strained

every means to afford some
relief to the besieged. Unable

to reach the garrison, this took

the form of attracting the

enemy's attention from Eu-

maitha, which, after a stand

of twenty-one days, was re-

lieved by a large column oper-

ating from the north, and the

garrison withdrew with that

force.

It was to be expected that

the Arabs would turn their

attention to the next isolated

post, and Samawah prepared
for events. In order to stiffen

the defences and rid the enemy
of a base from which he could

operate, it was decided to de-

molish three villages which

were situated some three miles

from the main position, and
which had harboured the tribes-

men who attacked the Barbooti

Bridge piquet. Before dawn
two hundred rifles from the

main camp and one hundred
from the station position moved

out, and a defence vessel was
moored in a convenient position
to co-operate with the fire of

the gun of the armoured train

which was to be responsible for

the artillery support. With
the first light of dawn the

signal for the attack was given.
The Mahrattas advanced

through the villages, leaving a

trail of smoke behind them.

Except for sniping, which was

particularly heavy on the

flanks, the Arabs offered little

resistance, and the work of

destruction was undisturbed.

They had left their villages

before the attack was launched,
and had concentrated at a fa-
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vourable distance, waiting for

the withdrawal. In the mean-
time they endeavoured to cut

off the isolated advanced flank.

Considerable rifle-fire could be
heard from that direction, but

except for a mule which was

calmly grazing on camel-thorn,

nothing could be seen of friend

or foe. It was not until the

attacking troops had advanced
within three hundred yards of

the position held by the ad-

vanced flank that the real

situation was known. The

enemy, strong in number, had
succeeded in surrounding the

flanks of the small party, and
had all but completed the ring.

The Arabs were wise and did

not wait for the steel and
bomb.
The withdrawal of the whole

line commenced with the liber-

ation of the advanced flank,

which was according to the

plans of the commander. It

was a difficult operation. A
withdrawal is a point d'appui
for the enemy in savage war-

fare, and only the steadiness

and alert initiative of the re-

tiring troops will save them.

Each thin khaki line rose in

its turn, and withdrew with

a quick but steady tread to

its next position, each move-
ment being signalled by a heavy
roll of musketry. The tribes-

men raised their usual cries of

victory, and calling on Allah

to witness their deeds, rushed

blindly forward to fall before

the storm of bullets from the

retiring troops. Suddenly a

column of dust was observed

to rise on the flank, and hun-

dreds of robed figures on horse-

back charged, heralding their

approach with a rattle of shot

from the saddle and a tre-

mendous shout. Not a quiver
went through the khaki line.

Each man moved as if on

parade. No need to question
the returned warriors regard-

ing the result. A smile of

victory covered every counte-

nance.

The camps became a maze
of trenches and bastions.

Horses and mules were no

longer able to enjoy their usual

liberty and clean standings,
but were confined in large
trenches. The enemy, although
not in force, showed consider-

able activity in sniping. The

portable wireless which had
been erected delivered news of

the outer world, which news
was everything but encourag-

ing. Under cover of darkness

the enemy occupied points of

vantage,
"
strafed," and dis-

appeared before dawn. The

night prowlers became more

adventurous, and it was neces-

sary to limit their wanderings.
One night they advanced with-

in a very short distance of the

defences, and temporarily occu-

pied some mud buildings, the

demolition of which time had
not permitted. Bomb - traps
were laid, and many a brick

hid a sure death-dealing wea-

pon at the slightest touch, and
the opening of a door meant
a sudden journey to the un-

known. The placing of these

bomb-traps caused much ex-

citement and amusement, and

during the following nights
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many explosions were heard
;

but whether a wild dog, a

jackal, or a human prowler
fell victim, no proof could

be obtained. However, the

night prowlers became dis-

couraged by the many ex-

plosions, and limited their

wanderings.
The daily runs of the ar-

moured train to a point twenty
miles south, where it was met

by another train of its kind,
continued to bring in supplies.

Every trip meant an engage-
ment with the enemy, who
made nightly attempts to de-

stroy the track, and the stories

of these little fights as told

by the men who manned the

train would make interesting

reading. Efforts to obtain such

defence weapons as mortars

having failed, the next best

thing was a new-pattern long-

range rifle - bomb. The new

weapon arrived by the last

supply to be brought by the

armoured train, for the next

trip made resulted in obtain-

ing no communication with

the train which operated from

the south, the base for which

was Kidr, where an encamp-
ment of some 200 rifles helped
to form the defence of the

line of communication, which

measured several hundred miles.

Kidr had been attacked by a

large force of the enemy, and

although the attack had been

repulsed the garrison had been

ordered to evacuate their posi-

tion the following day. The
armoured trains conveying the

garrison to a stronger station of

defence had collided
;
and while

the majority of the men had
been able to withdraw in an-

other train, a number had
been killed, and much am-
munition and a twelve-

pounder gun lay as loot for

the Arabs.

It was unfortunate for the

Samawah garrison that at this

time the defence vessel Greenfly
ran aground while patrolling
the river between Samawah
and Kidr.

Large numbers of armed
Arabs were observed from the

look-out tower of the main

camp to be entering Samawah
town from all directions. The

position which offered the first

obstacle was the station camp,
situated a mile from the main

camp, and facing one wall of

the city. Well fortified, and
held by a hundred of the

Napier Eifles, it was now con-

siderably reinforced by the ar-

moured train, manned by fifty

rifles of the Lancers.

Strong barbed-wire entangle-
ments surrounded the camp
and the train, and other forms

of defence were not lacking.

There was a quorum of British

officers Captain E. of the

Lancers, who had full command
of the post ;

Lieut. F. of the

Napier Eifles
;
the gunner offi-

cer
;
and Captain M., the M.O.

All were full of confidence, but

little did they know how great
the trial would be.

It was evening of a hot

September day when the tribes-

men hoisted their banners as the

signal for battle, and all camps
were engaged before dawn. The
scene on the Euphrates that
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night must have caused much
excitement, and offered little

encouragement to the enemy.
Columns of smoke were to be
een as two defence vessels,

a steamer and barges, ploughed
their way towards Samawah,
carrying ammunition and food

and a reinforcement of fifty

men and three British officers

to the besieged garrison. The

story of the adventures of that

flotilla, which had sailed some
hundred miles along a danger-
ous winding river, greeted with

a murderous fire at every bend,
would make interesting reading,
sad though some of it would
be. The flotilla had lost one

steamer, which caught fire and

perished with all its crew
;

and a few miles from its desti-

nation, and within sight of

Samawah, a barge loaded with

foodstuffs was dragged from

its tug by the shallow bank,
and fell into the hands of the

enemy. The casualties which

the flotilla had suffered and
the bullet-spattered decks of

all the boats were evidence of

the difficult and brave task

that had been accomplished.
The enemy pressed many

attacks against the station

camp, communication with

which was now limited to

lamp and helio. All these

attacks having been beaten

off with severe losses, the tribes-

men thousands in number
commenced digging positions
round the camp, and strongly
entrenched themselves at every
corner. Fresh banners were
raised daily, which showed
that more sheikhs had brought

their tribes to hasten the

victory and share the loot

which they boasted would soon

fall into their hands. The

personal servant (a negro Arab)
of Captain E., the commander
of the station post, crept out-

side the defences at night and
collected intelligence of the

enemy intentions. Subsequent
events proved how false this

intelligence was.

An aeroplane arrived, and

began to
"
plough the fields

and scatter." The tribesmen

were not slow to recognise the

terror from on high, and con-

centrated their rifle-fire at the

new target. Each sudden

swoop made by the 'plane

was followed by loud explo-
sions of bursting bombs and
the rattle of Lewis-gun fire.

The men of the post joined in

the fight, for the Arabs in their

excitement gave less considera-

tion to cover. It did not last

more than fifteen minutes.

However, during its short stay
the 'plane had given ample
demonstration of its power.
Our sniping posts in the

main camp were now fully

manned, and many an Arab
fell victim to the deadly shot

which came from unexpected
directions. The palm grove
on the opposite bank of the

river must have been a

"Ploegstreete Wood" for them.

They soon found their lairs

unsafe, and deserted the bush

and palm-trees for more sub-

stantial cover. One Arab sharp-

shooter, who occupied a mud
building on the opposite bank
of the river 200 yards from the
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perimeter, became known as
"
Jacky I climb on one step."

He made several loopholes as

a disguise to his work, for he

never used them, but would

suddenly jump above his mud
wall, fire, and disappear. All

efforts to bag
"
Jacky

"
failed.

He did not do much harm,
as he made his appearance so

short that he prevented him-

self from taking careful [aim.
This precaution for his personal

safety probably makes "Jacky"
a live boy to-day.
The attacks on the station

post were resumed and con-

tinued, and the thud, thud of

bursting grenades told of the

close proximity of the enemy
to the defences. A lucky shot

from a tribesman pierced the

tank which contained the water

supply, and this rendered the

position untenable. That the

withdrawal would be a difficult

operation was obvious to all.

Every wounded man capable
of pulling a trigger was brought
out from the hospital to man
the main defences.

Two hundred Mahrattas

made their way along the com-
munication trenches and con-

centrated in a cluster of palm-

trees, the jumping-off place for

the attack which was to be

directed against the enemy's
position on the general line of

withdrawal, to force open the

ring which had closed round
the station camp. A number
of aeroplanes were to arrive

and bomb the enemy during
the withdrawal. The approach
of the 'planes was to be sig-

nalled by the guns of the de-
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fence vessels, which were to

concentrate their fire on par-
ticular targets registered the

previous day. The guns of the

defence vessels opened fire, and
the Mahrattas advanced. They
took the enemy completely by
surprise, and the positions were

occupied without serious oppo-
sition. The 'planes swooped
down, shedding bombs and
Lewis-gun fire. Columns of

smoke and flame rose high
from the station camp as the

occupants destroyed the ma-
Uriel. The main body of the

troops from the station camp
withdrew and passed through
the covering line of Mahrattas

to the point of rendezvous, the

supply camp, which formed a

triangle defence to the main
Samawah position. The aero-

planes departed, and with eager-
ness the covering troops waited

for the advance of the armoured

train, which was manned by
fifty rifles of the Lancers,
the wounded men of the station

camp, such munitions as could

not be destroyed or abandoned
to the enemy, and a twelve-

pounder gun. The plan of the

station-camp commander in-

cluded the armoured train as

a rearguard ;
and as the rail-

way had not been destroyed
for some distance, it was to

convey the wounded and muni-
tions to a point nearer the ren-

dezvous where the opposition
of the enemy would be lessened

by the better tactical advan-

tages such a position would
offer. The engine was then

to be set in reverse, and the

empty train would travel away
D 2
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from the vicinity of the main
Samawah camp, and would not
menace the position by being
occupied by the enemy at a

point of advantage to them.
A few moments passed and

the train commenced to move,
but, alas ! it moved outside

its defence of barbed - wire

entanglements and suddenly
stopped. The gallant com-

mander, Captain E., and the

medical officer, Captain M.,
who had remained with the

train, realising that their only
hope lay in getting the men
to the covering troops, went
to each truck and gave the

necessary orders. It was at

this moment that hell broke
forth with all its fury, such as

it is impossible for any pen
to describe. Five thousand

tribesmen, no longer menaced

by the presence of aeroplanes,
dashed from their concealed

positions behind the city walls.

Every rifle and Lewis gun of

the covering troops poured a

deadly fire into the frenzied

mass, but the great slaughter

only appeared to quicken the

efforts of the tribesmen, who
rushed onward heedless of their

dead and wounded, on whom
they trampled. They reached

the train in a few moments,
for it was only two hundred

yards. So sudden and so

tremendous was the impact
that but little resistance could

be made. A British gunner,

having thrown a number of

rupee notes to the onrushing

fanatics, caused them for a

moment to stay their spears in

order to collect the money.

He waited until the mob
which confronted him were

intent on gathering the rupee

notes, and lifting his hand as

if to scatter more money he

hurled a bomb, then another

bomb, into the wave which

was surging around him. His

bombs thrown, he faced a brav-

er death, and pulled a trigger

close to his brain. Man dies,

but glory lives !

Only a few men from the

train reached the Mahratta

line
;

the remainder were in

a few seconds despatched by
the foe. Onwards the hordes

rushed to the Mahrattas, who
had continuously poured a

deadly fire into them. At
that moment another wave
of approximately five hundred
from the cover of the palm
grove charged for the left.

Quick and deadly was the fire

from front and flank. The
men in the piquets of the main

position had observed the great

peril which threatened the

covering troops and developed
the flanking fire. The accurate

and combined fire saved the

left flank, but the right of the

line was now heavily engaged
and in serious danger of being
cut off. The tribesmen ad-

vanced with alarming rapidity.
All the Samawah townsmen
were in the conflict, and the

majority, unable to boast of a

rule, had armed themselves

with such crude implements of

war as hatchets, spears, and

sharpened iron bars. Nor were

they lacking in the use of their

weapons. A white-robed horde

flaunting many banners would
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suddenly rush forward to the

attack, but so deadly was the

fire that the banners would

suddenly disappear to the

ground, to be raised again

by the next storming party.
So numerous were the tribes-

men that their attacks gathered
a momentum which enabled

them to reach within a hun-

dred yards.
The men of the Napier

Eifles, who, under the com-
mand of Lieut. F., had at the

commencement of the opera-
tion stormed the near enemy
strong point, which commanded
the position near the ill-fated

train, now joined the covering

troops, having fought their way
through hundreds of enemy
spearmen who for a time com-

pletely surrounded them. Very
few can boast of an experience
such as Lieut. F. had that day.
The gallant defenders of the

train being no more, the hardly-

pressed covering troops com-
menced to withdraw. This

withdrawal was one of excep-
tional difficulty, for the enemy
outnumbered the troops by a
ratio of twenty to one, and held

the commanding positions from
which they could easily develop
an enveloping movement. The
tribesmen heavily attacked the

right flank, which was now
engaged in a hand-to-hand con-

flict. The situation was seri-

ous, for if the enemy suc-

ceeded in pinning down the

right flank and with the
numbers at his disposal such
an operation could be easily

accomplished the covering
troops would find themselves

surrounded by a ring so strong
that it would be impossible for

them to force their release.

Alert to the danger, an Indian

officer (Jemdr. Sarjerao Supe-

kar), who had command of two

platoons which formed an im-

mediate support to the right

flank, ordered his men to charge

through the front line and meet
the enemy with bomb and

bayonet and throw off the

weight of the encircling move-
ment. The tribesmen stood for

the charge. The men from
the Konkan and the Dekkan

brave men of a brave race

proved true to their lineage
and worthy of their ancestors.

The courage of these two pla-

toons undoubtedly prevented a

disaster of such magnitude that

it would have seriously affected

the whole of the operations
from the extreme north to the

extreme south of the country.
The enemy, unable to break
the line or encircle it, harassed

it with a murderous fire.

Many gallant deeds un-

doubtedly passed unnoticed

during this severe battle, but
there was one so conspicuous
that many were witnesses to it.

During the retirement of the

two platoons after their ad-

vance which liberated the right

flank, a dead sepoy lay, the

victim of an enemy spear-
thrust. The body was some
distance from the Mahratta

line, and less than 100 yards
from the advancing tribesmen.

Naik Aba Kadam, bomb in

hand, rushed forward alone.

He threw his dead comrade
over his shoulder, picked up
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his comrade's rifle, and re-

traced his steps to his platoon.
For a moment the advancing
Arabs appeared mesmerised.

Unable to advance farther ow-

ing to the covering fire with

which the platoons were now
assisting the Naik, they con-

centrated a heavy fire upon
him. Naik Aba Kadam, though
an easy target, was spared to

reap the reward of his gallantry,
and is now wearing the LD.S.M.
The covering troops, though

harassed by a heavy rifle-fire,

continued their withdrawal in

good order. . In conjunction
with the withdrawal of the

station-camp garrison, the with-

drawal of the Barbooti Bridge

piquet was carried out. All

defence material was salved,
and the piquet withdrew with-

out serious opposition.
The losses suffered by the

garrison were heavy. Two
British officers and fifty men
had fallen with the loss of the

train, and in addition there

were the casualties of the cov-

ering troops. An enormous
amount of ammunition and

bombs, also a twelve-pounder

gun, had fallen into the hands

of the enemy. The troops had
suffered no defeat, for the

tribesmen's casualties were

1500 wounded and killed a

total six times the number of

troops engaged in the day's

fighting. Indeed it was a vic-

tory, but victory brings little

rejoicing when it is bought by
the loss of such brave men as

fell that day.
The troops were reorganised,

as only two positions the main

camp and the supply camp
now formed the defence.

Ammunition was carefully dis-

tributed, and the low stock

caused much anxiety.
The night after the heavy

fighting was quiet except for

sniping. The enemy were per-

forming the burial rites over

their dead, and busy with the

distribution of the loot. Dawn
brought an unpleasant sur-

prise. The Arabs, assisted by
Turkish gunners, shelled the

supply camp with the gun
which they had captured on

the armoured train. No casu-

alties resulted. The enemy
now boasted of two guns, but

it was believed that only one

would be of any use to them,
as the gun which had fallen

into their hands at Kidr had
been dismantled from its car-

riage, and was being carried

round the tribes as a trophy of

war. Those conversant with

the particular piece of ordnance

emphatically stated that all

the sheikhs and their men,
with all the help of Allah,
would not be able to make the

gun fire again.
Two aeroplanes arrived and

hovered over the camp. Sud-

denly they changed their direc-

tion and swooped down. Col-

umns of dust and smoke rose

high around the gun which
had spoken so loudly a few

hours previous. No gun-fire

greeted the night, and it was

thought that the bombs had
found a billet. Subsequent
events proved otherwise. Dur-

ing the night the Arabs erected

a number of sandbag emplace-
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inents, increased the number of

sniping posts, and commenced
entrenchments along the south-

ern face of the camp.
"
Jacky

I climb on one step
" was par-

ticularly active, and his fire

was the signal which opened at

regular intervals a spasm of

hate.

The sheikh, whose power
extended over many hundreds

of miles of the great barren

land, and whose word was law

to 10,000 followers of the Pro-

phet, was actually residing in

Samawah town. Secret in-

telligence gave the exact posi-

tion of his temporary residence,

and a wireless message sent

the news to Baghdad, with the

hope that it would receive due

attention from on high at the

earliest possible moment.
The tactical position was

such that the most favourable

point for the enemy to launch

his attack was the southern

perimeter of the main camp.
Palm-trees flanked this face,

and were within 200 yards of

the wire entanglements, thus

affording the enemy cover for

concentration, and a jumping-
off place for an assault on a

considerable scale. One even-

ing the heavy sniping fire de-

creased, but considerable acti-

vity was observed in the palm
grove, and at midnight the

Arabs were in force. The hours

gradually passed away until

midnight, when explosions oc-

curred near the wire of the

southern trenches. The Arabs

had thrown a number of hand-

bombs. These probably had
been collected from the ar-

moured train. Lewis-gun fire

searched the palm grove, and
a mighty yell rent the air.

Very lights shot upwards and

opened into a bright glare.

Two hundred Arabs charged
from the palm grove, cheered

on by thousands who had col-

lected there. The onrush was
met by a murderous fire from
the Mahratta rifles, before which
the white-robed mass thinned,

spread itself, and receded into

the darkness. Not one of the

mad horde reached the wire

entanglements.
The yells of the fanatics

had been deadened by the

roar of musketry. As this

ceased they grew louder and

louder, and another rush was
made towards the position.
The Mahratta weapons spoke
as before, and the assault

withered as quickly as it

materialised. The majority of

the Arabs collected in the

palm grove apparently were
content to howl-on the more
adventurous spirits, unwilling
to charge with them and yet

ready to bounce forward at

the first signs of success. No
further attacks were launched,
and at dawn the heavy fire

subsided into the usual sniping.
As all the men of the main

camp had been engaged, the

only relief which could be
effected was the changing over

of posts the men from the

less active posts relieving those

who had faced the harder

trials of the night. Stock was
taken of the ammunition. The

expenditure had been so heavy,
and the possibilities of early
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relief of the garrison were so

remote, that special orders

limiting the expenditure of

ammunition and bombs were
issued. The stock of supplies
was no better than the stock

of munitions, and every officer

and man was immediately
placed on half rations. The

danger within equalled the

danger from without.

The hot day spent itself.

The sniping gradually died

down, and for hours there was

complete silence, suddenly
broken by the enemy throwing
bombs towards the southern

defences. Several hundred
Arabs rushed forward from
the palm grove, and the Mah-
rattas opened fire. The usual
"
hate

"
followed the failure

of the attackers. The bombs
which the Arabs had used

were of a small pattern, and

very local in effect. Their

supply of Mills bombs was far

from exhausted, and the ab-

sence of them and the intro-

duction of the small bomb gave
rise to much speculation. It

was afterwards discovered that

the intricate mechanism of No.

5 hand - grenade the abbre-

viated name is Mills bomb
had been too much for the

tribesmen, and the whole of

their stock was consigned to

the river. Some youthful

Arabs, boasting of their know-

ledge of the mysteries of the

bomb, had left undone the

things which they ought to

have done, and the boastful

youths were soon waiting to

be claimed in the wonderful

paradise that is reserved for

all true believers of the Pro-

phet.
Two aeroplanes arrived from

Baghdad. Each aeroplane in

turn swooped down to a partic-
ular target. Houses began to

disappear. The object of the

bombardment was the destruc-

tion of the
"
Big Noise," the

owner of the large red silk

banner, who controlled the
actions of so many thousands
of tribesmen. The number of

rifles which shot at the aero-

planes told of the great strength
of the enemy. The aeroplanes,

having dropped all their bombs
and fired all their ammunition,
glided over the Samawah gar-

rison, dropped a
"
cheerio

"

message, and flew homewards.
The man in the look-out

tower, who was connected by
a field - telephone to head-

quarters, reported that a large

body of Arabs had entered

Samawah, each Arab having
in his possession a bundle of

reeds. Tales of Arabs filling

their abbas with reeds as a
means of mounting barbed-
wire entanglements the filled

abbas neutralising the effects

of the pricks had many times
been heard. The news was

disquieting, for the enemy could

by weight of numbers alone

carry the Samawah defences.

The last rays of light were
fast fading into darkness when
a tremendous burst of fire

spread over the main camp.
The Arabs were in considerable

strength at all points, while
in the palm grove several hun-
dreds were preparing for an
assault. A number of small
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bombs were thrown by them
as the signal for their attack.

A mass of white-robed men
rushed from the cover of the

palm grove, while their fellows

poured a heavy fire from the

flanks, giving the attackers a

good support. The tribesmen
reached the barrier of fire and
then rushed back to cover.

During that shock attack the

slightest quiver in the line

would have meant defeat, but
the Mahrattas remained as cool

and their fire as steady and de-

liberate as if they were engaged
in a range musketry practice.
Several other attacks were made
during the night, but they
lacked spirit, and were easily
broken up by a few rifle gren-
ades. The heavy fire continued
until dawn, when the enemy
ended his fierce

"
hate

"
by

shelling the supply camp. As
on previous occasions, the shell-

ing resulted in no casualties,
and very little damage. Snip-

ing continued during the day,
and was followed by spas-
modical bombing of the south-

ern defences of the main camp
during the night. This form
of warfare continued during

many days and nights.
An Armenian, who for several

months had acted as a canteen
man for the garrison, and had
erected a small straw hut inside

the defences, volunteered to

proceed through the defences

to Samawah city and obtain

information of the enemy.
He had already made several

trips to the Samawah bazaar
;

but the man of the East has
a vivid imagination, and the

information collected, though
of a startling nature, was of

little assistance to the Com-
mandant. However, all ad-

mired the Armenian for the

risk he ran. Garbed in Arab

attire, he sauntered to the

coffee-stalls in the bazaar, when
three tribesmen pricked his

attention with the point of

their daggers. Probably a

Jew from whom he had in

times of peace made purchases
for his canteen betrayed him
to the tribesmen. Annas were

scarce in those days. The
Armenian was hurried before

the owner of the large red

banner. A rope was placed
round his throat, and he was
led to the nearest palm-tree,
after having been dragged

through the hordes of infuri-

ated tribesmen.

Five aeroplanes paid another

visit and heavily bombed the

enemy's positions. The usual

rifle-fire was at first directed

against the aeroplanes, and
then puffs of smoke surrounded

them. The Turks and Arabs
were firing shells at the aero-

planes, and these shells were

being fired from a gun which

was not the gun which had
been in action against the

supply camp. If this was not

a surprise for the airmen, it

certainly formed a surprise for

the troops of the garrison.
The Turks had made a base

for their second gun, and had

provided all the missing parts.

How they accomplished this

will never be discovered, but
their effort was no small affair.

Two days later, the newly-
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erected gun pounded away at

the main Samawah position.

The defence vessels endeav-

oured to engage the guns, but

the enemy had them well pro-

tected, and judging from the

results of the first two shells

fired, it would have required a

small bombardment to destroy
them. Such an expenditure of

shells could not be spared.
A crowd of Arabs were ob-

served near the river bank.

Numerous banners of many
colours were being waved. Pro-

bably this was a gathering of

elders of tribes. Although the

shortage of ammunition caused

many a target to be left alone,

permission to engage this one

was readily given. A machine-

gun was hauled from the de-

fence vessel, placed in the most
suitable redoubt in the main

camp, and a special allowance

of ammunition allotted. The

machine-gunner, certain of his

target, pressed the trigger, and
a storm of bullets rained on

the gathering. It is known that

the Arabs are light of foot.

They certainly proved it on

this occasion.

So the days passed, each day

bringing fresh fears and little

hope, and the small hospital

gradually filling with the

wounded. The river, which

flanked the east face of the

main Samawah position, form-

ing the natural obstacle to

that face, fell several inches,

leaving a piece of dead ground.
Under cover of this a number
of Arabs crept forward and
fastened a long steel-wire cable

to the barbed-wire entangle-

ment which ran into the river.

They then returned to their

trenches and pulled the cable,

which dragged several yards
of barbed wire off the main

post of resistance. At dawn
the cable was still attached to

the entanglement, which was
continuous. Had the Arabs

been more energetic they could

have removed the whole of the

line of entanglements by this

means. Deadly sniping pre-

vented any attempt being made
to rush and cut the cable.

Sapping was immediately com-

menced towards the outer ob-

stacle, and did not cease in

spite of the tremendous amount
of fire which the enemy trained

on the workers. Owing to the

small number of men who could

work at it. sunset found the

sap only half completed. At
this time the firing from the

enemy suddenly ceased, and
the absence of the din of battle,

which had been continuous for

forty days and nights, was un-

canny.
A large white flag boing

waved from side to side was
observed near the river bank.

It was obviously a flag of

truce, and orders were given
to allow the bearer to ap-

proach. On reaching the de-

fences, he was blindfolded and
led to the headquarter dug-
out. The bearer of the flag

of truce was Sheikh Hussan

Agha, who, as a result of

having saved the life of a

British officer at the com-
mencement of the war, had

nearly forfeited his life. As

part atonement for his deed
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he was obliged to act as

emissary. Sheikh Sayed Hadi
the Big Noise demanded the

surrender of the garrison, using
the threat that he had 20,000

rifles, many machine-guns and

artillery, and promised that

each man of the garrison should

keep his rifle and be given a

safe-conduct to the nearest

British force. Of the shortage
of food and ammunition which

faced the defenders, Sheikh

Sayed Hadi pretended to have
full knowledge. But the know-

ledge of the defenders
"
larai

ki josh
" had not entered his

troubled mind. Troubled his

mind must have been to have
sent a messenger on such a

useless errand, for the colossal

losses which the tribesmen had
suffered should have warned
him that his attempts to induce

the garrison to surrender were

foredoomed to failure. Sheikh

Hussan Agha, the bearer of

the flag of truce, delivered the

message of the rebel leader

without showing any signs of

enthusiasm, for he knew more
of the spirit of the British

than any other Arab
;

nor

did he enforce the arguments
of the rebels with a view of

obtaining a reply suitable to

their wishes. The answer of

the Commandant was verbal,
and was given in a few words
which were not intended to

be interpreted, and which the

reader must guess. Officially

no reply was sent to the rebel

leader. Immediately after the

return of Sheikh Hussan Agha
rapid fire commenced. His

story had been told.

The gap in the wire was still

unrepaired, the uncompleted
sap formed no reliable obstacle,
and several hundreds of the

enemy were within 300 yards
of it. The Mahratta rifles never

opened with more deadly effect,

but the more desperate die-

hards of the tribesmen col-

lected and charged towards
the defences, howling to their

god and their comrades to

witness their bravery, and rais-

ing a louder yell to strike fear

into the hearts of the de-

fenders. The yells were soon

drowned in the rattle of mus-

ketry and the roar of exploding
bombs. The mad wave broke
before the barrier of fire, and

quickly faded into the dark-

ness and cover of the palm-
trees. Several attacks devel-

oped during the night, but they
were made on a small scale

and lacked the determination

which had marked the first.

Work on the sap was con-

tinued in spite of the special

precautions which the enemy
took to prevent it. Barbed
wire was collected from the

defences which had not been
so heavily attacked, and a

portable wire obstacle, known
as

"
knife-rest," was made to

be placed in the gap as soon
as the sap had been sufficiently
advanced. During the night
several sepoys crept towards
the wire, but the moonlight,
which we had reason to praise,
as it minimised the expendi-
ture of Very lights, the supply
of which was nearly exhausted,
proved a hindrance, and the

Arabs showed their dislike by
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spasms of rapid fire at the

sap-head. The sepoys, unable

to make any headway, returned

to the trenches. Between the

change of night to day a

havildar managed to reach

the wire. Unable to cut the

cable which had been attached

to the entanglement, he cut

the entanglement from the

cable. There was now no fear

of the whole line of wire being

pulled away, but the gap still

remained and had to be filled.

The enemy sniping gradually
decreased as the day advanced,
and in the haze of twilight

four young sepoys from the

Dekkan rushed to the wire

which had been released from

the cable, and hurled it back

to its original position. Crack,
crack went several enemy rifles,

but the fire was too late, for

the four men were back in

the trench. This particular

corner of the defences after-

wards attracted much of the

Arabs' attention, but their snip-

ing did not prevent the port-

able obstacle being placed and

staked into position during
the night. The anxious eyes

of the defenders no longer

turned to the spot.

The heavy fighting of the

previous days had seriously

reduced the stock of ammuni-

tion, and greater precautions
had to be taken. The stock

of Very lights a most essen-

tial weapon for the defenders

was so low that a wireless

message was sent asking for

a supply to be dropped from

aeroplanes. The troops of the

garrison had received no meat

for a considerable period. Even
dried dates were issued with

a parsimonious hand. The

fighting had taken its toll,

and the continuous strain

and lack of sleep was telling

its awful tale, but the
"
do-or-

die
"

spirit was to be found

everywhere. The wounded

grinned at their awful gashes,
and pleaded with the doctor

to let them rejoin their com-
rades in the battlements ere

the first bandage had been

adjusted. Two aeroplanes ar-

rived and dropped parcels in-

side the perimeter. Eager fin-

gers opened them, and counted

out the contents. Two hun-

dred rounds of Very lights
and a message of cheer and
admiration from the outside

world.

The small wireless installa-

tion continued to collect official

and much unofficial news. The
news it now delivered was not

of an encouraging nature. A
column certainly was being
formed to effect the relief of

the besieged garrison, but sev-

eral days would elapse before

it could start. The march
was over sixty miles, and
it would probably have to

fight many a stiff battle in

a scorching temperature, mak-

ing the progress very slow.

The defence vessel was still

aground at Kidr, and was
surrounded by tribesmen, who
were making continuous at-

tempts to capture it. It was
stated that the crew were

being fed by aeroplanes drop-

ping food on the boat, but so

difficult was the task for the
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airmen that much had fallen

into the hands of the Arabs.
One aeroplane made a special

effort, but the risk had re-

sulted in the engine being
pierced by the fire of the tribes-

men, and the 'plane falling
into the river. How long the
crew of the defence vessel could
hold out against such tre-

mendous odds was a matter
of great concern to the garri-
son of Samawah, who could
offer no help.
The man in the look-out

tower reported that large num-
bers of the enemy were to be
seen leaving Samawah, and

proceeding in a southerly direc-

tion. During four days 5000
Arabs left Samawah town,
and marched to their new
objective. The enemy at-

tempted to disguise this move-
ment by increased activity.
This increased activity was

opened by the Arabs setting
fire to the Barbooti Bridge.
Flames rose high from the

burning piles. A defence ves-

sel was hurriedly steamed to

the bridge, and on its arrival

the work of destruction was
stopped. Following the at-

tempt to destroy the Bar-
booti Bridge, the tribesmen
made a surprise attack on
the southern face of the
main camp. The attack was

cleverly planned, and was not

lacking in spirit, but it met
the same end as all the pre-
vious attacks. Disappointed
by their failure, the Arabs
kept up a lively fire on the

positions all through the night,
and the next day their snipers

paid less than their usual at-

tention to cover. A sniper
even more adventurous than
his fellows reserved his fire

for the wearer of the white

shirt, and the Commandant of

Samawah the mainstay of the

defence nearly fell a victim.

To force a victory by con-

tinuous assaults had proved a

costly failure, and now a new

weapon of no mean strength
was brought into action. Sev-

eral Arabs capable of speaking
fluent Hindustani shouted from
the enemy trenches to the

men to forsake the position
and join their ranks. The
British relief column, they said,

had been defeated, those who
had escaped the slaughter were
in hurried retreat, and no force

could possibly reach the be-

sieged garrison. The small

amount of food within the

camp they knew could not

last many days. To both Mo-
hammedans and Hindus who

joined their ranks, food, money,
and land would be given. Allah

would send to everlasting burn-

ing hell all within the defences

who did not join them. To
the Mohammedans they issued

a special warning concerning
their holy cause. The Mah-
rattas' rifles spelt the answer.

Hunger, fatigue, and the great
strain of many fights had
not lessened the devotion of

those fighting sons of India.

Black they were, but white

inside.

The next day the wireless

delivered news of the position
of the relief column, which
was stated to be a considerable
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force, accompanied by cavalry
and a whole brigade of artil-

lery, commanded by a General
whose name was not unknown
to the Arabs. The tribes so

far had not seriously opposed
the column, much to the dis-

appointment of the force, who,
confident of victory, wanted

battle, and as the British sol-

dier says,
"
a chance to kill

the ." They had limited

their opposition to attacks on
the flanks of the force, making
full use of the great natural

obstacle, which they placed
in front of them when any
serious danger from the column
threatened.- The column was
still several, days' march from

Samawah, and it was to be

expected that the Arabs would
soon make a strong stand

against it. It was also to be

expected that with the advance
of the relief column still further

and stronger efforts would be
made against the Samawah
garrison.
While the news of the ad-

vance was being discussed by
the cheery voices of the de-

fenders, another wireless was
received which was so serious

in character that the joys of

the first message were lost

in the great danger which
threatened. The defence ship

Greenfly had at last fallen

into the hands of the enemy.
The vessel was armed with

two guns, many machine-guns
and Lewis guns, with a plenti-
ful supply of high-explosive
shells and small-arm ammuni-
tion. It was not known whether
the guns had been destroyed.

Two days would afford the

tribesmen ample time to bring
their new weapons into action

against the garrison, and with

such an addition of ordnance

they could create a barrage
that would pound the defences

of Samawah to dust. Even if

the guns of the defence vessel

had been destroyed, the large
store of high-explosive shells

could feed the guns which the

enemy already had in action.

If the Arabs made many more

attacks, the besieged would soon
find their bayonets the only
means of defence. The situa-

tion was more serious than at

any other period. Many days
afterwards it was discovered

that the gunners of the cap-
tured vessel died facing fearful

odds, and true to the traditions

of the Eoyal Eegiment, had

destroyed their guns at the

moment of capture.

As the blazing sun gradually
faded beyond the horizon, a

slight wind fanned the scorch-

ing wilderness, and carried the

faint sound of distant gun-
fire to the eager ears of the

defenders. Was it gun-fire,
or was it the imagination of

strained nerves Anxious ears

were strained to catch the

sound which to them meant
so much. The British officers

of the main camp had col-

lected for their scanty evening
meal. Glasses clinked together
to the success of the relief

column. True, the glasses con-

tained only muddy water, but
the toast was from the heart.

The relief column was only
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twenty miles from the hard-

pressed garrison. Two days'
march and the siege, with all

its horrors, would be over.

The stock of ammunition was

again carefully counted. Pre-

caution still had to be taken

for unforeseen events. How-

ever, the nightly allowance

was increased. The tribes-

men, alarmed by the rapid
advance of the column, in-

tended to make a final attempt
to capture the Samawah posi-

tions. Many lamps hung above
the enemy trenches along the

southern edge of the defences,
and the enemy camp-fires were

so numerous that the palm
grove was a blaze of light

showing numerous banners.

Sniping increased as the tribes-

men collected in their trenches

ready to make the assault.

The yells from the palm grove
rose louder and louder, and
the large banners from the

camp-fires were carried into

the front trenches, from which
the babble of voices rose higher
and higher. The usual prac-
tice of the defenders was to

reserve their fire until the

enemy were within a few yards
of the obstacles. This method
was now departed from. Two
long-range bombs were taken
into the foremost sap, and four

Lewis guns were trained on
the given target ready to fire

at the signal. A large red

banner, surrounded by many
lights, was being paraded
through the enemy trenches.

The signal was given, and two

long-range bombs descended on
the banner. There was a big

flash and a roar, and four

Lewis guns sent out their drums
of fire. The lights disappeared,
and the banner no longer
waved triumphantly over the

parapet. The yells of the

tribesmen changed into squeals

and moans. The enemy had
been surprised. The Arabs on

the opposite bank of the river,

unable, owing to the absence

of lights, to give fire-support

to the storm troops, turned

their fire to other positions ;

and the rifle reports, re-echoing
over the river, made such a

noise that sleep was impossible
for any one during the night.

With dawn the roar of

the guns of the advancing
column grew louder and louder,

and was mingled with the

sound of bursting bombs from

the air. The wireless operators
were very busy during the day

receiving messages from the

General commanding the col-

umn. It appeared that the

tribesmen were preparing to

make a determined stand in

the positions they had made
three miles south of Sama-
wah city. The enemy trenches

were flanked by the river, and
extended a number of miles

to a system of old irrigation

channels, which had been

strongly fortified. The enemy
strength was estimated to be

between 8000 and 9000 rifles.

Another night passed. The
roar of cannon filled the air

as the first streak of light

widened in the horizon, and
as the great monarch of the

desert rose its light was shaded

by the smoke of exploding shells
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and clouds of dust from crum-

bling walls. In order to render

as much help as the garrison
could afford, a defence vessel

from the supply camp steamed
down-stream towards the city
to pound at the enemy rear

positions, and destroy the many
sniping-posts. Owing to the

dangerous state of the river,

it was obliged to be navi-

gated near the banks. Beach-

ing the first enemy position,
the guns opened fire. The

shelling, however, did not deter

the snipers, who made the

vessel their special target. It

steamed round the bend of the

river until alongside the main
Samawah position. Here the

rudder became damaged by
rifle -

fire, and the vessel was
carried by the current to a

mud-bank. The enemy gun
opened fire, and the shells,

missing the boat, burst in the

main camp. The ship was in

extreme peril, but Captain S.,

the navigating officer, handled
the situation with great skill.

Pending the arrival of an-

other boat from the supply

camp, the crew spent their

time in engaging the numerous

enemy snipers. The vessel was

eventually towed back to the

supply camp. At noon six

aeroplanes joined in the battle,

raining bombs and Lewis-gun
fire over Samawah town. The

guna opened their drum-fire

on the enemy's positions, and
the troops of the relief column
advanced to the attack. The

strong enemy line broke before

the lines of steel. The tribes-

men fled in all directions, some

making for boats, others flee-

ing for the great desert. Those
who sought to cross the river

found the knives of the Gurkhas

blocking their way, and the

yellow waters became tinged
with crimson. The besieged
men of the garrison watched
the scene from their battle-

ments. Thousands of robed

figures spread over the great

plain, hurrying to the setting
of the sun, and with the

fading light the hopes of the

thousands of fanatics passed

away.
So ended the great siege.

It had lasted over two months.
The garrison had been reduced

considerably. The loss of the

besiegers cannot be precisely

stated, but many hundreds
had been carried away to the

sunless homes of the dead.

The recollection of past dangers
and privations, and the con-

sciousness of having served

so well, swelled the hearts of

the troops with honest pride.
That pride grew stronger
when they received in the

Order of the Day congratula-
tions from the great General.

Laudari a mro laudato is indeed

praise.
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THE COUNTLESS STONES.

BY MAJOR-GENERAL SIR GEORGE MACMTJNN, K.C.B., K.C.S.I.

Into the sunset with Raleigh.

IT has been said that the

English scatter their dead over

the world like old cigar-ends,
and the alchemist who writes

of the English epic wrote that

of our wayside, world - strewn

graves before the Great War.

Before, that is to say, our

people had out-ubiqu'd Darius
the Achsemenian,or outmarched
Alexander of Macedon, or

tramped the Legions' road to

Eimini. But whereas formerly

only the widow and the orphan
kept ken of the bed of the

countless stones, the law of

sacrifice and duty has now
come to most.

The story of the unknown
soldier has sent a deep wave
of understanding through that

curious yet simple-hearted peo-

ple the British, and has touched
the very fount of pathos, but
the story had occurred before.

This is the story of another
unknown soldier, told in some-
what flippant tones because of

the flippancy of the diction

rather than of the motive. The
pathos of the story remains.

Twenty years ago though
the world will pay no heed to

it at present Britain, that

country so well described as
"
in a sea a swan's nest," had

two considerable wars on hand,
after her wont. The larger
one need not be referred to,
save as a reading of the Eiot

Act in one of her nurseries
;

but the other will be remem-
bered as the running amuck of

the yellow man, for some psy-

chological reason that we were
too lazy to fathom. To that

war came thepoliceman nations,
and with them a thief or two.

They say that a keeper and
a poacher are but sib, and no
doubt a policeman and a thief

are the same. For instance,
Hans Breitman on the Pei-Ho,
with his jacket stuffed with

loot, standing to attention and

denying his acts,
" Nein! Herr

Hauptman, Nein !
" would be

a case in point.
The setting is as follows.

Low down on the river by the

flats that border the northern

sea, the armies disembarked
en route for Pekin, by lighter
and barge and wherry, horses

and guns and soldiers, and the

embarkation officers sweating
far into the night. China was

throwing off a sickness, and
the cure seemed worse than
the disease

;
at any rate, so

it seemed to the Eoyal Indian

Marine, who had the dirty work
to do for all the nations. For
the benefit of those who do
not know, it may be explained
that the Eoyal Indian Marine
do all the hard-work sea-service

of the Government of India,
and they are like the Eoyal
Navy, only more so. If you
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want to imagine them at their

longshore duties, you must try
and visualise what an army
getting ashore at an open mud
beach is like. The army from
the Dardanelles knows some-

thing of it, except for the mud
and a tidal river, thrown in to

make it easier. A camel being
landed in slings is not within

the power of human imagina-

tion, and you must move in

the astral plane if you would

conjure the picture; but as a

horse in a sling is to a bale of

piece goods in oddity, so is a

camel to a horse. The super-
cilious curl of the nostril has

gone, terror spawned on im-

becility has supervened. Yet
the Indian Marine can and do
land him safely, as at this

juncture they were landing the

contingents of the civilised

world, with which the United
States may be incorporated.
The mention of that world-

power brings me to the point,
the story of the unknown
soldier of 1901, flippant in its

diction, but full of the lachrimce

rerum to those whose minds
dwell on the end of soldiers.

The contingent of the United

States had landed and gone
to the front, full of zeal, rather

short of what the Old World
calls discipline, bursting with

camaraderie for the Britisher,

whose officers, for some pecul-
iar and psychological reason,

they elected to salute
; very

adverse to Dagoes and Dutch-

men, into which categories they
divided the rest of the armed
world.

It was past high time on
the beach, and embarkation

staff, Marine officers, and con-

scientious searchers for miss-

ing stores had assembled in

the shanty that served as a

beach mess, for what in the

sea-service is called "elevenses,"

feeling that they had deserved

it. They probably had, for in

addition to the day's work,
some 500 mules had got loose

in the mud, and everybody who
had a right to be angry was

saying so with some wealth

of blasphemy, the which is

an enigma.
Up to the mess sauntered

a weird-looking gentleman with

a wide hat and revolver on a

waist-belt.
" Good morning, misters."
" Good morning ;

come and
have a drink."

"
I believe I will

;
but you

will want to know who I am."
" Never mind that

;
have a

drink. What is it to be ?"

"Oh, just whisky."
"
Whisky-and-soda ?

"

"
No, just whisky what

more would a man drink ? just

whisky with a chaser. But

you will like to know who I

am. I am commanding Uncle

Sam's corps of corpse collectors

. . . thank you."
"
Corpse collectors !

"

"
Yep, corpse collectors. You

perhaps don't realise that it is

the inalienable right of every
freeborn American citizen who
loses his life for his country
outside the precincts and boun-

daries of the United States to

have his body duly delivered

by Uncle Sam at his own door-

step. Yes, sir ! ... Thank

you ; no, I'll drink the chaser

presently."
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"
Is your corps with you 1

"

"
It is, Cap ! and three hun-

dred best zinc-lined maple-wood
casketts."

"
Casketts T

"

"
Yes, casketts. I believe

you call them coffins
;
we call

them casketts, and that is

where I want your help. I

understand that if you are

ever in trouble, ask a British

officer."
"
Well, what is the trouble t

"

"It is just those same cas-

ketts. I want to get them

up-river. Uncle Sam's soldiers

are gone ahead, and I don't

want to be late with my assist-

ance, and I gather I need only
ask a British officer. Two of

those barges of yours would
take all my casketts P.D.Q.
. . . Thank you, I will just

another, a half this time."
" Have you got them on

shore ?
"

"
I have them right here on

the mud close to that pier of

yours there. Assistant Corpse
Collector Martin P. Jones is

sitting on them now. I can
tell you, sir, that Uncle Sam
is mighty particular about the

re-mains of his freeborn soldiers,

don't you forget it. And I

think you gentlemen will agree
with me that every American
mother ought to be more than

proud when she receives her

son's corpse on her own door-

step in one of the United
States best zinc-lined casketts."

Well, since camaraderie is

camaraderie, and a helping hand
IB part of the game of war,

though some Allies forget it,

after supplying just one more

whisky irrigator and adminis-

tering the chaser, the whole

of that party went to inspect
the

"
casketts," and discuss

the matter further with Assist-

ant Corpse Collector Martin P.

Jones, whose views were equally

refreshing. It must be realised

that I have but rendered the

foregoing dialogue in the Euro-

pean form of the Anglo-Saxon

language, and if the reader

would get the glory in full, he

must divest it of its distressing

old-world English accent and
use the proper Western inton-

ation.

By 5 P.M. of that day, two
hundred-ton barges, piled high
with caskets, were duly lashed

to a paddle-tug, and with the

Chief Corpse Collector on the

bridge and his men atop the

said caskets, were chunking

away into the setting sun.

With the disappearance of

that strange steamer-load into

the evening haze, the matter

passed away as an incident of

the day's work: caskets or no

caskets, freeborn American citi-

zens dead or alive, armies

must be landed and fed, gen-
erals and their staffs must be

pacified, and system and order

maintained in a situation prone
to run to disorder as the result

of even half an hour's easy.

The incident of the whisky and
its chaser had already brought
its nemesis in the shape of

camels in the mud. Now,
mules in the mud are one thing,

camels in deep mud are an-

other. To one it is pure joy,

to the other slow death, or an

opportunity for scoring you off

by splitting in two on the

middle seam. The supercilious
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smile turns to a beseeching leer

in the slime and ooze. The
desert will tell you why the

camel has that eternal super-
cilious smile, and the story is

a strange one till one remem-
bers that the desert is older

even than China, and has for-

gotten more than China ever

learnt. And the theory is this.

There are certain things in this

world that ordinary man is not

allowed to know, but which
most men know is denied them.

First, there is the hundredth
name of God. Islam

> telling

its beads and inscribing its

monuments, can glibly tell

ninety and nine the
"
All-

Merciful,"
"
the Ail-Powerful,"

the
"
All-Seeing," and so forth.

The hundredth is denied to or-

dinary mortals. Then, again,
there is the Great Name of

God. The great
"
I AM," that

only the High Priest of the

Jews dare mention, and that

the multitude could never know,
nor the few that know ever

repeat. Thirdly, there is that

mystery of mysteries, the miss-

ing word of the master-mason.

They are all one and the same,
and go to the very heart of

things. The camel knows, says
the desert, and is scornful of

man, therefore and thereby.
The tale is a pretty one, and
since scornful cats eat horrid

mice, there is joy to mankind
to see a camel deep in the mud.
The which, however, is but a

side issue to this story.
As the days rolled by, the

British established themselves

along the road and rail and
river to Pekin and "

Blobs,"
little recking of the Baku to

come, held high sway in a

dozen languages and fifteen

dialects in Tientsin. French
and Eussian, German and Jap,

squabbled with each other, and
caballed against the British

;

while the American just
scratched himself, well aware
that John Bull could hold his

own without help. Le Systeme
" D "

carried on to perfection.

De"brouittez-vous is a simple

rule, and the tidy English had

fits, and the Allies kept off

Jock Eeid's toes, having stepped
there once or twice and caught
a tartar. All of which was
known to the Lost Legions of

the Great War, but the know-

ledge is fast disappearing.
Be that as it may, it was

interesting to note the Allies

of those days, and their essen-

tial traits as developed in the

Great War. The German, a

cad always, especially in his

cups, refusing to acknowledge
the salutes of the Indian sol-

diers. The Frenchman, busi-

ness-like and devoid of any
sentiment where business, espe-

cially his own, was concerned.

Especially good at making his

troops comfortable, with the

inevitable table, benches, and
wine -

barrel, that makes a

French camp so homely at

once. The American soldier,

keen and alert and democratic,

except when he met a British

officer. The Britisher, careless

yet competent, with whom
every foreigner was glad to

appear to have a personal ac-

quaintance which is another

bit of the world's psychology,

always coming advantageously
out of the world's muddles,
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not because he is perfide not

a bit but because he is BO

placed in the world that every
event despite itself turns to

his advantage. And over it

all the imperturbable
"
Blobs,"

on whose breast the nations

wept.
At the entrepdt of the nations

at Tientsin, on his way for a

little sight-seeing at the Im-

perial city, arrived one morn-

ing that important entity the

Senior Marine Transport Officer,

the same that had seen the

caskets safely up-stream, and
whose whisky had flowed be-

fore the chaser.

Strolling up and down the

platform, whom should he see

but his American friend the

casket king, still picturesque
and revolvered, on his way to

the station bar.
"
My, this is bully. Come

right in, Cap, and have a

straight whisky. I always
heard that you had only to

ask a British officer when in

trouble, and but for you where
would those freeborn American

corpses have been !

"

" Has all gone well with

you, then, and have you fin-

ished the job ?
"

The fighting was over, and
the Americans were coming
down.

"
Yes, I've finished the job,

and a mighty queer one it's

been. I was late with them
casketts, thanks to our booreau
at Washington, and it's no
thanks to them I've got all the

boys' corpses. One hundred
and eighty-seven American citi-

zens, sir, have given up their

lives. This body-snatching is

not all pleasure. No, sir !

Looking for their graves, I've

dug up dead donkeys and I've

dug up dead Chinks, and I've

dug my patent grave-indicator
into every international grave
in this here country."

It indeed sounded a pleasant

occupation. The army will re-

member the days when the

Boers buried rifles in graves,
and before we dug we used an

indicator, which told clearly

whether the grave contained a

corpse or no, but that failed

when the Boers buried rifles

under their own dead to baffle

the searcher. The troubles of

the corpse-collector were cer-

tainly not magnified, and the

listener expressed his sympathy.
"
Well, Uncle Sam should be

more than grateful to you.
Have you finished all your
searching ?

"

"
I have, Cap ;

at least, I

have 187 full casketts, and
I've found 186 freeborn Ameri-
can citizens. I was not going to

open any more of those graves,
not for the President him-
self."

" But you have got 187 full

caskets."
" That is so, and those 187

casketts will be buried with

all the pomp and circumstance,

sir, that a grateful country can

bestow on the bodies of its

enlightened citizens, sir, who
have given up their lives for

the United States. By James,
sir ! and I reckon there's a
British Bed Marine among
them, who will be durned sur-

prised to find himself in Para-

dise alongside George Wash-

ington."
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

A "TREATY BETWEEN ENGLAND AND IRELAND" THE FATE OF

ULSTER THE WAY OF THE BLACKMAILER THE POLITICIAN'S

CREED FRANCE AND ENGLAND LORD SALISBURY.

No sooner had the
"
treaty

"

been signed between Great
Britain and Ireland than Mr
Lloyd George and his col-

leagues cried aloud in praise
and congratulation of them-
selves. They resembled the

philanthropic lady in George
Ade's fable, who used to go
to a handball court every day
and throw up bouquets to her-

self, letting them bounce back
and hit her. They proclaimed
their perfections, each after his

own style. Mr Lloyd George
plastered the world with tele-

grams conveying the good tid-

ings, that he might publish in

his doped and venal press the

felicitations that were showered

upon him. The Lord Chan-
cellor loftily reproved the Ulster

Parliament for doing its duty,
and was properly rebuked by
Sir James Craig. Mr Austen
Chamberlain kindly repeated
what he had said before, that

Ulster was mistress of her fate
;

and none who reads the precious
terms that have been signed by
the British Cabinet and the re-

presentatives of the gunmen
with candour will be able to

agree with him. He further de-

clared that the Irish question
was settled only because Great

Britain was happy enough to

live under a coalition. We
readily agree with him. Mr
Lloyd George's settlement was

possible only because he had

suppressed plain-spoken discus-

sion everywhere in the press
and in the Commons. Had
there been from the first the

wholesome criticism which

party government ensures, Mr

Lloyd George and his friends

would not now be lying in the

bath of treacle from which they
are unlikely to emerge. The

Coalition,
"
a body without

principle, respect, or honour,"
to use Mr Chamberlain's phrase,
has compassed the humilia-

tion of Great Britain, and
the sooner we rid ourselves

of an infamous tyranny the

better.

And when all the shouting
is over, when the bouquets,

flung against the wall, are

withered and battered, what
then ? It is not the end of

the story. Valera and Mike
Collins and Mr Lloyd George
are not going to live happy
ever after. Eternal happiness
and abounding prosperity will

not shine instantly upon the

world because after months of

futile argument the British

Ministers were able to entice

upon paper the hieroglyphic

signatures of the Junta's pleni-

potentiaries. A week before

Mr Lloyd George had still been
"
exploring avenues," which

stand in no need of explora-

tion, and devising formulae, and
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he had been doing all this in

vain. Then suddenly, by twist-

ing the English tongue and

confusing the plain rules of

English grammar, he produced
a dubious document which both

parties signed, we suppose, be-

cause each party put upon it

his own interpretation. But
even if there were a fair hope
of peace, it would not be the

hour of jubilation, but rather

of humility. It is not the sign-

ing of the treaty which is of

the first importance. What
really matters is the spirit in

which the treaty is carried out,

and the measure of happiness
which it brings to the contract-

ing peoples. These simple
truths are indifferent to Mr
Lloyd George. By a piece of

legerdemain he has got one

hare-brained scheme off his

hands, and with the Coalition

to aid him, he is ready to

attempt what his supporters in

the press would call another
"
stunt." And whatever he

does, whatever he proposes,

you may be sure that its ulti-

mate aim is votes.

One fatal objection to the
"
treaty

"
is that it is not signed

by free and equal representa-
tives. It is a

"
treaty

"
ex-

torted on the one side by terror,

accepted on the other in fear

and trembling. There is no
hint in it of goodwill or the
" union of hearts." Mike Collins

makes no secret of his opinion.
At the very moment when Mr
Lloyd George was covering
himself with praise, Collins told

the truth, as he saw it, from
his own point of view. Ireland,

said he,
"
after centuries of

political struggle and armed

conflict, has won independ-
ence." His motto is still de-

fiance, and there is not a man
in the Cabinet to gainsay him,
for the truth is that the triumph
is not Mr Lloyd George's. It

is a triumph of the gunmen.
Assassination has taken an ex-

alted place in the management
of our affairs, and has been
rewarded by complete sur-

render. The murdering of old

ladies and the torturing of men
have proved paying concerns,
and for this reason, even were
it the only one, the

"
treaty

"

between Great Britain and Ire-

land would be doomed to fail.

It is a pact made with criminals,
and signed in the blood of un-

avenged and murdered English-
men. And the criminals with
whom the pact is made are the
more deeply culpable, because

they are excused by their

friends as political criminals.

There are not such things as

political criminals. The lust

of blood is the same vile im-

pulse, wherever it be found
;

and the Sadist who excuses
his enormities on the ground
of politics does but add hypoc-
risy to the crime of murder.
"
I never thought," said Lord

Carson, when he read the terms,"
I should live to see a day of

such abject humiliation for

Great Britain." And all good
Englishmen will think with
Lord Carson.

However, Mr^Lloyd George,
by hook or byjcrook, secured

the signatures of the gunmen^
and he returned thanks to
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himself before he knew whether
the

"
treaty

" had been ac-

cepted, and without any power
of foretelling what its result

would be. So far it is but a

paper treaty, and if we take

it on its face value, it will not

give much comfort to any save

politicians and gunmen. The

very title is ominous
"
Treaty

between Great Britain and Ire-

land." Here is the acknow-

ledgment which the gunmen
have clamoured for from the

outset. Ireland, then, is al-

ready a separate country, and
no part of the United Kingdom.
Henceforth, if it please the

Irish to murder and to burn,

they may plead that their

crimes are acts of war, waged
against a foreign foe. To have
wrested this confession, false

though it be to history and to

good sense, was worth doing,
even though the widely adver-

tised peace ends in a swift re-

newal of assassination. And
let it be remembered also that
"
Ireland

"
in the title means

Sinn Fein alone. The Southern

Unionists are not signatories

of the peace ;
the men of

Ulster, having been maligned
for weeks by the Ministerial

press, are no parties to the

conspiracy. Sinn Fein is Ire-

land, and Ireland is Sinn Fein,
because Sinn Fein fired the

pistols and threw the bombs
which persuaded Mr Lloyd

George to forget the murder-

gang, and which wiped St

Crispin's Day from the facile

mind of Galloper Smith.

Some tune since we were told

that it was Mr Lloyd George's

policy to swap Ulster for the

oath of allegiance. Whatever
fate may be in store for Ulster,
there is no doubt that the Sinn

Feiners have avoided the duty
of taking the oath of allegiance.
So far as the bad grammar of

Article 4 permits us to under-

stand it, the oath which the

Irish will be asked to take is

not an oath of allegiance to

the King at all. A loyal citizen

does not limit the loyalty which

he owes to his monarch with

"if's" and "but's." Nothing
more ungracious have we ever

seen than the pretended alle-

giance contained in Mr Lloyd
George's preposterous "treaty."

This, we suppose, is the avenue
which he explored, this the

formula which he devised. By
a piece of gross bad manners,
the members of the new Parlia-

ment, if ever they meet, first

of all
" do solemnly swear true

faith and allegiance to the

Constitution of the Irish Free

State." That is intelligible so

far as it goes. The members
of the Irish Free State will

keep faith with their Parlia-

ment until an actual minority
fails to get what it wants

immediately, and then the

gunmen will be summoned
once more to the minority's
aid. And then, as an after-

thought, the King is remem-
bered. The members of the

new Parliament, having taken
the only oath that matters to

them, are amiable enough to

swear that they
"
will be faith-

ful to H.M. King George V.,
his heirs and successors by
law." But lest this generosity
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should too much dazzle the

eyes and the ears of sub-

servient Britain, the magnani-
mous Irish hasten to add an

explanation which they hope

may appease their compatriots,
and which, of course, the British

Cabinet accepted without ques-

tion. If the Irish consent to

be faithful to King George V.,

it is not from respect to the

Crown or acquiescence in the

constitution of the once United

Kingdom. It is merely
"
in

virtue of the common citizen-

ship of Ireland with Great

Britain, and her adherence to

and membership of the group
of nations forming the British

Commonwealth of Nations."

What that cryptic sentence

means, who shall say ? We
are not told what is meant by
citizenship, nor who is

"
her."

But it was doubtless useful as

an "
avenue," and doubtless

also it appeared perfect as a

formula to those gentlemen
who devised it. Why, then,
should we ask whether it as-

sures the fidelity to the throne

of those who have won their

independence, as they boast,

by the pistol and the bomb ?

Meanwhile Ulster is not to

be coerced. She is merely put
into such a position that if

she refuses to do as she is

told, the doped press will get
its orders to insult and mis-

represent her. This doubtless

she can bear
;

she can bear

also the boycott and the bomb,
wherewith^the Sinn Feiners will

assail^her, if she come not to

heel. It will be difficult for

her to shoulder the high taxa-

tion imposed by Great Britain,
if Southern Ireland, wholly
careless of her responsibilities,

cuts down the income tax to

a shilling and takes her chance.

But look what a marvellous

prospect lies ahead of Ulster.

She has a whole month's grace
after the ratification of Mr
Lloyd George's precious instru-

ment ! And if before that

month is up, Northern Ireland

declines to accept the unutter-

able blessings of government
by Sinn Fein, she will be per-
mitted still to administer the

Government of Ireland Act,

1920, provided that the boun-

daries between her and the

rest of Ireland be determined

afresh. If, on the other hand,
she consent to put her neck
under the heel of the gentlemen
who are wont to throw bomb-
shells into her tramcars, she

is offered certain safeguards

safeguards with regard to pat-

ronage in Northern Ireland,

safeguards with regard to the

collection of revenue as well

as to import and export duties

affecting the trade or industry
of Northern Ireland, safeguards
for minorities. And when the

safeguards are given, is there

any one who believes that they
would be of the smallest weight
or value ?

That is the worst of it
;

a

peace extorted by fear cannot

rest on any sure foundation.

Shall you trust the word of

those who compassed or ap-

proved the murder of Mrs

Lindsay f Shall we declare

that the rascal who tortured

and assassinated is incapable
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of telling a lie ? Suppose
Ireland (or that portion of

Ireland which the British Cabi-

net is kind enough to designate

by the name) obtain her do-

minion home rule. Suppose,
as is exceedingly likely to be
the case, she repudiates the

simulacrum of an oath which

to-day she says she will take.

Suppose she refuse (as she

will refuse) to pay her share

of the National Debt or the

proportion of war pensions, as

may be determined, we shall

be no better off because cer-

tain signatures, mostly unin-

telligible, we suspect, even to

the writers themselves why,
for instance, does Gavin Duffy
want twenty-one letters to spell

his name with ? stand upon a

piece of parchment. The whole

dreary business will begin again.
We shall be called upon once

more to surrender, and bring
a fresh shame upon ourselves,

or we shall be forced to send

an army into Ireland to ensure

the keeping of a wicked treaty.

Nor, even in the most favour-

able circumstances, can the

present settlement hope to en-

dure. The Irish rebels pretend
to believe that there can be

no limit to the aspiration of a

nation, and Mr Lloyd George's

treaty imposes several limits.

The oath of allegiance, sham
and shadow though it be, will

irk many a gallant gunner;
and the presence of a repre-
sentative of the Crown, ap-

pointed by the British Govern-

ment, will be a stumbling-block
until it be removed. Moreover,
we have no guarantee that the

men who signed the treaty will

be politically in existence a
month hence. The workers
are waiting for them with
their proposals of violence and
their hopes of Soviet govern-
ment. And Mike Collins and
his friends have shown these,
who are extreme even beyond
their extremity, the way of

success. A government founded
on violence by violence may be

overcome, and before many
weeks are over we may be
asked by Valera himself to

come over to protect him and
his dreary followers against
the monster which their own
cruelty has created. It is a

pleasant prospect, which as-

suredly was banished from the

eyes of Mr Lloyd George, when
he undertook the happy task

of covering himself and his

colleagues with triumphal gar-
lands.

So Mr Lloyd George, his

head encircled with the bays of

his own putting on, proclaimed
as an accomplished fact a

vast plan for the disruption
of the Empire a plan which
had not received the approval
of Parliament. The triumph,
which set him beyond criticism

and above the law, was short-

lived. Within eight-and-forty
hours he suffered the fate

which overtakes all those who
yield to the blackmailer.

"
I

want a thousand pounds," said

a famous blackmailer to his

victim,
"
for the suppression

of an article already written."

The victim paid the fine grudg-

ingly.
" And now," added the

mattre chanteur,
"
give me an-
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other thousand for the article

which I shall write to-morrow."
Mr Lloyd George is suffering

the discomfort which always
afflicts him who yields to the

pressure of murder or extor-

tion. He has done what he

could. He has substituted for

the allegiance to the Throne
an allegiance to the Free Irish

State, with conditional faith-

fulness to King George,
"
in

virtue
"

of something or other.

But he has not satisfied the

intemperate wishes of the Sinn

Feiners. "Be not misled into

rejoicing andthanksgivingwith-
out cause or reason," wrote Mr
Art O'Brien, who kindly repre-
sents Sinn Fein in London.
" The claim of the people of

Ireland is, and always has

been, the recognition of the

complete independence of their

country. ... If under the

threat of renewed and in-

tensified warfare, and as an
alternative to seeing their coun-

try ravished by fire and sword
and their race exterminated,
five Irishmen have been com-

pelled to sign their names to

the document published on

Wednesday, that is not a cause

for us to rejoice or a reason

for us to offer thanksgiving."
The English, thinks this in-

genuous personage, have won
another round. We wish they
had. But Ireland's time will

come !

That a spokesman of Sinn

Fein would use these words
we all knew, save the British

Cabinet and the servile band
of citizens who have been

duped by false news. The
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXV.

marvellous settlement achieved

by those great and consistent

patriots, Mr Lloyd George and
Lord Birkenhead, is accepted

by the Irish merely as some-

thing on account. It will

ensure neither peace nor tran-

quillity. One more milestone

has been passed, thinks Sinn

Fein, and the gunmen must

prepare for the next ad-

vance upon the goal. Their

task will be all the easier

presently, because the British

soldiers will be withdrawn from

Ireland, and the gunmen will

have nobody to fight with
save the men of Ulster,
whose sacrifice the British

Government contemplate with

equanimity, and the old -

fashioned Sinn Feiner who
will not carry his contumacy
a foot further.

While Mr Art O'Brien speaks
the words, which we knew
would be spoken within a few
hours of the boasted and boast-

ful settlement, Valera, that

eminent Gael, has openly and

loudly refused the proffered

gift. So deeply has he com-
mitted himself to the demand
of complete independence that

he cannot accept Mr Lloyd
George's thinly-disguised sub-

stitute. Had he accepted it,

how foolish would appear the
brave words which he has
addressed to the Pope and
others. No doubt he has a
difficult part to play. He
whose policy it is to inflame

the minds of men can never
control the conflagration which
is the result of that policy,
and Valera was not long in

E
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discovering his danger.
"
I

feel it my duty," said he,
"
to

inform you immediately that

I cannot recommend accept-
ance of this treaty either to

Bail Eireann or the country.
. . . Members of the Cabinet,

though divided in opinion, are

prepared to carry on the public
services as usual. The army,
as such, is, of course, not

affected by the political situa-

tion, and continues under the

same orders." In other words,
the gunmen are ready to do

what is expected of them,
and bring the offending minis-

ters to heel. And then Valera

rises to a height of unaccus-

tomed sentiment.
" The great

test of our people has come,"
says he. That test has come

very often, on bloody Sunday,
for instance, and on that splen-

did day for Ireland, when Mrs

Lindsay was tortured and but-

chered. However, Valera is

not dismayed.
" Let us face

it worthily," he entreats,
"
with-

out bitterness, and, above all,

without recriminations. There

is a definite constitutional way
of resolving our difficulties,"

there is, for instance, shoot-

ing in Belfast.
" Let us not

depart from it, and let the

conduct of the Cabinet in this

matter be an example to the

whole nation." We cannot

pretend to deplore the split

in the ranks of Sinn Fein.

When knaves fall out, some-

times the honest men come to

their own.
However the comedy ends,

and they will win assuredly who
can get and keep the gunmen
on their side, it is certain that

the members of the British Cab-
inet were precipitate, as well

as unconstitutional, in claim-

ing success for a project which
had not been put before the

House of Commons. But at

least it may be said that Mr
Lloyd George was true to his

unvarying principle of espous-

ing the cause of his country's
enemies. The men of Ulster

fought bravely for the Empire,
to which they were once proud
to belong. Therefore they may
be treated as roughly as the

British Cabinet thinks well to

treat them. They may be
insulted daily and loudly in

the suborned press. Their in-

tentions may be misrepresented

long before they have been

publicly expressed. Nothing
that they say or leave unsaid
is right, because they may in-

terfere with the beau geste which
Mr Lloyd George is determined
to contrive at their expense.
When the

"
treaty

"
hung in

the balance, the men of Ulster

were denounced as wreckers,

although at that time the Sinn

Feiners had refused to make
the smallest concession. How
differently did the press treat

Valera when he advised his

friends to have nothing to do
with the terms of the British

surrender ! They handled his

objections with a kind of ten-

derness. He seemed a man to

be reckoned with. He had
collected votes by the firm use

of the pistol ;
he had taken a

foremost part in the Easter

rebellion
;

he had done his

best to embarrass England
when she was fighting the

Germans. Wherefore the Brit-
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ish Cabinet had every reason

to respect him. Why should

it respect Sir James Craig and
the men of Ulster, who had

merely done their duty to their

King and the Empire ?

The same policy which the

Cabinet has followed at home
it has followed abroad. By
all the laws of honour and

comradeship we should be
bound in the bonds of amity
to France and the French.

Side by side the British and
the French fought the Germans.

By the valour of our armies

we saved the civilisation of

Europe, and as we shared the

burden so should we share the

fruits of victory. And what
has happened ? The French,
once our friends, can, in the

eyes of our governors, do noth-

ing right. With eagerness does

Mr Lloyd George, supported
by all his Jewish colleagues,
turn his eyes towards Ger-

many. The Germans, like the

Sinn Feiners, were and remain
our enemies. Therefore let

us buckle them to our breasts,

and, still better, let us trade

with them. It is character-

istic of the shopkeeping spirit,

which dominates us, that no
sooner was there a rumour of

an Irish settlement than the

interested Press began with
one accord to talk of the next
tourist season, and urge our
British capitalists to invest

money in Irish hotels. And
with a similar cunning the

politicians urge us to set Ger-

many on her legs again, and
to forgive her her debts, in

order that without any further

delay we may make a comfort-

able sum of money out of her.

These are the methods of com-

merce, not of statesmanship,
and naturally the French, who
are Germany's neighbours, are

unwilling that she should be
restored to strength and pros-

perity for the mere purpose of

trading with Great Britain.

But France three years ago
was our friend, as Ulster was
our friend, and therefore is

not worth treating with jus-
tice or generosity. While we
welcome Herr Stinnes to Lon-

don, we make it clear to

France that we will give her

small encouragement if she

dares to defend herself against
the attack of a resuscitated

Germany. It is easy for us to

be magnanimous towards the

Boche. He threatens us no-

where. His colonies are gone
from him, and his ships of

war are at the bottom of the

sea. But he stands on guard
across the French frontier,

ready, when he is rich enough
and strong enough, to make
an attack upon the enemy who
for four long years bore the

brunt of his assault. Plainly,

therefore, it was in accord with
Mr Lloyd George's practice to

insult France. M. Briand went
to Washington to plead the

cause and to explain the neces-

sities of his country. The wise

words which he spoke were
echoed and approved by Mr
Balfour with a chivalry which

belonged to a wiser, better

age than ours. And then,
lest France should be un-

duly elated by the support
of a British statesman, Lord
Curzon rose up in his majesty
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and addressed France as an
usher might address a fourth-

form boy. He brought the

charge against France that she

had acted behind our back,
as though we had ourselves

never made terms with the un-

speakable Krassin, as though
we had not followed our own
policy in Greece, without con-

sultation with our ally. More
than this, we have withdrawn
the guarantee which, with the

United States, we offered to

France after the making of the

peace, on the pretext that, as

the United States has not ful-

filled her promise, we are ab-

solved from fulfilling ours.

What course, then, can France

follow, except the course of

putting herself in a proper
state of defence ? She knows
now that the British Govern-
ment is far more deeply in-

terested in doing what Herr
Eathenau and Herr Stinnes

tell her to do than in helping
to restore prosperity to her

invaded and broken land. She
knows also that she cannot

rely upon the continuity of

British policy. Our Cabinet

speaks with many voices. It

is far too busy in disagreeing
with itself to keep peace with

its neighbours, and France may
be excused if she refuse to

accept the unsupported pro-
mises of Mr Lloyd George. For
she knows well that if ever

in public he says a civil

thing about France, he will

gather Germany to his breast,
most effusively, on the next

day.
It is perhaps superfluous to

point out that we are bound

in honour and by a common
sacrifice to take the part of

France against Germany. They
are no good judges of the

virtue who regard Mike Collins

as a man of honour. But
even if we leave honour out

of the question, the destruction

or absorption of France would

go far to destroy the civilisa-

tion of Europe. Prussia has

never been civilised, is probably
incapable of civilisation. As

Napoleon said many years ago,
she is a menace to the peace
of Europe, and no more. France
and England, on the other

hand, have been friends in

arts, even when they have
been rivals in arms. They
have fought loyally, and when

peace came again they have

thought it no shame to learn,

each from the other, what
lessons they had to teach, and

they have submitted, without

reserve, to one another's in-

fluence. The debt which Chau-
cer owed to France was repaid
with a lavish hand when the

romantic movement in France
borrowed its ideas from the

English master of prose and
verse. And now it is left to

our men of letters and to the

English people itself to knit

the bonds of union closer than

ever, despite the malign cun-

ning of the politicians. Mr
Lloyd George and Lord Curzon

may look down with magis-
terial scorn upon the only true

ally that is left us. But the

reception of Sir James Frazer

and Mr Kipling at the Sor-

bonne, the help gloriously given

by the towns of England to

the devastated villages and
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cities of France, will more than
counteract the hostility of a

discredited Government. By
this time let us hope that

France has pierced the mystery
of our prevailing policy to

make friends of enemies and
enemies of friends. France
and Ulster stood by our side

when we fought the Germans.
So let us sacrifice France to

the Boche and Ulster to Sinn
Fein. Moreover, Mr Lloyd
George is not a tenant for life

of the prime ministry, and
when sanity and loyalty return

to these shores, France will

understand that she still re-

tains the friendship of the

English people, and Ulster will

triumph over her base and

pampered foes.

To turn back sixty years,
to the time when Disraeli and
Lord Salisbury managed the

affairs of the Empire, is to dis-

cover a country unknown to

our politicians of to-day. The

game of politics as played by
our fathers was not the game
which is now being played. It

was still controlled by the rules

of principle and morality. It

would have been impossible
that either Disraeli or Lord

Salisbury should have sat in

conference with rebels and mur-
derers. They could not have
condoned a blow aimed at

the heart of England at the

very moment when England
was at war with an efficient,

implacable enemy. Wherefore
it is a pleasure, not untouched

by regret, to read the
'

Life of

Eobert, Marquis of Salisbury,'
as told by his daughter, Lady
Gwendolen Cecil. Yet, as we

read, the pleasure of read-

ing a worthy work, worthily

accomplished, makes us oblivi-

ous for a while of the regret
that we are reading of times

that are gone, and which,
without a brave reaction, will

not, for a while at least, recur.

Lady Gwendolen has achieved

a conspicuous success in a very
difficult kind of literature. Her

style of writing is at once char-

acteristic and distinguished. In

judgment she is well-balanced

and impartial. She has accom-

plished what might have seemed

impossible : she has written of

her father with a perfect de-

tachment, which permits her

to criticise his words and acts

fairly and sympathetically.

Moreover, she has a deep know-

ledge and a firm grasp of

political principles, and her

book would have a great value,
even apart from the career of

Lord Salisbury, were politics

any longer deemed worthy of

study. From one point of

view her book is too rigidly

political. The drama which
she has composed has but a

vague background. Even the

dramatis personce exist chiefly

as statesmen and debaters.

We get the impression, cer-

tainly erroneous, that the chief

actors in the play enjoyed a

free existence only in the

Houses of Parliament or in the

council chamber. But there

is no doubt about the sound-

ness of Lady Gwendolen's poli-

tics, and if ladies must sit

among the Commons, we would
that a place in that sad en-

slaved House could be found
for her.
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Lord Eobert Cecil, to use pression, and laid the founda-
the name under which he first tion of a knowledge of politics

came before the world, was long before he was called to

educated at Eton, which he the service of his country,

disliked, and at Oxford, where He was averse from change
he learned the first lessons of naturally, and from the out-

public discussion and political set, even though the reasons

controversy, and where he which he found for walk-

strengthened the uncompromis- ing in the old ways seemed

ing Toryism which was in his paradoxical. He opposed, as

blood. After he left Oxford in duty bound, all attempts
he travelled to Australia, and at University reform, thinking

appreciated the virtues of his rightly that ancient endow-
own country and countrymen ments should not be interfered

as represented at the diggings, with. His opposition to the
" The most interesting point Jew Bill was supported by an
of view," he wrote in July 1851, argument which shows that
"
in which the diggings ap- he was one of very few who

peared was the marked con- at that time had any under-

trast they presented to Cali- standing of the Semitic ques-
fornia. The rush of population tion.

"
Supporters of the Bill,"

was nearly if not quite as writes Lady Gwendolen,
great ;

the temptations to come "
argued that it was only the

were as powerful ;
the country sincere Jew who was kept

in which the gold lay was as out by the oath
;

and Lord
wild and desolate

;
but the Eobert replied that it was the

Government was of the Queen, sincere Jew whom he pre-
not of the mob

;
from above, eminently dreaded. In pro-

not from below, holding from portion to his sincerity, he
a supposed right (whether real must take a view '

hostile to

or not, no matter), and not their whole body, and to all

from '

the people, the source their institutions
' must be

of all legitimate power,' and '

opposed to all in a religious

therefore instead of murders, sense that they were there to

rapes, and robberies daily, uphold.'
'

lynch law and a Committee With an equal wisdom he

of Vigilance, there was less criticised adversely the system
crime than in a large English of competitive examination,

town, and more order and which in the eyes of the

civility than I have witnessed radicals was to save the Gov-
in my own native village of ernment service. He defined

Hatfield." On his return from it accurately as a system for

Australia he betook himself the bestowing of appointments,
to writing as a profession, con- not upon persons who were
tributed to the

'

Saturday qualified for them, but upon
Eeview ' and the

'

Quarterly,' those who had shown their

where he infinitely increased fitness for something else,

his powers of thought and ex- When it was proposed to beau-
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tify London by building the

Thames Embankment, Lord

Salisbury protested vigorously

against the change.
" He was

moved to indignation," says
his biographer,

"
by the de-

mands made upon Parliament

on the authority of
' men of

taste,' whom he declared to

be '

the most incorrigible de-

predators on the public purse
that had ever cursed an econo-

mic House of Commons.' " And
when he was called a Philistine

for his pains, he accepted the

title gladly, and denned it,

with a wit all his own, as "he
who is assailed by the jaw-
bone of an ass." It is not

strange then that, holding these

views, he came into a House
of Commons, in 1853, which he

thought unsympathetic.
" A

pretty state I found things in

when I got to England. I

had not heard any news for

eight months, so I fully expec-
ted to find My Lord in office,

instead of this Happy Family
of old Tories, Liberal-Conser-

vatives, Whigs and Eadicals,

Churchmen, Presbyterians and
Hobbists. Everybody seems
to have quarrelled. Without

any definite line of policy or

clear political creed, there seems
to be more personal animosity
than ever there was in 1846."
And the personal animosity
did not decrease when Lord
Eobert Cecil entered upon the

scene.

It was his inflexibility of op-
inion which made Lord Eobert
distrust and dislike Disraeli.

Although when Lord Eobert
came into the House Disraeli

had won the leadership of the

Tory party, and had overcome
the prejudices which he had
once inspired even in those

who fought with him, he found
a new enemy in Lord Eobert.

Disraeli was put by this young
Tory in the category of new
men and new things. More-

over, Disraeli had no fear of

democracy ;
he faced the ex-

tension of the franchise with

equanimity. And Lord Eobert
had a wise and sound fear of

what is falsely called the
"
people

"
a fear which time

has justified. He had a proper
dread of that complete divorce

between power and responsi-

bility which would ultimately
be reached when "

the rich

would pay all the taxes and
the poor make all the laws."

He foresaw that
"
the bestowal

upon any class of a voting
power disproportionate to their

stake in the country must in-

fallibly give to that class a

power pro tanto of using taxa-

tion as an instrument of plun-

der, and expenditure and legis-

lation as a fountain of gain."
He insisted that

"
if universal

suffrage were to invest one
class with despotic power, it

would be subjected to the

temptation to which all des-

pots are liable, and must be

expected on occasions to suc-

cumb to them." Lord Eobert 's

view is intelligible, and, we

believe, the only sane view in

the long-run. But Disraeli, it

must be remembered, was never
afraid of an extended franchise,
and if in 1867 he stole the

Whigs' clothes, he had them
mended and newly cut before

he put them on. For was there
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anything in the situation of

1867 which justified the acri-

mony of Lord Eobert. There
was mixed up with his criticism

the violence which came from

a natural incompatibility, and
which throws our sympathy on
to the side of Disraeli. Even
at the Congress of Berlin Dis-

raeli failed to win the approval
of his colleague, who assuredly
did not agree with Bismarck
that the old Jew was the man.
" There is no news," wrote

Lord Salisbury on 23rd June

1878,
"
since I wrote yesterday,

except that my chief is dis-

tressing himself very much
about the supposed designs of

Bismarck. What with deaf-

ness, ignorance of French, and
Bismarck's extraordinary mode
of speech, Beaconsfield has the

dimmest idea of what is going

on, understands everything cross

ways, and imagines a perpetual

conspiracy." And Lord Salis-

bury will not even assign to

Lord Beaconsfield the credit

for the annexation of Cyprus.
He forgets that Disraeli had

suggested this annexation, in
'

Tancred,' as early as 1847.

If we exclude a few chap-

ters, the greater part of Lady
Gwendolen Cecil's book is con-

cerned with two episodes only
the Franchise BUI of 1867,

and the perplexities of the

Eastern question which pre-

ceded the Congress of Berlin.

The earlier episode is a tri-

umph for the tact and adroit-

ness of Disraeli
;

the latter

episode reflects little glory upon
any one, until the denouement
of Berlin. If the British Cabi-

net ever had a policy in the

East, the inactivity of Lord

Derby, the foreign minister,
made that policy of no effect.

It was rarely indeed that Lord

Derby was able to make up
his mind, and if by chance he
made it up, the labour of ex-

pressing what he thought in

words or on paper was too

great for him. Yet the patience
of Lord Beaconsfield did not
wear out until the end

;
and

though an early dismissal of

his incompetent colleague would
have been useful for the coun-

try, it is impossible not to ad-

mire Beaconsfield's forbearance.

And if he was forbearing to

Lord Derby, he was forbearing
also to Lord Salisbury. In

the strife which was waged
between these two incom-

patibles, it was Beaconsfield

who always got the better of

it in politeness throughout,
and at the last in winning
over his adversary. It is as

well that we have Mr Buckle's

fifth and sixth volumes to

check and to add to Lord

Salisbury's own narrative. And
it is with the greatest confi-

dence that we commend Lady
Gwendolen's '

Life
'

of her

father, both as a piece of

political history and as the

adequate presentation of a great

figure.
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COLOMBINA.

BY ST JOHN LUCAS.

MANY sojourners in Eome,
and possibly a few tourists,

are acquainted with a certain

street near the Tiber called

the Via delle Botteghe Oscure,
and have lunched or dined

in one or another of its tiny
but excellent restaurants. Few
will have troubled to enter the

little church of Santa Lucia,
which is opposite the Palazzo

Caetani, for it has no particular
architectural merit, and con-

tains apparently no objects of

interest. If, however, any wan-

dering lover of the intricate

byways of Eome gives himself

the trouble to push back the

greasy leather curtain at its

portal and to stroll round its

musty interior, he will, if he

has very keen eyes, be reward-

ed with the vision of a highly
ornate sarcophagus in the latest

Baroque manner, whereon a

redundant Latin inscription an-

nounces that within rest the

bones of the Great, Most
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVI.

Ample, and Altogether Eev-
erend Cardinal Pompilio Sar-

pedone ;
obiit Kal. Aug.

MDCCLXXI.
This inscription, though re-

markable for an opulence of

detail in its catalogue of the

late Cardinal's many virtues,

is, I regret to inform the

visitor, a lie from the first to

the final word. His Eminence,
alas ! was not virtuous, and
his body does not repose in

the tomb. In 1845, when some
structural alterations in the

church rendered it necessary
to move the sepulchre tem-

porarily, the authorities, for

reasons best known to them-

selves, gave orders that the

coffin should be opened. No
traces of a dead body were
discovered inside it, but in-

stead the astonished excava-

tors beheld the stucco statue

of a nymph, moulded in the

most debased style of art, and
of the kind that was common

F
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in villa gardens during the

eighteenth century.
No explanation of this stag-

gering discovery was forth-

coming. It had always been
believed that Cardinal Sar-

pedone died of fever in his

villa near Tivoli, whence his

remains were in due course

transported across the Cam-

pagna to Borne. The affair

was kept as quiet as possible,

but it is difficult to close the

mouths of Italian workmen.
A garbled version of it went
round the quarter, and the

nymph, who was allowed to

remain in the sacristy (which
also contained an execrable

portrait of the late Cardinal)
came to be regarded as the

petrified figure of a highly
influential female saint. The
ecclesiastical authorities may
have had some explanation of

the marvel to offer, but they
never offered it

;
and for many

years the affair remained an

apparently insoluble mystery.
It was only at the beginning
of the twentieth century that

a small black book, which had

long lain in the recesses of a

monastery near the Monte Celio,

emerged, in company with a

motley and tattered collection

of printed devotional debris,

into the outer world of a

pamphlet stall in the Campo
dei Fiori. The black book
was a Breviary, at the end of

which about thirty extra pages,

originally blank, had been in-

serted, and these were covered

with a crabbed and illegible

script in faded-brown ink. An
inscription on the title-page in

the same hand showed that

it had belonged to a Bene-
dictine monk named Onofrio,
and that he had acquired it in

1769. The blank pages at

the end had evidently been
intended for manuscript notes

of a religious character, and
the good Onofrio had made
full use of them

;
but his

pious labours did not appeal
to the peculiar public that

frequented the stall, and the

book languished there for many
months.

It might have languished
until some sudden thunder-

storm washed it for ever into

pulp and oblivion
; but one

summer morning a young Eng-
lishman happened to be look-

ing at the unconsidered trifles

on the stall, and glanced

through its pages. The young
Englishman was trying to be-

come a writer
; also, he had

read the prologue to
' The

Eing and the Book,' and, as

he dabbled in the collection

of old manuscripts so far as

a lean purse permitted, he
had always envied Browning
the great good fortune that

had befallen him on that mem-
orable June day in the Piazza

San Lorenzo in Florence. Like

the poet's
"
square old yellow

book," the little Breviary was
"
part print, part manuscript,"

and had a quaint engraved
title-page, where an exceed-

ingly bulbous angel was de-

picted in the act of blowing

away the mists of error and

heresy with a kind of mega-
phone. The Englishman
bought the book. It was not
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so cheap as Browning's famous

acquisition, but probably the

poet possessed a wider experi-

ence of the arts of Italian

vendors
; probably, too, he

presented a fiercer and more
determined aspect than his

shy young imitator. The latter

put the book in his pocket, and,
in the course of a long day's
revel among the glories of

Eome, so dazzlingly new to

him then, he forgot it com-

pletely. That night, however,
when he went up to his room,
he rediscovered it, and after

he had leant for some time

from his window watching the

moon that rose over the Jan-

iculan, he sat down at his

table and began to study it

by the light of a couple of

candles.

The printed pages did not

detain him long. Their mar-

gins were annotated, but merely
with references to certain theo-

logical works, so very soon he

turned his attention to the

manuscript. The first two or

three pages contained more
notes and several short prayers,
all written in passable Latin.

Evidently the monk Onofrio,
like many of his Order, was
a person of considerable erudi-

tion. After a while, however,
he seemed to become tired of

the learned language, and

lapsed into distinctly colloquial

vernacular. The young Eng-
lishman had learned Italian

pretty thoroughly, but he was

puzzled by many dialectical

forms which were strange to

him, and it was only after he

had struggled with the dim

brown script for some time

that he realised it to have
lost its theological character

and to have become a rough
and disjointed diary. It re-

corded, apparently, certain

events which had happened
during a period when the writer

was living in a villa on the

slope of the Sabine Hills, in the

service of His Eminence the

Cardinal Sarpedone.
The diary began with some

conventional expressions of re-

gret written in a. stilted and
artificial manner that its

author was obliged to leave

the peace and discipline of

the cloister for the bustle and

luxury which prevailed in the

country residence of a Prince

of the Church. Very soon the

tone changed : there were some

pungent references to indivi-

duals in the Cardinal's service,
and some not over-compliment-

ary allusions to the great man
himself. For such criticism,
no doubt, the Breviary of the

monk, from which he would
never be parted, was the safest

receptacle. The young Eng-
lishman pored over the crabbed

script, but he was often com-

pletely baffled. More and more

frequently the monk relapsed
into his tiresome dialect, and
the student observed that when-
ever this happened, the word
Colombina regularly occurred.

But he could make nothing of

the context.

His candles had almost
burned out before he closed

the book. He had really de-

ciphered very little of the

diary, but he had made out
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enough to convince him that

it would afford to any one

who could read it a fascinat-

ing picture of the private life

of a great and worldly ecclesi-

astic in the eighteenth century.
The last few pages were almost

entirely written in dialect, but
it seemed to the perplexed
reader that they hinted at, or

even described, some sinister

tragedy, some formidable in-

tervention which had wrecked

the society of the villa and had
sent Onofrio back to his mon-

astery. The manuscript ended

with a series of Latin verses,

which was clearly meant to be

a form of exorcism against the

Powers of Evil.

The young Englishman lay
awake until dawn drifted like

a grey veil over Borne, racking
his brains in a futile attempt
to remember any events with

which the name of Pompilio

Sarpedone had been associated.

After he had risen he searched

for it in various books of

reference, but without result.

The wind of oblivion had

whirled away all records of

the Cardinal : even his tomb
seemed to be forgotten. The

Englishman studied the manu-

script once again while he
drank his coffee

;
then he put

it into his pocket and went off

to a certain Italian friend of

his who kept a book-shop in

Via Capo le Case.

This was a learned man, a

keen student of the dialects

of his country, and one who
possessed an intimate know-

ledge of out-of-the-way Eoman
history. At first, indeed, he

contemplated the little volume
with the slightly disparaging

eye of a bookseller, but as

soon as the Englishman men-
tioned the name of Pompilio
Sarpedone he became interested.

That evening, and every even-

ing for a week, they worked

together at the manuscript,
and when they had elucidated

the last obscure phrase the

Italian took his friend to the

church of Santa Lucia, and
told him the story of the Car-

dinal's tomb and the stucco

nymph.
This is the history which

the Englishman reconstructed

from the manuscript in the

black Breviary, and afterwards

wrote in his own language.

i.

One fine morning at the end

of May 1771, when the daisies

and poppies and love-in-a-mist

were all aflower in the Cam-

pagna, the travelling carriage

of Cardinal Pompilio Sarpedone
left the city by the Porta San

Lorenzo, rumbled over the cob-

bles past the basilica which

Constantine founded and Galla

Placidia adorned, and began
to move easily along the Via
Tiburtina. Besides the great
man himself, it contained his

domestic chaplain an indi-

vidual of somewhat rancid as-

pect, named Scarno, his fat

major-domo Tozzo, and the
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monk Onofrio. Behind, in the

boot, Giovambattista, the Car-

dinal's old body-servant, who
had the reputation of know-

ing all the secrets of the Vati-

can, mounted guard over a

large basket containing pro-
visions and wine

;
for it was a

habit of the Cardinal, when the

weather was propitious, to tem-

per the monotony of the jour-

ney with a substantial repast

by the wayside.

Pompilio Sarpedone was a

largely built man of about five-

and-fifty. His face, in spite
of his heavy blue jowl, had an

expression of almost cherubic

serenity, though on occasions

you realised that he possessed
a pair of suddenly formidable

black eyes. His thick brown
hair was only faintly flecked

with grey, and in spite of his

bulk, his vigour and activity
were unabated. On this par-
ticular morning he was in a

thoroughly amiable mood : he
beamed whilst he blessed the

contadini who knelt by the

roadside when the carriage

passed them
;

he hummed a

gay air, and crowed like a child

with pleasure when he felt the

scented breeze from the hills.

Altogether, he presented a

marked contrast with the dour
and saffron -

visaged Onofrio,
who sat stiffly upright, staring

straight in front of him and

telling his beads with bony
hands long innocent of soap.
The Cardinal's own hands were
white and plump, and he con-

templated those of Onofrio with

disfavour.

"Eh! A pity!" said the

Cardinal, for he had a trick

of thinking aloud when that

act was perfectly safe.
" A

pity that our excellent recluses

cannot contrive to leave behind

the austere, devout, yet per-

haps occasionally over-zealous

customs of the cloister. What
say you, my Tozzo ?

" The
obese major-domo snorted. He
did not like Onofrio, and was

annoyed that a monk should

be permitted to ride in the

carriage.
" What can one expect, Emi-

nence ?
" he answered, with a

cataclasmic shrug.
" Moles and

bats are blind in the daylight,

they cannot distinguish. And
persons without education

"

The Cardinal made a gesture
of half-indulgent reproval, and
Tozzo subsided, muttering.

Onofrio did not appear to

catch these observations. None
the less, he had heard them,
and his distaste for the major-
domo greatly increased. Also,

deep down in his heart lurked

disapproval of the Cardinal,
for the fame of certain episodes
in the life of His Eminence
had penetrated even to the

cloister. A gleam came into

his sunken eyes, and he fingered
his beads rapidly. He was in

the carriage of an Amplissimo

Porporato, yet he felt that he
had fallen into the hands of

frivolous and ungodly men,
and he looked forward with

apprehension to his sojourn at

the Villa Pompilio.
When they reached the bridge

that crosses the Anio the sun
was high. The Campagna shim-

mered in the noonday heat, and
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the interior of the carriage be-

came very warm. The Cardinal

fanned a perspiring brow with

a handkerchief that was bor-

dered with exquisite Sienese

lace, consulted a jewelled time-

piece, and quoted Horace.

" Et pneceps Anio, et Tiburni lucus,

et uda
Mobilibus pomaria rivis,"

he murmured fondly.
"
Classic

ground ! Haunt of the nymphs
and tutelary gods. Keep a

sagacious eye open, my Tozzo,
and when you perceive a shady

grove or grot, be it that of the

Arval Brothers or of the divine

Egeria, let us descend and

pour a libation."

This meant that His Emi-
nence wanted his luncheon.

The major-domo poked his bald

head out of the carriage window
and surveyed the landscape.
Then he gave some instructions

to the coachman.
"
I remember," he said as he

sat down again,
"
that just

ahead there is a suitable spot
an antique ruin

;
a clump

of shade-giving trees. Heaven

grant that the wine be still

cool."
"
Amen, from the heart,"

responded the Cardinal piously.

A few moments later the

carriage halted. The chaplain
and the major-domo got out,

and were preparing to assist

the Cardinal, when they were

pushed aside by a half-naked

beggar, whose legs were swathed
in ropes of straw. This crea-

ture, with his wild eyes and

skinny arms, was not a pleasant

apparition : he was extremely

dirty, and his matted hair

sadly needed the attentions of

a barber
;

but the Cardinal

regarded him with interest.

"A remarkable resemblance,"
said His Eminence. "

If this

worthy person were washed and
brushed and clothed in comely
raiment he would be exactly
like my good brother Capo-

gatto. But possibly," he added,
as he held up his hand in the

act of blessing the beggar
"
possibly he belongs to the

family." And he smiled as he

thought of Cardinal Capogatto's

pride in his immensely ancient

and noble lineage. The beggar
who resembled that great Prince

did not appear to be satisfied

with a mere benediction. He
held out his frowsy conical

hat, and whined a prayer for

alms.
"
Give him fourpence, my

Scarno," said the Cardinal,
" and request him to do us

the favour of removing him-

self from the neighbour-
hood."

At that moment the monk
looked up from the rosary and
saw the beggar. He recognised
him instantly, for he had often

seen him before. The dirty

mendicant was, he knew, no
other than the devil himself.

Onofrio shuddered, and began
to mutter an exorcism. The
devil looked at him and grinned;
then he accepted his fourpence,
bowed profoundly, and stumped
away down the road towards

Eome.
" You have a startled aspect,

my dearest Onofrio," remarked

the Cardinal.
"
But, of course,
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till now you have never seen

one of these wild men of the

plain. They are quite harm-
less simple children, whom
Holy Church, in her wisdom
and mercy, keeps intact from
the snares of learning and
wealth. Arcadians still ! Oh,
thrice and four tunes happy !

"

He blew kisses to the roof of

the carriage, and waved his

white fingers.
"
Eminence," said Onofrio

severely,
"
your eyes were

blinded. That was no man
;

it was the Enemy in person.
Well I know him, for I have

practised, very humbly but

with success to Heaven be

the glory ! the art of the exor-

cist. If Your Eminence had

only recited the Grand Ana-
thema "

Onofrio paused
suddenly, realising that the

Cardinal's brow had become
dark as a Eoman thunder-

storm.
"
Accidente !

"
cried the Car-

dinal. His voice was like the

bark of a dog, and the monk
trembled. The Cardinal began
to clamber out of the carriage,

muttering words which sounded
like

"
fantasies of a woman

with child." He recovered

his good humour, however,
when he saw the contents of

the luncheon basket, which
Giovambattista was in the act

of unpacking.
" My good friend," he said,

placing a hand on the monk's

shoulder,
"
fasting and soli-

tude have made you subject
to delusions. An ample colla-

tion is the best exorcism in the

world."

With this exorcism, at any

rate, the Cardinal entirely dis-

posed of his whiff of evil

temper. Giovambattista pro-

duced a charcoal stove, and

performed miracles with it :

there were slices of melon,
olives and tunny and a mine-

strone
;
omelettes were followed

by grilled trout, fritelle, and

very small1 birds wrapped in

slices of broiled ham
; galantine

and cold partridges stuffed with

truffles and an immense bowl

of fruit concluded the feast.

The wine was Burgundy, with

the addition of a fiaschone of

Frascati from a vineyard be-

longing to the Cardinal.
" A mere meal," said that

personage at the end of the

fifth course,
"

sufficient to allay

the pangs of hunger. The

simple life of the contadino is

sweet, yet it is pleasant to

think that to-night the amen-
ities of civilisation will again
be ours. At noon the sun, the

sweet-smelling grass, the shade-

bestowing tree
;

at night
the banquet, song, laughter,

and the dance. I am, I con-

fess it, Onofrio, a citizen of

the world, as well as a poor
servant of the Church. The
two rdles are less incompatible
than such as you might imag-
ine." He drank a vast draught
of the Frascati.

Onofrio felt deeply depressed.
The sudden appearance of the

Enemy of Mankind and the

atrocious levity of the Cardinal

combined to fill his soul with

the most disquieting appre-
hensions. He refused every-

thing except the soup, and
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contemplated the gastronomic gone on the road to perdition ;

feats of Tozzo and Scarno but he had a carking sus-

with a disapproving eye. If picion that the Cardinal had

the Cardinal had failed to recognised the fiend, and was

recognise the devil, he thought, keeping silence for ulterior pur-

that great man must be far poses of his own.

n.

Pompilio Sarpedone was, as

he had announced, a citizen

of the world. He loved luxury
and music and conversation

with charming ladies, and per-

fumes^and snuff. But the abid-

ing passion of his life was his

devotion to every kindJ; of

drama, and especially to the

agreeable works of the Vene-
tian advocate the grand, the

sage, the mellow, the inimitable

Carlo Goldoni. Wherever the

Cardinal travelled, an edition

(in Venezia, MDCCLXI. Per

Giambattista Pasquali. Con
licenza de' superiori) of this

author's works in sixteen

volumes went with him. He
had crossed the Apennines in

mid-winter in order to witness

the performance of
' Gustavo

'

at the Teatro di San Samuele
in Venice, and he had visited

Goldoni in his house on the

Calle della Testa
;
more than

all this, he had persuaded the

dramatist to supervise a gala

performance of
' La Sposa Per-

siana
'

in the Villa Pompilio
a memorable production, in

which the stout Tozzo, much
to his disgust, was compelled
at the last moment to appear
as one of four black eunuchs.

It was even rumoured in Eome
that Pompilio had actually

appeared on the stage of his

theatre at the villa in the title

role of his own elegant rococo

idyll,
'

II Pastor Amoroso,' when
his rich baritone and his skilful

lute-playing were greatly ad-

mired by the very select au-

dience that was privileged to

hear him. The romantic letters

that he exchanged with that

great patroness of the drama,
the Duchessa Maria Vittoria

Sorbelloni of Milan, are said

to be still in existence
;

his

Eminence signs himself Dafnide,
the lady was Amarilli, and the

affair is supposed to have an-

noyed Pope Clement XIII.

But though the Cardinal

patronised the Arcadian form
of drama as well as the more
realistic creations of the great

Carlo, his keenest enthusiasm

was reserved for that humbler
but genuinely dramatic genre
which was in all probability
derived from the Dionysiac
festivals of Greece the

Comedy of Masks. This an-

cient diversion, the Cardinal

observed with regret, was in

danger of being superseded by
the music dramas of Metas-

tasio and Zeno
; Pantaloon,

Harlequin, Columbine, and the

Bolognese Doctor were being
driven off the boards by a de-
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clamatory rabble of Aspasias
and Zenobias and Alexanders.

Even Goldoni had sneered at

the old
' Commedia d' Arte '

;

Carlo Gozzi alone had been
faithful to it, and had lam-

pooned his rivals finely in the
' Three Oranges

'

;
but of late

he had abandoned the genre
and had begun to imitate

Calderon and de Molina a per-

fidy which caused the judicious,
and especially the Cardinal, to

grieve. Pompilio feared that

the Comedy of Masks would
soon be relegated entirely to

booths at fairs and to travel-

ling shows, and it was his am-
bition to revive it in courtly
circles. As every one knows,
this form of comedy consists

very largely of improvisation,
and it was not too easy to

find actors who were proficient
in that art as well as in dancing
and singing. The Cardinal's

ambition was to possess a

theatrical company of his own,
but many difficulties had arisen :

there had been a certain amount
of opposition on the part of

ecclesiastical rivals, and at pre-
sent he had to be content with

private performances on a very
small scale by members of his

own household. It was ru-

moured that the dilapidated
countenance of the chaplain
Scarno masked a rare comic
talent

;
and certainly Tozzo

had enjoyed a distinct success

when he appeared in the rdle

of fourth eunuch. The women,
as usual, were a great source

of trouble. It seemed almost

impossible to find Columbinas
and Doralices whose manners

(not to mention morals) were

adapted to the entourage of a

Cardinal. Pompilio was not

squeamish, but he disliked scan-

dal, and there were plenty of

tongues in Eome impatient to

wag. He tried the experiment
of giving the female rdles to

some of his choristers, but it

was not a success. If the boys
were clever, theybehaved badly,
and too often they were exas-

peratingly stupid. The nieces

of the Cardinal, alas ! had not
inherited his dramatic talent.

m.

The esurient Pompilio made
a hearty meal, and poured, as

he had intended, a full liba-

tion to the local deities. At
the conclusion of the repast
he was in a thoroughly bene-
volent humour, and affably
discoursed with Scarno con-

cerning certain superstitions of

the country-folk, who believed

that the mouldering ruins^ in

the Agro Eomano were the
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVI.

haunts of demons. Whilst he
talked he thrummed the strings
of a lute which lay across his

knees.

The monk Onofrio did not

take part in the discussion,
which was a pity, for the

subject was one in which he
was an expert. In the course

of his career as an exorcist

he had encountered many fam-
ous and important evil spirits,

F 2
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from the were - wolves that

howled at night around the

pyramid of Cestius, to the vast

flaming-eyed, balloon-like ghost
on the Monte Pincio, which
he had identified as the soul

of the late and never-to-be-

regretted Emperor Nero. He
could have imparted a quan-
tity of out-of-the-way informa-

tion. He knew, for example,
that the names of Phidias and
Praxiteles on the plinth of

the Dioscuri of Monte Cavallo

belonged to two great wizards

who had wrought these statues

by means of spells, and who
now dwelt with the Enchanter

Virgil in a tomb on the Pala-

tine, working evil to men.
He had watched the necro-

mancers at their work by night
in the Colosseum, and had seen

blood-stained and terrible ap-

paritions, and heard voices

that whispered in demon lan-

guage words that it is not

lawful to repeat. He knew
the five Major and the five-and-

fifty Minor Incantations. But
he refrained from imparting

any of his knowledge to the

Cardinal, although that per-

sonage and Scarno displayed,
he thought, a perfectly childish

ignorance of the supernatural.
The discussion died, and sil-

ence descended on the party.

Pompilio reclined on his cush-

ions, staring at the sky. At
intervals he plucked the lute-

strings, and hummed a frag-
ment of song. Tozzo and
Giovambattista slept peacefully
under a tree a short distance

away. Suddenly, from the

road, there came the sound

of a girl's voice singing one
of the old Campagna tunes. So

lightly it rose, that it seemed
as if the very air of the country
had become vocal, and had

caught the wild sweetness of

a bird's song. The Cardinal's

eyes brightened ;
he leant for-

ward and listened eagerly.

" Se il Papa mi donasse tutta Roma,
E mi dicesse :

'

lascia andar chi

t' ama,'
lo gli direi :

' di no, sacra Corona.'

Voglio pigliar marito a Pasqua Rosa,
E non mi euro se c' e niente in casa ;

Quando c' 6 il marito, c' 6 ogni cosa."

The voice ceased abruptly
when its owner came in sight
of an unexpected audience.

It belonged to a brown slip of

a girl about sixteen years old,

who was driving a goat and
two kids along the highway.
She was barefooted

;
her

scanty garments hung in rags,
and her hair was bleached by
the sun, but her great eyes
were beautiful, and she moved
like a deer. She regarded the

strangers without embarrass-

ment, but there was a hint of

suspicion in her face, and she

did not appear to be im-

pressed by the magnificent as-

pect of the Cardinal.

Pompilio, benevolent yet au-

thoritative, beckoned to her,
and she approached.

"
If your heart is as sweet

and soft as your voice, little

one," he said,
"
the husband

you sing of should be a happy
man. What is your name ?

"

"
Margherita, the daughter

of Maria," answered the girl

promptly.
"
But," she added,

"
they call me La Saltatrice."
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"Ah, indeed !

"
said the Car-

dinal. He contemplated the

girl silently for some moments.

By this time Tozzo and Giovam-
battista had finished their siesta

and joined the group.
" And where is the dwelling

of the worthy Maria ?
"

in-

quired the Cardinal, rubbing
his hands.

The girl looked at him

gravely.
" She does not dwell

anywhere, Excellency," she an-

swered.
" Ha ! How so !

"
cried

Pompilio.
" She is dead," said the girl.

The Cardinal made the Sign
of the Cross.

"
May her soul, and the

souls of all the faithful de-

parted, rest in peace," he mur-
mured. " And you, little one

;

where do you live *?

"

" With my aunt, La Scrig-

nuta," replied the girl.
" She

beats me until I am black."
" Not a sympathetic char-

acter, I fear," commented Pom-

pilio.
" She is a witch," said Mar-

gherita calmly.
As she uttered these words,

the monk Onofrio, who had
been piously occupied with

his beads, looked up and gazed
at her. She met his piercing

scrutiny with a slightly defiant

stare, and the far-seeing Ono-
frio made up his mind about
her at once. She was a witch

also, a succuba, and clearly
the Evil One had sent her to

meet the Cardinal. He began
to whisper an exorcism, but
as he was afraid of his patron
he pretended to be telling his

beads. Pompilio continued to

interrogate the girl.
" You said that they call you

the Saltatrice," he went on.
" Can you dance !

" He
strummed a few bars on his

lute. The girl's eyes gleamed,
and her lips parted in an eager
smile.

"
Yes, indeed, Excellency,"

she answered. "It is my
greatest pleasure."
The Cardinal purred ap-

proval.
" Can you dance the

saltarello f
" he demanded.

The girl nodded. She began
to move her feet nervously,
and seemed about to break

into a dance-measure. All her

personality was transfigured.

Suddenly the light went out of

her face, and she shook her

head almost petulantly.
"
I

cannot dance it alone," she

explained.

Pompilio looked disap-

pointed, but smiled paternally.
"
I am afraid that none of us

know the steps," he said,
" un-

less, indeed, the good Onofrio

has practised them during his

vigils." The scandalised monk
pretended not to hear this

ribaldry. Pompilio again
strummed the lute, and again
the girl moved her feet rapidly.
" You know other dances ?

"

said the Cardinal.

The girl pointed to the kids

which were cropping the herb-

age by the roadside.
"
I can

dance with them," she said,

and uttered a peculiar cry.

Instantly the kids came run-

ning towards her. She listened

to the lute for a moment in

order to catch the rhythm ;
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then she broke into a slow

and very graceful measure,

waving her arms and snapping
her fingers at the kids, which

capered round her as she swayed
and turned. It was the pretti-

est, most unstudied scene imag-

inable, and the Cardinal thor-

oughly appreciated it. Little

by little he quickened the

tune. The girl kept perfect

time, and even the kids seemed
to have an instinct for music.

The mother-goat looked on
with grave benevolence. Ono-
frio thought it awful.

At last the Cardinal ended
with a great sweep of the

strings, and the dancer sank

easily to the ground, laugh-

ing with pleasure. Pompilio

dropped the lute and rose

swiftly.
"
By the body and bones of

great Dionysus !

" he cried,
"
that was wonderful ! The

child is a born artist." A
sudden thought seemed to strike

him : he stared at the girl,

who was playing with the kids
;

then he called Tozzo to his

side and began to talk rapidly
in a low voice. Tozzo, after

listening for a short time,

began to make deprecatory

gestures ;
the Cardinal con-

tinued to speak, evidently with

vehemence.
"
I tell you, she can live

with the wife of the gardener,"
he shouted suddenly. Tozzo

made a gesture denoting re-

signed acquiescence, and Pom-

pilio turned towards the girl.
" You say that La Scrignuta

beats you exceedingly hard ?
"

he asked her.

"
Yes, Excellency," she an-

swered.
" Like a female devil

from hell. And very often."
" How would you like," said

the Cardinal,
"
to leave that

unpleasing lady, and to live

where you will have good food

and beautiful clothes and sing
and dance in a real theatre,
and never be beaten any
more ?

"

The girl shrugged her shoul-

ders and smiled incredulously.
" Your Excellency is pleased

to make fun of me," she an-

swered with tremendous dig-

nity. She stood up and looked

straight in the eyes of the

Cardinal.
"
Magnificent ! What a ges-

ture !

" murmured the latter to

his chaplain.
" Observe the

poise of her head
;

notice her

beautiful little feet. Giacinto

will be enraptured by her."

Giacinto was the ballet-master

of the Cardinal's theatre.
"
I

am in earnest, little one," he

continued, addressing the girl.
"
I offer you employment, and

a felicitous and strictly honour-

able existence in the house of

a respected female. What do

you think of it ?
"

The girl looked doubtful
;

then she smiled faintly.
"
I should like to see the

theatre," she said.
"
Every

year I go to watch the actors

at the festa of Grottaferrata.

Perhaps your Excellency has

also seen them ? The festa is

on the 25th of March. That
is the day of the Annuncia-

tion," she added obligingly.
The Cardinal clapped his

hands.
" You shall not only
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watch actors," he cried,
"
you

shall yourself be an actress.

You shall be our Colombina,
and we will find you an Arlec-

chino who shall be worthy of

you." He placed a finger on

his forehead.
" A beautiful

idea !
" he cried.

" You shall

no longer be Margherita the

daughter of Maria
;
Colombina

shall be your name a lovely

one, and appropriate. Will

you come with us ?
"

The girl still hesitated. Then
she nodded quickly.

"
Yes," she answered,

"
I

will come. But if the lady

you speak of tries to beat me
I shall run away."
The Cardinal uttered a shout

of delight.
"Benone!" he cried. "To

the carriage ! Scarno, Tozzo,
we must make room inside for

this divine creature. For-

ward !

" Then he saw that

the divine creature had sud-

denly assumed a most obsti-

nate expression.
" What is it,

my little one f
" he asked

tenderly.
Colombina frowned, and

pointed to the goats.
"
I must bring them. I

cannot leave them alone," she

said.
"
By the garlands of Per-

sephone !

"
cried the Cardinal,

"
you may bring all the flocks

of the Campagna ;
bisons and

buffaloes, oxen and rams, he-

goats and she-goats, bringing
forth a thousand-fold. To the

carriage !

"

Thus it came about that the

inhabitants of Tivoli were fav-

oured with the spectacle of

Giovambattista, a dignified she-

goat and two restless kids, sit-

ting side by side in the boot of

His Eminence's carriage. The
inhabitants of Tivoli were not

greatly astonished. They were

accustomed to the Cardinal's

little eccentricities.

Inside ; the carriage Pom-

pilio babbled with delight, and
tried to persuade Colombina to

eat the fruit and other deli-

cacies which remained over

from luncheon. The girl was

shy but not timid, though she

occasionally glanced apprehen-

sively at the sombre visage
of the monk. Onofrio scowled

angrily, for he was more than
ever convinced that she was a

succuba who had already cast

her foul spell on the Cardinal.

But his most valued anathema
seemed to be useless against

her, and this made him even
more depressed. He yearned
for his peaceful cell, and looked

forward to the future with

the grimmest foreboding.

IV.

A fortnight's residence at banqueting -
hall, its marble

the Villa Pompilio was quite atrium lined with statues of

sufficient to justify the monk's a distressing nudity, its ter-

anticipations. That abode of races where peacocks walked

luxury, with its many-mirrored and its magnificent gardens,
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was wholly dedicated to worldly

delights. Onofrio, who had
been brought to the Villa in

order to translate some Latin

manuscripts, concealed him-

self as much as was possible
in the library ;

but even there

he was sadly harassed by the

carnal aspect of the statuary,
and he was often obliged to

leave this dubious refuge to

attend on the Cardinal.

But though the Villa pos-

sessed no attraction for Ono-

frio, there was another new-

comer who appeared to appre-
ciate it. The monk observed

with pain that the young girl

whom the Cardinal had gath-
ered like a flower in the Cam-

pagna went freely in and out

of the house, and laughed and

sang in a loud and reprehen-
sible manner. When he re-

buked her she made grimaces
at htm, and danced away with

fluttering skirts that revealed

oh, scandal ! her smart new
silk stockings. For she was
no longer barefooted and

ragged, but was dressed in a

fashion most unsuitable for

the companion of the gar-

dener's wife. Fortunately for

Onofrio's peace of mind, she

spent a great part of the day
in the theatre with Giacinto

the ballet-master a fantastic

little man with very plump
calves, a monstrous wig, and
a wizened brown face like a

monkey's. In the evening,

when they had all dined in the

quiet garden, she would sing

to them, whilst the Cardinal

sipped a rare wine, and, mus-

ing, watched the dying sun-

set beyond the stark black

cypresses.
Beautiful cypresses of the

Villa Pompilio ! Divinely
shaded gardens, where the cool

streams babbled along mossy
water-courses, and the air was

heavy with the breath of jas-
mine and roses ! But all these

amenities were wasted on the

sterile spirit of Onofrio. To
him the precincts of the Villa,

like the demon-haunted and

fiery plains of the Campagna,
were populous with evil ghosts.
Even if he exorcised a couple
of dozen of them before break-

fast, they were all back again

by the evening.
Onofrio was not troubled

only by supernatural annoy-
ances : the young Florindo,
Giacinto 's son, was a grievous
thorn in his side. This youth,
who was supposed to assist

his father in managing the

theatre, really devoted his days
to singing, dancing, playing
the pipe, snaring beccafichi,
and generally making a nui-

sance of himself to every one.

He possessed a faun-like grace
of movement, and had a mis-

chievous pointed face under
a shock of black hair, and his

chief diversion consisted in

playing practical jokes on Ono-
frio. He stole the monk's

sandals, and put birds' nests

in his cowl and porcupines
in his bed

;
and when Onofrio

complained bitterly to the Car-

dinal, His Eminence merely

laughed, and advised him to

try some new form of exor-

cism. Onofrio seethed with

internal fury, and vowed that he
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would be even with Florindo,

Colombina, and every one else

who failed to respect his

dignity.

Meanwhile, for all except

Onofrio, the days passed hap-

pily at the Villa. The Car-

dinal put the finishing touches

to his new comedy, and sent

Giacinto to Eome to hunt up
some capable actors

;
Scarno

and Tozzo divided the day
between slumber and the con-

coction of some mysterious

liqueur ;
and Colombina in-

creased almost miraculously in

beauty and talent. Onofrio

still regarded her as a succuba,
and was gratified to notice

that she was becoming friendly
with Florindo. She would soon,
he thought, drag that detest-

able youth to the infernal pit. \

For the next fortnight the

actors, Colombina and Flor-

indo> were kept hard at work

rehearsing the Cardinal's new

comedy. The strangers were

greatly impressed by the ex-

traordinary ability of the girl,

and lamented that they could

not take her to join their own

company. The Cardinal was
in ecstasies over her talent.

Colombina was a natural comic

actress as well as an admir-

able dancer
;

and though her

voice needed training, she sang
her rustic songs, some of which
the Cardinal had interpolated
into his play, with great charm.

Florindo accompanied her on
his pipe.

Pompilio decided that he

would invite no one to witness

the first performance of his

play except Cardinal Capo-

gatto, who had retired for the

summer to his residence near

Frascati. That noble and holy
man had always evinced a

lively interest in the dramatic

enterprises of his colleague,
and he was an enthusiastic

amateur of music. He was also

a classical scholar, and desired

to inspect Pompilio's new Latin

manuscripts. A prudent per-

son, the breath of scandal had
never dimmed the polished
surface of his reputation, and
therefore Onofrio hoped that

his presence at the Villa would
act as a check on the fantastic

behaviour of its owner. The
monk was a capable exorcist

but no prophet, or he would

surely have foreseen the ter-

rible developments in which

he was about to be involved.

v.

Cardinal Capogatto was a

very tall, thin, majestic per-

sonage, with a falcon face

and bushy eyebrows. The
latter ornaments rose consider-

ably when Pompilio narrated

the history of Colombina's ab-

duction; but he uttered no

criticisms, and when he had
seen her and heard her sing,

he expressed regret that he

himself had not been given the

chance of carrying her off.

On the evening of his arrival

the two Cardinals dined to-

gether in the garden. They
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were scholars and men of cul-

ture, appreciative of good wine.

They were contemporaries and
old friends. Conversation,

therefore, was both intimate
and gay. The cook, that fine

artist, surpassed himself
;
and

Florindo and Colombina, con-

cealed, like the nightingales,
in a shrubbery, made music

appropriate to the place and
the hour. At the end of the

banquet Cardinal Capogatto an-

nounced that he felt completely

happy.
The air in the garden was

so warm and fragrant that the

two great men were reluctant

to go indoors. Lights were

brought and set on the table,
and Pompilio paraded his house-

hold before his friend. One
member of it was discovered

to be absent the monk Ono-
frio. Florindo, who was sent

to find him, reported that he
was still at work in the library.
Florindo was re-despatched to

order the monk to attend the

Cardinal at once, and to bring
the Latin manuscripts.

Onofrio was annoyed at being

disturbed, for he was in the act

of composing a very fine exor-

cism. He rose, however, col-

lected the manuscripts, and
sailed away into the garden,
with Florindo piping and danc-

ing ludicrously behind him.

The terrace on which the Car-

dinals were sitting was some
distance from the library :

while Onofrio stalked along he
could see the lights of the ban-

quet and the sheen of gold

plate through the trees, and

thought that they resembled

the fires of Tophet. He quick-
ened his pace in order to escape
from the diabolical piping of

Florindo, but as soon as he
was near the dining-table he
halted suddenly and uttered

an exclamation of horror. Flo-

rindo danced past him and
went towards the table, but
the monk remained in the

shadow, staring at the guest of

Pompilio. Onofrio had seen

him before
;
he recognised him

as no other than the dirty

peasant who had begged at

the carriage door during the

journey from Eome recognised

him, therefore, as the great
Arch-Fiend.

Onofrio watched this fearful

apparition for about a minute
;

then he pulled himself together
and decided on immediate ac-

tion. This was no time for

half-measures : the Fiend had
defeated him when they had
met in the Campagna, but now
he possessed a far more potent
formula than the one which
he had employed on that occa-

sion. He bounded into the

circle of light, rushed up to

Cardinal Capogatto, pointed a

minatory finger at His Emi-
nence's aquiline nose, and

began to shout the Grand
Anathema.

For a moment the two Car-

dinals were speechless with
astonishment. Capogatto, after

he recovered from the first

shock, suspected that the monk
was another actor whom Pom-

pilio had produced for his diver-

sion
;

but when he heard the

words of that terrible exorcism

bis brow darkened, and he rose
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from his chair in offended

majesty.
"
Perhaps your Eminence will

explain," he said to his host.

Pompilio was purple with

fury. "He is a lunatic, a

crazy pig of a monk !

" he

spluttered. He turned to the

servants, who had come run-

ning to the table.
" Take him

away and tie him up," he cried,
" and pack him off to his

pig-sty at daybreak. Luigi !

Anselmo ! Body of God, will

no one stop his mouth ?
"

The great Cardinal was blaz-

ing with wrath. The servants

seized Onofrio, who continued

to pour out his anathema. He
broke loose from them and

flung himself at Pompilio's feet.
" Hear me, Your Eminence,"

he implored.
" There may still

be time, in spite of all your

sins, to escape from everlasting
torment. That is no Cardinal,
but the Enemy himself, the

Evil One whom we met in the

likeness of a beggar. You
yourself observed the resem-

blance !

" he concluded wildly,
as the servants began to drag
him away.

"
I should have observed

that you yourself were pos-
sessed by the fattest devil in

hell," retorted the Cardinal.

He smote the table with his

fist so that all the glasses rang.
" Take him away !

"
he thun-

dered, and turned to apologise
to his guest. Onofrio, still

babbling his great formula,
was dragged by the heels to

the Villa and deposited in a

damp cellar, where he poured
forth exorcisms until his voice

was too husky to rise above a

whisper. At dawn he was

packed into a wine -cart and
trundled off to Borne. The
two Cardinals solaced their

startled nerves with another

flask of Est from Montefiascone.

VI.

Onofrio returned to his mon-

astery, where for a month he

heard nothing concerning the

unholy revels at the Villa.

He occupied his leisure in per-

fecting the mighty exorcism

which he had begun to employ
against Cardinal Capogatto, and
in continuing the account writ-

ten in his Breviary of his

sojourn in that abode of evil.

Another monk was sent from
the monastery to translate

Pompilio's Latin manuscripts.
This good man, when he

came back at the end of a

month, brought news which
seemed to Onofrio ominous in

the highest degree. The three

actors were still at the Villa.

Colombina was no longer liv-

ing with the gardener's wife,
but was now a member of

the household, and on several

occasions she and Florindo had
danced before His Eminence
in a manner that was damn-
able to behold. The Cardinal,

reported the monk, had lav-

ished jewels and costly apparel

upon her, and would caress

her as they sat at meat to-
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gether. He had even allowed

her to wear his sacred ring on
her profane thumb. Worse
than all this, he had com-

pelled the unhappy monk to

play a comic part in some
abominable drama, in the

course of which he was hearti-

ly beaten with a bladder by
Florindo. The monk asserted

his conviction that the Cardi-

nal was becoming insane
;
but

Onofrio knew better, and
worked harder than ever at

his supreme exorcism.

A few nights later, in the

solitude of his cell, he recited

the whole formula, and came
to the conclusion that it was

thoroughly satisfactory. Of
course it could not be ex-

pected to carry so far as the

Villa
;

but Onofrio was con-

scious, as he uttered the con-

cluding words, of a great hustle

and bustle of demons escaping

through the windows and up
the chimneys of the monas-

tery. He retired to his hard

plank bed, feeling extremely

pleased with himself.

At midnight, however, he

awoke with the sense that he

was not alone, and discovered,
as soon as he opened his eyes,

that his cell was illuminated

with a deep red glow. Pres-

ently a figure materialised from
the glow, and Onofrio beheld

with some disgust the familiar

shape of the Enemy of Man-
kind.

This Great Creature wore a

wig, and was respectably
dressed in black, with elegant
lace ruffles at his wrists and
throat. In spite of this dis-

guise, he bore a remarkable
resemblance to Cardinal Capo-
gatto. The monk began to

mutter his formula, and the

visitor made an airy and de-

precating gesture with his right
hand.

"
My dear," he said gently.

" A moment only. I do not

wish to disturb your holy

vigil. Apropos, Onofrio, how
extremely loudly you snore !

I have good news for you, old

friend, news of our mutual
benefactor the Cardinal. And
an invitation."

"Avaunt, Fiend," said Ono-

frio, but rather mechanically,
for he could not help feeling
a twinge of curiosity. The
devil smiled.

"
Now, now !

" he murmured.
" You know that you want to

hear. I have had the time
of my eternity with the good
Pompilio, and even you must
admit that my appearance as

Capogatto was a real stroke

of humour. What a pity that

your wonderful exorcism, or

whatever you call it, missed

fire !

"

"
It will not miss fire now,"

retorted the monk, sitting up
in bed and glaring.

"
I give

you two minutes to say what

you have to say. At the end
of that time I shall cast you
head downwards beneath the

deepest mud of the Lago di

Bracciano. You remember
what an ague you caught last

time that happened."
" One minute will suffice,"

said the devil.
" To-morrow

is our great night of revel, and
I wouldn't have you miss it
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for the world. Wonderful

events ! A play, in which

the Cardinal and the three

trusty devils whom I sent to

him will act a comic play,

my dear, about His Holiness

the But hush! Then a

banquet, with ortolans and

quails you know how you
never could resist them, even

in Lent, and purple and golden

wines, and that liquor from

Cognac I forget its name for

the moment, but you tasted

it when you went to France

with the Nunzio, and you
have never forgotten how it

warmed your poor thin blood.

The evening will conclude,"
continued the devil, "with a

dance by the adorable, the

exquisite Colombina, a hand-

maid of mine who does me
credit

; and, my dearest friend,

this will be the bonne ~bouche.

She will wear no clothes, Ono-
frio

; absolutely none ! Like

Eve, you know, in those sadly

improper carvings on your
churches. Picture it to your-

self, Onofrio : the white feet,

the firm young breasts, the

slender flanks, the alluring
arms ! Happy the man who
beholds her

;
still more happy

the monk !

" He struck an
attitude of rapture and clasped
his hands on his heart. Ono-
frio regarded him scornfully.

" You might at least think
of something new," he said.
"
That particular temptation

is as old as the earth."
" And as eternally young as

the spring," murmured the

devil romantically. Onofrio

snorted.

" You talk like a green-sick

poet," he remarked. The devil

looked at him with tenderly

reproachful eyes.
" Eude as ever !

" he sighed.
" Then you refuse my invita-

tion, Onofrio f
"

" Of course I refuse it,"

answered Onofrio.
" Go and

try it on the Cappucini. There
is a certain Brother Aloysius
but no matter. I shall now
exorcise you."
The devil smiled sadly.

" You need not trouble," he
said.

" Your lack of sympathy
is more than I can bear." And
he vanished.

Onofrio recomposed himself

to slumber with a tranquil
mind. But when he awoke he
was tempted, not indeed by
the allurements which the devil

had suggested, but by the

thought that he had not been
able to test his magnificent

anathema, and that here was
an opportunity. It was his

duty that morning to take

doles of food to poor people
who lived in the region of San
Giovanni Laterano, and as soon
as this charitable task was

accomplished he went out by
the Porta San Giovanni, bar-

gained with a driver of a wine-

cart to be conveyed to Tivoli,
and reached that ancient town
late in the afternoon.

Thence he walked to the

Villa Pompilio. The ghostly

spectacles that he observed
on the way were not of a kind
to reassure him. First of all

the devil, in the likeness of

Cardinal Capogatto, rose from
Eome and came flying over
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the Campagna at a great

height ; next, in a ruined

precinct, he perceived Colom-
bina and Florindo, who were

dancing together to the sound
of flutes, which were played
by three sinister persons in

rags whom he recognised as

the comedians of the Cardinal
;

lastly, when he drew near to

the Villa, a lurid crimson glow
shone in the sky, and he heard
demon voices calling from the

darkening slopes of the hills.

Just before he reached the end
of his journey three swans with

human faces and several hedge-

hogs who galloped on very long

legs went swiftly past him.

The sunset was fiery gold

against a background of lead.

The wind moaned eerily in the

cypresses.
Onofrio concealed himself in

a small ilex-grove not far from
the gate of the Villa, and
rested until darkness had com-

pletely fallen
;

then he went
to a spot below the wall which
bounded the garden, and stood

there listening. No sound arose

from the garden ;
the feast

was evidently being held in-

doors. Onofrio climbed the

wall with much difficulty,

caused, as he knew, by the

fact that many invisible evil

spirits were tugging at his

robe. He exorcised them all,

however, and dropped into

the garden abruptly. Inside

the circuit of the wall the

darkness was intense
;

but at

length, when he had forced his

way through a thick screen of

oleander, he was able to see

the lights of the Villa and to

hear the sound of music. Ad-

vancing, he perceived that all

the ground floor was brilliantly
illuminated. The windows of the

banqueting-hall were open, and
revealed the long row of shin-

ing mirrors and the many
Venetian candelabra that scin-

tillated like great clusters of

diamonds. Very cautiously he

approached one of the windows,
and as he did so the noise of

the orchestra within grew
louder

;
the drums throbbed,

the violins wailed, and the

trumpets blared in a deafening

crescendo, so that Onofrio

thought his brain would crack.

Undismayed, he still advanced
until he was able to look in

at the window.
The first person whom he

saw was Pompilio, though he
did not recognise him at once,
for the Cardinal was disguised
and wore a mask. He was
clothed in a court suit of yellow
brocade sewn with diamonds,
and an enormous cloak of

purple silk, like the sail of

some great galleon, flowed from
his shoulders. Opposite him
sat the alleged Cardinal Capo-

gatto, dressed in garments ex-

actly like those which Ono-
frio's nocturnal visitor had
worn

;
and between them, at

the long table which was re-

splendent with gold and silver

plate and huge flagons, was

ranged a rabble of strange

guests : Arlecchino, Pantaleone,

Brighella, and a Bolognese doc-

tor with an enormous false

nose. Colombina, in a white

ballet skirt, was next to Pom-

pilio; another person, whom
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Onofrio recognised as Capo-

gatto's private chaplain, was
dressed as a clown

;
and Flor-

indo was disguised as a young
Arcadian shepherd. Besides

these familiar people, there

were many other guests, each
of whom wore the head of

some animal a cat, a dog, a

monkey, or a lizard. The

banquet was nearly at an end,
but they were still drinking

wine, and the noise of their

shouting and laughter rose even
above the din of the music.

Onofrio stared at this dread-

ful revelry with appalled eyes.
The animal-headed figures, he

knew, were demons of the most

powerful kind, and it would
need all his art to exorcise

them and their redoubtable

leader simultaneously. He was
about to begin a formula when
Colombina rose from the table,
went to an open space near

Onofrio 's window, and began
to dance. Though she did not

wear the aspect which had been
foretold by the devil, the dance
was a shocking spectacle for

Onofrio, especially when Flor-

indo joined her. It was, as

the monk perceived only too

clearly, a pantomime expres-
sive of the most abandoned
and carnal passion. The monk
averted his face, and even
as he did so a great shout
rose in the hall. The move-
ment had betrayed his presence
to one of the guests.

Instantly several of them
rushed to the window, which
descended to the level of the

ground, and seizing Onofrio,

dragged him into the banquet-

ing-hall. There they pinched

him, and beat him with bladders,
and emptied a flask of wine
over his head. Pompilio, purple
as his cloak with anger, shouted
for silence

;
then he ordered

that the monk should be made
to stand on the table. As
soon as this was done the

whole company danced round
Onofrio and pelted him with

fruit. The fruit was ripe,

and did not hurt him greatly,

though Florindo threw a num-
ber of nespole with deadly

accuracy.

Pompilio made signs for the

music to cease. As soon as

it was silent there was a vivid

flash of lightning that lit up
every detail of the garden, and
a long growl of thunder. The
wind moaned in the trees, and
the doors and shutters in the

upper rooms of the Villa rattled

noisily. Then all became quiet
and Pompilio rose.

" Who dared to permit you
to come here ?

" he asked
Onofrio. Onofrio replied that

no one knew he had come. As
soon as he said this the Car-

dinal made a gesture of relief.
"
I am delighted to hear it,"

he said.
"
I may now inform

you, my good Onofrio, that

you will not depart hence alive.

Your interesting and useful

career ends to-night. The
coffin will be convenient." For
it was a whim of the Cardinal,
as Onofrio knew, to keep a

large and rather elegant coffin

in the Villa. A memento mori,

Pompilio was accustomed to

explain, lent an additional zest

to life, and you never knew
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when such a possession might
not come in handy. Onofrio

felt easier in his mind. The
Cardinal's threat to murder
him banished his last scruples.
He extended his right hand,
and began to recite his grandest
anathema.
He had scarcely uttered the

first words when an extrava-

gant frenzy seemed to over-

whelm the guests. Some took

hands and danced madly round

him, shouting obscene phrases ;

some gesticulated horribly, and
others tore their garments into

shreds. There was another
blaze of lightning and an ap-

palling crash of thunder, but
Onofrio was unperturbed, and

proceeded with his formula.

Pompilio leapt from his chair

and joined the throng of dan-

cers, tearing off his mask
;

his

face was distorted and swollen,
and he kicked and twitched
like an epileptic. Colombina
broke from the arms of the

Bolognese doctor and stood on

tiptoe in the centre of the

room, spinning like a top ;

Onofrio could see red mice

running in and out of her

mouth. The Cardinal Capo-
gatto swelled to monstrous size

and, shouting terrible words,

leapt madly, so that his head
struck the candelabra

;
the

other guests danced a wild far-

andole round the table, whilst

Scarno and Tozzo and some
servants stood in the doorway,
quaking with terror. The air

was lashed with the wings of

invisible demons
;

Onofrio

could feel them whirling past
his face

;
but he continued the

exorcism, and the more words
he uttered, the faster grew the

dance and the fiercer the frenzy
of the dancers. Thunder roared
from every quarter of the

heavens, and the Villa rattled

like a dice-box that is shaken.

Onofrio, staggering on the table,
cried out the last words of his

formula, and the whole assem-

bly rushed towards him with
the red gleam of murder in

their eyes. But before they
could touch him, a flash of

lightning seemed to pass hori-

zontally through the hall, leav-

ing him gasping and half-

blinded
;

the lights went out,
and as he fell on his knees he
could hear the Cardinal and
his guests rushing into the

garden, squealing like swine.

Outside, they danced across

the terrace and away under
the ilexes. Their voices grew
fainter

;
there was one more

huge clap of thunder
;

then
the rain roared down in a cat-

aract that smote the parched
earth like a flail. Onofrio fell

on his face among the dishes

and flagons and lost conscious-

ness.

vn.

But he had triumphed. It exorcist, to have defeated the

was, after all, no mean achieve- Enemy himself, three superior

ment, even for an advanced devils, one powerful succuba,
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one pagan faun (Florindo), and
a host of minor hobgoblins,
not to mention a Prince of the

Church.

Pompilio, Colombina, and
Florindo never appeared at

the Villa again, and though
at one time there were strange
rumours that three persons who

strongly resembled them had
been seen performing comedies

in the villages between Cumse
and Naples, we need have
little doubt as to their real

fate. As for Cardinal Capo-

gatto, his body was found

lying next morning in the

garden of his villa. It was
announced publicly that he
had been struck by lightning,
but privately it was hinted

that when his servants at-

tempted to move his body, it

crumbled into dust. Every
student of demonology knows
what that means. A black

business altogether.
There remains for explana-

tion the problem of the nymph
which was discovered in Pom-
pilio's tomb. Onofrio's manu-

script throws a certain light
on this affair, though it is

somewhat obscure. It seems
that Tozzo and Scarno, who
were naturally a little upset

by the events of that fatal

night, decided, since the Car-

dinal showed no signs of re-

turning, to communicate a

sworn statement of the whole

matter to the highest ecclesi-

astical authorities in Eome.
After some discussion, it was

agreed that the best means of

avoiding a scandal would be
to announce the Cardinal's re-

gretted demise and to hold a

funeral service in his titular

church. The coffin at the Villa

proved useful, as Pompilio had

prophesied ;
and presumably

Scarno and Tozzo, judging it

to be suspiciously light,

weighted it with the nearest

convenient object, which hap-

pened to be the nymph. Many
miracles are said to have oc-

curred amongst the fever-

stricken contadini whilst the

cortege was crossing the Cam-

pagna.
As for Onofrio, his notes

cease with the funeral, and
he vanishes from human know-

ledge into his monastery. Cer-

tain remarks at the end of his

manuscript seem to indicate

that he was ordered to become
an oblate in a very severe

monastic rule, and to abandon
exorcism a wise move on the

part of the authorities, for

certainly a monk who causes

Most Ample Eminences to van-

ish into thin air is, however

good his intentions, a public
nuisance in Eome. Corpo di

Bacco ! It might be any one's

turn next : yours, mine, or,

especially, that of our saintly

friend .
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THE STKAFING OF L. Z. 76.

BY AN EYE-WITNESS.

MANY Zeppelins were de-

stroyed by airmen during the

Great War, and I believe I

am correct in stating that in

nearly every case the story of

their destruction has very
rightly been published, and the

heroes who did their work so

gallantly have been publicly

eulogised.
I feel that an injustice has

been done in the case of

L. Z. 76, for, beyond a few

very inaccurate statements, I

have never seen a true account

of the most courageous and

gallant deed that I personally
witnessed during the whole
war without exaggeration, one

that moved every one that

witnessed it to a state of mind

bordering on hysteria.
I therefore offer the follow-

ing short narrative to the

public, the testimony of an

eye-witness to the principal
actor in a great adventure.

Zeppelin L. Z. 76 was well

known to the Harwich Force,

especially during the summer
of 1918. It was a rare occur-

rence for the Harwich Force

to be anywhere within a reason-

able distance of the Heligoland

Bight without being under ob-

servation of L. Z. 76.

Many were the stratagems
to get her within gun-range,
and many were the salvoes

directed at her, but never

with any success. The only

occasion on which L. Z. 76 came
within range she was hidden

by heavy clouds, and the first

intimation the Harwich Force

had of her proximity was a

perfect deluge of bombs. She
failed to hit, and was distinctly

unlucky, as many ships were

spattered by splinters from

bombs bursting alongside them.

Evidently on this occasion

L. Z. 76 obtained her point
of vantage over the squadron

by making use of the heavy
detached clouds, and was pro-

bably directed by an observer

suspended by a wire from,
and many feet below, the

Zeppelin, who supplied the com-
mander with the necessary in-

formation.

This fine attack was enough
to make us realise that L. Z. 76

was a foe worthy of our steel,

and evidently commanded by
a man who knew his job. I

believe I am right in stating
that his name was Captain

Mattres, T.G.N., and that he

commanded Germany's Zeppe-
lin Fleet.

After many failures to de-

stroy L. Z. 76, the conclusion

arrived at was that the best

chance would be by means of

aircraft
;

but how to do it f

It must be borne in mind that

L. Z. 76 's hunting-ground was
150 to 200 miles from Har-

wich. She was generally to

be found in or near the Bight
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of Heligoland, the greater part
of which was tabooed to the

Harwich Force on account of

mines.

An aircraft capable of deal-

ing with the problem and

operating from Harwich would

require a range of action of at

least 500 miles, with climbing

powers equal to those of a

Zeppelin. It was necessary
for the machine to be at the

right spot at the right time,
and with sufficient petrol re-

maining to carry out the oper-
ation. This difficulty alone

eliminated all idea of flying
a machine from our coast.

After much discussion a

scheme was devised which
showed great chances of suc-

cess.

There happened to be in

existence a special type of

lighter designed to carry the

large-type flying-boat. These

lighters were capable of being
towed on an even keel at a

speed of at least 30 knots. A
number of these lighters were
at Felixstowe Air Station, and
had been used for the above

purpose on many occasions.

The idea was to fit a

flying deck on one of these

lighters, and so enable a
" Camel "

aeroplane, which was
the most efficient single-seated
"
Fighter

"
in existence at that

period, to be used.

The first design, in view of

the importance of time, was
to use two troughs, and to fit

the aeroplane with skids in-

stead of wheels. The designer
was well aware that this method
would not be so efficient as a

flying-off deck, but time was
so important that this risk

was cheerfully taken.

There were at Yarmouth a

number of the
" Camel "

type
of aeroplane, and preliminary
tests were carried out in order

to devise a method of holding

up the tail of the machine, and
also to hold her securely on

the lighter, both on her journey
across the North Sea and also

with her engine running. Vol-

unteers were called for from
the Scout Pilots for this unique
operation. It is needless to

say that every pilot in the

group volunteered.

In due course the prepara-
tions were completed, and the

first test was carried out by
the designer, the gallant leader

of airmen, Colonel Samson,
Eoyal Air Force, late com-

mander, Eoyal Navy.
A torpedo - boat destroyer

towed the lighter at 30 knots,
with an 18-fathom length of

tow. Everything was very

makeshift, but the great thing
was to make a practical test to

gain data. Unfortunately the

attempt was a failure. The
skids overran the troughs, and
the chassis was torn off by
one of the beams supporting
the skids, resulting in the aero-

plane failing to rise, and falling

over the bows of the lighter,

which passed completely over

the
" Camel." Colonel Samson

nearly lost his life in this

gallant effort, and had a hard

tussle to get clear, imprisoned
as he was upside down under
water.

Although the attempt was a
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failure, it was of great value,
as it proved that

(1) The aeroplane was cap-
able of being towed at

30 knots on board the

lighter.

(2) That with a properly-
fitted deck there was every
chance of the machine

getting off.

(3) That a longer tow was

necessary.
A deck was fitted to the

lighter in a very short time by
the Royal Air Force, assisted

by the naval carpenters from
the Harwich Force, and all

preparations were made for

the next trial.

However, events were at

this time moving so fast that

it was decided to eliminate

the test, and that the first

opportunity of carrying out

the operation should be taken.

Accordingly, on the evening
of the 10th of August 1918,
the Harwich Force proceeded
to sea to put the labour and

ingenuity of the designers of

this unique experiment to the

supreme test.

The general scheme was to

tow the lighter to a suitable

position in the vicinity of the

Heligoland Bight, to attract

the Zeppelin's attention, and
to entice her as near as was
desirable to the lighter, and
then to let loose the

" Camel."
The machine was entrusted

to Lieutenant Culley, a young
but experienced officer of the

Eoyal Air Force, barely 18

years of age.
His orders were :

(1) Don't get within five miles

of the Zeppelin until you
have got to his height.

(2) Attack from right ahead
on opposite courses.

(3) Pass underneath, not

above, the Zeppelin.
The machine was fitted with

two Lewis guns, one double-

charger of ammunition to each

gun, each charger being loaded

with a mixture of explosive
and incendiary, and every tenth

round being solid ammunition.
All went well. The weather

was all that could be desired,

and at dawn on the llth

August the Harwich Force ar-

rived at the scene of operations.
The sea was calm, and the

visibility extreme. The de-

stroyer with the lighter in

tow was stationed in a posi-

tion about 30 miles to the

westward of the squadron.
The next item was to pro-

duce the quarry an easy oper-
ation. A few calls on wireless

telegraphy was known from

previous experience to be a

certain draw for aircraft of

all descriptions from Borkum
and Heligoland.
Within two hours L. Z. 76

appeared, and also many sea-

planes ;
the latter were not

interfered with, all attention

being given to the Zeppelin.
It was now necessary to

excite their curiosity, and ac-

cordingly the squadron fought
a mimic action : salvoes were

fired from the heavy guns,
smoke-screens were made, the

wireless telegraphy was worked

frequently, and the squadron
was manoeuvred in various

directions, gradually closing the
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torpedo-boat destroyer with the

lighter in tow.

Curiosity won the day, and
L. Z. 76 followed. Keeping well

out of gun-range until shortly
before 9 A.M., it was considered

that the time had arrived for

launching our bird into space.
The destroyer, then about 12

miles to the westward, was
ordered to proceed, and at

9 A.M. precisely we saw that

the first part of the enterprise

i.e., the flying off the plat-
form had been successful.

Needless to say, that from
now on the movements of the

two principals of this drama
were closely followed by every
officer and man in the squadron
who were not employed be-

tween decks.

I must here mention the

men on the lighter, who worked
under most perilous conditions.

If the reader will visualise

the difficulty of standing on a

deck with no supports or rails

of any description, travelling
at the rate of over 30 knots an

hour, drenched in spray and

oil, with an aeroplane whose

engine roared at full speed

striving to escape from its

lashings, which must be re-

leased absolutely simultane-

ously, the reader will realise

that the pilot was not the

only man whose life was in

danger. It is pleasing to know
that the man who actually

swung the "
Camel's

"
pro-

peller to start the engine re-

ceived a well-deserved Air Force
Medal for a gallant act under
most difficult conditions, as

the slightest slip on his part

meant instant death by being
cut to bits by the

"
Camel's

"

propeller.

The manoeuvres of the

squadron were continued in

hopes of distracting the atten-

tion of the Zeppelin's crew

from the
"
Camel," and were,

as far as could be observed,

completely successful.

The machine was clearly

visible, rising rapidly for about

forty minutes, and was then

lost to view at a great height
in a small bank of clouds.

Shortly afterwards it was ob-

served that the Zeppelin had
altered course for

" home "
;

the squadron immediately
turned and followed.

The excitement was now in-

tense, especially when at about

9.52 A.M. the Zeppelin was

clearly seen to be rising as

rapidly as possible, and it was
evident to all observers that

those on board the Zeppelin
were aware of their danger.

Nothing could be seen of

the
"
Camel," but at exactly

9.58 A.M. a small black speck

appeared alongside the Zeppe-

lin, which at this time was at

least 30 miles from the squad-
ron. This speck rapidly grew
into a black cloud, and within

a few seconds it was seen to

fall rapidly, growing in size and

intensity as it fell.

The deed was done.

For some seconds there was
a dead silence amongst the

thousands of spectators. Then
their pent-up feelings were

quickly relieved by such a

scene of enthusiasm as can

rarely have been seen at any
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rate afloat during the war.

Had any hostile submarine

appeared at this moment I

have no hesitation in stating
that she could have torpedoed
any ship in the Harwich Force
with absolute impunity.
Order was quickly restored,

the next item being to find

and recover our gallant air-

man, and to pick him up
before his machine sank,
the floating capability of a
" Camel "

being nil. It is true

that air-bags were fitted in

the fusilage of the
"
Camel,"

but it is doubtful if they would
have been of any practical
value. The pilot's orders were
to drop into the sea as close

as possible to the destroyer

towing the lighter.

The arrangements for pick-

ing up the pilot and machine,
too, if possible, had been very
carefully discussed beforehand.

The squadron at once pro-
ceeded to the position which
had been previously arranged
as a rendezvous. We expected
to see the machine about three-

quarters of an hour from the

time the Zeppelin was de-

stroyed ;
and knowing that

the machine only carried petrol
for about two hours, we were
somewhat disturbed when two
hours had elapsed without any
sign of her. Still more so at

two and a half hours. Every
endeavour was made to attract

the airman's attention : smoke-
screens of the densest black

smoke were made by all ships,
and searchlights were flashed

in every direction. The visi-

bility was so good that we did

not anticipate that the airman
would have any difficulty in

finding the squadron.
The minutes crawled by,

until two and three-quarter
hours had elapsed. We then

feared that disaster had over-

taken our gallant airman, when

suddenly he appeared at no

great distance from the squad-
ron. The relief at seeing him
safe was intense, and the re-

ception he received as he circled

round us (the squadron) before

dropping into the sea actually

alongside his lighter, was in-

describable and unique in the

annals of the war.

Both pilot and machine were

quickly recovered, and in fact

so rapidly was the salvage
work done that the

" Camel "

actually flew again after being

landed, and is now in the

pavilion at Felixstowe on loan

to the Town Council.

The object of the expedi-
tion having been successfully

achieved, the squadron re-

turned to Harwich.

It is interesting to note that

the Zeppelin was destroyed at

9.58 A.M., and at 10.38 A.M. a

wireless message was received

from the Admiralty reporting
a Zeppelin in the same posi-

tion as that of our quarry at

9.49 A.M. The obvious answer

was "
My bird." This incident

speaks very highly for the

efficiency of the Naval In-

telligence Department.
Lieutenant Culley's report

was typical and to the point
no words were wasted :

"
8.58, flew from lighter

to attack Zeppelin in sight
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to eastward. Eose to 18,700
feet. Attacked Zeppelin from

300 feet below. Fired 7

rounds from No. 1 gun,
which jammed, and a double

charger from No. 2. Zeppe-
lin burst into flames, and
was destroyed. Eeturned to

squadron, and landed on the

water with one pint of petrol
in tank."

Thus ended a most gallant

enterprise, and all honour to

Lieutenant Culley, who, single-

handed in broad daylight, first

flew his machine from a posi-

tion which had never been

achieved successfully before,

and then, unaided, destroyed
a Zeppelin at 18,700 feet and
this officer was not quite 18|

years of age. Lieutenant Culley
stated that the temperature
at 18,700 feet was so intense

that he had the greatest diffi-

culty in firing his guns.
If any schoolboy ever reads

this story, I hope it will im-

press on his mind what the

boys in the Great War did.

Lieutenant Culley was
awarded the D.S.O., and I

am sure that the thousands

of witnesses of this most gal-

lant and brilliant piece of

work awarded him in their

minds the highest of all

personal awards for valour

the V.C.

A sequel to this episode was
a signal from the flagship a

few minutes after the return

of the airman :

"
Flag General. Attention

is called to Hymn number 224,

verse 7."

This considerably mystified

everybody until a hymn-book
was produced, and they read :

"
happy band of pilgrims,
Look upward to the skies,

Where such a light affliction

Shall win so great a prize."

H. F.
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A JOUEKEY IN AEABIA.

BY LIEUT.-COLONEL C. E. VICKERY, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.F.A.

THEEE are many places on
the Persian Gulf littoral which
far surpass in the heat and

humidity of their climates any
that exist on the Eed Sea

;

nevertheless Jeddah, the prin-

cipal seaport of the Hedjaz,
and the pilgrims' landing-place
for Mecca, can during the

summer months be very un-

pleasant and trying to the

health. The thermometer never
records any great heat, just
a steady 90 to 93 Fahrenheit

in the shade day and night,
with a moist humidity that

effectively prevents one from
ever having a dry garment.
There is also a peculiarly

charming brand of prickly
heat.

The Mahommedan festivals

advance in their date from

year to year owing to their

calendar being computed on
the lunar-month system ;

thus

for the last year or two the

pilgrim season has been in

the summer, and it will be

some time yet before the cycle
of years brings it again into

the winter. The unfortunate

pilgrim lands exhausted from
the damp heat of the Eed

Sea, and, after a few days at

Jeddah, passes on to the dry
furnace-like heat of Mecca.

Built in a hollow at an alti-

tude of a few hundred feet

above the sea-level, girt round

by bare and stony hills, the

Holy City attracts and receives

the full force of the Arabian
sun

;
nor is it unusual for the

thermometer to read in the

shade 120 Fahrenheit.

It was on one of the days
towards the end of summer,
when the majority of the pil-

grims had departed for the

comfort and peace of their

own countries, that the tele-

phone bell rang in the office

of the British Agency at Jed-

dah, and the Agent was sum-
moned to the 'phone.

" His Majesty will speak to

you," he heard the voice of an
official say.

"
May Allah bless him," was

the hurried response for the

benefit of the many gentlemen
whose sole duty it was to

listen to and report to the

Eoyal Office all conversations

over the telephone.
A few seconds and then his

Majesty's voice :

"
Oh, my

son, are you there ?
"

"
Yes, your Majesty, our

lord
; may Allah prolong your

life."
" How is your health, my

son ?
"

"
Praise be to Allah

; may
Allah bless your Majesty."
The conversation continued

on these lines for a few min-

utes, and the Agent was won-

dering what was the real object
of the call when the King again

inquired after his health, and
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seemed dissatisfied with the

usual reply.
" Would it not be better

with a change of air ?
"

The Agent began to see day-

light, and readily agreed that

it would. He was then given
a most cordial invitation to

visit Taif, which was instantly
and gratefully accepted. Few
Europeans have ever travelled

in Arabia
;

of those that have,
Burton and Doughty are the

best known, which gave an
added attraction to the

thoughts of the visit. Taif is

the summer resort of the Mec-

cans, and distant about sixty
miles from the city in a south-

easterly direction. During the

war an officer of the Indian

Civil Service spent two days
there (somewhat to the sur-

prise and embarrassment of

the King for certain reasons)
when nearing the end of his

gallant and romantic enterprise,
which began at a town on the

Persian Gulf and passed through
Eiad to end at Jeddah.

There were very few pre-

parations to make for the

journey, as it had been inti-

mated that the party ought
to travel as light as possible,
and would be the guests of

the King. The idea of the

visit was far from popular
with the local Bedouin Ashraf,
or with the representatives of

other powers. The former
hated the idea of an infidel

passing by the Holy City and

through their country ;
while

the latter suspected some sin-

ister design on the part of

perfidious Albion, and could

not believe that a personal
love of travel and adventure
was the sole motive of the

journey.
The Mayor of Jeddah pro-

vided camels for the escort

and servants, and riding-mules
were sent from the Eoyal
stables. For some reason the

civilised Arab, as opposed to

the desert Arab, prefers mules
to camels as a means of trans-

port. A good mule properly
ridden and there is a great
art in it, for no European
can get the best out of a
mule or donkey will certainly
walk five and a half miles an

hour, and is a safe ride

over stony and hilly country,
where a camel can only go
at a very slow pace. Over
the desert on good sandy
ground it is a very different

matter, and a mule cannot live

with a camel.

Shortly after midday, five

days after the invitation had
been given, the Agent and the

doctor, with a few personal

servants, set out through the

Mecca gate, and rode forth

on the pilgrim road across the

plain to the distant hills. They
were dressed in uniform, which
was similar to that worn by
many ex-Turkish officers now
in the Hedjaz service, but
wore the Bedouin head-dress

a large silk handkerchief over

the top of the head with the

ends flowing down over the

neck and shoulders, kept in its

place by thick silken cords

round the temples and the
back of the head.

The Sherif of the tribe,
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through whose country the

road passed, accompanied the

party in person by order of the

King. His presence was suffi-

cient protection against any
Bedouin marauders who might
have had designs on the party.
After passing over a flat sandy
plain for six miles, the road

continued through some low

hills till it reached a col, on
which was situated a small

coffee-house, the first pilgrim
halt. There was nothing of

interest to note in the country,
which was desolation itself :

a few old Turkish forts com-

manded the road at various

intervals to protect the cara-

vans. After a short rest and
a cup of tea, made with evil-

tasting water brought in skins

from Jeddah, the party moved
on to Bahrah, the half-way
house to Mecca. There were

one or two wells at this place
and a small suk (market) with

several coffee-houses, all pro-

vided with angareb (native bed-

steads) for the weary pilgrim
to take his ease and drink his

coffee. After a short halt the

party moved on again, and
some few miles out met the

last pilgrim caravan from

Mecca. We dismounted under

their curious and intent gaze
to watch them pass, surely the

first British officers in uniform

to stand a few miles from the

gates of the Holy City and
look on the slow passage of the

faithful on their return from

the pilgrimage. The camels

presented a strange appear-
ance with their cumbersome

shugdug (a covered-in litter)

on their backs, in which an

angareb was placed. On these

men could be seen sleeping

peacefully, or seated cross-

legged engaged in conversa-

tion, seemingly as much at

ease as if they were in a house,
while all the time the heavy
transport camel lurched wearily
on his way.
A mile or two further on,

and after sunset, the party
arrived at the royal farm,
which had been indicated as

the first sleeping
-
place. The

"
royal farm " sounded well

on paper, but in fact there

was not a building of any
sort

;
and we congratulated our-

selves heartily on our fore-

thought in bringing camp-beds
and chairs, till it was discovered

that the camel - man, whose
camel was carrying them, had
elected to sleep at Bahrah, and
was going to join us the fol-

lowing morning. The King's

personal slave, a very fine

specimen of a Sudanese, pro-
duced from his saddle-bag a
cold fowl and some excellent

Turkish sweets. Aided by the

contents of a flask a tolerable

meal was made, when the

party lay down on the soft

sand, and, wrapped in blankets,
soon fell asleep. There was an

amusing incident connected

with the above-mentioned flask,

for the Agent had confided

to the Mayor of Jeddah a

very jovial person that he
was taking a flask of whisky
with a few refills, but he would
be very careful not to use it

in public in order not to

offend the Mahommedan sus^
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ceptibilities of the people of

Mecca who were his escort.

The Mayor burst into a roar

of laughter, and said,
" Whose

susceptibilities did you say ?
"

" Those of the people of Mecca,"
was the reply. Another roar

of laughter, and with the re-

mark,
" Yes

;
be careful of

those," he went away. As
the party was leaving Jeddah
the Mayor came up to say

good-bye, and leant forward

to whisper in the Agent's ear :

" Be careful about the sus-

ceptibilities of the people of

Mecca," and was then assisted

away in a paroxysm of helpless

mirth by his two slaves.

There was a very heavy
dew that night, and when the

voice of the Sherif's imam
woke us with the call to

prayer shortly before sunrise,

we rose drenched through and

very stiff. A few minutes

after sunrise we were dry,
and the heat became intoler-

able, so we moved into the

garden. This comprised a few

fields of lucerne, with a

grove of date-trees about five

acres in extent, very pleasing
and green to the eye in the

midst of its arid surroundings.
It was irrigated by a spring,

from which canals brought and

dispersed the water over the

whole area under cultivation.

There were several other springs
in the neighbourhood, with

shallow aqueducts of great age.
Some were constructed of stone,
and reported to be more than
600 years old

; certainly the

whole locality looked as if it

might be of great potential
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value as a grain - producing

area, if the Bedouin could be
induced to work and private

enterprise were encouraged and

safeguarded. An hour after

midday, quite the hottest hour
of the day, the Sherif seemed
anxious to continue the journey,
so we saddled up and moved

on, after taking the precaution
of putting a couple of handker-

chiefs underneath our head-

dress to get a little more pro-
tection from the sun.

A few miles from the farm
we struck off north to skirt

Mecca, through which town,
of course, we were not allowed

to pass, and the country be-

came more mountainous. The
road was the bed of a wadi.

All these wadis run west to

the sea from the mountain

range which gives Hedjaz its

name, since it is the watershed

of the country (Arabic, Hedjaz,
the divider) . Winding in among
the hills, the road gradually

ascended, and became rough
and stony. About 9 P.M. the

party arrived at a large open
plateau, where they insisted

on halting for the night, much
to the Sherif's disgust, who was

very keen to push on. We
had now reached a height
above sea-level which made
the climate not only bearable

but pleasant. Next morning
we started at sunrise, and

met, a few miles on, a high

official, who had come to meet
us from Mecca. He gave us

a very good breakfast, and
afterwards we rode on to a

lovely garden, where we
lunched, in the Wadi Lmaun.

G
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The road was still only the

wadi bed, which wound its

way through the mountains
with an occasional open space
like some gigantic amphi-
theatre, where there were gar-
dens at short distances apart,
watered by springs. When
heavy rain falls, the wadi
becomes a raging torrent for

a few hours, and efforts at

certain places are made by
means of walls and dams to

control the flood and irrigate

a tract of country ;
but they

are not very successful, as the

flood, when it does come, is

too strong.
In the afternoon we saddled

up, and continued our march
over a rough road. The hills

rose steeply on either hand,
and from the summit on the

southern side a view of the

Holy City was afforded.

That night we slept on the

banks of the wadi in a very

wild-looking spot. Our escort

professed to be alarmed that

the Bedouins living on the

hills would attack us. All

night long one of the slaves

by turn kept guard, shouting

continuously :

"
This is an

important party. We are the

King's relations here. Do not

dare to attack us. We are

very strong and well armed,"
and so forth.

Next morning the Agent was
asked to note how well he had
been protected, which tended

to confirm his suspicion that

the whole thing had been got

up as a likely method of
"
touching

" him for lalcsMsh.

Moving on, the party as-

cended gradually till they ar-

rived at an open plateau, where
a Sherif of Taif met them. Not
a living thing had been seen

on the road except a few

goats not a gazelle, not a

game bird, nothing but a few
vultures. There were a few
wells and springs in some of

the wadis
;

otherwise the

country was quite waterless.

The Sherif of Taif would
have been a wonderfully hand-

some man, but his face was

pitted with old smallpox scars.

He gave us the usual coffee,

and asked if we were pre-

pared to come on after a few

hours' rest. This we agreed
to do. There were some old

mud houses at this place, which

provided sufficient protection
from view and the sun to

allow us to ehave and bathe

in comfort. About 2 P.M. we
started on again to cross the

Hedjaz range, for Taif lay
some ten miles east of it. Al-

though the mountain-side was
bare and stony, and there was
an absence of all animal life

and vegetation, yet the sur-

roundings were not without a

certain grandeur. In many
places we had to dismount,
so rough and steep was the

road
;
but after four hours of

climbing we reached the sum-

mit, and were rewarded with

a glorious view. Southwards
stretched the great mountain

range down to the Yemen,
while eastwards we gazed on
the rolling uplands, lightly

wooded, of the Nejd, the coun-

try of Bin Saud.

We were now at a height of
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some 5000 feet above sea-

level, and as the sun slowly
sank we were glad to put on

woollen waistcoats and "
Brit-

ish warms." A couple of hours

along a beaten track, through

light scrub and bush, brought
us to the country villa of the

Sherif of Taif. It was quite
dark when we arrived, very
cold and stiff. We were asked

into the guest-chamber a fine

apartment, its floor covered

with priceless Persian carpets,

and round the walls cushions

and pillows. Courteously our

host turned to us, and embrac-

ing us on each cheek prayed
Allah to bless us, and mur-

mured the graceful compli-
ment that we were now in our

own home. For an hour we
sat in that room drinking coffee

and highly-sugared tea, and

smoking, while we watched an
Eastern scene that centuries

have not changed. The Sherif

had only been absent a day,
but such is the etiquette of

the East, that it behoved all

to pay their respects to him
on his safe return from a

journey. To the threshold of

the door from time to time

came relatives, friends, and
slaves. All removed their slip-

pers and entered the room
the door was open according
to their station. The slaves

came in quickly, bent with

due humility and hastily kissed

the two fingers extended to

them, and as hastily withdrew.

Dependants entered more lei-

surely, and kissed the back of

the Sherif 's hand
; turning

it over, they then kissed the

part between the first finger
and thumb, and withdrew

quietly.
Friends came in, and for

these the Sherif rose, showed a
faint reluctance at having his

hand kissed, and embraced
them on one cheek with mur-
mured salutations. For his

relatives he rose, allowed his

hand to be kissed with seem-

ing reluctance, and then em-
braced them warmly on each

cheek, straining them to his

breast, and murmuring many
and heartfelt wishes for their

long life and happiness.
Late that night we dined,

and then sought our sleeping-

bags and blankets, for it was

very cold.

Next morning we were woken

by a special slave from the

Emir, the King's son, who
waited us at Taif. He greeted
us in the name of his master,
and brought us many kind
wishes. The sun shone through
the window into our room,
but although two hours after

sunrise, it was cold and the air

delicious. We sent back to

the Emir saying we should

move off for our final stage of

five miles into Taif at 10 A.M.

After an excellent breakfast,

accompanied by our host, we
mounted our own horses, which
had been led most of the way,
and started off. Our escort

and the cavalcade accompany-
ing us had reached some pro-

portions by this time, and we
must have been a party of

150, mounted on Arab stal-

lions, mares, camels, mules,
and donkeys. Some of the
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party were having an exceed-

ingly rough ride.

Two miles from Taif we
were met by the Emir Abdullah,
the King's second son, a man
below the medium height, with

a frank and handsome face,

and gifted with the most charm-

ing personality. He was es-

corted by a hundred mounted
Bedouins. After a very cor-

dial welcome and several pre-
sentations of local notables,
we moved on en masse, and

turning round the base of a

low hill came on the walled

town of Taif. Outside the

walls were the King's palaces
of Shubra. One had been
built by his uncle, a few years
before the war, while the other

was of a later date.

The first view of them amazed

us, for here, in the midst of a

barren and stony desolation,
with an arid plain on one side

sloping towards the Nejd, and
on the other a mountain range
sombre from base to brow,
stood two gleaming palaces,

six stories in height, approached

by marble steps.

Hastily dismounting at the

threshold of the palace, we
were met by Emir Ali, the

King's eldest son. He led us

with great cordiality into the

council-chamber, a room richly

furnished with wondrous car-

pets and broad divans.

Here for long we exchanged
mutual compliments, and
thanked our hosts for their

gracious welcome and hospi-

tality en route.

Noticing the telephone on

the wall strange incongruity

in an Arabian town the Agent
asked leave to telephone to

the King at Mecca. This was

eagerly given, and the King
was soon speaking on the

'phone. He would listen to

no thanks, and only reiterated

his pleasure in the honour
that had been done him by
our visit. However, he seemed

delighted when Taif was com-

pared to a town in Switzerland

in climate it certainly was

very similar.

After this little conversation

we were conducted by the

Emir to the wing of the palace
reserved for us.

Ascending to the third floor

by a stone staircase, we were

ushered through heavy wooden
doors down a passage into an

entrance-hall, and through the

hall into a room of noble

proportions, with a second room

opening out from it. In this

latter room were bedsteads.

In the former there was a

great oval-shaped table, and
round the wall modern arm-

chairs with washable chintz

covers.

There were six deep em-

brasures, each raised two feet

above the floor level and with

a low settee, in which were

placed the windows
;

from

them one commanded a glori-

ous view far away to the

south and east. On the walls

were great mirrors, set in

mother-of-pearl frames. There

were numerous small tables for

coffee-cups and ash-trays.

Opening from one side of

the passage between the outer

door and inner hall was the
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bathroom, which consisted of

two rooms, an outer disrobing
room and the actual bathroom.

Pipes were laid from a cistern,

so that a tap turned on water,
which was heated by a wood
fire made in a brick oven
under the cistern. There was
no bath. One washed from the

tap, standing on a stone floor

which sloped towards one cor-

ner, where it was drained off

through another pipe.

Opening from the other side

were two rooms. In one were

kept the clay receptacles con-

taining the drinking and wash-

ing water, and the other was
a place of convenience, in

which there was also a tap
with water laid on from the

cistern. Above were the kit-

chens, while below there were
similar suites, less richly fur-

nished, for the Agent's staff.

After inspecting our quar-
ters and expressing suitable

thanks, we were taken into the

garden. If the palaces amazed

us, the gardens bewildered us,
for through a gate in a high
mud wall one passed from a

stony and sandy courtyard
into a garden of wondrous

beauty.

By the side of a marble-

walled pool, in which goldfish
swam idly to and fro, we stood

and gazed on the rich profu-
sion of that garden. Here were
the gorgeous bougainvillea, fig-

trees, pomegranate, orange,
lemon and quince, rows of

vines, peaches, apricots, with
roses everywhere ;

while around
us stood the Emirs in their

Eastern garments, with gold

daggers in their girdles, sur-

rounded by slaves, jet black

in colour, silent, immobile, in-

scrutable. The ripple of the

water as it flowed down the

canal that dispersed it over

the garden, the blue and cloud-

less sky above, the rich per-

fume, completed a picture
which evoked in wild confu-

sion, chasing through the mind,

thoughts and dreams of the

Eastern days of old, when the

hanging gardens of Babylon
challenged the admiration of

the world.

And then we passed out

again through the gate in the

lofty wall to an arid desola-

tion.

Our host had arranged that

we should live by ourselves,
and our cook would get what

meat, vegetables, fruit, and
other necessaries he might re-

quire from the Emir's kitchens.

This suited us, as the Emirs
had one principal meal a day,

any time between 11 A.M. and
2 P.M., and a light supper.
For fourteen happy days we

stayed at Taif, and a descrip-

tion of one day describes them
all.

In the early morning after

tea had been brought, and one

was enjoying the unwonted

luxury in Arabia of snuggling
in one's sleeping-bag after sun-

rise, entered a slave of the

Emir Abdullah, who presented
the compliments and saluta-

tions of his master, for this

Emir acted as our host. His

brother's headquarters were

really at Medina, and he was

only on a visit to Taif.
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After breakfast the Emir
All was visited and saluted, a
walk round the garden, and
then the Agent would call on
Emir Abdullah, who lived in

the second and more modern

palace. For a couple of hours

all manner of subjects were

discussed, from politics to more
frivolous subjects, for the Emir
was a broad-minded and highly-
educated man. He was inci-

dentally a very fine chess

player. Perhaps a call would
be made on some notable after-

wards, and then lunch. After

this meal an hour was spent

reading, seated on one of the

window seats in the sun enjoy-

ing the wonderful air. About
3.30 P.M. would come the daily
invitation to ride with Emir

Abdullah, and sometimes his

brother accompanied us. Set-

ting out a party of about a

hundred strong, when clear

of the town, the Bedouins gave
displays of horsemanship, riding
short races amongst themselves,
and showing the perfect train-

ing of the horses in various

ways.

Nearly every one was riding
a mare, for the Arab considers

a female, whether horse, camel,
or mule, has far greater endur-

ance than a male. The horses

are generally sold.

The Emir himself never went
out of a walk, so it was rather

a dull affair, but various coun-

try villas were visited, all with

wonderful gardens, although
not as beautiful or as large as

the Eoyal gardens. The party
returned in time for the sunset

prayer. The Emir always took

great pride in showing us all

his dispositions for the attack

on Taif in 1916, when it was

captured from the Turks. He
was in command of the Arab

army.
On our return to the palace

we said good-night, and this

ended the day. After the

damp heat of Jeddah, no words
can describe the glorious luxury
of sleeping in blankets and

feeling cold.

On one afternoon the Emir
held a horse race. Flags were

put up for the winning-post,
and the course was about six

furlongs over a smooth and
level piece of sand. There
were some thirty-five starters.

Very few troubled about a

saddle or even a bridle. Eiding
their horses bare-backed, they

guided them with a stick,

and encouraged them by their

voice. An Arab horse is prac-

tically a domestic animal : he

lives in the tent with his

master.

It was a great race, won by
a length by the Emir's bay
mare Jewel. She was a filly,

grandly proportioned, with a

beautiful head, deep girth, and

great quarters. The second,

however, filled the eye more :

a grand-looking grey mare over

fifteen hands in height, which
is extraordinary for an Arab,
rather long in the back, but
with a most beautiful action

that seemed to eat up the

ground. Her rider never could

get her going, or else was too

tactful to beat the Emir's

favourite mare.

On another day the Sherif
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of Taif dined us at his town Bedouin coat each before leav-

residence inside the walls of ing as a present. They are

Taif. It was a wonderful made of pure wool, and defy
affair. For an hour we sat in the cold and wind. On this

a really beautiful room on night they were indeed wel-

carpets that made the tenth come.

commandment seem a mockery, The house at which we slept

and then, a party of thirty, was built of stones, all fitted

we sat down to dinner. There together without the aid of

were some twenty courses, all mortar, and with a flat roof

exceedingly good once one had polished with cow dung. It

conquered one's dislike to the was wind and rain-proof ,
but we

excessive amount of grease or were very glad of those coats,

native butter used. There were There was a great deal of

all sorts of dishes roast sheep, cultivation, all rain crops, and

pilaff of chickens, hashed meat, the mountain was covered with

curry, and many others but a species of small Scots fir,

about half-way through there while many herbs, such as

was an amazing quince trifle mint and balsam, grew in

which equalled anything that profusion. Our road had passed
a European chef could produce, through several villages, and
If we had not been in a Ma- was the same track along
hommedan country, a few which more than twelve cen-

leagues only from the Holy turies ago the people of Taif

City, we could have sworn had stoned the prophet Ma-
there was just a taste of hommed on his return from

brandy in that trifle
;

but his fruitless errand of prosely-
how could it have been ? How- tism. Their descendants now
ever, it was decided to refer gazed at the prophet's de-

the matter to the jovial Mayor scendant passing by with an
of Jeddah for his opinion on infidel in his train,

our return. We rose early next morning
The Agent had to hurry and dressed in the bitter cold,

back to Jeddah, so after four- for our altitude was now 9000

teen pleasant days we said feet above sea-level. It was

good-bye to Emir Ali, and, some time before the animals

accompanied by the Emir Ab- could be got to move, but

dullah, set out on our return eventually we got off, and in

journey by a different route, a quarter of an hour arrived

We travelled by the Kura at the edge of the mountain,

Pass, twelve miles from Taif. from where the road fell pre-

On the evening of the day of cipitously 5000 feet to the

our departure we stopped for plain, and then gradually sank

the night at a small farmer's to the sea-level,

house, near the summit of the What a view spread itself

pass. The Emir Ali had given before our eyes ! Far distant

the Agent and his party a the Eed Sea was clearly visible,
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while below us the country
lay in outline as from an aero-

plane, the hills guarding the

Holy City a few miles to the

west bathed in an eastern sun.

We stood for a few minutes
lost in admiration of that

superb view
;

then turning to

our Eoyal host we bade him

adieu, with many expressions
of grateful thanks, and began
the precipitous descent of that

rugged pass. One likes to

think of the last view of that

kindly gentleman, our host,
as he stood at the head of the

pass to watch his guests out

of sight. Born of the tribe

and house of the Prophet, had
his lot been cast in some
fairer atmosphere he might
have risen to the seats of the

mighty. In appearance he re-

sembled bluff King Hal, and
in many other respects he was
not dissimilar in character.

Generous and broad-minded,
clever and unselfish, he stood

far above the many princes of

Arabia.

It took us some hours to

reach the bottom of the pass.
In many places one wondered
how the animals stood up ;

while in others the remains of

the paved chausste, built by
Mahomet Ali nearly a century

ago, afforded, by reason of its

slippery surface, an even more

precarious foothold. The great

Egyptian potentate had con-

structed the paved road up
the pass to deal with the

Wahabis, but time had worn

ftway the greater part, and left

the remainder more an obstacle

than a help.

A short rest at the foot of

the pass and the party moved
on, accompanied by the Sherif

of Taif. Towards sunset we

passed the Mount of Ararat

(the mountain of knowledge),
so called because Arab tradi-

tion has it that Adam met

again Eve at this mountain.

After falling out of Paradise,
Eve fell in Arabia and Adam
in Ceylon. Two hundred years

passed by before the angel
Gabriel took compassion on

them, and transported Adam
to Arabia, where he met Eve
at the above-mentioned moun-
tain. The tomb of Eve is

to-day at Jeddah, which is an
Arabic word signifying

"
an-

cestress," or
"
grandmother."

At this mountain the high
official from Mecca took leave,

and went on direct to the Holy
City, while we moved in a

north - westerly direction to

avoid it. Just before it was
dark we passed close to Mt. el

Nur, or mountain of the light,

for it was here in solitude

that the great Prophet passed

many days in silent meditation

before he proclaimed to Arabia

his mission.

It was after nine before we
halted that night at a well on

an open plateau with a full

moon. The night was still

and clear, around us the moun-

tains, and like some silvery

streak the wadi bed stretched

away towards the Holy City,

nine miles distant. What
memories, what visions on that

night and in those surround-

ings were conjured up before

our eyes ! the last journey of
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the Prophet from Medina, the

submission of the Holy City
and its conversion to Islam -

ism
;
and while we stood and

dreamed, a few Bedouin came
down stealthily to the well and
filled their skins in the self-

same way as their ancestors

had filled them for countless

years beyond the reckoning
of man.
Next morning we woke to

find ourselves a few yards

only from the pillars that

marked the boundaries of the

sacred circle around Mecca,
where pilgrims must assume
the pilgrim robe, and infidels

may not pass.
The Sherif of Taif now took

leave of us and went on into

Mecca, since the Sherif of the

Harb, who had escorted us

from Jeddah, was waiting here

to conduct us back again.
We pushed on all that day
back over our old road, and

slept near the Eoyal farm
close to Bahrah. We learnt

on the following morning as

we breakfasted at the farm
that the King had just

passed through on his way
to Jeddah.
At midday we set out, ex-

periencing again the torrid heat
of a noonday sun, and rode
on through Bahrah till we
reached at sunset the little

col some ten miles east of

Jeddah, where was the pil-

grims' coffee-house. We rested

awhile here before setting out
on our final stage. It was

nearly ten before, close to Jed-

dah, we met a party who came
to offer the King's greeting
and prayer for our safe return.

We thanked them, and they
joined us and rode on with
our small cavalcade. A few
minutes afterwards we passed
under the portals of the Mecca

gate to the clash of arms as

the guard turned out and the

barbaric rendering of the sweet-

est tune on earth. God save
him !
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THE PEKEGRINATIONS OF AN OFFICER'S WIFE.

"
I AM ready, O Lord, when

thou callest, but let me rest

a little first."

I cannot remember where,
or in what country, or on whose

tomb, I saw the above epitaph,
but I am absolutely certain it

must mark the grave of some
officer's wife. They lie, at

rest, in many lands, and no
one else could have thought
of an inscription so completely

appropriate, or could have felt

so very tired of moving.
My idea of heaven is a place

where there is no packing or

unpacking. Nothing else, no
other description of a future

life, would appeal to me at all.

No packing, no passports, no
inoculations necessary and to

stay there for ever, that would
be heaven indeed. Wherever
I go I want to stay and never
move again. For fourteen years
I have wandered about Europe,

Asia, and Africa. Another
four or five years, I suppose,
and then a small house, a
small motor, and a still smaller

income. Will it be possible
to find a place not already
filled to overflowing with re-

tired generals and colonels.

Even in France the pensioned
of the British Army have
settled in thousands, mono-

polising every golf links, and

scowling at the unfortunate
French inhabitants, and won-

dering quite audibly, I fear,

why those
" d d foreigners

"

ever started golf.

I cannot imagine what hap-

pens to the retired officers of

the French Army. Do they
die off like flies in winter at

the end of their service ? Or
is it that they in their turn,
driven out of their own coun-

try by the hosts of the British

Army, have invaded another

land which I have not yet
discovered ?

I have seen many retired

German generals and colonels.

There is a large colony, headed

by Sixt von Arnim, living on
the banks of the Ehine, not
far from Cologne, fierce-looking
old men, who daily take their

little dachshunds for walks, the

said little dachshunds being
severely kicked, or roughly
pulled along, when they want
to stop or bark, or, worse still,

wag their little tails at the

English woman on her horse,
an inoffensive member of a
most inoffensive Army of Occu-

pation. Poor little Hun dogs.
I would not like to be even the

dog of a retired and defeated

Prussian general.
I think when we leave the

Army, or the Army leaves us,
we shall withdraw to a spot
I know of in the Western

Highlands, twenty-seven miles

from a railway station, our

only neighbours two magnates
who, both having made enor-
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mous fortunes in the war, will

not bother themselves unduly
with the poor officer at their

gates. I shall fish in the river

that runs beneath the windows
of the house of my dreams.

In spirit I have heard the

sound of that river in many
lands, and some day I shall

hear it again in reality.

Did I say fish ? nay, at first

I shall not even fish, but, sur-

rounded by a horde of dogs of

all shapes, sizes, and breeds,
I shall just sit and look and
listen to the river. The dogs
can hunt rats, as that entails

no exertion on my part, and
but little on the part of the

rats.
" The autumn hues of the

river-banks are the river-banks'

affair," is, I think, a Chinese

proverb, and one which aptly
describes my feelings. I do
not care what happens to any-

thing, be it people or river-

banks, as long as I can have

peace. So I feel now, though
perhaps when I am free I

shall find it impossible to stay
in one place. It is possible,
even probable, that I may not

be able to keep from packing.

Moving and packing have be-

come horrible habits, a part of

my life.

Sometimes when fate has

been kind, and we have been
stationed for a few weeks
once it was a few months in

a pleasant place, I have had
a maid

; but, alas ! we have

always moved on so quickly,
and one move as done in the

Army is usually enough for a
maid. They cannot endure

the perpetual changing and

packing. I cannot endure it

either, but I have to try.

They do not like hotel life, or

the North of England, Ger-

many or Ireland, as the case

may be
;
most likely I do not

like it either. But, then, I

do not belong to a class that

can choose where it will live

or not live. I merely go where
I am sent, and am only thank-

ful when the method of my
going is not too unpleasant or

abrupt, and if I find a mode-

rately sound roof over my head
at the other end. I struggled
between laughter and annoy-
ance when a maid I took out to

India second-class, it is true,

but at vast expense accused

me of having taken her out

steerage. She had some grounds
for thinking this, I must own

;

but had the heads of the august

company on whose smallest

and most uncomfortable ship
we were kindly permitted to

travel, heard her remarks, I

tremble to think what would
have happened. But more of

this company anon. It is not

a subject that any one who
has travelled much to the

East can keep off long ; neither,

unfortunately, can one keep
off their boats.

I was very young and opti-

mistic when I married, and
did not take life calmly, and
I could not understand life

in the Army. I am not sure

that I understand it now, but
I am acquiring, if I have not

completely acquired, that placid

disposition and that total lack

of imagination so necessary
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in an officer's wife. I used to

worry and to make plans
months ahead. This, of course,

spells lunacy in a life where it

is impossible to say where you
will be on the same day the

following week
;

where your
whole life is liable to be

altered at twenty-four hours'

notice
;
when every arrange-

ment week-end to a wedding
is made with the proviso

leave permitting ;
and nowa-

days, with Sinn Fein and

strikes and Poles and plebi-

scites and all the other horrors

of peace, how seldom if ever

does leave permit.
Malta was my first station,

and I started out so light-

heartedly to join my husband.

I do not seem to have done

much else since. My life seems

to have been spent in joining

or endeavouring to join him,
faint but persevering, except
for occasional intervals, when

positively panting from my
exertions to keep pace with

his rapid movements from Asia

to Europe and back again, I

have retired from the unequal

struggle and lived the life of

a civilian at large. My first

journey to Malta had its pleas-

ant moments. I love seeing

new places, but oh ! the dis-

comfort involved in doing so.

The boat from Marseilles to

Malta, a French one, was a

horrid revelation. I shared my
cabin with a French woman
and two babies and a host of

lesser creatures. I woke up
in the night to find these last

advancing methodically to at-

tack me, long columns in single

file, all eyes and ages. I

aroused my companion with a
scream.

"
Mais c'est souvent

comme ca dans les pays chaud,"
was her sole comment. I

rushed to the bathroom, but
the bath was full of grapes,

so, hastily dressing, I fled on
deck. There I forgathered
with a gentleman travelling
in whisky, but who, fortunately
for me, had large quantities
of Keating's Powder. He gal-

lantly came to my rescue
;

without his kindly aid I could

never have faced my husband.

The bride of a month before

to arrive one mass of bites !

As well as lack of imagination,
nerves of iron, perfect health,

and unfailing optimism, one

other qualification is essential

in an officer's wife, and that

is a skin like leather, impervious
to the bites of all the odd in-

sects it is our fate so frequent-

ly to meet. Some people re-

member places for their beauty,
others frankly own that it is

the food they remember best

the prawn curry at the Galle

Face Hotel, Colombo, for in-

stance. I also have pleasant
recollections of those prawns,
but it is the mosquitoes I

remember better. Malta will

be for ever associated in my
mind with Band -flies; India

and Sicily, like Ceylon, with

mosquitoes, known to the sol-

diers for their swiftness, size,

and vigour in attack as Handley
Pages. Another beauty spot
of the world is to me merely
a haunt of creatures never

mentioned |Jby nice writers.

Marseilles is the home of a sort
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of winged ant, keen as a hawk,
and which bites like a tiger.

For, alas ! everything that flies,

hops, or crawls makes its way
to me. The dear old French

captain of the horrid old French
boat completed my discom-
fiture on this occasion. His

parting words in Malta harbour

were,
"
Aurevoir, madam ;

beau-

coup de chance et beaucoup
des enfants." Fortunately for
"

les enfants," the latter part
of his good wishes have not
been fulfilled. A friend of

ours, also a soldier, always
declared that he was never
sure how many children he
had. I took my child to see

them one day. He came into

the nursery, and carefully
counted the children. Then,
turning to his wife, he said

severely,
"
My dear, I am

certain you told me we had

only four children, and there

are five here." I am not sur-

prised at any soldier getting
a little misled. They are too

much away to really know all

their babies by sight.

Malta was amusing for a

time, and full of admirals
;
but

as soon as I had unpacked and

got to know the admirals we
moved on to India. Just
before we left, Winston
Churchill came out on a visit

to the island. It is always
difficult to keep pace with his

ministerial positions, but I

think he must have had some-

thing to do with the Navy
then at least, there was great

activity on the part of the

Navy and all the young offi-

cers on the cruiser which was

deputed to take him about
were convinced that their for-

tunes would be made did he

but take a fancy to them
;

while the Army, on the other

hand, showed complete apathy.
Years later, when I met

Mr Churchill again, it was on
the Ehine. It was then the

Army's turn, and miles of red

carpet were laid down, and we

spread ourselves with the car-

pet in our efforts to please him.

My share was a long, hot,
and boring afternoon on the

river, when, dressed in my
best, I sat limply on the deck,
while the hero of the occasion

slept peacefully at the other

end of the boat. I may be

libelling him, but in spite of

these efforts, it was suspiciously
soon after his visit that the

order came out :

" No ladies

in Government cars
;
no ladies

on Government horses."

At Malta I had my first ex-

perience of seniority a horrid

awakening. Just before we
left the island an order was
issued that only the four senior

dogs of the regiment would be

allowed to embark on the

transport that was to take us

to India. My beloved Boger,
a Maltese bulldog, named after

an officer she closely resembled,
must be left behind with many,
many others. This awful news
was broken to me by our

soldier servant, known as the

Ogre, otherwise Private Hen-
shaw. He was a taciturn

person, devoted to my husband.
"
This is a rum go, sir, you

getting married," was his only
comment on his master marry-
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ing me. At first he treated

me with distant civility. But
we had been drawn together

by our mutual love of Boger.
I was in my room, and Boger
lay on the bed, covered with

a newspaper to keep the flies

off, when the Ogre walked

gloomily in and sat down on
the bed beside her. Obviously
this was not the time for

ceremony, so I sat on the

bed too. We discussed ways
and means of evading the

order. We counted up the

senior officers who had dogs.
No hope there. My husband,
and therefore Boger, was at

least ninth on the list.

In the end the Ogre opined
I had best leave it to him. I

had great faith in him, as I

have in every British soldier.

I said it might have been

worse : it might well have

been that only the four senior

wives in the regiment were to

go. But possibly in his eyes
this would not have been such

a calamity. I am sure he would

more readily have left me
behind than Boger.
The fatal day arrived. The

three dogs belonging to the

three senior officers of the

regiment and the band dog
this last as a concession to

the men were officially and

openly marched on board
;
but

the next day, when well out

to sea, at least forty others

turned up from all corners of

the ship, and among these

Boger. The Colonel could not

very well have them thrown

overboard, though I am sure

he longed to, so they proceeded

in triumph to India. I asked

the Ogre no questions.
" Those

that asks no questions don't

get told no lies
"

is a very
useful thing to remember when

dealing with soldiers. Dear

Ogre, he is now driving a tram
in Manchester, and if I ever

go to Manchester again, noth-

ing would induce me to go on

any tram but his. That was
a dreadful voyage. We had
the lunatics' cabin, a small

dark spot, with heavily-barred

portholes looking out on the

troop deck. The men there

used to hoist themselves up
by the bars and sit in the

porthole. I spent most of

my time poking them down
from inside the cabin. Their

language when they received

a dig in the back was awful
;

doubtless they thought it was
a lunatic assaulting them. To
add to the gloom, just off

Aden the baby daughter of

an officer died, and was buried

at sea a few hours later. I

shall never forget the funeral
;

the extraordinary silence and
hush as the engines stopped.
The great ship lay quiet and
still on the oily swell, the

only sound the lapping of the

water against her sides. The

regiment paraded ;
the Padre

read the beautiful words of

the burial service for those

who die at sea. The buglers
sounded the "Last Post," the

tiny coffin was lowered into

the shark-infested sea, and the

ship went on, leaving behind
"
Elisabeth."

I soon found that every-

thing goes by seniority on a
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troop-ship cabin, bath, chairs

on deck. I hope it may be a

case of every dog having its

day, but I have a horrid

feeling that now I, myself,
am a senior officer's wife I

shall somehow be done out

of the best cabin if ever I

travel on a trooper again.
At least, I am sure no one
will ever give up the bath
to me. The old type of

colonel's wife no longer exists
;

we had one who ran, or tried

to run, everything in the regi-

ment, from the price of beer

in the canteen to the length
of my skirts, which she de-

clared were too short. The

colonel, on the other hand,
said they were not short enough.
I could not please them both,
so I decided to please the

colonel, and incidentally my-
self. One thing I have to be
thankful for, and that is that

I never travelled on a trooper
with a baby under eight months
old. The regiments do not

recognise such things. Should
a shipwreck occur the baby
may be tied to its mother.

This is allowed in fact, ordered

but though the mother is

allowed a biscuit a day and

water, and the older children

half a biscuit and less water,
the baby must starve. The
War Office probably consider

that Nature should provide in

the good old-fashioned way.
On arrival in India, I found

that some friends, already in

the station, had secured for

us the only available bungalow.
Horror of horrors ! the colonel's

wife had to live in a tent.

According to seniority, I doubt
if we were even eligible for a

tent, and we probably ought
to have shared the dog-kennel
with Boger. Alas ! poor Boger,
she died of fever in India.

Later on, when our regi-

ment was stationed at the

hottest spot in India, our

bungalow was so infested with

rats and wild cats that we
had to look for another dog.
One evening I met an old

friend at a dinner party and
told him I wanted a dog.
He said at once he would give
me one. The dinner had been

excellent, and I was in that

easily-pleased mood when^one
dog would do as well as an-

other. So I rashly did not

inquire the breed or sex of the

proffered gift, and accepted it

gladly. The next day duly
arrived a large pink-and-white
animal more pink than white

a sort of bull-terrier, by
name Lulu. Darling Lulu !

We soon got over the shock of

her first appearance. To us

she became, and will ever be

remembered as, the most per-
fect of her kind. When we
went up to the hills the regi-

mental dhurzee made her a

little scarlet coat as a pro-
tection against the cold nights.
In this, I must own, she bore

a most striking resemblance

to an organ-grinder's monkey.
Her brother, named Towjer
visitors to India will recog-
nise the native effort to pro-
nounce a well-known English
name also accompanied us to

the hills. He was more dis-

tinguished-looking, but never
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BO sweet as Lulu. They kept

away the rats and cats in the

plains, and the jackals and
callers in the hills. Not that

many of the latter worried

me. We were seven miles

from anywhere seventy miles

from a railway station, as a

matter of fact- and, anyhow,
there was no proper path to

our tents. Stray callers had to

scramble down the mountain-

side, and having arrived and
dived under the multitude of

ropes that fastened our tents

to the rocks, were nearly
knocked down by two bound-

ing barking dogs. Of course,
had they known it, it was

merely welcome. But if the

visitors were of the female

persuasion, they usually did

not come again. A few men,
however, did brave the barrage
of ropes and dogs. Among
them was a captain in the

Sussex Eegiment, who after-

wards became so well known
as the Colonel Leachman of

Mesopotamian fame. Admired

by every officer who fought in

the East as a gallant and in-

trepid explorer, he had, long
before the war, spent his leaves

from India wandering about

Mesopotamia disguised as an
Arab. He became in that

then little-known country what
Colonel Lawrence afterwards

was in Palestine.

Colonel Leachman laid down
his life for his country ;

he

was treacherously murdered by
Arabs shortly after the war.

When the rains started, life

was not so pleasant on our

mountain-side. Nothing was
ever dry, and the tents leaked

horribly. We had boarded

floors, raised about two feet

from the ground. Under this

a torrent raged, and all the

debris from the bank above
was washed down under our

tents mostly bones and old

tins. The rain poured solemnly
down inside the tent as well as

outside. I thought of my baby
whom we had sent home to

England, and concluded it was
time to join her again. Never-

theless, I left my leaking tents

and the sodden hillsides with

many regrets. And I had a

presentiment that my soldier-

ing days were over for many
weary years, and that I was
to long for those soldier friends

with bitter longing and in

vain.

n.

The Arabs have a proverb
that

"
travel is part of hell-

fire." I would not go quite as

far as that, but I do thorough-

ly agree with the other Arab

saying,
"
Better the groans of

the camels than the prayers of

the fishes." A journey across

India in the hot weather is

not an experience I should

care to repeat, especially as

I was nearly blown up on the

way. The train was stand-

ing in a small station, when

suddenly there was a terrific

explosion. My compartment
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seemed surrounded by a sheet

of flame. I waited for nothing.

Springing up, I dashed down
the platform. Later, when the

flames were extinguished it

was merely a native porter

who, smelling gas, had gone
to investigate, light in hand,
the cause of the smell I be-

came dismally conscious that

an airy nightgown and bare

feet are not the most suitable

costume for a midnight walk
on a gravel platform. But these

little inconveniences were noth-

ing to the next five days on the

Indian Ocean in the teeth of

the monsoon. My heart sank
when I saw the boat. She did

look small, and the sea, even
in Bombay harbour, so big.

However, I steeled myself to

endure four days, the usual

run from Bombay to Aden.

Alas ! on the evening of the

third day, when I said feebly
to the stewardess that I should

be better to-morrow when we
reached Aden, she replied that

in the monsoon the voyage
always took twenty-four to

thirty-six hours longer. I re-

signed myself to my fate, there

being nothing else to do. I

knew there was no hope of

the sea going down before we
reached Aden, On other voy-

ages on other oceans there is

always hope. The sea may
get smoother, though when I

am on board it seldom if ever

does. But in the monsoon in

the Indian Ocean it just gets

rougher and rougher.
This particular voyage was

also unbearably hot as well as

unbearably rough. The ship

was very empty, so I had a

cabin in fact, several cabins

to myself, and after the first

days, I simply revelled in the

luxury of it, and strewed my
luggage all over the place.

I believe there are Lines

but their ships do not go
to the East which provide
cabins that you can turn round

in comfortably, cabins with a

cupboard, several drawers, and
a washstand to yourself. I

have even heard rumours of

a real bed. But the illustrious

Line on which, from time to

time, I humbly pray for a

passage does not go in for

luxuries of this sort. Until

this voyage, and ever since,

I have always been three in

a cabin and two at a wash-

stand.

There was an American on

board who, I imagine, had
travelled on those other boats

that I have only heard rumours
of. He described our rat-

ridden floating palace as the
" God darndest little hog-pen

"

he had ever set eyes on. He
was muttering to himself in

the passage outside my cabin

alleyway is, I believe, the

correct nautical expression
but even an American mutter

carries far. This one put

vividly in a few words exactly
what I had thought for so

long, but had lacked the words

to describe. She was a God
darned little hog-pen, and I

hated her.

I had plenty of time for

thinking on this voyage, and
I thought of all the types I

had met in India. I had an
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uncle who was an important
official, not a soldier, and at

his house I met various in-

teresting people, varying from
the late Amir of Afghanistan
to a certain well-known German
prince. I really do not know
which was the most uncouth.

The Amir much appreciated
the English ladies he met. He
was followed by an attendant
who carried bags of money and

jewels. If the Amir liked you,
he gave you one gold coin

;
if

he liked you very much, he

gave you two gold coins. If,

on further acquaintance, you
pleased him still more, a hand-
some present of jewellery was

produced. He never even gave
me one coin. My relations

said it was a compliment not
to be admired by His High-
ness, but I did not look at it

in this light. However, I tried

to think it was because I was
thin : I am sure his own ladies

were fat. I had no more
success with our next visitor,

the prince. He looked, as he
felt probably, extremely bored.

I felt the same
;

but at least

I had the good manners not
to look it, even though con-

demned to sit next to him at

dinner, and to make laboured

conversation for two solid hours

afterwards while the others

played bridge. The next day
I went round the city with him
on an elephant an animal I

loathe. I hate the awful mo-
ments of uncertainty when the

beast kneels for you to get on
or off. I never can remember
which end goes down first,

and it is always the end you

do not expect, and towards
which you are leaning. I only

hoped H.E.H. disliked that

morning as much as I did, and
felt as sick. He looked it,

I suppose that is why I thought
of him during the monsoon.
But there was one person in

India I always loved watching
and talking to, and that was
the British soldier. The only
drawback is that I cannot
think or write now of those

particular soldiers without a

lump in my throat and tears

in my eyes. But on that

voyage the world was still

peaceful, and I thought much
of the men and their dogs, and
all the funny odd things that

had happened, and laughed
in spite of the sea. Later

these same men performed the

deed described as the finest

feat of arms the world has ever

known. I do not think that

there can be more than two
hundred of them alive now,
and how many of that two
hundred broken and maimed !

How can I see them except

through a mist of tears ? I

thought of them again yester-

day, when once more in the

East I went to a cricket

match at which were present
various Labour members of

Parliament. One of them asked
what the match was. He was
told the names of the regi-

ments. "
Ah, all officers, I

suppose." On the contrary,
there were, as usual, more men
than officers playing ;

but when
told this, he remarked,

" We
must thank the war for that."

Did he really think this ? Had
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he no idea of the traditions of

the British Army, and of the

comradeship in sport, which

helped to carry it to victory
before the German Empire was
ever thought of ?

Even I did my little share.

Many are the weary hours I

spent watching football and

hockey matches, trying to show
that I too was interested in

their games. I know that

volumes have been written of

the British soldiers, particu-

larly during the war. In peace
time he is apt to be overlooked

and forgotten, even by Labour
members of Parliament.

There were times, of course,

when I hated soldiers, such

as on my previous voyage
out to India on a trooper,
when they would play that

detestable card game known
as

" House "
all day and most

of the night, so it seemed to

me. From the deck outside

my dark stuffy little cabin

bed rang out those monotonous
cries :

"
Top of the 'ouse,

'oo says a card f Legs eleven.

Kelly's eye." I never grasped
the meaning of those weird

sounds. I only knew I hated

the players and the noise they
made.

I always had one great bond
in common with the men :

that was a love of dogs.

Every North-country man owns
a dog, and our regiment was
no exception. We held regi-

mental dog shows that would
have made the hair of a

fashionable dog-fancier in Eng-
land stand on end. I doubt

whether the most eminent

judges at home could have
decided the classes or breeds

of some of the dogs shown.

Headed by myself, leading Lulu

in her red coat, the classes

solemnly paraded before the

bewildered judges. Indeed,
those same judges had a diffi-

cult task, and in one case I

remember they gave up the

unequal struggle, and the

owners in one particular class

drew lots for the order of

prizes. But no priceless pekin-
ese was ever more carefully

brushed, washed, and cared

for than these soldier's pets.

I soon learned not to admire
them too openly ; for, having
once rashly admired a fat

puppy, which bore some faint

resemblance to a spaniel, the

next day, with an enormous
blue ribbon round its neck, it

arrived as a gift. My heart

sank a little as I effusively

accepted it. Its name was

Flossie. Doubtless so named
after some lady friend at home.

There was also a regular
function called a stick-and-dog

parade. Clothed anyhow,
groups of men, accompanied

by one or more dogs, generally

more, paraded. They hunted

jackals, wild cats, anything

they came across, and eventu-

ally met miles away at some

given spot. It kept the men
wonderfully fit, and they en-

joyed it. So did I. Like all

North-country men, they were

great walkers, and like all

North-country men, too, they
were absolutely imperturbable
and happy-go-lucky to a degree
almost unbelievable.
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One day, when rabies was

very bad in the district, I

met a man carrying a small

dog. I asked what was the

matter with it. To my horror

he replied :

" She has got a

touch of rabies, I think, and
I am taking her home." I

fled. I can see him now swing-

ing along with that peculiar
bent appearance common to

all who work in the mines,

going over the ground at a

great pace, but not fast enough
for me. I did not breathe

again till there was a safe

distance between me and the
" touch of rabies."

Tourists frequently judge
India from the verandah of

the Yacht Club, Bombay. "The

outposts of the Empire,"
" Our

far-flung battle line," &c., &c.,
are apt for them to begin and
end at this famous club, or at

Shepheard's Hotel, Cairo, or

other such delectable spots,

with a dash of sight-seeing
thrown in. Perhaps I see all

these places from too much
the other point of view that of

the soldier's wife. For instance,
I read a book the other day
by a very well-known writer.

Every word which he writes

I immediately read over and
over again. But in this case

he wrote of a tour in India,
and in the book there is not

one mention from beginning
to end of the British soldier,

who conquered India for us

and who holds it. And to me
at least, no book on India,
either long or short, is com-

plete without a tribute to these

men.

A highly-placed Indian offi-

cial once said at a dinner

party in Cairo that he quite

agreed about the good work

England had done in Egypt,
but he thought the transforma-

tion of Egypt had been brought
about by one man, to whom
all credit was due, and whose
name was known to all, Tommy
Atkins. If this was true of

Egypt, surely it has been more
than true of India for the last

150 years.
India will be for me for

ever peopled with the hosts

of many khaki-clad figures
such very unheroic figures, in

funny wide "
shorts," the

greater the nut in the regi-

ment the shorter the shorts.

They were miners and mill

hands mostly, and so I own
that in all the industrial un-

rest we are passing through

now, my sympathies are largely
with the miners, for the sake

of those I knew and loved so

well. The wonderful cities and

buildings of India in all their

strangely marvellous beauty
can leave no one unmoved.
But the snows, the flowers,

the glorious sunsets, the sun-

rises in the jungle, were my
delight.

" Dawn upon the wide world broke,
And the sun's warm rays awoke,

Scattering o'er the cloudy sky
Hues of rich variety :

Such bright tinting as illumes

With its rays the peacock's plumes,
And the parrot's feathers bright."

These are the things I love

to think of now; these are

my ghosts. But gentiment is

not permissible in an officer's
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wife. Poetry is also out for our next move. Will it

of place. Bather let me go be the East or West, I

and pack, and make ready wonder ?

in.

Our first station in England
was a town in the north, com-

pletely surrounded by mines,

mills, and chemical factories.

We were better off, for all that,
than a neighbouring town,
where the entire place was
tinted blue from the dye-works.
Blue houses, blue streets, blue

puddles, blue rain. We merely
lived in neutral grey atmos-

phere. The only break in the

dirt was the musketry courses,
which took place two or three

times a year, and were held

at a seaside town not far away.
At this place was situated a

thriving cod -liver -oil factory.
I can smell it now. My first

night at the hotel I complained

bitterly of the drains. I soon

learnt better. I found the

residents were rather proud of

the smell. We were to be
three years in this station. It

shows how young I still was,
and how comparatively little

packing I had yet done, I

had only so far been twice to

India, and to three places in

that country in two years,
that I actually grumbled at

the prospect of being three

years in this station. Why,
now, if I heard that we
were to be stationed at the

bottom of a coal-pit, instead

of the top of one, for

such a lovely long time, I

should be filled with gratitude*

But I was young and fresh

then.

I started house-hunting with

enthusiasm. I was very anx-

ious to have a garden. But
as the leaves only appeared
on the trees at the end of May
and fell again at the end of

July the chemicals again it

would not have been very much
use having one. We had con-

siderable difficulty in finding
a house. In those days soldiers

were not very popular. And
when at last I did find

"
a

desirable red brick semi-de-

tached villa residence," the

landlord firmly closed the door
in my face, saying that he

preferred to leave his house
unlet than to let it to soldiers.

I wonder how many sons that

same landlord gave to his

country and the Army in the

late war ? All that were any-
where near the military age, I

have little doubt. We event-

ually moved into a turreted

residence, also semi-detached,
but very stylish. It was so

thin and badly built that the

wind came through the walls

as well as under the doors,
and the carpets waved up and
down on the floors in a gale.

In my inexperienced haste,
when I took the house I had
not noticed that it was several

feet below the level of a large
reservoir which was just across
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the road. One morning I

noticed the strange dewy look

of the carpet. I put my hand
down to it, It was wringing
wet. On going down to the

cellars, I found they contained

at least a foot of water. But

apparently I thrive in the

damp ;
at least, wet tents and

wet houses constantly appear
to be my fate. I hated the

whole place. In those days
I did not understand North -

country people. I was taken

aback when my cook shook

hands with me on her arrival,

and positively startled when
the tram conductor seized my
arm in the tram, and pointed
out to me in an awed voice

the centre forward of the local

football team. I know better

now, and should be proud, as

that conductor was, to be in

the same tram as such a hero

and, of course, I too should

tell every one who he was.

We had not got a motor,
and even with one it took

nearly two hours to get clear

of the tram lines. You merely

got out of one town into some-

thing worse, such as the blue

place. I have never been quite
so miserable anywhere, except
the five months that, years

later, I spent in Ireland. I

could not keep clean. Every-

thing was black and dirty.

Not like London, but damp
sticky black that would not

come off. I could not get used

to it. Then the awful fogs
that came so frequently in the

winter, when one really felt

that one could not breathe,
and the house looked as if

the sweep had been in every
room.

This was not my idea of the

life an officer's wife should

lead. Where was the gay
garrison town I had antici-

pated ? This murky atmos-

phere and perpetual gloom and
dulness were a poor substi-

tute. I was not at all a social

success. It never entered my
head that any one could really

like living in such a place,

and I commiserated with the

residents openly. They were,

naturally, very far from appre-

ciating my sympathy. They
liked their town, and never

seemed to go away. When
their daughters married, the

husbands took, or built, a

house near, and they lived,

little groups of relations, as

near to each other as they
could get. Most of them were

very rich and had lovely houses.

I, the poor wandering Ishmael-

ite, was always conducted all

over these, and shown every

detail, from the new bath-

room to the butler's bedroom.
There was one old gentleman

I met at dinner who had a

beautiful sable coat, which he

told me had cost him two
thousand guineas. He also

told me with pride that by
walking the last half-mile he

had saved a halfpenny on his

tram fare.

There was another old man,
also extremely rich, who told me
confidentially that he had only
one trouble in life.

" What
is it ?

"
I said.

"
Perspiration,"

he replied gloomily. What
was I to say ? I choked with
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laughter as I managed to mur-
imir : "Is that all ? How
lucky !

"

My husband has a delightful
old cousin who lives in the

heart of one of the largest
and dirtiest towns in the North.

When he inherited the house

fifty years ago it was more or

less in the country, but the

town has grown up round him.

He will not move. He will

not allow a tree to be cut

down, so, at least, he cannot
see what has happened at his

very gates. He has his few

fields, his cows, his dairy,
his greenhouses, his laundry :

a little estate in the heart of

the busy town. They have
even mined under his house,
but he will not go. He gives,
or gave, huge parties for the

Grand National. We motored
to the course, where a coach
waited for us. But he loathed

motors, and never went him-

self, just as he never used the

beautiful bathroom he had

built, but took a tub in his

room. That was good enough
for his father, and so was good
enough for him. He disliked

change or progress in any
form. The North is a curious

mixture. Surely the most go-

ahead, quick business men in

the world. Yet here and there

you meet an old gentleman
like this, one of the real

old school such as I have
never met in any other coun-

try. My husband had other

relations also, two old ladies,

who had a beautiful place still

further North. They died only
in the early years of the present

century. Yet they had never

been in a railway train. The

travelling coach they used for

their journeys, as good as the

day they bought it, still stands

in the stables. Nothing would
induce them to travel by any
other means. In many ways
the North, in spite of the

Socialism and independence of

the majority of its people, is

more conservative, more feudal

even, than any other part of

England. I am certain that

no South-country peer has the

great influence that Lord Derby
or Lord Crawford has in the

North. I remember a crowded

political meeting, at which all

the large number of miners

present greeted Lord Craw-

ford, then Lord Balcarres, with

shouts of
" Cheer up, Charley."

But he did what he liked with

them, whether they realised it

or not. Just as the two old

ladies I spoke of ruled the

countryside with a rod of iron

in the last century.
There was only one big

strike while we were in the

North, which was lucky. Of
all duties of the soldier in

England, strike duty must be
the most unpleasant. The rail-

ways were the cause of the

trouble this time. One night
about 2 A.M. the telephone
went. My husband answered
it. He was to proceed at once

with fifty men to a police
station twelve miles away.
There he wouldJfget further

instructions. In a fearful thun-

derstorm, and in pitch dark-

ness except for the lightning

flashes, he drearily started for
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the barracks some miles away
to collect his men. I put my
head under the bed-clothes.

I hate thunderstorms. And I

wondered for the fiftieth time

why any one marries a soldier.

I saw and heard no more
of my husband for three days.
Then he returned, indescrib-

ably dirty, after an unnerving
time spent at some railway

workshops, endeavouring for-

tunately with success to re-

strain fifty bored British sol-

diers from firing on all and

sundry who approached the

building, the same soldiers

being quite oblivious of the

fact that, as they were nearly
all recruited locally, it was
more than likely that some of

their own relations would be

among the casualties, should

any occur. The sergeant, whose
home was within a stone's-

throw of the building, was

especially keen to get to work.

He spent his time selecting va-

rious spots whence a machine-

gun would do the most execu-

tion. Fortunately for my hus-

band, the strike was quickly
over. Had any shots been
fired he would have had to bear

all the blame.

Two of the most lurid days
of my life were those in which
we took the married families to

the seaside. Once a year this

awful performance takes place,
and some hundred men, women,
and children are given a day
out. I said seaside. But on
the first occasion we selected

Southport. There was no sign
of any sea at Southport, not

even on the horizon. However,
there were other

"
attractions."

I went down the water-chute
fifteen times. I sat on a sort of

ostrich on the merry-go-round
till I was giddy, deaf, and
blind. In company with two
or three perspiring sticky chil-

dren I even tried the swing-
boats. But at tea I dis-

graced myself for ever. Seeing
dozens of waiting cups, I seized

a large jug of what looked
like milk, and filled them all.

It was the cream that was

being kept for the strawberries.

We had been in the train

some twenty minutes on our

homeward journey, when one

warrior, the owner of the largest

family, discovered that his wife

and seven children had been
left behind. He must have
somehow forgotten them . With

great presence of mind he

pulled the communication-cord.
The train stopped. The noise

and argument that followed I

have only once heard equalled.
That was in Ireland, when the

engine - driver was arguing
whether he should, or should

not, take on the train, which
had just been boarded by an
armed party of Irish Con-

stabulary. Just as the Irish

driver then refused to go on,
this one refused to go back.

There was no later train. Did
I not say it was an all-day
excursion ? We left the seven

to their fate. Perhaps they
are there still.

The following year we went
to Blackpool, a truly marvel-

lous place. And there was the
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sea, also a zoo, a hundred

side-shows, and dancing in a

ballroom which is said to have
the finest floor in England.
All this for sixpence. This

day passed off without inci-

dent. I was not allowed to

help at tea, and no one was
lost. Shortly after this our

time in the North was finished,

and with a complexion and
hair several shades darker, and

feeling considerably chastened,
we went on leave, there to

wait our fate, which proved
to be India.

I have not lived in the North

country since that time, but
this year I hope to go up for

the unveiling of the War
Memorial erected by the regi-

ment to its thousands of

dead.

Truly, the North gave freely

and of her best. I, who
used sometimes to laugh at

them, laugh no more. I

can only stand in reverent

and awed silence. The spirit

of the North contains the

very essence of the spirit of

England.

(To be concluded.)
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"BOW AND ADOKE."

BY EDMUND CANDLER.

THE spirit of independence
has never been allowed to

thrive indigenously in the East
;

where it occurs, it is a'
:

Western

product. In the beginning pro-

bably pomp and magnificence
in the despot were necessary

agents of self - preservation.

Then, as now, the Oriental

could be commanded only by
a display of power. The jolly
monarch of the old King Cole

type, who hobnobbed with his

subjects, would not have sur-

vived a week. The will and

power to raise up or strike

down must be manifest, even
if exercised by caprice. The
material insignia of wealth and
resources apes, ivory, and pea-

cocks, men-at-arms, hunters,

eunuchs, multitudes of slaves,

elephants, horses, camels, lions,

as well as the ghostly supports
of religion and superstition
must be visible to impress and
overawe. An atmosphere of

magnificence must be created,
in which adoration becomes
instinctive. Symbols of de-

pendence must be multiplied
until the assertion of self be-

comes a blasphemy, and the

subject feels as a grain of chaff

that may be blown aside at

the sovereign will. He owes
his preservation to his minute-

ness alone : if he is ennobled
he stands more in awe, for

the taller the head the more

likely it is to be lopped off,

like an outstanding thistle in

a field of corn. Uncles, brothers,

nephews who have stood in

the path of the royal succes-

sion have gone that way. The
monarch is safe when the cour-

tier feels as small as a poet in

front of a great mountain-

range at dawn.
" And when they are all

seated, each in his proper

place, then a great prelate
rises and says with a loud

voice,
' Bow and adore.' And

as soon as he has said this,

the company bow down until

their foreheads touch the earth

in adoration towards the Em-
peror as if he were a god. And
this adoration they repeat four

times, and then go to a highly-
decorated altar, on which is a

vermilion tablet with the name
of the Grand Kaan inscribed

thereon, and a beautiful censer

of gold. So they incense the

tablet and the altar with great

reverence, and then return each

man to his seat."

Thus Marco Polo describes

the reverence paid to the Great

Khan. In another passage, as

though human veneration were

not enough, he tells of a lion

among Kublai's courtiers. The
beast was led into the Em-
peror's presence, and as soon

as it saw him it lay down before

him with every veneration, as

if it acknowledged him for his

lord, and it remained there

lying before him and entirely

unchained. No doubt the Polo
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family, uncle and father and

son, paid their respects to the

Great Khan, prostrating them-
selves with all reverence to

the ground. The three Vene-

tians, though of noble birth,
would not have felt any abase-

ment in the homage, as they
loved the Khan and were proud
to be his liege men, declaring
that he was the wisest and
most accomplished man, the

greatest captain, the best to

govern men and rule an empire,
the most potent as regards
forces and lands and treasure

that existeth in the world or

ever hath existed from the

time of our first father Adam
until this day. The great

Khan, to maintain his state,
had a guard of twelve thousand
horsemen. Marco Polo has

given him exactly the same
escort as Solomon (1 Kings iv.

26) ;
and he was careful to

explain that he kept these
"
not for fear of any man what-

ever, but merely because of

his own exalted rank."

As the spirit of indepen-
dence grew in the West, the

habit of prostration before

Oriental potentates became
more difficult to acquire. In
the thirteenth century the

European, when approaching
the earthly manifestation of

the divinity, could strike his

forehead to the ground with-

out abasement. His reverence,

indeed, as in the case of Marco

Polo, was often quite genuine.
But with the passing of the

Middle Ages the exaction of

these obeisances came to be

regarded as a monopoly of the

Almighty, and it was not so

easy for the vessel of clay to
" assume the God." Never-

theless, nearly five hundred

years after the Polo foreheads

struck the flags of the audience-

chamber at Cambabuc a similar

act of homage was demanded
of the Eussian Ambassador
of Peter the Great at the court

of Pekin. The incident pro-
vided De Quincey with an
ironic theme. In dramatising
the situation he indulged his

hatred of the Chinese and the

sense of personal dignity that

amounted in him to a religion.
" Between you and me, such

old friends," said the Chinese

minister to the Eussian Is-

maeloff was his name "
a

bauble not worth speaking of !

Would you oblige me, when

presented|to the Emperor, by
knocking that handsome head

of yours nine times that is,

you know, three times three

against the floor ? I would
take it very kindly of you ;

and the floor is padded to

prevent contusions." Ismaeloff,

after a little pondering, com-

plied. He did
"
absolutely

consent to elongate himself

on the floor, as if preparing
to take a swim, and then

knock his forehead repeatedly,

as if weary of life, somebody
counting all the while with a

stop-watch, No. 1, No. 2, No.

3, and so on." But he hedged
with his dignity by stipulating

that any Chinaman seeking a

presentation to the Czar should,

in coming to St Petersburg,

go through exactly the same

ceremony. The courtiers of

Pekin accepted this condition

in good faith, no doubt chuck-
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ling Inwardly, for by the laws

of their country they were pre-
vented from going outside the

Emperor's territories. The
Eussian was regarded by the

Chinese as a test case. What
Eussia would do, they argued,
the rest would do

;
but when

it came to the turn of the

English lords, at the end of

the eighteenth century, they
were singularly disappointed.
The British Ambassadors, Lord

Macartney, and afterwards

Lord Amherst, declined to

Tcowtow, but were willing to

make profound obeisances to

the Emperor, provided similar

homage was addressed at the

same time by a high mandarin
to the portrait of George III.

It is an Asiatic instinct,

this assertion of dignity by
the infliction of an indignity,
as when Sapor used the cap-
tive Emperor Valerian as his

mounting-block, and when dead
had him stuffed with straw, to

be placed as a monument of

triumph in one of his Persian

templei. De Quincey traces

the genealogy of the kowtow
as descending to the court of

Susa and Persepolis from the

elder court of Babylon, and
to that from the yet elder

court of Nineveh, and dis-

covers that in the days of

Xerxes and Darius this very

abject form of homage was
extorted from the compatriots
of Miltiades and Themistocles.

He quotes a chorus in the
'

Orestes
'

in which the Persian

form of prostration provides
the poet with a text for much
impassioned and lyrical scorn.

His own characteristic com-

ment is that
" man in his

native grandeur, standing erect,

and with his countenance raised

to the heavens (os homini

sublime dedit, coelumque tueri),

presents a more awful con-

trast to man when passing

through this particular form
of degradation than under any
or all of the other symbols
at any time devised for the

sensuous impression of a ier-

vile condition scourges, ergas-

tula, infibulation, or the neck-

chains or ankle-chains of the

Eoman atriensis."

The miserable expedient re-

sorted to by the ambassadors
at the court of Pekin merited

De Quincey's scorn. In Sir

Alfred Lyall's
'

Theology in

Extremis
' and Sir Francis

Doyle's
' A Private of the

Buffs,' a similar spiritual di-

lemma is introduced, though
on a higher plane. In both

cases the scene is in the East,
and the choice death or servile

submission to the barbarian.

Lyall's hero, though an agnos-

tic, would not recant. Doyle's
Kentish lad, unseduced by the

vision of the cherry orchards

of his home, refused to bow
the knee.

" Let dusky Indians whine and kneel ;

An English lad must die."

We can recall other collisions,

tragic and comic, between
Eastern and Western pride in

which the Oriental despot has

been balked of the homage
that is as dear to him as the

breath of life. Manucci tells

a story of a certain Lord

Bellomont, ambassador of the

exiled Charles II. at the court
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of Shah Abbas at Ispahan,
who refused, on the failure of

his embassy, to make his obei-

sance to the king. Without

any civility or any sort of bow,
he turned his back and went
out of the presence, his head

high, while the king sat with

downcast eyes as if he saw

nothing of what was passing.
Niccolao Manucci, who was

quite close to Bellomont at the

time, was filled with dread,
"
anticipating that the king

would send out some order to

have us killed." Bellomont's

scant courtesy did him and
his master little credit, for it

arose out of anger and im-

patience rather than self-re-

spect.
One has more sympathy with

Colonel Gardner, who, upon
gross provocation from Holkar,
drew his sword on the Maha-

rajah in his Durbar tent, and
in the astonishment and con-

fusion that his boldness pro-

voked, had the address to

make his way to his horse,

still brandishing his sword,

mount, and ride away un-

scathed.

Sir Thomas Eoe, ambassador
of James I. to Jehangir, re-

fused to touch the ground with

his head on being presented to

the Emperor. He tells us in

his diary that, when called

upon to abase himself before

the canopy where Jehangir
sat "in great and barbarous

state," he replied that he came
in honour to see the prince,

and was free from the manners
of servants. Bernier tells the

story of another recusant, a

Persian oddly enough, the am-

bassador of Shah Abbas, who
had the hardihood to defy the

etiquette of the court in mak-

ing his salutation to the Great

Mogul. The obeisance de-

manded of him was too deep
for his pride. Bender records

how, when all the arguments
and caresses of the courtiers

had failed, the Emperor Shah
Jehan had recourse to a cun-

ning stratagem to induce the

arrogant fellow to salute ac-

cording to the Indian mode.
He gave orders that the grand
entrance of the court leading
to the Am-Khas, where he in-

tended to receive the ambassa-

dor, should be closed, and the

wicket only left open, a wicket

so low that a man could not

pass through without stooping
and holding down the head as

is customary in doing rever-

ence d I'Indien.
" The proud

and quick - sighted Persian,"

however,
"
penetrated the

stratagem," and emerged from
the wicket with the posterior

part of his person presented
to the king. To Shah Jehan 's

indignant, "111 - bred fellow !

didst thou imagine thou wast

entering a stable of asses like

thyself ?
" he retorted,

"
I did

imagine it. Who, on going

through such a door, can be-

lieve he is visiting any but

asses ?
"

The Mogul, in revenge, gave
secret orders that when the

ambassador entered a long
and narrow street in the for-

tress leading to the Hall of

Assembly, a mast elephant
should be let loose on him.

The envoy of Shah Abbas,

however, seems to have been
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possessed of a degree of courage
and resource not often credited

to the countrymen of Haji
Baba. Bernier records that

he was so nimble in jumping
out of his policy, and together
with his attendants so prompt
and dexterous in shooting ar-

rows into the elephant's trunk,
that the animal was scared

away.

Bernier, the sanest and fairest

critic of Asiatic civilisation,

has left us a picture of the

slave mentality that existed

in India in the time of Aurung-
zebe. The great Moguls were

foreigners in Hindustan, as

were the Pathan dynasties that

preceded them. The degrading
state of servitude in which the

natives the word had not then

come to be regarded as oppro-
brious by the sons of the soil

used to Live is vividly described

in his letter to Monseigneur
Colbert, written in 1670. The
same conditions existed, as

may be gathered from official

diaries and reports, at the time

of the British annexation

only the security of life and

property was then even less,

since the strong hand of the

oppressor no longer afforded

the same protection to the

hordes that existed solely for

his exploitation. In the old

days the Governor, or con-

tractor, or farmer of revenue,
exercised an authority that

was almost absolute over the

peasant. There was no one
to whom he could appeal ;

for

in Asia the great are not ap-

proached empty-handed, and
the dispensers of justice were
the nominees or toadies of the

local Kardar, who never hesi-

tated to impose an arbitrary
fine when, in spite of exactions

in the form of revenue and

cesses, he found that a man
had saved more than enough
to satisfy his hunger. The
cultivator existed only to be
mulcted. The system, in prin-

ciple the reverse of the Bolshe-

vik ideal, was attended with

exactly the same results. No
one dared build a solid masonry
house or betray evidences of

prosperity. There was no in-

centive to agriculture or in-

dustry when the produce of

the land or the loom, where it

yielded more than a bare sub-

sistence, fed the rapacity of

the Kardars. These officials, it

mustberemembered,were aliens.

The Moguls were esteemed,
Bernier tells us, because they
were " white men, foreigners,

and Muhammedans." In Au-

rungzebe's reign the court did

not consist, as originally, of

real Moguls, but was a medley
of Usbeks, Persians, Arabs,
and Turks, or descendants from

all these people, known by the

general appellation of Moguls.
He added that children of

the third and fourth generation,
who had the brown com-

plexion and the languid man-
ners of the country of their

nativity, were held in much
less respect than newcomers,
and were seldom invested with

official situations. They con-

sidered themselves happy if

permitted to serve as private
soldiers in the infantry or

cavalry. Advancement was
obtained by royal favour, and

the Mogul raised his officials
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to dignity or degraded them,
according to his pleasure or

caprice. The courtier might
obtain positions for his chil-

dren,
"
particularly if their

persons be well formed and
their complexions sufficiently

fair to enable them to pass
as genuine Moguls." Thus

Aurungzebe surrounded him-

self with adventurers from dif-

ferent nations,
"
generally per-

sons of low descent, some hav-

ing been originally slaves, and
the majority being destitute

of education." Of the tyranny,

misery, and oppression under
the Hindu rulers in the south

of India, far from the influence

of the Mogul court, Manucci,
the contemporary of Bernier,
has left an even darker picture.

The conditions described by
Bernier and Manucci still exist

in Asia, in countries where
the enlightenment of Western
education has not penetrated.
A day's march beyond the

frontier of British India carries

one straight into the Middle

Ages. In Kashmir, before it

fell under British protection,
the Sikhs treated the natives

as slaves. Unpaid forced la-

bour was exacted, and the tax

on the cultivator rose to three-

fourths of the produce of the

threshing-floor. Moorcroft, who
visited Kashmir in 1825, records

that the murder of a Kashmiri

by a Sikh was punished by a

fine to government of from
sixteen to twenty rupees, of

which four rupees were paid
to the family of the deceased

if a Hindu, and two if a Mu-

hammadan. The Afghan rule

which preceded the Sikh was
even more cruel and oppres-
sive. And so for centuries,
while the people existed as

abject pawns, the history of

the rulers, or governors, and
officials who exploited them
was a long record of assassina-

tion. Fifty years after security
was bestowed on Kashmir
the same conditions existed

in the independent States on
the border. When Colonel

Younghusband x visited Hunza
in 1887, the then chief had
murdered his father, poisoned
his mother, and thrown his

two brothers over a precipice.
In Chitral, when he was there

in 1893, the chief was one of

only four survivors of seven-

teen brothers who were living
when their father died, and
he was subsequently murdered

by one of his surviving brothers

a brother whom he had

frequently asked Colonel

Younghusband 's permission to

murder, on the ground that
if he did not murder the

brother the brother would mur-
der him. This was less than

thirty years ago, and the con-

fines of barbarism are receding.
The traveller in search of the

mediaeval has to cross yet an-

other frontier to find in the

to-day of Arnb or Badakshan
the yesterday of Hunza, or

the day before yesterday of

Kashmir. Kashmir being
"
the

terrestrial paradise of the

Indies," has suffered more from
the tyrant than other Eastern
territories. The paradise has

1 '

Kashmir,' by Sir Francis Younghusbaud.
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attracted the despoiler, who
is responsible for the slave.

Thus we have the anomaly of

a mountain race that is servile

and submissive. After two or

three generations of security,
the Kashmiri, though a hill-

man of excellent physique, will

prostrate himself to the earth,
and shed copious tears at the

suggestion of a menace.
The association between bow-

ing and adoring and the system
of despotism is logical ;

the

habit of dissimulation is not
difficult to trace. Of the golden

age in India we have no
authentic record, but during
the thousand odd years that

preceded British rule we have

ample evidence of the relations

that existed between authority
and the masses, and it all goes
to show that for centuries

before our coming abject sub-

servience was a condition es-

sential to leading an unmo-
lested life. The only individual-

ist was the freebooter. Under
the Oriental potentate the cult

of propitiation, the practice
of humility in gesture and

speech, flattery, adulation, self-

abasement, the servility of the

parasite and dependant, are

natural growths. From the

earliest times the Hindus have
cultivated the ritual of sub-

servience as a fine art. Their

Sashtanga or prostration with

the eight parts of the body
(two hands, two feet, two knees,

forehead, and breast) on the

ground, and arms extended be-

yond the head, is a form of

salutation that used to be paid

indifferently to the Deity and

persons of high rank. Abbe*

Dubois, who died in 1848,
recorded that it was by no
means rare to see Sudras of

different classes performing
Sashtanga before Brahmins. It

was the Brahmins who in-

vented the pariah and the

doctrine of
"
untouchability,"

againstwhich the modernHindu

reformer, inspired by Western

idealism, has set his face.
" Have we not made the pariah
to craAvl on his belly ?

" Mr
Gandhi asked with creditable

and characteristic frankness in

his campaign on behalf of the

depressed classes.
" We shall

be unfit to gain Swaraj so long
as we would keep in bondage
a fifth of the population of

Hindustan." In the court of

the Maharaja or Nawab it is

now the image more than the

fact of dependence that counts
;

the reflection is more sought
after than the reality. Pro-

bably it has been always so.

Any one who has lived long
in India knows how the con-

tented acceptance of the ap-

pearance of things will filter

through layers of Babuism like a

disease or an infectious miasma
until it sometimes inoculates

the bureaucracy at the head-

quarters of Government. Abbe*

Dubois, that acute observer of

the psychology of the Indian,
has enumerated some of the

privileges for which the Hindu
is ready to lay down his life :

the right to wear slippers or

to ride through the street in

a palanquin or on horseback

during marriage festivals, or

of being escorted on certain

occasions by armed retainers,

or of having a trumpet sounded
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in front of a procesgion, or of

being accompanied by musici-

ans at public ceremonies. And
so to-day the Eaja will give

years of his life for the salute

of one more gun, or the sub-

ordinate official for the privi-

lege of sitting on a chair at a

Durbar. Even the Indian ser-

vant is jealous of the insignia
of his master or mistress. Nabi

Bakhsh, Khansamah, will insist

on the observance of dignity
in the Lady Sahib of his lately

promoted Chief Commissioner.

"Oh, but the Lady Sahib al-

ways has three almirahs in her

kitchen."

In India the word izzat,

honour or prestige, is com-

monly used by all classes of

people. Half the inhibitions

imposed by caste have grown
out of it or support it

;
for

the privilege of not being able

to enjoy certain proscribed

things is guarded as jealously
as a right or a monopoly. The

half-starving aboriginal with-

out caste will reject offerings
of quite legitimate food be-

cause he would rather satisfy
his izzat than his hunger. Izzat

makes many simple things im-

possible. Bajas of the same
caste may live on adjoining
estates but never meet, be-

cause their respective family
traditions prescribing the exact

number of steps that one may
advance towards the other are

irreconcilable. In the Durbars
of native princes izeat is sump-
tuously fed, and one may
witness something of the ritual

observed in the court of the

Great Khan, though on a sadly
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVI.

diminished scale. In some
States izzat prescribes that the

officials should squat on the

floor while the Maharaja alone

is seated
; izzat, too, generally

prescribes that he should be
an hour or two late. The

spectacle of the Durbaris filing

up in turn to make their pro-
found obeisances is duly im-

pressive, and the Maharaja
would sacrifice lakhs of rupees
and thousands of acres of his

principality rather than forfeit

an iota of this ceremonial re-

spect. On occasions the Orien-

tal form of obeisance has been
demanded of English officials

in the service of Native States.

Nonconformity in a member of

the dominant race is, of course,

peculiarly galling. There was
a case not long ago of an Eng-
lishman whose native prejudice
rebelled. Nothing would induce
him to squat on the floor with
the turbaned courtiers, and line

up with them before the pres-

ence, proffering the golden coin

on the handkerchief, to be
touched and remitted in the

Oriental way. The slighted

princeling would no doubt have
liked to have loosed a mast

elephant on him in the manner
of Aurungzebe, but he bided

his time, nursing his revenge,
which materialised somewhat

prosaically in the application
of a legal quibble by which
the recusant was docked eigh-
teen months furlough pay.

It may seem paradoxical that

the Oriental who worships

power, if left to himself, is

generally the least snobbish

person in the world. The
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reason is, of course, that the

compartments of his social sys-

tem are so exactly demarcated
that he lives content with the

state into which he is born,
and it never occurs to him to

change it. It is because of

this unquestioning fatalism that

the humblest Asiatic is often

possessed of a dignity to which
the aristocrat of the West can-

not aspire. Society in the

East is static
;
where we have

made it fluid, we have created

the snob. The hybrid product
of our education can give points
in pretentiousness to the society
climber at home. On the other

hand, there is something naive

about the Indian's respect for

established position that makes
it inoffensive. In official circles,

for instance, social status is

estimated by pay. Ask an
Indian the name of a sub-

ordinate Government official,

and your informant, though he

may not be able to put any
other label to the man, will in

all probability be able to tell

you his exact value in rupees.
"
Sir," I was told at a garden

party given by the members of

a municipality,
"
the somewhat

corpulent gentleman who was

addressing you a moment or

two ago is a clerk in the

Accountant - General's office,

drawing 125 rupees."
Our responsibility for class-

consciousness is regrettable, but
the social ladder or corkscrew

stair is an incidental defect

of a virtue, and the climbers

are not a large community.
As a set-off, the democratic

idea in India has been trans-

lated from the West
;

the

spirit of independence has been
introduced and planted by us.

And we have done it with our

eyes open. When Macaulay's
educational policy was being

discussed, the consequences were

clearly foreseen. The contro-

versy was between the Orien-

talists, who were for develop-

ing education in the vernacular

on indigenous lines, and the

supporters of the system of
"
Anglo-Literary

"
instruction,

which was eventually adopted,
and is now in force. It was a

question, to quote Macaulay's
famous minute, as to

"
whether,

when it is in our power to

teach English, we shall teach

languages in which by universal

confession there are no books
on any subject which deserve

to be compared with our own
;

whether when we can teach

European science we shall teach

systems which, by universal

confession, whenever they differ

from those of Europe, differ

for the worse
;

and whether,
when we can patronise sound

philosophy and true history,
we shall countenance at the

public expense medical doc-

trines which would disgrace an

English farrier astronomy,
which would move laughter in

the girls of an English board-

ing-school ; history abounding
with kings thirty feet high
and reigns thirty thousand

years long ;
and geography

made up of seas of treacle

and seas of butter." Mac-

aulay's choice was unquestion-

ably right. It is true that

education on the lines he pre-

scribed has been unintelligently

developed, with results that
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have sometimes provoked more

laughter than admiration
; yet

the other system, which would
have kept India indefinitely

in the dark, as people content

with their yoke, with no em-

barrassing political ideals, and
without the desire for free

institutions, would have been

a crime.
" The English," Emerson

said,
" do not respect power,

but only performance. ... In

the power of saying rude truths,

sometimes in the lion's mouth,
no man surpasseth them." And
he cited the example of Latimer,

who, on the King's birthday,
when each bishop was expected
to offer the King a purse of

gold, gave Henry VIII. a copy
of the

'

Vulgate,' with a mark
at the passage,

"
Whoremongers

and adulterers God will judge."
" And they so honoured stout-

ness in each other that they

passed it over." This is the

spirit we have brought to the

East.

It is Western education alone

that has awakened and nour-

ished the spirit of independ-
ence in India, whether national

or individual. Yet the Indian

extremist will have it that we
have emasculated the nation.
"
Indians lose in courage and

manliness by contact with Eng-
lishmen," Mr Gandhi main-

tains, and he attributes the

servility he deplores in his

countrymen to their subjec-
tion to a materialistic and

godless race. Our responsi-

bility for the
"
slave mentality

"

in India is a recurring charge
in his indictment of British

rule. But history does not

bear him out. Nearly every
record or report one turns to

that throws any light on the

condition of the people, from
the days of the Great Mogul
to the period of anarchy pre-

ceding the annexation, con-

tributes evidence that the

Golden Age before the British

exploited and commercialised
"
the spiritual East," exists

only in the Mahatma's imagi-
nation.

In charging his countrymen
with servility, Mr Gandhi wishes

to denounce place-hunters, title-

holders, parasites, seekers of

favour or patronage from Gov-

ernment, all who he believes

to be sacrificing national in-

terests for private ends. Op-
probrious epithets are heaped
on the great body of mode-

rates, who prefer to co-operate
with Government in navigating
the ship of State rather than
to destroy the vessel that is to

carry them into port.
"
Ap-

ke-wasti, Jo-hoolcum, jholi-chuTc }

toady, sycophant, train-bearer,
are words bandied by school-

boys and college students in

contempt of
"
the Government

man." All this is a sign of

the growing spirit of indepen-

dence, which, though intended

to be far from complimentary,
we, the instillers of it, should

accept as our meed. Mr Gandhi
himself is a product of the

liberal education that he con-

demns
;
the best of his idealism

he has borrowed from the

West. Yet he would fix on us

the responsibility of hypnotis-

ing and enslaving the youth
of India. There is this amount
of superficial truth in the
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charge, that we, being set in

authority, temporarily at least,

receive from the Indian the

concentrated homage that is

the legacy of his own system.
The worship of the symbols of

power, the ritual of propitia-
tion by which those in whom
it is invested are approached,
are very ancient institutions

in the land, and the existence

of any kind of authority must
tend to their survival. It will

be a long time before the

bogey of absolutism ceases to

haunt the mind of the Indian.

The spectre is impressed on
his imagination. It evoked
the habit of veneration, and
the instinct to appease, cen-

turies before our coming.
A fair test of the mentality

of a people is the use that is

made of the gift of speech.

Among a race that has been
accustomed to gain its ends

by subtlety, conversation has

no value as a means of exchang-

ing ideas or arriving at the

truth of anything : it is exer-

cised simply as a medium of

advancement. Thus the most

open professions of the Asiatic

are generally misleading, and
the Oriental who is unfamiliar

with our habit of mind expects
the same oblique advances in

conversation from a European.
The Englishman's trick of going

straight to the point puzzles
him. Generally speaking, the

instinctive aim of conversation

amongst Indians of the old

school is to impress or please.

To-day the raw products of

our colleges and schools dis-

play a contrary spirit ; or,

rather, if they want to im-

press, it is by the assertion

of independence. Our detrac-

tors in India would no doubt

argue that the new spirit is

indigenous, and that the lads

are learning self-respect from
their nationalist leaders. But
to be quite fair to ourselves,
we must look further back if

we are to trace the origin of

these influences. The pioneers
in the campaign against

"
slave

mentality
" owe their inspira-

tion to the "
Satanic Govern-

ment," whose educational sys-
tem it is their avowed intention

to destroy. But it is easy to

generalise. If one wanted to

convince Mr Gandhi about the

genealogy of slave mentality,
it would be simpler perhaps
to select one or two character-

istic instances of the trait,

submit them to him, and ask

him to say frankly whether
he discovered in them the ex-

pression of the spirit of the

East or not. At Simla the

other day, in an examination
of candidates for cadetships
at Sandhurst for the Indian

Army, a sprig of the nobility
was asked what he would do
if he unexpectedly inherited

fifty lakhs of rupees. "Sir,"
came the unhesitating answer,
"
I would give three lakhs to

family members
;

the re-

mainder I would bestow on

benign Government." The re-

ply was illuminating, not so

much in betraying the candi-

date's mentality as his ignor-
ance of ours. The young man
might have been speaking to

Sivaji or Aurungzebe.
The candidate for the King's

commission was an aristocrat,
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but the art of propitiation
which he cultivated so guile-

lessly is common to all grades
of society in India. I will give
an illustration from the other

end of the scale. A syce I had
who had served me well for

two years, and kept my horse

in such good condition that I

did not trouble myself to see

it fed, became enamoured of a

hill woman. This enchantress

persuaded him that the pur-
chase of ear-rings and nose-

rings to adorn her person was
more important than the pam-
pering of his charge. The re-

sult, of course, was that the

syce sold the horse's grain,
until the animal became so

lamentably thin that I insisted

on seeing it fed in front of me
three times a day. After a

week it filled out and regained
its old mettle.

" Have you
no shame ?

"
I said to the

syce.
" The dumb animal has

spoken and betrayed you. What
have you to say ! You have
been robbing it of its corn."

"Hazur," he replied, "the
horse is growing fat and im-

proving in health on account

of his pleasure in being fed in

the Sahib's presence."

Probably the habit of saying
the ingratiating thing is not

so studied as it seems, and one

is not expected to be so literal

as to analyse the honey or to

weight it in the scale. Suffi-

cient that it is honey, the naive

and unashamed admission of

a deep-seated desire to please.

The attitude is the legacy of

generations who have learnt

to bow and adore. The Oriental

himself is not fool enough to

believe in the sincerity of the

flattery that is exhaled all

round him
;

nevertheless his

appetite for it is inexhaustible.

He recognises it for what it is

incense, implicit adulation,
the expression of submissive-

ness. If the Emperor exclaims

that it is night at noon, says
the Persian proverb, the cour-

tier remarks on the brightness
of the stars. This only meant
to the Emperor that the

carpet was soft and smooth
under his feet. No rub, un-

evenness, or opposition in

opinion or will was possible.

Dependence on his authority
was absolute.

The degree of submissiveness

in a nation is in direct ratio to

its helplessness subservience

grows out of dependence. Be-

fore the coming of the Moguls
the Pathans ruled the Indian,
and before the Pathan he was

subject, directly or indirectly,

to the Brahminical hierarchy,
which to protect its own in-

terests evolved the most ex-

travagant system of privilege
and abasement the world has

known. If we could draw a

chronological table indicating
the posture of humility de-

manded by the different ages,

we would have a perspective
in which the angle of prostra-
tion from the perpendicular to

the horizontal would recede on
a gradually diminishing scale.

The nearer
" the Golden Age,"

the nearer the forehead to the

ground.
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HEATHEE MIXTUEE.

BY KLAXON.

CHAPTER XII.

BETTY gathered the reins

from Carson's hand, and

jumped from the mounting-
block to Peter's high back.

The big horse arched his neck
and sidled towards the yard
gate as she felt for her off-

stirrup. A clatter of hoofs

and a creak of leather ap-

prised her of the facts that

Dicky was also mounted,
and that his mare was very
fresh and keen. They clat-

tered down the lane for a

quarter of a mile, the horses

shying and jumping like three-

year-olds, until the first sharp
rise out of the valley calmed

them, and Betty pulled back
to let her companion range

alongside.
"
Peter's just

wicked to-day," she said.
"
I

do hope there's a scent. How's
Norah !

"

"
Very feminine. If we had

any shop windows to pass she'd

stop to look at herself in 'em.

She's very proud of her tail

to-day. She thinks she's pure

Arab, and she's all vanity."

"Well, so's Peter. So are

you with your new coat and
those violets in your button-

hole. I hope you have a

fall."
" So do I. I'm getting too

old. I haven't got over Chap-

man and Elsie Hansard.

They're so absolutely different,

and yet I can see that they'll

get on fine together. I doubt
if her father will like it,

though."
"
I gathered from Anne that

she's very pretty ?
"

" She is very."
"
I see. Does she know you

think so f
"

Dicky grinned.
"
Yes. I'm

not sure, but I think I told

her so. But that's all. I

didn't pursue the matter in

any way."
" Why not 1

"

" Because I didn't want her.

I don't propose to every pretty

girl I meet, you know."

Betty laughed.
"
Well, you

stand cross - examination

bravely, and I won't bully

you. Come along we can't

waste time, and Peter's pulling

my arms off. Pull out to

the grass and canter up
we're late."

The Meet was at Singley

Cross-roads, and there were

eighty horses out. Dicky and

Betty were a little late, and
arrived in time to see the

hounds coming towards them

along the lane to Westleigh.

They pulled their horses back
into a gap in the fence, and

Copyrighted in the United States of America.
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Dicky let the thong of his

crop swing out loosely to the

ground below Norah's nose.

The mahogany - tanned little

huntsman jerked a fist to his

cap as he passed. He did

not look at the man or girl,

though. He looked only at

their horses. All huntsmen
are like that : I don't know

why, but they probably have

good aesthetic reasons. The
hounds eddied out away from
the lash on the ground, patter-

ing past at a quick trot.
"
Radical I (Crack !) Get

away on " The two whips

jogged by, eyes on hounds and

crops at the
"
carry

"
by their

sides. A countryman opened
a gate off the lane, and the

hounds poured through. Our
two riders joined the chatter-

ing leaders of the field, and

separated as the horses spread
out over the pasture.

"
All

into covert, please, gentlemen."
The Master cantered past the

leaders, and pointed after

hounds, now vanishing down
a ride into Singley Wood.
The Kensham Hunt \vas old-

fashioned that is, they had
no large fields out

; everybody
was at any rate supposed to

know something of hound-work
and the rules of the game ;

they killed a great many foxes,

and the field hardly ever

crowded hounds at a check.

The last two points perhaps

explain each other. When big
coverts were being drawn, the

field was seldom allowed to

remain outside them, the idea

being that a mob inside covert

assists hounds to urge a fox

out, while the same mob out-

side is calculated to keep him
in. To-day the eighty riders

filed two abreast along the

rides till they were congregated
in a little clearing between a

new plantation and the main
woods. There they halted, and
tobacco smoke rose on the

still air. It was a dull

day, with low clouds, a south-

west breeze, and a threat of

rain. The rides were boggy
and deep, and the drainage
ditches slippery and full. Dicky
was deep in a discussion with

one of the field masters on

the interesting question of the

matrimonial future of that

official's blood - mare, when a

whimper sounded from the

plantation on their right. In-

stantly the chatter ceased, and
the horses lifted their heads

in anticipation. Close on the

whimper came the confirming
voice of an old dog-hound,
and then a rippling volley of

tongues, like the carillon of

Bruges gone mad. "
Tally-ho

over !

" A dark-red fox slipped
across twenty yards from the

nearest horses, his brush wav-

ing gently, his air quite un-

hurried and calm. A young
hound rushed across after him,

running to view
;

then came
the pack, their heads down
and sterns waving. They over-

took the leading hound just

beyond the ditch, and went on

to vanish in the thick covert.

Their musical belling came

clearly back down-wind, and
the huntsman's voice followed :

" Eloo Eloo Eloo "

The field moved up the
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ride to windward, the horses handed soon. One, and per-

squelching up the clayey mud haps the chief, reason to in-

as they went. A hundred yards fluence him in his judgment
on they stopped to listen, was that the huntsman evi-

There was no sound from dently thought so too. The
hounds or hunt-servants. A going was very heavy, but the
few minutes' wait and then line led uphill, and the land
the tow-row broke out on the was likely to be drier in the

left, the fox evidently having next mile. Norah pecked as

turned back. He ran a com- she landed over a ragged fence,

plete ring round the waiting and blundered nearly on her

field, and then came another nose in an effort to clear her

spell of silence. The Master small feet from the binding
had just started to move on clay. Dicky jerked her up,

up-wind to investigate when and made for a cart-track

from far away behind and across the plough. As they
from the lee end of the covert reached the harder ground Peter

came a long-drawn yell from came past with a rush, Betty
a village watcher. Horses were sitting down close to the saddle,
wrenched round, and men began but evidently having some diffi-

urging forward to get clear of culty in holding her big queer-
the crush.

"
Tally-ho away-ay- tempered mount. Fifty yards

ay ! Gone awa-a-a-y !

" One ahead the huntsman cantered

of the whips was confirming through a gateway. The boy
the countryman's signal. The holding the gate let it fall

thud and splash of hoofs told back, and ran on after the

of a horseman coming from hounds. The gate was swing-
behind.

"
Hounds, gentlemen ing, and nearly closed, when

please Hounds!" The field Betty reached it. She jerked
crushed in to the near-side at the bridle, crouched a little,

ditch as the huntsman went and then let Peter go. He
by with fifteen couple of hounds slipped over as if it was only

racing past him. As he cleared a sheep hurdle, and Dicky
the throng he lowered his head swore under his breath. He
and raised his horn. The field pulled Norah to a trot, kicked

pounded after with the long the gate open with his heel,

clear notes sounding in front and went on at a gallop. The
of them. They spread out huntsman raised his right arm
into the pasture by which and slowed his horse. The

they had come in time to see field closing in found him pessi-

hounds racing up the next mistically watching his hounds
field. Dicky went straight for slowly feathering their way
the open gate, and at once across a fifty-acre ploughed
bore right-handed. The line field. The early promise of

was across the wind, and he a good scent had proved false,

could see six good reasons It was evident that only when

why the fox should turn right- hounds were practically in view
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of their fox could they own the

line at all.

Dicky rode up to Betty,
his face registering thunderous

disapproval.
" Never saw any-

thing so mad in my life. Can't

you hold him ? Good God !

if you'd touched that gate

you'd have been smashed."

Betty looked at him a little

blankly.
" Hold him 1

"
she

said.
" Of course I can hold

him. I knew what I was

doing. It was quite safe."
"
Safe ! I don't believe you

can hold him. Look here, you
must change horses

; get
off

"

"Change? No, I won't."

Betty's temper was mounting.
"If I can't hold Peter you
couldn't." A pause.

"
If you

think I can't ride your horse

properly I'll go home. I don't

want to make you uncomfort-

able."

Hounds were working back
towards covert, and the field

followed them. The two young
contestants walked their horses

slowly in the rear. Dicky felt

that the girl was being hope-

lessly unreasonable and silly,

and he rather wished he could

spank her. "I'm not think-

ing of the horse
" he said,

"
at least, not altogether. If

you have a smash you'll both
be hurt."

Betty lifted her chin a little

higher. If it had not been
that she had a hope that

scent would improve she would

certainly have gone home.

"Very well," she said. "We
won't talk about it any more.

You'll have both your horses
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to yourself in future." She
touched Peter with her heel,

and that single-minded animal

replied with a bound forward

that nearly took the reins

from her hands before he tore

off after the rest of the

Hunt.

Dicky rode on slowly, scowl-

ing, for a minute
;

then he

smiled rather sourly, and spoke
to his mare.

" Come on, old

girl ;
we must get on with

the work. You've got more
sense than most of your sex

have, thank God " The
mare broke into her easy hand-

gallop, and brought him up
to covert as the last of the

crowd was entering. The sun

had just come out, and the

sky was clearing. A thin

steam rose from the damp
bushes as they dried.

The next two hours were

rather a nightmare to Dicky.
Scent seemed poor in covert,
and worse outside. They had
moved from Singley Wood to

Granton Park, a huge rambling

place out of which it was almost

impossible to drive a fox except
with a double pack of hounds or

a screaming scent. The field

moved up and down endless

rides and paths. Two by two
it dwindled, man after man
turning his horse's head away
from the rest, and asking his

nearest way to the main road.

Dicky's feelings on the subject
of the day's sport were bad

enough, but the fires of jeal-

ousy were also mounting in his

heart all the while. Betty had
attached herself, obviously in-

tentionally, to his btte noire,

H 2
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Geoffrey Hicks of the well-

groomed hair and the Gaiety
manner. Hicks was delighted.
He could read the situation

easily : there had evidently
been a quarrel between the

girl and the sailor, and he had

every hope of being able to

make the tiff permanent. Ten
minutes' conversation gave him
all he wanted to know. Dicky
had thrown doubts on her

riding capabilities, and was in

disgrace as a result. In an-

other quarter of an hour Mr
Hicks was back in his old

position as the lady's admitted

attendant, and the change had
been easily wrought by a steady
flow of indirect compliments
on her handling of Dicky's
horses. At two o'clock he

suggested a move for home,
and after a glance at the list-

less and discouraged hounds
as they crossed a gap in the

woods fifty yards away she

assented. As they turned their

horses, she looked back at the

score of riders that still re-

mained. Dicky was watching
her go, and as her eye caught
his he turned his back and
looked away towards the tail

of the pack as it vanished in

the next thicket. Betty bit

her lip and sent Peter on at

a trot, Hicks keeping pace
beside her.

Some men can stand luck

and some can stand adversity,
but few can stand flattery if

it is delicately served up. The
fact that Betty had delibe-

rately left the sailor and was

riding home with him, seemed
to indicate clearly to Hicks

that his star was definitely
in the ascendant. He was a
man who ran these little affairs

of his by rules gained by long

experience, and he had no
doubt as to his correct course

now. When a girl comes to

you from a quarrel with an-

other man, you must utilise

the reaction and take her along
with a rush. So he reasoned,
and from his kind of experi-
ence he was justified. In this

particular case, however, his

data were incorrect and his

premise unsound.

They walked their horses

after the first quarter of a

mile, and Hicks leaned across

and patted Peter's neck.
" Ah !

you lucky brute," he said
;

"
you're not good enough for

what you carry." He looked
at Betty.

" You know, little

Diana, you ought to ride

steeplechase horses. You
could ride 'em all right, and

you'd open their eyes with
the Quorn and Pytchley."

Betty dimpled. She knew
quite well the man was simply
trying to be polite, but it was
rather nice to be flattered

sometimes.
"
Peter's a good

horse, though," she said.
" Good enough for most

people, but I wish you'd let

me mount you. I've got a
blood - mare now that would

go like a winner under you.
I wish you'd let me send him
to the Meet on Wednesday
for you. It's near my place,
and you could come in to tea

afterwards, and I'd drive you
back."

" Oh ! That's awfully good
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of you, but you see I really

couldn't
"

" And why not f After all,

that horse you're on
"

" But you see its owner

belongs where I'm staying.
He's my host's nephew, you
see. It's different."

"How so? I think we'll

settle it all right. Now we're

going to pass near my little

place in a couple of miles,
and if you'll come in and have
a cup of tea we'll argue it out

properly." He studied her

face carefully.
"
I've got a

housekeeper, you know
;

she'll

have tea all ready in five

minutes."

Betty hesitated. She was
not at all sure if her next

words were going to be an

acceptance or a polite refusal

of the invitation. The horses

had just turned out of covert

into a sunken country lane,
and Peter settled the question
of her answer for her. He
stumbled, and went suddenly
lame on the near fore.

Betty pulled up and looked

down. Then she swung easily
from the saddle to the ground,
and picked up the hoof indi-

cated. Hicks took his right
foot from the stirrup, and
looked quickly up and down
the lane. He could see some

thirty yards behind and a

hundred in front, and the road
was clear.

"Stone big flint
"

said

Betty.
" Have you got a

knife ?
"

Hicks jumped down and left

his horse to crop the grass on
the bank.

"
My crop handle

will do it," he said.
" Let me

have it, Betty."
He stooped and took the

hoof from her. She remained
bent and watching while he

dug at the flint wedged be-

tween the frog and the shoe.

As he worked a temptation
came to Hicks 's brain, was
driven out, came back, strug-

gled, and stayed. The girl

was devilish good-looking, her

face was very near, and she

had been most encouraging to

him for the last two hours.

The flint flew out and chinked

on the road
; Peter, his hoof

released, stamped tentatively
to see if the obstruction was

gone. Hicks and Betty

straightened up.
" Thanks

most awfully," she said.
" That must have been pain-
ful jambed in like that."

Hicks looked her up and

down, and moved half a pace
closer.

" You little darling !

"

he said, and whipped his arm
round her waist. In the sur-

prise of the moment she allowed

herself to be drawn closer to

him, her eyes staring in amaze-
ment at his action. He tilted

back his hat with his left hand,
and kissed at her lips. I say
"
at," because he missed them.

His attention landed roughly
on an outlying hairpin behind
her left ear.

" Damn !

"
said Mr Hicks,

and held her more closely in

order to retrieve his initial

error.
" And damn you !

"

said the young lady brightly,
her big eyes snapping with

rage.
"
Let me go, or I'll hit

you."
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He realised that there was
some opposition to be expect-

ed, and reached for a grasp of

the crop in her right hand.
"
Dicky !

"
said the girl sud-

denly.
Hicks heard the skirl of

sliding hoofs behind him, and
the thud of human feet on the

road as somebody dismounted
from a moving horse. He
dropped his hold of Betty,
whirled round, and stood with

his back to the bank, holding
his crop by the thong-end.

Dicky was walking towards

him, and twenty feet away.

Betty went to Peter's bridle,

and jerked him into the middle

of the road. She was furiously

angry with everything and

everybody. She noticed Dicky
was looking rather queer, but

as he was advancing in no

fighting or aggressive attitude

as far as she knew she took

it for granted that she was

going to listen to language
rather than to see violence

displayed. Hicks, however, had
no illusions. He knew Dicky's
fistic reputation, and had heard

it said that he was one of the

most dangerous amateurs in

the ring. He knew that the

short-paced way in which Dicky

approached, his hands hang-

ing at his sides, his shoulders

a little hunched up, his eyes

half-closed, and his mouth a

narrow rigid line, portended a

whole heap of explosive trouble

inside two seconds. He knew
that even his heavy crop would

be no help to him against
this i lightning-like opponent ;

and, in fact, the whole future

seemed to be overlaid with the

shadow of the local hospital.
He spoke quickly and just in

time.
" Hold on I've got a

weak heart."

Dicky checked his advance,
but kept swaying his weight
from one foot to the other.
" Are you lying you half-

caste ?
" he asked in a low

voice, speaking through stiff

lips.

Betty here supplied the comic
relief. She only saw that

Hicks was armed with a hunt-

ing-crop, and that Dicky was
not in any fighting attitude as

illustrated on the covers of

the monthly magazines. She

appealed to the competitor
who appeared to her the most

pugnacious.
" Mr Hicks," she

said firmly,
"
you're not to hit

him."

Dicky relaxed his attitude

a fraction, and smiled very

grimly.
"
No, Mr Hicks," he

said
;

"
you mustn't. You

say you've got a weak heart,
black man 1

"

"
I have, and I apol

"

"
No, you don't not to any-

body : people who plead weak
hearts don't have to. They
rank with women and lunatics,

you see." He swayed for-

ward, his open hands moving
a little up and down in front

of, and level with, his waist.

Betty suddenly saw the funny
side of her last remark, but

decided - to do her laughing
later. Hicks was very white.

He had retreated till his boots

were against the bank, and he

was dully wondering which of

those loosely moving hands
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was going to flash over first.

Dicky was already inside the

danger - range of the crop.
"
Please, Dicky," said the girl,

"
I'd rather you let him go."

Dicky did not answer. His

narrowed eyes were fixed on
his opponent's chin.

" A dog,
and the son of a dog," he

said musingly, intent on the

first hint of revolt on the vic-

tim's part.
" A half-caste, with

a yellow streak all through.

Drop that crop
" Hicks 's

hand opened quickly, and the

heavy malacca fell at his feet.

There was a pause. "Go to

your kennel now, and wait

you'd better find another pack
to hunt with. I might kill

you if I see you out alone in

this county."
Hicks moved sideways along

the bank for a few paces, then

crossed the lane to his horse.

He picked up the reins, paused
at the stirrup, and faced round
as if to speak. Dicky was ten

feet away, hands on hips, and
head a little forward. Hicks

changed his mind, swung him-

self up to the saddle, and
trotted on along the road, his

face white and the perspiration

drying on his forehead. The
two saw him top the rise in

front and vanish beyond it,

the hoof-beats breaking into

a canter as he went.
" Well "

said Dicky
quietly,

" and that's that."

Betty straightened out the

reins along Peter's neck.
"
I

was a fool to trust him, and
I've been behaving like a baby,"
she said.

" Will that do 1
"

"
No," said Dicky,

"
it won't.

'Tisn't true. I've been the

fool. Look here, let's drop
it. It's a nasty subject, and
it's closed now. Are you going

right on home ?
"

"
I was but we might wait

a minute and give it a chance
to get well on. We don't

want to catch it up. Were
hounds doing anything when

you left ?
"

" No not a sniff
;

I was

only a cable's-length astern

of you though when you left.

Hullo ! What the t
"

A chorus from the full pack
sounded a hundred yards in-

side the covert on their left,

followed by the twanging of a

horn blown in quick short

blasts. Dicky jumped for the

mare, and caught her just in

time to hold her from climbing
the bank to join the hounds.

A rusty-brown body flashed

across the road between the

horses a lean leggy dog-fox.

Dicky swung up to his saddle,
and hurled the mare at the

far bank. She mounted it in

two gasping springs, poised on
the top, and vanished on the

other side. A moment later

his North-Sea-forecastle voice

was raised in a yell of triumph :

"
Go-o-o-ne away away-ay-ay !

Go-o-ne away-ay-ay !
"

The huntsman came down
the lane past Betty at full

gallop.
"
All right, Miss

"

he cried.
"
They're out !

"

She set Peter into his stride

and overtook him on the rise

in front.
" Your gentleman

with 'em, Miss ?
"

he asked.
"
I saw some one on " he

stooped and threw open a
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gate, and they dashed out on
to grass.

"
There's nobbut

seven i' field an' scent's right.

Forrard away ! Forrard
forrard forrard !

" He drove
in his spurs, and raced after

the pack two hundred yards

away downhill. Dicky was
close on hounds and a little

to their left. They saw him
turn in his saddle and look back

just before steadying his mare
at the five-foot quick-set hedge
in front of him. Betty also

glanced back as she galloped,
and saw five or six riders

come through the gate out

of the lane and fan out as

they came to the pasture.
She looked forward again, and
set Peter at the spot in the

fence where the quivering of

the top twigs told of Dicky's
safe passage over. Her big
horse hurled himself into the

air, to land ten feet or more out

in the field beyond, and then

began his peculiar shoulder-

wriggling action which told of

his utmost and most excited

gallop. Another and higher

hedge, cut and trimmed as if

made under National Hunt

rules, seemed to rush at her.

Again came the effortless slid-

ing bound and she was in the

same field as Dicky and coming
up to him fast. A third fence,
and they were clear of the

park, and were crossing the

edge of the open downs. Two
heavy crashes behind made
them look back. A red coat

was running after a loose black

horse, and beside the hedge a

black coat and a grey steed

were getting up. The hunts-

man was riding as fast as his

horse could gallop on Dicky's
left, working to get uphill of

the pack. The two swung a
little to the left to follow his

example. The horses slowed
their rush as they felt the rise,

pounded up for half a mile,
and then dropped their heads
to extend themselves as the

long Granton Vale appeared
at their feet. Hounds were
half a mile ahead, strung out
a little by the pace, and going
faster all the time. Peter was

flagrantly trying to take charge
and catch them, Norah was

sliding along with her shapely

legs stretching like piston-rods,
and close behind them came
the rest of the field the Mas-
ter's brother, a horse-dealer,
and a Colonel from the neigh-

bouring cavalry camp. Half-

way down the slope came a
line of sheep-hurdles (easy),
and then a solid post-and-rail
fence (top-rail and a near-fall

the Colonel). They crossed

a muddy lane, clattered through
a stable-yard, had a glimpse
of startled carriage horses being

harnessed, and of a low Geor-

gian country -
house, flung

through a gateway and spread
out again to choose their places
for the run down the valley

a well-known point-to-point
course of twenty-three hedge-
and- ditch obstacles, with at

least two locked gates some-
where in the line. There was
no check till they cleared the

valley. Betty had a blurred

memory afterwards of lagging
tail-hounds dropping back past
her and flinching aside as Peter
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rushed on, of the drumming
of sure and apparently tireless

hoofs on firm grass
-
land, of

fence after fence sliding be-

neath her, and of the hunts-

man's back bobbing always
six lengths in front. Three
miles of the best line in the

county, and then the red coat

swerved to one side and slowed

up. Betty hauled Peter into

a trot and panted for breath
;

Dicky cantered past, settling
his hat firmer on his head and

smiling at her. The huntsman
trotted for two hundred yards

along the hedgerows, his horn

ready in his hand
;
then swung

his arm down-wind to the

right.
"
Forrard on forrard

on !

" He lifted his horse

from a twenty-foot run over

a rail and stile, and our two

principals followed in succes-

sion. Hounds were just crowd-

ing out of the field as they
came into it, and they made
for the same gap at speed. Up
a slope and into a plantation,

straight through it and over

a loose stone wall beyond ;

then up a gentle rise to the

downs, with the pack vanish-

ing over the skyline. A rumble
of falling wall behind them
showed that they were at any
rate not the only ones left in

it, and Dicky, looking back,
saw the same three following.
The downs are wide, rolling,

and almost fenceless. In three

miles of pounding gallop they
crossed three lines of sheep

hurdles, and saw none but tired

stragglers from the pack to

tell them of the line. But
foxes cannot keep that sort

of pace up, especially when

pressed in such a way, and
even hounds have limits to

their stamina. Just as the

horses began to lean a little

on their bits, to rush the early

part of each rising slope and
to break to a trot near the

crests, the hounds began to

slow up, and to fall back into

view. There were ten couple
still bunched together, only

single hounds now occasionally

throwing their tongues and
the older hounds tailing the

pack. The huntsman pulled
back to a trot and looked

around him. The wind was

dying down. There were small

coverts in the valleys on each

side of the ridge of down.
This was an outlying fox, and
one that was probably making
for Ampthornton Eoughs, still

five miles farther on. What
would he do now, supposing
he had decided that the pace
was too hot to reach his point "?

Dicky thought all this as he

trotted, but evidently thought
it two laps behind the hunts-

man, who bore a little to the

right and hastened on faster.

As he did so hounds turned

sharp right
- handed, crossed

under his horse's tail, and ran

mute down the steep hill to-

wards a small covert half-

way to the cultivated levels.

Dicky would have followed,
but the huntsman checked him.
"

It's stopped," he said.
"
He'll

break forward, and I think

he'll keep on for the Eoughs."
He slid off his horse, and
stood watching. Dicky and
the rest of the field followed
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his example. The sight was
worth coming far to see. The

pack at that distance white

dots on a green field far below
went into cover in a scattered

hesitating line. Their chorus

broke out at once, like distant

church bells across a valley.
A minute of cry and occasional

glimpses of flashing dots in

the edge of covert, and then

they came out on the far side

together, going faster than be-

fore, and pointing down and
forward along the edge of the

cultivated fields. The hunts-

man leapt to his saddle, and
drove his horse on along the

down, his knees clamped tight,

his feet loose and feeling for his

stirrups, his eyes still on the

hounds below. To Dicky's
relief the pack carried the line

only two fields into the valley
before they moved back to-

wards the down. Even with

the detour the pack had made,
the horses, by cantering along
the edge of the slope, failed

to head them as they sang
their way over the short chalk-

grass and on to the upper
levels again. They crossed

the downs diagonally and fairly

fell over the steep southerly
face as the scent came back
down the light wind. Peter

took Betty down in about

three bounds. She distinctly

remembered his clearing the

whole of a horrible rabbit-

warren which seemed to her

quite fifty yards across. At

any rate he was easily first at

the bottom, and went over

the first fence into the vale

at the most appalling pace.

A peck on landing sobered

him, however, and his rider

thankfully realised that he was
at last ready to admit that he
could not pull for ever when
hounds ran like this. The
others overtook her as she

came to a gate, and the Master's

brother galloped past her and

pulled up to open it. It was
evident that as far as jumping
went the honour of each rider

present was satisfied. Each
was now anxious to be in at

the kill without accident. They
ran a lane for a mile, cantering

up the grass beside it, skirted

a small covert, and checked

by a two-acre patch of gorse.
Hounds got their heads up
here, and the sun went down

suddenly, and seemed to take

the scent with it. Dicky lit

a cigarette, and jumped down
from the mare to rest her.

She thanked him by using his

coat as a rubbing-post to thor-

oughly clean her near eye and

ear, and to remove the un-

wanted foam from her mouth.

Dicky was in much too good
a temper to stop her doing
this. He just braced his shoul-

der against her head, and mut-
tered strange nautical terms
of endearment to her, uncaring
that his new pink coat was

being steadily spoilt by her

attentions.
"
Oy-oy-yoy !

"
a

hat went up two fields away,
and a ragged farm-lad danced
a pas seul on a manure-heap.
"
Yoy -

oy
- oy

- i !
" The horn

blew furiously, and hounds
came bounding out of the

gorse in renewed excitement.

Through two open gates, and
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they were close on the excited

lad.
"
Eight into oor bloody

barton, an' 'e's there now
crawlin' 'e is an' near dead, I

tell 'ee
"

The huntsman leapt from
his horse, and called back to

the Master's brother :

" Hold
the pack, sir will you ?

"

He ran back a few yards, and
threw his horn to his temporary
substitute.

"
I only want a

couple o' hounds. Here Na-
tional ! Trooper ! Ger-r-away-
onbackthere

"
Crack ! He

swept his crop thong round
in face of the pack, and ran

forward to the barn with the

two old hounds at his heels.

The ragged boy preceded him.

A succession of whip-cracks
and shouts sounded in the

hollow recesses of the building,
and the pack became restive.

They began to edge away
from their new leader in

spite of the efforts of the

four amateur whips. Eadical

slipped past Dicky, and began,

unobserved, to make a flank

attack on the barn itself. His

manoeuvre brought him near

the hedge, and just as Dicky
noticed him his head went

down, his stern went up, and
he scuttled quickly along the

side of the ditch for thirty

yards or more. Dicky hesi-

tated, moved Norah forward,
and watched. Eadical stopped,
nosed the grass of the ditch,

gave a long quavering cry,

and jumped through the hedge.
A moment later he reappeared
on the plough beyond, giving

tongue continuously and pro-

ceeding at a lumbering gallop.

The effect was instantaneous.

The whole pack broke away
and followed, crashing through
the hedge and racing out on
to the plough. The huntsman
came running, and leapt at

his horse. The Master's brother
tried the hedge, jumped short,
and horse and man fell through
to recover beyond with a
scramble. Norah took it se-

dately and trotted on, a little

stiff and leg-weary after her

rest. The line went on across

the plough to the next hedge
and ditch, and there hounds
checked again. The huntsman
recovered his horn, and sat

looking at the pack as they
spread, closed, and spread again
up and down the hedgerow.
He was evidently averse to

lifting hounds from the scent

of a sinking fox till the last

possible moment. After five

minutes he fidgeted with his

horn, and looked up towards

Campbarrow Hanger on the

down-side two miles away. As
he looked he stood up in his

stirrups, opened his mouth wide,
and yelled like a lunatic :

"
Tally-ho Tally-ho Tally-

ho ! Hey Forrard Forrard
on !

" He took his horse short

by the head, brought his crop
down on the smoking flank,
and charged at the fence. A
crash and a scramble, and he
was tearing up the pasture
field, his bald head shining,
and his cap sweeping to and
fro in his hand level with his

knee. Hounds were abreast
of and behind him, and as the
field saw the cause of his action
the leading hounds also saw,
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and began rushing ahead with
a high leaping action, which
showed that questions of scent

were now put in the back-

ground. The field recovered

their sense of recklessness, and
hurled their horses in pursuit.
The fox was in the same field,

moving slowly and stiffly up
the slope to regain the harder

going of the downs and (but
it was a hopeless attempt) the

shelter of Campbarrow Hanger.
He reached the hedge, and

gained a respite as hounds
were brought to their noses.

Then Trooper struck the line,

and went off at a right angle
towards the last of the culti-

vated fields. A low bushed-up

gate, which the riders took in

turn, brought the Hunt out

to the down, and they leaned

forward to ease their tired

horses up the steep slope.

Betty looked towards the

Hanger. A mile short of it

a weary fox, reduced to almost

a walk, was being rapidly
overtaken by the leading
hounds. When they were

twenty yards from him he

turned downhill and increased

his pace. The tail hounds,
all running to view now, turned

short to cut him off. He
swerved through half a dozen

of them, faced uphill again,
and met his end as a fighter.

A whirl and eddy of hounds
round an invisible centre made

Betty look away, and she

turned to Dicky with some-

thing very like tears obscuring
her sight.

" Oh Dicky !

"
she

said.
"
I wish they didn't have

to kill him."

The horses approached at a
walk. The huntsman came
out from the pack with a wet
and draggled body in his hands,
and whirled his crop-thong to

keep back the more blood-

thirsty of the pack while he
removed the required trophies
from a really good and straight-
necked fox. Dicky jumped off,

slipped the buckles of his girths,

pulled off his saddle, and stood
clear with the reins in his

hand. The mare lowered her

head, gave a little at the

knees, sighed, and went down
on the dry turf. She did a
full roll to the right, another
to the left, came upright again,
and lay looking at Dicky with
her little ears pricked for-

ward. " Good isn't it old

woman ?
"

said he conversa-

tionally.
"
Whoo-hoo-woof,"

she replied, and plunged up
to her feet to shake herself

from her nose to her long
bang-tail. Her master tore up
a handful of grass, wiped her

back, and threw the saddle

on again. Betty had followed

his example in off-saddling,
and Peter was actually upside
down on the grass with his

long legs tucked up and his

neck scything from side to

side when the little huntsman
held the brush out to her.
" You deserve that, Miss an'

I wouldn't part with that

horse if I was you." He
rolled away to give Dicky a

pad, and Betty blushingly

jerked Peter to his feet. She
could pardon the little man's

mistake, for she had ridden

the horse all the season, but
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he must have known that

until her arrival it had been

Dicky's property, whatever the

present appearances of the case

might be. The field slowly

remounted, and to a long wail-

ing note on the horn the

weary jog homeward began.

It was half-past five when

they reached the Westleigh

stables, and the ride back in

the dark had been slow. They
had talked of the run (a ten-

mile point with hardly a check),
the hounds, the rest of the

Hunt, and of everything except
themselves. The light of Car-

son's lantern flashed on them
as their horses clinked into the

yard, and Dicky, jumping down

first, caught the girl as she

dismounted. Carson led the

mare in, and Peter followed

unattended, going straight to

his box and whinnying for

food. They watched while hot

mashes were produced and some

hay thrown into the mangers ;

then Carson set-to to clean

Peter, and Dicky went in to

talk to his mare. As he stroked

her smooth neck there was a

rustle in the straw, and he
found Betty beside him. She
said nothing, but also put a

hand on the mare's dark skin.

Dicky looked the girl over

carefully. She was as pretty
as when she had started out

that morning (even a long
run is no handicap to the

complexion at seventeen). The
shaded stable lights shone on
her childish face, four boxes

away Carson hissed and rubbed

strenuously, the mare solemnly

munched hay, and Dicky gave
in. He captured Betty's hand
from her, carried it to his

cheek, and held it there. It

did not try to get away.

Feeling as if earthquakes and
convulsions were rending the

universe, he looked at her.

She leaned a little forward and
lifted her chin. His breath

seemed to leave him for a

space as he put his hands on

her shoulders and bent to-

wards her. Then something
in her eyes stopped him, and
he waited.

"
Frightened ?

"
he asked.

She did not answer at once
;

then, after a while in a

very small voice :

"
Yes, a

bit."
" Then I'll wait, shall I f

"

"
Please, Dicky."

They left the horses to Car-

son. Eules could be broken
on such an occasion, and at

any rate they had seen their

horses half-way to bed. They
walked out into the stable-

yard and along the dark drive.

Dicky felt for her hand, and

got it. Near the door he

stopped her, raised her hands,
and held them to his chest.
"

It'll be all right soon, won't

it t
" he asked.

Her fingers twined into his

stock and began to straighten
the untidy folds.

"
Yes," she

said.
" I'm sure it will. But

I'm such a kid, you know.

D'you mind !
"

" No. I say, I'm awfully

lucky. Look here I've got
to tell you. It's the real

thing for me, you know. It's

serious."
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"I'm glad." She turned to

go in, and as she did so she

rested a hand on his shoulder.

She paused at the door and

spoke again.
"
I don't think

you'll have long to wait, Dicky.
It's only that I'm a baby, and
I'll catch you up soon." A mo-
ment later they were in the hall.

She ran upstairs at once, but

Dicky stood in the hall watch-

ing her go. He was still

looking at nothing after she

had vanished, and woke up
to find his uncle beside him

asking for the second time
what sport they had had.

" Eh 1 Oh lovely ! Just

perfect !

" he answered, and
dashed upstairs to change, leav-

ing the old gentleman marvel-

ling at the extraordinary ad-

jectives used by modern young
men. He had not suspected

Dicky of having had such words
in his vocabulary.

CHAPTER xm,

Dicky went up to Town
next day to carry his reports
to the Admiralty, and to inter-

view Somebody there on the

subject of future vacancies in

destroyer commands. He was

away for twenty-four hours,
and returned the following

morning in a good humour. He
said nothing, however, until

he and Betty were taking the

horses out to exercise, and
had given them their pre-

liminary canter. Then he en-

tered the subject abruptly.
" O.K. yesterday. They were

quite polite. I get next va-

cancy."
"
Splendid ! Were they

pleased with your Baltic re-

ports !
"

"Oh yes. I dined at the

Skooter Club that big bar-

racks of a place."
" Yes !

"

" Met some men I knew an'

some I didn't."

Betty waited. He was evi-

dently working up to some-

thing, and whatever it was it

probably had nothing to do
with the Club. Men are so

blunt and straightforward when
they want to tell you anything.

" Met two chaps called Pack-

ley."
" Oh ! Fred and Ian Pack-

ley f
"

"
I expect so. Cousins of

yours, aren't they ?
"

"
Yes, of course. They're

dears, aren't they ?
"

"
I expect so. I don't know

'em well enough yet."
" But you must. They

taught me to ride and do

physical drill, and generally
looked after me when I was
small. They've been sort of

godfathers and big brothers to

me. Did they talk about me ?
"

" Not much. We just met
in a crowd, you see, and it was

just luck we started talking.
I talked of these hounds, and

they knew about them from

your brother, and I suppose
from you, and then one of 'em,
the big one "

"
Ian."
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"
Yes, about twelve stone

five he said to the other that

they'd have to stop this horse-

borrowing business down here.

They didn't mind talking to

each other that way without

mentioning names, because they
didn't know it was me."

" Oh !

"
Betty turned red.

"How horrid! They'll spoil

everything. Did you
did ?

"

"
Yes. It was wrong to

butt in. I made a mistake.

They were talking on, and

they mentioned the Service a
bit sneeringly, and I intro-

duced myself."
" How !

"

" Oh ! I just said to the

big feller that my name was

Fancett, and I was lending

you horses, and I didn't like

his tone."
" Oh Dicky ! That wasn't

the right way. What did they

say ?
"

" Not much. But we left

the crowd and talked about it.

You see, it was his tone I

didn't like. He seemed a bully-

ing sort of chap."
" But he isn't really. You'll

like him when you know him.

You see, he's younger than

you."
" But the other's older."
" Yes but you're more

grown up. What did they

say when you told them "?

"

"They're all right. I like

'em quite well. What did they

say ? Oh, well one thing led

to another, and so on, and so

forth, and we found we didn't

see
"

quite eye to eye about

things."

Betty started, and turned in

her saddle to look closely at

Dicky's face.
" Go on," she

said.
" Well they gave me ten

days to learn to scrap
"

(he

grinned mischievously).
" And

then I'm to meet Ian at Singer's

Gymnasium at 4 P.M. ten

rounds, if I can last it."
"
Oh, Dicky, you are wicked.

Why did you get into this f
"

"Didn't want to. They're

pugnacious devils. I was as

peaceful as a blooming Paci-

fist."

Betty reflected that this pro-

bably summed up the meeting

fairly truthfully. Dicky would

certainly be pacific under such

circumstances, but it would
be the sort of calm which

rouses such people as the Pack-

ley brothers to frenzy. In

American phraseology, if the

Packleys had any goats in

their possession, their proprie-

tary rights in the animals

would be bound to pass to

Dicky in any verbal discussion.

A fresh rush of thoughts in

her head made her colour up
again.

" Did they ? Oh,

Dicky ! They must think we

ought to be engaged or some-

thing. They've been seeing

my letters home and thinking

things."
"Not a bit. Don't you

worry. They heard what I

had to say on the subject,

and believed me absolutely.

We didn't differ over the horse

question. They just thought
I was a worm, and they let

me know quite nicely. The
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fact is, I think they'd got a

bit piqued at hearing you had
a man walking round after

you, thinking you were just

heaven, and they hadn't passed
the man before he went after

you." He twisted in his saddle

to look at her.
" And perhaps

they've got a candidate of

their own they want to run."

Betty was still a little pink,
but her eyes did not waver as

she answered. "
Perhaps they

have they're quite capable of

it. But they haven't intro-

duced him yet. But listen,

Dicky : if this horrid and silly

battle of yours comes off it'll

all come out, and everything
will be miserable."

"
It won't come out. They'll

keep quiet about it. It may
do good with you too."

" What do you mean ?
"

"
It'll give you something

to think of : wake you up and
make you face facts a bit.

You can't realise what a bless-

ing it will be to me. If they
beat me it'll do me good,
and "

"
They f But it's only Ian ?

"

" Oh yes ! and if I win it'll

do me good. You see, little

beauty, I worship you and I

want you, and if I have to go
on just worshipping, I'll have
to kill some one or take a beat-

ing. D'you see that ?
"

"Not a bit."
"
Well, when you do my

luck '11 be in, and it'll cost me
something for an engagement-
ring." He laughed shortly,
and let Norah go in pursuit
of his listener, who had sent

Peter thundering down the

slopes of the downs towards
the race-course.

Dicky had a close consulta-

tion that evening with Carson,
the groom ;

between them they
slung a sack of corn to a

fifteen-foot rope secured to the

roof of the hayloft. He was

always in fair training, and
ten days' notice gave him

ample time. On the eighth

day, however, the hayloft floor

cracked in two places, and the

Westleigh blacksmith's assist-

ant, who had some pretensions
to skill in the noble art, was
assisted down to the stable-

yard by a sympathetic Carson.

After two minutes' refreshing
douche under the discharge of

the stable pump the departing

sparring - partner crushed the

notes that he held in his hand
into his pocket and left for

home, notifying Carson that

if he was wanted again he

wasn't coming not for twice

the money.
The three Packley brothers

were well known in the sport-

ing world, at least in that sec-

tion of it which has competed
as well as talked or looked on.

Fred, the eldest, had been a

beautiful middle-weight boxer
at Cambridge, and had done
well in amateur work

;
he had,

however, become almost noto-

rious through the newspapers

discovering that he had paid
a considerable sum to the

Middle-weight Champion of

England to try conclusions with

him in private. He had on
that occasion held his own
most gallantly for four rounds,
but had collapsed in the fifth
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with a rib broken and a couple
of teeth, out. He stated to

the privileged spectators after

the fight that he had thoroughly
enjoyed it, and there is no
doubt that he was speaking
the literal truth. He was a

fighter of more strength and
zeal than actual skill, but he

usually won his competition

fights owing to the inability
of his opponent to hurt or

stop him. Ian was the second

brother, a rather slow and

burly specimen, a Eugger Blue
and a runner-up for the Uni-

versity Light - Heavyweights.
Charles Packley was still at

Cambridge, and had recently
been in some little difficulty
with the authorities for hav-

ing caused considerable bodily
harm to a workman whom he
had surprised in the act of

beating his (the workman's)
wife. Subsequent inquiries at

the hospital and the police
court showed that in reality
the wife had been engaged in

beating the workman, but then
the Packleys usually acted in

a hurry, and, anyhow, his in-

tentions were thoroughly hon-
ourable and knightly. His

brothers, reading the news-

paper account of the incident,
had decided that the lad was
a true Packley, and that he
had his feet on the right path.
The two elder brothers turned

up at the rendezvous half an
hour early. They brought with
them their father, old John

Packley, and one of Betty's

godfathers, the Beverend Au-

brey Brean. The clerical assist-

ant had been called in neither

for his position as spiritual

sponsor for the Lady in the

Case, nor for his theological

knowledge : he was an amateur
referee of good repute, and he
could keep secrets. They had

brought their father because
it was inconceivable that they
should not do so

;
he had been

a mighty man of his hands in

his youth, and had been the

hardest rider to hounds or over

National Hunt fences in three

large counties until a sixteen-

hand horse had rolled on him

during a run with the Quorn,
and had crippled one of his

legs irretrievably. He hobbled
across the gymnasium and sat

down on a bench by the wall,

looking grimly out at his sons'

preparations from beneath

gorilla-like eyebrows. Four ob-

vious ex-bruisers in white trou-

sers and sweaters formed the

rest of the audience, and it

was clear that they had duties

in connection with the per-
formance

;
an array of basins,

sponges, and towels in two
corners of the ring showed
that they were ready. Ian
withdrew to change, and just
as the Eeverend Aubrey, glanc-

ing at his watch, remarked that
it was five minutes to the hour,

Dicky appeared.
He came in quietly, a small

bag in his hand, and a dust-

coat over his arm. His manner
was subdued. As a matter of

fact, he was suffering from a
trouble that had worried him
ever since he had first put
gloves on terror at the idea

of entering the ring. He loved

boxing, would never miss a
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chance of a contest, and always
shook with fright until he

came out of his corner for the

first round. He knew this,

and he also knew that the trait

might be turned to his own
advantage on this occasion,
as indeed he had turned it on

previous occasions when he

had needed every help that

could be grasped at in contests

against physical odds. He
shook hands with Fred and
the clerical referee a little

limply, and his voice shook a

little from excitement as he

greeted his appointed seconds

with a formal compliment. The
Eeverend Aubrey led him across

to be introduced to John Pack-

ley, and Dicky pulled himself

together as he met the gaze
of the old man's deep-set eyes.
Old age and youth studied

each other a moment, and
then Dicky grinned in quite
his usual way and nodded.

" Huh. So you've come to

take on Ian, have you !
"

"
Well, lan's going to take

on me, sir."
" Are you afraid of him ?

"

" A little, sir. I won't be
in a minute."

"
I know. Look here, Brean

if Ian goes too far
"

"
All right, John. All right.

I know."
"
Well, don't forget. You'd

better go and dress, young man.
I don't know what your quar-
rel's about, but I know my
boys, and I'll lay my stake

you're in the right of it."

Dicky smiled, and followed the

seconds out to a dressing-room.
" That boy's got the spirit,

although he's a fool to quarrel
with Ian, Brean. Eh t

"

" Not so fast, John not so

fast. I gathered from Fred
that this little entertainment

was simply in order to chastise

a worm. Does he look like a

worm ?
"

"He's light, but I think

he's willing. He's about eleven

seven, and a good back."
"
Yes. He's a naval officer,

too, and I'm beginning to sus-

pect where I must have seen

him before."
" You mean he's fought be-

fore ?
"

Ian entered and approached
them. He was in fighting kit,

and carried a new set of six-

ounce gloves. Brean got up.
"I don't know. I'm still

trying to remember. But we'll

know in a minute. All ready,
Ian ?

"

"
Yes, sir. Has the other

man come f
"

"
Yes, and here he is. Come

on to the ring and let's get
on with it."

Dicky noticed his hands shak-

ing as his gloves were pulled

on, and he smiled at the

slightly contemptuous look on

his second's face. He was

definitely play-acting now, and

hoping that every one could

see. A weakness may be-

come a distinct asset some-

times, and he was using this

shyness of his for all it was
worth. He heard the other

second speaking instructions

into his ear, and was mildly
tickled at the

" A.B.C. for

Novices
"
that the instructions

tried to convey. The thought
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of Betty came through his mind,
and he saw her face as he had
seen it looking in at the rail-

way carriage window that

morning as he left for London
" on duty." It had been a

very troubled little face, and
it had made him thank Heaven
that he had not been married

during the war.

As the referee entered the

ring he dropped his rather

foolish smile, and his face

hardened. He walked up to

the Eeverend official and asked
a question.

" Do we shake
hands before we begin or at

the end t
"

"Eh? I don't care what
about it, Ian ?

"

"
I don't care."

"All right," said Dicky
quickly,

"
not before." He

walked to his corner and sat

down. Fred was holding his

watch in the palm of his hand,
and waiting the signal. He
stared at Dicky a moment,
leaned forward as if to speak
to his brother, then remem-
bered his official position, and

changed his mind.
" Both ready ?

"
he asked.

"
Seconds out Time /

"

The men walked towards
the centre of the ring Ian
with his hands up, the left

rather advanced, Dicky with
his hands down by and in

front of his legs. Ian slowed

up a little as he came Dicky
did not slow up at all

;
he just

walked forward with brisk short

steps. The bigger man had
hesitated in order to readjust
his ideas. This stranger was

obviously no novice his walk

and poise as he covered the

twelve-foot distance from his

corner showed that. Now when
you readjust your ideas in the

ring you must do it quickly,
and Ian was not quite quick

enough. Dicky had spent the

last ten days in preparing for

this moment, and he had no
intention of throwing away
any atom of a chance against
a man a stone heavier than
himself. He timed his walk

exactly, and as his left foot

came forward at four - feet

range he sent his right glove
out like a bullet

;
his right

foot slid along the floor as he

pivoted. A perfectly straight

right is an unorthodox way of

beginning a fight, and for that

reason it is unexpected. The
sound of the blow made the

five spectators catch their

breath. The glove had landed

between lan's mouth and cheek-

bone no knock-out punch, but
a terrific shock to a surprised
man. Ian gave a little at the

knees and put his hands up to

guard his head
;

he turned

half-right and took a couple
of short paces. Dicky's left

hooked into his stomach
;
the

audience heard the giver of

the blow grunt with the effort

as he sent it home. Ian

lowered one arm and made a

feeble lead with his left. Dicky
feinted with both hands, jumped
in, and punched him back to

the ropes with hooks to the

head. The big man was too

dazed to attempt fighting ;
he

stood by the ropes a moment,
and then lurched towards his

opponent with his hands wide.
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Dicky met him with a right
to the jaw, a savage and per-

fectly-timed blow that sounded
like an axe on a tree. Ian

went straight to the floor, one

arm twisted beneath him, and
his body huddled in a queer
attitude.

"... Seven and eight and
nine and Out !

"
Dicky

helped Fred to pull the uncon-

scious figure out of the ring.

Then he walked to his corner

and stood leaning against the

padded stake. His pugilistic

second tried to press him into

a chair, but Dicky shook his

head. He accepted, however,
the offer of a wet sponge, and
smiled at the mingled amaze-
ment and respect in the man's
face.

Fred left his brother, who
was rapidly recovering con-

sciousness under the expert
attentions of his seconds, and

approached Dicky. Now, he

had just seen his brother

knocked out like a helpless

sheep in forty seconds, and the

exhibition Dicky had given had
been an undoubtedly brutal

one. There is competition box-

ing and there is competition

fighting, and Dicky had fought
several second - class profes-

sionals and boxed with some
who were in the first class. He
had learned the game in a hard

school, and although his audi-

ence on this occasion were men
who had often seen the some-

times distressing spectacle of a

beaten boxer being finished off,

yet this cold-blooded exhibition

of scientific butchery had been

just a little frightening in its

efficiency. Fred was perhaps

the least affected by it. He
held his hand out to Dicky,
and smiled.

"
By gum, you've

played one to Ian ! I had a

suspicion you'd got something
up your sleeve when you came
out of your corner, but I didn't

expect that."

Dicky touched his hand with

his glove and leaned back

again.
"
Meaning I beat him by a

trick ?
"
he asked sharply.

"
No, of course not. We

were fools to be careless. We
were deceived all along."
"I don't like this talk of

deceit. Are you satisfied I'm

not useless ?
"

"
Yes, certainly." Fred was

speaking sharply now.
" Then I can tell you I'm

not satisfied. You've talked

like Dempsey at me all the

evening. Is that all you can

do ?
"

(Fred had a tinge of

red in his hair. Dicky had
noticed that. There would be

no advantage of surprise in

this battle, but )

"
No, it isn't. Do you want

to fight me 1
"

" Yes I'm allowed to have

my opinions as well as you.
Would you sooner not ?

"
(the

last was said very sweetly,

with a lift of the chin).

Fred walked out, unbutton-

ing his waistcoat. Dicky smiled

at his seconds and sat down.

This might be a long and hard

fight, but he knew he was

going into it with certain ad-

vantages. The two old gentle-

men looked at him, but did

not approach or speak. For

one thing, there is a certain

etiquette in these affairs, and
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for another, Dicky did not

look at all conversational just
then. Fred had been away
about a minute when Dicky
slipped under the ropes, and
crossed the room to look at

his late opponent. Ian was

sitting on a bench with his

elbows on his knees and his

head in his hands. Dicky
took one of the hands between
his gloves and shook it, then

sat down alongside him.
"
Will

you do second for me ?
"

he

said. "I'm just going to fight

your brother."

Ian grinned with swollen

and twisted lips.
" God ! you

want a bellyful," he said husk-

ily. "I think I'm too groggy
to be any use."

"
You'll be all right by the

time we begin. You can put

your father on to do time-

keeper. Can you do it t
"

"
Yes, of course. Golly

you've got a punch !

"

"
Sorry, old bean. I had to

play that on you because I

couldn't risk anything with

your weight. I had to get you
quick, because I meant to

fight Fred after."

"That's aU right. If you
hadn't bluffed me in the be-

ginning you'd have caught me
later. It was better like that.

Here's Fred' coming."
" Can you get up all right t

"

" Yes give us an arm."

Dicky led him to his corner,

pulled the chair out of the ring,
and jammed Ian down on it.

One of his original seconds

scuttled off to the side of the

room to fetch another chair.

The reverend referee watched
while Fred's gloves were put

on and secured, then beckoned
both fighters to the middle of

the ring. His voice as he spoke
had a most unclerical snap and

ring to it.

"
Now, you two are to re-

member I'm in charge of this

fight. I know you both know
the rules, and probably more
than the rules, and I know you
won't intentionally go wrong.
But I'm not going to pull you
about or play the fool when
I say break you will break,
or I'll throw you both out.

Ten rounds of three minutes

each. Go to your corners."

He walked to the ropes to

hand the watch to John Pack-

ley, and the two whispered

together. Then
' ' Seconds out Time /

" The
old man's voice came as an
echo from the Pelican Club.

The fighters advanced with a

rush, each appearing equally
keen to get to business. Fred
lashed out with a long left,

grazed Dicky's skull, missed

with his right, took a jab in

the ribs, and nearly missed

his footing. He had expected

Dicky to close, but Dicky had
swerved down and sideways
at the latest possible moment.
Fred pivoted after him. Dicky
feinted with both hands and
retreated. The gloves rapped
and kissed at long range as

they sparred, Fred trying to

close, and Dicky breaking

ground all round the ring.

The two were pretty well

matched for skill, but Fred
was the heavier and stronger
man. Dicky, however, was

certainly much quicker, and
was in slightly better condi
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tion : he knew that. He was
also fighting to a set pro-

gramme, and last, but not

least, he had the strategic

initiative, and meant to keep
it. A long naval war teaches

one more than the mere art

of killing. Fred's eyes showed
a glint of temper, and he set

out to drive his man into a

corner, where this dancing and

long-range tapping could be

stopped. He drove Dicky back
till the critical moment had
almost arrived

;
then his vic-

tim went out sideways like an

eel, tapping with his left as

he passed. The programme
was repeated in three corners

in succession, Dicky barely

escaping from the third rush

at the cost of a nasty right
hook on the ear. As they
came out into the open again

Dicky made as if to attack,
then suddenly walked sideways
into the corner he had just
left. He not only went into

the angle, but he went well

into it and stood waiting.
When you are trying to force

a man to do a thing and he

suddenly does it voluntarily,

you, if you are of ordinary
mental power, suspect some-

thing. Fred could think one
or perhaps two moves ahead,
but he was neither a Capa-
blanca nor a Marshal Foch.

He kept a careful guard and
advanced a little puzzled.
He was well outside range
when Dicky jumped forward,
and the fact that his guard
was stiff and anxious made
him slow to react to the rush.

Pat, pat, pat Thud. Three

stabbing lefts and a right to

the mouth, and Dicky was
back in the middle of the ring.
He had no wish to be hemmed
into a corner by this strong

opponent, and this disconcert-

ing action would, he knew,
make the cornering game un-

popular. He could not hope to

bring the trick off again, but
at any rate he had laid the

foundations of a bluff in the

future. He waited till Fred
closed again, then ducked and
tried a couple at the ribs. He
got the inside position and
landed twice at short range,
but found at once that Fred
was no novice at infighting.

There was a flurry of gloves,
a scramble, an order from the

referee, and they broke away.

Dicky had taken a little more
than he had given at that dis-

tance, and his mouth was

bleeding. It was characteristic

of his mental processes that

he at once feinted rapidly and

jumped into short range again,

landing a left to the mark as

he did so. He managed to

block his opponent's arms this

time, and to start a rapid suc-

cession of punches which did

no harm, but spun the rally

out till the call of "Time,"
and also made Fred a little

doubtful as to whether this

swift fighter wished to avoid

infighting or not.

In his corner, Dicky found
the seconds working the towels

while Ian sponged his face.

No advice was given or asked

for, but just before the next

round Ian winked at him.
"
Keep him mad," he said.

Dicky nodded.

The same game started
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afresh, Fred trying to mix

things, and Dicky tapping and

feinting on the retreat. Twice

Dicky got his left glove resting
on his opponent's throat and

kept it there, pushing firmly
while he walked round to his

right. When that sort of

thing is done to you in the

ring (and it needs a quick eye
and a cool brain to do it at all

without risk) it is very bad for

the temper. On each occasion

Dicky had to cover up immedi-

ately afterwards, and rock his

head out of the way of a

storm of blows. In the fourth

round Fred checked his con-

tinual advance for a moment,
and waited in the open to con-

sider matters. It had occurred

to him that he was doing
what Dicky wanted. This was

true, up to the moment when
he stopped, and Dicky took
instant steps to guide his steps
into the chosen path again.
He came in with a slashing

attack, a whirl of feints, and
then two heavy swings to

Fred's head. Fred went after

him again, and found him

ready and willing to mix mat-
ters. The rally lasted ten

seconds, and left Fred with
a suspicion that his wind was
not quite all it should be, and
that Dicky was getting faster

all the time. Dicky, however,
went to his corner with his

left eyelid as big as a hen's

egg, and getting bigger. He
had met a couple of right
hooks which were going to

cause him some trouble. As
he lay back in his chair he ran
the situation over in his mind.
His eye was closing fast, and

he knew that the straight
left that had served him so well

was going to fail him now.

Well, there was always bluff

and a good right to pull him

through, and also there was
the initiative. Fred would

certainly go for that eye again.
He couldn't do it any more

harm, but one could bank on
the fact that when in doubt
Fred would bring that right
hook over. His review of the

situation cheered Dicky up,
and he came up for the fifth

round as fresh as paint. Fred
closed in at once, and Dicky
let him do it. The closer he
was the easier he was to see.

After half a minute Fred real-

ised this also, and opened the

range. Dicky lowered his left

and began stopping him with

leads to the chest. It was a

broader mark, and it did not

need two eyes to guide his

glove to it. Fred accepted this

and cross-countered, getting
home twice with his right on
the same place. Dicky re-

flected philosophically that he
would not be able to see well

out of that eye for days to

come, but that nothing that

happened to it could affect the

situation at the moment. He
got in again towards the end
of the round and clinched.

They broke by order, and he

tried the left, missed alto-

gether, and met a terrific right
hook on the eyebrow. A cold

feeling on his face told him
that something had happened
suddenly, and he also realised

with a thrill that that punch
had been the hardest Fred
could produce, yet it had had
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no effect on his strength or

wits. He slammed his left

out, felt it reach the face,
and repeated the blow in-

stantly. The second shot con-

nected as cleanly as the first
" Time !

"

As he reached his corner he
saw the blood running down his

vest, and realised what had

happened. Ian fairly threw
him into his chair, and attacked

the wound furiously with

sponges and water.
" Put your

head back all right it's just
in the right place swelling's

going down can you see ?

Open it, man
"

Dicky closed his right eye,
and saw the ceiling, a blur of

white, overhead.
"
All right,"

he said
"

let it bleed. It's

getting clearer all the time."

He drew his breath in sharply
as a whisky-laden sponge came
down on the cut.

"
Let it

bleed, man it's all right."
Time ! He walked forward

for the sixth round, his head
inclined a little to the left to

let the blood run clear. The
referee held up his hand, and
beckoned him over for in-

spection. Dicky looked him
in the eyes.

"
Padre," he

said,
"
t
if you stop me now

I'll turn Mahommedan."
" Would that make any dif-

ference to you ?
"

(The tone

was not at all in keeping with

Brean's garb.)
"
Yes, I saw

you at Olympia in '19. I

remember now. Fight on !

"

Dicky feinted and retreated

again. He wanted just a min-
ute's grace to allow the swelling
to subside a little more. Things
were getting clearer all the

time, and a few tentative leads

told him that he could now
judge his range again when
he hit. He knew just what
he was going to do, and how to

do it. He had gauged Fred's

condition and the present

strength of his punch. He had
learnt years before that when

you make up your mind to

go in and fight to a decision

you must put your soul and
heart all in, and leave no
reserve behind. He began to

lead a little more, keeping
the fight open and moving
from side to side. Occasion-

ally Fred's returns came home
on head or body, but he barely

guarded them, rocking only
to each side to take the shock

out of them. He drew a few

long and deep breaths, opened
his damaged eye as far as he

could, and rushed in, slam-

ming out straight lefts and

right to the head. One two

one two one one two one

his arms snapped out and

back, his body rocked and

pivoted, and drops of gore
fell to his knee. One two

one one two Fred went
back to the ropes, felt them
at his back, broke sideways,
and backed across the ring.

Dicky feinted while he caught
his breath and came in again,

taking two light blows on head
and body as he closed. Whack
whack thud thud thud.

He had been hitting for nearly
half a round, and yet he

seemed to be getting stronger.
Fred grappled and clinched,
and Dicky saw his grey eyes
for an instant a few Cinches

away. There was no anger
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in them now, but a puzzled
anxious look. Dicky broke

the clinch with two hands on

the big chest in front of

him, and jumped back. As he

did so he saw that Fred's

feet were nearly together, and
that his body was leaning just
a little back as he recovered

from the push. The spectators
saw a swift -

sliding step and
the flash of a glove that landed

heavily below Fred's heart

a straight right with all Dicky's
back and leg muscles to send

it home. Fred's hands went

up, he turned half round, and
came down with a crash to

roll over on his back.

Against all rules and regula-

tions, Dicky jumped to him
and lifted his head. Brean

forgot to count till some seconds

had passed ;
then he started

with seven, got to eight, and

gave up. With a vague idea

that he was failing in his

duty, he walked to Dicky,

pulled him up from beside

Fred, and raised the winner's

right arm in the air, facing as

he did so an imaginary audience

represented by the empty wall

of the gymnasium.
Five minutes later Fred real-

ised that he was in the dressing-
room again. He was lying on
a sofa, and the great war or

the catastrophe, or whatever
it had been, was over. The

room, however, was full of

people he knew, who whirled

round in circles. Gradually
they slowed down, and he
made out Ian doing something
with plaster to Dicky's eye.
He reached out an arm and
touched his brother, who looked

down at him, and smiled re-

assuringly.
"
Ian," said the reclining

warrior
"

tell Betty tell

her
"

" Yes ? Feel all right now ?
"

"
Tell her we've de-

cided
"

" What is it T
"

"
Dammit, Ian," he sat

up suddenly.
"
She's got to

have that chap. He's a

winner ..."

Dicky sent a cryptic wire to

Betty, and dined in Town with

the Packleys and Brean. It

would have been difficult to

find five people that night who
enjoyed each others' company
more.

When one arrives home with

the marks of battle on one's

face, it is well to have a good
story ready. Dicky told his

uncle and cousin a half-truth

namely, that he had had the

gloves on with some friends,
and had " mixed it a bit."

He brought a letter to Betty
from John Packley, and an-

other from Aubrey Brean.

There may have been an
enclosure in one of the letters

for Sir James, but Betty did

not mention it to Dicky, and
Sir James said nothing. But

Dicky suspected something
from the old gentleman's man-
ner that day, and wondered
if anything was going to hap-

pen. Something did, and it

started at 3 P.M. exactly, when
Sir James came into the library
to find Dicky completing the

tying of his young guest's shoe-

lace. The knot settled to his
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satisfaction, Dicky patted it,

kissed the hem of the girl's

tweed skirt as a matter of

course, and stood up.
"
Hullo,

uncle !

"
he said.

Sir James grunted and walked
to the hearthrug.

" Are you
two engaged ?

"
he asked ab-

ruptly.

Dicky moved to an arm-chair
and sat down

; Betty, after a

hurried glance at the door,
sat down on the opposite side

of the fireplace.
"
No, uncle er no."

" Haven't you asked her 1
"

"
Yes. But, you see she

isn't quite
"

" Then she must go back
home. Her father wouldn't

like it. I don't like it."
"
But, you see, we're hoping

that she'll
"

" Grow up yes. She can

do that at home. You can't

keep her here and bully her.

Let her meet some other men
and see if she can make her

mind up."

Betty looked helplessly at

Dicky. She felt that she hated

Sir James, her father, and all

elderly people that existed.

Dicky made a final effort.
"
But, uncle we're behav-

ing all right ;
no one could

"

" You can kiss her skirts

when you're married. You
won't want to then." Sir

James stamped across the room
to the writing-desk and sat

down. " I'm going to write

to her father now." He swung
round in his chair.

"
I'd like

you to stay on here, young
lady ;

I'm sorry to have to

interfere like this, but I'm in

loco parentis, you know."

There was an awful pause,
a silence broken only by the

sound of a scratching pen.
Then Betty got up and walked

softly towards the door. Sir

James glanced up as she passed

him, and he caught her eye.
She stopped by the desk, bent

down, whispered a sentence,
and went out. The baronet

turned his chair slowly round
and looked at Dicky, who was

gloomily staring at the fire.
" You young chicken - but-

cher !

" he said.
"
I don't

know what to say to her father.

What am I to say, eh t You
don't know ? Well, go out

and ask her. Go and tell her

she must write it for herself."
" But but where did she

got"
" The stables, of course

you both seem to live there.

She'll be with that big horse

of yours. Hurry up and let

me know."

Dicky went out. Eugene
Aram on his way to the local

Vine Street must have looked

a little ray of breezy sunshine

compared to him at that mo-
ment. Sir James, curiously

enough, did not appear to

await his return with any im-

patience or interest. It may
be that Betty's whisper had

given him some clue, or it may
have been that he considered

his part in the business to be

concluded
;

but what he did

do was to put on his hat, take

his stick, and walk out to look

at the coverts.

Betty was there all right.

She was in the big loose-box

talking to Peter. As Dicky
came in she turned her back
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and pressed her face against
the horse's smooth neck. Peter

ate hay. Horses are practical
animals.

"
Betty, I say what are we

to do * Will you have to go
back ? I say, are you crying ?

What's the matter !
" He

paused undecidedly ; Betty
kept her back turned and made
love to Peter

;
Peter ate hay.

" Don't be angry, little lady
he didn't mean to be unkind.

Look here, I'll come up north

with you and see your father,
shaU I ?

"

He paused again. The object
of his affections seemed to be
dumb. So, indeed, was his

horse, but that beast was at

any rate making eating noises.
" What is it, Betty 1 Tell me."
The girl turned her head

half round.
"
I didn't want

to talk to you," she said.
"
I wanted to make love to

Peter."

"Eh? "

" You see, Peter's fond of

me, but he can't hurt me, and
he does what I want."

" What's that got to do with

it?
"

The head was turned round
to face him now. "

I wanted
to tell Peter all about it, you
see."

Dicky frowned.
" Don't sky-

lark," he said.
"
This show's

serious."
" Yes horrid serious, Dicky.

I told Peter so, and he said

lots of people had been kissed

before, but it didn't make the

world stop."
" What on earth Betty,

don't laugh at me, will you ?
"

Betty laughed and faced him.
" You dear Dicky," she said.

"I'm ready now. Have you
changed ?

"

Dicky might be slow of

understanding, but he was not

slow in action. To put the

case crudely, he went into a

clinch with such speed and
decision that his bride-elect,
if she had not been both a

perfect lady and expecting the

action, would have grunted.
She half-closed her eyes and
waited. His lips hovered over

hers a moment, and then,
with a sigh of content, Peter

lurched nearer the hay at the

back of his manger, placing
as he did so his off fore-hoof

on Dicky's toes. Peter stood

sixteen one and a half at the

shoulder.

Eight seconds later (no less)

the horse plunged as a heavy
blow in the ribs sent him

sideways. Betty, suddenly

startled, broke away, looking
at her lover's face. Pain and

joy contorted it.
" Damna-

tion I
"

said Dicky.
" You

little darling !

"

On the crest of Olympus,
Juliet turned and looked doubt-

fully at her partner. "I'm not

sure that you'd have finished

that kiss, Borneo dear," she

said.
" Thin shoes on, too. . . ."

THE END.
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A LITTLE ELEPHANT.

BY H. WARINGTON SMYTH, C.M.G.

SITTING by our camp-fires,
we used to speculate on the

parts played respectively by
heredity and training in the

characters of our elephants.
Nai Suk, the young Siamese

lieutenant who was my escort,

surveyor, right-hand man, and
friend in many expeditions,
held to a great belief in ele-

phant nature, and maintained

that all that was good in

elephant character the hum-

our, the affability, and the

sound common - sense were

natural to the animal, and that

the unreliability of temper, the

unreasoning fear, the occa-

sional apparent treachery, were

due largely to the character

and influence of the man
brought by fate to be the

animal's mahout his human

partner, guardian, and mentor
for life.

" Look at poor little Lek
over there," said he one even-

ing, when the babies of the

expedition were playing to-

gether round a bamboo clump
which they had been busy
pulling down and munching ;

" he has never had a chance.

His mother's temper has been
ruined by that old lame man
of Pechai. See how she bit

the little one's tail when he

was a baby ;
he has no tuft

at all, and his ears are all

jagged by her bites. Now
look at that young tusker Mom
which joined us at Bang Pak.

Mother ! that is an elephant !

His mahout is a man of Muang
Nan : they are virtuous men
at Muang Nan

;
he caught

Mom only two months ago up
the valley of the Nam Oi.

You can do anything with that

elephant. He has a temper
like wild honey. There is his

mahout : he is the son of a

chief ask him."
A tall youngster was stand-

ing at the mahout's fire a little

way from us, laughing at some

joke, and when called by Nai

Suk, he threw his coloured

Laos cloak over his bare shoul-

ders, and strode across with

his big two-handed dah * at

his back.

He had a charming dignity,
but no armour was ever proof

against the combination of Nai
Suk's camaraderie and my che-

roots. He sat down cross-

legged in his cloak, and puffing

slowly and approvingly at his

cheroot, told us the story of

the capture of Mom.
"
My father is Luang Siddhi

of Muang Nan."
" Oh yes," interjected the

irrepressible Nai Suk,
" we

know all about him. He gave

1 The usual Burmese and Shan combined sword and jungle knife, carried by

every man and lad.
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the new bawt (or chapel) to

the monastery at Wat Luang ;

he never smokes or even chews

betel-nut, and although he is

an old man his teeth are still

white, and he can march forty
miles a day over the hill trails."

As usual, I had to request
Nai Suk in my best Siamese
to shut up, otherwise we should

never get the story.
"
Yes, bat it is just for your

information, Korab. 1 You see,

you do not know all these Lao

people up here as I do."

He dodged his own tobacco-

pouch, which I hurled at him,
and which fell at the edge of

the firelight. A small bristly

elephant trunk came out of

the darkness and seized upon
it. There was a scuffle be-

tween Nai Suk and the little

creature, from which Nai Suk
returned triumphant but ag-

grieved.
" Three months ago, Nai,"

2

continued the son of Luang
Siddhi, addressing me,

"
my

father said I was old enough
to go out with him and cap-
ture my own elephant. For

many days he told me all that

pertains to capturing and train-

ing elephants. We went also

in the small canoe up the Nam
Oi, poling far up in the moun-
tains beneath Kao Deng, where
the forest is deep, and the fever

in the rainy season is like fire.

There we cut many wahs

(fathoms) of rattans from the

deep forest, and made them
into ropes on the sand by the

river. We left the ropes below

the big rapids hidden under a
rock and returned home. We
made cakes, and on the next

holy day we went to the wat. 3

We gave presents and made
merit, so as to have the bless-

ing on our undertaking.
"
It was very hard marching,

Nai, when we recovered our

two long coils of rattan, and

my father started to find the

herd. It was lucky that my
father, Luang Siddhi, went with

me, for he is a just man and

wise, and he knows where the

herds are and their customs.

We marched for two days in

the deep forest, my father

showing me the signs. We
feared the tigers, and when we
ate we sat down opposite one

another, each watching over
the other's shoulder. For the

hungry tiger-fellow, Nai, likes

to spring from behind upon a
man. He fears our sharp dahs
when face to face. We lit no

fire, because the herd fears the

smell of fire more than even
the tiger smell. We carried
' Kaoneo '

in our bags for our
food. We bathed our wrists

and ankles in the mountain

streams, but we drank not,
for my father says the moun-
tain huais give fever, and,

moreover, the shikari is better

without drink.
" The third morning at day-

break we were on a ledge of

rock looking down on a sloping
forest valley a day's journey
to the east of Kao Deng. My
father said the herd was near.

We listened as the mists rose

1 Siamese expression=my lord. 2 = master. = monastery.
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and heard at last a short

trumpet, and soon after the

breaking of several bamboos.
You know, Nai, how they break
with a sound like your child-

gun of six bullets. We could

judge the way they were going,
and had a long run to get
to the lee side of the herd.

Mother ! that was a terrible

run of ours, from when the

sun was there till it was there."

He pointed up in the firelight

to the star-lit sky and measured
off about two hours of sun-

march.
"
After the morning feed and

journey the herd sleeps, Nai,
in the noontide heat. My
father had told me that

is the time when the shikari

must mark down his quarry,
all unseen, and must then creep
in among the herd, quick,

silent, alone, and with his own
hand put the first shackle on
the animal of his choice the

first shackle of his life, which
shall alter his life's existence

and bring him to be a helper

among men.
"
My father said I was old

enough. I must do it with my
own hand. Mother ! my heart

was small, Nai
;

I feared lest

I should not do what my
father expected of me. I, who
have killed a panther with my
young brother helping, with

this dah
; I, who have steered

the canoe in the big rains all

the way to Muang Pechai last

year ;
I was afraid, Nai.

" We crept close to the

bamboo thickets where the

herd stood slumbering. Some
swished their tails, some slept,

some ate
; they flapped their

ears, or swung their trunks to

keep off the elephant flies.

And then I saw one which
was young, beautiful, black,
and with flashing tusks. We
both saw him together. He
stood under a great ton yang-
tree close to the stream, a

big mother elephant and two

half-grown ones close by. My
father pointed ;

he touched me
on the shoulder. I must go.

" My lord, I, thy servant,
knew what to do. My father

had told me many times. I

left my dah, my cloak, every-

thing, and I crept like a snake

along the ground. Only I took

my length of rattan with the

great slip-knot in the end,
coiled on my left shoulder. It

is a difficult thing to creep with

twenty wahs of big rattan

coiled on your arm and not
make a noise, but my father

had made me do it in the days
before. When I came near the

herd, the elephant smell hung
heavy on the ground. Bah !

it was very strong. On my
right I could see and hear

numbers of the herd, their

backs above the undergrowth.
In front in the long grass still

stood the little black one with

the flashing tusks. The flies

buzzed with a great noise

and mother ! they bit me all

over, but I must lie still. I

was most afraid that he would
not lift his foot. I could only
see his back, till, creeping
round the roots of the great
ton yang, I could see his feet.

He stood firm on all four !

But my father had told me
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the elephant seldom stays for

long like that, especially if

the flies are bad. So I lay and
waited. I thought of my
mother and little brother, the

same that fought the panther
with me, and then I picked a

long grass to tickle his hind
foot with.

"
Then, Nai, the spirits were

good to me. He lifted his

hind foot towards me so

and placed it against the other.

I rose silently not a sound
like this

" and dropping his

cloak and dah, the son of

Luang Siddhi rose quickly in

the firelight, leaning forward
on his toes with hands out-

stretched like the statue of the

runner come to life, then sank
down again and dropped his

voice.
" The slip-knot was in

my right hand. I placed it

just over the foot, brought it

up about so far, and then
then I pulled. I pulled, Nai.

I dropped the rattan coil, and
I jumped about twenty feet,

all in one.
"
I heard a scream of terror,

but did not stay to look. I

heard crashing of wood, and
an angry trumpet. Like the

barking-deer in flight I leapt,
and fled down the forest slope
till I saw my father standing.
He was ready girded for the

pursuit. He thrust upon me
my cloak ready folded, and

my dah and shoulder-bag. He
laughed and said,

' Well done,

my son
;
now follow.'

"
Ah, mother ! that was a

terrible chase. We had to

make a detour to the left across

the stream. The herd was

awake
; no, they were not

frightened, but uneasy. The
little black one with his flash-

ing tusks had gone off full

speed ;
the mother elephant

and the two with her, my
father said, seemed angry and
restless. The mother started

to follow her little black one

in his flight, but she had

stopped after crossing the

stream, unwilling, my father

said, to leave the others.
" We soon got on the trail

of Mom. The long rattan at-

tached to his hind foot made a

broad trail easy to follow with

the broken twigs and saplings.

It would soon tire him out

dragging through the trees and

undergrowth. He was going

straight for the deepest forest

along the east side of Kao
Deng. My father did not like

that, but hoped he would tire

before he got there. He did

not tell me then, for we were
not using our breath in talk.

We did three hours' march in

one yes, we went fast. At
the end of the second hour
the sun was there

"
(pointing to

about 3 o'clock) "we found he

had stopped. But he went on

again. All the afternoon we
followed on

;
we crossed the

deep forest belt and reached

the bamboo country up on the

southern slopes of Kao Deng,
then went into the open forests

of the western valleys. The
sun was sinking, when, lo !

there, in a thicket we saw him,

black, beautiful, with his flash-

ing tusks. Ah, Nai, I nearly

wept with joy !

"
My father stopped and
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moved to the right so he should

not get our wind. Then my
father nodded, and I put down
my cloak with my dah and

shoulder-bag, and once more

I, thy servant, crept in to find

the end of the rattan rope
which I had fastened to his

hind foot. I crept until I cut

the trail, and then followed it

until I saw the rope-end there

on the ground before me all

polished bright, Nai, by its

rushing through the grass and
trees so far and fast. I quickly
knotted it safely to a strong

young tree. I went nearer and

stopped the rope with short

bits of rattan to neighbouring

trees, so shortening the scope.
" Then I got up and walked

back to my father. I felt now
Mom was mine indeed. We
took a rapid survey round to

find a good camp, far away
enough for him not to see or

smell the fire, and near enough
to enable us to keep watch.

When I told my father what
was in my thoughts, he said,
' Not so, my son

;
now begins

thy work. The law is that now
thou leave him not day or

night, rain or sun, health or

forest fever, until he trusts

thee as his own brother
;
thence-

forward his life will be as thy

life, his thoughts as thine.

See therefore to it that thou

use no angry word and have

no angry thought towards him.

Go.'
"
I therefore took my cloak

and lay that night within

sight of where he stood. But
I slept not. I feared the tiger

for him and for myself, and

when he whined or cried or

moved, I heard every sound.
" Next day he was very

tired. I consulted with my
father, who stayed in his camp,
and told me all things which I

should do.
"
During the morning Mom

raged and surged at his rope
and cried out, and tore up the

bushes and small trees which
he could reach. At noontide

he was silent and motionless,
but now and then he whim-

pered as a child calling for its

mother. I crept in once more
and shortened the scope of his

rope with fresh stoppers. I

also took a new big rattan rope
with a slip-knot for his other

hind foot, so as to release the

first and enable the sores caused

by the rope to heal.
" The third day I showed

myself openly to him, and as

my father had told me, I called

him by his name and I began
to talk to him. I also sang
some of our songs oh, mostly
about the river and the canoe

in the great rapids. He had
eaten nothing since he had
commenced his flight. He had
no wish to eat. But my father

said,
'

Now, my son, is the time

when he will break his heart

and die, and thou shalt lose

him for ever, or thou must
turn his heart to wish for food

and life for love of thee.'
"
My father had been busy

making new rattan ropes for

his neck and harness, and
also collecting young bam-
boo shoots with the juice
in them from the forest far

and near. These I took and
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placed just near him, and some

young wild bananas, and I sat

down before him and played
him upon my flute that song
of the trotting pony which
Nai Suk sings. And I got a

big banana leaf and made it

so as to hold water and filled

it. And at noon in the heat

he smelt the water with his

trunk, but he scented human
fingers therein, and was fright-

ened. But that evening I

went behind the hill to my
father's camp and told him all

things, and when I went back

to him he had drunk the water

from the banana leaf. And I

ran and got more, and I

told my father, and he said,

'Have courage, son, he will

live.'
" Then I was glad in my

heart, and I sang and talked

to him until the stars were

half-way round the heavens.

What did I talk of ! I talked

of all the things that the ele-

phant master must tell his

charge when they first meet

together in the world. I told

him of the law of the Lord

Buddha, and how every soul

must climb upward by its own
merit and obedience to the

law. I told him about Muang
Nan, and the story of the old

chief who put down opium -

smoking, and condemned his

own son to die when he was
convicted of breaking the law.

And I told him of my father's

rice-fields and our fruit-gar-

dens where the duriens grow,
and of my ancient family, and
of how my great-great-grand-
father defended Muang Nan

against the Burmans and the

Kha tribes of the North. And
I asked him what his spirit

was in his last life upon earth,

and if he would love me and
be obedient to me all the days
of my life, and to my sons after

me. And I told him how I

killed the panther with this

dah and the help of my little

brother. I told him of the

spirits of the forests and the

river, both good and bad, and
how the canoe flies down the

forest valleys on the water's

face, and climbs slowly up
along the banks in the time of

low river. And I told him

many other things which I have

observed myself or which my
father has told me, but chiefly

that I had marked him for his

beauty and his flashing tusks

to be my own. I was to be to

him as his father, his teacher,
his master, and his servant,
as is the duty of the elephant -

doctor.
" The next day, such was the

effect of the things I told him

during the night, he took food

from my hand, as I sat close

beneath his long trunk and
looked up in his eyes. That

day also I slipped the new
rattan over his left foot, and
then with difficulty removed
the rope from his right. It

had cut the flesh, and the flies

were upon it and it was sick.

But my father bade me clean

it with banana-leaf and place
hot rice upon it, which I did.

Afterwards when I tended his

foot he would lift it up for me
and turn his head and watch
me.
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"
Thenceforward, Sahib, I fed

him every day for half a month,
and slept and lived within
touch of his trunk. He cried

no more, but would put out
his trunk to me and ask, and
if I walked to one side or the
other he would turn his head
and look at me. I could pet
and scrub him and put my
arm around his neck and my
cheek against his cheek. Then
came to see him my father,
and we made him smell my
father all over, and his dah
and cloak and bag, as he had
done to me many times.

" And so we moved him,

leading him to another place
close by. The next day, after

scrubbing him well, I jumped
upon him, pulling myself up
by his ear, and I lay upon his

neck. I patted and talked to

him and scrubbed his back.

After that, every day before

the sunset he let me ride him
to the stream near by, where
in a deep pool we bathed

together; he lay down till

the water covered him and

only the tip of his trunk was

above the water, and I climbed

upon him and washed his skin

with split bamboo. Then I

taught him to kneel down for

me to get upon him, and we
both played there by the stream.

And soon thereafter, Sahib

well, we rode him home to-

gether.
" Now my little brother, the

one that helped me slay the

panther, rides him as I do.

One day, when he is old enough,
he and I will go and catch just

such another. But none in

the herd, Sahib, were so black

and beautiful or had such

flashing tusks as Mom.
"
See, the stars are turning.

The Swordsman x crosses the

heavens. I must go and sleep

by him he will not sleep with-

out me yet. If I go not now,
he will break into the village

gardens before dawn and eat

five hundredweight of fruit

from their trees, and the Nai
will have to pay much com-

pensation."
From which it appeared that

Mom's education was not yet

entirely completed.

1 Orion.
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IN HANGING GAKDEN GULLY.

BY 0. E. MONTAGUE.

To climb up rocks is like

all the rest of your life, only

simpler and safer. In all the

rest of your life, any work

you may do, by way of a trade,
is a taking of means to some
end. That end may be good.
We all hope it is. But who
can be sure ? Misgiving is

apt to steal in. Are you a

doctor is it your job to keep
all the weak ones alive ? Then
are you not spoiling the breed
for the future ? Are you a

parson or politician or some
sort of public improver, always

trying to fight evil down ?

May you not then be making
a muff, every day, of somebody
else who ought to have had
his dragon to fight, with his

own bow and spear, when you
rushed in to rob him and the

other little St Georges of dis-

cipline and of victory ? Any-
how, all the good ends seem a

good long way off, and the

ways to them dim. You may
be old by the time you are

there. The salt may have lost

half its savour.

No such dangers or doubts

perplex the climber on rocks.

He deals, day by day, with the

Ultimate Good, no doubt in

small nips, but still authentic

and not watered down. His
senses thrill with delight to

find that he is just the sum
of his own simple powers. He
lives on, from moment to
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moment, by early man's glee-

ful achievement of balance on
one foot out of four. He hangs
safe by a single hand that

learnt its good grip in fifty

thousand years of precarious

dodging among forest boughs,
with the hungry snakes looking

up from the ground for a

catch, like the expectant fields-

men in the slips. The next

little ledge, the object of all

human hope and desire, is

only some twelve feet away
about the length of the last

leap of that naked bunch of

clenched and quivering muscles,
from whom you descend, at

the wild horse that he had
stalked through the grass. Each
time you get up a hard pitch

you have succeeded in life.

Besides, no one can say you
have hurt him.

Care will come back in the

end
;

the clouds return after

the rain; but for those first

heavenly minutes of sitting

secure and supreme at the top
of Moss Ghyll or the Eaven

Crag Gully, you are Columbus
when he saw land from the

rigging, and Gibbon when he
laid down his pen in the garden
house at Lausanne. It's good
for you too

;
it makes you more

decent. No one, I firmly be-

lieve, could be utterly mean
on the very tip of the Weiss -

horn. I could, if I had known
the way, have written a lyric

I 2
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about these agreeable truths

as I sat by myself in the tiny
inn at Llynn Ogwen, where Tel-

ford's great London-to-Holy-
head road climbs over a pass
between three - thousand - foot

Carnedds and Glyders. I was
a convalescent then, condemned
still to a month of rest cure

for body and mind. But it was

June, and fine weather. Eocks
had lately become dry and
warm.
There are places in Britain

where rock-climbing cannot be

honestly called a rest cure.

I mean, for the body. Look
at the Coolin all the way
that a poor invalid must tramp
from Sligachan southward be-

fore he gets among the rough,

trusty, prehensible gabbro, the

best of all God's stones. Think
of Scawfell Crag, the finest

crag in the world, but its base

cut off from the inn by all

that Sisyphean plod up the

heart - breaking lengths of

Brown Tongue. From Ogwen
you only need walk half an

hour, almost on the flat, and
then there you are, at the

foot of your climb. The more
I considered the matter, the

more distinctly could I per-
ceive that my doctor, when

saying,
" Avoid all violent ex-

ercise," meant that if ever I

got such an opening as this

for a little
"
steady six-furlong

work," as it is called in the

training reports, I ought to

take care not to miss it.

But I was the only guest at

the inn. And to climb alone

is counted a sin against the

spirit of the sport. All the

early fathers of climbing held

the practice heretical. Cer-

tainly some of them Whym-
per, Tyndall, and others

climbed by themselves when
they had a mind to. Thus
did King David, on distin-

guished occasions, relax the

general tensity of his virtue.

But these exceptions could not

obscure the general drift of

the law and the prophets of

mountaineering. Then came
another pause-giving reflection.

If, as the Greeks so delicately

put it, anything incurable hap-

pens while you are climbing

alone, your clay is exposed,
defenceless and dumb, to nasty
obiter dicta during the inquest.
" Woe unto him," as Solomon

says,
" who is alone when he

falleth." Insensate rustic coro-

ners and juries, well as they

may understand that riding
to hounds in a stone-wall coun-

try is one of the choicer forms

of prudence, will prose and

grumble over extinct moun-
taineers. Their favourite vein

is the undesirable one of their

brother, the First Clown in
'

Hamlet,' who thought it a

shame that Ophelia (she seems
to have slipped up while climb-

ing a tree)
"
should have coun-

tenance in this world to drown
or hang herself more than
her even Christian."

No mean impediments these

to a sensitive, conscientious,
nature's design for seeking
health and joy among the at-

tractive gullies and slabs that

surround Llyn Idwal. Against
them 1^ marshalled all that I

could remember of St Paul's

slighting observations on the

law
;

also any agility that I
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had gained in the Oxford
Greats school in resolving dis-

agreeable discords into agree-
able higher harmonies. Black

was certainly not white. Still,

as the good Hegelian said,

black might, after all, be an

aspect of white. In time it

was duly clear to my mind
that sin lies not in the corporal

act, but in the thoughts of

the sinner. So long as the

heart sincerely conversed with

the beauty of the truths on
which rested the rule of never

climbing alone, it mattered

little what the mere legs did:

your soul was not in your legs.

One of casuistry's brightest

triumphs had been fairly won,
my liberty gained, my intel-

lectual integrity saved, my
luncheon sandwiches ordered

for eight in the morning, when

somebody else arrived at the

inn.

He stood confessed a botanist

he had the large green cylin-

drical can of the tribe, oval in

section and hung by a strap
from the shoulder, like the

traditional vivandidre's little

cask in French art. He was

also, I found while we smoked

through that evening together,
a good fellow. He had, too, a

good leg, if one only. The
other was stiff and unbendable
at the knee. He had broken
it last year, he said, and the

bones seemed to have set only
too hard, or else Nature had

gracelessly grudged to the

mended knee-joint of her lover

a proper supply of whatever
substitute she uses for ball

bearings.
His name was Darwin. " No

relation, really," he humbly
assured me. His father was

only some obscure squire. The
son's Christian name had been

Charles at the font, but, on

coming of age, the dear fellow

had felt it immodest to prey

any more than he need upon
his eponymous hero's thrice-

honoured names. So he had

meekly converted the Charles

by deed poll into Thomas. This

lowly and beautiful gesture
convinced me, as you may
suppose, that here was the

man to go climbing with. He
was indeed one of the innocent,

one-thoughted kind that wake

up happy each day and never

turn crusty, and always think

you are being too good to

them.
One lure alone had drawn

him to these outworks of Snow-
don. Some eccentric flower

grew on these heights, and a

blank page in one of his books
of squashed specimens ached
for it. Was it so lovely, I

asked, like a goose. He was
too gentle to snub me. But
all that fellow's thoughts shone

out through his face. Every
flower that blew to this ef-

fect did his soul mildly rebuke

mine was beauteous beyond
Helen's eyes. All he said was :

"
No, not fair, perhaps, to

outward view as many roses be ;

but just think ! it grows on
no patch of ground in the

world but these crags !

"

"It is not merely better

dressed," said I,
" than Solo-

mon. It is wiser."

It was about then, I think,
that the heart of the man
who had gone mad on the
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green-stuff and that of the

man who knew what was what,
in the way of a recreation,
rushed together like Paolo's

and Francesca's. What had

already become an entente cor-

diale ripened at tropical speed
into alliance. Darwin had
found a second, half-invalided

perhaps, but still the holder

of two unqualified legs, for

to-morrow's quest of his own
particular Grail. To me it

now seemed to be no accident

that Darwin had come to the

inn: it was ordained, like

the more permanent union of

marriage, for a remedy against

sin, and to avoid climbing
alone.

We got down to business at

once. A charming gully, I

told him, led right up the

big crag over Cwm Idwal. Not
TwU Du, the ill-famed Devil's

Kitchen. That, I frankly said,

was justly detestata matribus

wet and rotten and lethal,

and quite flowerless too. My
gully, though close to that

man-eating climb, was quite
another affair. Mine was the

place for town children to

spend a happy day in the

country ;
the very place also

for starting the day's search

for the object of Darwin's

desire. In saying this, too, I

was honest. Lots of plants

grow in some gullies ; ferns,

mosses, grasses, all sorts of

greens flourish in a damp cleft
;

why not one kind of waste

rabbit-food as well as another ?

You see, I had not been a

casuist merely, before Darwin
came. I had used the eyes
Heaven gave me, and recon-

noitred the gully well from

below, and if any flower knew
how to tell good from bad,
in the way of a scramble, it

would be there. I ended upon
a good note. The place's name,
I said impressively, was Hang-
ing Garden Gully, no doubt
because of the rich indigenous
flora.

His eyes shone at that, and
we went straight to the kit-

chen to ask Mrs Jones for the

loan of a rope. I had none
with me that journey: the

sick are apt to relinquish im-

providently these necessaries

of a perfect life. Now, in the

classics of mountaineering, the

right thing in such cases of

improvised enterprise is that

the landlady lends you her

second-best clothes-line. Far

happier we, Mrs Jones having

by her a 120-foot length of the

right Alpine rope, with the red

worsted thread in its middle.

It had been left in her charge

by a famous pillar of the

Scottish Mountaineering Club
till he should come that way
again.

" The gentleman," Mrs
Jones told us,

"
said I was

always to let any climbing

gentlemen use it." Heaven
was palpably smiling upon our

attempt.
The sun smiled benedictively,

too, on the halt and the sick

as they stood, about nine the

next morning, roping up at

the foot of their climb.
" A

fisherman's bend," I took care

to explain, as I knotted one

end of the rope round Darwin's

chest.
" The botanical name," he

replied,
"
did I tell you T is
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Lloydia." How some men
do chatter when they are

happy ! Can't carry their

beans.

We were not likely to need

the whole 120 feet of the

rope. So I tied myself on at

its middle and coiled the odd
60 feet round my shoulder.
" A double overhand knot,"
I confessed, as I tightened it

round me. " A bad knot, but
for once it may do us no harm."

" The vernacular name," said

the garrulous fellow,
"

is spider-

wort."
"
Tut, tut !

"
I inwardly said.

The lower half of that gully
was easier than it had looked :

just enough in it to loosen

your muscles and make you
want more. Higher up the

gully grew shallow, and had

greater interest. The top part
of all, as I remember it now,
might be called either a chim-

ney or crack, being both.

In horizontal section it was a

large obtuse angle indented

into the face of the crag.

The crag at this part, and
the gully's bed with it, rose

at an angle of some 60 degrees.
Now when you climb rock at

an angle of 60 degrees, the

angle seems to be just 90.

In early mountaineering re-

cords the pioneers often say,
" Our situation was critical.

Above us, the crag rose verti-

cal," or,
" To descend was

impossible now. But in front

the rocky face, for some time

perpendicular, had now begun
to overhang." If you take a

clinometer to the scenes of

some of those liberal estimates,

you blush for your kind. The

slope of the steepest and
easiest ridge of the three by
which the Matterhorn is climbed

is only 39 degrees. But this,

though not purely digressive,

is partly so. All that strictly

had to be said was that an

upright and very obtuse-angled

trough in smooth rock that

rises at 60 degrees cannot be

climbed.

But in the very bed of our

trough there had been eroded,
from top to bottom, a deepish

irregular crack in the rock.

Into this crack, at most parts,

you could stick a foot, a knee,
or an arm. Also, the sides

of the large obtuse angle, when

you looked closely, were not

utterly smooth. On the right

wall, as we looked up, certain

small wrinkles, bunions, and
other minute but lovable diver-

sities in the face of the stone

gave promise of useful points
of resistance for any right boot

that might scrape about on
the wall in the hope of exerting

auxiliary lateral pressure, while

the left arm and thigh, hard
at work in the crack, wriggled

you up by a succession of

caterpillarish squirms. This

delectable passage was 80 feet

high, as I measured it with

my experienced eye. An in-

experienced measuring - tape

might have put it at fifty.

To any new recruit to the

cause above all, to one with
a leg as inflexible as the

stoniest stone that it pressed
I felt that the place was likely
to offer all that he could

wish in the line of baptisms
of fire. Still, as the pioneers

said, to descend was impos-
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sible now : the crack was too

sweet to be left. And Darwin,
thus far, had come up like a

lamplighter, really. I told him

so, frankly. Alpine guides are

the men at psychology. Do
they not get the best out of

the rawest new client, in any
hard place, by ceasing to hide

the high estimate that they
have formed of his natural

endowment for the sport!
" Vous tes je vous dis fran-

chement, monsieur un cha-

mois ! Un veritable chat de

montagne !

"

I was leading the party. I

was the old hand. Besides,
I could bend both my knees.

Desiring Darwin to study my
movements, so that he presently

might so far as conformity
would not cramp his natural

talents copy them closely, I

now addressed myself to the

crack. When half-way up I

heard the voice of a good
child enduring, with effort, a

painful call upon its patience.
"
Any Lloydia yet ?

"
it wist-

fully said. Between my feet

I saw Darwin below. Well, he

was certainly paying the rope
out all right, as I had en-

joined ;
but he did it

"
like

them that dream." His mind
was not in it. All the time he

was peering hungrily over the

slabby containing walls of the

gully, and now he just pawed
one of them here and there

with a tentative foot, you
know how a puppy, when
first it sees ice, paws the face

of the pond.
"
These botan-

ists !" I thought.
" These

fanatics !

" You know how,

during a happy physical effort

a race or a hunt, a fight or

a game you think, with a

sort of internal quiet, about a

lot of old things. There came
back to my mind the old lines

that I had once had to make
Latin verse of

" How vainly men themselves amaze,
To win the palm, the oak, or bays,
And their incessant labours see

Crowned from some single herb or

tree."

Meanwhile I took a precau-
tion. I first unroped myself.
Then I passed the rope, from

below, through the space be-

hind a stone that was jammed
fast in the crack. Then I

roped myself on again, just
at my old place on the rope.
A plague of a job it was, too,
with all those 60 feet of spare

rope to uncoil and recoil. But

you see how it worked : I had
now got the enthusiast moored.
Between him and me the rope
went through the eye of a

needle, so I could go blithely
on. I went. In the top of the

crack I found a second jammed
stone. It was bigger than

number one
;
in fact it blocked

the way and made you clamber

round outside it rather inter-

estingly ;
but it, too, had

daylight showing through a

hole behind it. Sounds from
below were again improving

my natural stock of prudence.
You can't, I thought, be too

safe. Once more I unroped,

just under this chockstone,
and pushed the rope up through
the hole at its back. When
the rope fell down to me, out-

wards over the top of the
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stone, I tied on again, just as

before, and then scrambled up
over the outer side of the stone

with an ecstatic pull on both

arms, and sat on its top in the

heaven that big-game hunters

know when they lie up against
the slain tiger and smoke.

If you have bent up your
mind to take in the details, you
will now have an imposing
vision of the connections of

Darwin and me with each other

and with the Primary or Palaeo-

zoic rocks of Cambria. From
Darwin, tied on to its end

;
the

rope ran, as freely as a boot-

lace runs through the eyelets,
behind the jammed stone 30
feet above his head, and then

again behind my present throne
of glory at the top. Then it

was tied on to me
;
and then

there were 60 feet, half its

length, left over to play with.

Clearly Darwin, not being a

thread, or even a rope, could

not come up the way that the

rope did, through the two

needle-eyes. Nor did I care,
he being the thing that he

was, to bid him untie and
then to pull up his end of the

rope through the eyes, drop
it down to him clear through
the air, and tell him to tie

on again. He was, as the Irish

say of the distraught, "fit to

be tied," and not at all fit for

the opposite. If he were loose,
he might at any moment espy
that Circe of his in some place
out of bounds. There seemed
to be only one thing to do.

I threw down the spare 60
feet of the rope, and told him
first to tie himself on to its

end, and then, but not before,
to untie himself from the other.

I could not quite see these

orders obeyed. A bulge of

rock came between him and

my eyes, but I was explicit.
" Eemember that fisherman's

bend !

"
I shouted. Perhaps

my voice was rather austere
;

but who would not forgive a

wise virgin for saying, a little

drily, to one of the foolish,
"
Well, use your spare can."

As soon as he sang out "
All

right," I took a good haul at

what was now the working half

of the rope, to test his knot-

making. Yes, he was all right.

So I bade him come up, and
he started. Whenever he
looked up I saw that he had
a wild gadding eye ;

and when-
ever he stopped to breathe

during the struggle he gasped,
"
I can't see it yet."
He came nearly half-way,

and then he did see it. He
had just reached the worst

part. Oh, the Sirens know
when to start singing. That
flower of evil was far out of

his reach, or of what his reach

ought to have been. Some 12

feet away on his right it was
rooted in some infinitesimal

pocket of blown soil, a mere

dirty thumb-nailful of clay.

For a moment the lover eyed
the beloved across one huge
slab of steep stone with no
real foothold or handhold upon
it only a few efflorescent min-

utiae small as the bubukles and
whelks and knobs on the nose

of some fossil Bardolph. The
whole wall of the gully just

there was what any man who
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could climb would have written
off as unclimbable. Passion,

however, has her own stand-

ards, beyond the comprehen-
sion of the wise.

"His eye but saw that light of love,
The only star it hailed above."

My lame Leander gave one

whinny of desire. Then he left

all and made for his Hero.
You know the way that a

man, who has no idea how
badly he bats, will sometimes

go in and hit an unplayable
bowler right out of the ground,
simply because the batsman
is too green to know that the
bowler cannot be played. Per-

haps that was the way. Or
perhaps your sound climber,

having his wits, may leave, at

his boldest, a margin of safety,
as engineers call it, so wide
that a madman may cut quite
a lot off its edge without

coming surely to grief. Or
was it only a joke of the gods
among themselves over their

wine ? Or can it be that the

special arrangements known to

be made for the safety of

sailors, when in their cups,
are extended at times to cover

the case of collectors overcome

by the strong waters of the

acquisitive instinct ? Good-
ness knows. Whatever the

powers that helped him, this

crippled man, who had never
tried climbing before, went

skating off to his right flank,
across that impossible slant,
on one foot and one stilt,

making a fool of the science of

mountaineering.
I vetoed, I imprecated, I

grew Athanasian. All utterly

useless. As soon could you
whistle a dog back to heel

when he fleets off on fire with
some fresh amour. I could

only brace myself, take a good
hold of the rope in both hands,
and be ready to play the wild

salmon below, as soon as he

slipped and the line ran out

tight. While I waited I saw,
for the first time, another

piquant detail of our case.

Darwin, absorbed in his greed,
had never untied the other

end of the rope. So he was
now tied on to both ends. The
whole rope made a circle, a

vicious circle. Our whole cara-

van was sewn on to the bony
structure of Wales with two

big stitches, one at each jammed
stone.

You see how it would work.

When Darwin should fall, as

he must, and hang in the air

from my hands, gravitation
would swing him back into the

centre of the chimney, straight
below me, bashing him hard

against the chimney's opposite
wall. No doubt he would be
stunned. I should never be
be able to hoist his dead weight

through the air to my perch,
so I should have to lower him
to the foot of the chimney.
That would just use up the

full 60 feet of rope. It would
run the two 60-foot halves

of the rope so tight that I

should never be able to undo
the bad central knot that

confined me. Could I but cut

it when Darwin was lowered

into provisional safety, and
then climb down to see to

him ! No
;

I had lost my
knife two days ago. I should
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be like a netted lion, with no

mouse to bite through his

cords
;

a Prometheus, bound
to his rock.

But life spoils half her best

crises. That wretch never

slipped. He that by this time

had no sort of right to his life

came back as he went, treading
on air, but now with that one

bloom of the spider-wort in

his mouth. Apologising for

slowness, and panting with

haste, he writhed up the crack,
till his head appeared over the

chockstone beside me. Then
he gave one cry of joy, surged

up over the stone, purring
with pleasure, and charged the

steep slope of slippery grass
above the precipice we had
scaled.

" You never told me !

"

he cried
;

and then for the

first time I noticed that up
here the whole place was

speckled with Lloydia. The
next moment Darwin fell sud-

denly backwards, as if Lloyd
himself or some demon gar-
dener of his had planted a

very straight one on the chin

of the onrushing trespasser in

his pleasaunce. You guess ?

Yes. One of his two tethers,

the one coming up from behind

the lower jammed stone, had
run out

;
it had pulled him up

short as he leapt upon the full

fruition of his desire.

He was easy to field as he

rolled down the grass. But
his tug on the rope had worked
it well into some crevice be-

tween the lower jammed stone

and the wall of the crack. We
were anchored now, good and

fast, to that stone, more than

three fathoms below. What

to do now ? Climb down and
clear the jammed rope I Leave
that lame voluptuary rioting

upon a precipice's edge ?

Scarcely wise would it have
been ? Puzzled and angry, I

cast away shame. I knew well

that as Spartan troops had to

come back with their shields

or upon them, or else have
trouble with their mothers,
a climber who leaves his tackle

behind in a retreat is likely

to be a scorn and a hissing.

Still, I cast away shame. Ours
was no common case

;
no com-

mon ethics would meet it.

I untied us both, and threw
both ends of the rope down
the chimney ;

then I let Dar-
win graze for a minute

;
then

I drove him relentlessly up the

steep grass to the top of the

crag, and round by the easy
walking way down.
As we passed down the

valley below I looked up. The
whole length of our chimney
was visibly draped with the

pendent double length of that
honest Scots mountaineer's

rope.
"
I don't really know

how to thank you enough !

"

Darwin was babbling beside

me,
"
for giving me such a

day."
But I felt as if I were one

of the villains in plays, who
compromise women of virtue

and rank by stealing their

fans and leaving them lying
about in the rooms of bad
bachelors. Much might be
said for climbing alone, no
matter what the authorities

thought. A good time it would

be, all to myself, when I came
back to salvage that rope.
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A FISHING TEIP IN THE EMEEALD ISLE.

BY A. W. LONG.

VIII.

THE glass went up slowly,

and then remained high and

steady for some days. As
there was no immediate pros-

pect of a flood and grilse, we
determined to make an expe-
dition to a large lake about

thirty-five miles to the north-

east, famous for its dapping.
We wired to a man who kept
a sporting hotel on the shores

of this lake, Lough Eusky,
and on receiving a reply that

you
" could not see the water

for may-fly," started to get
our kit together, meaning to

go in Lizzie the next day.
Pat's hotel on the very shores

of Lough Eusky is probably
the most beautifully situated

hotel of its kind in the West
of Ireland, and Pat himself

was certainly the dirtiest-look-

ing man we had yet met in

that country, but possessed
the manners of an emperor.
He told us that the prospects

of sport were of the best, and

after promising to have a boat

and two good boatmen ready
for us at an early hour, we
retired to bed. When dressing

the next morning I heard

Charles, whose room was next

to mine, shouting for the boots.

After a time Pat's voice an-

swered from the hall below

asking what he lacked, and

Charles told him that his

boots had not been touched.
A pause, and Pat asked where
he had left them. "

Outside

my door, of course," snapped
Charles.

"
Sorr," said Pat in

his grandest tone of voice,
"

if

you had left yer gold watch
and chain outside yer door,
sorra one in this house would
have touched them." Which
unexpected reply so flabber-

gasted Charles that without
another word he put on his

boots dirty, probably for the

first time in his life.

Breakfast over, we started

to get our tackle fixed up, while

Pat told us of the great size

of the Lough Eusky trout,"
the finest trout in Ireland."

A fine day towards the end
of May in the West of Ireland

is wonderfully pleasant, and
even if I had not had good
sport I was prepared to be

quite content with the scenery.

Lough Eusky is about eight
miles long, with a breadth at

one point of three and a half

miles, and the hotel stands on
the southern shore within a
stone's - throw of the lake, a

square house set down in the
midst of rocks, heather, and

gorse. The east shore is un-

interesting, but the west most
beautiful : high headlands clad

in bracken and gorse, while at

many points there are thick
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woods of small oak, birch, and

hazel, probably self-sown. And
dotted over all the south-west

corner of the lake are numer-
ous small islands, some of them

nothing but piles of granite

rocks, and others clad with the

same queer little trees.

Of the many different flies

to be seen in early summer-
time on the lakes in the centre

and West of Ireland none sur-

pass the greendrake for grace
and beauty ;

and a really

big rise of may-fly is a sight
once seen never to be for-

gotten.
On most of the large lakes

in this part of the country
there are to be found shal-

lows, called
"
corrigeens." the

bottoms of which are largely
formed of that pale, gritty,

sandy detritus in which the

larvae of the may-fly love to

burrow. The eggs of the may-
fly, when first laid on the sur-

face of the water, sink to these

sandy bottoms, where they re-

main until hatched into larvae,

which at once start to burrow,
and the colder the weather at

the time the deeper they go.
And here they stay until the

following summer, when the

rising temperature hatches

them out into may-flies.
Most things in Ireland are

pretty uncertain, and the time
of the rise of may-fly is no ex-

ception. A cold or warm spring
seems to be the chief factor

governing the time of the rise,

which may occur at any period
from the middle of May to the

second week in June.

On the famous dapping lakes

in the centre of the country
the rise generally lasts for

about two or three weeks, while

on the lakes farther west it

lasts as long as six weeks.

Most likely there is a greater

uniformity of depth in the

former lakes, with the result

that the fly all hatch out prac-

tically together ;
while in the

western lakes, where the depth
varies greatly, the rise will

correspond to the different

depths, and so is prolonged.
The life of a may-fly is from

twenty-four to thirty-six hours.

And though this may seem

short, one wonders how any
may-fly can live even so long
with every hand against it.

From the minute it starts

to ascend from its birthplace
to the surface of the water

until it rises into the air, every
trout in the lake is on the alert

to swallow it
;
and the instant

the fly flutters into the summer
air every bird, from a gull to

a wren, is watching and wait-

ing for it.

On a western lake, when the

fly are rising freely, all the

small birds of the countryside
seem to collect on the lee shore

of the lake and every island,

and you will see them flying

from thorn-bash to whin-bush,

gobbling up the fly as fast as

they can. On one small island

alone you will see chaffinches,

tits, wagtails, buntings, whin-

chats, and wrens, all hardly
able to fly, so stuffed are they
with may-fly and with their

heads in the air like cormorants

trying to swallow an extra large

eel, while the legs and wings of
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the fly stick out at each side

of the beak like whiskers.

On many Irish lakes the

mayfly season is the only period

during the year when the trout

will rise to the surface to take

a fly, and on practically all the

big lakes the only time when

large trout can be caught at all

except by trolling.

The earlier in the season the

rise comes the better the fish-

ing will be. When the fly

comes up early, but few of

them appear during the first

week or so, unless the weather

is unusually warm, and these

stragglers seem to have an
irresistible attraction for the

big trout. In late seasons the

fly are so numerous from the

beginning of the rise that the

trout are soon gorged, become

quickly dainty, and therefore

rise badly.
When we started there was

a strong west wind blowing,
with the result that the fly as

they rose in the different parts
of the lake were blown towards

the east shore, and here the

air was white with gulls hawk-

ing ceaselessly after the swarms
of may-fly.
The two boatmen, Con and

Terry Walsh, first rowed to an

island in the south-east corner

of the lake, where, by the aid

of butterfly-nets, they quickly

caught and carefully placed in

a specially made wicker-basket

sufficient fly to last us for the

day.

Dapping is an art peculiar in

itself, and once mastered is

not particularly difficult ex-

cept in rough water, when great

care is required to keep the

fly from being drowned. The

ignorant and simple angler, on

demanding a dapping-rod from
a tackle shop, will find himself

presented with a twenty-foot
rod resembling the mast of a

fishing smack, which he will

use for possibly half an hour.

After that he will, according
to his nationality, either break
it in as many pieces as he can,
or else endeavour to sell it to

a friend greener and simpler
than himself. A light fourteen-

foot grilse rod when the breeze

is very light, and a twelve-

foot trout rod when strong, are

the handiest ones to use. Apart
from the fatigue of holding up
a twenty-foot pole for hours, it

is nearly impossible to play or

bring to the net a wild trout

with such a weapon. Two
blow lines are necessary : one
of plaited silk for use in a

strong wind, and one of the

lightest and airiest gossamer
floss silk to keep the fly well

away from the boat when the

breeze is of the lightest. At
the end of the blow line, which
is spliced to the reel line, is

attached two feet of the finest

gut. And the reel check must
be smooth and light in order

to play without breaking a

wild five- to eight-pound trout

on such fine tackle.

There is a wonderful fascina-

tion in watching the may-fly

just barely tipping the water.

Suddenly the water breaks

slightly sometimes in heavy
water you miss it, the fly dis-

appears, you strike at the right

moment, and in a flash the
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line tightens and you are bat-

tling with the first mad rush

of a heavy trout in the pink
of condition.

Quickly I forgot everything
in the world, my whole mind
centred in the greendrake danc-

ing and tripping over the waves,

always expecting it silently and

slowly to disappear. Towards

evening the rise went off, and
we made our way back to

the hotel with a fine basket

of two dozen beautiful trout,

ranging from a pound and

three-quarters to seven and a

half, not a small trout amongst
them.
The following morning came

a wire from Eobert, saying
that there was a grand flood

and that the grilse were landed,
and we were not long taking
the road for home.

IX.

Charles drove slowly and

carefully until we got to East-

port, where a sudden spurt
and an extra bad pothole put
Lizzie's back axle out of action,
and we had to leave her there

to be repaired. We managed
to squeeze into a small hired

car, and got home without

further mishap in torrents of

rain.

There was the usual full

parade of servants to wel-

come us, except Porgeen, who
was in bed with an accumula-
tion of small pains. Eobert
was dancing with excitement

at the prospect of good grilse

fishing, and told us that they
were falling over each other

trying to get up the Glenowen

river, and that we must be

ready to start fishing the in-

stant the flood cleared.

I told Patsey to give the

car driver a meal, and a good
glass of whisky afterwards to

keep the cold out, to be in-

formed that devil a drop of

whisky or poteen was there

in the house : that old snake of

a Porgeen had it all scoffed.

In fact, there was nothing left

except Master Charles's Bene-

dictine and Miss Mary's lemon-

ade crystals. It would be a

sin to give grand stuff like

Benedictine to an ignorant

motey man
;

but as no one
had ever been known to leave

the house without his fill of

whisky, or maybe poteen, he

would have to give him the

Benedictine.

Shortly afterwards I heard

Patsey and the driver go into

the dining-room, and Patsey's

explanation of the unpardon-
able absence of whisky and

poteen, followed by,
" But

did ye ever taste Benedictine,
Pat t 'Tis made by the holy
monks." Then through the

half-open door I saw Pat swill

off a liqueur glass of Charles's

best Benedictine. After con-

templating the empty glass for

some time, he said to Patsey,
" That's gran' stuff

;
God bless

the holy monks whatever, but

to hell with the man that blew

that glass for shortness of
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breath." And Patsey had to

give him two more glasses be-

fore he was satisfied and would
start for Eastport.
So fine was the next morning

that you would never imagine
it could rain at all in the coun-

try, and after an early break-

fast we set off for the Glen-

owen river with Eobert and
Jack in attendance. And as

the wind was straight down-
stream we settled each to take
one bank.

The Glenowen river was of

quite a different type to the

Duffmore : broader, shorter,
and not nearly so rapid, it

resembled more a river run-

ning through flat country. And
draining two large lakes, it

had the additional advantage
of keeping up to fishing level

for a much longer time.

When Eobert and I reached
the river bank, we found the

water was still too thick for

fishing, and after picking out

a dry spot under a sheltering

bank, we sat down to wait

and smoke.
After about ten minutes

Eobert drew my attention to

the opposite bank of the river,

which was honeycombed with

rabbit-holes. At first I only
saw about half a dozen rabbits,

apparently carrying on in the

way rabbits usually do. But
when I watched closely, I saw
that the numbers were increas-

ing rapidly ;
not a second

passed but a rabbit came

stealthily out of a hole, crept
forward a few feet, and then
crouched as still as a log. And
Eobert pointed out to me that

all their heads were turned
towards one hole in the centre

of the burrow at the top of

the bank.

At last they ceased to come

out, and for several minutes

nothing happened, but not a
rabbit moved. Then suddenly
out darted a single rabbit, as

Eobert said, as though the devil

had him by the tail, its ears

flat on its back, to run round

frantically in a circle twice,
and finally to subside in a heap
in the middle of its companions.
Again for some minutes noth-

ing happened, and I began to

think that every rabbit in the

burrow had gone mad. A
gentle nudge from Eobert, and

my eye caught something mov-

ing out of the centre hole. It

moved a little more, to send

a perceptible quiver through
the crouching rabbits, and I

saw that it was the wicked
little head of a weasel, its eyes
on fire. Another pause, and
the weasel started to draw
himself slowly out of the hole

in a careless fashion, as though
he had only been paying a call

and was now on his way home.
Twice the rabbit in the

centre of the circle made a
wild bound, to send an answer-

ing uneasy shudder through its

hypnotised brothers and sisters
;

each time the weasel stood

stock-still with a foreleg held

up in the air, and its victim

at once collapsed into a heap
again.

Slowly the weasel began to

draw near its unfortunate vic-

tim, but when it got within

three feet the rabbit gathered
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itself together preparatory to

taking flight should its enemy
approach any nearer. The
weasel stood as though turned

to stone, and then began to

dance, pirouette, and turn

somersaults round and round
the rabbit, which gradually
sank back on its haunches,
and followed every movement
of the now apparently mad
weasel.

Bound and round went that

wicked little weasel in an ever-

narrowing circle, and above
two larks nearly burst their

throats with their glorious

music, like an orchestra at

an evil melodrama.
I could stand it no longer,

and let a roar at that devilish

weasel, which at once stopped
its horrible death-dance and
turned towards the direction

from which the sound came,
every hair on its body bristling
with rage. But not a rabbit

moved, and the dance started

once more.

At last the end came : the

weasel danced itself within

springing range, turned a last

mad somersault, and lit like

a flash on the rabbit's neck,
its teeth deep into the skull

of its nearly senseless victim.

Before it died the rabbit gave
one piteous screech, and, the

spell broken, every rabbit shot

down its own particular hole.

Eobert pronounced the water
fit to fish, and I was thankful

to get to work. The river was
about ten miles long, but the

first two miles below the lake

were no use, being shallow

and fast running and not hold-

ing fish. In order that we
should not be fishing the same

pool together, it had been

settled that Charles should

start at the highest one, while

I was to begin two pools below

him.

Eobert was a great believer

in silver and blue for fresh-run

grilse, and I mounted a
"
Silver

Doctor" for a tail -fly and a
" Blue Doctor "

for a dropper.
I found several of the pools

very hard to fish owing to the

strange vagaries of the stream,
which would cross from bank
to bank several times in one

pool. And it was only by
casting well below me that I

could keep decently straight

at all.

Like so many Irish fisher-

men, Eobert fished for salmon
in the same way as for trout,

keeping the tail -fly near the

surface, the dropper bobbing
on the top of the water, and

working rod and line at a

great pace. He would never

agree with my theory that

spring fish lay deeper in a pool
than grilse, and were conse-

quently much harder to move,
and that the deeper you put
the fly down to them the better

chance you had of rising them.

We did not rise a fish in the

first pool, nor did we see one

move, and Eobert blamed that

dirty little weasel. But first

cast at the next pool I had a

sly drag in mid-stream. Eobert

wanted me to sit down quiet
and easy and smoke a pipe
before I tried the fish again ;

but instead I put up a fly two
sizes smaller, and at the next
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cast stuck in a good grilse,

which darted off down-stream
in a succession of what Eobert
called standing leaps ;

and the
fish must have been well hooked
as he had slack line quite half

a dozen times. At the end of

the pool the fish steadied him-
self in the middle of the cur-

rent, stood on his head, and
strove hard to get rid of the

fly by hitting the casting line

with his tail. Whereupon
Eobert got very excited, and
started stoning him as fast as

he could pick up and throw.

At last he must have made a

good shot, as the grilse sud-

denly darted up the river like

a shot out of a gun, to turn
two splendid somersaults clean

out of the water, and then re-

main quite still. After that I

had no difficulty in guiding
him into slack water at our

feet, where Eobert slipped the

net under and landed a silvery

grilse of six and three-quarter

pounds with sea -lice still on
him.

Directly afterwards I lost

another grilse in the same

pool a mad fish which was
more out of the water than
in while I had it on. Fresh-

run grilse, if they jump much,
which they generally do, are

very difficult to kill, owing to

the softness of their mouths
when just out of the sea. A
stiff rod and reel with a strong
check are fatal

; your only
chance is with a softish rod,
and reel check light and smooth.

I found Eobert's knowledge
of the river invaluable. Here
the fish would lie right under

the very bank at our feet,

there on the edge of the stream
on the far side, and one had
to drop the fly almost on the

opposite bank to cover the fish

properly. In one pool there

were always grilse behind a
certain large rock in the middle
of the river, and the fly must
be cast straight down over this

rock to fall behind it at the

end of a tight and straight

line, and kept there gently

twitching if a fish was to be
risen at all. If cast in the

usual way at an angle of 45,
by the time the fly reached

the lie of the fish the line would
be in a series of curves, and
the fly, as Eobert described it,

in a ball.

While eating our lunch on
the bank of the river a tiny

bare-legged girl passed, carry-

ing a basket, and stopped to

admire the five grilse we had

caught laid out in a row on the

grass. After a minute, Eobert,
who was always full of curiosity
and mischief, asked her in a

coaxing tone,
" Phat have ye

in the basket, agra ?
" The

child looked from Eobert to

me, and answered,
"
Phat's

that to ye ?
"

Eobert, in a

tone of mock surprise,
"
Oh,

will ye listen to the child.

Come, now, tell the gintleman
phat ye have in that grand
basket." And like a flash the

child answered,
"
I will not

;

would yerself tell phat any fool

asked ye ?
" and clutching her

basket tight, she ran away as

fast as her little legs would carry

her, leaving Eobert for once in

his life without an answer.
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After lunch we did no good
until we reached an unusually

large pool, and here the sport
was fast and furious, every
cast in one part of the pool

moving a fish. One grilse,

which after being hooked never

showed once but zigzagged
across the river at lightning

speed, must have failed to

observe the rule of the river

and bumped into several of

his friends, as his course was
marked by alarmed grilse jump-
ing madly out of his way in

their headlong flight up the

pool. We killed him, and I

thought that he would be the

last fish to rise in that pool,
but the very next cast I was
into another, only to lose him
at the second wild jump.
Hardly was he gone when
Eobert drew my attention to an
otter swimming up the middle

of the pool just below the sur-

face and making a peculiar
wake : splitting the water was
Eobert's description, and a

perfect one. After that we
neither moved nor saw another

fish in that pool.

Charles and Jack caught us

up at the last pool, and there

was great excitement when it

was discovered that we each

had eleven grilse ;
and as I

had been the leading rod so

far, Charles was given the

honour. It was now getting
late and the sun fast sinking,
while the wind had nearly
died away ;

but the water
was broken in many places by
the boils from salmon-pits and

big submerged rocks.

Charles wasted no time, but

started off at once casting in

his usual mechanical way,

every cast at an exact angle
of 45 across the river, and
fished out in the same manner
and at the same pace ;

while

behind him crouched Jack,

eager to stick his great gaff

into the twelfth fish and de-

feat us.

When Charles had got well

ahead I was on the point of

starting, when I heard a hoarse

whisper from Eobert,
"
Whist,

take yer time. Put up the

biggest fly in the box, drop her

into yonder grand boil, and be

after kaping her there." And
the cunning Eobert was right ;

for after putting up the biggest

fly I had, and keeping it work-

ing in the grand boil for about

half a minute, I felt a tug, and
the scream of the reel was
drowned by Eobert's yells of

triumph.
Charles did not even turn

his head, and went on fishing

for all he was worth
;

but
Jack started to hop up and
down the bank, and Eobert
declared afterwards that he

could hear him grinding his

teeth from the agony of his

rage.
But Eobert's triumph was

short lived
;
a wild shout from

Jack told us that Charles had
met a fish, and the excitement

all round rose to fever heat.

Twice Charles's fish came peril-

ously near to mine, and even

the polite Eobert could not

help saying,
"
Now, Master

Charles, fair -play's a jewel."
But Charles said nothing, his

whole attention centred on get-
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ting that twelfth fish on the

bank before mine. By now
both Eobert and Jack were
half in the river with gaffs

stretched out, waiting for a

chance to drive them home.

Suddenly a curse from

Charles, the first and last word
he spoke, and I saw his rod

straighten ;
Jack had missed

the fish and cut his line. And
the infuriated Jack promptly
started to wade out into the

river after the fish, to be

caught and pulled back by
Charles, and then sit down on
the bank and burst into tears,

while Charles stood grimly by
and nobody uttered a sound.

For some minutes my fish

had remained ominously quiet,

and thinking that Eobert might
get a chance with his gaff

before the fish woke up again,
I shortened up the line and

began to guide him in towards
the bank. One tremendous

jump, and fish and fly were

gone, and Jack's tears quickly

changed to laughter.
Back to the head of the pool

we went. I tossed up a coin,

and Charles winning, he started

off fishing once more. In the

meantime Eobert had produced
a cast like a cart-rope and a

huge white fly, and attached

them to my reel-line.

By now it was nearly dark,
and at times I could only
locate Charles by the swish of

his rod. We had nearly reached

the end of the pool when a

shout from Jack told us that

Charles must be in a fish, and
the next cast my rod was

nearly snatched out of my

hands, and I guessed that I

must be in a spring fish. As
bad luck would have it, Charles's

fish insisted on going up-stream
close to the bank at my feet,

while mine bolted straight for

the sea, making white water.

I tried hard to hold him, and
must have nearly dragged him
out of the water, for he churned

it up like the screw of a

steamer
;

but he was too

strong for me, and when the

rod began to give out warnings
and cracks, I had to give him
line.

Something had to go, and
of course it was Charles's

light cast, unequal to a tug-
of-war with my cart-rope, and
we could see the top of his rod

fly straight against the sky.

Jack now literally howled with

rage, and threatened me with

every penalty he had ever

heard of, including the wrath

of the Eesident Magistrate the

following Tuesday. But the

end was not yet, and even Jack

became silent with astonish-

ment when two fish, a large

springer and a grilse, jumped
close together in mid-stream,

showing up like two flashes of

phosphorescent silver against
the black water.

After this both fish kept

quiet, though at times I could

feel a light and a heavy tug
on the line

;
and winding up

as fast as I could, I gripped
the line and dragged the

fish towards the spot where

I could hear Eobert splash-

ing in the river and breathing

heavily.

Probably they were not the
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first fish Eobert had gaffed in

the dark, and how he did it

I could not see, but in two
shots he had both fish out and
on the bank. Luckily he met
Charles's grilse first, and his

cast, which was wound round
mine and held by the two

droppers, having fouled each

other, at once snapped.
The excitement over, I felt

horribly tired and hungry, and
was thankful to get on to the

outside car waiting for us as

soon as Charles and Jack had
crossed the river by boat at

the mouth.
The drive back along the

shore of the bay, though short,
was wonderful. The sea was

quite calm, and looked like

burnished silver tinged with a

faint blue. On each side tow-

ered the mountains, black where

they met the sea, then blackish

purple, and at the top the last

rays of light made the rocks

show up like dull steel. We
heard several snipe, crossing
from our side to feed in some
marsh in the opposite moun-

tains, and from the shore

came the wild call of curlew

and the plaintive cry of red-

shanks.

Jack never spoke during the

drive, and he confided to Eobert
afterwards that he was in great
dread of me, as it was quite
certain that I must have paid
at least 4 to the devil him-

self for an amulet. "Why?
"

asked Eobert.
"
Every why,"

replied Jack
;

"
'faith, he

couldn't lose a fish if he want-
ed to."
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE " TREATY "
RATIFIED ENGLAND STILL THE ENEMY THE

" DAMNABLE HYPOCRISY
" OF OATHS THE EFFECT OF THE

" TREATY " UPON GREAT BRITAIN LORD BIRKENHEAD's DE-

STRUCTIVE POLICY LABOUR THE GIANT WITH THE FEET OF

CLAY NATIONALISM OR INTERNATIONALISM?

THE ratification of Mr Lloyd
George's monstrous "

treaty
"

by the Sinn Feiners was not

a legitimate excuse for much
rejoicing. Even our Ministers

were tired of exchanging com-

pliments, and can have found
little satisfaction in the pro-

ceedings of Bail Eireann. For
a solid month this Irish as-

sembly, such as it is, was torn

between farce and melodrama.
If the members gave us then

a fair specimen of their ca-

pacity for affairs, South and
West Ireland are destined to be
overwhelmed by a merciless

torrent of words. Now and

again the disputants reached

a high level of comedy, as

when the crowning insult was

flung at Michael Collins that

he had not committed so many
murders as had been put to

his credit, or when Griffith,

whose name suggests a Welsh

origin, denounced a dear col-

league as a
" damned English-

man." And out of it all

emerged one solid fact, which
is that the boon offered by
Mr Lloyd George to Sinn Fein

with so fine an exultation is

accepted by Sinn Fein with

insult and contumely. Sinn
Fein has not only looked the

gift -horse in the mouth, but
decided merely by a majority

of seven not to kick it out of

the stable. Throughout the

debate it was evident that

England was still the enemy,
and the foolish sentimentalists,
who pretend to think that a
" union of hearts

" would be

the natural consequence of a

disunion of the kingdom, were

speedily disappointed.
In the first place, the Sinn

Feiners have ratified the
"
treaty

" under protest. Not
even those who signed it in

London accept it with pride
or willingness. Like the true

blackmailers that they are,

they take the instalment for

what it is worth. When Mr
Boland asked whether this was
"
in their opinion a final settle-

ment of the question between

England and Ireland," Michael

Collins replied, "It is not."

And if there are any English-
men simple enough to believe

that there is any value in the

oath, vague and ungrammatical,
which was concocted in Down-

ing Street to humour the sus-

ceptibilities of Sinn Fein, Grif-

fith hastened to disabuse them.

He gave a pleasant little dis-

sertation on oaths as they are

understood in Dublin, which

we commend to that eminent
"
Unionist," Mr Austen Cham-

berlain.
" In that assembly,"
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said Griffith,
" were men who

had taken oath after oath to

the King of England, and he

noticed that they laughed loud-

ly when insulting references

were made to young soldiers

there on account of the oath."

What, then, if these men have
taken oath after oath to the

King of England, becomes of

the many centuries of
"
nation-

hood and independence," of

which we have heard so much ?
" He had seven different oaths,"
went on Griffith,

" which were

taken by different members to

His Majesty and gentlemen who
sat on the English bench, and
these were the men who were

going to vote against the treaty
because they would not have

an oath. This hypocrisy, which

was going to involve the lives

of gallant young men, was
damnable." We agree with

Griffith that it is
" damnable

hypocrisy
"

to expect a Sinn

Feiner to keep an oath, that

the well - drilled consciences,
which have managed to take

seven oaths, need not boggle
at an eighth. But remember
that the eighth will have pre-

cisely the same value as the

others, for Sinn Fein believes

devoutly in the famous line

of Euripides :

" The tongue
has sworn

;
the mind is un-

bound by the oath."

In the second place, Southern

Ireland, since the ratification,

remains of the same divided

opinion as before the ratifica-

tion. Valera is still the leader

of the irreconcilables, and he

is not likely to cease from

agitating. He will transfer his

hatred from England to Michael

Collins, and things will go on

very much as they went before.

There will be but one differ-

ence : the gunmen will per-

force, when the English soldiers

are withdrawn, lavish their

attentions upon their own coun-

trymen. That is something
to the good, but it will not

ensure to Southern Ireland a

time of peace and prosperity.
Such is the bitter tragedy in

which Mr Lloyd George and
his obedient "

Unionists
" have

involved the South and West
of Ireland

;
such is the noisy

disordered parlour into which

Ulster, poor fly, has been in-

vited, that Sinn Fein, the

spider, might devour her at its

ease.

But let us for a moment
turn our eyes from Ireland,
and consider what will be
the effect of the monstrous
"
treaty

"
upon Great Britain.

That we know is a very diffi-

cult task for an English poli-

tician to accomplish. It is

always a far showier policy,
so the British Eadical thinks,
to give away what you hold

in trust for others than to

guard that which you have
taken an oath to defend. And
yet it must be clear to all,

save to the, fettered henchmen
of Mr Lloyd George, that the
"
treaty," signed in Downing

Street on 6th December, in-

flicts far greater perils upon
Great Britain than upon Ire-

land. If any one doubts it, let

him consult the admirable de-

bate held in the House of

Lords a perfect armoury of
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facts and arguments. The poor

silly guarantees which our

statesmen pretend they have
exacted from the Irish are

not worth the paper on which

they are written. The agree-
ment would have been safe

only if it had been signed by
willing hands on either side.

What the English opportunists

thought when they put their

names to a pitiful surrender

is not of the smallest import-
ance. They had floral tributes

ready for one another, and
that was all that mattered

to them. What the Irishmen

thought who dictated the agree-
ment is plain for us all to see.

They accepted the terms in

the same spirit of hate in which

they imposed them. They will

go on insulting Great Britain,

lying about Great Britain, poi-

soning the minds of Great

Britain's enemies until the end

of time. There is no change
of heart observable in them,
no hope of union. As they have

lived upon hate in the past, so

they will feed fat the ancient

grudge they think they bear us

in the future. And if ever we
are at war again they will be

found active on the side of our

enemy.
Had the

"
treaty

" been rati-

fied before we went to war

with Germany, assuredly we
should have been completely,

overwhelmingly defeated, and

black indeed seem our chances

for the future. There is not a

word in the agreement which

effectively protects our im-

perial interests.
" The first

fact that strikes one," said

Lord Finlay in a speech of

great authority,
" on looking

at the map, is how inter-

dependent nature has made
the two islands of Britain and
Ireland. We are dependent
upon our sea communications
for the existence, not only of

our Empire but of Britain it-

self as a great nation. Ireland

is within a few miles of our

shores. Its situation is such
that from Irish creeks and

ports might be commanded
all our great trade routes, and
it is now proposed under this

agreement to give to Ireland

what Canada has a virtual

independence." But, say the

supporters of peace at any
price at the price even of

the extinction of the British

Empire the agreement con-

tains safeguards. What are

they ? Here they are, and it

is easy to estimate their worth,
even if we do not understand
their meaning : "In time of

war or of strained relations

with a foreign power, such

harbour and other facilities as

the British Government may
require for the purpose of such

defence as aforesaid
"

shall be
afforded by the Irish Free
State to His Majesty's im-

perial forces. In the first

place, the words "
strained re-

lations
"

stand in need of de-

finition. Who is to tell us

or the Irish the precise hour
at which we should demand
" harbour and other facilities ?

"

And in the second place and
this is of far greater import-
ance what should we do if

the Irish refused us access to
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their harbours f This they
would do in all probability,

since there is not the slightest

reason to believe that, having
been the spoilt child of the

Empire for many years, they

will, now or in the future,

cease from the inveterate habit

of ingratitude. And if we did

make an attempt to enter their

harbours, what would happen
then ? We should fail miser-

ably. As Lord Finlay says,
" without control of the ad-

joining territory any control

of the ports is useless. It is

no use to say you control the

ports. Suppose that by any
misfortune the feeling in the

south and west were as hostile

to us during another war as

it was during the last war,
then to be safe you must
have control also of the adjoin-

ing territory. Control of the

ports without something of

that kind is merely illusory,

and you hold merely at the

goodwill of those who have

control of the land." And
Southern Ireland will be per-

mitted to have her own army,
which can be used only against
Ulster or against Great Britain.

Thus the agreement, impro-

perly described as between Ire-

land and Great Britain, must

necessarily endanger the British

Empire. We are already appre-

ciably weaker when we con-

front foreign nations. Hence-
forth we shall fight with one

arm tied behind our back, and

consequently shall speak with

less authority than heretofore

in the councils of Europe.
We have surrendered to the

bomb and the revolver, and
there is not an enemy of ours

in the world who does not

know it. At home, as abroad,
the action of Mr Lloyd George
and the gang of white slaves

which surrounds him have
done Great Britain an irrepar-
able injury. The craft of

politics did not stand very

high in the public esteem before

this last act of treachery. We
had been told by a statesman,
whose long service might have

justified a higher ideal, that

in politics there is no such

thing as principle. We had
heard opportunism extolled as

wisdom and virtue by dema-

gogues, who felt their quarter's

cheque crackling in their pock-
ets. But never before had we
heard a member of the Cabinet

denouncing bitterly his friends

and supporters of yesterday
because they did not undergo
the convenient and sudden
conversion which overcame the

whole body of ministers in a

single night. After this the

trade of politics is openly ex-

posed for the trickery that it

is. Hear what Lord Carson
said: "The truth of the

matter is, that if you go on
like this, if you have men in

high positions stating to-day
that A is white, and to-morrow

arguing that it is certainly

black, you will destroy the

confidence of the democracy
of this country in its rulers

and in its institutions. I be
lieve that is what has hap-
pened in this case, and it will

make public life stink in the
nostrils of the country for the
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next twenty years." There is

soon to be a General Election,
we are told. Does the Govern-
ment believe that it will per-
suade men and women to

register their votes when they
know that even if they elect

their candidate he will think it

no disgrace to change his ex-

pressed opinions as soon as

Parliament meets ?

And in one other way this

illicit making of an agreement
with men not authorised to

confer has struck a heavy blow
at the government of the coun-

try. The once United Kingdom
has been broken in pieces, not

only without consulting the

people, but surreptitiously be-

hind the back of Parliament.

When the earlier Home Eule

Bills were being discussed, the

issue was placed frankly and

openly before the country at a

General Election. This pro-

posal, which goes far beyond
the wildest schemes devised by
Mr Gladstone and his success-

ors, is thrown at the public's

head to take or leave, without

the alteration of a comma.
In brief, as Lord Sumner says,
"
the Home Eule question is

to be settled not directly by
Parliament in Parliament, but

at No. 10 Downing Street, by
Ministers, who are then to

present a fait accompli to Par-

liament, and say,
' There it is,

in the lump, take it or leave

it
;

dishonour the pledge we
have given in your name, dis-

honour our signatures to this

document and take the respon-

sibility ;
or approve, ratify,

and confirm this, and then in

February we will tell you about
the details.'

"
It is a new

method of government which,
if it be followed, will substitute

for the limited monarchy, which
once was our pride, an uncon-
trolled and unscrupulous dic-

tatorship.
Nor is this the worst. There

is another constitutional point

upon which Lord Sumner en-

larged.
" Does anybody seri-

ously contend," he asked,
"
that

the way in which this matter

has come about, and the way
in which it has been presented
to Parliament at last, is any-

thing but a breach in every
constitutional usage that we
have known as long as we have

read Parliamentary history f

It is not so wide as a church

door, but it will serve. I doubt

very much whether the au-

thority of the legislature will

recover the shock which this

treatment inflicts upon it. The
relations of one part of His

Majesty's United Kingdom with

another are not, whatever else

they are, relations between a

foreign State and this country.

They are not relations between

a self-governing dominion and
this country. Constitutionally,

since 1800, Ireland has been

as much an integral part of

the United Kingdom until last

year as Wales or the Isle of

Wight, and therefore those

relations are not such as can

be left to the Executive to

determine in conclave with for-

eign representatives, and then

to present to Parliament, either

with a statement that this is

what has been arranged or for
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the passing of the legislation

to give effect to it." That is

clear enough nor can it be

gainsaid, and the situation does

not seem more honourable to

us as an Empire if we remember
that our constitutional usage
has been violated merely to

pretend, what is manifestly

untrue, that Ireland has always
been a separate nation, and has

never admitted allegiance to

the British Crown.

Yet the Lord Chancellor im-

plies that the act of disruption,
of which he is the champion, is

an act of
"
constructive state-

craft." At least he imputes it

as an offence to his opponents
that they are lacking in

"
con-

structive statecraft," whence
we may infer that he believes

himself abounding in this grace.
Constructive statecraft ! Why,
there was never devised a more

grimly destructive proposal
than that which has been
ratified by the British Parlia-

ment. Destruction is written

large in every clause, in every
line of it. How many human
lives it will be the means of

destroying we shall know pre-

sently. This is a point of small

interest, we suppose, to the

Lord Chancellor and his master,
Mr Lloyd George, who, after

the unavenged butchery of Mrs

Lindsay and the glorification
of Mike Collins, are not likely

to feel the crime of murder

very acutely. It has already

destroyed many other things
than human lives. It has

destroyed the last remnants
of faith which this bemused

country has had in parlia-
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mentary government. It has

destroyed the United Kingdom.
It has destroyed the constitu-

tion of Great Britain. It has

left us nothing in exchange but
the privilege of being governed

by Mr Lloyd George and his

Lord Chancellor. And the Lord
Chancellor has the effron-

tery to speak of
"
constructive

statecraft." How easily do

men deceive themselves when

they empty their minds of

scruple and a sense of

humour !

It is, indeed, only Lord
Carson and those with him who
have formulated a constructive

policy. They would, if they

could, restore justice to an

outraged world. They would,
if they could, overcome an evil

precedent, and see to it that

law and order were once again

respected. Time was when
these elementary virtues jus-

tice, law, and order were taken
for granted. Our present rulers

have permitted them to lapse,
and there is now no higher
form of

"
constructive state-

craft
" than to bring back

some respect for the decalogue
and the decencies of life.

But at last the servile party,
which still persists, impudent-

ly, in calling itself
"
Unionist,"

has dared to assert itself. The
worm has turned. It has

gladly followed Mr Lloyd
George as far as the dismem-
berment of the Empire. It

will not readily submit to a

General Election. Thus does

it swallow camels and strain

at gnats. For our part, we
are indifferent as to when
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and why and how the next

election shall come. Our hearts

would not break if it never

came again under the humili-

ating conditions of servitude

which now prevail. Are we to

be tricked and betrayed once

more ? Are we still to tolerate

the apostles of disruption, led

by Mr Austen Chamberlain,
when they dare to call them-
selves "Unionists," in the very
act of breaking up the Empire ?

What guarantee have we that

they will not, at the bidding of

Mr Lloyd George, throw India

and Egypt into the pot where
Ireland lies seething ? If this

country is to return to sanity
and honest dealing, there is but
one hope : we must call into

being a party of loyal and hon-

ourable Tories
;
we must dis-

card the name "
Unionist

"
alto-

gether, a name which has lost its

meaning, and retains only evil

associations
;
we must exclude

from the party Mr Austen

Chamberlain, Lord Birkenhead,
and all those who have be-

trayed their cause and its

supporters. If they prefer to

accept our enemies as their

friends, let them join the Bad-

icals, whose opinions, well

known and openly expressed,

they share. And when we
have carried out this policy
of

"
purge," we may be a

small party, but we shall be

a party which trusts its leaders,

because it is assured that they
will not betray the cause en-

trusted to their hands. The

duty of the party will be

simple : to walk in the old

ways, and be true to the

ancient traditions of our coun-

try and our Empire. We want
to rid ourselves of

"
stunts

"

and disturbances, to put down
Government by scandal and

by surrender, to give the coun-

try a period of freedom from

legislation, to restore the for-

gotten doctrine that it is a

Government's business to

govern, and to scrutinise the

expenditure and administra-

tion of the country. But if we
are to accomplish this we must
first rid ourselves of all those

who, we believe, have betrayed
their trust.

And if for a moment we
forget the mockery of Parlia-

ment, we see clearly that there

is one very good reason why
Mr Lloyd George and his friends

should remain where they are

until they have extricated the

country from the Irish entangle-
ment. The crisis is not past
because a set of sanguine and
reckless gamblers have ex-

changed congratulatory tele-

grams with one another, and
have bound evergreens round
their heads. Somehow or other

the union between Ireland and
Great Britain must be dissolved

in proper form. The Act of

1920 must be repealed ;
a

provisional Government must
be set up in Dublin

;
and some

attempt must be made to

understand the monstrous doc-

ument which Mr Lloyd George
has called a treaty. Now these

hopeless works can be tackled

only by their begetters. And
before Mr Lloyd George goes

through the farce of appealing
to the country he must set his
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slaves to work, and start

the Sinn Feiners on the ill-

omened business of coercing
one another. When that has

been done, let us hope that they
who, in a kingdom which they
have disunited, persist in call-

ing themselves "
Unionists

"

(though they do not explain
which or what " union "

they

favour, unless it be the work-

house), will find their proper
place among their true friends,
and leave it to those few Tories,
who remain, to plead their own
cause in the country, and if

they be returned, to defend the

kingdom and theEmpire against
unauthorised and treacherous

attacks. It is time to break old

and shifty alliances, and to get
back to the truth. "I was in

earnest," said Lord Carson in

a memorable passage in a sin-

cere and noble speech.
"
I was

not playing politics. I thought
of the last years during which
I was fighting with others

whose friendship and comrade-

ship I hope I will lose from

to-night, because I do not
value any friendship that is

not founded upon confidence

and trust. I was in earnest.

What a fool I was !

"
These

words point out the only road

by which politicians can right-

eously travel. Henceforth it is

our own fault if, by cherishing
false friends, we are betrayed
again by those in whom we
have trusted, and trusted in

vain.

The autocrat of the nine-

teenth century was the Middle

Class, which thought that noth-

ing was necessary to salvation

but free trade and "
the dissi-

dence of dissent." To buy
cheap and sell dear, to impose,
in the name of freedom, a

harsh and narrow creed upon
a reluctant world these sad

projects seemed the only duties

of mankind. Never did an

autocrat so meanly drab, so

insolently indifferent to the

good taste and scruple of others,

attempt to usurp the sove-

reignty of the state. And all

the while its sense of power,

though it did not inspire it

to clear thinking, did invest it

with an ugly arrogance. The
leaders of the Middle Class

devoutly believed themselves,
in public, as the heirs of all

the ages, and woe be to them
who dared to throw obstacles

in their mistaken road of
''

pro-

gress."

To-day the ancient party of

the Middle Class has lost its

numbers, which alone gave it

reality. It survives only in

the scanty followers of Mr
Asquith, and would not even

boast of this scanty survival

if it had not changed the

individualism which once was
its covering for the gaudier
robe of a militant socialism.

Thus to-day it is but a sub-

altern party, a party which
waits upon the pleasure of the

new tyrant, Labour
;

and if

never again it is permitted to

have much influence in the

country, it owes its failure to

its own selfishness and pusil-

lanimity. But no democracy
is ever long without a tyrant.
And Labour,

"
the giant with
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the feet of clay," as Mr Shaw
Desmond calls it in a luminous
work lately published,

1 has

taken the place of the Middle

Class. It has the same man-

ners, the same insolence, which
ensured the doom of its pre-
decessor. It believes that it

engrosses the wisdom and virtue

of all time. It smiles half-

indulgently upon those rash

persons who dare to disagree
with its doctrines, and con-

demns them more in sorrow

than in anger to the perdition
which it reserves for the
"
blind

" and the
"
ignorant."

Its self-complacency has for

many years held firm against
all attacks. It has moved
on easily from class conscious-

ness to an imbecile conviction

that no other class than itself

exists. And yet all the while

it has been the dupe of cun-

ning men. While it has sup-

plied the funds necessary for its

enterprises, it has been led al-

most from the beginning by the

very same kind of men who once

led the Middle Class to victory.

It has always chosen its leaders

from that class which it still

professes to despise the bour-

geoisie. It has taken delight
in being bullied and deceived

by the prig and the mounte-

bank, and at last, having pro-
fessed a bitter distaste of poli-

ticians, it is dying of a surfeit

of politics. Its latest leaders

have long ceased to lead. They
will gladly follow wherever a

casual majority takes them,
and they are no more likely

to respect principle than the

amiable gentlemen who, hav-

ing given
" Unionism "

its coup
de grdce, still insist upon calling

themselves "
Unionists." When

Messrs Clynes and Thomas, un-

able to stem the tide, were
content to drift into

"
direct

action
"

for the sake of the

Eed Army, which had no con-

cern with British labour, then

we all knew that the game
was up.
Mr Shaw Desmond is a bit-

terly disillusioned man. He
has seen the movement, in

which he had a simple faith,

degenerate into the familiar

trickery. He complains justly

that from 1880 to 1914 the

cause of Labour was a religion.

It is to-day a piece of politics,

a branch of that opportunism
which is destined to be the

ruin of the Empire. The ma-
chine has grown so greatly in

strength that it destroys in-

stantly the poor man who

attempts to control it. The

champions of Labour differ

not at all from the other

politicians. Very few of them
have ever soiled their mani-

cured fists with toil. They are

bankers or lawyers or teachers,

just as though they were called

Eadicals or Tories. Indeed,

they differ from their rivals

only in name, and they are

fighting for the same ends

office and boodle as are kept

steadily before the eyes of their

rivals. The Labour movement,
in truth, has travelled very far

away from its beginnings. It

began, as Mr Desmond says,

with the soap-box, and with

1 Labour, the Giant with the Feet of Clay. London : W. Collins Ltd.
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that humble contrivance for

its platform it gathered about
it men who were ready to

sacrifice something for an ideal,

and who did not believe, as

their successors appear to be-

lieve, that the purpose of poli-

tics is to fill the body and to

leave the soul empty.
" Behind our propaganda,"

says Mr Desmond of the early

days,
" was the most powerful

trinity on earth : feeling and

imagination and passion. It

was a trinity aimed at the belly
in order to reach

'

the soul of

the crowd.' We at least be-

lieved that the path to the soul

lay through the stomach." Mr
Desmond and his friends are

disillusioned now. They have

passed through a period of high

wages, and they have seen that

the workers, when they had

money to spare, did not spend
it upon the things which they
used to say would ensure them
"a larger, fuller life." They
squandered it all in the pur-
chase of more of those things

beer, tobacco, and the rest

which were their solace in the

ancient days of leanness. For
this we would not blame them.

Every man has the right to

spend his wealth as he chooses.

Nobody has the right, when a

free choice is given him, to

complain of others because he

himself has not chosen aright.
But the

" workers" were so

much flattered by their inter-

ested leaders that they began
to believe that they were in-

fallible. Whatever they did

seemed right in their eyes, and
so they discarded the romantic

ideals of the past and took to

their hearts a creed of harsh

materialism. The working man,
says Mr Desmond, votes for

the Labour Party not because

he thinks of
"
the down-trodden

proletariat
" he doesn't know

what the word "
proletariat

"

means "
or because he wants

a new heaven on an old earth.

He does so because he wants

more money for less work."

That is the poor ambition kept
before him by his leaders, and
if by the mere fact that he does

less work less money is forth-

coming, he thinks that there is

a hidden hoard somewhere or

other upon which he is free to

draw. Truly the ignorance of

Labour, which its leaders have

done little or nothing to en-

lighten, is its bitterest curse,

and only increased knowledge
can bring happiness to the

workers or prosperity to the

country.
Of late a great change has

come over the spirit of the
"
people," and Mr Shaw Des-

mond is quick to notice it.

"
Up to the time of the war,"

he says,
" Demos was still

an easy-going sort of fellow,

still prepared to do an honest

day's work for what was some-

times a dishonest day's wage,
who struck not for the fun of

the thing, but more or less out

of reasoned purpose. But the

war changed all that." It did

indeed.
"
Having been taught

by his leaders," thus Mr Shaw
Desmond goes on,

"
that the

ends of existence were primarily
material ends, or rather never

having been taught that they
were something other, and get-

ting blood on his teeth, he
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began to demand not only the

blood of the capitalist, but of

the country not always the

same thing." The result of

this has been to convert the

Trade Unions into political

organisations. The industrial

welfare of the working man is

no longer their object. They
aim now at political power ;

they insist that they alone are

fit to govern the Empire ;
and

if they cannot get what they
think they want they are

never sure what they want
then they demand a general

strike,
" when all the workers

of the country, to a man or

woman, are to throw down their

tools and hold society to ran-

som." And they don't even

understand, nor will their

leaders impart the unpopular
truth, that the policy which

they believe to be merely mur-
der is suicide also.

So the Trade Unions, as one
of their leaders confesses,

" have
become pompous, bombastic,
obsessed with their importance
and prosperity, and they are

now faced with bankruptcy
and utterly impotent." They
hanker after power, though
they would be wholly incap-
able of using it if it were placed
in their hands. They hold the

very narrow creed of Socialism,

and, do what they will, they
cannot emerge from the con-

venticle.
" The party," says

Professor Eucken,
1 "

considers

itself humanity ;
it usurps the

position that belongs to the

whole. In this way the race

is divided and rent in a way

to which we find a parallel only
in the ecclesiastical fanaticism

which divides men into be-

lievers and unbelievers, and
takes no account of anything
else. Belief becomes party-

belief, a mere confession of

faith in the programme of the

party. In its narrower circles

the movement recognises no

right, freedom, truth, or good-
will outside of itself

;
the

others, the
'

reactionaries,' have

only the opposite. Everything
is staked upon a sheer alter-

native. All compromise and

adjustment is rejected ;
the

whole race is divided into friend

and foe, worker and drone,

proletariat and capitalists. The
individual is from early years

impregnated with very narrow

views, and is taught to regard

every problem as solved." It

would be a gloomy prospect if

there were no signs of reaction,

and it is not without signifi-

cance that the reaction is com-

ing from the ranks of Socialist

Labour itself. For which rea-

son we hope that Mr Shaw
Desmond's ' Labour ' and Mr
Appleton's

' What we Want
and Where we Are '

will find all

the readers that they deserve.

Another fault of Socialism,

as it is professed by the doc-

trinaires of Labour, is that

it is concerned only with the

present. Its supporters think

and act as though they had
been born into a new world,
without habits or traditions.

Knowing nothing of the past,

they do not understand that

everything about them has

1 Socialism : An Analysis. By Rudolf Eucken. London : T. Fisher Unwin.
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been shaped by what has gone
before, that even they them-
selves are unconsciously the

servants of the will of the

fathers who begat them. And
so they set themselves to fight

the power and the customs of

a thousand years, and cannot

but come out worsted in the

fray. They substitute for facts

an abstract thought, a dream of

equality, which "
enables quan-

tity to triumph over quality,"
which is

"
indifferent to all

that is individual, direct, origi-

nal." Thus, as Professor Euc-
ken writes :

" We come back

always to the conviction that

a real equality can be derived

only from spiritual contacts,
and that the idea of a naturalist

equality is contradictory."
The Labour Party, again,

seems to believe that there is

a sacredness in a majority,
so long as that majority is on
the side of Labour. If the

majority be against it, then it

calls aloud for
"
direct action,",

as an unthinking child calls

for the moon. But Labour
must learn, if it puts its faith

in the counting of heads, that

whichever side has the majority
must be permitted to rule, with

the reservation always that

the rights of the minority
must be jealously guarded. Mr
Shaw Desmond has a wise

passage in praise of minorities.
" Demos will have to be told,"

says he,
" and now, if he is

to be saved from himself, that

it is the Minority, not the

minority of money, but the

minority of brain and spirit,

which leads to-day, in any
sense in which the word has

real meaning ;
and that, de-

spite all transitional stages, it

is this Minority which always
will lead. That even under
the Democratic State the only
claim to leadership will be the

claim of spiritual aristocracy
and spiritual superiority not

merely the claim, but the

fact." If only these simple
lessons were taught and learned,
how much better a place the

world would be !

With equal lucidity does Mr
Shaw Desmond explain Labour's

misunderstanding of national-

ism and internationalism. He
points out with perfect truth

that Labour has no policy
on "War," or "Country," or

on "Empire." And the reason

is plain enough. "It is

without such policy," he says,
"
because it has never learnt

to think clearly perhaps be-

cause it has not felt deeply

upon the meaning of national-

ism and internationalism. One
could forgive it for its lack of

science. One cannot forgive
it for its lack of intuition."

And upon this question of in-

ternationalism more nonsense

has been talked by the half-

baked than upon any other

question. We have been told

that if only we are
"
inter-

nationalists
" wars will cease,

poverty will disappear from
the earth, and the happiness
of another golden age be as-

sured. Idle talk ! We can-

not become internationalists,
even if we would, by chattering
about it. We are born with
the sound and wise

"
preju-

dices
"

of affection, gratitude,
and sympathy the

"
preju-
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dices
" which inspire patriotism

full-grown within us. When
the war broke out, the

Socialists, who according to

prophecy were to refuse to

fight and to prate aloud of

the brotherhood of man, did

nothing of the kind. Like

other honest men, they went
to the help of their country
when it stood in need of them.

Nor are we afraid that English-
men will cease to be English
or Frenchmen cease to be

French. No man can easily

put off the character and tem-

per which he has inherited

from his forefathers. Men of

other nations may read Shake-

speare in translations, if they

will, or in his own tongue, if

they have mastered it. But
he remains our own authentic

inheritance, and we shall not
"
internationalise

" him merely
because this pedant or that is

garrulous about our "brother-

hood," which he cannot define.

Moreover, if a kind of inter-

nationalism came to the world

in the remote future, it would

grow out of, it would not slay,

patriotism.
" Men who have

no love of country," says Mr
Shaw Desmond,

" and no pa-

triotism, are of no use in the

International Building to come.

No man can be Internationalist

before he is Nationalist. A
man who has not learned the

cohesion of country is not

likely to learn the greater
cohesion of countries." And

Labour has gone about pre-

tending that by the stroke of

somebody's pen or at the echo
of somebody's voice we can
all turn about and become
the vile thing called

"
inter-

nationalists." But nothing is

ever done in a hurry, and men
will not be changed to angels or

to devils merely by wishing it.

What then will become of

us ? We shall emerge slowly
from this time of trouble

of artificial trouble, much of

it, manufactured by ignorant
leaders for the confusion of

ignorant followers. Nor is it

so much a change of policy
that we need as a change of

heart.
" There is no solution

for labour unrest," says Mr
Shaw Desmond,

"
beyond the

building up of human char-

acter," a slow and difficult

process. In the meantime we
shall do well to understand

that Labour's bark is worse
than Labour's bite, and that

what it chiefly suffers from is

ignorance and vanity.
" When

Demos has climbed to power,"

says Mr Shaw Desmond,
" and

sits Gargantuan and enthroned

throughout the world, the new

democracy will await with the

calmness bred of conviction

the crashing downwards of the

Giant with the Feet of Clay."
And the giant will crash, be-

cause he has renounced all his

ideals, and limits his ambition

with the vain hope of less

work and more pay.
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MUEDEE DISQUALIFIES.

BY ALAN GRAHAM.

CHAPTER I.

"WANTED. Ex -
officer,

gallant and daring, to lead

desperate enterprise. Good pay
assured, and rich reward when

goal is attained. Must be tall,

strong, handsome, and of a

romantic nature. Apply by
letter, enclosing photograph,
to Box 002."

"
Bubbly, am I handsome

and of a romantic nature f
"

demanded Neil McNeil, glanc-

ing up from the paper with a

humorous twist to his mouth.
"
Hie," replied the Honour-

able Thomas Owen with diffi-

culty.
He was writing the weekly

lay sermon of the
'

Better

Land '

a sermon that thou-

sands of innocent and pious
subscribers would swallow with

gusto on the ensuing Sunday

and he disliked interruption.
McNeil and Maggie Lingford

the nominal editress had

propped him up on a pile of

dusty back numbers, stuck a

pen in his hand, and conveyed
to him, with difficulty, what
was required of him. He never

wrote his weekly sermon sober.

He said that it required two

gallons of beer to compensate
him for the moral degradation
of perpetrating such slosh. At
the moment of McNeil's in-

terruption sentimental tears

trickled from his bloodshot

eyes as he scribbled some more
than usually sugary platitude.

Neil McNeil looked at him
with a smile, in which amuse-
ment was blended with pity
and disgust.

" Look at him, Maggie," he

said, with a wave of his hand.
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"
If only

'

Life-long Abstainer,'
or

'

Truly Penitent,' or any
other of your letter-bag friends

could see him now, where
would the circulation be ?

Bubbly, you crapulous wine-

bibber, stop casting your pearls
before our readers for a mo-

ment, and give me your candid

opinion am I handsome and
of a romantic disposition ?

"

The Honourable Thomas
Owen looked up blearily from
his task. He was small, shabby,
and unshaven, his sandy hair

and incipient beard lending
him a weak, effeminate air

that was intensified by the

glistening on his cheek of the

maudlin tears compounded of

cheap beer and cheaper senti-

ment. Yet was he no fool,

but a journalist who could

place his copy where he pleased.
He was recognised in Fleet

Street as a standing authority
on all matters of sport, and
his articles were in continuous

request. As he was without

ambition, and as his desires

did not go beyond beer, he

rarely wrote unless he was

thirsty and had not the where-

withal to quench his thirst.

The lay sermon for the
' Better Land ' was a labour of

love. Maggie Lingford, who
had obtained the position of

editor by sheer bluff, had not

the experience to carry the

job through, and had begged

him, as an old friend, to come
to her aid. Each Monday night
therefore Bubbly appeared, ex-

haling the fumes of beer, and

helped with the make-up of

the paper.

Neil McNeil was in a dif-

ferent category. A demobilised

officer with no resources, he
had drifted to Fleet Street and

picked up a livelihood by such
vicarious journalism as the

kindness of a notedly generous

profession could help him to.

He had done work that Owen
should have done at times, and
had accompanied him to the

musty office of the
'

Better

Land,' where Maggie Lingford
had taken compassion on him
and permitted him to collect

religious snippets from the daily

papers for her own pages.

Bubbly looked up at McNeil

stupidly. His mind was still

working in terms of "be good,
sweet maid, and let who will

be clever," and he hiccupped

plaintively. McNeil leant

across the table and shook
him.

" Wake up, wake up, old

thing," he said, as he swayed
the unfortunate to and fro at

the imminent risk of displacing
the pile of

'

Better Lands ' on
which he was propped pre-

cariously.
" What of my

beauty and romance ?
"

"You've disart-hic-ulated

my train of thought," said

Owen sadly.
" Wot you

want 1
"

McNeil pushed his paper
under the other's eyes.

"
Bead," he said dramatic-

ally.

There was silence as the

Honourable Thomas puzzled his

way through the
"
agony."

"
D'you mean to 'nsinuate

that you you contemplate an

appl-hic-ation for thish job ?
"
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he asked thickly, when at last

the meaning of the advertise-

ment had penetrated to his

brain.
" Why not ?

" demanded
McNeil.

"
I meet all the re-

quirements, don't 1 1
"

Owen looked round at

Maggie Lingford appealingly,
and waved a grubby hand to-

wards McNeil.
"
I ask you, Maggie, I ask

you. Is he handsome ?
"

" Of course he is," she an-

swered over-emphatically, with

a woman's unnecessary fear of

hurting a man's feelings.

McNeil turned on her a pleas-

ant and comprehending smile.
" You needn't be afraid, old

girl," he said easily.
" I'm not

a bit sensitive about my mug.
In fact, I'm rather proud of it."

"
It doesn't disfigure you a

bit," replied the girl uncom-

fortably.

Major McNeil had had the

misfortune to receive some

fragments of shell in his face

during the advance of Sept-
ember 1918, and the doctors,
with all their skill, had not

succeeded in removing traces

of the wounds. The scars did

not add to his beauty, yet
there was nothing repulsive
about the damaged face. In-

deed, one had only to know the

man to forget their existence.

His merry twinkling eyes and

jolly smile were in themselves

enough good looks for any man.
" The point is," went on

the Honourable Thomas ob-

stinately,
" whatever you may

think of your mug, you won't

get the imbecile who wrote

this balderdash to agree with

you. It's a wash-out, my
gallant hicx-officer."

" Let me see," said Maggie
Lingford, taking the paper
from the speaker's hand.

Like the good unimaginative

girl that she was, Maggie took

the advertisement much more

seriously than did either of

the others. The humorous side

of it did not occur to her.
"
Oh, Neil," she cried as

she finished,
"
you must write

at once. You're the very
man they want. I'm sure

there's a fortune waiting for

the man who gets it. But I

do hope it's not really danger-
ous. You must write. Make
him, Bubbly."

" Don't forget the photo-

graph, old girl," said Owen,
who was now thoroughly roused

to an understanding of the

conversation.
" When she sees

it, he hasn't an earthly."
" She ? What makes you

think it's a she f
"

" Heavens ! It's written all

over the thing in letters that

he who runs a Bolls-Boyce
may read."

"
It certainly has the femi-

nine touch," agreed Neil.
" I'm

afraid it's no good. In any
case, in all probability it's a
hoax."

"I don't believe it," in-

sisted the editor of the '

Better

Land,' and with some logic
added : "If you are right
about it being a woman it

can't be a hoax. No woman
would bother."

"
There's something in that,"

agreed Owen, with a maudlin
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chuckle.
" Women don't spe-

cialise in humour. I think the

circulation of the
'

Better Land'
must be mainly feminine. I

must get on with my sermon."
" Wait a minute, Bubbly,"

said Maggie Lingford, bright-

eyed.
" Have you got a photo-

graph of yourself before you
were wounded, Neil ?

"

"
I have. All done up in

uniform too. I see what you
mean, Maggie ;

but it would

only make things worse when
she sees me as I am now."

" Not a bit of it," cried the

girl excitedly.
"

If you are

right if it is a woman when
she sees you after she has seen

your photograph, she will

she she. ..."
"
I know," said McNeil, with

the first hint of bitterness in

his voice.
" She will be over-

come with maudlin sentiment

and fall on my neck. I don't

think it's worth it."
"
I dunno. I believe Mag-

gie's on a good egg," said the

Honourable Thomas, rousing
from a relapse into the state

of semi-imbecility in which he

composed his lay sermons.
" Have a shot at it. Le' me
write the letter. Can't do any

harm, an' if the deal comes off,

I take ten per cent comm-hic-
sion. Wot d'ye say ?

"

He looked up with a half-

humorous, half-dazed expres-

sion, and glanced from one to

the other expectantly.
McNeil laughed.
"Go ahead, Bubbly," he

said.
"
Let's see what you

would make of it if you were

in the running."

The Honourable Thomas
Owen tore off the page upon
which he had been scribbling
his sermon, and his fluent pen
ran over the blank sheet with-

out a pause or hesitation.
"
Madam," he wrote,

"
your

appeal goes to my heart. What
can I say of myself ? Would
you have me boast of my
prowess ? Would I answer to

your need did I do so ? No.
I have fought through the

war. I have been wounded
in my country's service. I

have risen to field rank through
my own efforts. I have been
cast aside like a soiled glove.
Need I say more ? No. You
will understand. Whatever the

danger, whatever the risk, think

of me as one ready to dare all,

to stake all, on one throw in

your service. I enclose my
photograph."

" And if that doesn't fetch

her, the whole damn thing's a

fraud," declared Bubbly with

a final hiccup.
" You don't imagine for a

moment that I'd send in tosh

like that !
"

said McNeil in-

dignantly.
"
If you do, you

are more hopelessly inebriated

than I gave you credit for,

Bubbly."
"Oh, Neil, it isn't tosh,"

protested Maggie Lingford.
"

It's a beautiful letter."
" You see," said the Honour-

able Thomas, with a compla-
cent smile,

"
it appeals to her.

How much more will it go
home to the romant-hic heart

of the advertiser. Come on,

Neil, make a fair copy, and letme
get on with Maggie's sermon."
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He threw the rough copy
across to McNeil, and busied

himself in his task.

McNeil hesitated. He read

through the letter and grinned
at its absurdity, then crumpled
it into a ball and threw it

upon the floor. Maggie Ling-
ford pounced upon it immedi-

ately and straightened it out

again.
"
Neil, do send it in," she

said beseechingly.
" I'm sure

it is your chance in life. You
know you'll never do any good
in journalism. You're not

not dissipated enough, nor un-

principled enough. You must

try to get out of it."
"
But, hang it, Peg, if the

advertiser is the kind of ass

who would swallow tosh like

that, I'm better grubbing in

Fleet Street."
" Send it in, Neil. It's your

chance in life, I'm sure of it,"

reiterated the girl.

Maggie Lingford, pale, plain,
and untidy, had a heart of

gold. Thrown early upon her

own resources, she had fought

sternly for her living without

losing her natural kindliness,
which accounts for the readi-

ness of Owen and others to

come to her assistance in a

job that was beyond her ca-

pacity. McNeil felt the real

earnestness of her appeal
knew that it arose from a

genuine sympathy for him

and, with no other aim than
to please her, agreed to make
the application.
He made a fair copy of

Bubbly's bombastic composi-
tion on a plain sheet of paper,

heading it with the address

of the shabby rooms that he

was temporarily sharing with

the Honourable Thomas Owen.
He chuckled as he wrote at

the absurdity of the whole

affair.
"
There," he said, as he

signed his name with the

flourish that seemed in keep-

ing with the composition.
"

If

you two land me in Colney
Hatch between you, I hope
you'll have the decency to get
me out."

At that same moment Owen
wound up his sermon.

" And that's that," he said

disgustedly.
"
Better order a

few thousand hic-stra copies
this week, Maggie. This muck's

going to twist their heart-

strings. There's tears in it,

my lass."

As he spoke he wiped traces

of his own maudlin tears from
his unshaven cheeks, while

Maggie Lingford hastily ran

through the copy.
"It's just lovely, Bubbly,"

she said, with a real awe in

her voice.
" And it's all so

true !

"

A wild ironical laugh broke
from the little man as he

slipped unsteadily from the

dusty pile of papers and
steadied himself by the table.

" True !

" he cried disgust-

edly.
" Of course it's true.

There isn't an idea in it that

hasn't been chewed over and
chewed over for the past four

thousand years. Come on,
Neil

; Maggie can do without

us now. My whole being cries

out for good honest beer."
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" And you will post the

letter, Neil ?
"

asked Maggie,
as her friends made to leave.

"
I promise," replied McNeil

with a careless laugh.
" The

photograph which is to bowl
the lady over is among my
kit at the digs. I'll look it

out after I've seen Bubbly
properly sewn up, and have
carted him home. Good-night,

Maggie."
"
Good-night, and thank you

ever so," replied the girl grate-

fully.

As they stumbled down the

dark staircase, with its noisy
wooden treads and awkward

turns, the Honourable Thomas
Owen urged his companion on
with the desperation of a soul

in anguish. His need was
indeed great, for he had spent
two hours in pure philanthropy,
which should have been allotted

to the quenching of his thirst.

CHAPTER II.

Three days later the answer
came.

McNeil, shaven and dressed,
burst into the grubby bed-

room where the Honourable
Thomas Owen lay in a cloud of

acrid smoke running through
the sporting news of half a

dozen of the morning papers.
"
Bubbly," he cried, his face

alight with excitement and

amusement,
"
she's written."

The sluggard looked up from

his occupation grumpily.
" You jar me horrid, my

lad," he grumbled. "What
care I for your insanitary
love affairs ? Bun away and
leave me to the sorrows that

are mine. Are they not enough?
Look !

"

He pointed to a badly-printed
column in a picture paper with

all the air of a tragedian.
" Jack Whittle has cut out

the most poetical bit of stuff

that's ever been written about

a prize-fight. It was great, my
boy ;

and he's blue-pencilled
the lot."

" Never mind, Bubbly. You
can use it for some other

fight. Listen to this. It's the

answer to the letter you com-

posed for me."

"Oh, that. She bit, then ?

I thought it would fetch her."

"It fetched her all right.

Listen.
" '

SIR, Your letter went to

my heart. Something tells

me that you are the man I

seek. If danger does not deter

you, come to me to-morrow

between ten and twelve, so

that I may judge you in the

flesh. Knock twice first

loudly, then softly and to her

who opens say,
" To the death."

Meanwhile, be discreet, for a

mere breath may ruin my
cause. Till we meet.'

" No signature. What do

you think of it, Bubbly ? Pink

paper, reeking of Heaven knows

what foul perfume. An address

in Bayswater that looks opulent

enough. Some romantic ser-

vant girl, film mad, and looking

for a lover, eh ?
"
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" Not a bit of it, my boy.
There's more in it than that.

God ! Why am not I hand-
some and daring ? There's a

fortune in it," grinned the

Honourable Thomas from be-

hind his dirty counterpane.
"
Neil, you're a lucky devil.

You'll marry her in the end.

Hence the desperate enterprise
referred to in the advertise-

ment."
"
Hang it, you don't think

I'm going on with this melo-

dramatic rot, do you ?
"

said

McNeil disgustedly.
"
This

' knock softly, then loudly,'
and '

to the death '

business."
"
If you don't, damme, I'll

go myself," retorted Owen.
"

It's a scoop for a needy
journalist. But you'll have to

see it through. You promised
Maggie Lingford."

" So I did," agreed the other

ruefully.
"
Well, the sooner I

go the sooner it will be over.

It's nearly ten now. If I'm
not back by evening, Bubbly,

you can put the police on my
track."

The Honourable Thomas
chuckled maliciously.

" You meant to go all along,

you dog," he declared.
" But

you had to protect yourself
from ridicule by getting me to

bring you to the scratch."

Neil McNeil's smile was prac-

tically an admission.
"
I thought so," said Owen,

interpreting it as such, and

grinning elfishly from amongst
his litter of papers.
He looked like a mischievous

sprite rather than a man as

he lay huddled with his pinched

face peering over the counter-

pane, the more so when con-

trasted with his friend, upright
at the foot of the bed.

McNeil was over six feet in

height, though his fine pro-

portions made him look less.

He had a way of holding his

head slightly thrown back,
with square chin thrust for-

ward that gave him a faint

air of aggression. His face

was shaven clean, and the

sears upon it gave it a rugged

appearance that fitted well

with his carriage. His eyes
were blue-grey, wide-set, and

steady, so that one looking
into them felt that here was
a man who could be trusted in

any emergency. The Honour-
able Thomas Owen expressed
the idea well when he said

that he always felt like getting
into trouble when with McNeil,
because he was so confident

that his friend would get him
out again.
McNeil went west by tube

and found himself in Bays-
water at half-past ten, well

within the prescribed limits.

He admitted to himself a grow-

ing curiosity and excitement

as he approached the heart of

the mystery. A polite con-

stable directed him to Welles-

ley Square, which he found to

consist of opulent - looking
houses overlooking the usual

railed-in shrubberies and well-

kept lawn. It was early April,

and the budding trees and
shrubs still wore the freshness

of their new-born leaves.

McNeil looked upon the scene

with approval. It suggested
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the capacity to pay well for

services rendered. He walked
round three sides of the square
in search of number fourteen,
the address given by his mys-
terious correspondent. He had
reached it and ascended several

of the steps that led to the

front door, when a voice called

him from behind
"
Hey, I say."

McNeil turned and saw be-

hind him upon the pavement
a striking figure. It was that

of a man fully as tall as him-

self, dressed in a rough tweed
suit of a hot reddish-brown

with a violent yellow check

running through it. Though
loud in tone it was well cut,

and its occupant was the kind

of man who could wear with

distinction what would have
been grotesque on another. He
was broad-shouldered and slen-

der in the hips, and bore himself

like a man accustomed to have
his own way. The face that

looked up from beneath a rather

wide-brimmed soft hat was
framed in a fiery red beard,
and the eyes that were fixed

on McNeil were lightish-green
and piercing, yet with a hint

of saturnine humour in their

depths and in the fan-like

creases at their corners. There

was a rakish dare-devil look

about the man that would
have made him noticeable any-

where, apart from his size.

In age he might have been from

thirty-five to fifty.

McNeil looked at him inquir-

ingly from the vantage-ground
of the steps.

"
Ay. It was you I hailed,

young man," said the stranger.
"
I saw you turn up the steps,

and I fancied you might en-

lighten me as to the tenant of

the house."

The voice was somewhat

harsh, though cultured, and
McNeil thought he detected in

the accent a trace of his own
nationality.

" I'm afraid I can't help

you," he said.
" You can hardly be certain

of that until you hear what I

want to know," said the man
with the red beard drily.

"Does Signorina Francesca

Marinetti live here 1
"

"
I don't know," replied

McNeil shortly, annoyed by
the stranger's persistence.

" Yet I find you mounting
the steps with all the assurance

of a friend of the family," said

the other, eyeing McNeil boldly
from beneath tufted red-brown

eyebrows.
"
I may be delivering hand-

bills," retorted McNeil, taking

up the challenge in the stran-

ger's tone.
"
Aye, ye may," agreed red-

beard with the glint of a smile

on his mouth and in his green

eyes.
" And again ye may not.

The latter, I should guess.

Well, if you won't help me,
I must e'en ask elsewhere.

Good-morning to you, sir, and
a thousand thanks for your
courtesy."
He turned his broad shoul-

ders and strolled slowly off.

McNeil mounted the steps with

a slight frown on his brow. It

might be coincidence, of course,

but it seemed strange that he
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should have this encounter on

the very threshold of his ad-

venture. The recollection of

the instructions he had re-

ceived drove the stranger from
his mind, however. He knocked

loudly, then gently, with all a

Scotsman's self-conscious fear

of appearing absurd. Worst of

all, he dreaded the utterance

of the ridiculous password. His

throat went dry, and he mois-

tened his lips with his tongue
as he thought of it, and at that

moment the door opened
silently and a pair of coal-

black eyes set in an olive face

stared into his.

Startled by the suddenness

of the apparition, McNeil
blurted out

" To the death "

loudly, instead of muttering it

in the true tone of a con-

spirator. Had he had time to

look round, he would have dis-

covered that his friend of the

red beard had turned on his

tracks and come slowly back.

He was passing the entrance

to number fourteen at the very
moment that McNeil uttered

the password.
Of this, however, the latter

remained ignorant, for the door

swung more fully open and the

dark-skinned maid invited him,

by a gesture, to enter. The door

closed quickly behind him, and
without a word spoken, the

woman moved forward across

the brightly-furnished hall, in-

viting him, by a wave of the

hand, to follow. McNeil fol-

lowed, conscious that he was

acting the part of a fool. He
might be walking into any kind

of a trap.
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She tapped softly, almost

reverently, upon a door at the

distant end of the hall.
" Come in," replied a voice

which, in its richness, muted

though it was by the closed

door, sent a thrill down McNeil's

spine.

The woman opened the door

silently and signed to him to

enter.

There was something in the

silence and the reverence of

this dark-skinned girl that com-
municated itself to McNeil, so

that he crossed the threshold

of the room treading softly as

one entering a cathedral.
" Ah ! You have come. I

knew that you would not fail

me."
The door had already closed

behind him, and he was alone

with the possessor of this rich

full voice that seemed to make
the very air around him vibrate.

There was something faintly

un-English in the way the words
were spoken, yet the pronunci-
ation was almost faultless, and
there was even something

strangely familiar to McNeil
in the intonation.

His eyes followed the direc-

tion of the sound, and he found

himself looking at the back of

a woman who was seated at a

small table laid with a white

cloth and all the paraphernalia
of a meal. She had called her

greeting without turning round,

and, even as McNeil looked,
she raised a glass containing
a black fluid to her lips, and
drained the contents. Then
she rose gracefully and turned

to meet him face to face.

L 2
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Never had McNeil seen so

beautiful a woman. Great

masses of black hair, deep and
rich as the blackness of velour,
crowned her head. Her great

eyes shone like glowing coals

as she turned them on her

visitor. Her face was full and

uniformly pale, yet with a

pallor that had in it nothing
of fragility, and her full lips,

slightly parted, seemed intense-

ly carmine by contrast. She
wore a loose morning wrap of

jade green embroidered in gold
that fell from her deep full

breast to her feet, and made
her appear taller even than

she was. As she turned she

stretched out her hands in a

gesture of welcome, and the

wide sleeves fell back disclos-

ing her rounded white arms,
on one of which above the el-

bow glowed a great hoop of old

gold and rubies.

McNeil had little time for

admiration, however, for at her

first glance she started back

dramatically, her beautifully-

marked eyebrows lowered and
the whole face changed from
welcome to fury.

" What is this ?
"

she de-

manded, her voice falling to a

low deep note of accusation.
" You are not he who wrote.

Who are you $ Ah, fine I ken.

You are in the pay of my uncle.

If you have murdered that

poor man who would have
served me, and stolen the pass-
word from his corpse, I will

see that he is revenged. I

swear it."

SheYpaused for breath, and
McNeil hastened to explain.

"
Madam," he began hesi-

tatingly, for he was embar-
rassed by the exuberance of her

attack,
"
there is a misunder-

standing, for which I am to

blame. I am the photograph
I sent you is me, but it was
taken early in the war. I had
an accident at the front, and
it has altered my appearance

considerably. Believe me, I

am the Major McNeil who
wrote to you. If, however,

my altered appearance renders

me unsuited to the work you
have to offer, I will bid you
good-morning and offer you my
apologies for troubling you."
As he spoke, the expression

on the beautiful face before

him changed like a dissolving
view. The passion faded gradu-

ally as his words conveyed their

meaning to her, and in its

place dawned pity and remorse.

The great dark eyes filled slowly
with glistening tears, and the

expressive mouth drooped pa-

thetically.
" O h !

" The sound was
a long, low, melodious cry of

distress, and before McNeil
realised what was about to

happen to him, soft fingers

were caressing the scars upon
his face, and a beautiful voice

murmured broken words of

sympathy so closely to him
that the breath of them fanned

his rugged face. A faint odour

of stout drifted to his nostrils.
"
Oh, but I am stupid, so

stupid. How my cruel words

must have seared your heart !

I should have thought but it

is my way to act and to think

afterwards."
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Gently McNeil took the ca-

ressing hands from his face

and disengaged himself.
"
Please don't worry," he

said, smiling at the absurdity
of the whole affair.

" I'm not

a bit sensitive about my face,

I assure you. In fact, to be

candid, I think it's not half

bad as faces go."
The girl for she was little

more changed her mood as

abruptly as before. With a

gleam of white teeth her face

lit up in a bewitching smile,
and then, throwing back her

wonderful head, she broke into

a merry laugh that rang through
the room like a peal of bells.

It was so spontaneous and
infectious that McNeil could

not but join in it.

When it was over the man
and the woman stood smiling
at one another like old friends.

Through McNeil's mind floated

the thought of Maggie Lingford

and her prophecy.
"
Trust a woman to know a

woman, even if she has never

seen her," he thought. Assur-

edly he had got over the diffi-

culty of his scars readily enough.
He had little time for medita-

tion, however.
" Now that you have seen

me, you know who I am ?
"

asked the lady, with an air of

importance.
McNeil shook his head.
" I'm afraid I

"

" But every one knows me.

Hoots, man, you must know
me."
McNeil realised at last what

it was that had seemed familiar

in her speech. Though she had
a noticeably foreign accent,

particularly in the throaty roll

of her r's, he recognised in

her words and in the turns of

her speech something that was

distinctly Scotch. It was a

curious, yet rather a fascinat-

ing mixture.

He reaffirmed his ignorance,
with profound apologies, and
the lady frowned, hurt in her

amour propre.
" But surely," she cried

petulantly,
"
every one knows

Francesca Marinetti, the Cor-

sican contralto ! Have not

kings and emperors bowed be-

fore me ? Yet you say you do
not know. Awa' wi' you !

"

"
I apologise again, madame,"

said McNeil, amused by her

vehemence. "
I recollect now

that I have seen your name on
the opera bills, but I well, I

have had to work hard recently
to earn a mere living, and

opera is a closed book to

me."
" Poor man !

"
cried Sig-

norina Marinetti, her ready

sympathy to the fore again.
"
I am thoughtless and cruel.

You will forgive me ?
"

She advanced appealingly
with outstretched arms, and
McNeil began to fear a re-

petition of her caresses, when
there came a knock upon the

door.

Immediately it opened
abruptly, and there stood

framed in the doorway McNeil's

acquaintance of a few minutes
earlier the man with the red

beard.
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CHAPTER rn.

Francesca Marinetti stepped
back with a cry of rage.

" You !

"
she exclaimed, her

hands clenched together on
her bosom, her eyes glowing
with the fury of a wild animal.

"
Ay," said the intruder

calmly.
"
I hope I find you

in the best of health, niece ?
"

Nothing could have been

greater than the contrast be-

tween these two. She, dark

and passionate, swayed with-

out restraint by the emotion
of the moment

; he, with his

flaming beard and hair, his

cynical green eyes, his air of

command over his feelings.
"
I've had the de'il's own

job in getting a personal inter-

view," he went on serenely.
" But for the affability of your
friend here, who kindly gave
me the password, I might
have "

" You lie," interrupted
McNeil angrily.

"
I refused

you any information at all."
" In your innocence and sim-

plicity you bawled it out for

the world to hear. It's the

same thing," said red-beard,
with a smile of mingled triumph
and contempt for McNeil.
"
Anyhow, niece, here I am,

and if you will release this

gentleman from attendance at

your court, we can chat over

our family affairs comfortably
and without heat."

Signorina Marinetti had been

silent so far rather from an

extremity of rage than from

desire. She stood, clenching

and unclenching her hands, her

face like an emblem of fury.
At last she found words.

"
Go," she cried, and even

in her passion her voice re-

tained its rare beauty.
"
I

will have nothing to do with

you. Fine I ken what you
want. You would rob me of

my inheritance. Fine I ken
the meaning of your letters

and your requests for an inter-

view. Do not leave me, Major
McNeil, and if he will not go
of his own free will, you shall

do your first service for me by
throwing him in the street.

You hear me ?
"

The last words were hurled

at the man who called her niece,

and he smiled coolly as he

answered her.
"
I hear you, my lass. My

faculties are still as perfect as

a poor frail mortal can hope

for, and it would be a very
deaf man who could fail to

hear you. As for throwing me
in the street

"
here he eyed

McNeil superciliously, "I'm

getting on in years, but I fancy

my chance. You'd best send

the laddie away before he gets

hurt, and talk things over like

a sensible woman. If you had
more of your mother and less

of your Corsican father about

you, we'd soon come to terms."

He spoke without heat, like

a man anxious to gain his end

by reasonable means, but the

girl was not to be cajoled.
" Leave me," she cried, al-

most beside herself with rage.
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"
I know what you want, and

I will not discuss it with you.
You would have me sell my
birthright for a mess of pottage.
I will not bargain with you.

Go, before you are thrown
out."

Then, as the unwelcome visi-

tor showed no sign of obeying,
she turned swiftly upon McNeil.

" You are my champion,"
she said dramatically.

"
I leave

him in your hands."

For McNeil it was a moment
of supreme embarrassment. He
knew nothing of the lady whom
he was expected to champion,

except that she was beautiful

beyond all women whom he

had known, and that she spoke
with the voice of an angel. On
the other hand, he had taken

the measure of the man with

the red beard, and had realised

that, if it came to a tussle, it

was an even chance if he went
under or threw his man out.

A vulgar altercation in a lady's

private room went against all

his instincts, yet he knew that

the moment had arrived when
he must take a side, or make
his exit from the mysterious
drama for ever.

There was no time for con-

sideration. He must make his

decision upon the instant, and,

manlike, he let beauty and a

sweet voice conquer discretion.

He constituted himself, defin-

itely, the lady's champion.
" You have heard what Sig-

norina Marinetti said," he be-

gan suavely, for he could not

resist a certain feeling of attrac-

tion towards the virile being
who confronted him smilingly.

"
If it comes to a rough-and-

tumble either of us may win,
but assuredly, even if you
come out on top, you won't
be in a condition to appreciate
the interview you desire. Don't

you think it would be better

for you to clear out at once ?

You're not a bit popular here,

you know."
The man with the red beard

looked at McNeil long and

steadily, sizing him up
shrewdly.

"
I still fancy my chance,"

he said at last, with a humorous
twist to his mouth. " And if

a man of my age and proved
sobriety might dare to pro-

phesy, I'll be spared to prove
my words on your carcase

yet, my bonnie lad. But
there's a deal of honest sense

in what you say. We'll post-

pone the fisticuffs till another

day." Then, turning abruptly
to his niece, he continued,
" As for you, my bairn, I've

made you a fair offer. Three
times have I written it to you,
and not a word would you
answer. I take God to be my
witness if it's not too much
of a liberty that I've given

you every chance, and now you
must just e'en hoe your own
row. Good morning to you
both."

With a comprehensive bow
and a smile that never lost

its self-possession, the man
with the red beard backed to

the door, opened it, and was

gone.

McNeil, left alone with Fran-
cesca Marinetti, stood embar-
rassed and bewildered, awaiting
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enlightenment. Whatever the

job might be, he felt that he
had already secured it, did

he care to accept it. The in-

cident that had just closed,

however, convinced him that

the affair was serious, and not

merely a tempestuous woman's

whim, as he had been inclined

at first to think.
"
Come, Major McNeil," said

the lady, turning upon him
a face expressive of exagger-
ated gratitude,

"
you have

proved your loyalty already.
It was fortunate that that

wretch my uncle came when
he did. Now we are at open

war, and you must be on my
side. You'll stand by me, will

ye no' !
"

She laid a beseeching hand

upon his arm, and her dark

eyes looked up pleadingly into

his, as she bent towards him

gracefully. McNeil felt the

impulse strong in him to com-

mit himself irrevocably, but

his Scottish caution came to

the rescue.
"
Tell me," he said, gently

disengaging himself,
" what is

it you want me to do ?
"

"
Oh, you are cold cold,"

she cried petulantly.
" Can

you not be my champion on

trust t
"

McNeil smiled and shook his

head.
"
Please do not blame me,"

he said.
" Eemember I am

only a poor man in search of

work."
For a moment the lady's

mood hovered between an out-

break of anger and a disdainful

coldness, and then it changed

fascinatingly to smiling ac-

quiescence.
" You are right," she said.

" You canna be expected to

buy a pig in a poke. Come,
join me at breakfast. I had
not finished when you arrived."

She sat down again at the
small table, and poured the

remainder of a bottle of stout

into her glass.
" What shaU I get for you ?

Beer, stout, whisky ?
"

"
Nothing, thank you," said

McNeil. ' '

I have breakfasted.
"

He was lost in amazement
at the exotic tastes of his

hostess. Before her was a

plate containing a collection

of the pink armour-plating of

innumerable shrimps, upon
whose carcases, reinforced by
stout, she had apparently
breakfasted. Even as he

watched, she tackled the few
survivors in the most unself-

conscious manner, nipping off

their heads and consuming the

bodies with gusto. When she

had completed her repast, she

drank the remaining half-glass
of stout and horror of horrors

wiped her beautiful soft white

fingers upon the jade-green and

old-gold wrap that enfolded

her.
"
Now," she said, with a

sigh of satisfaction,
"
you would

like to know why I advertised

for a man of daring, and why
I picked upon you ? It is a

strange story."
She paused, and her eyes,

apparently fixed upon McNeil,

gazed through and beyond him
into some mysterious land that

was closed to him.
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"
Tell me," he said softly.

There was something about

Francesca Marinetti that lifted

her above her surroundings.
She might eat shrimps, drink

stout do anything crude and

material, but one had only to

look at her, and all her crudi-

ties dropped into insignificance.
In appearance and in manner
she was a queen amongst
women, and McNeil, watching
her as she breakfasted, was
fascinated in spite of him-

self.

"It is a strange story," she

repeated, as she vandalised the

gorgeous garment that she wore

by wiping and rewiping her

soiled fingers in its folds.
"
My

mother came from Scotland,
and my father ah, what a

man he was ! came from Cor-

sica. I, Major McNeil, am a

Corsican, to the last drop of

my blood and it is the last

of the blood of the Marinettis.

That man who forced his way
in is my mother's brother. He
is a scoundrel. He has always
been a scoundrel, and now he

is determined to rob me of my
inheritance. But you do not

understand. How can you
when I begin at the wrong
end ? Let us smoke."
She opened a silver box that

lay beside her on the table,

and offered it to McNeil. He
shook his head at sight of the

rose-leaf tips, anticipating cor-

rectly the nature of the to-

bacco. Diffidently drawing out

an old black briar, he looked

inquiringly at his hostess.
" Smoke what you like," she

said graciously.
"
I like to

see a man with a pipe, but for

me this."

She blew a cloud of smoke
from her lungs, and as the

amber-scented fumes reached

McNeil's nostrils he blessed the

instinct that had prompted his

refusal.
" Now let me tell you," went

on Francesca Marinetti, her

elbow on the table, the hand
bent gracefully backward and
the long aspiring wisps of

smoke twining upward from
her white fingers.

" My mother
came of a Scottish family
which for many generations
has owned a large estate in

Scotland. I have never seen

it, for I was born and brought

up in my father's country
in the hills of Corsica. My
mother had three brothers, the

youngest of whom you have
seen. All the rest are dead.

" When my grandfather died

the estate fell to my mother's

eldest brother, myUncle Eobert,
and he died nearly three months

ago. Mind you, I never saw

him, and can but tell you what
I have heard. They were a

strange family, these Eintouls,

savage and selfish and cruel.

You have seen my Uncle Eufus,
so you can easily guess what

they were like. Can ye no' ?
"

McNeil nodded his assent,
rather than interrupt the story,

yet in his heart he was still

far from being convinced that

the man with the red beard
was all that his niece painted
him to be.

" My Uncle Eobert the

Laird they called him never

married, and when he died ho
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left a will that only a Eintoul

could have made. In it he
said that he hated all his rela-

tions, and that as for his estate,

they must fight for it amongst
themselves. Now you ken for

what I want you. You must

help me to fight my Uncle

Eufus, for what can a woman
do by hersel' against a man
like him 1

"

McNeil looked astonished, as

well he might.
" But I do not understand,"

he stammered, taking his pipe
from his mouth. " How can
one fight for an estate in these

days, except by going to law ?
"

" The law doesna come into

it. It's all in the will. I

have not got it by me, but I

have read it so often that I

know the conditions by heart.

He was a wicked old man,
determined to make bad blood

amongst all the branches of

his family why, I dinna ken.

He left the whole of the estate

to whichever branch of the

family could take possession
and hold the family seat for

one whole month."
" But it is preposterous," ex-

claimed McNeil.
" No court

of law could uphold such a

will."
"
Maybe no !

"
agreed the

lady.
" But my uncle was

cunning as well as wicked.

There is a clause which says
that any claimant who goes
to law is to forfeit all right to

benefit under the will, though
he added that he felt sure that

the dourness and the greed of

the Eintouls would be strong

enough in themselves to keep

them from the clutches of the

law."
" But if your uncle has

been dead nearly three months,
how is it that his brother and

you are here in London ?
"

asked McNeil.
" Because the will says that

the contest is to commence
at dawn on the first day after

thirteen weeks have elapsed
since the day of my uncle's

death. He explained that this

was to assure that all the

parties interested should have

ample notice. I am telling it

to you almost word for word
as it is written in the will."

" Your uncle must have been

a humourist or a madman,"
declared McNeil. " A more

preposterous arrangement was
never made on this earth, I

feel sure. Is there any one

else in the running besides

yourself and the gentleman I

have just seen ?
"

"
I have a cousin, but we

need not think of her," replied

Francesca Marinetti, with a

wave of the hand that dis-

posed of this candidate's chance

contemptuously.
" She is the

daughter of my Uncle James,
but her parents are dead. She

is alone in the world
;

and
what can one girl hope to do

against Uncle Eufus, or against
me? "

McNeil was too shrewd to

point out that the speaker
herself was but a single girl.

He had already seen enough
of her moods to guess that it

was best to humour her, and
that silence was the best safety

play.
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"
Now, Major McNeil," she

went on, rising suddenly and

standing before him with arms
stretched out appealingly,

"
I

have told you my story. Will

you be my champion the chief

of my staff !
"

McNeil rose and faced her

hesitatingly. It was all so

vague and obscure to him
stiU.

" But what, exactly, do you
want me to do ?

" he stam-

mered.
"
Why do you hesitate and

ask questions ?
"

she cried

angrily.
" Do you not want

to serve me or is it that you
dinna ken if I can pay *? All

that I earn and I am the

Corsican contralto I will spend
rather than let that wretch,

my uncle, have my rights. I

am of the elder branch, and
the inheritance should be mine.

You shall engage my men and
lead them. I will pay you and
them well, and when we have
won you shall have what-

ever you desire as your re-

ward."
As she spoke the last phrase

she leant eagerly forward, with

parted lips and glowing eyes,

and in her face McNeil read

more than in her words. To
him who fought and won this

contest for her, she would be

prepared to give much even

her own seductive self. McNeil
thrilled at the thought, but
whether with pleasure or with

fear he could not at the mo-
ment have said.

He had not time to think,
for Francesca Marinetti leant

towards him, eagerly awaiting
his reply.
McNeil was fascinated. He

could not have refused even
had he wished to do so, and
he was far from certain that

he did so wish. The wonderful

beauty of the girl, her wildly

impulsive nature, the intrigu-

ing character of the story that

she had told him, all drew him
on like so many magnets.

"
I accept the post, Signorina

Marinetti," he said.
"
I will

help you in every way in which
an honourable man can."

" What more do I ask ?
"

she cried, firing up in her im-

petuous way. "Is it not hon-

ourable to fight for a woman ?

But I must warn you. You
must not kill my uncle. It is

against the rules."
"
Kill your uncle !

"
cried

McNeil, thunderstruck at the

idea.
" What makes you think

I might do that ?
"

"It is the obvious thing to

do," she replied calmly.
"
It

is the one way by which I can

be sure of getting my rights,

and my Uncle Eobert knew it,

therefore he put a clause in

his will that any claimant to

the estate who murders, either

directly or by an agent, an-

other claimant or that claim-

ant's agent, forfeits forthwith

his or her interest in the estate.

I have read it till I know it by
heart, but it canna be got
over."

McNeil breathed a sigh of

relief. He began to entertain

a whole-hearted respect for the

deceased.
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CHAPTER IV.

Further conversation with

his new mistress convinced

McNeil of the authenticity of

this remarkable will, and he

became exceedingly curious to

know what steps she proposed
to take to forward her claim,
and in what manner of service

he was to be employed. He
hazarded a question on the

point.
" We must take the castle by

force," replied Francesca, as

calmly as though she spoke of

taking a taxi.
" That is why

I need men. You must engage
for me enough to take and hold

it. I have siller enough, and
when we have won, the estate

will bring plenty more. You
must know of many brave

officers who need work. One
reads of them every day. Then
we go to Scotland, and when
dawn breaks on the morning
that the contest begins we sur-

round the castle so that my
Uncle Eufus cannot enter, and
we take possession."

"
It sounds feasible," agreed

McNeil, pleased to find that

she had a reasonable plan of

campaign, and one which prom-
ised success without melodrama.
"
Is this castle closed up, or is

there some one left in charge ?
"

" That is another strange

thing. My uncle who is dead

left his butler to look after the

castle and to be his sole execu-

tor and referee of the contest.

I hear he is a strange old man,
and was my uncle's only friend.

He is to help no one, hinder no

one, and show no bias. That

again is the word of the will."
" Wonderful man, your uncle.

He thought of everything,"
said McNeil, lost in a mixture
of admiration and amusement.

" He was a wretch, a villain,

a scoundrel," retorted Fran-
cesca with flashing eyes.

" He
should have left everything to

me. He hated all the rest of

the family, but he could not
hate me, for he had never

seen me."
McNeil found it difficult to

pin his impetuous mistress down
to practical details, and when
an hour later he left her, it was
with no fuller instructions than
to be discreet, search out a few

unemployed ex-officers whom
he knew and could trust, and
call again next day.
He walked back citywards

with his brain in a whirl. At
times he was tempted to stop
in the busy street and laugh
aloud. Then a memory of

Signorina Marinetti's wonderful

beauty would float before his

eyes, and all sense of the ab-

surd would leave him. Here,

indeed, was a woman to cham-

pion.
On a hoarding he saw her

name in great green letters.

He stopped to look, and found
that she was singing

' Carmen '

that evening. On an impulse
he went into a neighbouring
theatre-ticket agency and se-

cured a stall. He smiled at his

own extravagance, but some-

how the events of the morning
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had given him the feeling of

making a start on a new career.

At least he was assured of

earning a comfortable subsist-

ence for some weeks to come,
and perhaps, if he succeeded

in besting the man with the red

beard he smiled again at his

own fancy, and would not per-

mit himself to carry it to its

logical conclusion.

The Honourable Thomas
Owen was still in his frowsty
bed when McNeil returned,
and his room was thick with

the acrid smoke of shag. An
empty beer bottle and glass on
the table by his bedside indi-

cated that he had breakfasted.

He looked shrewdly at McNeil
as he entered.
" There's no need to tell

me, Neil," he said at once,

pointing at his friend with his

pipe-stem.
" Sound the cym-

bals, beat the drums, see the

conquering hero comes. No
longer a needy penny-a-liner,
in his opulence he forgot the

friends who had supported him
in his early struggles, or as-

sisted them but with a grudg-

ing charity that was worse

than insult. Who is she ?

Unfold."

McNeil had already deter-

mined to tell his friend the

whole story in confidence. He
had been warned to be discreet,

but had not been sworn to

secrecy, and he knew that

Bubbly could be trusted.

The little man's eyes opened
wider and wider as the story
went on, and by the time

McNeil had finished, his pipe
had fallen amongst the bed-

clothes, scattering ash where
it listed, and he was rubbing
his hands together with glee-
ful excitement.

"I've got to be in this,

Neil," he cried.
"

It's too

good to miss. You can take

it, I accept your offer."
" But how can you, Bubbly,

you ass ?
"

"
Gallant ex-officer out o'

work handsome and daring
too."

"
Eot. I'm not going to

start my new job by swindling

my boss. It can't be done,

Bubbly."
" You've got to get me in

somehow," Owen insisted obsti-

nately.
"
Hang it, man, but

for me you wouldn't have the

job. Think of that beautiful

letter I wrote for you. Think
how useful my intellect would
be on the strategic side of the

business. Brawn you, brains

me. It's an ideal combina-
tion."

"
If only you'd keep

sober
"

"I'll even do that rather

than be left without a part
in this comic opera," declared

the other earnestly.
McNeil was thinking quickly.

He liked Owen, and knew that

there was truth in what he
said of his brains. If it came
to the making of plans he
would certainly be the more
useful of the two.

"
I won't be a party to any

false pretences," he said at

last.
" But I'll teU you what I

will do, Bubbly. I'll sing your
praises so far as my conscience

will allow which isn't very
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far, for you are a drunken
little reprobate and I'll ask

Signorina Marinetti to let me
put you on the staff."

" Then I'm as good as en-

gaged. I must reform my-
self."

He leapt out of bed, display-

ing himself in a ragged old-

fashioned nightshirt, which, be-

ing short, exposed a pair of

exceedingly skinny legs.
" A strategist must be clean-

shaven, and have his hair

cut," he announced seriously.
" Leave me to my ablutions."

McNeil spent the afternoon

hunting up ex-army acquaint-
ances whom he knew to be

none too well off, and in

sounding them vaguely as to

their willingness to enter upon
an adventure that promised
excitement and good pay. He
found that he would have

little difficulty in getting his

men.
In the evening, to the as-

tonishment of the Honourable

Thomas, he appeared in dress

clothes of pre-war cut, and

announced that he was going
out. This was unprecedented,
and Bubbly was openly and

vulgarly curious as to his pro-

jected movements, but could

get no satisfaction.

It was the closing week of an

operatic season, during which

Francesca Marinetti had made

something of a sensation. She

had not before appeared in

England, and her wonderful

voice and temperament, com-

bined with her rare beauty, had

brought her immediate fame.

The house was filling rapidly

as McNeil took his seat, and
he had not long to wait before

the curtain rose. He thought
he had had a glimpse of every

possible mood of Signorina
Marinetti earlier in the day,
but even that first act was a

revelation to him. She was
not an actress she was Car-

men. He sat fascinated, en-

tranced, as he watched her and
listened to the richness, the

beauty of her marvellous voice,

and when the curtain fell upon
the first act he rose to his feet

with the rest of the audience

and added his quota to the

thunder of applause that fol-

lowed.

In the reaction that follows

upon a crisis of emotion or ex-

citement there comes a craving
for the concrete, the material,
and McNeil hurried out with

a stream of others to smoke a

cigarette. As he strolled soli-

tary through the throng in the

promenade, he felt a hand

pressed upon his shoulder, and,

turning, found himself face to

face with the man with the red

beard.

In evening dress, with his

height and splendid build, his

finely-poised head and flaming

hair, he was a man who could

not fail to attract attention.

As they faced one another, he

and McNeil, their eyes were on
a level, and there was little to

choose between them in breadth,

though the elder man seemed
a shade the more strongly
built. He looked at McNeil
with a slight smile in which

there was nothing inimical but
rather ingratiating.
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"
Good-evening, sir," he said,

with a courteous inclination of

his flaming head. "It is no
mere coincidence that we should

meet here, for we have both
come on the same errand."

McNeil returned his saluta-

tion.
" And that is ?

" he replied

non-committally.
"
Vulgar curiosity," said the

other with candour.
" Like

myself, I should guess you came
not for the music, but for the

sight of Francesca. I will say
she does the family credit.

Man, what a pity it is that a

man may not marry his niece.

It would be a grand way of

settling our differences, and
I'm open to admit that the

prospect would be pleasing

forbye."
" For you, no doubt," re-

torted McNeil, firing up in de-

fence of his employer.
" From

what I saw this morning the

lady might take a somewhat
different view."

"
Ay, at first. But every

woman is open to persuasion.

However, there's little gained

by discussing impossibilities.

You'll have no rival in me,

Major McNeil."
" Nor is anything gained by

personalities, Mr Eintoul," said

McNeil hotly.
"
I stand corrected," said

the other.
"
I have no wish

to quarrel with you at pre-
sent. In fact, a little friendly
chat between us might be

greatly to the advantage of

both."

McNeil hesitated. Cold rea-

son told him that he should

have no dealings with this

enemy of his mistress, that she

would certainly disapprove even

of the few words he had al-

ready spoken, yet he had an

impulse to allow the conversa-

tion to go further. He told

himself that no harm could

come of it so long as he was

discreet, and that he might
learn something through the

indiscretion of the other. In

reality, there was a certain

fascination about the person-

ality of Eufus Eintoul, and
McNeil wanted to see more of

him.
" What could we have to

chat about "? After all, we are

strangers," he hazarded.

"We have at least one mutual
interest my niece."

" A subject I cannot discuss

with you," retorted McNeil.
" Then I'll suggest another,"

said Eintoul with a twinkle in

his green eyes.
"
Will you

discuss a whisky-and-soda with

me after the play 1
"

The bell rang for the second

act. McNeil could hesitate

no longer.
" A non-controversial sub-

ject," he said with a smile.
"
I accept with pleasure."
" Then I'll meet you in the

entrance-hall at the close."

They parted, and McNeil

reached his seat as the lights

went down, and for the re-

mainder of the opera lost him-

self in the ecstasy of following
Carmen to her tragic end.

Never had he heard such sing-

ing or seen such a perfection
of interpretation. It was with

a sigh, almost of relief, that
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he sank back to his seat after

the enthusiasm at the fall of

the last curtain.

In the entrance-hall he found
Eufus Eintoul awaiting him,
a handsome figure in opera

hat, and coat that fitted his

fine shoulders and slim waist

to perfection.
"
I've got a taxi," he said

as McNeil reached him. "
I

didn't wait for the finish. I've

no ear for music, and tragedy
makes me laugh. Still, the

lass is a credit to the family,

indubitably. You'll come
round to my flat ?

"

For a moment McNeil hesi-

tated. Was it wise f Then he
nodded his assent. Surely he
was man enough to look after

himself. The momentary hesi-

tation was not lost upon Ein-

toul.
"
You'll be quite safe," he

said with a smile.
"
There's

no means of disposing of a

body in Jermyn Street."

McNeil smiled in reply.
"
I flatter myself that I

could afford the risk even if

there were," he said.

A few minutes in the taxi

brought them to their destina-

tion. Eintoul showed his guest
into a comfortable room a
man's room, cigar-scented, and
furnished with heavily-uphol-
stered chairs, a desk, many
book-shelves, and a tantalus.

He produced glasses and a

siphon, and drew two chairs

to the fire.
" Now we can have a crack,"

he said, when they were
stretched out, cigars alight,
and glasses within reach.

McNeil smoked in silence

and expectancy. He was here

to learn what he could, not to

talk, he kept reminding him-
self.

Eintoul glanced at him

shrewdly, and surmised his

attitude. He smiled to him-

self, and, coming to a decision,
leant forward in his chair

suddenly.
" So you answered the adver-

tisement," he said abruptly,
his green eyes intent on his

guest's face.

It would have taken a

cleverer man than McNeil to

hide all trace of an under-

standing of the question. He
certainly recovered himself

quickly, and turned a blank
face on the questioner, but it

was too late.

Eintoul laughed aloud.
" You needna answer, Major

McNeil," he said with a certain

exultation.
" You've given me

all the answer I need. It was

hers, then ! I guessed there

could not be two such mad
women in London. So you
answered it, you struck her

fancy, and you got the job,
eh ? Oh, I'm asking you noth-

ing I'm telling you."
"
I really don't know what

you are talking about, Mr
Eintoul," protested McNeil,

greatly chagrined now that he

saw how he had been trapped.
"
I am quite out of my depth."
He knew that the denial was

useless, that his host would
not believe him, yet he had to

say it. Eintoul ignored his

protest.
"That point being cleared
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up," he said,
"
there comes

the question of what you are

going to do.
' Lead a desperate

enterprise,' the advertisement

said. That looks like engaging
a gang, I fancy ;

but of course

you won't confirm it. I hardly

expect you to. Well, gang or

no gang, Major McNeil, I'm

ready for you. I wonder did

she tell you about the will, or

if you're working in the dark."

He looked at his victim in-

quiringly, but McNeil smoked

silently, and gazed into the

glow of the fire. He was de-

termined that his face should

give no more away. Inter-

nally he was cursing his folly in

coming to the flat.

Eufus Eintoul grinned. He
was enjoying himself hugely.
As he got no answer he con-

tinued his monologue.
" To dissipate all doubt, I'll

tell you myself," he said.

He took a long draught
from his glass, and then told

the story of his brother Robert's

will substantially as McNeil
had heard it earlier in the day,
but from a different point of

view and in very different

language.
"
So, you see, it's a fight

to the finish, if not to the

death," he concluded.
" The

Eintouls as a family never

could agree, but Bob made a

hobby o' family squabbles. I

mind even as a boy, though
he was twenty years older

than me, the way he used to

bully me. I suppose he was
determined to keep up the

Eintoul tradition even when
he was dead and buried, and

took this means of insuring it.

Wherever he is, he'll be chuck-

ling at the success of his plan

to-night."
He paused and awaited com-

ment.
" An exceedingly interesting

story," said McNeil.
" And you'll be wondering

why I told it to you ?
"
asked

Eintoul, watching him closely.

McNeil made no reply.

"Well, I'll tell you. I've

nothing to hide. There's the

will, and here's me the man
who means to get the estate,

by any means. There's no

question of fair or foul, because

there's no rules except the one

murder disqualifies. . . . It's

a pity
" he paused, and sighed

almost like a man disappointed
in love

"
because it makes

the affair more complicated.
I don't know what Bob can
have been thinking o', to make
him so squeamish at the last.

However, one must just accept
the inevitable. Now, Major
McNeil, you're a sensible man,
a Scotsman like myself. You
must see plainly that a slip of

a girl like my niece has no
chance against a man like me.
Yet I'm not a hard man, nor

a mean man, and above all

things I want to avoid trouble.

Therefore I'm prepared to pay
her out. In return for her

relinquishing all claim to the

estate, I'm prepared to settle

on her a sum sufficient to bring
her in five hundred a year for

life. What do you think of

that !
"

"
I have no opinion to ex-

press, Mr Eintoul. The matter
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does not concern me," said

McNeil cautiously.
" Hm. Yes, I see your

point. You would lose your
chance of the

'

rich reward '

mentioned in the advertise-

ment. Well, it's a reasonable

position, and I'm quite pre-

pared to meet you. The rich

reward will be yours when my
niece agrees to my terms."

McNeil rose from his seat.
" You insult me, sir," he

exclaimed indignantly, and
would have said more, but
his fear of committing himself

or his mistress restrained him.
"
It would be no insult if

you were not already in the

service of my niece," retorted

Eoger Eintoul.
" So you

canna very well take offence

without making an admission."

He threw back his head and

laughed heartily at the expres-
sion on McNeil's face.

"
Man, you're no match for

me," he said with an air of

patronage.
" You'd best go

back to your mistress, give her

my message, and retire grace-

fully from the contest."

McNeil felt the sting of the

words, for their truth came
home to him. Bitterly did he

regret that he had given this

man of cunning the oppor-

tunity to discover so much
about the existing relations

between Francesca Marinetti

and himself. The fact that he
had admitted nothing gave him
no satisfaction. The man ~knew,

and it was through his folly

that the knowledge had escaped.
"It is time that I went

home, Mr Eintoul," he said,

ignoring the taunt, and keep-

ing his temper with difficulty.
"
I thank you for your hospi-

tality."

"I'm extraordinarily pleased
to have met you, Major
McNeil," said Eintoul, his eyes

twinkling with pleasure at the

other's discomfiture.
"
Provi-

dence must have thrown us to-

gether to-night, I'm thinking.

Nothing could have been more
fortunate from my point of

view. Well, we're sure to

meet again. You'll be leading

your band of heroes on your
desperate enterprise, and des-

perate I'm telling you you'll

find it if you get interfering

with me. Good-night to you."
McNeil listened in silence,

repeated his
"
good-night," and

turned to go. Neither man
offered to shake hands. Eufus
Eintoul showed his guest out,

and, returning, threw himself

down in his chair and laughed,
with the laughter of a man
well satisfied with himself.

McNeil plodded gloomily

through the empty streets.

(To be continued.}
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SOETES VIEGILIAN.E.

IT is a stale saying that
truth is stranger than fiction,
and a misleading one

;
because

the strangest truths, as any
journalist can testify, must
often masquerade as fiction,
in order to enjoy their lawful

opportunity of exciting uni-

versal astonishment. Truth,
declares Eudyard Kipling, is

a naked lady who must be

given a print petticoat before
she appears in public. He
said it apropos of a certain

sea-serpent; but a sea-serpent

is, after all, nothing but a

zoological anachronism. There
are stranger things. Never-

theless, I wish that it had
fallen to the lot of Eudyard
Kipling to narrate the curious

events that I am about to

recount, with meticulous ac-

curacy indeed, but without, I

fear, any of the dramatic in-

stinct of a master of fiction.

It was on the 13th of Dec-
ember 1921, the eve of the first

meeting of the Dail Eireann
to decide whether it would
or would not approve the

Treaty signed in London some
eight days previously by Mr
Lloyd George and his col-

leagues and the Irish Pleni-

potentiaries. I had dined at

the club, and was getting into

my coat and hat, when Hambur
came out of the card-room.
We exchanged hellos, and he
asked me if I was going any-
where in particular, and I told

him, "No, only home," which,

where a grass-bachelor in lodg-

ings is concerned, is nowhere
in particular.

" Then come

along round to Flannery's," he
said.

" We're going to consult

the Sortes Virgilianse. There's

going to be an archbishop

there, and it may be amusing."
I said I would go along. It

is the principal business in

life of a good journalist to go
along. On the way Hambur,
who is, I should mention, one
of the foremost classical schol-

ars of his day, explained to me
what the Sortes Virgilianse are.

I gathered that many hundred

years ago, when men put more
faith in signs and omens and

prophecies than they do now,
the practice sprang up of

inquiring into the future by
the comparatively simple pro-
cess of taking a key any
sort of key would do appa-
rently and thrusting it at

random into a copy of
'

Virgil.'
A question had previously been

put, and the text would then
be read, beginning at the line

on which the nose of the key
rested. Naturally the business,
as it became popular, attached

unto itself a certain amount of

solemn ritual. I cannot say
what it is, and for all I know
Hambur is the only man alive

who knows exactly what it is.

But I will make an affidavit

that on this occasion all the

formalities were duly observed.

When we reached Flannery's
the rest of the company were
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already assembled. Everybody
in Dublin, and most people in

Ireland, know Flannery. He
is the last surviving specimen
of a type of Irishmen that

has long been on the verge
of extinction. Gifted with a

mordant wit, an enormous

agility of mind, a physical
constitution that enabled them
to excel and to exceed where
others would have abandoned
the chase from sheer exhaus-

tion
; steeped in an hereditary

taste for literature, and classics

in particular, they were never-

theless unable often enough
to give to the world what

they gave to their friends.

A lack of singleness of pur-

pose, an inconsequent curiosity,

drove them hither and thither,

with the result that while

less-gifted beings were present-

ing posterity with the sound
fruits of industrious scholar-

ship, they were content to

delight their intimates with

what Kai Lung would call an
unobtrusive display of versatile

dexterity. Far be it from me to

allot to a man like Flannery,
who helps to make life inter-

esting for the aristocracy of

the living, a lower place than
that of the scholar who plants
intellectual pleasure-gardens for

the feet of the thankless un-

born, who show a steadily-

increasing preference for play-

ing in the muck.
When we reached Flannery 's

the company, as I have said,

was already congregated in

his comfortable library. The

archbishop was there, also a

clever journalist over from Lon-

don to write up the Dail

Eireann meeting, and perhaps
half a dozen other men, all of

them distinguished in greater
or lesser degree for their intel-

lectual attainments. I sup-

pose that with the exception
of myself there was no one

present who could not claim

to be a sound classical scholar.

Even the London journalist

mirabile dictu had managed
to preserve a charming at-

mosphere of cap - and - gown
through all the tempests of

pseudo - American modernism
that rave about Carmelite

House.
Coffee and whisky-and-soda

having been dispensed, and

cigars and pipes lighted, we

got to the business of the

Sortes Virgilianse. It was a

familiar thing to all present

but myself. I do not mean
to say that the distinguished
Eoman prelate who was present
consults omens habitually. But
all had heard of them, their

popularity lasting through cen-

turies, and their astonishing

accuracy. Some one present
recalled how they had fore-

told the decapitation of King
Charles I. to that unadaptable
monarch. Other instances were

recalled, and by the time the

scene was set I was not the

only one present in whom
the feeling of idle curiosity had

given way to a more disturbing

emotion. For the first question
which it had been decided to

ask was no trivial one, but

concerned a matter which, with

the exception of the two jour-

nalists, was nearest at that
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moment to the hearts of all

present. The question was,
" What is going to happen
to Arthur Griffith !

" A hand-

somely-bound edition of the

opera of P. Virgilius Maro
was produced, the dust upon
which was a sufficient proof
that we were not to be the

victims of a hoax by the nimble-

witted Flannery, and a key of

the right dimensions was found.

And since it is decreed that

the inserting of the key into

the book must be done by
some "

chaste person," a child,

an unmarried girl, or a priest,

this task fell upon one of the

two clerics present, the chap-
lain of a famous educational

establishment. With becoming
gravity His Eeverence pressed
the key in between the leaves

of the book, and, holding it

tightly, passed it to Hambur,
to whom, as the most dis-

tinguished scholar present, the

task of reading the answer to

the question had been allotted.
" What will happen to Arthur

Griffith !
"

I saw Hambur
open the book carefully, and
with his thumb on the key to

keep it in place, hold the page
up to his eyes in the myopic
way that he has. He seemed
a long time beginning, and it

flashed across my mind that

though his face remained im-

passive, his mind was strangely
moved. And such is the pecu-
liar quality of thought that

before he had begun to read
a word all knew that the

Sortes had answered our ques-
tion in no offhand or nebulous

fashion. Even as this thought

flashed across me I heard

Hambur reading in his slow

even voice

". . . spretse Ciconum quo munere
matres

Inter sacra deum nocturnique orgia

Bacchi,

Diacerptum latos juvenem sparsere per

agros."

" What will become of Ar-

thur Griffith !
" "

Spretse quo
munere spurned by which

gifts repudiated by the

Treaty ;
matres Ciconum the

Maenads " At the word
" Maenads

"
the archbishop lit-

erally "sat up." For that

is the name by which the

Black Women are known among
the more moderate brethren of

Sinn Fein.
" Matres Ciconum,

the Maenads," continued Ham-
bur in the same monotonous

voice, "inter sacra deum amid
the rights of the Gods in the

midst of the celebrations
;
noc-

turnique orgia Bacchi and
amid the orgies of night-loving
Bacchus in a frenzy of black

Eepublicanism ; discerptum la-

tos juvenem sparsere per ag-
ros will tear the young man
to pieces and scatter them
over the wide fields." Hambur
closed the book and laid it

on the table. For a moment

nobody spoke. Then a long

way off perhaps half a mile

away I heard some one tell-

ing some one else that it was

really remarkable. And then

we all began to demand at

once that a second question
should be asked. I think my
own motive was curiosity, and

yet not curiosity, because I

felt curiously certain that the
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next question would be an-

swered not less clearly. But
I believe that some at least

of the company hoped and
believed that the next answer

would be a blank. They wanted
an anti-climax. It was all a

piece of foolishness, of course,
saved from being merely vul-

gar, like table-rapping or plan-

chette, by the injection of a

leaven of scholarship. Had
there not been a feeling of

this kind I think the next

question would have dealt with

some matter remote from poli-

tics. As it was, the political

situation seemed to draw them
like a magnet. And the ques-
tion decided upon was,

" What
will De Valera do 1

"

Again the book was opened,
and again the chaplain inserted

the key. And once more

Hambur, his nose pressed

against the open page, read the

answer.
" What will De Valera

do?"

"
Quaere age et armari pubem por-

tisque mover!
Lsetus iu anna jube efc Phrygios, qui

flumiue pulchro
Consedere, duces pictosque exure

carinas.

Coelestum vis magna jubet."

" Rouse thee now, and with joyful
heart bid thy young men arm them-
selves and move to the fray and destroy
the leaders of the foreign oppressors
who have settled on our beautiful river,
and burn their painted ships. The

might of Heaven orders this to be

done."

And even as Hambur con-

tinued reading there flashed

to my mind a sinister remark
made by this same De Valera

to one of the Southern Unionists

in the days when he was still

bandying words over Mr Lloyd
George's initial offer of peace.
"
If the fighting starts again,"

he is reported to have said,
"
the Southern Unionists will

not be treated as neutrals.

And many unpleasant things
will happen."
And now, with De Valera's

challenge to the Treaty already
thrown down, and the possi-

bility of his overthrowing the

Free State, either in Dail

Eireann or in spite of it, loom-

ing like a dark cloud on the

horizon of Irish peace, not I

alone but all present were

thinking of the unpleasant

things that might happen
if the Sortes told sooth. I

am, as I have said, no scholar,

but as a schoolboy I often

laboured long and woundily at

the ^Enead after my more

prehensile fellows had gone
forth to play. And now the

story of that weak and egotis-

tical young man, Turnus the

Eutilian another De Valera

if ever there was one came
back to me : how Juno, ever

harassing the Trojans, even

as some malign fate seems to

sow perpetual discord among
the Irish peoples, sent Alecto

disguised as Madame Markie-

wicz, or rather as Calybe the

priestess, to urge Turnus to

attack the Trojans. What the

others were thinking about I

do not know, for Flannery,
with the unerring instinct of

a good host, was already urging
us to replenish our glasses,

and setting the frozen stream

of conversation to flowing again.

And so we continued to talk,

mostly about Ireland and what
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the morrow's meeting would me wondering if the things

bring forth, until it was time foretold by the Sortes Virgili-

to go home. But nobody anse will come to pass. And
suggested that a third attempt if at the moment I incline to

should be made to consult the believe that they will, it is for

oracle. For my own part, I reasons totally unconnected
have no faith in such trifles, with the subject

- matter of

It is mere curiosity that keeps this story.

CASTLE JANE.

THERE'S a poem of a mansion built, without regard to scansion,

By a man who made free verse in bricks and stone;

On a hillside it is sitting in a metre wholly fitting,

As the critic is admitting, but its own.

Its walls are high and cracked and hung with ivy,

The stable buildings boast a battered vane
;

There are chickens on the cobbles, where the pensioned pony

hobbles,

And the name by which it goes is Castle Jane.

With a tug to set it swinging, there's a bell that makes a ringing

Till it's summoned wide-eyed Molly to the mat
;

But her breathless invitation needn't cause you trepidation,

It is simply that she's trodden on the cat,

Which has a trick of sleeping near the hat-stand,

And bitterly resents a heavy toe :

Then the welcome and the dragging of the dog, who, with tail

wagging,
Is assuring you he's loath to let you go.

You must know it is your duty that a famous county beauty
Used to tread the shallow stairs that face you there.

She'd a skin of cream and roses, and the daintiest of noses,

And the purple of the night was in her hair.

It is ninety years ago, or maybe longer,

Since O'Grady fought MacDermot for the right

To escort her into dinner. And O'Grady was the winner

When he shot his rival's whiskers out of sight.
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There are ghosts a poor house is it, and unworthy of a visit,

That is innocent of one in County Cork,

The old lady by the fire, in Victorian attire,

With her basket and her piece of needle-work,

The little girl, who sobs upon the landing,

The rope that creaks inside the haunted room,
And the imp, who's heard a-calling down the drive when dusk

is falling,

And who giggles as he gambols in the gloom.

Castle Jane can hardly gather out of all the roar and blather

Of her country's politicians what's to do.

There've been strangers in the village who compelled the boys
to pillage,

There've been murders and a cattle-drive or two.

The glories, as she knew them, have departed,

The old regime has tottered to a close
;

And, with rows of windows blinking as the winter sun is

sinking,

She's preparing for a comfortable doze.
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THE PEEEGEINATIONS OF AN OFFICEE'S WIFE.

IV.

A SHORT time ago I was again
in Brussels. At a large official

luncheon-party I met a certain

distinguished Belgian Minister.

We talked of Germany, and
I told him I had spent ten of

the happiest months of my
married life with the British

Army of Occupation at Bonn.
He turned on me in horror.
"
Bonn," he cried

"
vile place,

vile people." I felt uncomfort-

able. I had obviously said the

wrong thing, committed a gaffe.

He too had spent ten months
or so in Bonn, in solitary con-

finement, imprisoned by the

Germans for some imaginary

political offence. He had been

sent to Bonn. He had not

lived in a lovely villa on the

banks of the Ehine. His dwell-

ing was a dirty prison. I had
often seen the outside of it.

He did not motor or ride all

over the lovely surrounding

country. His exercise con-

sisted in walking round a tiny

yard for an hour a day, after-

wards returning to his little

cell, where four times a month
he was allowed to receive or

write a letter. We looked at

Bonn and its inhabitants from
such totally different points of

view, and I found later that

our views on the Irish question
were equally far apart. A
friend of mine had had a ter-

rible experience in Ireland, and
as I did not care to talk of my

own experiences, I spoke of

hers. She was the sole survivor

of a motoring party. I did

not know his views, and I

mentioned this tragedy feeling

sure of his sympathy. But
this Minister, to my astonish-

ment, said it was very sad for

individuals, of course, but if

Ireland could not get what she

wanted any other way, then

the way she had taken the

way of murder was right.

Then he added, that doubtless

these particular murders to

which I had alluded one vic-

tim was a woman had been

reprisals for some act com-
mitted by the British soldiers.

The British soldiers who had
saved Belgium, whose com-
rades lie there in their thou-

sands in the soil they gave their

lives for ! This time it was my
turn to be horrified. I thought
of Ypres. I thought of a hun-
dred things. Then I thought
that perhaps the poor man did

not understand English, did

not know what he had said.

My French is none too good
for arguing. Besides, I dared
not argue about Ireland, and,
above all, with a Belgian who
condoned the murder of British

soldiers. I feel it all too much,
and get so heated. It was such

a hot day, and the champagne
so sweet and sticky. I was
hot enough already, so I turned

away and talked of horses to
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an officer on my other side, of

a horse I had ridden in Brussels,
and which he was taking over

to jump at Olympia.
But I am very fond of

Belgium and of the Belgians.
I even try and stand up for

the refugees, by whom I find

most people still judge all

Belgians. I felt distinctly hurt

that a Belgian Minister could

make such a remark to me.

So much for gratitude, I

thought. Flanders has ever

been the cockpit of Europe,
and will doubtless be the same

again. At the moment I al-

most found myself hoping it

would be. Ireland will be a

republic when that day comes,
and it surely will come, an

independent state. What help
will Ireland give to Belgium
in the next war should that

country need help as sorely as

she needed it in the ftist ?

I wish I could publish just

a few of the letters I received

from Irish men and women
after the publication of my
article on Ireland. Not out

of the whole lot were there

apparently two of my corre-

spondents who thought alike

on any subject. For instance,

to mention only one small

item on the list, I had at least

six explanations of the words

Sinn Fein sent to me. I received

innumerable stories of the cruel-

ties practised by various regi-

ments on the poor miserable

Irish peasants. Perhaps my
Belgian friend had also heard

and believed these stories. But

perhaps they had omitted to

tell him what I knew, that the

soldiers had probably seen and
suffered much before commit-

ting the alleged cruelties which,
without doubt, had been shame-

fully exaggerated. I did not

feel moved to tears of shame,
as one of my correspondents
trusted I would be. I was

certainly moved almost to tears

by one or two of those letters,

but I fear they were tears of

laughter and not of shame, the

spelling was so quaint. But the

funniest thing I saw was a copy
of

' Blackwood's Magazine
'

which contained my article, in

a hotel in London, with in-

numerable paragraphs under-

lined, and innumerable inter-

jections added, many of them
the reverse of complimentary.

In Ireland I touched horror,
saw tragedy incarnate, and no
one no woman anyway
could take a part in such a

tragedy and ever look on life

with the same eyes again. For
the first time in my life I met
sudden death face to face in

its most violent form, and so

I have another memory which
will be with me to my dying

day. A merciful providence
draws a veil of forgetfulness
over the past a veil which

softens and dims even memo-
ries of murder, I suppose. But
from time to time a corner of

that veil is Hfted by some chance

word or incident, and I know
that I can never forget.

" Has

something befallen thee ? It

is well. Everything that falls

was from the beginning des-

tined and spun for thee as thy
share out of the world. . . .

"
Ah, unlucky I am that this
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has befallen me ! Nay, but

rather lucky am I, that though
this has befallen me, yet am

I still unhurt, neither crushed

by the present nor dreading the

future."

v.

When the war broke out I

was living peacefully in the

country, and my husband was
in camp ;

he came back to

collect his kit and departed,
I knew not where.

Like a whirlwind the local

Eemount man swept down upon
me, full of zeal to serve his

country England. Just those

first few days I felt I had

already given enough for my
country. We had just bought
a horse cheap ;

so nervous

it was almost impossible to

mount him. I told the Ee-
mount officer this, but he

instantly thought I was invent-

ing a little tale to try to keep
the horse, and appealed to my
better feelings, my patriotism.
Both were somewhat lacking
at the moment, so I said

rather shortly,
" Take the horse,

and I hope he will kick you."
He did, and in two days the

horse was back in the stable
;

he had kicked several people

apparently. What centuries

seem to have passed since that

day in August, when I still

looked forward to hunting that

winter and wrangled with the

Eemount officer about horses
;

when I was very injured be-

cause I had to give up two
horses out of three. I thought
of those horses when I went
round the battlefields in Janu-

ary 1919. How long had mine
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLUVn.

lasted, I wondered f How true

it was that
"
they also died for

England."

Gradually everything went,
and very, very slowly the

knowledge came to me what it

meant to be a soldier's wife.

Later it came to most women.
I suppose they will always

have a small regular army in

England, just large enough to

tide over the first few months
of every war. While it is being

exterminated, other armies will

be formed. Just as the little

regular army bears the first

shock of war, so do their

women-folk bear their share at

home while the other women
are getting ready.
At last I could live where I

liked, go where I liked, and
how gladly I would have re-

turned to the regiment and to

the life and the people who
had now suddenly become so

much to me. With children

and a house, and a husband who
quite often came home wound-

ed, it was impossible for me to

do any regular work. I seldom
rose beyond the rank of char-

woman. Once when my hus-

band was a Brigadier I too

rose to giddy heights. I be-

came a
"
sink worm." This

is a creature which bends all

day over a sink, and I liked it

better than scrubbing floors

and men's lockers, and looked

M
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upon it as a promotion. Once
for a very short time I was a

pantry-maid, or something of

that sort, in a large London

hospital. I started off by the

workman's train, and served

the breakfast of some thirty

unwashed, unshaven officers. At

midday I went down and

helped the cook. The kitchen

is a good spot, in the winter

anyway, and I was fed and
made much of, which was very

soothing when I was hungry
and tired. There were no
"
ladies

"
in the kitchen, which

was a relief. I liked working
in the men's hospitals best. I

had always loved them. My
feeling was not a mushroom
growth of the war, a sudden
love as quick to go as it had
been quick to come. I only
worked in the hospitals where
the soldiers were convalescent,
and nearly all fit and ready to

help themselves. Sometimes
when no one was looking they
helped me. They were the

spoiled darlings, I the unfor-

tunate char. Once I upset a

bottle of ink on a man's bed.

Positively trembling, I awaited

the arrival of the sister. But
when she arrived the man ex-

plained at once how he had

upset the ink. Sister beamed
at him. I dread to think what
she would have said had she

suspected me of the crime.

The regular sisters had not

much use for the local helps,
of which I was frequently one.

The habits I learned in the

war are ineradicable. The other

day my husband was wounded
in Ireland. How nicely I be-

haved when I went to see him
in the military hospital. I

sprang to my feet when sister

came into his room. When
matron arrived, and was talk-

ing to the patient, I started

mechanically dusting the table

with my handkerchief, and

breathing on the door handle,
which was of brass, I gave it

an extra polish with my skirt.

Doctors during the war had
become to me beings from an-

other sphere. With a duster

and a dustpan I went in front

of them on bended knees.

Even if I had done the stairs

but an hour before, I did them

again when word came that

the doctor was coming round.

From some small experience
of men, I feel sure that they
would have been the last to

detect the small speck of dust

perchance left over from my
previous round.

At other times I worked at

home. As the war went on
I gradually moved down-hill.

Each house I took was smaller

than the last, but the diffi-

culties became larger. The
dust-bin in the country had
never interested me much be-

fore. I suppose the gardener

emptied it. I never inquired.
But when he left it became an

insuperable problem. The ques-
tion arose daily, "what to do

with our dust-bin ?
"

I thought
of starting a correspondence in

the
'

Daily Mail
'

;
I am sure

I should have got some useful

hints from "
British Citizen,"

or "K.C.," or "Anxious
Parent." None of the cottagers
near kept pigs or wanted my
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rubbish did I hawk it round
ever so assiduously. The only

person who took any interest

in it was a retired Colonel of

His Majesty's Guards, my near-

est neighbour. His men could

not, or would not, come, so

I found him with his pig-tub
in my backyard sorting out

the dust-bin amicably with my
cook, and discussing what was
or what was not good for pigs.

I bought a small destructor,
and with the help of the cook,
likewise a regular soldier's wife,
and so, like the ex-guardsman
and myself, quite indifferent

to what she did, I endeavoured
to burn the rubbish. Eye-
lashes, eyebrows, one side of

my hair, all burned well, but
the refuse remained with us in

an ever-increasing damp heap.

Wearily I turned my attention

to the garden. I had always

imagined I liked gardening. I

don't
;

I loathe it. Especially
do I loathe manure. Dead
roses and violas I can deal

with, but sterner work awaited

me here. I read my gardening
books. Manure was evidently

needed, and in large quantities.
I ordered two cart-loads from
the nearest camp. It arrived

when I was out, and when I

got back I found it sitting not

far from my front door. Has

any amateur lady gardener
ever tried to dig manure into

a heavy clay soil ? It lay lightly
on the top, and that awful heap
grew no smaller. Manure and

oyster-shells which would not

burn in that hateful destructor

lay all over my garden, and for

all I know they lie there now.

There were times when my
husband came on leave, when
a different being emerged from
her overall with nicely-waved
hair and manicured nails, and

irreproachably clad I went to

meet him. I was dismissed

from one hospital with ignominy
because of this tiresome habit

of meeting my husband. I

was scrubbing the floor in pre-

paration for the doctor's visit
;

it was some Inspector-General
or other God-like creature who
was expected. A telephone

message came
; my General

was arriving in London that

afternoon unexpectedly. I was
two miles from my home and
two miles from London, but
I did it, and met him. Bucket,

brushes, and soap were left

in the middle of the ward, and
I fled, never to return. Perhaps
the Inspector-General fell over

the bucket
;
I knew not, neither

did I care. Panting I arrived

at the office of my friend the

E.T.O. at Victoria Station.

There are two men I came
across during the war who
deserve a chapter to them-
selves the two E.T.O. 's at

Victoria. There may have been

more, but I only remember

two, and cannot remember their

names. I can only remember
their unfailing helpfulness and

sympathy. They liked being

telephoned to and asked inane

questions about trains
; they

said it was what they were
there for. They actually sug-

gested I should ring up again.
I gasped and dropped the

receiver in my astonishment.

No one had ever spoken to
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me like that before
;

I was
not dismissed as that tiresome

and unnecessary thing an offi-

cer's wife ! I was encouraged
to

"
ring again." Perhaps any

one's heart would have soft-

ened had they spent much
time at Victoria Station during
the war. Even the incoming
leave-trains had their pathos.
Folkestone Harbour was worse.

I only went there once. It

was a typical seaside day. The
wind blew in great gusts ;

rain

fell at intervals in a drenching

downpour. The tears, always

kept back till the parting was

over, had filled my eyes ;
I

could neither see or speak,
when I felt a hand on my arm
and a voice say :

"
If you stand

here you will see him again as

he goes round that corner."

I looked up ;
it was a police-

man. The same voice went on :

"
I never knew I had a heart

till I took on this job." Per-

haps I had not known I had
one either till I took on the

job of an officer's wife in war-

time. Back to London, eyes
averted as the taxi passed the

hotel which I had left such a

short time before. Back to

the very empty house, the

garden, the manure - heap
which had grown no smaller

In my absence and the other

horrors. The pretty clothes

were put away, and with a

sigh I donned my overall once

more and waited. And all

day and all night I heard the

guns in France.

;The first time I saw anything
of the actual effects of the war
on women, other than my own

friends, was at a certain north-

ern seaport town, where vice

and drink were rampant, and
where for a few weeks my
husband commanded a reserve

battalion which supplied the

regiment at the front with

drafts. They were all old

soldiers, mad keen to get out

to France, and somewhat hard
to restrain while waiting their

turn. However, by dint of

selecting the drafts, and locking
them up for twenty-four hours

previous to their departure,
their friends were so many
and so generous, they were

got off moderately sober. We
all went to the station to see

them off, and I used to take

them little presents. In the

beginning we did not realise

what they were going to, and
if they had realised it would
have made no difference to

them the pick of England's

fighting-men.

Many were the pathetic as

well as the funny sights I saw.

I used to watch the other

women, and sadly wondered
how soon my turn would come.

It was always easier for those

left behind to see the pathetic
rather than the funny side of

things in the war. I wondered
when it came to be my hus-

band's turn to go r
whether I

should be as brave as some of

these women. One in particular
I watched one night, she was
so splendid, smiling so cheerily

till the train had gone. I took

her home sobbing on my shoul-

der. Truly
"
the Colonel's lady

and Judy O'Grady were sisters

under their skins
"

in those
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days. Some weeks afterwards

I saw that Private Smith, as

we will call him, had been

severely wounded. Getting his

home address from the depot,
I wrote to Mrs Smith reminding
her of her pluck the night I

had taken her home. I told

her I knew she would show the

same brave spirit now. To

my dismay a furious letter came
back. Mrs Smith had never

been to that seaport town to

say good-bye to Private Smith,
and Mrs Smith would like to

know who the hussy was who
was seeing Mrs Smith's hus-

band off to the front. I won-
dered what sort of explanation
the poor man gave when he

did get home, and what sort of

a welcome he received. From
Mrs Smith's letter I gathered it

would not be a pleasant one.

Sadly disillusioned, I inter-

fered no more.

Vfc

Throughout all my wander-

ings it has ever been the

Generals and soldier - servants

I have met that have made
the most lasting impression
on me. Those between are

often forgotten. The highest
and the lowest alone remain

in my mind
;
and many mem-

ories crowd my brain, from

grave to gay, from ludicrous

to pathetic a jumble of figures.

It always seems to me that

Generals and soldier - servants

are the most typical figures of

the British Army, types that

Great Britain alone can pro-
duce. No other country, no
other Army, has anything quite
like them, or ever will have.

Of course, one has to be out

of the Army to really appre-
ciate Generals. My apprecia-
tion of them now is slightly

tinged with awe Generals

above the rank of Brigadier,
I mean. My husband having
once attained that rank, that

sort no longer strikes terror in

my heart. Besides, they are

not Brigadier
-
Generals, only

Colonels-Commandant, and who
could be in awe of any one

called a Colonel-Commandant !

While actually in the Army it

is impossible for me to know
Generals really well. They pro-
duce in me the same slight

sinking feeling as the War
Office and the dentist. But
when I am enjoying a short

period of civil life, I find, to

my surprise, that they are

very much like other men.
There is one General, though,
of whom I am not frightened,
even when I am in the Army.
He is such a great man that

in his presence one forgets to

think of one's self
;
and it is

only the really great who pro-
duce that effect of total forget-

fulness of self on me, at any
rate. His friends will recognise
this General from a description
of him given to me by a Eoyal
Prince, who described him as
"
a very perfect gentleman."

There are many others, too,
in the British Army to whom
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these words would equally ap-

ply soldier - servants as well

as Generals.

When I married, my hus-

band's soldier-servant was, as

I have already said, one named
Henshaw, or, more familiarly,
the Ogre. We were drawn to-

gether by our mutual love of a

fair lady named Boger, a bull-

dog, who some might call ugly,
but was very fair to us. Never
have I seen anything like the

love of our men for their dogs,
or in this case for their master's

dog. We also had in Malta

a soldier-groom named Eames.
A collier in private life, he

had the best manners of

any man I have ever met.

After the war he decided not

to return to the pits ;
and he

became an attendant in a

lunatic asylum, where, I am
sure, he is as nice to the

lunatics as he was to us. With

perhaps two exceptions, all the

many soldiers who have worked
for us have been the same
"
very perfect gentlemen." One

exception I will call Private

Bevis, who did a little, a very
little work, in our house when
we were in the North. He pro-
fessed to be a rabid teetotaller,

which, to my mind, is nearly
fatal. I much prefer one

slightly addicted to drink. This

gentleman came to me one

night just before dinner, when
I had a few people dining, and
confided to me that it would

be against his principles to

pour out the wine. Especially
did he feel that he could not

pour it out for our command-

ing officer, with whom he had
a bitter feud. In fact, he said

he thought it possible, even

likely, that he would pour it

down that officer's neck. I

persuaded him to go against
his principles just for that one

night, but I had an anxious

evening. About half - way
through dinner Bevis disap-

peared, and did not return.

I imagined him overcome by
his principles, but learned next

day that it was merely a little

trouble with the cook and his

collar-stud. A few weeks later,

after throwing a knife at the

cook and stealing a sovereign
from the nurse, he disappeared

finally. He was never caught.
I wonder if he was one of those

who, as a deserter, claimed the

King's pardon at the beginning
of the war. If he did, doubt-

less he came back and sat

tight in a comfortable job
in England. Throwing knives

at cooks was probably more
in his line than bayoneting
Germans.

During the war, when my
husband was in England for

a time, we had a treasure,

perhaps the .best of many,
named Holt. He was really

our groom, but men were

getting scarce
;
we were only

allowed one servant, and he

gradually inserted himself into

the house. The camp was cold

and muddy, the kitchen at our

billet warm, and the cook, like

her mistress, had a soft spot
in her heart for all soldiers.

His only qualification for the

post of groom was the fact

that he had once been a carter

at a mill. I asked him if he

had ever put a side-saddle on
a horse. He said "no," but
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that lie would very soon learn,

and anyhow, no one was going
to do it but him. I omitted

to ask him if he could ride,

and our first ride together
was fraught with considerable

amusement for me and dis-

comfort for Holt. He rode

well in front of me and not

behind, which seemed unusual.

His progress resembled that

of John Gilpin, and he finally

disappeared at a gallop, clasp-

ing his horse firmly round the

neck. Some miles farther on
I caught him up.

"
Holt,"

I said severely,
" have you

ever been on a horse before T
"

He admitted cheerfully that

he never had, but he thought
he would get on all right now ;

he thought he had got the hang
of it, so to speak. Later on

he went out to the Dardanelles

with my husband, and was
wounded the same day. All

day long and all night on that

crowded hospital ship, he at-

tended to those worse wounded
than himself. The same in-

domitable spirit that had taken

him out riding kept him going
then. Again in France it was
the same story, the story of so

many thousands of our soldiers.

Holt writes to me now and
then from the dirty little Lan-

cashire town in which he lives,

a residence that he would not

change, I know for I have

tried to move him for the

fairest country in England.
He always ends his letter with

these words :

" The happiest
time of my life was when I was
with you and the Colonel

;

with grateful respects ; yours
Holt."

We had another soldier-ser-

vant for a short time during
the war, a very, very old

soldier. He looked at least

eighty, and I could almost

believe that he had grounds
for his complaint that he had
missed both the Crimea and
this war. He said and I think

believed that he had arrived

in the Crimea with the very
last draft, just a week too late

;

and now the doctors would not

pass him as fit for active service.

He doddered happily round

among my husband's boots for

some weeks until, to his rage
and fury, he was declared too

old even for that. Yet another

type was a groom who was
with my husband for a long
time in France. B. was the

son of a horse-dealer, and had
those candid blue eyes without

which it is impossible to be a

really successful horse - coper.
I have them myself, so I know

;

but, alas ! I have also bought
horses as well as sold them,
and a knowledge of horses as

well as an honest face is un-

luckily essential for the former.

Otherwise it becomes expen-
sive. But to return to B.

My husband had expressed a

desire for a dog. A nice-

looking fox-terrier was almost

immediately forthcoming,which
B. had "

found," he explained,
not far from some gunner lines

in the Salient. Early next day
an irate gunner Major arrived,

and abruptly claimed the dog.

B., with those honest blue eyes

firmly fixed on the Major's

face, gave him for twenty
minutes without a pause the

whole history of the dog for
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the past three generations
bred by B.'s father, likewise the

dog's father and grandfather
and grandmother. Smuggled
over to France by B. himself,
that dog had been his com-

panion day and night for

months. What could even a

gunner Major do against such
a wealth of detail, told with
an air of convincing candour.

He retired discomfited. An-
other time, when behind the

lines, the Colonel cast covetous

eyes on a horse belonging to

another regiment. Anything
in the way of horse-dealing was
as a breath of new life to B.

A daily visit to the horse lines

and a few disparaging remarks
to the horse's owner was the

method adopted. And, as the

continual dropping of water
will wear away a stone, so did

B. gradually induce the owner
of the wanted animal to promise
to consider an exchange for

the best horse in B.'s own lines.

A flat - catcher of the worst

description was then selected.

Hooded, rugged, bandaged,

groomed with vaseline till he

shone like a racehorse, kept
in for a week on a double

ration of corn, he was now
stabled in the best stall, and
at once caught the visitor's

eye, in spite of B.'s plausible

efforts to keep him concealed.

Efforts so accurately timed so

as not to succeed ! B. ex-

plained almost in tears that

he did not think the Colonel

would ever dream of parting
with that horse, the best they
had. With every show of

reluctance to the end, the

horse was at last given up,

and removed in triumph. The
coveted one remained perma-
nently in the lines of the regi-

ment
;
the

"
exchange

"
a week

later was in the hands of the

veterinary surgeon. B. has

now returned to his father.

I very much hope to see him

again, though I think I shall

avoid him if I want to buy a

horse. I have met Generals

too not altogether free from

B.'s little weaknesses. Where
horses are concerned, no one

has any conscience to speak of,

not even Generals.

In Germany, with the Army
of Occupation, our soldier-ser-

vants were mostly of the youth-
ful and irresponsible type. It

was marvellous how their cheeri-

ness overcame the morose Ger-

mans in the kitchen, the kit-

chens being the only part of

the house we did actually share

with them. The soldiers were

received at first with scowls,

but they soon became the best

of friends apparently. I heard

one youthful orderly addressing
the extremely venerable and

dignified German butler, be-

fore whose austere glance even

I had inwardly quaked, as
"
grand-dad." One day, hav-

ing tried in vain, both in Ger-

man and English, to explain
to the German cook that I

wanted this youth, she ex-

claimed at last,
"
Ach, you

mean Villy." I did mean

Willy, but it had not struck

me to ask for him by that

name. The language question

appeared to present no diffi-

culty. By dint of treating all

Germans as deaf, and shouting

English loudly in their ears,
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and by an absolute, though
cheerful, refusal to even admit
that they could not be under-

stood, the problem seemed to

solve itself, and all went

smoothly in the kitchen.

vn.

I hold the War Office and
all it contains in far too much
awe to write of it in any spirit

of mockery, much less of criti-

cism. It is above laughter,
above criticism. I merely ad-

mire and envy. A visit there

always evokes in me a feeling
of childishness, against which
I struggle in vain. I try to

be calm and collected, and not

to give way to the panic that

invariably overcomes me, once

inside those sacred portals. I

start off in a friend's motor-

car. I select my richest friend,

she who has the largest and
most opulent-looking car, which
I borrow. This impresses no

one, except perhaps the police-

man at the door. Even the

two-headed Cerberus in the hall

does not see my arrival. Never-

theless the motor has given me
a slight feeling of self-con-

fidence. I feel less of a worm
than if I had walked or gone
by 'bus or underground. I

did walk once, but at Charing
Cross my petticoat came off.

My first thought was to rush

into Cox's Bank, I had got so

used, during the war, to depend
on them for everything. Still,

perhaps a petticoat was trying
them rather high, so I took a

taxi, and, petticoat in hand,
returned home, too shaken to

try again that day. I suppose
the feeling of childishness of

VOL. ecu. NO. MCCLixvn.

which I have complained ia

partly caused by the fact that

I only go to the War Office

when I want something. And,
as a rule, it is something to

which I am not entitled, and
which I have little or no hope
of obtaining.

After writing my name and
business on a card with a per-

fectly vile pen, I wait while

my card goes somewhere I

expect round the corner and
back again. There follows an
anxious period till my name is

called out. Then I follow a

guide drearily along passages
and up and down stairs, gene-

rally at a break-neck speed, till

at last I am allowed to sink

down on a bench. Again I am
asked my business, and my
guide disappears. He returns

and gives me back my card,
with strict injunctions not to

lose it, and I am conducted

into the presence of the arbiter

of my fate. If I get what I

want, or anything approaching

it, I become effusively grateful
far more so probably than the

occasion demands. If I do not

get what I want, I crawl away,

trying to remember that many
a better

" man " than myself
has suffered a similar fate.

One man I know, rather a dis-

tinguished soldier, went to the

War Office during the war with

some small request. The an-

M 2
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swer given him by the very

junior officer he interviewed was
as follows: "Please remember
that your personal wishes are

no factor in the matter." I

have never been quite so

squashed as that, though doubt-

less I have deserved it, as he

certainly did not. I have tried

that same answer several times

on my small daughter with

great success. It is so com-

plete, it leaves no loophole for

argument or expostulation, and,
best of all, it awes her into

silence.

By the time I have crawled

downstairs again after my in-

terview I have, of course, lost

my card
;

and without it I

shall not be allowed to leave

the building. Under the stern

and suspicious eye of the police-

man at the door, I search my
bag wildly. Powder-puff, mir-

ror, piece of string, and two

handkerchiefs, but the card

has gone. I must have left it

upstairs ;
I must have dropped

it. Visions of days spent aim-

lessly wandering about the

building looking for the hateful

thing cross my mind. I dare

not go back to the room I have

just left to see if it is there.

The policeman remarks calmly
that it must be found, or he

will be compelled to detain

me. More awful visions of the

War Office for the remainder

of my life, and I am still fairly

young. At last it is found

in my glove, where I had

put it for special safety. The

policeman thaws, and I am
allowed to depart, hoping

never, never to have to go
there again.

The Military Permit Office

in Bedford Square is, or was,
another alarming spot. The
first time I went to this place
I was young and innocent.

Having been presented with

every form of pass and permit
for my visit to Belgium by
the various embassies and for-

eign permit offices, I imagined
the British permit office would
be a mere formality. I was

speedily undeceived. True, my
passport, with all its visas, was

politely received, but only to

be very soon returned to me
with an enormous cancelled

printed across it. However, in

spite of all this, I did get to

Belgium and back.
" The

younger son by devious paths
must tread

"
might equally be

said of the officer's wife, at

least when trying to join her

husband. Germany a couple
of months later was much more
difficult to achieve. As the

man whom I interviewed at

the War Office callously ex-

plained, it would have been

quite different if I had not

been married. Marriage ap-

peared to be the one insuper-
able difficulty to getting out

to the Ehine. How I wished

that we had concealed the

guilty secret ! Once more va-

rious embassy friends came to

the rescue, and I did get into

Germany. Not into the
"

re-

spectable
"

British zone. Oh
no ! But into the French and

Belgian zones, where my hus-

band could come and see me
every week-end. There they

appeared to like wives. No
one could have been kinder to

us than the Belgians when we
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were in Brussels in January
after the Armistice. True, my
husband was a Brigadier-Gen-

eral, but Brussels was full of

them in those days. Like

silver in the time of Solomon,
they were of no account. Never-

theless, the Belgian War Office

sent us all round the battle-

fields in a military car. Those
battlefields ! I do not think

many women saw them as

early as I did two months
after the Armistice, when they
were still untouched by God
or man. I cannot describe

them. Far abler pens than
mine have done so many times

already. I saw too much. In

my mind it is all a confused

jumble of mile after mile of

desolation unspeakable. Wire,
overturned tanks, broken aero-

planes, duckboard tracks, skele-

tons of horses, shell-holes, cra-

ters, and, pervading all, noi-

some mud, with unnameable
horrors sticking up out of it.

Euins as at Ypres, or again at

other places just a heap of

stones, or perhaps only a name-

board, marked what had once

been a village. Before I left

Brussels the owner of the cha-

teau of Langemark had asked
me to look at her much-loved

home, which she had not seen

for four weary years, and to

tell her how it looked, and
whether it was much damaged
by the war. I did see the

chateau of Langemark. At
least I saw two or three bat-

tered stones and a huge crater

full to the brim with mud and
water which I was told was
the chateau. I am glad I never
saw the owner again.

And everywhere the little

wooden crosses. The first little

wooden cross I saw is my most
vivid and unforgettable im-

pression of the wonderful and

yet dreadful two days I spent
on the battlefields. It was

just outside Courtrai, in a ditch j

I stopped the car and got out,
and knelt beside it. Private

,
the Eegiment. As

I knelt I began to understand,
as I had never understood dur-

ing the whole four years of

war, what war really meant
what it had meant to Private

,
what it had meant to me.

There are some things too deep
for tears or words. Dry-eyed
and speechless, I went back to

the car. Why had I not

brought armfuls of flowers ?

Why could I not do something
to show the dead the pitiful

understanding that filled my
heart. The little crosses came
thick and fast after that in

the ditches, in the fields, on

banks, everywhere. I longed
to stop the car at each and

every one. I hated motoring
past. It seemed as if I did not

care. But I did care, and
"
they

" know it. Private

is lying now in one of the big
cemeteries that have since been
made. But I shall see his cross

for always in that ditch out-

side Courtrai. Nearly two years
later I went through the battle-

fields again this time by train,
which crawled over the un-

even railway track. Much had
been done by nature as well

as by the hand of man. It was
a bright moonlight night. There
had been a heavy fairof snow

;

everything was white, very,
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very still, and most unutter-

ably peaceful, and like this I

want to remember it. I seem
to have wandered very far

from War Offices, but I shall

always be very grateful to the

Belgian one for those days

given to me in spite of British

regulations. It was soon after

this that visitors to the battle-

fields were forbidden by the

French and Belgian authorities,

and later on it was not the

same thing.
It is quite amusing to con-

trast the methods of the vari-

ous military officials through
whose hands one passes. I

may be prejudiced, but there

is one feature of the British

War Office, and all our other

officials, which I do appreciate,
and which endears them to my
heart in spite of rebuffs and
stern refusals of my simple re-

quests, and that is, that what-

ever time one goes, however
soon after or even before break-

fast, all the officials appear to

have shaved. Possibly this

might not excite any one else's

admiration or astonishment.

But fresh from visits to our

gallant Allies, this little fact

impressedme tremendously, and
with my eyes fixed firmly on
the various chins I came across,

I thought that perhaps, after

all, I did like Englishmen best.

The Americans possibly are the

most impressive. An American

General, sitting sternly at the

head of a long table, with

twenty typists typewriting

madly and extremely noisily

ten on^'either side, was a

truly wonderful sight. Every

detail, large or small, was laid

before him personally, from
the orders for the move of a

brigade, marked with a huge
red label EUSH, the American

equivalent for our word "
ur-

gent," to my own little appli-
cation to enter the American
zone in Germany. In spite of

these vast labels, and strong
and menacing language, I never

heard that things got done any
quicker. When an American
soldier says

" no " he means
"
no." I remember trying to

buy a tin of their very excellent

chocolate from an American
canteen at Coblenz on a Sun-

day. The canteen was open,
the desired tin within sight

nay, within my reach
;
but I

was not allowed to touch it.

It was then 4.30
;

chocolate

could not be sold on Sundays
till 5 o'clock. He was a small

soldier, but a mixture of George
Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
and Stonewall Jackson. I base-

ly suggested that no one would
know

;
but he said that he was

accountable to his officer, and
could not tell a lie. I could

not sit and look at that tin

for half an hour, so came sadly

away.
The following letter is very

typical of another charming
nation's methods, and of the

distinguished man who wrote

it. It was written to a certain

Commander-in-Chief who we

thought might help me to join

my husband in Germany, in

spite of the British regulations
or it might even have been

because of them, I am not sure

which, for even the most high
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do not always object to a, little

hit at England.
" Mon General, je me permets

de recommander a votre bien-

veillance, Madame . Cette

dame, qui est une de nos amies,

4prouve quelques difficulte's par
suite des re'gle'ments anglais, a
exe"cuter son projet, aussi suis-

je persuade" qu'en s'addressant

directement a vous, vous trou-

veriez facilement le moyen de
lui etre agre"able et utile. Votre
auto sous pavilion ,

et un
de vos aides de camp la ferait

probablement arriver."

I loved this letter. Can you
imagine a British Ambassador

writing it, or making out my
passport endorsed,

"
national-

ity none," as this kind friend

also did ? Imagine, too, the

face of a British Commander-
in-Chief on receiving such in-

structions. This other General

seemed to take it all as a matter
of course. Motor, aide-de-camp
and flag were all forthcoming,
and I did

"
execute my project

"

i.e., join my husband.
Of course the most delight-

ful thing must be to have a

husband at the War Office to

really belong to that sacred

edifice, to be one of them, to

know everything and every-

body, to be able to say with

assumed carelessness,
"
My hus-

band is at the War Office."

To feel that Poland may be-

come German or remain Pol-

ish, that Ireland may become
a republic or merely remain a

nuisance, that every railway-
man and miner in England,
Scotland, and Wales may be
out on strike for all you care.

None of these things would
mean a move for you, but

through it all ; your husband
would remain as immovable,
and I suppose as inscrutable,
as the sphinx. For any man
must become inscrutable, or

at least look so, at the War
Office. Think of the secrets

they must know and keep.

Why, some one must even know
whether there will be any
passages available for officers'

wives to India or Timbuctoo
next trooping season, and other

similar things of fearful import
to me. Some one possibly may
even know whether or not there

will be any Army at all next

year. As to this last point,

though, I do feel slightly re-

assured, since a well-known
Labour member of Parliament
I met the other day assured

me that when they are in power
they are not going to do away
with the Army. His statement
took a load off my mind. I

should hate to join all the other

demobilised officers and their

wives who play barrel-organs in

the streets, the only way I can
think of at the moment by
which we could earn a living.
The fish trade and all its

branches, from the great Mac
Fisheries to watching over the

muddy little fishes in the Nile,
is the last refuge of the retired

naval officer; but the Army
has no such trade to fall back
on. Fish is the perquisite of

the Navy. Perhaps meat is

indicated for the Army, and
its connection with butchers
would surely please many of

the Army Irish critics.
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A SHOOTING TEIP IN CHAMBA.

BY F. L. FARRER.

IT was the middle of one of

the hottest of hot weathers at

Agra. Coming out of the mess
after luncheon I glanced at the

thermometer in the verandah.

It registered 110. As I walked
across to my bungalow a wave
of fierce heat as from a furnace

blast seemed to strike up at

me
;

the merciless white glare
seemed to draw one's eyes out

of one's head
;

the air danced
and vibrated in the scorching

sunlight. Thank heaven, I

thought to myself, I have only

got two more weeks of this

ordeal by fire and then leave

leave for two whole months.

It was too hot to sleep or

read or even think. The only

thing to be done was to sub-

side under a punkah and get

somebody else to think for me.

I summoned my familiar in the

person of Amir Khan, my
Mahommedan servant, to my
side.

" Talk about cool things,"
I said. He took the cue at

once. There was the pressing

question of where the Sahib

would spend his leave this

year to be decided. Last year
we had spent our leave in the

jungles of the south. It was
true we had had good sport
and had escaped malaria,
thanks be Allah, but it would
not be wise to tempt Fortune
in that direction again. The
Sahib had spoken of Kashmir
and Baltistan, but to achieve

anything great in those far

hunting-grounds three months'
leave at least were required,
whereas we had only got two.

Without a doubt the place to

go to was Chamba. He had
visited this glorious mountain
land before with a previous
master

;
he knew of a shikari

whose name was a household
word throughout the country-
side. In ten days from start-

ing we should be in the land of

black bear, gural, and screw
;

in a fortnight in the haunts of

red bear and tahr.

Then he launched forth into

a glowing eulogy of this heaven

upon earth a country of rush-

ing mountain streams and smil-

ing sunlit valleys ;
of majestic

snow-clad mountains and cool

forests of deodar, oak, and

pine ;
of grassy flower-bedecked

upland meadows
;

of fresh life-

giving air from the eternal

snows
;

of rhododendrons and
wild strawberries

;
of apricot

and walnut trees. He woundup
his panegyric with the words :

"
It's God's own country."
The man was a wizard. I

had forgotten the heat. I was

drinking in great draughts of

pure mountain air. I could

smell the delicious fragrant
scent of the deodar forests. I

could hear the muffled roar

of snow-fed mountain torrents.

I could see range upon range
of forest-clad mountains sweep-
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ing up to and losing themselves
in the eternal snows and

glaciers.
" You speak words of

honeyed wisdom," I said.
" We

will start for Chamba this day
fortnight." Of all the decisions

I have made, I have never
made a better.

We had rumbled over the

Punjab and Sind Eailway to

Amritzar. We had jolted over
the branch line that leads

thence to Pathankote at the

base of the foothills of the

Himalayas. We had galloped
in a tonga uphill and down
dale to the accompaniment of

rapid hoof-beats and the tune-

ful call of the horn echoing
through the valleys as it gives
the warning for

"
change

horses
"

over the fifty odd
miles of military road which

separates the latter place from

Dalhousie, perched pictur-

esquely on its three mountain-

peaks. From here onwards
there are only pack-paths, and
all baggage has to be carried

either by pack - animals or

coolies. My shikari, Moula,
with his half-brother, Marda-

war, who filled the joint r61e

of understudy and gun-carrier,
had come with a band of re-

tainers from his village in the

mountains to meet me and

transport my baggage. I took
a liking to the man at once.

He turned out to be a first-

rate shikari. As a boy he had
been tiffin-coolie to that mighty
hunter, Kinloch, for whom he
had an unstinted admira-

tion, regarding him almost in

the light of a demigod. For

twenty years he had been

conducting British officers on

shooting expeditions during the

leave season, sometimes mak-

ing two trips in the summer
months. He had a wonderful

collection of chits, from which
I gathered that others had
as high an opinion of his

attainments as I formed after

two months of the most de-

lightful hunting with him. I

have met shikaris good, bad,
and indifferent. A few there

are, finished masters of their

craft, who have made a high
science of the art of hunting.
Moula belonged to this cate-

gory. These men, while giving
full value to the possible eccen-

tricities of individual animals

and the hundred and one dif-

ferent factors which can never
be disregarded, seem to work
on a theory of probabilities,
the result of the accumulated

experience of years, which ulti-

mately can hardly fail to crown
their efforts with success. When
they have the requisite in-

telligence to enable them to

analyse their actions there are

many who act from instinct,
and are unable to give an

explanation of the considera-

tions which govern them in

making a decision and are

sufficiently generous to give
one an insight into their craft,

then there are few more fas-

cinating companions.
When hunting with them

one has the conviction that

they are never working at hap-
hazard, that when they draw
blank their failure only stimu-

lates them to greater efforts,
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and that in the end their sys-
tematised knowledge cannot
fail to triumph over the most
evasive of the animals they
hunt. If one has the good
fortune to obtain the services

of one of these experts, then

every hour, every day, of one's

hunting is of engrossing in-

terest.

We left Dalhousie, and

dropped down through beau-

tiful forests of deodars to Kir-

jiah, a miniature gem of the

Himalayas, where there is a

charming little rest-house nest-

ling snugly in a grassy cup of

the forest-clad hills. A deep

pool occupies the centre of

this charmed circle of emerald-

green turf, which sweeps up
to an amphitheatre of dark

hanging deodar woods.

Next morning, continuing our

march through the forest, we
came to the edge of the high-
lands a few miles from Kirjiah,

whence, looking down across

the valley of the Eavee river,

one gets one's first glimpse of

the capital of Chamba pictur-

esquely situated on a plateau,
the only level area of any size

in the state, with a background
of mountains behind it. To
the front of the town there is

a wide expanse of lawn-like

turf. Below that the cliffs of

the plateau drop to the rush-

ing river. The Eajah's white

palace occupies the central

position, and the houses of

his subjects cluster around it.

At the western end of the

town there is a dak-bungalow,
from the garden of which one

sees, below the cliffs, the rush-

ing and tumbling river, carry-

ing on its surface baulks of

timber, which are floated down-
stream to the Punjab.
The magnificent forests of

oak, deodar, and pine are

leased from the State by Gov-
ernment.

Two of the five great Punjab
rivers from which the province
takes its name water the State,
the Eavee and the Chenab.

Arriving at Chamba at mid-

day, I went in the evening to

see the Mean Sahib Bhuri

Singh, the Eajah's private

secretary, a keen sportsman,
who has extended a kindly
welcome and given the benefit

of his advice to many a British

officer who has had the good
fortune to visit that beautiful

country.
The next three days we

travelled on well-kept bridle

roads overlooking smiling culti-

vated valleys. It was harvest-

time. Crops of wheat, barley,
and maize were being gathered.
The little flat-roofed houses

nestled on the hillsides amidst

their tiny cultivation terraces

and orchards of apricot and
walnut trees. On the roof-

tops golden Indian corn was

spread out to dry, making, with

the crimson of the millet now

ripening in the fields, vivid

splashes of colour in the land-

scape. Miniature mountain
cattle grazed on the hill-slopes,

their bells tinkling musically
as they moved. Here and there

a herd-boy, stretched beneath

some spreading chestnut-tree,

played merrily on bis pipe as

he watched his flock of sheep
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and goats. From below came
the subdued roar of the snow-

fed torrent far down the valley.

One day on the road we met

gay parties of hillmen and
women laughing and singing as

they hurried on their way to a

mela or country fete, a very

popular form of entertainment

in Chamba. The women wore

bright-coloured little caps of

red or yellow, which in some
cases were adorned with rough-
cut turquoises. Many of them
had necklaces of coral, to

which were attached small

silver charms. The younger
women wore their hair in three

plaits. Some of them were

by no means unprepossessing
in appearance. The men were

dressed in loose tunics of puttoo,
the homespun of the hills.

Often a flower would be stuck

jauntily above the ear under
the turban. A jovial happy
people they seemed to be.

Other wayfarers we met were

Mahommedan Gujars from

Jammu, dark-bearded men of

a strongly Semitic type of

feature, driving their great
water-buffaloes to pastures up
on the mountain-side. There

is an annual summer immi-

gration of these people into

Chamba, where they rent graz-

ing on the upland meadows.

Accompanied by their families,

they seemed to lead a pleasant

gipsy life encamped in some
oak wood beside a mountain

stream, watching their huge
beasts grow fatter day by day
on the succulent flower-be-

decked grassy margs of the

mountain-sides.

Part of the Central Asian
trade - route runs through
Chamba. Wheeled transport
is of course out of the ques-

tion, and the merchandise, con-

sisting for the most part of

wool, borax, and brick tea, is

carried on hardy little ponies
and donkeys, sheep and goats

being pressed into the service

where the going is too bad
for the larger pack - animals.

In a country where newspapers
are a minus quantity these

traders are the natural pur-

veyors of news. Moula, who
had been up and down the

country for many years on

shooting expeditions, was well

known to many of them. Most
of the caravan owners that

I met were Lahoulis, sturdy
mountaineers of a pronounced
Mongolian cast of countenance,
an interesting and much -tra-

velled class of men, and well

worth talking to, for their

business leads them over one
of the most difficult and dan-

gerous trade - routes of the

world. We would often rest

on the way and spend half an
hour chatting with them. A
gift of molasses-sweetened to-

bacco, a luxury much appre-
ciated amongst these moun-
tain folk, served to pave the

way for friendly intercourse.

Strange tales they had to tell of

their journeys over stupendous
mountain passes, of avalanches,
snow blizzards and glaciers,
of pack-animals lost over pre-

cipices, of flooded rivers and

dizzy mountain paths some-
times cut out of the sheer

rock of the precipice, some-
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times bracketed to its face,

of forced marches to reach

the passes before the snows
of winter closed them. They
travel annually to Leh, in

Ladakh, which is an important

trading entrepdt. Here they
meet traders from Yarkand,
on the other side of the roof

of the world, with whom they

exchange goods, buying and

selling. Then in the latter

part of the summer they bring
their merchandise down to

Kulu, Pathankote, and Amrit-

zar, returning with loads of

salt and grain to the interior.

One that I talked to had been
over the Karakoram Pass to

far Yarkand,
Two days' march from

Chamba I had my first shot

at mountain game. My camp
was pitched above a rushing
mountain torrent, which fur-

ther down the valley passed

through a narrow rocky gorge.
We descended half-way down
its precipitous slope. Moula

gave a grunt of satisfac-

tion. A gural, the chamois of

the Himalayas, was feeding

amongst the scrub that clothed

the opposite side of the gorge.
I could see nothing. Sitting
behind Moula, I got him to

align the rifle on the exact

spot, and then taking the rifle,

kept my gaze fixed upon the

point indicated. Still I could

not pick up the quarry. Then
an ear flickered, and, as in a

child's picture-puzzle, the gural's
form stood out from its sur-

roundings. I brought off the

shot all right, but the animal

fell headlong into the torrent

below, and we never recovered
him.

We didtwo days'moremarch-

ing, and then spent two or

three days after gural before

going on to tahr ground. Very
fascinating sport I found the

stalking of this wily little goat

antelope. It is a good prepara-
tion for the pursuit of the

larger goats, both from the

point of view of training the

eyesight to detect an extra-

ordinarily elusive little animal

and of cultivating a " head "

for bad ground. I succeeded

in getting a couple of them.

One was an old solitary male

very dark in colour, the other

was a younger animal.

We had left the lower valleys
and the last village behind us,

and were up on the mountain

heights. Towards evening, fol-

lowing a sheep-path over the

grassy margs, we arrived at

our camping-place at the head
of a nullah, whence we were
to explore the adjoining nullah

for tahr. Dusk was coming
on, but while the coolies were

pitching the tents the inde-

fatigable Moula went off to

spy out the precipitous slopes

just over the crest. In a

short time I saw him return-

ing ;
there was a buoyancy

in his step which convinced

me that he was the bearer

of good news. He had seen

two fine male tahr on the

khud-side below our camping-

ground. Light was failing,

and it would not be worth
while to risk a shot, but to-

morrow before dawn we would
be in position. I suggested
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that they might have gone

by then.
"
No," he said

;

"
they are settling down for

the night, and to-morrow, if

Kudir wills, one or both of

them will be ours."

I felt an irresistible desire

to see them. Apart altogether
from shooting, there is to most
of us a strong fascination in

seeing big game in their own
wild haunts, especially in the

case of such animals as these

great mountain goats, which
have their habitat in such in-

accessible ground. One feels

that, as in their pursuit there

must be so many occasions on
which they having seen you
first, deny you a sight of them-

selves, any opportunity of turn-

ing the tables upon them is

not to be missed. After ten

minutes' walk we halted.

Moula, removing his turban,
crawled on all-fours to the edge
of the cliff, and then, lying

prone, peered downwards into

the gathering gloom. After a

few seconds' scrutiny he mo-
tioned me to his side. Im-

mediately below us, at a dis-

tance of perhaps 150 yards,
on a razor-backed spur clad

with stunted scrub, I could

just distinguish two animals.

I was surprised at their size.

They looked as large as don-

keys. One of them was lying
down

;
the other was standing

up, as though on sentinel duty.
Below their position the ridge
terminated abruptly in a pre-

cipice. Very carefully we with-

drew from our spying-ground
and returned to camp. We
decided to dispense with fires

that night, and the coolies

were enjoined to keep strict

silence.

An hour before sunrise my
servant called me. I dressed

hastily, and before many min-

utes had elapsed Moula, Marda-

war, and myself were picking
our way carefully to our posi-

tion. It was still dark when
we arrived there, and we sat

down and waited with what

patience we could muster. Then
the half-light which precedes
the dawn spread over earth

and sky. In the woods below
a kuklass crowed hoarsely, and,
borne on the still morning
air, came the faint sound of a

muntjac barking far down the

valley behind us. In another

few minutes the sun would
be up.
We crept forward and looked

over the edge. The tahr had
shifted slightly from the posi-

tion of the night before. One
of them was standing motion-

less on a rocky boulder gazing
into the abyss below

;
the

other was nibbling at the top
of a scrubby bush.

Moula indicated the former

as the larger of the two. Mar-
dawar gripped me by the ankles,
and I wriggled a little further

forward. Then with infinite

care I brought the Mannlicher

to my shoulder, and, gritting

my teeth and holding my
breath, drew a bead through
the Lyman sight behind the

big tahr's shoulder. Bang !

The report went echoing and

re-echoing in the amphitheatre
of hills around us. The big tahr

took one bound off the rock.
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"No hit," said Moula. It

would be difficult to 8ay
whether disappointment, an-

noyance, or compassion pre-
dominated in his accents.

The other tahr had dis-

appeared simultaneously into

dead ground. I riveted my
gaze on to a parallel ridge
which they were bound to

cross. For three strides one

of them was in view, going at

lightning speed. I took a

hasty snap at him over the

open sights, and had the mor-
tification to see my bullet

strike a rock behind him. Then
he took a headlong dive into

what appeared to be space.
There was no sign of the other.

Where could he have got to ?

I brought my gaze back to the

rock. Suddenly a black leg

appeared waving on the far

side of it. Then it ceased to

wave and remained rigid. That

was all one could see, but the

big tahr must be lying on his

back in his death agonies, nay,
even now dead, behind the

rock. Thanks be to Allah !

Moula was profuse in his con-

gratulations. We were a happy
party that morning.

I returned to camp and a

leisurely breakfast. Moula and

Mardawar, accompanied by two
of the coolies, went off to

retrieve the tahr. An hour

later he was lying in front of

the tent. He was a dark

slaty grey in colour, very com-

pactly built, and with remark-

ably sturdy limbs, a noble-

looking animal, with something
of the rugged grandeur of his

own wild haunts about him.

His horns measured twelve

inches. At this time of the

year they do not carry the

heavy coats which are theirs

earlier in the season. As tro-

phies their heads, compared
with those of the ibex and
the markhor, are insignificant,

yet as a daring mountain

climber, who finds foothold in

the most impossible places, he

is the equal, if not the superior,
of either of his kinsmen, and
as such is a valued trophy to

those who have followed him
in his precipitous haunts.

Thanks to Moula's intimate

local knowledge he had seen

tahr on this khud during a

previous shooting expedition
I had secured this my first

tahr with an entire absence

of the arduous climbing usu-

ally associated with their pur-

suit, but for many days after

I toiled over the most alarming

ground in vain.

We spent the morning of

that day skinning the tahr.

In the afternoon we went up
to a rocky bluff above the

camp to survey the surround-

ing country through our glasses.

We had not been up there long
when Moula spotted a black

bear crossing an open space in

an oak wood below us. Unlike

his cousin the red bear, the

black bear's sight and hearing
are sharp. In both the powers
of scent are remarkable. As
far as the black bear is con-

cerned, this power of scent is,

I think, more pronounced in

the case of those members of

the tribe who remain at the

higher elevations and do not

go down to the vicinity of

villages during the harvest
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season, where doubtless their

constant proximity to humans
serves to blunt the aeuteness

of this sense. In any case, I

noticed that Moula took very
careful stock of the direction

of the wind before stirring

from our spying-ground.
The position of the bear

we had just seen offered excel-

lent opportunities for a stalk.

The ground was undulating,
and there were scattered clumps
of rhododendrons in his vicinity.

Of wind there was little, and
that little was blowing uphill.

Ceteris paribus, Moula had a

strong predilection for ap-

proaching bears from higher

ground rather than from below.

We set off at once, and the

stalk came off admirably. Tak-

ing advantage of an opportune
fold in the ground, we got
within thirty yards of him.

He was feeding on acorns

behind a rhododendron bush.

I waited until he came into

the open, and then gave him
one behind the shoulder. He
collapsed, and started rolling

down the hill, but knowing
the black bear's extraordinary

tenacity of life, I thought it

well to give him another as

he rolled. A convenient rho-

dodendron clump arrested his

further progress. He was a

well-grown male in splendid

condition, with a particularly

fine growth of glossy black

hair, due no doubt to the fact

that he had remained at a high
elevation at a season when
most of his tribe were down
in the valleys on their annual

harvest-time junketings.
That was a red-letter day.

We had bagged a tahr and a

black bear, each of them within

a mile of camp. The oak-wood
that was the scene of the

latter's demise was full of

kuklass and monal pheasants.
We had gone out before dawn
one morning to be in readiness

to watch some gural ground
at break of day. From a

sweep of lawn-like turf a mass
of frowning rocky cliffs rose

majestically in front of us,

resembling in the faint half-

light the facade of some vast

cathedral. We lay concealed

behind a rampart of rock.

Then rosy-fingered dawn, as

with a magician's wand,
touched the whole scene into

light. On a little grassy ter-

race on the hill-slopes imme-

diately below us a cock monal,
all unconscious of our presence,

emerged from a giant rhodo-

dendron clump to salute the

dawn. He was so close that

we could see every feather of

his gorgeous plumage. A thou-

sand dewy diamonds sparkled
in his path as the slanting

sun-rays lit up his wealth of

colouring the bright iridescent

green of his perfectly poised

head, the rich bronze of his

graceful neck, the purple of

his breast, and the cinnamon
of his tail feathers, this riot of

colour throwing into strong
relief the plumage of his back,
white as driven snow. As in

some stately minuet, this gay

gallant paced it up and down
the terrace. He postured,

pivoted, and passaged. He
strutted with the superb arro-

gance of the exquisite dandy.
Two or three hen pheasants
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were just inside the cover

busily engaged in foraging, dig-

ging with their beaks into the

soft earth in search of grubs.
The lavish display of their

lord seemed to be entirely
lost upon them. From the

oak-woods below there floated

up the sweet mellow call of

a hen monal, a long-drawn
plaintive note. The cock pheas-
ant paused in his stately walk

;

the little green aigrets on his

head quivered as he listened.

Again came the sweet melo-

dious call. He took three

quick steps to the edge of the

terrace and, shooting into the

air, went flashing down the

nullah, the golden sunlight

playing on his resplendent

plumage a glorious bird, fit

denizen of this most glorious

Himalaya.
On rocky wind-swept heights

as one passes from one nullah

to another there are often to be
seen small cairns built of stones

and fragments of rock with a

stick stuck in the middle, to

which are tied strips of coloured

cloth and rags, the tribute of

wayfarers. Handfuls of wild

flowers will be found scattered

round the base of these rude

structures, which are built in

honour of the goddess De"vi,

spouse of Siva the omnipotent.
I had seen various portrayals
of De"vi in Southern India

a beautiful and arrogant-look-

ing woman riding on a tiger ;

in Bengal a creature of terror,

more like a Fury than a god-

dess, her countenance stream-

ing with blood, and, Medusa-

like, encircled with snakes. At
her temple near Calcutta a

thousand goats are said to be
sacrificed every month to ap-

pease her wrath. I was inter-

ested to learn what was the

mood of such a tigregs amongst
these jovial care-free hill-folk.
" She is always laughing," said

Moula
;

"
she peeps at you

from behind rocks. Some-
times she appears as a beauti-

ful girl, sometimes as a tooth-

less hag. Shepherds make offer-

ings of flowers to her to en-

sure the safety of their flocks,

when grazing high up on the

mountain-sides, from plunder-

ing bear or marauding leopard.
Travellers and traders do well

to propitiate her, that they

may not lose their pack-animals
over precipices, and that they

may reach their journey's end
in safety. Hunters, above all,

must pay tribute to bespeak
her good-will, for the tahr of

the rugged mountains and the

gural of the lower hills are

Devi's goats."
We had set off before dawn

to explore some likely tahr

ground. The early morning
had been clear and fine, but

as often happens in August,
two hours after sunrise heavy
white clouds hung low on the

mountain-tops.
After a two hours' climb we

sat down and swept the sur-

rounding mountain-sides with

our glasses. Some tahr were

feeding on the opposite side

of a narrow gorge below the

cloud -line. By following a

spur on our side we might
reach a point within range
where the gorge was at its

narrowest, but there was no

cover, and we should be in
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full view of the tahr in ap-

proaching, BO we decided to

wait in the hope that they
might shift their position.
While we waited the question
was settled for us. A wrack
of thick white cloud swept
up the gorge, obliterating the

view of the opposite mountain-
side. Under its cover we might
descend the spur to a point

immediately opposite the tahr,
and then wait in position until

the mist cleared. Very cau-

tiously we crept down the

spur. Every minute the mist

grew thicker, fresh clouds rolled

up. Here, isolated from things

terrestrial, we sat in a damp
world of cloud. It was as

though we occupied the front

row of the stalls with the

curtain down waiting inter-

minably for the play to begin.
The troupe that was to take

part in this pastoral play was
on the stage right enough.

Every now and then in the

stillness of that cotton-wool

atmosphere one could hear a

displaced pebble or fragment
of rock rattling down as the

tahr moved in feeding. Some-
times our hopes were raised

by some slight clearing of the

atmosphere, only to be dashed

again by the appearance of

fresh wracks seething up the

gorge. We waited till 3 P.M.,
at which time, as there seemed
but little chance of any clear-

ance, we reluctantly decided
to abandon our vigil. Said

Moula, philosophical as ever,
"
De*vi has drawn a curtain

from heaven to protect her

goats. Let us return to camp.
To-morrow I will buy a village

goat, and sacrifice it to win
her favour."

We spent days of strenuous

climbing in the surrounding

country without getting a sight
of tahr. Then we shifted

camp and did a long day's
march. As I came out of my
tent the morning after our

arrival on our new hunting-

ground, there was presented
to my view a grim rugged
nullah unrelieved by trees or

grassy slopes, save for a few

patches of scant herbage on
the steep precipice-side, where

projecting buttresses of rock

gave some shelter from the

icy cutting wind that even now
in August seemed always to

be sweeping through this in-

hospitable place, where drifts

of last year's snow lay still

unmelted in some of the deeper

gullies.

My camp was pitched on a

small shelving plateau, the only

comparatively flat surface in

the whole of this wild area.

Great gaunt boulders and
masses of rock riven from the

mountain-side by some mighty
winter avalanche were piled

up on the lower slopes, which

jutted out from the sheer pre-

cipice at the bottom of the

nullah. Why the tahr had
chosen such a feeding-ground,
Heaven only knows. Perhaps

they had been driven from their

more favourite haunts by the

flocks of goats and sheep which
at this time of the year were

invading the high altitudes

close up to the snow - line
;

perhaps some leopard had been

persistently preying upon the

herd on some more sheltered
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forest-clad mountain-side, and

they had sought this barren

refuge where they would be
the better able to detect and
frustrate the movements of

their enemy. In any case,
here they were in force fathers

of the flock, females, and young
ones. Since our first kill we
had been searching for them

assiduously. We had been out

day after day on long tramps
over the mountains. Then
one day, having compassed a

big range of country, we had
sat down to lunch at the head
of this nullah. We had found
what we had been looking for.

We shifted camp at once.

Here one never heard the

joyous crow of kuklass at

dawn or the melodious call of

monal. Grim silence reigned

supreme.
I was sitting at lunch in

front of my tent preparatory
to starting out to explore our

new ground during the after-

noon. A shrill whistle sounded
from the precipitous escarp-
ment above me. I looked up.
A grand old tahr poised on a
narrow ledge of rock was sur-

veying my camp with haughty
displeasure. As I moved my
head to look at him, he was

gone, vanishing round a pro-

jecting buttress of rock with

a speed that on such impossible

ground seemed little short of

miraculous. I suppose he was

treading on something, but
there didn't seem to be foot-

hold for a cat. It is these

amazing displays which give
such a fascination to the pur-
suit of tahr. Whether you
shoot one or not, you will

be treated to an exhibition of

dare - devil precipice - running
which has to be seen to be
believed.

During the next two days
we saw the herd, but they were

taking no risks, and persist-

ently occupied inaccessible

ground. On the afternoon of

the third day they had de-

scended to better ground. At
the time we saw them they
were on the opposite side of

the nullah in a narrow re-

entrant. Through the glasses
we picked out what appeared
to be the big male of the herd.

He was feeding in solitary
state on a little grassy patch
which sloped downwards from
the precipice-face with a pitch
as steep as the roof of a house.

The reit of the herd, some

younger males, does, and kids,

were feeding below him. At
some two hundred yards from

his position a bold bluff jutted
out from the mountain-side.

If we moved well to a flank

under cover on our side of

the nullah we could cross it,

and then climbing to a point
rather above their position we

might work our way laterally

under cover of the bluff along
the faoe of the cliffs, which

were jagged and serrated with

ridges of rock, to the angle of

the re-entrant in which the

tahr were feeding. The climb

up the opposite side was stiff

going, but when we reached

the point we had marked and
had to move laterally, then the

trouble began. The starting-

point from which the ledges

and ridges of rock offered the

best approach was some two
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hundred yards from the bluff.

Every step had to be taken
with the greatest care

;
a slip

would have been fatal. Moula,
Mardawar, and a coolie lad

named Mullock who accom-

panied us, had removed their

grass-shoes. In going over bad

ground these hillmen use their

big toes to grip with as though
they were thumbs. Moula led

the procession, moving from
rock to rock and ledge to ledge
more like a goat than a man,
indicating to me each foothold.

In bad places Mullock moved
below me, supporting my foot-

hold with one hand, while he
held on to some projection
with the other. Moula gave
me a hand from above. Mar-
dawar brought up the rear

with the rifle. Before we had

gone fifty yards, in spite of an

icy
- cold wind, I am not

ashamed to say I was wet
with perspiration. It was
caused not so much by exer-

tion as by the perilous nature
of our position. However, we
were in for it now. Moula
and the others were as calm
and self-possessed as if they
were moving on the flat roofs

of one of their own houses.

The only thing to be done
was to concentrate one's mind
on the planting of each step,
and try to imagine one was a

goat. The first hundred yards
were the worst. After that dis-

tance had been accomplished
there was better foothold, and
we reached our point in safety.
Before attempting to look at

our quarry I had to take five

minutes' rest to recover my
moral. Then I climbed up to

where Moula was lying flat

looking into the re-entrant.

The tahr was further from us

than I thought he would be
when first we planned our stalk.

I judged him to be three

hundred yards. He was pro-

bably not more than two hun-

dred and fifty. It was a longer
shot than I liked, but it was

quite out of the question to

attempt to get nearer. If we
stirred from our present posi-

tion we should be spotted at

once by one of the females.

Moula nudged me. I followed

his glance. Already one of them
had ceased feeding, and was

looking about uneasily. With-
out more ado I took a very care-

ful sight through the Lyman,
and squeezed the trigger. I saw
the tahr flinch.

"
Just over,"

hissed Moula
;

"
quick, an-

other." A shrill whistle rang
out below us. As I recharged
the Mannlicher and slammed
the Lyman flat, the whole
herd stampeded downwards.
Before I could get on to him

again the big tahr had taken

one powerful spring off the

slope and dropped on to a

ridge some twenty feet below.

As he landed, Moula gave a

shrill whistle, an exact re-

production of the danger signal
we had just heard. In mid-
career the great goat pulled

up short. He was as yet
uncertain from what quarter

danger threatened. One of

his sentries must have been
left behind. That momentary
pause sealed his fate. My
bullet sped true this time, and
with one mighty bound he

sprang out into space, dropping
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some hundred feet below, and
then rolling over and over

down the steep khud-side until

he brought up against a rocky

boulder, and there lay still.

There are some pictures which
are graven deep upon the

tablets of one's mind. That
tahr's last great leap is one
of them. I don't know who
was the most pleased, Moula
or myself. If ever a shikari

saved the situation for a bun-

gling sportsman, it was then.

"Your whistle killed him," I

said. His honest face beamed
an appreciation of my thanks.

We watched the herd dis-

appear in their break-neck

career, leaping, balancing, and

dropping, both young and old

accomplishing the most amaz-

ing acrobatic feats in an easy
off-hand flippant manner that

absolutely beggars all powers
of description. Finally, they
reached a long sloping strip of

shale, down which they charged
at racing speed in mass forma-

tion.

We were able to descend

by a less alarming route, com-

paratively speaking it was
bad enough to necessitate my
accomplishing the greater part
of it in a sitting posture. This

tahr was of a much browner
shade than the one I had shot

before. Old males vary con-

siderably in their colouring.
His horns were slightly longer
than those of the other.

We had left the tahr nullah

and were concentrating all our

energies on the quest of red

bear. So far we had been
unsuccessful. It was early in

September. We had had a

long day's climbing on the

previous day, and had been
out before dawn that morning.
I was spending a lazy after-

noon in camp amidst idyllic

surroundings. On the other

side of the miniature valley in

which my camp was pitched

grassy slopes rose in gentle
undulations and folds. Over
their crest in the brilliantly

clear atmosphere the snow-

capped mountains of Lahoul
stood out clear-cut against an
azure blue sky. Behind the

camp a forest of alder and
silver birch, already mellowing
to the gold of autumn, clothed

the steep mountain-side. The
scent of wild thyme hung heavy
on the air. From the cliffs

above the camp came the

pleasant plash of a waterfall

and the soothing murmur of

the stream in its pebbly bed.

Away up on the hill -
slopes

a herd-boy was playing on
his pipe some old-world love

melody. Clearly in the still-

ness of the afternoon the notes

rose and fell, now urgent and

compelling, now plaintive and

persuasive. A brilliant splash
of moving crimson on the

emerald sward, which fringed
the stream some little way
below the camp, caught my
eye. I turned my glasses on

to it. Yes, there he was, the

western horned pheasant, the

so-called Argus, Tragopan Mel-

anocephalus to give him his

high-sounding Greek appela-

tion, named after the mythical

goat pan bird of Pliny. Crim-

son as to his head and neck,
his chest the colour of a flaming

sunset, dappled with little white
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spots each delicately margined
with black, he appeared the

true spirit of the woods in

autumn. Above his black-

crested head the little blue

Satyr-like horns stood up. It

must be Pan that I heard

piping. If presently he and
his goat - footed Satyrs and
attendant nymphs danced out

from the birch-woods to the

banks of this sylvan stream,

they could not have a more

perfect setting.

That evening, sitting over

the camp-fire under the bril-

liant constellation of a Hima-

layan night, I broached the sub-

ject of Pan to Moula. Herds-

man and hunter, keen student

of nature that he was, I felt

convinced that I should strike

a responsive chord. I was not

disappointed.
" We call him

Krishna," he said
;

" he is the

god of flocks and herds, he

sports and dances with the

gopis (milkmaids), and plays

upon his pipe."
A drizzling rain was falling

as we reached our next camp-
ing - place ;

in single file we
were slipping and floundering
down a steep mountain-path.
All depression vanished when
Moula's hawk-like eye descried

two blurred figures feeding far

away on the uppermost slopes
of the opposite side of the

nullah. "Lai bhalu "
(red

bear), he said. What a thrill

those two words have given

many a Himalayan sportsman !

His growing scarcity adds zest

to his discovery. There is a ro-

mantic fascination about him,

haunting as he does the grassy

uplands that border on the

eternal snows a mystery in

the long sleep with which he

defies the rigours of winter,
when snow and ice have laid

the grip of death upon his

feeding-grounds a paradox in

his coming to life again, when
the soft zephyrs of spring have

melted the snows on mountain-

slopes and flowers spring up
in myriads to grace the grassy

margs on which he loves to

delve. How exquisite is the

Himalayan flora in spring
little gems of blue and red and
cream mingling with yellow

lady's slipper, purple vetch,
and crimson clover !

Next morning broke clear

and fine after the rain. As
soon as it was light I turned

my glasses on the hill -slopes
where we had seen the bears

the night before. A prolonged

survey of the surrounding coun-

try failed to reveal them.
"
They have gone into the next

nullah," said Moula. We de-

cided to put in a long day
looking for them, and set out,

taking provisions for the day
with us. At this time of the

year red bear usually feed from

6 A.M. to 8 A.M. They then

retire to some cool woodland

glade for a siesta, reappearing
between 3 and 4 P.M., when

they feed on till dusk. A
three hours' tramp brought us

to the further nullah. It ap-

peared to be ideal ground for

red bear. On the steep moun-
tain-sides thick clustering cop-

pices of fir and pine, with

clumps of rhododendron and
other undergrowth, were re-

lieved with open grassy slopes.

Here and there, showing up
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against the green, was thenishan
of red bear, patches of brown
earth thrown up where they
had been conducting their for-

aging excavations. We lunched
and rested till 3 P.M., from
which hour onwards we made
an exhaustive search of the

nullah in all its many ramifica-

tions, but no bear were to be
seen. We reached camp after

dusk. One of the coolies who
had been down to a distant

village for milk reported that

the male bear was a sheep-
killer. In the summer the vil-

lagers send their sheep under
the charge of a shepherd high
up on the mountain-slopes to

graze. During the last fort-

night he had carried off three

sheep, visiting the fold at

dusk. Once having acquired a
taste for mutton, he had be-

come so bold that the shepherd
had been obliged to take his

flock elsewhere.

We decided to move camp
to a place more convenient
for commanding both nullahs.

Having carried out this pro-

gramme, we set out at 3 P.M.

to watch the place where we
had originally seen them. Again
we were disappointed, but as

we were making for camp
Moula spotted them on a dis-

tant slope of the adjoining
nullah. We visited this feeding-

ground the following morning,

leaving camp at 4 A.M., and
had our journey for nothing.
We had before starting told

one of the coolies to watch
their original feeding-place that

morning. When we returned
to camp at midday we were

delighted to hear that they

were back at their old place.
Our informant had watched
them retire into some scrubby
jungle about 8 A.M. This was

good news. The place was

only about a mile from camp.
We set off at 2 P.M., and arriv-

ing on our ground took up
a position of observation. At
3.30 P.M., to our delight, the

two bears came out of a

thicket and recommenced their

excavating operations amongst
some low bushes on the hill-

side. The red bear has in-

different sight and hearing, but

very keen scenting powers.
We made a detour to come at

them from up-wind. We had

carefully marked their position,
but the scrub was fairly thick

when we got into it, and I

was beginning to think they
had once more given us the

slip, when at twenty paces'

distance, having either got our

wind or heard us, the pair of

them reared themselves up on

their hind legs and confronted

us. The female, the first to

recover from her surprise,

dropped on all -
fours, and,

loudly barking her annoyance,
was off like a flash. The big
bear paused a second or two

longer. He presented an ideal

target, and I gave him a bullet

full in the chest. He fell back-

wards with a crash, and, save

for a few spasmodic movements,
lay still. Moula threw a stone

or two at him to ensure that

he was beyond giving trouble,

and then we went up to ex-

amine him. He was in grand

condition, in colour a lightish

brown, tipped with silver. He
had a beautiful ruff of thick
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fur round his neck. He mea-

sured 6 feet 6 inches from

snout to tip of tail. It had
taken us a week's hard work
to find hinij but he was well

worth it.

We skinned him and left

his carcase in situ.

The sequel to his demise

was rather curious. Two days

later, in the afternoon, we had
occasion to pass close to the

place on our way to some tahr

ground. Out of curiosity I

turned aside to have a look

at the carcase. Suddenly I

heard the crack of a twig,

and saw the female bear dis-

appearing in some thick under-

growth. She was much smaller

than her mate, and I let her

go in peace. I hope she lived

to do her duty to the red bear

community by bringing two
nice cubs into the world the

following spring. On investi-

gation, we found that she had
eaten practically the whole

of her late lamented. Her
tracks were plain where she

had dug her 3laws into the

soft earth to obtain a purchase
whilst stripping the flesh from
his ribs.

The colouring of red bear

varies considerably with indi-

viduals. One that I shot early
in April was almost cream-

coloured. He had a splendid
thick coat, the hair on the

back being seven inches long,
but underneath this wealth of

fur he was as thin as a rake.

He had probably only just
come to life again after his

long winter sleep. Another

very^big bear that I sawj[at
the same season and in the

same locality was a dark red

in colour.

I have very pleasant re-

collections of this red bear

camp. My tent was pitched

just outside a miniature oak

wood. A little stream mean-
dered down the hillside, rip-

pling amidst rocks o'ergrown
with moss and choicest maiden-

hair, in places overflowing its

narrow ill-denned bed, and

squandering itself in indecisive

fashion on the gentle hill-slopes.

I was returning to camp one

evening through this oak wood,
and had exchanged the rifle

for the gun. Suddenly as I

came to the brook, there was
a flutter and scurry of wings.
" Mark cock," rang out in

clear incisive tones behind me.

The warning, familiar, yet

strangely unfamiliar in these

surroundings, had its usual elec-

trifying effect. I made a clean

miss with the first barrel, and
downed the long bill with the

second, just before he had
time to put the trunk of an
oak-tree between himself and
me. Moula, as pleased as

myself, retrieved the bird, and

presented me with the little

pin-feather of the wing. These

were the only two English
words I ever heard him use.

He had learnt them from one

of his sahibs who had shot

woodcock here two years be-

fore. This oak wood, with its

swampy slopes, was a favourite

resort of cock. They seemed
to be attracted by my camp-
fire, and would often fly round

and round the camp at dusk.

,~ The game-bird listjof Chamba
ig a rich one. The monal and
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horned pheasant are strictly

preserved, but there are three

other varieties of pheasant
the cheer, the white-crested

kaleeg, and the koklass which

may all be shot. In addition

to these, there are four varieties

of partridges. That magnifi-
cent bird, the Himalayan snow-

cock, known to the natives as

Earn Chukor, heads the list.

King of all the partridges,
almost equalling in size the

capercaillie, in summer he lives

at great elevations, frequenting
with burrhel and snow-leopard
the snow-fields of the roof of

the world. In winter he de-

scends to lower elevations.

Moula had frequently seen him
in that season. Then there is

the snow-partridge, also living
at high elevations in summer

;

and that fine sporting bird,

the chukor, and the common
hill partridge. Last, but by
no means least from the culi-

nary point of view, are the red

jungle-fowl and the blue pigeon.
Of larger game, besides those

already mentioned, the hun-

gal or Kashmir stag, found
on the western side of Chamba

bordering on Kishtawar, and

musk-deer, are preserved. The

serow, that curious skulking

animal, resembling nothing so

much as an incarnation of the

Evil One, is to be found on

thick forest-clad hills. Also

the muntjac or barking-deer.

Leopards are numerous but
seldom seen, and there is a

sporting chance of shooting a

snow-leopard if you are lucky.
Ibex have their habitat in

Chamba Lahoul.

"
Chuck, chuck, chuck, chuk-

oor
; chuck, chuck, chuck,

chukoor. Fine fat bouncing
birds are we !

" The defiant

challenge rang out from the

stony hillside above my tent,
reiterated again and again.

My leave was drawing to a

close, and I was on the march
back to civilisation. There

was an hour or so of daylight

left, and I thought that a

nice plump partridge would

figure well on the evening
menu. I looked up the bare

hillside. There was nothing
but stones and rocks to be

seen, but the boisterous conver-

sazione going on above served

to indicate the area occupied

by the birds. Often as I had
failed before, I could not re-

sist the challenge. A big boul-

der poised on the hillside

seemed to offer a likely line

of approach. I moved to a

flank for some distance, then

climbed the hill, and came
into the open from behind
the rock above my tent.

Whirr, whirr ! The covey rose,

and went streaking down the

hillside. One fell to my
first barrel

;
the other was

a clean miss. I watched
them settle half a mile down
the valley.

"
Chuck, chuck,

chuck, chukoor
; chuck, chuck,

chuck, chukoor. Come and

try your luck again ;
come

and try your luck again." I

accepted their invitation, not

then, but in the following

spring, when the call of

the Himalaya lured me to its

soul -
satisfying solitudes once

again.
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THE SWOKDSMAN.

BY A. S. M. HUTCHINSON,

THIS is how Old Wirk tells a

story :

"
I fot at the ba'le o' Water-

loo-oo-oo."

Some explanation is needed.

Old Wirk manifestly never

fought at the battle of Water-
loo. But he imagines he did.

He is eighty. He is in his

dotage. He has never been
out of Penny Green in his life,

and his father was never out

of it before him. But his

grandfather fought at Waterloo.

His grandfather, it is clear,

over and over again told his

infant grandson that story, and

many another story of his life

and times
;
and now Old Wirk,

living again his childhood, re-

produces stories precisely as,

in that childhood, he had them
from his grandfather's lips.

He never, in telling things told

him^by his grandfather, says,
"
My granfer did so and so."

He always says,
"
I did so and

so," and, when reasoned with,
can by no means be made to

believe that he didn't.

Thus comes "
I fot at Water-

loo-oo-oo
"

;
and the redupli-

cation of the final syllable is

because Old Wirk was some

years ago presented by public

subscription with a set of false

teeth
;
and they get unshipped

with certain articulations, and
his cheeks and his chin and
his tongue churn them round
and round while his listeners

sit patiently for him to catch

and control them and get on
with it. But he is very proud
of his false teeth, and never

takes them out except for his

meals, a singularity that gave
some offence to those who had
subscribed for the teeth ;]|but
as Old Wirk said, "I've ate

wi' me gooms these score years
or more, an' I never can ate

clean an' sharp an' healthy not

but only with me goo-oo-ooms."
Old Wirk owns and lives at

the forge on Penny Green. He
is long past work at the anvil,
but he still can do a turn at

the bellows
;
and for the rest

he sits all day on his bench
beside the forge, ceaselessly

moving his jaws round and
round and round, and in the

mind behind his extraordinari-

ly bright blue eyes (clear and

shining as a child's), revolving
round and round and round a

hopelessly confused mixture of

his own youth, of his father's

youth,
Fand of his grandfather's

youth.1

Precisely at seven every sum-
mer evening he crosses the road
to the Tybar Arms, and there

sits with his pot of ale and the

sires of the village, contributing
his part to the debates, and,
when these touch the past,

doing so as the contemporary of

those whose tombs are already

overgrown and misshapen in

the churchyard up the lane.
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It was on one such evening
that young Mark Sabre (who
told me this), recently come to

live at Penny Green and much

appealed to by the antiquities

of the village, material and

corporeal, asked Old Wirk what
was the story of the ghost
which was supposed to haunt

the Green and to walk it on

summer nights, its head be-

neath its arm.
" Mrs Pithycomb told me,"

said Sabre,
"

it was some way
connected with that green patch
where the children never play

"

and he pointed to a vivid

brightness in the Green's burnt

summer aspect about which lay

the remains of wooden rails

which one time had fenced it

off.
' '

Is that right, Mr Wirk ?
' '

Old Wirk churned his cheeks

and tongue and chin, and might
be imagined churning also the

confused medley within his

brain.

"Ou-ai," said Old Wirk,
"

ou-ai. That's right enough.
Green's harnted. Green's

harnted, as many a frighted

soul 'a seen with his own eyes.

Willie Pringle harnts un, an'

yon patch with the rails is

where a' lies an' where a' rises.

Ou-ai, Willie Pringle was buried

in churchyard, an' stone stands

there for any man to see. But
Willie Pringle no lies there.

Earth hadn't laid on Willie

Pringle mor'n a week when
four very old and sober men,
sitting on this very bench on

a full-moon night, saw Willie's

awful shape up out of yonder

place and seek his head and
find it lying there and start

towards them, head under arm,
for to ask them join it to his

shoulders. Ou-ai, they run,

they run like young chaps for

all their rheumatics. Ou-ai,

they surely did, for I met un

running ;
an' ever after Willie

Pringle in's chosen time has

rise there an' took his head
an' walked the Green for one
to join it for un. An' never

will rest till he finds one, for

that's the curse that's set on
un."

Sabre asked,
" How came he

to lose his head, Mr Wirk t
"

"
Why, be sure, be sure,

that's a tale I've told 'ee a

twoscore times an' more. 'Tis

a terrible tale, to be sure, an'

a grave warning to maid an'

man alike. Willie Pringle lost

his head after Corporal Harry
come home from the great
ba'le o' Waterloo-oo-oo.

"
Ou-ai, ou-ai, I fot at Water-

loo-oo-oo. Drab take these

teeth o'
L
mine ! Corporal Harry

an' me, we fot together at

Waterloo.
' Here they be com-

ing, Zack,' shouts Corporal

Harry in me ear
;
and surely

there they were, they Frenchies,

thundering on their great enor-

mous horses of war, and waving
their great enormous swords,
and shouting in the language
of theirs which no man can

understand, and which was put
on them in confusion of tongues
at the Tower of Babel.

"
Ou-ai, they were most ter-

rible and mighty to look upon,
and the hoofs of their horses

smote the ground like thunder.

Down they come upon us. I

were in the fourth rank, stand-
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ing, and I wished I might have
been in the front, kneeling,
that my prayers would be more

acceptable to God
;

for I was
a sharp and wicked sinner when
I was a young man, and in the

square at Waterloo I made
certain sure I would be before

the Judgment Throne with

every bullet I bit with my teeth

or whiles I rammed it with my
rammer-rod.

"
Ou-ai, dree-four times they

mighty an' enormous horses of

war come down on us, an' dree-

four times drew off an' come

again ;
an' I was drenched an'

dripping with blood from horses

I put me bagganet to from

under, and blood of men I

forked from their saddles like

trusses of hay at the thrashing.
"
Ou-ai, 'twas where I lost

my arm, at Waterloo. I mind
him now, the mighty an' fero-

cious Frenchie that took my
arm from me. I see him now.
His horse could by no means
fall for the bagganets that up-
held him. An' he sat atop on
his dead beast an' slashed most
terrible all about him. An' he
see me eye to eye, an' swings
back his mighty sword till his

arm to the elbow was over his

shoulder, an', thinks I,
'

I'll

take thee with me, Frenchie,
if so be my hour is now come.'

An' I set my foot on the bodies

before me, an' I ups an' gives
him my bagganet straight to

his throat
;

an' he comes swish

with his sword, an' I goes ha !

with my bagganet, an' a most
terrible dizziness comes over
me

;
an' I mind I said to one,

' Draw me from here
'

;
an'
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a' bawls to me,
' Thou must

die first, Zack '

;
which was

the order of the day that every
man in the square must die

where a' stood an' move no
foot till a' dropped dead."

Old Wirk paused and stared

before him with bemused eyes
as though he saw again those

sights which in actual fact he

had never seen
;

or as if,

Sabre thought, watching him,
some rift of his own indi-

viduality struck into the clouds

of his fancies and held him

puzzled. But he shook his

head as though to shake it

clear, and declared,
"
Ou-ai,

that's how I lost my arm at

the great ba'le of Water-
loo-oo-oo."

One of the younger men,
with a wink and a nod, called

Sabre's attention to a bit of

sport.
"
Why, but, granfer, tha's

got thy arms, both on un."

Old Wirk stared at his two

hands, one on either knee
before him, and raised and
stared at one and then the

other. His questioner tittered,

and from others of the group
were capacious

" Haw-haws."
The old man turned on them

sharply.
"
Tell 'ee I lost me

arm at Waterloo-oo-oo. Tell

'ee I did !

"

Sabre shook his head in re-

proof at the mockers, and

pushed the ale - pot to Old
Wirk's trembling hand. " Go
on, Mr Wirk

; go on. You're

telling us about the ghost,
about how Corporal Harry came
home from Waterloo."

Old Wirk brightened and
N
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wetted and gulped,
"
Ou-ai,

ou-ai, when Corporal Harry
come home from Waterloo.

To be sure, to be sure, the

terrible thing that it was for

mortal eye to behold.
"
Ou-ai, those were days ;

they surely were days. Us run

for sojers, Corporal Harry an'

me. Us run for sojers, we

surely did. I mind me well

the day the sojers come, an'

round an' round the green they
marched with drum an' colours

an' a great mighty sergeant
with a handful of favours that

a' waves and shouts like the

grandly man a' surely was.

An' a' sings

' With a rub-a-dub-dub,
An' a fol-lol-lol !

'

an' all the children laughing
an' jumping beside un

;
an' all

the maids smiling and blush-

ing ;
an' all the young men

standing about main silly-look-

ing an' twisting up their smocks
in their hands.

"
Ou-ai, dree tunes they go

round the green with the drum
an' colours

;
an' then they

stand up here afore the inn

an' the great an' mighty ser-

geant shouts,
' Now then, my

likely lads, my likely lads !

Now then, my true-born British

likely lads, here's a pocket full

o' shillings an' a knapsack full

o' ribbons, an' who's the likely

lads, the true-born British likely

lads, that's going to have un ?
'

"
Ou-ai, I see un now, that

grandly man, here on this very

spot, jingling his shillings an'

a-shaking his ribbons
;

an' a

goodwife cries out to un,
' Get

away home, ye powerful an'

wicked sojer men,' she calls

out.
'

There's no likely lads

here for 'ee, an' no war here

for likely lads to be murdered
and shattered in. These be no

fighting parts,' she tells un.
' Be off wi' ye, an' shame on
'ee.'

" That grandly man a-shakes

his head an' rattles his shillings,

an' smiles an' laughs, an',
'

My
likely lads, my likely lads,' says

he,
'

thy goodwife there would

keep ye to tie to her skirts till

ye be old women too. My
likely lads, the King's a-calling
for ye one an' all to catch

Bonaparty, the scourge of Eu-

rope, an' who will stop to home
when the King's a-calling him f

Who'll wear a smock when a'

can wear a fine red coat f
'

" An' with that he sets off,

and they all sets off, walking
in a circle here, with the drum

tapping an' the colours flying,

an' that grandly man singing

' With a rub-a-dub-dub,
An' a fol-lol-lol !

'

an' giving a shilling an' pinning
a favour here an' there to hah8

a score on us. Eight opposite
me a' halts and cries,

' Now
one for you, my likely lad. I

warrant me the King's got the

likeliest lad in all England
here.'

"
Ou-ai, so a' did say, to be

sure, for I was a rare an' likely
lad in those days, an' none in

all the village to set beside me
save only Corporal Harry, who
was a lusty an' mighty one as

ever woman come abed to in

these parts. Ou-ai, a' certainly
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was. But he was* no corporal

then, 'ee mind me, nor him
nor me going for sojers then,

having a most daring and ter-

rible adventure to our hands

which were to come to pass
that very night ; so that us

stood away an' let the sojers

an' the chaps go marching off

while we shaped for it.

" You mind me, there was
in the land in those days many
a Frenchie that was gentle
born in a's own country that

was prisoner to us an' that

lived with folks on parole, as

they named it, which was his

solemn word pledged on's sword
that a' would not escape. One
an' another I've see'd in they

days, an' one there was a year
an' more in the village here.

A' was called Mouser, which is

what they all are named in

their own country, an' a' lived

here with Mr Crawshaw at the

white house yonder."
This roused Sabre.

" Craw-

shaws
" was the house he had

just come to live in.
" Craw-

shaw !

" he exclaimed animat-

edly ;

"
why, it's the house

I've taken the house I live

in !

' Crawshaws '

it's called
;

and that's the reason, eh ?

And a French officer lived

there on parole in the Napo-
leonic days ! By Jove, that's

interesting ! By Jove, fancy
that ! Go on, Mr Wirk

;
do

go on."
"
Ou-ai," nodded Old Wirk,

in no way understanding Sabre's

excitement, but thoroughly well

pleased at having been the

cause of it.
"
Ou-ai, 'twas

there with Mr Crawshaw this

Mouser lived
;

an' a' was a

pleasant fair-spoken gentleman
an' terrible polite. A' would
take off a's hat to the lowliest

woman
;

an' a' would buy
sweeties for the children

;
an'

a' would make paper boats for

un on the pond ;
an' a' would

set here on the bench with us

an' laugh an' jabber a's parley-
voo

;
an' a' would try drink

pot o' ale an' screw up a's face

like a man with vinegar in a's

mouth, an' us ud laugh ;
to

be sure how we did laugh to

see un !

" A' could speak nobbut a

word an' a word of English,
an' no man understand un
when a' did, an' 'twas long o'

that that Harry an' me come
to run for sojers. Harry saw
a main deal o' this Mouser,
for a' was courting Prudence
that was wench in Mr Craw-
shaw's kitchen. An' a' tells

me, Harry, that his was none
the only courting at that house.

Often as he be there, a' tells

me, a' sees this Mouser walk-

ing the garden with Mr Craw-
shaw's lass, Mistress Anne. An'
there come a day when a' says
to me,

'

Zack,' a' says,
'

there's

fifty guineas to be had for

putting the Mouser over to

Sandwich, by Dover, in Kent,
to smugglers that wait to run
un to France.'

"
I says to un,

'

Harry,' I

says,
'

'tis a hanging job
'

;

an' a' laughs an' says,
'

Drabbit,
man,' a' says,

'

'tis a fifty-

guinea job, an' tho'llt have

five-an'-twenty, Zack, an' I'll

have five-an'-twenty an' my
Prudence likewise, which the
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3 '11 marry me when we get
the Mouser safe away.'

"
I tell 'ee, chaps, I tell 'ee,

sir, I were a rare un in those

days, an' ready to chance my
neck for any bit fun, leave

alone a pocket of guineas, so I

gives ear to un, an' a' tells me.
" A' tells me a rare tangle

o' stuff. A' tells me a' was

going to do this for Prudence,
an' Prudence she be doing it

for Mistress Anne, an' Mistress

Anne she be doing it for the

Mouser, an' the Mouser he be

doing it for to see his mother
that were dying ;

an' me,
chaps, I did be going to do it

for the adventure of it an' for

the tidy pocket of guineas, an'

because I always did what

Harry did. Ou-ai, 'twas a rare

tangle of reasons, it surely was.
" Me an' Harry we went

over along to Mr Crawshaw's
that night, an' in the garden
we settled it all to rights,

Harry an' me an' Mistress

Anne an' Prudence an' the

Mouser. The Mouser were a

fine bold man, he surely were,
an' a rare well-looking un. I

mind me he had his arm about

Mistress Anne while we talked,

an' rare an' bravely he looked

at her
;

an' rare an' sweet she

looked at he with tears in her

eyes while she asked Harry
an' me to take care of un on

the road an 5

see that no mortal

ill befell him.
" Mouser 's trouble, ye see,

chaps, was that a' could speak
no English, which was why he

surely could not travel the

roads alone
;
an' Mistress Anne

she made it for us that, when

we meet folk on the road,
Harry an' me'd be two young
chaps taking to Dover a gentle-
man that was deaf mute from
his cradle an' no could talk

an' no could hear
;

an' 'twas

so arranged, an' on a fine clear

evening we set out, the dree
on us, a hunner an' fifty miles

an' all, an' us in reckoning to

meet the smugglers on the
tenth day forward twenty mile
a day and two-dree days to

spare.
" Us were gay an' lively

company for all the Mouser
could not speak to be under-

stood. We were young chaps
an' mighty lusty an' free, an'

it surely is good to be young
an' never a fear an' only a

laugh for all that betides, come

ill, come good. Us was like,

as it were, taking a holiday :

the Mouser setting for his

home
;

an' Harry an' me, that

had lived long years on the

Green, seeing new sights such
as are only once new to a man,
an' never the like again.

"
Ou-ai, an' what sights there

were, to be sure. Why, a

strong an' lively young man
might walk the roads in these

quiet an' peaceable times an'

see nary a single strange thing
to set un staring. I tell 'ee

'twas no such in they tearing

days. I tell 'ee, chaps, I tell

'ee, sir, we see with our own
eyes a man with a bear and a

monkey to set to dance like

mortal folk
;

an' in one village
us watched a play with puppets
that was called

' The Sad Hus-

band,' an' that was most won-
derful to see

;
an' there'd be
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folks travelling post with four

horses an' all laid out at a

stretch
;

an' there'd be a rich

lord an's lady travelling in fine

coach with cock horse behind
for to take un up hills

;
an'

there'd be sober an' respectful

gentlemen on a good horse

with lady on pillion behind un
;

an' there'd be trade folk with

pack-horse, with rare fine stuffs

on un, I warrant me
;

an'

there'd be a chap jog by on a

nag, an' presently us overtake

nag tied to post, an' presently
soon another chap jog by us

on same nag, which was a

common mode of travel in they

days for two with one horse

between un, travelling
'

ride

an' tie,' as 'twas called. An'
once us see at an inn where us

bided the night two stern an'

sour men that were Bow Street

runners, Eobin redbreasts, as

they called un, that were pur-

suing some evil breaker of the

law. Ou-ai, a rare fright they
give us, us thinking they was
after we. But they surely were
not

;
an' while at first we were

main cautious and fearful of

all we met, we come bolder as

the days run on an' none take

no notice on us nor ask no

questions.
"
Ou-ai, right down into Kent

we come, with never a slip nor
hurt by the way ;

an' then the

luck turn against us an' mis-

chances come like water through
a leakin' roof which 'ee stop
one place an' a' starts in

t'other.
"
Two-score mile or more

from Sandwich, by Dover, an'

dree days from the night of

meeting the smugglers, we come

by an inn at nightfall an' made
to pass the night there, an'

stepped into kitchen an' found

much company assembled an'

mighty ungracious. Was a fine

lady there an' a fine gentle-

man, with a wheel off their

chaise, an' made to stop for

the night along of it, an' mighty
ill-pleased to tarry in such a

place ;
an' two fine young

officers bound for Dover mak-

ing company with them, an'

they four desiring all the inn

to themselves, an' looking at

any that chanced in as so much
dirt that must keep to one end

an' sit there mum.
"
Ou-ai, when we made entry,

all dripping, for 'twas raining

amain,
' La !

'

cries the fine

lady,
'

here be three more of

the wretches. Why, this inn

doth collect the raff of the roads

like bugs in a straw-bed. 'Tia

monstrous unpleasant, and do

but see how the stinking steam
rises off their clothes ! Is there

no stable for such but they
must press in where quality
is?

'

" With that she puts a bottle

to her nose an' smells at it,

an' her fine lord puts glass to

his eye an' stares at us, an'

the fine young officers put also

bottles to their noses an' stare,

an' the company beside the fire

that likely had been talked to

thus, each in's turn, looked

mighty sour upon us, which

was to make favour with the

fine folk, 'ee understand, an'

show they had no lot nor part
with such as we.

" Us made to take stool*
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quiet by the fire, never liking,

'ee mind me, to call folks'

regard to ourselves
;
but whiles

we ate of our vittles the quality
folk must chatter on idle tongues
at us, the common company
sniggering to hear it, an' us

mighty disturbed an' uncom-

fortable, I do assure 'ee.
"
This Mouser, 'ee mind me,

was dressed like sober an'

decent gentleman, an' carried

short sword by's side
;

an' the

fine lady with her eye on un,
' Him wear a laced waistcoat,'
she cries.

'

La, 'tis monstrous

strange to wear a laced waist-

coat an' carry sword an' be

keeping company with such !

What manner of gentleman can

that be that does so !
'

" ' Has a hang-dog look,'

says her lord, quizzing the

Mouser through his glass.
" '

'Fore George,' says one

of the officers,
' has a nasty

French look, or I never see a

Frenchman that have run two-

score through the body,' a'

says.
"
I tell 'ee, sir, I tell 'ee,

chaps, I began to be sore afraid

with this manner of talk, an'

I put my elbow into Corporal

Harry's side for him to say
summat that could speak to

quality more mannerly an' bold

than ever the like o' me.
"
Corporal Harry touches his

lock in a well-behaved, sober,

modest way, an' a' says,
'

Thy
pardon, madam,' a' says,

'

thy

pardon, sirs, the gentleman is

no French but true-born Eng-

lish, an's father is man of

property an' good estate be-

yond Dover. An' by thy kind

leave, lady, an' by the most
terrible affliction of God, a's

born deaf - mute an' neither

speaks nor yet hears, an' be
come from Bath where a most
notable physician has seen un,
an' be travelling now to a's

father's estate in our company
an' protection, an't please thee.'

"
Ou-ai, a' could speak pro-

perly, Corporal Harry could,

remembering all that Mistress

Anne had told un to say, an'

saying it most bold an' con-

vincing. But it surely was of

no avail with they.
' A fine

tale,' cried the lady.
'

Keep
it where 'tis asked of thee,'

she cries.
'

Speaking to thy
betters ! La !

'

cries she to

the officers,
'

'tis a nice thing
that I should be spoken up
to my face by any dirt that

pleases !

'

" Her lord, that likely was
accustomed to her such-like

whimseys, laughs ;
but one o'

the young officers takes up
with her.

'

Will have the room
cleared for 'ee, madam,' a' says
to her,

'

if it likes 'ee, madam,'
a' says.

' But sound the pre-
cious mute if he be mute to

French or to English only,' a'

says.
'

Try him with thy
French, madam,' a' says.

"
'Ee mind me, chaps, 'ee

mind me, sir, the Mouser could

understand no word of this

that they was saying, an' for

same cause I could no warn
un

;
an' whiles I broke out a

most cruel sweat all hot an'

cold in all parts of my body,
an' whiles I see by Corporal

Harry's face that a' was suffer-

ing the same, the lady in a very
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quick an' sharp voice cries

out some jabber of most foreign
an' outlandish language ;

an'

every man's eye was on the

Mouser watching him, an' to

my most terrible horror an'

fear a' starts up a's head as

though a' was stung, an' a'

flushes in the face red as a
maid that have had a rude
immodest word spoken to her.

"
Ou-ai, it surely was a

clever cunning trap as ever I

did behold, an' that Mouser
fair caught in un, an' Corporal

Harry an' me fair caught along
on un, an' all jumps to their

feet an' shouts
;

an' I tell 'ee,

chaps, I see plain before my
eyes the most terrible an'

alarming spectacle of myself

hanging from gibbet for escap-

ing a Frenchie like once had
seen the body of a most law-

less an' dangerous man swing-

ing over to Chovensbury cross-

roads.
"
Ou-ai, they all jump to

their feet, one an' all, quality
an' common company alike

;

an' the young officer hollers

out,
' Tore George,' a' hollers,

'

a villain Frenchman as well

I knew the minute I set eyes
on un,' a' hollers. An' a' tugs
out a's sword

;
an' the fine

lady spits out some more
French language ;

an' that

Mouser, like as if it was some
most terrible insult, goes red

as turkey cock an' fires back
some most fierce an' hissing

language, an' the lady screams
;

an',
'

Oh, the horrible villain !

'

she calls out.
'

Oh, the disgust-

ing French villain !

'

an' the

officer comes at un with a's

sword
;

an' the Mouser pulls

out sword to un
;

an' one ups
with a stool an' cracks un on
head from behind

;
an' down

a' goes crash
;

an' another

catches my boots from beneath
me an' down I goes on top of

un
;

an' another runs in on

Corporal Harry, an' Corporal

Harry ups stool an' lends un
a flick that splits skull for un

;

an' a' swings stool, Corporal

Harry does, an' there surely
never was such hard an' ter-

rible battle in peaceable inn

afore. Ou-ai, 'twas most ter-

rible to behold an' to hear,
with shouting and most blas-

phemous oaths, an' the lady

screaming, an' the young offi-

cers trying to run Harry
through with swords an' no able

to get near un for the press.

Ou-ai, 'twas certainly most ter-

rible to behold
;
but they was

too many for Corporal Harry,
lookee, and very soon a' was
down an' a dozen upon un,
an' soon all dree on us trussed

with stout ropes an' pitched in

stable.
"
Ou-ai, there we surely were,

the dree on us, in most sad an'

alarming situation as ever mor-
tal man could surely be in.

I tell 'ee, chaps, I tell 'ee, sir,

I lay there in the dark most

forlornly aching in every limb
of my body where I'd been
treaded on an' battered whiles

I lay on the floor
;

an' I lay
there most dismally beholding

my poor sinful body swinging
on gibbet, an' with all the glory

departed out of our adventure,
that I had took up with so

merry a heart, an' wishing
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most solemnly an' painfully
that I never had started upon
un, but had stayed home to

Penny Green, content with my
lot an' portion like any sober

an' proper young man should.
"
Ou-ai, I were most sore

amazed an' fearful
;

an' pre-

sently I says,
'

Harry,' I says,
' we be in most sorrowful an'

mortal plight,' I says to un
;

'

an' we best be preparing to

meet our God,' I says ; which,

lookee, chaps, they'd hollered

at us when they chuck us in

stable that, come morning, the

young officers would swear to

us before magistrate at Dover
an' have warrant out and offi-

cers of the law sent over for

to fetch us to prison to trial

an' execution.
"
Corporal Harry give a

laugh, an' I tell 'ee, chaps,
'twas no rueful laugh as 'ee

might expect that a' gave, but
a bold and merry laugh, for a'

was ever a bold an' merry un,
come lot, come scot

;
an' a'

says,
'

Zack,' a' says,
'

tha can

prepare to meet thy God, an't

please thee, but first must pre-

pare to get out from here
;

for

I tell 'ee, Zack, 'ee can make
collar for horse, but that's no

putting a's head in un
;

an'

they can make rope collar for

me, but I surely am not going
to wait here for to be fitted

with un. I've my hands nigh

free,' a' says,
'

an' in nobbut
a minute I'll free thine, an'

us 11 see if there be no way
from here buf

. the door,' a'

says ;

' which I see a crack

in roof as I lie here on my
back,' a' says,

'

an' where

there's a small crack there's

way for a bigger,' a' says.
"
Ay, marry, a' was a bold

un, Corporal Harry. A' was

presently searching round in

dark on hands an' knees, an'

a' found a billhook, an' in two-
dree minutes a' cut my bonds,
an' I cut his'n

;
an' we cut

free the Mouser that was groan-

ing sore with crack on's head,
but come to brave an' lively
when we free un an' rouse un
an' show un by pointing to

broken rafters in roof what
we would be after

;
an' pre-

sently soon Corporal Harry
that was biggest stands straggle-

leg beneath crack in roof, an' I

climbs on's shoulders, an' the

Mouser, that were a light an'

nimble one, a' climbs on mine,
an' a' takes billhook an' a'

cuts away rafters that were
rotten like cutting cheese, an'

a' lays hold of beam, an' a'

gives jump an' kick, an' a'

sends Corporal Harry an' me
sprawling, but a' clambers up,
an' 'twas no very hard work
for me off of Harry's shoulders

to follow un.
"
Ou-ai, there was Mouser

an' me out on roof
;

an' we
reach down my jacket an'

Corporal Harry fastens on to

un, an' a' kicks an' wriggles,
an' we hold on amain like our

arms ud come out their sockets,
an' presently soon a' catches

my wrists an' the Mouser lays
hold of a's hair, an' a' squeals
an' cries,

'

Drabbit, Zack,' a'

cries,
' make un leave go of

my hair or a' surely will pull

scalp off top of my head.'

An' I chokes a laugh out of me,
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pulling at un, an' I says,
'

Better the scalp off tha head
than tha head off tha body on

gibbet,' I says ;
an' presently

soon we pull un so a' gets a's

arm through roof, an' a' swings
a's self up, an' there we be,
the dree on us, up on main

top of roof, an' it surely do

make me dizzy to think of our

most fearsome an' perilous

plight, right up in the sky an'

mortal dark all round, an' no
man to know how we should

slip down pitch of roof, nor

how then get to ground, nor

what like manner of ground
awaited for us to get down to.

" How us should ha settled

un I surely do not know, but,
whiles we sat to think on un,
that Mouser somehow slips,

an' a' gives a screech an' away
a' goes, an' there comes a rattle

of tiles an' another screech, an'

then a most mighty an' alarm-

ing thud, an' then language
that was wicked oaths, sure

enough, though in the French

language, an' not to be under-

stood.

"Us no could help laughing,

Harry an' me, all terrible an'

alarming as our situation was,
an' then Harry says,

'

If a'
*J */ /

can swear a' can live,' a' says ;

'

an' where a Mouser can go
I'm main sure I can follow,' a'

says ;

'

so here goes, Zack,' a'

says, an' a' pushes the ridge
of roof with a's hands a' was

laying sprawled out on's belly,

'ee mind me an' away a'

goes, slithering ;
an' there

comes to me presently a break-

ing and then a thud, an' then

most sinful an' blasphemous
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCTLXXVII.

oaths, which 'ee might fairly

call the good English of the

same words the Mouser had
said.

"
I tell 'ee, chaps, I tell 'ee,

sir, I had main little stomach
for the terrible danger of cast-

ing myself lose an' following
un

;
but there surely was less

stomach in me for stopping
where I be'd, what with the

noise they two had made by
their falling and their oaths,
an' the mortal fear that was

upon me of being taken to

gibbet to hang by neck.
" Wherefore I prayed a most

solemn prayer that I should

not break my neck nor hang
by un neither, an' I let myself

go with my hands, and down
I slipped, tearing my stomach
most cruel and painful ;

and
I goes quick an' quicker, and
whizz ! I goes over edge, an'

down I comes crash an' splash
into most evil an' terrible muck-

heap which my face buried in,

an' which was what caused they
other two to make the oaths

they had sworn, an' would
have me for, God forgive me !

chaps, I had no found religion

in those days ; but, 'ee mind

me, I was that rare thankful

not to have broke my neck

nor no bones that my heart

was filled more with praise
than with blasphemy, as I do

hope will be remembered for

me when I come to face the

awful Day of Judgment.
"
Ou-ai, I surely were thank-

ful to think I were free with

no harm done, for all I were

soused and fair stinking with

that muck-heap ; ou-ai, 'twas

N 2
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thankful I was
;

but 'ee can

think, chaps, 'ee can think,

sir, the great fright that de-

scended upon me, an' upon
they, at the very same instant

;

for I had done no more than
raise me up when a window
of the inn just beside of us was
throwed up an' the voice of that

fine lady shrieks with a most

alarming and blood -
curdling

shriek.
' Murder !

'

she shrieks.
'

Thieves, fire, murder, vil-

lains !

'

she shrieks.
'

'Tis they
dree villains escaping !

'

she

shrieks.
' Come to un, come

to un, come to un !

'

" With that comes shouts an'

runnings an' bangings, an' all

together such a terrible an'

alarming din as ears surely
never did hear before. An'

Harry an' me an' that Mouser
we run one way, an' men come

pouring up out of the ground,
as you might believe, in front

of us
;

an' we turn an' runs

t'other way, an' more men be
there

;
an' up in a window

some one calls out,
' Stand in

the King's name !

' but I was
that terrified an' bewildered,

running this way an' running
that, that I would not ha'

stood in the devil's name
;

an'

he that had shouted then fires

great blunderbus from window,
an' bullets fly all round, an'

some one lets out a screech,
an' I runs into one man in's

shirt an' trousers, an' I hits

un a flick an' down a' goes ;

an' I hears Harry shouting,
'

This way, Zack, this way,
Zack !

' and I sets for un, an
another man jumps up at me
an' I goes for to flick un an'

a' lets out a jabber, so I knowed

un for Mouser, an' I takes his

hand an' we run by wall an'

over gate an' finds us on road,
an' runs like all the powers of

darkness was behind us
;

an'

we come up with Harry an'

all dree of us run
;

an' where
we was to in the darkness I

by no means could say ;
but

the shouting back of us was
soon not to be heard, an' us

throws ourselves down an' pants
an' sweats like, 'ee might think,
our lungs was bursting, which

surely was how mine did feel."

Old Wirk had been reciting

these passages relative to the

escape from the inn with an
animation in keeping with the

scurrying hurly-burly of its

action
; now, as he came to

the throwing of themselves

down in exhaustion, so by ex-

haustion his narrative seemed
to cease. His flow stopped ;

his jaws and lips and tongue
churned vigorously, but churned

silently ; once, staring upon
his listeners with his bright
blue eyes, which appeared, how-

ever, to be regarding scenes

much more remote, he said,
"
Ou-ai, 'twas a night of sore

peril, a most perilous night it

surely was," then the silent

churning again the apparent,
and highly unsatisfactory, end.

Chuckles at the blank sur-

prise in Sabre's face rose from
those seated about. One man
took pity. "Well, but that

ain't end, granfer," he called.

"Tell 'ee," said Old Wirk

sharply,
"

tell 'ee that's how
us run for sojers, Corporal

Harry an' me."
" Gen'leman wants to hear

end, granfer."
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"
Tell 'ee that's how us run

for sojers. Tell 'ee that's how
'twas."

There came to Sabre the

sudden wit to jump the aged
man over the obvious hiatus.

He lent forward and put his

tobacco-pouch on the lap of

Old Wirk's smock.
"
I see, I

see, Mr Wirk. That's a splendid

story. I see. There was such

a search and an outcry after

you when you'd got away that

you and Harry went for sol-

diers somewhere near by as

the best way of keeping hid.

Of course you did."
"
Surely, surely," said the

aged man, and filled his pipe
with trembling old fingers.

" At Dover ?
"

"
Nay, nay, nary Dover, sir.

Us durst not show to Dover.

Eamsgate. At Eamsgate 'twas

that Harry an' me went for

sojers. Ou-ai, all horses an'

sojers an' powerful enormous
cannons an' ships was at Eams-

gate for the great army going
for to sail to Portugal, which
was the Peninsular, as they
come to call un."
A ravishment of interest

thrilled Sabre. He was fairly

well up in the history of the

Napoleonic wars. Astounding
to meet in the flesh one who,
as it were, had fought in the

Peninsular campaign ! The old

man had no more fought in

those battles than he had
;

but the trick of his failed brain

caused him to produce stories

of them precisely as if he were
the ghost of that grandsire of

his come out of that stirring

past whose history his musket
had helped to shape. It thrilled

Sabre. He told himself,
"
That's what he is ! When

he's like this he's not Old
Wirk of to-day. He's just the

spirit of his grandfather. By
Jove, I'm talking to a chap
who perhaps fought at Al-

meida, at Ciudad Eodrigo, at

Albuera, who perhaps was with

Moore at Corunna ! Think
of it !

"

He addressed Old Wirk aloud.
" At Eamsgate of course it

was, Mr Wirk. That's where
General I've forgotten his

name some General or other

sailed with a brigade for Por-

tugal to join Wellington, who'd

gone from Cork. You went
with him, eh ? You and Cor-

poral Harry. A great army of

you, eh f Scores of ships
weren't there ?

"

"Ou-ai," said Old Wirk,
"
ou-ai, a power of ships there

surely was." He nodded and

silently churned, and silently

churned and nodded. He said,
"
Ou-ai, they ships ! 'Twas

terrible. Ah, terrible surely
'twas. One day we was all

floating together like flock of

ducks on a pond, and next

day all scattered an' gone, an'

us tossing in most terrible

storm, an' many days tossing,

an' terribly drove by most
cruel storm, an' drove on to

rocks an' shipwrecked, an' not

above a score on us rescued to

land which were by Portland

in Dorsetsheer."

Sabre stared, puzzled, and
then realised another hiatus

in the drifting narrative and
a hiatus much more vexing.
The various expeditions to Por-

tugal, that from Ramsgate in-
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eluded, had reached the seat

of war in safety. It was after

Sir John Moore's glorious re-

treat to Corunna that storm

had caught the homeward trans-

ports, and strewn them, with

their war-worn burthens, all

along the Channel coast from
Land's End to Dover. Old
Wirk's grandfather had been
at Corunna then, and annoy-

ing Old Wirk had jumped the

whole campaign and straddled

right across to its termination !

Disappointing, disappointing !

Sabre tried coaxingly to return

the aged mind to the shores of

the Peninsula, but Old Wirk

only churned, and developed
not the smallest response to

stimulus. Younger men sitting

about laughed, and shortly

began to move away :

"
He'll

no' but talk when he's a mind

to, sir." Veteran sires of the

village who remained drew

apart into their own gossip.

Sabre, alone with Old Wirk,
tried him this way and tried

him that
;

and suddenly the

thread was taken up again
an interval of years between
the dropped end and the end

resumed, but still. . . .

" But the ghost that haunts

the Green, Mr Wirk," Sabre

had said in desperation of final

appeal.
" That was what you

were telling me, you know.

You've got up to how you and

Harry went for soldiers, and
then how you fought in the

Peninsular
;
but Waterloo was

quite some years later, and

you said the ghost came after

that
; you said the Green's

been haunted ever since Cor-

poral Harry came back from

Waterloo. The ghost of Willie

Willie Pringle. Now, do tell

me, Mr Wirk. After Waterloo
do tell me that."

"Tell 'ee I fot at Water-

loo-oo-oo," announced Mr Wirk

suddenly and querulously.
" Of course you did. Of

course you did. I know you
did. And you were in the

square, and Corporal Harry
shouted,

' Here they be com-

ing, Zack,' and down on you
they thundered."

The spring was touched.
"
Ou-ai," said Old Wirk. " Ou-

ai, they Frenchies thundering
on their great enormous horses

of war an' waving their great
enormous swords

"

" But if he goes over it all

again," thought Sabre,
" we

shall just come back to the

same place," and he boldly

interrupted.
"
Yes, well then,

when Corporal Harry came
back after Waterloo. How did

he come back, Mr Wirk *?

"

" He come back a blind

man," said Mr Wirk.

Dramatic effect ! Enticing

possibilities !

"
Blind !

"
cried

Sabre keenly.
" He was blinded

in the fighting, eh "? And came
back with you ? You brought
him back ?

"

Old Wirk shook his head.
"
Nay, nay. I was nigh a

twelvemonth returned afore

Corporal Harry came back.

Nigh a twelvemonth, an' had
set my mind to it that he had
bin killed, when a' suddenly

comes, walking up the green
here as sudden as if he had

sprung out of it. Ay, marry,
and in nobbut two-dree hours

walking off again, blind as a'
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was, an' none that knew un
never set eye on un again that

day to this."
*' But that was strange, Mr

Wirk, going off so soon like

that. Why? What happened ?

Did something happen to make
him go again at once ?

"

"Ou-ai," said Old Wirk.
"
Ou-ai, sommat surely did

happen, an' the most terrible

thing that ever mortal eye did

behold. Lookee, sir, 'twas a

fair day on the Green here, the

day that Corporal Harry come
back. There was tents an'

booths an' giddy - go - round
horses an' shooting galleries,

an' all sorts of most wonderful

an' most merry sights for to

see. And there was maypole
an' lads an' lassies dancing
round un, an' all merry an'

beautiful as ever a holiday
could be. An' while I stood

watching the dancers, one says
to me,

'

Look, Zack,' a' says,
' what strange man be yon
that comes this way ?

'

An'
I looks, an' one an' another

looks, an' presently all be look-

ing, an' a' comes on straight
into the middle of us, the

strange figure that us see.

A' was dressed in a sojer's coat,
an' a' was smart an' trim an'

pretty to look upon ;
an' a'

whistled an' sung an' laughed
as a' walked, an' a' carried in's

hand a long sword that was
like streak of lightning with

the sun that dazed upon un,
an' was like brand of fire where
a' held un, for that the handle

was of beaten gold an' most
beautiful to see.

" An' as a' comes, whistling
an' singing, a' sometimes stops

an' throws aloft the sword

high, high till it was no but a

shining star in the sky ;
an'

a' holds up a's hand as though
a' called to it, an' down like

a lightning-flash it comes, an'

the maids scream to see it

rushing upon un, an' a' catches

it in a's hand safe an' sure as

a bird to it's nest, an' a' twirls

it round like a ring of fire, an'

a' laughs an' throws an' catches

an' twirls un again. An' while

we stand an' stare a' calls out,
'

Hey, my lassies,' a' calls out.
'

Hey, my lassies
; hey, my lads.

Doth none know me ? Doth
none know me f I be come
back from the wars to my home
an' for my bride

;
an' I know

my home, an' I know my sweet

bride, an' I know 'ee all, lads

an' lassies, though I no can
see home nor bride nor none
of 'ee

;
but by the like of it

none knows me. Is old Zack
not there that a' doth not know
me f

'

a' says.
" An' I knew un then, for

all a' looked so strange. An'
a' calls out

'

Harry !

'

to un, an'

goes to un, an' one an' another
that remembered un

;
for all a'

had not bin to village for long

years an' had growed uncom-

mon, one an' another calls out,
'

Why, 'tis Harry !

'

an' flocks

about un
;

an' a' laughs an'

banters, an' a' tells us a's

blind, an' a' says that though
he no can see his pretty bride

he's come for to fetch her
;

an' he asks,
' Where be she,

then, my jolly playmates I

Where be my sweetheart, my
true love, my Prudence ?

'

"
Ou-ai, a' asked 'em that

;

an' they look one upon another
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an' say no word
;
an' they look

upon me as saying 'twas me
should tell un

;
an' they draw

off an' leave us an go back to

their junketings ;
an' I says

to un,
'

Harry,' I says,
'

thy
maid Prudence be dead an'

laid in churchyard.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

' was she maid or

mother when they laid her

there ?
'

" An' I tells un,
'

Mother.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

' was she wife or

widow ?
'

" An' I tells un,
'

Nay, Harry,
nor wife nor widow were the

lass.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

'

died she in her bed
as a lass dies ?

'

" An' I tells un,
'

Nary bed,
Zack

;
in the stream by Pun-

cher's farm they found her.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

'

'tis all gospel true,

then, what the lass wrote in

letter to me, an' what I heard

from one by camp-fire when us

fot the Frenchies, Zack, an'

what I heard from one in Tid-

borough town dree nights ago ?
'

" An' I tells un,
' Mortal

true, Harry.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

'

'twas Willie Pringle

wronged the lass ? 'Twas Willie

Pringle took from me my bride,

my pretty sweetheart, my pretty
Prudence t

'

"An' I tells un, 'Harry,
'twas.'

" An' a' says to me,
'

Zack,'
a' says,

'

tell me, now, be

Willie Pringle here on Green
while Prudence lies in church-

yard !
'

" An' I looks with my eyes
to maypole an' I tells un,

'Harry, ay.'
" An' a' says to me,

'

Zack,'
a' says,

' be Willie Pringle

sporting an' laughing with the

lassies an' lads while Prudence
lies very cold in churchyard ?

'

" An' I tells un,
'

Harry, ay.'
"
A' turns to me, sir, an' a'

says,
' Lead me down to un,

Zack. Lead me right down to

un. I lief would sport an' play
with Willie Pringle.'

" Now lookee, sir, an' listen,

for this is how 'twas. Harry
among the lads an' lassies calls

to un an' says to un,
' My lads

an' lassies, my fond and friend-

ly playmates,' a' says,
'

stand

about me an' hark to me an'

fine sport for the fair I'll give
'ee. Many fairs an' many inns

I've made sport for in the

Frenchies' land an' all along
roads from here to Dover. I

can sport with a sword like

blind man never sported yet

nay, nor yet man with eye in's

head. See, lads an' lassies all,

'tis a gentleman's sword, a

nobleman's sword, a prince's
sword. From dead Frenchy
I took un on field of Waterloo,
an' see the hilt of gleaming gold
with jewels, an' see the blade

of true Damascus steel, lithe

as a serpent, strong as an oak-

tree, quick as an adder's tongue,
true as a lover to his lass. My
lads an' lassies, when I should

ha' come home to my true

love after the great battle of

Waterloo, I fell in with lively

ones at the great city of

Brussels, an' one was a swords-

man that could do mighty
wonders with a sword. Him
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an' me, when our money was

gone, made company together.
A' was a Prooshan, an' one
of they that come to us at

Waterloo. A' larned me sword-

play, an' I were quick to learn

an' soon as good as he. Us
pleased the folk same like as

I now will please ye. But a'

was a sorry villain, that Proo-
shan was. A' growed jealous
o' me, an' us quarrelled, an' I

beat un sore. A' swore ven-

geance on me, an' one night,
in drink, a' came at me an'

throwed that at me that blinded

me
;

an' I caught un before

a' could run, an' I ran sword

through's body. My lassies an'

lads, though blind I was, an'

though blind I be, I still could
do my sword-play an' still can
do un yet. For lookee, lads

an' lassies, my part in our

sword-play was done blindfold,
an' that which a' had learned me
to do with cloth about my eyes,
same as ever could I do with
the darkness ever upon me.
Ye shall see

; ye shall see.

Eing round me, lads an' lassies,

an' see sword-play such as never

ye see afore.'
"
All on us we ringed round

un, sir, an' true it is never
afore were such play seen with
a sword. A' whirled his sword,
an' a' twisted his sword, an'

a' cut with his sword, an' thrust

with his sword, till 'ee would
ha' said the man stood within
a maze of hoops of shining
silver. Ou-ai, ou-ai, most mar-
vellous it was to behold, to be
sure. An' when a' was done
with that a' called for ribbons

an' a' called for apples, an' a'

throwed un aloft an' cut uu

as they fell in manner most

astonishing to see. An' when
a' was done with that a' called

for bold uns to set apple on
throat an' a' would sever un
in halves, all blind as a' was,
an' make never so much as a

scratch on the throat that had
the apple on un. We was main
afeared at first for to let un

try, but a' laughed so bold an'

so mocking that first me an'

then another an' then another

come forward an' leaned us

back on soles of our feet an'

palms of our hands an' stretched

back our necks an' had apple
cut in twain on un.

" Ou -
ai, 'twas wonderful,

'twas wonderful. Up 'ud go
his sword high as a' could

reach, an' down swift as a'

could hit
;

an' all us 'ud hold

our breaths for fear, an' the

lassies scream, an' lo, there was
the apple in twain on grass,

an' he whose throat it had bin

on laughing an' proud to ha'

shown his courage. There was

many hung back afeared till

for shame of the lassies' eyes,
an' for mocking of those that

had come forward, they come
out an' took their turn. An',

lookee, sir, each one that came

Corporal Harry would cry,
' Who be this I

'

an' us ud

shout,
'

Benjy Willcomequick,'
or whosoever it might be

;
an'

Corporal Harry would raise his

sword an' say,
' A good stroke,

then, for Benjy Willcomequick,
an' a true stroke for un !

'

an'

down his sword would come

swoo-oo-oop. Drab take these

teeth o' mine.

"So it went on, sir. An'

presently Harry says,
'

Lo,'
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says he,
'

all that I knew here

an' that were playmates with

me ha' come, but there be one

that has not come, an' one I

fain would come, for well I

knew un an' many's the honest

fun we've had together. 'Tis

Willie Pringle I mean. Is he

not here !
'

" An' the lads an' lassies

laugh an' cry,
' He is here,

Harry ;
he is here.'

" An' he cries,
' Ha ! Eight

glad I am he be here. Good
welcome to 'ee, Willie Pringle.

Come forward, come forward.

Show thou be'st not afeared of

me, Willie Pringle. What cause

hast thou to fear merman ?
'

"
Sir, they all turn^to Willie

Pringle for to pull un forward
;

an' Willie Pringle hung back

an' said a' felt ill an' that the

sun had bin too strong for un.

A' hung back, an' truly ill a'

looked, an' ghastly white, and
the sweat running like water

down his face. But they

laughed at un an' called to un,
an' for shame a' could not

tarry, an' they pushed un for-

ward, an' into the ring he

comes, an' sets down on feet

an' hands an' stretches out his

throat, an' Harry, with never a

word, puts apple on un.
"
Ou-ai, but sick an' ghastly

Willie Pringle looked, an' the

sweat streaming down his face,

an' him so shaking that twice

the apple rolled from's throat

an' fell, an' us shouts to Harry
'twas fallen, an' with never a

word but only a smile Harry
feels for apple on the grass an'

sets it back again.
" Then all be fixed at last,

an' Harry puts his sword aloft,

an' says he, as he had saidjior

t'others,
' Who be this 1

'

"an'

they cry to un,
'

Willie Pringle.'

An' a' says,
* A good stroke,

then, for Willie Pringle an' a

true stroke for un !

'

" An' a change comes in's

voice, an' a' says in a loud

crying voice,
'

Untruly thou

hast dealt by a maid, Willie

Pringle, but truly will I deal

with thee. Untruly thou hast

robbed a maid of her virtue,

an' untruly me of my love, but

truly will I deal with thee.'
" An' a' takes his sword up

higher yet. An' a most ter-

rible silence an' a most terrible

fear falls on all the company ;

an' I see man clutching man
an' maid clutching maid

;
an'

all would cry an' run to stop

un, but none could move, so

terrible did he look
;

an' I

thought to see Willie Pringle

twist an' roll away, but a' was

fixed there as though was bound
with iron bands, an' his eyes

staring an' the sweat like water

on un.
" An' Harry in a most ter-

rible voice says,
'

Untruly thou

hast taken a life, Willie Pringle,

but truly a life thou shalt give.'
" An' a' cries in a very loud

voice,
' Ha !

'

an' down his

sword come like lightning from

above, an' through apple an'

through throat an' through neck

it goes, an' the head falls an'

rolls
;

an' in the mist before

my een, an' in the horror an'

the dismay an' the confusion,

I see Harry wipe his blade on

grass an' sheath his sword an'

pass through the press an' walk

away, none having wits nor

courage to stop un."
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THE EED DUSTEE.

BY MARTIN PUICH.

I. TUGS.

MY lady goes a-dancing in a vision of brocade,
But she wouldn't look so fetching 'if it wasn't for her

maid.

My lady's tired of dancing, and her smile is wearing
thin,

And she's jolly glad the maid is waiting up to tuck
her in.

We saw her when she slipped the way
The sea that kissed her stately bow
We fussed around her where she lay.

(She's got a bit more haughty now.)
We took her gently by the hand
And berthed her, tidy, trim, and snug
A perfect liner, nobly planned,
But nodding grateful to the tug,
The sooty, smoky, smelly tug.

She's made a dozen record trips ;

(She don't care how much coal she burns)
And what her steward takes in tips
Is ten times what our skipper earns.

Her officers are brass-bound nobs.

Her chart-room sports a Persian rug.
But when it comes to tricky jobs

Why,
" Where the HeU's that ruddy tug-

That frousy, blousy, lousy tug I
"

She drops her bags of Eoyal Mails

On many a palm-strewn, pearly beach.

She sees the dolphins and the whales.

Our farthest trip is Limehouse Eeach.
Her skipper smokes a fat cigar.
Our skipper smokes a pipe of plug.
But when the dock-gate swings ajar
She has to leave it to the tug,
The huffy, puffy, stuffy tug.
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II. LONDON DOCKS.

When Sheba's Queen to Solomon

Brought spicy riddles framed in gold
She sat beside him on his throne

While he their wealth and answer told.

We bring more gifts than Sheba knew
To London, Queen of all the Seas.

She answers,
"
Pay your customs due

And use the tradesmen's entrance, please."

From Volga, Amazon, and Tyne,*
From Southern Seas where coral rocks

Like sapphire set in silver shine
;

From where the wild Atlantic mocks
The sombre, ice-bound Barrier line,

We bring our spoil to London's Docks.

She greets us with no pageantry ;

For us no brazen welcome rings.

Our derricks drop along the quay
The ransom of a thousand kings ;

And here is all our Odyssey :

"
I s'pose you see some funny things

Yet there are tales the Captains tell

When 'baccy smoke is burning blue

(And echoes of the Channel swell

Set us a-nod, a-gossip too),

Oi things that ne'er to Drake befell,

Of shores Columbus never knew.

The word that from the Sage's lip

The Scribe took down an age ago
Stands fast. The sea-way of a ship

Is still beyond our ken to know.

Homer ! Could you but make the trip

From Chittagong to Callao !

The 'prentice boy who sits to wrest

His ticket from the Board of Trade
Has still a-burning in his breast

The fire that round old Cadiz played.
His workmanship still stands the test

Who Frobisher and Cabot made.
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In ice-bound gulf and Northern fog,

Where summer suns shine pale and sad
;

Beneath the Lion and the Dog
Still sail the men that Jason had.

You still may gather from the log
The stuff to make an Iliad.

III. MY SHIP.

Before I left the Firth of Tay
To sail upon my maiden trip

I made my boyish vow,
" One day

I will be Master of a ship."

My mother watched me sail away
With tear-dimmed eye and trembling lip ;

But proudly smiled to hear me say,
"
I will be Master of a ship."

Our canvas set in bright array,
She watched us to th' horizon's dip.

While I was conning spar and stay
She prayed for me and for my ship.

The knotted ropes that weal and flay,

The Captain's heavy-handed clip,

Were part and parcel of my pay
As 'prentice-boy aboard a ship.

When half an instant of delay
Meant present curse and future whip,

I stood a-tiptoe to obey
And liked the job and loved the ship.

Half-blind with the Atlantic spray
That froze upon the foremast tip,

I found it is no schoolboy's play
To be a 'prentice in a ship.

In foreign harbours where we lay
Forbidden fruits I learnt to sip.

What damozel could answer
"
Nay

"

To such a boy, from such a ship 1

But if ashore I wandered fey,

Afloat, the wheel within my grip,

Not Circe could have turned astray

My eye, my compass, or my ship.
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My time was up. Serene and gay,
A keen-eyed, curly-haired young rip,

I sat at Plymouth to essay
To pass for mate aboard a ship.

My mother was a thought more grey,
But oh ! so eager to equip

With tender care and proud display
Her son, as mate aboard a ship.

Beneath the Tropics' searching ray
In fogs that soak you till you drip

From Mucking Flats to Mandalay
I kept my watches in my ship.

I've steered some tricky courses 1 Aye.
It wanted but a little slip,

One reckoning a thought agley,
And I'd have gone down with my ship.

Our Captain died at Olahleh.

Shot fore and aft, we watched him dip
Feared from the Barrier to the Bay
And I and I brought home the ship.

They might have passed me over. They
Are used a name or two to skip ;

And I'd a heart as cold as clay
For fear I would not get the ship.

But Plymouth sent a
" D.Z.A." 1

" Pack up your wallet and your scrip.

Next time you load, next time you weigh,
'Twill be as Master of your ship."

My mother's sleeping by the brae,
But on my bridge or in my kip

(It's fallen as she used to pray)
She sees me, Master of my ship.

1 International Code " Allow me to congratulate you."
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THE IBBECONCILABLES.

AMONG the many embittered

controversies that rage to-day,
there are few which arouse

more impassioned outbursts of

feeling from their opponents
and champions than the ques-
tion of the re-establishment of

the Jew in Palestine. It is

indeed a many-sided problem.
To the idealist Jew it appears
as the fulfilment of a prophetic
vision

;
to the half-educated

Jew of provincial Europe it is

sometimes a fiery ideal, but
more often the most expedient

way of escape from persecution,

oppression, want, and unem-

ployment. To another and
more dangerous class of the

same race, the political fanatic

of criminal tendencies, it seems
at once a refuge and an oppor-

tunity a refuge from the vigi-

lant secret police of Europe,
and an opportunity for the

dissemination of those enlight-

ening political doctrines which
shall set up in this much-
harassed corner of Asia that

strange contradiction in terms,
the ideal anarchic State. But
this by no means exhausts the

aspects of the case. To the

British Government it involves

presumably a pledge whose re-

pudiation would mean a most

unbecoming lowering of im-

perial dignity, and whose fulfil-

ment, though fraught with diffi-

culties, yet holds out the hope
of considerable commercial ex-

pansion.
There is stiliranother point of

view to be considered, and one

that is of paramount impor-
tance namely, the Arab one.

There is a small minority
here which sees in the Zionist

invasion a slender enough pos-

sibility of gain: the Arab is

poor, the Jew is rich, and it is

from the Jew alone that money
is ever likely to be forthcoming
for that development of the

country which may benefit the

Arab as well as the Jew. But
the great bulk of Arab opinion
takes an entirely different view,
and a completely single-minded
one. The Arab is a born

enemy of the Jew in race and

religion, and he resents Jewish

domination on every ground
with all the strength of a pas-
sionate nature and an intense-

ly conservative mind. These,

then, are some abstract con-

siderations of the problem. How
do they translate themselves

into the actual life of the coun-

try, and what signs are there

that so many divergent or

clashing points of view can

ever hope to be reconciled I

Let the pages that follow fore-

shadow the answer.

There is surely no place in

the world whose appearance so

completely belies its character

as the town of Jaffa. Its white

and red houses, standing on

the shores of the tideless blue

waters, its orange groves with

their glowing fruit, the wide

and fertile plain that stretches

behind it to the Judaean moun-

tains, sleeping in the sun, sug-
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gest a life of indolence and

peace, of slow trafficking, and
little toil richly rewarded among
fruitful gardens. Few sugges-
tions could be as false, few
illusions as transparent. There
are few places which for their

size can produce such numbers
and such diversities of de-

graded human types. An East-

ern port, haunted for the most

part by Levantine sailors, is

hardly likely to be very strongly
addicted to well-doing, but to

the usual sum of unpleasant
activities Jaffa adds political

ones of an exceedingly un-

healthy nature. For Jaffa di-

vides with Haifa the honour
of being the port of debarka-

tion for the Jewish immigrant,
and it is in Jaffa that many
of those bright spirits congre-

gate whose helpful contribu-

tion towards the re-establish-

ment of the Kingdom of Israel

is to scorn the tilling of the

soil or the making of highways,
but to work without ceasing for

that overthrow of everything
and everybody themselves

excepted which to them spells

the coming of the kingdom,
not of Israel, but of Heaven.
In the winter of 1921 the

temple of these chosen ones

was in a narrow street of the

Menshieh quarter of Jaffa. It

was known as the Borochoff

Club, and it served as the head-

quarters of the ' '

MiflagatPoalim

Sozialistim," whose tenets are

those of the Third Interna-

tional, and whose methods are

those of the comrades the world
over. It was also a labourers'

restaurant, and so lent itself

most conveniently to those

discussions from which origi-

nated alike the literature and
the banners which should spread
the happy thoughts abroad,
and the actual plans of de-

monstrations, strikes, and re-

volt against authority that were
to put them into action. They
came from many lands, the

men who met here : Eussia

and Poland, Germany, Hun-

gary, Czecko-Slovakia were all

represented. But though of

many differing nations, they
had a bond which drew them
even more strongly together
than the fact of their Jewish

blood. They were all fugi-

tives : some from hunger and

want, poverty and unemploy-
ment all from some measure
of oppression or at least pre-

judice, and not a few from

justice. The records of danger-
ous political fanatics bear re-

cord to the fact that, far from

being men of high and pure

ideals, they are men of marked
criminal tendencies and de-

based morals. They are more
often than not wanted by the

police for other infringements of

the law than inciting a mob to

violence or disseminating revo-

lutionary literature, and their

life-stories, as preserved in the

records of the Criminal Investi-

gation Departments of Europe,
make ugly reading. It was
therefore in no way surprising
that the activities of these per-

sonages in Jaffa should take va-

rious unpleasant forms. Their

first manifestations took the

shape of placards extolling Com-
munism in exuberant terms

;

these were followed by red-flag

demonstrations, a strike, an
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assault on the blacklegs of a

local factory, and much broken

machinery. These were all

steps in the right direction,

and their success was most

encouraging, and by the spring
of 1921 the society had reached

a quite flourishing condition.

The fact that the law-abiding
citizens of the Jewish suburb

of Tel-Aviv and the agricul-

tural communities of the plain
refused to have any dealings
with it in no way damped the

society's ardour : what it lacked

in numbers was more than com-

pensated by the enthusiasm

of its followers. The posters
and the leaflets became ever

more inspired, and their senti-

ments ever more uplifting :

Arab and Jew alike (for the

true proletarian is a leveller of

all barriers of race and religion)

should reap the benefits of
"
international solidarity," of

"
the Dictatorship (surely a

better-chosen word than most)
of the Proletariat," of the
" overthrow of British and
French bayonets,"

" Arab and

foreign capitalists,"
"
the Dic-

tatorship of the Bourgeoisie,"
and should alike share in the

glorious result, the bright Uto-

pia of a " Soviet Palestine."

It is to be supposed that the

pious Yiddish hope,
"
Long

live the Free Women of the

Communist Society," was not

among the sentiments trans-

lated into Arabic, but the

worthy members of the M.P.S.

showedthroughout such lament-
able ignorance of the Arab

mentality that even that would

hardly have been surprising.
The climax to which these

activities came is a matter of

common knowledge : the riots

that raged in the streets of

Jaffa in May 1921 were the

chief events which drew gen-
eral attention to the Zionist

question. There were scenes

of sensational bloodshed and

ferocity, in which bomb-throw-

ing, shooting, beating, and stab-

bing all played their part, to-

gether with details of great

brutality and horror
;
but even

so it was the attacks on the

Jewish agricultural colonies

which had a greater political

significance. Inflamed by the

rumours of the Jaffa troubles,
which assumed immensely mag-
nified proportions, the Arabs
of the villages, of ever-impres-
sionable imagination, seized

upon this provocation as an
outlet for the mingled feelings

of uneasiness, anger, and jeal-

ousy that had been nourished

by Communist propaganda on

the one hand, and the galling

sight of their Jewish neigh-
bours' successful agricultural

rivalry on the other. It needed

but the love of loot, ably
fanned by their Bedouin friends

into flame, to spur the Arab

villagers into action, and the

attacks on the Jewish colonies

(which had hitherto lived in

outward peace at least with

their neighbours) were launched.

British troops intervened, and
the colonies were saved, but

the evil precedent had none
the less been established.

Such, then, is the recent

history of Communism in Pales-

tine. How comes it, it may
well be asked, that such things
are possible in a country gov-
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erned under a mandate granted
to a British administration ?

The answer is not far to seek,
and may be found in an office

in a Jerusalem street.

In the headquarters of the

Zionist Commission in Jeru-

salem sit gentlemen of noble

intellect, great intelligence, and
the best university education,

striving for an unattainable

ideal. In the course of this

uplifting pursuit they embar-
rass the departments of State

by writing lengthy epistles in

Hebrew, probably marked
"Confidential" or "Urgent,"
which, when transcribed by
the only junior clerk both

competent and free to do so,

are found to relate to the con-

firmation of a week-old tele-

phone conversation, or an error

of P.T. 2 in a statement of

accounts. They have, more-

over, a pernicious habit which
is anathema to the well-ordered

mind of a government office,

that of treating of two com-

pletely different subjects in the

same letter. They are not, in

fine, the heads of an organisa-
tion with pretensions to busi-

ness methods, but the Israel-

itish equivalent of a Gaelic

League ;
and though these may

be their lesser foibles, their

greater ones partake of the

same undepartmental character.

It is in this fashion that im-

migration into Palestine is regu-
lated.

" How many carpenters and
masons can you absorb into

the country in October ?
"
asks

the Zionist Commission, ring-

ing up the Department of

Commerce and Industry one

morning. Commerce and In-

dustry consults its files, and
answers in due course, 100 of

the first, and 217 of the second.

The Zionist Commission acts

accordingly, and informs its

branches in, perhaps, Vienna,

Warsaw, and Prague, that they
are to supply a due comple-
ment of each. It is not to be

supposed that the emigrants
whose names are before the

Zionist Commission in these

centres are subject to any very

searching test of their powers
of sawing, planing, or stone-

cutting, nor that their political

opinions are very closely in-

vestigated. And yet the Zion-

ist Commission guarantee, once

obtained, is a sufficient pass-

port into the Promised Land,
and British consuls and Pales-

tine immigration authorities are

bound to bow down before it.

So, quite irrespective of the

facts that the carpenters may
be better fitted to be donkey-

boys, and the masons may be

more highly qualified as cross-

ing-sweepers, and that they

may all be members of danger-
ous secret societies, the Zionist

Commission gives its blessing
and when necessary its valu-

able subsidy, and the good
work goes forward.

These, then, are some actual

aspects of a few sides of the

problem ;
it would be well

now to look at a very different

one. It is exemplified not so

much by a chronicle of events

this time, as by some scenes

that impressed themselves very

deeply on the writer's imagina-
tion at the end of April 1921.

Spring in Palestine is the
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epoch of intense religious ac-

tivity there is a perfect epi-

demic of festivals. The Chris-

tian Churches Latin, Greek,

Armenian, and English Protes-

tant celebrate their several

Easters with varying degrees
of ceremony. The Jews com-
memorate the Passover, and
the Samaritans, on a hill above

Nablus, sacrifice burnt-offerings
to Jehovah according to the

Mosaic ritual. The Moslems,
goaded it is said by so much
religious rejoicing to start a

competitive feast, celebrate the

festival of Nebi Moussa the

prophet Moses by a pilgrim-

age to his tomb above the

shores of the Dead Sea.

Among the Palestinian towns
there is none that has so strong
and exclusive a Mohammedan
character as Hebron, and it is

the faithful of Hebron whose

privilege it is to carry the holy
banners in the long procession.
Now the direct route for the

pilgrimage and its banners is

straight through the heart of

Jerusalem, and it was at the

moment when the banners had
reached the Jaffa Gate that

the writer of these lines reached

the bank in the hope of cash-

ing a cheque. There was a

great crowd outside the Jaffa

Gate, mostly, it might be

noted, of tarbushes, and above
the crowd rose the bright lances

and brown imperturbable faces

of a squadron of Indian cavalry.
In the confusion that prevailed
it was not altogether easy to

discover what was happening ;

it soon became evident, how-

ever, that the Hebron banners
and their large and enthusiastic

following were determined that,

however impolitic a plunge into

the most Jewish heart of Jeru-

salem might be, they would

not deviate one inch from their

direct course. The Indian

troops had different orders, and
it looked as if the peace of the

realm might be rudely shat-

tered. It was at this moment
that the Governor appeared
where he most loves to be,

where the spears are thickest

and the swords flash and took

the delicate situation firmly in

hand. The banners, he gra-

ciously declared, might go

through the city with a suit-

able escort, which he would

kindly provide, and the en-

thusiastic following must go
round by the road. Somebody
in the crowd had already been
wounded by a lance-thrust,

so it seemed probable that the

Governor was prepared to make

good his declaration by force

if persuasion failed
;
the slightly

crestfallen pilgrims, therefore,

saw the wisdom of obedi-

ence : the banners disappeared
down David Street

;
the fol-

lowers went round by the road.

Later on the same day I

stood on the side of the Mount
of Olives, where the road winds

up the hill to Bethany, and
watched the pilgrimage unroll

before me. All the slopes of

the hill below the Golden Gate

were black with people men,
and women, and children. But

they were people of one race,

and one race only, the Arab
;

for at the feast of Nebi Moussa
no Jew shows his face

;
and it

is not natural diffidence or

delicacy of feeling, but fear, that
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keeps him hidden. On the

faces of the pilgrims, dancing
their rhythmic dances with

fierce hand-clappings and feet-

stampings, to the music of their

wild shrill songs, is written

such a passionate devotion to

an all-absorbing idea that it

might go ill with any holding
other spiritual aspirations who
chanced to cross their path.
In the municipal tent there

were indeed some representa-
tives of other faiths and races

the High Commissioner, his

staff, the heads of Government

departments, and the notables

of the town were gathered to-

gether, and among them could

be counted more than one of

the Children of Israel. But
British authority, in whoever

vested, is a strong defence,
and it was here that the pil-

grimage halted, the dancers

and the banners paused, and
there was an interchange of

loyal greetings and good wishes

to the holy journey. Then the

pilgrims continued their march,
and the evening air was full

of their frenzied singing as they
took their way towards the

shrine in the plain far below.

The interruption was but a

formal tribute to the British

mandate, and the fierce crowd
turned back with relief to the

holy fervour of its religious

festival.

In a land where such

fiercely opposing elements of

thought, as are exemplified in

the foregoing pages, exist so

closely side by side, what
chances are there that they can

ever be reconciled ? Here are

no traditions of civilisation,

bringing the healing virtue of

toleration, but fanatic Arab,
conservative and intolerant

;

fanatic political Jew, and Jew
with a pure if impracticable

ideal, and zealous Christian

jealous of his holy places : this

is the seething pot of Palestine

to-day, and it does not seem
as though the present British

policy were likely to introduce

any calming ingredients. A
strong British administration,
with Englishmen at its head

at least until that day comes
when both Arab and indigenous
Jew are sufficiently civilised

and educated to govern them-

selves, above all, the exercise

of British control of immigra-

tion, the abolition of Zionist

Commission subsidies, and the

gates of Palestine still open to

the suitable immigrant, who
must be self-supporting and
sufficient unto himself these

are the only lines by which it

seems possible reconciliation

might be found. For in the

hatred of the Bolshevik ex-

tremists by both Arab and
Jew alike, in the peace in

which the indigenous Jews
and the new agricultural colo-

nists have equally lived with

their Arab neighbours, in that

tribute to authority that the

pilgrims of Nebi Moussa made
on their journey to their shrine,

lie surely the seeds of that hope

which, if fulfilled, would open a

new and shining chapter both

in the history of British ad-

ministration and the troubled

story of the Holy Land.
E.
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THE A. F. O.'S.

BY BARTIMETJS.

ANYBODY can buy them.

The Admiralty Fleet Orders

have swelled since 1910, when
the printed series first started,

to a bulky volume containing
all that are permanent in up-
wards of thirty thousand gen-
eral orders issued to the Fleet

and Naval Shore Establish-

ments.

Think of it : eleven years of

mandate, behest, rebuke, and

precept by which a Navy has

ruled its paths ! It is like try-

ing to contemplate Infinity :

yet any Captain's Clerk is ex-

pected to have the gamut at

his finger-tips.

The book is a sort of gospel
of the Doctrine of Eesponsi-

bility. The first Order is

headed "
Eesponsibility for

Moving H.M. Ships through
Locks and Basins

"
;

the last,

eleven hundred and some odd

pages farther on,
"
Eesponsi-

bility for Water Level." This

refers to boilers, and provides
for the complete undoing of the

luckless Leading Stoker who
allows a boiler to run dry.

Skimming through the pages
is like contemplating from
an aeroplane the reefs and
sand -banks, the buoys and

leading - marks about an in-

tricate fairway. And over

all is raised, as it were,

a gigantic forefinger wagging
in shadowy admonishment :

"
It has been brought to

the notice of their Lord-

ships . . ."

One would hardly expect to

find much in these laconic

phrases of officialdom that is

of human interest. Yet they
deal with the Personnel, Ma-

teriel, and Administration of

the British Navy. It needs

but a trick of memory, a twist

of the imagination here and

there, to convert this arid

volume into a picture-book
whose pages evoke memories
of things and scenes that were

never brought to the notice

of the Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty.
It is curious that the first

echo of the war appears under

the following staccato heading :

" Wounded Officers Particu-

lars Eeport." One would ex-

pect something more startling

to have been left stranded

where the first wave of war
broke among the Admiralty
Printed Orders. Yet at the

time it was, if not uppermost
in our minds, certainly very

prominent, this business of get-

ting wounded. Our medical

staff were zealous fellows, and
the P.M.O. had been reading
the

' Handbook on the Eusso-

Japanese War.' He ordained

baths and clean underwear im-

mediately before going into

action. As, during the first

three weeks of the war, action

scares in our particular squad-
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ron occurred every few hours,
this finally called forth serious

protests. Heaven knows we
were anxious enough to enter

into the letter and the spirit

of the game we had been

traine^ for all our lives. But
when after about three days
every clean article of raiment
had been exhausted, and the

prospect of again finding our-

selves in the vicinity of a

laundry appeared to be one of

the post-war problems, this

whim of the P.M.O.'s could no

longer be humoured. At his

earnest entreaty, however, we
dangled from our persons picric-

acid pads, rolls of lint bandages,
hypodermic syringes of mor-

phia (their use, he grimly ex-

plained, was not primarily to

deaden pain as much as to

ensure that our shrieks of

agony might not unman our

fellows), and, lastly, a pair of
"
Pusser's

"
scissors. We were

proud of our scissors. They
were the only lethal weapon I

ever carried in the Great War
for Civilisation, and they were
intended (again I quote our

Medical Adviser) to slit up our

trousers and expose the jagged
fractured femur that might be

protruding somewhere. . . .

That phase passed. Ward-
rooms subscribed to La Vie

Parisienne, and Naval Surgeons
found other things to read than
the

* Handbook on the Eusso-

Japanese War.'

fc It is towards the end of the

1914 Orders that the first

mention appears of the Motor
Boat Eeserve. The standard-

ised motor-launches which sub-

sequently became familiar fea-

tures of the coastwise naviga-
tion and the harbours and
estuaries of the kingdom during
the war, had not then appeared
on the scene. The Motor Boat
Eeserve was an unhomogeneous
collection of motor craft owned
and manned for the most part

by amateurs and volunteers.

Their war equipment was con-

fined to a rifle and a pair of

hand-flags. The first I saw
was a Dutch-built craft, owned,
I think, by Mr Arnold Bennett.

She had just returned from
three days' patrol somewhere
outside the Swin, and her

Captain was stepping ashore

to make some purchases before

turning in for his well-earned

rest. Perhaps it is because he
was the first E.N.V.E. motor-

boat skipper I ever met that

I look back on him as repre-
sentative of all that helped to

build the high traditions of this

force.

No detail of that mental

photograph is lacking : the

grey sea fog drifting in from
the Thames estuary, the hulls

of yachts on the slips ;
mud

and weed and oyster
- shells

underfoot, and a tired elderly

man, rather bowed about the

shoulders, in oilskins, sea-boots,
and sou'wester, crunching
across the gravel to the road-

way. He walked with the slow

crabbed action of the deep-sea
sailor

;
his face was the colour

of an old brick wall the very
tint of the walls about him,
broken up by innumerable

deep wrinkles, with the salt of

the sea-spray whitening in the
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puckers round his weary eyes.

His eyes were very blue, and
candid like a child's, but there

were memories in them older

than the span of many chil-

dren's lives. Only when he

smiled were these memories

released
;

but he smiled not

very often, and then rather

slowly and reluctantly, as if

it hurt the wrinkles to bring
them into play too quickly.
God knows how many years

he had voluntarily endured the

sea for the devout love he bore

it. He was well known among
the South Sea Islands and in

those mysterious backwaters

where the Frisian Islands make
a lee. If you searched the

seven seas for him in vain it

was perhaps because his boat

was being locked through a

Belgian canal while he smoked
a pipe with the owner of an

adjoining barge. The discern-

ing hall-porter of an exclusive

club in Piccadilly appeared to

bow to him in special reverence

on one of the rare occasions he

passed its portal. He was liv-

ing at the time in a seamen's

lodging-house near the London

docks, where, as he explained,
with his tranquil eyes upon
the sunlit traffic streaming past
the Green Park, he met old

friends, and I suspect, although
he did not say so, more lame

dogs to help over stiles than he

found in Mayfair.
"
Things ?

" he echoed, when
once I asked him where on
earth hi his nomad sea-gipsy
life he kept his things. "Things!
A man doesn't want any things !

I don't possess anything more

than I can carry in my
pockets."
He has sailed since then, in

the late summer of his life, into

its Haven. Two things he does

own now that he cannot carry
in his pockets, and if he is no

longer allowed to keep them
as full as of yore, I fancy his

heart is fuller.

" Dental Treatment
"

is a

heading that recalls a scene

enacted at a certain Naval
Barracks during mobilisation.

It was grim enough in its way,
but not without humour. I

had screwed up my courage
to the point which carries a

man to the portal of the tor-

ture-chamber and there I hov-

ered, debating whether after

all I wasn't rather too busy to

waste time on purely personal

affairs, when the white-clad

Surgeon and his acolyte saw
me.

" Come in, come in !

" he

cried heartily.
"
D'you mind

sitting down a second and wait-

ing ? I've got one more recruit

to attend to, and then I'll fix

you." I accepted the respite

gratefully, and as I sank into

the American-cloth upholstered
sofa in the corner, a Eegulating

Petty Officer appeared in the

doorway, propelling a terrified

six-foot New Entry Stoker into

the room. A steer shot into

the reek of a slaughter-house
could not have rolled its eyes
in more frenzied alarm than
this raw recruit. Heaven and
the overworked New Entry
Office alone knew what start-

ling experiences he had under-
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gone in the past few hours.

His hair had certainly been
cut

;
as likely as not he had

been compelled to have a bath.

And now they were going to

pull out his teeth !

He looked wildly round at

the array of unfamiliar imple-

ments, the acolyte with the

gas-mask, the relentless visage
of the Eegulating Petty Officer.

" Ah feel baad !

" he quav-
ered.

" No you don't," retorted

the Surgeon briskly, fingering

his stethoscope.
" Unbutton

your trousers."

The last remnant of the lad's

nerve broke. He gazed at the

strange implement and |shook
his head with passionate pro-

test.
"
Na, na !

" he baa-ed, for

all the world like a lamb under

the knife
;

"
na, na !

"

Whoever in bygone ages de-

signed the bluejacket's jumper
and flannel did not probably

carry his imagination beyond
the necessity for protection

against wintry winds. Stetho-

scopes were not catered for

in fact, not invented. The

Surgeon merely sought access

to the patient's heart as a

preliminary to administering
an anaesthetic, the peculiarity

of the sailor's costume (which
is constructed on the button-

up-abaft-all principle) not ad-

mitting of any other avenue of

approach.
But they were busy men :

the mobilisation of the Navy
for war left little time for ex-

planations calculated to soothe

ruffled susceptibilities. I re-

member watching the deft fin-

gers of the Eegulating Petty
Officer, and thinking what a

good pickpocket he would have
made. The Surgeon had his

stethoscope to his ear before

the gasping victim realised what
had happened.

"
Eh, but ah feel baad !

"

he bleated, as they jerked his

garments back to their normal

aspect.
" Nonsense !

"
reiterated the

Surgeon, and nodded towards

the chair. They did not dally
over the invitation. The Petty
Officer hoisted him into the

chair, the acolyte clapped the

nosebag over his face, and the

victim, convinced at last that

his hour had come, began a

desperate fight for life.

They were three to one, and
the gas told at length, but it

was a stupendous conflict. The
convulsed limbs had scarcely

sunk into inanition when some-

thing whizzed past my head,
struck the wall, and fell on the

floor. Another followed it, an-

other jand another. The Sur-

geon was jerking stumps over

his shoulder with the rapid
movements of a farmer's wife

plucking a fowl. Five I counted,
when he paused and took a

deep breath.

The victim sat up, spat into

a proffered bowl, and rose

giddily to his feet.
" There !

"
said the Eegulat-

ing Petty Officer, with the

benevolent air of one who had

taken out a child for an after-

noon's amusement.
" That

never 'urt you, did it ? I
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telled you no one was goin' to

'urt you !

"

The giant swayed and grinned

bloodily at us all in turn.
" Eh !

" he said apprecia-

tively,
"
eh, but ah feel droonk !

'As us bin fighting, laads ?
"

Things dental appear to have
" been brought to the notice

of their Lordships
"
rather pro-

minently. I apologise for dwell-

ing on the ban beneath which

most of the sons of men walk

the earth from the cradle to

the grave, but a few pages
farther on occurs the magnani-
mous headline,

" Dentures

Supply Free."
" Dentures

"

is, I suspect, dentalese for false

teeth. Before the days of this

order a sailor in need of such

embellishment paid for his own.

One exception there was, how-
ever. He was a flute soloist

in a certain flagship on foreign
service. Somewhat given to

strong drink when ashore, he

chanced one contentious night
to receive a blow which de-

prived him of the teeth planted

by nature in the front of his

mouth. The incident would
have passed unnoticed by the

Powers that Were had it not

affected his performance on the

flute.

The Admiral, twirling the

stem of his wine-glass in post-

prandial humour one evening,
knitted his brows as the soloist

attempted the physically im-

possible. He studied the band

programme.
"
Damme," quoth

he,
"

is the fellow drunk t
"

The Flag-Captain, no musi-

cian himself, attempted to ex-

plain the nature of the calamity
that had overtaken the flutist.

"
Tell him," said the dweUer

upon Olympus, "to go and

get measured for a false set

and I'll foot the bill."

The musician, conducted by
the Bandmaster, complied with

the mandate, and in due course

was furnished with an entirely
new outfit. His smile was one

of the things pointed out to

visitors. He never relinquished
it : like a musical comedy
actress posing for a dentifrice

advertisement. His perform-
ances on the flute were reported

by the Admiral's Coxswain to

cause tears of pure emotion to

stream down the distinguished

Flag-Oflicer's face.

But the old Adam asserted

itself. The solo-flutist went
ashore in all the glory of his

facial embellishment, and
looked upon the cup when it

may be said to have been a

lurid crimson. An American

gunboat in the port happened
to have given leave to the

watch the same evening, and
the musician returned on board
his ship with a spectacular
black eye, but minus, alas ! his

presentation teeth.

This time the wardroom

stepped, metaphorically, into

the breach. The flutist's war-

bling was reported to aid the

Admiral's digestion : at all

costs the Admiral's digestion
must be preserved. By mess

subscription a fresh set was

procured and harmony restored.

But the wardroom took no
chances. By order of the Coin-
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mander the Bandmaster took

the
"
denture

" on charge in

his account. They were kept
in the music store and served

out to their wearer together
with his flute, music-stand, and

score,
"
as requisite." And

when finally he was invalided

home from dyspepsia, they
were nailed up for luck, horse-

shoe-wise, over the storeroom

door.

Unexpected prohibitions and
inconceivable cautions follow

each other in swift sequence
from page to page. A cow,

finding a pot of paint exposed
in a Eoyal Naval Air Station,

consumed it with apparent re-

lish, and, in the words of the

resultant order, having been
" rendered seriously ill," Com-

manding Officers are warned
for all time to ensure that

paint shall be inaccessible to

cattle.

The reader sighs for the

pencil of a Heath Eobinson,
and passes on to Coal in Trans-

ports and thence to Parsons'

Turbines. There is a weird

fascination in the irrelevance

of the headings. From per-

mission to wear national em-

blems on Patron Saints' days
the mind is invited to leap to

Economy in Use of Canvas,
and from this consideration to

the necessity for immediately

reporting the fact of a bower

cable having been carried away.
1

A hoary legend among sailors

tells of a ship which made such

a report by wireless to the

flagship : the message was in-

tercepted by Whitehall, and
in due course chanced to receive

the attention of a Civilian

Admiralty Official.
"
Eeport

immediately," commanded this

pundit,
" who has carried it

away, and what he has done
with it."

The question of appropriate

badges and mottoes for men-
of-war resulted in an order that

all Commanding Officers should

submit to the Admiralty draw-

ings of the badges in vogue in

each ship. A large number, it

transpired, owed their origin to

the ingenuity of the officers

in question in some cases to

that of their female relatives.

A few were of the type unlikely
to find favour with the College
of Heralds, and in this cate-

gory may be included the

badge of H.M.S. Tormentor,
whose boats and notepaper
flaunted the device of a flea.
" And not even an Heraldic

flea," appears plaintively in

the official minutes on the

subject.
There is humour in plenty

between the lines of these

pages. And there is here and
there a reference to a once-

accepted order of things already

fallen, so mutable are all human
affairs, and so swift the changes
of naval progress into the

dust and shadow of the past.
An order relating to the sennit-

hat, that picturesque and cum-
bersome article of a sailor's

equipment once inseparable
from naval pageantry, serves

as a reminder that the sennit-

1
I.e., parted.
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hat is now no more. The

vastly more useful sun-helmet
has supplanted it, and future

generations of little boys in

sailor suits, as the elastic is

snapped beneath their chins,
will ask their nurses in vain

the origin of their strange

headgear.
And the

" Wrens " who at

one time appear to have pro-
vided more "

copy
"

to the

author of the A. F. O.'s than

any other branch of the Naval
Service theWrens have passed.

"W.B.N.S. Demobilisation

of," sounds their knell in the

bound volume of the Fleet

Orders. It must have awak-
ened not a few regretful pangs
in the susceptible hearts of the

masculine Navy, which had

good cause to be proud of its

Little Sisters, with their whim-
sical motto,

" Never at Sea."

It is strange that the Wash-

ington Conference has ignored
the memory of them, for they
remain the British Navy's chief

incentive to another war.

VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVII.
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BOGLE.

BY EDMUND CANDLER.

I OFTEN wondered who the

old man in the rickshaw was
with the ample white beard,

square and broad rather than

long : in the distance one might
mistake it for a newspaper
spread over his lap. Some
part of him was paralysed, I

believe
; yet there was some-

thing leonine in the poise of

his head and shoulders
;

he
never leant back. The most
remarkable thing about him
was his eyes. They reminded
me of the eagle owl. It was

impossible not to notice their

intensity as one passed. He
did not look at you ;

he saw

you. Whether he noticed you
or not you were not quite sure.

He did not withdraw his eyes
from you, but his gaze was

quite impersonal. The middle-

aged lady behind the rickshaw,
who never kept up, I took for

his daughter.
I met him on the Mall nearly

every day of my first week in

Kifri Pahar, but in the Club
I always forgot to ask who he
was. Yet when I heard them

talking about "
old Bogle," I

jumped to it at once. Bogle
it was just the name that

caught my ear. I had not

heard what they were saying,
but I instinctively associated

it with the man with the white
beard. And Amelia I Amelia,
of course, was the lady who
couldn't keep up. I learnt

afterwards that she was his

niece.

The doctor had been to his

bungalow. No one else ever

went near it. Bogle, I gathered,
was in a bad way. I remem-
bered that I had not seen him
on the Mall for the last two or

three days. They were dis-

cussing his chances of re-

covery, rather unfeelingly, I

thought.
"
Anyhow," I heard Manson,

the Club Secretary, say,
" the

new Cantonment Act will draw
his teeth. We will see what is

decided at the Committee meet-

ing this afternoon."
"
Bogle f

"
I asked him. "Is

that the old man with the white

beard who looks several years
older than the hills ?

"

Manson nodded.
"
That's

the trouble," he said.
" He is

older than the hills, or rather

he is older than the hill-station.

He got here before Kifri had
time to spread itself. He has

cramped the place."
"
Cramped it 1

"
I asked,

with the guilelessness of the

newcomer.
Here it was pointed out to

me not by Manson only, but

by several other men in the

smoking-room, that one couldn't

get anywhere in Kifri without

making a detour round the

Bogle estate. The old man
had bought it in pre-canton-
ment days, before the cart-
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road was made, or the depot
or the signalling and musketry
courses even thought of.

Bogle seemed to have no

personal existence so far as

Anglo-Indian Kifri was con-

cerned. He impinged on the

small self-centred hill -station

as some physical obstruction,
like Clodd's Nose, the profile
cliff that served as an extin-

guisher of the sun half an hour
before the regulated time. He
wouldn't see people, didn't an-

swer letters, was as unaccom-

modating as the rock on which
his bungalow was built. Kifri

was all rock. Like other hill-

stations, it was abominably
congested. There was no flat

place where one could let a

horse out. The Club had only
two tennis courts.

" Who was Bogle !
"
I asked,

slipping unconsciously into the

past tense.

I gathered that he had been
an author of sorts, though what
he wrote no one seemed quite
sure. The general idea was
that it must have been dry-as-
dust stuff. He had been asso-

ciated with several universities.
"
Yes. What exactly is

Bogle's claim to distinction?
"

the padre demanded super-

ciliously.
" Are there any of his books

in the club t
"

I asked. Man-
son sent for the library Babu.

Bogle had always been taken
as a matter of course. It

never occurred to Kifri that

the forbidding -
looking ghost

in the rickshaw could have
counted. His longevity and
his adhesiveness to the estate

gave him an accidental local

importance.
"
I believe he wrote travel

books," Osborne the G.S.0. 1

observed.
" Some one told

me he was the only English-
man who had been somewhere.
Where was it now ? not Mecca,
somewhere in Africa

"

" You don't mean Balkh !
"

I gasped. And it dawned on
me for the first time that the

derelict nonagenarian must be
the Bogle.

I knew now that I had
been conscious all along of

something subtly reminiscent

in the bent figure in the rick-

shaw, in that forward-leaning
leonine poise of the shoulders

which even in the paralytic

gave one the idea of a frame

charged and dynamic, of move-
ment suddenly arrested, like

a gesture in a soldier or an
athlete preserved after death,
when death has been instan-

taneous.

I had once met Bogle. It

was in the early 'eighties,
when he was at the zenith

of his fame, and I a lad of

fourteen. He had spoken to

me. Balkh he had just come

back, and I, a small schoolboy,
had had the supreme honour
of hearing him talk about it,

as if it had been an ordinary
place just the other side of

the common, like Ipswich or

Bungay.
It was at least forty years

ago, and Bogle must then have
been nearly fifty. I had a
vision of myself, a very ro-

mantic, shy, yet in a way
precocious little boy in Eton
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jackets. It was a great cross

that for economical reasons

I might not have two kinds

of clothes, and had to wear
Etons all the holidays fish in

them, climb trees in them,
and grub for chrysalises. I

had literary ambitions, and
used to write reams of verse

on the Byronic model, imagined
I was in love, devoured the

novels of Whyte Melville and
Harrison Ainsworth. I had
read all the novels of Sir

Walter Scott before I was
thirteen. There was not a

heath or a clump of Scotch

firs, or an old inn or a spinney,
that I did not people with

highwaymen, knights-at-arms,
or damsels in distress. Way-
land Smith and Flibertigibbet,
Gurth and Friar Tuck, were

my familiars at the age of

ten. It was not a wooded,

hilly, or particularly picturesque
district in which I lived, so

that any salient feature in it,

like a secluded copse or gravel-

pit, or an overgrown disused

quarry, soon became congested
with ghosts.

I longed to see a mountain
or a forest or a desert, par-

ticularly a desert. The nearest

thing to a forest in the neigh-
bourhood were the Felmersham

preserves, less than eighty acres

of rather thin oak wood on a

clayey soil, a carpet of prim-
roses in spring. Here I was

permitted to wander by the

squire of the parish, the only

big landowner in the district.

Among realities as distinguished
from figments, Lord Felmers-

ham filled a large place in

my imagination. As I have

said, I was a very romantic
little boy, and if having a

great respect for a lord was

snobbish, I was certainly a

little snob. But then I had
no suspicion of how the gene-

rality of lords were made. The
" Baron "

at Felmersham,
through his association in my
mind with the tradition of

Bois-Guilbert, was a personage
allied to the immortals of

romance. I remember my dis-

covery, about a year after

the Bogle encounter, of the

sordid details of the ennoble-

ment of the original Baron,
Felmersham's immediate fore-

bear
;

with it went one of

the first heads of illusion that

the guillotine of experience

lopped off.

The second Lord Felmers-

ham, whatever failings his

predecessor may have had, had

acquired, if he had not in-

herited, the properties of the

past. One could not tell that

he did not belong to the old

aristocracy. He had the grand
manner

;
he excelled in field

sports ;
he had a great love

for wild creatures, and killed

them in the approved and ortho-

dox way ;
and he was very kind

to small boys and dogs. He
must have had a certain sense

of humour and a great deal of

humanity, or he would not have

interested himself in the pre-

cocity of the child of the cur-

ate of a neighbouring parish.

Every Christmas he gave me
an illustrated book of travel.

I used to read grown-up travel

books, and really enjoyed them.
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The mere names of the places
were a source of delight, and
I used to wander among the

oaks and elms, repeating the

expressive nomenclature of far

countries
" Onwards to Hua

Hua,"
" How many miles to

Babylon ?
" "In Xanadu did

Kubla Khan." More wonder-
ful than the heroes of books
were the writers of them. At
the age of ten, next to meeting
Ivanhoe, I would have chosen
to meet Sir Walter Scott. I

am not sure that I would not

rather have hobnobbed with

Defoe than with Eobinson
Crusoe. Authors and explorers
were the gods of my youth,
and they were as remote from

experience as gods. I had
never seen an explorer or a

real author. The only person
who wrote, or who was con-

nected in any way with the

production of a book, whom
I was privileged to see in the

flesh, was a friend of my father,
also a parson, who had edited
'

Tacitus
' and written an article

on Eoman roads for the
'

Quar-

terly Eeview.' I was dumb in

his presence.
It was at Felmersham, of

course, that I met Bogle. I

had just been made free of

the demesne, and was appro-

priately exploring. A week
earlier I had disfigured trees

with my jack-knife, knowing
the danger of losing one's trail

in the deep forest. Unfortun-

ately some of these cicatrices

were visible from the main

drive, and this had brought a

reprimand from the lord of

the manor in a letter to my

father. My sense of adventure

was now heightened by the

fear of meeting Felmersham. I

was conscious that I had abused
the great man's hospitality, but

nothing could keep me away
from the woods. I was en-

gaged in the fourth traverse.

This penetration of Felmers-

ham took me from the west

lodge to a corner of the lake

in front of the house, and

directly bisected the large shal-

low pond with the moor-hens'

nest in it. This entailed wad-

ing, and at least a quarter of

a mile's burrowing through

brambles, for I carried a com-

pass, and with the true in-

stinct of the explorer would
not allow myself to be diverted.

In the last lap I must have
made as much noise as a

rhinoceros scrambling through
briers and hazel scrub so thick

that one couldn't see a yard in

front of one
;

for when I laid

a victorious hand on the hurdles

on the wood side of the bound-

ary ditch I found myself look-

ing straight into the eyes of

the lord of the manor. He was

sitting with a stranger on a

bank commanding the spot
where I emerged, evidently
drawn there by the commotion.

Eetreat was, of course, im-

possible. I slipped over the

fence, jumped the ditch, and
stood erect in front of him.

Covered with burs, scratched,

bleeding, perspiring, splashed
all over with mud, trying not

to look frightened, but with

my heart slipping into my
boots, I awaited judgment.
The thing that made me feel
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most abject was the sense of

my ingratitude.
But Felmersham smiled. Not

a word about those damaged
trees.

" Have you come to

pay us a visit f
" he asked, as

if the manner of my appear-
ance on the edge of his lawn
were quite natural.

" You
would have found the drive

simpler."
I breathlessly explained that

I was working through the

wood north-east by east by
the compass ;

the drive did

not lie in the direct line of ap-

proach to the lake.

Here my attention was drawn
for the first time to the stranger

by Felmersham 's side. He had

spoken to me, or rather of me.
"
Evidently," he said,

"
this

young man dislikes thorough-
fares 1

"

"
He's your sort, Bogle,"

Felmersham explained.
" A

young explorer."

Bogle could it possibly be
the Bogle? I wondered. But
I had not the courage to ask.

And now, after forty years,
I was asking myself the same

question at Kifri Pahar. Oh
yes ;

the old man in the rick-

shaw was Bogle all right, the

Bogle. There could be no
mistake about that.

The tall man with the golden
beard who leant back smiling
on the bank might very well

be a great author or explorer.
I felt that if it were really the

Bogle, I was in the presence
of the greatest man of the age.

My last Christmas gift from
Felmersham had been his
'

Travels in Afghan Turkistan.'

But it couldn't be Bogle. Such
an encounter would be too

magnificent. Besides, the squire
had described me familiarly to

him as "a young explorer,

your sort."

The golden beard and eagle

eyes were now turned to me.
"
If you have designs on Central

Africa," I heard,
"
you must

learn to go through jungle more

quietly than that."

I explained that it was not
in Africa that I was going to

start on my travels, but in

Asia, and in the heart of Asia.

I wanted to cross mountains
and deserts. Jungles could

wait.
" And where do you want to

go to in Asia ?
"

the stranger
asked.

I replied unhesitatingly,
"
Balkh."

Felmersham laughed.
" Our

young friend is already half an

Oriental," he observed.

This was, of course, absurd.

Flattery or propitiation had not

entered my head. Nor was my
choice of Balkh as a destina-

tion a mere stratagem to put

my hopes as to the identity of

the stranger to the test. Balkh
was the one place I wanted to

go to more than any other in

the East. I had just read

Bogle's book.
" And why do you want to

go to Balkh !
" he asked.

Without mentioning his book
I was able to give him several

satisfactory reasons reasons,

however, which could only be
known to a careful student of

his work.
"
This is fame," he exclaimed,
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glancing at Felmersham
;
and

I believed, sensitive as I was
to anything of the kind, that

he spoke without mockery. No
doubt my ingenuous tribute

pleased him more than gold
medals or honorary degrees.

Emboldened, I found cour-

age to ask, "Are you the Mr
Bogle !

"

Bogle laughed. He said it

was early in life for me to be
so careful with my articles.

But he was evidently pleased.
I was taken by the two men

into the hall, where, after my
clothes had been brushed and

scraped by the housekeeper, and
I had removed the blood and
thorns from my face and hands,
I was admitted into the library,
where they were having tea.

After chaffing me a little, they

forgot, I think, that I was in

the room, and I sat listening

rapturously to Bogle, an urchin

who had been permitted to

hobnob with the gods, borne

along already on the high tide

of the adventurous life.

I remember now quite clearly
the gist of some of the things

Bogle said. They were talk-

ing about Muhammadans and
Balkh. Felmersham was sur-

prised that he had evaded a
certain mullah and preserved
a whole skin.

" Be a Moslem
or a Christian," Bogle said.
" A Moslem if you can act

the part, but if you value a

Muhammadan's respect don't

say you think one faith is as

good as another. Accept Islam
or deny it stoutly. Say you
think it a monstrous error, if

you like, but don't say you

think there may be a great
deal in it. Religion with a

Muhammadan is a question of

black or white be saved or be
damned

;
there is no betwixt

or between
;
he has the utmost

contempt for a
"

Bogle
used a word I did not under-

stand. It was a proper name,
probably Laodicean.

I treasured this like a Jiadis,

an authentic tradition of which
I was the custodian, the more

precious as it was not in the

Book.
At last I tore myself from

the seat of bliss, remembering
that my visit had begun with

an intrusion, and scrupulous
not to stay too long. After

a grave farewell Bogle shook

hands with me as if I were a

contemporary I set out to

find my way home through
the wood. This time I kept
to the open drives. My vaga-

bondage was at first spiritual.

I repeated the names of the

deserts I would traverse, the

hidden cities from which I

would tear the veil, the books
I would write

' In the Steps
of Marco Polo,'

' The Mysteries
of Lhasa,'

'

Across the Desert

to Samarcand.' My course

in the wood had become as

erratic as my thoughts. I had
lost all idea of direction, when

English voices dissipated the

drone of the lamas, and inter-

rupted my dreams of Tibet

and Cathay. I had come round
on my tracks, and was walking

straight into Felmersham and

Bogle again within a hundred

yards of where the main drive

enters the shrubbery.
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" Hullo ! Here's our little

Gobi and Shamo," I heard

Felmersham exclaim.
" The boy is ubiquitous,"

Bogle remarked.
Felmersham took up his bad-

inage.
" Our young explorer

has a compass. He can't have
lost his way." This was meant
for me to hear.

"
I haven't looked at my

compass, I blurted out

stupidly.
"
I wasn't think-

ing where I was walking. I

was only walking to think

better."

Having delivered myself thus

absurdly, I was painfully con-

scious how abject and imma-
ture I must have appeared.

" On the traverse of Gobi
and Shamo, eh ?

"
Felmers-

ham had gauged my condition

accurately.

Bogle chivalrously came to

the rescue of my self-respect.

He remarked that star-gazing
was a bad habit of his own : it

led one into ambushes. But
he could think better when he

was walking. And he recounted

some of the perils of com-

muning with the skies : how he

had walked into a tank at

Benares, and how he had once

trodden on a Eussell's viper,

luckily on its head with a

thick sole.

Bogle was chivalrous. Chiv-

alry, I was persuaded, went
with greatness. That was an-

other illusion-head soon to be

lopped off, though not through

Bogle's agency. I grew warm
with pleasure, and probably
blushed in the dark when I

remembered Felmersham's
"
a

young explorer, your sort."

Bogle's sort ! Of course I

loved the same things. With
what magnificent modesty the

lion had confessed to a weak-
ness in commonwith the mouse!
I was ubiquitous too. A won-
derful word to fling about thus

casually. I had never heard
it before, but I knew enough
Latin to guess what it meant.
When I got home I took down
'

Travels in Afghan Turkistan
'

from the row of books on my
bedroom shelf, and opened it

at the passage embodying the

author's reflections on bound-
aries.

" Half my satisfactions

in life have been in reaching
a pass, or the end of a forest,

or the source of a river, or in

coming on foot, or on a camel

from far inland to the sea."

I believe I felt in my secret

inside that inside which dare

not admit its presumptuous
egoism to the decent workaday
consciousness that Bogle was

extraordinarily like me.

They had forgotten Bogle
in the Club, and were talking
about happier hill -

stations,

where one could drive a golf-

ball, when the library Babu

reappeared to tell Manson that

he had looked through the

catalogue and could find no

books by any gentleman of

that name.
" Look for him under travel,"

I suggested.
" You will pro-

bably find his
* Travels in

Afghan Turkistan.'
" The Babu

departed again on his search.
" Oh that Bogle !

"
Hill of

the Secretariat remarked.
"
I

thought he was dead."
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"Isn't there a Mount Bogle 1
"

Osborne, the G.S.O. 1, sug-

gested, "up in the Pamirs some-

where? "

Here Cairn, the Deputy Com-

missioner, put in his chip in

the jigsaw puzzle of the re-

construction of Bogle.
"There was a poet Bogle,"

he said.
" A fellow of my

college. He had a vogue, I

believe. But that was in the

'eighties, before my time. Early
Victorian stuff."

All these Bogles were one

Bogle.

Evidently two or three people
in Kifri were aware in a vague
sort of way that there had been
a Bogle. The room was crowd-

ing now. There was going to

be a Committee Meeting. The

agenda concerned the Bogle
estate how best to draw the

old man's teeth under the

new Cantonment Act. It

should mean at least three

new tennis-courts and a build-

ing site, a residential block

for officers up for the mus-

ketry and signalling courses.

The Babu came back with

the information that there was
no book in the travel section

by any gentleman of the name
of Bogle.
Manson nodded indifferently.

He was preoccupied with the

baiting of quite another Bogle.
" You will find a list of his

publications in
' Who's Who,'

"

I called to him across the

table.
" Thanks. I'll look him up,"

he said. But he was evidently
no longer interested.

I would have referred Man-
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVII.

son to
' Who's Who '

straight-

away, only, like Hill, I thought
Bogle was dead. It was at

least thirty-five years since I

had heard of him in any topical
connection. I still read him,
and often thought of the en-

counter at Felmersham, a dazz-

ling day in the retrospect of

the young hero - worshipper.
And it was not through a

telescope that I saw him. Bogle
had been a great lion in the

literary and social world of

the 'eighties. That journey
to Balkh in disguise a re-

markable exploit ! The odds
were considerable against his

coming back. And his account
of it was literature. The
Eothen touch. Not that he
needed a great theme to make
a great appeal : Bogle could

make a cockroach interesting.
Balkh was merely incidental

to his celebrity. Apart from
his scholarship and exploration,
he was distinguished in a dozen
different ways. You would
find an edition of his collected

poems in every country-house
or rectory. And he had a

niche of his own in fiction!

That was another side to him,
perhaps the most original. His
novels were not exactly novels,

yet it was difficult to fit them
into any other category. He
was in advance of his age here.

A Bogle novel had very little

thread to it
;

to read it was
like going out for a walk with

Bogle and listening to his de-

lightful, whimsical, spontaneous

talk, which led nowhere. He
was a naturalist, scholar, orien-

talist, antiquarian. Not only
o 2
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were mountains named after

him, but beetles, bugs, birds,

shells, and mice not to men-
tion the Bogle manuscripts.

Possibly there were too many
Bogles, and that is why he
missed a niche among the

immortals.

I extracted
' Who's Who '

from the library shelf with an
interest that this jumble of

records of the mediocre and
the great had never before

evoked. It ought to give me
the clue I looked for. Natur-

ally I had imagined that Bogle
was dead. I had dwelt in

places where one was often

without posts or newspapers
for long periods, and I might
very well have missed the

obituary notices. If he had
not departed to the shades,
how else could one explain this

suddenand complete abdication,
a silence of nearly forty years ?

The book of reference was

disappointing. There was no

entry since 1889. No club or

recreation was quoted. No
address. His last publication
was a monograph on the Tor-

gut Mongols. I read through
his honours and distinctions :

they took up half a column.

Besides his British degrees he

was Hon. Doctor of fourteen

foreign universities, a corre-

sponding member of the In-

stitute of France, and other

learned bodies of Europe.
It was not surprising that

the men in the Club knew
little or nothing about Bogle.
After all, he did not belong to

their epoch, or to mine for that

matter, though I was probably

five years older than any of

them. Besides, I doubt if the
crowd at Kifri that year were

particularly interested in their

own generation, much less in

the one that preceded it.
" Meredith and Hardy ?

"
I

heard Manson say.
"
No, I

haven't read any of their novels.

What did they write ?
"

Then,
as an afterthought,

" Oh yes,
I have though. Didn't Hardy
write

' How to be happy though
married'? A jolly good book."

"
This is fame," as Bogle

would have said. Did he care

about fame ? He was glad, I

know, that certain stray scin-

tillations of his spirit had

lighted a flame in a boy of

fourteen. The ego cannot be
detached from one's work. But
of ambition in the vulgar sense

of the word I am sure he had
none. In his relations with

Kifri he reminded me of a

great owl surprised in daylight

by a flock of little birds.

The meeting was over, and

they were flooding out of the

Secretary's office into the read-

ing-room and the bar. Kifri,

I learnt, was going to give

Bogle the option of disgorging
his disproportionate share of

the hill-top without having re-

course to the Act. There was

nothing generous or chivalrous

in the proposition. It meant,
in other words, that they pre-

pared for themselves the satis-

faction of witnessing his climb

down. In the meantime he

might, of course, die. It seemed
the happiest solution.

I asked the doctor what his

chances were of recovery.
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" He might get over it," he

said.
" He has made some

astounding rallies. He must
have been as tough as whip-
cord."

Indestructible, I thought

intbranlable, rather. The

French, as usual, had the

better word. In the rickshaw

he gave me that impression of

poise one sees sometimes in

sculpture, of muscles petrified

in the act of springing, and in

the eye one found what one

might expect from the mould-

ing of the neck and shoulders,
that look of being on the point
of attainment so rarely seen

in repose. A great hand had
descended on him and arrested

his activities.

Manson joined us.
" Do

you think he'll live f
" he

asked the doctor.

The doctor repeated that

he might live : he had hopes.
Manson looked relieved.

"
I

hope he will last out the

month," he said.
" For his own sake," I said,

"
I hope it will not be so

long."
"
Oh, it's not that !

" Man-
son admitted with candid bru-

tality.
" He has been so pig-

headed about it. I think he

ought to be made to see that

we are right, that we have got
the law on our side."

Manson was not alone in

his sense of the fitness of

retributive justice. Even the

padre expressed a pious hope
that this recalcitrant member
of his flock might be shorn

alive.

As I passed through the hall

the ladies were discussing
Amelia.

" She ought to be asked to

resign," I heard. "It is pre-

posterous that she should be

allowed in after the way her

uncle has behaved."
Amelia's invasions amounted

to a shy furtive visit on mail

days once a week, when she

sat in a corner of the ladies'

reading-room immersed in the

illustrated papers,
"
glancing

about and fidgeting," as some
one described her,

"
like a

sparrow that has come too

near the table in search of

crumbs."
On the way to my bungalow

I thought of my early literary

ambitions, my youthful flights

in the wake of Bogle. They
continued even at Oxford and
a year or two afterwards.

Luckily, I had not succeeded

in getting a single manuscript

printed at the publisher's ex-

pense. I had ceased to be

ambitious soon after the age
of twenty-five.

"After all," I reflected,
"

isn't curiosity enough to give
salt to life t

"

Looking up, I saw Amelia

walking very fast in my direc-

tion, a lonely and inelegant

figure. This evening, I thought,
she would have outpaced the

rickshaw coolies if Bogle had
been with her. When she

passed me she turned her face

aside to the cliff, as if to adjust
her pork-pie hat, wrestling with

the wind. I noticed the same
movement as she overtook an-

other group standing by the

bandstand, and guessed that
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it was a stratagem to hide her

tears.

Early the next morning I

left Kifri, and was away three

days pheasant-shooting on a

neighbouring ridge. The whole

time Bogle and Amelia were

hardly ever out of my mind.

On the third day I climbed

up the hill to my bungalow
from across the valley without

meeting a soul. In the after-

noon I was standing in my
shirt sleeves in my dressing-

room, skinning a mon&l pheas-

ant, my hands covered with

arsenical soap, when I heard

a soft padding sound of feet

outside muffled by the pine-

needles. I called to Pereira,

my Goanese butler, in the

next room opening on to the

verandah, to look out and tell

me what was passing. Some-

thing heavy was being carried

past my gate.
I knew instinctively what

it was. I had a vision of

Amelia, solitary and weeping,

unsupported by the repre-
sentatives of the fourteen uni-

versities. Kifri was removing,
as decently as possible, an

impediment.

Pereira, standing solemnly
at the door of my dressing-

room, announced,
"
Sah, one

gentleman, he finish."
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ECHOES FEOM THE MAESHES;

(BEING FURTHER TALES OF THE MA'ADAN.)

BY FULANAIN.

THE MOTHER OF GOLD.

I GLANCED at the clock, and

hastily signed the remaining

papers on my table, for it was

already a quarter to nine, and
I had promised to meet Braxter

at 8.30. I was just preparing
to leave the office when there

appeared in the doorway the

large square figure of Lieut. -

Colonel W. F. Cunningham,
C.M.G., D.S.O., of Headquar-
ters, L. of C. (that is not his

real name). It was not often

that he honoured me with a

visit, but my work in connec-

tion with river raids had more
than once brought me into

touch with him.

The Colonel was obviously

bursting with indignation, and
lost no time in explaining the

reason. During the night his

launch had been boarded by
thieves, who had made off

with a leather dressing-case,

containing not only a valuable

gold-mounted toilet set, but
a small despatch-box of valu-

able documents. It appeared
that he had taken every care,

had posted a sentry, had even

anchored out in mid-stream

which last precaution, I could

not help remarking, was not

likely to be very effectual,

seeing that the Ma'adan are

practically amphibious.

He brushed my remark aside.

Would I kindly make every
effort to recover the case, or,

failing that, exact a fine of

Es. 500, the estimated value

of its contents exclusive, of

course, of the important papers,
for which no price could be

fixed.

I promised to do my best,

and asked where exactly the

theft had occurred.
" Between Hamdan and Gur-

mat Shargi," replied the

Colonel.

I reminded him that by his

own orders all boats were pro-
hibited from stopping for the

night in that reach of the

river, owing to the number of

successful thefts which had

already occurred there.

The Colonel flushed, and
said shortly that he had not

come to be told what he

should have done, but to tell

me what I should do to wit,

find his lost property, in which
not very hopeful task I as-

sured him I would do every-

thing in my power to succeed.

Braxter, who was attached

to the neighbouring military

post, was not in the least

annoyed at being kept waiting.
He was for he is dead now,
poor fellow ! a very sound doc-
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tor and a keen archaeologist.

Some time ago I had promised
to take him on my next trip

into the marshes, where the

ishans on which the marsh
Arabs live, and which appear
to be the remains of ancient

cities, offered a rich and as

yet virgin field to the exca-

vator. As a condition, I had

stipulated that he should bring

along his medicine-chest.

Our mashhuf, poled by my
four best mashhufchis Hal-

shad, Mashraf, Fadhal, and

Mujaid, slipped out of the

mud-coloured river into the

clear blues and greens of the

marshes. It was a lovely

autumn morning, with the first

cold nip in the wind, and the

marshes showed us their most
attractive side. They were

full of interest to Braxter,
who was one of those fortunate

persons who seem to know

something of everything. Ex-

cept for the shootable varieties,

I had never particularly no-

ticed the birds in the marshes
;

but Braxter was continually

pointing out new varieties as

they flapped out of the reeds,

or fled with shrill cries before

the mashhuf.
We stopped at the first

little village, and Braxter ad-

ministered a number of power-
ful draughts. The people were

most anxious to be given treat-

ment, and regarded the innova-

tion of my being accompanied

by a doctor on my visits as a

most welcome one. When, a

couple of hours later, we
reached another cluster of reed

huts, we found so swiftly does

news travel in the marshes
that the villagers were already

anxiously awaiting us, or rather

the medicine-chest, and Brax-
ter had his hands full.

All this took tune, and in

consequence it was well on in

the afternoon before we reached

the ishan which I wanted my
companion to see Umm
Dhahb, the Mother of Gold,
so called because on several

occasions gold coins had been
found there.

The low mound rose out of

its fringe of reeds, sloping

gently to a height of perhaps

fifty feet above the level of

the surrounding water. How
many centuries had slipped

silently away since the marsh
had engulfed and hidden for

ever the city that once reared

its dwellings and its temples
here ? Were they Sumerians
who built it, savage folk who
only left their homes in the

sea-land to attack the Baby-
lonian intruders in the north ?

Or was it the work of peaceful
cultivators of a later age, grow-

ing rich in the wheat country
made fertile by the irrigation

schemes of Babylon, until the

great river, suddenly changing
its course as it has done more
than once in the course of

history, submerged lands and
cities beneath the waste of

water which to-day makes
almost impregnable the island

homes of the Ma'adan ? I did

not know, and Braxter could

not tell me.
Umm Dhahb was a favourite
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burying - ground among the

marsh Arabs, with the result

that, though no scientific exca-

vations had ever been carried

out here, many fragmentary
remains had been cast up by
the grave-diggers. The ground
was strewn with broken pot-

tery, most of it glazed the

bright blue of a thrush's egg.
Here and there lay shapeless
masses of masonry, covered
with a rich dark-green glaze,
the whole looking as though
it had been subjected to intense

heat. Near the summit we
found traces of a series of small

arches, and, not far away
from them, what seemed to

be the foundation of some

great wall. The bricks, mud-
coloured and flat, and some
two feet square, were joined

together with a mortar which
resembled that of the Eomans
in its tenacity and strength.

Braxter was anxious to find

some more of the coins which
the Arab grave-diggers occa-

sionally unearthed, and per-

haps from them to gain some
idea of the date of the mound

;

but as the sun was already

sinking we had to make our

way back to the river. I

suggested to the two headmen
who had accompanied us from
the village that, as some small
return for the doctor's kind-

ness, they should on the morrow
take a party of their Bait to

dig on Umm Dhahb, and send
him any gold coins which they
might find.

Eadhi, an old man with the
fine rugged face of a St Peter

in a mediaeval painting,

promptly untied a corner of

his kafiyah, and proffered a

Turkish lira. I explained that

the doctor did not want pay-

ment, but that he was inter-

ested in Umm Dhahb, and
would like to have a piece of

gold such as had been found
there before. Somewhat puz-

zled, the headmen agreed to

do as I suggested.

A few days later four men
from the Bait Suwailim ap-

peared in my office, and laid

on the table a curiously-shaped
round object made of gold. I

picked it up and looked at it.
" Where did you find this !

"

I asked.
" For a whole day, O Hakim,

we dug on Umm Dhahb, and
found nothing," said the spokes-
man. " Then also a second

day we dug, and not until

the morning of the third day
did Allah reward our toil

;
and

what we found we have brought
to your Honour."
He pointed to the object in

my hand. I was regarding it

with mixed feelings, for it

bore a complicated monogram,
of which the initials were
W.F.C. !

I thanked the deputation,
on behalf of the doctor, for

their industry in digging." But before you go," I

added,
"
I must inform you

that your Bait is fined Es. 500
for stealing a box of leather
from a launch."

There was an amazed silence,
broken only by the youngest
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of the four men. " How did

you find out f
" he stammered.

The others scowled him into

silence.
"
I know all," I said, feel-

ing rather like Sherlock Holmes

unravelling a plot for the bene-

fit of his dear Watson. " You
greased your body all over,

you swam out to the launch

with a dagger in your teeth,

you climbed on board and
stole a box of leather. Inside

it were many bottles such as

the doctor had, and from one
of these you took the golden

top and brought it to me." I

held it up accusingly.
The consternation on their

dark faces was rather ludicrous.

At last,
"
This is a very heavy

fine, Sahib," said one.
"

If

we bring back the box with

all that is in it, will your
Honour let us off the five

hundred rupees ?
"

"
I will let you off half," I

said.

A week later Colonel Cun-

ningham's missing dressing-case
was brought in, together with

the fine of Es. 250. I checked

its contents by the list he had

given me. Nothing seemed to

be missing.
The man chosen by the Bait

to bring it to me was old

Eadhi.
" Why did you send that

piece of gold for the doctor ?
"

I asked him.
"
Hakim," he answered,

"
at

your orders we dug all day on

Umm Dhahb, and when we
found nothing but bricks and

pieces of blue stone some were

for giving up. But we were

grateful to you and to the

doctor for the good medicine

given to us and to our chil-

dren, and we agreed to dig
one more day. Still we found

nothing. Then said Hamud,
' The Sahib desires a piece of

gold dug up from this ishan

to keep off evil spirits. Let us

bring hither a piece of gold
and bury it to-night. To-

morrow we will dig it up and
send it to the Hakim.' And
this seemed to all of us a good
thought, and we did as Hamud
had said, and brought the gold
to your Honour, and you fined

us heavily. Long and hard we

worked, Sahib. You can see

the great depth of our digging,

though we are not cultivators

accustomed to toil with spades.
Also our women point their

fingers and mock us, saying,
' You buried the piece of gold
to be a safeguard against evil

spirits, and behold the evil

fortune it has brought you !

'

It is very hard," concluded

old Eadhi pathetically, "to be

made a mock of by our women."
I laughed, remitted the fine,

and sent him home. Then I

packed up the dressing-case,

and despatched it to its owner

by the hand of one of my
shabanahs, who brought me
back, rather to my surprise,

a charming letter, in which

the Colonel hoped that his

annoyance at losing the case

had not made him over-hasty,

thanked me for my trouble in

recovering it, and confessed

that the
"
valuable documents

"

were letters from his wife !
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THE DEBTOR.

Saiyid Fakhir entered my
office bearing a pile of peti-

tions. To keep up the dignity
of his title of

" Commissionaire
of Police," he had somehow ob-

tained an officer's khaki tunic,

which, several sizes too big for

him as it was, looked bigger
than ever by contrast with his

exceedingly tight pair of trou-

sers, the discarded garments
of some "

Tommy." Bound
his legs were wound a pair of

ragged puttees, which vanished

inside enormous ammunition
boots. The only part of his

attire in which he had re-

mained faithful to the custom
of his country was his head-

dress, the usual kaflyah and

agal of the Arab the former

dyed indigo blue to mark Him
a Saiyid, or descendant of the

Prophet. So dressed, his lugu-
brious countenance making him

appear always on the verge of

tears, Saiyid Fakhir was a

figure to provoke a smile even

when the depressing south

winds of midsummer were at

their worst.

The Commissionaire of Police

regarded me mournfully.
"Praise be to Allah," he

said
;

" thanks to the pres-

ence of your Honour, the

town has slept in peace and

security."
This was Saiyid Fakhir's

matutinal greeting, and meant

precisely nothing. Whatever
calamities he might go on to

report fire, murder, or theft

his opening formula was ever

the same.

I waited for any further

announcements.
"
Talib, son of AbdulWahab,"

he went on,
"

is still in custody;
It is true that the violence has

left him, but his madness re-

mains. If your Honour agrees,

I will keep him in the prison

awhile, lest he do further hurt

to the sons of Adam."
I agreed, for in the absence

of lunatic asylums no other

method of dealing with these

unfortunates presented itself.
" His wife has come in to

the town," continued Saiyid

Fakhir,
"
beseeching that he

may be released. I bade

her send a petition to the

Hakim, It is among these I

have now brought to your
Honour."
He put the papers on my

table, and with a clumsy salute

left the room, to inspect the

force of nineteen policemen
and one ombashi, or corporal,

which acknowledged his gloomy
rule.

I looked through the peti-

tions until I found the one to

which he had referred.
" That which had to be put

before your Excellency
"

(it

began with the invariable for-

mula),
" the husband of the

petitioner, Talib bin Abdul

Wahab, became mad three

weeks ago because he was
indebted to Abbas, and he is

now in prison. The petitioner
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therefore requests the high Gov-

ernor, of his justice and mercy,
to set free the said Talib,
that she may take him to

Abbas, where he will be re-

leased from his madness. And
the order is your order."

Every Arab had the right
to

"
throw," as the phrase is,

a petition to the political offi-

cer of the district in which
he lived. The only stipulation
made was that the document
should bear an eight

- anna

stamp a regulation designed
in the first place to prevent
an unnecessary number of fri-

volous petitions from reaching
one. But when the tribesmen

discovered that justice was
no longer a commodity to be

purchased by the highest bid-

der, but could be obtained by
rich and poor for the same
small sum, they bombarded
their political officers with peti-

tions to such an extent that

the sale of eight-anna stamps,
in a very short space of time,
was bringing in to the Eevenue

Department a sum as useful

as it was unexpected.

'^It was a strange kind of

justice which the tribesman

got a hybrid of public-school
fair play and tribal custom,
but it suited these wild sons

of the marsh or desert. Though
rough and ready, it was final

;

moreover, it was prompt, and,
above all, cheap. No fees

were needed for barrister,

solicitor, or their Arab equi-

valents. A man wrote or,

as a rule, paid some mulla
in the bazaar to write his

petition, affixed his stamp, and
in due course appeared before

the political officer, to be as-

sisted, advised, or admonished,

according to the nature of his

grievance.

Every morning I dealt with

a number of these petitions.

Nothing was too great a matter

or too small cases of murder,

arson, rape, theft, or divorce

were dealt with as they came,

together with questions relat-

ing to the recovery of debts,

complaints against husbands
addicted to wife-beating, or

requests for the punishment
of persons who had spoken

disrespectfully of the peti-

tioner's ancestors. One by
one the seekers after justice

were called into the office

a bare whitewashed room, in

which a punkah made of green
cloth of hideous design swung
slowly overhead. Behind my
desk a wide window looked

out on to the river, and the

cool shadows of the date-

garden on the opposite bank.

Above it, in the space between
the wall and the mouldering

wood-work, lived a colony of

bats, whose querulous squeaks
would strive in vain to rival

the punkah's dismal creak-

ing, which all the oil of the

A.P.O.C. was powerless to

prevent.
The petitioners belonged to

every shade of rank and class

in the district
; but, purely

as petitioners, they fell into

two or three rough divisions.

There were those who came
in with honeyed phrases on
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their lips, and made a great
ado of kissing one's hands, or

even feet. I found that I

was always prejudiced from
the first against these. Before

the case began I had decided

against them, so that in the

effort not to be influenced by
any bias, I would give them, in

the end, a more lenient judg-
ment than perhaps they de-

served, with the result that

they gained their ends, though
by a very different method
from the one they thought

they were pursuing.
To another category belonged

those who considered them-
selves of the

"
Ashraf," the

"
upper classes

"
of the com-

munity. These would enter

the office with a hurt and

injured air, greatly resenting
the fact that, as was often the

case, the petition of some lowly
fellah or cultivator was the

cause of their being summoned
there. Offering me the state-

liest and most polite of greet-

ings, they would seat them-
selves on the tall benches

round the walls, and would

appear still more deeply in-

jured when the low-born peti-

tioner was also bidden to sit

down. The Arab mind is very
slow to grasp the fact that in

the eyes of the law all men
are equal.
The great majority of cases

concerned the simple tribes-

man. He would enter, touch

my hand with his, carry his

own to his lips, and kiss it.

Then, at a word, he would

squat down on the floor in

front of me, and with straight-

forward look and word begin
his story a plain unvarnished

tale told simply, with no at-

tempt at seeking for euphem-
isms or disguising the cruder

aspects of life.

I remember on one occasion

an old army friend of mine,

chancing to pass through the

little town, came into my
office one morning during the

trial of three or four tribes-

men.
"
My dear chap," he said,

"
you will never instil any

discipline into these fellows

if you let them sit about like

that. You should make them
stand in front of you in a

proper manner."
I said nothing, for on first

leaving my regiment and be-

coming a political officer, I

too had expected petitioners
to stand stiffly before my table,

and had in my own mind put
the Arabs down as an inarticu-

late, stiff-tongued race. But

experience taught me that these

same Arabs, once squatting
on the floor in the immemorial
attitude of their race, became

ready of speech and even elo-

quent.
But this is a digression

though, as a matter of fact,

the time it takes to read is

probably no longer than the

time I spent in puzzling over

the document before me.
I called in the petitioner.

A small black-shrouded figure

entered, and sat down in front

of my table. I asked her to

explain the meaning of her
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petition, for it had conveyed
little to me

;
and in the

plaintive sing-song accents of

the Arab woman, she began her

story.
"
May Allah lengthen your

years, and increase your pros-

perity ! I have been to the

doctor, but he did not under-

stand my words, and thought
I was becoming even as my
husband, whom because of his

madness your Honour has shut

in the prison. But if the

Hakim will listen, I will make
all clear, and my husband
will be cured of his affliction.

"
May Allah preserve you !

The reason of his madness

goes back to many years ago,
when he was but a new-born
babe. For his father had
married four wives, and was
still childless, and the people
mocked him

;
but when at

last he took a fifth wife, she

brought forth a son. And as

soon as he was born, his father

lifted him high above his head,

saying,
' Thanks be to Allah,

who at last has blessed me with

a son ! Now I swear that he

shall visit the great Abbas
;

with his necklet and earrings
he shall pay honour to the

tomb of the Avenger.'
"

The woman had gained con-

fidence as she told her story,

and the black abba covering
her head was pulled a little

aside. I saw a face remark-

able for the smallness of its

features tiny mouth and nose,
and small dark eyes. It seemed
the face of a child, but it bore

the traces of sorrow and toil,

and the expression was that

of a middle-aged woman. In
each nostril she wore a gold

ring set with small blue stones,
and her face was ornamented,
after the Arab fashion, with

indigo marks a line above the

eyebrows, and a short vertical

stroke from the lips to the

point of the chin.
" But my husband was yet

a child," she went on,
" when

his father died
;

and though
he is now forty years of age
he has never performed the

vow made in his name. So at

last Abbas has grown angry
and has made him mad. But
if I could but take him to the

tomb, that his father's oath

might be fulfilled, the anger
of the Avenger would be ap-

peased, and my husband would
be himself once more."

" How long has he been
mad ?

"
I asked.

"
May Allah give you power

to overcome your enemies !

About a month past I and his

mother noticed that he some-

times could not bring his lips

to utter the words he wished
to speak. And one night he
awoke me from sleep, and
he was trembling in every
limb.

" '

Sodanah, Sodanah,' he

cried,
'

I have dreamed that

Abbas is angry with me, wrath-

ful because I have not visited

him as my father vowed I

should.' And he kissed me
from my forehead to my feet,

and swore not to shave his

head until he had been to the

tomb of Abbas.
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" But the next day he wan-
dered away from the village.

And when he saw any man
coming towards him, he would
run weeping and kiss him,

crying,
'

Ah, Abbas, friend of

our beloved Ali, I have come
to fulfil my vow.' Still he
did harm to no man, until

one day a stranger struck

him as he tried to embrace
him

;
and from that time

my husband's madness made
him fierce and wild, so that

he would suddenly strike other

men, and for that reason has

he been cast into prison.
"
Hakim," she continued

earnestly,
"
I beg your Honour

now to order his release, that

I may take him to Abbas,
where the madness will depart
from him."

" But the journey to Ker-

bela is a long one," I said,
" and you are a woman, weak
and small. How could you
prevent him from attacking

others, or even yourself, if

the madness came upon
him 1

"

"
Ah, Sahib (may Allah guard

you !)," she said quickly,
"
I

have thought of that, and the

husband of my sister has pro-
mised to accompany us and to

keep him under his care. And
for the money, I will sell my
bed and my jewels all I have
I will gladly sell, that my hus-

band may be restored. Only
one golden lira will I keep,
and he shall throw it to Abbas

at the tomb. Then surely
the Father of the Hot Head
will no longer be angry, and

my husband will return with

me at peace."
Are the days of faith-cures

over ? In the face of the

woman's unfaltering confidence,
I could not refuse to let her

try her plan. Sending for

Saiyid Fakhir, I ordered him
to release Talib as soon as

his brother-in-law arrived to

take charge of him
; and,

with tears of gratitude stream-

ing down her face, the woman
kissed my hand, calling down

every blessing of Allah on my
head.

Some weeks later I saw her

again.

"No," she said, in answer to

my question.
" He is still mad.

Doubtless Abbas is angry that

he delayed so long. He will

not lightly pardon those forty

years during which the vow was
unfulfilled. But in time, insha

Allah, he will repent ;
and

next year, when I have saved

enough to take my husband

again to the tomb, perhaps it

will seem to the Avenger that

he has been punished enough,
and the madness will be lifted

from him."
I should like to know

whether Abbas, Father of the

Hot Head, Giver of Water
to the Thirsty, the Father

of Graciousness, has yet re-

lented.
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THE OATH.

I owe a debt of gratitude to

the bones of Ali, son of Musa.
A political officer, when a

crime was committed in his

district, had to assume in

succession a number of varied

rdles. It was his duty first,

as investigator, to endeavour
to trace the criminal

;
that

done, he became prosecutor ;

in the third place, as jury he
decided whether the man were
innocent or guilty ;

and finally,
in the capacity of judge, passed
sentence. It was in the first

of these roles, on which all

the rest depended, that I was
so often helped by Ali bin

Musa, or rather by the sanctity
of his bones.

Arabs are inveterate liars.

They are ready to swear falsely
the most solemn oaths by
their honour, by their Prophet,
and by their God. But there

are certain holy shrines which
the superstition, or faith, of

generations has credited with
such powers that no Arab
will swear a false oath by them,
and of these shrines that of

Ali, bin Musa is one.

In spite of the unbounded
reverence in which his tomb
is held, this Ali does not seem
to have been an important
figure historically, and it is

not easy to find out anything
about his life. A number of

rather uninteresting miracles

are attributed to him, but
his fame consists chiefly in

reflected glory from the great

names of his brother, Ali al

Eidha, whose shrine in Persia

is a well-known place of pil-

grimage, and his father, who
gives his name to the famous

mosque and quarter of Bagh-
dad, Kadhimain.

Nevertheless, thousands of

pious Muslims flock every year
to the shrine of Ali. He is

buried close to the river, in

a lonely spot far from any
town. The blue dome, rising

from the midst of its group
of willows, is a welcome sight

to the traveller whose eyes
are weary of the dull brown
banks and barren desert be-

tween which the river winds

for so many featureless miles.

The willows are fine old veter-

ans, thick-trunked, with widely-

spreading branches. Beneath
their shade sit the pilgrims, a

strange picturesque assembly,

gathered together from who
knows where at the call of a

common faith.

The people sit in little groups.
Four or five families, perhaps,
have travelled together, and

babies, chickens, cooking-pots,
here and there a sheep or two,
are all dumped indiscriminately
on the patch of ground which

they have chosen for their

camp. Towards sunset the

men may be seen sitting in a

little company apart, smoking
usually in silence, while the

women prepare the evening
meal. Each family has its

own fire of sticks, and in the
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light of the leaping flames

the bright reds and greens of

the women's garments show
in vivid contrast to the sombre
black

"
shailas

" on their heads.

The children's brown bodies,

unhampered by any clothes

unless the merest tattered rag,

shine roundly in the firelight,

and their shrill voices echo

in the still evening air. By
the river bank are moored the

mashhufs in which the pil-

grims have travelled, the grace-
ful lines of their tall curved

prows silhouetted, black and

sharp, against a background of

curling blue smoke and ruddy
firelight.

Ali's tomb, however, is not

the resort of pilgrims only.

Its value to the political offi-

cer lies in the fact that to it

may be sent any suspected
criminal. If he swears on the

sacred shrine that he is an
innocent man, he is treated

as such, and the prosecution
is dropped. If he refuses to

go, he is considered to have
as good as admitted his guilt,

and is punished accordingly.
How useful the bones of such

holy men were, perhaps still

are, to those whose lot it is to

administer justice throughout

Mesopotamia is shown by the

following example one of

many, but clear in my memory,
because it was the first occa-

sion on which Ali bin Musa
had come to my assistance.

The convalescent stages of

sand-fly fever are not usually
marked by any great amia-

bility of temper on the part

of the patient ;
and when my

servant announced that Saiyid

Fakhir, accompanied by a Bas-

rawi, or townsman of Basra,
wished to see me, I con-

cluded that only a bribe of

some magnitude could have

induced him to worry me with

a petitioner at this time. A
large bribe indicated import-
ant business important, any-

how, to the Basrawi
; and,

if only by way of diversion

from the dulness of lying in

bed, I decided to have
him in.

The petitioner, Jaafer, was
a stout and portly merchant,

very hot and nervous, and in

great distress of mind. He
had hardly entered my room
before he burst into a torrent

of explanation. So hurried

and incoherent was he that

I caught no more than a word
here and there. Buffaloes,

starving wife and children,

stolen liras, the justice of the

great British Government, were

jumbled together in a hopeless
maze of words, and before I

had gathered the drift of his

story, the unhappy Jaafer

had broken into loud sobs,

and was wiping away copi-

ous tears with the ends of

his kafiyah.

My
" Commissionaire of

Police
" came to the rescue

with a brief explanation. Jaa-

fer, with intent to grow rich

quickly, had borrowed T400,

meaning to buy buffaloes and
sell them at a profit. He had
then come to the rice-growing
lands of my district, where
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buffaloes abound, in order to

purchase from the cultivators,
and from their wilder cousins,
the Ma'adan. He had stayed
in one of the villages, and on
his third night, while the pre-
liminaries of bargaining were
still going on, the four hun-
dred liras had been extracted

from under his pillow, the

thief or thieves getting away
successfully.
The unwritten tribal law

in a case of this sort is curi-

ously like that of many Euro-

pean hotels. If Jaafer had
handed over his gold to the

headman, one Haji Sa'ad, in

whose village he was staying,
the latter would have been

responsible for its safety. But
the suspicious townsman had
told no one of his money,
though many of the villagers,

knowing his errand, must have

guessed that he had it, and in

gold too, for in those days
paper money was not accepted

by the tribes-people.
I gave the Basrawi very

little encouragement in his hope
of recovering the money lost

through his own foolishness.

At the same time, I resolved

to do all I could to trace the

criminal, for every uncaught
thief is an encouragement to

other law-breakers. Getting
rid of the disconsolate mer-

chant, therefore, I dictated a

letter to Shaikh Shibal, in

whose land the village was

situated, ordering him to come
in and see me.

In Turkish times the various

shaikhs retained their large

tracts of land as long as they
paid up the very high revenue
demand of the Ottoman Gov-
ernment. Inter-tribal fighting,
so long as money went to

Constantinople, was rather en-

couraged than otherwise, since

it kept the great shaikhs weak.
But in the early days of our

occupation, when the security
of the lines of communication
was of primary importance,
and any tribal disturbance to

be avoided, these tracts of

land were given out to the

same holders (or, if the shaikh

himself had fled to the Turks,
to his most suitable relative),

and were leased at a merely
nominal figure, on the sole

condition that the shaikh was

entirely responsible for law
and order in his area.

My former dealings with Shi-

bal had not prepossessed me
in his favour. The effect of

his fine features and com-

manding figure, his beard dyed
black by applications of henna
and wasma, and his deep son-

orous voice, was spoiled by
the shifting restless eyes which

proclaimed him a coward both

morally and physically. Our
interview on this occasion was
short. I informed him of the

theft, reminded him that, as

shaikh, he was responsible
for law and order in his terri-

tory, and that he must there-

fore refund the stolen money
and deal himself with the

thief.

"I am a true servant of

Government," he replied

smoothly.
"
Every order given
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by your Honour is upon my
head. But, Sahib, is this your
well-known justice ? Does your
Excellency give credence to

every story brought by lying

tongues ? Doubtless this towns-

man gambled away the money
in the bazaar, and to save

himself from the wrath of

his master who had entrusted

it to him, spread this tale of

theft and robbery."
"
Jaafer can bring witnesses,"

I said,
"
to prove that he had

the money in the village of

Haji Sa'ad."
"
Sahib," replied the shaikh,

"it is known to your Honour,
better even than to me your
servant, that for two krans

an Arab will swear a false

oath."
" As many did in the case

of Ferhan," I said. The shot

went home, for some time ago
Shibal had been mixed up in

a very doubtful case, from
which he had only extricated

himself by paying false wit-

nesses.
" Ma yukhalif,"

* he said,

shrugging his shoulders.
"

If

this townsman will swear on
the tomb of Ali bin Musa that

such a sum was indeed stolen

as he says, I will pay him what
he lost from my own pocket."

Jaafer was despatched ac-

cordingly, accompanied by a

representative of the shaikh,
to the tomb of Ali, where he
was only too willing to swear
to having been robbed of a

sum of T380 in gold, and

Es. 45 in silver. Shibal was
as good as his word. Without

any delay he sent in the re-

quired sum of money, which I

handed over to the merchant.

The surprise on the plump
countenance of Jaafer was

amusing to behold. He had
had little hope at first of ever

recovering his money ;
and

when he heard that Shaikh

Shibal had sent it in, he quite

expected that a large propor-
tion would stick to the fingers

of myself or of my office staff

as compensation for our trouble.

Now he received the whole

amount, and left the office

wearing the oddest expression
of mingled bewilderment and

gratification.

Thus, with all due thanks to

the bones of Ali, the case was
settled or so I thought. But

my self-congratulations were
short-lived. Haji Sa'ad, head-

man of the village in which
Jaafer had been robbed, came
in to see me, bearing his

petition in his hand. He was
a pleasant-faced, dignified old

man, with an honest expression
and straightforward manner,

very different from the oily

smoothness of his shaikh.

The reason of Shibal's will-

ingness to pay up the stolen

money was soon apparent. He
had applied to the headman
under him the principle which
Government had applied to

him, and had held Haji Sa'ad

responsible for the theft com-
mitted in his village. Accord-

1 No matter.
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ingly, he had made no effort

to trace the thief, but had

simply confiscated from Haji
Sa'ad a number of buffaloes

to the value of T400. The
unfortunate headman, thus sud-

denly, through no fault of

his own, deprived of his all,

now appealed to a beneficent

and merciful Government to

restore his buffaloes.
"
Hakim," said the old man

earnestly,
"
your Honour knows

that the robbing of a guest

brings bitter disgrace upon us.

If this Jaafer had entrusted

his wealth to me, all would
have been well

; but, even

though I knew not how great
a sum he had, I would pay it

back in full, rather than that

dishonour should come upon
my village. But, Sahib, the

sum is too large. Our shaikhs
"

he dropped his voice
"
are

tyrannous, and leave us barely

enough for the needs of life.

And now Shibal, to repay this

theft, has taken away all my
buffaloes, and I am ruined.

I beseech your Honour to

save me from this injustice."
I was sorry for Haji Sa'ad,

but I hardly felt in a position
to help him much, owing to

Shibal's cunning move. If I

ordered him to restore the

buffaloes, on the ground that

his lands were granted him
at an absurdly low figure, on
the sole condition that he

alone was responsible for order,
his reply might well be that

he, in his turn, adopted the

same principle in dealing with

those under him a statement

which, however sure one might
be that he was in reality

grinding out their last penny,
was difficult to disprove ;

for

we were still new to the coun-

try, and moreover at this time,
when matters were looking very
black round Kut, our policy
was one of non-intervention

between the shaikh and his

tribes.

It was clear that I could

do nothing for the old man,
short of recovering the money
somehow from the thieves them-
selves. I told him to go back
to his village, and send out

men to make full inquiry as

to any stranger who might
have been seen in the neigh-
bourhood at the tune of Jaafer's

visit.

A week later Haji Sa'ad

came back, not very hopeful,
to inform me that a certain

Daghar, a man of doubtful

reputation belonging to the

Metafar tribe, had been seen

not far from the village on the

day before the theft. In-

quiries had shown that he was
absent from his home, and
was said to have taken a long

journey over a fasl case, into

that part of the country still

under Turkish domination.

This was not much to go

upon. I had no proof that

Daghar was guilty, nor had
I the man himself to interro-

gate ;
and heartily I wished

that I had never given Haji
Sa'ad's buffaloes to the fat

Basrawi for that was what

it amounted to. Hoping,

Micawber-like, that something
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would turn up, I sent the old

man home, telling him to be

ready to come in when sent

for.

Nothing did turn up, how-

ever, except an idea in my
mind that, as Ali bin Musa
had lent a hand once in this

case, he might do so again.

Accordingly, I called in the

headmen of the Metafar tribe,

who were living under a neigh-

bouring shaikh, and told them
that a member of their Bait,

by name Daghar, was sus-

pected of stealing T400.

Loud were their denials and

indignant their protestations
of complete ignorance of any
such robbery.
Were they prepared to swear,

I asked, that they knew noth-

ing of it 1

Still louder cries of out-

raged innocence greeted the

question.
" A curse be upon me if 1

am even acquainted with this

man Daghar," cried one.

"W'Allah wa b'lUah wa
t'lllah I know nought of the

matter," swore another, while

a third lifted hands of pious
horror to heaven.

Waiting until the hubbub
had subsided, I played my
only card. Either they must

swear, at the tomb of the holy
son of Musa, that they knew
nothing of the theft, or one
of their number must remain
in prison until the culprit and
the money were produced.

Ali did not fail me. Amid
silence and downcast looks one
of the headmen spoke.

" We cannot swear," he said.
" Then you," I answered,

pointing to the man nearest

me,
" must stay in jail while

the others return to send me
the thief and the money."

" Let me stay in his stead,"
said one of the others.

"
Why 1

"
I asked, and the

answer was a definite admis-

sion.
"
Daghar is my cousin, and

will be willing more readily to

restore the money on my be-

half."

The headmen departed, and
a few days later produced
before me the thief, and a

bundle of coins tied up in a

red-checked kafiyah. Daghar
was a good-looking scoundrel,

tall, and well set up. He
smiled engagingly, showing a

flawless set of white teeth,

when I asked if he had had

any other motive for the theft

than that of mere cupidity.
" What would you 1

" he

said.
"
My father was a thief,

and my grandfather, and the

grandfather of my grandfather.
But now, O Hakim," he added,

making a virtue of necessity,
"
I have brought back what I

stole."

I let him off lightly, for I

always had a feeling that it

was taking a mean advantage
to inflict full punishment on
a man whom I could not have
convicted without supernatural
assistance. But the sanctity
of Ali's bones had none the

less availed to settle the case

satisfactorily, from the point
of view of every one con-
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cerned. Jaafer's loss had al-

ready been made good. Shaikh
Shibal now returned the con-

fiscated buffaloes to Haji Sa'ad,
and in his turn was compen-

" The evil that men do lives after

them,
The good is oft interred with their

bones."

Certainly, in a sense other

sated by the money retrieved than that intended by Mark
from the thief and all was
well.

Antony, the second line

true of Ali bin Musa !

is
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

PEACE IN IRELAND KIDNAPPING AND MURDER " REGRETTABLE
INCIDENTS" is MR LLOYD GEORGE INDISPENSABLE 1 THE CON-

TENTED MR MONTAGU THE CHARACTER OP THE TRUE LEADER
THE STUDY OF ENGLISH A POOR DISCIPLINE THE PROLE-

TARIAN SCHOOL.

WHEN the Houses of Parlia-

ment met in the early days of

February, there were already

signs of disagreement in the

country. The persistent policy
of self-praise had not wholly
succeeded. We had been told

by Mr Lloyd George's faithful

henchmen that their revered

leader was the greatest man
in Europe, that his influence

dominated the councils of Eu-

rope, and the rest of it, and
we had been told these things
in vain. The Coalition has

been in office for more than

three years, and it has given
its proofs, which few save the

office-seekers deemed satisfac-

tory. On a sudden it became
clear that whatever Mr Lloyd
George's Government had
touched had been besmirched
with failure. Elsewhere than

at Washington, where Mr Bal-

four's authority and sound
method met with their due

success, was writ large a rec-

ord of disaster. Sir George

Younger's refusal to permit a

General Election was a blow
both to the hopes and the

prestige of Mr Lloyd George,

who, deeming himself an un-

trammelled autocrat, thought
that no dog should bark when
he oped his mouth. It was

his business, he believed, to

call an election when he chose.

It was the business of the

Commons and the country

tamely to acquiesce in his

decision. And Parliament met,
and all seemed changed.

Already there was more than
one candidate in the field

against him. Mr Asquith was

offering in the market-place
to any one who would accept
them the timid platitudes which
have served him for many a

long year. He was resolute to

wait and see as ever he was in

his life. Viscount Grey and
Lord Eobert Cecil, carrying far

more weight than Mr Asquith,
were prepared to coalesce with

whomever would follow them.
But they were all three like

deserted cheap-jacks at a fair.

They acclaimed the virtue of

their wares, but none would

exchange his penny for their

wisdom. They produced but
one solid effect : they suc-

ceeded in putting into a bad

temper Mr Lloyd George and
his braves. Lord Birkenhead
and Mr Churchill were abusive,
after their wont. The one
made an attack upon Viscount

Grey, which might with equal

justice have been aimed at

Mr Lloyd George, while Mr
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Churchill attempted to dismiss

Lord Eobert Cecil with a sneer,
and was properly trounced for

his pains. The greatest leader

of all time, the one eminent
man in Europe and the world,
our Prime Minister himself,

mingled apologies with his

anger. He pleaded in excuse
for his failures the high-strung
nerves which were the result

of the war. He insisted that

good would speedily come of

the discussions which were be-

ing held by Sir James Craig
and Michael Collins. His optim-
ism was as futile as his apology.
The whole virtue, which con-

sisted not in policy, not in

understanding, but in the man-

agement of the House of Com-

mons, seemed to have gone out

of him. And even if he had
had any chance of restoring
confidence in himself, that

chance was destroyed by the

attack made upon the tire-

some [loyalists of Northern
Ireland by his friends of the

I.E.A.

That the Sinn Feiners should

thus imperil the
"
Treaty

"

which was to cut them adrift

from Great Britain must have
been indeed mortifying to the

politicians, who, in the devout
belief that they were construc-

tive statesmen, had exchanged
telegrams with one another

and with the Dominions over-

sea. The scoundrels who thus

chose to prove themselves in-

capable of governing Southern
Ireland or anything else crossed

the Ulster frontier in cars,

which seem to have been sup-

plied by the British Govern-

ment. They kidnapped sixty

loyal citizens and killed at least

one policeman, they have
added to their bag since. And
their crimes were described in

such terms as prove how deep-

ly we have sunk into the bog
of cowardice and condonation.

Michael Collins, of course, con-

sidered the assault
"
natural."

We suppose that means that

he would have done the thing
himself had he not been endued
with a brief authority. At

any rate, this is what he said :

"
It was what I feared, and

what any sensible person would

expect. Naturally the people,
whose feelings were outraged

by the impending executions,
would take some action of this

kind. The blame lies with the

people who delayed' until the

last moment giving a decision

as to the fate of these men in

Derry gaol." How swift has

been our descent ! It comes
to this, that no "

sensible man "

couldhave doubt that the I.E.A.

would forbid the proper punish-
ment of murderers. The

slaughter of the warders in

Derry gaol was a peculiarly
brutal crime, even for the Sinn

Feiners. But the murderers

must be enlarged at the mere
threat of revenge. No thought
must be given to the victims,

who were merely doing their

duty. They should not have

interfered with the imperious
orders of their prisoners. And
the Lord-Lieutenant,

"
natur-

ally
"
also, should not have been

guilty of an hour's delay in

setting free the murderers. We
believe that he was not guilty
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of delay in obeying the com-

mands of Sinn Fein. And it

may be that the raid into

Ulster was merely an "
inci-

dent
"

in a settled policy of

intimidation.

But the raid and Collins's

comment upon it proves once

again, what should have been

obvious to all, that self-govern-

ment in Southern Ireland means
terrorism and nothing more.

Henceforth it is evident that

no man may be punished for

murder in Ireland if he belong
to the sacred band of Sinn

Feiners. The gravest crimes

murder, kidnapping, arson, and

theft are considered by the

governors of Southern Ireland

as the
"
natural

"
consequences

of the administration of law.

Whither, then, will Mr Lloyd

George'sboastedsettlement lead

us f To civil war, bitter and

unceasing. If Collins did not

take a grave view of the crime,

his friends and colleagues in

England were no less compla-
cent. Mr Chamberlain's com-

ment is worth remembering.
"
I am afraid," said the Leader

of the Commons,
"
that it was

to be expected that in the

troubled condition of things

after the fierce conflict which

was waged, we should not,

even under the happier aus-

pices of the truce and Treaty,
arrive at a permanent solution

without regrettable incidents."

Eeally ! And Mr Chamberlain

went on to confess that this

incident was "
grave and most

regrettable." Indeed it must
have been

"
regrettable

"
for

the family of the gallant man

who was murdered,
"
regret-

table
"
also for the loyal Ulster-

men who were dragged from
their houses and kidnapped.
But does Mr Chamberlain think

that
"
regrettable

"
is a severe

enough word for the state of

anarchy which he and his col-

leagues have brought about in

Ireland f To us it seems that

words have lost all their mean-

ing upon the flippant tongues
of politicians.

"
Regrettable,"

indeed, is a poor comment
upon a foul act of war, com-
mitted in a time of truce and
on the morrow of signing a
"
Treaty." But we suppose

that the Government is afraid

of hurting the feelings of the

criminals. We are sure that

the criminals will never be

punished, and that the loyal
citizens of Ulster are not likely
to be efficiently protected, un-

less they take the work into

their own hands. What trust

can be put in a Government
which is afraid to thank our
British soldiers for their ser-

vices, because to thank them
would disturb

"
the harmony."

What harmony, we wonder,
and where is it to be observed ?

And what honour will be paid,
we should like to know, to

those who are responsible for

the
"
regrettable

"
incident ?

Thus outrage has followed

outrage in Ireland without re-

dress. After the kidnapping
came the brutal, cold-blooded
murder at Clones of four special
constables and the callous

wounding of many more. Per-

haps these incidents also were

"regrettable," as Mr Cham-
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berlain might say, or in Mr
Churchill's sublime words,

" in

some respects ridiculous." But

they give little hope of peace
in Ireland, and they prove
the worthlessness of the noisy

praise lavished upon Mr Lloyd

George by himself and his

friends. Meanwhile there is a

larger, more important ques-
tion to be answered, and it is

this : has the British Govern-

ment made up its mind to

rule the Empire no longer ?

It is mere waste of time for

Lord Birkenhead to attack the

Labour Party. He cannot di-

vert the brick-bats which will

presently fall upon his head

and the heads of his fellow-

delinquents by setting up an

Aunt Sally of that kind. It is

a mere waste of time also to

discuss the reform of the House
of Lords. We shall need no

House of Lords, nor a House
of Commons either, if, in their

levity and hatred of respon-

sibility, our Ministers stand

tamely by while the British

Empire is destroyed piecemeal.
Therefore we should like to

hear from Mr Lloyd George
whether he has formally re-

nounced the task of govern-

ment, and is content to see

Ireland, India, and Egypt con-

verted into shambles.

And the key of the situation

is Ireland. Our pitiful sur-

render there has had its effect

all the world over. If we suc-

cumb as near home as Ireland

is to the revolver and the bomb,
we cannot hope to guard the

Empire which we won by the

sword. The sin of cowardice

is the most utterly despicable
of all sins. Men and nations

scream aloud for self-govern-
ment when they see their duly

appointed governors shaking in

their shoes. Think for a minute
what we have tolerated, what
we still tolerate in Ireland.

We permit assassins to walk
abroad without let or hind-

rance. If we have not fur-

nished them with arms, we
allow them to carry those

which they have stolen, and
we ask no questions. If, greatly

daring, we arrest and condemn
a murderer, we enlarge him
and give him a free pardon at

the first hint of blackmail.

We have managed the business

so well that there is no crime

for which a Sinn Feiner may
now be punished. We are

opening the doors of English

prisons, as we have opened the

doors of Irish prisons, to all

the rascals who followed their

trade of destruction in England
(or in Ireland) under the hollow

hypocritical pretence that their

crime was political. Is it any

wonder, then, that we appear

despicable in the eyes of the

world ?

Let it be remembered, too,

that the murderers are careful

to run as little risk as possible.

They have no more courage
than our present Government.

They slink and they hide be-

hind hedges. They wreak their

vengeance upon horses and
cattle. When they thought
to prove their gallantry at

Clones, they attacked a body
of special constables, who were

changing trains,with a machine-
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gun hidden upon a bridge, and

they gave no warning. Even
if the murderers of the con-

stables are caught, it will be

impossible, after all that has

gone before, to punish them
;

and even if the Provisional

Government were sincere in

its desire to suppress crime,
the republicans would take

care that they failed in the

attempt. The one achieve-

ment, upon which Mr Lloyd
George may now be congratu-

lated, has been to produce com-

plete anarchy, unless he takes

credit for the
"
amnesty

" which

Collins, the momentary chief

of the Provisional Government,
proclaimed, in his sovereign

mercy, and bade to be ex-

tended "
to all members of the

naval, military, police, or Civil

Services of the British Govern-

ment, and all other persons by
whom acts of hostility against
the Irish people were com-
mitted." Such insolence as

this savours of comic opera,
and yet Mr Churchill accepted
it with gratitude, and no doubt
it brought a vast comfort

to the breasts of Mr Lloyd
George and his faithful Lord
Chancellor.

At all hazards an end should

be put to this anarchy. If our

present Government refuses or

is unable to punish crime and
to uphold the sanctity of the

law, then it should make way
for others who are not afraid

to perform their elementary
duties. The Houses of Parlia-

ment should have no other

business than the restoration

of law and order in Ireland.

VOL. ccxi. NO. MCCLXXVII.

The Coalition, which is respon-
sible for this disastrous policy
of drift, must be attacked until

it breaks up in disgrace, or

gives proof of a changed heart

or a high courage. That it

could ever give proof of a high

courage may be doubted. Even
now its members are far busier

in finding a spot where they

may fall soft, in devising the

proper hour for a General Elec-

tion, in inventing a
"
cry

"

which might rally their scat-

tered supporters, than in up-

holding their shattered dignity
in Ireland, in India, and in

Egypt. Frivolous to the end,

they play the easier parts of

politicians when they should
show themselves statesmen, and
as yet they do not realise the

passion of contempt which is

gathering greater force in the

country every day.
Our Ministers, indeed, still

cling to the hope that they
are indispensable. They are

obsessed by the same illusion

which brought Mr Asquith's

long period of supremacy to

a sudden end. In their belief,
the world would fall in pieces
if they were not there to mis-
direct it. They are blood-

thirsty in their attachment to

office. But, to paraphrase a

passage by Matthew Arnold,
even if they went,

"
the great

mundane movement would still

go on, the gravel walks of their

villas would still be rolled,
dividends would still be paid
at the bank, omnibuses would
still run, there would still be
the old crush at the corner of

Fenchurch Street." They are
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unable to believe this. They
cannot think that they are not

necessary. And yet their ex-

perience of politics should have

taught them that incompetence
and cunning are never indis-

pensable. They appeal, as a

reason for their continuance in

office, to the fact that the

Empire is everywhere divided

against itself, and they do not

understand that for that very
reason they should instantly
be gone. Whose fault is it that

Ireland has for some years been

deprived of government ? The
Coalition's. Who decreed that

there should be revolution and
bloodshed in India ? Mr Mon-

tagu, the friend of that dis-

tinguished oriental, Gandhi, the

Minister whose deliberate policy
it was to arouse India out of

her pathetic contentment. In

this policy he has succeeded

perhaps beyond his hopes, and,
we wonder, is he satisfied ?

Is he filled with contentment

himself, as he views the joyous
not pathetic discontent of

India 1 Truly he cannot have

it both ways, and if he were

not a politician, he might re-

gret the easy dangerous words

he has spoken, the acts of pu-

sillanimity which he has com-

mitted. And, lastly, whose

fault is it that Egypt is in a

state of riot and disorder ?

The Coalition's, which has never

been able to discover a fixed

policy and stick to it, which

cannot agree even with itself,

which blows hot and cold on

alternate days, and hopes that

accident may succeed where

foresight is wanting. Yet it is

the Coalition which, in spite
of everything that it has done
and left undone, still clamours
that it is indispensable !

What we want in the Govern-
ment which shall take the place
of the Coalition is honesty and

plain dealing. If Messrs Lloyd
George and Mr Churchill are

clever, we do not ask for

cleverness in our rulers. Sim-

plicity, straightforwardness, and
a sense of tradition are the

true qualities of a statesman.

We have in our mind the man
whom we would choose to be
our Prime Minister. He is a

Unionist, who has been, and
still is, ready to sacrifice him-

self for the cause which he has

at heart who is incapable of

turning a sudden somersault

because he thought it oppor-
tune or expedient an orator

who uses words to explain, not

to veil his meaning. And if

he came to our help, he would

save, if it be not too late, our

ancient constitution. He would
know that the duty of a Prime
Minister is the duty of a chair-

man of a supreme Committee,
not the duty of a maid-of-all-

work. One of the many weak-

nesses of Mr Lloyd George is

that he has taken upon himself

the task which should have
been performed by the heads

of the departments. How far

we have travelled in the last

forty years from a wholesome
convention you may see if you
compare the state of affairs

which prevailed when Disraeli

was Prime Minister with that

which prevails to-day. Dis-

raeli was not closely in sym-
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pathy or agreement with Lord

Derby, his Foreign Secretary.
He did not therefore ease him
of his responsibility. He heard

him patiently, let him go his

way as far as was safe, and
then parted company with him.

Mr Lloyd George, on the other

hand, has the ambition of an
autocrat. He must be his own

Secretary of State, at home
and abroad. He must repre-
sent the country at every con-

ference which is held on foreign
affairs. He wanders about with

his horde of private secretaries,

like the chief of a travelling

circus, and he appears to have
an ingenuous belief that a

thing must be well done be-

cause he has done it. And his

ignorance is invincible. Such
a Prime Minister we hope
never to see again. But there

is an alternative, and if he

come to our aid, we shall not

fear either the rebel within our

gates nor the enemy without.

Here, then, lies our diffi-

culty : we are governed by
men who care not for the art

which they should practise, and
who take their opinions ready-
made from the vast rabble of

the voters. We have given
the franchise to many thou-

sands of men and women who
made no demand for it, who
are indifferent to it now they
have got it, and who, if ever

they learn to exercise it, will

do their utmost to destroy the

Empire. And, according to

their wont, the politicians begin,
too late, to try to mitigate their

folly. We must educate our

masters, they cry, as though

education could be adminis-

tered like a drug which is war-

ranted to produce an instant

effect. Even if the character

and temper of the English were

favourable to success of this

sort, it would take a hundred

years to instil the rudiments

into the mass of the people.
Education has been compulsory
for half a century, and we are

perhaps happily as far from

being an educated proletariat as

we were in 1870. But the poli-

tician must always be talking or

inquiring, and so we have had
from the Department of Edu-
cation several reports, which

express blameless opinions, fre-

quently contradict one another,
and take us no further on the

road of an imagined perfection.
The report upon classical

education excellent in the

main had one great fault,

it came too late. Greek and
Latin have been driven forth

from the temple, and will not

easily regain admission. Cer-

tainly they will not, if the

champions of English have
their way. These champions
are convinced, in spite of evi-

dence given on the other side,

that there is nothing like leather.

To the study of English every-

thing must be subordinated

in elementary schools, in sec-

ondary schools, in the univer-

sities. If we choose, we may
return to Virgil after we have
read the works of English

poets, though
"
return

"
is not

the word which will be used

by our Greekless, Latinless de-

scendants. But if England is

to be humanised, the study of
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English must be supreme, and
the framers of the report beem
to think that they will win
unanimous approval by mere

repetition. We would that

they had profited by the ex-

ample of other countries, which,

having changed their system of

education, are now regretting
the change. In France, for

instance, where education is,

alas ! a branch of politics, and
where children will learn and

professors will teach whatever
is prescribed by a radical minis-

ter, the decay of the classics is

already deplored. We are told

by distinguished men of letters

that the new system of train-

ing has had a baleful influence

upon literature and journalism,
that the French language is no

longer written with the same

scruple which once restrained

the minds of its writers, and that

the style, once the country's

pride, has become careless and
confused. The same complaint
comes also from America, which

cries, through the mouths of

Mr Elihu Boot, Mr Taft, and

others, restore to us our an-

cient discipline or we perish of

illiteracy.

But our champions of Eng-
lish are not swayed by the ex-

perience of other lands. They
are the slaves of their own
imaginings. When they con-

template the elementary schools

they see them packed with the

patient worshippers of
"
the

beautiful and the true." They
do not consider sufficiently the

material with which they are

asked to work. In their en-

thusiasm for the teaching of

English literature, they speak
of

"
great art

"
as something

that can be brought into the

BoardSchool. "We are driven,"

they say,
"
in our search for

the experience to be found in

great art to inquire whether
there is available any similar

and sufficient channel of supply
which is within the reach of all

without distinction. We feel

that, for an Englishman, to

ask this question is at the same
time to answer it." In other

words, the channel of supply
is English literature. Unfor-

tunately literature cannot be
turned on, like the company's
water, and "

great art
"

is not
for the boy working in the

fields, unless it is born in him,
as it was born in Burns, and
then neither schoolmasters nor

national systems can help or

hinder him. Truly it is idle

to expect to find in any school,

high or low, the cultured dilet-

tanteism which studies litera-

ture as an art, and which the

framers of the report seem to

approve. Even if so vain an

enterprise as the teaching of
"
art

"
to children of eleven

were attempted, it would be
but the blind leading the blind.

The masters have a quick sense

of the hopelessness of the

scheme. Here is what a wise

one among them says : "In

very few cases is a taste for

reading found among trained

pupils. It will not, I suspect,
be found that the schoolmasters

are a very studious or a very

literary body." We must e'en

make the best of what we have,
and this moderate counsel the
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framers of the report do not

seem willing to accept. They
give us no account of the chil-

dren's capacity to be educated

at all, and they talk boldly
about

"
great art."

The truth is that the report
is influenced by a false view

of politics. The writers of it

appear to think that there are
"

social distinctions
"

in this

and that system of education.

Learning, scholarship, poetry
these things have nothing

whatever to do with
"
class."

But we are told that
"
the old

education was not similar for

all, but diverse." This has been

true only since the old gram-
mar schools were destroyed.
"
It went far to make of us

not one nation," say the wise-

acres,
" but two, neither of

which shared the associations

of the other." This is mere

politics, and means (we sup-

pose) that if all could not

learn Latin and Greek, nobody
should. A form of intellectual

envy not pleasant to contem-

plate from any point of view,
since we do not want our na-

tion to be standardised, but as

widely various as possible. Nor
is the intellectual envy justi-

fied by the facts. Learning,
as we have said, has nothing
to do with grades or classes.

The great scholar is an aristo-

crat by virtue of his genius,
and very often he Las not come
from the higher of the two

nations, into which (we are

told) the old education divided

us. Porson was no better and
no worse because he was a

sexton's son. The essential

truth of him is that he was the

finest scholar of his age. The
rest is mere snobbishness.

So we are solemnly told that

a love of fine style is "no
monopoly of a single class."

Who can be so foolish as to

pretend that it ever was or

could be ? If so foolish a man
exist, a very little research in

literary biography would assure

him of his folly. And the re-

port prints another sentence

yet more difficult to under-

stand. Literature, it says, will

unite us "by a common in-

terest in life at its best, and

by the perpetual reminder that

in spite of all social differences

human nature and its strongest
affections are fundamentally the

same." He who does not grasp
this simple truth by the ex-

perience of life will never learn

anything of the lessons which

books have to teach.

That English would serve us

well in elementary schools, were

it taught intelligently and suc-

cessfully, is perfectly true. But
here a serious difficulty ham-

pers our good intent. It is not

merely that the subject is ill-

taught ;
it is that the most

of the pupils are unteachable.

They have little tincture of

letters in their blood. They
have not heard a general dis-

cussion of books in their child-

hood. Those that have a

literary sense cannot be kept
back or pushed forward by
schools and schoolmasters.

Their talent will' make its

own way in any case, and
will find a career open to it.

On the other hand, whether it
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be necessary to force a know-

ledge which is not congenial

upon children who crave it not

is very doubtful. The best

system of national education

would see that those who can-

not learn were speedily weeded

out, and that what money was
available was spent upon those

that might profit by it. But
before such a system is ac-

cepted we must find school-

masters wise enough to pick
and choose, and we must forgo
for a while the imbecile wor-

ship of numbers which pre-
vails.

In secondary schools and
universities English literature

should not, we think, hold the

high place claimed for it in the

report. Its study is beset by
pitfalls. If it be taught in

the lecture-room, it leads most

easily to false admiration and in-

sincere criticism. The value of

taste is that each one of us has

acquired it for ourselves. The
literature which means the most
to us should have been acquired,
so to say, by our own bow and

spear. In a study so intimate

to us as the study of our own
literature we should bend the

knee to no master. The ut-

most that can be expected of

lecturers and professors is that

they should tell their pupils
what books may be read, and
leave the pupils to shape their

own opinions about them. And
even this work may well be
done by the students them-

selves, if they have access to a

well-found library. The things
that are told us of books or of

books about books most fre-

quently confuse our judgment.
There are two examples of

dangerous misleading in the

report which is the subject of

these remarks. In the first

place, the report is rash enough
to say that " there is no history
in which Puritanism lives as

it lives in ' Paradise Lost.'
'

Milton, the man, may have
been a puritan in his hours,

though Aubrey tells us that

he was of a cheerful humour
and would sing even in his

gout fits
;

but there is no
trace of puritanism in his

poetry. He was as studious

of the arts which polish verse

as his fallen angels were studi-

ous of the arts which polish
life. When he sat him down
to write, he took on a pagan
sumptuousness. He decorated

his page with a nobility of

rhythm and a splendour of

phrase which have nothing in

common with puritanical aus-

terity. In the second place,
the report commits itself to

this heresy : the writers of

the late seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries, it says,
"
dealt mainly with subjects

which were of a collective in-

terest to the race at large, and

produced poetry which had
ceased to concern itself with

men but rather attempts to be
'

Essays on Man.'
' And it

says this of a period which

witnessed the achievements of

Dryden and Pope, of Eochester

and Congreve, of Swift and

Gay and Prior ! Even if we

give away the
"
Essay on

Man " and the
"
Satire against

Mankind," what a mass of
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poetry is left that concerns

itself only with men and women
of keen-edged wit and various

humour ! It is such judgments
as these which make us fear

the academic critics when they
come with gifts of learning in

their hands.

Any man, then, who is fit

to appreciate the beauty of

English literature may be

trusted to make his own choice

and to use his own understand-

ing. He stands in need of no
three years' course, and will be

wise if he shrinks from the ex-

aminer. He will still find his

best grounding in the study of

the classics, and indeed with-

out a knowledge of Greek and
Latin he will miss in his read-

ing a thousand allusions. Seve-

ral headmasters testified wisely
and well before the Committee.
The headmaster of Sherbome

appealed to all in authority
" not to kill the enjoyment of

English literature and English

composition by drawing them
into the maelstrom of compet-

ing subjects." With him we
are in complete agreement, as

also with the headmaster of

Owen's School, Islington, who

thought that with an adequate
school library and opportunity
of free discussion the boys
would have all that they need.

And the conclusion of the whole
matter seems to be that the

less highly organised is the

study of English, the happier
will it make those who follow it.

" There are still persons in

positions of influence," says
the report,

" who are inclined

to regard a humane educa-

tion of the lower classes as

subversive of public order."

We are at one with the report
in condemning this heresy.
Humane education knows no

class, as has been said be-

fore. But clearly it would
be far better for the work-

ing classes if they were not

pestered by inhumane educa-

tion. Of all the infamous
institutions whose object is

to destroy Great Britain and
the Empire, the things called

Proletarian Schools are the

worst, and the British Empire
Union has done a very useful

work in exposing their infamy.
We cannot pity too deeply
the poor children who are

seduced into these schools,
where nothing is taught them
that is not degraded. Of the

silly doctrines and the gross
falsehoods which are dinned
into innocent ears, not much
need be said. They are written

with so crass a misunderstand-

ing of children's minds that

they possibly do not do so

much harm as they might. But
from the point of view of taste,
the teaching of the proletarian
schools falls far below anything
that we have ever read. This

is the kind of thing that is

given to the children in place
of the stories which their souls

crave :

" Thou shalt teach

Eevolution, for revolution

means the abolition of the

present political state and the
end of capitalism, and the

raising in their place of an
Industrial Eepublic ;

thou shalt

wage the class war," and so

on, and so on. Now revolu-
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tionaries are not made by
being bored. It is possible
that the children, having re-

peated this nonsense parrot-

wise, would be filled with dis-

gust against it. And we con-

fess that the hymns which

the infants are invited to sing
are chiefly humorous. What
are we to think of this speci-

men ?

"The proletaire, brave proletaire,
The world awaits you everywhere ;

With song and mirth and laughter

bright,
The world is free and there is

Light."

Such stuff as this carries no

weight or meaning whatever.

But it is not the worst that

the proletariat can do. There
are magazines for children

which for obscenity and blas-

phemy could not be surpassed,

and all the publications of

these gentry are inflamed with
an evil temper and a stuffy
falseness which would debase
the minds of children if they
read them. The wonder is

that there are men and women
willing to degrade the minds of

boys and girls with such rub-

bish. We know not whether

they are or can be controlled by
the Government. But if control

be possible, then the prole-

tarian schools should be dili-

gently watched. For what
will it profit us if we do our

best to bring humane learning
to the board schools, and are

then foiled of our good inten-

tion by the gross vulgarity
and uncomeliness (to forget for

a moment the vile spirit of re-

bellion which they breathe) of

the proletarian school ?
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I. THE BURNING OP THE RAILWAY STATION.

IT was in April 1919. The
district was close to the centre

of the disturbances, and daily

reports were coming in of the

cutting of the telegraph-wires
and of the removal of lengths
of railway line with the in-

tention of wrecking the troop-
trains which were carrying

sepoys to quell the disorder

in Lahore, Amritsar, and Guj-
ranwala. The bridges were

guarded by regular troops, but
there were none to spare for

the track.

An order had been issued

that morning to the headmen
of every village through whose
lands any part of a railway ran,
that they must provide patrols
on the line by day, and guards
on the stations by night. Many
of the headmen had guns of

their own, usually only muzzle-

loaders, and they were told

to carry them. Those who
had no guns were offered the

loan of weapons "from the

VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVIH.

storeroom at headquarters,
where private arms, which have
been confiscated or of which
the licences have lapsed and
not been renewed, are kept.
The first-comers were able to

borrow revolvers, Winchester

repeaters, or double-barrelled

breech-loading shot-guns ;
the

late arrivals had to be content

with swords, muzzle-loaders,
and all kinds of queer anti-

quated weapons, which might
frighten but could hardly hurt.

For the night-guards bodies of

men were required to sleep

on the stations, and turn out

in pairs from tune to time

to patrol the line on either

side. Several hundred hurri-

cane lanterns were issued and
distributed all over the dis-

trict for these night-watchers.
Manufacturers may be glad to

hear why their 1919 sales were

so large.

Later on, civil ana military

co-operation was not quite per-
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feet
;
for the military armoured

cars which patrolled the lines

were liable to shoot at sight
the unfortunate watchers,whom
they suspected to be rebels tam-

pering with the lines
;
and the

watchers not unnaturally were

apt to desert their posts and
hide in the fields just when

they saw an armoured car com-

ing. This led to reports by
the military that the civil

arrangements for guarding the

line were most inadequate, as

no guards were ever to be
seen. It was suggested that

all watchers should be provided
with conspicuous scarlet arm-

lets, something like Eed Cross

badges ;
but this plan was

rejected as more likely to pro-
vide immunity to badmashes,
who could easily borrow or

steal or make an armlet, and
then proceed to remove a line

with impunity.
But to return to the first

day on which the lines were

guarded and when the arrange-
ments were not yet in proper

working order. That very night
a small station on a branch
line was burned down. The
station-master was a feeble

youth of the shopkeeping class,

recently from school, and of

the Arya Samaj sect, which is

violently national, and so anti-

British. His story was that

about 10 P.M., when the sweeper
and the water-carrier were lying

asleep on the platform, a band
of about thirty men, who had
their turbans bound round their

chins to conceal their features,
came up, demanded his keys
from him, opened the office,

took out a tin of kerosene oil

which was there, sprinkled it

on the woodwork of the station,
and set it alight. He said that

he had lain on his bed all the

time with his head under the

bedclothes. The sweeper and
the water - carrier sometimes
said they had seen no one,
sometimes that they had. No
reliance could be put on their

contradictory statements, but

apparently they did not corro-

borate the station - master's

statement. There was no guard
on the station, but a village

patrol had left it only half

an hour before the flames

and smoke aroused the resi-

dents of the same village half

a mile away, who arrived on
the scene too late to catch

the incendiaries or to extin-

guish the flames.

Next morning the Super-
intendent of Police an Eng-
lishman who had been born in

India, spoke the language like

a native, and could understand
the Punjabi mind as few im-

ported Englishmen could was
on the spot, and found the

stolen cash - box with some

money in it lying in the bushes

beside the line some 100 yards
from the station. So the in-

cendiaries were no thieves, else

they would not have thrown

away a cash-box which at

every jog rattled out the secret

of the coin inside. Inquiries
at all the surrounding villages

failed to elicit any clue. At
last the policeman came to the

conclusion that the station-

master's story was a yarn, and
that he had himself a late

student, an Arya Samajist, and
an inhabitant of a notoriously
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seditious village set his sta-

tion afire. He was reported to

the railway authorities for dis-

missal as a suspect revolu-

tionary.
Some months later, under a

new Superintendent, whose zeal

was unbounded, the truth was
discovered. Two Sikhs, who
had been emigrants in Van-

couver, where Indian schemes

of revolution and revolt have
for years been freely hatched,
told him that they knew who
had burned the station and
could get together the neces-

sary proofs. One of these men
had been suspected of revolu-

tionary ideas himself, but the

other had, when in Vancouver,

given valuable information to

the authorities about the plots

which were discussed there.

They arranged a drinking-party
with those whom they accused

of the arson
;

a police officer

and an Indian gentleman were

concealed where they could

hear the talk of the drinking-

party, and in their cups the

story of the burning of the

station was graphically and

faithfully described. A fuller

confession could not have been
wished for. The chief incen-

diaries were the five headmen
of a village a mile distant

from the station. How the

men were collected for the

enterprise, and every step of

the circuitous route from the

village to the railway line, and
down the railway line from the

opposite direction to the vil-

lage, was described. One of the

headmen and several of the

menials who were included in

the band that had visited the

station turned King's evidence.

The story of the station-master

was true : he was guilty of

no more than fright, which
sent his head under the bed-
clothes as a safer proceeding
than raising an alarm. In the

still night air of the bare

Punjab plains a cry for help
could have been heard easily
in two or three villages around,
but the timid bania knew that
it might cost him his life to

utter that cry, and, after all,

was not the rumour abroad that

British rule was at an end !

The prosecution case was

complete, but the policy of

yielding to agitators was now
in full swing ;

attacks on the
British Government were no

longer to be called
"
sedition,"

and no prosecutions for offences

committed in the April rebel-

lion were to be instituted with-
out the special sanction of

Government. Even to punish
arson might be represented as

repression, and Government
wished to avoid any appear-
ance of maintaining law and
order if the lawless could also

claim to be revolutionaries.

Most of those convicted of

offences in April had been
released at Christmas by the

King's clemency ;
and would

it not be invidious to send to

gaol offenders who had been
clever enough to avoid detec-

tion over Christmas, and who,
if they were now convicted,
could not hope for deliverance

by another Christmas gift t So
the lesson was taught that even

arson, if it is for political ends
and can escape detection for a

little, will not be punished.
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The police were snubbed, and been warned that it is better

have learned not to be too not to help the police to dis-

officious and to treat as crime cover malefactors, for they
acts which are merely revolu- merely make themselves un-

tionary. Loyal Indians have popular and earn no thanks.

H. THE OFFICE CAT.

The output of written papers
from a Government office in

India comes to several tons

in a year. The judicial files

weigh the heaviest, for they
contain in extenso every order

and almost every eyewink of

the court and every word
uttered by every witness

;
and

the witnesses are very many,
for the scales of justice made
in India, like those of the

grocer, respond to quantity,
not to quality. A pound of

lies, made up to look like truth,

outweighs 12 ounces of truth

almost as surely as a pound
of margarine weighs down 12

ounces of butter. But hardly

anything ever happens which

does not give excuse to some-

body for starting one or even

more files it may be only
the birth of a baby who is just

not quite an ordinary baby,
or the advent of a locust or a

book to be rebound. There

was once a celebrated file all

about the proper way to enter

in Doomsday Book the birth

of a second posthumous son.

All come at last to rest in the

record-room.

The daily pile of miscellaneous

papers needing a district officer's

orders may stand a yard high in

the morning, towering over the

head of the clerk who sits on

the ground and sing-songs them

out for orders in a monotone
that soothes to slumber

;
but

in the evening they are gone
about their business, scattered

everywhere, never perhaps to

meet again till they too come
some day to rest in the record-

room. Some files grow very
old and weary before they
reach their haven finally dis-

posed of and ready for an

obituary notice in the shape of

an index. Others are bright
little fellows, which die early
and are consigned to the record-

room with their edges still fresh

and their eyelet holes untorn

by the world's hard usage.
Some people have considered

that files are merely a by-

product of official activity, but
the deepest thinkers regard
them as much more than this,

and even as the final cause of

Government. However this

may be, Government produces
files at a rate beyond the

achievements of any mothers
of which zoology tells, and
would soon be swamped in her

own outpourings if she did not

arrange for the early destruc-

tion of most of them. So there

is a kind of elaborate death-

warrant showing what files are

to be destroyed after one year,
what after two years or six

years, and so on, reaching up
to an ordained immortality for
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the most worthy. The less

honoured files have only a short

rest, and then are hurried off

to the gaol to be repulped into

paper, and to become by a

process of metempsychosis the

raw material of a new genera-
tion of files.

But rats live in record-rooms,
and rats cannot recognise and

respect those files which are

destined to live for ever. One
simple Deputy Commissioner

thought it would be a reason-

able precaution to keep a cat

in the record-room. Puss was

acquired and passed the nights
in the file mausoleum, but she

did not grow fat on the rats.

Either a too ratty diet did not
suit her, or perhaps the exces-

sive exertion of climbing the

racks to catch the rats called

for fatty as well as ratty food.

Anyway, the humane Deputy
Commissioner ordered that she

should be given a drink of milk

every morning. To make sure

that the cat and not the office

sweeper drank the milk, the

sitting of the court opened in

future not with prayers but
with a food parade of one cat,
one sweeper, one saucer of

milk, and one dignified and

portly office superintendent. It

was like the grand parade of

office clerks which Government

prescribes in malaria seasons in

order that one tabloid of five

grains of quinine may be placed
on each tongue. The cat did

not grow much fatter : perhaps
the formality of the parade
upset her digestion.

But, alas ! the Deputy
Commissioner had forgotten a

correction slip (No. 379 B)
to a circular. Far away in

the provincial capital the

Accountant - General had not

forgotten it, and saw in a

contingent bill of March, and

again in one of April,
" Milk

for cat, Es. 2." Heavens ! two
of the most admired of all

Government's rules have been

broken. A district officer ha*

increased the district establish-

ment without the sanction of

Government, and he has in-

curred a recurring charge. An-
other file has been born, and
some day pussy will guard her

own life-history from the rats.

But this is a file which will have
a long life of objection and

reply, of explanation, of justi-

fication, and of Government
sanctions before it comes to

rest. Does "
establishment

"

include a cat or only those

who can produce or contribute

to a file ? If the cat is changed
every month, would the charge
still be a recurring one f Are

traps, or poison, or a cat the

cheapest weapon against rats f

Such are the momentous ques-
tions to be threshed out, and
the file continues its glorious
existence till it produces at

last a crop of mature de-

cisions.

The Deputy Commissioner
went home on leave and left

these great questions still un-

settled. Perhaps they were
never settled. But certainly
the Deputy Commissioner was

wrong, for in 1919 the rioters

burned down the record-room,
and all pussy's efforts to save
the files were lost.
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m. KINE SLAUGHTER.

Chet Earn, Dina Nath, and
a dozen other Hindu shop-

keepers of Eaipur, a large vil-

lage, mainly Mahomedan, on a

main road and railway, present
a petition to the District Magis-
trate that the Mahomedans of

the village are slaughtering
cows for food in their houses,
and outraging the religious feel-

ings of the poor Hindus. Never

before, say they, have cattle

been slaughtered in sacred Eai-

pur. The faces of some are

smug with satisfaction at being
the first in with their petition ;

others ooze out excitement at

once more downing the hated

Mahomedans with an anti-cow-

killing campaign. Ten minutes

later an even greater crowd of

Mahomedans butchers, land-

owners, and headmen appear
with the inevitable cross-peti-

tion complaining that as little

Khuda Bakhsh (Theodore, as

we should say) was carrying
home the evening dinner of

beefsteak he was set upon by
Sita Earn, who abused him
and beat him till he was un-

conscious. (In the India of

petitions no one is ever beaten

without becoming unconscious.)
What are poor Mahomedans
to do in these days when beef

alone is cheap and they have
lived on beef and slaughtered
cows for many generations t

Both parties are told that

the cases will be decided that

day week on the spot. But
the week has not passed when
the chief headman comes to

the District Magistrate and

tells him that unless special

police are sent out at once there

will be a riot between Hindus
and Mahomedans. So off go
the District Magistrate and
the Superintendent of Police

each in his motor to the village.

As the police have not yet
been supplied with motor-lorries

or any form of transport which

is likely to enable them to

reach riots before everything
is over, they have to rattle

out in antediluvian
"
palki

"

carriages square boxes on

broken springs dragged by pairs

of angular broken-kneed ponies,

which may travel six miles an

hour under a constant lash,

and may at any time leave

the carriages behind owing to

the snapping of the string

repairs to the harness. Four

men inside, four on the top of

the roof, and another on the box

contrary to all police regula-

tions, but what care the police ?

they form a pantomime pro-

cession. The generals arrive

long before their army ;
but

even two Englishmen are

enough to stop any idea of

rioting if ever there was one.

The District Magistrate has

both parties up before him,

and, having ascertained that

cow-killing has long been cus-

tomary in Eaipur, orders, under

a Punjab law, that the Mahome-
dans shall no longer slaughter

in their houses, which may
offend Hindus living near by,

but may build a slaughter-

house outside the village, and

surround it with a wall high
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enough to save passing Hindus
from the horrid sight of blood

and carcasses. The leading
Hindus are put on security to

keep the peace. They all go
off the Mahomedans to select

a site for the slaughter-house,
the Hindus to arrange for the

inevitable appeal to the Com-
missioner. The site is selected

and approved as being far

away from the lands and houses

of the Hindus, and the enclos-

ure wall is begun. There is no

delay, as the Mahomedans want
to eat beef and they cannot

slaughter till the enclosure is

ready. The Hindus, on the

other hand, know that by
using every possible delay they
can cause more trouble to

their opponents. So they do
not lodge their appeal till the

latest date allowed by law,
when the wall is already reach-

ing a man's height. They
plead that passers-by on the

highroad 100 yards away, and

especially women going to draw
water at a certain well, might
have their eyes polluted with

the sight of the baskets of

meat going into the town.

The cunning Hindu, who sold

his cow last week to a Mahome-
dan butcher, knows how official

India never expresses outspoken
condemnation of the silly and
uneconomic superstition of the

sacred cow, but grows nervous

and whispers whenever he
chooses to start a cow-killing
scare. So the Hindus have
been plying the central Govern-
ment with telegrams about "Ma-

homedan outrage," carefully
calculated to bring on a fit of

nerves, to be communicated to

the Commissioner by calls for
"
necessary action and report."
Now it is the turn of the

Commissioner to visit the vil-

lage. He upholds the order

requiring the Mahomedans to

build a slaughter-house, but

accepts the Hindus' objec-
tions to the site selected. He
chooses another piece of land,
which he sees is recorded in

the land records as common
land in the occupation of a

certain Mahomedan nawab.
Now the fat is in the fire. The
rare event of a mistake in

the land records has occurred.

The site is not in the posses-
sion of the nawab, and is

owned by Hindus the Com-
missioner had forgotten to look

up the ownership of the com-
mon land. The poor Mahome-
dans have spent Es. 200 on
their wall, and are now ordered

to abandon that wall and start

building another slaughter-
house on Hindus' land. If

they venture to do as they
are ordered, there is likely to

be a tragedy of errors. The
intervention of the big gun
has not been successful. The

only course open to the Dis-

trict Magistrate is that he

should ask the Commissioner

to rescind his order and accept
the original settlement. But
commissioners do not like their

mistakes pointed out to them
even mistakes which may

very easily lead to bloodshed.
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MY FEIEND THE SWAN.

BY C. E. MONTAGUE.

THE war had perished beyond
all hope of revival

;
the Genius

of Famine could almost be
heard stalking along the cor-

ridors of our Ministries of Co-

ordination, Information, and
Demonstration. The long howl-

ing of wolves approaching the

patent swing-doors had begun
to chill the young blood of the

brave and the fair, upon whom
war had called to warm both
their hands for so long at the

fire of life on those convenient

premises ;
into the ruder lake-

dwellings still to be traced by
the traveller crossing St James's
Park a sense of the horrors of

war, its worst, its post-war

ones, was making its way.
Thus may poor Pharaoh have
felt in his dream when the

seven lean and ill-favoured kine,
"
such as I never saw in all the

land of Egypt for badness,"
came up after the seven fat

kine and ate them without

bulging.
Under this bludgeon stroke

of fate no head that I know
was more intrepidly unbowed
than that which bore on its

obverse side the comely and

imperturbable face of Colin

March. He was now twenty-
five. A letter of his found me
stuck at the Domhof, Cologne,
the Christmas after the glori-

ous and fatal llth of November.
Colin had written on War
Office paper, the War Office

being just then his strategic
base and the seat of his govern-
ment over circumstance. He
had also, somewhat regally,

popped his letter into the

King's Messenger's bag, dis-

trusting the speed of the com-
mon post of our armies.

From his War Office he

wrote,
"
I sit within this frown-

ing pile, and I frown worse

than it." Then I knew his

spirits were high. He went on,
" ' Let me have war, say I,'

as my friend Shakspeare says :

'

It's sprightly, waking, audible,
and full of vent.'

" Then I

felt pretty sure that he was
as glad the whistle had blown
as any old infantry colonel who
wanted no more of his men to

be chipped. He went on to

mention a dear friend of ours,
Claude Barbason. Being a

Eegular, Claude would have
to collapse after the war
"
like other sausage balloons,"

Colin vulgarly wrote from the

size of a Brigadier-General to

that of a mere common Cap-
tain. "Still," Colin wrote,
"
my mind is easy about him.

As long as there's any sort of

Q side up above, as our friend

the Bard says, that
'

provi-

dently caters for the sparrow,'
Claude's rations are safe."

" Hullo !

"
I thought,

"
good

deal of Shakspeare lying
about !

" And again, a few

lines lower down, I read,
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" What says the downy old

Swan of Avon about it ?
"

followed by some queer quota-
tion. Strange ! Saul had come
off as one of the saints. But
Colin one of the pedants ! No !

He must have got a new game
on. He must be writing like

this, playing the ripe Shak-

spearean, to make me prick

up my ears, before he let on.

That would be quite in his

line. He had fished in his

time
;

he knew how to use

ground bait.

Yes, it was a game a begin-

ning, as Colin said when I came
home in May, of the recon-

struction of Europe. It all

came of a tip that had come

indirectly to Colin from one

who could not be wrong if the

British Constitution is right.

Colin's father, the old ambas-

sador, had been there when

King Edward met, at a dinner,
the greatest of all the Shak-

spearean pundits.
"
Stick to

Shakspeare, Mr Bowles," the

prudent sovereign had said to

the freely perspiring student
;

"
there's money in him." Colin

had, as Columbia says, figured
on this. All sorts and condi-

tions of men, he reflected, were
would-be consumers of Shak-

speare. All tried to quote him.

Teacher and preacher and poli-

tician and trader all of them

wedged in a bit of his stuff, if

they could, among their own
drivel. Eightly seen, the plays
were a quarry only better

;

all the stone was ready cut.

They were what the Colosseum
had beenwhen any jerry-builder
in Eome could still go in and
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steal a load of Titus' or Domi-
tian's building material. But

organisation was needed the
"
big business

"
touch. No

Geddes or Selfridge had come
in as yet to lead the parched
horse of Demand to the abound-

ing waters of Supply and make
him drink there at a reasonable

tariff. A few poor shabby old

tags
" The play's the thing,"

" Put money in thy purse,"
" To thine own self be true,"
and so on were about all that

the private consumer could

put his hand on. Why, it was
as if we were still only scrap-

ing a few shaley scuttles of

coal, with a shovel, off the

surface of Northumberland.
Colin figured hard. Then he
acted.

You will recall how in that

summer of 1919 the fruits of

what looked like a richer na-

tional culture began to load

and bless our advertisement

hoardings. Foker's Prime Lon-
don Ales were, for the first

time, recommended to us on
those engaging

"
three-column

blocks
"

of Autolycus singing
" A quart of ale is a dish for a

king." In extenuation of that

mortal sin against the honour
of the vine, the Golden Tagus
New Australian Port, the pre-
ference of Mr Justice Silence

for "A cup of wine that's brisk

and fine
" was cited, with in-

genious effrontery, a few weeks
later.

" Let me have men about
me that are fat

"
(Froud's Fast

Filling Breakfast Food), and
" Not china dishes, but very
good dishes

"
(Wild's War Sav-

ing Dinner Stoneware) were

Q 2
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other works of Colin's first

period. Like many other artists

he was to have three periods.

Somebody said that these early

strivings of his first period made
the wall of a Tube station look

as if an ounce of the stuff that

excites ginger -beer had been
thrown into a large puddle :

a patch, here and there, of the

puddle capered and frisked

feebly. That was how Colin,
the ex-Service man, began to

feel his way back into the

ranks of civil industry.
First he had made out a list

of those wise traders who adver-

tise most. This took him the

last two months of his war
service. From out the un-

suspecting herd, catalogued in

this way, he would next mark
down for the chase some verit-

able stag of ten, like the epony-
mous owner of Sprot's Sper-
maceti Eupture Cure. Then
he would steal seductively up
on the creature, holding out

in his hand, as it were, a sealed

packet and praising its un-

stated contents. Was that

particular quarry aware, he

would ask, that our national

poet had written as if he had
never had a thought in his

mind except to assist in adver-

tising the quarry's business ?

Then, while the hunted thing
stood spellbound, moveless as

a tickled trout, Colin would

swiftly explain that the Shak-

speare Publicity Trust had the

goods, that the fee was for

goods that were goodness itself

a mere bagatelle : and if

any client would simply say
he was disappointed the Trust

would refund. What could be
fairer ?

The bargain once struck,
Colin would bring out his pearl.
To Sprot, the Spermaceti Eup-
ture Curer, he would present
the prescription cited by Hot-

spur :

" The sovereign's! thing on earth

Was parmaceti for an inward bruise."

For Messrs Starr of Dundee,
the spirited authors of that

cheap and unstable adhesive,
North Star Gum, he would have

ready the testimonial of Julius

Caesar :

"constant as the Northern Star,
Of whose true-fixed and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament."

You, a person of fastidious

taste, may not think highly
of these sallies. Nor, I sup-

pose, would you think much of

a Eed Palmer fly for your
luncheon. But that is only
because you are no trout. And
if you were a Sprot or a Starr

you would know the makings
of a good puff when you saw
them. Colin knew the element

he worked in. "I've only

slipped up once," he said.
" Eemember the

'

Tempest
'

?

how our poor aboriginal
friend said that the white

settler used to pet him at first

gave him { water with berries

in't
'

! Wouldn't you say that

was simply written for Jella-

by's Genuine Juniper Gin ?
"

No ! I wouldn't. Nor would
Colin. His eyes twinkled de-

murely. I saw that he had
been tempering business with

mischief. I let him run on.
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"No! With an absolute

No the cloudy distiller, Jellaby,
turns me his back. Only too

much damn talk about water

already, he says, ever since

the war regulations drew the

teeth of the stuff. I asked,
did he think of a little crusade

against war weakness in strong
waters. You see, I might have

romped in with my ' Too much
of water hast thou, poor Oph-
elia ?

' Not he ! Barred the

whole topic. Next day such
is my rugged vicissitudinous

life I hit Partletts, the motor-

ing overcoat people, right be-

tween wind and water nothing
but just

'

There's a dish of

leather coats for you,' out of

the big drink in old Shallow's
orchard. In art all the great

things are simple. That one
and '

Tell me, where is fancy
bred ?

'

for the Viennese baker
in Bond Street Swiss now, of

course are two of my brightest

particular winners."

I must have grunted.
"
All very well," Colin said,"

but I can't afford to stick

at a pun. A poor fellow must
live. As an artist pure and
simple the thing I prefer is a
sweet pretty way that I have
of slipping into a subject.
' When all aloud the wind doth blow,
And coughing drowns the parson'*

saw,'

may not be a very subtle ap-

proach, I'll allow, to Presto's

Cough Drops. But mark the

airy ease of my Shakspearean
glide into Stoolt's Tourist Ticket

announcements
'

Talking of the Alps and Apennines,
The Pyrenean and the River Po, . . .

'

0, le grand Edouard connaissait

son monde."
Colin had what, I fancy,

must be the specific gift of

the born organiser. Whatso-
ever his hand found to do, he
could find some one else to go
on doing it for him, for both
of their goods, while Colin

went off with a light heart to

conquer new worlds. He now
pitched on Willan, an old

Merton man who had wit and
knew Shakspeare by heart,
but had never known how to

market these wares for him-
self. To him Colin handed
over the charge of the trade

advertisement branch of the

Shakspeare Publicity Trust.

Willan minded the shop, at a
liberal stipend ;

Colin 's adven-

turing mind took once more to

the road.

As he went he reflected.

People who quarrelled were

always hauling Shakspeare in

if they could.
" '

Tell truth,'
as Shakspeare says,

' and shame
the Devil,'

" he heard some of

them say, in their spite, where

simpler souls would yell
"
Liar !

" Or else, in the line

of unctuous irony, somebody's
moral code was " ' more hon-

oured in the breach,' as Shak-

speare says,
'

than the obser-

vance.'
'

Always, mark,
"
as

Shakspeare says
"

: never "
as

Hotspur
"

or "as Hamlet

says." Why not show the

poor creatures how to do, to

some purpose, what they were
now so impotently attempting ?

Why not found a completely
new trade in munitions T

" You see," Colin said,
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" when a man has one of these

fads that they all fight about,
he wants to dress it up to the

nines in some suit of words or

other. So he may do any one
of three things. (1) He may
cut out and make it a bran-

new suit on his own. That's

to say, he may be Shaw or

Whibley or Colvin or Wells,
if he can one of the top-hole

polemical dragons. If so, he's

of no use to me. Or (2) he

may borrow, gratis, a greasy,

shiny old suit of misfitting

Shakspearean slop clobber,

everybody else's cast - off

reach-me-downs like
'

All the

world's a stage,'
' The quality

of mercy is not strained
'

all

that sort of real rag-and-bone
man's stock. Or (3) he can

buy a decent Shakspearean
suit, ready-made but unused,
from a respectable tailor. Well,
I have a mission to group
number two. I'm out to lift

it into group three. I'm the

respectable tailor. I notice

some poor anti-vivisectionist

trying to clothe the nakedness
of his cause in such hopelessly
worn baggy trousers as those

old
'

quality of mercy
'

duds.

I approach and, on suitable

terms, produce from my stores

the one perfect fit, the thing
about Cymbeline's vivisection-

ist queen and her nasty games
with the poison

' Which first, perchance, she'll prove
on cats and dogs,

Then afterward up higher.'

Hey ?
' As Shakspeare says,'

you know. You see the gen-
eral line t

"
I did.

"His pupil age," 'as Shak-

speare says,'
" man - entered

thus," our Coriolanuswaxed like

a sea in this new line of busi-

ness. He would equip the sworn
foes of the grape with,

" 'O God,
that men should put an enemy
in their mouths to steal away
their brains !

'

as Shakspeare
nobly exclaims." To the de-

fence of the hard-bitten dealers

in sherry he came the next week

with,
" '

If I had a thousand

sons, the first humane principle
I would teach them should be
to forswear thin potations and
addict themselves to sack/ as

genial Shakspeare declares."

For the vegetarian orator's use

there was "
Shakspeare's

"
sig-

nificant saying,
" Methinks

sometimes I have no more wit

than a Christian or an ordinary
man has

;
but I am a great

eater of beef, and I believe that

does harm to my wits." But
lest the carnivora should be

dashed, Colin had also on tap
for their defenders

" Shak-

speare's
"

derisive dismissal of

one member at least, of the

faction of cereals and greens,
" He a Captain ! Hang him,

rogue ! He lives upon mouldy
stewed prunes and dried cakes."

" No party bias, you'll own,"
Colin said.

" Good spurs al-

ways in stock for any cock

that will fight. I'm like both
the lots of armourers ' accom-

plishing the knights,' all round,
before Agincourt. That's Shak-

speare too. I'm like Auto-

lycus, selling all makes of

ballad : no priggish censoring.

Shakspeare again. He really

is a great fellow
;

he beats
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the authors you buy. I've

taken to reading him lately,

simply for fun of course I

couldn't afford the time to

read him bang through for the

business
;

I had to work with

concordances, glossaries, all

sorts of gadgets. What would

you say to our starting in on

theology ? Great human in-

terest, you know men's busi-

ness and bosoms. The stuff

is all there, lying ready :

' Hea-

ven is above all yet ;
there sits

a Judge,' and so on, for the

orthodox lot
;

the unbelieving

dogs might have,
' There is no

fellow inthe firmament,' or
"

" Hullo !

"
I interrupted.

" Heard that before."
" Ah ? Apropos of the gum ?

What of it? Cannot a line

be ddgomme
1

,
as well as a gen-

eral ? Shall I not aim at con-

cision ? Shall I not crystallise ?

You think it profane ! Schreck-

lichheit, eh T Ye ken na what's

resisted. Out of that firma-

ment line I might, had I not

loved the Swan, have twisted

a puff for the formamint mer-

chants. Do not curb a des-

perate man too hard."

Colin had really been reading
his author. All the rest of his

life he had read as little as

might be, and nothing except
what he liked. So the whole

of his small reading was still

in his head and it amused him.

Some of the men who read

least can quote most, and of

these he was one
;

his funds of

that kind might be small, but

they were all in hand or at

call, unlike the common book-

worm's unavailable masses of

locked - up capital. Several

nights of diverting reading in

bed had now convinced Colin

that quite a lot of little games
with Shakspeare remained to

be played, to any agile player's

advantage ; they needed only
the simplest appliances, Colin

assured me. "
Pen, ink, a

little paper and a front of

brass. No more. And in the

after-time you marvel at the

way that you have scored."

Here I broke in with a few
ribald words. There is, as

Solomon hinted, a time for

blank verse and a time to

refrain from blank-versing.
The first of Colin 's new set

of games was to pull Shak-

speare down in the open, take

a play from him and give it to

somebody else.
"
This game,"

he said,
"

is called the Higher
Criticism. It isn't really new
at all. They've played it off

on the Bible till you'd suppose
there was hardly a page that

wasn't made up by some idle

solicitor's clerk at Alexandria.

Played it on poor Giorgione

too, till he has hardly a Jack

picture left. Now it is Our
Pleasant Willy's turn. You'll

see, in the spring publishing
season.

'

Love's Labour Lost
f

is the loot that I go for."
"
Why it t

"
I asked.

" Think what good manners,"
said Colin,

"
its great people

have. And their wit ! They
all walk about dropping pearls,
like Aladdin at court. Of

course, as you know, it only
just shows that the Bard was
as yet a green lad from the

Midlands. He fancied that th
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great did talk like that. He was
like our dear old Henry James
when he came unspoilt from
the States in his youth when
he hadn't found out that the

Mowbrays and Talbots ofAlbion

call everything beastly or else

ripping. So down sat the

bright youth from Stratford

and turned on all his own lustre

and wit : hoped he was doing
his princes and peers to the life.

Then all the common people
went to the play and thought
that all this rich figured stuff

must be just what all the great
ones of the earth did really

give off when they talked, and
that no one but they had the

knack. A quaint popular faith !

And this faith is mine oyster,

which I with my pen am open-

ing. How, I ask in the slim

octavo now in the press, could

any low actor-fellow, out of the

Provinces too, pick up so well

the very idiom of the Court !

A fugitive poacher ;
a holder

of horses at theatre doors (you
know the silly old yarns) :

how could the lout have had

any nice friends ? Think how
that must appeal to the

'

better-

class suburbs,' where every one

feels in his bones that in all

essentials he is an earl changed
in the cradle. Won't they be

cheered when they read me
and see that Shakspeare has

got to hand over to one of

themselves ? To which, do

you ask ! With a graceful

gesture I indicate James, eighth
Earl of Pomfret. I looked that

fellow up. He really seems to

have been quite a brainy,

presentable blood in his day

knew the chief people in

France, and wrote a book about

dogs, and had all the good gifts
of nature."

I breathed a misgiving.
Somehow I seem to be always
cast for the moralist's part
when I talk with Colin.

He agreed blithely.
"
Scrub-

by ? Of course. Canaillerie f

Cabotinage ? That's what I'm

trying for. It's what we Eng-
lish need. We've tried the

other game. We played the

gentleman until we almost died

of it. Lowther was much too

well-bred to euchre the Kaiser
in Turkey. Spring - Eice
wouldn't dirty his hands to

do Bernstorff down in America.
Same story at home. The
nimble cads walk over us pai-
siblement. They have all the

money, and all the papers
except one or two. When the

Bed Terror comes they'll get
all the best seats in the tum-
brils. A bounding world, my
friend. Bound or perish, that's

what it's come to
;

so good,

hearty bounding for me. Nunc
saltandum est, nunc pede libero

pulsanda tellus."

The book throve
;

it sold

well. The dry-as-dust scholars

took pains to prove Colin a
dunce. That helped it, by
getting it talked of. Light-
hearted readers liked seeing the

dry-as-dusts' beards so airily

pulled. A journal with the

greatest circulation in the solar

system (certified by chartered

accountant) said that,
"

if not

impeccable in point of scholar-

ship," Colin was "
stimulating

and suggestive." Colin studied
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with an intelligent glee the

anatomy of his success. He
wrote to me,

" '

Strange job
it is,' as my brother in letters,

Moliere, used to say,
'

to amuse

worthy people.' Still, I'm in

so far in gammon now that I

propose to go o'er. Lord,

Lord, how subject we young
writers are to this vice of quot-

ing ! Pardon it ;
the dyer's

hand, you know But to my
tale. Do you know that, ever

since the two Poles were got

to, there have been only two
first-rate nuts left to be cracked

in this world. Everest is one.

The other's the Eiddle, as some
cre'tins say, of the Sonnets."

Oh yes, I had heard of that

puzzle at school. What were

Shakspeare's
"
sugared

"
Son-

nets all about, beneath the

sugar f Behind their fore-

ground films of obvious mean-

ing, the jealousies and lusts

and vapours, what was the

veiled import that seemed at

times to be just about to break

out into clearness, the way a

peak does through mists, and
then to recede again ? What,
as University Extension lec-

turers so love to ask, was the

Sonnets'
"
message to us

"
?

Colin answers the question.
Just read his book. It is out

and its boom has begun. Colin

narrates in burning words

(Chapter I.) how the revelation

came to himself. Like Buddha's
vision of truth, it was nocturnal.

Lying in bed, on that last night
before the war, and thinking of

nothing at all, it seems that he

suddenly saw, printed in letters

of fire on the black page of

night, three lines from Shak-

speare's eighty-sixth Sonnet :

" Was it the proud full sail of his great
verse,

Bound for the prize of all too precious

you,
That did my ripe thoughts in my

brain inhearse ?
"

Then the vision disappeared
for an instant, like one of those

changing advertisement sky-

signs ;
then it reappeared with

a change in its lettering, thus :

" Was it tHe prOud full sail of Hia

grEat verse,

BouNd for the priZe Of aLL too

prEcioua you,
That did my Ripe thoughts in my

braiN inhearse ?
"

Again the fiery sky-sign was
turned out, and again it re-

turned, but now all the lamps
were extinct except those that

had lit the twelve salient let-

ters. Thus :HO HE
N Z LL E

R N

Again the switch was turned

off, again a second of darkness

elapsed, and again the letters

of fire returned, now drawn in

upon one another, like this :

HOHENZOLLERN.
" Then I knew," Colin writes,

in the spirit of earnest humility
dear to so many buyers of

books,
"
that the key so long

sought by countless students

more learned, more skilled than

I, had fallen into my unworthy
hands. My heart gave thanks,
I leapt from my bed and ran

for a text of the Sonnets.

Poor George Wyndham's edi-

tion lay on my desk. He had
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given it me
;

I was his god-
son. My mind was on fire.

Sonnet after Sonnet was rather

devoured than read before the

August dawn broke over Ken-

sington Gardens below the win-

dows of my study. And oh,
the joy of reassurance ! No
fiend had tricked me. The
flames of those sky-signs of

dream were not of the pit.

They were apocalyptic. For
now the revelation continued.

From page after page there

shone, before my opened eyes,
the same solemn warning from
that infinitely prescient mind
to our poor purblind age, so

soon to go unprepared to the

slaughter because it had not

understood. At one place it

was simply the darkling menace
of the name William Hohen-

zollern, given in full :

1 HoW many lambs might the stern

woLf betray,
If Like a lAMb He cOuld His looks

translatE !

How maNy gaZers mightat thOu
Lead away,

If thou wouLdest usE the stReNgth
of all thy state !

'

44 At another place it seemed
as if the saving message had
been floating over the face of

the poem, as clouds drift across

a full moon, and the first two
letters had not yet crossed the

rim of the bright orb. And so

it remains a clipped
' Uiam

Hohenzollern
'

for ever in the

lines :

' CLouds and ecLIpses stAm both

Moon and sun,
And loatHsOme canker lives in

sweetest bud.

All men Have faults, and evEN I in

this,

Authorizing thy trespass with cOm-

pare,

MyseLf corrupting, saLving thy
amiss,

Excusing thy sins moRe than thy
siNs are.'

" And then, again, the poet-

prophet's warning call to his

deluded countrymen would rise

almost into a scream of
' 'Ware

Hohenzollerns !

'

in the sombre

passage :

' WeARy with toil, I haste me to my
bEd,

For then my tHOughts, from far

wHere I abide,

IntENd a ZealOus piLgrimage to

thee,
And keep my drooping eyeLids opEn

wide,

Looking on daRkNesS. '

" Or else a yet more explicit

finger would point to our par-
ticular peril in the

' 'Ware

Will Hohenzollern
'

of the pas-

sage, hitherto so little under-

stood by the critics :

' A WomAn's face with natuRE's oWn
hand painted.

A man In hue, aLL "hues" in Hia

controlling,
WhicH steals mEN's eyes and

women's souls amaZeth,
And fOr a woman wert thou first

created ;

TiLL naturE, as she wRought thee,
fell a-dotiNg.'

" '

Will ?
' ' WiU ?

'

Why,
here, of course, was the simple
clue to those enigmatic lines

that had set the centuries

scratching their heads :

1 Whoever hath her wish, thou hast

thy
"
Will,"

And "Will" to boot, and "Will" in

overplus.'

" What more natural way,
when you come to read it with

fuller knowledge, of telling our

world how much more than
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enough it would have of the

Kaiser ? That is always the

way with an intricate puzzle.

Once find the key and every

particle of the conundrum seems

suddenly to rush together into

luminous unity. No obscurity
now about a line that was once

considered so knotty as

' Think all but one, and me in that

one "Will."'

"Could Shakspeare give a

plainer hint to the searcher

for his inner meaning 1
'

Stick

to it,' as we vulgar moderns
would say ;

' one key opens

all, and "
Will

"
is the key ;

find who "
Will

"
is and you'll

find what I'm at.'
"
Last scene of all, as our great

author says, that ended this

epic of discovery, this tragedy
of a British Cassandra not un-

derstood or regarded in time,

was the disappearance of the

ultimate mystery of the famous

dedication,
' To the onlie be-

getter of these insuing sonnets,
Mr W. H.,' with its obviously
ironical good wishes for such

immortality as the William

Hohenzollern of the
'

insuing
sonnets

' was likely to get
when once their riddle was
read. What grotesque guesses
the fumbling moles of literary

biography and criticism have

made at the man indicated by
that 'W. H.' William Her-

bert, William Hall, Willie

Hughes, William Himself ! How
vainly, as Plato has said, do

men hunt far and wide for

the truth that was tumbling
about on the ground at their

feet when they started ! One

ray of understanding and no

mystery remained. The ' Bid-

die of the Sonnets
' was thence-

forth an insubstantial pageant

faded, leaving, as our poet putg

it,
' not a wrack behind.'

'

Now don't go away with the

notion that Colin's talent was

just flimsy. A man who will

take pains to ape in this elabo-

rate way the pursy earnestness

of the prosperous dealer in

cheap culture cannot be a mere

butterfly. Very taking smears

of pathos, too, he knew how
to dab on. Look at his

" Fore-

word." There he wistfully tells

how he had longed to push on
with the book in 1914, when
the vision was new

;
how the

stern voice of duty had called

him away from the chaste

nunnery of study ;
how like a

homing dove he had flown

fondly back to his desk the

moment the other dove, the

peace one, arrived at the seat

of war
;

how well he knew
now the tender emotion of

Claudio :

" When we went onward on this ended

action,
I look'd upon her with a soldier's

eye,
That liked, but had a rougher task in

hand,
Than to drive liking to the name of

love :

But now I am return'd and that war-

thoughts
Have left their places vacant, in their

rooms
Come thronging soft and delicate

desires,

All prompting me how fair young
Hero is,

Saying, I liked her ere I went to

wars."

It all helped. So did Colin's

brilliant idea of writing, un-
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signed, a furious attack on the

book, in a popular Sunday
paper ;

the book was pro-

foundly unwholesome, he ar-

gued ;
it pandered to a morbid

and sensational spiritualism

only too rife in our neurotic

age. This sent many to it.

So, again, did Colin's great
defence of himself the Sunday
after full of emotion, manly
emotion. He had, take it for

all in all, an excellent press.

Even some critics who really
knew better flirted skittishly
with Colin's engaging chimera.
" Almost persuadest thou me,"
one of them said, without a

broad grin, "to be a crypto-

grammarian."
I asked him how ever he

came to start such a stag of a

hare.

He laughed.
" Hare ! Le

mot juste ! A hare did it a

very March hare, clothed all in

motley a living Baconian
one of the beauties who tell you
that Bacon wrote Shakspeare's
ihe'dtre complet in his evenings.
He came to my shop to the

controversial department, the
one where we fit Davids out
with smooth stones from the

brook the ballistics counter
we call it. He wanted some-

thing to sling at the people
who think the Swan laid its

own eggs. It was the worst

twister we'd had. It beat

Willan himself. Before giving

up I just opened the Bard at

a venture, the way people used

to dip into a Bible for luck when

things stumped them. Biowed
if the first thing I saw wasn't

Falstaff yelling out, 'On, bacons,
on !

'

to buck up the robbers.

Nae shauchlin' testimony here,

thought I, and I sold it over

the counter to that distraught

person. Then I reflected if

you can get out of Shakspeare
a jemmy to help you to burgle
his own house, what can't you
get out of him I That heart-

ened me up. So I got down to

work there and then, hunting
for Z's in the Sonnets. Hohen-
zed-ollern. You see, it was only
the Z's that gave any trouble

at all."
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AN UNKNOWN FEONTIEB.

BY LIEUT.-COLONEL E. P. LE BRETON, R.E.

I.

IN the far north-east of

India beyond the green and
sodden gardens of Assam, be-

yond Tinsukia, beyond the

Miris and the Abors lies the

little country of the Mishmis.

A land of inhospitable moun-
tains and dense forests, of im-

passable torrents, of avalanches

of stone and mud, of fever and

dysentery, of every biting bug
and stinging fly known to

man, no stranger who has once
been there will willingly return.

To the south stretch the vast

impenetrable forests where As-

sam merges indefinitely into

Burma
;

to the east rise the

unknown ranges of Hkampti-
long. On the north the frontier

marches with that debateable

land which the Chinese call

the Province of Zayul, and the

Thibetans claim as Eastern

Thibet. Then the frontier

passes through untrodden hills

till it meets the territory of

the Abors, and descends again
to the plains, touching the

north-east corner of Assam at

the little frontier post of Sadya.
Three small tribes make up

the Mishmi nation the Mijus,
the Digarus, and the Chula-

kattas but their habits and
their characteristics differ little.

Small and hairless, inexpres-

sibly dirty, smokers of opium,
the heirs of every vice known
to men or to monkeys, they
are not a pleasant people.

Nothing of value grows in

Mishmi land : a few bananas,
a few scanty acres of millet

and opium poppy, no green

vegetables, no cattle save a
few half-wild Mithun, and the

noisome swine of the East.

And yet a few years ago the

British Eaj had occasion to

occupy this deplorable coun-

try and assert its overlordship
of the Mishmi tribes.

One of the dreams of British

rule in India is the eventual

linking up by rail of Burma
and Hindustan, and this rail

would most easily pass through
the north-east of Assam. But
the Government which builds

the line must be certain of the
Mishmi tracts.

At the time of this little

expedition there was still an

Emperor in Pekin, and that

great yellow cauldron which
is China, instead of erupting
at its centre, was bubbling
over on its farthest frontier.

In the west of Szechuan there

had arisen a very great general,
one Chao-er-Feng, a man who,
had he lived, would probably
have carved out one of those

central Asian kingdoms which
have always sprung up in the

days of China's weakness, and
vanished again with her return-

ing strength.

Chao-er-Feng had raised an

army which adored him : he
defeated the Thibetans

j
he
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defeated the mysterious Po-

meds, that race which no Euro-

pean has ever seen, but which
all the legends of the mongoloid
nations declare to be white

;

and he held Zayul with a

strong hand.

But not content with that,
he had invaded Mishmiland,
had given salt and parwanas
to the headman, had asserted

Chinese overlordship, and come
down as far as the Del-li river,

some sixty miles from Sadya.
Then as the snow began to

fall on the hills he withdrew

again to his province of Zayul.
Now it is all but impossible

to support a permanent gar-
rison in the Mishmi country.
There are no roads, the passes

through which the Chinese came
are impassable in winter, while

access from India is closed all

the summer by the flooding
of the jungle tracts and the

rising of the many torrents in

the hills torrents which are

easily negotiated in the winter,
but which from April to No-
vember present gorges, two
hundred to four hundred feet

wide and filled with a foaming

flood, to the would-be builder

of bridges.
And so it happened that

even while Chao-er-Feng was

withdrawing over the first snow
on the passes, a little force of

Indian troops was assembling
at Sadya to undo his work.

Very little was known by
us of the Mishmi country at

that time. In the previous
three or four years two British

officers had scurried through
the country and escaped with

their lives. From their reports
it was known that there were
no roads, and that the country
was indescribably difficult and

inhospitable. A map had even
been prepared, which gave ac-

curately enough the course of

the Lohit Brahmapootra, the

last great branch of that stately

river, which traverses the Mish-

mi country from end to end,
but is not navigable until it

leaves the hills and enters

Assam. Nowhere was it more
than twenty miles wrong ;

but
the map did not stop there.

On each side we were shown
an elaborate mountain system
which did equal credit to the

draughtsmanship and the im-

agination of the survey of

India, while the country bristled

with place
- names, many of

which were unrecognisable by
the inhabitants, and not a few
had no corporeal existence at

aU.

No one knew if the Chinese

had garrisoned the country or

not
;
no one knew if the Mishmi

would greet us with open arms
or with avalanches of stones

and flights of poisoned arrows.

So the force was told to

occupy the country, to pene-
trate some 190 miles to the

last land held by Mishmis, to

remove any Chinese they might
encounter, and to return before

the rivers rose in the spring,
or they would starve, as no
food could reach them after

that.

At the best, the larger part
of the journey would be over

precipitous and dangerous hill-

sides. The baggage and sup-
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plies would have to be carried

by coolies. Nothing but the

smallest of forces could hope
to cover the distance in the

time available.

And the little army which

cheerfully cut its way into

the unknown to do all this

numbered barely 400 fighting

men, followed by 1000 Naga
coolies, who formed the only

transport for the last 120 miles

of the advance, and who
could at a pinch use their

spears against an ill-armed

enemy.
Small though it was, the

composition of the Mishmi Mis-

sion Force left little to be
desired. It was composed of

the 5th Field Company of the

1st King George's Own Sappers
and Miners, 200 stalwart yeo-
men of the Punjab, and about
the same number of Gurkha
riflemen from the Naga Hills

battalion of the Assam Military
Police. It was accompanied
by a survey party, and com-

pleted by the 1000 Naga coolies

whom I have already men-
tioned.

There is no need to expatiate
on the military qualities of

the Punjabi Mussulman, the

Sikh, or the Gurkha
;
while no

Englishman who has dealt with

Nagas can ever forget the

attraction of those happy, smil-

ing, gallant little savages.

n.

The force began to assemble
at Sadya towards the end of

October, and the sappers moved
out at once to build a bullock-

cart bridge over the Kundil

river, which is there some three

hundred feet wide.

The route was eventually to

follow the course of the Lohit

Brahmapootra, but as all re-

ports agreed that the gorge

through which that river gains
the plains was impracticable,
it was decided to make for

the mouth of its tributary,
the Temei, and cut a way from
there into the valley of the

main stream. The mouth of

the Temei was dignified by
the name of Temeimukh on
the map, but by the time we
reached it we had long given

up expecting a name on the

map to represent a village on
the ground. The way there

led through marshy flat forest,

with a considerable stream to

be crossed every three miles

or so.

The jungle was the enchanted

forest of one's childhood a

maze of trees sixty, seventy,
a hundred feet high. Between
them creepers of every sort

twined and twisted, forming
above a solid roof of green.

Thorny palms and bushes grew
everywhere. It was barely pos-
sible to move without cutting a

path.
The climate in November

was like a Turkish bath. We
were never dry. Leeches lay
in waiting behind every leaf,

and our thin clothes were no
obstacle to them. Mosquitoes
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swarmed and brought plentiful
fever in their train

; Djim
Djama flies, unnoticed till they
had vanished, left blood blis-

ters on our hands. Trails of a
beautiful spiraea

- like flower

hung down on a level with
our heads, but those who
touched it found it a nettle

of the most vicious sort, cap-
able of producing a rash which
banished sleep for nights.
One of the sappers, when

armed only with a billhook,
met a tiger at a range of about

forty yards ;
a subaltern 1 and

a wild elephant moving down
the road in different directions

by night nearly ran into each
other. In both cases the quad-
ruped fled first, but only be-

cause the wild animal is a

quicker mover than the civil-

ised one.

There were few birds below
the creeper roof, but an in-

finity of moths and butterflies.

Great purple moths, with pea-
cock eyes of electric blue,
floated through the trees. Leaf-

butterflies settled on branches,
closed their wings, and van-

ished. Little blues, with tails

of feathery tassels, and fidgety
little yellow and red insects

fluttered close above the

ground. And over everything
there hung an all-pervading
smell as of decayed cabbage.

Through this foul and venom-
ous jungle the sappers cut their

cart-road. The direction had

usually to be left to guess-
work : the average pace, in-

cluding bridges, was barely
two miles a day.
The roof of creepers hung

some forty feet above the

ground, but the tops of many
of the trees must have towered

high above it. Nothing could

have looked more harmless,
but it concealed an altogether

unexpected danger. On the

skyward side it supported a

mass of debris from the highest
branches of the great trees

debris ranging from dead leaves

and twigs to considerable

branches. As the trees came

crashing down before the saws

and axes of the sappers, they
tore through these creepers,

which cast their burden on to

the heads of the unsuspecting
workers below, severely in-

juring two or three men, and

thoroughly frightening the rest

of us. After the first accident

the tree-fellers kept a wary
eye on this treacherous ceiling,

but the danger could never be

entirely eliminated.

While the sappers were em-

ployed in this way, convoys
of dug-outs were plying up the

Lohit laden with rice and atta.

Temeimukh was located, and
a post was built there, while

an intermediate post was made
at the mouth of another tribu-

tary, the Dening.
Stores of provisions were

accumulating at both these

places, and now and then

convoys of Nagas passed us,

cutting for themselves a narrow

path after they had passed the

1 That very gallant soldier and sportsman, the late Captain J. F. Gray, M.C.,

R.E., 1st K.G.O. Sappers and Miners, killed in Palestine in June 1918.
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roadhead. Towards the end
of November the whole force

assembled at Temeinmkh, and
a system of bullock-cart con-

voys was working steadily over

the fifty odd miles of the new
road between Temei and Sadya.

Every one was relieved at

leaving the fetid atmosphere
of the forest. One of the

sapper subalterns was even

found, in the lightness of his

heart, attempting to capture
live bait in a pool with his

mosquito-net. Some good Mah-
seer were caught by the polit-

ical officer, but the sappers
were too busy to do more than

occasionally add to the food

supply by the judicious dyna-

miting of a likely backwater.

In front of us lay the thickly-
wooded hills, over which we
were to make our way into

the valley of the Lohit and
the Mishmi country proper.
These hills stand sheer 6000

feet above the plain, and the

view from them covers an ex-

panse of almost unbroken forest

stretching to the horizon. They
are very steep, while concealed

in the wood one comes suddenly
and frequently on sheer preci-

pices of stone.

The alignment of a track

for pack-mules was a heart-

rending task, but though the

officer commanding the sap-

pers will never divulge the

steepest grade he used, it was
finished in time to release

many coolies for the further

advance by substituting the

sapper equipment mules for

the convoy work of that section.

Meanwhile the headquarters
and the rest of the force pushed
forward with all the coolies,

building stockaded supply-posts

every twelve or fourteen miles,

filling them from the post at

Temei, and leaving a small

garrison in each.

By the 19th of December

they had got to the Del-li

river, and orders were sent

back for half the sapper com-

pany to march and join the

force there for the final ad-

vance, while half remained to

complete the mule road.

The mule road was now on
the top of the dividing hills,

and had still to be brought
down again to the Tedding
river, which flows into the

Lohit above the gorge of Brah-

makund, through which it gains
the plains.

Starting from our camp at

Hareling we reached the Ted-

ding that night, and on the

21st we rejoined the head-

quarters in their stockaded

fort on the Del-li.

m.

Of the many tributaries we and of these the Del-li is the

crossed in our march through largest.

the Mishmi country, three were These three rivers are never
of the first importance the fordable. In the winter they
Del-li, the Du, and the Hal-le, can be crossed by weird bamboo
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bridges made by the Mishmi, or

by the more solid trestle of

the sappers ;
but the summer

floods sweep away anything
of this sort, and replace a

clear stream, wandering through
a stony bed vastly too big for

it, by an angry impassable
torrent stretching from shore

to shore.

Once these streams have
risen with the melting of the

snow, there is no way of

passing them for troops or

food.

The Mishmis themselves cross

by
"
rope

"
bridges, which are,

I believe, peculiar to these

tracts. They vary in the rope
and the number of strands

used, but in Southern Mishmi-
land they are usually made
of four or five canes stretched

side by side across the gorges,

usually fifty to a hundred
feet above the water, and vary-

ing from one hundred to four

hundred feet in span. These
canes are found in many places
in the jungle, twisting and

writhing over the hillsides like

endless tangled ropes. They
average perhaps one and a

half inches in diameter, and
are marvellously strong. The
four or five strands of this

cane which compose a rope

bridge are, of course, quite

impassable for any being less

simian than the architect.

The Mishmi, however, finds

them far easier to negotiate
than he would the quietest
London thoroughfare. Sup-

porting the small of his back
in a ring of cane, which also

encircles the rope, and insert-

ing the nape of his neck in a
similar but smaller ring, he

grasps the ropes with his hands,
locks his feet above them, and

pulls himself across, looking
like a toy monkey on a stick

held horizontally with the mon-

key underneath.

The advance from the Del-li

started on the 21st December.
The road was nowhere passable
for loaded coolies without im-

provement. Boulders had to

be demolished, or wooden lad-

ders made over them
; standing

trees had to be felled
;

trees

fallen across the path had to

be cut or thrown down the

hill
; precipices had to have

zigzags or steps cut up them.
Now and then the Mishmis

would block up the main road
and send us down false trails

ending in impossible precipices ;

now and then we passed one of

their quaint terrace villages,

with its scanty crops of poppy
or millet. The villages are

curious. They consist of two
or three huts each 10 or 15

feet wide, and 100, 200, even
300 yards long. These are

divided up amongst the slaves

and the families of the village,

but as a rule there are only
two or three entrances for the

whole building.
The huts are made in the

frailest way of grass and bam-
boo and banana leaves, and
stand some six or seven feet

above the ground. The space
between the ground and the

floor of the hut is railed in

and used as a stable for pigs,

mithun, and fowls, but princi-

pally for pigs. The floors are
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made of bamboo with many
gaps between them, and refuse

from the living-rooms is simply
and economically disposed of

by dropping it through the floor

to the pigs below.

The march was very slow
and very monotonous. Each

evening the sappers would make
the track passable for a mile

or so beyond camp. Each

morning at dawn they would
start out down this track, and
start work where they had

stopped at nightfall the day
before. Later on the long
column of laden coolies would
catch them up, and wait an
hour or so till in the afternoon

a place was found for a camp
and the track made up to it.

Then the sappers would start

on ahead while the coolies

cleared and cut a place for

camp. Some days we made
five miles, some days seven,
and every two marches a little

stockaded post was set up, a
little garrison was placed in

it, a few coolies were left to

carry stores daily from the

half-way halt in rear and to

the half-way halt in front
;

and as we went on the post
started filling up with food
from our chain of posts stretch-

ing down to Sadya.
And so day by day we slowly

advanced to the Chinese fron-

tier.

The work was unceasing
and monotonous. Sick men,
and men hurt by the not

infrequent accidents insepar-
able from an advance in that

country, had to be half carried,
half pulled, to the nearest

post and left there. Every
week or so an assistant surgeon
travelled up the line and had
a look at them. On Christmas

Eve we marched six miles,
and camped at a little clearing
called Ti-la. The sappers as

usual went on to improve the

road in front, and came back
at nightfall clamouring for ven-

geance.
The track here was better

than usual, and led through
a village, the existence of which
was of course unknown to us.

About a mile above the village

the Mishmis had blocked it up,
concealed the entrance, and

prepared a track leading down
the hill. The sappers fell into

the trap, plunged down the

false track, and after a couple
of hours' work were brought
up by a sheer precipice falling

into a tributary of the Lohit.

Leaving their sections work-

ing on this unprofitable path,
two of the sapper officers, one
British and one Indian, scram-

bled up the tributary to pros-

pect for a better way. They
only meant to go a few hun-

dred yards, but the necessity
of seeing round just one more
corner lured them on

;
and

when finally they came on a
well-marked track running up
the hill, they were far out of

sight and hearing of the men.
Now there are two laws of

the Medes and Persians for

those employed on our trans-

frontier expeditions. One is

that no body of troops shall

be left out at night, except
the garrisons of sangars built

to protect the outposts of the
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main body. The other is that

no officer shall go out of reach
of his men without an armed
escort.

But, for the Mishmi mission,
the importance of avoiding

delay seemed paramount. If

the two sappers went back the

force would almost certainly
lose a day searching for the

track. If they went on they
might find the right path.
On the other hand, they were

only armed with native daos,
and the Mishmis were by no
means friendly ;

while if the

Mishmis let them alone they
ran more than a sporting chance
of losing their way and spend-

ing a night in the hills, a thing
which they shrewdly suspected
would entail a most unpleasant
interview with the O. C. Force
on their return. There was

only an hour or so of day-

light left, so they went on up
the hill at top speed. After

climbing some six or seven

hundred feet they rounded a

grassy knoll, and found them-
selves abruptly in a village.

Panting, sweating, tired, and

cross, those two marched up
to the nearest hut and clam-

oured for the Gaom Bura.

The Mishmis, guiltily con-

scious of having obstructed

the path, and not quite certain

how many other invaders might
be in the neighbourhood,quailed
before a torrent of oaths in

English, Punjabi, and Hindu-
stani. The Gaom Bura was

produced. With much ges-

ticulation and a few words
of Assamese he was made to

understand what was wanted.

He provided a couple of guides,
the path was found, the com-

pany collected, and camp
reached by nightfall.

On Christmas Day the force

marched five and a half miles,

and built a post at Gnagor.
That night the two messes

dined together, faring sump-
tuously on the contents of many
tins, and one or two carefully-

hoarded bottles containing
neither rum nor commissariat

lime-juice.
No one who has not passed

a few months in a country
where green vegetables of any
sort are unobtainable can real-

ise the self-restraint needed in

helping oneself to tinned Brus-

sels sprouts under the hungry
eyes of those whose turn is

yet to come. After-dinner we

pulled out our equipment boxes

and sat by a smoky fire, while

on the other side our little

naked Nagas sang us their

plaintive musical ballads.

It was a curious scene : a

little ledge on the side of a

precipitous hill, on it a litter

of leaf and stick and water-

proof-sheet shelters, a crowd
of sepoys cooking, eating, or

sleeping, a little new stockaded

post, and in the centre a tent

or two, a flickering fire, a little

group of six dishevelled,bearded

British officers, and the mass

of Nagas, each man with his

spear and dao
;

in front of

them the four chosen singers,

huddled together, their arms
round each other's necks, sang
their curiously sweet harmonies.
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The third march found us

at Min Zang. Here the river

takes a great bend, and in the

angle is a large flat space very
grateful among the hills. The
Lohit here had then a width
of about two hundred feet of

foaming torrent
;

in the sum-
mer it must be nearer five hun-
dred. High above the river

sways a Mishmi bridge made
of a single rope of plaited
bamboo skin, some five inches

in circumference. This was

quite impassable to any one

but a Mishmi, but the sappers
devised a carrier hanging from

a wooden roller. It was not a

comfortable or very safe con-

veyance, but it served to send

a survey party with an escort

to explore the farther side.

Three days we spent at Min

Zang building a post, making
the track, and accumulating

supplies, and on the first day
of the new year we started on

the last stage of our advance.

IV.

Beyond Min Zang the coun-

try changes abruptly. The

close-tumbled, jungle-clad hills

give way to bare rounded slopes
and naked precipices. Trees

are rare : a few pines, and an
occasional patch of bananas.
The prevailing winds sweep

up the valley. The pine-trees,
torn and moulded by their

force, bend up - stream, and
throw their ragged limbs to-

wards China. The Mishmi con-

sider this an evidence of the

very powerful magic of the

Chinese. How, they asked, can
the English hope to rule this

land from Sadya when even
the very trees are made to

point to Bima.
The hills and precipices here

are interspersed with the very
curious formations which tra-

vellers have called
"
flats."

Every few miles there projects
from the precipitous hillside

a shelf of level ground, ground
level as a tennis-lawn, covered

with coarse grass and with an

occasional boulder on it. These

flats have as a rule a sheer

cliff running up from their

inner edge, and an equally
sheer precipice dropping from
their outer edge. They are

probably the result of some
curious glacial action. They
make Heaven-sent camping-

grounds.
On the 4th of January we

knew we were close to our

goal, and we started out in

high spirits from our camp of

Man Glo. After two miles our

track dropped to the river-bed,

and rounding a corner we saw,
on the top of a cliff some fifty

feet above us, the dragon flag

of China.

A little path ran sideways

up the cliff, and when we had
scrambled to the top we found

ourselves on the flat of Menil-

Krai. On the left of the

path flapped the red flag with

its five-toed dragon ;
on the
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right was a wooden post, down
which in black Chinese letters

on a scarlet ground there ran

the inscription :

THIS IS THE SOUTHERN
LIMIT OF THE EMPIRE OF
THE GREAT PURE DYNASTY.

Somewhere about the year
1827 two missionary priests

penetrated to Menil-Krai from
India. They wrote that on
the Great Black Eock on Menil-

Krai flat they had made a

little cairn in which they had
left a paper annexing Mishmi-
land on behalf of John Com-
pany and King George the IV.

They went on and were killed.

Their cairn has left no trace,
but opposite us, not three-

quarters of a mile from the

flag and notice of Chao-er-

Feng, stood the Great Black
Eock of Menil-Krai.

The force moved on and
halted round the rock, while a

reconnaissance was made ahead.

Nothing is sacred to a sapper,
and the boundary pillar and

flag of the Celestial Empire had
a narrow escape from adorning
the walls of a distant E.E.
Mess. The O.C. Force pre-
served them from this indig-

nity, and when we withdrew

they were still ineffectually

guarding Menil-Krai, though
they were even then notice-

ably the worse for wear. And
the Great Pure Dynasty itself

had already been driven from
Pekin.

A mile or so on the Chinese
side of these boundary marks
we made our camp on the

banks of the Yepuk river.

This was to be the limit of our

advance, the new frontier of

British India. Behind us lay
the Chinese boundary pillar

and the Mishmi tribes
;

in

front the Thibetans and Chao-

er-Feng's army of occupation.
Here we were to stay as long
as the safety of our communica-
tions should allow us, while by
our works and our negotiations
we impressed the Mishmis and
the Chinese with the perma-

nency of the new order of

things.
It was a noble bluff. The

difficulties of supply and the

need for protecting our long
line of communications had
reduced the force to micro-

scopic proportions. For a

month we sat in territory

claimed by the Chinese, a

guard on the ford and a

Union Jack flaunting itself be-

fore the Political Officer's tent,

with a hundred miles of hilly

track and swampy road be-

tween us and any possible

support, and with a total force

of one hundred and ten rifles.

Of these, eighty were sappers,
and thirty were Gurkhas of

the Naga Hills Battalion.

The next day the sapperg
started blasting and cutting
a graded six-foot road towards

Sadya.
There were two political ob-

jects in this. Firstly, what

greater proof of a fixed inten-

tion to return could we offer

than an unfinished graded road!

a road made in toil and danger

by blasting through rock, and

skirting round precipitous hill-

sides with long and ponderous
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retaining walls
;
and secondly,

when the Chinese at Eima
should send down to talk with

us in the gate we could very

conveniently mention that the

greater part of our force hap-

pened to be just out of sight

making the road to India.

The month at Yepuk river

camp passed with little inci-

dent.

When we had been there a

week or so the Embassy we
had expected from Blma ar-

rived on the Yepuk river, and
asked for an interview. This

Embassy was headed by a

bright attractive-looking little

Chinese officer, who saluted

each of us with the curious

half-curtsey of his army. Next
to him was a feudal chief,

the head of a
" barbarian

"

tribe of Szechuan tributary
to the Chinese Empire. He
saluted by shaking hands with

himself in the manner familiar

to us all from the many musical

comedies of the Mikado type.
The third member of the re-

markable trio was a wild Thi-

betan servant, who showed his

respect by opening a wide
mouth and exposing a tongue
of massive proportion to the

individual he wished to honour.

The two senior representa-
tives were conducted to the

headquarter mess, and the creme

de menthe provided by a

thoughtful Government for po-
litical presents, produced. Then
we all sat round the camp
table while our talented inter-

preter initiated the conversa-

tion, translating it sentence by
sentence for our benefit.

Truth compels me to admit
that the conversation was dull

in the extreme. I can at this

moment remember only one

scrap of dialogue, and that

more of a complimentary than
a diplomatic nature :

Interpreter :
" And how

many little nobles are there

in your Palace ?
"

Chinese Representative :
" The

old bitch has three dog pups,"
which I understood to refer

to the family of the senior

Chinese envoy.
We knew, and the Embassy

did not know, that the Empire
had fallen, and that Chao-er-

Feng had been assassinated

in Szechuan. We did not tell

them, and when, after exchang-
ing gifts and compliments, they
returned to Eima, we flattered

ourselves that they had learnt

nothing of our strength or our

intentions. I wonder ! The
Chinese are a subtle and in-

tellectual race. There are few
documents I should like to

see more than the report of

that smooth-faced little Chinese
officer.

We stayed on the banks of

the Yepuk for a month.
And while we worked there

the rivers rose behind us, our

communications became more

insecure, our rations smaller, as

bridge after bridge was swept
away, holding up all transport

during its replacement.
At the end of January, Simla

came to the conclusion that
we had done the work we were
sent for, and we were told to

return.

We had run it fine. Another
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week or two and we should

have been faced with the alter-

native of starving in Mishmi-

land or throwing ourselves

on the mercy of the Chinese

there would have been no

return to civilisation for seven

months.
On our homeward way we

met and courteously turned

back three inquisitive Eussian

officers, who had with great

speed and some cunning made
a dart from Pondicherry and
followed up our tracks. The
wires were hot with telegrams
from Simla ordering all and

sundry to stop them, but they
had got well away from tele-

graph stations before the G. of

I. heard of them.

Our return journey was un-

eventful. The records of it,

and of the warrant eaten by

mice in the Dibru-Sadya Bail-

way Company's office, of the

mad dog at Saikhwa Ghat, and
the raft that sank with all on
board at Sadya, are not they
buried in the files at Simla ?

The British ranks were told

that the gods were pleased with

them, but that for political

reasons no rewards or com-
mendations would be published.
Certain well-earned Orders of

British India and Distinguished
Conduct Medals were bestowed
on the Indian ranks without

any reason being stated in the
'

Gazette
'

notifying them.

And so we separated, each

to his own cantonment, while

the Mishmis, still sucking their

eternal opium pipes, settled

back into their immemorial
dirt with grunts of heartfelt

relief.
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THE BLUENOSE SKIPPEES.

BY AETHUE HUNT CHUTE.

"Our bark's a bluenose clipper,
And our skipper's bluenose too ;

Our cook's a bluenose nigger,
And we're most a bluenose crew.

Heave hearty on the chorus there,
As lusty as ye can,

For we're outward bound this morning
On a Nova Scotia man."

NOVA SCOTIA is pre - emi-

nently the seafaring country of

the Western world. What Eng-
land is to Europe, Nova Scotia

is to the continent of North
America on account of its

geographical position, and still

more on account of the mari-

time propensities of its people.
But for a little finger joining

it to the mainland the peninsula
is entirely surrounded by sea.

Travelling on the railroad one

may for a short time pass out

of sight of the ocean. But
it cannot be forgotten. As
the train rushes on through
field and forest, suddenly there

is a break in the horizon

hills, and the sea bursts into

view. It is a delightful con-

trast, that gives at one moment
the inland farm, and at the

next the Atlantic comber break-

ing its spray in the morning
sun.

In the Bay of Fundy the

giant tides, rising and falling

sixty feet, come not merely
to the iron coast, but sweeping

by Cape Blomidon they bring
the wide Atlantic to the Grand
Pre" meadows and Maitland

marshes.

Kipling, in his
'

Captains

Courageous,' tells of a Nova
Scotia man driving by in the

night
"

full of Gin and Judique
men." The Judique Fleet on
the Banks is all that remains
of our age of romance. We
still send a hundred sail or

more to the fisheries, but the

greater glory is departed. Be-

yond the Gaelic Fleet we search

in vain for that breed of hard-

fisted mystics, iron men in

wooden ships, seafarers in the

clipper-ship era, whose unre-

corded story is one of the

finest pages in the lost Iliads

of the sea,

" Lord of the bunt and gasket, and
master of the yard,

To whom no land was distant, to

whom no sea was barred."

In the clipper-ship era Nova
Scotia reached her zenith, at-

taining to the place of fourth

maritime country in the world.

Then every town and hamlet

along her seaboard was dotted

with shipyards, and on every
tide the Bluenose sons came

sailing back from the farthest

quarters of the globe.

Shipbuilding was indigenous
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to the soil of the Bluenose

country. They, the New Eng-
landers and the Scandinavians,
were the only people who could

farm, cut timber, build a ship,

load her with their own pro-

duce, and sail her to the ends

of the seven seas. Those were
wonderful days for Nova Scotia,
when in answering the call of

the sea her sons followed their

true vocation. At the same
time that Donald MacKay, by
his incomparable clippers, was

adding lustre to his birthplace,
Samuel Cunard, a native of

Halifax, was sending out from

his home city the first of the

Transatlantic packets, whose

house-flag in later day was
destined to lead the world.

Everywhere there was the pres-

age of a glorious future. Joseph

Howe, Canada's orator of that

heroic age, said,
"
I am neither

a prophet nor the son of a

prophet, and my hair may be

white with age before this

prophecy is realised, but I

tell you the day will come
when Nova Scotia, small as

she is, will maintain half a

million men upon the sea."

This irresistible turning of

the sea-dogs to the ocean is

illustrated in a tale my grand-
father was wont to tell. Away
back on the South Mountain

in Nova Scotia was an old

farmer named Schofield. He
had six sons, and all of them

went to sea. These boys grew

up on their inland farm, far

from the sight or the sound

of the ocean. Before them

stretched out the Gaspereau
and Cornwallis Valleys, frag-

rant with sixty miles of apple
blossoms in the spring-time,
crimson and gold in the autumn.
Across their farthest skyline
the grim North Mountain raised

an impenetrable barrier be-

tween their sheltered agricul-
tural pursuits and the blue

of a maritime world. Not
one of these six sons ever

saw the sea till he grew up.
But as soon as each lad came
to responsible years, he shoul-

dered his pack and left for

the nearest port in search of

a ship.

My grandfather, who was the

clergyman in that vast parish
between the mountains, came
one day to the Schofield home
to find the old man alone

and in tears. His last son,

Orlando, a boy of sixteen,

had departed that morning
for Hansport to join a ship

just launched there from
"
North's shipyard."
"
I don't know why they

all should have gone," he

complained.
" None of them

ever saw the sea, and they
never got no love of it from
me."

" That is why they went
to sea," said my grandfather ;

and he pointed to a picture
of a great clipper ship, with

her studding - sails and sky-

sails, cleaving the sea in a

glory of whitening foam.

As a ship was being built

in one of the Nova Scotian

shipyards the small boys of

the village were for ever clam-

bering over her frame. Every
young dare-devil wanted to

climb aloft and place his cap
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on the topmast ball. Thus

long before they went to

sea they came to know a

ship in all her parts, from
stem to stern, from keel to

truck.

When a new ship sailed on
her maiden voyage one of

these small boys generally man-

aged to go with her. And
before many years the same
small boy, grown into man-

hood, would be standing in

the place of the master.

The Nova Scotian captains

represented in a rare degree
the ideal union of strength
and intelligence. In their

bodies was the iron of a pioneer

stock, while their minds were

sedulously cultivated. This cul-

tivation of the mind was the

key to their rapid promotion.
No seamen ever got their mas-
ter's papers earlier than they.
Most foremast hands were con-

tent to spend their days in

the forecastle, but the Nova
Scotian apprentice boy, like

his New England cousin, was
bound to be master. Even
when he dwelt in the scuppers
he had his eye on the captain's
cabin.

In the village of Grand Pre",

just off Minas Basin, there

were at one time twenty able-

bodied seamen attending the

village school, sitting side by
side with the village children.

These young seamen had come
ashore for the winter, and
under the teacher, Mr Somer-

ville, they were engaged in

wrestling with
'

Bodwitch's Sea-

manship
' and the

'

Eoyal
Eeaders.' This village school

VOL. ccxi. NO. MCCLXXVIH.

in Grand Pre* was typical of

many others.

One morning at Shelburn, a

south-shore port of Nova Scotia,
a waggon laden with potatoes
came rattling down to the

water front. On a wharf the

waggon stopped with a jolt,

and a lad, who was sleeping
on the piled-up load, awakened
with a start.

The little chap sat up and
rubbed his sleepy eyes, then

suddenly was all intent, for

there, at the wharf-head, lay
one of those fine creations of

the Nova Scotian mind, a

Banks fishing schooner. The

eyes that a moment before

were closed in sleep now danced
with delight, for he had just
been dreaming about ships.

The lad who was dreaming
thus on that load of potatoes
was Donald MacKay, and the

world has since marvelled at

the realisation of his dreams.

In the Louvre in Paris is

the bust of Donald MacKay,
one of the greatest ship de-

signers of all time. He was
born and bred in Nova Scotia,
and he built ships in Boston.

Thus Bluenose andYankee alike

may rejoice in his triumph.
A Bluenose skipper, Captain

Lachlan MacKay, in a Yankee

ship, built by his brother,
Donald MacKay, sailed from
New York to San Francisco

in a hundred and three days.
On the second night out,
when "

all hands
" was called

by the mate before a sudden

rising gale, the
"
gents

"
below

did not see fit to answer. The
mate would have been master

B
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but for the knife of a vicious

Cockney. Then Captain Lach-
lan MacKay took charge in

good old Bluenose style. He
had sailed from New York
in the month of August, the

poorest season for a run south,
but he crossed the Equator
in twenty-five days. Forty-

eight days out he rounded the

Horn. In those awful lati-

tudes his fore and main top-
mast and foreyard carried away.
But still holding the Sovereign

of the Seas on her course, he

re-rigged her in fourteen days,
without putting into Valpa-

raiso, and a hundred and three

days out he sailed through
the Golden Gate.

In Sheet Harbour, on the

Atlantic shore of Nova Scotia,
I was seated one afternoon
in the village hotel, when Cap-
tain Sprott Balcom, the hero
of Kipling's story,

"
'Twixt

the Devil and the Deep Sea,"
strolled into the room. With
a figure as hard and thick-

set as a keg of nails, and a

mahogany-coloured face, Cap-
tain Sprott Balcom remains

my ideal Bluenose skipper, a

living picture from the past.
In the early days he used to

smuggle rum from Barbados,
to the south-shore ports, and

always sailed in the fastest

brig, so as to beat the Eevenue
cutter.

Blockade-running during the

American Civil War engaged
a host of Nova Scotians, offer-

ing to them the attraction of

vast profits coupled with ad-

venture. The best known of

all the Bluenose blockade-run-

ners was Captain John Taylor
Wood, who, after his retire-

ment, lived for many years in

the city of Halifax.

As a small boy it was my
privilege to listen while he
told of hair -breadth escapes
when time after time he eluded
the Federal cruisers.

One famous exploit of his

has become a Nova Scotian

classic, the tale of how he took
the Tallahassee out to sea.

In the year 1864 the Talla-

hassee, under the command of

Captain John Taylor Wood,
then one of the most notorious

of all the blockade-runners,
was chased into Halifax Har-
bour by two Federal cruisers.

According to international law
she could only remain in port
for a period of twenty-four
hours. At the expiration of

that time she must put to

sea again. During the day
she lay in the stream, taking
in coal and provisions.

Off the mouth of the har-

bour the two Federal cruisers

steamed back and forth, await-

ing their quarry. Captain
Wood was not seen ashore

during the day, and those

who would give commiseration

sought for him in vain. The
onlooker gazing at the Talla-

hassee riding helpless at her

anchor, exclaimed,
" The jig's

up." But there was no such

feeling of helplessness aboard
the blockade-runner.

At the bar of the Eialto

on Water Street, then the most
famous crimp-house of the city,

Pilot Jock Fleming stood up
and stoutly averred that the
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Tallahassee would get to sea

that night.
" But it can't be done,"

protested Burney Upgate, a

boarding-house runner
;

"
the

harbour mouth's too narrow."
"
There's no such thing as

'

can't be done '

aboard that

ship," answered Jock Fleming.
After dark Pilot Jock Flem-

ing boarded the Tallahassee,
and shortly before flood-tide

she weighed anchor, and under
her auxiliary steam sailed down
the harbour. Those who saw
her vanish into the night with

her smothered lights shook

their heads, never dreaming
that Captain Wood would at-

tempt to put to sea except

by the regular channel.

In the midst of Halifax

Harbour are a number of

islands. Between these islands

and the Dartmouth shore is a

narrow strip of water known
as the Eastern Passage. Bow-
boats and fishing

- shallops

passed through there safely.

But it was incredible to attempt
it with a craft of any size.

Toward this Eastern Passage
Captain Wood steered the

Tallahassee. As soon as he
was in the shallow water he

proceeded dead slow, feeling
his way fathom by fathom
with sounding-lead. Once the

ship grounded. But the tide

rose ever so little, and she

stirred and moved. Often dur-

ing that ticklish passage there

was scarce room beneath the

Tallahassee's keel for a man
to place his hand. But with

infinite patience Captain John

Taylor Wood nursed her on,

and out, until at last he made
the open sea, far from where
the Yankees awaited him.

Morning found the two
cruisers still on guard. When
the hours of grace had passed

they sent a cutter up to warn
the harbour-master that the

blockade-runner must not be

given further asylum. By that

time the Tallahassee was lift-

ing a saucy forefoot to the

cresting seas many leagues from
Halifax.

Man-driving was supposed to

be a specialty with Bluenose

skippers. Their name was syn-

onymous with hard treatment

of crews,
"
for neither law of

God nor man runs north of

fifty -three." A Nova Scotia

man was invariably looked upon
as a hell-packet, where

"
marlin-

spike-hash
" and "

belaying-

pin-soup
" were a regular ration.

To be shanghaied on board a

Bluenoser was regarded as the

hardest fate that could befall

a seaman.

Captain Bill MacCumber's

reputation as a desperate sail-

carrier and merciless man-
master was notorious. One
old tar at the Eialto, on Water

Street, in Halifax, once said

to me,
"
I knows four graves

ashore that Capt'n Bill Mac-
Cumber 'as filled, and Gawd
knows 'ow many 'ee's sent to

Davy Jones's locker. A fore-

mast 'and who sailed with

MacCumber were lucky if 'e

got buried in a graveyard on

dry land."

MacCumber was coming in

on a voyage from the Cape.
Just off Horton Bluffs, at the
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mouth of the Avon, a French

nigger who had finished his

trick at the wheel, instead of

descending by the lee-ladder,

jumped off the poop before

the companion. This was sac-

rilege in sea custom, and Mac-

Cumber, who was standing by,
hurled an iron weight at the

offender, catching him fair in

the head. The unfortunate

black lived long enough to be
carried ashore, where he ex-

pired. He was buried in the

little churchyard in Chiveree,

overlooking Horton Bluffs,
" and he were one of the

lucky ones," observed the

Water Street tar.

He told me also of a Liver-

pool packet sailor named Paddy
Moran, who was delivered to

MacCumber by a crimp from

Deptford.
" Poor Paddy didn't live to

get out of the Channel. 'E

didn't jump quick enough when
a rope surged at the capstan,
and MacCumber ups and brains

'im then and there, and jammed
'is body through the 'awspipe
wid the anchor-chain as it was
runnin' out."

MacCumber's name at last

became so feared that it was
almost impossible to get a

crew to sail with him. The
men would not sign the articles

under such a master. To avert

this the owners resorted to the

subterfuge of signing on the

crew with another captain, and
when they were dropping the

pilot the dreaded Bluenose

would come aboard.

In 1914 1 met in the American

Navy at Vera Cruz a warrant-

officer serving as tug-boat skip-

per, who in his early days had
been shanghaied on board one

of MacCumber's ships. He
was an old man, formerly from
Sweden. When a mere lad

he told me that he had been

gathered in by a boarding-
house runner on Paradise Alley
in Liverpool, and carried aboard

the Bluenose ship. As soon

as he found that he was ex-

posed to the dreadful fate of

the outward-bound with Cap-
tain Bill, he made up his mind
that no peril could be so

great as staying on board

that ship. Late at night he

went over the side with a

piece of hatch-combing, and
drifted for over an hour in

the darkness of the Mersey,
when by good fortune he was

picked up.
" But I would

far sooner have drownded,"
said the old chap,

" than to

have risked the voyage with

that Bluenose devil."

Bully MacCumber's last com-

mand was the Orion, a large

ship owned by the Dimmocks
of Windsor. The Orion sailed

on her maiden voyage from

Hantsport to Tilbury. She

had taken on a general cargo
for the Far East at Tilbury

Docks, and was towed to the

Downs to await her crew.

The crew were duly sent by
the shipping agent from Tower

Hill, London, and arrived in

charge of a host of boarding-
house runners.

It was a bitter night in the

Downs, and the Orion riding

at her anchor was exposed to

a biting blast from down Chan-
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nel. But the bitter cold and
the inclemency of the night

only added to Bully Mac-
Cumber's delight in hazing his

new crew. He ordered all

hands aloft with sandstone and
canvas to polish the yards.
Two men did not show

sufficient alacrity, and Mac-
Cumber chuckled at the op-

portunity they gave him to
" throw the fear of God into

the rest." When the crew at

last were released and allowed

to go below, they went with

murder in their hearts. In

the forecastle was a quantity
of saltpetre, to which they set

fire, and fanned by the gale

without, the forward part of

the ship was soon in flames.

There was nothing for Cap-
tain MacCumber but to beach
his ship, which he did, crash-

ing on to a lee shore, a total

wreck.

The mystic strain of the

Bluenose Gael is shown in

the legends that cling to

some of our old shipyards.
One of the most famous of

the Bluenose clipper ships was
the Marco Polo, built in 1851

by James Smith at St John.

She was the pioneer clipper
of the Australian Black Ball

Line. According to a romantic

story, it is stated that when
the Marco Polo was building,
Mr Smith, the owner of the

shipyard, found a pot of gold
at the end of the Marsh Eoad.

By this lucky find he was
enabled to finance the con-

struction of his great ship.

More substantial was the

pot of gold which the Marco

Polo brought to her owners

almost as soon as she was off

the ways. Her first voyage
from England to Australia was
made in sixty-eight days, which

long remained the record. In

her first year afloat she sailed

twice round the globe.
A partner in one of the

famous shipyards of St John
was John Frazer, formerly a

moulder from Pictou. Mr
Frazer was commonly known
as

"
Eagle Johnnie." When

he was a smal boy a mon-
strous eagle had attempted to

bear him away and devour

him, hence his high-sounding

appellation. But what a name
for a builder of flying clipper

ships !

Why did the Bluenose skip-

per leave the sea ? Because

of the passing of the sailing-

ship is commonly given as the

reason, but that is superficial.

The same men who gained our

renown in sail would have

gained us an equal renown in

steam.

The Bluenose skippers and
the Yankee captains alike

turned from their maritime

empire because they lost the

vision of the sea. The rail-

roads, the prairie farms, and
the wealth of an opening West
allured them, and they turned

their backs upon blue water.

England, with her cliffs for

ever whitened by the foam of

the Channel, has never been
allowed to lose the vision of

the sea, and she has never lost

her heritage upon the water.

That same heritage may yet
return to the Bluenose breed.
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STOBM IN THE DESEET.

BY EDWARD LIVEING.

HE got up from his table

and advanced hesitatingly to-

wards mine. I felt that I had
seen his face somewhere before,
and racked my mind for his

name, but without success.

Perhaps this was because I

was tired. I had only just
reached Cairo from England,
had seen my luggage deposited
in an upper bedroom of the

Hotel Continental, and come
out on to the terrace to enjoy
the comparatively cool evening
air and a " John Collins

"

a drink that for Egypt in June
has no equal. But enough of

myself.
Before he reached me I had

recalled his name.
"
Lasserhayes !

"
I gasped in

astonishment, holding out my
hand.

He seemed too agitated to

take it, and said hurriedly,
" Thank God I've met you, old

chap, but we can't talk here.

Do come to a less crowded

part of the terrace behind

that palm-tree over there."

As we walked over to the

spot, I noticed people turning
round from conversations and

looking curiously at the boy.
We sat down at a secluded

table, and he immediately laid

his elbows on it and leant right

across it to speak to me. He
looked years older than when
I bad last seen him about six

months before in a London

club. His face had been lit

up then with youthful enthu-

siasm at the prospect of going
to Egypt. Now his fair, almost
white hair still fell in a childish

curl over his forehead, but

deep lines lay under his eyes
and a queer quivering pallor
beneath his sunburnt features.

" You've heard all about it,

I suppose ?
" he asked.

" About what t
"

" About Stanhope, I mean ?
"

"
Nothing at all," I answered

in growing astonishment.

Then I noticed that the boy
was almost in tears, and began
to realise that he had been

through some terrible ordeal,
and was badly in need of

sympathy.
Stanhope I had known for

several years, and I was more
than an acquaintance of Lasser-

hayes.
"
Strange things happen in

Egypt," I said, placing my
hand on his shoulder.

"
Tell

me all about it."
"
I will, I will," he replied,

and he started his story.

Perhaps I should never have
retold it but for the fact that

I happened to find myself

sitting in almost the same

position on the terrace of the

hotel a few evenings ago as

that which we had occupied

during its narration several

years before. The gorgeously
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coloured awning above my
head, the almost identically

similar setting out of chairs

and tables, and, above all,

the mingled noises that came
from the neighbourhood of

Opera Square, the cries of fruit-

sellers and boot-blacks, the

blowing of tram -
horns, the

jingling of bells on the horses

of arabiyehs and the constantly
shouted

" Owar riglak
"
of their

drivers, the whickering, gull-

like noises of the kites wheeling
over EzbeMeh Gardens all

these brought back vividly to

my memory the sight of Dick

Lasserhayes leaning over the

table towards me and speaking
in low hesitating tones, with

those large sensitive eyes of his

searching my face anxiously to

see the effect that his words

exercised upon me.

Lasserhayes is dead now.

He took himself and his troubles

to a glorious perishing on the

Somme. That is another reason

why I can now tell this story

of the desert.

i.

Jeb'ail lies fifteen miles out

in the Sahara. The nearest

village to it in the valley of the

Nile is a compact collection

of mud buildings harbouring a

thousand people. Its name is

Messara. If you draw a line

from Messara to Jeb'ail you
can extend it westwards through
about two thousand five hun-

dred miles of blank desert till

you approach the shores of the

Atlantic. Perhaps this sounds

rather an exaggerated way of

putting things, but it is the

kind of thought that enters

into your mind when your

body enters into the gebel.

"I teU you," said Dick

Lasserhayes to me,
"
that first

sight of the desert fairly took

my breath away. You mustn't

forget that I'd never been out

of England before this ex-

pedition. Of course my mind
had been crammed up with a

lot of impressions on the way
out, but this struck me more

than anything else. Our camels

had been ambling slowly up a

long wadi leading gradually

upwards through the limestone

hills that shut in the Nile

valley. Suddenly we were out

in the open in a region of sand

covered by thousands of enor-

mous round stones. About
half a mile away two or three

small tells rose up out of the

flatness, looking like miniature

volcanoes. Towards the south-

east you could see miles and
miles of desert cut into vast

furrows and ridges by several

parallel ranges of limestone

hills. I can tell you, I felt

the sense of desolation there

far more than I had felt it in

mid-ocean a week before. I

suppose that's because there's

nothing moving. It's as it

has been for thousands of

years, and will remain for

thousands of years. But I

tell you the chief reason : it's

the silence of empty spaces.
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My God ! I'd never before

known what silence was some-

thing almost tangible and
solid."

It was Jeb'ail towards which
the two Egyptologists, Gordon

Stanhope and Dick Lasser-

hayes, were heading with their

small cavalcade of camels,

drivers, and servants on a day
early in January. Not until

an hour's trot had brought
them on to the crest of the
fourth limestone ridge did its

long, softly massive contours
become visible, rising out of

the desert to the north-west
like the bole of a giant felled

tree in waste ground.

Dick, sensitive as he was,
never forgot his first sight of

Jeb'ail. A north wind, driving
white clouds across the vast

blue of the sky, made shadow
after shadow go chasing across

its grey, slightly
- indented

bosom, imparting to it a
more than usually mysterious
appearance.

"
I know you'll think me

imaginative and childish," Las-

serhayes had continued.
"
Well, I admit I am, or

rather that I was then. But
that hill held my gaze from the

very moment I caught sight
of it. I think this was partly
because of its conspicuousness
in the surrounding desert, and
because I had heard so many
tales of its tomb, which had
been only discovered and ex-

cavated during last year, and
on which we were to work,
tracing the mural paintings,
which were said to be the

products of insanity. At least,

Amen-hotep, the old fellow who
had designed the tomb and
been buried in it, was believed

to have been a madman. But
there was something else about
the hill . . .

" For a long time we trotted

on, neither Stanhope nor I

uttering a word. Then Stan-

hope, pulling at his thick little

moustache, a habit of his before

speaking, pointed suddenly
ahead.

" '

Tents'll be up, thank God!

by time we get there. We'll

have a meal and then to bed.

Up to-morrow at half-past six.

Must get on with things. Tomb
completely excavated, so we'll

start tracing after a bit of a

look-over. Interesting place,
I expect. At least, fairly in-

teresting, though rumours al-

ways exaggerate.'
" '

It looks an interesting

place, doesn't it ?
'

I re-

marked. '

Perhaps we'll

stumble across some more
tombs there.'

" '

Perhaps,' replied Stan-

hope in that staccato manner
of his.

'

Anyhow, we've got
our work cut out as it is over

this tomb.'
"
Before we reached the sha-

dow of Jeb'ail the sun, just
like a great yellow ball, fell

quickly beneath its skyline,

leaving behind in the lower

sky a sort of shore of orange-
coloured promontories jutting
into a sea of carmine sprinkled
with the golden islands of

slender clouds.
"
I said there was something

else about Jeb'ail. It had
looked so peaceful from a dis-
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tance, but d'you know," the

boy laughed nervously,
"
as

defiant about its black skyline
and desolate ravines, as though

we got into its shadow, there it objected to our disturbing its

was something menacing and secrets."

n.

The ridge, which rose about
three hundred feet above the

surrounding plateau, was an

unusually large outcrop of lime-

stone, varying in colour from

light pink to a whitish ochre.

On its eastern side it was com-

posed of two layers, the lower

layer, about a hundred feet

high, reaching out into the

desert and being intersected

by small ascending wadis
;
the

upper layer ascending more

precipitously out of it into a

somewhat craggy range three

miles in length. The camp, con-

sisting of three bell-tents and
a marquee, lay in one of the

central wadis of the lower layer,

almost immediately beneath the

tomb, which had been cut out

of an overhanging portion of

the upper ridge's summit.
At about seven o'clock the

next morning the two archae-

ologists followed by Ah', an

aged Egyptian who acted as

an antiquity guard, walked
out of the wadi, in which lay
the camp, and climbed in

zigzag fashion up the more

precipitous slope. Under the

lea of the summit and on the

level made by the excavation

of sand from the tomb, Stan-

hope stopped to draw breath.

He was a man of forty-five or

so, and had never been fond of

taking much exercise.
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"Bit of a climb that," he

puffed.
"
By Jove, though,

it's a good view, Dick, isn't

it?
"

They looked back over the

great waste of sand across

which they had come yester-

day. It stretched away glitter-

ing under the mounting sun

like the wet sands of a vast

inlet deserted by the tide, and
was backed on the horizon by
a dark-grey line of hills the

edge of the Eastern Desert

on the farther side of the Nile

valley. To the north there lay
unlimited desert, broken by
tells and wadis

;
to the south

there lay unlimited desert, more
monotonous than that towards

the north, since it was more
level and more sandy. Domi-

nating this huge semicircle of

yellowness lay the intense blue

of the sky, which was bounded

abruptly by the crest-line of

Jeb'ail just above them. Las-

serhayes, standing there, was
conscious of a vastness that he

had never known before, but

he was more than all else

conscious of something that

seemed almost living, something

solid, something that was rest-

ful and yet oppressive the

most complete and indescrib-

able silence.
" Come on, Dick

;
let's have

a look at our old friend's in-

ft 2
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sane picture-gallery
"

: Stan-

hope's jocular words inter-

rupted his contemplation.
The two men turned round

and moved off to the shadowy
doorway, fringed with hiero-

glyphic inscriptions and cut

out of the base of a mass of

solid limestone rising perpen-

dicularly thirty feet above it

to the skyline. For a moment
Stanhope stood close to the

wall of rock, glancing at the

inscriptions. They consisted

chiefly in laudations of Amen-

hotep, the deceased, and a

setting forth of his numerous

possessions in cattle, land, and
slaves. There was no sign
of insanity here, at any rate.

He had encountered such in-

scriptions in or outside nearly

every tomb on which he had
worked during the last twenty
years. Then suddenly a pecul-
iar sentence, a kind of proverb,

caught his eye.
" Look at this, Dick," he

remarked simply, starting to

con the ancient Egyptian.
" Do you understand the

meaning 1
" he added a mo-

ment later, as though he sud-

denly remembered that his

young assistant's knowledge of

hieroglyphics was not at pres-
ent very perfect.

"
I confess I don't, doctor,"

replied the younger man. " At

least, I can only make out one

or two words."
" Which are 1

"

" One is, let's see love, and
the other's cruelty, I think,
isn't it ?

"

The older man laughed in a

sly but kind way.

" You've got at least three

months ahead of you in which
to solve the riddle, Dick. I'll

leave you to do it off your own
bat !

"

Meanwhile old Ali, the guard,
had lit a candle with his trem-

bling hands, and the two archae-

ologists now followed him into

the flickering obscurity of the

tomb.
As he entered and tried to

take stock of his surroundings,

Lasserhayes experienced the

sensation of a rushing in the

air close to his head. This

was followed by another rush-

ing. He ducked his head in-

voluntarily. Stanhope noticed

the movement.
"
Only bats," he said.

" Damn 'em . . . probably
done a lot of harm to the

wall-paintings . . . How they

got here I can't imagine."
He ejaculated the sentences

at intervals from one another,
whilst he pushed an electric

torch, which he had taken out

of his pocket, into the various

recesses of the tomb. Dick fol-

lowed his example and found

himself gazing at trains of

loaded donkeys, at ships, at

kneeling figures playing on

harps, at oxen led by men
in loin-cloths a multitude of

pictures, all possessing that

strange beauty and vivid im-

pressionistic power peculiar to

ancient Egyptian art, which

had so fascinated him as a

student, but which now in its

own surroundings filled him
with a far more definite amaze-
ment.

After a short survey Stan-
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hope noted to himself that the

tomb was an almost perfectly

rectangular quadrilateral, about

thirty feet high, fifty feet long,

and thirty feet wide
;
that the

wall-paintings were, generally

speaking, typical of Sixth-Dyn-
astic art, but that they had
been badly cut about by de-

spoilers at a very early date,

probably soon after the burial

of Amen-hotep, and that the

markings of bats had in many
places completely destroyed
them. He discovered no signs

of insanity.

But, on making a second

round, he noticed a deep and
tall niche in the wall at the

far end of the tomb. Its posi-

tion opposite the entrance re-

minded him at once of similar

niches in the tombs of the sun-

cult period at Tell-el-Amarna.

He turned his torch into the

recess and revealed what he

had expected, a life-size statue

of Amen-hotep. An ingenious
thief had detruncated the head.

The figure itself was typical

Sixth-Dynastic work, and re-

presented the deceased in a

dignified, upright, walking atti-

tude, left foot foremost. The

figure was nude except for an

elaborately worked loin-cloth.

The only feature that differen-

tiated it from the other statues

of the period was a long ser-

pentine lash grasped in the

right hand and trailing down
to the pedestal. The right
forearm slightly lifted, the hand

grasping the end of the lash

with a savage firmness, the

lash itself, like the modern

Egyptian courbag, made of hip-

popotamus-hide, with its life-

like twirl struck Stanhope im-

mediately as a remarkable re-

presentation of latent ferocity

awaiting an opportunity to

gratify itself. He looked at

the short inscription carved

above the niche. It was iden-

tical with the one above the

doorway. He was on the point
of exclamation, when some-

thing at the back of his mind

prevented him. "
No," it said,

" Dick can find that out for

himself
;

he needn't know, at

any rate for the present."
Some instinct, too, moved him
to send Dick out of the tomb.

He wished to see the tomb-
shaft himself first.

" Look here, old chap," he

said,
" we'd better start work

this afternoon, and those acety-
lene lamps need getting ready.
Abdul's certain to start trying
his hand on them some time

this morning, and he's just as

certain to make an unholy
hash of them. I think you'd
better go along and show him
how the thingswork. . . . Don't
bother to come up here again
this morning," he added as an

afterthought.
"
You'll have

had quite enough work by
the end of the day, and you
may as well take a rest whilst

you can."

He listened to the boy's

footsteps crunching through the

sand outside the tomb, then

turned to the aged Ali, who
stood in faithful attendance,
still holding a candle in his

trembling hands and muttering
prayers in his beard* Old Ali

always remembered his sins in
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the darkness of tombs. He
would never have remained so

long it was ten years or there-

abouts in the service of the

Department of Antiquities ex-

cept for monetary reasons. An-
other cause of these prayer

mutterings was the desire to

convey the impression of being
a holy man. This, he felt,

inspired confidence in the mind
of a bash mufettish, or pious pro-
fessor a confidence which was

unlikely to believe the possi-

bility of such a holy man as old

Ali not doing his work con-

scientiously, or of stealing trif-

ling antiquities on occasions.

. . . Stanhope, with his hard-

bought knowledge of Egyptians,
saw through old Ali like a piece
of glass. But he rather liked

the old humbug for all that.
" Now then, Ali," he ques-

tioned him in Arabic,
" have

you put that rope-ladder down
the shaft yet t

"

"
See ! It is all there, effen-

dim," replied the old man,
pointing his candle in the direc-

tion of the southern end of the

tomb.

Together they removed the

thin planking that covered the

opening of the shaft.
"
Stay up here," commanded

Stanhope,
" and hold your

candle out so till I get down
to the bottom."
He felt with his feet for

the first rung of the ladder,

and let himself down slowly
over the side. The shaft must
have been fifty feet deep. He
was glad to set foot on the

bottom, as the ladder began
to , swing out from the wall

in a most uncomfortable manner
just after he got half-way down.
Some bats brushed past his

face. The air was close and

fusty. But he forgot the dis-

comfort of his surroundings as

soon as he switched on his

electric torch
; for, probing the

darkness with its light, he dis-

covered all around him some
of the most elaborate and
most perfectly-preserved art

that he had ever encountered
in Egypt. The original out-

lines had been limned by a

masterly hand, and the colours,
still as fresh as when they had
been first laid on, had not

slurred over the outlines as

in the tomb above, and in so

much of Sixth-Dynastic art.

This was Stanhope's first

impression. He now lit a

candle and placed it on the

edge of a long and fairly

deep recess that had obviously
once contained the sarcophagus.
A few more bats flew away
and up the shaft, squeaking
with fear at the unnatural

light. For a moment the

archffiologist wondered why
they had not done more dam-

age to the paintings, but then

recalled the fact that the shaft

had been blocked up with

sand until just lately. This

fact, of course, explained the

perfect preservation of the de-

corations around him. But as

he took more careful stock of

their character he almost began
to wish that they had never

been preserved. The scenes

which they presented imparted
a sense of gruesome decadence,
that fascinated and repelled
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him at one and the same time.

They were ranged all round
the three walls of the chamber

leading out of the shaft and in

the recess, cut out of the left-

hand wall, that had contained

the sarcophagus. One wall was

occupied with the portrayal
of the preparation of tortures.

Here men were heating prongs
and other instruments to a

red-hot glow over the fire
;

next to them another lot of

men were pouring boiling water

into a vast cauldron
;

next to

them were some sly-looking
old men mixing apparently
noxious drugs. Group after

group of these masters in the

act of cruelty succeeded one

another, till coming to the

narrow wall at the far end

Stanhope found a compara-

tively enormous figure of Amen-

hotep presiding over the pro-

ceedings from a raised seat.

On either side of him gangs
of young slaves were being
driven along under the lashes

of their guards, while a few

of them were grovelling for

mercy at his feet. The Nubian

guards, with their black faces

and gorgeous clothing, the

slaves, clad in loin-cloths, with

drops of blood dripping from
their backs and peculiarly pro-
tuberant chests, the smile of

mad joy on Amen-hotep's face

as he lifted his courbag to

thrash his supplicating victims

all combined to produce a

mixture of emotions in the

heart of Stanhope that he

could hardly define. The domi-

nating emotion at first was,

perhaps, one of disgust. Stan-

hope possessed a rather Puri-

tanical soul, and did not, in

some ways, possess a strong
sense of humour. But his

Puritanism was a kind of forced

product. . . .

Over the presiding Amen-

hotep Stanhope noticed an-

other hieroglyphic inscription.

He found it to be identical

with the one outside the en-

trance and with that in the

tomb itself. It ran :

" When thou art young,
men and women will do

many things for the love

of thee. But when thou
art old, thou shalt gain

nothing save by cruelty.
These are the words of Amen-

hotep, son of &c."

m.

For the first six weeks all the two men. Three years
went well. Both archaeolo- before, Lasserhayes's parents

gists applied themselves to the had been drowned in a wreck

pictures in the tomb itself, off the eastern coast of Spain,
and Stanhope began to take At the time he had only just
a considerable pride in the completed his first year at

development of his young Cambridge. The news had
friend's tracing abilities. Be- completely overwhelmed him:

sides, firm ties existed between He was an only child. He
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had been deeply attached to

his mother. He had always
been accustomed to having

everything done for him. In

the little country home in

Surrey, which his father, a

retired infantry colonel, had
been just able to maintain

with a none too large income,
he had learned nothing of

the world. And he had learned

tittle more of it at Cambridge.
One of the executors of the

will, however, had once been
an inexperienced subaltern in

Colonel, then Captain, Lasser-

hayes's company. This exec-

utor was Stanhope. The two
men had drifted apart a good
deal since Stanhope had thrown

up a military career and taken

to Egyptology. Stanhope, how-

ever, had happened to be in

London at the time of his

friend's death, and he wired

to his son, whom he had never

seen, to come and discuss the

winding - up of his father's

estate. He gave him lunch

at his club, and discovered

that the young man was com-

pletely unversed in business

matters, and very much in

need of assistance and sym-
pathy. Eemembering how he

had himself been looked after

in his early days by the boy's

father, and attracted by his

youthfulness and innocence,

Stanhope constituted himself

in loco parentis, rescued about

300 a year for the boy out

of the estate, and made him
come and live with him in the

vacations. Stanhope was un-

married. He gradually came
to look on Dick as his son. He

interested the boy so much
in his Egyptology that he
went in for Oriental studies,
and had ended by taking a
First Class Tripos in them in

the preceding summer. Stan-

hope was vastly pleased. They
had had a champagne dinner in

London soon after the event,
and Stanhope had remarked
in his staccato manner

" Damn' good, Dick
;
damn'

good. I'll get the Egyptian
Archaeological Association to

send you out as my assistant

on my next job, if you like.

What d'you say to that ?
"

Dick had assented with more
than pleasure, and the matter
had been successfully arranged.
He was glad to make his

entrance into this new world,
for him, under Stanhope's

tutelage. He had a fond-

ness, mixed with admiration,
for him. For some reason

that he could not have

explained, he appreciated the

aloofness of his manner, the

way in which he did kind
actions without saying much
about them, his intense energy
and efficiency, his knowledge
of the world, and the easi-

ness with which he moved
through it. As to his gruff-
ness of talking, which at times

was more accentuated than at

others, he had come to con-

sider it as a sort of attempt to

conceal too kind a heart. All

of which shows that he under-

stood Stanhope up to a point,
but only up to a point. I

flatter myself that I under-

stood the man far better than
he did. I once had the audacity
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to mention this fact to Lasser-

hayes. Of course, the boy
flared up at once. He was, as

I have said, very sensitive too

sensitive. . . .

Stanhope used to work eight
hours a day with a concen-
trated energy that the younger
man could not possibly main-
tain. In the evenings, after

tea, Lasserhayes would take

long walks in the desert, ac-

companied by Abdul Afri, a

young Arab whom he had

picked up in Cairo to act as

his servant. On the first occa-

sion he had taken a walk on
his own, but on his return

Abdul, with his dark -brown

eyes shining with displeasure,
had told him

" Genabou (master) must
never walk again without his

servant. It was not proper,
it was not dignified. Besides,
he might lose himself in the

desert, whereas Arabs could
never go astray."

After this Abdul always ac-

companied him, and, indeed,
contributed much to the plea-
sure of Dick's rambles. He
was probably about eighteen

years old, though, when on one
of these early walks Dick asked
him his age, he said

"
It is fifteen or sixteen years,

perhaps, since I was born.

But how should I know ? Sure-

ly only my mother can know,
and she is dead, may Allah be
merciful to her."

He was a small youth, deli-

cately made in face and figure.

His aquiline nose and small

lips gave him the aristocratic

look common to so many

Arabs, while his large glitter-

ing eyes, his flashing white

teeth contrasting with the olive

colour of his skin, and the easy

bearing of his figure in general,
clad in a gaily-coloured turban,
a short white galabeah, with a
criss-cross patterned shawl of

orange and blue thrown casu-

ally over the shoulder, and a

pair of new leather sandals,
made an immediate impression
on Lasserhayes of much poten-
tial vigour. And vigour he

most assuredly had a fund
of it which never seemed to

leave him. Keeping at a re-

spectful distance behind his

master, he would maintain a

flow of conversation that never

ceased except when he ran away
to pick up a stone or a possible

object of antiquity, for which

Lasserhayes, with his youthful

expectations of treasure, was

always on the look-out, or to

catch some tired bird that had

sought the ground in journey-

ing from one of the oases to

the valley of the Nile. These
were usually the honey-birds
that you see clustering in sont-

trees anywhere in Egypt. It

was a strange sight to watch
him suddenly speed away over

the sand, come to a standstill,

and then walk on, gradually

bending low and fixing his

attention on the prey as though
his large eyes were mesmerising

it, until his arm shot out and
held up to one's distant view

a second afterwards the little,

quivering, green object.

Outwardly Dick would show
an amused tolerance of his

servant on these walks. As
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a matter of fact, what he would
have done without him I can-

not imagine, for Stanhope began
to be so absorbed in his work
that he never appeared except
for meals, in which he would
discuss details of the programme
for the morrow in his short

staccato way, subsequently re-

lapsing into silence. After all,

the young fellow's tempera-
ment was receptive rather than
creative. He was brilliant at

learning languages, he could

adjust himself to his surround-

ings easily and settle down in

almost any company ;
he was

a mental worker who got

through a great deal of work

very quickly and very ably in

spasmodic bursts, but who dur-

ing the intervals required enter-

taining people to amuse him.

Altogether he was more of a

passive than an active person-

ality, and he liked to move
through life as a spectator,

absorbing other people's ideas,

actions, and vitality.

By the middle of February,
despite Abdul's companionship,
it must be admitted that he
was becoming very tired of the

desert. For any man the

restfulness of seeing and hear-

ing no movement in great

open spaces is certain at length
to turn into oppressiveness.
And for Lasserhayes, young
and with his especial need for

a vitalising environment, every

succeeding day became more
monotonous. The orange -

coloured sun would appear on
the horizon each morning ;

a

hasty breakfast would ensue
;

then would come the long

period of tracing by the aid

of acetylene light in that tomb,
whose age of four thousand
five hundred years made him
feel how small a thing his own
life was, followed by his walk

every evening after tea across

endless spaces of sand and
limestone covered in by a

blue sky that very rarely pro-
duced clouds. Even the massed
and flaming colours of the

sunset over the gaunt ridge of

Jeb'ail lost their early impres-
siveness.

But in the nocturnal still-

ness, when the light from the

moon and stars threw soft

weird shadows over the land-

scape and dimmed the horizon,
and little winds blew up sud-

denly and died away again
as suddenly through the wadis

at the foot of Jeb'ail, he would
stand outside the entrance of

his bell-tent for several min-

utes before retiring for the

night, feeling a peculiar sensa-

tion that something was bound
to happen soon, something that

would relieve the monotony
of the camp's life, something

mysterious, something that

seemed to grow more imminent
at the end of every day.
At the end of February

Dick obtained a temporary
release from monotony. In

the afternoon of the 27th,
after the arrival of the two
sahas with the water and the

post, Stanhope remarked
"
Like to go to Assiut for a

couple of days ?
"

Dick assented with obvious

pleasure.
"
Thought so," replied Stan-
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hope.
"
Various banking diffi-

culties about the expedition

you'll have to go into."

He was given definite in-

formation as to clearing up
these difficulties. The next

afternoon he departed with

the sahas on an extra donkey
that they had brought up.
On the same afternoon Stan-

hope made his second descent

down the tomb -
shaft, this

time with the purpose of start-

ing work on its insane pictures.

IV.

That first afternoon's work
at the bottom of the tomb-
shaft did not merely fatigue
the indomitable Stanhope : it

unnerved him. It is not un-

til you come to trace ancient

Egyptian mural paintings that

you learn the intricate sub-

tleties of drawing that give
the general contours seen from

a distance their peculiar power.

Now, as figures and objects

began to form themselves be-

fore his eyes upon the trans-

parent paper, he noticed things
which repelled that second na-

ture of his, with its common-

sense, its modesty, its kindness,
cultivated with an almost un-

conscious care from the days
of his early manhood. The

cruelty latent in the bend of an

arm, the fierceness of move-
ment in the jagglings of a

lash, the hateful submissive-

ness in the pose of a victim's

body, sent sudden physical
shivers of repulsion through
him.

Towards five o'clock he began
to feel extremely tired, and re-

turned to camp for tea. After

tea he began to read a book of

detective stories, but he found

himself taking not the least bit

of interest in the pages which

he perused and turned over

mechanically. He was sitting

in a camp-chair in the Indian

marquee, which served as
" mess " room and sitting-room
combined. A slight evening
breeze had got up, blowing

through the open door oppo-
site to him, and making a

tinkling noise in the little

painted Japanese glasses sus-

pended by Lasserhayes, when

they first arrived, from the

horizontal pole supporting the

roof. Why this tinkling should

so affect him Stanhope could

not understand. But it made
him lay down his book, it

forced a sensation of utter

loneliness upon him, an ex-

treme desire to get away from
his surroundings into the out-

side world. He began to think

about his mother, to whom he
had been very attached, and
who had thoroughly spoilt him.

But Stanhope was not the sort

of man to stand
"
sentimental-

ising." He prided himself on
his self-control.

"
All damned rot," he mut-

tered to himself.
"
Perhaps

I've been overdoing things a
little bit lately. I'll take things
a bit easier for the time being.'!
He applied himself once more
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to his book and read on,

mechanically turning over leaf

after leaf of print.

Stanhope went to bed soon

after the evening meal, but
he did not sleep for hours.

His mind was still casting itself

back to the days of his child-

hood and raking up all kinds

of apparently unreasonable

memories, which he was un-

able to prevent. At one mo-
ment he saw a vivid picture of

himself squashing flies on the

nursery windows, at another

moment, of his throwing wood-
en bricks at his grandmother's
face as she sat in an arm-chair

in the breakfast-room weeping
silently in her dotage ;

now
he recalled his savage enjoy-
ment in the act of shooting
at a trespassing cat with his

air-gun, and now again the

wild delight that filled him as

he flogged a small boy in his

capacity of senior prefect. At

every fresh recollection he shud-

dered and tried to think of

other things, but the recollec-

tions would not be denied ad-

mittance, and they continued

to crowd into his conscious-

ness with overmastering power
until he fell into a troubled

sleep.

And in sleep he dreamed.

. . He was reading a book,
which conveyed no interest to

him. It was a matter of turn-

ing page after page of dull

black print on white paper.
This was ridiculous. Some-

thing was bound to happen
soon . . . and, as though to

confirm his expectations, the

print began to vanish from
the pages. The pages became

transparent. He found himself

placing his pencil upon them
and tracing horrible deformed

images as they rose up beneath
each page and penetrated it.

In terror he kept on turning
over page after page, but the

same change took place in

every fresh leaf the print left

it
;

it became transparent, and
the images started to come

through the paper. He had
to trace them quickly, for

something told him that they
would otherwise leap through
the paper and sear his mind.
He continued to trace and
trace

;
then suddenly he real-

ised that he was too tired to

go on. A deformed figure with

a devilish grinning face rose

up through the paper and leapt
at his head, brandishing a

whip. The whip had a tongue
of white fire at the end of it.

This shot into his head and
covered him in a burning white

light. He struggled with and
tried to get away from it. His
brain began to reel, in another

second it would crack. . . .

He awoke to find himself

perspiring freely and the moon
shining down at him through
the door of the tent. Strong

gusts of wind came and went,

throwing sand patteringly on
the canvas walls. He could

hear the Japanese glasses clink-

ing in the near-by marquee.
In the pause of the winds the

silence was almost stifling.
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A less hardened man than

Stanhope would have given
in after that night. He would
have done the sensible thing,
and taken a week's leave in

Cairo or Alexandria. But his

whole attitude to Life was
never to give in to anything.

Stanhope fought with life in-

stead of running with it. He
had no elasticity of soul a
soul which could never bend,
but which would tilt at every
wall of adversity till it broke
it down or was itself broken
in the attempt. God only
knows the extent of the struggle

through which he went during
the following fortnight, but
he worked on at the tomb-shaft
with a bitter fury.
He hardly noticed Dick's

return from Assiut. As the

boy told me : "He scarcely
said a word to me the

evening I came back. He
seemed to be looking through
me with a kind of de-

termined rage in his eyes
and chin, which he stuck out
in a grim manner, clenching
his teeth. He looked as if he
were an officer waiting for

the enemy to come into sight
and within range of his rifles.

He asked a few words about
the business with the bank at

Assiut. I went into the whole

thing in detail, but he didn't

seem to take in what I was

saying. He just nodded his

head at times, and finally
said

" '

Well, anyhow, you settled

it all up all right ;
didn't

you f
'

"
I replied that I had. He

said
" '

Well, that's that,' and
walked off to his tent."

As I have remarked before,

Lasserhayes was one of those

people who like to move
through Life as a spectator.
He was very worried about

Stanhope, but, acting on his

instincts, he made no attempt
to ask him if anything was the

matter. In fact, he was afraid

to approach him during the

three days that followed his

return. Sometimes he would

try to make conversation during
the meals, but Stanhope would

reply in a more than usually
staccato manner, as though
he did not wish to be bothered.

On the evening of the third

day Dick was assailed with a
headache and a coldness which

spread through his body and
made him shiver. He felt so

ill that he took his temperature,
which he found to be up to

102. He then retired to bed,
where he remained on and off

for the next ten days with an

unpleasant dose of relapsing

fever, probably caught in Assiut

a town insidiously beautiful

and poisonously damp and

mosquito-ridden.
" What I should have done

without Abdul I don't know,"
he told me. " The boy looked
after me like a trained nurse.

He hardly ever seemed to

leave me. He was always at
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hand with tea and brandy and

aspirin. The fever gave me
a most painful gastric catarrh

and a dull unceasing headache.
He used to sit beside me on
an upturned box, holding my
hand and massaging my head.

His eyes had a sort of hyp-
notic influence over me, and he
often sent me to sleep simply

by looking hard at me, and re-

peating softly over and over

again
" ' You are about to sleep

now, genabou you are about
to sleep.'

"
Stanhope would visit me

for a few minutes in the morn-

ing and evening. He looked

worried, strained, and pale. I

asked him one evening if he

thought he had caught my

fever. He replied that he was
a bit overdone with the heat
that was all. But he was rest-

less and walked about the

tent, and I felt as if he wanted
to ask me my advice on some-

thing, yet could not bring him-
self to do it. I expect I ought
to have been more sympa-
thetic, but I was feverish

and feeling like nothing on
earth. It certainly was ter-

ribly hot. The variable winds
had died down, and the night
air was even more oppressive
than that of the day. Stan-

hope left the tent suddenly.
I felt so lonely that night that

I kept Abdul by the side of

my camp-bed, humming songs
in a low monotonous under-

tone."

VI.

When Stanhope took his soli-

tary evening meal that night,
the cook brought it into the

marquee. Stanhope disliked

the cook. For one thing, he

spoke English, and Stanhope

always distrusted Egyptians
who spoke English. The man
looked agitated, and, imme-

diately he had put the soup
before his master, he burst

out
" Your servant, he run away,

your honour. He say he no

like place, he no like master.

He very wicked man, Maho-
med."

"
Stop that damned gibber-

ish and speak Arabic," shouted

Stanhope, a sudden wrath surg-

ing up within him.

The man cowered away from
the table and told Stanhope
plausible lies of how Mahomed
had fled from the camp, and
how he had not noticed his

disappearance till too late. He
had then looked towards the

valley and seen him afar off.

Stanhope had liked Mahomed.
He had acted as his servant in

Egypt for the last five years.
He had paid him well. He had

procured him a good position
as an Antiquity Guard in upper
Egypt. He finished his meal
in a sullen anger, which was
not lessened by the oppressive
heat of the evening, and by
the relentless flies. He had to

flick them away incessantly
with his serviette. When the
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cook brought in the cup of

Turkish coffee, he found him

deftly squashing them between
his hands and chuckling oddly
as he did so.

Stanhope retired to his tent

and his camp-bed. For a long
time he lay awake listening
to the sad monotonous love

ditties that Abdul was singing
in the next tent, and which
floated clearly to him on the

still air. The emotional power
of the boy's voice, the infinite

gradation of the notes, tender

and yearning, had a strange
effect upon him. He had for

years denied himself any ex-

pression of emotion, and he

realised that he had been wrong
in this. He had for years shown
no emotion to any one, he had
shown no affection for any-

body. Perhaps it was because

he had never been given any
affection any affection such,
for instance, as Abdul was show-

ing for Dick. Suddenly the

strange words in Amen-hotep's
tomb flashed into his mind

" When thou art young, men
and women will do many things
for the love of thee. But
when thou art old, thou shalt

gain nothing save by cruelty."

Surely they explained every-

thing his servant's callous de-

parture despite all that he had
done for him, the cook's treach-

ery, Abdul's devotion to Lasser-

hayes, and his scarcely veiled

insolence to him. As to that

young fellow's illness, he sus-

pected that it was a pretence
to get out of work and out of

his company. He remembered
now how glad the ungrateful

young dog had been at the idea

of going to Assiut.

"I'll teach 'em a lesson,"

he muttered to himself.
"

I'll

teach 'em a lesson."

Then he thought
" I'm an old man, an old

man. I'm not wanted
;

no

one cares twopence about me."
He wanted sympathy and

affection as he had never

wanted it for years. . . .

He awoke soon after dawn.
The patter of rain on the

canvas walls of the tent pre-

vented him from further sleep.

He got up and, after he had

dressed, unpacked a revolver

and courbag from his kit-

bag.
" I'm an old man, but I'll

teach 'em a lesson," he mut-

tered.

vn.

Followed by the old and in a half-conscious way the

faithful Ali, Stanhope climbed giant shadows sweeping across

wearily up the sandy slopes the desert, up the slopes on
that rose to the black aper- which he sat, and away into

ture of the tomb. Grey clouds the Sahara over the crest of

sped across the vast blue of Jeb'ail. But the sun was
the sky. Half-way up the hill quickly gaining power, and

Stanhope rested and watched hosts of flies began to buzz
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about in the increasing warmth.

Stanhope hit out at them with

his courbag, and AH flicked

at them with an old fly-swish
made of palm-leaves, while

muttering continuously
" What are you doing here ?

What do you want with us "?

Go home
;

for the love of

Allah, go home !

"

They moved on, and ten

minutes later the acetylene

lamp was flaring at the bottom
of the tomb-shaft, while the

mumbling Ali was swishing
flies off his master as he

traced the great figure of Amen-

hotep. Strange ideas began
to work in Stanhope's mind.

A wild glitter appeared in his

eyes. Even old Ali, lost in

prayers and mutterings, noticed

a change in his master. He
redoubled his prayers to "Allah

the wise, the just, the merciful."

Towards noon Ali saw Stan-

hope lay down his pencil and
turn round to him. His face

was contorted, a horrible lear

spread across it. Ali was ter-

rified.
"
My heart was like

water," he afterwards said to

Lasserhayes,
"
so that my

hands shook and my knees

trembled."
" Your honour, there are

evil spirits here," he moaned
as he backed towards the lad-

der.
"
Allah preserve us from

them."
" Aha ! so you have felt

them too, my poor Ali," re-

joined Stanhope with a queer

laugh.
" But to old men like you

and me, Ali," he continued,

coming up and wagging his

finger at Ali's face,
"
they

are good spirits. When we
are young, Ali, the world loves

us for our good looks, our

quick brains, our enthusiasms.

But when we grow old and the

fire dies away from our hearts

and faces, then the world in

its turn becomes cold to us.

Then it is time to terrify the

world to terrify it, I repeat,"
and his voice rose to a shrill

crescendo, while his eyes, as

Ali described them,
" burned

with an unholy fire and a

strange cunning."
" Who in this camp cares

for you or me, Ali ? None
care for us : they leave us

to do the work. Now, Ali,

the good spirits of this tomb
have whispered in our ears.

We will go by their guidance.
You are tired, Ali

; your teeth

are chattering with weariness.

You shall rest this afternoon.

Go and tell Abdul to bring me
lunch and to stay here in your

place."
"
Yes, your honour," an-

swered the terrified Ali, one

foot already on the lowest rung.
" And mind you see that he

comes !

"
shouted Stanhope

after the figure retreating quick-

ly up the ladder and mumbling
prayers to the all-wise Allah.

When the terrified Ali had
climbed out of sight over the

top of the tomb-shaft, Stan-

hope sat down on a large stone

and surveyed Amen-hotep's pic-

ture-gallery. Though it was

midday and stifling hot, and
he had continuously to lash

out at the hosts of flies, he felt

a strange elation. He was
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young again, an energising flow

of blood pulsed through him.

Something in his heart said,
" Let yourself go ; you are a

powerful man, and you've never
tested your power."

If Abdul showed the slight-

est sign of insubordination, he

would punish him. Stanhope
saw things more logically than
he had ever done before. He
knew exactly why he hated

Abdul. He had wanted him
for his servant the whole time,
but in the absurd magnanimity
which he had artificially culti-

vated all his life he had let

Lasserhayes have him. And
Abdul had not only robbed him
of Dick's friendship, but had
traded on the fact of his inti-

macy with him to show a half-

veiled insolence to Stanhope.
Abdul was too handsome. Stan-

hope knew perfectly well that

he wished to inflict a violent

physical injury on the boy's

good looks.

A trudge of sandalled feet

sounded on the floor of the

tomb. A moment later Abdul
in his white galabeah was

swinging easily down the ladder,

hanging on with his right hand,
and in his left hand holding
the luncheon basket. Stan-

hope noted the lithe poise of

the figure, as it swung from
one rung to the other. He never
had possessed, never would

possess that elasticity of move-
ment

; but, closing his hand

tighter round the end of his

courbag, he realised with a

grim satisfaction that he could

reduce that elasticity to a

writhing heap.

Beaching the bottom of the

ladder, Abdul turned round,
deposited the basket on the

floor, and prepared to mount

again.
" Where are you going to ?

"

demanded Stanhope.
" To my master, your hon-

our."
"
I am your master, Abdul."

"
Lasserhayes effendi, he is

my master, sir," replied the boy
sullenly. "He is sick. He
needs me."

"
Say no more. Eemain

here," Stanhope ordered.

There was that in the English-
man's voice and face, and the

threatening manner in which
he clutched his courlag, that

stayed Abdul. He was a youth
of spirit, but he was a weakling
compared with the other man,
and he had no weapon.

" Come here, "continued Stan-

hope.
" Undo [the luncheon-

basket. . . . Spread out the

food on the napkin ... so.

. . . Now you can sit in front

of me while I eat, and fan the

flies away."
Stanhope made a most satis-

factory lunch, and he con-

sumed a good deal of whisky
with it. He appeared quite

preoccupied, but now and again
he glanced slily at Abdul and
noticed that the boy was look-

ing inquisitively at the paint-

ings.

After lunch he set to work

again on the great picture of

Amen-hotep. Everything was

going to plan. He would con-

tinue to work till Abdul was
tired out. . . . Now and again
he glanced round at him and
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noticed pleasurably the beads

of perspiration gathering on the

soft features. Every moment
it seemed to be getting hotter

and hotter down there. . . .

Stanhope worked on relent-

lessly, and it must have been
several hours before what he

had expected happened The
swish of the fly-whisk stopped

suddenly, and Stanhope, in

the act of tracing the final

twist of Amen-hotep's lash,

turned to see that Abdul,
with head sunk on chest, had
fallen asleep. He prodded him
with the firm end of his cour-

bag. The boy's eyelids opened,
and the deep - brown pupils
looked dreamily at him.

" What is this ? Get on
with your work !

" exclaimed

Stanhope.
"
Tired. A little rest, your

honour," the weary young Arab
muttered.

Stanhope was perspiring

freely, now that the cool swish

of the fly-whisk had stopped.
Flies were crawling down his

neck, around his eyes and

lips, and across the sensitive

palms of his hands.
"
If you don't go on," he

growled between teeth clenched

with anger,
"
I shall whip

you."
Abdul was more awake now.
"
I am not going on," he

replied ;

"
I am returning to

my master."

The ring of rebellion in his

voice and the quick and deter-

mined way in which he got up
and made for the ladder showed
that he had the spirit of the

true-blooded Arab. But his

actions set the final spark to

Stanhope's pent-up emotions.

He lashed out at the retreating

figure with his courbag and
rose hurriedly to his feet. By
the time he reached the ladder

Abdul was already several rungs

up it. He caught hold of his

right ankle, and his desire to

inflict injury on the boy in-

creased as he felt the warm
flesh in his grasp. The Arab
hit out at Stanhope's head
with his left hand. At the

same moment Stanhope pulled
him down by his ankle with

all the strength he could gather.
The ladder swung round, and

Abdul, losing hold, dropped to

the ground, and in some un-

known way his arms got caught

up in the rungs of the ladder,
so that he was left struggling
to get free with his face to

the wall.

Stanhope saw his chance.

He picked up his courbag
and hit out at the struggling

figure. He struck again and

again. He tore the galabeah
off the boy's shoulders, and
lashed out at the soft skin.

Great weals of red sprang up
in the olive-coloured surface.

The man was exultant. It

was the supreme moment of

his life. He had put his

desires into action. He felt

himself to be a great man, a

god. . . . The walls of the

tomb-shaft, with their gay-
coloured pictures of cruelty,

swung round and round
;
the

limp body tied up in the ladder

seemed to sway towards him
and away from him. He lashed

out at it each time that it came
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near him. The pictures on and vision
;

a devil leapt at

the walls whirled round faster him out of the darkness, grasp-
and faster. Suddenly dark- ing his chest and neck so that

ness surged up into his brain he strove vainly for breath. . . .

vin.

It was at the end of April
that the storm came. Two
weeks had passed since Stan-

hope had tottered into the

camp and told Dick that he
had given his

"
young pup of

a servant a good licking for

his damned insolence." Ali

had been secretly pleased, for,

being an Egyptian, he was

jealous of the position held by
the young Arab

;
but the old

man, with frequent prayers,
had assisted Lasserhayes and
the cook to drag the uncon-

scious Abdul out of the tomb-

shaft, to carry him down to

the camp, and to lay him
on the young effendi's camp-
bed.

The sudden crisis had the

effect of making Dick com-

pletely shake off the remnants
of his illness. Also it had the

unusual effect of driving him
out of his usual attitude to

life that of a passive specta-
tor into the arena of activity
and passion.

" Mind you," he was anxious

to tell me afterwards, "I'd
seen trouble blowing up for

some time past. But there's

nothing that I hate so much
as a row. I like to keep out

of these things, perhaps be-

cause once I enter them they
hurt me so deeply. They
destroy my peace of mind for

months afterwards. I simply
can't afford to have rows."

I can still see him pouting
his lips like a spoilt child, as

he made this remark. Then
he continued

" But from that night on-

wards I went in right up to

my neck. I let myself go

properly. As I say, I'd noticed

things for some time past
even before I went to Assiut.

It's a funny thing what the

desert and the kind of life

you lead in it does to some
men. It seems to resolve them
into beasts. You notice little

things about them at meals.

They get greedier and greedier
as time goes on. If the tea

and other stuff's put down at

their end to serve, they help
themselves to it first. Some-
times Stanhope often forgot to

give me tea
;
he was too damned

intent on drinking what he had

poured out for himself. Often

he would take advantage of

his position by eating two

helpings of a course to my
one. I tell you those little

things count more than any-

thing else in a life such as ours

was. On such occasions I

used to hate Stanhope ;
I

used to hate the animal greed
that appeared in his face. I

used to think,
'

Why on earth

did I ever like the man ?
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Surely I ought to have seen

that all his kindness was super-
ficial f

' And then I would

suppress my anger by swearing
to myself that a man who is

selfish in little details is un-

selfish in the bigger things of

life. So I would lull myself
back into the attitude of an
outside person laughing at the

small frictions of our camp
existence.

" And then came that horrible

evening when Stanhope walked

shakily into the camp and

rasped out what he had done
to Abdul in a voice whose
cruel cynicism seemed intended
to hurt me as much as the

news.
" For -a

"

moment I didn't

know what to say ;
then I

blurted out angrily
" ' What right have you to

touch my servant, anyhow ?
'

" '

Because I run this camp,
you young puppy,' he replied,

looking at me as if he wanted
me to shrivel up.

' Let me
tell you once and for all, I'm
sick of your blasted impudence,
and I'm not going to have any
more of it.'

" The sudden disclosure of

hatred in his words and the

menacing way he held his cour-

bag so infuriated me that I

couldn't say anything for a

moment. At last I shouted

after him
" Who the hell d'you think

pays for my servant you or

I ? And, by God, I won't have

any more of your damned rude-

ness either !

'

" He disappeared contemptu-
ously into his tent. I thought

of Abdul, and my anger went
in my pity for the boy. I took

Ali and the cook up to the tomb,
and when I looked down the

shaft and heard the boy groan-

ing, I was terrified. I realised

then how attached I had be-

come to him."

At this point of his narrative

Lasserhayes shivered and drew
in his breath. I never heard

in detail his experiences that

evening in the shaft.
"
I can't bring myself to

say much about the moments
I spent down there

" he said

it in a strained kind of way.
"
I never could stand the sight

of blood or of pain ;
but what

appalled me more perhaps even

than the sight of Abdul, was
the uncanniness of the place
with its horrible pictures ;

" and
he placed his left hand to his

eyes as if to shut out an evil

vision.
"
Anyhow," he continued,

" we got the boy down to

my tent, and that night he

told me in broken whispers
his recollections of the after-

noon. Looking back at the

whole business now, I think

how strange a sight it would
have been to the average Eng-
lishman if he had suddenly
been shoved into that tent in

the desert myself and the

Arab boy whispering together,
he clasping my hand tightly

as a spasm of pain got him,

myself grasping my revolver

in case Stanhope appeared."
It had come to that, you

see. From that night on Lasser-

hayes always carried a revolver

concealed about his clothes,
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not because of hate, but be-

cause of fear. He began to

realise that Stanhope was either

unbalanced or quite mad. If

he could only have been defi-

nitely certain that he was mad,
he would have gone into Assiut

and got a doctor to come out,

though even that action would
have been attended with con-

siderable difficulties. But he

was not definitely certain
; and,

as Stanhope was his chief, the

embarrassment into which he

would have landed himself, if

the doctor had come out and

expressed his opinion that Stan-

hope was quite sane but a little

overwrought, would have been,
to say the least of it, unpleasant.

Altogether Lasserhayes ad-

opted the attitude that one

would have expected of him.

He let things slide and tried

to persuade himself that every-

thing would turn out all right
"
after all, we only had three

more weeks of it before us."

If the question had been put
bluntly to him,

" Don't you
think that Stanhope is quite

possibly a homicidal lunatic ?
"

he would have tried to laugh
it away. Still, as I say, he
carried his revolver about with

him
;

and at night Abdul,
who with the exuberant health

of youth and out-door life

threw off his punishment in

the course of a few days,

slept, or pretended to sleep,

on the sandy floor of the tent

near his master's bedside.

As to Stanhope, what went
on in his mind during this

period I cannot pretend to

say. I am inclined to think

that he was comparatively sane.

He seems, at any rate, to have
been free of those violent emo-
tions that had been assailing

him. He was probably quite

content, believing that he had
cowed the other members of

the camp. Every one seemed

quiet and obedient, even Lasser-

hayes. If he made any more
of those remarks, though, . . .

He walked about quite openly,
with his courbag and a re-

volver fastened to his belt.

He finished his work on the

tomb-shaft, and had it covered

over with a blanket to prevent
the sand getting into it. Then
he took a rest.

The rain and the variable

winds departed. Then came
two days of intense heat. All

day a silver haze shimmered
over the eye-scorching sand, in

whose small hollows patches of

black the collections of small

flies which Abdul called min
formed everywhere. There was
not a breath of air all day, and
the feeling of suffocation was

intensified, if anything, at night.

"At the end of the second

day," said Dick,
"
I was damned

glad to finish my work. I only
wore a pair of flannel trousers

and canvas shoes in the tomb
it was so hot that I would

have taken even them off, but

you can't very well do that

in the presence of a native,

especially a Mahommedan. I

was so tired when I came out

into the open that I forgot
that I had left my revolver

on the stone sacrificial basin

by the top of the tomb-
shaft.
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I noticed some funny things
when I came out. A herd of

gazelle was trekking northwards

along the skyline of Jeb'ail
;

the crescent moon had already
risen and looked just like a

piece of white cardboard pasted

meaninglessly on to a bright
blue wall-paper ;

and a wind,

very slight but mercifully cool,

was blowing up from the south.
" '

Hamda'lillah,' I said to

Ali, who was with me. ' There

is a kind wind.'
" '

May Allah have mercy,'
he replied,

' but it is a wicked

wind. Presently there is sand

everywhere ;
there is much

heat and terrible weather ;

everything finish," and he

spread out his hands, lifting

them up to the sky and making
a whistling noise in his throat.

The boy looked southwards
over the vast stretches of sand

and limestone cut into parallel

ridges and wadis. The far

horizon and the sky had already

merged together in a menacing

obscurity. As he watched, the

wind died away for a moment,
and the accentuated silence

terrified him with the sensa-

tion, which he had experienced
several times before, that some
horrible event was imminent.

IX.

The storm arrived in full

force in the early hours of the

morning. Dick lay perspiring
on his bed in the terrific heat

that it brought with it. He
got up late in the morning.
He opened the flap to step
out. As he did so a stream

of sand shot into the tent,

and the inpouring wind nearly
carried it away. He brushed

the sand out of his eyes and
made for the marquee. He
could only just discern it in the

pall of yellow mist that con-

cealed everything. Just occa-

sionally this pall was broken

through by a watery gleam of

sunshine which revealed wave
after wave of sand sweeping
at tremendous speed across the

desert beneath.

Once outside the marquee he

looked towards Stanhope's tent.

He could hardly believe his

eyes. It had disappeared. Or
was this only the effect of the

sand-mist ? He went nearer

to the spot where it had been
and found the camp-bed with

the bed-clothes covered in a

film of sand, two overturned

boxes, and some books, whose
coloured covers stuck weirdly
out of the yellowness that half-

buried them. Everything else,

everything ofno weight, hadbeen
whirled away into the Sahara.

" The first question that came
to my mind," Lasserhayes con-

tinued,
" was what had hap-

pened to the bundles of tracing-

papers that contained the whole

of our four months' work.

Then I thought,
' Good heavens,

the man '11 be mad with anger
over this.' Then a further

horrible thought flashed across

me,
'

I haven't got my revolver.

I've left it somewhere where?
'
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" The next moment I was

dashing up to the tomb.
Several times I was nearly
thrown off my feet by the
force of the wind, hot as the
air from a blast-furnace. I

was in my shirt-sleeves and a

pair of shorts, and my arms
and knees were positively
scorched by it. And the sand !

It surged out of the mist in

waves that hit your body with
a thousand needles. Added to

all that, I was thinking,
'

Per-

haps he's following me, waiting
for me,' and I kept on mutter-

ing,
' Damn the mist !

'

" How I got up to the tomb
at all I don't know, for the
track our footsteps had made
was blotted out by a new and

perfectly level layer of sand.
"
Suddenly the top of the

ridge appeared out of the gloom,
and just beneath it the black
entrance to the tomb. It looked
much bigger and gaunter than
usual. I thought I heard some
one shouting, and stopped dead
for a minute. Then I laughed
at my fears, for it was only
the wind wailing along the top
of the ridge and down the
small wadis, or the sand hitting
the rocks.

" In another moment I had
passed into the tomb. It was
darker than usual inside, and
I cursed myself for not having
brought my torch, as I groped
about near the top of the shaft

for my revolver. At last I

found the sacrificial basin, and

put my hand into it. The
revolver had gone !

" * Damn !

'

I muttered.
"
My voice sounded oddly

in the darkness. At the same
moment I must somehow have
become conscious that there

was another presence in the

tomb, for I sprang to my
feet in a strange fright and
listened. Not a sound. At
last I couldn't bear the silence

any longer, and shouted
" ' Who's there ! Is there

any one there ?
'

"
My question was answered

by a soft chuckle, as if some
one was laughing to himself.

At first it was subdued, and
then gradually it swelled into

insane laughter.
"
I admit that I was terrified

by now. I was about to make
for the dim light of the entrance

when a figure sidled across it

and barred my way. I knew
at once that it was Stanhope.

" ' Ah ! so it's you ?
'

I said

stupidly.

"'Yes, it's I,' he chuckled

slily.
' Been here quite a long

time. You see, my tent

blew away. No one pegged it

down properly last night. . . .

Had to come up here. Been

expecting you for quite a long
time.'

" '

Expecting me f
'

" '

Certainly. I wanted to

give you back that revolver

you always carry about with

you. You left it here last

night, I think.'
" ' Thank you,' I managed to

answer him. I could see quite
well that the insane pleasant-
ness of his voice was gradually

turning to a menacing serious-

ness. He was quite mad.
" ' But before I return it to

you, my dear young friend/
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he continued with a return of

pleasantness,
'

I want you to

make acquaintance with the

tomb-shaft. Charming pictures.
And there's that interesting

legend which you've never trans-

lated.'
" '

I suggest another tune,'
I replied, trying to keep the

fear out of my voice.
' You

see, we haven't a light.'
" ' Never mind about lights.

You won't need a light when

you get down there. A light !

Ha ! ha ! ha ! Splendid joke !

. . . But don't move,' he added
in a harder tone as he saw me
edge away from the shaft.
'

I can see you plainly now.

My eyes are accustomed to

the darkness. And your re-

volver's loaded, mind.'
"
Indeed, he had it pointing

at me. Gradually he advanced
towards me. I stood rooted

to the floor. In another second

I felt his hand grasp my left

shoulder with the fury of mad-

ness, so that his nails dug
through my shirt to the skin,

and, what was infinitely more

horrible, I felt the coldness of

steel over my heart.
" '

Now,' he muttered, his

breath playing into my face,
' I'm going to push you down
the tomb-shaft. Go on

;
move !

I'll shoot you if you don't.'
"
I was mesmerised with fear.

Gradually he pushed me back-

wards towards the shaft.
" ' Here we are,' he said

with mad exultation.
' Now

be ready. I'm going to give

you a final push. You've got
a fifty-feet drop, and then

Amen-hotep can deal with you.'

" He gave me a violent shove.

I remember wondering dimly
as I spun backwards whether
the fall would kill me straight-

away or leave me to die slowly.
I hoped to God it would kill

me straight off. A second
later I touched the floor of

the tomb, and, realising that

Stanhope had misjudged the

position of the shaft, I jumped
away into a corner and lay
down.

"
He, too, must have realised

his mistake, for he started

firing wildly. He had lost

sight of me in the semi-dark-

ness. The bullets ricochetted

off the walls with dull pings.
One fell harmlessly by me.
The firing stopped for a mo-

ment, and he muttered to

himself
" ' Where the bloody hell

has the boy got to ?
'

"
I thought he must be re-

loading, and looked up to see

an electric torch probing into

the corners. I knew that it

was Abdul from the speed
with which it was used.

"
Suddenly it lit on Stan-

hope's figure.
" ' There he is,' I shouted

to Abdul.
' Push him down

the tomb-shaft.'
" At that moment the instinct

of self-preservation was too

great for me, and though I

believe now that I saw a sud-

den return of sanity, a sudden

deep remorse on Stanhope's face

in the momentary glow of the

light as he turned towards it,

I never stayed my command.

Again and again I ask myself

now,
' Was he sane at that
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moment f Couldn't I have
saved him, the best friend I

ever had ?
'

. . .

" Abdul was too quick for

him, and must have taken

him off his balance. The torch

clattered to the floor. There
was the sound of a short

struggle, then a noise of rend-

ing material as the blanket

covering the shaft yielded to

Stanhope's weight. A stone

placed on one of the corners

of the blanket crashed down
the shaft."

Here Lasserhayes put his face

in his hands.
"
D'you know," he said with

great emotion,
"
I heard a kind

of sob come up from the shaft

as he fell
;

I shall never forget
it. It will ring in my ears till

I die. It was my Christian

name,
'

Dick.'
"

They buried Stanhope that

evening on the top of the ridge
above the tomb.
The expedition left Jeb'ail

on camels sent up by the

sahas the next day. The film

of sand had vanished from the

air, which seemed clearer and

brighter than ever. The desert

lay calm and unruffled as though
no storm had ever passed over

it. As they topped the fourth

ridge from the descent into the

Nile valley, Lasserhayes glanced

round hurriedly. He saw the

long, gently-swelling outlines

of Jeb'ail. In the distance

they had assumed a soft blue

tinge, and made a peaceful
contrast with the flaring car-

mine of the sunset be-

yond. He was reminded

vividly of his first sight of

the ridge four months be-

fore. An unquenchable ache

besieged his heart as the

camel took him back to civili-

sation.
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LE DOUX PAYS DE CHYPEE.

BY H. C. LUKE.
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" Where is the home for me,

Cyprus, set in the sea,

Aphrodite's home in the soft sea-foam,
Would I could wend to thee ;

Where the wings of the Loves are furled,
And faint the heart of the world.

there is Grace, and there ia the Heart's Desire,
And peace to adore thee, thou Spirit of Guiding Fire !

"

ONE opinion as regards Cy-

prus is common to the mediaeval

French pilgrim, whose phrase

gives a title to these pages,
and to Euripides and his trans-

lator, Gilbert Murray. This

Cyprus set in the sea is indeed

a sweet land

' ' Where the rainless meadows smile

With riches rolled from the hundred-

fold

Mouths of the far-off Nile,"

a fit dwelling-place for the

Muses, a land meet to have

given birth to laughter-loving

Aphrodite. But while the mea-
dows smile, the meadows which

merge into the great central

plain of the island, the Mesa-

oria, the "Land between the

Mountains," what of the moun-
tains themselves, the long ser-

rated Kyrenia range which is

the northern edge of Cyprus,
and the more massive range
in the south-western part of

the island that culminates in

Mount Troodos or Olympus ?

On their peaks and slopes and

among their valleys there is

scenery which, I maintain, can-

not be surpassed elsewhere in

colour, in romantic outline, in

fragrance of vegetation. Al-

though they are small when

compared with the great ranges
of the world, I claim for the

mountains of Cyprus that they
contain and are bounded by
all that is most perfect in

mountain-land and forest, sea

and sky.

Leaving aside the towns and
the Mesaoria, I would take the

reader through the forest and
hill country of Cyprus, begin-

ning at Cape Andreas, the

island's eastern extremity, then

working westwards through the

Karpass peninsula and the

Kyrenia range to the Bay of

Morphou ;
thence fetching a
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circuit, which will embrace the

Troodos forests and the penin-
sula of Akamas, rich in legend,
to Paphos, beloved of Aphro-
dite. The time of year is early

spring early spring in Cyprus,
be it understood, namely, Feb-

ruary, the month when the

mountain streams come tum-

bling down the hillsides in full

spate, when the oleander that

fringes their banks is bursting
into bloom, when in the foot-

hills and plains the shy little

winter narcissus is being re-

placed by the larger variety,
when the woods and mountain-
sides are pink with cyclamen.
At this time it is a delight to

be about in Cyprus, to live
"
green days

"
in her forests

and "blue days
"
by her shores

;

to wander with tent and mule

among the more recondite

beauty spots of an island of

many beauties. The Karpass,
that long and narrow peninsula

which, projecting for forty miles

beyond the rest of Cyprus,

points like an index-finger at

the Gulf of Alexandretta, is

then blossoming out after the

winter rains. From its base

by the juniper forest of Vallia

to its tip at Cape Andreas and
its outposts, the Kleides Islands,
it is a little paradise of un-

dulating green, with hues that

range from the tender colour

of the young barley through
the silvery gleam of the olive

to the deeper tones of the mul-

berries in its plains and the

cypresses on its hills. Its hills

are the eastern continuation

and end of the Kyrenia range,

running with diminishing height
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVIH.

but scarcely diminishing beauty
to Land's End, which is the

monastery of the Apostle An-

drew, the islanders' favourite

place of pilgrimage. Isolated

from the rest of Cyprus by
its remote situation, and con-

taining, perhaps, among its

population traces of Crusading

stock, the Karpass, at one time
the senior fief of feudal Cyprus,
still differs from other parts of

the island in its distinctive

costume, distinctive customs,
and a distinctive physical type :

the Karpasitoi are without
doubt the handsomest of the

inhabitants of Cyprus, their

clothes the most picturesque,
their villages the neatest and
most prosperous-looking.

Biding westward from the

monastery, past the principal

village of the peninsula, the

scattered Ehizo Karpass, past
Yialousa gleaming on the north-

ern coast, past ample Hepta-
kome", we arrive at the first

real eminences of the Kyrenia
Mountains and at the first of

the castles of the Lusignan
Kings of Cyprus, which cling
with astounding picturesque-
ness to their steepest and lofti-

est crags. There are three of

these castles on the summits
of the northern range, vying
with one another in beauty and
boldness of site

;
and between

them nestle, unsuspected from

below, such fairy-like spots as

Khalevga and the forest of

Qartal Dagh. And the names
are almost as beautiful as the

places. The most easterly of

the castles, thickly overgrown
by the spreading cypress pecu-

s
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liar to this island, is Kantara,
from whose walls you survey
the Karpass to the east, the

Mesaoria and the Bay of Fama-

gusta to the south
;
and to the

north, beyond the intervening

sea, the snow-capped moun-
tains of Asia Minor. Farther

westward, beyond Homerically
named Pentedactylos, the

"
five-

fingered peak," comes impreg-
nable Buffavento, rearing its

turrets in defiance of the winds

on the very summit of the

ridge. Still farther to the west

is S. Hilarion or Dieu d'Amour,
also known in common with

Buffavento and Kantara to

the Turkish peasantry as yuz
Mr ev, a hundred and one

houses, and to the Orthodox

by its Greek equivalent of

etcarbv cnriria. But before

saying more of S. Hilarion, I

would gladly halt for a moment
at Khalevga, which is best

reached from the village of

Kythraea, fortunate possessor
of a bountiful and perennial

spring.
From Kythraea it is a ride

of two hours along a mountain
track to this delicious forest

bower. First you pass the

little plateau of Phylleri, rich

in secular olive-trees and hidden

from the view of the plain in a

fold of the slopes of Pente-

dactylos. You then enter a

narrow defile and emerge into

a thickly-wooded glade of sur-

passing beauty, set astride the

saddle of the ridge. This is

Khalevga, beloved of the chosen

few who know it as a place of

pure delight, an enchanted nook
well worthy of the

" Enchanted

Island." To the south lies

spread below you the full ex-

panse of the Mesaoria, with
Troodos in the background, and
in the foreground the white
road winding its way into

Mcosia, encompassed in its

greenery. All this is pleasant

enough ;
but to the north the

view beggars description. On
either hand the fantastic curves

and precipitous slopes of the

Kyrenia Mountains, capped
with mediaeval castles, delight-

fully wooded, infinitely varied,

deeply indented by valleys red

with oleander. Below them a

narrow strip of fertile land,
well covered with olive and
caroub trees and dotted with

prosperous villages glistening
in the sunlight. Then forty
miles of amaranthine sea, and

finally the long line of the

Karamanian Taurus, snow-clad
and majestic. And what of

Khalevga itself, whence all this

may be seen ? A green para-

dise, cool and redolent of pine
and cypress and wild myrtle
and a hundred fragrant wood-
land shrubs, nestling against
the peak of Qartal Dagh, the

home, as its name implies in

Turkish, of innumerable eagles.

Around you, all covered with

boscage, are lesser crags, where
the wood -pigeons have their

haunt
;

at your feet a carpet
of ranunculus and anemones,
wild hyacinth and violets and
sweet-scented cyclamen. It is

a place of quiet, undisturbed

by human habitation other

than the forest hut that gives

you shelter. Faintly in the

distance you may hear the
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tinkle of the flocks going to

pasture, or the deeper note of

the threefold bell of the camels

crossing the ridge, laden with

fuel. Else all is peace. A
mile below you is the one touch

which the hand of man has

contributed to this idyll an

Armenian monastery of the

fifteenth century ensconced in

a valley overlooking the sea.

But S. Macarius contributes to,

rather than detracts from, the

prevailing atmosphere ;
none

there are busy except the bees,

who make the honey for which
the place is famous. The grey
walls of this ancient retreat,

pierced by narrow Gothic

windows, are truly in keep-

ing with the Kyrenia Moun-

tains, that perfect blend of

sylvan beauties and mediaeval

art.

A delicious place in spring,
I am not sure that Khalevga
is not yet more enthralling in

winter. In spring there are

the flowers and the young
green, rosy-fingered dawn and
nacreous twilight ;

but in win-

ter there is something about

these mountains that appeals,
to me at least, even more

forcibly than vernal charms.

Snow falls but rarely on the

Kyrenia Mountains, but, even

so, the cold exhilarating winter

weather makes it a joy to be

alive
;

and you can see as

much snow as you want on
Troodos and on the mountains
of Karamania across the strait.

In the afternoon Scotch mists

climb slowly along the chain

of mountain-tops, and as they

gather round Qartal Dagh and

his fellows, cloak them in a
shroud of mystery. And in

the evening, after a long day's

tramp over the hills to the

village of Khartja, or to the

crumbling monastery of Anti-

phone'tissa, you return to a

roaring fire of olive wood and

pine-cones on the stoep of the

forest-hut, and, well content,

sip a glass of the fragrant

liqueur brewed by the monks
of Kykko.
Of the three castles on the

summit of the range, it is

difficult to say which is the

most beautiful. In site as in

architecture all three are fan-

tastic, improbable, unreal, too

ethereal, too fairy-like, to seem

anything but the castles of

dreamland or of a mirage.

Buffavento, whose very name
is pure romance, has the most

challenging position, but is the

least well preserved. Kantara,
best seen from the north,
where its turrets tower two
thousand feet above the coast,
has the noblest views, with the

sea to the north and south of

it
;

to the west the semicircle

of the Kyrenia range sweeping
with its line of jagged moun-

tain-tops into the dim blue

distance of Cape Kormakiti; to

the east its saw-like ridge drop-

ping with graceful diminuendo
towards Cape Andreas. On
the whole, perhaps, S. Hilarion

is the most picturesque, for

it was not only, like the other

two, a stronghold intended as

a place of refuge in times of

stress, but was also the summer
retreat, the Windsor, of the

Kings and Queens of the House
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of Lusignan. The tilting-

ground, where the nobles

jousted on their scarlet-tailed

chargers, is easily discernible

in the hollow below the barbi-

can
;
and from the mullioned

windows of the
"
Queen's Lodg-

ing
"
you may still look past

Karmi village upon one of the

fairest landscapes in the world.

Nay more, S. Hilarion is con-

nected with the oldest of Cy-

prian myths. The early history

of Cyprus is lost in the mists

of antiquity ;
but there is

reason to believe that Aphro-

dite, by all accounts a goddess
of discernment, rose from the

sea on the drifts of white foam

which to this day are borne

by the breeze on to the rocky
shore of Paphos ;

and that,

having chosen this delectable

island for her realm, she further

selected the castle of Dieu

d'Amour in which to give birth

to her son Eros. It is true

that the antiquary will find

little in the existing buildings

to confirm this belief
;

and

there are pedants callous enough
to maintain that Dieu d'Amour

is aFrankish corruption ofDidy-

mos, which, they say, was the

ancient name of the twin crests

now occupied by the castle.

If we grant, however, that

Eros was born somewhere, then,

clearly, S. Hilarion, or Dieu

d'Amour, or Didymos (let us

not quarrel with the pedants),

must have been the place.

And as Cyprus is a land of

bees, here, probably, was the

scene of the disaster of which

Anacreon sings in the ode

beginning

KOt/AW/AtVTJV /I

OVK eTSev aXX' i

8. Hilarion overlooks, in the

strip of land at the foot of the

northern slope of the moun-

tains, one of the most charming

regions of Cyprus. Here the

olive and caroub trees are

ampler than elsewhere, the ver-

dure richer
;
elsewhere the cyc-

lamen " never blows so red."

It has been well said that, while

there is a certain austerity

about the rest of Cyprus, the

Kyrenia coast recalls the rich-

ness of Italy. True, this narrow

strip of country between the

mountains and the sea re-

sembles Italy, but that Italy

which is half Greece both in

name and speech and scene

Magna Grsecia
;
even more does

it resemble certain regions of

Sicily. Here, as at Girgenti

and in the parts about Taranto,
sea and sky are of a sharp
clear blue, olives silvery, cy-

presses of the deepest green.

Anemone and cyclamen carpet

the ground, gladiolus and wild

iris mingle with the growing

corn, rosemary and thyme and

cistus perfume the air. Be-

neath a stone-pine the neatherd

plays the pan-pipe to his flock

plays doleful strains in the

Dorian mode
;
from the myrtle-

scented hillside is heard, as if

in echo, the cadence of the

peasant's m6lop6e

Here might Theocritus have

sought inspiration for his idylls

no less than in his Syracusan
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groves and in his mossy glades lemons, and the stone-work

beside the Anapus ; here, by tinged with gold ?

a spring half-veiled with fern, Of a different kind are the

have sung of Daphnis and attractions of the mountains
Menalcas and rustic loves. which occupy most of the south-

Below Hilarion lies the pretty western part of the island,

seaport of Kyrenia, in whose Their summits, higher but less

massive castle the daughter of abrupt than those of the Ky-
the only Emperor of Cyprus renia Mountains, are covered

sought refuge from Eichard with fragrant pine forests, not

Cosur de Lion, and Queen with castles
;
no Gothic abbeys

Charlotte, the last legitimate lurk in their deep and rugged
sovereign of the House of valleys. In the Kyrenia Moun-

Lusignan, held out for four tains nature and art compete
years against her bastard with the happiest results

;
in

brother James. Three miles the others, only a humble
to the east is the Abbey of Byzantine mountain church,
Bella Paise, in all likelihood with its peculiar timber roof,

the most important as well as seconds, here and there, the

the most beautiful monument efforts of nature. The cul-

of the Latin East
;

to the mination of this mountainous

west, Lapethos with its monas- region it can hardly be called

tery of Acheiropoietos, dedi- a range is one of the Olympi
cated to the image of Christ of antiquity"
not wrought by the hand of

man." A little beyond Lape-
UlpM ?

ov p">

. ,, 7, o-e/Ava KAtrvs U\vu.Trovt

thos, tucked away in the north-

west corner of the island, are now Mount Troodos, the sum-

the four villages inhabited for mer station of the Cyprus
centuries by colonies of Maron- Government and the troops,

ites from the Lebanon
;
above Troodos, to quote Sir Anton

them lies the monastery of Bertram, is all
"
pine -

trees,

Myrtou, at one time the seat bracken, and red earth, and
of the Bishops of Kyrenia. beneath you, wherever you
Of the beauties of Bella Paise look, is an undescribable view,
it is beyond my powers to give to which distance lends the

an adequate description : paints proverbial quality of enchant-

and not phrases are the medium ment." Over to the north-

for the purpose. In a delightful west you look towards the wild

paper on " Some Aspects of and densely-wooded region of

Cyprus," Sir Anton Bertram Tylliria, last refuge of the sect

has compared Bella Paise with of Linobambakoi (Flax-cottons
Tintern

;
but with what can or Linsey-woolseys), who com-

Tintern match the sweeping promise between Christianity

curve of mountains, the blue and Islam by keeping the

sea and distant Asian ranges, names and ceremonies of both

the groves of oranges and faiths. Towards the south,
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where the salt-lake of Limasol

glimmers in the distance six

thousand feet below, you over-

look mountains and foothills

covered with vineyards ;
for

Cyprus produces much wine,
and some of its vintages have
become famous. Of these is

the dessert wine known as

Comanderia, because produced
from vineyards which once were

part of the Grand Commandery
of the Knights of S. John in

Cyprus. An old French belief

ascribes to this same region
the origin of champagne ;

and
as the story is little known, I

may perhaps be allowed to tell

it here. In the thirteenth cen-

tury Thibaut IV., Count of

Champagne, returning from a

Crusade, stopped in the island

on his homeward journey to

visit his cousin, Queen Alice

of Cyprus. During his sojourn
in the island a young noble of

the King's Court was con-

demned to death for having
stolen by night into the apart-
ments of the Queen's Ladies,

among whom was his betrothed.

Count Thibaut, as befitted a

Troubadour prince, looked in-

dulgently on offences of this

kind, and begged that the life

of the guilty one might be

spared. His request was grant-
ed on the condition that he

took the offender with him to

Champagne ;
and in due course

Thibaut, accompanied by his

prote'ge', arrived at his castle

of Troyes. But soon the young
swain fell ill of pining for his

sweetheart, and the tender-

hearted Count sent him back
to Cyprus, bidding him marry

his lady and return with her
to Champagne. More than a

year elapsed, and the Count

began to think that his friend

had forgotten him, when a

young man and woman were
announced at the castle gate,

seeking admittance.

They were the knight and
his lady, now happily wedded,
and bringing from Cyprus gifts

in token of their gratitude to

the Count. The damsel's offer-

ing was a rose-bush, which has

produced the sweet -
smelling

rose of Provins
;

that of the

young man was a bunch of

cuttings from the best vines of

Olympus, which, as they multi-

plied on the chalky cliffs of the

Marne, gave the wine of cham-

pagne to France.

A sunset from Troodos over

Panagia Hill and Paphos is a

spectacle not to be forgotten.
As seen from the white rock

of Aspr6kremnos, it is for all

the world like the sunset of a

Japanese print. The Laricio

pines, their tops stunted and
deformed by the masses of

snow under which they are

weighted throughout the win-

ter, have assumed dwarfed and
fantastic shapes which, together
with their deep green far

deeper than that of the Aleppo
pine of the lower levels, con-

trasted with the equally deep
crimson of the rapidly sinking

sun, produce effects in colour-

ing and design such as are seen

in the works of Hiroshige.
The wild valleys that run down
to the south-west, Stavros and

Ayia, are the haunts of the

vanishing and elusive moufflon,
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only survivor of the bigger
game of Cyprus. And as you
emerge from the dense forest

of Stavros into the open hill

country of Lyso, where are

grown what I am sure are the

best figs in the world, you see

before you the glorious sweep
of Chrysochou Bay; bounded
on the north by the rugged
ridge of the Troodos massif as

it dips down to the sea at

Pomos Point, on the south by
the green and gentle slopes
that end in the romantic penin-
sula of Akamas. In this deli-

cious forest-tract, now inhabited

only by game-birds, Aphrodite
wedded Acamas

; here, in a

spot that is all deep shadows
and ferns, is the Cypriote
peasant's Bpuo-t? rwv 'Epwrwv,
Ariosto's Fount of Love :

"Dal mar sei miglia o sette ; a poco a

poco
Si va salendo inverse il colle ameno.
Mirti e cedri e naranci e lauri il loco,

E mille altri soavi arbori ban pieno,

Serpillo e persa e rose e gigli e croco

Spargon dall' odorifero terreno

Tanta suavita, ch' in mar sentire

La fa ogni vento che da terra spire.

Da limpida fontana tutta quella

Piaggia rigando va un ruscel fecondo.

Ben si pu6 dir che sia di Vener bella

II luogo dilettevole e giocondo ;

Che v'e ogni donna affatto, ogni donzella

Piacevol pih ch' altrove sia nel mondo :

E fa la Dea che tutte ardon d' amore,
Giovani evecchie, infino all'ultim' ore."

And so let us close this little

pilgrimage, riding along the

fertile coastland into Paphos,
with the note of the conch-

shell blown by the camel-

drivers in this part of Cyprus
ringing in our ears, and the

fragrance of the wild herbs,

marjoram and balsam, basil

and rosemary, perfuming the

air around us.

"O there is Grace, and there is the

Heart's Desire,
And peace to adore thee, thou Spirit

of Guiding Fire !

"
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MUEDEE DISQUALIFIES.

BY ALAN GRAHAM.

CHAPTER V.

DORNING is the prettiest vil-

lage in Scotland. Other vil-

lages lay claim to this distinc-

tion, but their charms are of

a different character, depending
upon extraneous things, such
as mountains or lochs or other

natural objects for which the

claimant cannot rightly de-

mand credit. Doming relies

upon no scenery. It has none.

It is situated in low-lying

country, inland a mile or so

from the Firth of Forth, snug-

gling itself within a belt of

trees that shade its cottages
from the sun in summer, and
blunt the edge of the east

winds that blow from the sea

during the greater part of the

year.

Doming has a railway sta-

tion, but it keeps it at arm's

length fully a mile from the

village, and not even the echo

of the shriek of a whistle dis-

turbs the sleepy silence that

hovers over the village green.
This exclusiveness is due to

the fact that the family of

Eintoul has reigned over Dom-
ing for many generations, and
is intensely proud of the village
and jealous of innovation. They
have been good landlords, the

Eintouls, and it stands to their

credit, and to theirs alone, that

Doming is the prettiest village

in Scotland.

The cottages nestle round
the village green a long isos-

celes triangle of velvet turf

where the tenants' cows browse

peacefully under the care of

an ancient pensioner peeping
out brightly from well-kept
shrubberies fenced off by low

green palings. Two sides of

the triangle are thus wooded
and green, the third is a high
old stone wall, turreted and

battlemented, which encloses

the picturesque ruins of Dom-
ing Castle. The Eintouls have
tended the ruins well, kept the

policies and gardens in good
condition, so that Doming
Castle is considered one of the

sights of the county.

Doming House, the modern
seat of the family, known to

the tenants as the
"
Big Hoose,"

lies behind the castle, between
the village and the sea. The
little river Loun flows through
the grounds, and the house was
built more than a century ago
in a loop of the river, so that

three sides of it are surround-

ed as by a moat. The house,

though large, has little claim

to architectural beauty, but it

id sound and comfortable, and
its gardens and grounds, laid

Copyrighted in the United States of America.
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out by dead and gone Bintouls

with considerable taste, give
it a grace that atones for the

lack of beauty in the actual

building.

Beyond lies the Firth of

Forth, with the little island of

Meath lying as though just

anchored, half a mile from the

sandy beach. Meath, rocky
and uninhabited, is in the

parish of Doming, and, like

all the rest of the parish, is a

Eintoul possession.
If one walks to the apex of

the village triangle whose base

is the wall of Doming Castle,

one comes upon the Eintoul

Arms, the unique inn of Dom-
ing, and, leaving the green
and following down a wooded

lane, one reaches the Parish

Kirk, with the manse close by,
hidden amongst the trees.

Here, upon the afternoon of

the day on which Neil McNeil
entered into the service of

Francesca Marinetti, the sub-

ject of the Eintoul inheritance

was under discussion, though
under vastly different circum-

stances.

To begin with, it was behind
a locked door, not on account

of the secrecy of the subject
the dead Laird's will was the

talk of the village but because

the minister's wife was smok-

ing a cigarette.

Mrs Murdoch bore a strong
resemblance to a one-man band,
in that she smoked her cigar-

ette, suckled her child, kept an
ear cocked against the approach
of footsteps in the passage

without, and carried on an
animated conversation with the

VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXVIII.

remaining occupant of the room.

It is hardly necessary to state,

in the face of such evidence of

versatility, that the minister's

wife had held an eminent posi-

tion upon the musical comedy
stage before her marriage.

"
Jean," she was saying at

the moment of the introduc-

tion,
"
I believe you and Old

Bill are leaving me out of

something. If there's going to

be any excitement I won't be

left out."

The girl to whom she spoke
sat in a low chair, absorbed

but shy.
She was a charming girl.

Not, perhaps, strictly beau-

tiful, but with such an engag-

ing expression and distinction

of appearance that ninety-nine
men out of a hundred would
have straightened their ties

and preened themselves at sight
of her. The hundredth man
would have been misogynic or

myopic. She was small and

slender, yet gracefully formed,
and her face was alive with

changing expression. Her hair

was of a rich deep shade of

brown, arranged demurely with

a central parting, and dressed

low over her ears. This quaker-
ish simplicity gave an added

piquancy to her dainty face.

She laughed prettily at her

friend's protest.
" You and your

' Old Bill,'
'

she said lightly.
" One of these

days you will forget yourself
and call him ' Old Bill

'

to Mrs
Anderson at the post office,

and both your reputations will

be gone. How could the elders

be expected to retain their

S 2
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reverence for the minister if

they knew that his wife called

him ' Old Bill,' and what would

they think of the depravity of

a woman who could take such

a liberty f In fact, Clarice,

you must be the poorest at-

tempt at a minister's wife that

ever was. You're far too much
like a human woman."

" I'm sorry," laughed the

other.
"
I've had so little

practice. Perhaps it will come
with time. As it is, I live in

a perpetual state of panic.
Thank the Lord, Old Bill doesn't

mind. There you are, you see.

I suppose I shouldn't thank the

Lord for little things like that,

but I'm so grateful. But sup-

pose we give my shortcomings
a rest. I believe you only

brought them up to drag like

a red herring across the track.

What have you and the minis-

ter been concocting behind my
back ? I saw you together in

the garden this morning deep
in something, and I'm sure it

was the estate."

She pointed her cigarette

accusingly at Jean Eintoul with

one hand, while she held Young
Bill to her breast with the

other.
" Of course we were talking

about the estate," admitted

the girl.
" Mr Murdoch thinks

of nothing else. I believe it

will come out like a rash all

over his sermons if it isn't

settled soon. I look on my
chance as a forlorn hope, but
he won't admit it. Does he

not talk about the Eintoul

inheritance in his sleep, Cla-

rice f
"

"He'll hardly talk of it at

all to me. You see, he has

theories about the upbringing
of children, and he thinks that

any unusual excitement might
well, reduce the nourishment

in Young Bill's food supply.
I tell him it's rot, and that

Young Bill's food supply can

very safely be left in my hands
;

but he's frightfully pig-headed
like all you Scotch people, only

you like to call it dour and be

proud of it. So, you see, if

there are any plots and schemes

afoot, I shall have to count on

you to tell me about them,

Jean, for I won't be left out."
" And then I shall be in the

minister's black books," said

Jean Eintoul.
"

Still, I'm no
more afraid of him than you
are, Clarice. He's one of those

bulldog-looking men who will

eat out of one's hand. I've

never seen a man so henpecked
in my life."

Mrs Murdoch laughed.
" You call it henpecked," she

said,
" but that's simply be-

cause you don't understand

Old Bill. He says he is a

philosopher, which means that

as long as he doesn't care about

things too much any one can

have their own way, but when
it's a matter of principle every
one must have his way. That's

why I am feeding Young Bill

myself. His father thinks

bottles are irreligious."
"
I believe you are right,"

agreed Jean.
"
He's too lazy

to bother about little things."
" Not lazy broad-minded,"

retorted Mrs Murdoch, who said

many things about her husband
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that she would not accept from
another.

"
Very well, broad-minded

be it," Jean acquiesced with

a smile of understanding.
" His

plan for getting possession of

Doming House for me is cer-

tainly broad - minded for a

minister of the Church of

Scotland."
" Then there is a plan !

Tell me."

Young Bill had dropped
asleep with repletion or with

the exhaustion attendant upon
his labours, and Mrs Murdoch

dislodged him gently, adjusted
her attire, and placed the un-

conscious child carefully in his

cradle, after which she inhaled

a great draught of smoke and
blew it out in a long sigh of

satisfaction.
"
Tell me, Jean," she re-

peated.
" There is very little to tell,"

said her friend.
" We've

thought and thought, and
talked and talked, and the

whole result of it all is that

Mr Murdoch proposes that he
should be at the front door
of Doming House long before

daylight on the morning when
the competition begins. I am
to ride up on my bicycle, tim-

ing myself to arrive exactly at

sunrise. If either of my rivals

tries to interfere he will knock
them down while I ring the

bell for old Eonald. Once I

am in, he says, I am safe.

No one can dislodge me."
"Isn't that just like Old

Bill !

"
cried his wife, her pretty

face alight with amusement.
" No wonder he joined the

army as a Tommy instead of

as a padre. He just loves

fighting. But isn't one of

your rivals a girl ?
"

"Yes. My Aunt Kate's

daughter. Her father was a

Corsican, and my aunt ran

away with him. I never saw

her, and, of course, I have
never seen my cousin, though
I have seen pictures of her

several times in the papers.
She is quite a celebrity, and
as she is singing in London

now, she will probably have a

shot at the inheritance. Judg-

ing by her portraits, she is too

dreamy and unpractical to have
much of a chance. The real

danger is Uncle Eufus."
"So I have gathered. He

is rather a desperado, isn't

he? "

"
I don't know what to say,"

replied Jean, her brows knit in

quite an attractive frown.
"
I

always liked him when I was
little. He is a bold, dashing
kind of man, and from the

hints my father and mother
used to let drop, I think he
used to get badly into debt
and expect the rest of the

family to get him out. Uncle
Eobert used to call him the

greatest scoundrel unhung, but
that might mean very little,

for Uncle Eobert was an ex-

tremist in words. Whatever
else he may be, Uncle Eufus
is no coward. He was over

age, but he joined the Sports-
men's Battalion, got a com-

mission, and I heard that he
saw any amount of service.

What hope have I against a
man like him 1

"
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" Don't worry, dear. Old
Bill will knock him down if he

says he will."

Jean shook her head ruefully.
"
I doubt if that treatment

will be successful with Uncle

Eufus," she said.
"
I think

he is too cunning to give Mr
Murdoch a chance, and even
if he did my uncle is as big
and strong as the minister. I

have very little hope."
" The whole thing's a scan-

dal," said Mrs Murdoch hotly.
"
Why couldn't old Mr Eintoul

leave everything to you de-

cently, and not make a fool of

himself publicly after he was
dead ? I don't understand you
Scotch people with your silly

family squabbles. You should

all be publicly smacked."
She took a little case from

her pocket and extracted an-

other cigarette, which she lit

from the stump of the old one,

throwing the latter into the

heart of the fire and carefully

observing its incineration. One
had to take precautions.

"
I don't know why I should

be publicly smacked," protested
Jean Eintoul.

" I'm only a

victim."

In this contention she had
the support of practically the

whole population of Doming,
where the late Laird's will, and
the chances of his three de-

scendants, were canvassed

eagerly. Jean Eintoul was
well known and popular

amongst them
;
her Uncle Eu-

fus hardly so well known but

notoriously unpopular ;
while

Francesca Marinetti was merely
a name to which a certain

legend of scandal was still

attached.

Jean was well known be-

cause she had lived in Doming
ever since the death of her
mother some years before. Her
father had died when she was
a child, and his widow and

daughter had lived comfort-

ably enough on what he had
left to them in a little house in

Edinburgh. On the death of

her mother to the surprise of

every one who knew him her

Uncle Eobert had come for-

ward with the offer of a home
to the orphaned girl, and she

had lived with him at Doming
House until his death.

The tenants, and indeed

every one who was acquainted
with the circumstances, had
taken it for granted that Laird

Eintoul intended to make her

his heiress, and it came as a

terrible shock to the village
when the contents of the will

were made known. Perhaps
the girl herself was least sur-

prised of any, because she knew
her uncle best. After the

funeral she packed her belong-

ings philosophically and went
off to stay with friends in

Edinburgh, where she remained
until a few days before the

conversation recorded.

When the Eeverend William

Murdoch Captain Murdoch he

had the right to call himself

returned to his parish with the

young wife whom he had found

in a canteen in France, Jean
Eintoul had quickly become a

constant visitor at the manse,
and an intimate friend of the

minister's wife, who, as a mere
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Southron, and a flighty one
at that, was looked at some-
what askance by her husband's

parishioners. Perhaps, amongst
the young and single of her

own sex, envy was at the root

of their stand-offishness. The

young minister had been much
sought after by the daughters
of the neighbouring gentleman-
farmers before the war had
called him away.

It was natural, therefore,

that when she returned to

Doming towards the end of the

three months' interval after

her uncle's death, Jean Eintoul

should be the guest of the

manse.
" You're right. You are a

victim," agreed Mrs Murdoch
with emphasis.

"
I suppose

speaking ill of the dead is one

of the things that no minister's

wife ever does, but there are

so many that I forget. I'll

take the risk. I think your
uncle was just the meanest,

cantankerousest, stupidest old

man who ever lived. He had
no spite against you. He
treated you as his own daugh-
ter. Every action of his led

you to believe
"

"
No, Clarice, you mustn't

say that," Jean interrupted.
" He never once said a word
that gave me any reason to

expect that he would leave

anything to me. And you
mustn't call him all these

names, because I liked Uncle
Eobert. He was always very

good to me, although he could

be short-tempered at times.

He was a man with rather a

curious dry sense of humour,
and I think his will is just an
elaborate joke. Perhaps it

didn't occur to him how dif-

ferent it would appear after

he was dead."

Clarice Murdoch blew a scorn-

ful cloud of smoke from her

pretty lips.
" Then it ought to have

occurred to him," she said

emphatically.
" He had no

interest in any of his relations

but you. They tell me
hush !

"

She bent forward in a listen-

ing attitude, then rose quickly
and threw her half-smoked

cigarette into the fire, pressing
it into the heart of the glow
with the poker. Then she tip-

toed to the door and silently

turned back the lock. A mo-
ment later she was back in her

chair, bending solicitously over

the cradle in which lay the in-

nocent and unconscious Young
Bill.

" At least he shan't catch

me this time," she whispered
over her shoulder, the light of

mischief in her eyes.
" Do you think he has no

nose ?
"

asked Jean Eintoul

scornfully.
"
Smells are not evidence,"

retorted the minister's wife.

As the handle of the door

turned, the cradle began to

rock gently, and the Eeverend
William Murdoch entered to

find his young wife bending
over their child, a look of

motherly solicitude in her eyes.
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CHAPTER VI.

The Eeverend William Mur-
doch was a tall burly man of

about thirty-five, who had more
the appearance of a prosperous
farmer than of a cleric. A
big drooping brown moustache,
combined with the name that

his parents had given him at

birth, was the origin of the

pet name by which his wife

addressed him a name which

occasioned him both amuse-
ment and alarm. If Annie, the

servant, should overhear it

only once Doming would be

afire with it from end to end
within four hours.

He was a pleasant man to

look at, the minister. His eyes
were kindly, and ready to

smile at the slightest provoca-
tion. He smiled mostly with

his eyes, for his mouth was
veiled by the moustache, and
he was rarely known to laugh,
his humour being of that dry
nature which depends so much

upon its solemnity. He had

many a good joke to himself

that his elders never even

suspected.
The minister entered sniffing.
"

It's thick in here very,"
he said, his eyes a-twinkle.

" The chimney's been smok-

ing," said his wife mendaciously.
"
Aye ?

"
said the minister

inquiringly.
"

It's powerful

strong smoke for a chimney.
What's your fuel woodbine 1

"

"
Apple logs they're very

pungent," replied his wife, and
with a raised hand added,
" Sh ! You'll wake Young

Bill, and I've just got him

asleep."
" I'm all against chimneys

that smoke," said the Eeverend
William in a lower tone.

"
Par-

ticularly ministers' chimneys.
It's against the whole tradition

o' the Kirk o' Scotland."
"
Ah, well, our chimney must

be a dissenter," retorted Mrs

Murdoch, who, by force of

association, was beginning to

acquire certain ecclesiastical

terms.

Jean Eintoul laughed merrily.
"
Oh, you two sillies," she

cried.
" With your everlasting

back-chat. One would think

you were continually at cross-

purposes if one did not know
the exact opposite. I know,
Mr Murdoch, you keep a supply
of cigarettes in the house, al-

though you scorn to smoke
them yourself, and you buy
more when they go done. Do
you think I don't know who
you buy them for ?

"

" Sh !

" Mrs Murdoch ad-

monished her guest.
" For

Heaven's sake, child, keep up
appearances."
The Eeverend William Mur-

doch looked self-conscious, not

to say sheepish, and quickly

changed the subject.
"
I've been up at the Big

Hoose to see Eonald Aitken,"
he said casually.

" He's a

close one is Eonald."
"He is a dear old thing

when you know him," said

Jean Eintoul,
" but he takes

a lot of knowing. I believe he
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is quite fond of me, but since

the will was made public he
has treated me like a stranger.
He takes his responsibilities
as umpire very seriously, I

think, and is afraid of show-

ing favouritism. What excuse
did you make for calling on
him t

"

"
Excuse ! What excuse does

a minister need for visiting
one of his own elders ?

"
replied

Murdoch. " But I learnt noth-

ing. On all matters of dogma
he would talk by the hour,
but the mere mention of the

dead Laird made him close up
like an oyster. My visit served
one useful purpose, however.
It reminded me that there are

two entrances to the grounds
of the Big Hoose, and that

there is a back door as well as

a front door. To take posses-
sion without the risk of some
one else getting in first won't
be so simple as I thought, for

while we're knocking at the
front door, your Uncle Eufus

may be sneaking in by the

back."
" But can't you persuade

this old man to open the front

door first ?
"
suggested his wife.

"
What's the use of being a

parish minister if you can't

manage your own elders ?
"

"
I know Eonald," said Jean,

with a shake of her pretty head.
" You might as well try to

persuade the Bass Eock. He
will follow out his old master's

instructions to the letter, no
matter where his sympathies
may be. It's awfully kind of

you to try to [help me, Mr
Murdoch, but I'm afraid I have

no chance. Uncle Eufus will

be too much for us."
" The whole thing is a dis-

grace," declared the minister

hotly.
" The estate is morally

yours, Jean, and I won't rest

until it is legally yours as well.

The idea that a rank waster

like Eufus Eintoul should

but there, we'll be upsetting

Clarice, and the bairn will

suffer."
"
Eats," replied that cul-

tured matron. " You're abso-

lutely ridiculous, Bill. As if

I'd let the Doming inheritance

interfere with my natural func-

tions ! I insist on knowing all

about everything. You needn't

try to keep me in the dark, for

I shall get it all out of Jean."

Murdoch walked to the cradle

and bent over its sleeping

occupant.
" He looks all right," he said

fondly.
" But we must take

no risks."
"
Eisks !

"
repeated his wife

scornfully.
"

If you aren't

jolly careful, and take me into

all your plans, I'll jib, and

bring him up on the bottle."
" A pestilential system !

"
ex-

claimed the Eeverend William.
"
Apart altogether from the

unnecessary expense, it stands

to reason that the child will

thrive better on natural food

than emergency rations."
" Then you must just humour

his mother," declared that lady.
" What are you going to do to

help Jean i
"

"
Anything that a minister

of the gospel can justifiably
do." He hesitated, and went
on explosively :

" And maybe a
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trifle over. It makes me wild

to think of that hell-raking

ne'er-do-well, that never moved
a finger for the Eintouls all the

days of his ill-spent life, step-

ping into his brother's shoes at

the expense of Jean, who made
the old man's last years pleas-
ant to him."

"
It's funny that you should

be so down on Uncle Eufus
when I have quite pleasant re-

collections of him," said Jean.
"
I remember he used to visit

us when I was quite a little

girl. He used to play with me,
and he always gave me half a

crown when he left."
"
Aye, I daresay," replied

the minister.
" And he could

well afford it, for as like as not

he had borrowed two or three

hundred of them from your
father just before. Though I've

never met him myself, I've

heard plenty about his goings

on, and he's no credit to the

family. If I can help to keep
him out of Doming House I'll

be doing something to be proud
of."

" Can't you think of any-

thing better than the knocking-
down scheme that Jean has

been telling me of ?
" asked his

wife.
"
I don't think it does

you credit."

"I've been racking my brains

all the way back, but without

the least effect," admitted the

Eeverend William.
" The only

thing I'm clear on is that I

can't deal with both drives

and both doors by myself. I

shall have to find an ally, and
that's not easy for a minis-

ter. His congregation expect

him to be so circumspect, and

Doming beats the wireless for

gossip."
"
I think I could find a few

loyal supporters in the village,"

said Jean,
"

if you think it's

worth while opposing Uncle
Eufus."

" Worth while ! Of course

it's worth while."

"Well, there's Eab Wilson

for one."

"What? The poacher?"
exclaimed the minister.

" A
man that never comes near the

kirk, but spends all his spare
time in the Eintoul Arms,

though nobody knows where
he gets the money that he

spends there !

"

" He wears the D.C.M. and
the M.M.," replied Jean hotly.
" And he has never been con-

victed of poaching, and I have

known ministers of the Church
of Scotland that like a drop of

hot toddy at bed-time and
have it too !

"

Mrs Murdoch laughed mer-

rily.

"Old Bill, you're stung,"
she cried gleefully.

" We shall

see you and Jean's other friend

whispering together in comers

soon, and then the elders will

say you have taken to poach-

ing."
"
There's plenty of time yet

before we take any one into

our confidence," said her hus-

band.
" The immediate need

is to devise a plan of cam-

paign. A pipe in the study will

maybe help. ..."
Within three days the Eev-

erend William Murdoch made
the acquaintance of Eufus Ein-
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toul. The latter's niece, Jean,
was standing at the parlour
window after dinner which
was at one o'clock, notwith-

standing Mrs Murdoch's efforts

to introduce her Southron ways
looking out upon the April

sunshine, the fresh green leaf-

lets bursting on the boughs
and the few spring flowers that

stood out so boldly in the

general bareness, when she be-

came aware of a tall figure

striding up the gravelled drive

arrayed in the baggy knicker-

bockers which are known in

golfing circles as
"
plus-fours."

At a second glance she recog-
nised him.

" Oh !

"
she cried, drawing

back hastily from the window.
" Here comes my Uncle Eufus !

What can he want ?
"

" Eufus Eintoul !

"
exclaimed

Murdoch, joining her, and peer-

ing out through the old-

fashioned lace curtains.
" So

that's him, is it f He's a fine

man to look at."

A few moments later Annie's

voice was heard in the hall,

followed by the tread of heavy
feet. A door closed.

"
Please," said Annie, her

head round the parlour door,
"it's Mr Eintoul. I've pit
him in the study, an' he says
he wants tae speak wi' his

niece that's you, miss."
" Thank you, Annie."

As the door closed once more,
the three occupants of the par-
lour looked at one another un-

decidedly.
"
Will you see him !

" asked
the minister.

" Do you think I should
"

" Of course you should see

him," advised Mrs Murdoch.
" You want to know anything
you can of his plans."

" And as we have none our-

selves, he can't learn much by
his visit," added the Eeverend
William.

" Come along then, Mr Mur-
doch. You must back me up."
Eufus Eintoul rose as they

entered and advanced to his

niece with outstretched hand.
"
I can hardly believe it,"

he said, looking at her admir-

ingly.
" You make an old

man of me, lassie. And how
are you ?

"

Jean shook hands nervously.
" How do you do, Uncle

Eufus ? You don't really look

a day older," she said.
"
This

is Mr Murdoch, whose guest
I am."
Eufus Eintoul bowed stiffly,

and his green eyes turned on
the minister with a hint of

hostility.
"
Good-day to you, sir," he

said.
"

I'll not say I'm pleased
to meet you for two reasons.

The first is, my call is of a busi-

ness nature, and concerns none
but my niece and myself, and
the second is that I never was

partial to your cloth."
" You're plain-spoken, sir,"

said Murdoch.
" I'm famous for it," retorted

Eintoul composedly.
"
Please, Uncle Eufus," said

Jean, laying her hand beseech-

ingly on her uncle's arm,
"
don't

let us quarrel. Mr Murdoch
has been very kind to me. He
is entirely in my confidence,
and I asked him to come with
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me to hear what you have
to say."
She looked charming as she

stood with her delicate chin

uptilted, making her appeal for

peace.
Eintoul hesitated for a mo-

ment, then, with a shrug of

his broad shoulders, said
" Have it your own way, but

if you prefer clerical advice to

lay, you're not a real Eintoul.

I've come about that mad will

of my brother's. There's no

question but we can settle it

amicably between ourselves. I

have little doubt none at all,

to be candid that I can fulfil

the conditions of the will, but
I have no wish to be hard on

my own blood, Jean, so I'm

going to make you an offer.

I'm willing to allow you five

hundred pounds a year for life

if you'll give up all claim to

the estate. With the bit you
have already you'll be more
than comfortable."

" In plain words, Mr Eintoul,

you would have your niece sell

her birthright for a mess of

pottage," said the minister.
" In plain words, Mr Parson,

I would like to hear what my
niece has got to say for her-

self," replied Eufus Eintoul

offensively.
"
I may tell you, Jean," he

went on, turning his shoulder

to Murdoch,
"
that this offer

is just pure natural generosity.
I'm notorious for it. You can

have no hope of winning the

estate for yourself, so you'd
best just thank me prettily

and sign the paper I've

brought."

" Have you made this offer

to my cousin, Francesca Mari-

netti ?
"
asked Jean.

"
I have," replied her uncle.

" And has she accepted it ?
"

" Have you ever seen Fran-
cesca Marinetti ?

"

"
Only a picture of her,"

replied Jean.
"

If you'd seen her you
wouldn't need to ask. She's

a mad woman," declared Ein-

toul.
" Mad !

"
exclaimed Jean in

shocked surprise.
"
Oh, not asylum mad, but

just plain daft," explained her

uncle.
"
She'd never look at

any plain proposition. Now,
you are a sensible Scotch lass,

and I'm confident you'll see

which side your bread is but-

tered. Eead the terms for

yourself."
He pulled out a legal-looking

document, and offered it to

Jean.

She shook her head and drew
herself away a little.

"
No, thank you, Uncle

Eufus," she said quietly.
"
I

don't need to look at it. I

haven't the least intention of

signing it."
" Good lass !

"
cried the min-

ister enthusiastically.
"
We'll

have the estate or nothing,
and it'll not be my fault if it's

nothing."
Eufus Eintoul's green eyes

rested shrewdly on his niece.

His strong face showed no sign
of disappointment or annoy-
ance. He ignored the minister's

outburst.
"

I'll make no attempt to

persuade you," he said quietly.
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" I'm a Eintoul myself. I think,
in your own quiet way, you're
as daft as your cousin. I'll

just warn you of one thing.

When I'm the Laird, don't

waste your breath asking me
for favours. You've had your
chance and refused it."

" Don't be afraid, uncle. I

shan't whine if I lose," replied

Jean.
" And I shan't crow

until I've won," she added

slyly.
" A wise policy in the circum-

stances. You'll be seeing your
Corsican cousin shortly, I'm

thinking. I've reason to believe

the accommodation in Doming
will hardly meet the strain on
it when her forces arrive. We'll

be living in strenuous times

shortly. Well, there's nothing
more to be said. Good-day to

you, Jean. Come and see me
this day fortnight at the Big
Hoose. You shall have a glass

of wine and a biscuit. And
you, my reverend enemy, would
be well advised to stick to your
last."

" I'm not a cobbler," replied
the minister drily.

" I'm a

man who has put his hand to

the plough. We'll see which of

us two can drive the straighter
furrow."

"
It's a challenge," said Ein-

toul.
" And I warn you, when

I'm Laird, you can let the

Doming House sitting to the

devil if you like. I'll never

want it."
" Then we'll let it lie idle,"

retorted the minister.
" For

with all due respect to the

devil, I doubt if he would
be much more of an orna-

ment to the Kirk than your-
self."

Eufus Eintoul smiled grimly,
for the retort was much in his

own vein.
"

I'll give you best at re-

partee, Mr Murdoch," he said.
" And bid you good-afternoon
and a last warning not to

cross my path. ..."
" I'm glad I've seen him,"

said the Eeverend William when

they had watched Eufus Ein-

toul's broad back vanish down
the drive.

"
He's a formidable

enemy, and it's well to know
just what we're up against."

"
I wonder what he meant

when he spoke of Cousin Fran-

cesca's forces," said Jean

thoughtfully.
"
Trying to frighten you and

bluff you into signing his pre-
cious document," said the min-

ister.
"
Jean, since I've seen

that "cold-blooded ruffian I'm
jQh

more determined than ever to

see that you have your rights.

I'll even take your Eab Wilson
as an ally if it's going to help

your cause."

CHAPTER vn.

Neil McNeil, notwithstand-

ing the poor show he had made
in Eufus Eintoul's flat, was no

followed, he was much in the

society of Francesca Marinetti,
and learnt to adapt himself to

fool. During the days that her varying moods, to pander
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to her whims, and to make
himself indispensable to her

plans. The more he saw her,
the more deeply did her fas-

cination sink into him. What-
ever there was of the grotesque
in her mannerisms, however
much her strange tastes and
habits might jar upon him,
her rich beauty and real

queenliness carried off trium-

phantly.
She was a woman of ex-

tremes in everything. Untidy
and careless of her dress in the

seclusion of her flat McNeil
would arrive to find her perhaps

stockingless and with her won-
derful hair in a loose touzled

plait as it had been slept on
she could blossom forth in

a perfection of the daintiest

fashion to drive in the park,
or even merely to receive a

visitor.

She would fly from the most

optimistic view of the ease

with which she would enter

into her inheritance to a mood,
not of despair for she always
believed that the estate would
be hers in the end but of

terrible premonitions of the

dangers and desperate encoun-

ters that lay ahead.

McNeil learnt quickly to look

out for these changes. He
learnt, too, the diplomacy that

is necessary in the treatment

of such a temperament. In

the matter of his friend Bubbly,
for example, he exercised a tact

that verged upon deception.
He knew that his mistress cast

the glamour of romance over

the ex-officer, and that the

mere suggestion of employing

a civilian would be distasteful

to her.

He began, therefore, with

vague hints of the need for

strategy and for cunning in

the struggle that must come
with Eufus Eintoul. From
that he got to mentioning a
friend of powerful intellect,
and regretting that they could
not have the advantage of his

advice. As he selected his

men of whom more later

and brought them individually
to be approved by Signorina

Marinetti, the name of the

Honourable Thomas Owen
would be dropped casually, but

always with the suggestion that
here was some one of out-

standing mental power whose

brain, unfortunately, could not
be at the service of the Sig-
norina's forces.

McNeil conducted his cam-

paign with an infinite patience
which was at last rewarded
with success.

"
This Mr Owen, your friend,

if he is so clever, we must take
him with us to Scotland," de-

clared Francesca.

McNeil shook his head

gloomily.
" He is a busy man a jour-

nalist. One could hardly ask
him to leave Fleet Street and
all his interests."

" Dear me, man/' exclaimed
the lady impatiently.

"
Surely

he would give up something
for his friend. Bring him to

see me. I will ask him myself.

Surely he will not refuse a
woman in need of help."

"
I had not thought of that,"

said Neil disingenuously.
' '

Per-
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haps yes how can he refuse

when he has seen you f I will

entice him here, Signorina, and

you must do the rest."

Meantime Bubbly had been

leading a noble and a temperate

life, which showed itself in his

eyes, which were no longer

rheumy and bloodshot, and in

his complexion, which hadtaken
on a freshness that it had not

possessed for years. McNeil's

story had intrigued him to such

an extent that he was prepared
to make almost any sacrifice

rather than be left behind.

He really looked quite a nice

little man when, shaven and
fresh and clean, he set out with

McNeil for his first interview

with Francesca Marinetti.

He was her slave from the

moment when he entered her

room and saw her in the full

blossom of her beauty. Fran-

cesca, fired by the thought of

his resistance, had brought to

bear upon him all the fascina-

tion that art could add to

nature. She wore a close-

fitting dress of dull black silk,

unrelieved by any trimming,
that left her beautiful neck and
arms bare, and that framed and
intensified the velvet white-

ness of her skin. Her face was

pale, and her dark eyes shone

luminous and melancholy as

she fixed them upon her al-

ready willing victim. Her pose,
as McNeil introduced his com-

panion, was one of eager in-

terest, which changed to pitiful

pleading as she spoke.
" Mr Owen, I am glad to

meet you. I have heard so

much of you from Major McNeil,

but now that I see you, your
face tells me that he did not

do you justice. Oh, Mr Owen,
will you help to save a poor

lonely girl from cruel injus-

tice ?
"

But for a frown of warning
from McNeil, who stood well

out of Francesca's line of vision,

the Honourable Thomas would
have capitulated without a

struggle. He remembered his

pose just in time.
"
I I am a busy man, Sig-

norina," he stammered, feeling

himself to be a brute to hesi-

tate.
" But anything I can

do in my spare time what

spare time I have, I mean

"
Spare time ! Mio Dio !

"

interrupted Francesca, throw-

ing out an arm in a graceful

gesture of scorn.
" That is

no more than the meanest

would offer. I need men who
will devote their lives to my
service if need be aye, and
shed their life's blood in my
cause, indeed an' I do."

Bubbly felt, and looked, ra-

ther like a worm. He ignored

McNeil, who still frowned a

warning, and bowed before

this new goddess.
" How can I refuse such an

appeal $
" he said, with what

courtliness he could muster.
"
Signorina, I am your humble

servant. Do with me what

you will."
" But your work your pro-

fession that you are so wrapped
up in "?

" McNeil threw in.
" One must make sacrifices,"

replied Bubbly, attempting to

hide his glee under a veil of
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resignation.
" And in what

better cause could one make
them than in that of Signorina
Marinetti f

"

"
Eccolo !

"
exclaimed Fran-

cesca, turning a triumphant
glance upon McNeil. " How
much stronger is my appeal
than yours ! Losh ! it takes a

woman's tongue to win a man."
" And a woman's beauty,"

added McNeil with a smile.
" Mr Owen, you have made

me so happy."
She took Bubbly's two hands

in hers, and, to his everlasting

delight, kissed them fervently.
" Never shall you have cause

to regret that you espoused

my cause. I swear it !

"
she

said, yet with an exaltation

that raised the melodramatic
words far from any hint of

burlesque.
"
Come, let us hold

a council of war."

Francesca, gracefully reclin-

ing on a low couch, with

Bubbly in an attitude almost

of worship in a chair before

her, told the story of the will

and of her determination to

win the inheritance. When
she had made an end, Bubbly
questioned her upon such de-

tails as remained obscure, while

McNeil sat by, a trifle jealous
of the impression that his friend

had made so quickly. Epi-

grams upon the fickleness of

womankind floated vaguely

through his mind.
"
I think your plan to sur-

round the house in the night
can't be beaten, Signorina, if

it is possible," said Owen.
" But that we can hardly de-

cide until we get to the spot

and reconnoitre. Where is this

estate, by the way $
"

It was a question that McNeil
had never thought to ask, and
which Francesca had not hap-

pened to mention.
"
Doming House," she said

now in answer to Bubbly's

question.
" And it is in the

village of Doming."
"
Doming !

" exclaimed

McNeil, starting to his feet

in surprise.
"
Why, I spent

half my time there when I

was a kid my grandfather

kept the Eintoul Arms. It's

funny that I never connected

the name of Eintoul with that,

but the name is common enough
in Scotland."

" Then you must know Dom-
ing House. How splendid !

"

cried Francesca, clapping her

hands delightedly.
"
I kent I

was inspired when I picked

your letter from all the others.

Fate is on my side, and I'll

win through willy-nilly."
" Are your people still there ?

They might be of use to us,"
said the Honourable Thomas.
McNeil shook his head.

"No," he said. "I don't

know who runs the inn now.

My grandparents died years

ago, and everything was sold

up. It was a quaint old place,

and I shall be interested to

see it again."
" What matters at present,"

said Bubbly, "is the number
of men required to surround

the house and keep the Sig-

norina's uncle out."
"

It's a big place," replied

McNeilTthoughtfuUy.
" When

I was a boy my grandfather
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used to take me there when he

went to visit the butler. By
the way, Signorina, that must
be the very man who is to act

as umpire. What was his

name ?
"

" Eonald Aitken. It is in

the will."

"That's right Mr Aitken.

I used to think him quite a

big man in those days. My
old grandad treated him with

great respect. I don't suppose
he'll know me again. But
about the house. It's big, but
I don't think there are any
doors except at back and front.

By the way, a fairly deep
stream runs round three sides

of it at a little distance. That

ought to make things much
easier. I fancy that with half

a dozen determined men be-

sides ourselves, we can keep
any one back, while the Sig-
norina makes her way in."

"
Good," said Bubbly.

"
Six

let it be. How many have you
got t

"

He was enjoying himself im-

mensely. So thoroughly had
Francesca absorbed the idea

of his brilliant brain, that she

listened tensely to his lightest
word. It was a new experience
for the dissipated little jour-
nalist.

"
Major McNeil has already

found me six," said she. "There
is Captain Wilson, who is very
strong and, I jalouse, as brave
as a lion

; Captain Pringle, a
most handsome and gallant
man

; [Mr Bailey I could see

in his eyes that he would die

for me, beautiful brown eyes
like the eyes of a faithful dog ;

Mr Televant, who has only one

eye, but he also will be true
;

Captain Beattie, such a huge
man

;
and Major Lindsay, who

is rather old and ugly, but I

felt so sorry for him to be out

of work. With them we can
do anything and with you
forbye, Mr Owen, success is

ours already. Eccolo !

"

Turning with a light of fanati-

cal enthusiasm in her wonder-
ful eyes, she caught a look on
McNeil's face that changed her

mood in a moment.
" And abin all there is Major

McNeil, without whom I should

have lost all 'deed and I

would. Never can I thank
him enough for entering my
service."

With her warm-hearted im-

petuosity she threw her soft

arms around McNeil's neck and
kissed his scarred cheek. The
Honourable Thomas Owen's
heart palpitated wildly with

jealousy. He became suddenly
aware of McNeil's mental and

physical shortcomings, and won-
dered what he had ever seen

to like in the man. McNeil
thrilled at the touch of the

warm soft lips, though he knew
that it meant no more than if

another had thanked him with

a word and a smile.

The six men whom she had
named to Owen were all men
whom McNeil knew personally
and felt that he could rely

upon. Lindsay, the eldest of

them, was a man of over forty,
with grizzled hair and a lined

rugged face. He had been a

country solicitor before the

war, and had sold out his busi-
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ness to join the army. On his

discharge he had neither the

capital nor the connection to

start afresh, and had been

compelled to accept temporary
posts in other men's offices.

McNeil found him out of work
and ready to accept anything
that would bring in a few

pounds. He had little imagin-
ation and less humour, and
Francesca Marinetti's story left

him cold. He looked upon
the coming adventure as a re-

grettable necessity, forced upon
him by want, yet McNeil knew

that, even so, he was worthy
of his hire. Once he had ac-

cepted service, he would obey
orders faithfully and well.

Wilson was the youngest of

them all, and looked upon his

new job as a huge joke. Join-

ing the Army at eighteen and

leaving it at twenty-three had

played the devil with his chances

in life, for at the latter age a

man cannot devote five years
of his life to the study of

medicine. He had, therefore,

accepted a clerkship in a stock-

broker's office, a post which he

retained for two complete weeks.

He then kicked over his stool,

informed his employer that he

was fed up to the back teeth

with the sight of him, and
cleared out.

Pringle, as Francesca said,

was a handsome man, but quite
sound at heart. He was the

only one of the six who was
not needy, and McNeil had
interested him in the affair

from the point of view of sport.
The sight of his prospective
mistress decided him, and he

was one of the most enthusi-

astic of her supporters. He
and Bailey of the beautiful

brown eyes were close friends.

McNeil had picked Beattie on
account of his size. He was

quite young not much older

than Wilson but his mind was
as blank as that of a child.

He had a great hearty laugh,
the temper of an angel, and
muscles that would do credit

to a heavy-weight champion.
These were his sole assets, with

the exception of his adoration

for his mistress. After he had
met her, he purchased all the

picture post-cards of her that

were obtainable and slept with

them beneath his pillow.

Televant, a long lean man of

about thirty-five, was silent

and self-contained, but there

was about him an air of sup-

pressed vitality that promised
well for moments of action.

His one effective eye was blue

and piercing, darting hither

and thither in constant obser-

vation, while the other, of

glass, stared stupidly ahead,
so that he appeared an alto-

gether different man according
to the angle from which he

was observed. No one knew

anything of his past beyond
August 1914, but McNeil had

fought by his side and had
full belief in his straight-

ness.

On the morning before she

moved her forces north Fran-

cesca Marinetti and the eight
men met together for the first

time. With such a large and

admiring audience her dra-

matic instinct took command.
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She stood in the centre of the

room, tall, graceful, and lis-

some, and with her wonderful

voice, her gestures, the ever-

changing expression of her pale
beautiful face, appealed to these

men in words that in cold print
would be preposterous melo-

drama, but that, in the spell

of her personality, thrilled them
to the core, with the exception
of Lindsay the matter-of-fact,
who was unthrillable.

She told these men, in her

musical English with its quaint

foreign accent and still more

quaint Scotticisms, the story
of her uncle's strange will.

She told them of her other

uncle, Eufus Eintoul, and

painted his picture to them in

primary colours as she saw
him. She dwelt upon the perils
of the work before them, pro-

phesied danger and death, and

promised compensation to the

unfortunate. Finally, throw-

ing out her arms in an effec-

tive gesture of appeal, she

called upon them to follow

her through danger and dis-

aster to the attainment of her

goal.

As she ended, there was quite
a demonstration of enthusiasm.

Spontaneously the men rose to

their feet. McNeil, at a loss for

words, was forestalled by the

Honourable Thomas Owen.
"
Gentlemen," he cried,

"
let

any man who will not follow

Signorina Marinetti through
thick and thin clear out now.

The rest are committed to her

service until the Doming estate

is hers without a doubt."

A murmur of agreement ran

round the room.

McNeil glanced shrewdly
round the set faces in whose

eyes sparkled the light of en-

thusiasm for a cause, and con-

gratulated himself on his choice

of men.
"As no one has gone," he

said,
"
I take it you are all in

agreement ?
"

A confused affirmative tumult

answered him. The more taci-

turn were content with a simple
"
Yes," but the enthusiasm of

Wilson and Beattie expressed
itself in voluble oaths of fealty.

"
Then, my heroic cham-

pions," declared Francesca,
" the estates are mine already.

To-night we go north. Major
McNeil will give you your in-

structions."

Then, as they filed from the

room, she took the hand of

each, and, her eyes emotional

with gratitude, pressed it in

both of hers.

CHAPTER vni.

For quite a week before the

dawn that was to usher in the

competition for the Eintoul

estates, there was a stir of

excitement in the placid village
of Doming, such as one sees

throughout England in the days
that precede the Derby or the

Grand National. Only one

subject was talked of, and
chances were freely reckoned

up, Eufus Eintoul being an
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odds-on favourite (in the racing
sense only, for the man him-

self was loathed by the ten-

antry), Jean Eintoul a likely

outsider, and her unknown
cousin from abroad a very
doubtful starter.

In the evenings, as the gloam-
ing called time to the day's

toil, groups of white aprons

gathered by the little green

gates and flapped like signals
in the breeze as their owners
leaned their bare muscular arms
on the palings and discussed

the one enthralling subject.
While the women-folk, poor

souls, talked mere rumour by
the gate-post, their lords and
masters absorbed the latest

news with their mild table-beer

in the Eintoul Arms, the in-

formation bureau of the village.

Mr Morrison, the landlord

(no one would have dreamt of

calling him plain Peter Mor-

rison), was highly respected

throughout the district. He
was a mild elderly man, with

short white side-whiskers and
shaven lips and chin, a com-
bination which had a somewhat

sheep-like effect. He dressed

in sober black, and wore a

Gladstonian collar and a wisp
of black bow-tie, one end of

which was usually rather long
and inclined to stick out angu-

larly against his white shirt-

front. He was a man of con-

siderable intelligence, an ardent

politician to whom Tories were
anathema (he had been nur-

tured on Gladstonian radical-

ism and reared in the heat of

the Midlothian campaigns), and
a voracious reader of improving

works. He was therefore quali-
fied to make himself agreeable,
not only to the villagers and
the surrounding farmers, but
also to such casual tourists as

came in summer to view the

ruins of Doming Castle.

Under his control the Eintoul

Arms was an inn to be proud
of. The bare deal benches and
tables of the tap-room where
the farm labourers gathered o'

nights were scrubbed to an
almost ivory whiteness. The
black - leaded spittoons with

their fresh pine sawdust shone

like patent leather. The ha-

bitues had been trained to

respect, not only their host,

but everything that was his,

so that a better - conducted

house could not be found in

the length and breadth of the

land.

The bar itself, with its rows

of quaint old copper measures,
its brass candlesticks, and the

four little delf barrels with dif-

ferent coloured bands around

them, and drip-cups dangling
from their polished taps, was
a delight to a tired traveller.

At its inner end it swelled out

into a square alcove the holy
of holies. Here burnt a cheer-

ful fire, and of an evening
the privileged gathered round
the mahogany table and, over

a modest glass of hot toddy
in which Mr Morrison joined,

discussed the policies of the

empire. The factor of the

Eintoul estate, the butler of

Doming House, the school-

master, an occasional farmer

from one of the great Mains

that lay within easy reach of
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the village these and such

as they alone dared penetrate
to the sacred bar-parlour.

There was one exception
Bab Wilson. Mr Morrison was
in something of a quandary
regarding the ex-soldier and

alleged poacher. The village
was proud of his army record,
but suspicious both of his past
and present. By trade he was
a thatcher, and admittedly the

most competent of his craft in

the district, but the work was

intermittent, and, except when
the ricks were building, he
had plenty of spare time on
his hands. He lodged with a

widow woman who was, strange
to say, as close as an oyster as

to his movements, and the

poacher theory, firmly held by
the village in general, remained

unproven.
On his return from the army,

Bab Wilson boldly stormed the

bar-parlour of the Eintoul Arms,
to the consternation of its de-

fenders. With the ordinary
intruder Mr Morrison, despite
his mild appearance, had a
short way, but with a soldier

newly returned from the war
with his honours thick upon
him, he was at a loss

;
and

before he had come to a de-

cision, Bab had established

himself firmly, and there he
was to be found, with a pipe
and a pint-pot, two evenings
before the dawn of the struggle
for the Bintoul inheritance.

He was a handsome devil-

may-care fellow, dressed after

the fashion of a gamekeeper,
in a loose Norfolk jacket with

roomy pockets, a pair of army

riding-breeches, and many-but-
toned cloth gaiters. Bumour
had it that he was something
of a Don Juan, and perhaps he

fostered the idea, for a lassie

on an outlying farm might
prove a better excuse for re-

turning late of a night than a

pheasant.
It was early in the evening,

and Bab had the little parlour
to himself. Mr Morrison was
behind the bar with a serving-

wench, washing glasses with a

thoroughness unusual in these

slap-dash days. Nothing less

than rinsing in two separate
brass-bound wooden tubs filled

with scalding water, followed

by drying and polishing with

two spotless glass-towels, would

satisfy his fastidiousness.

It was mid-April and still

clear, but the evenings were

chilly, and Bab sat gazing

intently into the heart of a

glowing fire. Occasionally a

faint smile would cross his

shaven lips, as though the sub-

ject of his thoughts amused

him, as indeed it did, for

earlier in the day he had had
an interview with the minister,

as a result of which he found

himself the latter's secret

ally.

He was more than astonished

when the Beverend William

Murdoch stopped him in the

road from the manse to the

green, for as a rule the minister

passed him by with the faintest

of recognitions.
"
Good-morning, Bab," said

the Beverend William.
" Good - morning," echoed

Bab, and would have passed
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on, had not the other blocked
his way.

"
I haven't seen you in the

kirk lately, Bab," said the

minister.
" Ye ken fine ye've never

seen me in the kirk, sae there's

nae need for the
'

lately,'
"

re-

torted Eab, looking at the
minister with a disarming smile.

"It's not a matter to be

proud of," said Murdoch, net-

tled by the man's self-posses-
sion.

" I'm no' sae sure o' that.

It tak's a bit o' nerve tae gang
your ain gait in a clashin' wee
place like Doming."
The minister ignored this

sally.
" What reason have you now

for stopping away ?
" he asked

in a more friendly tone.
"
Weel, it micht be that I

differ frae ye on a point o'

doctrine, or it micht be that
I dinna like your deleevery,
but tae be perfectly honest, it's

neither. I juist canna be fashed

gaun tae the kirk when I can
as weel be oot i' the fresh air."

The words were spoken with
such an ingenuous frankness
that Murdoch could not take

offence at them. Indeed, they
aroused his sympathy, for there

was a little lady up at the

manse who expressed herself

in different terms but to much
the same effect.

" As we're not likely to

agree, then, Eab, we'd better

agree to differ," he said pleas-

antly.
" But there's another

matter I want to speak to you
about."

"
Aye, I thoucht there maun

be. You'd no' ha'e fashed

yoursel' aboot me plunkin' the

kirk if you hadna had an
ulterior motive," grinned Eab.

"
Maybe not," agreed the

minister, and, adopting the

bluntness of the other, went
on :

" Look here, Eab, I want

your help. Of course you
know all about the Laird's

will ?
"

"Wha doesna? It's the

clash o' the toon."

"Well, I've been told that

you might be likely to sym-
pathise with one of the possible
heirs."

" Meanin' !
"

Murdoch saw that no help
would be forthcoming, and that

he must declare his mission

and take his chance.
" You know that Miss Ein-

toul is stopping at the manse,"
he said bluntly.

"
If she is to

have a chance in this absurd

contest, she must have strong
arms to help her. Mine are

strong, but one pair is not

enough. Miss Eintoul has an
idea that you might volunteer

yours."
Eab Wilson's eyes twinkled,

and he let a low chuckle escape
him.

"
Man, what a ploy !

" he

exclaimed.
" In the matter of reward,"

went on the minister,
" Miss

Eintoul is not wealthy, but if

she should succeed
"

" Haud your tongue, man,"
Eab interrupted him sharply.
"
I've kent wee Jean Eintoul

since she was a bairn, and frae

what I've seen and what I ken

o' her Uncle Eufus, I'd sooner
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ha'e her at the Big Hoose than
him. As for reward weel, I'd

raither help for the fun o' the

thing. Losh ! Think o' me
an' the meenister colloguin'

thegither agin the peace o' the

realm."

Eab chuckled again at the

incongruity.
"
It won't be the first time

we've fought in the same cause,"
said Murdoch.

" You're richt," agreed Eab,
and added with a sudden ear-

nestness,
"
An', man, I nearly

took tae the kirk when I heard

you'd been fechtin' in the line

instead o' taking it easy as a

padre."
The Eeverend William flushed

at the compliment.
" Yet some of the padres

took most of the risks we took,
Eab. However, that's past
and done with. You agree to

join me in helping Miss Eintoul

to the fortune she deserves ?
"

" I'm wi' you," declared Eab
emphatically.

" Then come to the manse

to-night at nine, and we'll hold

a council of war."

"Me at the manse ! Losh,

you'll ha'e me in the Kirk-

session afore I ken whaur I

am. Still, I'll tak' the risk.

I'll be there, Mr Murdoch."
As he sat now by the bar-

parlour fire, Eab chuckled again
at the thought of hobnobbing
with the minister. He had no
idea of what steps it might be

necessary to take in Jean Ein-

toul's interests, but the thought
of a possible fight with Eufus

Eintoul, whom he knew well

by sight, increased his interest

in the enterprise. Like many
intelligent Scotsmen, a vein of

romanticism streaked his solid

sense, and the idea of helping
the beautiful girl whom he had
known from her childhood, and
to whom he looked up with an
intense but secret admiration,

appealed strongly to him.

Eab's pleasant ruminations

were disturbed by the entrance

of two strangers, an unusual
circumstance so early in the

year. He looked round as he
heard them in conversation

with Mr Morrison, and noted
that one was a tall well-built

man of about his own age with

a scarred face, while the other

was small and fair with eyes
that darted noticingly hither

and thither.
" Beds for the night ?

" he
heard Mr Morrison say.

"
Aye,

gentlemen, there'll be nae defee-

culty aboot that. Eun ben tae

the kitchen, Maggie lass, an'

tell Mrs Morrison tae air the

sheets in number one an' num-
ber three. Ye'll be frae Edin-

burgh, nae doot ?
"

McNeil for the scarred man
was he smiled appreciatively.
It was homely to hear the old

familiar, unashamed curiosity.
"
Yes, we're from Edin-

burgh," he agreed.
"

It's no' often we get veesi-

tors this time o' the year,"
went on Mr Morrison.

"
Ye'll

be early for holiday-making."
" One can't always choose

one's own time," said McNeil.
" And having the opportunity,
I thought I should like to see

the old place again. I knew
Doming well as a lad."
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" Did ye now ? Maybe ye've

got freends i' the place ?
"

"
Well, I daresay I shall meet

with some faces I know, though
I doubt if I'll find any one who
knows mine."

McNeil happened to look

round as he spoke and met the

eye of Eab Wilson. He smiled

and went forward into the bar-

parlour.
"
I did not know how quickly

my words would come true,"
he said, advancing with out-

stretched hand.
" How are

you, Eab 1
"

Eab stood up and looked in

a puzzled fashion at the man
who accosted him so familiarly.
Some reminiscence of the past
rose vaguely in his mind, but
would not focus itself. He
looked doubtfully at the

stranger, and awaited enlighten-
ment. McNeil, seeing that he

was not recognised, recollected

with a shock the change in

his appearance.
" You don't know me,

Eab f
" he said.

"
D'you mind

the time we found the owl's

nest on top o' the fir-tree in

Denman's Cover ? D'you mind
the way the owlets spat at us,

and how you hit them over the

head with your bonnet. D'you
mind the way we carried them

home, and how I didna dare

show mine because it was the

Sabbath, and my grandfather

thought I was taking a quiet
walk ?

"

"Losh! It's Neil McNeil.

Man, I'd never ha'e kent ye !

"

exclaimed Eab Wilson, coming
forward with outstretched hand.

"Man, but I'm glad tae see ye !

"

His rugged face lit up in a
smile of welcome, for these two
had been boys together, and
had shared many wild pranks
that their primitive instincts

had led them into.
" I'm not surprised you didn't

know me, Eab," said Neil as

he took the outstretched hand
in his.

"
I've changed more

than you have, lad."

"Aye, ye've changed, Neil,"
said Eab, as he looked into

the scarred face.
" But I'm

no' sae shair it hasna improved
ye."
Old associations are potent.

Eab Wilson had faded from

McNeil's mind for many years,
but the sight of him brought
back his boyhood days, and
he felt drawn towards the

rugged countryman by the

sentiment of the past. He
slipped into a seat in the bar-

parlour and looked apprecia-

tively round him. Nothing had

changed since his boyhood ex-

cept the landlord.
" Sae you're holiday-makin',

are you, Neil ?
"

said Eab.
"
I daursay you're a big man

i' the world noo, an' in a dif-

ferent sphere frae the puir
thatcher that you played wi'

when you were a laddie."
" A very different sphere, I

admit," replied McNeil.
" But

I fancy you have the best end
of the stick, Eab. Slaving in

Fleet Street is hardly an im-

provement on thatching in

Doming, and hasn't got the

advantage of an occasional shot

"
Wheesht, man ! They days

are bye wi', an' forbye it's no'
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chancy tae speak sae lood.

Sae you've taken tae the writ-

in', ha'e you *? I thocht you
were by way o' bein' a chemist

or something."
" Five years of war spoilt me

for that. I've had to take what
I could get."

' You're lucky tae be able

tae tak' a holiday sae faur frae

your wark," said Eab shrewdly.
While he talked, McNeil had

been thinking rapidly. It

seemed sheer luck that he

should have dropped across an
old acquaintance immediately

upon his arrival in Doming.
" To tell you the truth, Eab,"

he said, lowering his voice,
"

it isn't altogether a holi-

day. I suppose you know all

about Laird Eintoul's strange
will?

"

Eab Wilson spat into the fire

unconcernedly, but the action

hid his face for the moment
from McNeil, and when it

turned to him again it was im-

passive as ever.
" We've a' heard aboot that.

The auld man maun ha'e been
daft when he made it," he

said.
" But what's it tae dae

wi' you ?
"

"
I can hardly tell you that,

Eab. It isn't my secret. I

should like to know, though,
if you've seen or heard any-

thing that has a bearing on
the affair. Any strange people

about, for instance ?
"

"
Barrin' yoursel' an' your

freend there, there's been nane
that I ken o'," replied Eab
slowly.
He was thinking hard, try-

ing to guess in whose interest

McNeil spoke, and alert to

pick up anything that would
be of value to his new mistress,
Jean Eintoul. He judged that

in some way McNeil must be in

touch with Eufus Eintoul and

acting on his behalf. Should
this be so, no memory of a

boyhood friendship would be

permitted to interfere with his

loyalty to his mistress.
" Your freend there'll be on

the same game, I'm think-

ing ?
" he said, nodding to-

wards the Honourable Thomas

Owen, who was deep in con-

versation with Mr Morrison at

the bar.
"
Yes," admitted McNeil.

" Have you seen anything lately
of the Laird's brother, Eufus
Eintoul 1

"

' No' a sicht o' him, an' I'm
nane the waur for it," replied
Eab drily. "Is he a freend

o' yours 1
"

"
I've met him," said McNeil

cautiously.
" An' wha's your freend

there ?
"

asked Eab, pointing
his pipe towards Bubbly, who
leant upon the bar, sampling
for the first time the beer of

Scotland.
" One of the cleverest jour-

nalists in England. Bubbly,
I've met an old friend. Come
and meet Eab Wilson."
The Honourable Thomas

Owen tipped his tankard linger-

ingly, and moved into the bar-

parlour.
"
I was beginning to wonder

if you'd forgotten me,"^ he
said. "When you Scots get

together, the rest of us can go
hang."
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"
Well, you found a friend

yourself, didn't you f
"
retorted

McNeil, nodding meaningly at

the tankard that Bubbly still

clung to.
"
Perhaps not a friend, but

certainly an old acquaintance,"

grinned Owen. " Let me intro-

duce you. Landlord, three

tankards of your astonishingly

good beer."

He slipped into a seat by
McNeil's side, as Mr Morrison

placed the foaming pots upon
the table.

"
It's a temptation," he said

sadly as he raised his to his

lips.
"
Many a man would

fall, but I've sworn that three

is my limit. It is difficult to

remember that I am a reformed

character."
"
Bubbly, I've found a friend.

If anything unusual crops up

in the village, Eab Wilson here

will keep us posted."
" Then here's good luck to

Mr Wilson," said Bubbly, rais-

ing his pot in honour of the

stranger.
" We were boys together, so

I can trust him," explained
McNeil.

Eab raised his tankard in a

silent toast, but his eyes twin-

kled above the froth as he put
it to his lips.

" So far our friend Eufus
has not put in an appearance,"
went on McNeil in a confiden-

tial tone.

At that moment heavy steps
were heard in the stone-flagged

passage, and there strode into

the bar, his flaming head held

high, as though already he
owned the property, the man
whom McNeil had named.

(To be continued.)
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VAGABOND LMPEESSIONS.

BY ST JOHN LUCAS.

LETTERS READ AGAIN.

THE publication of two ad-

ditional volumes of Byron's
letters and of Professor Saints-

bury's
'

Letter Book '

has been
followed by the customary la-

mentations. The epistolary art,

we are informed once more, is

dead : slain by cheap postage,
the telegraph and the telephone,
and the

"
swirl and hurry of

modern life." The daily paper
has rendered the sending of

mere " news "
superfluous, and

ordinary people possess neither

the leisure nor the taste for

delighting (or annoying) their

friends with intimate medita-

tions and impressions. As far

as I was able to observe, only
one bold critic had the courage
to lift up his voice and to

assert his relief at the decline

of the once universal habit of

pouring forth stilted and inter-

minable screeds concerning the

state of the writer's gout or

affections, the trees that he
had planted, the old sow's

litter, and his opinion of the

Tory Party. All the others

sang a dirge over the grave of

the defunct, and made appro-

priate references to Madame
de Se'vigne' and Horace Wai-

pole. A noble art is dead.

E.I.P.

But is it ? And was it so

universal as many people be-

lieve ? Certainly an enormous
VOL. CCXI. NO.

majority of modern letter-

writers pay no attention to

the graces of style and ex-

pression : their effusions are

merely brief statements of fact,

elongated telegrams ; or, if

the writer be feminine, artless

questions which, like the mys-
terious queries in the Latin

Grammar, already anticipate
the appropriate answer. But
it seems probable that much
the same kind of thing was
franked by complacent mem-
bers of Parliament in the golden

days of letter-writing, and that

the correspondence of Sir Tun-

belly Clumsy and Miss Hoyden
was as dull and illiterate as

that of Mr Grabb (the sleek

and oily profiteer) and Major-
General Sir Frumious Bander-
snatch (the chuckle-headed old

piffler), though it was cer-

tainly more lengthy. Brilliant

letters proceed from brilliant

personalities, and the breed is

and was rare.

It has always seemed to me
one of Providence's more iron-

ical dispensations that the mis-

erable race of authors, groaning
and sweating over their dis-

gusting pens and inkpots and

typewriters, should, on the

whole, have produced the best

letters. That any one who
has suffered from the soul-

destroying, back-breaking, head-

T
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splitting, and heartrending

agonies of literary composi-
tion should ever have suffi-

cient energy left for writing

anything more than a post-
card is a remarkable instance

of the indomitable power of

the human mind. Of course

many authors of fine books

write letters which, like the

famous drama of young Pyra-
mus and his love Thisbe, are

both brief and tedious. I

rejoice in the friendship of a

celebrated novelist whose epis-

tolary style would be a dis-

grace to a semi-imbecile leech-

gatherer. But the fact re-

mains that nearly all the great
letter - writers were great
authors : Madame de Se'vigne'

may be quoted as an exception,
but she was really a great

author, who put all her talent

into her correspondence.
Good letters are a valuable

contribution to history, and
the best possible keyto the char-

acter of the writer granted,
of course, that the latter has

no uneasy consciousness of ul-

timate publication, and that,
when his letters are eventually

printed, he is lucky enough to

find an editor who possesses

courage and sympathy. Diaries

are usually frauds, and so very
often are letters written by
those who have attained emi-

nence. Few people can emulate
the childlike candour of Pepys,

who, we may suppose, trusted

in his cipher, and fewer will

desire to rival the hysterical
self-revelations of Marie Bash-
kirtseff. A diary is the first

refuge of a self-conscious mind
;

small note -books, stumps of

cheque-books, and old bills

would often tell the acute

observer more about a man's
true character. As a com-

mentary on contemporary
events, too, the diary is handi-

capped because, in recording

them, it is impossible to exer-

cise the reasoned judgment,
the art of selection, which
make such criticism valuable.

This, of course, applies also

to letters, but in a much less

degree ; usually, in correspon-

dence, the writer has had tune

to cool down, and the mere fact

that the person whom he ad-

dresses is, in however mild a

sense, a critic, preserves him
from the monstrous ineptitudes
which are to be found in so

many diaries that have been

dragged, in all their shivering

nakedness, into the light of

day. Memory, as Miss Prism

said in the play, is a diary that

we all carry about with us
;
and

her pupil's retort that it al-

ways chronicled the things
that had never happened and
couldn't possibly have hap-

pened was a paradox far too

cynical for the lips of a young
and pretty girl. In reading
old diaries (if one has been

foolish enough to keep them),
it is strange to see how ex-

periences which one registered

as enormously important have

entirely faded from one's mem-

ory, whilst those that have

acquired an abiding value were

not considered worth an entry.

As for diaries written for

publication, they are generally

claptrap. The 'Journal des
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Goncourt
'

is, I suppose, the

best
;

it contains some good
scurrilous stories, and affords

some interesting glimpses of

Princesse Mathilde, Renan,

Tourgueneff, Flaubert, Gautier,
and literary life in Paris for

half a century ;
on the other

hand, it exudes petty spite

and dyspeptic bad temper, and

pushes the investigations of

personal detail to the farthest

limits of bad taste. At least,

however, it is the work of a

man who was sincere, accord-

ing to his own strange lights,

in the pursuit of his art
;
and

it contrasts very favourably
with certain would-be sensa-

tional efforts in similar form
which have been recently pub-
lished in England.
The last item in Professor

Saintsbury 's excellent littlebook

is a letter written to him by
Stevenson concerning Mr Kip-

ling and a mysterious umbrella.

Stevenson died twenty-eight

years ago ;
but there have been

many good letters written since

1894, though the best of them

certainly came from elderly sur-

vivors of the Victorian epoch.

Though the first half of the

nineteenth century can claim

the two best letter-writers in

English Keats and Byron
the second half is not far behind

it with Stevenson, HenryJames,
and Meredith.

Of these three great men,
the greatest was the least

satisfactory as regards letters.

Perhaps, too, he was less for-

tunate in his editor : a son

who makes a selection from

his father's correspondence is

no doubt haunted by fears

and scruples which would not

trouble a literary friend. The

letters, at any rate intensely

interesting as any emanation
from so alert and vivid an

intelligence is bound to be

always seem to me somewhat

disappointing. Those to Lord

Morley, the only correspondent
who was near Meredith in

intellect and character, are so

good that one longs for more
of them, and for less of the

rollicking but rather tedious

jocosities which were poured
out to William Hardman and
others. Although the volumes
contain many intimate letters,

they leave one with a slightly

depressing sense of the writer's

aloofness, and fail to convey
fully the great personal charm
which he undoubtedly pos-
sessed. Still, the collection is

a fine addition to English

literature, and a record, though
imperfect, of a noble and bril-

liant soul. Hatred of shams
and fustian, stoical courage in

domestic sorrow, virile con-

tempt for clerical, political, or

literary cant, and a flaming
passion for truth these were
some of the private virtues

of the man who possessed the
keenest intellect in modern ima-

ginative literature.

It would be easy to select

Jack Horner-wise, as Mere-
dith described the process on
one occasion innumerable ex-

amples of his wit, his irony,
and his sage criticism of men
and events. On re-reading the
letters after a long interval, I
was again deeply impressed by
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two short notes which I had of Best. The close was pain-
marked when the volumes ap- less, in the arms of her sister,

peared in 1912. They may at 10 to 6 evening. I re-

not be his finest letters, but turned from town 40 minutes

they show him at his best, later and found the dead hand
The first was written to Lord warm only not the squeeze

Morley at midnight on New that never failed at mine.

Year's Eve, forty-four years With me she lives till I go
ago. out . . ."

"... I greet you in the

first hour of the New (Year)
after a look at the stars from

my chalet door, and listening

to the bells. We have just
marked one of our full stops,

at which Time, turning back
as he goes, looks with his

old-gentleman smile. To come
from a gaze at the stars

Orion and shaking Sirius below

him is to catch a glance at

the inscrutable face of him that

hurries us on, as on a wheel,
from dust to dust. I thought
of you and how it might be

with you this year ; hoped
for good ;

saw beyond good
and evil to great stillness, an-

other form of moving for you
and me. It seems to me that

Spirit is how, where, and

by what means involving us,

none can say. But in this

life there is no life save in

spirit. The rest of life, and
we may know it in love is an

aching and a rotting ..."

The other, also addressed to

Lord Morley, was written after

the death of his second wife :

" The end has come. Yes-

terday the poor soul so hardly
tried breathed her last. She
looks Mistress of the Kingdom

I believe that the surviving
friends and many admirers of

Eobert Louis Stevenson hold

that his best work (' Weir
'

ex-

cepted) was done before he
went to Samoa

;
to this view

I must profess myself a heretic.

There seems to me more life,

humour, power, and brilliant

characterisation in any one of

the later books in
' The

Wrecker,'
' The Ebb Tide,' or

in 'Island Nights' Entertain-

ments '

than in all the elabo-

rate Scots romances and the

short stories that Stevenson
wrote before he settled at

Vailima. When he broke away
miraculously and triumphantly
from invalid life for a few too

brief years, he soared to the

height of his accomplishment.
I know that Sir Sidney Colvin

has called
' The South Seas

' an
"
unsuccessful result

"
of Ste-

venson's wanderings, and I

can only echo the immortal

Pinkerton of
' The Wrecker,'

and say that I can't see in

snakes why. Stevenson's letters

from the South Seas, however,
have not the charm for me
that his earlier correspondence

possesses ;
I am open to correc-

tion, but I cannot help imagin-

ing that when he became
famous he knew nearly every-
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thing he wrote would eventu-

ally be published, and that

there is consequently a slightly

self-conscious note in some of

the later letters. There are

hardly any that one would
like to see expunged ; they
are all good ;

but properly
to appreciate the gaiety, the

sensitiveness, the courage, and
the jolly vanity of the man,
one should read and reread

those written before his migra-
tion.

For sheer fun there is nothing
like them. Probably it is the

effect of the War that makes one

now, like Sir Arthur Balfour,

especially appreciate cheerful-

ness in literature. On reading
the letters again, I found that

the gay and humorous examples
seemed as spontaneous and

delightful as ever, but that

there was a hint of high-falutin
in some of the others, especially
in those written to console

bereaved friends. Perhaps the

best are addressed to Henley
and to E. A. M. Stevenson, for

in these he combines a riotous

humour with amazingly acute

and suggestive criticism on the

meaning and methods of his

art. Henley was his playmate
in the game of inventing ficti-

tious personages and reporting
their adventures : one wishes

there was more of Mr Pirbright
Smith and Mr Pegfurth Banna-

tyne.

"... Pirbright Smith is

well. Old Mr Pegfurth Banna-

tyne is here staying at a coun-

try inn. His whole baggage is

a pair of socks and a book in

a fishing-basket ;
and he bor-

rows even a rod from the land-

lord. He walked here over the

hills from Sanquhar,
'

singin','

he says,
'

like a mavis.' I

naturally asked him about Haz-
litt.

' He wouldnae take his

drink,' he said,
'

a queer, queer
fellow.' But did not seem
further communicative. He
says he has become '

relee-

gious,' but still swears like a

trooper. . . . He says he is

writing his memoirs, which will

be interesting. He once met
Borrow

; they boxed
;

' and

Geordie,' says the old man,
chuckling,

'

gavemethedamned-
est hiding.' Of Wordsworth
he remarked,

' He wasnae sound
in the faith, sir, and a milk-

blooded, blue-spectacled bitch

forbye. But his po'mes are

grand there's no denying
that.'

"

Almost as good is the list

of imaginary works refused by
a certain firm of publishers,
which follows a distorted re-

collection of a dinner on steak

and onions with John Adding-
ton Symonds.

"
. . . O that Coronation !

What a shouting crowd there

was ! I obviously got a fire-

work in each eye. The king
looked very magnificent, to be
sure

;
and that great hall

where we feasted on seven
hundred foods, and drank fifty

royal wines quel coup d'ceil !

but was it not overdone, even
for a coronation almost a vul-

gar luxury ? And eleven is

certainly too late to begin
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dinner. (It was really 6.30

instead of 5.30.)
" Your list of books that Gas-

sells have refused in these weeks
is not quite complete ; they
also refused :

1. Six undiscovered Trage-

dies, one romantic

Comedy, a fragment of

journal extending over
six years, and an un-

finished autobiography,

reaching up to the first

performance of King
John. By William

Shakespeare.
2. The journals and private

correspondence of David,
King of Israel.

3. Poetical Works of Arthur,
Iron Book of Wellington,

including a monody on

Napoleon.
4. Eight books of an un-

finished novel,
' Solomon

Crabb.' By Henry Field-

ing.

5. Stevenson's Moral Em-
blems."

And the lunch at the Bathgate
Hotel :

"... The frolic was yester-

day, Sawbath
;

the scene, the

Eoyal Hotel, Bathgate ;
I went

there with a humorous friend

to lunch. The maid soon

showed herself a lass of char-

acter. She was looking out of

window. On being asked what
she was after,

' I'm lookin' for

my lad,' says she.
'

Is that

him ?
' '

Weel, I've been look-

in' for him a' my life, and I've

never seen him yet,' was the

response. I wrote her some

verses in the vernacular
;

she

read them. '

They're no bad
for a beginner,' said she. The

landlady's daughter, Miss

Stewart, was present in oil-

colour
;

so I wrote her a de-

claration in verse and sent it

by the handmaid. She (Miss

S.) was present on the stair

to witness our departure, in

a warm, suffused condition.

Damn it, Gosse, you needn't

suppose that you're the only

poet in the world. ..."

Mere high spirits and clown-

ing, the serious person will

remark
;

but what a joy it

must have been to receive such

letters ! They are completely
natural and unforced, and a

radiant personality shines from

every paragraph.
In a criticism of the first

'

Vailima Letters,' addressed

to Sir Sidney Colvin, Henry
James complains of

" a certain

tormenting effect in his literary

confidences (to you), glimpses,

promises, revelations, &c., aris-

ing from his so seldom telling

the subject, the idea of the

thing what he sees, what he

wants to do, &c. as against
his pouring forth titles, chap-

ters, divisions, names, &c., in

such magnificent abundance."
One can only rub one's eyes
at this portentous utterance,
and reiterate the remark of

Mr Pinkerton. But Henry
James had only seen a few

of the letters.
" The subject,

the idea of the thing what he

sees, what he wants to do "

this, surely, is exactly what
Stevenson expounded over and
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over again as clearly as pos-
sible. There was nothing of

the sublimely unconscious

genius in his attitude towards
his art

;
he realised very well

the goal at which he was

aiming, and, as
' A Gossip on

Romance '

shows, had sedu-

lously studied the methods of

attainment.

"... Were you to reread

some Balzac, as I have been

doing, it would greatly help to

clear your eyes. He was a
man who never found his

method. An inarticulate

Shakespeare, smothered under
forcible-feeble detail. It is

astounding to the riper mind
how bad he is, how feeble,
how untrue, how tedious

; and,
of course, when he surrendered
to his temperament, how good
and powerful. And yet never

plain nor clear. He could
not consent to be dull, and thus
became so. He would leave

nothing undeveloped, and thus
drowned out of sight of land
amid the multitude of crying
and incongruous details. There
is but one art to omit ! O
if I knew how to omit, I would
ask no other knowledge. A
man who knew how to omit
would make an Iliad of a

daily paper ..."

"... He (the painter) goes
to nature for facts, relation

values material
;

as a man,
before writing a historical novel,
reads up memoirs. But it is

not by reading memoirs that

he has learned the selective

criterion. He has learnt that

in the practice of his art, and
he will never learn it well,

but when disengaged from the

ardent struggle of immediate

representation, of realistic and
ex facto art. He learns it in

the crystallisation of day-
dreams

;
in changing, not in

copying fact
;

in the pursuit
of the ideal, not in the study
of nature. These temples of

art are, as you say, inaccessible

to the realistic climber. It is

not by looking at the sea that

you get

' The multitudinous seas incarnadine,'

nor by looking at Mont Blanc
that you find

' And visited all night by troops of

stars.
'

A kind of ardour in the blood

is the mother of all this
;
and

according as this ardour is

swayed by knowledge and
seconded by craft, the art

expression flows clear, and sig-

nificance and charm, like a

moon rising, are born above the

barren jungle of mere sym-
bols . . ."

"... Continue to testify

boldly against realism. Down
with Dagon the fish-god ! All

art swings down towards imita-

tion in these days, fatally . . ."

"... Your remarks about

the ugly are all my eye. Ugli-
ness is only the prose of

horror. It is when you are

not able to write
' Macbeth '

that you write
'

The'rese Ea-

quin.' Fashions are external
;

the essence of art only varies
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in so far as fashion widens
the field of its application ;

art is a mill whose thirlage,
in different ages, widens and
contracts

; but, in any case

and under any fashion, the

great man produces beauty,

terror, and mirth, and the
little man produces cleverness

(personalities, psychology) in-

stead of beauty, ugliness in-

stead of terror, and jokes in-

stead of mirth ..."

His ardent love for his work
never abated

; fame, wealth,
and the adventurous life of his

last years were equally power-
less to affect it. One of his

best letters, written when he
was thirty-three, should be

pasted on the study -wall of

any writer who is inclined to

despond, to imagine that the

game, after all, isn't worth the

candle.

"... I beg to inform you
that I, Eobert Louis Steven-

son, author of
'

Brashiana ' and
other works, am merely begin-

ning to commence to prepare
to make a first start in trying
to understand my profession.
O the height and depth of

novelty and worth in any art !

and O that I am privileged to

swim and shoulder through
such oceans ! Could one get
out of sight of land all in the

blue ? Alas not, being an-

chored here in flesh, and the

bonds of logic being still about
us.

" But what a great space
and a great air there is in these

small shallows where alone we

venture ! and how new each

sight, squall, calm, or sunrise !

An art is a fine fortune, a

palace in a park, a band of

music, health and physical

beauty ;
all but love to any

worthy practiser. I sleep upon
my art for a pillow ;

I waken
in my art

;
I am unready for

death, because I hate to leave

it. I love my wife, I do not

know how much, nor can, nor

shall, unless I lost her
;

but
whilst I can conceive my being

widowed, I refuse the offering
of life without my art. I am
not but in my art

;
it is me

;

I am the body of it merely . . .

Sursum Corda
;

Heave ahead
;

Here's luck.

Art and Blue Heaven
;

April and God's Larks.

Green reeds and the sky-

scattering river.

A stately music.

Enter God ! . . ."

If Stevenson had never writ-

ten another line, his letters

should have been enough to

win him immortality.

On re-reading the 960 odd

pages of Henry James's
'

Let-

ters
'

after an interval of two

years, I felt once again con-

vinced that the collection would
have been better if it had been

smaller. Henry James poured
out his heart to his friends in

rich, even prodigal profusion,

writing at night until one or

two o'clock. Every example
in the volumes has that first

essential of a good letter, each

is soaked through and through
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with personality ;
but there

are too many letters which deal

at enormous length with rather

petty domesticities
;

there are

too many, also, addressed to not

particularly important persons
and containing enthusiastic ap-

preciations of their not particu-

larly important works. But
this cavil apart, the books are

a magnificent memorial to a

great and lovable character

and a unique intellect.
" Oh !

I can't read Henry James !

"

One has heard a great many
otherwise sensible people who
have broken their shins over

'The Golden Bowl' or 'The
Sacred Fount '

say that. (They
never seem to attempt to read

his earlier novels and stories,

which have a simplicity verging
on baldness, and good plots
for those who like such things.)

To such unconscientious objec-
tors the only retort is read the
'

Letters.' In his correspond-

ence, his extraordinary zest

for life, his wit, his passion for

the romance of old cities and

lovely environments, his acute

literary perceptions, and his

genius for friendship, find com-

plete expression. One cannot

write on this subject without

plagiarising Mr Percy Lubbock,
who has edited the

'

Letters,'
so I prefer to quote him.

" As
time goes on," says Mr Lub-

bock,
"
a kind of personal

splendour shines through the

correspondence, which only be-

comes more natural, more direct

a communication of himself,
as it is uttered with increasing

mastery. The familiar form of

the letter was changed under
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his hand into what may really

be called a new province of art,

a revelation of possibilities

hitherto unexplored. Perfect

in expression as they are, these

letters are true extemporisa-

tions, thrown off always at

great speed, as though with a

single sweep of the hand, for

all their richness of texture

and roundness of phrase."
This is high-sounding lan-

guage, but it is not exagger-
ated as regards the best of

the letters. People, places,

events Henry James hits

everything off with an abso-

lute felicity, a serene mastery
of phrase, a perfect indepen-
dence of attitude. The gift

came to him early. Writing
from Eome when he was

twenty-six, during his first visit

to Europe as a grown man, he

summarises his impressions in

this way :

"... From midday to dusk
I have been roaming the streets.

Que vous en dirai-je t At last

for the first time I live !

It beats everything ;
it leaves

the Eome of your fancy your
education nowhere. It makes
Venice Florence Oxford
London seem like little cities

of pasteboard. I went reeling
and moaning thro' the streets

in a fever of enjoyment. In
the course of four or five

hours I traversed almost the

whole of Eome and got a

glimpse of everything the

Forum, the Coliseum (stupen-
dissimo !), the Pantheon, the

Capitol, St Peter's, the Column
of Trajan, the Castle of St

T 2
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Angelo all the Piazzas and
ruins and monuments. The
effect is something indescrib-

able. For the first time I

know what the picturesque is.

In St Peter's I stayed some
time. It's even beyond its

reputation. It was filled with

foreign ecclesiastics great
armies encamped in prayer
on the marble plains of its

pavement, an inexhaustible

physiognomical study. To
crown my day, on my way
home, I met his Holiness in

person driving in prodigious

purple state, sitting dim within
the shadows of his coach with

two uplifted benedictory fingers
like some dusky Hindoo idol

in the depths of its shrine.

Even if I should leave Eome
to-night I should feel that I

have caught the keynote of

its operation on the senses.

I have looked along the grassy
vista of the Appian Way and
seen the topmost stonework
of the Coliseum sitting shrouded
in the light of heaven, like

the edge of an Alpine chain.

I've trod the Forum, and I

have scaled the Capitol. I've

seen the Tiber hurrying along,
as swift and dirty as history !

From the high tribune of a

great chapel in St Peter's I

have heard in the papal choir

a strange old man sing in a

shrill unpleasant soprano. I've

seen troops of little tonsured

neophytes clad in scarlet, march-

ing and counter-marching and

ducking and flopping, like poor
little raw recruits for the hea-

venly host. In fine, I've seen

Eome, and I shall go to

bed a wiser man than I last

rose. . . ."

Could the sensations of an
enthusiastic neophyte in that

wonderful city be expressed
with more gusto ?

No Life of Henry James
need be written, for, as Mr
Lubbock points out, these let-

ters give us the man himself

absolutely his sagacious judg-

ment, his robust humour, his

felicitous powers of witty de-

scription, and his large kindli-

ness. To me the most inter-

esting letters are those which
he wrote during his earlier

visits to Europe, when he met
William Morris and his wife

"
this dark, silent, medieval

woman with her medieval

toothache," and Buskin
"
scared back by the grim face

of reality into the world of

unreason and illusion," and

Huxley and Tennyson and

Browning and Tourgueneff and
Flaubert. Such encounters gave
him full scope for his power
of fantastic description. Of
Mrs Kemble he writes :

" Mrs Kemble has no or-

ganised surface at all
;

she is

like a straight deep cistern,

without a cover, or even, some-

times, a bucket, into which,
as a mode of intercourse, one

must tumble with a splash."
One wonders what Mrs Kemble
would have thought about this.

Of another lady he writes :

" She is crazy, stage-struck,

scatter-brained,whatthe French
call extravagante ; but I can't

praise her better than by saying
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that though she is on the whole

the greatest fool I have ever

known, I like her very
much ..." He knew and
admired most of the famous
French writers, but their wilful

mental insularity provoked him
to cry : "I am pretty well

saturated, and ought to have
the last word about ces gens-ci.

That last word hasn't a grain
of subjection or mystery left

in it
;

it is simply
'

Chinese,

Chinese, Chinese !

'

They are

finished besotted mandarins,
and their Paris is their Ce-

lestial Empire."

Though he was painstaking
and almost over-tolerant in

advising friends who were

writers, he criticised the art

of his time severely as well as

acutely. Writing in 1897 of

Mr Kipling, he says :

"... My view of his prose
future has much shrunken in

the light of one's increasingly

observing how little of life he
can make use of. Almost noth-

ing civilised except steam and

patriotism and the latter only
in verse, where I hate it so,

especially mixed up with God
and goodness, that that half

spoils my enjoyment of his great
talent. Almost nothing of the

complicated soul or of thefemale

form or of any question of

shades which latter constitute,
to my sense, the real formative

literary discipline. In his ear-

liest time I thought he per-

haps contained the seeds of

an English Balzac
;

but I

have quite given that up in

proportion as he has come

steadily from the less simple
in subject to the more simple

from the Anglo-Indians to

the natives, from the natives

to the Tommies, from the

Tommies to the quadrupeds,
from the quadrupeds to the

fish, and from the fish to the

engines and screws. ..."

And of Burne-Jones :

"... When I do see him,
it is one of the best human
pleasures that London has for

me. But I don't understand
his life that is the manner
and tenor of his production,
a complete studio existence,
with doors and windows closed,
and no search for impressions
outside no open air, no real

daylight, and no looking out for

it. The things he does in these

conditions have exceeding

beauty but they seem to me
to grow colder and colder,

pictured abstractions, less and
less observed. Such as he is,

however, he is certainly the

most distinguished artistic fig-

ure among Englishmen to-day
the only one who has escaped

vulgarisation and on whom
claptrap has no hold. ..."

His letters to his famous
brother are touching memorials
of the deep affection uniting
two rare spirits which were of-

ten at variance intellectually.
William James did not always
evince a whole-hearted admir-
ation for Henry's novels, and
would criticise them with the

frankness that was character-
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istic of the family. Henry had
an immense admiration for

William and his work, but life,

I think, interested him more
than even his brother's phil-

osophy : there are surprisingly
few allusions to the latter in

the correspondence.
The complete history of a

unique mind there can be no

higher praise for an autobio-

graphy than this, and Henry
James's letters are a master-

piece of self-revelation. If these

desultory notes induce any one

who has formerly shied at this

great writer's work to read Mr
Lubbock's volumes, they will

have attained their object.

Unless the art of writing is

destined to perish before the

advance of the film, wireless,

telepathy, poison-gas, and other

modern amenities, we may safe-

ly conclude that good letters

are being and will be written.

Even I have known half a

dozen people with whom it

was a delight to correspond.
To give only one instance : the

letters of Eupert Brooke, usu-

ally dashed off in a vein of gay
bravura, were a joy to all his

friends, and it is to be hoped
that a selection from them will

be published. There must, too,
be many people living, not

necessarily authors, who have
a natural gift for epistolary

self-expression, and possess both
humour and intelligence. What
of Lord Morley and Sir Arthur
Balfour ! What of Mr Conrad,
Mr Wells, Mr Chesterton, and
Lord Birkenhead ? What, above

all, of Mr Shaw ? I feel certain

that his letters are wonderful,
but if I unfortunately survive

him, may Heaven preserve me
from the office of editor.
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ECHOES FEOM THE MAESHES.

(BEING FURTHER TALES OF THE MA/ADAN.)

BT FULANATN.

BEMBASHI.

HE was so curiously like a

dear old
"
dug-out

"
major

who served with my regiment
in the early days of the war
that at our first meeting I

dubbed him " Bimbashi
"

the

equivalent of major in the

Turkish army. White hair,

hooked nose, deep-set eyes, and
thin erect figure made up a

striking resemblance, which was

heightened by the fact that,

when I first saw him, he

seemed to be standing at the

head of his company.
I had been settling some

small dispute or other in the

village of the Bait Yassin,
and as I came out of the

headman's hut my eye was

caught by the tall figure of

an old man on the opposite
bank of the little stream. He
stood perfectly still, gazing at

the first British officer he had
ever seen in the marshes

;
and

behind him, equally intent on
a sight of the unusual visitor,

stood a crowd of small boys.
There were perhaps forty of

them, all stark naked, all

breathlessly on tiptoe and rigid

with excitement. They seemed
to be standing to attention,

awaiting the word of command

from their leader; and turning to
the headman beside me I asked,
" Who is the old Bimbashi f

"

To my surprise a roar of

laughter greeted the question.
The marshmen's sense of

humour, always easily roused

by the mildest joke if suffi-

ciently obvious, seemed to be

tickled by the epithet, of which

apparently they saw the ap-

propriateness.
" Bimbashi the Hakim calls

him the Bimbashi," they re-

peated one to the other, like

the children they are. And so

it came about that old Miskail

became known to me and to

the whole tribe as
"
al Bim-

bashi."

My tent had been pitched
on the river bank near the

edge of the marsh, for I was

making a two or three days'

stay in this neighbourhood.
Just what had brought me
there I forget some series

of trivial, unimportant little

duties. All I do remember
is that I had with me a good
deal in the way of sugar,

tea, coffee, and coloured-cotton

stuff, as presents for the well-

disposed.
That evening my Arab ser-
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vant announced that a man
wished to see me.

" Who is it ?
"
I asked.

" He says he is a Bimbashi,"
answered my servant, half-

puzzled, half-amused.
" Let him come in," I said.

Stooping his tall height to

enter the tent door, Miskail

entered. He was a fine-looking

man, still, in spite of his

white hair, handsome, with the

dark, virile, good looks of the

marsh Arab. But now that

I saw him more closely, I

could well believe what I had
been told that morning, that

he would have been headman
of the Bait Yassin if it had
not been that the tribe con-

sidered him slightly mad. His

dark eyes were strangely bright,

and his hands, unusually deli-

cate and fine for a marshman,
were the restless nervous hands

of the highly-strung.
Miskail had come to unfold

a wonderful scheme, an idea

of his own, which was to be

of incalculable help in my
work of keeping down raids on

river traffic. He reminded me
that during the last month
there had been a recrudescence

of these raids, most of which

had taken place in the reach

between Hamdan and Gurmat

Shergi, not far distant from my
present camp. Then, stammer-

ing with eagerness and excite-

ment, he disclosed his plan :

he would enrol, in a little

army of his own, a number of

the small boys I had seen

round him that afternoon, and
of them would form patrols
to watch the river bank and

give warning of thieves.

I was strongly tempted to

laugh, for it seemed absurd
to think that the problem
might be solved by a crowd of

naked little village boys. But
Miskail urged his scheme with

sound arguments.
" What do these boys,

Sahib," he said,
" from sun-

rise to sunset, aye, and during
the night as well ? They are

always in mischief, often learn-

ing to be thieves even as their

fathers are. And while they

play, the raiders creep silently

through the reeds, and lie in

wait by the river's edge. Only
by setting a good watch can

your Honour prevent this
;

and what eyes are keener and

sharper than the eyes of youth f

I can place at your service a

hundred pairs of sharp eyes

eyes, too, that since first they

opened on the world have
been accustomed to gaze at

reeds and rushes and glinting

water."
" You want a yearly present

such as I give to Awasha," I

said, half in jest. But old

Miskail was deeply shocked.
"
Sahib, it is true that I

am fond of tobacco," he said
;

" but this service, which your
Honour will find is a great

service, I offer with no thought
of a reward. I wish only to

serve the great Hakuma. 1 If

it were not for the jealousy

1 Government.
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of others," he went on plain-

tively,
"
I should be the head-

man of my Bait. Let me be
the Bimbashi of the Hakim's
river watchers."

Anyhow, I reflected, he could

do no harm, and he might do
some good. I agreed to give
his plan a trial, and sent him

off, full of enthusiasm and

importance, with a bag of

tobacco in his hand.

Whether Miskail was never

off duty, or whether he some-

how contrived always to be
warned of my coming, I don't

know. But whenever I chanced
to pass down his reach of the

river, I never failed to be
met by the old Bimbashi and
his patrol of youthful watch-

men. They would run along
the bank, keeping pace with
the little launch, and chanting
some such war-cry as,

" We
are the eyes of the high Wali !

"

over and over again in their

shrill treble voices. With them
their

"
birthday suits

" were
de rigueur ; so much as a piece
of string round the waist was
condemned as bad form. At
their head ran Miskail, his

brown bisht flying behind him,
the kafiyah which should have
formed his head-gear bran-

dished aloft as though it were
a mace or double-headed axe,
while his deep voice set the

refrain for the band of en-

thusiasts behind him.

When voices died away and

footsteps lagged for it was
hard work to keep pace with

the launch the Bimbashi

would turn on his little naked

followers, waving his arms in

a frenzy, stamping his feet

in time to the song, and

shouting the refrain still more

loudly. Thus encouraged, the

shrill voices would once more
take up the chant, and the

thin brown legs make heroic

efforts to keep up with their

indefatigable leader.

Sometimes I would stop the

launch, and Miskail would

proudly report that no thefts

had taken place in his reach

of the river. At first he was

inordinately proud of his tri-

umph. Later I noticed an
air of doubtfulness underlying
the satisfaction. He seemed

hardly able to believe that

he could be a success in

life at last. He seemed
to think it too good to be
true.

" You are certain, Sahib,"
he would say,

"
that no theft

has been reported not even
a little one ? Will you swear
it on your head ?

"

Poor old Bimbashi ! One

evening, in the gathering dusk,
the nervous serang of an up-

going boat mistook his patrol
of watchers for a marauding
band, and opened fire. Miskail

was killed, shot through the

heart, and his
"
army

"
dis-

persed, never to come together

again.
Poor old Bimbashi ! It

would have been a bitter blow
to him to know that even
after his patrol had ceased to

exist, I did not hear of a

single theft in his
"
beat

"
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while I remained in that dis- ghosts to greater and still

trict. But perhaps I am wrong, greater efforts, lest any theft

Perhaps the eager ghost of old should occur to break the spot-
Miskail still rushes up and less record of the reach between
down the river bank, urging Hamdan and Gurmat Shergi.
on a band of little naked Who knows ?

FAREWELL.

" Not visit us ! But, Sahib,
what of your promise ?

"
ex-

claimed old Zair, headman of

the Bait Laibat.
"
My promise T

"
I repeated

vaguely. Surely I had not

promised to visit the very
dull village of this very unin-

teresting old man t
"
Sahib, I have many wit-

nesses," he cried.
" Your

Honour had been to visit the

Bait Attar, to settle a fasl,

and I and my brother came
to the river

" He entered

into a wealth of detail.

It was too true : I had

rashly given the promise.
Somehow a visit to the Bait

Laibat must be got in before

I left the country ; and, as

they had lately moved to the

river bank, I arranged to stop
for a few minutes on my way
down-stream for the last time,
and drink tea and coffee in

Zair's hut.

A last journey, through
scenes which have become as

familiar as one's own home,
is always something of a mel-

ancholy proceeding. As the

paddle-boat made her way
down - stream between the

crumbling mud banks, on which
the same old tortoises were

sunning themselves as they
had always done, even the

flat emptiness of the country
on either side seemed to pos-
sess a certain charm. I found

myself noting afresh the grace-
ful bearing of the village women
in their scarlet and black drap-

eries, the softly-blended browns
and fawns of the groups of

cattle on the river bank, the

transparent clearness of the

atmosphere, which seemed to

intensify every hue and sharpen

every outline of the picturesque

village scenes.

Memories of the past four

years crowded on my mind
as the river slowly unwound
its serpent-like coils before us.

The familiar places recalled

each its half-forgotten story
tales probably more than half

apocryphal, but gravely and
in all good faith recounted

to me, at various times, by
the Arabs of the neighbour-
hood.

Here was a clump of stunted

willows and blackberry bushes,

hiding from sight the small

reed hut built over the tomb
of Saiyid Khalifa. This worthy
should have died a Croesus,

for, having conceived the bril-

liant plan of selling small pieces
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of heaven for a few majidis, he

travelled among the credulous

tribesmen, doing a roaring
trade

;
for who would doubt

the power of so holy a de-

scendant of the Prophet t But
a certain Christian merchant,
who was in the habit of sending
out pedlars to sell small lux-

uries among the tribes, found

that his trade was suffering,

since, when pieces of heaven
were for sale, no one had any
money to spare for sugar,

dates, and tobacco. A marsh-

man who had purchased enough
of heaven to squat in would

proceed to save up his money,
to buy a larger piece in which
he might lie full-length ;

then

he would wish for a similar

privilege for his favourite wife.

It was clear to the merchant
that this must be stopped,
and he in his turn conceived

a brilliant idea. Going to the

Saiyid in all humility, he said

that he knew quite well that

it was useless for him, a

Christian, to ask to buy a

piece of heaven
;
but might he

be allowed instead a piece of

hell all of it, if possible t

The avaricious Saiyid, knowing
that hell was at a discount,

gladly closed with his offer,

and gave him a sanad, saying
that the whole of hell had
been sold to him. Then the

Christian sent out many mash-
huf-loads of his goods among
the tribes, bidding his pedlars
announce his purchase to every
one. The tribesmen were quick
to see the point : why save up
to buy a piece of heaven if

every place in hell had already
been booked ? They were safe,

for they knew of only two
alternatives as regards the

future state
;
and Saiyid Kha-

lifa sold no more pieces of

heaven.

The story illustrates the ex-

traordinary credulity of the

average tribesman
;

but the

townsman, though he affects

to scoff, is in his turn by no

means free from superstition.

I remember one of my farrashes

who paid a whole lira over

fifteen days' wages to a holy
man for a cure for his son's

fever. The Saiyid wrote on
a piece of paper a few words
from the Koran, instructing
the man to wash off the ink

and give it to the child to

drink
;
and the cure was (with

the inevitable proviso, "insha
Allah ") guaranteed !

The tomb of Saiyid Khalifa

was left far behind, and we

passed a desolate-looking brick-

kiln, which stands, gaunt and

solitary, marking the site of

a town planned by the Turks.

Neither the bricks nor the

town ever materialised, but
the kiln remains, a mournful
monument of an unfulfilled

project.
Now we passed the garden

of Khalil al Sabunchi, or rather

the garden which was his until

he was forced to part with it.

For a neighbouring shaikh, so

the story goes, coveting the

garden, offered one hundred
liras for it, an offer which the

owner indignantly refused, since

its true value was at least
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three hundred. That night
one of his cultivators was

murdered, and in the morning
the shaikh offered ninety liras

for the garden. A few nights
later a second cultivator died

;

and eventually the owner ac-

cepted seventy liras. So were

gardens bought and sold in

the days of the Turks !

A little farther down-stream
we came to the remains of the

mud fort in which Jawad Agha,
a Kurd, set himself up some
two or three years before the

war, defying the world in

general and the Government
in particular. While, after my
arrival as assistant political

officer, I was still wondering
how best to deal with this

wild figure and his band of

well-armed desperadoes, I heard

that he had been murdered

by one of my shabanahs, who,
as if to save me from the

trouble of deciding how at

once to punish and reward

him, promptly deserted, and
was never seen again.
Now we passed the village

in which lived Hatim bin

Yahiyah, who came to me
claiming a pension from Gov-
ernment on account of his
"
valuable services rendered to

her late Majesty Queen Vic-

toria
"

in support of which
claim he produced a letter,

signed, as far as I remember,
by Lord Salisbury, and an-

nouncing that the Queen was

graciously pleased to send the

sum of 100, to lighten the lot

of his starving community dur-

ing the famine of 18 . So

much for Hatim 's
"
valuable

services
"

!

At length we reached the

cluster of reed huts lately set

up by the Bait Laibat, and,
in accordance with my promise
to their headman, I persuaded
the captain of the ship to

bank in for ten minutes. The

village was en fete in my
honour

; every one seemed
cleaner than usual, and the

men wore white disdashas under
their bishts. In front of the

hut to which old Zair led me
stood a large sleek buffalo,
its black hide shining in the

sun. Round its neck hung a

string of blue beads, and each

hoof was decorated with a

little anklet of silver bells.

The creature had the grace to

look excessively self-conscious.

A dreadful thought struck me :

was this to be the parting gift

of the Bait Laibat f

Zair's first question, after

the lengthy preliminaries of

greeting, told me that my fears

were not groundless.
"
Hakim," he said,

"
is there

roba in Angleterra ?
"

I told him that I had never

seen this delicacy (which is

the curdled milk of the buffalo,
and the marsh Arabs' staple

food) until I came to Meso-

potamia.
"
Then," said old Zair, speak-

ing very quickly, for he knew
that my stay was to be a short

one,
"
I will tell a story to your

Honour. Once a Ma'aidi went
on a long journey across the

sea, and after many days he
came to a great city, far away
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on the other side of Al Hind.
Now the king of the land was
in the habit of taking presents
from all who visited him. And
this Ma'aidi was a poor man
like ourselves, and the only

gift he had to offer was a bowl
of roba

;
but when the king

saw that his offering was such
a poor one, he was filled with

anger, and ordered the giver
to be slain. The Ma'aidi trem-

bled very greatly when he
heard this, but as he was led

away from the presence of the

king, he cried out,
"
I beseech

your Excellency to taste it,

to taste but a little of it !

"

And the sword was above his

head when a messenger came

running, to bid him return

to the king's presence. So
he found the great king sitting
with an empty bowl beside

him, and crying,
' Give me

more, for it is very good.'
And the king promised that if

that Ma'aidi brought him a
bowlful every morning, he alone

should be permitted to sell

roba to all his subjects. And
all the people clamoured for

roba, so that the Ma'aidi be-

came the richest man in all

the land, and the king gave
him many honours.

" And for this reason, Sahib,"
went on Zair,

"
that your

Honour may likewise become

rich, we have chosen the finest

of our buffaloes for you to take

to Angleterra."
I thanked them for the

kindness of their thought, and

duly admired the beast, rack-

ing my brains the while for an

excuse. Suddenly I had an

inspiration.
" What will she eat ?

"
I

asked.
"
Bardi, of course," answered

Zair, surprised that I should ask

such an elementary question.
" But in England," I said,

"
there is no bardi."
" Brother of Basha ! No

bardi !

"
exclaimed the old

headman, while several other

voices were raised in amaze-
ment. They could not have
been more surprised if I had
said that in England every
one walked on his head instead

of on his feet. But the situa-

tion was saved : I made my
farewells, and re - embarked
without the buffalo.

As we moved off all the men
from the village ran along the

bank, shouting and yelling,
and waving their rifles in the

air. Still thinking of old Zair,
and wondering what grain of

truth might be in his story of

the bowl of roba, I watched
them.

Suddenly I saw two of the

racing figures come into violent

collision. One, a youngster
of not more than eighteen,
fell to the ground ; but, quickly

picking himself up, he burst

into what was doubtless, though
I could not hear the words, a

torrent of abuse. For a mo-
ment the two stood shouting
at each other

;
then the elder

man raised his rifle, and brought
it down with a violent blow
on the other's head. He
rolled over, either stunned or

dead.
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The shouting of the crowd
was now in a different key.

They gathered round the fallen

man, and the noise grew fiercer.

I asked the captain to bank
in again, but my visit to the

village had delayed his boat

over-long already, and he could

not allow me any more time.

A bend in the river hid the

swaying yelling mob from my
sight.

It was my last glimpse of

the Ma'adan typical of them
and their marshes

;
for just

as quickly as the wide expanse
of smooth blue water is lashed

into fierce waves by a sudden

violent squall, so may the most

peaceable joyous crowd of

marshmen be transformed by
a word and a blow into a fierce

and angry mob, swayed only

by one impulse the primitive
desire to kill.

If I close my eyes I can still

hear, echoing across the waters,
the laughter which is like that

of care-free children changed
suddenly to shouts of wild

anger, the quiet hum of daily
life broken by the crack of

rifle-shots, the pleasant sound
of the reeds rustling against

my mashhuf, drowned by the

wails of weeping women.
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ON THE BUPUNirSTI TEAIL.

BY MRS CECIL CLEMENTI.

THERE was bustle and babel

at Sprostons' A.B.C. Wharf,
but it faded away behind us

when at eight o'clock on a

bright tropical morning our

steamer left Georgetown to

pursue its leisurely course up
the Demerara river. It is

not an exciting journey, but
there is a dreamy peace about
river -

travelling in British

Guiana which, if you put all

idea of hurry out of your
mind, becomes fascinatingly
restful. At first the land on
both sides is absolutely flat,

and a dense fringe of jungle

growth screens the banks. The

high chimneys of sugar-factories

may be seen on either hand,
and occasional glimpses of coco-

nut groves or of pale-green

sugar-fields are caught where
a creek or drainage outlet

has reduced the riverside cur-

tain of vegetation. But, after

twenty miles or so, the big
estates and all regular cultiva-

tion are left behind. In Dutch

days, more than a century ago,
the seat of Government was
on First Island, eighteen miles

up the Demerara, and the land

on both sides of the river was
cultivated much higher up than
it is to-day ; but, after the

English annexation in 1803,
the estates moved largely to

the coast, and the river banks
are now chiefly the property
of small -

holders, who only

occupy beneficially a narrow

fringe of land.

There is a good deal of life

on the waterway. The steamer
is constantly held up by people

coming off to her in bateaux
and corials with passengers,

parcels, and mail, the latter

often coming perilously near

a watery grave when a sudden
rush of river breeze whirls

the letters up from the bottom
of the light craft wherein Creole

nonchalance has loosely flung
them. Sometimes, too, a cow
has to be hoisted aboard from
a small boat, when everybody
gives advice, and peaceful mo-

notony is pleasurably dashed
with incident for all save the

cow. The inhabitants of the

river banks bovianders, as

they are called have, I think,
a very comfortable place in

the sun, and their little homes
form quaintly pretty pictures
en vignette. The bush is cleared

from the riverside, and a little

plank runs out into the stream
to form a landing-stage. The
huts are of rough boards,
thatched with russet palm-

leaf, and stand on pleasant

carpets of grass. One's eye re-

joices in the absence of jungle,
whilst clumps of delicious plumy
bamboo, or a few graceful palm-
trees, which look as though
deliberately posing, complete
the picture. The provision-
fields are away behind the
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houses, and can rarely be seen

from the steamer, but there

is a more or less spasmodic
effort at cultivation on both
banks. The people are almost

amphibious ;
the river is their

only road, and the smallest

child navigates his little corial.

The sleepy tide of the imper-

ceptibly-moving river makes
this mode of progression easy
and comfortable, and for people
troubled with no ambitions it

must be an ideal existence.

About forty miles from the

coast a line of sand-hills seems

to indicate the seaboard of

prehistoric times, when the

rich alluvial flats had not yet
been deposited by muddy cur-

rents from the mouths of the

Amazon and Orinoco. From
this point onwards the scenery

improves. The banks rise

steadily on either hand, and
beautiful tree-ferns vary the

monotonous riverside jungle.
There are low hills crowned by
big forest trees, telling of their

mighty brethren in the far

interior, and greenheart logs

lie steeped in the water wait-

ing to be shipped. They can-

not be drifted down-stream in

the usual fashion, as green-
heart does not float. Some-
times the logs are loaded into

steamers and schooners which
come up-river for the timber

;

sometimes they are lashed

alongside punts, and so con-

veyed to the coast. The sight
of a punt with its thatched

shelter amidships, and the crew

snugly ensconced in hammocks,
makes one feel that haste and

energy are both vulgar and

absurd. The slow stream moves
the punt down inch by inch

;

an incoming flood-tide even

drifts it back. But there is

always the ebb
;

and why
should people exert themselves

in a land of lotus and manana ?

This impression fades, how-

ever, when opposite Wismar,

sixty miles from the coast,

the tall water-tower of Mac-

kenzie Settlement is seen. The
Demerara Bauxite Company
has its mines, or rather quarries,

at Akyma, a few miles farther

up the river, whence their

own railway line, some ten

miles long, brings the ore down
to Mackenzie. Here, in a

splendid and up-to-date crush-

ing and drying plant, the pink-
coloured ore is passed from

belt to belt, to be first crushed,
then dried in huge metal cylin-

ders, and finally swung up
into a high riverside shoot,

whence it is dumped straight

on board ocean-going steamers

lying beside the Company's
quay. Near by are the work-

men's houses, which are really

model dwelling
-
places, com-

pletely mosquito-screened and
raised high above the ground
on piles which stand in

"
oil-

wells," to prevent ants from

climbing in. The married quar-
ters consist of separate build-

ings for each family, and ar-

rangements are being made for

a school. There is also a fine

baseball ground. The Com-

pany employ an experienced
doctor to give his whole time

to their settlements. Drainage
and sanitation are carefully

contrived, bush cleared away,
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and every possible precaution
for health is taken. Half a
mile above Mackenzie is Fair's

Bust, the administrative head-

quarters, where the white em-

ployees have their dwellings.
Here our party was most hos-

pitably received, and we spent
a cool and comfortable night.

During the day it is consider-

ably hotter up-river than on
the coast, where the sea-breezes

relieve the sultriness
;
but the

delicious coolness of a night,
when you actually require a

blanket, makes ample amends
for this.

Next morning a quick-mov-
ing little motor-launch flashed

us down - stream to Arakwa

Landing, a mile below the

northern boundary of Mac-

kenzie, where horses were await-

ing us. Arakwa at present is

only a clearing beside the

river
;

but the track, which
has just been cut to open up
the vast areas of ranching-

land, hitherto practically un-

explored, runs continuously
from this unassuming little

landing almost due south for

more than three hundred miles

to Dadanawa. Mr H. P. C.

Melville, who inhabited for

nearly thirty years the Dada-
nawa savannahs near Brazil,

through which the Eupununi
river runs, had some 30,000
head of cattle there, when, in

1917, it was decided to make
an endeavour to open up the

country. He had previously
been unable to reach the coast

of his own colony, save by a

long and toilsome journey down
the Eupununi and Essequebo

rivers, much broken by rapids
and cataracts. The up-stream

passage usually took about a

month, and cost more than a

hundred pounds. This method
of travel made all outlet for

cattle impossible, and cut off

the beautiful and healthy savan-

nah country almost completely
from the coast. Therefore,
the Colonial Government de-

cided to entrust Mr Melville

himself with the task of cut-

ting a trail, over which cattle

could be driven from his own
ranch down to the Berbice

river at Takama. Over three

hundred miles of country had
to be traversed, and the nature

of this country was quite un-

known. Many and loud were
the prophecies of failure

;
and

since most people believed the

interior of the colony to be
one unbroken tangle of forest

and swamp, only a few dared

to hope that Mr Melville, with

the paltry 10,000 at his dis-

posal, could possibly succeed in

his task.

Mr Melville began his work
in October 1917, and traced

the line of the cattle-track

from Dadanawa on the Eupu-
nuni through open savannah
to the westernmost spur of

the Kanuku Mountains, where

they nearly touch the Takutu

river, which divides British

Guiana from Brazil. For a

short distance at this point
the road had to be cut through
forest

;
but then it swung

back once more through open
grass country past the conflu-

ence of the Ireng and Takutu
rivers to rejoin the Eupununi
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at Annai, where the adminis-

trative headquarters of this

southernmost district of the

colony will soon be established.

This section of the cattle-track

is 129 miles long, and almost

the whole of it runs through

grassy prairies. At Annai the

trail plunges into dense pri-

meval forests that cover the

whole country between the

Burro - burro and Essequebo

rivers, and with the excep-
tion of the small Surama savan-

nah, the line had to be cut for

the next seventy - six miles

through solid jungle. Then at

Kurupukari a ferry was needed

across the Essequebo, which
is here half a mile wide. Un-

fortunately for British Guiana,
this great river, which ought
to form a highway to the

southern country, is so broken

up by cataracts and rapids
that it is useless for steam

navigation. The problem of

avoiding the Essequebo is one

of the chief difficulties in open-

ing communications into the

interior. Accordingly Mr Mel-

ville, leaving the Essequebo,
carried his line across to Can-

ister Falls, near the head-

waters of the Demerara, cut-

ting through another twenty
miles of forest. But here the

jungle had been swept by a

tremendous fire, and the track

runs through a ghastly desola-

tion of charred trunks. There

is an easy ford of the Demerara
below Canister Falls, after

which the toilsome business

of cutting a way through dense

forest continued for another

fifty-five miles to Yawakuri

Creek, in the Berbice water-

shed. Then suddenly, to his

surprise and delight, Mr Mel-
ville found that he had again

emerged into beautiful open
prairies. Save by the banks
of creeks, he encountered no
more forest over the whole
of the next forty miles to the

Berbice at Takama, from which

point that river is navigable to

the sea, so that the problem
of providing a means of access

for cattle to the coast had now
been solved.

By great good fortune nature

has provided that the whole
of this route, 322 miles long,
should be almost level, al-

though it crosses the water-

sheds of four large river sys-
tems namely, those of the

Amazon, Essequebo, Demerara,
and Berbice. Another piece of

luck was that Mr Melville con-

trived to find a gap in the

extensive Iwokrama mountain

range, which, as he discovered,
ran athwart his track between
the Essequebo and the Burro-

burro rivers, and which might
have proved a formidable ob-

stacle. The trail was com-

pleted as far as Takama in

April 1919, and the expendi-
ture involved was within the

estimated cost.

The Government then re-

solved that, as Takama is 103

miles from the coast, the cattle-

track should be carried right
on northwards to connect with

the main roads of the colony,
which extend to a point twenty-
three miles south of George-
town

;
and that an offset

should be made to bring the
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trail out to the Demerara
river near Mackenzie, the

highest point attainable by
ocean - going steamers. This

task was assigned to Mr E. A.

Haynes, the Commissioner of

the Kupununi District, who,

during the first half of 1921,
cut the track as far as Arakwa

Landing. It remains to com-

plete the last link in the chain,
a matter of thirty-seven miles

only ;
and when this has

been done early in 1922, as

it is hoped direct overland

communication from the coast

into Brazil will have been

established.

In the freshness of an early

morning we turned our backs

on the Demerara river, and
set off from Arakwa on the

trail. We were a party of

five riders, with a groom on
a spare horse. These horses

had come from Dadanawa, the

stock being bred in Amazonaa,
whose ranching industry is

foster-mother to that of the

colony's southern savannahs.

In this country there is a

magic lure in the word south-

ward. When one's face is

turned south all the world

seems to lie ahead all won-
derful South America, as yet
uncharted and unsubdued by
man, so that the mind can
run riot in delightful imagin-

ings. True, on leaving Arakwa
we faced east, but we knew
that after twelve miles we
should run into the main
southward track.

For the first five miles the

trail passed through a dense

jungle of secondary growth,

the result of a big forest fire,

which swept along the river-

side in 1911
;
but it led us

gradually uphill, and we ob-

tained charming backward

glimpses of the tree-tops and
low hills on the divide between
the Essequebo and the Deme-
rara. Soon, however, we en-

tered virgin forest, and appre-
ciated its grateful shade. The

golden sunshine traced lovely

patterns on the russet earth,

and the heavenly sweetness

of the air made us fill our

lungs and rejoice. Great pains
have been taken to make the

road alignment as direct as

possible ; and, save for a few

deviations to avoid a small

creek-head or some such ob-

stacle, the trail runs pretty
well in a straight line. It has

not been metalled at all
; only

the bush to a width of fifteen

feet has been cut down, and
all stumps carefully cleared.

But the forest-floor affords de-

lightfully springy going, both

for men and horses. Occa-

sional large trees have been

left standing in the track,
which add greatly to the charm.

We admired the magnificent
bare trunks, and in the case

of mora- trees, the great but-

tresses they fling out round
their bases to keep steady the

balance of 150 feet above

ground, when the roots spread

only one or two feet below the

soil.

We came along very gently,

chiefly at a walk, and halted

at the tenth mile beside a

small sluggish stream with no

particular name to it. We
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had seen the loads of food

and baggage distributed among
our sixteen carriers before start-

ing, so we hoped that the men
would soon be after us, and

that, the midday meal over,
we should get off again in

good time to make the savan-

nah-camp promised to us for

the night. Our halting-place
was uninviting, and we were
troubled by the disagreeable
attentions of very large mos-

quitoes with steel-blue heads
and white "

socks," besides

other insects more interesting
than agreeable. However, it

came on to rain heavily, and
we had to seek a couple of small

shelters within the forest, where
we made a dense smoke of

smouldering leaves to keep the

pests at bay.
The carriers were under the

guidance of one Cornelius, a

charming old Arawak inhabit-

ant of Wismar
;
and had he

been in charge of a convoy
of his own people, he would

probably have b,een able to

bring them along all right.

But the men were a mixed

lot, some black and some ab-

original, so that the inevitable

disorganisation of a first day's
march made itself fully felt.

Cornelius did not arrive till

nearly 3 P.M., and then in a

state of high disgust because

one of the negroes had actually
thrown down his load of tar-

paulins and decamped after

the first mile or so of the

journey. There was nothing
for it but to remain where we
were for the night. Some of

the party wandered along the

road with guns in search of a

possible parrot or marm, whilst

I watched Cornelius remedy the

loss of the tarpaulin by build-

ing a most delightful Arawak
" house "

for the accommoda-
tion of my husband and myself,
and the other men repaired the

two existing shelters. Cor-

nelius's
"
house

" was quite dif-

ferent from anything Makusis,

Arekunas, or Patamonas had
ever constructed for us. He
first cut and planted four

sturdy uprights, equipped with

small forks at the apex ;
then

laid horizontal poles between

the tops of these, after which

he shaped a roof with a won-

drously clever arrangement of

spars laid one over the other,

securing the whole with one

knot of bush-rope, which kept
the entire contraption steady.

Then he thatched the edifice

with turu-banna palm-leaves,
built a couple of small tables,

known as
"
babricots," and

brought in a
"
hat-stand

"

i.e., a young sapling with its

bark entirely peeled off and

its branches lopped six inches

from the stem. The swiftness

and deftness of Indian fingers

is really marvellous. At dinner-

time we found that forks had
been forgotten, but we were

soon supplied with excellent

wooden ones.

The mosquitoes mercifully
retired a couple of hours be-

fore dark, and the rain hav-

ing cleared off, we could see

the tree-tops bathed in golden

light as the sun dropt down-

wards. In the forest the sky
can only be seen through a
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maze of branches far aloft,

and one almost believes one-

self to be a beetle crawling
round the bases of the imprison-

ing trees. Nights in the forest

are always cool, and we slept

beautifully. The moonlight

filtering down seemed a sort

of silvery mist about us.

Next morning we moved off

early, the dew shining on the

green bracken by the roadside.

Straight as a dart the track

went up and down gentle de-

clivities, and after a couple
of miles we found ourselves

in a sort of savannah, covered

with low scrub, which we wel-

comed joyfully as heralding
the open grass plains our eyes
were aching to see. The air

was keen and glorious, and

though the direct rays of the

sun were very hot, we found
the open country dry and

bracing, and seldom really

sultry.

The going was beautifully

smooth, and our ponies were

tactfully prevailed on to can-

ter. But these rough animals

have somewhat painful paces ;

and, unless you can induce

them really to stretch them-
selves at a gallop, the only
alternative to a walking pace
is a most soul-shaking joggle,
when the rider gasps and cries

for mercy.
Soon after leaving the forest

we ran into the main north
to south track, and swung off

southward at a right angle on
the direct line for Brazil.

Northward the road continues

for a little distance and then

stops, waiting to be carried

over the remaining thirty-seven
miles to meet the motor-road
from Georgetown, which runs

up the Demerara's east bank.

Soon after 9.30 A.M. we
reached the camp at Mahai-

cony Head, where we had in-

tended to sleep the previous

night. The springs that feed

the head-waters of the Mahai-

cony Creek are all round about

in the sand, and gradually
collect in little dark water-

holes, marked by beautiful Eta

palms and "
islands

"
of trees.

Near our camp was a fringe

of the forest, in whose setting

the creek wanders all the way
down to the rice-fields of the

coast. The thick jungle which

lines the banks of all the

colonial rivers has hitherto

effectually hidden the open

country behind
;
and wherever

on the savannah you see forest

looming up on the horizon,
there you may be certain of

finding a big creek.

We rested several hours in

the Mahaicony Camp whilst

all the carriers came in and
made breakfast for themselves

and us. Here were two
"
houses," built after the

fashion of Cornelius. One
served as kitchen and one

as dining-room. A sleepy la-

baria in the kitchen roof, feel-

ing the heat of the fire below

him, fell down and was

promptly despatched. This was
the only snake any one saw on

the journey.
We rode off again at 2 P.M.,

having seen all our merry men
precede us

;
and the ride to

our night's camp was quite
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delightful. The scrub became
less and less, the open grass-

spaces dotted with flowers more
and more

;
the going was ex-

cellent, and under a cloudy

grey sky with the cool breeze

and rain-scud in our faces,
even the ponies became in-

fected with joie-de-vivre, and

scampered along in fine style.

At 5 P.M. we reached Hope
Camp, two little wind-swept
palm-leaf shelters, set amidst
the big open plain, a sign
that man has taken possession.

They looked so small and

lonely, yet indescribably snug
and homelike in the empty
land. When the road-trace

was being taken across this

savannah, a black man, named
Hope, strayed and got lost.

He was found again on this

spot completely bewildered,
hence its name.
We greatly enjoyed Hope

Camp, and so did the horses :

the feed was good all round,
and they seemed to be pastur-

ing and snorting gently to

themselves the greater part of

the night. My pony, indeed,
had a rather troublesome ten-

dency to eat the houses, which
were apparently composed of

some leaf particularly to his

fancy ! Near by are the head-

waters of the Kerimeru Creek,
a small tributary of the Kamae-

tin, which flows into the Wiruni,
so that we had now reached
the Berbice watershed. All

round the camp we had a

splendid view of open savan-

nah, and a great red full moon
rose out of it, as out of the

sea, whilst we were at supper.

The next morning, as we got

up, she was sinking, a gleaming
silver globe, into the morning
mists. The air was deliriously

crisp and cool. Indeed in the

savannah country it seems only
in the middle of the day that

one suffers from the heat.

Then it is certainly very hot,

though perhaps in other months
than August it may be less so.

The only drawback to Hope
Camp, as we saw it, was the

presence of chigoes in the

sand. In spite of great care

never to put a bare foot on
the ground, some of these

hateful insects managed some-
how to work their way into

our feet. There were no mos-

quitoes, only a few sandflies

about, but the Indians say
that at certain seasons this

latter plague can be terrible,

especially when the moon is

bright. The only relief then

is to abandon camp and take

refuge under the trees round
the creek-head.

Next morning we rode off

very early. There was heavy
mist over everything, and
countless dew-lit spiders' webs
covered the grass in all direc-

tions. According to the Ara-

waks, this foretells a hot day,
as the spiders are putting out

their
"
cassava-bread

"
to bake

in the sun. We had a perfectly

delightful early ride over grass
savannah all the way, the

ponies going extremely well.

Soon after 9 A.M. we reached

the Wili-katurin Creek, where

we halted in the forest fringe

on its banks. The ford is

about fourteen feet wide, and
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the water flows with a gentle

current, making an ideal bath-

ing-place. The black bush-

water of this country is ex-

quisite to the touch, so very
soft and cool. Over sand-

banks, it shows a beautiful

amber, and its reflection of

tree and sky is marvellously

bright and clear. There is a

local saying that if you eat

labba-flesh and drink creek-

water you will return again
and again to the colony, and
I shall always have a yearning
for the feel of bush-water

wrapping and caressing one's

limbs in its rich depths. There

must be some dark-eyed, dark-

skinned fairy of the creeks,

hidden in the lily-laden re-

treats of the great forests,

who hears the loud voices and
unaccustomed laughter of the

white folk with astonished

alarm, used as she has been

to complete solitude, scarce

broken by the gentle plash of

a silent Indian's paddle as he

steers his frail woodskin over

lonely streams
;

and I think

only a Chinese artist of olden

time painting on silk could

adequately render the grace of

the water-lilies floating on the

still amber pools. They abide in

my mind with haunting charm.

We spent some hours in the

camp beside the Wili-katurin.

As the day advanced we realised

that the spiders had shown
much prescience in deciding it

was to be a baking day. It

certainly was most unusually
hot until about 2.30 P.M., when
a heavy thunderstorm fell, and

gave us a welcome shower-

bath besides cooling the at-

mosphere.
At 3 P.M. we mounted and

rode up over the hill which

slopes down to the creek, and
found ourselves again in savan-

nah, and such beautiful savan-

nah, stretching away as far

as the eye could see. We rode

over it for a couple of hours,
until we came to the forest

beside the Wiruni river, which
is quite a considerable stream,
about 110 feet wide, with a

depth of seven feet. All the

little streams we had passed
since leaving Mahaicony head
drain into the Wiruni. When
we saw it on that grey evening,
its swift-moving black water

and the tall forest on its banks

gave it a somewhat sinister

expression. It afforded very

pleasant bathing, however
;

and when a heavy tropical

shower burst suddenly over-

head, we were able to keep
out of the rain in the river,

though our garments on the

bank were not so fortunate.

Our camp for the night was

by the roadside, about a quar-
ter of a mile from the river.

The forest was very close and

high, but lovely groups of

palms broke the dense dark

lines of serried trees. The

pale pillar-like stems of royal

palms and the clustered grace
of slender manicoles put me
in mind of dim cathedral aisles,

whilst the vivid green of their

great tufts of foliage lit up
the gloomy jungle background.
But in spite of this we should

have much preferred a savan-

nah camp. The ground had
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clearly been swampy, and the

floors of the
"
houses

" were

corduroyed with palm-stems,

peculiarly uncomfortable to

walk on, and still more so as

a basis for a camp-bed. Cer-

tainly a hammock can have
immense advantages as a sleep-

ing-place in this country. The

camp was also full of insects

with long waving feelers, and
an alarming capacity for jump-
ing. They did not bite, but I

could not regard them with

any enthusiasm as bedfellows,
when I found that a large
number had managed to find

their way into my mosquito-
net. About midnight I woke
to rejoice in a scene that was
almost unreal in its strange

beauty. The moon was very

brilliant, and her silver radi-

ance shone amidst glorious
shadow that seemed to be

sapphire light. No breath

stirred. The forest stood in

enchanted stillness, save where

fireflies flitted among the palms.
The next morning, the third

day of our joyous pilgrimage,
we crossed the Wiruni in

bateaux the pontoon-bridge
which is planned not being

yet in situ. The horses had

swum across the evening be-

fore. There were some splen-

did forest trees on the right

bank, but less than a mile

brought us out into the open

again, and the country was

more beautiful than anything
we had yet seen. The rolling

savannahs lay all around us,

green as heart could wish,
and starred with flowers.
"
Islands

"
of trees gave the

gentle contours an almost Eng-
lish appearance, and the air

came sweet and crisp against
our faces. Truly, a fair land
and a goodly heritage for men
of pluck and energy in the

near future !

Riding across this country,

freely as one chose to go,
was a delightful experience.
The trail over the savannah
is only marked now and again

by a square piece of kerosene-

tin nailed to the top of a

pole. You catch sight of the

white glint against the sky-
line and ride for it, and from
that point you pick up the

next one half a mile or so

ahead. My husband, in 1919,
walked the entire 322 miles

from Takama to Dadanawa,
and I also have travelled suffi-

ciently on Shanks his mare
over British Guiana trails, so

that we both appreciated keenly
the luxury of having four legs
under us.

About 11 A.M. we reached

Waranana, where the Rupununi
Development Company have a

fattening-station for cattle on
their way from Dadanawa

;

and here we made our head-

quarters for a couple of days.
The Company's house was

kindly placed at our disposal
a real wooden house with

wooden walls and thatched
roof

;
but we preferred our

bush methods, with the air of

heaven free to enter on all

sides, and Cornelius's architec-

ture was therefore once more

requisitioned. A driving rain

over the savannah might have
made things awkward for us,
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but the few showers which

passed over the country kindly

spared the centre of our habi-

tations. The chief annoyance
in this part of the country
is the swarm of Berbice flies,

tiny insects which do not bite,

but keep up such an endless

irritation by settling on face

and hands that any residents

here would quite certainly need
screened houses. The flies only

annoy by daylight, and a breeze

soon dispels them. One is

also free from them on horse-

back, as then they see fit to

persecute the horse and leave

the rider in peace.
The hours from midday to

3 P.M. were, as usual, very

hot, but gusts of breeze across

the savannah relieved us.

About 4.30 P.M. my husband
and I sauntered off on horse-

back to spy out the land and
to enjoy the evening light and
freshness. The others strolled

about over the savannah with

their guns near the edge of

a wood, where the white-water

springs of the Waranana creek

rise. A quail and a maroodi
rewarded their zeal. By moon-

light they tried to stalk labba

in the wood with an electric

torch to attract and then dazzle

their quarry ;
but the attempt

was not successful. The even-

ing and night were deliciously

cool, and the dome of stars

over the great silent plain
was a wonderful sight, especi-

ally before the moon rose.

The air is so dry that the

horizon is entirely clear, and
the Pole-star just above it

could plainly be seen.

Next morning we were in

our saddles soon after 6 A.M.

It was "
misting

"
in true

Devonshire fashion, and the
air was glorious. We rode
south to the Ituni river for

five miles that is to say, it

was five miles in the direct

line passing the survey bench-
marks but we made wide

circles, enjoying the lovely

country. A thick belt of forest

shrouds the Ituni
;
and when

the cattle-trail was being traced,

great care was taken to ford

the creek at a point where this

barrier offered least obstacle.

A good place was eventually

found, and a greenheart bridge
has now been thrown across.

The forest extends for about
half a mile only on each side

of the bridge. We rode over
and up again into open country.

Fascinating indeed lay the path
before us

; strong was the lure

to follow on southward, but
time forbade. We must needs

go back to Waranana, thence
to seek the coast by way of

the Berbice river. But I felt

altogether envious of those of

our party who, after we had
turned north, would journey
on again.
The next morning saw our

last ride, eastwards this time
to Takama on the Berbice
river. We got there in the

forenoon, and established our-

selves in the Government rest-

house overlooking the river.

There is a Government reserva-
tion of several acres around
Takama. The forest belt, which

wraps the Berbice, is only
about a quarter mile wide here,
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so that the land is practically
all grass country.

During the afternoon we went

by bateau a mile farther up-
stream to visit Dornspruit, the

depot of the Consolidated

Balata Company. Here its

courteous storekeeper showed
us bundles of balata piled in

stacks. It is cacao-brown in

colour, and more like linoleum

to the feel than anything else

I can think of. Also we saw
amber-coloured lumps of sweet-

smelling forest gum. The store-

keeper kindly took us on in his

bateau with an outboard motor,
first to visit Kalcuni, a little

higher up the river, where
there is a fairly large settle-

ment of aborigines under the

auspices of a Congregational

Mission, and afterwards down-
stream to the Anglican church

and school at Kumaka. This

little settlement takes its name
from a huge silk-cotton tree,

called by the aborigines a
" kumaka." Its bare trunk

towers to a great height above
all the surrounding growth,
and its creeper - burdened
branches spread out from the

top like a Japanese umbrella.

Behind the church stands a

patriarch among mango-trees,

guarding in its shadow three

Dutch graves with inscriptions

to the memory of a Dutch

planter's family who died in

the first quarter of the eigh-

teenth century. Of the
"
old-

time "
plantation only this

mango-tree and some very large

gnarled cacao - trees remain.

The school is attended chiefly

by the children of the aboriginal

Indian and boviander folk,

whose settlements dot the river

banks, or are screened behind
the riverside jungle. The vege-
tation is very fine hereabouts.

I see it in my mind's eye with

the golden-yellow light of the

late afternoon illuminating the

dense foliage, as it rises tier

upon tier into the rich blue

sky, whilst the river gives
back the reflection in almost

incredible emerald, and slowly

changes to ruddy-gold as the

shafts of sunset light flame

overhead. Soft, indefinably

fragrant scents float out upon
the evening air. The brief

tropical twilight breathes a

blessing as it passes, and the

boat makes its way through
the deepening shadows of the

great dark forest. It looks

so grim and impenetrable that

one needs an effort to realise

that the open savannahs do

really lie so near, and that

the forest bogey which so long

imprisoned them has been laid

at last.

Before the late moon rose

those members of our party,
who were going on southward
to build and establish the first

Government station and repre-

sent the strong arm of law and
civilisation two hundred miles

away from all regular com-

munication, left us to return

to Waranana. We wished them

good luck under the stars.

At 11 P.M. we heard the

little river steamer pass on her

way up to Dornspruit ;
and

just as the first pale light of

dawn was beginning to show

itself, she appeared on her
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down-stream journey, and

picked us up from the bateau
in which we had pushed off

to meet her. We spent a

very comfortable day in more
or less somnolent repose on
board. The Berbice river

scenery is much like that of

the Demerara, the same sleepy
water reflecting the same dense

green curtain of trees and

palms ever straining towards

light and air. The little settle-

ments of river-folk tenant the

banks in similar fashion, only

they are fewer and farther

between than on the western

river. We saw many of those

curious birds known as hoat-

zin, or
"
Canje pheasant

"
in

local parlance, hanging on to

the riverside foliage, displaying
their beautiful pheasant-like
tails and crests. These crea-

tures are dear to scientists as

a sort of missing link between

reptiles and birds. The young
ones use a curious claw on the

wings, with which they crawl

about on all-fours as it were,
and they swim and dive won-

derfully, though the adult birds

are not aquatic. The distance

to the sea from Takama is

over a hundred miles, but not
until twenty miles from the

coast did we see the first sugar-

factory chimney at Mara.
At dusk the lights of the

township of New Amsterdam
showed up on the east bank
of the river close to its mouth

;

and landing at Plantation Blair-

mont on the west side, we
found that a fine Marmon car

had been sent to await us.

The throb of the powerful

engine, as it pursued the flying

patch of light thrown ahead

by the big lamps, was very

stimulating. We were borne

along the seventy miles of

coast-road to Georgetown in

less than three hours seventy

miles, more than the whole

journey from Arakwa to

Takama ! Such is the power
of motor transport. Its won-
derful potentialities in an un-

opened country cannot but
thrill one's imagination, till

the cry of roads, roads, roads

haunts one's dreams, asleep or

awake.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

MR LLOYD GEORGE 8 FALL SOLICITED TESTIMONIALS SIR

ARTHUR BALFOUR TO THE RESCUE THE GOVERNMENT'S " HAR-
MONY OF PURPOSE " THE IRRELEVANT DECALOGUE FLOUTING
THE PAST MR MONTAGU'S PICTURE OF A HARMONIOUS CABINET

THE "SOLIDARITY" OF THE GOVERNMENT LORD CURZON'S
LETTER A LETTER BOOK TALK UPON PAPER SHELLEY AND
BYRON.

ME, LLOYD GEORGE has lost

his nerve. At what his wor-

shippers thought was the zen-

ith of his power, he threatened

resignation and sought the re-

tirement of his own Criccieth.

It may be that, never a gallant

fighter in a losing cause, he
was terrified at the defeat of a

handful of Coalition candidates.

Or the obdurate Sir George
Younger may have frightened
him out of his autocratic com-

placency. Or it may even be

possible, though unlikely for

his vision was never of the

acutest, that he saw his vague
and vain schemes crumbling to

pieces beyond hope of repair.
He has thrown Ireland into

anarchy ;
he has gambled with

Egypt until she has but a small

chance of recovery ;
he has

permitted his late colleague,
Mr Montagu, to arouse India

from her pathetic contentment,
with the result that massacre

seems inevitable. Nor is this

all : the triumph which he

prayed he might snatch from
Genoa fades from his vision

;

the substitution of conference

by caravan for the old, effi-

cient, respectable methods of

diplomacy has brought him

only ridicule
; and, maybe, he

finds the rehabilitation of the

Bolsheviks, always near his

heart, insufficient for his way-
ward ambition. But whatever
was the momentary cause of

his aberration, Mr Lloyd George
lost his nerve, and, instead of

coming forth and confronting
a harsh world, he attempted
to regain the lost favour of

the people by imploring his

friends and colleagues to present
him with an obviously solicited

testimonial.

So it was proclaimed aloud
in every quarter that Mr Lloyd
George was the greatest man
on earth. We were invited to

take a lofty pride in our one
man of genius, and to look

with satisfaction upon the havoc
which he had wrought. And
we are invited in vain. No
man, in or out of politics, can

safely rely upon the praise of

others to restore a fallen repu-
tation. He must still make his

own speeches or do his own
work if he would not lose the

position he has gained, and
Mr Lloyd George has declined

in the public esteem at every

trumpet-blast of praise. Nor
has the quality of the praise
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always been above suspicion.

We need not attach a vast

importance to the not wholly
disinterested eloquence of Messrs

Chamberlain and Churchill. The

transitory enthusiasm of Lord
Birkenhead avails not to move

us, and as to the reasoned

defence of Sir Arthur Balfour,
we marvel not that it was well

done, but that it was done

at all.

For Sir Arthur, in his desire

to protect his leader against
the assaults of those who once

were his friends and followers,

is forced to make certain ad-

missions, which seem effectively

to destroy his argument. Speak-

ing as the Conservative and
Unionist representative of the

City of London, he said :

" For
a time which is not very far

from half a century I have
been a member of the party
to which I have always be-

longed, to which I still belong,
and doubtless shall belong until

I go to the country where

political parties interest me no
more." But of what use is it

to belong to a party which has

abandoned its principles ? Sir

Arthur proclaims himself a Tory
and a Unionist. The Coalition,
of whose deeds and words he

wholly approves, is neither Tory
nor Unionist. The past is
"
irrelevant

"
to it, as it is to

Sir Arthur Balfour. It cares

not a snap of the fingers for

the tradition of our English
life. It has, above all, lost all

right to claim the title of

Unionist, because by its sur-

render to Collins and his gun-
men it has renounced the policy

of union between Great Britain

and Ireland, whence it derived

its name. Sir Boyle Eoche said

that a bird could be in two

places at once. The most alert

politician cannot be in two

parties at once. And if Sir

Arthur Balfour still calls him-

self a Unionist, he must have

effectually separated the name
from the thing.

Indeed, he does not attempt
to save himself by half-state-

ments. He is whole-hearted

in his loyalty to the
" Union-

ists," who have disunited the

Empire, to the
"
Tories," who

have accepted, without ques-

tion, a Radical policy at home
and abroad.

"
I have belonged

to many Governments," he

says.
" Some have been Coa-

lition Governments
;
some have

been purely Conservative or

Unionist Governments. I have
never belonged to a Govern-
ment in which there was a

greater harmony of purpose
and singleness of end than

this, or with more desire to

carry out a great national

policy." It is a strange state-

ment. The Government which
Sir Arthur applauds thus loftily

has shown its harmony most

conspicuously in the readiness

with which its members have
all changed their opinions at

a single word of command.

They have many of them

gone to bed stern unbending
Unionists, and woke up eager
for disruption. For them, at

any rate, coalition means in-

stantaneous and simultaneous

conversion. If there has been
no "

singleness of end "
in their
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policy, they have pursued the

many ends proposed to them

by their autocrat with equal
and united zeal. There is no

opinion which Mr Lloyd George
himself has not held and re-

nounced. There was a time

when he would not parley with

murderers
;

for a while he

dallied with Valera, because he

could
"
deliver the goods,"

though indeed he never had

any goods to deliver
;

and

then he went over, with a

united Cabinet, to the mur-

derers whom he had previously
denounced. Is this harmony *?

Is this singleness of end ? We
do not know. All we can say
of the Government is that,

until the indiscipline of Mr

Montagu, Mr Lloyd George

changed his view as often as

he liked, and his patient ad-

mirers followed him each time

into the same pen.
But Sir Arthur Balfour, in

the very act of praising the

Government's harmony, admits

that his own opinions are un-

changed. If this be so, the

harmony cannot be either deep
or loud.

"
It has been my

good or ill fortune," says he,

"to be in the very forefront of

this Irish battle for nearly

forty years, ever since the

great difficulty arose in 1885.

Not one of my opinions on

that subject have I altered.

My Liberal colleagues in the

Cabinet were, and are, I imag-

ine, convinced believers in the

scheme of Home Eule. We
do not need to discuss those

questions, because they and
I admit that the circumstances

have so changed that the old

arguments, the old watchwords,
are wholly irrelevant." But
are the arguments, are the

watchwords, irrelevant ? We
think not. Certain arguments,
certain watchwords there are

which never grow old, never
lose their relevance. Though
Sir Arthur Balfour, to be sure,
does not believe in principle
in politics, he confesses that

he has altered none of the

opinions which he held in 1885.

If he keeps them as opinions,
he does not allow them
to influence his conduct, be-

cause the circumstances have

changed. But no circum-

stances can change the ele-

mentary morals of a man or

of a community. The deca-

logue should be still worthy
of respect, though a

"
har-

monious " Government finds

it convenient to condone mur-
der and mutilation. In truth,
it is not so much the circum-

stances which have changed as

the morals of the politicians.

And Sir Arthur Balfour sticks

to his point.
"
I have asked

friends of mine," says he,
"
in

what respect they imagine the

principles, of which I fancy

myself a faithful and con-

sistent exponent, have ever

been violated by the Coalition

Government, of which for years
I have been a member. They
could never give me an answer,
and they cannot give you an

answer now, because circum-

stances which have developed
have rendered those things anti-

quated and beside the mark."

What Sir Arthur's friends have
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failed to do, we, greatly daring,
will attempt. To take but

one instance : it was a fixed

principle of the Tory Party,
and Sir Arthur was a con-

sistent exponent of it, that

Ireland should not be given
her independence. That por-
tion of the Tory Party which
has managed to get within

the precincts of the Coalition

has abandoned that principle,
not in obedience to reason, but
in that panic fear which over-

takes surrendered men. And
even if we pleaded that cir-

cumstances had developed
which made these principles

antiquated, we might say that

the circumstances should have

strengthened the hands of the

Unionists immeasurably. For
in giving the gunmen

"
the

independence of Ireland
"

for

a plaything, we have out-

raged every principle, not of

politics only but of morals,
and we have admitted before

the world that brutality and
assassination are more readily

acceptable to our politicians as

instruments of rebellion even
than oratorical agitation and
the boycott.
And Sir Arthur Balfour has

no illusion. He confesses that

the men with whom he is now
"
harmoniously

"
associated are

responsible for the present anar-

chy. "We, the Unionist Party,
' '

says he,
"
may proudly think

that we left office in 1905 with

Ireland peaceable, prosperous,
and contented. Ireland is now
not peaceable nor prosperous
nor contented. We say that

that, at all events, is not our

fault." That is true enough.
It was not the fault of the

Unionists that Ireland was per-

mitted to travel so far upon
the road of lawlessness and

bloodshed, to suit the policy
of Messrs Asquith and Birrell,

as to make the infamous re-

bellion of Easter Day possible.

But it is the fault of the

Unionists a fault they share

with Mr Lloyd George that

Ireland is to-day still in a

state of anarchy, that the

gunmen are supreme in the

south, that law and justice

are banished from the southern

counties, and that Ulster has

been treated by the champions
of anarchy with insult and

contempt. Less than a year

ago the rebellion was within

a brief distance of suppression.

To-day, owing to the lack of

principle shown by the
" Union-

ists," we are confronted with

the duty, which shall surely
be laid upon us, of reconquering
Ireland. Is it enough, in excuse

of our lack of governing power,
to say that

"
circumstances

have rendered those things

antiquated and beside the

mark "
?

But, says Sir Arthur Balfour,
it is perfectly easy for people
to differ about the past funda-

mentally and to agree about
the present and future.

"
All

you have got to do "
these

are his very words "
is to

deal with the subjects that are

relevant, and not with the

subjects which are irrelevant,
and that we have the sense

to do." In other words, the

union is irrelevant
;

the pun-
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ishment of murder is irrelevant
;

it is irrelevant to protect the

lives or the property of those

who have served you with

loyalty and devotion. Every-
thing, in short, is irrelevant

that is difficult of accomplish-
ment. But are these things
irrelevant ? When the famous
"
treaty," which was pro-

claimed the greatest feat of

statesmanship ever achieved,
breaks down, as assuredly it

will break down, can we take
shelter behind irrelevancy ? We
shall not see that

"
Ulster is

not coerced
"

to use Sir Ar-

thur's phrase we shall not see

that " the South of Ireland

obtains that which we have

promised she shall have, and
that the treaty which is now
before Parliament, the object
of which is readily accepted

by all parties, shall be carried

out effectively, faithfully, truth-

fully in the eyes of all man-
kind." We shall see none of

these things. The "
treaty

"

was long since scouted by
Collins and the others who
signed it. It depends not on
us but upon herself whether
Ulster is coerced or not, for we
shall not help her

;
and the

only doubt that remains is

this : when the Free State is

wiped away from the map, and
the Irish Bepublic is duly in-

stalled, will the Unionist leaders

still proclaim it irrelevant, and

announce, with a kind of pride,

that while their opinions have

undergone no change, they are

still ready to work harmoni-

ously with those who have
welcomed the Irish Eepublic ?

The truth is that nothing is

irrelevant, not even the present,
which no man can control

;

not even the future, which no
man can foresee. Least of all

is the past irrelevant, as Sir

Arthur Balfour would have us

believe. By the past we are

shaped ;
to the past we are

bound by an irrefragable link
;

from the past we gain whatever

knowledge and inspiration are

ours. He who would dispense
with the past, would dispense
with religion, morals, wisdom.
He would be an atheist and a

monster. What is the cunning
of a modern demagogue if you
match it against the accumu-
lated wisdom of two thousand

years ? Indeed, in these days,
when we are given no principle
to guide us, when we have no
leaders who look beyond the

day after to-morrow, the one

thing to which we can hold

tight with some sense of security
is the past, and if that be dis-

missed as
"
irrelevant," then

shall we be working in the

dark without hope or belief,

and the end of us, as a

beneficent Empire, is not far

off.

But, says Sir Arthur Balfour

again, we must trust Mr Lloyd
George, whom it is no good to

abuse. Now, he and those who
acted with him are solely and

wholly responsible for the state

of things in Ireland and else-

where. They have completely
debauched the peaceful Ireland

which the Unionists bequeathed
to them in 1905. By their evil

policy they made the Easter

rebellion inevitable, and for
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purposes of their own they

spared, and even flattered, the

rascals who had murdered Eng-
lish soldiers and had done their

best to aid England's enemies.

Wherefore Mr Lloyd George,
who was partially responsible
for these crimes, is the only

living man fit to be trusted

with the lives and fortunes of

those who did not conspire with

the Germans against Great

Britain, who did not murder
soldiers and policemen ! We
like not the security. Even if

Mr Lloyd George were other-

wise perfect in sainthood and
a miracle of wisdom, we should

still declare that his conduct
of Irish affairs had placed him

beyond the reach of trust

and faith. Sir Arthur says that

Mr Lloyd George neither bam-
boozles nor bullies his Unionist

colleagues. Then they lead us

to the slaughter in cold blood

and with open eyes.
But do they ? Mr Montagu,

the gentleman who has suc-

ceeded in destroying the pathetic
contentment of India, was sud-

denly dismissed from the office

in which he had proved himself

a public danger, and proceeded,
after the habit of his kind, to

betray those who had unduly
exalted him. He destroyed in

a moment Sir Arthur Balfour's

pleasant dream of a Govern-
ment working in the greatest

harmony ever known. We con-

fess that what he said came

upon us with no surprise. The
most careless observer of our

political history could not help

seeing that Mr Lloyd George
had been silently and cunningly

transforming our constitution.

He had killed the House of

Commons, and was intent upon
strangling the Cabinet. He had
made up his mind that he

himself should be an untram-

melled autocrat, that he should

interfere with everybody's busi-

ness, that he should absorb in

himself all the power and all

the responsibility which in old

days was distributed justly

among the members of the

Cabinet. How he achieved this

dangerous end we do not know.
He neither bamboozled nor

bullied, says Sir Arthur Balfour.

Then he must be the possessor
of some hypnotic gift, of which

strangers to the great man
know nothing. Whatever the

master's influence may be, there

is no doubt that Mr Montagu
has suffered from it, and, once

emancipated, he hastened to

denounce his old leader with

a violence which proves him
unfitted ever to have held high

office, or ever again to hold it.

Sir Arthur Balfour suffers, per-

haps, from an excess of loyalty
to his friends and colleagues.

Mr Montagu is in the other

extreme : he has no loyalty
at all.

We are of those who thought
that Mr Montagu should never

have been appointed to the

office which he has perforce

resigned. By race as by occu-

pation he was unfitted to deal

with the intricacies of Indian

policy. If it be necessary
and we do not believe in the

necessity to employ Jews in

the government of the British

Empire, they should be kept
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sternly at home. They should

not be permitted to meddle
with dependencies which can be

managed only by those in whom
there breathes the spirit of the

Sahib. If we judge Mr Mon-

tagu's tenure of office by its

results a method which seems
to have gone out of fashion

then we may pronounce it to

have been a patent disaster.

For the mere whim of forcing
democratic institutions upon a

country which did not want
them and did not understand

them, he has spread abroad
discontent from one end of

India to the other. He has
been hesitating and variable.

He has called Gandhi his friend

on one day, and has threatened

him on another. He has been
as reluctant to make up his

mind as Mr Lloyd George him-

self, and he must be held re-

sponsible for a vast deal of

rebellion and bloodshed. The
cheers which in the House of

Commons greeted his resigna-
tion indicate clearly enough
the relief which was felt on
his retirement by all parties.

And he took it badly. He was
determined that, if he himself

went down, his colleagues should
suffer too, in reputation at

any rate. He had one point to

make that the principle of

Cabinet responsibility to which
he had been sacrificed was
violated every day. Yet the

point was not worth making
by him, because if he had

objected to the violated prin-

ciple he might long ago have

resigned. For the rest, no one
will take seriously his state-

ment that he was thrown to

the Die-hards. The Die-hards
have ceased to be supremely
interested in Mr Montagu, and

though they desired his en-

forced resignation after his

shameful handling of the inci-

dent of General Dyer, they are

not likely to be appeased
now if he leaves the stage a

few days or weeks before the

leader whom he covered with
ridicule.

Meanwhile, Mr Montagu
cracks his sides with laughter
when he thinks of the

"
har-

monious " Government de-

scribed by Sir Arthur Balfour.
"
I would ask those who have

been my colleagues," says he,
"
to search their hearts and

realise the numerous occasions

upon which they have prayed
for the doctrine of Cabinet re-

sponsibility the vital decisions

of peace, the vital decisions

connected with Ireland." And
he has no more belief in the

Coalition's
"
singleness of end,"

as Sir Arthur Balfour calls it,

than in Cabinet responsibility.
"
Believe me, you make the

principle of Coalition ridicu-

lous," he said,
"

if you try to

apply it by standing first on
one leg and then on the other

;

by making up for and paying
the price of every Liberal

measure by doing something
for the Conservatives the next

day." We like the Coalition

iar less than does Mr Montagu,
but again we assert that it is

not a right and proper thing
for him, in a moment of anger,
to betray the secrets of the

Cabinet of which he was lately
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a member. If he disapproved
of what the Government did,
he had the remedy in his own
hands : he might have resigned,
as we have said, when he chose.

He had no business to stay
within the Cabinet as long as

he could, and then when he was

sternly excluded, to cover it

with ridicule and contempt. In

any case, a share of the many
crimes which the Cabinet has

committed will rest for ever

upon his shoulders.

So Mr Montagu laid about
him lustily and without dis-

crimination. If he were dis-

graced, he would do his best

that others should share that

disgrace. The vague charges
of

"
genius

" and wizardry
which he brought against the
Prime Minister needed no re-

butting. The charges which he

brought against Lord Curzon
were at once more precise and
more damaging. The publica-
tion of the manifesto of the
Indian Government in favour
of a revised treaty with Turkey
was an evident embarrassment
to the Empire. It was pecul-

iarly embarrassing to Lord Cur-

zon, whose duty it was pres-

ently to discuss the Eastern

Question in Paris. But the
reckless Mr Montagu, so far from

showing any penitence, directed
his heaviest blows against the
minister he had most deeply
injured. Nor did he take the
trouble to be sure of his facts.

He hinted, indeed, that Lord
Curzon had connived at his

evil-doing ;
he referred in in-

solent terms to a letter which
Lord Curzon had written him

;

he reported his own version

of private conversations
;
and

thus he was guilty of a breach

of manners which, as Lord
Curzon said,

" must be with-

out parallel in Cabinet pro-
cedure." Lord Curzon, argued
Mr Montagu, did not intervene

to stop the publication of the

Viceroy's telegram. To which
Lord Curzon replies that when
he protested against the pub-
lication

"
of course you will

not authorise publication with-

out reference to the Cabinet
"

Mr Montague's retort was,
"
I have already done so, on

Saturday last." No wonder
Lord Curzon was " dumb-
founded "

by the avowal.

Still more amazing is the

incident of the letter. The

passage in Mr Montagu's speech,
delivered at Cambridge, which
drew the loudest applause was
that in which he described

Lord Curzon's protest.
" But

what did Lord Curzon do $
"

asked Mr Montagu.
" He main-

tained silence in the Cabinet,
and contented himself that

evening with writing to me
one of those plaintive, hectoring,

bullying, complaining letters,

which are so familiar to his

colleagues and to his friends,

which ended with a request
what ? not to discuss the

matter in the Cabinet, but in

future not to allow publica-
tion of such documents with-

out consultation with him."
If the story of the letter, as

told by Mr Montagu, was amaz-

ing, we wonder still more at

its baselessness. The letter,

read aloud by Lord Curzon,
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proved that
"
instead of re-

questing, as alleged by Mr
Montagu at Cambridge, that

he should in future discuss

such matters with me without

bringing them to the Cabinet,
he said, on the contrary, pre-

cisely the reverse." And there

the matter ends.

It is worth while to consider

this episode, because it illus-

trates more clearly than a mass
of argument the decadence of

our English politics. At any
other time in our history it

would have been impossible.
The facts of the case left Lord
Curzon "

unable to determine

whether the private or public
conduct of the late Secretary
for India has been the more

inexplicable and surprising.

And," added Lord Curzon,
"
in

using these adjectives I am
surprised at my own modera-
tion." Nevertheless the facts,

as now we know them, are the

natural consequence of the bad

system inaugurated by Mr
Lloyd George. Where the head
is undisciplined, how shall you
expect discipline in his sub-

ordinates ? The Prime Minis-

ter, by making himself supreme
in every office, has destroyed
the ancient methods of govern-
ment. He has encouraged in

others the same lawlessness

which he practises himself.

There are men in our present
"
harmonious "

Cabinet obsti-

nately opposed to one another
in matters of policy, and they
stay on together, working for

multiple ends and at cross pur-
poses. In truth, until Mr
Montagu resigned under com-

pulsion, resignation, once the

safeguard of honest politics,

had gone out of fashion. If

you asked a Minister how he
could stay in a Government
to which in essentials he was

opposed, he answered that if

he left, the work which he was

doing would be worse done.

Even if that were true, it was
no sufficient answer. Without
the final resource of resignation

nothing will ever be rightly
done by our democratic Gov-
ernment. Those who are chosen

by universal suffrage still feel

it hard to make an honest

truthful appeal to the elec-

torate. If you take away the

threat of resignation, you will

suffer until the end of time

from autocratic irresponsible
Prime Ministers.

Thus the episode of Mr Mon-

tagu is not without its salutary
lessons. It has been proved,
what we had indeed already

surmised, that the Government
of Great Britain is conducted

upon the principle of "go as

you please." There appears
to be no sense of corporate

responsibility, no system of

check or revision. Each one
of our Ministers has done what
he chose, unless indeed the

Prime Minister came into his

office, and then he resumed his

humble place as a clerk who
registered the decrees of his

superior. As for Mr Montagu,
we can shed no tear for him.
He has been excluded from an
office which, as we have said,

he should never have held,
and he has shown in his going
that he had neither the temper
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nor the sensitiveness which
should belong to a Minister.

Had he retired in the dignity
of silence, he might perhaps
have claimed the sympathy of

partisans. He put on no sack-

cloth
;

he scattered no ashes

on his head
;

he preferred to

attack those who had been his

friends, to reveal secrets and
to misrepresent correspondence.
Wherefore it is clear that he
is incapacitated from holding
office in any Government of

the future which respects itself,

and upon this result the country
may be congratulated.
And the Coalition, already

weakened, is no stronger for

the dispute. It is not likely
to stagger on even until the

next General Election. Its

leaders have as little discretion

as knowledge of affairs. They
vary from day to day in their

estimate of men and things.
Now we are told that the cap-
tain will never surrender to

the cabin-boy ;
now we hear

that the Die-hards are the

salt of the Tory Party, and
that Lord Birkenhead will never
cast them out. Truly there

is no chance of that. There is

a very good chance, on the
other hand, that the Die-hards
will cast out Lord Birkenhead.

That, indeed, will be one of

the first duties of the Die-

hards to cast out all those

who have been faithless to

their principles, who, under
cover of the Unionism which

they have betrayed, ask the

support of honourable Tories

who have never taken Mike
Collins by the hand, and who

in no circumstances would sub-

mit to the blackmail of mur-
derers.

Professor George Saintsbury
is a fortunate man. Almost
alone of his age and generation
he is acclaimed by the Geor-

gians, who think that little

is worth doing that they them-

selves have not done. But
Professor Saintsbury is still

their man. They study his

books, and they praise them
with an unstinted generosity.
And the reason is not far to

seek. Professor Saintsbury
reads with enthusiasm and
writes with what Hazlitt called

"gusto." He is at all points
a full man, for reading, as

Bacon saith, has made him
that. No literature and no

period come amiss to him. In

the best sense his mind is

encyclopaedic. Yet he never

exhausts a subject. He tries

neither his own attention nor

yours, and no matter what he

writes of, he always leaves a

margin for talk and argument.

Though he is in no sense a

gossip, he cannot keep him-

self out of his own books.

The man will peer through
the printed page, and he con-

vinces you of his sincerity

by giving you scraps of auto-

biography, stray reminiscences

of his adventures among books.

A new work by Professor

Saintsbury, then, is an event.

We know that we shall find

therein the truth as it reveals

itself to an acute and joyous
brain. When he wrote of wine,
he enchanted us all, and in
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this last book x of his we dis-

cover the same enthusiasm for

letters which in his book about
wine we found for vintages.
He begins, as he should, at the

beginning tells us what is to

be known about the art of

letter-writing as it was prac-
tised among the Greeks and

Bomans, and then settles down
to describe and exemplify the

best that we have of this kind

in English. Nor could he make
a better start in English than
with the Paston letters, that

vast storehouse of domestic

history which is worth more
to those who would understand
the annals of our land than a

ton of graver records. And as

he takes you through the cen-

turies, he explains as he goes
what is the essence of a good
letter and a good letter-writer.

To excel in the art is to possess
a gift of intimacy which is

bestowed upon few. The true

letter-writer must be neither

self-conscious nor a slave to

pretence. He must be willing
to show the worst as well as

the best of himself. He must

put away all vanities of thought
or style. Above all, he must
never write like a book. Book-
ish English is no fit instrument

for him. And even when he
has done all this, he may yet
fail in the delicate art. We
might have thought, for in-

stance, after reading his 'Diary,'
that Samuel Pepys was de-

signed by Providence to be a

writer of letters. The intimacy,

the frankness, the nonchalance,
the best qualities of epistolary

exchange, are discernible in the
'

Diary.' They are all absent

from his letters. He could talk

upon paper to himself, not to

others. It was, after all, the

cipher which kept his style al-

ways fresh and fearless. When
he expressed himself on paper
to his friends, he became acutely
conscious that it was Samuel

Pepys, the industrious official,

who held the pen. The letters,

in brief, as Professor Saintsbury

says,
"
are the very opposite

of the famous and delectable
'

Diary.'
" A strange inex-

plicable pose, as of shyness,
comes between us and the

writer of them.
"
They are

perfectly
'

proper,'
"
writes Pro-

fessor Saintsbury,
" and for

the most part extremely dull,

while propriety is certainly not

the most salient characteristic

of the
'

Diary.'
" Here is a

mystery which none may pierce.

We must take the good things

which the gods give us, and be

content.

To talk upon paper that

is the real art of the letter-

writer; and it is not strange
that the golden age of the art

was the eighteenth century
in France as in England. For
the eighteenth century was

the century of talk, of talk

elegantly enough artificial to

be put upon paper without

losing its effect. To it belong
Horace Walpole and Gray and

Cowper, our three finest artists

1 A Letter Book, Selected and Introduced by George Saintsbury. London :

J. Bell & Sons.
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in this kind. And before them conjuror with any one else's

came Swift and Bolingbroke are constant but not deeply
and Pope masters all and drawn. He cannot, or at least

the great Chesterfield, who need does not, give a plot of any
not fear competitors in any kind. Every letter is a sort

society. To all these Pro- of review of the subject larger

fessor Saintsbury does full jus- or smaller from the really

tice, and we are glad to see masterly accounts of the trial

that he does not qualify the of the Jacobite lords after the

praise, which he gives to Ches- 'Forty-five to the most trivial

terfield, in order to agree with notices of people going to see

the substance of Johnson's pet-
'

Strawberry
'

;
of remarkable

ulant criticism.
" As a matter hands at cards

;
of Patty

of relevant fact," writes Pro- Blount (Pope's Patty) in her

fessor Saintsbury,
"
the letters autumn years passing his win-

. . . are full of sound advice, dows with her gown tucked up
clear common-sense, and ripe because of the rain." And
experience of the world. The much more to the same pur-
manners they recommend are pose. Thus Professor Saints-

not those of any but a very bury sets Horace Walpole be-

exceptional
'

dancing-master
'

: fore us, as he sate him down

they are those of a gentleman, to amuse his friends, and re-

The temper that they incul- veals to us the true purpose
cate and that they exhibit of letter-writing, which is less

in the inculcator is positively to give information than to

kindly and relatively correct." transmit through the post a

That is well and truthfully state of mind and the whim

said, and it will help to clear of the moment,

away the mist of misunder- It would be difficult to find

standing in which the Johnso- a sharper contrast to Walpole
nian eloquence has enwrapped in wit and manner than William

a great man. Cowper, and Cowper was an

So with a deft hand Professor artist of equal skill with the

Saintsbury touches the strength great Horace himself. As Pro-

and weakness of his subjects, fessor Saintsbury does well to

He admits the manifest folly remind us, Coleridge called

and coxcombry of Horace Wai- Cowper's letters
"
divine chit-

pole, but declares that that chat," and truly it doesn't

does not prevent him from matter what it is that Cowper
being one of the best letter- elects to discourse about.

"
If

writers in English.
"
Their his conversation," as the Pro-

style," says Professor Saints- fessor writes
" and some of

bury of Walpole's letters,
"

is the few habitue's of Olney say
not a matter so much of phrase it was was anything like his

as of attitude. His revelations letter-writing, it is no wonder

of character his own, that that people sat over even break-

is to say, for Horace was no fast for an hour to
'

satisfy
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sentiment not appetite
'

as

they said with that slight
touch of priggishness which
has been visited upon them

heavily, but which perhaps
had more to do with their

merits than more mannerless

periods will allow."

The nineteenth century, so

far as it has at present revealed

itself to us, has two letter-

writers who need not fear com-

parison with the highest. They
are Lamb and Byron. Here

again we have a sharply visible

contrast. Lamb, whimsical al-

ways, wrote his letters in the

same vein as he wrote his

essays. His eye was still on
the phrase of the past, though
it contemplated the happening
of the present. If he would
have forgotten that he was a

man of letters, his temperament
did not allow him to forget it,

and his letters and his published
works are, so to say, all of a

piece. The Byron of the letters

we may seek and sometimes
find in

' Don Juan,' and in
' Don Juan '

alone. He does

not allow the rhetoric of
'

Childe

Harold,' for instance, to come
between him and the friends

whom he addresses in his letters.

Yet for all their apparent care-

lessness, these are packed with

literary allusions, and could

have been written only by a

greedy and omnivorous reader.

The qualities of
"
strength and

sincerity
"

are always there,
and if sometimes Byron is lack-

ing in manners, if now and again

he is so little of a gentleman
that he kisses and tells, time,
which has carried off his vic-

tims, has lessened his offence.

At any rate he remains among
the best of his century in this

art, and as we cannot have too

much of a good thing, we
welcome the two volumes of

hitherto unpublished letters

which Mr Murray has given
us. 1

The best of Professor Saints-

bury is that he tempts us at

times to disagreement, yet even
when we are thus tempted we
meet him in argument with an
obvious diffidence. However,
we must write a word of pro-
test against his high estimate

of Shelley's letters. Matthew

Arnold, in a moment of per-

versity, said that Shelley's let-

ters were more valuable than
his poetry. Professor Saints-

bury, of course, does not go so

far as this. Nevertheless he

gives them the loftiest praise,
declares that they carry with

them much of their author's

idiosyncracy, and finally asserts

that
"
they connect and com-

plete the Shelley of the poems
themselves in a manner for

which we cannot be too thank-

ful." Now this is a judgment
which we cannot accept.

Shelley's letters have always
seemed to us to lack the essen-

tial charm of letters natural-

ness. They are composed in

bookish English sometimes
even they savour of journalism.
In our view they are artistically

1 Lord Byron's Correspondence, chiefly with Lady Melbourne, Mr Hobhouse,
the Hon. Douglas Kinnaird, and P. B. Shelley. Edited by John Murray.
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far behind the letters of Byron
and of Keats. Take a brief

passage, for instance, from a

letter included in Mr Murray's
edition of Byron's

'

Correspond-
ence.' Shelley is writing from
London in September 1816,
and in these terms expresses his

political fears :

" There are as

yet no glaring symptoms of

disaffection, though the distress

is said to be severe. But winter

is the season when the burthen

will be felt. Most earnestly

do I hope that despair will not

drive the people to premature
and useless struggles." You
would not be surprised if you
culled these rather priggish
lines from a leading article.

They have an odd sound in the

letter of a poet, and you have
but to open the letters of Keats
where you will, to see that he

could talk to his friends upon
paper with far better grace and

spirit than his great contem-

porary.

Prittfed in Great Britain 'by

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS.
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AT THE CKOSSWAYS OF THE GAME PATHS.

BY F. L. FARRER.

I.

IN East Africa,
"
shamba,"

Swahili for farm, is a word
which has various shades of

meaning. It may be the more
or less finished article of some

years' standing, where orderly
rows of coffee, or sisal, or maize

testify to the white man's
success in grappling with

nature, and incidentally fill

his pockets with well-earned

gains ;
it may be the culti-

vated patch in the native re-

serve, which, principally tilled

by his women -
folk, supplies

its lord and master with the

necessaries of life, and renders

him averse to strenuous en-

deavour, now that the pax
Britannica has foreclosed the

internecine warfare which once

upon a time he regarded as

his, the male's, principal busi-

ness
;

or it may be a sur-

veyed area of land
"
in the

blue," so to speak, which,
VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXIX.

having been recently acquired

by some enterprising settler,

is in process of development
i.e., clearing of scrub, plough-

ing, and planting a potential
shamba in fact. It was on
such a one I lived for some nine

months prior to the war. Not

having such a possession myself,
I gladly accepted the offer of

a friend to go and live on his

property, and start the work
of development during his en-

forced absence.

This particular shamba, then,

consisting of some 5000 acres,

although not really far re-

moved from civilisation as

represented by more or less

developed farms to the west
and north, was at the time
I am speaking of an outpost,
in that to the east for many
miles there was no human
habitation, save perhaps that

of some wandering Wandorobo,
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a gipsy-like hunting tribe who
move hither and thither in

pursuit of game, the as yet

unchallenged owners being lion,

buffalo, rhinoceros and leopard,
and other less important resi-

dents
;

while direct communi-
cation with the south was

effectively barred by the two
rivers Thika and Athi, which
here run parallel for some ten

miles. A range of hills running

roughly north and south formed
at that time, as far as settle-

ment was concerned, the eastern

boundary of this particular

district, and on the southern-

most end of these hills was my
place of residence. From the

shooting point of view this

ground had been very little

disturbed. Occasional shoot-

ing safaris would pass through

it, but they would be hurrying
on further afield to the coun-

try about the junction of the

Tana and Thika rivers.

One hot morning in January
in the Equator January and

February are the two hottest

months of the year I found

myself riding at the base of

the hills along a native path,
one of the trade routes between
the Wakikuyu and Wakamba
tribes, making for a dark patch
of woodland which marked the

termination of the hill range.
Zebra and congoni (Coke's

hartebeest) paused in their graz-

ing to survey me with obvious

curiosity. The zebra, after a

prolonged stare, moved slowly

away, but the congonis' in-

terest was more maintained.

As I approached closer, they

gave vent to their alarm signal

half-sneeze, half-cough, with

a strong note of disdain

whisked round on their quar-

ters, and went off at their

curious lurching gallop. Hav-

ing retired some 300 yards,

they again turned about and
scrutinised me. Then, having

apparently come to the de-

cision that on that day at any
rate I was not out for blood,

they closed in and followed me
at a respectful distance. About
a mile from the house, the

thatched roof of which could

be seen on a ridge running out

from the hillside, a cart track

left the main path and the

open plain and struck off

avenue-like into the thicker

bush at the base of the hills.

Some fine makuyu (wild fig-

trees), mimosa thorn, smaller

scrub, and a dense growth of

grass some five feet high testi-

fied to a richer belt of soil,

where for centuries the earth

had been washed down the

steep hillsides by the heavy
rains. Following this track I

eventually arrived at my des-

tination.

The house itself a wattle

and daub structure with a

thatched roof was, to put
it mildly, unpretentious, but

wholly in keeping with the

elemental nature of its sur-

roundings, as were also two
tame young ostriches who were

strolling unconcernedly about
the entrance. It was built, as

I have said, on a sort of spur

running out from the hillside,

and commanded a magnificent
view of the surrounding country.
To the south in the immediate

foreground one looked down
to the river Thika, and over
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and beyond that to a darker

line of vegetation marking the

river Athi, the two rivers, curi-

ously enough, coming to a

point within three miles of each

other, and then flowing on

side by side for some ten miles

or more before finally parting,
the Thika turning northwards

to join the mighty Tana, and
the Athi passing off to the

south-east. Beyond the Athi

loomed up the great solitary

thickly
- wooded hill Doingo

Sapuk or Kilima Inbogo, the

hill of the buffalo
;

to the east

one looked over many miles of

bush country, a famous resort

of game of all descriptions, and
a favourite hunting-ground of

shooting safaris. To the west

a hazy blue line marked the

Aberdare mountains.

Behind the house the grassy
hillside rose steeply ;

in front,
on a plateau of the spur on
which the house was situated, a

small space had been cleared in

the surrounding sea of long grass
and scrub. Beyond this a dark

thicket, chiefly composed of

mimosa thorn, grew in a semi-

circle on the hill-slopes. To the

left of this small oasis a donga,

overgrown with a mass of bush
and tangled grass, led down
in the direction of the river.

Close to the house a rhino

path went off round the shoulder

of the hills, which here ended

abruptly, to the terra incognita
at the back. Exploring the

country later, I found that this

path was one of the main
arteries used by the game re-

siding in the back blocks i.e.,

lion, rhinoceros, and buffalo.

Following the hill range along

its slopes, it was joined by
subsidiary paths which passed
across a densely-bushed valley
to a further range of hills to

the east. It was the route

usually taken by those of my
above - mentioned neighbours
who wished to pass from back
to front of the range of hills.

It was the shortest and most
convenient approach to the

river, and as there was no

permanent water in this valley,
there was during the dry season

a considerable amount of com-

ing and going. From the

vicinity of the house a network
of game paths led off in dif-

ferent directions on my side

of the hills. One in a series

of rough steps ascended the
hill at the back of the house
and led on to the summit of

the range ; another, as I have

said, led down the donga to

the river
;

a third followed

along the base of the hills on
their western side

;
and yet

another passed down to the

open flats between the hills

and the river.

The place in its isolation

and stillness seemed to be
instinct with the very spirit

of the wilds. That dark belt

of wood almost threatening
the house might well be the

noontide resting-place of some

crusty-tempered bull buffalo
;

indeed, later on I found old

slots which, judging from their

size, belonged to some solitary
bull excommunicated from the
herd. At any moment a rhino

travelling on his lawful occa-

sions might come round the
shoulder of the hills, a sur-

mise which turned out to be
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fully justified, as will appear
later. The donga, tunnelling
under dense bush and tangled

grass, seemed to offer a con-

venient line of approach for

the larger cats, should they
take it into their heads to

investigate the doings of one
whom they could not fail to

regard as an interloper. My
reflections at this point were

interrupted by a shrill whistle,
which seemed to come from
the hillside at the back of the

house. It was exactly the

sort of whistle a London errand-

boy makes to attract the atten-

tion and waste the time of

some kindred spirit of his call-

ing. Looking up the hill, at

first I could see nothing. Again
the whistle was repeated ;

this

time there was a distinctly

interrogative note about it,

and the quick movement made

by the stamp of a foot arrested

my eye and betrayed the

presence of two reedbuck, their

stony-grey colouring blending
with that of the scattered

rocks and dried-up grass on

the hillside. They had come

half-way down the hill to see

what was happening below.

For some minutes they stood

there at gaze, and then, having

apparently satisfied their curi-

osity, they retired up the rocky

pathway in a succession of

bounds. During my sojourn
at the Crossways these two

little fellows were constant visi-

tors, scarcely a week passing
without a call from them.

Natives imitate the calls of

wild animals to perfection, and

the bullock-boys, whose huts

were close to the bullock boma

alongside the houses, used to

whistle back at them. I have
heard the tahr, a mountain-

goat of the Himalayas, make
an exactly similar whistle.

I have referred above to

the intense stillness of the

place, but this was only notice-

able in the heat of the day,
when my neighbours were in

the habit of taking their noon-
tide siesta. At other times of

the day, and more particularly
at night, there was plenty of

vocal entertainment. Many
songsters in the thicket would
welcome the dawn, at first

with subdued twitterings, and

then, as the crimson orb of the

sun appeared ushering in an-

other day, with a full chorus

of song. In the heat of the

day the silence would be broken

every now and again by the

deep bell-like very musical note

of the chime bird, a species
of crow. Then sometimes one
would hear another weird bird-

call exactly like a small child

crying. The author of this I

was never able to identify.
Towards evening, at 5 P.M. or

thereabouts, my lady partridge,

or, to be more exact, her first

cousin the francolin, would
start calling to her mate, and
from the river would come the

harsh cry of the guinea-fowl
as they selected their roosting-

place for the night. Then as

darkness closed in one would

perhaps hear the barking of a

zebra a sound more canine

than equine warning his com-

panions of some prowling lion
;

and later the demoniacal laugh-
ter of hyeena, and the peculiar

grating noise, like a saw rasping
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on wood, which a leopard
sometimes makes. Frequently,
whilst smoking the after-dinner

pipe between 8 and 9 P.M.

before turning in for the night,
I would hear the grunting of

a lion as he passed down the

donga close to the house on
his way to the river. Then
for an hour or two one would
hear the grunting at intervals,

growing fainter and fainter in

the distance, as he proceeded
on his hunting rounds

;
and

suddenly the thunder of hoof-

beats on the plain as the

hunted zebra stampeded. Some-

times he would return by the

donga, and stay there for a

time grunting. The boma in

which the oxen were enclosed

for the night was close to the

house, and at first I thought

they were responsible for at-

tracting him so frequently to

my neighbourhood, and nightly

expected an attack. He, how-

ever, though constantly passing
within 100 yards of the house,
never made a raid on the

bullocks the reason being, I

suppose, that zebra and con-

goni were numerous, and satis-

fied his requirements.

n.

My activities were concerned

with a very small portion of

the 5000 acres i.e., the clear-

ing of the heavy timber on
the hill slopes below the house,
and subsequently the breaking
of the cleared area with the

plough. This belt of woodland,

owing to the extreme depth
and richness of the soil, was
the site selected for the plant-

ing out of young coffee-trees.

The original residents therefore

remained for the most part un-

disturbed, though, as the nearest

butcher's shop was forty-five
miles away, I had, of course,
to shoot meat for the larder.

For my meat supply I drew

principally on the congoni, for

several reasons. In the first

place, they were the game most

easily obtainable, which was
an advantage, as when one is

alone one cannot afford to

absent oneself too long from
the sphere of action. Work

on the farm is apt to come to

an abrupt termination as the

bwana disappears in the offing

with his rifle. There is a

Swahili proverb which says,
" When the cat is away, the

mouse is king," and on such

an occasion the farm boys are

not slow in giving full effect

to it. Tobacco is produced,
and the time wiled away plea-

santly enough in the discus-

sion of local politics, the

interchange of spicey stories,

and that ever-popular topic, the

shortcomings of the white man
in general and their own master

in particular, until such time

as one of their number doing

sentry - go gives the native

equivalent for the schoolboy's
"
cave

" on the reappearance
of their employer. Then, again,
the congoni, with the exception

perhaps of zebra, are by far

the most numerous of any
species of game in East Africa,
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and therefore least in danger
of being exterminated. Lastly,
their hides are tough, and make
serviceable reins, for which
there is a constant demand by
the bullock boys.
As regards the farm boys, I

had at one time and another

gangs of Kikuyu, Meru, and
Embu working on the shamba.

Shortly after my arrival a party
of ten of the most primitive

people came to proffer their ser-

vices. They had never worked
on a farm before, and had been

reconnoitring several in the

neighbourhood, from which, so

I gathered, they had withheld
their patronage on the score
of over-civilisation. They had
been attracted hither owing to

the uncivilised appearance of

my domain, which no doubt
bore some resemblance to their

own wild haunts somewhere on
the northern slopes of Kenia.

They were an offshoot of the
Meru living north of that tribe.

After some palaver, carried

on chiefly by gesticulation

they spoke some gibberish-
like dialect of their own they
agreed to work for a month at

the usual rate, five rupees per
month and their food. This

business settled, I was giving
instructions to my headman as

to their accommodation, when
the mnyopara of the Kikuyu,
who had been an interested

spectator of our negotiations,
asked if he might have a word
with me. He wished to request
that these new arrivals might
have their domiciles as far

removed as possible from those
of his own people. I inquired
his reasons, and he replied that

my new recruits were entirely
uncivilised.

"
Nyama

"
(ani-

mals), he said
;

"
they live in

holes in the ground ; they
don't even build houses

"
to

wit, grass huts. There are, it

would appear, well - defined

social distinctions even in the

wilds of Africa ! Coming from
a forest part of the country,

my primitives proved most ex-

cellent axe-men, and being en-

tirely devoid of any taint of

trades unionism, they delighted
in giving me exhibitions of their

prowess. They rather showed

up the Kikuyu, until a spirit

of competition induced the

latter to infuse more energy
into their work. As may be

imagined, I never missed an

opportunity of fostering this

excellent spirit, and trees began
to fall with gratifying rapidity.

Occasionally when wearied

by the monotony of congoni
diet I would shoot a reed-

buck, being, however, careful

to go far enough afield to

avoid any chance of shooting

my two little friends on the

hillside. Eeedbuck afford very

pretty shooting, as the hilly

country they affect lends itself

to stalking, which in the open
plains is often impossible, not

only because of the nature of

the ground, but also owing to

the number of its occupants.
A reedbuck, too, presents a

small target, and requires ac-

curate shooting. In their

habits, and in a lesser degree
in their appearance, they re-

minded me of the Himalayan
gural. The reedbuck's horns,

however, curve forward at the

tips, whilst the gural'i curve
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backwards. In the thickly-
wooded ravines on the hill-

sides were the bushbuck, a

forest-loving animal, which sel-

dom strays far from cover. The

evening was the time to look

for them. Then they would
steal out with their curious

crouching gait, and feed on
the fringe of their woodlands.

When brought to bay the

bucks can give a very good
account of themselves. On
one occasion I had wounded

one, and was following up
the blood trail through thick

undergrowth. The Meru boy
who was with me, in his an-

xiety to get meat, had pressed
forward in front of me. Shortly
afterwards I heard him yell-

ing. The bushbuck had dashed
out of some thick undergrowth
and inflicted a wound on his

thigh. Luckily the horns had

passed one on each side of

that part of his anatomy, and
he was more frightened than

seriously damaged. As he came
out to the attack I heard
the buck emit a sharp barking
noise, very similar to that of

the Indian karkur or barking-
deer.

On the flats between the

hills and the river were to be
found the zebra and congoni
and giraffe. All these pre-
ferred the open ground free

of thick bush
;
but sometimes,

when the grass on the plains
was dried up, the congoni
would wander up the wooded

hillsides, where, owing to the

shade, there was a fresher

growth of grass. As a rule

they preferred to be in the

open. Zebra, like the congoni,

favoured open ground, but un-

like the latter, they would
come quite close to the house

to graze. Before the heavy
rains had broken I had taken

the precaution of making a

fire-belt round the house by
burning a considerable area of

dry grass. When the rains

came a crop of sweet young
grass sprang up, to which the

zebra were very partial. On
coming out of the house at

dawn one morning I saw a

party of them with three giraffe

feeding within 200 yards ;
the

latter, being royal game, were

not allowed to be shot, and were

exceedingly tame. On several

occasions I have walked up to

within forty yards of them.

Talking of the tameness of

unmolested wild animals, I

must record an experience I

had with oryx, in what was
then German East Africa. I

was out with a patrol in the

early days of the war just
across the frontier looking for

Hun big game. We had dis-

mounted at the foot of a ridge
to rest our horses, and I

walked up the slope to have
a look at the surrounding

country through my glasses.

Half-way up the slope a soli-

tary bull oryx, with a very
fine pair of horns, was grazing.
Of all the antelope, an oryx
is perhaps the hardest to ap-

proach in any district where

they have come in contact

with human beings. I walked

steadily on to within twenty
yards of him before he took

any notice of me. I thought
at first he must be blind,

though his splendid condition
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gave the lie to such a sup-

position. It was unlikely, too,
that in a country swarming
with lions he should have sur-

vived if he had been blind.

As I came to a halt at twenty
paces, he looked up and sur-

veyed me for a few seconds,
and then resumed his grazing.
I then advanced to within
ten paces of him, when he
stared at me again, and then,
without any show of alarm,

very deliberately walked away.
I am convinced that he had
never seen a human being.
Still one would have supposed
that some instinct would have

prompted him not to allow

the close approach of any
living creature with which he
was unfamiliar.

To return to my neigh-
bours on the shamba. Keep-
ing closer to the river, and

favouring the denser bush to

be found thereby, were the

impala, who seldom came into

the open or strayed far from
water. For exquisite beauty
of form and supreme grace
of movement, they of all the

African antelope must, I think,
be awarded the palm. They
are, in fact, living exponents
of the

"
poetry of motion."

I was extremely anxious to

get a photograph of them in

their natural surroundings.

Having examined the ground
in the vicinity of one of their

favourite haunts they were

very local in their habits, and
were generally to be found in

the same area I discovered

a sort of peninsula formed by
a tongue of land running out

between the river and one of

its backwaters. As the impala
might be expected to have an
accurate knowledge of their

own terrain, I thought it un-

likely that I should be able to

mano3uvre them into such a
cul - de - sac. However, I de-

cided it was worth trying.

Accordingly one day, with the

help of two native boys, by
dint of moving very slowly,
we managed gradually to head
the herd, consisting of two
buck and twenty does, in the

required direction. Finally, I

had them at the end of the

spit of land which grew nar-

rower as it approached the

river. Scattered bushes rather

interfered with a clear view,
and I was dodging about try-

ing to get a favourable position
to snap-shot them, when, hav-

ing realised the trap into which

they had been manoeuvred,

they suddenly made up their

minds to run the gauntlet of

my presence and break back.

They came dashing past me
in all directions, making the

most astonishing leaps. Seem-

ingly light as air and graceful

beyond all description, this

wonderful corps du ballet of

the wilds seemed hardly to

touch the ground in their

meteoric progress.
The waterbuck were similar

to the latter in their tastes.

There was a belt of thickly-

growing mimosa thorn along-
side the river of which they
were particularly fond. A full-

grown waterbuck is a very
noble - looking animal, and

though an antelope, is dis-

tinctly stag-like in appearance.

Standing in this sylvan glade
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with three or four of his does

around him, the sunlight filter-

ing through the shade of the

mimosas, they presented a fas-

cinating picture of animal life.

A friend of mine had four

couple of English harriers with

which he used to hunt jackal,

duiker, and steinbuck. On
one occasion we tried them
with waterbuck. The diffi-

culty was to get the water-

buck to leave the river, where

the bush is always thickest,

and face the open. Hounds,

however, stuck well to his line,

and finding they were not to be

shaken off, he finally made for

the more open country. Scent

was so good waterbuck have

a peculiarly strong scent that

hounds somewhat outdistanced

the field, but when we came up
with them they were baying
him in a water-hole where he

had soiled. With his back to

a tree overhanging the pool,

he stood up to his middle in

water, and hounds were leaping
all round him.

in.

In the river, and only ventur-

ing out at night to feed along
the banks, were the hippo-

potamus. Their spoor, to be

distinguished from that of the

rhino by the fact that they
have four toes to the latter's

three, was to be found all along
the riverside. Much-used path-

ways tunnelling under the thick

bush bore evidence of their

nightly wanderings. They were

to be seen sometimes in the

river in the daytime, their eyes
and nostrils just visible above
the surface of the water as

they came up to breathe. In
this district they were perfectly

harmless, but if in their per-
ambulations at night they hap-

pen to come across some coffee-

tree nursery or vegetable gar-

den, which for convenience in

watering are often placed close

to the river well, the garden
won't look very nice the next

morning. A neighbour of mine

living higher up the river
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showed me with much pride
a charming little garden and
coffee nursery he had made

along its banks. There were

strawberries and bananas and
a pleasing variety of vegetables.
The next time I visited him,
I naturally inquired after the

welfare of the garden, where-

upon he became almost in-

articulate. I accompanied him
to inspect. A family party of

hippo had been enjoying a

moonlight picnic there the night

before, and there wasn't much
of the garden left !

Crocodiles would lie in the

shallow reed-covered inlets of

the river waiting for the smaller

antelope, such as steinbuck and

duiker, to come down and
drink. Strolling by the river-

side one day with a friend, Jack,
a black lurcher with a remark-

ably good nose, who was my
constant companion and a keen

investigator of animal and bird

life on the estate, started bark-

X 2
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ing vigorously some little way
ahead of us. We heard a

rustling in the reeds, and rush-

ing up we were just in time to

fire a broadside into a "
croc

"

who was making frantic efforts

to regain the river. We had
the curiosity to cut him up,
and found nothing but a hand-
ful of pebbles in his stomach.
He had evidently not been hav-

ing much luck lately.
I have good reason to re-

member another riverside ren-

contre. A friend and myself
were one day walking along a

game - path by the riverside,

looking for some guinea-fowl
which we had heard calling.

I was looking up trying to pick
out their whereabouts in some
trees just ahead of us when

my companion seized me by
the belt from behind and jerked
me backwards. A few paces in

front, poised motionless over

the game-path we were follow-

ing, was an enormous python.
His head and some three feet

of his length projected from
the centre of a bush, the re-

mainder of his sinuous bulk

being partly coiled round the

bush and partly concealed in

the long grass at its foot. So

absolutely motionless was he,
and so perfectly did his mottled

colouring blend with his sur-

roundings, that at a casual

glance he might almost have
been mistaken for a dead leaf-

less branch. We emptied both
barrels of our guns, loaded with

No. 5's, into him, but he made
good his escape. One had a

fleeting glimpse of coil after

coil, the thickness of a man's

thigh, disappearing in the long

grass. He too, like the croco-

dile, was obviously waiting for

some of the smaller antelope
to pass along the game-path
on their way to drink at the

river.

Of my more formidable neigh-
bours in the back blocks, buf-

falo mostly kept to the valley
behind the hills. When the

rains brought the young grasses

up and filled the dried-up

water-courses, one would see

wide roadways of trampled-
down grass, where the herd

had passed in one of its peri-

odical migrations for change
of pastures at the head of the

valley. Before taking up my
residence on the hills, I once

saw a herd of more than fifty

of them feeding on a grassy

hill-slope not two miles from
the house.

A large and portly neighbour
whom I did not as a rule meet
unless I went to the back
blocks to look for him, was

Squire Ehino, a peppery-tem-

pered short-sighted gentleman,
to whom nevertheless the

general public owe a debt of

gratitude for his industry in

making and maintaining com-
munications in an out-of-the-

way part of the world such

as we have under considera-

tion. The Eomans made

straight roads in Great Britain

and elsewhere, and Squire
Ehino has made straight paths
in Africa. Footpaths made by
natives wobble about in a par-

ticularly irritating way. Not
so those of old Pachyderm.
His pass from one point to

another with mathematical pre-

cision. Being a gentleman of
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considerable pedestrian powers,
once made they are consider-

ably used, and do not become

overgrown. These paths in a

densely-bushed country are an
inestimable convenience, and

may be freely used when the

owner is not abroad
;

but it

is as well to step very quickly
aside if he is espied in the

offing. One may take refuge
in the nearest tree, usually a

sufficiently uninviting thorn,
from which one can watch
his aldermanic progress in se-

curity, until such time as it

is safe to give the signal
"

all

clear."

I have referred already to a

rhino-path leading from the

neighbourhood of the house
to the back blocks behind the

hills. From its general direc-

tion I think it must have

originally continued just in

front of the house a bed of

rose-trees now occupying its

ancient site. As one rises

with the sun at 6 A.M., one
retires early, generally about
9 P.M. I was sleeping the

sleep of the just one night
after a long day in the sun,
when I was awakened by a

prodigious snorting and grunt-

ing, and the next moment the
whole house seemed to be
shaken to its foundations

metaphorically that is to say,
as it was, so to speak, super-

imposed on the earth's level.

The impression I received was
as though some battering-ram
had been applied to the wall,
and I heard the dried earth

rattling down. Knowing the

frailty of my walls, I felt

that this onslaught had only

to be repeated to cause a com-

plete breach. I hastily lit a

candle and reached for my
rifle, which, with my revolver,
I always kept handy. I fail

to see what I could have done
with either had the attack

been pressed home
;

still they

gave one a certain sense of

security. I was in the act

of retreating to the next room,

leaving my bedroom to the

mercy of the would-be in-

truder, when the commotion
outside ceased as suddenly as

it had begun. There was one

more snort and then dead

silence. The night was pitch

dark, and one could see nothing
from the window so styled

by courtesy ;
it was merely a

hole in the wall so after re-

maining on the qui vive for a

few minutes, I decided to

postpone further inquiry till

the morning, and resumed my
disturbed slumbers. The farm

boys always paraded outside

the front of the house at 6 A.M.

to receive their tools and get
their orders for the day's work.
On this particular morning
conversation outside was some-
what more animated than usual,
and I caught the word "

hurua,"

Kikuyu for rhinoceros. This

quite accorded with the theory
I had formed as to the nature
of the author of my disturbed

night. I went round to the

back of the house to recon-

noitre, and found a litter of

dust and chunks of red earth

knocked out of the wall
;

also

the unmistakable footprints of

hurua. Apparently the brunt
of the charge, if such it was,
had been received by one of
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the stout poles which sup-
ported the trellis-work frame
on which the mud was plas-

tered, so that no complete
breach had been made. I

merely record what I heard
and saw. I can offer no satis-

factory explanation ;
but then

who can explain the blunder-

ings of old Pachyderm ! Those
who know him best are most

chary of laying down the law
as to what he will do and what
he will not do. Let me offer

my own explanation. Our
night traveller was returning
from some affair of his own
he may have been courting
and have received a rebuff

a lady rhino lived not far off

round the back of the hills
;

I had seen her and her calf

a week or two previously.

Passing to the back of the

house he winded me
; then,

either to attack or escape
with a rhino it is often a matter
of conjecture which he has in

view he made a blind rush
and struck the wall. Then

realising his mistake, and pos-

sibly seeing the flash of the

match through the open win-

dow, he had sheered off. There
seems little doubt that if it

had been a grass hut I should

have had him in my bedroom,
with every chance of being
carried away, bed and all, on
his horn.

Previous to my taking up
my residence on Tom Tiddler's

ground, and, as a matter of

fact, before the house had been

built, a friend and myself were
one day riding our mules along
the same path. Our gun-
bearers were following behind

us. We had been out all the

morning looking for rhino and
had seen none. After a rest

we had set out again about
4 P.M. We had rounded the

shoulder of the hill, and I was

turning over in my mind the

advisability of dismounting.
The path led along the steep

slopes of the hillside, and it

seemed to me that should we
meet the owner of the road
we should be in a distinctly

disadvantageous position. We
had come to a point where the

path dipped to cross a gully,
on the far side of which it

inclined sharply upwards. My
friend, who was riding in front,
was just descending the decline,
when I happened to glance up-
wards. Just over the brow
the huge bulk of a rhino ap-

peared to my astonished gaze.
Seen thus, immediately above
us outlined against the sky,
his enormous size was accen-

tuated, and the impression that

flashed across my mind was
that he was primeval, huge,
and absolutely out of propor-
tion to all his surroundings.
He appeared to be browsing
off the leaves of a small bush,
and was not more than thirty

yards from us. I gave a sup-

pressed hiss to my companion,
and we hastily dismounted. I

seized my rifle from the boy
behind, and just as I sighted
behind his shoulder, rhino must
have got our wind, for he ceased

feeding, raised his head, and

pricked his ears. I pressed the

trigger without more ado. He
sank back on his haunches,
and we scrambled up the steep
bank. As we appeared on the
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brow, he made an effort to

raise himself, but blood was

pouring from his mouth, and
it was evident that my bullet

had found his lungs. A couple
more shots finished him. He
had a 21-inch horn, which was

quite a respectable measure-

ment for that district. I have

often thought since of the nice

little affray we should have

been in for if he had not paused
on his way to feed off the bush.

Our mules would have been

scrambling down the bank of

the gully, when rhino would

have dropped upon us as from

the clouds as he came over the

brow. He would have rushed

blindly forward on his own

pathway, and we and the mules

and the boys behind would have

been hurled in a confused mass

down the steep hillside. Of

course we should not have been

riding, and should have deserved

all we got. In the bush it is

always the unexpected that

happens, and however blank

the day may have been, it

never does to relax one's vigi-

lance.

As regards the carnivora,

leopard were very numerous

in this locality. Not only
did one frequently hear them
at night, but their presence in

considerable numbers was ap-

parent from their spoor on the

game-paths, which showed up
very noticeably in the rainy

season, when these highways,
softened by the heavy rains,

afforded a most interesting

study of the wayfarings of those

of my neighbours who moved

chiefly by night. Before my
arrival at the Crossways a

valuable pointer had been seized

by a leopard quite close to the

house, and carried off into the

afore-mentioned donga. On an-

other occasion in the middle of

the afternoon my syce boy,
who was cutting grass in front

of the house, saw a leopard

trying to stalk the two young
ostriches I have referred to

above. Unfortunately I was
some way from the house super-

intending the ploughing, and

by the time he had fetched me
the leopard had retired dis-

appointed into the donga. This

appearance in broad daylight
on the lawn or rather what

ought to have been the lawn
seemed to be an unwarrant-

able intrusion on the part of

Spots, and argued contempt
bred of undue familiarity. Some
counter-demonstrationappeared
to be indicated. Having made
a wide clearing across the donga,
I organised a beat the following

afternoon, hoping that the in-

truder might be lying up there

again, and that I might have
the chance of a shot

;
but he

failed to materialise, so I con-

soled myself by setting fire to

the dry grass and bush which
concealed this favourite cat-

walk.

With a view to getting some
meat for the larder, I was out
one day after the same herd of

congoni which I have men-
tioned as welcoming me when
I first came to take up resi-

dence in their neighbourhood.
It was only a day or two after

my first arrival in the country,
and I was staying with a
friend on a neighbouring farm.
It was, I remember, a very hot
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morning, and for three or four

hours I tried to get within

range of them
;
but they were

never still for a moment, and
at last I decided to leave them
and go home. The only weapon
I had with me was a Mauser

275, a new rifle which I had
not yet had an opportunity of

using on game. In trying it

at a target, the pull-off was
rather too stiff for my liking.

We that is to say, the Masai

boy who was with me and

myself were making our way
through long grass some five

feet high, when suddenly there

was the sound of something

moving in the grass ahead of

us. I turned to the boy and
asked him what he thought it

was. I thought he said
" Chui "

(a leopard) ;
I discovered after-

wards he had said
"
Si'jui

"
(I

don't know). We walked on a

dozen paces or so, and just as

we came round a large ant-

hill he pointed ahead. Beyond
the ant-heap, in the surrounding
sea of grass, there was an open

patch of ground where, owing
to an outcrop of rock, no grass

grew, and on the far side of

this, some twenty paces distant,

I came face to face with the

overlord of the desmesne, a

magnificent black-maned lion

crouching, his head alone visible,
the remainder of his body being
concealed in the long grass.
"
Piga, bwana

"
(shoot, master),

said the Masai boy in the same
tone of voice he might have

used if he had been inviting

me to shoot at a guinea-fowl.
On such an occasion one has

to sum up things pretty quickly.

I realised at once that at that

distance with a magazine rifle

I should have one shot, and
one only, and that one must
be through the brain. If he
were not killed outright on the

spot, in two springs he would
be on me. On the other hand,
if I refrained from molesting

him, the probability was that

he would not molest me. We
stared at each other for some

appreciable time it seemed a

long time to me, and then he

slunk off into the grass. From
the peculiar behaviour of the

congoni, the lion must, I think,
have been trying to stalk them.

A lion does not, as a rule, hunt
in the middle of the day unless

he is very hungry. It is there-

fore to be supposed he was in

no better temper than I was
at our mutual failure to get a

dinner. The Masai boy asked

me why I hadn't fired. The

only reply I could think of was
that I had come out with a

small-bore rifle to shoot meat,
and one doesn't eat lion ! I

fear I sank very low in his

estimation. Thus unexpectedly
does one meet with the local

magnates. My friend had been

living two or three years in

this locality, and although con-

stantly hearing lion at night
had never seen one. In any
district which is more or less

settled the larger carnivora are

very careful not to expose
themselves unduly. On two
other occasions only did I see

lion rampant on this shamba.

Once, at about 11 A.M. on a

wet morning at the beginning
of the heavy rains, I saw a
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lioness in the distance going at

full gallop from one thickly-
wooded donga to another, and

again one evening after 6 P.M.

when there was very little

daylight left, I saw another

lioness out of range making
her way stealthily along a

game-path by the river.

I had almost forgotten to

record a case of lion couchant.

Eeturning to the house one

day at noon, I saw lying in

front of the entrance a lioness.

She appeared to be dozing in

much the same way as one has

seen felines of her kind at the

Zoo enjoying a siesta on a hot

summer's afternoon. By this

time, after some months' resi-

dence at the Crossways, I had
arrived at the nil admirari

state of mind advocated by
the poet Horace as being the

true philosophic attitude to-

wards life in general, but this

at first sight was, to say the

least of it, startling. Then

something in her attitude gave
the show away. She was dead,
and had been propped up by
forked sticks on her far side

out of sight. This was a

little joke of the bullock boys,
and I must admit they had

posed her most artistically.

Eeturning from the railway
station with the bullock-cart,

they had found her lying dead
close to the cart-track on an

outlying part of the estate,

and had picked her up and

brought her to the house. She
was a young animal, not quite
full grown, and bore traces

of having been considerably in

the wars. The boys suggested
that she had been killed by a

lion, but I am inclined to

think it was a case of cherchez

la femme. It is probable that

some older lioness, whose
charms may have been on the

wane, had become jealous of

this younger and more attrac-

tive feline, who may have
been getting more than her

fair share of their mutual lord's

attention, whereupon a battle

royal had ensued, probably dur-

ing his temporary absence, in

which the lady, let us say, of

riper experience had come off

best.

My residence at the Cross-

ways came to an abrupt ter-

mination one day in August.
We had just finished work for

the day and I was preparing
to go out with Jack to look for

a partridge, when a Kikuyu
boy from my neighbour's farm
handed me a chit. It ran as

follows :

" Eumour has it that

the Germans are over the fron-

tier, and are marching to cut

the railway. Will you come
down and breakfast with me
to-morrow, and then we can

go into Nairobi and see what
is going to be done about it !

"

As I rode past at dawn the

following morning the congoni
on the flats sped me, the

parting guest, on my way
with a salvo of jubilant coughs
and sneezes. For the next

few years shambas generally
had to a great extent to look

after themselves, their owners

being mostly engaged in Hun-

hunting over the border.
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EASTEES IN IRELAND.

BY J. A. STRAHAN.

FOE, a long time past my
work has made it necessary
for me to pay two visits each

year to the Ulster capital,
Belfast one before Christmas,
the other before or about that

variable festival, Easter. On
my Christmas visit I have,
once my work in Belfast is

over, to return as quickly as

possible to deal with my work
in London

;
but after dealing

with my work in Belfast on

my Easter visit, I pay a visit

to the Irish capital, Dublin.

The fact that my December
visit is thus straitened does

not matter much, because,
for some reason which Provi-

dence may be able to guess but
I cannot, all Ireland is invari-

ably at that season in a (for

her) unnatural state of peace-
fulness. Things are very differ-

ent during the Easter season.

I will begin with the year
before the outbreak of the

Great War. When I arrived

in Belfast perfect order pre-

vailed, but the bulk of the

population were in a very
sullen state. The Home Eule
Bill was in the thoughts of all.

It had been twice passed by the

House of Commons and twice

rejected by the House of Lords.

It must pass at the next and
third time of asking, and the

Government were resolved that

it should pass. To the Ulster-

man it meant that he should

be handed over to the tender

mercies of the Catholic (or

Keltic) Irish, whom his friend-

ship for England had made his

enemies. And it was England
that was handing him over

;

and it was, as the Nationalist

newspapers exultantly were an-

nouncing, the army of England
which was to subdue him to

their power. The Ulsterman
had no intention of being sub-

dued
;
and he was organising

that army of volunteers which,
with their wooden guns then,
the Irish Nationalists and their

English co-conspirators jeered

at, but which before long they
learned to respect.
When I went to Dublin,

things were not so peaceful
there. The first thing strange
I noticed after leaving Amiens
Street Station was a dray over-

turned in the street, its load

of Indian corn thrown out, the

sacks ripped open, and their

contents scattered over the

pavement. A big policeman
stood gazing calmly at the

wreck. I, thinking it an acci-

dent, said to him,
"
They must

be poor sacks to burst in that

way." "Och," he answered,
"
they didn't burst at all. The

sthrikers cut thim open : I

saw it wid my own eyes."
"
But," I said in surprise,

"
did

you not try to prevent it !
"

"
No," he replied ; "ye see,

we have ordhers not to
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take sides : it makes things
aisier."

I could not help wondering
if allowing an army to be

openly recruited to defy the

law in the North, or allowing
strikers to destroy property in

the South,would in the endmake

things in Ireland much "
aisier."

However, that was Mr Birrell's

notion of popular government.
About Easter next year (1914)

I was once more in Belfast.

Things had then advanced con-

siderably. The Home Eule

Bill was up for its third read-

ing. Ulster's opposition to it

had only grown stronger. Her
volunteers were no longer men
with wooden guns : every day
thousands of them marched

through the streets in perfect
formation in khaki uniforms,
and with real rifles which

they knew well how to use.

But the English Government
was still determined to force

them to submit to their

and England's enemies : Mr
Churchill was telling how
blood would flow, the fleet was

being sent to Belfast Lough,
and the regiments at the Cur-

ragh of Kildare were being
ordered to march on Ulster.

The Ulstermen were prepared
for any fate

;
and still, while

openly preparing to resist the

King's soldiers, everywhere they
were maintaining the King's

peace. During this
"
insurrec-

tion
" not a man, woman, or

child, not a soldier, policeman,
or civilian, received a hurt at

their hands. Suddenly the col-

lapse came. The regiments
at the Curragh looked askance

at the orders to march north,
their officers by dozens re-

signed their commissions, the

fleet which came to Belfast

Lough saluted the volunteers'

flag, and sailed elsewhere and
Mr Asquith declared that the

coercion of Ulster was unthink-

able. Nevertheless, the volun-

teers continued their organisa-
tion and their drilling : they
had no confidence in English
Liberals.

When I went on to Dublin
I imagined that I should find

the people there very much
upset over this reverse to Home
Eule. As a matter of fact, I

found they were not bothering
themselves over it a bit. What
they were concerned about was
the proceedings of the Trans-

port Union. It was an openly
Communist body, and it was

gradually acquiring control of

the left wing of the Nationalist

Volunteer Army. The average
moderate Nationalist regarded
both Union and Army with
aversion and fear

;
and the

constant complaint I heard

was, not that the Government
had failed to suppress the

Ulster Volunteers, but that it

had failed to suppress Sinn
Fein and to smash Larkin and

Connolly and their ragamuffin
brigade. As for the English
soldiers and officers, they were
as popular especially with the

ladies as ever they had been,
which is saying much.
What struck me as peculiar

was that the most constant

charge (and it was, I believe, a
false one) which the Moderate
Nationalists brought against
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Larkin was that he was a
son of James Carey, the wit-

ness whose evidence brought
to the gallows that band of

assassins, the Invincibles. Now
the Moderate Nationalists al-

ways wanted the world to

believe that they regarded the

Invincibles with unspeakable
horror. Yet in their minds
or at any rate on their tongues

it was an infamy to be con-

nected with the man whose
evidence convicted the mur-
derers. The mentality (or

honesty) of a Moderate Nation-

alist is remarkable.

The next time I visited

both of the capitals of Ireland

was in 1916. The war was
then at its bitterest and most

distressing stage. Belfast was
at peace, but not at rest. The
bulk of the Ulster Volunteers

had joined the Ulster Brigade.

Many of them had already
served and fallen at Galli-

poli ;
but their terrible trial

had yet to come that famous
advance at Thiepval, when they
carried the German trenches,
and left in them, or on their

way to them, half their num-

ber, dead or wounded. Their

friends at home had established

in the grounds of the Univer-

sity of Belfast, at their own

cost, the Ulster Volunteer Hos-

pital, one of the greatest and
best military hospitals in the

Three Kingdoms. The tens of

thousands of shipbuilders and

engineers, whose services the

Government preferred in their

yards and shops rather than
in the field, were working Sun-

days and Saturdays, day and

night, producing guns and am-

munition, torpedo-boats, queer
boats, and aeroplanes for the
use of their comrades in France
and Flanders and on the sea.

The clatter of their hammers
never ceased. Every purse
was open, every muscle was

exerted, to ensure that Eng-
land should not succumb to

the enemy's hosts. All party
passions, all sectional feelings,
were subdued to that one desire

the safety of the British

Empire.
When I went to Dublin I

found the city in a ferment.

The threatened alliance between
the Transport Union Commun-
ists and the left wing of the

Nationalist Volunteers had
taken place ;

and the one sub-

ject which the members of the

alliance were discussing was
armed rebellion. There were
two parties among them one
for an immediate rising, the

other for a postponed one,

postponed, that is, until Eng-
land was more exhausted by
the Great War. The two parties
were carrying on a public con-

troversy on the point, with
which Mr Birrell did not inter-

fere, no doubt because, I sup-

pose, he thought it made "things
aisier." At every street corner

little news-sheets were being
hawked by raucous-voiced men
advocating an immediate insur-

rection. Every night crowds

gathered before Liberty Hall

to hear loud-mouthed orators

declaim against the tyranny of

England, which permitted them
to spout treason. Rebel officers

in gorgeous green uniforms and
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plumed hats strutted daily along
the streets. Battalions of half-

ragged but wholly armed men
marched nightly through the

city, accompanied by wholly

ragged crowds, who spat on
and kicked every soldier of the

King they happened to meet.

To any one with eyes to see

and mind to understand, it

was merely a question of days
when the explosion would take

place. Still Mr Birrell refused

to interfere, and reprobated any
official who pointed out that

rebellion was at hand. The

policy still was "
to make things

aisier." I left Dublin on (I

think) Good Friday, and by
Easter Monday I learnt that

Dublin was entirely in posses-
sion of the rebels, and British

soldiers were, wherever met,

being shot down like dogs in

the streets of that capital city
of the Empire. That was the

first result of "making things
aisier."

I am wrong in saying entirely
in possession of the rebels.

That old foundation of Eliza-

beth, Trinity College, stands

between the General Post Office

in the north and Stephen's
Green in the south, and looks

straight up Dame Street to

Dublin Castle. It has always
been a bulwark of loyalty, and
it was so now. Its officers'

service corps turned out at

the first news of the rebellion,

lined its granite walls, and

prevented union between the

rebels, who held the Post Office

and Stephen's Green, and who
swarmed about the Castle end
of Dame Street. But for this

service the reoccupation of Dub-
lin would have cost the English
and Ulster troops far heavier

losses than it did. It is a

service England has, but the

SinnFeiners have not, forgotten.
Like every man or institution

that has served England in

times of danger, the Silent

Sister of Oxford and Cambridge
will yet have cause to regret
her loyalty. If she had been

wise, she would have let Eng-
land fight her own battles : it

would havemade things "aisier"

for her.

Some weeks before the Easter

of the following year I once

more crossed to Belfast. The
submarine war was then at its

ghastliest height. The port of

Belfast was "
sealed." I could

reach the city only by Larne
and Stranraer. Our boat was

convoyed over the Moyle by
a destroyer on the sea and an

airship in the sky. They were

very much needed, for as an
officer of a Highland regiment
who turned out to be an

Ulsterman told me on board
the boat, two great ships had
the night before been sunk at

Black Head just outside Larne
harbour. When we landed I

found plenty of corroboration :

the railway men told me they
knew not how many had been

drowned, but they had sent

hundreds of survivors on to

Belfast. And when I went to

Belfast, I found lifeboats be-

longing to another liner lately
sunk just outside Belfast Lough
lying in the harbour.

The people of Belfast were
as peaceful, as resolute, and at
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busy as they were the year
before. All the shipyards and
all the engineering shops were

working day and night ;
all

the hospitals and many of the

private houses were crowded
with wounded or sick soldiers

;

and the whole inhabitants

barring the overawed Sinn

Feiners were grimly resolved

to see the war through to a

successful end, whatever the

cost.

Just before Easter I went on
to Dublin. I found the heart

of the city from the Custom
House almost to the Four

Courts, and from the Liffey
almost to Eutland Square, in

ruins. The rebellion which had
broken out a year ago had
been suppressed with an iron

hand. The soldiers, if they
did their work roughly, had
done it well. When they gave

up control every dangerous
rebel in Ireland was dead or a

prisoner. All that the Govern-

ment had to do was, to use a

colloquialism,
"
to sit tight,"

and peace was secured for half

a century.
But sitting tight was un-

comfortable. The Government
still wished to

" make things

aisier." So the iron hand of

the soldier was followed by
the oily hand of the politician.

The "
statesmen

" were deter-

mined to effect a
"
settlement,"

by getting the rebels and the

Loyalists and the Communists
and the capitalists to come to

an agreement. To create a

proper
"
atmosphere

"
for such

an agreement, all the rebels

and Communists taken pris-

oners by the soldiers were
liberated by the

"
statesmen,"

and all the anti-English who
had not been killed were kissed

by England. Of course no
settlement was made

;
but the

liberated rebels were drawing
thousands of recruits by point-

ing to the ruined heart ofDublin,
and winning the terrified sup-

port of the Moderates by con-

vincing them that they were
the real victors.

Moreover, they were not

secretly, but openly as before,

planning a new rebellion. It

was to be new in a double

sense. The late rising had
convinced the conspirators that

they had no chance in a fight
in the open field. Their plan
now was to achieve success

by assassination. As yet that

plan was only being debated.

Before long it was in full and
fearsome operation.
We will pass on to Easter

1921. When I went to Belfast

I found feeling there much
changed, both as regarded the

British Government and the

southern rebels. The average
Ulsterman had become con-

vinced that the British Govern-
ment either was not able or

did not want to suppress the

southern rebels. He felt just
as the Moderates in Dublin
had done four years before,
that the real victors in the

rebellion had been the rebels.

Sooner or later, he was con-

vinced, the Government of Ire-

land would be surrendered to

them. He was resolved that

he should never submit to

that rule
;
and so he had most
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unwillingly accepted what he
had never asked for, and what
he never wanted self-govern-
ment for Ulster. His object
had always been to remain
what he had been born noth-

ing more or less than a citizen

of the United Kingdom, just
as is a man born in Middlesex
or Mid-Lothian. He only ac-

cepted self-government for the

six counties, because he feared

that if he did not accept it

worse might follow
;

and be-

cause if he did accept it the

Government of England had

promised that whatever hap-

pened in Southern Ireland, that

self-government and those six

counties would remain free and
unaffected.

As regards the southern rebels

the Ulsterman's feelings had
become very bitter. As I have
written before, at first he had
a much greater respect for the

Sinn Feiner than for the
" Mod-

erate
"

Nationalist, because he
believed the Sinn Feiner was

honest, and that he could never

bring himself to believe about
the Moderate Nationalist, whom
he always regarded as (and
events have proved correct) a

complete devotee of the jump-
ing cat. But the weakness of

the full-blooded Sinn Feiner for

assassination, even when its

displays were confined to the

South, disgusted him
;

and
when they began to appear in

the North, maddened him. A
month or two before I arrived

in Belfast a Major Smyth,
D.S.O. an Ulsterman had

been slaughtered one Sunday
at Lisburn on his way home
with his mother from church

;

a little later four Black and
Tans had been slaughtered in

their bedrooms in Belfast
;
and

while I was there three other

Black and Tans, and a civilian

who tried to protect them ,
were

slaughtered in a lonely square
in the city. I have written x

how, when the next day I

visited the scene of the last

murders, a woman cried vehe-

mently to the little crowd,
" As

sure as there is a God in heaven
we'll yet pay them out for

this !

" And I spoke of the

fear that before long reprisals
in Ulster would take a more
terrible form than the wrecking
of public-houses owned or fre-

quented by Sinn Feiners.

When I went to Dublin I

found the people there perfectly

calm, though murder stalked

the streets . The general opinion
was that the worst trouble was
over. So much was that the

case that the moderate Nation-

alist was showing signs of com-

ing over to the Loyalist side.

As for the Loyalists, they were
convinced that the authorities

had, in the words of Sir Hamar
Greenwood,

" murder by the

throat." And I think they
were right. What had ruined

the Invincibles was ruining the

Sinn Fein murder league that

is, the informer was once more
abroad. It was merely a ques-
tion of time when every assassin

would be at any rate in the

hands of the police.

1 See " A Word in Season,"
' Blackwood's Magazine,' June 1921.
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This year I once more visited

Ulster before Easter. I found
the people furious furious as

only a people can be who believe

themselves betrayed by their

friends. The authorities no

longer had " murder by the

throat
"

they had murder by
the hand. When the English
Government took murder's

hand, they had pledged them-
selves to agree to nothing which
would be detrimental to the

six counties . When the Premier
of the Six Counties was on his

way to Thiepval to open the new
Helen's Tower, built there to

commemorate the thousands of

Ulstermen who had died that

England might live, he had
been stopped in London to be

informed that England's Gov-
ernment had agreed with the

old allies of the Germans to a

government of Ireland by those

old allies, with liberty to the

Six Counties to vote themselves

out
;
but if they did so a com-

mission was to decide how much
of the Six Counties was to get

out, and what remained in was
to pay a tribute of 8,000,000
a year for electing to remain
a part of the United Kingdom.
It was hoped, no doubt, that

Ulster would follow the advice

of that famous galloper in all

directions, the Lord Chancellor,
and consider her interests rather

than her ideals advice the

giver of which will never re-

quire. Perhaps in the end she

will.

I found also that the fear I

entertained a year before was
realised. The continued mur-
ders of policemen and the

hurling of bombs at tram-cars

carrying Loyalist workmen
through Sinn Fein slums had
been met by the most horrible

reprisals. The meaner quar-
ters of the town were in a sort

of state of siege. Every tram-

car passing through them was

protected with wire-netting

against bombs. At every street

corner pickets of soldiers with

steel helmets stood on guard.
Armoured cars filled with police

carrying carbines perambulated
hourly every district. Never-

theless, every morning brought
its record of more murders.

The policy of do as you please
had not in Belfast

" made
things aisier," not did its people
think their devotion to Eng-
land had been duly rewarded,

though no doubt the Sinn

Feiners did.

When I went on to Dublin
I found there the triumph of

treason was complete. On all

the public buildings not in

ruins the Union Jack had been

pulled down. British soldiers

had disappeared from their

guard-rooms, and young men
in greenish khaki had taken

their place. The quarter of

the city which had been de-

stroyed in the rebellion had
been rebuilt in extravagant

style at the expense of the

British taxpayer.
" Moderate "

Nationalists were loudly ex-

ulting over the way they had
driven the English out of Ire-

land they who all along had
been ready to side with the

stronger. The Loyalists at

least as national in their de-

votion to Ireland as they
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were silent, ashamed, and, I

fear, afraid.

In one way, however, things
had improved : political mur-
der had for the moment ceased

in the city. That does not mean
that peace was restored. An
antipathy as bitter as that

between the Sinn Feiners and
the Black and Tans had sprung

up between the left wing of

the Sinn Feiners and the right

wing of the Moderate Nation-

alists. Again, as before the

1916 rebellion, at every street

corner little news-sheets were

being hawked by raucous-voiced

men advocating a new insur-

rection, this time against the

new Government. Again, every

night crowds gathered before

Liberty Hall to hear loud-

mouthed orators declaim

against the tyranny, this time

of the Moderate and the

capitalist. The split which I

long ago foretold x had taken

place. The struggle between
Sinn Fein and loyalty having

ended, the struggle between
the Haves and the Have Nots
had begun.

I bought some of the little

news-sheets and listened to some
of the speeches. Their argu-
ment appeared to me irresist-

ible. They amounted to this :

"
It was to us, the gunmen,

that the British Government

capitulated ;
it was to us they

surrendered the rule of Ireland.

Now the Moderate National-

ists, whom they despised and
we despise, want to appro-

priate the fruits of our victory.
We will keep by the gun what
we have won by the gun."
And if they have as they

assert, and as everybody I

met in Ireland believes, 80 per
cent of the I.E.A. with them,

they will keep it. And the

Conservatives of England who

gave to rebellion what rightly
or wrongly they refused to

reason, will then be able to

plume themselves not merely
on having broken up the British

Empire, but also on having
established a military Bolshev-

ist State in the Western world.

Such are the fruits of Coalition,
and a policy of

"
making things

aisier."

See "
Opposites," in ' Blackwood's Magazine,' June 1920.
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THE BLOOD DEOP STONE.

BY EDMUND VALE.

IF a casual observer were
asked to describe Warren, he
would probably say that he
was a good practical mechanic.

Knowing him well myself, I

should describe him as a poet
who could not write poetry,
an artist who could not paint,
and a musician who could

not compose. I suppose the

world is full of people to whom
one could apply this definition,
but few there are who press
their inclinations so far as to

discover a new medium in

which they can excel.

Warren's pet theme, on

which, I remember, in college

days, he used to discourse to a

degree bordering on fanaticism,
was the fitness of Nature. As,

unfortunately,he did not possess
a brilliant or even interesting
manner of address, one was

easily led into boredom rather

than enthusiasm by listening
to him. It is doubtful whether
in any community other than
that of Cambridge undergradu-
ates his dull harangues upon his

all-absorbing topic would have

gained any hearing at all. As
it was, however, towards the

end of his third year quite a

number of people were inter-

ested, if not enthusiastic, in

what came to be known as
" Warren's Inevitable," and the

thing bid fair to become, not

a cult indeed Warren was no
cult breeder but a philosophy.

Warren's Inevitable was
stress laid upon the harmonies
in Nature. There was har-

mony, Warren said, not only
in all the colours both of dead
and living things in the natural

landscape and also in all the

sounds of dead and living

things, but an extraordinary

co-operation in harmony be-

tween the two. For instance,

savage-Zoofcwgr scenery is ten-

anted by birds and beasts of

uncouth utterance. In such

a place the winds will whirl

in a peculiar way and the

waters fall with a noise of

menace. By the reedy fen the

waters, winds, and birds all

support the ocular impression
of rest and calm. In places
of luxuriant growth the night-

ingale and thrush are found.

It is when Nature looks most

forbidding that thunder, her

most terrible voice, is heard:

and so on. As Warren ad-

vanced with his theories he

took up the subject of phono-

graphy. His idea was that the

most beautiful of Nature's

sounds were as well deserving
of record as the pictures she

gave to the eye. It was not

long before he was able, by
means of electrical devices,

to make records of the songs
of different birds, of the chir-

ruping of grasshoppers, of the

noise even of winds and waters.

In the late spring of 1914 I
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had a letter from Warren. In

six pages it contrived to convey
to me that I was invited to

spend a week with him where
he and his recording apparatus
were encamped on the coast

of North Wales. It fell out

happily that I was in need of

a holiday, so I accepted.

Through the inscrutable work-

ings of Luck, my sole travel-

ling companion in the last

part of my journey was a

brisk little gentleman who was

proceeding to precisely the same
destination as myself namely,
to Warren's camp. When we
had made this discovery of

mutual interest he introduced

himself more completely by
handing me a card where his

name was set forth in the

American style as Cornelius

P. Brudd. The qualification
Perfecto Gramophone Company
was also annexed. This an-

nouncement caught my eye
with some amusement. Was
it really true that the great
Inevitable was going to be
commercialised ? Mr Brudd
confirmed my suspicion : he
was indeed a feeler from
the great world journeying to

judge how far this new class

of record could be exploited
for the amusement of the

public.

My companion was an Eng-
lishman with a Canadian ex-

perience. He was very bright
and optimistic about the works
of Warren, and quite hopeful
that my old friend could be
weaned from his disinterested,

artistic, and scientific investi-

gations, and made to serve

the ends of Cash and Boom.

As, however, I had come on

this visit to escape from com-

mercialism, I was a little an-

noyed at the presence of Cor-

nelius P., although he averred

that he was only going to stay
for one night, and I refused

his proffer of a lift in his motor-

car from Pwllheli Station, pre-

ferring the more antiquated
method of the rustic mail-

cart.
"
Well," said he,

"
you must

do as you like. I've never

been round this neck of the

woods before. But I guess

you'll be tired some before

you see the noble city of

Aberdaron !

"

The mail-cart certainly was
not true to the service watch-

word of
" Post Haste but

as we drove up and down the

pretty little hills and came at

last on to the open moorland,
where the gorse blazed and
the blue sea lay sparkling in

the distance at the end of the

Carnarvon peninsula, I con-

gratulated myself on my choice

of transport. The " noble city
"

of Aberdaron at last presented
itself suddenly at the foot of

a steep hill wedged in between
a trout stream and the sea.

My impression was a quaint

water-wheel, a quaint little

stone bridge, a small compact
group of low, whitewashed

cottages, and a church whose

graveyard was bigger than

the whole village.
"
Yes,"

said my friend the postman
when I remarked this fact.

He pointed out to sea :

"
This graveyard bury him the
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whole worrld as well as Aber-
daron."

Warren did not meet me,
but the landlord of the Anchor
Inn gave me his whereabouts
and directions how to find him.

It appeared that he was camped
on a cliff about a mile away.
I was in no great hurry to get
to him, as I thought whatever
business had to be talked had
better be got over before I

arrived. I had never seen

Warren's patent phonograph.
I had not, in fact, thought
very much about it until I

met Cornelius P. But some-

how, though one would, of

course, disallow this admission
in public, the new fact that

pennies seemed about to be
turned out of Warren's Inevit-

able raised the thing on a

higher plane of interest, and I

felt myself growing appreciably
more anxious to see the appar-
atus that recorded the sounds
of winds and waves.

I had been travelling all

night, and the afternoon was

stiflingly hot, so I walked at

my leisure, as buzz - brained

as any holiday-maker, on the

beach at the edge of the tide,

where, in the wet zone, every
other stone appeared a price-

less gem. The great solemn
wall - like waves, with their

sparkling ebullition and their

soft aftermath of brine and

lather, filled me with the old

unfailing pleasure of the sea.

Was it not now among pro-
bable things that all this stir

of lights and sounds in Aber-

daron Bay might be carried

bodily even into the exhausted

atmosphere of the cinemato-

graph theatre at Beading, which

my wife and I honour once a

week, by means of Warren's
invention ! This reflection

raised my friend from his old

memory picture, where the

enthusiast wrestled unceasingly
in the coils of prolixity while

spectators yawned, to a wizard

conjuring in the midst of a

clapping audience.

When I ascended the cliff

I beheld the goal of my travel

some quarter of a mile away.
No less than three tents were

pitched. Two men were visible.

I had recourse to my field-

glasses, and reconnoitred these

individuals with great amuse-

ment. Warren was as he al-

ways had been. He was har-

anguing. His large head, with

its curly-wig mop, was wagging
and bobbing. Cornelius P. sat

opposite him on the sward,

supported on stiffened arms

and outsplayed hands. His

little billycock hat was set

back, and his face, even at

this distance, wore the look

I was so well accustomed to,

of amazed boredom. I was

greatly entertained. I bore

down upon the couple with

skippings and jumpings and

hallooings.
I gathered obliquely that

Brudd had been suffering two

hours of demonstration of re-

cords in which he had no

interest whatever. In fact, I

gathered shrewdly that he was

already tying up his purse-

strings and casting about for

an excuse to depart before his

appointed hour. I therefore
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began at once to take upon really from the invention of

myself the r61e of demonstrat- Edison, except that you picked

ing salesman. Winds and waves up your sounds over a tele-

I ruled out at once, and confined phone-line and employed ampli-

myself to the utterances of fiers to develop it and give it

birds and men. Cases and cases more precise definition,

and cases of records I handled Warren certainly had some
with the bold confidence of a curiosities among his stock cal-

tailor trying to hypnotise a culated to intrigue the lay

customer with bales and parcels mind. Amongst other experi-

from unexplored shelves. It mental flights he had contrived

was no good poor Warren try- to get his microphone installed

ing to foist off on me,
"
Tearing at a railway booking-office,

sound made by starlings flock- and one record rehearsed a

gathering in the autumn," or lively dialogue between the

such an alluring triumph as booking-clerk and an old lady
" Sound of doe rabbit burrow- who insisted on buying a ticket

ing underground," or
"
Puffin to Brighton at Euston Station,

and razor-bill contesting site Another was taken a foot

for a nest
"

;
I went for such below the surface in a public

vulgarities as the songs of the swimming-bath, where snatches

nightingale, thrush, and black- of conversation sounded harsh

cap, and gradually Mr Brudd and reverberating, and were

began to revive. punctuated in a ludicrous

The advantage of Warren's fashion by the whimper of

system of recording was that rising bubbles and drippings

you were able to do it from a and floppings and splashings.

distance. You had a micro- Poor old Warren ! what a

phone, very similar to the miserable tool he was that

mouthpiece of a telephone. It afternoon in the hands of the

was a small box about ten worldlings,
inches square. You placed I begin to fear that I have
this where the sounds were allowed too much " head

"
to

expected to make themselves my disquisition. I set out

heard, and connected your- with the idea of giving a true

self with it at any distance account of the tragic circum-

you pleased by means of a stance of the Blood Drop Stone

light insulated cable. You had which, at the beginning of

a telephone-receiver in circuit July 1914, aroused so much
yourself, and you

"
listened interest. But somehow, when

in," as an exchange operator I took up my pen, I felt I

would say, until what you could not overlook the lighter
wanted to record sounded in side of that memorable night,

your ear. Then you turned and I hope the reader may
on your phonograph and took forgive my discursiveness,

your impression. The whole The afternoon wore on to-

thing was not very different wards evening, and the sun
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lay low on the horizon. Brudd,
who had intended staying the

night at the Anchor Inn in

the village, was by now so

interested in Warren's reper-

toire, or rather mine, that he
seemed unwilling to leave the

camp. We were discussing
the point as to whether or not
he should stay the night with
us and get a good farewell

breath of sea air before he re-

turned to his Perfecto Gramo-

phonism, when a man, whom I

had noticed for some time

strolling about the cliffs fixing
his gaze on various points of

the horizon, came up to us.

He was a burly heavy-shoul-
dered man, well whiskered,
and wearing bell - bottomed
trousers and a wideawake hat.

"Good evening, gentlemen!"
said he.

" Good evening."
"Too late for birds -nesting

now, I doubt."
" Oh yes," said Warren.

" But I am still busy with

my machine, Mr Wilkinson.

If you would like to hear any
of my records it would give
me great pleasure

"

"
It's blowing up for thun-

der," opined the stranger, shut-

ting one eye and wrinkling his

upper lip so that his teeth ap-

peared, and peering round in

the way sailors do.
" Do you think so ?

"
said

Warren, excited at the pros-

pect of storm-recording.
"Do I think so? I know

it," said Mr Wilkinson
;

" and
it'll rain like old Joey and
blow fit to carry the paint off

a picture, I doubt."

" Good !

"
said Warren.

"
Good, do you call it ?

"

said Wilkinson. "If I was

you gentlemen I should call

it very bad indeed. If you're

caught up here in a buster

you'll know all about it. If

I was you I should stow all

my gear and batten all down
right snug and skip into the

village for the night."
The old sailor seemed very

anxious for our welfare, but
the more pessimistic he became
about the weather the more
did Warren wax enthusiastic,
until the good man gave us

up as rash lubbers, and went

away muttering. The pros-

pect certainly did look very

forbidding, and the sun was

already obscured by large
masses of cumulus cloud that

were invading the sky from
the south-west. It set now
in a flare of yellow, reflecting

on the sleek surface of the

sea in a garish way, giving
an air of false gaiety. The
clouds soon lost their pretty
clustered forms and merged
into large tawny banks. The
sea turned to a steely grey, and
its surface became wizened by
dry hot currents of air that

puffed in our faces on the cliff

like harbingers of evil.

These signs delighted Warren.
" The old sailor was right," said

he.
"
Everything is in tune for

thunder. Listen to the low of

the cattle : you never hear

them low like that at any
other time. Listen to the cry
of the gulls : they know what's

coming ! Listen to the noise

the water makes in the caves :
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it never sounds like that except
before a storm. Do you notice

that sweet peculiar smell of

growing things ? It always
seems to me that Nature's

mood in thunder tunes is thor-

oughly morbid. She behaves

like the hushed crowds at an
execution. You can see and
hear and smell in every inch of

view how she is thrilling har-

moniously with anticipation,

subliming her overture to fit

the part of her most dreadful

spectacle !

"

"Yes," said Brudd. "I
should like to hear those night-

ingale records again. Which
do you think is the best ?

"

"Number five, I think,"
said Warren good-humouredly.
I laughed to myself at Cor-

nelius P.'s strict adhesion to

business. For an hour we

played over bird-song records

in the little ridge tent that was

specially quilted and padded
after the manner of a public

call-box, so that no extrane-

ous sounds would disturb the
"
listener in

" when a record

was being made. Brudd was

becoming quite enthusiastic. A
low mutter of thunder sent us

outside to look at the weather.

It was dark by now. The
moon had evidently risen, and
was shining somewhere, for,

although everything was very

obscure, the low clouds glowed
uncertainly, as if they were
made luminous by phosphorus.

They seemed to be all packing
and disparting and convolving.
The wind still blew by fits in

puffs and eddies. Only faintly
could the sea be discerned,

but the noise was louder than

before, and every now and

then, like a trumpet, came
a hollow clangour of distant

surf grinding a far-off beach.

Warren made preparations for

taking impressions of the com-

ing storm and Brudd assisted,

whilst I walked to the dim edge
of the cliff. I thought I had
never felt anything so impres-
sive as this natural overture.

I had always upheld the Warren

Inevitable, but the real true

facts of it had never been
borne in upon me before. I

felt now how true it was that

Nature, quite irrespective of

Man, was an organised whole,
a wonderful, harmonious, self-

sympathetic creation. And as

I thought, far to the south-

west lightning flashed over the

sea. I saw its brilliant fluid

path just as it might have
been portrayed in an old-time

steel engraving. The sequent
brattle of the thunder was
louder than the first had been.

The storm was evidently com-

ing our way.
Warren was now lowering

his microphone over the cliff,

which here descended sheer

to the sea one hundred
and fifty feet below. The

microphone with its cable at-

tached was lowered by a cord,
on which every foot was tabbed
like a sailor's lead-line. Fifty
feet above the sea, Warren said,

was the best spot for hearing
the whole action of a cresting
and breaking wave. The micro-

phone being securely anchored,
we returned to our stuffy little

cubicle. Our host presented
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us each with a headpiece re-

ceiver, such as I have seen

Marconi wireless operators

wear, and assumed one himself.

Sure enough, I heard the waves

breaking. Warren now made
an adjustment on the rheostat

of the amplifiers, and we other

two vented a simultaneous ex-

clamation at the novelty of the

sensation we experienced. We
might have been standing just

above where the waves were

breaking, so loud and realistic

and dangerous did they sound,
and not a bit telephonic. War-
ren's large quiet eyes glowed
with the satisfaction of appre-
ciated genius. They seemed

to fill up the round rims of

his glasses as he beamed on

us. Then he took a record.

It was really remarkable, and

I felt my own little ego to

wither with self-scorn when I

thought of the patronising way
I had always tolerated War-
ren's pet theme. As for Cor-

nelius P., he shook his head,

murmuring,
"
Vury impressive !

Vury impressive !

"
I felt that

the Perfecto purse-strings were

loosened to heart's desire.

But the intermittent thunder

and lightning was no more

than a foretaste, for now with

an astonishing suddenness the

storm broke forth. A quick
succession of three brilliant

flashes of lightning dazzled us,

intruding even into our quilted

sanctum, and thunder, like the

jostling of falling precipices,

smote upon our ears. At the

same time the wind rose to a

tempest, and the rain descended

with a roar on our little tent.

Now flash followed flash, and
the thunder was awful to listen

to. I put down my head-

receiver, for every time the

lightning flashed it gave a

sickening click.

We had taken three records

of various phases of the storm.

The thunder effects were all

spoilt by the click which the

lightning caused, so that War-
ren waited for a little before

putting another on. The elec-

tric fury of the storm soon

moderated, however, as did

both the wind and the rain
;

and now, in the comparative

hush, the waves broke on the

cliffs with a long roar of

indistinguishable articulation.

After a spell of some five

minutes, in which there was
no lightning, Warren prepared
to take a fourth record. I did

not put on my receiver again,

but watched the storm. Just

after the record was started

there came a long flickering

flash of violet light accom-

panied by no thunder. Sud-

denly Brudd, whose face was

quite intense with interest, tore

the receiver from his head, and
half sprang up as if he was

stung.
" What was that 1

"

he said in a low frightened
voice. Even the quiet and

impassive Warren looked

strangely. He also took off

his receiver and looked at

Brudd.
"
It was human," said

he.
" '

My God !

'

that was

what it said
;
how can it be

human ?
"

cried Brudd. The
little metallic

"
ping

"
like a

typewriter bell announced the

end of the record. At the
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sound of it both men jumped.
As my receiver was off, I was
not a party to what had trans-

pired in the telephones. But
I felt my flesh to go prickly
all over and my mouth to

dry up.
" There are funny stories

about this place, too," said

Warren, half to himself.
"
They

say in storms like this men
see the ghosts of vessels, lost

long ago at sea, bearing up
right in to the land, and
hear the sailors wailing ;

that

smugglers and wreckers are

seen standing in the air in

the place where the cliffs

used to be, and making strange
cries." The two men seemed
to feel a mutual shrinking
from trying the record over.

Not until I mooted the matter

myself did Warren do so. The
sound of the raging sea was

plain enough. Then came a

little cackle, which I knew
would be the long flickering

flash that had come unaccom-

panied by thunder
;
then came

two clearly-articulated words,
"
My God !

" and nothing fur-

ther thereafter but the roar

of the sea. Again we played
the record over. As the little

machine pronounced those

words there seemed to hang
on them an expression of pro-
found horror. The thunder

rolled once more, and though
now far away, there was a

fulsome booming in it that

struck us all, and we three

remained silent for a while.

Then we all began to talk at

once. If that were a man he

must be very close to the

microphone, otherwise the sea

would have drowned his voice.

How could there be a man
where the microphone was,

fifty feet above the waves
and a hundred feet below the

cliff-top ? We played the re-

cord once more, and the voice

seemed to mock at us. But

phonographs tell no lies
;
some-

thing had spoken.
We all three went out of

the tent. The scene was much
altered. It presented an ap-

pearance of exhausted violence.

Large clouds, some ragged,
some blurred, lagged slowly
over the face of the moon.
Eain fell in a sad soft way,
and the wind droned and
hummed over the uplands. Fit-

ful patches of light travelled

over the sea, and huge shadowy
waves, with curling, foaming
crests, were seen advancing
shoreward. The air was full

of the ringing, sluicing noise

of troubled waters. For, I

should think, ten minutes we
yelled and hallooed down over

the cliff's edge. But our voices

sounded feeble and futile qua-

verings, and no reply came to

our hails but the strange voices

of sea-fowl that had been dis-

turbed by the storm, and the

interminable utterance of the

wild Atlantic. Soaking wet,
and a prey to indescribable

feelings of insufficiency and

smallness, not suffered often

in a lifetime, we returned to

the tent, and little Brudd

grappled with the situation in

a practical way that did him
abundant credit.

" The ghost business doesn't
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cut any ice anyway," said he.
"
There's a man there. How

he got there, and what he's

doing there, the good Lord
knows. But he's there right

enough, and some one must

dangle down that cliff on a

rope as soon as it is day.
That's the clear pudding !

"

Warren at once volunteered

to be lowered, as he said he

was quite used to it, having
been frequently over the edge

during the past two months

examining the nesting-birds and

taking records. But here I

protested, as I am something
both of an amateur climber

and a yachtsman. So, to the

relief of our overstrung spirits,

we fell to a friendly rivalry,

and it was at last decided that

I should be the "
dangler," as

Brudd phrased it.

It seemed a long, long while

before the grey of dawn ap-

peared. We took it in turn

to listen in on the phonograph
circuit in case we should hear

the voice again. But we heard

it no more. In spite of our

adopted attitude, that those

mysterious spoken words were

of human origin, I think the

dread idea of the supernatural
remained with us. The flicker-

ing lightning-flash, just before

the voice from the outer dark

had spoken, that was followed

by no thunder, seemed singu-

lar in the extreme. I am sure

that a hundred times before

the dawn I called that sleek,

quivering, violet flame back
to memory. It was all very
well for us to pile up proofs
that it was brush discharge or

sheet-lightning, a common phe-
nomenon often following a

heavy electrical disturbance.

It was all very well for us to

support each other in this

theory : we none of us be-

lieved it. So great an impres-
sion had the spectral voice

made on us that our minds
were quite emptied of all other

ideas but that. And, as the

time of dawn approached, the

topic grew and brooded on us

to such an extent that we
talked in whispers as if we were
in church.

It was with mixed feelings
of relief and dread that I

started my descent down the

cliff. Warren had both rope
and crowbar in his little camp.
He and Brudd managed the

paying-out business in a way
that I could not help remark-

ing as amateurish. And yet,
so great was the spell of the

hour that I actually had no

personal fears whatever. The
stillness that now prevailed,
the faint tenuous light, the
soft shadows on the sea, the
frail dissolving mist-puffs that

garlanded the cliff's dark brow,
the ponderous rhythmic plunge
of the waves far below all

made up an air of enchant-

ment, unreality, and illusion

that I felt no qualm of giddi-
ness. Gradually, bit by bit,
I went down the steep preci-

pice until I suddenly swung in

space, and there, to my left

hand, hung the microphone.
I pulled twice on the cord

from which this suspended,
and my descent was arrested.

I was opposite a great fissure
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like a long horizontal wound

gash, the upper lip of which
beetled the lower edge so that,

unless I was lowered much
farther and climbed up again

no easy task I had no hope
of getting a foothold there.

This great crevice certainly
looked a likely place for any
untoward happening. I now
had myself lowered so that my
shoulders were on a level with

the bottom ledge of the fissure,

and I pulled the microphone
cord down with me in order

to remain in communication.
As I now hung perfectly free

from contact with anything, I

began to twist slowly round
and round. I could not touch
the ledge with my hand, al-

though I could, of course,
reach it perfectly well with my
long ash staff. I found that

by holding this in both hands,

pushed out against the rock,
I could keep myself steady,
but not with one hand only.

Taking Warren's large electric

torch out of my pocket, I

allowed myself to twirl, and
I flashed on the torch. The

beam, like that of a revolving

lighthouse, splayed first on the

cliff and then right into the

chasm and out again.
I could not clearly tell, but

I had a vague impression that

some fearful thing had grinned
at me. Slowly I twisted round

again, and now my flesh crept
as I discerned, in the torch

beam, a shadowy huddled figure
with a face like a death's head,
laid sideways, assuredly grin-

ning at me. Thrusting my
torch back in my pocket, and
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holding my ash stave by its

very tip with both hands, as

I twirled yet again I thrust it

as far into the rift as I could,

shouting loudly from sheer funk

at the same time. I felt my
staff touch something that

moved. There was a peculiar
short rumbling noise, and a

round black object launched

itself out of the chasm. At
the same time a fearful, ghastly,
man-like object, with flaunting
shreds and tatters, leaped right
out at me. I was so dazed

and terrified that I let go the

stave, and clutched wildly in

the air. And I caught some-

thing in my left hand, some-

thing that disparted with a

snap from whatever else it

was attached to. As I reached

madly for the microphone
cord with my right hand,
out of the tail of my eye I

saw the creature disappear be-

low me into the crest of a

breaking wave. All I can

remember of the ascent is that

I kept my left hand clenched

as tightly as ever I could clench

it lest whatever was therein

should move.

My face must have reflected

very truly the terror that I

felt when I appeared above the

cliff, for neither of my com-

panions asked me any questions,
and Warren at once ran for a

restorative. I sat down on the

heather scrub feeling quite fool-

ish and tongue-tied, watching
the new morning light brim-

ming copiously from the East-
ern sky. I think I was more
revived by the sight of Warren
in his solemn, earnest, lugu-
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brious way pouring me out

brandy than I was by the

potency of the draught. Any-
way, my powers of speech re-

turned, and I said,
" Now

look !

" and I released the

strict closure of my left hand
and opened it. There, in my
palm, were three human fingers

and a gold ring.
"
My God !

"
exclaimed

Brudd
;
and I cried out quite

hysterically,
" Don't say that,

you damned fool
; say some-

thing fresh !

"

"
Well, wire in and tell us

all about it anyway," said

Brudd a little tartly.

Then I told my experiences.
But it seemed that I had

brought from my expedition
more darkness to bear on the

subject than light. We looked

at the fingers. They were
mere bony joints without flesh

or skin or nails, just held to-

gether by withered, blackened

ligaments. The ring was a

flat band of gold. A small

leathery ridge of hard dried

flesh still held it fixed to the

bone. Bound it was engraved
the ancient posy "MIZPAH."
This was a common enough
thing to have on a ring. Such
another

" MIZPAH "
ring can

be seen in any jeweller's stock-

in-trade. But now, as a link

in the night's events, this word,
with its old Hebrew covenantal

significance, seemed to strike

a deep pathetic note :

" The
Lord watch between me and
thee."

We discussed the whole
matter over till we were crazy.
We talked our wits to a stand-

still. It was my suggestion

that, as we were so tired and
as Brudd would have to return

in the course of the day, and
must first of all get some sleep,
we would all breakfast at the

Anchor Inn in the little village.

It was also thoiight that the

landlord might throw some

light on whom the ring had

belonged to. At nine o'clock,

accordingly, we arrived in the

village.

Quite a lot of people were
assembled at the Anchor Inn.

The bar parlour was crowded.

On being specially summoned,
Tom Eoberts, the landlord,
came forward. He was a re-

markable man to look at. His

features were refined and in-

tellectual. Behind his gold-
rimmed spectacles there looked

out a pair of shrewd dark eyes.
His iron-grey beard was forked,
after the seaboard fashion, and
brushed forward.

"
Goodmorning,MrEobcrts,"

said Warren.
" Good morning, sir."
" Can we go into your par-

lour ?
"

"
Yes, and welcome."

" Have you ever seen a ring
like this worn by anybody
hereabouts ?

"

Tom took the ring in hishands

and examined it carefully. Then
he tipped back his head and
looked at us all in turn. "Dear
me ! Dearr me !

"
said Tom,

shaking his head.
" Won't

you sit down, gentlemen ?
"

We all sat down obediently,

and remained silent whilst the

landlord looked at the ring and

turned it round in his fingers,
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held it up to the light at arm's

length, and finally put it down
on the table and seemed lost

in the abstraction of his own
thoughts. Then he folded his

arms, and said in an airy kind

of way,
" Have you heard of

the body they found this morn-

ing !
"

"Body? What body !" said

Brudd.
" John Pandy we always call

him. John Wilkinson is his

proper name."
" What ! the man who lives

at the little farm up the hill ?
"

"
Yes, that's him. Evan

Williams and Hugh Morris

found him by the point there

this morning. They had him
when they were getting their

lobster-pots in."
" What drowned !

"

"
Yes, sure. Wait a minute

now till I fetch you something."
"That is the fellow who

warned us about the storm
last night," said Warren.
Tom was not away very

long. He whisked out of the

door and whisked back again,

holding a little leather bag and
a slip of paper.

"
I've had it

for years," said he, brandish-

ing it before us. Brudd took

charge of it and read it aloud
in his eager business way and
his Canadian intonation. It

was a cutting from the
'

Times,'
and ran as follows :

" A FATAL GEM.

" A peculiar instance of the

fatality often ascribed to pre-
cious stones has come to our

notice in connection with the

late Mr Joseph Stanuel, who
was among those that were
lost in the sinking of the

Eegina last Good Friday. It

will be remembered that the

body of the millionaire, to-

gether with three other persons,
was recovered from the sea on
the Carnarvonshire coast near

the village of Aberdaron. Mr
Stanuel had long been inter-

ested in gems that have an
historic tradition. On this fatal

voyage he had with him a small

collection of precious stones

that he had acquired whilst

travelling in Europe and the

Near East. As far as we know,
they were comparatively un-

important save for one. It

was a famous ruby called the

Blood Drop Stone. Many
people will know of it by
name, but few will have heard

its history. It was said, origin-

ally, to have been brought
from the East by a crusader,
and presented to the Abbot of

the Monastery of Aberconway.
It was then mounted in a

reliquary containing a drop of

the blood of one of the early
Christian martyrs. When the

monastery was dissolved, by
the order of Henry VIII.,
Thomas Cromwell himself ac-

quired this reliquary, which
he mentions in a letter to the

King. But he complains that

the Blood Drop Stone had dis-

appeared from it. Nothing
was heard of it till the reign
of Queen Elizabeth. It was
then found to be in the pos-
session of an old Welsh family.
It appears that they had fallen

on bad days, and were in great
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straits. The Queen, knowing
of this, and being distantly
related through the Welsh

Tudors, ordered the Blood Drop
Stone to be purchased for the

regalia. It appears, however,
that the proprietor was so

convinced of the bad luck

that dogged the owner of the

stone, that his loyalty (that
must have been staunch indeed)
would not allow him to part
with it, and he hid it in the

bottom of a well, and gave
out that it was lost. His heir,

however, had no such scruples.
He had it mounted by a

London goldsmith and took it

to court, and knowing James I.

to be a connoisseur of trinkets,
he tried to secure his majesty's
interest with a view to pur-
chase. But ' The wisest fool

in Christendom
' would have

none of it, and the poor Welsh-
man would have had to retain

his evil heirloom had not Hen-
rietta Maria, the wife of Charles

I., taken a peculiar fancy to it.

The source of our information

attributes the fortunes of that

unhappy Prince to the influ-

ence of this stone. Be that as

it may, Charles II. is known
to have possessed it, and to

have sold it when, in the merry
monarch's own words, he ' was
on his traveils.' From the

Dutchman who bought it to

the Englishman who last owned
it who does not wish his name
disclosed a long series of

deaths and disasters is laid

at its door. The late Mr
Stanuel, full well knowing its

history,was not, however, afraid

to acquire it. In fact, he took

such a fancy to it so our
informant says that he had it

mounted in a gold setting re-

sembling the old astrologer's

amulet, and made to wear
round his own neck. It was

not, however, on his person
when his body was recovered

at Aberdaron. It must, there-

fore, be in some strong box
now lying in the sea's rich

treasure -
house, where it can

no longer fascinate or injure
man."

"
Well yes," said Brudd,

putting down the cutting ;

"
but what about this Blood

Drop Stone !
"

" Here it is !

"
said Tom

Eoberts, with a sudden dra-

matic opening of the palm
"
here it is !

"

We all looked up in aston-

ishment, and met the deep

glowering eye of an enormous

ruby in the landlord's hand.
It was encircled in a plain gold
rim about an inch wide and
an eighth of an inch thick.

An inscription, evidently of

modern origin, was engraved
on the nimbus-like setting. It

ran above :

"
I AM THE BLOOD

DROP STONE," and below,
" BEWARE OF ME."

"
Now," said Tom, who, I

could not help seeing, was

greatly revelling in his dramatic

opportunity,
"
I will tell you

what I think : only think, mind

you ;
God alone will ever

know. John Wilkinson, that

we always called John Pandy,
because Pandy used to be

the name of the little house

where he lived, was the mate
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of some small steamer that

used to go from Cardiff with

coal. The Sweet William was
the name on her yes, the

Sweet William, I remember
them telling me well. And
the captain of this Sweet

William was Dick Parry. And
he was the owner of her too.

But John Pandy had some
sort of share in the vessel.

Neither Dick nor John were

married, and when Dick got
tired of carrying coals from

Cardiff, he sold the Sweet

William and bought that little

house called Pandy, and bought
also a little bit of land and
started to farm it. But Dewks,
these sailors they make more

damage on a farm than any-

thing else ! That would be
let me see 1896. The

Begina was wrecked in the

early spring of '97, just after

these two had settled down.
And it was them that found
Mr Stanuel's body. I remem-
ber them claiming the five

shillings reward for it. The
same money soon came through

my hands in the bar parlour
afterwards. But as that paper
you read says, no jewels were
found on Mr Stanuel none
whatever !

"I think it was that very
time that I said something to

Dick about his ring. He always
wore one just the very same

exactly as the one you showed
me. I asked him where he
had it from, and he told

me he had it from foreign

parts when he was a lad. I

took particular notice on the

word '

Mizpah
'

too. It's like

a gift for a man to put to

his sweetheart, thinking on that

the Lord will watch between
the two of them. So I chaffed

Dick about his ring.
' Dewks

anwyl Captain bach,' I said.
' And what is come to your
sweetheart now ? Which way
has your covenant gone to ?

'

Dick had the laughable grave
look of people who talk of the

Bible when they are a bit gone
in drink. He turned very
solemn to me, and said,

'

If

you knew your Bible as well

as I do, you would understand

that the old Mizpah was made
between two men, and there

wasn't a woman anywhere in

it.' Then he turned round
to John Pandy and put his

glass up in the air with a

shaking hand.
' The Lord

watch between me and thee,'

said he. John looked at him

quite angry.
'

There more
froth comes up off you than
off all Tom Eoberts' beer,'

says John."
" Where did you get that

cutting from ?
"

said Brudd.
"
I had it off my wife's

brother who is a lawyer in

Liverpool John Thomas Pry-
thach is his name. I had it

nailed up in the bar for a long
time. All the worrld saw it.

Well, now, this Dick Parry
I'm telling you about went on
a visit to Cardiff, at least so

John Pandy said. Nobody
ever troubled to make sure

of course. And then we heard

that he took pewmonia and
died. That was last year.
Now I will tell you what I

think only think, mind you,
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having heard your story. I

think that these men had the

jewels off that Stanuel, and
sold all of them but this ruby.

Sailors, specially Welsh ones,
are very superstitions. I think

they must have had some

quarrel about it. What did

they do? Well, I think

God forgive me if I talk wrong
against the dead but I think

that John killed Dick, and
to get rid of him he put him
in that crack in the rock. No
doubt he thought the birds

would make a meal of him,
and there'd be an end. He
was a sailor, and he could get
where no one else could. When
you came here a month ago
and put your tent right over

the place where Dick was

hid, and started to get men
to lower you on ropes to

look for birds' nests, John got
worried

"

" He was one of the men I

hired to lower me," put in

Warren. " And he insisted

several times that the rock was

very unsafe."
"
That's you !

"
said Tom.

"That's you! Well, I think

when he saw that you wouldn't

go from there, he wasn't satis-

fied that his job on poor Dick
was properly done. Now the

flesh was gone, he wanted to

get rid of the bones as well.

What should he do for a sinker?

Why not one of those round
iron balls you put to an old

cow's leg to keep her from

wandering ? Isn't that what

you saw roll out of the crack

when you poked in your stick ?

And the weight of it made poor

Dick jump out afterwards ?

When John seen two more of

you coming on the cliff -top
he got frightened. So no mat-
ter about the weather, he was
at it last night with his sinker

and his things. Nobody but
God can ever tell what hap-

pened then. Either he slipped

or, more likely by what you
say, he went mad, having in

mind what was printed on
the ruby. Perhaps when the

lightning came and showed him
his mate all fallen to bits, and

nothing that wasn't decayed
except that ring with Mizpah
on it, he thought of those

words Dick had said in front

of me in the bar parlour, and
he felt that terrible lonely in

the sight of Heaven that he

jumped in. Anyway, Evan
Williams and Hugh Morris had
him when they went to get
in their lobster-pots, and very
battered he was too

;
we all

said he'd fallen off the rocks.

And the ruby was in this

leather bag hanging round his

neck by a little chain. I had
it off the doctor, but I must

give it back to him, as he says
it must go up to London to

the Crown. I should put it

in the sea again if I was the

king."
When Tom Eoberts was gone

we remained silent. The stress

of the night was beginning to

tell on me. I felt alternate

impulses of sleep and wakeful-

ness to surge in my mind. My
thoughts hovered in the border-

land of dreams. I ceased to

distinguish the real from the

unreal, but still the strange
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events of the last twelve hours,
like a short play stuffed with

climax, paraded themselves be-

fore me time and time again.
The man on the cliff, the

thunderstorm, the voice from

Nowhere, the awful creature

with the death's head that had

appeared to spring upon me,
the three fingers and the ring,
the drowned sailor, the mon-
strous malignant eye of the

Blood Drop Stone that had

glittered on me even as it had
on kings and princes centuries

ago.
A hand touched me lightly

on the shoulder and I came
wide awake with a start. It

was Cornelius P. Brudd. He
spoke in a whisper, for Warren
was fallen sound asleep.

" With
a note appended in our cata-

logue of an account of the in-

quest and the evidence given

by Warren, Esq., B.A., that

record would go like hot

cakes !

"

I felt a smouldering merri-

ment somewhere in the neigh-
bourhood of the cockles of my
heart, and I said,

" Mr Brudd,
you are the only one of us

that has got any sense. Will

you see if you can find a Mrs
Tom Eoberts anywhere, and

suggest to her bacon and eggs
for three !

"
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AN EIGHTEENTH CENTUKY MISEE.

BY BERNARD DARWIN.

ONE night in the autumn
of 1789 Mr Partis, a London

lawyer, was staying in a tumble-
down old country - house in

Berkshire, whither he had
driven down from town in his

carriage. If it had been a

stormy night the rain would
have kept him awake by splash-

ing on to his face through a

hole in the roof, while the

windows, mended here and there

with brown paper, rattled in

their crazy frames. As it was,
Mr Partis was fast asleep when,
at about two o'clock, he was
roused by the sound of bare
feet on his bedroom floor.

" Who's there ?
" he cried

in some alarm.

The feet came pattering to-

wards his bed in the darkness,
and a voice said very humbly
and civilly,

"
Sir, my name is

Elwes. I have been unfor-

tunate enough to be robbed in

this house, which I believe is

mine, of all the money I have
in the world of five guineas
and a half and half-a-crown."

" Dear sir," replied Mr Partis,
no doubt relieved that he was
not to have his throat cut,

"
I

hope you are mistaken
;

do
not make yourself uneasy."

" Oh no, no," returned the

voice, "it's all true
;

and

really, Mr Partis, with such a
sum I should have liked to

see the end of it."

A few days later this precious

hoard was found in a corner

behind a shutter, and a little

later again its owner had seen

the end of it, for he had died

and left behind him about

800,000.
This was John Elwes "

of

Stoke in the County of Suffolk,

Esquire," and of Marcham in

Berkshire andThaydon inEssex,
some tune Member of Parlia-

ment, and perhaps the most
celebrated miser of all tune.

It is a reputation which he owes

partly, no doubt, to his own
talents, but chiefly to the

admirable biography of him
written by his friend Edward
Topham. This is a book not

so widely known as it deserves,
nor always appreciated by those

who read it.

" John Elwes is the next,

sir," said Silas Wegg, turning
over the lives of famous misers.

"Is it your pleasure to take

John Elwes ?
"

"
Ah," said Mr Boffin,

"
let's

hear what John did."

But as it seemed that John
had not hidden anything to

speak of, Mr Boffin preferred
Daniel Dancer. From a purely
technical point of view he was

right, for Dancer was the com-

plete miser crazy, filthy, un-

redeemed. Moreover, Mr Boffin,

though he thought Gibbon

"stunning," was not a literary

man, and had he heard that

Horace Walpole calledTopham 's
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book " one of the most amusing
anecdotal books in the English

language," he would not have
been impressed. In fact, Elwes

is capital reading, while Dancer
and his like come near to being

deplorably dull.

Cooke may have been an
illustrious miser, but he was a

commonplace brute, and the

only pleasant thing about him
was the way in which on his

deathbed he rated his doctor.
"
Why, sir," he cried,

"
you

are no better than a pickpocket,
to go to rob me of my money
by sending two draughts a day
to a man whom all your physic
won't keep for more than six

days alive."

We may feel drawn for a

moment towards the Eev. Mr
Jones, who was the curate of

Blewbury for forty-three years,

during the whole of which he

wore the same hat and coat,

and saved his entire stipend
of 60 a year. He was a per-

fectly harmless old gentleman,
and spontaneously paid a poor
woman fourpence every three

months for washing his one

shirt. He had a disarming
weakness for good ale when he

could get it for nothing, and
was a liberal subscriber to the

Society for the Conversion of

the Jews.

There is a touch of romance
about "

Dollar Eichards," the

Cornish wrecker who found

Spanish dollars buried on the

shore, and Miser Eoberts, who
began life as a smuggler and
became a maker of JSolian

harps. There was a downright

independent spirit in Francis
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Trehan, the Somerset miser,

who, when told he should be

thankful for his fortune, replied,
"
I don't know nothing about

Providence in the matter
;

I

only know that Jenny and I

worked hard and got it all."

But these and others of

their kind lacked their vales

sacer, whereas Topham painted
of Elwes a very vivid and
human picture. Topham's
usual profession was that of

scarifying well-known person-

ages in an outrageous paper
called

' The World.' He'wrote

witty prologues to plays, had
held a commission in the Horse

Guards, was the lover of the

beautiful Mrs Wells the actress,
and was, in short, a smart and

dashing character. The bond
between him and Elwes must
have been a curious one. Per-

haps Topham came to scoff,

and remained to drop into a

wondering and half-contemp-
tuous friendship. It was not

Elwes' money that attracted

him : he refused his proffered

loans, and induced him to

make a proper and decent will

in favour of his sons. He real-

ised, of course, that Elwes was

good
"
copy," for he told him

that some day he should write

his Life, to which Elwes an-

swered,
" There is nothing in

it, sir, worth mentioning." But

clearly he had a genuine kind-

ness for the pitiful old gentle-

man, and because he was fond

of him, he has made him for

us hardly ever repellent, often

likeable, and sometimes touch-

ing.

I said that Elwes could not

Y 2
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on his own merits claim to be
the greatest of misers, and in

his own family there was at

least one to surpass him, his

uncle, Sir Harvey, from whom
he inherited the bulk of his

fortune. John Elwes was born
John Meggot, the son of

" an
eminent brewer," but his

mother was an Elwes, and there

was saving in the blood, for

she was left 100,000 by her

husband, and starved herself

to death. The boy went to

Westminster, where he is said

to have become a good scholar,

though he never afterwards

opened a book. Thence he

went to Geneva, and then,

having already plenty of money,
he plunged into a gay life in

London. He had a passion for

play, and once played for so

long at a sitting that he and
his companions were knee-deep
in cards. Thus early, however,
he gave a foretaste of other

qualities, for he would get up
from the card-table in the early

morning, walk to Smithfield

Market to meet his cattle com-

ing in from Thaydon, and
drive his own bargain with the

butchers. At cards he lost a

good deal of money, not be-

cause he was unlucky or un-

skilful, but because he paid
his debts he was always punc-

tiliously honest and other

people did not.

This part of hig life was

probably unknown to Sir Har-

vey Elwes, whom he cultivated

assiduously by visiting him at

his house in Suffolk. In those

days he had a healthy appetite
which he had not yet learned

to subdue, and dressed fashion-

ably ;
but as this would not

do for his uncle, he used to

stop at an inn on his way to

Stoke, have one last good
meal, and don old clothes and

rusty shoe-buckles. Then he
rode on to Stoke to find Sir

Harvey in a fireless room,

walking up and down to keep

warm, and proposing shortly
to go to bed in order to save

candles.

Sir Harvey did not approve
of new clothes : why should

he when his spendthrift pre-

decessor, Sir Gervase, had left

a chest full of faded fineries,

to which, when his coat would
no longer hold together, he
could have recourse ? As for

food, he was an expert part-

ridge-setter, and there were at

Stoke plenty of partridges, so

why eat anything more ? His
dutiful nephew when on a visit

would always accompany him
on his partridge-setting expedi-
tions.

The old gentleman had in-

herited the estate much em-
barrassed

;
he had vowed to

restore the family fortunes,
and in doing so found an

eminently satisfying form of

martyrdom. He had no tastes

or desires of any kind with
which to wrestle. He did not

want to play or hunt like his

nephew Jack
;
he liked nothing

but his partridge-setting. His

one dissipation was an occa-

sional meeting at a club-room
in the village with two neigh-

bouring baronets, and they
seldom parted without an argu-
ment over the reckoning. The
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only way in which he ever lost

money was by being robbed,

and, having lost his guineas,
he steadfastly refused to lose

his time also by identifying
the robbers. This mode of

life suited him so well that

though he had been consump-
tive in his youth, he lived till

he was between eighty and

ninety years old, and kept his

nephew waiting long for dead
men's shoes.

John Elwes, as he now be-

came, was over forty when he

began to reign. With his

change of name seemed to

come a change of character.
" Jack Meggot

"
has some-

thing of a dashing sound, but
John Elwes put away dashing

things. He played no more
;

he kept the barest establish-

ment at Stoke, and utterly
refused to repair the house.

He began to find Sir Gervase's

chest very useful, and was
known to array himself in an
old dress-coat of green velvet

with slash sleeves, while on
his head he wore a wig that

he had picked out of a wet rut

on the road. One extravagance
he allowed himself, and it was
one that must have redeemed
him in his neighbours' eyes :

this was a pack of foxhounds,
and he was declared by good
judges to be one of the finest

horsemen in England. To be

sure, his hounds only cost him
300 a year, and the huntsman,
who was Jack-of-all-trades at

Stoke, led a hard life, only to

be called an idle dog, who
wanted to be paid to do noth-

ing. Some wag among the

Suffolk squires declared that

Mr Elwes' hounds must needs

kill, or they would have noth-

ing to eat.

Put John Elwes on a horse

and he seems to have been as

happy as it was in his nature

to be, for at least he was

travelling at no expense, save

for the scandalous demands of

those sharks, the turnpike-

keepers. He was once riding
with a friend near Newmarket,
and came to the turnpike by
the Devil's Dyke. The night
was pitch dark, and the sides

of the dyke precipitous, but he
insisted on riding over it, and
his friend weakly followed him.

When, after one of the horses

had fallen, they had at length
scrambled down upon the far-

ther side, the friend thanked
God for their escape.

"
Ay,"

said Elwes,
"
very right ;

never

pay a turnpike if you can
avoid it." It was on this same

journey that he excused the

slowness of his pace on the

ground that he was letting
his horse feed on some hay
hanging from the hedge.

"
It

is nice hay," he explained

simply,
" and you have it for

nothing." That his neighbours
should have his hay for noth-

ing was quite a different matter,
and when they came to call

on him, and their horses were

put up in his stables, he would
steal in and place the hay
safely out of their reach. After

all, he probably thought, a
horse could not want much
hay when all he wanted him-
self for a sixty-mile ride was
two hard-boiled eggs in his
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pocket to eat by the roadside.

Why should a horse grow
weary ? He was never weary,
and to do him justice, so long
as he need spend no money,
he would as soon try to tire

himself for other people's sake
as his own. Two elderly ladies

in his neighbourhood were in

some mysterious danger of being

excommunicated, which put
them in a sad flutter. Elwes
at once put his two eggs in

his pocket, mounted his horse,
and rode all through the night
to London to convey their

submission to the spiritual
court.

We may be sure that he
received their thanks with a
kind of humble courtesy that

belonged to him. The one little

joke recorded of him is a polite
one. An unskilful friend out

shooting lodged two pellets in

his face.
"
My dear sir," said Elwes,

"
I give you joy on your

improvement. I knew you
would hit something by-and-
by."
He was always apologetic

for getting in the way, even of

pellets ;
and it was character-

istic of him that when over

seventy he said he was as

young as ever : he could walk,
he could ride, and he could

dance and he hoped he should

give no trouble even when he

was old.

He was always, in Topham's
words,

"
so gentle, so attentive,

so gentlemanly, so engaging,"
and also, I feel disposed to add,
in some ways so pathetically

stupid. He had no notion of

accounts, and could never have
known how his affairs stood.

He believed in nothing but

saving, and yet could not resist

the wildest speculations. Offer

him a higher percentage than
that of the funds, and it was
too much for him : he would
listen to any impostor with

any fantastic scheme, and his

guineas went clinking gaily into

parts of the world that he had
never heard of before. Five-

and-twenty thousand of them
he lost at one fell swoop in

some mythical iron - works in

America, and this at last sobered

his passion for investment, but
not before he had lost all told

about 150,000. Yet nearer

home, where he could see what
the guineas were doing, he

seems to have lacked neither

sense nor energy. He had in-

herited some London property
and built upon it. Portland

Place, Portman Square, and a

great part of Marylebone owe
their existence to him. His

houses were an agony to him
whenever he thought of fire,

for he was his own insurer
;

but they brought him stealthy
ecstasies of joy whenever he

wanted to stay in London, for

there was sure to be one of

them empty, and in it he

could sleep for nothing. If a

tenant offered, he moved some-

where else, to a barn or an

outhouse, and with him went

a faithful old charwoman who
looked after his simple wants.

Thus to know he was in London
was one thing, to find him

quite another. Once after dili-

gent inquiries his nephew heard
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that a poor-looking man had
been seen skulking through a

stable door in Great Marl-

borough Street. The stable

door was broken open, and
Elwes was found speechless and
almost at the point of death.

Next door was the old woman,
stark and stiff : she had been
dead two days.

This was probably one of

the very few occasions on which
he was attended by a doctor,

merely because he was too ill

to resist. Otherwise the apoth-

ecary was to be classed with

the turnpike-keeper. Severely
kicked by a horse, he once, in

his younger days, went through
with the hunt with his leg cut

to the bone, and only yielded
when amputation was threat-

ened. Jack Mytton might have
done the same thing out of

gasconade,
"
for the honour of

Shropshire," and would have
taken care that people knew
it. Jack Meggot did it out of

loyalty to his own pocket, and
wanted no applause.

It was these legs of his that

many years afterwards gave
him a real triumph over the

medical profession. He was

walking home in London one
dark night, ran into a sedan-

chair, and cut himself badly.
The hated apothecary was sent

for and pulled a long face.
" Mr ," said Elwes,

"
I

have this one thing to say to

you. In my opinion my legs

are not much hurt. Now you
think they are, so I will make
this agreement. I will take

one leg and you shall take the

other
j you shall do what you

please with yours, and I will

do nothing with mine, and I

will wager your bill that my
leg gets well first." And so it

did : it won with a fortnight
to spare.

These London adventures be-

long to his later life. When he

was sixty years old, some whim-
sical fancy moved him to be-

come a Member of Parliament
for Berkshire. There must
have been an odd strand of

vanity in his patchwork of

qualities, for though he had

apparently little interest in

politics, it pleased him to be
an M.P. Yet he was in an

agony of terror when it was
rumoured that Lord North
meant to make him a peer.
He had only courted his con-

stituency to the extent of

eighteenpence, the price of din-

ing once at the ordinary at

Abingdon, whereas a lord must

keep a carriage. Topham pro-
tests almost too much as to

his integrity and independence
in Parliament. Party leaders

did indeed complain bitterly
that he could not be relied on,
but it is hard to say whether
the eccentricity of his voting

sprang from a sense of duty
or from caprice. He sat for

thirteen years, and then it

appeared that he must dis-

gorge perhaps as much as 300
to keep his seat. He instantly

resigned, though he continued
to hang about his old resort of

the Mount Coffee House, where
fuel and light cost him nothing.
It was there that quite sud-

denly the old lust for play over-

took him for a single night,
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and he lost some 3000 at

piquet.

Though he had not spent a

farthing on the free and inde-

pendent electors of Berkshire,
his seat cost him dear, for his

fellow-members fastened on him
like so many harpies to borrow
his money, and it was one of

his principles that you
"
could

not ask a gentleman for money."
Was it the old taste for specula-
tion in another form that made
him so easy a prey, or was it

that curious vanity of the miser

that hugs to itself the know-

ledge of being able to buy up
other men ? The end of his

money-lending career was of a

piece with the rest of his con-

tradictory life.
"
Pray, sir," he said one day

to Topham,
" would you wish

to borrow a sum of money ?

It is very much at your service

if you choose it."

The refusal of his offer aston-

ished him beyond measure.

"Well, now," he said, "I
will never lend any money
again

"
;
and he never did.

When he left Parliament,

Elwes was an old man, too

old to find any new interests

or mode of life, and his health

and his intellect alike broke

down. He had hitherto been

afraid of spending his money ;

now he was beset with the

fear that he had lost it. He
was at last induced to make a

will, leaving all his unsettled

property to his two natural

sons, the only two luxuries he

had ever allowed himself, and

the two persons in the world
of whom he was as fond as

it was possible for him to be
fond of any one. He went
to live for some months in

solitude at Stoke, and true to

the type of old Sir Harvey,
went to bed when it was dusk
to save a candle. Thence he
went to Thaydon, and after-

wards for a while to London.

Finally, he wanted to see

Marcham again, but he had no
horses left, and could not bear

to face the expense of a post-
chaise. The obliging Mr Partis

volunteered to drive him there

in his carriage, and he had
the satisfaction of making his

last journey on earth for no-

thing. Soon after arriving at

Marcham he collapsed utterly,
and on the 26th of November
1789 he died. His last words
to his son George were that he

hoped he had left him what he

wished.

At the end of one of the

books in which I have been

reading about him, some ear-

lier reader has been testing

the wonders of multiplication.
With a stump of a pencil he

began by setting down one

pound, then multiplied it by
two, and so on through four,

eight, and sixteen, till in an

incredibly small space of paper
the sum reached millions and
tens of millions. It might have

soothed old Elwes' fretted spirit

to know that his example
would bear even so much fruit

as this. Poor, forlorn, polite

old gentleman !
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B^BJdJ.

BEBE was much petted, was

exempt from scoldings, spank-

ings, and compulsory exertions,
and would have had no wish

to change places with any
healthy, hearty, little Britisher.

Nevertheless, my English mind
sees him as a tragedy, a mon-
arch despoiled of his possessions
robbed of the crown of inno-

cent joy set with jewels of

fancy, a heritage due to every
child born into the world,
whether in the East or the

West, in a palace or a slum.

How long ago it was that he
lost it I did not know. . . .

It was a boast of his mother
that before he was three he
ate ices, sat at table d'h6te, and
was an old hand at hotel life

;

possibly it was before that

advanced age of three that

his crown was exchanged for

one of memory only. As a

proof of his having reigned
once over the Kingdom of

Child - Land and Make - Be-

lieve, this eight-year-old bon
viveur (he had now cultivated

a proper taste for caviare, foie

gras, champagne, and strong
coffee) was still called

"
Be"be

"

cruel irony, reminding one
of the mocking formality in

the title,
" Your Majesty," and

"
the Emperor," given out of

courtesy at St Helena.
Our mutual intercourse was

begun at the Carlton Hotel,

London, a tete-d-tete dinner, fol-

lowed by an entertainment at

the Coliseum. A small slight

infant, not bigger than an

average six years ;
a rather

large head, waxen face, dark

hair and sombre dark eyes,

set off by a white silk blouse
;

tiny sensitive hands
;
thin com-

pressed lips ;
and a voice that

had a singular lack of inflection.

His varied and cosmopolitan

experiences no doubt enabled

him to make mental notes

upon me, with greater accuracy
and perhaps equal interest.

The one clear impression I

first gathered was of a small

being overburdened with mun-
dane responsibility, resigned but

anxious, nervous under an ex-

terior of sang-froid. It was

swiftly borne in upon me that

his habits were advanced and
his mentality developed, for,

at my suggestion of a little

soup and some chicken, he

piped :

"
Mais ! il y a du

roti I
" and awoke my dull

mind to the fact that he was

prepared for and accustomed
to a full-course dinner every

evening of his life. I imagine
that he sized me up as somewhat

lacking in savoir-faire, though
fairly intelligent.

The first gleam of real in-

terest I saw in his eye was on

learning the word "
pepper

"

in English.
"
Tiens ! 9a c'est

curieux!" . . . and he proceeded
to explain that it was a similar

word in Eoumanian, although
that was a language largely
derived from Latin, and Eng-
lish was not (if he understood
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rightly ?) a Latin language.
In this highly-intellectual dis-

cussion his face lighted up,
and I saw that he could smile

in a fashion : a tight little

guarded smile that was more
like amused wisdom than glad-
ness of youth.
A first visit to England gave

him no excitement, and the

Coliseum entertainment of that

evening left him as it found
him bored. It was a ques-
tion of indifference to him
whether we should leave before

the end or sit it out. I had

yet to learn that he was well

used to sitting up in semi-

sleepy state hour after hour
;

I had not then seen him, as

later in Bucharest, regarding
without a glimmer of eagerness
the names of plays, operas,
and cinema - shows, choosing
which one he preferred to see

that is, which he guessed
least likely to weary him to

excess. I had not yet seen

him at the dinner-table at his

home, his sleepy head dropping
in jerks over his plate, his

mind too dull for speech or

observation, mortified but ob-

stinate, an object of laughter,
but struggling to maintain dig-

nity at a delayed prolonged
dinner that lasted till nine

o'clock and after. I was yet
to see him battling with weari-

ness at later festivities, hope-

fully declaring that
" when he

had had enough champagne he

would be lively."

Be'be', at eight, knew from

personal experience some sordid

phases of life, from contact

with which he bore the scars,

and, to his honour be it said,

bore them nobly. He had
known real poverty poverty
that stung, that brought tan-

gible suffering, feelable shame.
And small wonder that a tale

his mother quoted was true,

and true to his character.

When his second step-father was
a suitor, she consulted Be'be',

aged six.
" He wants to marry us :

shall we say yes ?
"

BelxS :

"
Is he rich ?

"

Mother :

"
Very rich."

Belx*:
"
WeU, then yes-

let us marry him !

"

And now he knew this second

experience too much money :

money spent lavishly, with

oriental ostentation, with that

lack of balance that so often

characterises the spending of

wealth quickly accumulated.

Be'be' had clothes galore, toys

galore, but no small friends
;

he had a series of French
"
gou-

vernantes
" and peasant ser-

vants to wait on him, ever

changing and never peaceful,

never contented. The atmos-

phere around him was one of

artificial luxury without regular
creature comforts : numerous
servants continually changed
exhibited a perpetual discon-

tent, strife, idleness, and un-

willing service towards the

whole household. French nurses

or governesses who undertook

the charge of Be"be" quickly
deserted their posts, leaving in

their trail a flavour of discord

and failure. In a confusion of

gossip, quarrellings, and petty

spites, Be"b kept a steady head

and a silent tongue.
"
C'est
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toujours comme ga !

" was his

comment, with a shrug, and
an expression containing both

spleen and resignation.
His country home was a

brand - new palatial residence

resembling a hotel
;

he had
no garden to play in, no pets
to cherish, no companionable
and comforting Nanny, no com-

panions of his own age, and no

special corner to call his own.

He treated with care the bro-

caded or polished furniture and
his mother's grand gowns ;

he

never threw balls nor invented

adventures, never made any
noise, and seldom soiled his

hands.

His outings in this place
were in the small public gardens,
where he walked sedately, con-

scious but not proud of the

fact that they were the gift

of his step-father to the little

provincial town. So were the

swimming-baths in which he

had never been, because they
were "

for the poor." He could

have what he liked, and to the

bounty of his step-father were

added patience, good-nature,
and gentleness to him. But
when I once used the word
"
kind," B6b^'s face took an

expression of cynicism, of

spleen : he was sceptical con-

cerning that kindness.

"He is rich
;
he can afford

things ;
he has much money

gifts cost him nothing !

"
It

was not for me to introduce the

idea of gratitude :

"
platitude

"

were perhaps a more fitting

word for such moralising. The

child Ttneio. Presents were given
not affection ; justice was

601

dealt out not tenderness
; gen-

tleness came of pity not love.

And it was true
;

"it cost

nothing." Be"be" knew these

things ;
his mind bad pre-

mature knowledge of propor-
tion

;
he had no use for pre-

tence.

Be"be" was an experienced
traveller

;
travel to him meant

much packing, during which

persons ordinarily amiable grew
irritable and angry ;

much
bustle, a sensation which trou-

bled and distressed his love of

quiet ; many disturbed sleeps
at odd times in strange places

short respites, during which
he could never have his sleep
out in peace, but was for ever

being flung, with heavy head
and weary eyes, into fresh

bustle and renewed vexations.

His companions were continu-

ally engrossed in agitating cries

concerning luggage, money, and
discussion about the next halt-

ing-place. Be'be' was entirely

adaptable, amenable and un-

excited
; by dint of repetition

of these turmoils he had
become indifferent, and was
no longer surprised at any-

thing.

Splendour and wealth, if they
did not bring him joys, brought
him substitutes. He had a

certain satisfaction in the ex-

istence and attendance of
"
menials," in the knowledge

of definite sums spent and

prices attached to objects
around him. Who knows t

Perhaps the loss of the real

Child Crown was in some sort

filled by the rdle of dummy
Prince in a kingdom of world-
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lings where his Queen Mother

swayed the rule. At least the

sense of security was assured

him to his comfort : he had

something solid now at the

back of him, and was no longer
flotsam on a stormy ocean of

life. Two anchors he trusted,

or as nearly trusted as his

nature and previous shocks of

experience would allow " ma-
man " and money. Maman was

his and he was hers, where she

was he would be, what she had
he would partake of. That

did not mean that he had much
of her : she never played with

him, she had no knowledge of

the details of his studies, though

lessons, to this un- babyish

Be'be', were his chief source of

amusement and zest. He had

to take her love on faith, and
he had to accept as an accom-

plished fact this step-father who
came first with maman

;
his

former step-father had been less
"

first
"

to maman and a more
intimate

"
second

"
to Be'be',

whom he had adopted as a

friend.

Marriage had at no time in

his mind represented a lasting

tie : since maman had had

three husbands, they were ob-

viously creatures to come and

go, to provide houses and means

pro tern. : if one of them failed,

maman could have another.

And money was a strong anchor,

preventing one from feeling

lost or buffeted or despised.

Then there was religion God,

something else real and tan-

gible to Be'be'. Eespecting God
he had complete faith

;
to-

wards his orthodox Church

genuine reverence; concerning

[May

his own personal heart and

conscience, reticence a bed-

rock of reticence.

Having dipped into grim
realities so early in life, his

trust in Providence was firmer

than his trust in humanity,
his conscience was more alive

than his heart. He had gained,
as an onlooker, the philosophy
more to be expected at eighty
than at eight, and one could

but devoutly hope that by a

merciful Providence he would

grow younger with advancing

years.

This would certainly not be

brought about by the guidance
of maman, who in all serious-

ness wished him to go to a

play of Ibsen, in order to
"
im-

prove his education," and be-

cause he was "
old enough and

intelligent enough to under-

stand Ibsen." Only Heaven
and Be'be' and possibly ma-

man, whose mental ability he

inherited knew whether this

amazing statement were true !

Only the priest, at half-yearly

confessions, knew anything of

this infant soul, again excepting

maman, who had no qualms
concerning it. If suffering ob-

tains mercy, if fortitude ac-

quires merit, Be'be had a better

right to absolution than most

people ;
and it must have been

hard to find confession of

neglected duties, for no one

could have had an easier con-

science on that score than Be'be.

He could be obstinate, but that

was when the motive was a

sense of duty, a point of hon-

our, or adhering to his loyalties.

He would, for instance, tell

deliberate lies, but not of his
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own invention only those dic-

tated to him by maman for

diplomatic purposes. He would

naively answer with truth, but
often maman was annoyed,
and bade him reply with more

intelligence the next time, hold-

ing the oriental code that truth

in speech is only fitting when
serviceable. So he thought out
a rule of conduct for himself,
truthfulness being natural to

him, and annoying maman his

chief fear, and he once gave it

utterance in the following pre-
cise motto :

"
Always tell the

truth except when your mother
bids you tell a lie." To this

code he adhered strictly.

He had come into contact

with strange churches and

creeds, customs, and habits of

thought. They did not puzzle
nor disturb him

; they were

interesting or curious to him
from an abstract point of view.

He collected facts without being
at all astonished. Eoman Ca-

tholics crossed themselves not

as he of the Orthodox Church,

reversing the direction of the

gesture ; Protestants neglected

this, and many other symbolic
signs ;

his native peasants dis-

played variations of signs and

symbols at all hours and in all

places, the more primitive the

peasant the more frequent the

signs. An equally worshipful
attitude behoved them towards
maman and masters

; he, Be"be

himself, received admiring hom-

age from the children in hum-
bler grades of life.

Once in a Bucharest street, a

small gipsy girl begged alms,
and Bebe, seeking a penny, in-

advertently dropped his purse

and its contents upon the pave-
ment. At the sight of a stream
of silver coins the gipsy child

became frenzied
;

she evoked

blessings, she predicted fortune,
she kissed his hands, she pros-
trated herself before him, touch-

ing the ground with her fore-

head. For many days he was
forced to flee this child and her

relatives, who dogged his path
and pursued him with tongues

flowing with benedictions and
a zealous desire to kiss his

garments, by numerous modes
of cajoling and prayers, crying,
"
Give ! Give !

"

At another time this dis-

tinction formed by wealth was
accentuated by other than ser-

vile demonstrations. He was
in the woody paths of an un-

frequented mountain district,

and was reviled and provoked
by a group of little peasants in

hooligan mood, who, for no
other reason than the obvious
decorum of his clothes and

demeanour, set upon him with

taunts and derision, followed

by the throwing of stones.

Be"be was first indignant, then

frightened ;
he knew that if

stone-throwing began, it was
no joke, and he wisely refrained

from either the folly of fight or

the cowardliness of flight. He
went through the ordeal, white

but defiant, giving retort in a

rather unsteady voice, and re-

fraining from the indignity of

running. Be'be' accepted this

difference, this barrier between
himself and the

"
lower orders,"

as a law of the powers that be.

He was not for criticising any
differences of sect and custom

;

he merely observed them with
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curiosity, and was surprised at

nothing, shocked at nothing,
but most conventional in his

own observances, which were
few.

It amused him vastly that a

fortune-teller had once pre-
dicted that he would some day
become a priest.

"
I hope you

will be a cleaner one than that

priest," I remarked one day,
with no intention of profanity,
when an exceptionally dirty
and ill-kempt specimen had

passed us. Be'be' regarded me
seriously, and raised his eye-
brows slightly.

" You mock
at God ?

"
he asked, as if for

information.

When cholera or any serious

epidemic waa rife, it was a

point of interest, and, I fancy,
of satisfaction to him to state

to individuals not of his Church
that they could not be buried in

orthodox consecrated ground.
Whether this was a warning,
a reminder of inferiority, or his

innate pleasure in informative

facts, one did not gather.

Study and learning of all

kinds were acceptable to him
so long as his bodily strength
held out. His brain had the

faculty of memorising developed
to an extraordinary degree. In

learning a fresh language no
word was forgotten when once
read or written. Unlike almost
all children, he learned lan-

guages not by hearing and

speaking, but by conscious

study ;
the toughest part for

him was the part so usually
no effort for children imita-

tion. This idiosyncrasy was a
natural outcome of a definite

trait or defect
;

he was as
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nearly tone-deaf as is possible
with otherwise normal hearing.
His voice might have led one
to surmise that, and his com-

plete lack of response to street

music, brass bands, orchestras,
or songs. Possibly his senses

might have thrilled to the tom-

tom, but melody and rhythm
in no degree penetrated.

Curiously enough, this fact

was discovered only when Be"be"

was already considered a prom-
ising pianist. Having no piano
in the country home, he began
his study of music by theory

only ;
his intelligence took de-

light in learning as prelude
to future musical practice

notes, terms, elementary rules

of time and harmony. These
he drank in eagerly, as it

might be mathematics, with

easy speed and exactitude, giv-

ing his usual concentrated at-

tention and half-amused in-

terest. By the time he made
the acquaintance of a piano,
he could read music, and as his

hands were sensitive and his

memory keen, he very soon

gave excellent performances in

the way of short pieces, duets,

dictations, and playing at sight.

But of his repertoire B^be" could

recognise not one piece, not

one line, not the very tuniest

of tunes, when played or sung
to him . His ear neverdeveloped

any further, though in tests he

acquired a number of what he

termed "
tricks." He would

count the notes or watch the

hands, and by detailed memoris-

ing of length of notes and rests,

he could sometimes make a cor-

rect deduction. But however

simple and catchy the tune he
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played often by memory, it

was never familiar to him if

played an octave higher, or

with a fresh bass, even if he
had left the piano -stool but
an instant after playing it him-

self. Listeners were very loath

to believe any lack of ear in

him, for his obedience, his in-

telligence, and his supple fingers

enabled him to give modulation
which was pleasant to the ears

of others. If, however, his

fingers made a slip at the start,

he would continue contentedly
to the end of the piece, scale or

exercise, treble or bass, all one

note too high or too low, like

a locomotive off its track, un-

able to right itself, but its

machinery working serenely.

The dismal discords thus created

were precisely the same to his

ear; and if he had any real

preference, I fancy he would
have given it to discord rather

than harmony.
Bbe" had to pass his Eou-

manian school examination, and
it is almost needless to say that

he passed it with distinction

but for one feature : it was

obligatory to sing the National

Anthem, and for that he had
to have special exemption. Be-

fore coming to that obvious

conclusion his master had tried

hard to instil into him the air,

pupil being as anxious as master

to achieve the feat. The stout

little man, red in the face with

energy and goodwill, would
beat time, stamp his feet, sing

loud, sing soft, while Be"be"

gravelyregarded him . He could

easily have learned the notes

on paper, and made a faultless

copy from memory ;
he no
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doubt could have copied, too,

the pantomime of the excited

and perspiring little professor,

but was too polite. His copy
of the notes of his voice was a

series of weird shrill articula-

tions which left master and
child discomforted and embar-

rassed. The trial was a comical

farce, from an outsider's point
of view.

It was a pity that Be"be"

himself could not enjoy the

farce, for real undiluted farce

was his greatest relaxation. It

was truly refreshing to see this

little old man of a small boy
enjoy a circus clown. One

heartily wished there were more
of the clown in a circus and
more circuses in the year, for

that form of humour was surely

a healthy and rejuvenating one,

balancing his painful precocity.
The clown made B4b4 beside

himself with laughter ;
he did

not shout, but he squealed with

laughter ;
he laughed till he

was breathless, he laughed till

the tears came, he laughed till

he was limp and exhausted.

And lesser buffoonery de-

lighted him always if it was of

the fun and humour in the

category of clowning. It was
a useful bit of knowledge, this :

to perch a pen-wiper on one's

head, to hide an object and

produce it unexpectedly this

made Be'be' chortle. It was a

thousand pities that a private

conjurer was not of the house-

hold's luxuries
;

that would
indeed have been an asset to

the boy who could not be gay,
must not be noisy, would not

play boys' games, and so sadly
needed relaxation of mind. It
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some one had worn a dunce's

cap or reddened his nose for

dinner, and so rewarded B4b4's

long and hungry waiting more

adequately than with caviare

and rich entrees.

For a short time a source of

amusement to him was a Borzoi

dog, bought as an additional

expensive ornament to the

establishment, valued only on
account of the high price paid
for him. Nobody loved him,
and he loved nobody ;

he had
no training, and consequently
soon became unmanageable and

dangerous, and was sent away.
When he was excited he per-
formed all sorts of serpentine
exercises and freakish gambols,
and these antics made Be"b

split his sides.

The peasants never got used

to this exotic animal, the breed

being unknown in those parts,
and they persisted in consider-

ing him a half-starved creature

on account of his shape, and
would offer him food and throw
crusts at him. Their obstinate

opinion, and his mode of saying
" thank you

"
that is, of mak-

ing fools of them, tickled B^b^'s

sense of humour mightily. The

dog would take the crust in

his mouth gingerly, bound with

it into the middle of the road,
and there execute a series of

leaps, curves, and juggling

tricks, throwing the crust high
in the air, placing it on the

ground and darting at it, rush-

ing round it with a show of

ecstatic enthusiasm, and at

times leaping right over Belt's

head. An increasing group of

peasants looked on with awe,
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never smiling, never certain

whether the weird shadowy
snake of a so-called dog were
not some unholy creature with

magic properties. Their solem-

nity and their pity for it as

starved or mad was the cream
of the joke to Be'be'.

Be'be' had one local chum, a

young man of five-and-twenty,
half Eussian, half Serb, tall and

graceful, hearty of voice, keen
of wit. Among the visitors

who petted, teased, or made
comments on Be'be', he alone

really understood and be-

friended him
;

he had an en-

couraging and cheering per-

sonality, and was neither con-

descending nor critical. He
talked to him on an equality,
of travel or of stamp-collecting,

giving him his own album with

many good ones
;
he told him

funny tales that were intelli-

gent and entertaining, and he

could speak many languages
with a degree of eloquence
and inaccuracy that was amaz-

ing to the ignorant and amus-

ing to the learned. He pro-

bably had a fellow-feeling for

Be'be', for he also was lonely,

was intelligent beyond the av-

erage and out of his natural

element
;

he would have suf-

fered also from ennui, but,
unlike his small friend, he had
a wonderful source of enthu-

siasm and good spirits when in

company, and a friendly soul

that made for geniality with

the passers-by. He was a

democrat, too, and on excellent

terms with the juvenile ragtag
and bobtail of the public gar-

dens, where he fraternised with

infants from the perambulator
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age and upwards. This ex-

tremely simple form of gaiety
he indulged in to keep up his

spirits when sunk low from
lack of society and scope, and
he found a reward which he

expressed :

" When I walk

through the gardens, the chil-

dren there they all knows me !

"

in a tone of real triumph.

Something from this cheery
presence always effected a

change for the better in Be"be"
;

they never bored each other in

talk, and when he was at the

dinner-table it was sure to be

lively ; they seemed to meet
on common ground he so like

a child in heart, and the child

so mature for his few years.
It is said that the Eussian feels

every man his brother, and
there was something touching
in the sight of this big fellow

of versatile gifts, spontaneous

gestures, and advanced culture

of intellect recognising a brother
in the small frail scrap of

humanity, and never making
a blunder in his advances.
For to most people Be*be" was

unresponsive and unlovable
;

he retired quickly into his im-

penetrable shell when they ques-
tioned him, and was even

thought dull, so little interest

did their conversation or their

manners arouse in him. They
either petted or catechised him,
and one mode offended his

intelligence, the other his natu-

ral reticence. He never spoke
of his sentiments, and signs of

affection were of so subtle and
concealed a quality that one al-

most doubted their existence.

I myself had the favour of

his friendship and trust, and
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considered the compliment no
small one. My last sight of

him was seated on the box-

seat of the departing carriage,
from which his pale little face

showed an expression of spirit-

less dejection. It was good-bye
for ever in all probability, but
his parting was a toneless Ion

jour no more, and his face

wore the look of c'est toujours
comme qa ! But I think he

would have had a qualm of

real regret had the prevailing
cholera deposited me in the

portion of the cemetery un-

consecrated by his Church.

I received a series of quaint
letters from him which told

me that his remembrance of

our friendship was a sweet

one, and that his memory would

keep it intact. He wrote at

some length of the details of

his daily programme, and in-

cluded some philosophic wis-

dom. "Mamma scolds me al-

ways that I am not enough
gentleman," he wrote. And
also that, "It is always nicer

the little girls than boys.
Mamma says that boys are

nice only when they become
men with ladyes." Poor pa-
thetic little being ! If I could

have lifted the veil and peeped
into his future, I think I should

have turned coward and cov-

ered my eyes, dreading to see

a still more pitiful figure. May
life have been kinder to him
than my imaginings could fore-

tell, and may it never rob him
of at least one love, one trust,
and one friendship worthy of

the loyalty that was his most
valuable possession.

MAY ORTON.
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THE "FIDALGO" IN THE EAST.

BY DAVID HANNAY.

IT may be truly said of the

Portuguese
"
Fidalgo

"
(" hid-

algo
"

in Castilian,
"
noble

"
in

French,
"
Adel "

in German,
and, in the right English,

"
gen-

tleman ") that he was " Primus
in Indis." He was the first

European who came to India
and the Far East as armed
intruder to conquer, and to

remain as master. The Euro-

pean had not been unknown,
nor even unwelcome, on the

great trade route of the East
from the Bab-el-Mandeb and
the Straits of Ormuz, along
the coast of Malabar, onward
to the Straits of Malacca, and

through that gate of the sea

or the side-door at the Straits

of Sunda, to China and Japan.
From the time of the Ptolemies
in Egypt that is, from the

time when the venturesome
Greek noted that whoever sailed

east before the wind of Hip-

palus, which we more prosaic-

ally name the South-West Mon-

soon, could right easily make
his direct way to the Gulf of

Cambaya and to Malabar, and

being there, had but to wait
for the change of seasons to

be blown back by the trade-

wind from the north-east

remote Asia had known the

wandering seamen, merchants,
and missionaries, Nestorian or

Orthodox, of Europe, with a
few artisans, and here or there

a soldier of fortune among
them. Nobody was afraid of

them. They were harmless and

profitable guests. It was far

otherwise with the
"
Fidalgo."

Because of all he did during
a century of far-reaching ac-

tivity, he stamped a picture of

himself on the Asiatic memory
which some authorities incline

to think has never been effaced.

He inspired a horror, a dread,
a loathing which have been
transferred to other Europeans.

Perhaps there is exaggeration

here, and the Asiatic, however
tenacious he may be of recollec-

tions of wrong, has not nursed

this grudge for four hundred

years and more. For the other

European peoples the Portu-

guese showed the way, and set

an example which is a warn-

ing. The "
Fidalgos

" were

the leaders and must bear the

blame, while they take the

honour of the achievement.

They deserve at least not to

be forgotten, and it is neither

uninteresting nor useless to see

them as they were.

In the first place, we have
to settle the question, What
exactly was a "

Fidalgo
"

?

In modern Portuguese, the

name has come to be no more
than our

"
Esq." on an en-

velope, a mere flourish of civ-

ility. In mediaeval Portugal,
the Fidalgos formed a military

caste, largely of French, or, to

be more exact, of Burgundian
origin. The Order of Cluny
promoted pilgrimages to the
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shrine of Saint James of Galicia,

crusades into Spain, and royal

marriages with Castile. When
Constance of Burgundy married

Alfonso VI. of Castile and Leon,
towards the end of the eleventh

century, her brother Henry
came with her to her husband's

recent conquest, Toledo. He
was a younger son with his

fortune to make, and he won
it by marriage with one of the

many natural daughters of his

brother-in-law. Teresa brought
with her as dower the county
of Porto, or Northern Portugal,
then counted as an extension

of Galicia. How the county
of Porto grew into the kingdom
of Portugal is a longer story
than we are called on to tell

now. For our purpose it is

enough to remember that this

Henry of Burgundy, and his

son Alfonso Enriquez (Henry-

son), and their successors, con-

quered from the beginning, and
from Islam, by the aid of

Burgundian crusaders. There
were many manors in Bur-

gundy, and they swarmed with

younger sons, tall fellows, and

good men of their hands. For
Jock the Laird's brither the

choice was between going into

a convent, where he was to be
turned into a bad monk, or

to take his younger brother's

small portion, invest it in a
hauberk and weapons, and
make his way by the pilgrim
route across the Pyrenees, and

through Leon, to the Count of

Porto, or King of Portugal,
who had a permanent need for

effective fighting men. Once
taken on as man-at-arms, he
had a fair prospect of winning

a grant of land. With good
fortune he might become a
" Lord of Vassals

" and great
baron. If his luck was but

ordinary, he could at least

conquer a manor or so and
found a family of gentle birth.

And they and their like were

the Fidalgos of Portugal, who

imposed themselves upon, who

governed, looked down on, and
led the

" brown people," the
"
gente morena," to take the

Castilian term. They formed

two castes, the ruling and the

ruled, into which the Portu-

guese nationwas divided. While

their day lasted they went first

by right of greater physical

strength, or hardier spirit, their

inborn belief that it was for

them to command, and for the

non-fidalgo to obey. War was
the business of those of gentle
birth. To take from the un-

believer was to win for the

true faith. "Payens ont tort,

Chretiens ont bon droit," was
the maxim by which they

firmly held. To be a Christian

was to have a lawful claim to

take from "
the pagan," who

was represented to them by the

Mahometan.
The doctrine was not in-

vented by the Portuguese Fidal-

gos. There were Englishmen,
learned counsel, too, who laid

it down with every appearance
of conviction when they were

speaking gravely on a very
serious occasion. Mr Holt

Sir John Holt, Lord Chief-

Justice after 1689 was one.

He was of counsel for the Com-

pany in the
" Great Case of

Monopolies between the East
India Company, plaintiffs, and
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Thomas Sandys, defendant
;

whether their Patent for Trad-

ing to the East Indies, exclu-

sive of all others, is good."
It dragged along in 1684-85.

At that late day, so sane and
reasonable a man as Holt
could argue solemnly that all

infidels are enemies of all Chris-

tians, and that you must not
trade with enemies, without

express licence from the king.
Infidels are excluded from bene-

fit of law. You may beat a

heathen, and plead his heathen-

ism in abatement of action.
" The profession and preserva-
tion of Christianity is of so

high a nature that of itself it

supersedes all law
;

if any law
be made against any point of

the Christian religion that law
is ipso facto void." It is true

that Sandys' counsel disputed
Mr Holt's law, and derided

his doctrine as being
"
a con-

ceit, absurd, monkish, fan-

tastical, and fanatical." Sir

George Treby chaffed his
"
divinity," and even pointed

out to him, with some truth

and a dash of humour, that

he was in danger of falling

into the heresy of the Lollards

to wit, that Dominium
fundatur in gratia. The coun-

sel, in fact, sparred away, say-

ing what seemed best adapted
to serve the interests of their

respective clients. We need
not assume that Holt believed

a word of what he said. He
took quite another view when,
as Lord Chief-Justice, he came
to preside at the trial of the

pirates a few years later. But
the point is that he thought
it worth while to propound

his
" monkish conceit

" when
he was addressing the Lord
Chief-Justice of the day, Jef-

freys, in the Great Case of

Monopolies. He cannot have

thought that he would do him-

self credit or help his clients

by talking what all men would
see at once to be arrant non-

sense. In truth, many men
did agree with him. One of

the pirates he tried defended

himself by saying that he had
never heard there was any sin

in robbing heathens.

The Fidalgos to a man agreed
with that pirate. The doctrine

Dominium fundatur in gratia

was a horrible heresy when it

was pleaded for the purpose
of showing that kings, nobles,

squires, and priests who live

in sin may justly be dispos-

sessed. It was quite orthodox

when quoted as an excuse for

overthrowing, butchering, and

plundering
' '

pagans .

' ' When
first they sailed to the East

with Vasco da Gama in 1597,
the Portuguese of all classes,

including the learned, were ill

informed as to what was pagan
and what was Christian in

those little-known regions. All

had heard of Prester John
and his realm in the vaguely-
defined Indies. It was well

known to them that there

were Mahometans there who
had conquered far and wide.

From these uncertain premises

they drew the hazardous de-

duction that whatever was not

Mahometan east of the Cape
of Good Hope was Christian.

The first comers had no scruple

in worshipping before idols of

of a Hindu goddess shown in the
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act of nursing an infant divinity.

They assumed that what they
saw was really the Virgin and
Child. A few, indeed, had their

quiet doubts. One Fidalgo in

Vasco da Gama's band was
heard to mutter,

"
If these are

idols, I worship the mother of

God." Then, sure of the ortho-

dox direction of his intentions,
he plumped down on his knees
and said his prayers with the

others in a Hindu temple.

They learnt better before long.
But through all their century
of power in the East they found
it far easier to live in harmony
with the Hindu than with the

Mahometan. Sultans of Bija-

pur or Guzerat were their

natural enemies. But they
sought the alliance of the Hindu

rajahs, whether little coast

rajahs of Cochin or the rulers

of the great southern Hindu

kingdom of Visayanagara.
Zain - al -

Din, author of the
'

Tohfut-ul-Mujahideen, which
recounts the sins of the
" Frank "

invaders of the Mala-
bar coast, goes so far as to

say that they did not persecute
the Hindu, but only the Ma-
hometan. He was wrong. After
the Inquisition was established

at Goa in 1560, Hindus were
driven into that

"
house of

darkness and stench." The
words are Zain-al-Din's, but
the Frenchman Dellon, who
was imprisoned there, would
have agreed with him. Yet in

early times the Portuguese did

habitually spare the Hindu,
while they made a rule of

massacring the Mahometans.

They felt, and had good cause

to feel, that a disaster had

befallen them, when the Sul-

tans of Bijapur, Ahmednuggar,
and Golconda destroyed the

Earn Eajah of Visayanagara
and his kingdom at the battle

of Talikoot in 1565.

There was more behind the

Fidalgo 's hatred of Islam than
the traditions of centuries of

war with Almoravides, Almo-

hadis, and Beni Marin, on the

soil of Portugal itself, or in

Africa. In the closing years
of the fifteenth century the

power of the Ottoman Sultans

was rising in the Levant. They
had not yet conquered the

Mameluke Sultans of Egypt
and Syria, with whom the

Christians had arrived at a

modus vivendi not good but
tolerable. Selim I., surnamed
the Bloody, swept them away
after 1510. But already the

Ottoman Sultans were a tower-

ing and a dreadful menace.
When the Portuguese smote
the

" Moors " on the East
Coast of Africa and in Malabar,
or as far away as Malacca,

they were not only in their

own opinion, but in reality,

fighting for Christian Europe.
Nor is it just to ignore the

fact that when the caravels

and carracks of Gama, Cabral,

Almeida, and Albuquerque first

came on to the great traderoute,

they met a Moslem competitor
not altogether unlike them-
selves. During the centuries

immediately preceding the fif-

teenth, Arab seamen and traders

it would be more accurate

to say trading seamen had

planted themselves all along
the great trade route, being

materially helped by those re-
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ligious scruples and caste rules

which bar the sea to the Hindu.

Not so much by force, though
they could take to blows on

occasion, as by missionary work

among Hindus and Malays,

and, most of all, by keen

competition, the Arabs had mas-
tered the trade route. They
had driven away, by outsailing
and underselling them, the

Chinese junks, which had once

come to Ceylon and Malabar,
even to Ormuz and Aden. Long
before Vasco da Gama anchored

near, not at, Calicut, the Chi-

nese had been confined to the

seas east of Malacca. The
Arab had one great advantage
over the European in the Bast,
Middle or Far. He would take

to himself a wife of the daugh-
ters of the people, and did

not raise a debased progeny.
The Moplahs, whom, and whose

turbulence, we know, are the

descendants of Arab fathers

and Malabarese mothers dan-

gerous fanatics and chronic

rebels, but good boatmen and
farmers. Now these strenuous
" Moor "

traders and their Mop-
lahs were not the men to be
evicted from their profitable

monopoly of sea-borne com-
merce without a fight. They
opposed the newcomers for-

cibly. Until the Portuguese
had proved that they too were

strong men armed, there was
no possibility of trade for them.

It was then, we must allow,
not out of mere brutality that

the Portuguese set about clear-

ing a space for themselves

with the high hand. But est

modus in rebus. They had no
idea of working with aught

but the high hand. When a

Spaniard or Portuguese, or man
of the South of Europe in

general, is expostulated with

for barbarity to an animal, he

as often as not replies that the

beast is not
"
a Christian."

It was in this spirit that the

Portuguese bore himself to
"
the

heathen." We may allow that

with his training he could not

think otherwise. But the spec-

tacle he gave to the world

was horrible. The Moors were

for him vermin to be extermi-

nated
;

the Hindus were at

the best degraded, and now

utterly heretical, offspring of

ancestors once converted by
St Thomas. They had fallen

away from grace, and must be

reclaimed by rigour.

Portuguese writers have

spared posterity all trouble in

looking for proof of the charges
of cruelty brought against the

Fidalgos. Nothing shocks their

modern reader more than the

complacency with which they
record examples of barbarity
in the generally flowing and

watery vein of their prose.

They do not apologise ; they

simply record with approval.
It is quite unnecessary to go
to English, Dutch, or French

authorities. Even if we look

into the Tohfut-ul-Mujahideen
as translated by Lieutenant

Eowlandson, we find nothing
so damning as the Portuguese
records. Without dwelling on

stories of mutilations and filth,

here is a case in point which is

quite equal to all we need in

order to realise the character

of their actions, and of their

records of those deeds. It is
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quotable, and comparatively
clean. The author of the

' Com-
mentaries of the Great Afonso

Dalboquerque,' who was his

son, is telling of his operations
on the coast of Arabia about

the Eas-al-Had. Among other

places which he attacked and

destroyed was Muscat. Our
author tells how, while the

inhabitants were fleeing to the

hills, Antonio do Campo, who
was standing close to Dal-

boquerque, saw a number of

women and children running

away. At once, and to all

appearance with the entire ap-

proval of
"
the Great Afonso,"

he started in pursuit, overtook

and butchered them. This vile

inhumanity is recorded with-

out blame nay, even as an

example of zeal and efficiency.

The "
Great Afonso

"
did the

same thing, and on a larger

scale, over and over again, as

part of a deliberate policy of

Schecklichkeit.

A Portuguese apologist

might be tempted to reply

by quoting instances of Eng-
lish, Dutch, or French cruelty.

He might open his
'

Purchas
'

at the place where you find
"
Scot's Account of Java."

There he and we can read, on
the authority of the man him-

self, how he, a factor of the

Honourable Company, and
others its servants, tortured a

native whom they accused of

theft from their
"
godown," at

length, persistently, and with

refinements of ferocity. But
what was the sin of a few among
the servants of the Company
was the habitual practice of

the Portuguese. ;
It would be

open to our supposed apologist
to plead the well-known bar-

barity of the fifteenth century.
But that age was notoriously

wicked, and had fallen far

below the standard of times

when chivalry meant some-

thing better than claptrap, and

private theatricals in the tour-

nament way. James, the con-

queror of Aragon, was not

squeamish. He once tore out

the tongue of one of his clergy
who had blabbed a royal sin

confided to him in confession.

Yet when some of his soldiers

began to slaughter the Moorish

women and children of a town
he had captured, the great

king, who was also a very big
muscular man, rode fiercely

into the middle of them, laying
about him with a mace, or

long sword. He was a hard
hitter in open war, but a true

knight and a gentleman. The

Portuguese could hit hard in

battle too, but they rejoiced
in smiting and torturing a sub-

dued enemy, the women and
the children included.

Their religious fanaticism has

been pleaded on their behalf.

They certainly, as has been said

already, did not look upon the

pagan as quite a fellow human
being. Nevertheless, we have
to make a distinction on that

point. There is a marked
difference between the years
before 1560, when the Inquisi-
tion was fully established in

Goa, and those which came
later. In earlier times the

Fidalgos could live in harmony
with Hindus, and when once

their superiority was firmly

planted, even with Mahometans.
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A great change for the worse

camewhen the leadership passed
to the dull clerical bigotry of

the Holy Office. Afonso Dai-

boquerque could dominate his

priests. Later governors and

viceroys trembled before them.

It is, however, easy to ex-

aggerate the share which doc-

trines touching the question,
What gives legitimacy to
" Dominion "

? or religious fan-

aticism had in controlling the

conduct of the Fidalgos. We
must look closer. They
started, as we have seen,

from Burgundian and other

French "
gentry

"
or noblesse.

Now what more than aught
else marked that type of man
all through the Middle Ages
was an incurable incapacity
for discipline, the fruit of a

touchy vanity which implied
a reckless self-assertion, and
that again was incompatible
with true military obedience

or true loyalty. It could exist

alongside of much personal gal-

lantry and generosity. But
it was an invincible obstacle

to real order. Eomance, when
written by one who knows,
is a trustworthy witness. Take
MerimeVs '

Jacquerie,' and you
have in the persons of his

nobles and knights a thor-

oughly sound picture of the

French chevalier and his ways.
A collection of such champions
was an armed mob. They
would be all equal, for you
cannot be more than gentil-

homme : no one of them could

without dishonour allow an-

other to go in front
; praise

of one was implied blame of

all the rest. Therefore they

would all tumble in together,

every man with his banner

displayed, reckless, unthinking,

disobedient, self-assertive. At

Courtrai, at Crecy, at Poitiers,

Thebes, Nicopolis, or Aljubar-

rota, it was always the same

story. Prudence and foresight
were cowardice

;
obedience was

a humiliation. So with ban-

ners displayed, and shouting

Monjoie St Denis, possessed

by the devils of vanity, they

plunged headlong into any trap
laid for them. From that the

Fidalgos started. In the East-

ern Seas, far away from the

only authority they recognised
as entitled to rule them

namely, the king and even

in those waters a long way off,

the alter ego of the king, the

Governor-General, or Viceroy,
at Goa, their total unfitness

to form a service acting by
rule grew ever more rank.

Insubordination was constant,
and all this self - assertion

rapidly interpreted itself into

mere grasping at plunder by
force from the pagans, or by
mere fraud and corruption in

rivalry among their own people.
As for their morality of which
the witnesses, of whom it is

enough to name the Jesuit

SaintFrancis Xavier, have much
to say why, their Church had

taught them that orthodoxy
of creed, not knowledge of the

faith, but explicit belief in the

Church and implicit belief in

what she taught, was the one

thing necessary. The sins of

the flesh were a small matter in

comparison. So the Fidalgos
could give way to their lusts,

and the non-Fidalgos followed
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the example set them. Saint

Francis Xavier shuddered as

he looked on what it had all

come to by the middle of the

sixteenth century, when the

precious empire of Portugal
in the East was at its height.
What requires explaining is

not why that same empire
so called came to a base end,
but how it could ever come
into existence.

The explanation is easily

given. When Vasco da Gama
sailed from Malinde across the

Arabian Sea, which we now
call the Indian Ocean, the

trade route was busily worked

by an undefended seaborne

commerce. Trade winds blow

along it in regular alternation,
or by seasons or monsoons,
from south towards north-east

when the sun is over the

northern hemisphere, from
north towards south-west when
he is over the southern. Where
masses of high land break up
and deflect the lower currents

of the air, there are local varia-

tions with land breezes which
blow out to sea, alternating
with sea breezes which blow
in on the land. A swing as

of a pendulum goes on all

through the years from season
to season. The wind follows

the sun that is the dominat-

ing rule. So the seamen could

always rely on a trusty wind
to take him out, and in due
time another would blow in

the opposite direction to bring
him home. Between the sea-

sons there is unsettled weather,
but then he lay in port, was

busy unloading and loading

again. No great knowledge of

navigation was called for to

work this trade route, only the

seamanship of the coaster who
could safely strike across the

open sea because he could rely
on a following wind. Ships of

poor quality and primitive rig-

ging would serve the turn when
all they were asked to do was
to run before the wind. Asiatic

vessels were not fitted to turn

to windward, and this stream
of inferior craft went on a

beaten path through narrow

gates of the sea to fixed destina-

tions by the Straits of Malacca
and Sunda, round Ceylon, along
the coast of Malabar, to Ormuz
and Aden. It was undefended

by its own strength or by the

State. The great monarchies
of India were on the tableland

of the Deccan or in Hindustan.
The coast was split up into

realms of the
"

little coast

Eajahs
"

in India. The archi-

pelago was divided among nu-

merous kings of islands, or of

parts of islands. They were

generally in a chronic state of

feud. Nothing was easier than
to play off one against the

other the Rajah of Cochin

against the Zamorin of Calicut,
the King of Tidore against
the King of Ternate. Any
small force of Europeans could

have dominated the great trade

route.

Now the Portuguese ships
and their guns were but poor
if judged by standard of the

eighteenth century. But they
were overwhelmingly superior
to the Asiatic seafarers they
had to conquer. The Mame-
luke Sultan of Egypt and Syria,
the only competitor they had
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to fear, was weak, and, more-

over, the last of that strange

dynasty was fighting in vain

for his life against the Ottoman
Sultans, just as the Portuguese
were planting themselves in

India. How easy the task was
is obvious by one fact which
cannot be disputed. The whole

essentials of the work was done

between 1508, when Dalbo-

querque paid his first visit to

Ormuz, and December 1515,
when he died at Goa in seven

years, and with a loss in battle

which was trifling even in pro-

portion to the small numbers

engaged. The "
great Afonso "

had seized a central head-

quarters at Goa, had rendered

the little coast Eajahs of Mala-

bar tributary, had subdued
Ormuz and taken Malacca. He
had indeed failed to occupy
Aden, but he had invaded the

Bed Sea, and had cruised there,

no enemy daring to say him

nay on the water. In short, he

had fixed a strangle-hold on the

great trade route of the East.

It was no superhuman feat.

A brutal man can cow a school

of little boys by mere Schreck-

lichTceit. The greatness of the

man, for some greatness there

was, appears not in his strife

with the Asiatics, but in the

firmness of will wherewith he

dragged his crowd of wrangling,

vain, disobedient Fidalgos along
with him. The spirit and the

guiding rule of the man were
of the simplest. The King of

Portugal was " Lord of the

Navigation, Conquest, and Com-
merce of Ethiopia, Arabia.

Persia, and India." The Pope
said he was, and therefore his

dominion was founded in grace.
So Dalboquerque, sure of his

right, for he represented the

king, could approach Ormuz,
burning towns in Arabia which
did not submit at once, and

sending captives whose noses

and ears he had caused to be
cut off in terrorem before him
to be a warning. When off the

island he demanded submission

and tribute from the rulers of

Ormuz because the King of

Portugal was their lawful lord.

Eesistance was rebellion or

treachery, to be punished by
slaughter, fire-raising, and mu-
tilation of prisoners ;

and so

it was always and everywhere.
As the Portuguese were few,

though far better armed than
their unhappy victims, the work
was not done without effort

and displays of valour. Many
Fidalgos fought fiercely against

long odds. Some could show
a fine spirit. There was Euy
d'Araujo, who is to be named
for honour. He and some
other Portuguese had been left

behind at Malacca by Siqueira.
When Dalboquerque appeared
off the port with his fleet, they
were held as prisoners and

hostages by the Malay rajah.

Dalboquerque began by ne-

gotiating for the rajah's sur-

render. He found means to

send a letter to Araujo, and
to receive an answer from
him. It was his wish not to

risk the lives of the captives
as far as was possible. Araujo
told him to leave them to their

fate, and to come on. So

might some British officer have
answered in a similar case

during the mutiny. Yet Araujo
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is a shining exception. There
was little of him and much
of his contemporary, Vincent
de Sodre. That man having
been stationed to aid the Eajah
of Cochin against the Zamorin
of Calicut, sailed away on a

piratical cruise to the Bed
Sea, leaving his ally and the

handful of his countrymen
who were ashore in the utmost

peril. He perished through
mere self-willed arrogance and
bad seamanship.
In fact, all the vices which

finally rotted the Portuguese
settlements in the East were

rampant even in their heroic

age. The root of them, or

perhaps one ought rather to

say the fruit, was that they
were trying for the wrong thing,
and therefore would not do

right. Not the least deadly
of their errors was that they
endeavoured to form a mixed

race, not only by encouraging,
but by enforcing marriage with

native women. They tolerated

unions which were no marriage.

They forbade the immigration
of Portuguese women. An in-

cident of their early days re-

veals the whole scope of the es-

sential baseness of their policy
and its folly. When Vasco da
Gama came to India as Vice-

roy on his third voyage, three

Portuguese women hid them-
selves in his ships. He had
them whipped in the streets

in Goa, and then married them
to soldiers. It was done as an

example. To whom and for

what ? To the natives pre-

sumably, to show them how
low was the level of the
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respect the Portuguese had of

themselves. The Fidalgos, who
were ready enough to ruffle

on the point of honour, made
no protest against this defile-

ment of the white race. Of

course, the result of this insane

policy was the formation of

the Goanese and similar mixed
breeds.

Where the aim was mistaken

and the spirit was vile, what
could follow ? Only corrup-
tion and disorder. The whole

Portuguese venture in the East

was one unpardonable error.

It began when the carracks

sailed from Lisbon. They came
overcrowded with passengers,
a thousand or two thousand in

a single ship, packed so tight

that numbers had to sleep on
the upper decks. No attempt
was made to secure cleanliness.

All the filth was drained into

the ballast and the bilge. The
carracks became floating pest-

houses. It was calculated by
the Portuguese that a third of

those who sailed to the East

died on the way. Few ever

came back. Their places at

home were taken by imported

negroes, who were married to

the white women. Portugal is

full of negro blood, a fact

which accounts for a good deal

we have seen and see. The

Fidalgos sank out there into a

horrible mish-mash of mixed

breeds, in which the worst bru-

tality of Europe was mingled
with the worst corruption of

Asia. For Portugal herself, the

Eastern Empire was an un-

relieved disaster. Her trade

was conducted with Italian,

z
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German, Netherland, and Eng-
lish capital and goods. Her
merchants were only the com-
mission agents of Welzers or

Fuggers and other bankers of

Italy and the north. What
came to her was booty gained

by a few adventurers, and the

hire of the ships. The propor-
tion of them lost on the way
out and home was enormous,
and grew larger as time went
on. On the day after the

English and Dutch traders had
intruded on the Eastern Seas,
the whole flimsy and preten-
tious card-castle of Portuguese
Empire began to tumble down,
because its foundations were
torn from beneath it. The
ruin was not wrought by mere
force. The English and Dutch
assailants came bringing their

own goods for trade, and under-

sold them. The number of

their ships taken by the Eng-
lish and Dutch companies' cap-
tains was not very great far

less than the Portuguese lost

by their own bad seamanship.
Their power was not based on

good administration and gen-
uine trade, but only on the

bullying supremacy of the

strongest-armed man for the

time being. It could last only
so long as the north of Europe
did not insist on trading to

the Eastern Seas itself and

directly. Portugal was poor,

thinly populated, had no manu-

factures, and little to export.
It could rule over the trade

route only so long as it held a

monopoly of the right to carry.
One can imagine ways by

which the Portuguese might
have done better, and might
have kept an honourable place
when the inevitable end of

their solitary rule came. By
holding only a minimum of

necessary posts, by giving the

best of their thoughts and their

attention to their ships and
their seamanship, by working
the port-to-port trade of the

East fairly, and by abstaining
from religious persecution, they

might have gained honest profit

for themselves while rendering
a real service to Asia. When
they lost, as they were bound
to lose, the exclusive right to

carry between the East and

Europe, they could still have
been honourably active in the
"
Indies." But such a modest

policy as this called for the

direction of sober men of busi-

ness, like the
" Governor and

Company of the merchants of

London trading to the East,"
or the Dutch merchants who
combined to form the

" United
Netherlands East India Char-

tered Company." It was clean,

and clear impossible for the

Portuguese Fidalgos. At their

best they were even as those

knights of the Middle Ages
who went to the wars in hope
of growing rich by the ransom
of prisoners. At their worst

they sank to the level of the

disbanded mercenaries of the

fifteenth century who were

branded for infamy with the

name of
"
Ecorcheurs." It was

a misfortune that Europe was
first shown to Asia under so

hideous a shape.
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MUEDEE DISQUALIFIES.

BY ALAN GRAHAM.

CHAPTER IX.

" GOOD evening, landlord," he

said, leaning liis tall frame on
the polished counter.

"
You'll

remember me ?
"

"
Ay, fine I ken ye, Mr

Eintoul," replied Mr Morrison.
" Wud ye be wanting any-

thing t
"

" A room for the night and
a meal. But meantime a glass

of your famous whisky would
be acceptable for the stom-

ach's sake."

Eab Wilson was alert to

notice the bearing of the visi-

tors one to another, while re-

taining his air of indifference.

At the entrance of Eintoul,
McNeil had by a hurried move-
ment turned his back upon
the bar. It was not to be,
however. Eufus emptied his

glass quickly, and moved con-

fidently towards the bar par-
lour.

" And whom have we here 1

There will be some one that

remembers me, I'll wager," he

said, pausing and looking down

upon the three.

His green eyes sharpened,
his bold face took on a sterner

look, as his gaze lit upon
McNeil. Then he smiled easily

and stepped into the circle of

the fire.
"
Major McNeil, no less !

"

he exclaimed, his smile and

his tone tinged with mockery.
"
This is a far cry from our

last meeting-place. I would

hardly have thought that you
took enough interest in my
humble affairs to bring you
all this way just to see me take

possession of my estates. Still,

it's a compliment, and I'm

grateful for it."

Eab Wilson was at a loss.

He could not be certain if the

surprise was genuine or as-

sumed. It was quite likely,

he felt, that it was a piece of

play-acting, and that McNeil
and his friend were in reality
in the service of Eufus Eintoul.

He inclined to that belief,

indeed, in his total ignorance
of Francesca Marinetti.

The Honourable Thomas

Owen, also, was intensely in-

terested. It was his first meet-

ing with Eufus, and he was

delighted to find him such a

formidable -
looking opponent.

It promised well for the ex-

citement of the contest.

McNeil was thinking rapidly.
His parting from Eintoul had
been far from cordial, but

nothing was to be gained by
an open antagonism. He had,

indeed, a half-formed desire to

try his wits once more against
the man who had so thoroughly
beaten him once. He rose

Copyrighted iu the United States of America.
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with a smile, therefore, and
offered his hand to the new-
comer.

"
This is a pleasant surprise,

Mr Eintoul," he said cordially.
"
I think I heard you order a

bed for the night, so I hope
my friend and I will have the

pleasure of your company to

supper. Bubbly, this is

Mr Eintoul the Honourable
Thomas Owen."
With a sardonic smile Eufus

Eintoul acknowledged the in-

troduction. Eab Wilson he

ignored as a mere country

lout, and Eab gazed into the

fire stolidly, with the air of a

man unexpectedly thrown into

the company of his betters.

His mind, however, was far

from being as blank as his face.
"
So, Mr Owen, your friend

has brought you north to

sample our fine Scots air ?
"

said Eintoul, seating himself

on the edge of the table and

swinging a handsome leg.
" You couldn't have chosen a

better spot than Doming. If

you think of stopping long I

hope you'll do me the honour
of calling at Doming House.

I shan't be in residence for a

day or two yet, but as soon as

I take possession I shall be

delighted to see you both."
"
That's very good of you,

sir," said Bubbly cautiously.
"
I should be very pleased to

see Doming House. So would

McNeil, I'm sure. If you
happen to be in residence while

we are here, we shall certainly
call."

McNeil remained silent and
let Bubbly talk. He felt sure

that by his boasting Eintoul

hoped to betray him into some

admission, and he had already
had sufficient experience of

the would-be laird's methods.

Bubbly led the conversation

to the safe topic of the his-

tory of the ruined Doming
Castle, upon which Eufus dis-

coursed learnedly and at length.
Eab Wilson sat long enough
to convince himself that he
would learn nothing further to

his interest from the conversa-

tion
;

then finished his beer,

and, with a parting nod to

McNeil, strode heavily out.

No sooner had he gone than
Eufus Eintoul turned an iron-

ical smile upon McNeil.
"
So, notwithstanding my

avuncular warning and advice,
the lady is squandering her

siller on a wild-goose chase,"
he said.

"
I daresay it brings

grist to somebody's mill, though
if ye '11 excuse the mixing of

the metaphor."
McNeil flushed at the im-

putation, which he was not in

a position to refute. As before,
he was at a disadvantage with

Eufus Eintoul, for he must
maintain silence regarding the

affairs of his mistress, whereas

Eufus, being his own master,
could shape his own policy.

Bubbly, aware of his friend's

difficulty, hastened to change
the subject.

" You talk in riddles, so far

as I am concerned, Mr Ein-

toul," he said.
" Now there's

one subject on which I'm some-

thing of an authority, as McNeil
will admit, yet I'd like to have

your unbiassed opinion on a
technical point. Is the beer

of Scotland really so vastly
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superior to our English brew,
or is it merely something in

the atmosphere here that in-

clines one's palate more strong-

ly in the direction of beer in

general ? Join me in a tankard,

sir, and help me to settle the

point."
Eufus Eintoul grinned ap-

preciatively, and accepted the

invitation.

"Well, gentlemen," he said,

as he bowed his acknowledg-
ment over the froth of the

tankard,
"
I see that you are

determined to keep your own
council. God knows I've no
wish to force your confidence,
so we'll let the subject of the

Eintoul inheritance drop. I

see no sense in your attitude

myself. I'm perfectly aware
that you're here on behalf of

my niece Francesca, and that

she's waiting in Edinburgh
with the rest of her gang of

heroes while you spy out the

land, so there's no cause to

make a mystery of it. It'll

maybe interest you to know
that her cousin, Jean Eintoul,
is stopping at the manse here,
and means to make a bid for

fortune with the assistance of

a clerical desperado of the
name of Murdoch."
Eufus made this statement

with an ironical smile, as though
he were relating the foolish

intrigues of children.
" As for me," he went on,

with a shrug of his fine

shoulders, "I'm content to hoe

my own row, as we say here-

abouts. But there that's

enough of the forbidden sub-

ject. I think, Mr Owen, that

your judgment on the beer is

sound. It is better than Eng-
lish beer, and with your per-
mission I'll have the landlord

replenish the tankards."

For the remainder of the

evening Eufus Eintoul laid

himself out to entertain, and
succeeded in proving that he

could be a charming companion.
The conversation lay mostly
between him and the Honour-
able Thomas Owen, for McNeil
felt uncomfortable and was
inclined to be morose. The

presence of Eintoul threatened

to interfere with his plans,
which included the reconnoi-

tring of the surroundings of

Doming House. He decided

that nothing could be done
until next day, but that he
would have Bubbly out of

his bed by daybreak, make the

necessary investigations, and
return to Edinburgh by the

earliest train possible.
At nine o'clock precisely Eab

Wilson knocked at the back
door of the manse. He felt

that it might have been more

judicious to go to the front,

but he did not wish it to be

thought that he was presum-

ing. As it happened it did not

matter, for it was Annie's
"
night out," and the door

was opened by the minister

himself.
"

It's you, Eab ?
" he asked,

peering past the oil lamp that

he carried.
" Come awa' ben."

Murdoch dropped into the

broad accent of the villagers,

trying to put Eab at his ease.

He led his visitor through
the unlit kitchen, the rays of

his lamp causing a stam-

pede amongst the cockroaches
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(" clocks
"

they call them in

Doming), through a flagged

passage to the front of the

house, and ushered him into

the comfortable lamp-lit par-

lour, into the presence of his

wife and Jean Eintoul.

Before the war Eab Wilson
would have been confused be-

yond utterance by his sur-

roundings, but campaigning
broadens the outlook, and sev-

eral periods of convalescence

had thrown him amongst people
of many classes, and made him
a guest in the palaces of the

great.
"
My wife, Eab. Miss Ein-

toul you know very well."
" Good evening, Mrs Mur-

doch. Good evening, Miss Ein-

toul. The meenister tells me
that you can dae wi' a helpin'

hand, sae I've come tae offer

mine."

He held out, as he spoke,
the hand in question, and Jean,
who had risen at his entry,

placed her own shyly within it.

"
I knew you would be will-

ing to help me, Eab," she said,

looking up at him with a grate-

ful smile.
" You were my

stand-by when I was a tiny

girl. Sit down, and let's hold

a council of war."

Mrs Murdoch was almost un-

recognisable as the cheerful

slangy lady of the locked room.

In the presence of her husband's

parishioners she hardly dared

to speak lest she should dis-

grace him by some harmless

phrase hideously inappropriate
to a minister's wife. As she

lived in daily fear of this

catastrophe, she did not appear
at her best in the eyes of Dom-

ing. A pained smile and a

selection of monosyllables were
all that she dared venture.

Elders were her particular bug-

bear, and in their presence
even the smile was more than
she could muster.

With Eab, of whom she had
heard as something of a doubt-

ful character, she felt more at

her ease. She was drawn to

him as to a fellow - outcast

amidst a population stiff with

propriety, and she greeted him
as an oasis in the desert.

" Good evening, Mr Wilson,"
she said pleasantly.

"
I hear

you are conspiring with these

good people against the peace
of the realm."

" I'm in guid company," re-

plied Eab with a grin.
"

If

the meenister can reconcile it

wi' his conscience, it's no' for

me tae object."
"
I hope we shan't have to

do anything illegal," said Jean.

"Don't look so disappointed,
Eab."

"
Weel, it would be a peety

no' tae ha'e a dust-up wi' some
o' the ither pairties, seein'

everything's in train for it,"

replied Eab.
" How do you mean '

in

train for it
'

?
"
asked Murdoch,

sitting up alertly.
"
There's some gye suspee-

cious chairacters doon at the

Eintoul Arms," replied Eab,
and went on to explain what he

had seen and heard earlier in

the evening, giving his own
idea as to the relation of Eufus

Eintoul to the others.
" And do you think you and

me together can give a good
account of the three of them ?

"
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asked the minister at the end
of the narrative.

"
There's a doot," admitted

Eab reluctantly.
" Mr Ein-

toul and Neil McNeil are juist

aboot oor wecht, withoot

countin' the wee body they
ca' Owen. But Mr Bintoul

is the only yin we're con-

cerned wi'. If we can haud
on tae him an' keep him oot

o' the Big Hoose the ithers 11

be helpless."
" Provided that, as you think,

they are acting with Eufus

Eintoul," said Murdoch. "You
may be wrong in that, how-
ever. They may represent the

other claimant, Miss Eintoul's

cousin."
"
They're ower thick wi' Mr

Eintoul for that, I'm thinkin',"
Eab objected.

" Mr Murdoch, don't you
think we ought to give it up f

"

asked Jean, who had been

listening silently with wide-

open grey eyes while Eab
told of the new arrivals.

"
It

isn't right that you should be
mixed up in anything that may
cause a scandal in the village.

You have seen what my uncle

is like, and from Eab's descrip-
tion his companions are pro-

bably desperate characters. I

would rather retire from the

contest than get you into any
trouble."

" Eats !

" exclaimed Mrs

Murdoch, forgetting in her

excitement the presence of a

villager. "Old Bill isn't the

sort of man to eat the leek

simply because people may
talk. Thank the Lord he

I mean, I'm very glad indeed

to think," she corrected her-

self as she realised her in-

discretion,
"
that he's a bit

of a bruiser even if he is a

minister."

Conscious that her conclu-

sion was lacking in the refine-

ment expected of the minister's

wife, she glanced doubtfully
at Eab. His face was un-

changed and stolid, but she

fancied a gleam of new in-

terest in his eye as it met hers.
"

Still, a minister can't afford

to be a ... a bruiser, in a

little village," objected Jean,
her neat little chin showing
signs of the Eintoul obstinacy.
"
I think we should call the

whole thing off."
"
Jean, you may save your

breath to cool your parritch,"
said the minister emphatically.
" The point will not bear argu-
ment. Eab and I are deter-

mined to see you mistress of

Doming. I must admit, be-

sides, that I'm just itching to

get my hands on that red-

headed uncle of yours."
" Gee-whiz ! That's the stuff

to give them," exclaimed his

wife, whose impulsiveness had
not been quelled by her migra-
tion from stage to manse.

She seized her husband's

arms and dragged him to his

feet, and before he could pro-

test, danced him round the

central table, to the tune of
" Waltz me round once again,
Willie." Suddenly conscious

of her depravity, she released

her hold, and flopped back
into her chair.

" Good Lord, that's torn it,"

she panted.
"
I am ruined

for ever. Nothing I can do
can blacken my reputation
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further, so I may as well

deaden my sorrow with smoke."
From some secret hiding-

place about her person she

produced a crumpled yellow

packet that held two or three

cheap cigarettes. Eab Wilson
was on his feet in a moment,
a lighted match between his

fingers.
" Thank you so much," said

Mrs Murdoch between puffs,

glancing up half-mischievously,
half -

shamefacedly, at Eab.
" I'm a martyr to asthma. I

just have to inhale smoke,
much as I loathe it."

Then, seeing the comical look

on Eab's face really a gallant

attempt to express faith in

this astounding statement she

broke into a merry laugh.
"

It's not a bit of use.

Don't try to believe me, Mr
Wilson

;
it's hopeless," she

said, with a gesture of despair.
"

Bill, I'm sorry I've given

away the skeleton in the clerical

cupboard. I told you before I

married you that I wasn't cut

out for the job, but you were
so pig-headed I mean dour."

"
There's nobody complain-

ing but yourself," said Murdoch
with a smile and a look of

mingled pride and affection at

his wife.
" I'm sure Eab feels

a deal more at home than if

you sat upright with your nose
in the air and twiddled your
thumbs in accordance with the

tradition of the profession."
"
Ye're richt there, Mr Mur-

doch," said Eab, with a grin
of appreciation.

"
Ye'll no'

believe it, but I'm e'en con-

templatin' a jaunt tae the kirk

next Sawbath maselV

" To see if I have a cigarette
in the minister's pew, I sup-

pose 1
"

suggested Mrs Mur-
doch.

"
Na, na. There's nae fear

o' that. It's juist that I've

got a view o' the kirk frae a

new airt, an' lost haud o' yin
o' ma prejudices."
Murdoch laughed heartily.
" A nice picture you must

have had of a minister's house-

hold, Eab," he said. "We're
not such a gloomy lot as you
might think."

" Deed an' ye're richt there.

But maybe the mistake's no'

sae yin-sided," replied Eab with

a shrewd smile.
" Ye micht

ha'e raither a wrang notion

o' a desperate chairacter like

masel'."
"
Splendid !

"
cried Jean

Eintoul, clapping her little

hands together.
" Mr Mur-

doch a hit, a hit, a palpable
hit !

"

" You're right, Jean, Eab
had me there," admitted Mur-
doch.

" We've each had our

prejudices, and this little crack

was all that was needed to

remove them."
" And me," asserted Mrs

Murdoch. "
I restore myself

to my pedestal herewith. I

can see myself leading lady
on the clerical stage in time.

Why don't you have bishops
in your silly old Church,
Bill 1

"

" A nice wife you'd be for

a bishop, Clarice," said Jean

scornfully.
"

It's lucky for

Mr Murdoch that he can never

be one. Even as it is, you'll

be a trial when he is Moderator
of the General Assembly. But
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you frivolous people have got
miles away from the point.
I was trying to get you to

agree that I should give up
all hope of the estate."

" An' Mr Murdoch telt ye
very plainly that he wudna
be a pairty tae sich havers,
an' I'm wi' him, hairt an' hand.

We'll pit ye in the Big Hoose,
even if yer uncle's heid is

red," declared Eab.
"
That's the spirit," said the

minister.
"
We'll get quietly

up to the house a good hour
before dawn and guard the

two entrances. Exactly to the

minute, Jean (I'll look up the

exacttime of sunriseto-morrow),

you'll cycle up the drive to the

front door and hammer on it

until Eonald opens to you.
If your uncle tries the same

game, one of us will close with

him, and whistle for the other.

As soon as we know which door
he has made for, you see, we
can join forces to keep him
out. However hot he and his

two friends make it for us,
we can surely hold him back

long enough for you to take

possession."
"
Jean, pass me over my

housekeeping book, please,"
said Mrs Murdoch.

" You callous creature," said

Jean as she obeyed.
" When

these dear men are planning
to risk their lives for me, you
can think of nothing but your
wretched house."

"
I was thinking of raw

steak," replied Mrs Murdoch

calmly.
" And I want to write

it down in case I forget. Will

a pound be enough, Old Bill ?

I don't know how much goes
to an eye."
The minister smiled beneath

his big moustache.
"
She's not so callous, you

see, Jean," he said.
"
I apologise. But I do hope

her gloomy outlook is not

justified."

It was late before Eab left,

a comforting glass of hot toddy
in his wame, and a geniality

towards the Kirk of Scotland

in his heart for the first time

in his life.

CHAPTER x.

Neil McNeil roused Bubbly
soon after dawn next day,

and, notwithstanding his pro-

tests, made him dress silently

and slip downstairs and out of

the inn, carrying his boots in

his hand. The early morning
air was biting, and the Honour-
able Thomas Owen's teeth

rattled together as he sat on
the edge of the horse-trough

putting on his boots, and look-
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ing as miserable as an under-

taker's mute. McNeil stood

over him with a cheerful smile,

which was in itself an injury.
"
I object to nothing in

reason nothing," grumbled
Bubbly, as he fumbled at a
broken lace with chilled fingers.
" But to get up when the

best people are just going to

bed is pure, crystal
-
clear,

damned foolishness. This is

z 2
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the hour at which the human
intellect is at its lowest ebb,
and even a silkworm or a

common bug would know better

than drag a man out of bed
for the advancement of plots
and conspiracies when his brain

isn't even capable of answering
to its own name. Besides, if

you'd only told me last night
I'd have taken a bottle of beer

up to my room. It's death to

see the sun rise on an empty
stomach."

" Come on, you miserable

devil," said McNeil, unper-
turbed.

" You know we had
to shake Eintoul off before I

could show you the lie of the

land. Let's run. It'll warm
you up."

" Bun ? Angels and min-

isters of grace defend us ! I

won't run. It's undignified,
and it makes me pant."

"
All right. Let's walk. So

long as we get clear away
before the village wakes, you
can do as you like."

" The only thing I want to

do at present is to be thor-

oughly disagreeable," said

Bubbly bitterly.

McNeil led him across the

village green, where the short

close grass shone silver-grey

with dew, towards the side of

the triangle formed by the

high wall that surrounded the

ruined castle.

"We can't get in at this

time of day by the door in the

wall, because the gardener won't

be here yet," said Neil.
" But

when I was a boy we had a

private entrance of our own.
I daresay it is still climbable."

Bubbly groaned at the pros-

pect, but followed obediently
as McNeil led the way down
the road to where the wall

turned off at a right angle.

Beyond lay a thick coppice
bounded by the usual green

paling. McNeil clambered over

and forced a way through the

thick dew-sodden undergrowth,

following the line of the second

side of the wall. For perhaps
five minutes he struggled for-

ward, and then paused to

await his companion. Sounds
of breaking twigs and blas-

phemy heralded Bubbly's ap-

proach.
"This is better than Fleet

Street," chuckled McNeil at

sight of the sodden and be-

draggled figure.
"
This is real

life, my boy."
"

It's a damned nightmare,"
retorted Owen.

" You are a real Londoner,

Bubbly. The joys of country
life are lost on you. Why,
the very smell of the morning
makes my blood run more

quickly. Come along. This

is where we get over."

The wall on this hidden side

of the castle grounds had been

allowed to lapse into decay.
Its battlemented top was
broken and irregular, and at

places several of the top courses

had dropped out, leaving gaps

only about twelve feet from the

ground. McNeil scrambled up
the trunk of a forked elm, one

of whose branches stretched

across a gap in the wall and

overhung the grounds of the

castle.

"Follow me, Bubbly," he

called, as he clambered lightly

along the branch and dropped
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It's easierupon the wall,

than it looks."

The Honourable Thomas
Owen accomplished the jour-

ney successfully, and the two
men dropped upon the inner

side of the wall.

The castle gardens were

charming in the fresh morning
silence. Their stiff spring bed-

ding of hyacinths and tulips,

scrupulously geometrical and

aggressively accurate in colour

arrangement, had an old-world

air admirably maintained by
the trim box edges, and the

grotesque topiary work of the

shrubs that dotted the level

space. The paths between and
around the flower-beds were

dull orange with a fine sea-

gravel which recalled to McNeil
childish hours spent searching
for the delightful minute shells

silver-willies, pearlies, and
cat's - cradles whose names
rushed to his mind at the feel

of his feet on the paths.

Crossing the main garden,
he led his companion towards

an opening in a thick yew
hedge beyond which, on a

grassy knoll, the ivy-clad ruins

of Doming Castle looked out

over the surrounding levels.
" From the castle wall we

shall get a splendid view of

Doming House and its sur-

roundings," explained McNeil
as they climbed the winding

moss-grown steps that led up
to the castle.

"
Feeling better ?

"

The exercise and the warmth
of the mounting sun had com-
bined to thaw Bubbly.

" Not so bad," he admitted.
" Eum old place this. The

garden's rather like Battersea

Park on a very small scale.

If they'd clear away these ruins

and level down the ground there

would be just about room for a

bandstand and a refreshment

room."
"You little vandal," ex-

claimed McNeil.
"
Can't you

work in a cocoanut shy or a

steam roundabout ? Now fol-

low me, and look after your

footing, for the going's none
too good."
He led the way through a

high arched doorway into the

interior of the castle, where
the air struck chill and damp,
and gloomy halls opened on
either hand. Passing these,

he went on to where a narrow

opening led to a spiral stone

stair. The central support was

gone and the steps protruded

irregularly from the wall.

McNeil climbed upward, sup-

porting himself with his hands
on the higher steps that stood

out at all angles from the cir-

cular wall. Owen gave him a

start and followed cautiously.
It was a precarious climb, for

many of the steps were broken
off within a few inches of the

wall, but both men reached the

top without accident. The

stairway opened out upon a

flagged path about a yard wide,
which had at one time been

continuous upon the top of the

castle wall, but which was now
a mere fragment, a few yards
in length, and unprotected on
the outer side by any parapet.

Bubbly felt a peculiar sensa-

tion at the pit of his stomach
as he looked sheer down upon
the tumbled stone-work thirty
feet beneath him.
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" Now you can see the whole

scene of operations," said

McNeil, waving his arm in a

wide curve outward.

The Firth of Forth spread
out a cold grey-blue in the

early morning light with the

distant Fife coast just dimly
visible. Anchored between,
Fidra and the Bass Eock looked

forbiddingly black and rugged,
while close inland, where the

Loun flowed into the Firth,
the little island of Meath lay

a mere rock with a few

patches of green on its more
level surface.

Between the sea and the

wall of the castle gardens lay

Doming House in pleasantly
wooded grounds, the wide loop
of the Loun shining clearly

round three sides of it. The

carriage drive could be traced

at intervals where the trees

grew thinly. It stretched in a

wide curve from the West

Lodge to the East Lodge, a

distance of over a mile, with

Doming House approximately
in the middle.

" We can see more from
here than if we spent all day
spying in the grounds," said

Neil, when he had pointed out

to his companion all the objects
of interest.

" There is only
one side of the house that is

approachable the front. The
Loun shuts off the other three.

It is deep, and thirty or forty

feet across."
"
Somebody might have a

boat or swim," suggested
Owen.

" True but we don't want
to. We can surround the

house from inside the Loun,

and if any one tries to cross

our friend Eintoul, for in-

stance we have him easily. I

want you to take particular
note of all the details of the

place, as you will have to place
the men, and you've got to

bear in mind that it will be

pitch dark. There's no moon."
" Me place the men ! Where

will you be ?
"

" With the Signorina, of

course."

Already a certain jealousy
had germinated in each man's
heart. So far, it had only
shown itself in an occasional

word, a certain half-conscious

bidding for Francesca's favour,
or a barely perceptible cool-

ness towards each other. Now,
for the first time, it appeared

boldly in the open light.
"
Hang it, Neil, it's pre-

posterous," exclaimed Owen,
his tone betraying, more than

his words, the real nature of

his feelings.
"
Why preposterous ?

"
re-

torted McNeil, his good-hum-
oured tolerance giving way to

a sharpness unusual in him.
"
I am the leader of the party.

Surely my place is at the

Signorina's side. But there is

no reason to explain. It is for

me to make the dispositions,

and for you to carry them
out."

" Then the whole affair will

come to a sticky end, because

you'd rather dance attend-

ance on Signorina Marinetti

than carry out your job con-

scientiously."
"
You'll leave me to be

judge of my own affairs, Owen,"
said McNeil, with a biting
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coldness that was more for-

midable than an angry out-

burst.
" Eemember that you

are here on sufferance."
"
Sufferance be damned," re-

torted Bubbly excitedly.
"
I

joined up to give the Signorina
the benefit of my brains, and,
God knows, they are going to

be wanted if this is a speci-

men of your tactics. You the

only man who has any know-

ledge of the country propose
to leave seven of us, complete

strangers to the district, to

blunder about in pitch dark-

ness with no better knowledge
than I can get from a cock-

eyed squint across country from

this moth-eaten old ruin. And
why ? Because you want to

do the noble, and usher the

lady into her inheritance. I

tell you, McNeil, you're not

playing the game. You're play-

ing your own hand for all it is

worth."

McNeil was a proud man
and stubborn. He recognised

enough truth in his friend's

words to feel the sting of

them, but not enough to over-

come the mixture of jealousy
and obstinacy that possessed
him. The backbone of truth

in Bubbly's charge only suc-

ceeded in rousing his temper.
"
This thing will be carried

out as I order," he said over-

bearingly.
"
I've taken more

from you than I would from

most men, because of the past.

But I've taken all I can carry.
Get the positions fixed in your
mind, for you'll want them
before daybreak to-morrow."

The Honourable Thomas
Owen looked at his friend

shrewdly. He was no fool,

and his quick mind summed
up the situation accurately.
He shrugged his narrow shoul-

ders.
"
Eighto," he said resign-

edly.
"
I've told you the

truth, and you know it. It's

up to you now."
He stood in silence looking

out upon the prospect, while

McNeil watched him gloomily
dissatisfied with himself. He

knew that he was in the

wrong, but his pride would not

let him admit it. When at

last they clambered down the

imperfect stairway, it was in a

strained silence that neither

cared to break.

They breakfasted at the Ein-

toul Arms Eufus did not put
in an appearance and the

conversation was confined to

the mere necessary conven-

tions of the meal. It was the

same on the return journey
to Edinburgh, where they ar-

rived about noon, still unrecon-

ciled, to find their mistress

holding her court in the large
circular lounge of the hotel.

Francesca Marinetti had al-

ready made something of a
sensation in the hotel. Her
unbounded generosity and her

natural theatricality made her

insist that all her staff should

live in the extravagant fashion

that she herself practised. She

brought the whole party by
first-class sleeper from London,
and engaged accommodation
for them in the most expensive
hotel in Edinburgh, notwith-

standing the protests of her
chief of staff.

" Hoots !

"
she exclaimed,
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when McNeil suggested that

quieter and cheaper lodgment
would serve them equally well.
"
Shall I grudge them their

comfort when they would risk

their brave lives to serve me ?

Mio Dio, no !

"

McNeil could not move her,
for she could be as obstinate

as he upon occasion, and the

expedition had developed into

something very like a royal

progress. The previous even-

ing, when McNeil and Owen
were in Doming, Francesca,

arrayed in one of her most

gorgeous evening frocks, had
taken the head of the table in

the large dining-room, with

three henchmen on either hand.

Naturally all eyes were turned

upon the table, and as Fran-

cesca was entirely and delight-

fully unself-conscious orrather

so used to notice that she had
ceased to be conscious of it

and her companions were so

wrapped up in their mistress

that they had eyes for nobody
and nothing else, the party

gave the onlookers sufficient

cause for curiosity.

Francesca was again giving
audience to her servants and
admirers when McNeil and
Owen returned from their ex-

pedition. It was just after

noon, and the hotel lounge was

filling with customers intent

upon the morning draught
which a grandmotherly Gov-
ernment prevented them from

having earlier. There were few

women present, and Francesca

with her six gentlemen-in-wait-

ing, each, like herself, with a

bottle of stout in front of him,
was sufficiently prominent.

As the new-comers joined
the party Signorina ; Marinetti

greeted them with a smile and
with a hand outstretched to

each.
" Ah ! You have returned,

my advance-guard," she cried,
careless of the interested on-

lookers.
" And what have you

discovered ? Are our plans

complete ?
"

"
Quite, Signorina," said

McNeil. "
I'll go over every-

thing with you when you can

spare me half an hour in

private."
"
Yes, yes," agreed Francesca

eagerly.
" You and I and the

Honourable Owen will hold a
council of war in my sitting-
room."
McNeil had not intended to

include Bubbly in the consulta-

tion, but he could hardly pro-

test, for it was on account of

the value of his friend's brains

that he had first introduced
him.

The enthusiastic and love-

smitten Beattie created a diver-

sion and, incidentally, a sen-

sation in the lounge by pro-

posing a toast.
" Now we're all together,

boys, let's drink success to

Signorina Marinetti and con-

fusion to her rivals," he said,

rising to his feet, glass in hand,
the fire of his affection blinding
him to the presence of strangers.

"
Success to Signorina Mari-

netti and confusion to her

rivals," echoed Wilson, starting
to his feet beside Beattie.

The others followed perforce,
McNeil vexed at the unneces-

sary publicity of the incident,
for all eyes were fixed upon
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their table, and many amused

glances were exchanged be-

tween the habitue's.

The toast was drunk enthu-

siastically. As McNeil feared,

his impulsive mistress rose at

once to thank her supporters
for the compliment. For all

she thought of or cared for

them, the spectators might not

have existed.
"
Friends," she said, her rich

voice vibrating with ready

emotion,
"
I canna tell you

the pride that is in my heart.

When I am mistress of Dom-
ing and how can I fail with

courage like yours to support
me you will be my friends

for ever. I can say no more,
or I'll greet. I drink to you
all, my friends."

She drained a full glass of

stout to the toast, and sat

down with tears shining in her

beautiful eyes.

Later, in the private sitting-

room which, with her cus-

tomary lavishness, she had en-

gaged, McNeil related his meet-

ing with her uncle, and re-

peated his statement as to her

cousin Jean's participation in

the contest.
" What chance has she, with

only a priest to help her,"
said Francesca,

"
against my-

self and my eight champions ?

There is only my uncle to fear.

Now tell me what you have

arranged. I trust myself in

your hands."

Bubbly listened silently while

McNeil described Doming
House and its surroundings,

illustrating his words by a

rough plan of the district.
"
All this Mr Owen has seen,"

he went on.
"
I propose to

arrange this afternoon for the

hire of two cars. The men
will go ahead in the first, and
take up their stations in the

night under Owen's directions.

We shall follow just in time

to arrive before dawn, and run

the car right up to Doming
House, while they hold back

your rivals. I don't see how
we can fail."

Bubbly wriggled uncomfort-

ably, but remained silent.

"Oh, but, Major McNeil,

you must be there to com-

mand," exclaimed Francesca

eagerly.
" You must not sac-

rifice yourself for me
;

I will

never permit it. The Honour-
able Owen will stop with me,
and you will lead my men to

victory."
" But "

"
I'll no' hear a word. Ec-

colo ! I have said it. The
Honourable Owen is little, but
he is brave and clever. He
will be my bodyguard, while

you reap the reward that you
deserve after the hard work

you have done for me."
McNeil ashamed before

was too much disconcerted to

argue the point further. He
did not look at Bubbly, dread-

ing to see in his eyes a look

of triumph which, to do him

justice, the little journalist hid

admirably.
"
It shall be as you wish

then, Signorina," said Neil, as

graciously as he felt capable
of at the moment.

" And as for me," added

Bubbly,
"
whatever part you

wish me to play, Signorina, is

the one that I long to have."
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CHAPTER XI.

On that same night the

night preceding the fateful

dawn that was to usher in

this strange contest for a for-

tune Eonald Aitken sat alone

in what had been the house-

keeper's room at the Big Hoose.

The evening was chilly, and a

cosy fire glowed in the grate,

throwing strange lights and
shadows on the little man's

face. He was what the Dom-
ing folk would call a

"
shilpit

wee body," who had dried up
rather than ripened with age.

His skin had shrunk upon his

facial bones
;

the loss of his

teeth had driven his shaven

jaws together, leaving a hard

lipless line for the mouth
;

his spectacled eyes had sunk

back into his skull ;
and his

hair was thin, and clung in

dull grey wisps to the nape of

his skinny neck.

The line that represented
his mouth, which the closing

in of the jaws had widened
until it seemed to cut the dry
old face in two, gave an im-

pression of hard determination

that was more an indication

of age than of character, for

it is common enough to the

old and toothless.

Though he had lived alone

in Doming House for the past
three months with only a lassie

from the home farm for a few

hours daily to
" do "

for him,
he still wore his butler's official

black garb, and his stiff shirt-

front and cuffs were as spot-
less as though he expected a

call from his old master at any
moment.
He sat by the fire studying,

by the light of an oil lamp on

the table behind him, a type-
written wad of foolscap sheets

a copy of Eobert Eintoul's

will though three months' con-

stant study had rendered him
familiar with every phrase of

it. From time to time, from

a capacious mull that lay within

reach upon the table, he ladled

into his nose sufficient snuff to

have doped an ordinary man,
and wiped the surplus from

the thin curved chin that

reached up to meet the droop
of his nose.

From time to time he shook

his head disapprovingly at some-

thing in the type-script in his

shaky hands. Attached as he

had been and still was to

his old master, the will was
not to his liking. He had said

so many a time in his master's

lifetime, only to be told that

he was a damned old fool and

had best mind his own business.

For Eobert Eintoul was an

arbitrary master who, while

giving his butler his full con-

fidence and inviting comment,
did not hesitate to turn and
rend his retainer, when the

latter's opinion or advice did

not fit in with his whim.

Nevertheless, old Eonald had
not hesitated to push the claim

of his favourite Jean Eintoul.

During the years in which she

had lived with her uncle he

had become closely attached
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to the orphaned girl, and his

master's mad decision had come
as a great shock to him.

With a sigh Eonald reached

the end of his reading, folded

the sheets carefully, removed his

spectacles, and put them away
in an old green leather case

which he took from his tail

pocket, and, after stoking his

nose with a charge that all but

emptied the mull, resigned him-

self to a spell of the specula-
tion that had grown to be his

principal occupation since the

death of his master.

Would Miss Jean have a

chance against that reckless

ne'er-do-well, her Uncle Eufus 1

If only he, Eonald Aitken, had
not a Calvinistic conscience in

his daft old head, she would.

He shook the head in ques-
tion sadly. It could not be.

Seventy years of hard upright-
ness could not be gone back

upon even for her. The dead
Laird had his promise, and
there was an end of it.

" Let

your yea be yea, and your nay
be nay," said the Scripture,
and Eonald was an elder in

the kirk.

His mind wandered back to

the circumstances that had led

up to the making of the will.

But for the greed and impu-
dence of Eufus it would never

have crossed the Laird's mind.

The two brothers the eldest

and the youngest of the Eintoul

family had been at enmity
from boyhood, though there

was nearly twenty years differ-

ence in their years. Eufus had
a small private income from

his mother, just enough to

prevent him from taking to a

serious means of livelihood,

yet not sufficient to gratify
the expensive tastes he culti-

vated with the result that

he was habitually hard up.

Notwithstanding the bad
terms on which he was with

the Laird, he had the assur-

ance to write on several occa-

sions asking for loans, and on

being told each time to go to

the devil, he finally visited

Doming to make, as he said,

a personal effort. If he got
no money, at least he would
have the satisfaction of having
a good old Eintoul row with

his brother.

The row lasted three days,

by which time even Eufus had
had enough, while the Laird

was still at the height of his

form. Fortunately for her,

Jean was on a visit to a school

friend at the time. To have
sat at meals with these two
could not have been any plea-
sure to her.

It would seem natural, after

such an experience, that the

Laird would have cut his

youngest brother off without
even the traditional shilling,

but Eufus had succeeded, un-

known to himself, in one thing.
He had aroused in his brother's

mind a suspicion and distrust

of his niece.

The Laird had taken to the

girl, notwithstanding his cyn-
ical outlook on humanity and
his violent temper. She had
such winning ways, such a

ready acquiescence in his

wishes, and took such care

for his comfort, that he could
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hardly have failed to be drawn
to her.

The suspicion, sown in his

mind by Eufus, that her affec-

tion was not disinterested, fell

on fertile soil, germinated,
and rapidly filled his whole
mind.

Eonald remembered how he

lirst spoke about his suspicions,
and how he Eonald at-

tempted to drive them from
his master's mind without

success.
"
It occurs to me, Eonald,

that ye may be something of

a time-server yourself," was
the Laird's retort, when the

butler pressed the cause of

his young mistress.
"
It would

be a nice canny job for a dour

old man, with Jean for mis-

tress, eh ?
"

" Fine you ken, Laird, that

I had nae thocht o' that,"
said Eonald hotly.

" But I

canna haud my tongue when

ye belittle yer ain flesh an'

blood."

As the Laird grew older his

wish to settle the succession

of the estate grew stronger,
but so, also, did his suspicion
of his niece. He was for ever

discussing the subject when
he was alone with Eonald,
but always without being able

to bring himself to a decision.

It was during one of these

discussions that a casual phrase
of his own suggested to his

mind the idea of the will.
" I'm tired of the whole

damned Eintoul family," he

exclaimed bitterly.
" There

never were two of them that

could be together for ten

minutes without tearing the

hearts out o' each other.

Eonald, I've a good mind to

let them fight it out among
themselves."

The phrase recurred to him,
and the idea appealed to his

bitter humour. For some time

after both Jean and Eonald
would often surprise a hard

smile upon his face when they
came upon him suddenly.
Then one night, after Jean

had gone to her room, he

called Eonald in, and told

him how he meant to leave

the estate.
" Let me read it to you,

Eonald," he said with a grin
in which malice predominated.
"This'll set them all by the

ears."

Eonald listened with grow-

ing alarm as the harsh voice

of his master read over the

terms of the will gloatingly.

By the end he had begun to

wonder if the Laird's mind
had gone.

"
Ay, Eonald, I know what

you're thinking. You have
a face like a page of big type,"
said Eobert Eintoul, looking

up suddenly as he reached the

end.
" You think your auld

master's gaun gyte, as you
would put it, but you're wrong,

you old fool, you're wrong.
And I'll take care that none
o' them '11 have the chance to

say it after I'm gone either.

To-morrow I'm for Edinburgh
to get this signed and sealed

;

and what d'ye think, Eonald
I'm going to have myself

examined by two of the best-

known mad doctors in Scot-

land, and have them certify

to my sanity at the time I
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sign the will. Can you better

that t
"

"
No, Laird

;
but I can

better that sinfu' will by pittin'

it i' the fire," retorted Eonald.
"

It's juist fair devilment,Laird,
an' fine ye ken it yersel'."

"
Maybe it is, Eonald

;
but

bear this in mind : If it's a

devil-made will, it's a will for

devils worse than himself."
" Dinna say that, Laird

dinna ! Think o' puir Miss

Jean. There's little o' the

de'il in her, Guid kens."
" So that's the way the wind

blows still, is it f You don't

mind comparin' your master
to the de'il, but you must
be practising nicer ways for

your would-be future mistress,
eh? "

" Ye may say that, Laird

Eintoul, gin it pleases ye, but

ye ken better. There's ae

thing, tho', I'm tellin' ye. Ye
can scart the name o' Eonald
Aitken oot o' yer will, for

he'll no' ha'e pairt or paircel
in't."

Deeply did Eonald regret,
as he sat by the fire shaking
his grey old head, that he had
not held to that resolution.

His master had been too much
for him, however. Eobert Ein-
toul could be plausible and

insinuating when he wanted

anything, and knew that he
could not attain his end by
browbeating the method he

preferred. He pointed out to

Eonald that his refusal to act

as umpire would not prevent
the will from being made, but
would only bring in some out-

sider to judge the contest

an outsider who might be sus-

ceptible to bribery, a fact

which would give Eufus an
unfair advantage. For Jean
Eintoul's sake, explained the

Laird cunningly, it was Eon-
aid's duty to accept the posi-

tion. He must see that the

lassie had fair play.
At this time Francesca Mari-

netti had not yet come to

England. Her uncle was aware
of her existence, but he never

apparently considered her a

serious competitor, though he

inserted the clause making a

three months' interval between
his death and the date of taking

possession, in order to give all

his possible heirs an equal
chance.

To him and to Eonald the

contest was a duel between
Eufus and Jean, and the old

butler finally succumbed to

temptation, in order that his

young mistress might be cer-

tain of fair play. He felt sure

that his master's youngest
brother would resort to any
means, however criminal, to

gain the estate, and at least

he would be there to see that

the weaker party had a fair

chance. Jean he idolised

Eufus he loathed
;

but what-

ever the result, he would be

there to see that the game was

played according to the rules.

He would trust no one but

himself. Therein the Calvin-

istic conscience made itself

manifest.

When the time of the Laird's

fatal illness arrived these con-

sultations became closer and
more confidential. The Laird's

obsession grew as he drew
nearer to his end. Weak as
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he was, he would chuckle feebly
as he imagined the various

phases of the struggle for his

estate. He would relate these

possibilities to Eonald almost

as if they were facts, and gloat
over the trouble he was laying

up for his unfortunate heirs.
"
Man, Eonald, but I wish

I could be here to see it all,"

he said on one occasion.
"

It'll

be a rare ploy. But maybe
I'll see it from where I go.

D'you think there's any chance
o' that, Eonald ?

"

The old butler shook his

head disapprovingly.
" Yell be ower busy wi'

mair important maitters,

Laird,
' '

he said bluntly.
' '

It'll

tak' ye a guid while tae mak'

yer peace wi' yer Maker."
"
We'll agree to differ about

that, Eonald," replied the Laird

uncomfortably.
" You'd have

everybody in hell if you had

your way of it barring your-

self. That's the worst of you
just men."
On the very night during

which he died he had the

butler to his bedside, and sent

his nurse from the room.

Though he could only whis-

per a few words at a time, his

mind was still clear, and he

was determined that Eonald
should repeat his promise that

he would act in accordance
with his master's wishes.

" Gin it'll gar ye dee in

peace, Laird, I'll promise again,

though there's nae need. I'll

act as referee tae yer wicked

wull, withoot fear or favour,
whether it's yer brother Eufus
or yer puir niece Jean that

wins oot. Can ye hear me,
Laird !

"

He never knew if Laird

Eintoul had heard, for as he
bent over the bed to listen

for the faint whisper, he found
that his old master had died.

CHAPTER xn.

During the hours preceding
sunrise the zero hour of the

contest the furred and
feathered inmates of the woods
around Doming House shivered

in their burrows or trembled

upon their twigs at the un-

accustomed and inexplicable

activity above or below them.

Eab Wilson's quiet ways upon
midnight expeditions they were
accustomed to, but his in-

sinuating tread was vastly dif-

ferent from the blundering foot-

steps, the crackling branches,
the muttered oaths that pene-
trated to the depths of every

rabbit-hole and rose to the

highest branches where the

wood-pigeons roosted thickly.

Major McNeil and his party
reached Doming fully two hours

before dawn, and left the two
cars in which they had travelled

on the outskirts of the village.

They entered the grounds of

Doming House not by either

of the lodge gates, but by
scaling a fence leading into a

wood at a point to the left of

the West Lodge. Even with

the aid of Neil's electric torch

they progressed slowly, and it

was only after much blunder-
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ing into trees and tripping
over fallen branches that they

emerged into the open and
struck the carriage drive half-

way between the lodge and
the house. After that the

going was easy, and the party
of seven arrived before Dom-
ing House without incident.

The situation within the loop
of the Loun was peculiar in

this respect, that the drive did

not bridge the river at any
point, but, taking a sharp
curve into the loop, approached
the front of the house and then

curved out again in the direc-

tion of the other lodge gate.

The couple of acres surround-

ing the house and enclosed

within the confines of the river

were sufficient for the flower

and kitchen gardens, while the

grounds beyond the river were

devoted to park and woodland.

Apparently, therefore, a

strong guard in front of the

house, stretching from one end
of the loop of the river to the

other, would effectively stop
all approach to the house, but
McNeil did not propose to rely

upon this natural barrier. There

was always the possibility, he

thought, that some one would
find a means of getting across

the river, and he did not mean
to take any chances.

Two men posted behind the

house, and one on either side,

would leave him with a couple
to help him hold the front.

The pair he chose for what he

considered the danger-point,
where he intended to be him-

self, were Televant, the one-

eyed man, and Lindsay, the

elderly ex-solicitor. The others

he disposed around the house,

having previously arranged a

signal which would bring them
all to his assistance should the

need arise. McNeil had a very
wholesome dread of Eufus Ein-

toul, and was prepared to

expect the unexpected.
It was a weary job waiting

in the darkness, less so for Neil

than for the others, because he

could vary the monotony by
making a round of the house,

visiting each of his outposts in

turn, while they merely shiv-

ered in the darkness and longed
for the tobacco that their leader

had forbidden.

While the Francescans were

awaiting, monotonously, the

dawn, Eab Wilson the poacher
had gone to keep tryst with

the Eeverend William Murdoch,
the parish minister. The latter,

strong in his moral rectitude,

would have entered the policies

of Doming House openly by
the East Lodge, but his fellow-

conspirator protested.
"
Na, na, Mr Murdoch.

There's nae need tae mak'
oorsel's conspeecuous, an' for-

bye, Wullie Fraser the keeper
bides in the East Lodge, an'

me an' him's no' what ye'd ca'

best freends. We'll juist daun-

der doon the road an' slip

ower intae the wuds."

Murdoch was shrewd enough
not to argue the point. Just

though he felt his cause to be,

he had a certain feeling of guilt

in his association with Eab
Wilson, which gave the whole

proceeding a disreputable air

that he had not anticipated.
In all his imaginings, dodging
keepers amongst trees in the
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darkest hour before dawn had
not appeared to him as amongst
the possible activities of a

minister of the Church of Scot-

land. After stumbling on be-

hind his guide for what ap-

peared hours, but was really

only minutes, Murdoch found
himself on the edge of the wood.

"
If ye'll juist lay quait for

a wee while, I'll gang forrit an'

see if a's clear," whispered
Eab in his ear.

"
I'll be back

in nae time."

Murdoch made no demur.
He felt very helpless in the

darkness, and at the mercy of

his incongruous associate.

Eab went forward with the

skilful silence of his craft,

making for the entrance to the

loop of the Loun, already

guarded by McNeil and his

supporters ;
and so successful

was his advance that, had it

not been that he actually blun-

dered into McNeil in the gap,
he would probably have slipped

through unheard.
" Hullo ! Who's this 1

"
ex-

claimed Neil, grappling the un-

seen figure in the darkness.

Eab struggled in silence to

release himself. He recognised
the voice, and felt that, could

he but get away unrecognised

himself, he held an advantage.
"Show a light here, Tele-

vant," cried McNeil as loudly
as he dared.

Lindsay and Televant closed

in upon the sounds of the

struggle, and one of them
switched the beam of an elec-

tric torch on the captive.
"
Why, it's you, Eab !

"
ex-

claimed McNeil with a slight

laugh.
" I'm sorry if I've

interfered with your innocent

little affairs, but you happen
to have butted into something
bigger."
The poacher was quick to

see, and take advantage of,

the construction that McNeil

put upon his presence.
"
Man, ye fair pit the wind

up me," he said. "An' what
micht you be daein' here f

Is't the wee lads wi' the lang

lugs ye're after, or but na,

na, I mind what ye telt me.
It'll be this business aboot the

Laird's will, nae doot. I've

fair pit ma fit in it the nicht,
but it micht be waur. I

thocht ye were a keeper."
" Let me give you a tip,

Eab, my lad," said McNeil.
"
This is no night for your

business. There's likely to be
too much liveliness in the

neighbourhood. If I were you,
I'd get quietly off home, and
leave the snares to look after

themselves."
" I'm thinkin' ye're richt,

Neil," agreed Eab, his eyes

twinkling unseen in the dark-

ness.
"
By the way, you haven't

seen or heard any one else

about, I suppose ?
"

asked
McNeil.

" No' a sowl," replied Eab
mendaciously.

"
Weel, guid

nicht tae ye, Neil, and guid
luck tae Mr Eintoul."

" Mr Eintoul ! You mean
Eufus ? God forbid !

"

"
Man, I thocht ye were

helpin' him !

"

"Far from% it, Eab. I'm

very much up against that red-
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headed gentleman. I work for

a lady."
" Dae ye, noo ?

"
said Eab,

showing small interest in what
was a momentous discovery.
"
Weel, it's nae odds tae a puir

thatcher like masel'. The gen-

try an' their wyes are beyond
ma understandin'. Guid nicht

tae ye."
Eab slipped back into the

darkness, and returned as quick-

ly as the circumstances would
allow to the Eeverend William
Murdoch.

"Is all clear, Eab 1
"

whis-

pered the latter anxiously.
"
Clear ! Man, it's as thick

as pea-soup," replied Eab. "
I

doot we've got oor work cut

oot for us. Here's Neil McNeil,
an' a wheen mair, no' for

Eufus Eintoul after a', but

warkin' for a ledy. I saw
three o' them, an' likely there's

mair aboot the house. McNeil
wudna pit a' his stock in the

winda. We're up agin them,
an' we've Eufus agin us forbye.
It's a braw look-oot for Miss

Jean !

"

" He's working for a lady !

"

repeated Murdoch.
" Then this

cousin, the Corsican, must be

coming. What are we going
to do, Eab ? It seems pretty

hopeless."
"
We'll juist ha'e tae bide

an' see," replied the poacher

gloomily.
"
Maybe if McNeil's

gang gets tae blows wi' Eufus
we can slip Miss Jean in.

We'll creep up close tae the

ithers an' watch oor chance,
but it's gye puir."
The Honourable Thomas

Owen felt upon his narrow

shoulders a tremendous weight
of responsibility, and in his

heart the glow of a devouring

passion. To him had fallen

the part of conducting his

adorable mistress to her

triumph. A powerful car was

engaged, and the chaffeur had

been instructed in advance in

what was required of him, but

Bubbly felt that the whole

conduct of the affair was in

his hands.

Nevertheless he spent the

evening in Elysium. To begin

with, he dined tete-d-tete with

Francesca, and they shared

a bottle of champagne, and

sampled some fine old brandy
recommended by the head-

waiter. He had the further

joy of conducting her to the

second house at a music-hall

and listening to her exotic

comments on the performance.
Eeturned to the hotel, Bubbly
suggested that his mistress

should snatch a few hours'

sleep before setting out upon
the journey.

"
Sleep, Honourable Owen,

sleep !

"
she exclaimed. "D'ye

tak' me for a clod of earth

that I should sleep when for-

tune hangs in the balance ?

Mio Dio, if only I could have

a Guinness but your silly

laws
"

"
Signorina, you shall have

it. Go to your private sitting-

room, and I'll bring it in a

brace of shakes," cried Bubbly,

eager to be of service.

In view of the licensing re-

strictions he had laid away a

store of the necessities of life

in his bedroom, and quickly
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appeared with a bottle of

stout in each pocket of his

dinner-jacket. These, and a

game of piquet, of which Fran-
cesca was inordinately fond,
served to pass the time until

the car arrived, and so ab-

sorbed had the strange couple
been in their game that it

had not occurred to them
to change into clothing more
suited to the expedition. Fran-
cesca set out, therefore, arrayed
in all the splendour of black

satin, and bare shoulders

shrouded in a gorgeous opera-
cloak of crimson velvet, while

her companion concealed his

evening clothes beneath a light
dust-coat. The car was luxu-

rious, fitted with a limousine

body, and lit with shaded
electric lamps, so that there

was no need for heavier wrap-
pings.
As they shot from the old

city into the flat open country,

Bubbly gave a great sigh of

satisfaction.

"Off at last, Signorina !

"

he cried.
" In two hours more

you will be an heiress or I'll

be a corpse."
It must be admitted that

Bubbly was not strictly sober :

he was elevated. Not thick

of speech nor stupid, but bright-

eyed and full of gorgeous imag-

inings. This, he felt, was the

greatest day of his life, but

greater were to follow. She
had chosen him from all the

others to be by her side at

the moment of triumph. All

evening she had been more
than kind, and now she leant

comfortably on his shoulder

as they rushed through the

darkness, and he felt upon his

cheek the softness of the fur

upon her collar, and inhaled

the intoxicating perfume of

her person.
A certain allowance of time

had been given for possible

stoppages, and, two miles short

of Doming, the car stopped to

await the moment for the

final rush.
" We are twenty minutes

ahead of time, Signorina," de-

clared Owen. " We must
wait."

" And I am so thirsty,"

grumbled his mistress, clasp-

ing her jewelled hands together

tragically.
"
Signorina, I have but one

aim in life to fulfil your every
desire. What will you have
stout or brandy ?

" asked

Bubbly with a look of triumph
in his eye.

" Oh ! Honourable Owen !

You are above all the angels !

"

cried Francesca.
" You think

of everything. I will have a

bottle of stout with a little

brandy in it to give it what
do you say guts ?

"

" To give it what you will,

Signorina," said Bubbly, fum-

bling under the seat and bring-

ing out bottles and glasses.
" You can't go wrong. The
more reason why I should take

your tip. I'll have a dash of

brandy in mine."

He produced from his pocket
a flask, filled from the fine old

'65 that they had sipped after

dinner, and with a generous
hand seasoned the two glasses

of stout.
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" To the fair mistress of

Doming, and damn all her

rivals," cried Bubbly excitedly,

standing up and bumping his

head on the roof of the car.
" To you, Honourable Owen,

the Machiavelli of my staff,"

returned Francesca, her dark

eyes burning, her cheeks glow-

ing with excitement, and also

with the share she had had
in the night's potations.

" And
may we never be parted."

"
Signorina, do not speak

lightly," cried Owen.
He had emptied his glass

at a draught, and the glow
of the brandy filled his veins

with molten fire. He dropped
on his knees on the sheepskin

rug that covered the floor, and
rested his clasped hands in

the soft folds of Francesca's

skirt.
" Never be parted ! Do you

mean it, Signorina ? Is there

a hope for a poor wretch who
would gladly spend the rest

of his life trodden on perpet-

ually by your little feet ?
"

The little rose shade in the

roof cast a warm glow over

the features of Francesca. Her
cloak had fallen back, and the

splendid curves of her fair

neck and shoulders, the swell

of her deep bosom, were re-

vealed in all their rich perfec-
tion. The Honourable Thomas
Owen, on his knees at her

feet, was, in essentials, an

insignificant creature, but to

her, looking down, with her

mind filled with romance and
her veins with intoxicants, he
assumed a form far in excess

of his merits.

"Who knows? Who knows?"
she said softly, resting one fair

hand lightly upon his sandy
head.

"
I promise nothing. I

dinna even gi'e you hopes.
But you never ken."

Bubbly seized the hand that

rested upon his head, and

drawing it to his lips covered

it with kisses. It was not

drawn away. Why should it

be ? Francesca was in her

element in this theatrical sit-

uation.

Yet she was the first to

return to earth.
" Look at the time Eccolo!"

she cried suddenly, after a

glance at her diamond-studded

wrist-watch.
"
'Struth ! You're right,

Signorina," said Owen, con-

firming the time by a glance
at his own watch.

The order was given. Bubbly,
as arranged, took his seat out-

side by the side of the chauffeur,

and the car started on its last

stage.

Meanwhile, at the manse,
more modest preparations had
been made. Mrs Murdoch had
insisted upon Jean going to

bed, and, strangely, the girl

had slept soundly. She was
aroused by a light in her

room, and awoke to find Mrs

Murdoch, fully dressed in a

serviceable coat and skirt, by
her bedside.

" The hour has come," said

that sprightly matron.
" There

will be a cup of tea ready in

ten minutes
;

so buck up,
Jean."

"It is good of you to get

up," said Jean, impressed by
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her friend's thoughtfulness.
" But you are fully dressed !

"

" Of course, silly. I'm going
with you. You didn't think
I'd let you go out in the middle
of the night to pay a call on
Mr Eonald Aitken without a

chaperon ?
"

" But little Bill ? You can't

leave him, and what will the
minister say ?

"

By this time Jean was out
of bed and drawing on a pair
of sensible heather - mixture

stockings.
"
Little Bill is just going to

be fed, after which he will sleep
for three solid hours. The min-
ister can say what he likes,

because it will be too late.

Buck up. I'll make the tea

and attend to that young dip-
somaniac while you are dress-

ing. Cheerio."

She was gone at the word,
and Jean hurriedly washed and

dressed, unable to shake off

that miserable feeling that

afflicts all who must rise in

the middle of the night.
In the parlour, by the light

of two dismal candles, she

found Mrs Murdoch with little

Bill.
"
Kettle kitchen fire," whis-

pered the young mother, a

finger to her lips.

Jean went off to the kitchen

and watched the procrastinat-

ing kettle boil, while the cock-

roaches scurried round the floor,

keeping as closely to the walls

as their business would permit.
When she returned to the

parlour with the tea-things,

Young Bill had retired, replete.

"It is good of you to come,
Clarice," she said gratefully.
"
I must admit I dreaded the

lonely ride, with goodness knows
what at the end of it. You are

a real good sort."
" Not a bit of it. I want to

be in at the death. It's pure
selfishness. I want to be the

first to congratulate the new
mistress of Doming House on
her accession. There's nothing
noble about me."

They sat, eating soda-scones

and butter, and sipping tea,

in silence for the most part.

The hour before dawn is not

conducive to conversation un-

less it be an hour stolen from

the previous evening. Jean
Eintoul looked small and help-

less in the dim candle-light, her

dainty features overwhelmed by
the masses of brown hair that

curved above, and her brown

eyes strained and startled in

the flickering flames. Some-

thing of this affected Mrs Mur-

doch, for, rising from her chair,

she crossed the room and put
her arms round Jean.

"
Dear," she said softly,

"
I

do hope you win. I'm sure it

will be no fault of Old Bill's if

you don't. Come along, we
must get our bicycles."

(To be continued.}
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A BOB EOY OF THE DE8BET.

BY LIEUT.-COLONEL C. E. VICKEEY, C.M.G., D.S.O., R.F.A.

"
Since, then, the rule of right is plain,
And longest life is but a day ;

To have my ends, maintain my rights,
I'll take the shortest way."

THE province of Kordofan
lies south-west of Khartum,
between Darfur and the western
bank of the Nile. A rolling

steppe of sand sparsely covered
with bush, it merges in the

south into a great plain studded
with isolated ranges of hills

rising precipitously six hundred
to two thousand feet above the

ground-level.
The plain itself is covered

with light forest alternating
with open patches of black
cotton soil.

These hills
(Jebal Mountains)

are inhabited by Nubas, who
are closely connected with the
Nubas of Nubia, which com-

prises roughly the tract of

country in the Nile valley
between Assouan and Khar-
tum. The origin of the Nubian
race presents an ethnological

question of great difficulty,
but the connection between
the Nilotic and Kordofan Nubas
is conceded, although only the
latter preserve in these days
their racial purity.

In these Jebal the
"
bag-

gara
" Arab has been wont to

winter for many years, for

the wells and ponds of Kordo-

fan, as well as the herbage,
are exhausted in the late

autumn.

In the days of the Egyptian
suzerainty the Jebal district

was the hunting-ground of the

slave - dealer and the Arab

raider, hence the Nubas took
to their hills, where the Arab
horsemen could not pursue
them on horseback, and would
not venture on foot. They
were obliged to terrace their

hills for cultivation at infinite

labour, for they dared not

descend into the plain. There
was no confederation amongst
these Nuba communities, and
each Jebal was a self-contained

kingdom.
Some of them are not in-

habited by pure Nubas, but

by descendants of Fung immi-

grants. These, unlike the Nuba,
who wears no clothes at all and
is a pagan, are Mohammedans,
and nearly as civilised as the

Arab. Of such in the pen-
ultimate decade of the last

century, in the days of the

Mahdi, was Jebal Tagoi, ruled

over by its local mek, or king,
Ahmed Abdullah.

A rugged range running due
north and south, it was about

eight miles in length by one

broad, crowned by two pre-

cipitous peaks separated by a

deep and narrow valley.
The Mek Ahmed fell out
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with the dervishes, the Caliph's

army, and paid the usual pen-

alty, for his hill was sacked,
and the inhabitants received

the customary oriental treat-

ment : all the young men
were killed, the children were
sold as slaves, while the young
women, if pretty, went to

join the already crowded ha-

rems of the Caliph Abdullah

and his generals.
Over the remnants of the

population and the ruined vil-

lages a new Mek was appointed,
a kinsman of the late Ahmed,
one Idris. A year or two
later Abdullah summoned Idris

to Khartum. During his ab-

sence a cousin, Mohammed
Gedeil, usurped the throne,

and, when he returned, Idris

was confronted with un fait

accompli. There was nothing
to be done at the time, so he

took refuge with a neighbour,
Mek Geili of Tagali, nursing
his grievance and biding his

tune. He sent messengers to

Khartum, but the Caliph was

busy dealing with the hated

infidel who had captured Mah-
mud and his army at Atbara,
and was advancing on Khar-
tum.

Thus Gedeil reigned in peace,
and soon a British flag flew

over El Obeid, the capital of

Kordofan. Month by month the

arm of the
" Hakumah "

(gov-

ernment) lengthened, and more
and more of the country was

brought under control. Gedeil

received visits from strange

officers, who would not take

presents, as the officials of the

old Government did before the

dervish days. They seemed in

some way, too, to be ordering
him to do certain things, and
he grew uneasy. Now his hill

was a veritable fortress, for the

villages nestled at the summit
under two peaks which com-
manded all approaches, and
were well supplied with water

and grain.
The visits of officials were

few and far between, and Gedeil

regained his peace of mind,
until he was startled, first by
the establishment of a govern-
ment post a few miles from his

hill, and later by the appoint-
ment of a British inspector.

Soon he was beset with

demands to restore stolen

slaves, to cease highway rob-

bery, and to appear at the

inspector's court. He was or-

dered to make roads, to im-

prove wells, and to pay tribute.

He, like Gallic, cared for

none of these things, and sent

only evasive replies.

The inspector visited him
at his hill, and so long as he

came with a few police only,
was a welcome guest at his

village. A courteous host, a

strict, almost fanatical, Mo-

hammedan, he spent many
hours in agreeable conversa-

tions with the inspector. There

was no result, however, from

any of these visits, and the

months, and even years, went

by, while neighbouring poten-
tates asked why Gedeil should

be allowed to defy the Govern-

ment with impunity.

Finally, Gedeil considered

himself strong enough to write

a flat refusal to meet the
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inspector anywhere except on
his own hill. He had disobeyed
the Government for several

years ;
he had seen only a

few police ;
what was all this

nonsense about a strong
" Ha-

kumah "
? Why should he

worry ?

The approaching, and first,

visit of the Governor of Kor-

dofan, with his escort of fifty

infantry for State purposes,
seemed to afford an oppor-

tunity to visit Gedeil with a

little more pomp and weight
of authority than the usual

inspector's visit in the company
of half a dozen police. The
Mek was accordingly informed

by the inspector that the Gov-
ernor was coming to see him.

A few days afterwards the

inspector met the Governor,
who agreed, after reading
Gedeil 's dossier, to visit the

Jebal.

That was a red-letter night
for the inspector, for he

was on the eve of dealing
with Gedeil, who had mocked
his authority for three years,
and he was in the company
again of his own kind. Five

days from the nearest Govern-
ment station, the inspector's
life was a lonely one, for he
had no other European with

him : only a staff of four

Egyptian or Sudanese officers

and clerks.

The Governor camped near

the foot of the hill. The

following morning at sun-

rise, leaving a small guard
over the animals and camp,
the party started to ascend
the hill. The path was

steep and rocky up to the

summit of the first ridge, where

a boulder - strewn, irregular-

shaped stretch of open ground
led up to the foot of the

peaks above mentioned. One
could only ascend in single file.

At the summit of this ridge
we were met by a messenger,
who asked if we came in peace
or war. We replied in peace,
and that Gedeil was to come
down and meet us. We ad-

vanced slowly, when another

messenger ran up to say Gedeil

would come down from his

post on the peak if all the

soldiers withdrew, and only
the Governor and inspector
remained. This was refused,
but he was assured of our

peaceable intent. We had ad-

vanced only another two hun-
dred yards, when, with dra-

matic suddenness, a bugle blew
out from the peak fortress and
the green banner of the dervish

army was unfurled, while a

tumult of many voices testified

to the faith of Islam and to

their hatred of the unbeliever.

This was rather more than
we had bargained for : we
were nicely up on the hill, our

camp was below, guarded by
two or three police, and our

strength was fifty Sudanese
and fifteen local police.

It was decided to move on

against the village under the

first peak, where Gedeil had
his battle station. Hostilities

having opened, the officer com-

manding the Sudanese, a ver-

satile and distinguished sol-

dier, took over the control

of affairs. He made a flank
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movement with his infantry-
men to turn the village from
the left or south ; the police,
under the inspector, went for-

ward as a frontal holding at-

tack
;

the Governor and Sub-
Governor went with the in-

fantry.
The police were soon obliged

to take cover, for they were

sniped at from all sides.

Our intention was to take

and burn the village, evacuate

at once to our camp, and then
to write to Gedeil, pointing out

the folly of resisting the Gov-

ernment, and advising him to

come and see the Governor,

having had evidence of what
we could do.

It hardly panned out on
these lines.

After having had his Egyp-
tian officer wounded and three

police, and since he was sur-

rounded on three sides, with a

gap between him and the in-

fantry of over half a mile,

the inspector decided to take

advantage of the natural cover

of the ground to withdraw
back on to the ridge where
the first messenger had met
us. While carrying this out,

he saw the infantry falling

back slowly at a walk. Eventu-

ally the two parties converged
on each other, when a council

of war was held. The infantry
had had a man killed and other

casualties (every wounded man
meant the loss of four rules

to carry him), and it was agreed
that we could not take the

village without 70 per cent of

casualties, while the moral effect

on the neighbourhood had to

be considered. Was it better

reculer pour sauter mieux with
a temporary loss of prestige,
or risk a disaster with a worse
loss f We chose the former.

The Sudanese were almost in-

subordinate at being told to

retire, but they were promised
their revenge.
The followers of Gedeil had

kept up a brisk sniping, and
followed us up to a hundred

yards of the crest of the first

ridge. This the police held

while the infantry scrambled
down the path, when the police

followed, and we reached our

camp. The enemy were very

unenterprising, and had made
no attempt to rush the camp,
which was at their mercy. We
at once moved back to a camp
near the friendly and neigh-

bouring Jebal of Bashad. The
stock of the inspector was
somewhat low, for it was con-

sidered that he had not exactly

represented the strength of

Gedeil.

Every one sat down that

afternoon to write a good story
for Khartum, the Governor
with great generosity taking
all the blame. After dusk we
watched the great bonfires on
the peaks eight miles away
on a clear moonlight night,
while the roar of the celebra-

tion of the victory was clearly
heard.

The following day the Gov-
ernor and his party continued

their tour of the district, flags

somewhat at half-mast, which

lasted for a week. The Gover-

nor then went back to Obeid,
and the inspector to his head-
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quarters, where he enjoyed

thoroughly for the next few
weeks the derisive smiles of

the neighbouring meks and the

semi - impertinent condolences

of various Arab sheikhs.

The cheering news arrived in

a week or two that a punitive
column would be sent from
Khartum after the rains, in

November, to deal with Gedeil,

and the curtain dropped on
the first act.

In June the inspector went
on leave, returning early in

October to make arrangements
for the supply of the punitive
column and to obtain all pos-
sible intelligence as to Gedeil's

strength and plans, for submis-

sion to the distinguished officer

appointed to command the

column.

The rendezvous of the column
was at Tegali, the headquarters
of the district. The inspector
marched overland from Kosti

on the Nile in company with

an advance party of an artil-

lery officer, H., and a few

details. It had been a dry
summer and water was scarce,
while it was still very hot.

One evening the party ar-

rived at a village after dusk,

very hot and tired. A single

jar of water was all that the

village could produce. It was
a night when one would have

given one's soul for a bath.

While the inspector was making
arrangements about the jar of

water with his servant, and

wondering how he could ex-

plain to H. why he had taken

the only jar of water, he heard

the splashing of water. Going

in the direction of the noise,

he found H. in his bath, with

the empty jar by his side.

The unsophisticated H. had
not thought, from long resi-

dence on the Nile, that water
was ever scarce, and his amaze-
ment and apologies were either

a masterpiece of acting or

else genuine ;
in any case they

disarmed one. May Allah rest

him in his graveyard on the

Somme !

On 1st November a force of

two battalions, the Camel Corps,
a squadron of cavalry, some
mounted infantry, and two
batteries of artillery were as-

sembled at Tegali. There were
also some fifty police and a

detachment of the slavery re-

pression police, under the ubi-

quitous L.

There was a very cheery

evening that night. After

every one had gone to bed, L.,

who had been detailed to act

as advance-guard next morn-

ing in the approach march,
woke up the inspector to ask
his advice as to the formation
that he should adopt. He was

roughly consigned to paradise,
when he went round the camp
waking up others to complain
of the inspector. He quickly

tired, however, and sought his

own bed to ruminate over the

poverty of the English lan-

guage as far as many officers

in the Egyptian army were
concerned. The next day we
marched to Bashad, and, after

reconnaissance on the succeed-

ing days, the attack was ordered
for the 6th, Gedeil having
refused to surrender.
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On the night 5/6th the column
moved to the foot of Gedeil's

hill, Tagoi. No fires were

lighted then or in the morning,
as the attack was to be a sur-

prise. We had camped in full

view for three days, so this

was hardly likely ;
and as the

guide carried a large red lamp
to indicate his position, a great
strain was put on the credulity
of the enemy.
The cavalry were sent round

to the western slope of the

hill, while the attack was made
from the east, one battalion

being sent to move up a valley
which ran through the range to

the west of the main peak.
This would cut off Gedeil's

retreat.

The remainder attacked front-

ally. There was little opposi-

tion, the column had some
twelve to twenty casualties,

and Gedeil fled from his peak
fortress across the valley to

the other peak, of which men-
tion has been made. Owing to

the nature of the terrain pro-

gress had been slow, while one

battalion had lost direction,

necessitating a long halt. It

was therefore not till the late

afternoon that the village and
fort had been thoroughly
searched for stragglers and
made good.

It was then too late to

attack the second peak. That

night Gedeil broke through
the cordon of cavalry on the

western slope of the hill and

escaped.
The second peak was held by

a small rearguard, and was
taken easily the next morning.

Gedeil had his prison on
this peak, and one was pointed
out the ledge from which people
he disliked were invited to

jump. There was a sheer drop
of 1000 feet before they hit

anything.

During the next few days
columns scoured the country
for Gedeil. His copper war-
drum was found and much
personal property, but no sign
of the monarch. The people

began to come in and surrender

their rifles.

The column had other work
in Kordofan, so it was de-

cided that they should march

off, all resistance being over
and the people thoroughly re-

pentant, and leave the in-

spector with one company to

clear up and settle down the

people under a fresh regime.
This was the end of the second
act.

For the next six weeks the

whole countryside within a

radius of twenty-five miles was

thoroughly searched for Gedeil.

Many were the stealthy marches
made by the inspector during
the night to round up various

places, and always a blank.

The majority of the inhabi-

tants quickly drifted back
;

they had obviously had an

object-lesson of the strength
of the Government, which

would have a lasting effect on

them. Idris, from whom, it

will be remembered, Gedeil

had usurped the throne in the

Caliph Abdullah's time, was
sent for and installed as Mek.

The people all swore allegiance

to him, and everything settled
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down most satisfactorily, except
for the fact that Gedeil was
still at large.

It was considered safe, how-

ever, to leave the Jebal, so

the inspector and the company
of infantry departed, both to

their own headquarters. The

days and weeks went by with

no news of Gedeil, while the

inspector toured his district,

finding himself one day in the

early summer with his chief on
the southern borders of the

province. They had been tour-

ing together some few days,

enjoying a fair amount of small

and big game shooting, when
one evening a policeman on a

jaded horse rode into their

camp. He handed a letter to

the inspector. It was from
his Egyptian officer left in

charge at the district head-

quarters, and reported that

Gedeil had returned to Tagoi,
climbed the mountain at night,
and attacked the village at

dawn, killing Idris. He had
been received with great en-

thusiasm by the people.
From the date of the letter

these events had happened
forty-eight hours before its re-

ceipt. Ordering his police and

personal transport to saddle

up at once, the inspector read

the letter over to his chief.

It was clear to the in-

spector that he must march at

once to Tagoi before Gedeil

could obtain any great follow-

ing, for he was convinced that

the vast majority of the inhab-

itants, after the lesson that

they had, would disown Gedeil

directly they saw or heard of
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a Government official in their

midst. His chief concurring
in these views, the inspector,
with his own police, left at

once.

Marching throughout the

night, at 10 A.M. the following

morning the party was at the

foot of Tagoi. Dismounting,

preceded by the British and

Egyptian flags always carried

by inspectors in the Jebal,

they began the stiff climb of

the hill. There was no sign of

movement until quite near the

village, when a man was seen,
who stopped and then came
towards us. He turned out to

be the son of the Mek Idris.

In a very excited state he told

us the story. His father Idris

had had, apparently, some

warning that evening, and had
barricaded himself in his house.

Gedeil stormed it, killing him,
and then went to the mosque,
where all the people acclaimed

him, amidst the shrill
"
zag-

harit
"

(noise made by Arab
women on any joyful occasion)
of the women. The success was

only very temporary, for the

people began to slink off into

the hills and plains, fearful of

the Government, and yet not

daring openly to disobey Gedeil.

The latter, realising that he

would not hold the people to

him, and knowing that news
would quickly reach the Gov-

ernment, evacuated the hill

twenty-four hours after his

arrival. This was the end of

the third act. There was only
one more.

All the Arabs and local

people were mobilised, by
2 A
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whom every well and water-

hole within a radius of fifty

miles of Tagoi were occupied.
A company of the Camel Corps
was sent from Obeid to patrol
the northern exits of the dis-

trict, and particularly the ap-

proaches to Jebal Daier, where
Gedeil had friends. For ten

days the countryside was pa-

trolled, and the wells picketed

day and night, but the betting
seemed to be on Gedeil again.
He dared not clear out of the

district towards Kordofan, or to

the west where the
"
baggara

"

Arabs lived, for in both these

regions there were law and

order, and he would have
been arrested at once by some
local Arab sheikh. On the

twelfth day the Arabs and
local people were beginning to

drift away, automatically rais-

ing the blockade. That evening
a messenger came in announc-

ing the capture of Gedeil

by the Camel Corps near
J. Daier.

Later, a full report was
received to the effect that a

patrol of Camel Corps had come
on Gedeil's tracks about ten
miles from J. Daier. Following
them, they passed two dead

women, who were recognised
as slaves of Gedeil. It was dis-

covered later that he had them

speared, because they could
not keep up with him. Three
miles farther on the patrol
came up with Gedeil, dead-
beat. He surrendered at once.

He stated that they had been
unable to fill their water-skins
for eight days. He was tried

for the murder of Idris and on

other charges. The court sen-

tenced him to die.

The letter concluded by ask-

ing the inspector where the

sentence, if confirmed, was to

be carried out. A reply was
sent suggesting the headquar-
ters of the district, J. Tegali.
The inspector, after demobilis-

ing his levies, then went back
to the headquarters to await

the answer.

Approval of this proposal
was received in three days, and
in two more Gedeil, escorted

by the Came] Corps with a

senior political officer from Kor-

dofan, arrived at Tegali. The
whole countryside had gathered
to see him, for his defiance of

Government had lasted many
years. The Jebal district of

Kordofan was far from being

completely under Government

control, hence incidents like

those of the acts of Gedeil

exercised considerable effect

on the prestige of the Govern-

ment.

Gedeil was also a very fer-

vent, almost fanatical, Moham-
medan, and as such had a

great deal of local sympathy.
That afternoon the inspector
visited Gedeil in the grass hut,
where he was guarded by four

police, and communicated the

sentence to him.

Gedeil made no comment,
and seemed quite unmoved.
On being asked if he had any

requests to make, he replied,
"
Oh, inspector, in the days

when we were friends, before

you asked me to do things

which I would not, you used

to give me ' Frankesh
'

bis-
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cults and coffee. I should like

some now." His request was
of course granted, and two
full tins of

" Marie "
biscuits

and much coffee were consumed

by the doomed man before

sunrise next morning.
A tree in the market-place,

which was a natural amphi-
theatre on the summit of Tegali

Hill, was selected for the execu-

tion. Here at an early hour

Gedeil came with unfaltering

step through the square of

Camel Corps, while a great
multitude watched from many
vantage-points. A murmured

good-bye to the inspector, and

the signal was given, but the

rope broke. All round rose a

great whisper :

" He is a Fiki

indeed." It was an awkward
moment : a company of Camel

Corps, some thousands of

spectators, the long story of

Gedeil known to them all, and
then the Government's rope
breaks.

It was quickly repaired, and
this tune the soul of Gedeil

was sped to the paradise which
the Prophet has promised his

followers. His relatives buried

him, and for many months
there was much peace in the

Jebals.
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HENBY: THE BECOBD OP A FAITHFUL SLAVE.

BY EVELYN HOWELL, C.S.I., O.I.E.

I SAID,
"
Why not get a

decent car ?
"

"
No," said Alicia. She says

that pretty often in fact, usu-

ally. She had the good sense,

as I think, to use the alter-

native monosyllable once, some

years ago, and that is what
has put her in a position to say
" No " now. Anyhow, that is

what she said this time
" But look here," I urged.

"
I have been going through

my pass-book, and I find that

we are quite rich. Why, we've

got
"

I think I will not repeat
that splendid figure. We
haven't got it now, and there

is nothing more uncomfortable

than being thought to be richer

than you are, unless you are

a banker, or otherwise in a

position to turn the misappre-
hension to advantage. It was
a good solid figure, quite enough
to pay for any kind of car that

was likely to suit such insig-

nificant folk as ourselves, and
I thought that we should do

best to get some durable pro-

duct of British workmanship.
But Alicia would not have it.

"No," she said. "Not a

decent car. Dick has a decent

car, a very decent car, and you
know what happens. Last time

I was staying there the car was

new, and Dick was very proud
of it, and eager to show me
what it could do. I was want-

ing to go over to Chewton, and

Dick was all for taking me
there. While we were talking
about it, Jim drifted into the

garage, where we happened to

be admiring the shine of her

paint and the shape of her

bonnet, and so forth. He sat

and listened for a bit. Then
he suddenly interrupted.

'

I

say, Dad, have you seen Shil-

ling this morning ? He was

telling me just now that Mis-

chief
'

(Mischief is the pony,

you know, that Jim and Mar-

garet ride in the holidays)
'

that Mischief had pushed down
one of the hurdles round the

hen - house, and had been

scratching himself against the

corner of the hen-house roof,

and disturbing all the sitting

hens, besides helping himself be-

tween whiles to hay from your
mow.' Dick doesn't care much
about the hens, but the mow
is his joy and pride. He made
it himself, or thinks he did,

last summer, and he couldn't

bear to hear of it being pulled
about. He was off like a shot

to find Shilling. As soon as he

had gone, Jim turned to me
and said, 'Did I hear Dad

talking of taking you over to

Chewton to-day ?
'

I nodded.
*

Well, please don't let him,
Auntie Liz

;
at any rate, not

to-day. We call her P.S. and
he pointed towards the car.

Penal Servitude, you know.

Whenever she goes out, we all

have to turn to and clean and
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polish her when she comes
back again. It rained last

night, and the roads are in an
awful state. Besides, we have
a game of hockey on in Burn-
ham this afternoon. Washing
P.S. down after a hard game
of hockey is poor fun, I can

tell you.' Dick reappeared
at this point, and I bad to

cry off the trip that I had just
been crying on. Dick couldn't

understand it, and it made
him rather cross. I made a

vow then and there that we
would never get a car that would
be a tyrant to us. We have

enough masters as it is at

least I know I have, and you
are always saying that you are

tired of being anybody's
'

obedi-

ent servant.' Don't let us buy
a tyrant. What we want is a
slave. If we get a decent car,

as you call it, we shall be slaves

to it. You will always be

thinking of your paint, and how
not to scratch it, and you'll
be afraid to put a bicycle up
on the what-d'you-call-it, or a

heavy box on the grid. You'll

never go down a lane for fear

of your tyres, or up a hill for

fear of your cylinders or some-

thing. You'll refuse to take

more than three passengers,
and you'll put them out to

run whenever you get a chance.

You won't go out on wet days
because of the mud, and you'll

stop at home on dry days
because of the dust. I know.
That won't suit us a bit. We
want a car that we can use

whenever and however we feel

inclined. We want a slave."

Perhaps you can guess the

result. It was Henry. I can-

not honestly say that he moved
me to enthusiasm on first ac-

quaintance, but later on his

performances upon the road

endeared him to me
;

and

when, only the other day,
"
just for a handful of silver

he left us," I felt quite as

much upset about it as ever

Browning can have done when
he sat down to write that

poem. And it was not only
that I had hoped to get more
for him. I was genuinely sorry
to part with the beggar. Be-

sides, his departure spelt the

approaching end of my leave

and going back to the East

and leaving the children be-

hind, andf generally wrote
"
Finis

"
across the tale of the

glorious days that we had in

that wonderful summer of 1921 .

So we were feeling very sad

about it, and the children were

inconsolable. But it is not that

of which I set out to tell you.
The rules to be observed

when you decide to buy a car

are just as simple and as obvi-

ous as the principles of strategy,
and just about as difficult to

carry into execution. Still there

is no harm in knowing what

they are. First make up your
mind how much you want to

pay, and second, how much
you are able to pay, if you
have to. Then recognise that

the higher figure is the one at

which you will probably do
business. Take a certain

amount of trouble to find out

which cars, of those selling

within your limit, are well

spoken of. If you are paying
a fairly big price, it really

does not much matter which
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of the better-known makes you
select. The large firms with

reputations are probably all

giving about the same value
for the same money. And a
novice can't hope to find short

cuts. If you are buying some-

thing cheap, take no end of

pains to find out from men who
own these cars, and look after

their cars themselves, what
accessories and improvements
they recommend. Make a list

of these gadgets. Go through
your list over and over again,

cutting it down as much as

you can. When you have got
it down to the irreducible

minimum, go to the head office

of the firm, tell them what

you want, and insist on getting
it. Do not pay overmuch
heed to the smooth talk of the
"

field-lilies
" whom you find

in the place. They are not put
there nor dressed like that to

give you twenty-one shillings'

worth for every pound you
spend. They are there to sell

what their people want to get
rid of at the best price they
can get. So let them talk, but
have your own way. And that

is not a bad rule of life in other

matters besides buying motor-
cars.

If, like me, you aim low, here

are some hints which you may
find useful. Do not be afraid

of a left-hand drive. It makes
little or no difference, when
once you are used to it. Buy
new, not second-hand. Fit

your luggage-carrier behind and

your spare wheel against the

door of the driver's seat. In-

sist upon detachable wheels all

of the same dimensions. Don't

be put off with lighter wheels in

front. Eemember that you are

aiming at independence, not
at being a peripatetic institute

for the support of indigent

garage-keepers. Get a brace

to fit the head of the bolts,

and you ought to be able to

change a wheel single-handed
in ten minutes. See that the

jack in your outfit does not

jam, and that the pump really

blows. Have your tyres tested

for pressure in a garage at

least once a fortnight, and keep
tl cm taut. Do not waste your
time trying to mend small cuts

and abrasions in the outer

covers, but get anything serious

vulcanised at once. Have a

hand Klaxon fitted to your left

hand. Nothing but a Klaxon
can make itself heard above
the din of the lorries and road

locomotives that you will want
to overtake and pass. Keep
your Klaxon for them. Have
oil side-lamps in case you get

ditched, and see that they are

not left empty of oil. Get a

petrol-gauge and a lubricating

oil-gauge, and observe them
both continually. Have a disc

fitted to your dashboard in

direct connection with the bead
of your carburettor needle, and
when on the open road keep it

well turned down. Attention

to this will reduce petrol con-

sumption by nearly 50 per cent,
and improve your running. Fit

the locker under the back seat

with a wooden lid, hinged half-

way forward, so that you can

open it without having to

throw out the cushion. Have
the lid fitted with a hasp and

padlock, so that you may leave
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your car in any garage all

night without much fear for

the treasures that you will

surely accumulate. Fit a pad-
lock also to your back floor-

boards, so that no one but

yourself can get at your bat-

teries. See that the tops of

these are kept clean and their

insides well replenished with

distilled water. If your front

floor-boards buckle from the

heat of the engine, as mine

did, scrap them, and have them

replaced by floor-boards of hon-

est English elm or other sea-

soned wood which any village

carpenter can make for you.
Use no brake or transmission

linings other than those which
the makers supply. For all

that they say in Devonshire
or other hilly country, you will

certainly burn these out at

fairly short intervals. But they
can be replaced. A hard lining
to the brake and other bands

may do serious mischief, and
causes the car to buck and

jump in very distressing fashion

on low gear or reverse. There
is a certain make of commu-
tator which requires no oil.

Indeed, it must not be oiled.

Fit one. It makes starting an

easy matter in any weather,
and keeps the wiring dry and
clean. It is also much longer
lived than the regulation pat-

tern, and worth the extra cost.

Never use a brush to your
paint. Wash the mud off with
a hose, and let the car dry in

the shade. Then take a little

polish to her, and finish up
with the chamois leather. Keep
your spare wheel in a water-

proof cover, and have an apron

made for your radiator for use

in cold weather, when you
leave the car standing. Provide

your back seat with a wind-

screen. It keeps your pas-

sengers from perishing in win-

ter, and prevents you from

hearing what they say if you
do not want to do so. Keep a

book, and record in it all mile-

age, petrol and oil consump-
tion, and all expenditure. It

will make most interesting read-

ing for you, but other people

may not care about it so much.
Get a mechanic's suit of over-

alls, or use old uniform instead.

Plunge in and don't be afraid

of black grease. There is no
kind of motor dirt that petrol
followed by soft soap and soft

water will not fetch off in a

few minutes.

I wish I had known all this

when Henry and I first met.

But wisdom is like old age. It

comes on very gradually, and
there are those who seem able

to stave off the advances of

both almost indefinitely.

After Henry had been with

us for some weeks, the coal

strike began. But there was
never any hint of difficulty

about petrol. In fact, the

price of petrol was twice re-

duced by sixpence a gallon
while the coal crisis was raging.
I suppose the petrol syndicates
were trying to help in the

national emergency. You can

put it down to that if you like.

I have no information to the

contrary. And the weather
was such as to predispose to-

wards guilelessness day after

day the same glorious sunshine.

The varied beauties of the
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spring were a never-failing ban-

quet of delight. It was the

first spring that I had seen in

England for seven years, and

" Why in that dawn 'twas good to be

alive,

But to be young
'

was, no doubt, as Wordsworth

says,
"
very heaven." It al-

ways is, if only the young but
knew. Even to be middle-

aged was not so bad. What
fun we had with our Henry !

He would run like Elijah, once
he could be got to start. But
at that time I used to have
inordinate difficulty in getting
him to start. This was not

altogether his fault, let me
explain. Our Henry, like his

Eoyal namesake of Windsor,

"though unfortunate,
Assure yourselves, was never yet un-

kind.'*

^ But amateur driving on
Devon hillsJiad been too much
for his original set of brake

linings. So I had been com-

pelled to have the brake re-

lined, and there being no
service depot within reach, the
work had perforce been en-

trusted to a local garage. It

involved the taking down and

reassemblage of the electric

self-starter, with the result

that that useful appliance was
out of order, except when the

engine was hot, and starting

consequently an easy matter.

However, I bear no malice
about it. For the dilemma
thus created gave rise to a

very pretty psychological prob-
lem, which worked itself out
on this wise. One day, for

instance, Henry would refuse

point-blank to badge. That

being so, it was obviously out
of the question to take him to

the service depot, or, indeed,

anywhere else. Next day per-

haps he would make no serious

demur, and off we would go, full

of resolution to go straight to

where skilled attention was to

be had. But on the way he
would behave so admirably,

and, the engine once warm,
the self-starter would be so

infallible, that resolution would

fade, and we would drift off

down some alluring byroad,
and not get home till evening.
So things went on.

All the same, Henry's un-

certain temper, while it lasted,

was a distinct nuisance, and
we had some bad days. For

example, there was the dies

nefastus, on which I undertook
to get Alicia's young brother

in to Exeter in time to catch

the Severn Tunnel express,
which was his only hope of

making the journey back to

school in Lancashire in the

day. Every blessed thing went

wrong that day. To begin

with, Henry would not start

until it was almost too late,

and then we had to go too

fast. So I came by an ugly
dent on my off-wing, trying to

squeeze past a steam-roller,

unattended, which seemed to

have been left to block a

narrow lane. Then the fan-

belt worked loose, and the

engine overheated and started

firing irregularly. Then we

got a puncture, and the Stepney
that was before we got the

detachable wheels had not

kept its exact circular shape.
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So we made the rest of the run

into Exeter boiling, misfiring,

and bobbing up and down
on one wheel, as if it had been

an egg. Of course we were

too late for the train, or should

have been, but that, by the

grace of God, its time had,
without warning, been put back
an hour and a quarter. On the

way back an ash from the

General's pipe (the General is

Alicia's father) set light to

the cushions in the back seat.

Alicia, thinking that she and
her father were going to be

roasted alive, seized a thermos

full of coffee and milk, and

upset it into the place of

burning and many other places.

It stayed the conflagration,
but it made the upholstery

sticky in unexpected parts for

days after. To crown all, in

the evening, when I was tak-

ing the two children and Miss

Eaynes for a joy-ride, Henry's
ailments having been set right,

Mary (my daughter, aged six)

got her finger pinched in the

door, and not unnaturally yelled
blue murder, while Bob (aged

seven), who is of an inquiring
turn of mind, and interested

in the animal kingdom, re-

duced, for different reasons,
both Miss Eaynes and me to

the same condition of speech-

lessness, by asking her whether
she recognised certain cows as

young ones, because they had
such small bosoms. But that

perhaps was not Henry's fault.

Poor Miss Eaynes ! She is a

friend of Alicia's, who was

staying with us. Long resi-

dence in some horrible suburb
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of South London has cramped
her outlook on life until she

may be said to be suffering
from malignant Penge in its

direst form, and she is no match
for Bob in the art of polite

conversation. However, the

bad days were very much the

exception, and even they are

not so bad now in retrospect.

Of the good days I recall

with especial joy one spent

upon Dartmoor, with an archae-

ologist aboard, who showed
us most curious things amid

glorious scenery ; another,when
we picnicked on the top of

Hembury Fort, and another

on Telegraph Hill, between
Exeter and "Newton Abbott

;

the day on which we shifted

our menagerie from Devon to

Somerset, and went over the

Black Down Hills to Taunton
;

several days spent upon the

London road, as occasion took

us to and fro and, above

all, seven days spent among
the battlefields of France, a

pilgrimage to the great shrine

of the modern world, that left

me very proud of being an

Englishman, and very ashamed
of being a live one.

Perhaps you would care to

come for a run through a part
of Somerset, of which I am
very fond If It shall be one
of the good days, I promise.
Shall we make a round by
Glastonbury and back over

the Polden Hills ! Very good ;

come along.
For the first few miles we

go among rich flat meadows,
for the most part bounded

by broad deep ditches, locally
2 A3
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known as "rhines," instead

of hedges, and the road, for

all its flatness, swings round
the points of the compass
in most irritating fashion, ex-

plicable only on the theory
that it follows the line of an
old footpath across the marshes.

This is indeed the fact. Much
of this land, now famous as

some of the finest pasture in

England, is below sea-level,
and has only been reclaimed

since the sea-wall was built

and drainage undertaken. It

is indeed as much the work of

men's hands as any factory
or dock, and how the

"
single-

taxers
" would deal with it,

were they in a position to

impose their theories on the

community, I do not know.

However, we cannot stop to

argue about taxation. Let us

try some pleasanter subject.
If it were Dick, of whom we
spoke above, driving you in

Ms decent car, he would regale

you a.t every turn with local

lore and legend of the most

charming. It was Uphill, which
we are now approaching, that

reminded me of Dick. He says

that, although the Mendips do
here come down to the sea and
the road does consequently
leave the level and ascend, the

name has nothing to do with

either "Up" or
"
Hill." It

is really
" Hubba Pill" or

Hubba's Pool. The pool is a

little tidal basin at the mouth
of the Axe. The Eomans, we
know, used it as a harbour.

For their road over the Mendips
from Old Sarum come straight
down to it, and their fort on
Brean Down, commanding the

Bristol Channel, might well

have been built to protect it.

Hubba was a famous Danish
sea-rover of the ninth century.
Before they made good their

hold on the north-eastern parts
of our island, the Danes and
Norsemen used a route round
the North of Scotland, and so

into the Irish Channel, as a

secondary line of attack upon
their Anglo - Saxon kinsmen.

From a base in Ireland they
were able to harry the West
of England far more effectively
than they could have done

by operating direct from home.
In matters of this sort history,
as we have cause to know, has

a tendency to repeat itself.

Hubba, who seems to have
been an intelligent pirate, went
one step further, and estab-

lished an advanced base on
the islands of Steep Holm and
Flat Holm, which lie off this

part of the Somerset coast,

and, be it noted, still keep the

Danish name of
" Holm." From

these islands Hubba made de-

scent after descent upon the

mainland. Having the com-
mand of the sea, he could

choose his own time and place,

and for a long time he was

uniformly successful. But the

pitcher that goes to the well

in the end is broken, and
Hubba came once too often.

It was in the year 878, the

same year in which King Alfred

took refuge in Athelney, and
afterwards defeated the Danes
at the great battle of Ethan-

dune. In this year, presumably
before Ethandune, Hubba made
his last descent and landed at

Uphill. The inhabitants did
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not attempt to oppose his

landing, but fled inland, taking
their cattle with them. Now
in those early days, so Dick
is fond of saying, it was not

so generally well known as it

is now, that although English-

men, like other men, do at

times run away, it is not as a

rule prudent to follow them
too closely or too far. Hubba
did not know this, or perhaps
habitual success had made him
careless. Anyhow he left his

ships and followed hot -
foot,

without either leaving a guard
at the pool or clearing the

villages which lay near it. Now
in one of these villages there

lived a crusty old dame who
declined to flee inland with the

rest. I dare say she did not

even take the trouble to go
and hide. I think she must
have been rather like an old

woman whom I had the honour
of meeting in Flanders. She

got into trouble with the Di-

visional authorities for con-

tinually cutting the signallers'

wires, in the back area, where

they crossed her land. I,

being supposed to have a know-

ledge of the language, helped
the A.P.M. to deal with her.

Her defence was a triumph of

rhetoric :

" D'abord lea Alle-

mands," she said,
"
alors les

Beiges, puis les Frangais, apres
les Anglais, et enfin les Hindous.
N'aime pas les militaires."

Somehow the old woman of

Uphill escaped the Danes, and
when they had all passed, she

took a stout hatchet and wad-
dled off down to the pool by
herself. There she had no

great difficulty in starting a

plank or doing other vital

damage to each of the ships,

and so came home again.

Hubba meanwhile had come

up with the fugitives inland.

Perhaps their cattle made them
slow. Faced with the choice

between farther flight and fight,

they chose the latter, and

fought to such purpose that

Hubba came off second best,

and had to fly to his ships.

When he reached them he

found them all unseaworthy,
thanks to the old lady and her

hatchet, to say nothing of his

own carelessness. So he in

turn had to stand and fight

another battle, from which

neither he nor any of his men
came off alive. In the museum
at Taunton you may see, pre-

served in glass cases, several

small pieces of human skin,

about the size of the palm of

your hand. These, before they
were taken down and put in

the museum, had been for cen-

turies nailed to the doors of

various churches in Somerset,
and there is no good ground for

rejecting the local tradition

with regard to them which

says that they were parts of

the skins of Danes taken pris-

oner in these raids and flayed
alive by their captors in the

nearest churchyard.
While I have been telling

you this old tale, the car has

been running on, and we are

through Banwell and Churchill

and approaching Burrington
Combe. Did you ever hear of

Augustus Toplady ? He was
an eminent Anglican divine of

the eighteenth century, and
the author of the well-known
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hymn
" Kock of Ages." The

hymn was first published in the
'

Gospel Magazine
'

in 1775,
but the story goes that Toplady

composed it years before, when
he was curate at Blagdon, the

next village beyond Burrington.
One day while walking in Bur-

rington Combe he was over-

taken by a violent thunder-

storm, and the cleft in the lime-

stone wall of the combe in

which he took shelter (and

incidentally composed his mas-

terpiece) is still pointed out to

visitors. How far the story is

accredited I have not ascer-

tained, but it seems to be gene-

rally accepted; for some sort

of commemoration was held on

the spot this summer, and was
attended by a bishop and other

members of the clergy. At any

rate, it seems likely that the

hymn was composed long before

it appeared in print. For it

breathes a very beautiful spirit

of devotion, and in the year
1775 Toplady's heart was filled

with very different emotions.

Earlier in life he had been much
attracted to John Wesley, and

the two men had corresponded
in a friendly manner. Later

on, however, Toplady took up
a position of extreme Calvinism,

and in 1769 he published a tract,

or rather a translation of a

tract, by Jerome Zanchius, on

Calvinism. Wesley reviewed

this work, and summed up his

review in the following lines :

" The sum of all this : one

in twenty (suppose) of man-
kind are elected : nineteen in

twenty are reprobated. The
elect shall be saved, do what

they will : the reprobate shall

be damned, do what they can.

Witness my hand. A(ugustus)

T(oplady)."

Toplady never forgave this,

and for the next six years the

two reverend gentlemen were

at it hammer and tongs, until

Wesley, perhaps not holding
his initial advantage, declared

that he would "
fight no more

with chimney-sweepers." But

Toplady would not give over

the contest, and in 1776 had
the satisfaction, such as it was,
of showing in his

' An Old Fox
Tarred and Feathered,' how in

his adversary's
' Calm Address

to the American People,' pass-

age after passage had been

borrowed, without acknowledg-

ment, from ' Taxation no Tyr-

anny,' by Samuel Johnson.

Well, well, it is to be hoped that

they have got to the bottom
of the matter now and shaken

hands over it in the Elysian
Fields. Burrington Combe, any-

how, is still there to witness if

I lie, and a very beautiful place
it is, with the road winding up
from the valley of the Yeo

right on to the top of the

Mendips, near Black Down,
the highest point of the range.
Now you see why it is that

we have come this way, though
it is not the shortest. We will

not go up on to the topmost

point itself. We shall get just

as good a view over the Bristol

Channel and across to the hills

of Wales, if we run on about

half a mile and then walk up
to the next peak, which is also

the next highest on Mendip.
We shall there be within a

stone's-throw of the little ham-

let of Charterhouse-on-Mendip,
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but the interest of the place lies,

not in any Carthusian remains,
but in the lead-mines. These
have been worked from pre-
historic times until within living

memory, when foreign competi-
tion, on less exploited soil,

killed the industry. The
Eomans made great use of

these mines, and the traces of

their workings can be seen

here and in several places be-

side their great road, of which
we saw the terminus at Uphill.
There have been innumerable
Eoman finds here, including a

very large number of what

appear to be metallic counters.

No doubt in Eoman times the

mines were worked by slave

labour. Handling lead, in spite
of all the protection that a

professedly humanitarian age
can afford, remains a pretty

deadly occupation, even in the

twentieth century. What the

mortality must have been

among the Eoman slave-gangs
is difficult to imagine. The

place must have been a hell

upon earth. Wherever desper-
ate men are herded together,

you will find them gambling,
whether they have anything to

play for or to pay in or not.

And this, we may reasonably

conjecture, is the explanation
of these counters. They repre-
sent the sole interest in life

that those poor devils of slaves

had, and were, I dare say, hidden
from the guard, and hoarded,
and stolen, and played for just
as zealously as if they had been

gold pieces.

All through the Middle Ages
mining on the Mendips con-

tinued both for lead and zinc.

Indeed, in the time of the

Wars of the Eoses the industry
was so important that on one oc-

casion King Edward the Fourth,

by a curious anticipation of our

most modern political practice,

had to send his Lord Chief-

Justice, Lord Justice Choke,
to settle an industrial dispute
between the miners and the

mine-owners. The award was

given at Green Ore, in the pres-

ence, so it is said, of no less

than 10,000 interested spec-
tators. Our onward way will

take us past Green Ore. It

lies at the point where our

Eoman road crosses another

ancient route leading from Bath
to Exeter. But before we go

farther, we might do worse

than halt here for lunch. We
can see Henry meekly waiting
beside the road, and another

half-hour's cooling after his

climb will do him no harm.

Look well round at the land-

scape before other less remote,

though in their way not less

pleasing, objects claim your
attention. The view is one
which would be hard to beat

anywhere. Looking north you
see first the pall of smoke hang-

ing over the great city of Bristol,

less than twenty miles away.
But the town itself is for the

most part built upon low ground
and hidden by Dundry Hill.

From Bristol to the south-west

is the great broadening sweep
of the silver Channel, a danc-

ing-floor of the winds, on which
the play of lights and shadows
is never still. Its surface is

streaked with the fierce tides

that carry its waters hither and

thither, working year in and
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year out to scoop out new

deeps and throw up fresh shoals

in unexpected places. Accord-

ing to the returns of the Board
of Trade of the wrecks that

occur round the coasts of the

United Kingdom, if we may
still call it by that name, one

in every ten happens in the

Bristol Channel. The main

massif of the Mendips, on which

we are standing, sinks gently
downwards to the west into

the rich valleys of the Yeo
and the Axe. But there are

queer outliers here and there,

like Nyland Hill and Brent

Knoll, between us and the sea,

and the main line of the hills

is carried on to the west by
Callow Hill, Fry's Hill, Waver-

ing Down, Crook Peak (a great
mark for mariners), Bleadon

Hill, and Brean Down, right

to the water's edge. The two

islands, Steep Holm and Flat

Holm, seem to mark a continua-

tion of the same range half-way
over to the coasts of Wales,

along which the three big towns

of Barry, Penarth, and Cardiff

make an almost unbroken ram-

part of buildings. Inland, on

the Welsh side, the country
rises rapidly, and carries the

eye to range beyond range of

mountains.

To the south we look across

wide flat levels of rich green

pastures, which once were the

inland seas that gave their

name to the county of Somerset,
the land of the

"
Seo-mere-

saetan," or dwellers by the

sea-lakes. Away to the south

are the Black Down Hills, the

watershed between rivers that

run north through Somerset

into the Bristol Channel and
streams that flow south through
Devon into the English Channel.
To the south-west is the great
wall of the Quantocks, beyond
which on a clear day may be
seen the high head of Dunkery
Beacon and the heather-clad

hills of Exmoor. IE you look

closely, you can trace through
the valley at our feet the line

of the river Parrett from the

sea to the town of Bridgwater.
The Parrett was for more than
a generation the border-line

between advancing Saxon and

retreating Briton, and still

marks an ethnological frontier

easily discernible to the prac-
tised eye. From Bridgwater
let your gaze pass eastwards

along the long low crest of the

Polden Hills, which stand up
in the middle of the valley.
Between us and the inland end
of the Polden Hills, three or

four miles short of it, you may
see a curious isolated conical

hill, about five hundred feet

high, capped by a tall tower.

That is Glastonbury Tor, and
at its foot are the ruins of the

great abbey, once the Mecca of

all England.
"
Aren't you good people

ever coming to lunch ?
"

says

Alicia, who, practical as ever,
has meanwhile set out a tempt-

ing array of good things. There

is nothing so good as a good
meal in the open on a fine day,
and if I cannot be present in

the flesh to take part, I con-

fess that, like Thackeray, I

enjoy a "
power of good eating

"

in my books. So fall to and
make haste for there is no
time to linger now. I am not
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even going to let you stop in

Wells and look at the Cathedral.

It may sound brutal, but it is

really wise. No person of

discernment, having once

alighted in Wells, can pos-

sibly continue his journey for

at least three hours. So if

we are going to Glastonbury
and coming back along the

Polden Hills, according to plan,
we must leave Wells for some
other day.
No good Somersetshire man

questions the Glastonbury

legend which tells how
" The cup, the cup itself from which

our Lord
Drank at the last sad supper with

His own :

This from the blessed land of Aramat,
Arimathsean Joseph, journeying,

brought
To Glastonbury, where the winter

thorn

Blossoms at Christmas, mindful of

our Lord."

The original thorn is said to

have sprouted from Joseph's

staff, which, on his first landing
for the place was then an

island in the inland sea,
"
the

island valley of Avilion," he

plunged into the ground on

Weary-All Hill, and the place
in which it is believed to have
stood is marked by an inscribed

stone. Whatever its origin, it

did flourish mightily for cen-

turies, and did no doubt act

up to its reputation. At any
rate, its descendants do, if

trees budded or grafted from
the original can be so described.

They are hawthorns of a twice

flowering variety, and blossom
in May as well as at the winter

solstice. It was at the Eeforma-
tion that the blow fell. Dr

Layton, who was sent by

Thomas Cromwell into Somer-

set to inspect monastic build-

ings, reported to his master,

apparently with reference to

this tree : "By this bringer
I send you Eelics : first, two
flowers wrapped in black sars-

net, that on Christen Mass

Even, hora ipsa qua Christus

natus fuerat, will spring and

burgen, and bare blossoms."

Dr Layton, for all his tender-

ness towards the cult which

it was his business to destroy,
did not spare the tree. It is

reported that the daring zealot

who plied the axe was miracu-

lously injured by a splinter,

but the story seems ill attested,

and anyhow supernatural pro-

tection proved no more effi-

cacious to preserve the thorn

than to save the numerous

early Christian martyrs of whom
we read that their agonies were

prolonged by the fire refusing

to light, or the water to boil,

or the rope breaking at the

first attempt. Bishop Good-

man of Gloucester, writing at

the time of these events, says :

" The White Thorn of Glaston-

bury which did usually blossom

on Christmas Day was cut down,

yet I did not hear that the

party was punished. Certainly
the thorn was very extra-

ordinary : for at my being
there I did consider the place,

how it was sheltered: I did

consider the soile, and all other

circumstances, and yet I could

find no natural cause."

But the thorn was not the

sole attraction to the pious pil-

grim of the Middle Ages. St

Patrick is believed to have

been a native of Glastonbury,
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and to have retired there, at

the age of ninety, after his

work in Ireland was finished.

His tomb was shown near the
altar of the church known as

the "Old Church," which in

course of time was replaced

by the building now commonly
called St Joseph's Chapel. This
was originally a separate church,
built after the great fire of

1184, on the spot where the

old church had stood, but
later a flight of steps was

placed at its east end, and it

was united with the magnifi-
cent church of St Peter and
St Paul, which dates from the

same period. After its inclu-

sion as part of the abbey church
it was treated as a Lady Chapel.
This involved no dispossession
of St Joseph. For the name is

a modern accretion, and the

church had in fact all along,
like that which it replaced,
been dedicated to St Mary.
St Dunstan was in his time
Abbot of Glastonbury, andmany
relics connected with him were
to be seen there, though his

tomb was elsewhere. Then
there was the Arthurian legend,
which became so potent that

in 1177 King Henry II. found
the coffins of King Arthur and
his queen buried in the neigh-

bourhood, and removed them
to the church. Eighty years
later Edward I. and Queen
Eleanor visited the abbey, and
on the occasion of their visit the

bones were once more moved,
and placed with great ceremony
in a tomb before the high altar.

All this perhaps means no
more than that the place was
held in high esteem, after the

manner of the age, as the

earliest centre of Christianity
in the island. But, legend

apart, in the days of its mag-
nificence, Glastonbury must
have been a wonder. The

great church of St Peter and
St Paul was 400 feet long
and 80 feet wide. To judge
by the single arch which yet
remains standing, it must have
been as graceful as it was

grand, and the stone carving
was of a richness and beauty
unsurpassed. Of late years a

good deal of excavation has

been done, and many inter-

esting discoveries have been
made. Not the least interesting
feature of the operations is

the fact, if fact it be, that the

work has been "
controlled

"

(in the psychic sense) by a

disembodied intelligence that

purports to be one of the old

monks, and so is naturally in

a position to give useful in-

formation.

The tale of the downfall of

the great abbey is pitiful read-

ing. The last abbot, Eichard

Whiting, was appointed in 1524.

The choice was made by no
less a person than Cardinal

Wolsey himself, to whom the

monks had committed the task

of selection. It was highly

approved by the brethren, of

whose number Richard Whiting
already was. But perhaps his

discipline was a little too good.
For when, a few years later,

dissolution came under consi-

deration, although the commis-
sioners reported well of Glaston-

bury and of the rule of Abbot

Eichard, many of the monks
deserted of their own accord
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before the broom was applied.
Abbot Bichard himself took

the oath of supremacy to the

king. But Henry's
"
royal

temper," as Cromwell calls it,

was not to be balked by a

trifle like that. A book oppos-

ing his divorce from Catherine

was found in the monastic

library. The abbot was ar-

rested, on the strength of this

damaging fact, on a charge of

high treason, conveyed to Lon-

don, and lodged in the Tower.

Eventually he was brought back
to Wells, where a nominal
trial was held. He was, of

course, convicted, and sentenced

to be hanged, together with

two of his faithful monks.
The sentence was duly carried

out, so the contemporary ac-

count says, on Tor Hill, over-

looking his abbey. But as the

abbey is not, as a matter of

fact, visible from the top of

Tor Hill, the actual place of

execution is now regarded as

uncertain. Of the fact there

is unhappily no doubt.

After the Dissolution the

abbey buildings for long shared

the common fate. The roofs

stripped of their protecting

lead, and the walls used as a

quarry for building-stone, they
disintegrated rapidly. But in

the early years of the present

century events took an un-

usual turn. The abbey site,

together with what was left

of the buildings, was put up
to public auction. The sale

excited much interest. One
rumour had it that Borne was

prepared to buy, while others

whispered of American mag-
nates, who meant to transplant

and re-erect the ruin amid the

congenial surroundings of God's

own country. None of these

exciting things, however, came
to pass. Through the gener-

osity of a private benefactor

the site with the ruins was
secured for the Church of Eng-

land, in whose reverent care

it remains, a national heritage.

But the lengthening shadow
of the still standing arch warns

us that we must not linger.

We follow the old Boman road

as far as the village of Street,

whose name betrays its loca-

tion. Then we turn right-

handed through Ashcott, and

up a steep incline on to the

long level crest of the Polden

Hills. The setting sun shines

straight through the screen as

we go westward, and makes

driving difficult. There is the

long hour of English twilight
before us, and we can afford

five minutes. Let us halt : look

at the landscape. It is worth

looking at. That village a few

miles away due south of us,

nestling at the foot of the hill,

is Aller, where Guthrum and
the other Danish leaders were

baptised, after their defeat at

Ethandune, as part of the terms

of peace. It is a pity that

Foch did not think of something
similar when he had his chance.

If you go into Aller Church,

you may see the very font

which, so tradition says, was
used for the ceremony. Be-

yond Aller to the south-west

is the Isle of Athelney, where
Alfred lay before the battle.

There is little left to see there

now, but two miles nearer this

way, at the junction of the
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rivers Tone and Parrett, stands

a large earthwork, still known
as King Alfred's Fort, which
must have been a strong place
in its day. It is not at all un-

like the position at Nasiriyah
on the Euphrates, out of which
the Turks were driven in July
1915. The whole of the vaUey
between us and the Parrett is

known as Sedgemoor, and the

scene of the last battle on

English soil is almost in a

direct line between us and the

town of Bridgwater, whose roofs

and chimneys can just be dis-

cerned against the evening

sky.
So on over Puriton Hill and

down into the level country to

the place whence we started

out this morning. Other and
more violent forms of bodily
exercise provide thrills of their

own with which motoring has

nothing to compare. But there

is no way of winning the gift

of sleep more sure or more

delightful than to spend such

a day as we have spent explor-

ing our own country in God's

fresh air.

If you doubt me, O my
brethren overseas, who are

drinking the waters of the ex-

treme Tanais, and wondering
what to do with your next

leave, buy a car yourselves
when you get home and try.

Perhaps a few facts and

figures may be of use to you.

They are taken from the book
of Henry, of which I made
earlier mention. I owned

Henry for 234 days, and his

upkeep and repairs for that

period cost me almost exactly
the same number of pounds.

For that outlay he carried me
(and other people and things)
6850 miles in England and 450
miles in France. On an average
he covered 20 ^miles to each

gallon of petrol consumed. I

could have improved this very
much if I had known sooner

about the disc on the dashboard

arrangement. The amount of

oil consumed was 23\ gallons.
I reckon that Henry saved me
not less than 50 in necessary

railway fares, and at least as

much again in other incidental

expenses of railway travel, lug-

gage, tips, taxi-hire, &c. The

price for which I sold Henry
fell short of that which I paid
for him by 165. But, then,
the bottom was knocked out

of my market by a general re-

duction in the price of new cars.

On the whole I cry content

aye, and as I look back, far

more than content. I feel

towards Henry as at the end
of a good season I have felt

to a horse that has carried me
bravely, and so I bid him fare-

well. I can imagine that in

the day when the silver cord

is loosed, a man, or that part
of him which survives, might
hold much the same language
to his outworn body.

" Good-

bye, old comrade. You were

a bit of a rogue, you know, in

some ways. You never really

did quite all that you ought to

have done, and you let me
down pretty badly once or

twice. But I cannot honestly

say that this was altogether

your fault. Taken all round,

you were a faithful slave, and,

anyhow, we had some astonish-

ingly good times together."
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THE PEOPLE OF THE CAMEL.

BY FULA.NAIN.

WITH the exception of the

Ma'adan, or Marsh -
dwellers,

the tribes of Mesopotamia fall

into two broad divisions the

People of the Desert, and the

People of the Fields. From
these divisions come the towns-

men, fortunately few in num-

ber, for on the whole the town

atmosphere seems to stifle all

the good and encourage all the

bad qualities of the Arab char-

acter.

The People of the Desert

scorn cultivation in any form.

They are camel-owners, breeders

of fine horses, keepers of vast

flocks of sheep and goats, which
roam the wide plains in search

of grazing. Fierce and proud,

they adhere rigidly to strict

tribal custom. Intolerant of

others, yet renowned for their

hospitality, they live the simple

patriarchal life.

The People of the Fields are

poor and hard-working, but as

a rule cheerful and contented,

easy as to their morals, grate-
ful for any small service done
them. Oppressed by their

shaikhs, and despised by the

People of the Desert, they eke
out a precarious livelihood as

growers of wheat and barley,
or perhaps toil in the moist

paddy-fields, or cultivate vege-
tables in a narrow strip of

land running alongside a river

or canal.

Yet they too were once

People of the Desert, until,

driven forth from their pas-
ture lands at some stage of

their history by a great drought
or other disaster, they were

led, like the Children of Israel,

to exchange, in the words of

Professor Myres,
"
their nomad,

pastoral, patriarchal life, with

its simple needs and economies,
and almost complete seclusion

from the troubles of the world,
for a Land of Promise, which,
like all the paradises of the

Nearer East, only yields its

fruit to arduous toil and anx-

ious
'

thought for the morrow '

;

where the man without capital

is ruined by a late frost
;

where hired labour is the sole

alternative to slavery ;
where

even the
'

good land
' can only

be won by fighting, and held

by intrigue and oppression of

the conquered,
' hewers of wood

and drawers of water.'
'

This gradual change from a

wandering to a settled life is

still going on, and can be seen

in many of the tribes of Meso-

potamia to-day. It is with such

tribes, still pastoral, but never-

theless tied to their crops and
therefore only half - nomadic,
that these stories, based on

actual occurrences during the

British Occupation, have to do.

Calling themselves, and

fiercely proud of being, "the

People of the Camel," yet,

because they have tasted of
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the fruits of cultivation, they
are doomed, in the course of

a few short generations, to

become as the tillers of the

soil, whom they now so heartily

despise.

THE FATHER OF BUNDS.

Haji Mohammed bin Ali

awaited the decision of the

Political Officer. His fine old

face was seamed and lined with
countless wrinkles, and his

neatly-trimmed beard was white
with age ;

but in the eyes which
looked out under his bushy
brows was the clear strong gaze
of one used to wide spaces, a

steadfast brightness undimmed
by years.

"
I am in thy hands," he said

simply.
" Thou knowest that

my honour is at stake
;
a guest

robbed in my madhif "

His words were cut short by
the bursting open of the office

door. Pushing aside the two
farrashes who would have re-

strained him, a tall angry figure
strode in, his brown aba stream-

ing behind him, and the checked
red kafiah on his head pushed
to one side. Before he reached

the office table, he had burst

into a torrent of excited speech.
Old Mohammed rose to his

feet, and stood uncertain

whether to go or stay ;
for

this was his overlord, the great
Shaikh Najim, ruler of all the

tribes of the Albu Hassain.

What could have happened to

render him oblivious of all the

formalities of an interview with

the Hakim, to make him thus

forgetful of all his dignity and
state ?

"Sahib," cried the newcomer,

his voice quivering with anger,
"
before all my tribesmen I was

turned away from the bund
called ignorant and of no ac-

count, bidden depart as one

having no knowledge ! I, who
am called the Father of Bunds,
who since I was no taller than

my youngest son Zamil
"

A short middle-aged man who
had followed the shaikh into

the room now touched his

elbow, said a few words in his

ear, and led him to a bench.

It was his mullah, a member
of a class of Arab society whose

power, in the next generation,
is doomed to wane. At present
he is indispensable to his mas-

ter, for only in very rare cases

can a shaikh conduct his own

correspondence. In the past,

when inter-tribal warfare was
rather the rule than the ex-

ception, a man might be a

powerful shaikh one day and
a landless fugitive the next.

He had no spare time for the

education of his sons in any
arts save those of war, and the

young Arabs of noble birth

grew up, from the time they
were able to sit a horse, trained

to wield the sword rather than

the pen. Should the British

leave to-morrow, however, the

Occupation has already ensured

one thing that the boys who
are the shaikhs of the future

have all, during the five years'
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security and peace, learned to

read and write their own lan-

guage. Meanwhile, the mullah,
in his capacity of secretary and
confidant to the shaikh, often

possesses considerable power,
and is sometimes, with good
reason, more feared among the

tribesmen than the shaikh him-

self.

Of the two men now before

the Political Officer, however,
there could be no question as

to which was the ruling spirit.

In spite of his sixty years,
the tall commanding figure of

Najim, his deep-set eyes and

proud stern features, showed

plainly that Mullah Sulman

might be a trusted clerk, even
a chosen mouthpiece, but could

not be more. He knew, never-

theless, that his master was a
man of deeds, not words

;
and

now, thinking quite rightly
that the Political Officer had
some difficulty in following
Najim's incoherent exclama-

tions, took up the tale himself.

The mullah was, emphatic-

ally, a man of words. His

periods were long and his lan-

guage flowery, and the story

promised in his hands to be a

lengthy one. Shaikh Najim,
wrapping his aba more closely
round him, sat grim and silent

while the tale of his grievance
was slowly unfolded.

Briefly, it was this. Every
year in the spring, when the

snows melt on the northern

mountains, the river rushes

down in flood, swollen to many
times its ordinary volume, and

heavy with silt. If it were not

for the earthen bunds which

the Arab builds along the banks
to protect his crops, many miles

of land on either side of the

river-bed would be submerged.
Only too often the rushing
water finds a weak place in

the bund, and breaks a way
through ;

and this had now
happened at Al Juzra. At
once Najim had collected his

tribesmen, brought up the ma-
terial for repairing the breach,
and himself ridden to the spot
to direct operations. Then on
the scene had appeared a " Mu-

hendis," by which term the

Arab designates any one possess-

ing engineering experience ;
in

this case it was an Irrigation

official, full of youthful zeal

and recently-acquired text-book

knowledge. Ignoring Najim,
he ordered the tribesmen to

leave the broken bund, and
set to work on building a new
one farther back from the

river.

Najim expostulated, ordered

the men to go on with their

work, said (with perfect truth)
that in the days of the Mu-
hendis' grandfather he had been

responsible for this bund, and
that for five-and-forty years he

had repaired it whenever neces-

sary.
" Much more said his honour

the shaikh," continued the mul-

lah, and the Political Officer,

knowing Najim of old, smiled

to himself.

But the harangue was wasted
on the Muhendis. Through an

interpreter he addressed the

angry shaikh somewhat as fol

lows :

"
My dear old fellow, I don't
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understand a word you say ;

but as you obviously know
nothing about bunds, perhaps

you will kindly clear out, and
leave me to run the show."
The interpreter did not mince

matters. Speechless with rage,

Najim turned on his heel,

mounted his pony, and set out

straightway on the two days'

journey to lay his case before

the Political Officer.
" Before all my people was

it said," muttered the old

shaikh.
"

I, who am called

the Father of Bunds "

The Political Officer knew
better than to attempt to

minimise the affair in Najim's

eyes, or to treat it as anything
but a serious matter. He
promised to look into the case

himself, and the old man left

the office somewhat mollified.

The Political Officer turned

to Haji Mohammed, who had
been patiently waiting for the

settlement of his own less ex-

alted business.

"Is he indeed known among
you as the Father of Bunds f

"

he asked.
"
Aye, he has long been called

by that name," replied Haji

Mohammed,
" but many there

be who call him Abu Mayitain,
the Father of two Dead Men."

" A strange title ! How came
he by it f

"

"That will I tell to your

honour," said Mohammed, tuck-

ing up his feet under him on
the high bench, and settling
down to his tale with a sigh of

pleasurable anticipation.
In the black hair tents of the

desert, where narrative by word

of mouth has still to serve for

novel, drama, and newspaper,
the post of story-teller is an
honourable one

;
and the sim-

ple, almost Biblical language,
the dignified and restrained

gestures of the old tribesman,

brought the breadth and fresh-

ness of wind-swept spaces into

the dingy office.
" In the year after the death

of Ghadhban in the fight against

Kharaibat," he began,
"
my

sister's husband desired to lease

the lands of Khazainah from
Shaikh Najim. Now this is

good rich land, and free from
salt

;
but wellnigh every year

the river overflows its banks
and breaks through the bunds,

flooding the greater part. For
this reason the land was leased

out for only a quarter its value,
and Abdulla, the husband of

my sister, offered the sum of

two hundred liras to the shaikh.

But K"ajim was in need of

money ;
for the last two years

the crops had been poor, his

revenue was heavily in arrears,

and the Turks were pressing for

payment. He would not lease

the land for less than six hun-

dred liras.
" ' Were I but sure that my

crops would be safe from flood,'

said Abdulla,
'

willingly would
I pay this sum, for the land

is good land. But thou know-
est that not more than one

year in seven is the harvest

safe.'
" '

This,' said Najim,
'

shall

be the seventh year.'
" ' Dost know the rise of the

river before ever the rains

begin to fall, or the high snows
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to melt upon the hills f
'

asked
Abdulla.

" '

This year no floods shall

cover the land of Khazainah.

I, Najim bin Musa, have said

it. I will build a great bund
that shall safeguard the crops,
let the river rise as it will.'

" ' But if the bund should

break ?
'

" '

I have spoken,' said Najim.
And he swore a great oath, by
Allah and by his Prophet and

by his own honour, that the

land should be safe that year.
"So Abdulla took the land,

and at the first rain he ploughed
and sowed, and the young
wheat stood green as far as

the edge of the desert.

"Shaikh Najim built the

bund, of trodden earth faced

with
'

ghimir,'
l the work ofmany

tribesmen for many days. Then
in due course, as is its custom
in the spring, the river began
to rise. It reached the level

of its banks, and crept above
them

;
it reached the broad

strong bund of NaJim's build-

ing, and lapped against it.

And Najim, mindful of his

oath, set a watchman that

night upon the bund, telling
him that if he slept and any
harm befell, he would cut off

his right hand.

"The watchman was Mehdi
bin Lazim, and till midnight
he walked upon the bund,
keeping good watch. He saw
that it was strong, far higher
and broader than it was their

custom to build
;

and as the

night was cold, he gave thanks

to Allah that his shaikh had
builded well, and sat down to

rest behind the bund. Thus
it chanced that he fell asleep.

And while he slept the wind

changed, and lashed the swift-

flowing river into waves, which
beat angrily against the high
bund. Now it was newly built,

and the earth was still loosely

packed, and soon the water
found a weak place where a

rat had dug her hole.
" At first broke through a thin

trickle, like milk from a camel's

udder
;

but Mehdi slept on,
and saw it not. When at the

first light of dawn his eyes

opened, he saw a swift fierce

stream pouring through the

bund
;
and he was afraid, for

he felt the knife already at his

right hand. Hastening to his

village, he collected his family
and his household goods, and

crossing the river took shelter

with Shaikh Tahir, Najim's

enemy.
"The sun had been up an

hour before the news reached

Shaikh Najim ;
and he cursed

Mehdi and all his forebears,
and sent messengers to bring
him in. At the same time he
sent others to call in all his

tribesmen, with their women-
folk and their beasts of burden.

But Najim, with his brothers

and all the men of his
'

nizil,'

went quickly to the place,
and found my sister's husband

gazing at the breach, while

his women cast earth upon
their heads and beat their

breasts.

f Brushwood of camel-thorn, tamarisk, &c.
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" ' O protected of Allah,' said

Abdulla,
'

is this the fulfilment

of thine oath ?
'

" '

I will pluck out the eyes
of Mehdi, who has thus be-

trayed me !

'

said Naijm (and
thou knowest, O Hakim, that

he is terrible in anger).
" '

His eyes, and the eyes of

all his family, will not save my
crops,' said Abdulla.

'

It will

take many days to close this

breach
;

and two days and
two nights of this

' he pointed
to the surging water 'will

ruin all.'
" '

Thy crops are not yet

lost,' answered Najim.
' Am

I to swear again the oath I

swore, by Allah and by his

Prophet and by mine own
honour, that the land should

be safe ? Nay, but now I

swear, by the good grain that

thou shalt surely reap at

harvest, the breach shall be
closed before to-morrow's sun-

set.'
" He sent more messengers, to

bring in even the old men and
the old women, the young boys
and the young girls. And those

who were already assembled
he divided into parties, the

women to cut camel-thorn and

tamarisk, and the rough grass
that grows beside the river,

the men to bring earth
; only

the strongest men he kept to

stem the flow of the water.
" Of these, half stood on one

side of the breach and half on
the other

;
and at a word from

the shaikh they rushed into

the water, turning their backs

to the current, each man stay-

ing himself on his
'

mishah,'
J

which he thrust into the ground
before him. Thus they tried

to check the rush of the water
;

but the current was fierce and

strong, and the quivering
"
mi-

shahs
" showed how hard the

men had to struggle to keep
their footing. In the middle,
where the stream was swiftest,
not a man could stand for more
than a moment

;
one after

another was whirled off his feet

by the rushing water. At that

time, Najim was some thirty

years of age, and at the height
of his strength, taller and
broader than any man there.

Throwing off his garments, he
seized a

' mishah ' and dashed
into the water, calling upon his

brothers to follow him. In

the middle of the breach he

stood upright, staying the

stream with his back as the

others did
;

thus the chain of

men met across the breach,
and the rush of water was

stayed enough for the other

parties to begin hastily to

make ring bunds, one close to

the breach, the other farther

back and stronger, lest the first

should break.

"Bundles of the
'

ghimir
'

brought by the women were

laid down, and on them earth

was heaped. Some dug it as

best they might from beneath

the water, others farther afield,

two working together to fill

an aba, which they would then

carry by the corners to the

bund
;

more men formed a

Spade with small head and six-foot handle.
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line, passing cloda of earth

from hand to hand.
"
Night came

; by Allah's

mercy the moon was full, and
the work went on. The living
barrier still held back the flood,

men being replaced by fresh

men as their strength was ex-

hausted. The women and chil-

dren still brought their bundles,
but more slowly now, as they
had to go farther and farther

afield from the bund to find
'

ghiinir.' Then came three

camels of the shaikh, bearing
dates for the hungry labourers

;

no halt was called, but they ate

in hasty mouthfuls, while still

striving against their untiring

enemy. For the wind blew
still hard from the north, and
the strength of the river seemed
rather to increase than to

lessen.
"
All night the work went on.

At dawn came a long string
of camels and cows, bearing
bundles of barley, freshly cut

during the night from the

shaikh's own crops.
" ' Eather would I lose the

whole of my barley crop,' said

Najim,
'

than see my word
broken.'

"
By noon the two ring bunds

were finished. The weary men
from the water, their faces

grey with fatigue, the men worn
out with digging earth and

carrying, threw themselves
down where they were, and

slept. The women also, with-

drawing a little way apart,

slept the deep sleep of exhaus-
tion."

Haji Mohammed sank back,
the tension of his body re-

laxed, as if the fatigue of that

day were with him still. There

was silence a moment before

he continued his tale.
"
Only Shaikh Najim and

Abdulla slept not.
" '

Behold,' said Najim, as

he looked at the work which

at one time had seemed beyond
human compassing,

' behold the

promise of thy shaikh.'

"They stood for a few mo-
ments in silence. Then sud-

denly, with no warning, part
of the first ring bund crumbled

and gave way, letting in a

torrent of the angry pent-up
water to beat against the second

bund.
"
Speechless with anxiety the

two men watched. Would it

stand the strain ? It held it

held, no, a thin trickle of

water was forcing its way
through, eating out a channel.

It grew wider so wide

wider.
" With a shout the shaikh

rushed to the weak point,

calling to the sleeping men for

help. But they were deep in

slumber, and his voice was
hoarse with his continual

shouted encouragement of the

day before.
" The water began to pour

through. In two minutes it

would be beyond control. .What,

then, of bis sacred oath ?

"
Najim turned to the mo-

tionless figures beside the bund.

With his giant strength he

seized two sleeping men, thrust

them into the widening breach,
and held them down. Abdulla
had awakened some of his

tribesmen, and, stupid with
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sleep, they obeyed the shaikh's

command, and piled earth, and
still more earth, on the living
bodies.

" Thus was the breach closed,
and the waters came not to

the land of Khazainah, and
the honour of Shaikh Najim
was saved."

With a dramatic gesture,

Haji Mohammed ended his tale.
" What happened to Najim

when this became known ?
"

asked the Political Officer.
"
Hakim, it took place before

the coming of the English,"
said the old man simply.
The Political Officer's deci-

sion on his own case given, and
his farewells said, Haji Moham-
med departed, making his way
backwards to the door, where
he slipped on the sandals he

had left on entering.
The Political Officer turned

to the telephone, and rang up
the Irrigation Department.

" That you, Stevens f What
about this breach at Al
Juzra ?

"

"
Oh, we have decided to

give it up," came the answer.

"With a flood like this, re-

pairing the bund would cost

more than the value of the

crops it protects."

"
Is there any objection to

old Shaikh Najim's having a

try !
"

" None whatever
;
but I bet

he doesn't succeed. What
material has he got ?

"

" Human bodies."
" What 1

"

"
I mean to say, he will find

his own material," amended
the Political Officer.

"
Eight-o, let him have a

shot
;

but I don't think he
will succeed."

A week later Shaikh Najim
entered the Political Office, but
with a stately manner which
contrasted oddly with his last

appearance there. His tall

figure was arrayed in a rich

blue silk
"
zabun," patterned

with gold thread, and reaching
to his ankles. Above it was
a heavily - embroidered scarlet

coat, and over all he wore a

fine cream-coloured aba, while

heavy silver rings set with

turquoise adorned his hands.

With much dignity he offered

the prescribed greetings ; then,
with a smile of triumphant

satisfaction, came to the point
of his visit.

"Sahib," he said, "the
breach is closed."

THE CAMEL THIEVES.

"
I, and I alone, stole the

camels, and sold them to

strangers ;
and I have spent

the price I gained for them. If

any one denies this, he is a liar.

As for that
"

the speaker

on the office table,
"

it is] a

trick on the part of this towns-

man."
The Political Officer glanced

at the man he was trying. He
saw a young Arab, consider-

pointed to a much-soiled paper ably below the usual stature
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of a tribesman, but strongly
built and muscular, with broad

powerful hands and feet. His

face, still smooth and beard-

less, wore an expression of

mingled bewilderment and de-

fiance, which gave him rather

the appearance of an angry
child.

His accuser was a man of

very different type a towns-

man every inch of him, narrow-

chested, sallow, and unhealthy-

looking, not over clean, and

afflicted, like most of his class,

with ophthalmia.
"
Only through the help of

your Excellency and Allah,"
he now said smoothly,

" can

I obtain my rights."
The case was a little un-

usual. Eashid bin Thigub, the

petitioner, had lost two camels,
and had learned on inquiry
that a certain Hattab and his

two sons, reputed thieves, had
been seen in the neighbourhood
at the time. Thereupon, ac-

cording to custom, Eashid had
set out on a journey among
the tribes, in the hope of learn-

ing the whereabouts of these

men. Eventually he had come

up with one of the sons

Ziarah, the young man now
on trial.

According to Eashid, it ap-

peared that on Ziarah's denial

of all knowledge of the theft,

the townsman had claimed his

right of insisting that the sus-

pected man should accompany
him to Kerbala, there to swear

on the tomb of Abbas that he

was innocent. To this Ziarah

had assented, but on the way
had thought better of it, and

agreed to seal a statement in

writing, to the effect that he,

his father and brother, had
stolen the camels. This con-

fession, sealed by sixteen wit-

nesses, and for safety's sake

countersigned by the Assistant

Political Officer of a neighbour-

ing town, was now on the office

table.

Yet here was Ziarah stoutly

denying that his father or

brother had anything to do

with the theft, affirming pas-

sionately that the document
was a trick, and that he alone

was the thief. And as there

seemed to be more in the matter

than met the eye, the case was

adjourned for four days for

further inquiry.
r Three days later, as the

Political Officer left his bun-

galow for his morning ride, a

figure squatting in the shadow
of the doorway rose, and, after

a moment's hesitation, came
forward. It was an elderly

man, clad only in a coarse

brown "
bisht," and on his

head a black
"
kafiah

" held in

place by the twisted
"
agal,"

relic of the days when the

Bedouin of the desert tied

around his head the rope with

which he tethered his camel.

The man was tall and strongly

built
;

his broad brown feet,

the toes wide apart, and the

heels cracked and roughened

by the hot soil, had never

known shoe or sandal. Above
the short grey beard and hooked
nose were deep-set piercing

eyes, shaded from the fierce

glare of the desert sun by
heavy, over-hanging brows.
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"
I kiss thy hand, Sahib," he

said.
" Who are you ?

"

"
I am Hattab, father of

Ziarah, whom thou hast im-

prisoned," said the man.
"
Hakim," he went on rapidly,

"
it was I who stole the camels,

the two camels of Eashid. I

will return them to him now,
and over and above this I will

give him two more full-grown

camels, if thine honour will

but release my son from the

jail."

It was not often that the

Political Officer had to deal

with a case in which two men
eagerly affirmed each his own
guilt and the innocence of the

other.
" But Ziarah has confessed

to the theft," he said.
"
Nay, nay, he is very small

and full of ignorance," said

Hattab.
"
I admit that he

was with me when I stole the

camels
;

but are the children

to be held responsible for the

father's sins ? Ah, Sahib, I

kiss thy feet," he went on,

suiting the action to the words.
" We are the people of the

desert, we die if we stay within

walls. Of thy mercy, spare my
son this death."

The Political Officer told him
to report at his office at midday
on the morrow, and went off

for his ride. On his return he
was met by Eashid, odiously

gleeful.
"
Sahib, with my own eyes

I have seen another of the

thieves in the town
j

he is

the father of Ziarah. I pray
thee to send one of the police

with me that he may be
arrested."

But "
I will see you at my

office at midday to-morrow "

was all the encouragement he

got.

At the appointed time Hattab

presented himself at the office.

Eashid had been hovering out-

side for an hour past. A few
moments later the prisoner was

brought in by his police escort,
and at the unexpected sight of

his father Ziarah started, and

hung his head shamefacedly.
But Hattab ran forward, and

eagerly embraced the young
man, kissing him on both
cheeks.

" See how young and small

is my son," he said, turning to

the Political Officer.
"
Thy son no longer," said

Ziarah,
"
since my treachery

has brought thee also here a

prisoner."
" A prisoner treachery !

"

replied Hattab, puzzled.
"
Nay,

I came hither of my own free

will."

There was silence while

Ziarah's slow brain tried to

grasp this fact.

"I do not understand, my
father," he said at last in a

bewildered tone.
"
Speak ;

be not afraid,"

said Hattab encouragingly.
"
Tell all, for the Government

is just and merciful."

But Ziarah was neither fluent

nor coherent, and it was only
after many questions put to

him, as well as to his father

and to the townsman^ Eashid,
that the Political Officer at
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length got to the bottom of the

affair.

Ziarah was driving five don-

keys to the village of his

kinsman Bandar, where be

hoped to sell them, when he

was met by Eashid, who taxed

him with the theft of his two
camels. On his denial the

townsman claimed his right
to take Ziarah to swear to

his innocence on the tomb of

Abbas. To refuse this oath

is, of course, tantamount to a

confession of guilt, and Ziarah

was forced to agree, hoping,

however, to escape from his

accuser's clutches before the

journey could be begun. But
Eashid was too clever for him.

He arranged that Bandar should

stand security for his young
cousin, and also that the five

donkeys should be left in his

charge until their return. Be-

luctantly Ziarah set out on the

long journey to Karbala.

As they travelled, the wily
townsman took care to play
on the fears of his companion.

Ziarah, desert - bred and ig-

norant of the world, had al-

ready a firm belief in the

powers of Abbas, and Eashid's

tales of the dreadful vengeance
which the

" Father of the Hot
Head " had been known to

exact convinced the young man
that he would never have the

courage to swear a false oath

on the grave of the Avenger.
He sought desperately for a

means of saving his skin
;
and

finally, a private grievance over

which he had been brooding
for some time past suggested
a way out.

Ziarah, his father, and his

brother Mahmud had all had a

hand in the affair of the camels.

But now the young man was
on bad terms with Mahmud,
and full of resentful feelings
towards Hattab

;
for the lat-

ter, disregarding all established

tribal custom, had bought a

wife for his younger son, while

Ziarah as yet had none. Why
had his father refused to buy
a woman for him, the elder ?

Ziarah brooded darkly over

his wrong, forgetting his un-

developed mind and his meagre
stature, as compared with that

of his tall, upstanding, younger
brother.

At the end of two days'

travelling together, Eashid
knew all the family history
of the simple young man, and
did not neglect his oppor-

tunity.^ Ziarah had only to

seal fa paper to the effect

that? his father and brother

had stolen the camels, and he
could straightway turn back,
reclaim his donkeys, and return

to the desert a free man. By
the end of the third day Ziarah

had agreed, and the two re-

traced their steps.

Eashid now suggested that

they should make for the little

town of Nasaidah, where they
would find a mullah to draw

up the document. But Ziarah

absolutely refused.

"By Allah and thy head, I

will not go," he said.
" Never

yet have I entered any walled

town, nor will I while I live."

Once more the guile of Eashid
was more than a match for

Ziarah. Had not the young
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man told him that he wished

to take a wife f Bashid, then,
in gratitude for his help in the

recovery of the camels, and
because of the friendship which
had sprung up between them,
would give him his own sister

for wife
;

and he would, so

great was the affection which
he felt towards his fellow-

traveller, require no price

well, next to none only the

five donkeys left as security
with the headman Bandar.

Ziarah wavered. To be in-

dependent of his father, to

flaunt a wife before his brother's

eyes, this did indeed seem a

tempting prospect.
Bashid followed up his ad-

vantage.
" She is fair and comely to

look upon. Her hair is dark

and glossy, her face like the

moon at full, her hands deli-

cately tinted with henna. Soft

as those of a gazelle are her

eyes, and her body is tall and
slender like the palm-tree sway-

ing in the wind from the desert,
while her fragrance is like the

fragrance of a melon-blossom."
" But surely," objected Zia-

rah,
"
the daughter of so much

beauty is already wedded, or

at least betrothed ?
"

" She is as yet young," lied

Bashid glibly,
" but she has

had many suitors, and was
indeed betrothed

;
but (may

Allah show him mercy) he

died." The only sister of

Bashid was fat and wrinkled,

ophthalmic like himself, and
shrewish of tongue ;

but what
of that, since Ziarah would
never see her ?

The young tribesman, un-

able to resist the prospect of

possessing so much loveliness,

agreed to enter the town.

Blindly following his guide

through the dirty airless streets,

he was led into the narrow

bazaar, where a mullah, sitting

cross -
legged beside a shoe-

maker's shop, was found to

write at Bashid's dictation.

Ziarah, having taken the plunge,
did not care what they wrote.

Soon he would be away from
this stuffy little town, in the

free air of the desert but not

alone. No, his lovely bride

would be by his side
;
he would

look deep into eyes softer than

those of a gazelle; he would

gaze at a face more beautiful

than the moon at full. . . .

His day-dream was rudely

interrupted by the harsh voice

of Bashid, bidding him affix

his thumb-impression to the

paper, over which the mullah
had just finished shaking fine

sand. Still] blindly, Ziarah

obeyed. He could not have
read the paper if he would, and
it did not occur to his simple
mind to ask to have it read

over to him. So the fact that

he was sealing a confession to

the effect that not only his

father and brother, but he him-

self with them, had been the

camel-thieves, was lost on him
;

for Bashid believed that a bird

in the hand was worth two in

the bush.

Bashid called for witnesses,

and easily obtained a number
of seals to the document. Anti-

pathy between townsman and

tribesman is always smoulder-
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ing, and Eashid had no diffi-

culty in inducing a sufficient

number of the passers-by,
"
ur-

ban, squat, and packed with

guile," to produce their seals

when a tribesman seemed likely

to get into trouble.

Ziarah was hurried out of

the bazaar down more of these

sunny stifling streets, then a

long wait outside a house. He
hardly saw the sauntering

townspeople, nor the naked
children playing in the dust

near by, for once more the day-
dream held him. He had seen

the swaying palm in the oasis

of the desert
;
but he had never

known the fragrance of the

melon-flower. Would the scent

be as good, he wondered, as

that of burning
"
arta

" wood
of the desert ?

Once more Ziarah had a

rude awakening. Two police-

men suddenly appeared from

the building behind him. He
was hustled into the town

jail. Too late he realised that

he had been trapped by the

hated townsman.
In the solitude of his cell

wiser reflections came to Ziarah.

His dream shattered, he realised

the treachery of which he had
been guilty, and in his remorse

generously resolved to take

the whole blame for the theft

on his own shoulders. He
would say he had sold the

camels, and spent the money.
Then no one would attempt to

take the prize away from his

father, and there was much
solace in this thought the

hateful Eashid would not be

able to get his camels back.

So ran Ziarah's simple reason-

ing ;
but the unexpected ap-

pearance of his father, also

claiming the whole guilt of

the theft, had upset his plans,

and thrown him once more
into a state of bewilderment.

" Have you the two camels

with you now ?
" asked the

Political Officer of old Hattab.
"
Aye, the selfsame two. One,

a she-camel, has a star on her

forehead, as clear as the stars

on the darkest night ;
the other

has a blaze near the same place,

but not distinctly marked."
The Political Officer's pencil

drummed on the table. The
camel with a clearly-defined

star on her forehead seemed
somehow familiar.

" And not only these," con-

tinued Hattab,
" but two

others of my own will I give
to Eashid, that my son may
be released."

"
I accept I accept," cried

Eashid, overjoyed at the pros-

pect of becoming the owner
of not two but four camels.
" Where are my

"

"
Silence !

"
snapped the Poli-

tical Officer. He was still think-

ing of the mark like a star.
"
Eashid," he asked,

" how
much did you pay for these

camels ?
"

The question was sudden and

unexpected, and the townsman
was taken off his guard.

"
Eighteen liras," he replied ;

and then, seeing his error,

quickly corrected himself.
"
I

mean forty liras yes, forty,
Sahib."

Again the Political Officer's

pencil drummed on the table.
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He touched his bell, and told

the farrash, who entered in

response to the summons, to

send in the head clerk.
" Ahmed Shah," he said to

his babu,
"
I want you to go

through last year's petitions
somewhere about May, a

case of two camels reported
stolen. I forget the owner's

name, but I think he was of

the Matafah tribe."

There was a long silence, un-

broken until the babu entered

with the required paper.
The petitioner, one Hassan

bin Nasir, living in a neigh-

bouring Division, stated that

two camels had been stolen

from him : one, a she-camel

with the clear mark of a star

on her forehead
;

the other

with similar but fainter mark-

ing. The animals had been

traced as far as this Division,
and the petitioner craved the

mercy and kindness of the

Hakim to recover them for

him.
"
Listen," said the Political

Officer to Hattab,
"
the camels

which you stole from Eashid

are the property of Hassan,

the son of Nasir. Your son

Ziarah will remain in prison
until you produce them, and
in addition you must pay to

Government the price of a

third camel, for stealing is

forbidden. This is a light fine
;

but under the circumstances,
and because this is the first

time you have been before me,
I make it no heavier. Next

time, however, the punishment
will not be a fine, but im-

prisonment.
" As for you, Eashid, if I had

time to spare on you I should

investigate how it came about

that you only gave eighteen
liras for two camels worth at

least forty."

Hattab, kissing the Political

Officer's hand, and promising
to produce the camels within

seven days, left the office.

His son went out with his

police escort, and only Eashid
remained.

"
Sahib," he cried, throwing

out his hands, while large tears

rolled down his cheeks,
" what

of my eighteen liras 1
"

" Get out !

"
said the Political

Officer.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE PLEA OF THE INCOMPETENT MINISTER IRISHMEN KILLING

IRISHMEN THE POLICY OF CLASS HATRED MR GRANVILLE-

BARKER'S EXEMPLARY THEATRE " PERPETUAL PUBLIC MEET-

INGS" THE WHITEWASHING OF THE UNIVERSITIES.

MR WINSTON CHURCHILL, re-

garding politics as a stage-play,
with himself cast for the beau

role, has never lost the boyish
habit of dressing-up. We can

see him attitudinising as Na-

poleon, and showing us how
well the imperial diadem would
sit upon his lofty brow. And
when he is tired of the Corsican,

he loves best to pose as the

Younger Pitt, the bitterest foe

whom Napoleon encountered in

his triumphal march through a

conquered Europe to an em-

peror's throne. At present Mr
Churchill seems to prefer to

model himself and his rhetoric

upon Pitt.
"
I used the word

stability when I spoke in Lon-

don some time ago," said he

not long since at Dundee,
" and

I think it is the keynote which

should be sounded now. Sta-

bility is needed at home as it

is needed abroad." Assuredly

stability is needed at this hour,
but Mr Churchill is not the

politician to give it us. When
he used the word "

stability
"

both at Dundee and in London
listen to the impressive repe-

tition ! he was thinking, no

doubt, of the watchword which
Pitt threw across the House at

Tierney.
" He defies me to

state in one sentence what is

the object of the war," said

Pitt of Tierney.
"
I do not
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know whether I can do it

in one sentence
;

but in one

word I can tell him that it

is security." The "
security

"

of Pitt has now become the

"stability" of Mr Churchill.

And the two "
keynotes

"
or

" watchwords " have nothing
in common, save their length.
Mr Pitt proposed to achieve

security by defending the Em-
pire, by resisting the danger,
as he did resist it, by fighting

England's enemies wherever he

found them. Mr Churchill

seems to believe that he will

arrive at stability by a settled

policy of surrender. A foolish

hope, which always must be

baffled in the end. There is

no stability in a truce made
with murderers. In the East

as in the West, the closest

allies of our Coalition are blood-

stained assassins. And Mr
Churchill, the warm admirer

of Michael Collins, the colleague
of those who love Lenin, dares

to speak of
"
stability

"
!

How would he arrive at the
"
stability

" which he pretends
is the goal of his desire ? By
claiming a universal support
for himself and his friends a

claim which makes it clear

that he is praying for the

stability not of Great Britain,
but of the Coalition.

"
I con-

fess to a feeling of deep-seated
2B
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indignation," says he,
"
against

men whose only share in these

five difficult years has been

carping criticism." He need
have no fear. It is no carping
criticism which assails him,
and has assailed him and his

friends for many months. He
is listening to the honest utter-

ance of those who refuse to

aid in the destruction of an

Empire which the courage and
self-sacrifice of theirfathershave
built up, of those who would
be false to their duty if they
did not protest against the

levity of Messrs Lloyd George
and Churchill. Mr Churchill's

plea, in truth, is the invariable

plea of the incompetent Minis-

ter. The Government, which
cannot and dare not govern,
still demands a universal sup-

port. So might the burglar,

caught red-handed, swear that

all will be well if only the

policeman will buckle him to

his heart in the bonds of friend-

ship. The politician who sees

his country being ruined by a

gang of placemen is false to his

trust if he do not do his best

to bring the gang of placemen
to discredit. How different

would the history of England
have been if the elder Pitt

had refrained from what Mr
Churchill would call

"
carping

criticism," and had left Great

Britain to the fate which the

ambition and egoism of New-
castle had prepared for her.

Fortunately, he knew better

than to listen to Newcastle's

false appeal. "If I see a

child," said he,
"
driving a

go-cart close to the edge of

a precipice, with the precious

freight of a king and his family'
I am bound to take the reins

out of such hands." He took
the reins out of Newcastle's

hands, and saved England.
The situation to-day resem-

bles very closely the situation

of 1757.
" The maxims of our

Government have degenerated,"
said Pitt,

"
not our natives.

I wish to see that breed restored

which under our old principles
carried our glory so high."
Eestored it was, but only by
the inspiration and example
of William Pitt. It was the

strength of that great Minister

to distinguish between what
mattered and what was merely
irrelevant.

" To times of re-

laxation," said he, and we may
still echo this simple truth,
"
should be left that fondness

for disposal of places ; wisdom
should meet such rough times

as these." Our present gover-
nors are supremely interested

in the frivolities of politics.

They are as fond as ever New-
castle was of the disposal of

places. Whatever happens they
can find work for idle hands
to do. They lack, one and all,

the wisdom which should meet
the rough times ahead of us.

In other words, we are beset

by Newcastles on every side,

who still assert that they are

beyond and above criticism.

And though we have no Pitt

among us, we have in the Die-

hards a body of men who are

quite competent to put our

Newcastles to rout. They are

not clever men, and that is so

much the better. We are tired

of clever men. Mr Lloyd

George, we are told, is a
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clever man, and so, we hear,
is Mr Churchill. They know
all the tricks of the trade, we
are assured, and if that be

true, the less we hear about the

trade of politics the better we
shall be pleased. What we
want to-day is the plain policy
of honest men, who are not

afraid to say what they think,
and who are not capable of

going back on their word. We
have been deceived too often

by demagogues, who, pledged
to one opinion, have readily
renounced it at the bidding
of a leader or at the promise
of votes

; by demagogues who,
having broken the union, still

impudently declare that they

belong to the Unionist Party.
We ask their collaboration no

longer. We ask a few honour-

able men to come to our aid,

and we shall not fail in the

fight against the Newcastles
of the hour.

If Mr Churchill's sense of

humour were acuter he would
not appeal to the pity of his

opponents. He has done noth-

ing that he should be saved
from the attacks of his critics.

Had he devoted his days and
his nights to the simple-hearted
service of the country he might
have a right to complain of

rough usage. He and his friends

have kept their eyes sternly
fixed on the ballot-box

; they
have gambled away our security
for votes. Let us cast our

eyes back over the last few

months, and remember the

progress of the so-called Irish
"
treaty." We do not know

whether Mr Lloyd George and
his fellow-conspirators against

the Union sincerely believed

that their Irish gamble would
come off. We cannot forget
how they held themselves when

they pretended that they had
reached a settlement. They
did not wait for the praise of

others. They beslavered them-
selves with adulation. There

was neither dignity nor reason-

ableness in their bearing. They
behaved as men who, to use

their own hideous jargon, were
"
out for a stunt." They did

not look upon their work with

the humility of wise men
contemplating the end of'a

great enterprise. They made
the agreement the excuse of

violent, noisy, vulgar propa-

ganda. Thus they showed
themselves in their true col-

ours as men who wanted noth-

ing more than an election cry
with which to split the ears of

a credulous people. Peace with

Ireland, where no peace was

possible, seemed to their san-

guine minds almost as useful

as the Chinese pigtail. And
Mr Churchill asks us for our

aid and confidence !

Yet Mr Churchill, after all

the bouquets and telegrams
and photographs, is not happy.
He admits that possibly things
will get worse before they get
better. A pretty outlook, in-

deed !

"
It is possible," he

says,
"
that Irishmen will kill

and murder each other and

destroy Irish property and crip-

ple Irish prosperity for some
time before they realise that

they, and they alone and it

is their country will have to

pay the bill in life and treasure.

It is Irish blood that will be
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spilt ;
Irish money that will

be lost
;

and the Irish char-

acter that will be stained."

You must be a politician to be

callous enough to talk like that.

The Irish, thinks Mr Churchill,
can throw the blame on us no

longer. Thus would he evade
the responsibility of misgovern-

ment, or rather of no govern-
ment at all. The evasion is not
so simple as it seems. Eesponsi-

bility cannot be thrown aside

because its burden no longer

presses upon the English back.

The past and its misdeeds still

hang about the necks of our

demagogues, who for popularity
refused to rule Ireland, and
now leave her to the fate which

they prepared for her. It is

Irishmen, says Mr Churchill,
who will kill and murder each

other. And suppose among the

Irish killed and murdered there

are some who were rash enough
to serve the Government, of

which Mr Churchill is a member.
Will they be dismissed as merely
Irishmen and go unavenged !

We have seen members of the

E.I.C., a loyal and efficient

force, murdered when they re-

turned to their homes, after

keeping the peace for England.
Some of them were foully
butchered as they lay sick and

helpless in hospital. Is it still

their own fault and not ours

that they are sent thus brutally
out of life ? Can the blame of

their deaths be thrown upon
us no longer ? We would hold
the present Government sever-

ally and collectively guilty of

every murder that is committed

upon the E.I.C. and of the

loyalists of Southern Ireland,

and Mr Churchill cannot get
rid of his proper burden by the

use of a phrase.
And there is something more

which our governors forget.

They inherited in 1906 a

peaceful and a prosperous Ire-

land. To suit their own policy

they deliberately let the country
get out of hand. So long as they
had an independent majority

they were not Home Eulers

not they. When the Irish

vote seemed of value to them

they were ready to go as far

as they were bidden. The Irish

rebellion of 1916 gave them
and the Irish the opportunity
of lawlessness and treachery,
which neither party lost. The
rebels were flattered and better

fed than their guards. What
wonder was it that they realised

at once the profit of rebellion

and the usefulness of the gun ?

From that moment when mur-
derers were pampered and went

unpunished the doom of Ire-

land was certain. The Sinn

Feiners, seeing all government
taken away from them, recog-
nised that the English stood

in fear of their guns and re-

volvers. If any doubt where
the responsibility of the Easter

rebellion and the subsequent
butcheries lies, let them read

the blue-book, published after

the lamentable events of 1916,
and they will doubt no longer.
Had a firm policy been fol-

lowed before and after the

fatal Easter, Ireland would not

now be in the midst of civil war.

But Mr Churchill's conscience is

clear. He feels the weight of no

responsibility.
"
They cannot

throw blame on us any longer."
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Now that Ireland has failed

to bring it all the fame and

glory it expected to gather

there, the Coalition has fallen

back upon a bogey of its own
invention. Socialism is now
the enemy, and we must keep
the Coalition in power that we

may fight it. Even were the

bogey anything stronger than
sticks and rags, it would be
wicked to set it up in the public

eye. To take it seriously, to

trot it out in pompous speeches,
is the most mischievous thing
that a mischievous Minister can
do. For it is a direct appeal to

class hatred. Now, in appealing
to class hatred Mr Churchill is

an adept. Time was when he
and Mr Lloyd George travelled

up and down the country dis-

playing another bogey of their

own devising, which they called
"
the dukes." The bogey bore

no resemblance to anything in

life or nature. But it served to

make bad blood between the
lower and higher classes, and
it was worth to its inventors

many pocketfuls of votes. And

now, for purposes of their own,
Messrs Lloyd George and
Churchill have deposed the old

bogey, and set up one more
dangerous in its place. For

good or evil we think for evil

a Franchise Bill was thrust

upon us in the middle of the

war, a Bill which nobody
wanted. As the Bill was passed,
it is our business to make the
best of it, and we shall not
make the best of it if for selfish

reasons we pretend that the

working classes are purely Bol-

shevist at heart, and a public

danger to the State. The

events of the last four years
have proved that our salvation

lies in the restoration of party

government. Mr Churchill and
his friends would substitute for

party government the worst of

all systems government by
class. To set man against man
for the mere reason that one
works with his hands, the other

with his head, is to banish

goodwill and comradeship for

ever from the country. We
want to divide the voters per-

pendicularly into left and right,
not horizontally into upper and
lower. There are sound Tories

among the working classes who
have a firm faith in the great
traditions of the Empire, and
who would not willingly destroy
the United Kingdom. We
would rather have these men
on our side than a whole wilder-

ness of
"
Liberal Coalitionists."

If we are to begin a fight be-

tween the Haves and the Have-

nots, then we shall come very
near to revolution, and Great

Britain, so far from being a
land for heroes to live in, will

not be fit for beasts to live in.

Yet Mr Churchill put up the

bogey of Socialism at the very
moment when Mr Lloyd George,

apparently with Mr Churchill's

approval, went to Genoa that

he might gratify the ambition,
cherished ever since the failure

of Prinkipo, of shaking the

Bolshevists, as he had shaken
Michael Collins, by the hand !

What is the matter with the

theatre ? On every side we
hear that it is sick unto death.

There is no disease from which
it does not suffer. Now it is
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afflicted by that terrible com-

plaint the lack of money,
especially if it attempt artistic

tasks which are beyond its

strength. Now if a diet of

gold cure its worst sickness,
the medicine has so bad an
effect upon its brain that it

becomes imbecile. What is

to be done with it ? None of

the quacks who gather at its

bedside have succeeded in bring-

ing it to a better state of mind
or body. And we are not sure

whether that highly - efficient

doctor, Mr Granville - Barker,
in ' The Exemplary Theatre,'
has anything more useful to

prescribe than his humbler

colleagues.
The mere success of the

theatre stands in its way. At
the very moment when for-

eigners profess to find nothing
more than a kind of childish-

ness in our modern drama, Mr
Barker deplores the prosperity
which stands in the way of its

reform.
" The chief difficulty,"

he writes,
"
of doing anything

for the theatre of to-day is

that it is so confoundedly

prosperous, if we judge it ...
as it is popular to do, as it

asks us to judge . . . only by
its successes. The weakness of

personal vanity and the hun-

ger for passing praise ... all

about the theatre passes so

quickly . . . are played upon,
and themselves made to pay.
Its duty to be of the age and
of the hour is debauched to a

mere appetite for the favour
of the moment. It sustains

itself amid such golden clouds

of illusion that one finds it

hard, to begin with, to turn

the thoughts of the theatre

itself to a soberer standard,
and even harder to persuade
men that something must really
be done to save it from this

damnation." That is true

enough of the theatre
;

it is

also true of every other form
of artistic expression. He who
lives by the favour of the mob,
or who hopes to grow rich by
a large circulation, cannot but

appeal to the vulgar passions
of his patrons. Especially in

the theatre is prosperity very
often a mark of artistic failure.

For the theatre is, as Mallarme*

said many years ago,
"
the

scene of pleasures taken in

common "
;
and the pleasures

taken in common are necessarily
not of the highest. A book

may discover its readers one

by one. You must share the

performance of a play with

the fortuitous crowd which

happens to jostle you on this

or that night. By what road

of compromise, then, shall we
arrive at wiser audiences or a

reformed theatre ?

Mr Barker is a sanguine

man, and he seems to believe

that something may be done

by taking thought. He would
have the theatre converted into

a branch of national education.

What blessed simplicity ! The

enterprise upon which "
the

nation," as represented by its

Government, puts its hand,
withers up and dies. Especially
is the nation, or the Govern-

ment, incapable of teaching any-

thing or anybody. To impart
the rudiments even is a task far

beyond its powers. It would

be the direct and immediate
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ruin of the theatre were its

champions to approach the

department of education. There

would be forms to nil up, and

codes, and payments by results,

and imbecility and chicanery
in every shape and form. If

the Government paid the pip-

er, assuredly the Government
would call the tune. We should

see official playwrights, ad-

vanced by ministers and chosen

by wire -
pullers. The time

might come when candidates

for Parliament would be heckled

on their theatrical policy, and
would put into their election

addresses a profession of faith

in Mr Shaw or in the concocter

of the last revue. One thing is

certain, that in the common
strife of politics, which tends

to become more confused and

corrupt day by day, the in-

terests of the drama would be

utterly forgotten, and that what
was once a beautiful art, and
will be a beautiful art again
when the popular taste is puri-

fied, would sink into the pit

of officialism, and become the

close companion of blue-books.

Whatever happens to the

theatre, we hope that it will

be spared the unhappy fate

of State aid and State patron-

age. No sooner do the arts

fall under the sway of the

Government than they become
an expression of the Govern-

ment's indifference. The one

institution which hitherto has

survived the touch of the dead
hand the Comtdie Frangaise

may not be taken as an

example to the world. It

embodies in itself an honoured
and honourable tradition. It

is the House of Moliera. The
actors and actresses who have

come during the last three

centuries under its sheltering

roof inherited an art and a

method which had not grown
stale by custom, nor faded by
forgetfulness. You saw until

lately at the Come'die Franqaise
the masterpieces of Moliere

still played as they were played
in his time. The actors re-

garded themselves as the trus-

tees of an ancient tradition.

It was their task and privilege

to band on the torch which

they had received from their

predecessors to those who fol-

lowed them. It was a lofty

duty loftily accomplished ac-

complished with the greater

dignity because the actors of

the Come'die Frangaise were at

the outset the servants of the

King. They bowed the knee

not to any vague expression
of the people's will. They were

not asked to embody in their

art the desires of a sacred

majority. Their high office

was not besmirched by foolish

talk of the people ;
and when

the great theatre of France
fell into the hands of a democ-

racy, its art and its method
were already firmly established.

And now at last this, the

ancient stronghold of theatrical

art, is losing something of its

prestige, is proving faithless to

its trust. Popular Govern-

ments like to see a quick
return for their money, and
are inclined, if the return tarry,
to talk about stale conven-

tions and the march of mind.
And when mind begins to

march it is a bad look-out for
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theatrical or any other art.

There is already a loosening
of the bands which held the
Comddie Frangaise to the past.
In old days the presence of

M. de Max at the House of

Moliere would have been an

impossibility, but he draws

large houses, and justifies him-
self in the eyes of the Govern-
ment. However, in its best

days or in its worst, the Comddie

Frangaise is no guide to us.

We cannot have a national

theatre, because we have no
national tradition to build it

about. We have made and

destroyed many a tradition,
which mere fact proves the

impermanence of our methods
and ideals. It is our habit

to go as we please, and were we
by the aid of our Government to

establish a national theatre, it

wouldbe used either as a place of

Radical, Socialist, even Bolshe-

vist propaganda, or it would re-

main damp, chilled, and empty.
Mr Barker, however, is not

dismayed. He believes that

an exemplary theatre might
be established, in which the

elements of dramatic art

could be taught and learned.

And were such a theatre pos-

sible, we should welcome Mr
Barker as its beneficent auto-

crat. He is a highly accom-

plished manager. In the art

of setting plays upon the stage
he has no rival. He is all for

calm and simplicity. He has

taught the actor the most diffi-

cult lesson of all how to stand

still upon the stage. Unfor-

tunately he cannot exclude

politics from his contemplation
of the playhouses. In his mind

the two incompatibles art and
the pulpit are inextricably
mixed up. Is he to be a mas-
ter of the revels or a revivalist

preacher ? Which is to hold

sway in his mind radicalism

or the drama ? We find glim-

merings in him of a better

wisdom. "
Before God, before

the law, in the eye of the bus-

conductor," he asks on one

page of his book,
"
will the

doctrine that all men are equal

satisfactorily expatiate much
further ?

" And then, on an-

other page, he falls feet fore-

most into the slough of dema-

gogic commonplace.
He is at heart in love with

propaganda. At any rate, in

his desire to see established a

national theatre, he is willing
to call the politicians to his

aid, and appears not to under-

stand that at the mere touch

of their hands the drama would
wither and shrink up.

" Does
it never occur to statesmen,"
he writes,

"
in the intervals of

their talk of the bonds of Em-
pire, that in a national theatre

they could have a perpetual

public meeting, so to speak,
where the knot of a racial

fellowship in apprehension and

understanding might be tied

with a better, because a less

obtrusive, eloquence ?
" An

alluring prospect, isn't it ?

What a lofty ideal for the art

of the theatre to aim at a

perpetual public meeting ! Now
a public meeting suggests a

stuffy atmosphere, bald heads,
and fading afternoon light.

Those who address such meet-

ings are intent only to do some-

body else
"
good

"
they are
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already as
"
good

"
as possible

in their own eyes. And in the

very act of doing
"
good

"

they easily achieve boredom.

The truth is that Mr Barker,
admirable craftsman though he

is, has been corrupted by Mr

Shaw, that sad victim of sub-

urban debating societies, who

might have spent a happy life

in the composition of farces,

and has been driven to take a

wrong turning by half-baked

philosophers and blind - eyed

politicians. So Mr Barker, when
he might be devising in the

theatre a place of pleasant

resort, befogs himself with the

horrible thought of
"
perpetual

public meetings," and points

out, involuntarily, the deadly
influence which the

"
nation

"

or the
"
State

"
call it what

you will must always exer-

cise upon the arts.

And at the head of this

conspiracy to provoke
"
per-

petual public meetings," Mr
Barker would establish a coun-

cil. That is a matter of course
;

and here again he proves his

political bias. No sooner do

you contrive councils and com-

mittees, green - baize - covered

tables and wads of blotting-

paper, than you drive the arts

out of the window. You talk

and come to no conclusion.

Mr Barker perceives the danger,

though he is not deterred from
his vain enterprise.

" In too

many such councils," he owns,
"

is found the weight, if not

of the dead, of the dying hand
... In the control of a theatre,
which must renew its life day
by day, to give even the power
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of responsible criticism to minds

that must more naturally judge
the present by self-defensive

memories than see it as prepara-
tion for a future which they
themselves will not see might
have a very deadening effect.

Why should we not find in

our council along with govern-
ment or municipal representa-

tives and nominees of the vested

interests of the older genera-

tion the younger people voic-

ing there their insurgency and

discontent ?
" In other words,

Mr Barker, having got his coun-

cil, would refuse to trust it, and

in order to convert it into a real

political assembly, jargon and

all, would introduce into it a

compact band of radicals, war-

ranted to make it harmless and
inactive by the common meth-

ods of intrigue.

It is a sad prospect the

theatre a mere branch of Par-

liament or of the County Coun-

cil
;

and we cannot but be

surprised that Mr Barker, a

true man of the theatre, should

contemplate it with equanimity.
Whatever is to be the future of

our stage, it is not to the inter-

vention of Government that

we must look for help. If the

arts are to be happy and pros-

perous, they must be left to

grow in their own way and at

their own pace. The reform

of the theatre, if it ever come,
must come from itself. Mr
Barker would do far more
useful work for the drama if

he produced plays with a modest

simplicity, and forced upon his

actors the necessity of restrained

gesture and movement and of

2
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natural pose, than if he com-

posed a hundred treatises, in

which art and politics are

intermixed and confounded.

When good dramas are set

upon the stage, inexpensively,
and interpreted by good actors,
the proper education of the

audience begins. And with a

properly-educated audience all

things are possible. It was
Kean's marvellous fortune to

come at a moment when his

great gifts were justly appre-
ciated by his audience, and
when his genius was properly

panegyrised by Hazlitt, a critic

fit for the high occasion. If

once we could find a Kean
and a Hazlitt and an audience

worthy to listen to them, the

problem of the theatre would
be solved. And the most im-

portant task of all is to pre-

pare such an audience. When
these things are rightly accom-

plished we shall have no need
to appeal to County Councils

or to Governments. Until these

things are rightly accomplished,

County Councils and Govern-
ments will interfere in vain.

For a theatre is, or should be, a

place of gay resort, where a wise

audience should be in close sym-
pathy with well-skilled actors.

Above all, it is not, and we
hope never will be, the haunt of

propaganda-mongers, the home
of perpetual public meetings,
even though those public meet-

ings are designed for excellent

ends and worthy purposes.

When some years ago the

Government of the country took

upon itself to meddle in the

matter of education, Dr Corrie,

then the Master of Jesus Col-

lege, Cambridge, thus expressed
the wisely conservative view
of the question : "I trust,"
said he,

"
the Commissioners

will excuse me from stating it

to be my opinion that the

present chief want of the Uni-

versity is exemption from the

disturbing power of Eoyal or

Parliamentary Commissions."
That was the chief want of

the University then
;

it is

still and always will remain
the chief want of the Uni-

versity. The Government will

do a vast deal of harm to the

older universities if they at-

tempt anything more than to

help them with money. That
the universities have a claim

to State aid is perfectly true,
for they have done work for

the country which was not

provided for in their endow-

ment, and they have done it

freely and with great success.

All the costs of new studies

they have borne cheerfully
and without complaint. The

sciences, to provide for which

they have impoverished them-

selves, were not dreamt of

by their pious founders. The
demands upon the funds of

the universities and colleges
made by the older studies

classics and mathematics are

trifling compared with the ex-

actions of science
;
and as they

have gone beyond their original

purpose in meeting these exac-

tions, it is but fair that the

country should share the bur-

den which they have borne

for the country's sake. But
even though this aid is abun-

dantly justified, it is still a
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danger. No university would

accept it were it not gravely
embarrassed for lack of money.
The members of the Eoyal
Commission on the Univer-

sities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge who are responsible for

the Eeport are fully alive to

the risk that is run. This is

what they say in a memorable

passage :

" That the attempt
of the State to control opinion
in the universities and colleges
broke down in 1688, and was
never revived, is a great fact

that has distinguished our uni-

versity system from that of

France and Germany. It is a

precious part of our intellectual

and moral heritage. ... If

there were any danger that

grants of public money would
lead to State interference with

opinions in the universities, it

might be the less of two evils

that they should decline in

efficiency rather than lose their

independence in order to ob-

tain adequate means."
So says the Commission, and

it is well to have the truth

plainly stated. But it is a

pious opinion, and no more.
It gives us no security for the

future. A clause in the report
of a commission binds nobody,
and the danger of democratic
interference is not lessened be-

cause it is openly admitted.

Even in this very modest Ee-

port there is a long series of

suggestions and recommenda-

tions, many of which will be

thought unacceptable by those

who are responsible for the

conduct of the universities.

Shall their acceptance be a
condition of the grant in aid or

not ? If it is a condition,
what becomes of the precious

part of our intellectual and
moral heritage 1 As for the

suggestions themselves, they
are for the most part small and

niggling. The masters and fel-

lows are not fools that they
should be given gratuitous and
trivial advice. What would
the head of any enterprise

say if a company of solemn
scholars and pompous politi-

cians met together and urged
them to reduce their laundry

charges or to
"
develop the

system of bed sitting-rooms *?

"

It is not by such means as

these that the demands of

higher education are to be met,
and the kindest thing to say
of the Eeport is that for the

most part it is wholly super-
fluous. It certainly was not
worth the 10,000, which sum
was the cost of its production.

Discussing one fiercely
- de-

bated problem the position of

women at Cambridge the com-
mission runs into the very

danger which it deplores. If

the grant of public money
depends upon submission to

its demands, then it is openly

interfering with the opinion
of the University. Cambridge
has twice refused by large

majorities to admit women to

the same privileges as are now
enjoyed by men. In doing this

the University was well within

its rights. It exercised that
"
self-determination

" which we
are told is the birthright of all

communities. Yet the com-
mission designs another destiny
for Cambridge, in spite of its

lofty profession of no inter-
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ference. This is what it recom-
mends :

" That Cambridge re-

main mainly and predominantly
a men's University, though of

a mixed type, and the number
of women graduates be limited

by University statute to 500."

What the absurd phrase a
men's University of a mixed

type means we don't pretend
to know. But we gather that

women are to be eligible for

all offices, except those of

Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, and

Proctor, and we do not under-

stand how it can be pretended
that this eligibility can exist

in a men's University. The

question has been discussed for

years at Cambridge, which has

decided, as it has an obvious

right to do, that it will not
admit women within its gates,
and there should be an end of it.

It is a poor business to bribe the

University with the promise of

so much a year to be untrue to

its own faith and its own ideals.

The joint education of men
and women is but a half-tried

experiment, and prudence sug-

gests that before Cambridge
takes to the fashionable road
of surrender it should wait to

see how Oxford fares. The
world is not made better by
uniformity, but by variation.

There are many Universities in

which men and women meet

upon equal terms. Cambridge
is the one and only University
which obeys the purpose of its

founders and keeps itself hon-

ourably and exclusively apart
from women. For this reason

it is the duty of Cambridge to re-

sist the impertinentsuggestion of

the Commission, and to keep its

fate resolutely in its own hands.

For the rest, it is not easy
to understand why the mem-
bers of the Commission should

have been at the pains to meet
and to issue their report. They
have found nothing to censure,
and the most of their sugges-
tions are, as we have said,

merely trivial. Probably they
were invited to their irrelevant

labours in order to pacify
Labour. Labour, we have been

told, regards the Universities

as mere places of idleness and

luxury. It is commonly be-

lieved again it is rumour that

speaks that Oxford and Cam-

bridge are still dominated by
Mr Verdant Green and little

Mr Bouncer. Now if this fool-

ish belief were abroad, it was

hardly worth dispelling. But
at least the report must have
come as a shock to those foolish

persons in and out the ranks of

Labour, who were told, and
told others, that nothing was
learned at Oxford and Cam-

bridge but the dead languages,
and very little of them. And
now that the farce is over, all

that remains is for the State

to pay unconditionally the

grants which it promises, or to

remain true to its openly-ex-

pressed opinion that it
"
might

be the less of two evils that the

Universities should decline in

efficiency rather than lose their

independence in order to obtain

adequate means."
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OLD FOE-EVEE.

BY ALFRED OLLIVANT.

I.

THE Olivers were an out-

standing couple, even in that

outstanding body of men and
women who form the thin but
efficient bulwark against the

lean wolf-men roaming the hills

in packs from the Malakand
to Dera Ghazi Khan, and look-

ing down with covetous eyes
from their barren fastnesses on
the plains, shining with water,
rich in beeves, yellow with

corn, and teeming with loot

and women. Over those sleek

river - laced lands successive

waves of wolf-men have surged
out of the ravenous North,

century after century, from the

passes which gave the Sikhs

the cholera in the days of

Eanjeet Singh, harrying, ravish-

ing, and leaving their scars to

the walls of that Delhi which is

a far cry, as all Hind from Cape
Comorin to Lundi Kotal can
tell you.

VOL. CCXI. NO. MCCLXXX.

When tor the first time in

history a counter-wave swept
northwards from the capital of

the Moguls over the prostrate

Punjab to the foot of the

astounded hills, that wave was
crested by white men, who
established themselves forth-

with like a wire fence, barbed

too, between the tribesmen and
their prey. Our side the fence

law, order, and security, said

the audacious Feringhis ; your

side, go as you please. And the

white race succeeded under
conditions which had baffled

the Lion of the Punjab himself,
and amid men who had scoffed

at the Sikh Eaj. Of the many
great Frontiersmen of that first

wave, in the days between the

overthrow of the Khalsa Army
and the Mutiny, the greatest
alike in stature and personality
was the black-bearded giant,
John Nicholson.

2D
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As a merry stripling Tom
Oliver had ridden the Frontier

from Bannu to Peshawar with
the famous Deputy Commis-
sioner in the days when the

feeling between the officers of

John Company and Queen's
Service men ran to duelling

point. He had accompanied
his chief on his ride from
Kohat through the murky pass
to Peshawar at the time the

mysterious lotus-flower was be-

ing passed in secrecy and silence

from native regiment to native

regiment, and had acted as

Nicholson's A.D.C. when he
succeeded Neville Chamberlain
in the command of the Move-
able Column that marched on
Delhi after saving the Punjab.
Young Oliver had been be-

side his chief in the narrow
lane by the Kabul Gate when,
after the death of the gallant

Jacob, the 1st Bengal Fusiliers

wavered under a terrific fire

from the roof-tops, and Nichol-

son sprang forward to rally
them to a fresh assault on the

Burn bastion. At the moment
his leader fell mortally wounded,
young Oliver fell too at his side.

"
Where's Lad !

" was the

constant question of the great
soldier during his nine days'
death agony on the Eidge.
And "

Where's Lad f
" were

among the last words he mut-

tered, blue-lipped and faintly

frothing, when at last death

brought relief to one of the

noblest of Englishmen.
To his chief Tom Oliver had

always been Lad
;
and to the

Frontier, Lad he remained long
after the last gleam of boyish-

ness had vanished, and he had
become the sombre soldier of

Frontier legend, a man of a

temper apt to keep the border

marches and cope with the

iron inhabitants of those iron

hills. It was not till twenty
years after the death of his

first leader that his nickname

changed.
The dun mountains that lie

across the gate of the North
like some old lion, showing his

bones as he dies of starvation,
but majestic and terrible still,

are for all their air of deadness

always aflicker and not seldom

ablaze. Those blazes are sud-

den as explosions. A hush,
a long-time smouldering, per-

haps a faint eddy of smoke

upon a ridge, then a sudden

spurt of flame stabs the dark-

ness like a dagger, and four

hundred miles of Frontier is

alight. Forthwith ensues a

molten eruption. Down a hun-

dred gaunt hillsides turbulent

lashkars of shaven - headed

swordsmen come tumbling like

lava under huge green banners,
and inspired by Allah-intoxi-

cated mullahs.

The origin of these eruptions
is nearly always the same, as

any political who has been

agent in one of the passes and
knows his job will tell you.
The mullahs get at the women
in the name of God, as the

mullahs of most lands are wont
to do. Thereafter the women
approach their men daintily

and with mocking smiles.

"You are not men," they

say.
" You are children. We

will play with you no more till
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you have proved yourselves.

Come back to us after a goodly

slaughter of the infidels, and

you will see what you will see.

That is the will of Allah, which

cannot be gainsaid."
The thwarted tribesmen then

rush to impale themselves upon
British bayonets, inspired by
the hope of a houris-peopled
Paradise if they die, and of

dutiful and docile wives if they
live to return to the home-
tower in their native valleys.

In the late 'seventies, when
trouble was brewing all along
the Afghan border, one such

eruption thus fomented found

Lad Oliver, now a Major in

Pank's Punjabis, cut off at the

wrong end, which is to say
the Afghan end, of a sixty-mile

pass. A runner slipped through
with the news, and the roar of

volley-firing booming down the

long defile told its own tale to

the detachment at the right,

which is to say the British end,
of the pass. Those were the

days when the heliograph had

just come into use in the British

Army. The officer in charge
at the base signalled back to

Kohat, the headquarters of the

Punjab Frontier Force, that a

company of his regiment had
been isolated at Ali Kheyl,
and was being swamped by
Afghan regulars aided by
tribesmen under the Com-
mander-in-Chief in Khost, that

merry fellow Faiz Mahomed
Khan.

" Which company ?
" came

the query from H.Q.
" And

who commands them ?
"

" The Jat company ; Major
Oliver."

" Get in touch with him by
helio."

" We have tried and failed.

No sun his end of the pass

apparently."
Later in the day, however,

communication between the two

posts was established for a
moment between clouds.

" How long can you hold
on?

"
asked the man at the base.

Back flashed the laconic

reply
" For ever."

n.

Thenceforward to the men
of Chillianwallah and Sobraon
and the Eidge, Tom Oliver

might still be Young Lad
;

to

the rising generation he was
Old For-ever.

The new name stuck, for it

expressed the man. There was
about it a hint of Cromwell

and his Ironsides chaunting as

the mists rose before the crown-

ing mercy of Dunbar,
" The

Lord of Hosts my shepherd is,"
which rightly suggested the
core of Puritan steel that was
the fundamental characteristic

of a soldier, simply religious
after the manner of the older

Mutiny men Herbert Ed-

wardes, Havelock, the Law-
rences.

Those who did not know Old
For-ever well attributed this

hardness in him to incorrect
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causes. They said he was an

Ishmael, and had gone the

ordinary way of the disap-

pointed man. It was not so.

True, promotion had come but

slowly to him for all his ser-

vice
;

but he was not ambi-

tious, and therefore had not

reaped the first-fruits of ambi-
tion bitterness. His silent and
somewhat lonely habit of life

were due rather to a tempera-
ment austere and almost monk-
ish. Moreover, Old For-ever's

few intimates were aware that

he had refused times without

number both Staff appoint-
ments and positions as a poli-

tical, pressed upon him too,
which would have put within

his grasp the Chief Commis-

sionership of the Frontier Pro-

vinces. He preferred, however,
to command the Jat company
of Pank's Punjabis.

"
I am a soldier," he always

said.
" And a regimental sol-

dier."

In his own regiment it was
maintained that no man knew
Old For-ever who had not seen

him in action with his Jats.

Then the stern and solitary

soldier of the Piffer Mess, who
was never addressed in the

way of chaff by his juniors,

and rarely by his equals, un-

bent. He became genial first,

and later radiant. By the

time his penny whistle emerged
from his pocket he was a boy
jesting with his peers, a father

merry amid his children.
" The Happy Warrior,"

young Apple Pippin, his sub-

altern, called him after the

affair of Ali Kheyl.

At this time his face seen in

profile, and inscribed by Cherry
Wright for all to see amid less

desirable works of art on the

walls of the fort at Jumrood,
was rocky as the Shutargardan :

the nose with its bony promon-
tory very pronounced, the long
chin curling upwards, the hair

just beginning to retreat from
a forehead that sloped a thought
too much. He never tanned

;

colourless always as his hero

John Nicholson. His eyes were

blue, but not the fierce and
vivid Saxon blue of that other

great Frontiersman, Hodson of

Hodson's Horse
;

rather a

clouded lavender that in cer-

tain moods took on the hue
of smoked steel. Women re-

marked, not without surprise,

that the note of them was not

hardness but wistfulness. His

dark hair, too, did not turn

white as did that of other men,
beginning at the temples and

spreading outwards
;
but there

descended upon it a fine mist

of grey, in some lights almost

invisible, in others like dew

upon a lawn.
" There is music in that man

and mysticism," said a great

lady who saw him at Murree,
and was fascinated by his face

and piqued by his avoidance

of her.
" There is music of a simple

kind," her host admittedgrimly.
" But we don't speak of it as

music in the Force. We call

it pip - squeak Oliver's pip-

squeak."
Old For-ever's penny whistle

had, indeed, long been a stand-

Ing joke in the Piffers. It was
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not a penny whistle really,

much less was it a flute. It

was a crude instrument, some-

thing between the two, that

Oliver had picked up in a re-

mote Waziri village near the

Tochi, on one of those mysteri-
ous expeditions of his when he

disappeared for weeks at a time

into the hills with a Pathan

orderly and a shot-gun. Once

possessed of his toy he was
never parted from it, and spent
his happiest hours piping to

himself, with gaps and gasps,
familiar little tunes. In mo-
ments of stress it emerged, as

it were, spontaneously from his

pocket. During the affair of

the fort, for instance, at the

critical moment the thin strains

of
"
Pop goes the weasel

"

brought renewed strength to

the hearts of his fainting Jats.
" Then the Major Sahib took

out his pipe and made prayer
to his God to come and help
the brethren even so !

"
the

Jemadar of the Jat company
told Maharaj Singh, describing
the fight.

The Subadar-Major nodded
his magnificent head.

"It is always so with the

Major Sahib when the battle

waxes," he said.
" The Major

Sahib calls upon his pipe
even so ! to the God of the

Sahib-log. And the God comes
without fail." Priding himself

upon his religious knowledge,
the old Sikh added for the fur-

ther enlightment of his junior,
"This God is one Lat Yusuf,
but I have not heard that he is

brother to the Burra Lat at

Calcutta Lat Crike Yusuf, who

wrought miracles near Mecca
in my father's time. Our gurus
at Amritsar have told me of

him."
" He is a fine God to fight,"

remarked the Jemadar, not

without awe.
" Did I not be-

hold him at Ali Kheyl? I

speak, Subadar Major Sahib,
as a small and foolish child."

"
Yea, verily, Jemadar Sahib.

He deals strong blows in

the battle when the Major
Sahib calls upon him," the

Subadar-Major admitted and

departed, nodding majestically.
When he was a little over

forty, Tom Oliver married a

woman like unto himself, who
seemed to have absorbed the

quality of the hills amid which
she lived. People were sur-

prised ;
but the most critical

admitted that if Old For-ever

must marry at all, the only

possible mate for him was the

one he had chosen. The pair
were curiously alike physically.
Marion was tall, athletic, tacti-

turn, and at a pinch had taken

her husband's place upon pa-
rade at the head of his Jats

without detection, so the story
went. She looked her formid-

able best on horseback. From
under the battered solar topee
which she wore with a chin-

strap, eyes that were the hue
of smoked steel in certain

moods and certain lights looked

out and held you with the

steady grip of a man's. You
saw a firm long mouth, the

lips slightly compressed, a strong

chin, and a long bony face

that was healthy for all its

pallor. Her voice, too, like
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her husband's penny whistle,

popping out always in unex-

pected places, surprised you,
so deep and rich it was as it

issued voluminously from her
lean chest.

There was music in it too,
of a rare quality, echoing.

People called her plain ;
no

man certainly, and few women,
ever spoke of her as ugly."

Tine belle laide, perhaps,"
said the kind old Colonel of

the regiment. When she mar-
ried she was fifteen years her

husband's junior, though few
would have suspected it.

Marion Granet was not a girl

and never had been
;

she

was not a woman and never
would be

;
that was the general

opinion. Throughout the Fron-
tier Force she was known al-

ways as the Highlander, nobody
quite knew why, seeing that
she was English to the bone, of

a good Yorkshire family. But
the name was accepted, as

such names are, because it

fitted.
" Her father was a Granet,

her mother a Block of Con-

crete," said the flippant jokers
of the Force. The couple, in-

deed, had the reputation of

being somewhat inhuman in

their attitude towards each
other and towards the world.

But nothing really was known
of them in the Piffers, and not
a great deal even in the regi-

ment. They entertained little,

living very quietly in a pleas-
ant bungalow amid the apricot
orchards of Kohat, with a little

stream running at the foot of

the garden. It was known to

all, however, that they lived

for the regiment, and especially
for the Jat company.

If ever there had been a
doubt as to whether she was
the right wife for Old For-ever,
Marion settled it when, as a

bride, she killed her man, and
that man, too, the Mullah
Perwindah of Parachinar and
evil notoriety. That happened
after the reprisals on Thai at

the mouth of the Kuram, which
Old For-ever was told off to

carry out with his Jats. The
mullah sent down five picked

ghazis from Hazir Pir with

orders to bag
"
the Kaffir who

trots like a camel," dead or

alive. But the Pathan com-

pany of Pank's Punjabis were

up to the wiles of their cousins

the Turis, and bagged the

ghazis instead. That delighted
the Pathan company, who for

long thereafter threw it up in

the teeth of the Jats, to whom it

was recognised the Major Sahib

belonged.
"
These murderers were thy

people," said the teased and

surly Jats.
" How should we

know the way to deal with

them ? In our country we
know nothing of such fellows."

The Pathans grinned and

polished their teeth as they
squatted on their hunkers.

"Well for the izzat of thy
company that we were there

to protect thine officer. Else

had it gone ill with him, O
cows of the fat Punjab, who
chew the cud and draw the

plough and greatly sleep, and
have neither eyes to see nor

ears to hear nor nostrils to
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smell when Death Like a striped

tiger stalks thy sahib."
" In our country we have

no murderers," muttered the

peasant soldiers of the plains

doggedly.
" We know not their

ways. For we are not jackals
who live in caves and sharpen
their teeth on rocks on the bare

hillside where no corn can grow
because God's curse is on it."

The simple fellows were an-

xious about their Sahib, and
not without cause. For it was
known all along the Frontier

from Dera Ismail Khan to Fort

Mackeson that after his first

failure the Mullah Perwindah,
a stubborn old man and no

coward, had sworn a great oath

that his home and his tower
should see him no more till

he or the Kaffir who trotted

like a camel had quitted the

world
;
and had forthwith come

down the pass from Parachinar
to see what he could do him-
self for God and His Prophet.
What he did, in fact, was to

lie up in the culvert under the

road that led from Old For-

ever's bungalow to the lines
;

and there lay up with him a

tulwar with a blade like a

hawk's beak and his trusted

jhezail.

That was how he caught
little Apple Pippin and Cherry
Wright coming away from the

Olivers' bungalow that Sunday
evening, full of chaff, both lads

unarmed, though well they knew
the old Frontier saying,

" Once

beyond the Indus always carry
a revolver after dusk." The

Highlander heard the first shot,
and guessed at once who it was

meant for, for she knew full

well the story of the mullah's

oath. Also she heard just then,
to her intense relief, her Tom
pip-squeaking on his pipe,

" On-

ward, Christian so-o-old-dears,"

as was his custom on Sunday
evening, and was glad. She

snatched hisMartini-Henryfrom

the hat-stand, and stalked with

long strides down to the road,

loading and clicking the breech-

block home as she went.

When she reached the road

the mullah had already finished

little Apple Pippin, who lay
face down across the way in the

new grey dittoes of which he

was so delightfully self-con-

scious, and was finishing the

other lad with his tulwar.

Marion was a good, but by
no means great, rifle-shot

;
and

in the scrimmage that was going
on between the English lad

armed with his bare fists and
the steel-shod fanatic, few but

her husband would have risked

a shot. She ran with long
strides down the road towards

the tumult. The mullah heard

the soft pad of her approach,
and cut his victim down with

the scream of some giant bird

of prey. Then he turned to

meet the new danger. What
he saw staggered him. A
woman was coming at him !

He hesitated and was lost.

Marion was standing in the

middle of the road, loading

again, with wary eyes on the

three men strewn in the dust

fifty yards in front, when her

husband came leaping towards
her with a naked sword in his

hand, and naked swords in his
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eyes, and his terriers tearing
at his heels.

" Don't go up to him, Tom,"
she called, never turning.

" I'm
not sure he's dead."

Old For-ever had consider-

ably more experience in such

matters than his bride.

He glanced at her face. She
was steady as an iceberg heaving
faintly in the long Atlantic

swell, and much the colour of

one. He touched her hand as

he shot past.

"He's not dead, my dear,"
he said.

" But he's done. You
blotted him plumb through the

chest."

He bent over the three men
sprawling alongside each other

in the road : the fair English
lads in their neat Sunday suits

from Jermyn Street splashed
and shining with blood, and
the old swordsman in his dingy
white robes gasping out his life

and clutching at his chest.
"
He's scuppered the two

boys," said Old For-ever, very
white and quiet to his wife who
had followed him. "

There's

not the ghost of a flicker in

either of them." His anger was

awful, so still it was and white.

It made Marion tremble. She

thought the wrath of God must
be like that.

Then up galloped Jigger Jack-

son, the doctor of the 10th

Marathas, a little spluttering
black - moustached Eurasian,
who flung himself off his pony.

"
Pork-butcher of Cawnpur!

"

he shouted in his broken Pushtu
in the ear of the passing mullah.
" Hearken ! Thy body shall

be sewn in the hide of a well-

fatted sow and shall be pre-
served thus in spirits of alcohol

in the museum at Peshawar,
that any unbeliever from the

bazaar may behold thy shame
and make mock of thee for

ever."
" The man's dying," said

Marion briefly.
"
I don't care if he is !

"

retorted Jigger valiantly.
" You ought to," snapped Old

For-ever.
" Shut up. We're

English some of us."

The dying ghazi's eyes wan-
dered from face to face.

Whether he understood what
was passing or only guessed
the import it is hard to say.
He raised his hand to his fore-

head in some kind of surly

acknowledgment.
"O Kaffir who trots like a

camel, thou art a Sahib even

as is said among my people,"
he muttered.

" But thou, Black

Face and Bainshut, art the son

of a pariah bitch by a jackal
that died of the foaming mad-
ness ! Thou canst not harm
me." He closed his eyes. "My
place in Paradise is sure as

is thine own in Jehannum. I

have slain two infidels, and
would that I had slain a third !

I have done well."

That unloosed the tongue of

Old For-ever. He bent over

the dying fanatic.
" Well hast thou done in-

deed !

" he cried. "It is like

a true Turi and swordsman of

the Prophet to slay two children

and attempt the slaughter of a

woman and then make boast

of it ! Hearken, O mullah !

For twenty years have I known
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the men of the tribes from the

Suleiman Hills to Abbotabad,
and have dwelt among them

Waziris, Ghilzais, Jowaki Afri-

dis, Hazaras, Swatis, Mohmunds.

They have feasted at my house,
and I in their towers. We have

been brothers of blood one day
and enemies to the death the

next. I have loved them and
I have fought them. But

always, whether friend or foe,

I have respected them because

they were men and warriors.

And never till now have I

known even a treacherous Mah-
sud set out to the slaughter of

women and children ?
"

The dying ghazi wiped the

froth from his lips.
" As to the lads thou liest,

according as is the custom of

thy race," he answered calmly.
" These were not babes. They
were man-grown, officer-sahibs

in the service of the Woman
across the Black Water. Were

they not with thee at Thai that

day ? Did I not see them with

mine own eyes at the burning
of the homes of my people,
and making sport like young

bulls at the ravishing of our

women ?
"

" Son of the Mother of Lies,"
said Old For-ever sternly, "thou
wast not in Thai that day.
Well I knew where thou wert.

Thou wast in thy tower hiding
behind the skirts of thy women,
lest the rod of chastisement fall

on thy back too."

The trans-frontier man paid
no heed. He hitched himself

upon his elbow and peered with

glazing eyes at Marion.
" In the matter of the mem-

sahib," he said,
"
I swear to

tbee by the Kaaba that when

my eye fell upon her as she

came down the road, running
even as thou runnest, O ac-

cursed, with long strides like

a trotting camel, I thought it

was thyself disguised as a

woman to escape the wrath of

God and His servant."

He fell back in the road,

salaaming feebly to the white

woman standing like a pillar

at his feet.

Old For-ever bent over him.
"
I believe thee, O mullah," he

saidintheearofthedyingfanatic.

ra.

The affair of the Mullah

Perwindah was the beginning
of a more serious and a bloodier

business. The troubles with

Sher Ali, the Amir of Afghan-

istan, long brewing, boiled over.

General Eoberts went up the

Kuram through Thai with a

column to deal with it, and
Pank's Punjabis went with him.

On the night march to sur-
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prise the Spingawi Kotal at

the head of the pass, where

speed and secrecy were the

essence of the operation, things
did not go well. The pace was
too slow, and there was strag-

gling. Bobs rode up himself

to the head of the column to

find out what was amiss. The

place of honour was held by
a Punjabi regiment, accorded

2 D 2
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that distinction by reason of

its record, which equalled and,
so it maintained, even surpassed
that of Pank's. The Pathan

companies were leading, and
the Pathans were neighbours
of and akin to the tribesmen

about to be attacked. Bobs
scented danger and summoned
the Colonel, in whose ear as he
went to the call a Sikh order-

ly whispered that there was

treachery amid the Pathans.

Just then a sepoy let off his

rifle. The Jemadar did not
fall the culprit out. Instantly
Bobs halted the column and
sent the 72nd Highlanders and
Pank's Punjabis to take the lead.

The column got on the move
again and swung briskly on its

way. Towards dawn, as they
neared their destination, Bobs

turned^to his A.D.C.
" Go and see what's leading

now," he said.
"
Pank's Punjabis, sir," the

answer came back.
" The Pathan company ?

"

"
No, sir

; Major Oliver and
his Jats."

"
Good," said the little man

on the big waler. He drew up
at the side of the road, struck

a match, and looked at his

watch. "We shall do it," he

said.
" Go and tell Oliver

directly he reaches the foot of

the Kotal to front-form com-

pany and charge without wait-

ing further orders."

Old For-ever did, and took
the position.

At the storming of the Peiwar

Kotal, and indeed throughout
the campaign, Pank's Punjabis
again did well.

A year after, when Bobs led

them into Afghanistan with the

Kabul Field Force to avenge
the murder of Cavagnari, the

British Envoy, and the mas-
sacre of the British Mission,

they did better. Old For-ever

was now second-in-command.
In October the force occupied

the Amir's capital. In the

majestic Bala Hissar, arsenal

and citadel, the scene of the

last stand of Hamilton and his

Guides, pockmarked still with
the bullets of that great fight
and splashed with blood, the

British General, in the presence
of the chief Sirdars, addressed

the assembled multitude from
the steps of the Hall of Audience
and proclaimed its punishment
to the guilty city.

A few days later the force

moved out into Sherpur, out-

side the native city, the new
cantonments prepared by the

late Amir for his army.
Early in the winter tele-

graphic communication was fit-

fully established with India
;

but heliographs between Lundi
Kotal at the head of the Khyber
and the Afghan capital sup-

plied a surer avenue of news.

They winked all day. Old

For-ever, whenever he had a

moment to spare, might be
found standing on the flat roof

of his quarters with folded

arms, his face to the east

and back to Kabul, watching
those flashes. He was waiting
news and anxious : everybody
in the Force knew why. Then
one afternoon one of Bobs'

Gurkha orderlies came into the

lines of the Punjabis. Forth-
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with the Colonel himself went
over to the quarters of his

second-in-command.
" Bobs wants to see you,

Lad," he said kindly.
"
Now, sir 1

"

"
I believe so."

Old For-ever went with set

face. He had not liked the

look in the Colonel's eyes.
There was compassion in

them.
"
What's the trouble 1

"
he

said to the little Gurkha trot-

ting at his side.
" Mahomed

Jan on the move 1
"

"
I know not, Sahib. I think

the mem-sahib."
When Old For-ever entered

the General's room the other

officers present disappeared.
The little man in the Balaclava

whiskers and the big riding-
boots rose gravely to greet the

friend of twenty years.

"Well, Lad, old lad," he
said affectionately.

" What is it, sir ?
"

asked
Old For-ever almost abruptly.
There was a moment's pause.
" How was your wife when

last you heard ?
"

"
Well, sir considering."

Bobs looked out of the

window.
"
I haven't very good news,

Lad," he said quietly.
"
Among

the reports that came through
this afternoon, quite unofficial-

ly, was this." He handed the

other a slip of paper on which
he had written in his own hand
the following message : Re-

ported from Kohat that Mrs
Oliver has died in ehildbd.

Old For-ever glanced at it.
" Do you know who the sender

is $
" he asked.

" Yes
;

Bartlett of the Khy-
ber column."

"Bart's reliable," said Old
For-ever gloomily.

"
Usually," Bobs answered.

" And I had the message re-

peated. But he reports it as

a rumour only. It may not

be confirmed."

The other shook his head.
"

It's true," he said.
"
I've

killed my darling." And he
went out.

And that was the first sure

intimation anybody had that

there was something on earth

Old For-ever loved better than

his regiment and his Jats.

IV.

After that Old For-ever went
out into the darkness alone.

And when he did that it was
terrible, as the older men in the
Force well knew. In the course

of his service he had done it

three times : once on the Ridge
when they told him, sorely
stricken himself, that he would
never see John Nicholson again ;

once when a Pathan native

officer, in whom he had trusted

implicitly, sold him for a song
in the Jowaki country ;

and
once (unknown this to all but

one) when Marion Granet first

refused him.

The symbol of his going out
into the darkness alone of late

years was well known to his
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brother officers. He stuffed his

whistle away in his pocket, and
the familiar pip-squeak was
heard no more in the lines of

the Punjabis. That was the

outward and visible sign of the

dying that was taking place
within.

" What poor old Lad wants
to set him up is a touch of the

real thing," said his Colonel,
" a ruddy, old, rousing, red-hot

fight."

And in the mess of the native

officers the Subadar - Major,

grand old Maharaj Singh, said

the same thing with equal con-

fidence.
" The Major Sahib will emerge

into the light like the sun from

behind clouds when the battle

is joined."
And it looked as if the cure

might be forthcoming any day,
for those were perilous times.

Sherpur was a partially be-

leaguered city. There were

daily forays, excursions, and
alarms

;
and behind them all

the shadow and the memory
of that first fatal occupation of

Kabul by a British Army under

Keane and Cotton forty years
before.

The Afghans, too, had not

forgotten their success of those

days against the same invaders.

The aged Mullah Mushk-i-Allam

preached an impassioned Jehad

throughout Kohistan, and the

ladies of the deposed Yakub
Khan lent powerful aid.

EarlyinDecember the Afghan
Army took the field to do to

the Feringhis what their fathers

had done to Elphinstone's
column in the Khurd-Kabul

pass in '42, Mahomet Jan
advanced from Ghaznl on the

capital with an army reported
to be like the sea in multitude.

Bobs sent out three columns
to meet him, Baker and Mac-

pherson with the infantry to

the north, and a cavalry
column under Massey along the

Ghazni road. The hoped-for

junction between the infantry
and cavalry was not effected,

and Mahomet Jan fell like an

avalanche on the little cavalry
force. When Bobs galloped

up to the sound of the firing,

he found four Horse Artillery

guns of Smith-Wyndham's bat-

tery and three hundred sabres,

British and Indian, opposed
to some ten thousand Afghan
regulars and wild Ghilzais com-

ing over the plain like a tidal

wave.

Bobs took in the situation

in a glance. If Mahomet Jan's

advancing swordsmen could be

held up till Macpherson's be-

lated infantry came up from

behind the heights across the

Chardeh Valley the little column
would be saved, and Kabul with

it. If not, both were lost. In-

fantry were the dire need of the

moment infantry.
He sent back Hills at the

gallop to Hugh Gough with

orders to despatch infantry at

full speed to cover the Deh-i-

Mazang defile through which

the broken column must retreat.

Five minutes after Hills gal-

loped into Sherpur the Jat

company of Pank's Punjabis
were issuing from Highlanders'
Gate at the double, led by Old

For-ever at his camel trot. It
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was two miles to the mouth of

the defile through the Asmai

heights and another half-mile

through the gorge. From the

moment Hills galloped into Sher-

pur to the moment Old For-

ever at the head of his double

company debouched from the

defile on to the plain where the

losing battle was being fought,
waslittle more thanhalf an hour.

Bobs came galloping up
through the dust.

" Who are you ?
" he called

in his high pitched voice.
" Pank's Punjabis, sir," an-

swered Old For-ever.

The little man peered through
the dust.

"
Is that Lad Oliver ?

"

"
Yes, sir."

" Where do you spring
from I

"

"
Sherpur, sir."

" You've come on wings,

then," said Bobs.
" And well

for us. We've lost two guns.
You must cover the retreat

of the column and then retire

on Sherpur."
He pointed to a confusion

of men and horses straggling

through the dust towards the

mouth of the defile.
"
That's your job," he said.

" Cover that."
"
Very good, sir," answered

Old For-ever, and turned to

his panting men. "
Chal,

baba !

" he called
" Come on,

babies!" and advanced to

meet the tumult.

It was not quite a rout, but

it was mighty near one : his

experienced eye told him that

straightway. About the retir-

ing troopers were all the signs

of men with their tails down but
not demoralised as yet.

"
Steady, my sons I

"
he

called in his strong voice, as

he strode through them.
" You've plenty of time. Give

my fellows a chance to get

through."
" God bless you, sorr !

"

shouted a wounded Irish cav-

alry man.
" God help you !

"
muttered

an English ditto.

Lancers, Bengal and British,
trailed by on beaten horses,
the points of their lowered

pennants bloody. Troopers who
had been dismounted in the

fray tramped doggedly along
in their heavy boots with the

awkward duckling gait of dis-

mounted cavalry, some trip-

ping over their long swords,
some still carrying their lances

over their shoulders. Two artil-

lery teams without their guns,
wounded men on the lead

horses, wounded men on the

limbers, jogged hopelessly along.
At the tail of the column a

solitary Horse Artillery gun,

unescorted, was firing case at

the white-clad tribesmen ad-

vancing in waves with flashing
tulwars under glorious green
banners.

"
It's a wonderful sight," said

Old For-ever with a gleam of

quiet enthusiasm as his com-

pany cleared the column,
" won-

derful"
Just then there was a fierce

and strenuous commotion in

the detachment about the bark-

ing gun that was now the only
thing between the Punjabis and
the enemy, an isolated stubborn
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islet waiting apparently to be

inundated by the advancing
tide. The gun rear-limbered

up and came through the Jats

at a heavy trot.
"
That's my last packet of

sweets," said the subaltern,

gaunt-eyed but game as he

passed.
"
I can't do anything

more but spit at 'em. Good
luck. And I wish you joy of

your job."
He was gone into the dusty

confusion from which Pank's

Punjabis, that regiment of many
races, was emerging, all in

khaki, with swarthy faces and

gleaming eyes, the Colonel on

his bony waler towering above

his marching men. Company
by company the regiment ex-

tended and stretched athwart

the line of Mahomet Jan's

advance.

The old Colonel was killed

in the hour of his pride just as

the movement was completed,
and the regiment lay across the

Ghazni road with their backs

to the defile and their left on

the Kabul river. Then Old

For-ever took command. The

glow that had lighted him as

he led his company through

Highlanders' Gate was now
ablaze. He was happy.
The men saw it, especially

his Jats. They nudged each

other, whilethe Gurkhas grinned
and the Sikhs licked their lips.

" The Major Sahib smiles."
"
Verily he loves the battle."

" Our father is happy once

again."
" He has come forth from

behind the clouds like the sun
after rain, even as said the

Subadar-Major Sahib."

Then there was a chuckle all

along the line. The Major had
taken out his old briar-pipe.

" Now he lights his little

hookah."
" That has lain in the shadow

of his pocket since the darkness

descended on him."
" Hark ye, my brothers !

In a short time if these fellows

come on, the little whistle that

cries like a baby will appear.
It is I, Sher Afzul from Yuzufzai,
who say it."

The appearance of the in-

fantry and their steadiness had

given pause to Mahomet Jan's

army. They shouted insults

across the way, brandished their

long knives, shook their ban-

ners, but hung in their ad-

vance.
"
They think we're the head

of a brigade," said Old For-ever

to the Adjutant. "They'll know
we aren't when we begin to

retire."

He waited till the dust in

the defile told him that the

cavalry and the guns were well

away. Then he began his re-

treat.

v.

At the crisis of the Mutiny,
when men were raising irregular

corps out of the dust of the

earth, and arming anything

loyal that had ever handled a

broom, it was young Lad Oliver
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who first discovered the fighting

capacity of the Jats, those

simple Boeotians of the great

peninsula, beloved of all, the

butt of all, workers by nature,
tillers of the soil, husbandmen

by instinct and tradition, and
warriors only when Necessity
drives or Love calls.

They have not perhaps quite
the panther-like Man of the

lithe Sikhs, nor the bull-pup

joy in battle of the little

Gurkhas. Old For-ever always
said himself that the fighting
of his Jats reminded him of

that of an English county regi-

ment. It was more solid than

showy, and none the less ter-

rible for that.
"
My fellows are what I call

very satisfactory fighters," he
once remarked in a rare moment
of expansion.

It was perhaps because he
had discovered them in his

youth that he loved them so in

his middle age. Certainly it

was because he loved them so

and well they knew it that

their fighting under him had

long been a legend on the

Frontier.

Now, just before he gave
the order to retire, Old For-ever

stalked along the line of the

Jat company.
"Is it well, my children ?

"

he called.
"
Sahib, it is well," came the

quiet answer all down the line.

Then the retirement began
in Echelon by companies, the

regiment always maintaining
the same length of front to the

advancing enemy.
On the left, resting upon the

river, was the Sikh-Dogra dou-

ble company ;
then in order,

Pathan-Punjabi Mahomedans,
Gurkha-Garhwals

;
and on the

right, extended across theGhazni

road, and bearing the main

weight of the attack, the Jats.

Old For-ever was always with

the rear company of the mo-

ment, handling his men as a

fine horseman handles a clean-

bred horse.

At dusk as they neared the

defile, and the gap between the

river and the road narrowed,
he shortened his front of neces-

sity, and sent word along to

continue the movement down
the gorge by companies from
the left.

"
My Jats and I will close the

door," he said.

The Sikh company on the

extreme left demurred, saying
that the Jats as always were

going to have the pick of the

fighting. It was only when

Puffing Billy pointed out that

to them had fallen the honour
of bearing home the body of

the old Colonel, who had him-

self originally commanded the

Sikh company, that they agreed
to delay the settlement of their

old-standing feud with the Jats

and went. The other com-

panies followed in succession

and disappeared into the defile.

Old For-ever watched the

movement through his glasses.

When he turned to find his two
Jat orderlies standing between
him and the enemy with arms

outspread like wings to cover

him from the singing bullets,
he smiled.

"As a hen gathereth her
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chickens under her wings," he

murmured, and gave the order

to retire.

The Sikhs, as it proved, were

wrong. The thick of the

fighting was over by the

time the Jats turned their faces

home. Mahomet Jan's men,
it seemed, had had enough.
The pressure suddenly ceased,
and the main body of the

enemy swept off across the

river to take the Takht-i-Shah.
"
Macpherson treading on

their tail, I expect," said Old
For-ever.

He retired at his ease through
the defile in the growing dusk.

There was no nagging, no snip-

ing even, from the heights on
either hand. As the Jat com-

pany emerged from the gorge,
he pulled out his penny whistle.

" And now a little harmony,
I think," he said. And in a
moment the slow and solemn
strains of

" Three Blind Mice "

rose out of the night with a

good many halts and havers

above the shuffle of the march-

ing feet. So absorbed was the

player that he did not see the

little man on the curly-eared
Kathiawar stallion standing on
a mound beside the road with

a lancer orderly as the com-

pany marched past. It was not
till the horseman spoke that

Old For-ever was aware of his

presence.
"
Is that you, Lad t

"

The thin squeak stopped

abruptly. The player, for once
taken aback, thrust his pipe
into his pocket alongside his

revolver with much the air of

a boy caught cribbing.

"
Yes, sir."

The horseman rode up along-
side.

" You've saved the column.

You've saved Kabul. You've
saved the guns," said Bobs

huskily.
"Not I, sir," Old For-ever

answered simply.
"
My Jats.

To them give any glory under

God."
The little General started off

as always at headlong speed
for Sherpur, then pulled his

horse suddenly on to his

haunches, and came back under

the brilliant night, feeling his

pocket.
"
I was forgetting," he said.

" A dak's come in. There's a

chit for you. I brought it along
in case you got through."
He handed a note

;
then

striking a match and shelter-

ing it in glowing hands bent

down from his saddle to light

the man on foot.

Old For-ever glanced at the

note.
"

It's from Marion," he

said.

In the darkness the little

man above him gave a sigh of

satisfaction.
"
I thought so," he said,

sheltering the match. " Won't

you read it ?
"

The other pocketed the letter.
" When I get in, sir. Thank

you. I'll tuck the men up
first. They deserve it."

Bobs threw away the match
with a little grunt.

"
Queer fellow," he said.

"
Hardly human," and he was

gone at a gallop into the

night.
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VI.

Nobody who saw Pank's Pun-

jabis, dusty, draggled, march
into cantonments through High-
landers' Gate that evening,

bringing with them the body
of their Colonel, all their

wounded, and many of their

dead, are likely ever to forget

it. The men of the garrison
turned out to greet them

;
and

the survivors of the shattered

cavalry column, horse-gunners,

lancers, native cavalry, emerged
from lines and messes and even

hospitals to cheer. The regi-

ment of many races took the

ovation variously that is to

say, according to the company.
The Sikhs brandished their rifles

and thundered with the glori-

ous swagger of their race,
" Granth ke jai (Victory to the

Granth) !

"
the Gurkhas showed

their teeth and wagged their

tails
;
while the rear company,

the Jats, as always shy, solid,

and undemonstrative, hung
their heads and glanced up
furtively out of the corner of

their eyes, to see whether the

Major Sahib was satisfied. And
there was no doubt he was.

When they saw that they broke
into the happy laughter of a

bevy of girls blessed by a be-

loved mother.

Hugh Gough, commanding
the garrison of Sherpur, who
had been told about that note

in Old For-ever's pocket, came

up when the regiment had
reached their lines.

" Won't you fall out, Lad,"
he said,

" and let some

of us see your fellows to

bed?"
"
Very good of you, sir,"

answered the other.
" But I

think I'll stand by. There

may be a bit of trouble. We're
an assorted lot, you know."

It was not till he had seen the

men estabb'shed that he retired

to his own quarters. There, by
the light of an oil-soaked rag,
he read the chit from Marion.

It was brief and ran :

"
DARLING, Had a toughish

time but am through now. Our

boy is a fine lad and a fighter.

He bites his mother daily to

the best of his toothless ability.

May God love you and keep you
and the regiment.

"M."

The Subadar-Major, who as

a lad had fought the Sahibs at

the crossing of the Sutlej, and
then had been at the raising
of the regiment as an irregular
rifle corps by Pank in the

darkest days of the Mutiny,
coming to report that the sepoys
of the Sikh company were tak-

ing off their belts to the Jats,
while the merry Gurkhas were

bouncing about on the edge
of the fray, found his new com-

manding officer on his knees.

Being the gentleman he was,

Maharaj Singh saluted the back
of the kneeling Sahib, and re-

tired soft-footed as he had

come, leaving Old For-ever
alone with his joy and his

glory.
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HUNGABY AND THE HUNGABIANS.

IT takes forty-six hours (dis-

turbances permitting) to get
to Budapest from London by
the best route, which is vid

Ostend, Brussels, Cologne, Pas-

sau, and Vienna. After a

journey of many frontiers,

custom-house visitings, paper

currencies, and fresh instal-

ments of tickets, the traveller

shakes himself free from the

Orient express one morning at

seven o'clock in Budapest's
Eeleti station to have his visa

once again examined and his

baggage once more looked

through. Half an hour later

he can be at the front door

of his hotel, wondering which

currency is Hungarian, how

many bank-notes make a cab-

fare, and how many cab-fares

make a cab-driver polite. Mak-

ing a hasty calculation of five

shillings at three thousand
kronen to the pound, he will

probably give enough to make
the cabby say,

"
Keze*t cs6-

kolom "
(" I kiss your hand ").

That afternoon he takes a

stroll, and remembers he had
learned at school that Buda-

pest is two towns Buda and
Pest with the river between

them, and next day he finds

Pest is modern and well-built,

with boulevards, shops, theatres,

and restaurants
;
and Buda is

a straggling town two thousand

years old, made of gardens,

orchards, hills, balconies, and

dipping red roofs. The glory
of Budapest is the first im-

pression, but close on it come
others. The houses are col-

oured and ornamented in the

spirit of the East
;

fresh air

is excluded by double windows,
double curtains, and double
doors

;
news printed of home

comes through German sources,
and consists of murders in

Ireland or troubles in India
;

no one knows what the next

day will bring forth on the

exchange ;
and every restau-

rant has a Czigdny band that

plays gipsy music all the even-

ing and half of the night.
When the visitor has begun to

wonder if the gipsies are ever

to give him a moment's peace
to talk at dinner or fall asleep
at night ;

when he has an-

swered the Englishmen's ques-

tions,
" How long have you

been in Budapest f
" " How do

you like it ?
" and dealt with

the Hungarians'
" How old

are you f
" " What is your

work here ?
" " How much are

you paid ?
"

by this time the

visitor has ceased to be a

stranger ;
and here I shall

transfer from the third person
of the newcomer to the first

person of myself when I had
been in Budapest long enough
to have had a look round.

The first thing the Hun-

garians made me feel was their

honest welcome of a Britisher.

I had come prepared to find

they loved us as much as we
loved the Germans or per-

haps the rankle might be un-
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kinder, for we did not lose

the war, and we do not live

in a mutilated country. But
the war in as far as it con-

cerned Hungary left her where
it found her, liking Britain for

her strength and fair dealing.
There are no admirers in this

part of the world of the dozen-

cooks'-broth of a Peace Treaty,
which set up a second Balkans
in Central Europe, but ani-

mosity has never been roused

against Britain. The British,

indeed, who were caught here

in 1914 were subjected to no
restrictions beyond a periodical

appearance at the police office

about which a funny war

story is told. A neutral com-
mission arrived in Budapest
to inspect the conditions of

the British internment camp.
"
Internment camp 1 There is

none. And all the British
'

prisoners
* have gone to the

races."

So knowing I had come to

live on friendly soil, I gladly
settled down, and soon gath-
ered a first insight into the

ways of the country. In busi-

ness they are slow ways. I

think that "We shall see to
it to-morrow,"

" There is no

hurry," "It is impossible to

attend to this to-day," must
be translatable into Hungarian
by words that have worn to

monosyllables through constant
use. Hungary is the highway
to the Balkans (if I did not
write from Budapest I might
say that she was one of them),
and the Eastern dilatoriness

and evasion are part of the

Magyar character. Hungary

might be competent amongst
Balkan races, but a compari-
son with London or Vienna
leaves her far behind. Banks
and big firms allow letters to

lie unanswered for days, then

entrust their replies to a post
office that takes some days

longer to give delivery. Pro-

mises, I soon learned, mean

nothing, and are just a pleasant
form of conversation. Time is

valueless we can have as

much of a Hungarian's as we
care to take, and are sometimes

given more. The Hungarian
would like to turn an inter-

view into a discussion of the

Peace Treaty, or a talk about

the food question, Eoumania,
and the Jews

;
then leave the

matter for solution or, better

still, further discussion to a

future occasion. Banking ar-

rangements are primitive. A
Budapest hotel receiving a

cheque does not pay it into

its own bank for collection,

but sends it to the bank on
which it is drawn, the endorse-

ment " Hotel "
being pro-

bably pencilled by the mes-

senger - boy at the counter.

Cheques are uncommon things
not much to be trusted, so

that houses that change for-

eign drafts have to send along
a clerk after the transaction

with a portmanteauful of bank
notes.

I have had many illustra-

tions of how banks work, and
shall choose two amusing ones.

The first happened in a leading

Budapest bank, where I had
an account from which money
could be withdrawn only on
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the signature of a home offi-

cial. The authorisations were

sent from time to time, the

monies being duly dealt with.

Some time after the latest

withdrawal the bank wrote to

say :

" In the past we have
been unable to verify the signa-
ture on the letters you have

presented, but out of friend-

ship we have dealt with your
account as requested. We shall

be glad, however, if you will

give us a specimen signature for

future reference."

The second example of bank-

ing methods occurred when I

had made some sterling drafts

payable to a firm of money-
changers, who because of a

hitch did not complete the

sale. As the drafts needed
more signatures than mine to

alter them, they were left

defaced on my hands. I men-
tioned this in course of con-

versation with a bank manager.
" But give them to me," he
said at once

;
"I can sell

them." 1 explained that they
were made out payable to an-

other firm, who declined to

endorse them. " That doesn't

matter," he replied.
"
I don't

know the signature of that

firm. Endorse them yourself."

My protest against this forgery
was not understood at first,

but finally met with,
"
Ah, I

understand you don't want

your handwriting recognised at

home. Well, then, get one of

your clerks to endorse them."
The Hungarian is the most

undecided, non-committal per-
son you can find, and every-
where is the lack of sense of

time. This being so in busi-

ness, we need not expect to

find pedantic punctuality in

social life. Nor do we. Shortly
after my arrival a Hungarian
friend asked me to dine at

half-past eight, at which hour

I presented myself. He came
at a quarter-past nine, with a

charming welcome, but no apo-

logy and no feeling that one

might be due. A hostess who
invites a dozen friends for

eight o'clock would be a very

surprised lady if she got them
all gathered before ten. In-

vitations have many pitfalls

for the newcomer, who might
expect to dine at the hour

mentioned and to leave before

midnight. But Hungarian hos-

pitality is as indefinite as the

people. I have made myself
the rough working rule that

I should arrive an hour and a

half late, but I decline to fall

into the Hungarian custom of

staying until five, six, or seven

in the morning.
Not knowing when we may

leave lands us in quandaries.
An English lady I know tells

of an adventure she had when
asked to a Hungarian tea-

party to meet a Habsburg prin-

cess, who lives at Budapest
in semi-royal state. At the

appointed hour of five my
friend was the only arrival,

and the drawing-room did not

fill until six. It was not until

a quarter to seven that the

Princess made her appearance
a gracious appearance, for

she settled down to enjoy
herself leisurely. My friend,

who had a dinner engagement
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that night, went to take leave

of her hostess shortly after

seven.
" But you can't go

before the Princess," exclaimed
the scandalised hostess.

"
Can't

I !

"
said my friend inwardly,

while aloud she murmured
thanks. She moved round the

room admiring the furniture

and pictures, and when beside

the door opened it and fled.

Hungary's wealth lies in her

agriculture, to which she de-

votes much skill, but the farmer

worries little with the financial

jugglings involved after he has

parted with his grain. As is

inevitable, the void has been

filled, and we find that all

finance and most industry have

passed over to the Jews. If

the harvest is reaped by Hun-

garians, the harvest of the

harvest goes to the Jews. These
latter form 10 per cent of the

population on an apportion-
ment of creed

;
but a division

by nationality would show a

larger number, for in the stress

following the Communism,
when race hatred was let loose,

many Jews saw the error of

their religious convictions.

Jews do here what they do
elsewhere live on wealth with-

out producing it, and in the

favourable soil of Hungary's
ineptitude and incompetence
their roots have stretched far.

Hungarians resent this, with-

out striking out against it, or

indeed understanding what has
caused it. They have a strong
and cruel capacity for hating
they hate almost every nation

except Britain, but the most
united and vindictive of their

hatreds is for the necessary
Jews within their gates. My
experience is that the Jews'

gains are the well-gotten ones

of work and thrift, and that

their power is not abused. A
Hungarian gives one to gather
that the gains come from a

league with the devil. An
"
earnest Christian

"
at home

would suggest piety and the

beauty of holiness : in Hun-

gary it is understood as some
one ready to murder a Jew.

Commerce, then, is left half-

indifferently, half-scornfully, to

an alien race, and Hungary after

her agriculture gives her atten-

tion to science and art. Educa-
tion is good in school and uni-

versity. Every one speaks Ger-

man, which is a necessity more
than an ornament

; English
and French too are tackled.

Doctors are good ; Hungarian
research in medicine is fruitful,

at least inside Hungary, and

according to Hungarians all

over the world. Historians are

more than good, and many
are called to chairs abroad.

Art is on a high plane of de-

velopment, and while owing
much in the past to interchange
of ideas with Vienna, has al-

ways remained national. But
the finest achievement of the

Hungarians is their town of

Budapest. They have built it

on the sweep of the Danube
where the Buda hills meet the

Great Hungarian Plain, and

by the river the artery of

Budapest's life they have put
up the Gellert hotel and baths,
the statue-coveredGresham pile,

the Commercial Bank, and the
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Houses of Parliament big

enough to govern a continent.

A visitor, tired of the doubtful

cleanliness and still more doubt-

ful hygiene of Hungarians, may
do well to remind himself,

" At
least they found the place and
built the town." A building
in Pest is not necessarily old

to be beautiful. A block of

flats is never merely a utili-

tarian cube. It takes a country
as proud, aesthetic, and care-

less of cost as Hungary to

build on the hill commanding
the Danube a three-hundred-

roomed castle for a king who
occupied it but a few days in

the year. Budapesters are

proud of their city, and put up
a plucky fight in present hard

times to keep it from falling
to pieces. It needs many a coat

of paint, clean, and hitch-up.
Now it looks its best in the

kindly half-light of evening
when the sun disappears be-

hind the King's castle, the

river flowing in front under a
riot of fire.

Hungarian is spoken as

written, but it is unlikely that

a foreigner will progress be-

yond the
" Thank you

" and
"
Good-morning

"
stage. With

German known practically as

a native language, serious at-

tention is not given to a tongue
rarely understood outside the

present kingdom of Hungary.
The scavenger may know but
a smattering of German, but
the postman and the old crone

who roasts chestnuts in the

street are quite at home in it.

The exception to the rule would
seem to be the telephone girls,

who are chosen partly for their

slowness and partly for their

inability to understand any-
thing but Hungarian. But I

digress.

The origin and formation

of the Hungarian language are

interesting. Of an Asiatic

source older than Aryan, it

was brought by the nomad
Magyars when they wandered
from the Ural mountains to

their present dwelling on the

plains of Hungary. Several

Latin words, mostly military,
survive here, as in England,
from the Eoman occupation.
Slav neighbours supplied the

first vocabulary of religion,

for it was they who intro-

duced Christianity. A few iso-

lated words are Turkish. But
the Hungarian language has

borrowed very little.

Although in its primitive
form it is so old, as spoken

to-day it is as recent as the

nineteenth century. Magyars
are loth to admit that until

the 1848-9 revolution against
Austria had fired the national

spirit, Hungarian was not al-

ways the talk of the educated.

My older friends tell me their

fathers were doubtful in accent

and grammar ;
and Franz Liszt,

who was born in Hungary,
identified himself with Hun-

garian movements, and latterly

lived three months of the year
in Budapest, had to learn

Hungarian as a foreign lan-

guage. A hundred years ago
German was used in com-

merce, French in diplomacy,
while those who were at court

and those who wished they
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were divided between German
and dog Latin.

Credit for the first enrich-

ment of the Hungarian lan-

guage belongs to a group
of writers in the reign of

Maria Theresa that wonderful

woman who, as well as bear-

ing fifteen children, waging
nearly that number of wars,

building a new palace and

beautifying an old, found time

in the refinement of her court

to encourage all fine arts and
to foster and weld together
the many national aspirations
within her empire. The time

the ebb of the Eenaissance

revival was propitious for the

real start of Hungarian litera-

ture. Writers ceased to draw
on classical fables of Greek

gods with human frailty of

morals, but began to write

of local giants and national

heroes. Language, requiring
now to describe more than a

peasant's needs, grew with the

literature. The new words were
built up on old Magyar sources,
and half of the words in

common use to-day date from
this period. The modern Hun-

garian language was brought
into existence then : it came
into universal use after the

1848-9 revolution.

Hungary, within the limita-

tions of a small race and new

language, has a rich literature,

intensely self-contained, being
the work of a self-contained

people in a self-contained lan-

guage. But with a literature so

recent, however brilliant in its

development, Hungarians must
draw on foreign sources. There

is point in the remark that the

Hungarian author who has most
influenced present writing is

Sir Walter Scott. In the theatre

the French are represented by
Moliere and Eostand, whose

plays appear in the State The-

atre's repertory, alternating
with Knoblauch's

' Faun ' and
Shaw's ' Man and Superman.'
But the name of names for

all time is Shakespeare. We
are told here, by the bye, that

Hungary is the one country
where Shakespeare is properly

appreciated. Scandalous in-

fringement of Germany's mon-

opoly !

The painting and sculpture
of Hungary are extraordinarily

fine, and the country has reason

to be proud of her artists.

While painting has undoubtedly
owed much in the past to

interchange of ideas with

Vienna, it has always remained

essentially national. I should

sum up Hungarian nationalism

in painting as virility, fierce-

ness, pride, colour, motion,
lack of tenderness and repose.

Amongst the finest statues in

the world are those carved by
Fadrusz Janos l the eques-
trian one of King Matthias in

Kolozsvar and the one of Maria
Theresa that used to stand

in Pressburg. The town of

Pressburg has now passed to

the Czecho-Slovaks, who have

zealously rechristened it Brati-

slava. As Maria Theresa could

not have been queen of Czecho-

1 In Hungarian the surname precedes the Christian name.
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Slovakia, which came into ex-

istence only after the war, the

citizens of that little State

were unable to tolerate her

statue. First they boarded it

up ;
then a few months ago

they further improved the occa-

sion by throwing it into the

Danube.
In music the personality that

overshadows all others is Liszt

pianist, composer, teacher,
man. The music academy is in

Franz Liszt Street
;

a statue

of Franz Liszt stands over the

door
;

the teaching inside car-

ries on the tradition of Franz
Liszt. Unlike the subject of

most statues, Liszt is as famous
now as when the carving was
made. The director of piano
studies is Szendy Arpad, and

nothing can be more delightful
than a morning spent at the

conservatoire in his company.
We can listen to his advanced

pupils, soon to be pianists in

Vienna and London
;
we can

peep in on a class of singers

being coached in operatic r61es
;

we can see the original manu-

scripts of Haydn, Beethoven,
and Liszt

;
or look at the casts,

paintings, sketches, and carica-

tures of Liszt. One day I was
allowed to play the Opus 78

Sonata on the piano Beethoven
had used when he worked out

the composition. It was with

reverent fingers I touched the

yellowed ivories. I like listen-

ing to Szendy's inexhaustible

fund of stories that come round
sooner or later to Liszt. The
worse a pupil played, the more
did Liszt appear enchanted.

To get the bite of his tongue

showed a pupil he was worth
the trouble. Szendy tells a

story against himself. He had
finished playing a study in

class, when Liszt remarked,
"
It needs more light and

shade." Another week's work,
as so often happens, made the

study worse rather than better :

but it had to be played at the

next lesson. It received the

comment,
"
It has at least more

shade." Inside the academy
we are never far from Liszt.

Once I heard a boy question
the spirit in which his teacher

wished him to play a Bach
invention.

"
Liszt played it

like this," came the reply,

which left the pupil little to

argue.
Music in Hungary is not just

an accomplishment of the leis-

ured. The herd-boy sings in the

field
;

he cuts himself a reed

if he has no better instrument
;

and he probably makes his own
tunes. It is a small country,
so we can understand why
Hungarian folk-songs are more
or less alike : they all give a

feeling of baffled strength and

hopelessness. Anything that is

the expression of a whole people
must be interesting, but Hun-

garian music supplied by gipsy
bands with my every dinner

has been "good measure pressed
down and running over." It

may be true that there are

six thousand different Hun-

garian songs, but they all have

the same gusts subsiding in a

minor cadence, the same form-

lessness and lack of rhythm.

Although I have served a good

apprenticeship with bagpipes,
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I do not always know where one

tune ends and another begins.

(The Czigdny band passes

straight from one to another,
until it stops to thank a passer-

by for a few kronen dropped
in the plate.) Czigdny music is

as dreadful as the flat Hun-

garian plain unceasing, windy,

shapeless. The folk-lore, I am
told, is sad, because the people
have been oppressed so much.

Being unable to count, as just

explained, I cannot tell if I

have heard the whole six-thou-

sand repertoire or not
;

but
if I have, I know that five

thousand nine hundred and

ninety-nine airs are sad ones.

Gipsy music means a gathering

together in a minor key, a note

as long as the first violin's

bowing powers will allow, a

violent crescendo and stop, a

timeless rush on the part of

some solo instrument, a moan
from the entire band. The

Magyar Czigdny idiom is found
in the rhapsodies of Liszt,
which are constructed from

folk-songs. I may mention,

however, that Liszt took not

only the best of them, but also

the best of their fragmentary
parts. Next he livened them
up. Even then he was obliged
to transcribe them in free time
with a plentiful use of grace
notes.

As the Czigdny folk-songs
are part of the people's life,

it is not as unfair to com-
ment on Hungary's music by
what is fiddled in cafe's as it

would be to judge our own
by what cinema bands supply.
Until the romantic period of

music the gipsies possessed the

field so exclusively that the

classic movement was unfelt,

and gave but one half-foreign

composer, the symphonist Volk-

mann. The romanticists, when

they came, pulled together the

structure, but their idiom never

varied far from the Czigdny
form. All the music Liszt

wrote after the age of forty

is full of Hungarian expres-
sion. This can be traced even

into some of Wagner the Eide

of the Valkyrie, for instance,

or the
'

Flying Dutchman '

motif, forWagner undoubtedly
learned much from Liszt. Gold-

mark's opera,
' The Queen of

Sheba,' is altogether Hungarian.
And there are a mass of Hun-

garian operettists, including Le-

har, who started his musical

profession as a military band
conductor.

But the literature, painting,
and music of a country are

not such everyday affairs to

the settler as the conditions

of living. Although each day
now brings a fresh increase

in prices, the man with pounds
or dollars to sell can still live

comfortably. At the moment
of writing, living is estimated

to cost roughly one hundred
times more than before the

war, while the sterling exchange
stands at one hundred and

sixty times its old figure. This

gives a pleasant margin to the

foreigner, but the Hungarian's

position is different. Those
on the land 52 per cent of

the population are little to

be pitied, for their wages are

often paid in kind. The factory
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worker may or may not be
better off than he used to be

;

and the shopkeeper, although
mulcted by tax and levy, earns

on a turnover at new prices.

But the fixed-wage earner, in

bank, assurance company, or

railway office, is given only ten

to twenty times his pre-war

salary. He may economise by
not buying clothes, giving up
amusement, eating meat but
twice a week, selling carpets
and chairs

;
but to live costs

him blood, not money. Worst
of all are the old pensioned
civil servants, the war victims,
and the elderly spinsters who
had scraped together nowworth-
less savings, they do not live :

they starve. What made a

comfortable year's income be-

fore the war can now be spent

by a foreigner on a dinner for

four at the Eitz Hotel. A
soldier who lost a leg in the

war has a pension of threepence

per month
;

a man totally
blinded one of eightpence. Sal-

aries of Government servants

range from the clerk's of ten

shillings a month to the min-

ister's of four pounds. Some
rebates on food are also allow-

able a concession worth at

most twenty-five shillings a

month. Can we be surprised
that corruption has crept in ?

Conditions in Budapest are

fairly representative of Hun-

gary, except that on the land

food is nearer, which makes

living easier. Then the peasant,
more than the townsman, is

proud, indifferent to others'

welfare, ignorant of the inter-

dependence of men and nations.

Eequiring nothing he gives

nothing, which attitude for all

its callousness is better than
the outstretched hand of the

Budapest beggar. The peas-
ants' pride and ignorance are

typified by their having large
houses and living huddled to-

gether in one room. The houses

are built in rows, not facing
the street, but one front look-

ing on the blank uninteresting
back of its neighbour. The
best room has a side window
to the street, but I need

scarcely mention that a best

room is opened only for mar-

riages and funerals. Ventila-

tion is much the same in the

country as in the town. Fresh

air in private houses is a

matter of individual idiosyn-

cracy, but it may safely be

assumed that no orphanage or

hospital is chilled by an open
window between October and

April. In the country fuel

and bed-clothes are scarce, and
it is not realised that clean

air heats more quickly than

putrid. But if oxygen is not

made a pet of in country

hospitals, plenty of other things

are. Hospital chickens sample
the community cabbage in the

kitchen
;
the hospital cat wan-

ders, a welcome friend, from

one infectious ward to another
;

and on his lair in the theatre

the hospital dog slumbers com-

fortably, undisturbed by the

frantic sterilising of the operat-

ing-table.

Every one in Hungary is

constantly wondering, What are

the country's hopes of recon-

struction ? How can she best
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pull herself together ? It is

easy to criticise and point to

the many obvious things that

have not been begun. Every-
where is feud, rupture, family

jars. It needs only a journey
from one of Austria-Hungary's
Succession States to another,
with frontier difficulties and

nuisances, for us to see that

the vexatious restrictions exist

for no reasonable purpose, but

only out of animosity. Indeed,
we need not stir abroad to

learn even this. The Hun-

garian post-office tells us a four-

and-a-half kronen stamp will

carry a 'letter to Eoumania,
while Eoumania thinks six kro-

nen should be gummed on
the result being that a letter

accepted in Hungary as correct

is delivered in Eoumania with

a three-kronen fine. This ridic-

ulous state of affairs is typical
of the mentality of the peoples.
If Austria-Hungary had to be

split up into half a dozen states

with different governments and
different currencies, why can

the composite parts not see

their best hope lies in a union

of economic interests rather

than in an aggravation of diffi-

culties that leads to retaliation

and further hatred ?

Britain is so remote that we
find the deadlock hard to under-

stand. We live on an island

by ourselves (the Irish having
their own over the second

channel), and whatever our

troubles, we do not have Balkan

neighbours. Our diplomatic re-

presentations, coming from a

powerful nation, receive atten-

tion. We, too, are a com-

mercial race, who can make

agreements for mutual advan-

tage : we can be on business

terms without necessarily being
on cordial terms. And we can

live in the present, which Hun-

garians have never learned to

do. Still it can be understood

that a country bleeding from

her mutilations lives for a space
in the pride of the past.

An Eastern proverb says

troubles sent by Heaven may
be avoided, but from those we

bring on ourselves there is

no escape. Hungary's worst

troubles are of her own mak-

ing her internal disunion and

her bad relations with her

neighbours. The first point
I shall return to later, and shall

deal now with the second.

Could we expect that Hun-

gary, to whom business of race

is more than business of busi-

ness, should have good rela-

tions with the neighbours who

helped in her dismemberment ?

It was hard to bear the loss of

country to the Czechs, who had

fought against the Entente

throughout the war, and ended

by becoming an ally in a hurry.

(It is Hungary's feelings, not

Slovakia's, that I describe.)

But however sorely Slovakia

was grudged, the iron that

entered into the soul was Tran-

sylvania's going to the lower

civilisation of Eoumania.

North, south, east, and west,

Hungary lost her provinces
until she was left one-third of

the size she had been for a

thousand years. On the east

are the Eoumanians, who, it

will be remembered, came to
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Budapest with an occupying

army to quell the outbreak of

Bolshevism. When they were

forced to withdraw, they took

with them everything they
could lay hands on. Official

statistics record that Hungary
was left with 31 per cent of

her locomotives, 21 per cent

of her tenders, 18 per cent of

her passenger coaches, and 17

per cent of her goods trucks,
the percentages being based on
her 1918 quantities. Much of

the loot may be seen across the

Eoumanian frontier, where it

has been abandoned to rot and
rust. Other "

chief articles of

plunder
"
are machinery, cattle,

and horses. As statistics often

convey less than a simple re-

mark, I will add that during a

year spent in Central Europe
I have never heard any one say
a good word of a Eoumanian.
On Hungary's west is Austria,
former partner in the Dual

Monarchy. The alliance be-

tween the two peoples had never

been a cordial one : Hungarians
chafed at their dependence, and
resented obeying an emperor
in Vienna

;
Austrians looked

down on Hungary as a Balkan

colony. In prosperity they

jogged along somehow in double

harness, but in 1914 the unequal

yoke-fellows strained to part

company. Hungary, while

ready for a little war with the

Serbs, did not want the bigger
one in which she felt Austria

and Germany had involved her.

As the war lengthened, bad
relations grew worse. Austria

thought, and still thinks, that

Hungary, who had the food,

did not share it round
;

and

Hungary complains that her

provisions were taken from her

to feed strangers. Stories of

the war as related in the dif-

ferent countries are worth a

caustic listening. In Pest I

hear how the Hungarian troops
were always given the hardest

positions to hold, for the Aus-

trians and Czechs ran away ;

and in Vienna or Bratislava

it is the same tale with the

names changed. But whatever

Hungary's grievances, they may
be forgotten in sympathy for

a country with a currency of

waste-paper and a capital to

support the size of Vienna.

Certain it is that Austria has

little to exchange with][her

neighbour. North and south

are the Slavs, and it is on Hun-

gary that their menace is most

dangerous. Hungary did not

need the Karl Putsch with the

Czecho-Slovak and Jugo-Slav
instant mobilisations to know
how small an excuse the Little

Entente needed to march over

the border.

But Hungary's hatred goes

deeper than recent provoca-
tion : it has always lived in

the heart of her people. To
listen to Hungarians discuss-

ing any foreign race is to feel

plunged back into the cruelties

of past centuries. And the

hatred goes wider than neigh-

bouring countries. Germany is

detested for scheming and bring-

ing on the war, and France is

blamed for the rigour of the

Peace Treaty and for her in-

sistence on reparations. The

British, however, are liked, and
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I succumb to the temptation
of bringing^in an irrelevant

story that may explain the

reason of our popularity. A
Hungarian friend of mine, who
is a staunch royalist, was re-

ceived last year by the German
ex-Kaiser at Doom. The con-

versation turned on the char-

acteristics of the various ex-

enemies.
" The English !

"
said

ex-Kaiser Wilhelm,
"
they may

be enemies, but they are al-

ways gentlemen."
Those who know Hungary

regret her attitude towards her

neighbours, but they under-

stand it, and they know it will

not change. Let us pass on to

consider Hungary within. Hop-
ing to find the embodiment of

fine nationalism passed through
the fire of recent catastrophe,
we go to a sitting of the

National Assembly. Unless

Deputy Giesswein is making
one of his Scotch - sermon

speeches to a thin house, we
are at once in the thick of

tumult, recrimination, and dis-

sension. The talk varies little

with the debate. One member
mourns that his family burying-
vault is now in a foreign land

;

another protests that Hungary
cannot and will not pay repara-
tions. Then perhaps Count

Apponyi, a fine white-haired

old man, will rise from the

Eoyalist benches to mourn Hun-

gary's degradation. He is fol-

lowed by one of the numerous
land party, composed of peas-

ants, indignant that they have
at last been reached by the

tax-gatherer's hand, andanxious
for any legislation that will keep

up the price of maize at the

highest possible figure. Next
will be a tirade against the

Jews, which grows in violence

until the Speaker suspends the

sitting. Through all the volu-

bility we listen in vain for one

hope of reconstruction, one

word of policy for the future,
one attempt to face the actual

position.

Hungary needs some courage
to face her position. She has

many glories of the past (real

and imaginary), and the only
future she can look to is that

of a fifth-rate power, with no
wealth but her farms and vine-

yards, and no one to govern
but her own Magyars. More
than a generation will have
to pass before the reunion of

old Hungary moderates from

practical politics to pious as-

piration. Her talents are

limited
;

she has no friends
;

she has no towns left to her

but Budapest ;
she feels she

has nothing to lose and is

ready to take a gambler's
chance in a new war

;
the re-

maining third of her territory
has reparations hanging over

its head. And through it all

are intrigue and corruption,
and the warring of factions of

Eoyalist and Eepublican.
A nation that is primitive

and ignorant may need to

be ruled rather than rule, but

I think Hungary would find

her bearings better if her Gov-
ernment were more representa-
tive of her people. Only since

the war did the franchise be-

come universal
;
and this year

the right was withdrawn, when
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the Prime Minister reduced

the number of those who might
vote, and, on the grounds
that he could not otherwise

be responsible for order, made
the ballot in country places
an open one. The power in

Hungary is usurped and in-

clined to be meddlesome. On
peut tout faire avec Us ~baion-

nettes except^ s'asseoir dessus.

Hungary has achieved much
since her upheaval, but she

has not started to settle down.
The state of affairs during

King Karl's life was unsettl-

ing Hungary was a kingdom
without a king, but as I write

the flag on the Palace flies at

half-mast, most of the build-

ings float black streamers, and
the nation is at one in its

sympathy for the king's ill-

fated life and his widowed

queen's bereavement. While
he lived his following was small,
and limited to landowners and
members of old families, some

having a personal loyalty, others

a resentment that they had
been forced by foreign powers
to dethrone their crowned king.
But generally there was small

affection for Karl, who had
become Hungarian when he
could no longer be Austrian.

He had spent little of his time

in Budapest, and had shown
scant interest in the Hungarian
nation. That this had deeply
wounded the people's pride
was made very evident during
his second Putsch. On the

Sunday when, with his army,
he had got as far as Buda
Ors, eight kilometres from

Budapest, the capital wore its

usual appearance, except that

several unshaved sentries had
been posted outside the royal
castle to challenge any motor-
cars that might contain the

king. While it was impossible
not to be interested in a battle

outside the gates, the people's

thoughts were mostly taken

up with the handing over of

Western Hungary, the move-
ments of the Czechs, the Serbs,
and the exchange, and the rising

price of foodstuffs.

If during Karl's life dis-

inclination for him extended
to his line, there is now a strong
reaction in favour of his eldest

son, Prince Otto. Hungarians
wish a king and need a king.

Popular sentiment loves pomp,
processions, symbols, and is all

for a monarchy ;
and Hun-

garians are shrewd enough to

have learned that no nation

in modern Europe has achieved

true greatness T as a republic.

Hungary has never thought of

herself except as a kingdom,
and only last week seventeen

schoolboys were tried in court

for distributing pamphlets that

advocated a Hungarian repub-
lic. To have a non-Habsburg
king elected by popular vote

would be impossible, for this

would give the king of a

political party, not of a coun-

try ;
and the only candidate

who would find universal favour

would be the one whose dis-

astrous programme was to re-

unite old Hungary. Nor is

there any overwhelming ma-

jority in favour of one man.
It is opportune to recall how

Prince Otto's claim to the
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throne stands in the constitu-

tion of Hungary. Following

King Karl's detention last year,

the Government were forced

to make legislation that form-

ally deposed their king. The
bill they passed on 3rd Novem-
ber 1921 had three clauses, of

which the first deposed King
Karl

;
the second abrogated

the Pragmatic Sanction, which

had enacted that the Emperor
of Austria should also be King
of Hungary ;

and the third

reaffirmed that Hungary was
a monarchy. The Allies, no
doubt prompted by the Little

Entente, submitted that this

bill did not forbid that a Habs-

burg should again reign, to

which Hungary replied that

the bill, which had been a

difficult and a humiliating one,

was already law. And the

Government at that time gave
their honourable assurance that

they should not elect a king
without the consent of the

Allies.

I am not rash enough to

venture on a prophecy of what
even one month will bring
forth in Central Europe, but I

hope there will be a continu-

ance of the present order with

Admiral Horthy as regent. The

only alternatives proclamation
of a king or of a republic are

fraught with dangers, and

Horthy has accomplished much.

During the past eighteen
months conditions of public

safety have improved out of

recognition : Jews are no longer
beaten in the streets, and people

may walk abroad after dark

without fear of being mur-
dered. When Bolshevism swept
over the land, Horthy was the

only man strong enough to

muster a party and fight it.

Coming into power after two

revolutions, he kept control

through the pillaging of the

Eoumanian occupation. And
all the while his task was of

the most formidable. The coun-

try was surrounded by enemies

who had the ears of the En-

tente, and whose policy, put

bluntly, was that Hungary
should not recover to become
their rival

;
the political parties

within were totally disunited

and generally at a deadlock
;

the popularity of the regency
was on the wane

;
and Horthy's

personal feelings, although sub-

servient to his patriotism, were

all of loyalty to King Karl.

Now the chief cause of internal

disunion no longer exists, the

regency is securer, and the

problem of kingship may be
left to solve itself naturally

during the ten years of Prince

Otto's minority.
W. D. MACNATJGHTON.
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MURDER DISQUALIFIES.

BY ALAN GEAHAM.

CHAPTER

MRS MURDOCH and Jean Bin-

toul entered the policies of

Doming House by the East

Lodge. No one was up, but

the gate was not locked, and

they had no difficulty in getting

through. According to instruc-

tions received from the minister,
the bicycle-lamps were extin-

guished as soon as the public
road was left behind. There
was no need to announce
their approach to a possible

enemy.
As they rode up the drive

they were shrouded in a dark-

ness and a silence that made
them both tremble. The un-

known that lay before them,
with all its possibilities, was

surely sufficient to unnerve
two unprotected girls. They
pedalled along in silence, neither

caring to break the stillness

of the night.

Suddenly, somewhere ahead,
a strange light flickered or

rather, first there was a weird

lightening of the darkness, and
then an irregular ebb and flow

of luminosity which waxed

stronger with each passing mo-
ment. A distant purring broke

gradually upon their ears, and

suddenly, rounding a curve in

the drive, they saw, coming
from the direction of the West

Lodge, the glaring headlights
of a motor-car.

" Oh !

"
gasped Jean.

"
It

must be Uncle Rufus !

"

"
Hurry, hurry !

"
cried Mrs

Murdoch, putting all her weight
upon the pedals.

They had the shorter dis-

tance to go, but the car was

coming up at three times their

speed. Then, as they swung
round into the curve in front

of the house, there was a sudden

shout, and they were seized

and dragged from their cycles.

Jean heard the thud of running
feet and her own name called

gaspingly. She called aloud in

answer.

Next moment they were in

a full glare of light, as the

great car swung round towards
the house. Jean saw a scarred

and determined face suffi-

ciently villainous in the strong

lights and black shadows cast

by the head - lamps leaning
over her, and knew that she

was gripped tightly in the arms

belonging to it.
"
I do not wish to hurt you,

but you cannot go on," said

a voice, civilly enough.
Then all became hopeless

confusion. There was a rush

she recognised for a moment
Mr Murdoch and Eab Wilson

Copyrighted in the United States of America.
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and then a counter-rush, as

it seemed by a mob, and her

friends were swept away like

seaweed before the tide, and
still she hung in the close

embrace of those iron arms.

The car had now stopped
before Doming House, but as

it had swung up a weird figure

stood upon the footboard, hang-

ing to a bracket and shouting

wildly
" A Francesca ! A Fran-

cesca !

"

It was Bubbly, his opera-
hat tilted precariously, his coat

open, displaying a wide ex-

panse of white shirt-front, and
his eyes starting from his head
with excitement.

" A Francesca ! A Fran-

cesca !

"
he shouted again as

the car stopped, and he jumped
to the ground to swing open
the door for his mistress, sway-

ing slightly upon his feet as

he clung for support to the

handle.
" Look out for Eintoul,

boys," cried McNeil, fully occu-

pied with Jean, who struggled

angrily in his embrace.
" This

is the danger-point. Leave
the Signorina to Owen, and

keep your eyes skinned. I

don't like the look of things.
It seems too easy."

Francesca stepped from the

car into the full glare of

the head-lights, and the whole
scene at once took on the air

of a stage setting. Her crim-

son cloak had slipped down
over her arms, and the search-

ing lights played full upon her

flushed face and snow-white

shoulders. Had an orchestra
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suddenly struck up and her

wonderful voice rung out into

the night, not one of the spec-
tators would have seen in it

aught incongruous.
She stretched an arm grace-

fully towards the door of Dor-

ning House.
"
Knock, Honourable Owen,"

she said, and her rich voice

stirred her supporters to re-

newed enthusiasm, and roused

in the others, to whom it was

unknown, a new interest in

the strange and fascinating

figure.

Bubbly advanced none too

steadily and mounted thewide

steps to the door.

He gave a resounding double
knock that jarred strangely on
the spectators.

"
Open, in the name of your

new mistress, Signorina Fran-
cesca Marinetti."

This was intended to be im-

pressive, and might have been
so had not Bubbly hiccupped
in the middle of the

" Fran-
cesca."

There was a sudden silence

a silence pregnant with the

unknown. Then, within the

house, dully, a door banged.
A flickering glimmer of light
shone in the glass above the

door, and shuffling footsteps
could be heard within. There
was the rattle of the chain,
the scrounge of an unoiled bolt

turning in the lock, and slowly
the door opened, to show
old Eonald Aitken, an oil-

lamp held high in his hand,
and his old eyes blinking help-

lessly in the glare of the head-

lights.

2E
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" Wha is't, an' what is't ye
want ?

" he asked, as a matter

of principle, for well he knew
the answer to his second ques-
tion at least.

"
It is I, Francesca Marinetti,

the daughter of Margaret Ein-

toul, come to claim my rightful

inheritance," answered Fran-

cesca from the middle of the

stage.
" Hurrah !

"
shouted Bubbly,

wildly waving his hat. By this

time he probably imagined him-

self a chorus of villagers.
"
Aweel," said Eonald with

a sigh, as he opened the door

wide,
"
I maun follow my in-

structions. Come awa' ben,
mistress."

Francesca advanced to the

foot of the steps, and had her

foot upon the first, ready to

mount to the door, when a

heavy tread echoed through
the hall, and a loud voice

called
" Hold !

"

Behind old Eonald Aitken,
and towering above him, ap-

peared the leonine head of

Eufus Eintoul.
" You're too late, niece. I

regret to disappoint you, but

you'll admit you were warned."

Then, from the darkness,
came the voice of McNeil

" He has broken the rules.

He was in the house before

sunrise. Mr Aitken, I claim a

foul."
" You're right," cried Mur-

doch, in the grip of Televant
and Lindsay.

" Eufus Eintoul,
you have not played fair."

Eonald Aitken shook his head

sadly.

" Dinna forget it's me that's

the judge," he said slowly.
" An' ye can tak' it frae me
that he wusna in the hoose

twa meenutes syne. I was

expec'in' this. I ken fine hoo
he got in, an' I canna say but

what he is within his richts."
"
Though fine you'd like to,

you old scoundrel," added

Eufus, who now stepped for-

ward and took the centre of

the doorway.

McNeil, seeing that there

was no longer need to hold

her, released his prisoner.
" Miss Eintoul, I apologise,"

he said shortly.
"
Acting for

Signorina Marinetti, it was my
duty to hold you back."

Jean said nothing, but shook

herself, as though to remove a

feeling infinitely distasteful to

her.

Mrs Murdoch, her husband,
and Eab Wilson were also re-

leased from restraint, and the

whole party gathered instinc-

tively in a semicircle round the

door, leaving Francesca in the

open centre, facing her trium-

phant uncle.

A startling change had come
over Francesca. The crimson

cloak had dropped to the

ground, where it lay like a pool
of blood at her feet. She stood

erect and graceful in unrelieved

black, her face now as white

as her arms and breast, and
her great black eyes burning
like beacons, as they rested

fixedly upon the tall figure

smiling contemptuously in the

doorway.
For what seemed an inter-

minable time she stood statu-
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esque, all eyes upon her in

anticipation of something

something strange, even ter-

rible they knew not what.

Then suddenly her rigid pose

changed, and she became all

lithe motion. Stooping in a

flash, she gathered up the hem
of her skirt. For a bare mo-
ment there was a glimpse of

long silk stocking and graceful

leg, and the next, stiletto in

hand, she was half-way up
the steps, the gleaming blade

poised for the heart of Eufus
Eintoul.

" Eemember the will mur-
der disqualifies !

"
cried Eufus,

in no way disconcerted.

He still wore the smile of

amusement that might have

greeted the play of some way-
ward child.

Who knows if the warning
would have stopped her f It

is doubtful, and it was left in

doubt, for Neil McNeil darted

up the steps and seized the

hand that held the stiletto.
"
Come, Signorina," he said

quietly.
" That will do no

good."
" You poor creature," she

said bitterly, turning upon him
a look of unutterable contempt.
" Guid sakes, why did I ever

trust you with my cause ? As
for you

"
she turned in a

flash upon Eufus once more
"
you smile upon me now, but
I will have my revenge."

Turning, she came slowly
down the steps, her dagger still

in her hand.
"
Come, Honourable Owen,

take me away."
Bubbly, sobered and sub-

dued, led her towards the

waiting car.

McNeil, stung by her words
of contempt, and fired by a
sudden idea, moved amongst
his men.

Suddenly his voice barked

sharply in an order.
"
Now, boys, forward."

There was a rush for the
door.

Eufus Eintoul watched the
advance contemptuously.

" Brute force ? A poor move,
McNeil, and not unexpected.
Stand clear, Eonald."
As the foremost of the at-

tackers reached the top step,
the door slammed in his face,
and the bolt shot raucously.

" The windows," shouted
McNeil.

" Smash one, and
make a way in. We'll turn
him out by force."

The dead Laird had, how-

ever, anticipated tactics of this

character, and during the last

year of his life rendered Doming
House impregnable to attack

by defending all the lower

windows with stout iron bars.

It was not his intention that
the citadel should be carried

by assault.

Having made this discovery,
McNeil gave up the attack as

hopeless. He turned to find

the car gone, bearing with it

his mistress and Owen.
"
Well, boys, we can do no

more at present," he said

gloomily.
" We'd better follow

the Signorina."

Throughout these stirring in-

cidents, Jean and Mrs Murdoch
had remained passive by their

supporters, the minister and
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Eab Wilson. They were help-

less, and knew it, against such

superior numbers, and they

stayed but to see the end and
learn what they could.

With the disappearance of

the car, the inky blackness of

night had apparently fallen

once more upon the scene
;

but gradually, as the effect

of the head-lights wore off,

the faint anaemic light of dawn
became visible, each moment

growing stronger. McNeil be-

came aware of the little group
huddled to one side, watching,
and after a momentary hesita-

tion, strode over to it.

"Well," he said bitterly,
"
we're all in the same boat

now, BO there need be no ill-

feeling between us. We had
to hold you back, but you
would have done the same for

us if you had been the stronger

party. I hope neither of the

ladies was handled roughly,
but if they were, I can but

offer my apologies."
"
That's very fairly spoken,

sir," replied Murdoch.
"
I don't

see that we can owe you any
grudge. What do you say,

Jean t
"

Jean Eintoul, with the

memory nay, the very feel

of those encircling arms about

her, was not prepared for such

a ready forgiveness.
" There is certainly no need

for us to detain the gentle-

man," she said coldly, un-

generously.

Then, in the gathering light,

as he turned to go, chilled by
the girl's tone, McNeil suddenly

recognised Eab Wilson.

"
Oho, Eab," he said, with

a slight laugh as he realised

how he had been misled.
" So

you were in this all along, but
were too cute to give yourself

away. Well, I can't blame

you, and, after all, it hasn't

done you much good."
"You're richt there, Neil,"

agreed Eab. "
But, man, I

was sorry tae see ye fechtin'

for a furrin play-actin' body
like yon when there's a guid
Scottish lass could dae wi'

a' the help she can get haud
o'."

"
We'll leave our respective

mistresses out of it, Eab, or

we'll soon be at loggerheads.

Well, good morning, good
people. Here endeth the first

lesson."

McNeil raised his cap and
returned to the party who
awaited him, and immediately
after the whole seven trooped
off down the drive, their

hunched shoulders telling their

tale of disappointment as

plainly as though they had
called it aloud.

Only McNeil of the seven

had anything to rouse him
from the despair in which the

party was sunk, and that was
a memory and a sensation.

All the way back to Edin-

burgh he felt a strange tingling
of the arms aye, and even

of the broad chest where
he had held Jean Eintoul

clasped.
Did he like it or did he not ?

He could not say. At one

moment he tried to shake off

this new and alarming sensa-

tion, at the next he was de-
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liberately recalling it. Several

times he caught himself curving
his arms and clasping together
his hands, and then,

"
Damme,

am I a grown man or a fool

boy ?
" he would exclaim to

himself.

Meanwhile the Manse party

tramped gloomily homeward,
Murdoch and Eab wheeling the

cycles.
"
I like your friend Neil, Mr

Wilson," declared Mrs Murdoch,

breaking a long silence.
" He

looks a real decent sort."
"
Oh, there's nowt agin him,"

replied Eab, with true Scottish

enthusiasm.
" But as for your cousin,

Jean, she's just about the limit.

I'd love to see her on the stage,

though."
" My dear Clarice, I take

no responsibility for her," re-

plied Jean, rather crossly for

her, whose temper was usually
of the sunniest.

"
I thought

she was a terrible person, both

she and all her ragtag and

bobtail of hangers-on. Did

you see that dreadful dissi-

pated man in evening dress f

I should call him typical of

the whole party. I would
rather see my Uncle Eufus in

possession than a creature who
has such friends."

"
Little Jean is fed up," said

the minister's wife, putting one

arm kindly around her friend.
" And no wonder, after such

a disappointment. Never mind,
dear, Old Bill must think again.
Your Uncle Eufus has got to

stop there a month, and lots

of things may happen inside of

a month."

Curiously, however, it was
not the disappointment that

had soured Jean EintouTs usu-

ally sweet temper. It was the

memory of those strong arms
that had encircled her slim

body, and held her so that she

was helpless. She could not

forget, she could not even cease

to feel, that sensation of abso-

lute helplessness.

CHAPTER XIV.

On a charmingly sunny after-

noon, two days later, Neil

McNeil lay stretched upon a

green velvety slope within what

had, centuries ago, been the

courtyard of Doming Castle.

There was little to suggest the

courtyard now, for the ground
rose irregularly towards one

end, and was completely grown
over with fine close grass, in-

terspersed with patches of deep

green moss. The walls on either

side of the slope had crumbled

away, those at top and bottom
remained more or less extant,
but self - sown shrubs and
stunted trees grew in the inter-

stices of the dilapidated walls,

while ferns and moss almost

obscured the jointing of the

stones.

Though April had not yet

given place to May, it was

delightfully warm in the shel-

tered sunshine, and McNeil lay

upon his back, knees drawn up
and hands behind his head,
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lazily smoking an old briar,
and meditating on the puzzling

topic that was in the minds
of so many others how did

Eufus Eintoul get into Doming
House f

After the inglorious return

to Edinburgh there had been
a heated discussion on the sub-

ject. Francesca had been defi-

nite in her view, even dogmatic.
The butler Eonald Aitken
was a double-dyed old scoun-

drel, and had undoubtedly been
bribed by Eufus Eintoul. In
this view Francesca had the

support of the bulk of her

followers all of them, indeed,

except Neil.

This led to the renewal of

an unpleasantness that had

given promise of being per-

manently buried. Francesca
had made much of Neil on
his return. She had striven

to wipe out the impression
made by the hasty words spoken
in the moment of her dis-

appointment, and McNeil had

readily met her half-way ;
but

on his refusal to admit Eonald
Aitken's perfidy, Francesca had
turned upon him once more.

There could not be a doubt
there was not a doubt that

the butler had been bribed,
and it could only be McNeil's

Scottish pride that made him
refuse to admit it.

McNeil did not agree. He
remembered Eonald Aitken

from his boyhood, knew him
to be a man of recognised high

principle and an elder in the

Kirk, and pointed out that the

dead Laird would not have

put him in a position of such

power unless he had believed

him to be thoroughly trust-

worthy. No, he had argued,
Eufus Eintoul had some means
of entry into the house that

was known only to himself

and to Eonald Aitken. The
old man's words on the appear-
ance of his new master showed
that he knew, but was power-
less to move.
McNeil had become thor-

oughly unpopular, not only
with his mistress, but with

the majority of her staff. There
was no open break, however.

He was still nominally the

leader of the party ;
but when

he suggested that he should

return to Doming and make
the Eintoul Arms his head-

quarters, so that he might be
in touch with every develop-
ment of the situation, he could

see that Francesca jumped at

the idea of getting rid of him,

though ostensibly favouring the

soundness of his scheme.

She hired for him a powerful
little two-seater car, so that

he might be independent of the

desultory train service, and it

was arranged that at least one

of the staff should be constantly
on duty at the hotel, so that,
should he return with news of

importance, he could quickly

get in touch with his mistress.

During his absence the com-
mand was to be taken over by
the Honourable Thomas Owen,
who was rapidly becoming in-

dispensable to Francesca.

Now, after twenty-four hours

spent in Doming, Neil was
without confirmation of his

theory. He had haunted the
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bar parlour of the Eintoul

Arms, spending all the previous

evening there, and listening to

the gossip of the village, which

dealt exclusively with the Ein-

toul inheritance
;

but there

was nothing said that gave
him a hint of how Eufus got
into the house. It was well

known throughout the village
that he was in possession, but
the sensational happenings in

the darkness of dawn had been
unwitnessed.

McNeil had come up against
a dead end. Assuming that

he was right, that there was
some secret means of entry
into Doming House, how could

he possibly discover it ?

Disappointed and disheart-

ened, he had made his way
into Doming Castle gardens

by the same means that he
had used on the morning when
he had taken Bubbly to spy
out the land, and settled him-

self down in the sheltered

interior of the courtyard to

meditate lazily on the posi-
tion.

He became gradually aware
of movement in his neighbour-
hood. The faint impact of

feet upon the turf and the

rattle of a loosened stone made
him look up curiously to see

who might be the intruder.

A charming picture met his

eye, and his arms tingled again
at the welling-up of a recollec-

tion from which his mind had
never been really free since

that morning in the darkness

outside Doming House.
It was Jean Eintoul. Un-

conscious of his presence, for

he was partially hidden from
her bya heap of ruined masonry,
she was settling down in the

shelter of the courtyard wall

with a book.

McNeil saw her first as she

paused, glancing round to find

a spot that pleased her. She
wore a simple frock of voile,

white with narrow black stripes,

that made her appear taller

than in truth she was. The
skirt belled out like an inverted

campanula bloom, and dis-

played beneath it trim ankles

clad in black silk, and little

patent-leather shoes with great
bows that made her feet seem
smaller even than they were.

A wide white hat of fine straw,
trimmed simply with bunched
black ribbon, crowned her

brown hair.

McNeil held his breath and
watched. She chose a little

mound of soft turf at the foot

of an isolated piece of moss-

grown wall, and threw herself

down, spreading her skirt grace-

fully around her, so that only
the tip of one small shoe

peeped out. Then, opening
her book, she resigned her-

self to meditation A melan-

choly look was on her pretty

face, and, as she thought, a

little frown came upon her

brow.
It dawned upon McNeil sud-

denly that he was spying, that

he had no right to gloat over

the picture when she did not

know that she was observed.

It would have occurred to him
sooner had not a strange feel-

ing of familiarity, a sensation

of having taken part in the
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same scene before, invaded his

mind and obscured his thought.
Some chord of memory was

touched, and he felt upon the

verge of a discovery.
Even as he rose to make his

presence known, recollection

came upon him in a flood
;

but he had no further tune to

think, for at his first movement
Jean Eintoul saw him, and sat

up stiffly, hostility in her face

and in her whole pose.
McNeil crossed the court-

yard and stopped before her,
his cap in his hand.

" What are you doing here ?
"

demanded Jean Eintoul resent-

fully.

The old castle courtyard was
a favourite spot to her, and
she felt that McNeil had usurped
her privacy. It was all of a

piece with her recent experience
of him.

" Do you know," said McNeil

slowly, a curious expression

upon his scarred face,
"
that

many, many years ago, on this

same spot, you asked me that

same question, Miss Eintoul ?
"

"
I don't know what you

are talking about, and I prefer
to be alone," replied Jean

bluntly.
" But surely you remem-

ber
"

" The only recollection I have
of you is not at all pleasant,"
Jean cut him short.

"
It hardly

amounted to an introduction,
I think."

" That I have apologised for

already, Miss Eintoul, and my
presence here to-day is quite
accidental. Indeed, I was here

some time before you."

"
Oh, if you wish me to

go
"

"
Now, please don't wilfully

misunderstand me. I merely
wanted to make it clear that

my presence here was quite
accidental."

"
I understand," said Jean

coldly.
" Then there is nothing

more to be said."

She picked up her book and
bent her eyes to the open page,
as plain a dismissal as one could

wish. McNeil hesitated, and
would have slunk off with his

tail between his legs, but for

that illuminating memory which
had suddenly unfolded itself

to his mind.
"
Miss Eintoul," he stam-

mered,
"
I am loath to intrude

on your privacy, but your
appearance a few minutes

ago suddenly brought back to

my mind an incident that

happened here a great many
years ago. Don't you remem-
ber !

"

He looked upon the crown of

the white straw hat, all he

could see of Jean Eintoul. He
waited for it to change its

angle and show the piquant
face beneath, but he waited

in vain. Jean had given him
his dismissal, and was deter-

mined not to reopen the

conversation.
" Your face suddenly be-

came familiar to me. You
were no longer the lady whom
I met the other morning, but

a little girl whom I knew years

ago."
Beneath her sheltering hat

Jean was boiling with indigna-
tion. How dare he continue
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to address her after she had

clearly given him to understand
that his presence was unwel-
come !

The hat tipped back sharply
and Neil looked into two hostile

brown eyes.
"
I have no recollection of

you whatever. Your face is as

strange to me as it is dis-

tasteful."

McNeil raised his cap, bowed,
and moved slowly away.
The touch of a soft hand upon

his arm gave him pause.
"I'm sorry. I didn't quite

mean that," said Jean soft-

ly.
"
It was said before I

thought."
"
Don't worry. I know I'm

a bit of a freak, but you won't
be troubled with me again,"
said Neil, looking down with
a kindly smile upon the pained
upturned face.

" But I must explain," cried

Jean desperately.
"
I cannot

let you go thinking that what
I said was meant personally.
Oh how can I explain ?

Listen. We are on opposite
sides. Your behaviour to me
that morning was abominable,
and I hate you for it. What I

said just now was meant to

refer to that was meant gene-

rally. It I had no intention

of of
"

"
I understand, Miss Ein-

toul," interrupted Neil gently,

suffering in the girl's pain.
" You just wanted to get at

me on general principles, and

you had no thought of my
scarred face. Don't worry.
I'm not a bit sensitive about
it in any case, but I quite
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understand that you did not

mean that. Now I'll take

myself off and leave you in

possession. Perhaps some time
in the future you will give me
a chance to recall to your mind
the boy you played with, the

boy who shouted down the

well. Good afternoon."

He went hurriedly. Jean
stood for a moment, pale-faced
and rigid, then, turning, she

hurried back to her little grassy

mound, threw herself down

and, face buried in arms,
burst into a storm of sobs.

How could she have said

such a thing 1 She knew his

face had been injured in the

war Eab Wilson had told her

so, yet in her anger she had

forgotten and said what she

had never meant. It was not

that alone, however. Why
should she be so obsessed with

this man ? Ever since he had

imprisoned her in his arms,
even now as she lay sobbing

upon the turf, she could feel

the pressure of those arms
about her, controlling her every
movement. It filled her with

impotent rage. She wanted
to hate the man, even while

her reason told her that she

had no just cause of enmity.

He, for bis part, went off

with his mind so full of this

early memory that he quickly

forgot the details of his recent

meeting with Jean. He was

living in the past, but with

more than a mere thought for

the present.
He felt the need of move-

ment. He must follow this

thing up. Leaving the castle

2 E 2
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gardens, he set out rapidly by
a rough cart-track that led

ultimately to the sea. On the

bare sandy track he paced,
between the estuary of the

Loun and a ridge of rock a

mile to the east, his eyes bent

upon the sand, his mind intent

upon the idea that was growing
within him.

He hardly noticed his sur-

roundings, so deeply was he

wrapt up in his own thoughts :

the pink clean sands, stretching
for perhaps a quarter of a mile

for the tide was low to meet
the blue calm sea with its little

white frill
;

the lighter blue

of the sky overhead, patched
here and there with small white

clouds
;

the hard black isle of

Meath, with the rushing tide

between it and the sands.

McNeil was too intent upon
his problem to notice any of

these things.

Perhaps two hours he paced
the beach, and when at last

he turned inland, his face was
the face of a man who sees his

way clearly before him.

He returned quickly to the

village, and there, in the small

general store, he made some
curious purchases, ranging from

paraffin candles to list slippers,

and with these under his arm,
wrapped in a sheet of the
'

Haddingtonshire Courier,' he

made his way to the Eintoul

Arms, where he deposited his

purchases in his kit-bag.
Late dinner is not served by

Mr Morrison, but a very ser-

viceable meal known as high-
tea takes its place. A dish of

kippers, perhaps, or fresh her-

rings, followed by boiled eggs,
with a running commentary of

soda scones, girdle scones,

dropped scones, wheatmeal

scones, oat-cakes, and possibly
treacle scones or potato scones,
if the guidwife has had the

time to bake them all. And
to McNeil the laden table had
the further advantage that it

brought back memories of his

childhood. It was years since

he had feasted upon these

old-fashioned dainties.

He had still some time at

his disposal after the meal
was over before he set out

upon the expedition he had

planned for himself. That could

not take place safely until

dusk. Filling his pipe, he
sauntered into the bar parlour,
and came face to face with

Eab Wilson, who greeted him
with a genial grin.

"Hullo, Eab," said Neil,

seating himself by the side of

his boyhood friend.
" So you

and I are, technically speaking,
foes for the time being."

They had the little alcove to

themselves, so could speak

freely.
"
I suppose ye're richt,"

agreed Eab, but with no show
of malice.

"
I'll ha'e tae mind

what I say, or ye'll be pumpin'
a' Miss Jean's secrets oot o'

me."
" So far it's been the other

way round," admitted Neil

with a rueful smile.
" You

had the advantage of me
twice."

Eab laughed.

"Aye," he said. "An'
muckle guid it did me. Here
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we sit, baith oot in the cauld,
an' that auld red-heided ruffian,

Eufus, has the lauch on us a'.

Hoo did he get in, Neil, for

shair as death Eonald didna

help him ? Auld Aitken's

honest, if he is an elder i' the

Kirk. If we kent that we
micht get the better o' Eufus

yet ;
but I clean forgot, if

ye kent ye wudna tell me."
"
You're right, Eab. I cer-

tainly wouldn't, any more than

you would tell me. Is Miss

Eintoul much disappointed at

her failure ?
"

"
Weel, she doesna run aboot

kiltin' up her coats an' pu'in'

daggers oot o' her garter like

some folks we ken o', but I

wudna juist say she was pleased
the way things ha'e turned

oot. What aboot your leddy !

Man, she's a sonsy bit lass

thon, though Guid kens I

wudna be her man for a' the

siller in' the BaDk o' England.
It wud be payin' ower muckle
for a preevilege."

"
Naturally she takes her

defeat hard," admitted McNeil.
" But hasna gi'en it up, or

you wadna be here the noo,"
said Eab shrewdly.
McNeil began to feel himself

on dangerous ground. He
realised that in the past he
had not shone in diplomacy.
Eufus Eintoul had had the

better of all their encounters,
and Eab Wilson had learnt

from him what he should not

have given away. He was
determined that this time he
would not be led into state-

ments that might give the

faintest clue to his intentions.
" You must remember, Eab,"

he said,
"
that I have a kind-

ness for the old inn. I was half

brought up here, and now that

I'm in the neighbourhood I

mean to stop for a bit."
" Wi' a twa - seater hired

caur," added Eab sceptically.
"
Eeady tae scoot off tae Embro

wi' the latest news at ony
moment. Man, ye canna catch

an auld bird like me wi' chaff."

McNeil laughed.
"
Well, we'll leave it at that,

and you just believe what you
like, Eab. Good night. I

daresay we'll run into one
another again before long."
McNeil went off to his room

to prepare for his expedition.
The sun had gone down, and
he wanted a little light to help
him on his way, though not

enough to make him con-

spicuous.

Shortly after, he left the inn

and wandered carelessly across

the village green, and down
the road by the wall of Doming
Castle. Then, making sure

that he was unobserved, he

slipped into the wood through
which he had led Bubbly, and

shortly afterwards clambered

successfully over the wall and
into the castle grounds. He
felt reasonably sure that the

gardener would have gone home
by this time, but he advanced
towards the ruin cautiously,

taking advantage of shrubs and

hedges to conceal his move-
ments.
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CHAPTER XV.

The memory called up at

sight of Jean Eintoul's pretty
face dated back quite twenty
years. Neil was at that time
a boy of ten, not very strong

except in his imagination, and
his parents took every oppor-

tunity of sending him from
the sooty city of Glasgow to

the clear strong air of the Firth

of Forth. Here he spent much
time with his grandparents at

the Kintoul Arms in Doming
time which might have hung

heavily upon his hands had he
not been a boy of dreamy dis-

position, content to find his

amusement in his imagination.
His favourite occupation in

those far-off days was day-

dreaming amongst the grass-

grown ruins of Doming Castle.

On the day so unexpectedly
called back to his memory he

lay on the grassy slope of the

courtyard, his hands behind
his head, while in spirit he held

Doming Castle against a horde

of tenacious foemen, or alter-

natively, bore down its defences

and rescued from its dungeons
some nebulous but undoubtedly
high-flown lady.

Suddenly he was recalled to

earth by a high childish voice

addressing him in a domineering
tone.

" What are you doing here,

boy ? Don't you know this

is my castle ?
"

It took him an appreciable
moment to adjust his vision

from the abstract to the con-

crete. When he had done so

he found a little girl looking
down on him as he lay upon
the soft turf. She had large
brown eyes that rested upon
him solemnly, and her face

was tanned to a dusky hue by
the sun. She was dressed more

richly than were the children

whom he was accustomed to

meet with in Doming, for her

short frock was of embroidered

silk, and her stockings of

which there seemed to be an
abnormal extent of the same
material.

As he looked at her doubt-

less with the dazed and stupid

expression of one rousing from
a dream she repeated her ques-
tion sharply.

" What are you doing in my
castle, boy ?

"

"It's not your castle. It's

mine," retorted Neil angrily,

jealous of his imaginary rights.

"That's a lie," replied the

lady, with commendable can-

dour. "Do you know who I

am? "

"
I don't care who you

are," replied Neil sulkily.

"It's my castle, and I wish

you would go away and leave

me alone."
"
I shall get the gardener to

put you out, because I am his

mistress, and Doming Castle

belongs to me."
Now Neil thought as he

listened that the intruder

promised to be more interest-

ing than he had at first sup-

posed. He assumed that she

was "
pretending," and saw in
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prospect an engaging game of

make-believe.
"
All right," he cried eagerly,

scrambling to his feet, and

entering into the spirit of the

thing as he understood it,
"
you can have the castle, and

I'll be Eobert the Bruce come
to save you from the English
raiders. Come on, let's go up
to the battlements and look

out for the enemy. They're

tricky, and we must keep a

good look-out."
" You are a stupid boy,"

said the little girl solemnly.
"
King Eobert the Bruce was

killed hundreds and hundreds

of years ago, and they took

out his heart and flung it to

the Saracens or somebody. I

learnt that in history. I don't

like people who play at things
out of their heads. It's so

silly. I only like real games."
"
I can play real games too,"

retorted Neil sulkily.
" But I

don't play with dolls."

This, scathingly.
" You are a very rude ill-

mannered boy. You must have

been very badly brought up,"
said the little girl, looking at

Neil with the cold dispassionate

eye of the trained observer.
"
I didn't ask you to play with

dolls. I hate them I like

dares !

"

Was there ever a boy of ten

or of twenty for that matter

who had the courage to re-

fuse a
"
dare

"
? Neil, at least,

was not prepared to risk the

taunt of coward.
" Come on, then," he cried,

readily enough.
" You dare

me first."

The little girl looked round

meditatively. The two children

were in an angle formed by the

mossy irregular remains of two
sides of the courtyard wall.

"
I dare you to jump from

there," she said, pointing to a

break in the wall six or seven

feet above where they stood.

It was nothing. The landing
was soft turf. Neil accom-

plished it with an assumption
of careless ease, almost of

boredom.
It was not chivalry but the

wish to hurt that made him
choose in return a feat of

absurd simplicity. He desired

exceedingly to annoy this girl

who had scorned his castles

in the air, and he succeeded.

She reddened under her tan,
and performed the dare in a

perfunctory manner that was

eloquent of her disgust.

Daring is like gambling
one thing leads to another.

The stakes are liable to increase

the longer the game continues.

So it was with these two chil-

dren. They took more and
more dangerous leaps, clam-

bered to insecure ledges of the

ruins, and generally behaved
in a manner that would have

brought a cold sweat to the

brow of any spying grown-up.
They grew hot with their

exertions, for it was a cloud-

less day in June, and the sun

poured into the courtyard where

they hazarded their young
limbs.

"
Let's go down to the dun-

geons," suggested Neil, when
the invention of both had, for

the moment, failed.
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" The dungeons ? Where are

they ?
"
asked the girl.

" You said it was your castle,

and you don't know where the

dungeons are," jeered Neil, with

true boyish rudeness.

"It is my castle," retorted

his companion, her brown eyes

flashing angrily.
"
My uncle

said I could have it."
"
Anyhow," pursued Neil,

"
I

dare you to go down into the

dungeons all by yourself."
He should have known that

by admitting this feat worthy
to be called a dare he had given

away his own fear of the place.

The child was quick to note

his weakness.
"
If you are afraid to show

me the way, I will go by my-
self," she said scornfully.
That was enough. There

was nothing for it but to lead

the way. Besides, the dungeons
were none so bad when one

had company. They with the

imagined horrors of their dis-

tant past exercised a strange
fascination over Neil, so that

he had often crept down the

winding broken steps, and

peeped with awe into the

gloomy passages and vaults,

seeing vividly the manacled

prisoners, their haggard bearded

faces, and the hopeless look

in their sunken eyes.

As the two children turned

out of the sun and clambered

down the uneven stair, the

cold and gloom increased with

every downward step. Their

small feet upon the stones

roused the echoes of the place,

and they were afraid to speak
for fear of their own voices.

A dank unwholesome smell

drifted up the shaft, and if

one touched the walls they
felt wet to the hand, so cold

were they. After the scorch-

ing light of the courtyard, the

place made one shiver as does

a misty winter dawn.
" Where are the dungeons ?

"

demanded the little girl, as they
stood at the bottom of the

winding stair.

Her voice was neither weak
nor tremulous, and the more

imaginative Neil gathered cour-

age from her self-possession.
"I'll show you," he replied

boldly enough, for courage is

nearly as infectious as panic.
A pale grey light diffused

through this undergroundworld.
It came from a series of slits

high up in the wall slits that

were on a level with the court-

yard above. By its aid the

children could distinguish the

long passage in which they

stood, and the arched open-

ings that led into the dungeons
upon their right. On the left,

the wall was blank.
" Take my hand and I'll

show you the way," said Neil.
" You want to hold my hand

because you're frightened," re-

plied the little girl with pre-
cocious shrewdness.

"I'm not frightened," re-

torted Neil angrily. "I'm
braver than you. Come and
hear me shout down the well."

The words were no sooner

spoken out of bravado than

he wished them back. He had
tried it once, and even as he

offered to do it again he mar-
velled at his folly, for the awe-
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some noise of his own voice

thrown back at him from the

well, and echoed and re-echoed

from wall to vaulted roof, had
driven him terror-stricken to

the wholesome air above.
" Show me, then," said the

girl, quite unimpressed.

They were growing accus-

tomed to the dim light, and
could now distinguish one an-

other's faces. Neil turned his

away, that the sharp eyes of

his companion might not read

the fear that was written there.
" Come on," he cried, and

led the way down the passage.
The dungeons were all much

alike, except in matter of size,

for where it would appear that

one unfortunate captive could

pace ten yards without en-

countering a wall, another had

barely room to stretch himself.

About half-way down the pas-

sage an arched doorway led

into the chamber that Neil

sought. High in the wall a

thin trickle of light oozed in

through a slit in the masonry.
A rough rectangle of dilapi-

dated fencing occupied the

middle of the floor, and a

velvet-black circle within this

square indicated the mouth
of the well.

On the principle of getting
an unpleasant job over as

quickly as possible, Neil leant

over the shaky rail and uttered

a tremulous
"
Hullo," shutting

his eyes tightly in anticipation
of Heaven knows what.

" Hullo !

" echoed the shaft

in a muffled voice.
" Hullo ! Hullo ! Hullo !

"

The walls and vaulted roof re-

echoed his cry in a weird

fashion that sent a shiver down
his young spine. He clung to

the rail as to something firm

and reliable amongst all this

eldrich howling.
His companion was not im-

pressed. She was younger than

he, and her fears were yet un-

developed.
"
Isn't it awful ?

"
whispered

the boy, not daring to raise

his voice lest he should call

into play once more these

forces beyond his under-

standing.
"
Ha, ha !

" screamed his

unsympathetic companion,

jumping up and down and

clapping her hands impishly.
" You're frightened to death !

"

"I'm not frightened," lied

Neil unconvincingly. "I'm just

pretending."
"
That's a lie," replied the

little girl.
" Now it's my turn

to shout. I'll show you."

Leaning over the rail, she

gave voice to the most piercing
and blood-curdling yell that

her thin high-pitched voice was

capable of. In anticipation of

the awful response, Neil clung
to his support, leaning forward

so that bis whole weight rested

upon the rickety woodwork.
There was a cracking of

rotted timber, a scream of

terror from the boy, and in a
moment he had disappeared
within the yawning black

mouth of the well.

For the first time the little

girl showed signs of perturba-
tion.

" Oh !
"

she cried in alarm.
" Come back come back,
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quick. I'm all alone, and I'm

frightened."
With the self-centredness of

a child she thought not of the

boy and his terrible fall, except
in so far as he affected her own

wellbeing. Her cries echoed

through the vault fearsomely,
and terrified her at last into

silence. Then from the black

unknown there came up to her

a shrill whimpering. The boy
was alive.

He fell, as it seemed to him,
for an age, and the thud with

which the fall ended jarred

every least part of his young
body yet not so much, surely,

as such a fall should have done
had he landed upon the hard

ground. As his scattered

wits gathered, he realised that

he lay, crumpled up, upon
something soft something that

gave to the touch. He was

terribly frightened and un-

strung, and it was then that

his whimpering cries filtered

upward to the other child on
the brink.

"
Boy, boy," he heard her

cry,
" come back quick. I'm

frightened."
He moved gradually and

found that he was unhurt
;

but the darkness about him
was like pitch, and the place
smelt mouldy. He seemed
to be lying upon sacks of

straw, judging by the feel.

Then he recollected a surrep-

titiously acquired box of

matches in his pocket, and
he sat up, wonderfully relieved

at the mere thought of light.

The first match showed him

little, for it burnt out be-

fore he had become accus-

tomed to the glare ;
but in

rapid succession he struck sev-

eral others, and by their light

discovered the circumstances in

which he lay. It was no well,

apparently, into which he had

fallen, for there was no sign
of water or even of damp.
Before him there seemed to

be something in the nature of

a tunnel at least, there was
one part where no masonry
showed, but merely a velvety
blackness impervious to his

feeble flame.

He took little notice of that,

however, for the one idea in

his young mind was to get
back to the surface, and in

that direction also he made a

discovery. Before him, hang-

ing from the shaft, was a rusty

chain, and heavy iron bolts

protruded from the wall at

more or less regular intervals.

By this time he had risen to

his feet, and the illumination

of his matches had given him
more confidence.

Indeed, in the face of actual

danger his fears were not nearly
so great as when they were

merely the children of his own
imagination. He had now
something other to think of,

and he had no time to conjure

up vague possibilities.

A further inspection con-

vinced him that the chain and
the bolts in the wall would
afford him a means of getting
back to the spot from which
he had fallen.

" Are you there ?
" he called

softly, still fearful of his own
voice in the resounding space.
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The whimpering now came
from the other end of the shaft.

"
Yes," he heard a tremulous

voice cry weakly.
" But I'm

so frightened."
" I'm coming up. It's all

right," he called more boldly.
He hung his weight to the

chain to test its strength, then,
satisfied that he could trust

himself to it, began the upward
climb. He was again in pitch

darkness, for he was unable to

use his matches, both hands

being fully occupied, one cling-

ing to the chain for support,
the other fumbling in the dark-

ness above for the bolts by
which he climbed. Gradually
he came within range of the

dim half-light above, and his

confidence grew, and at last,

after what seemed hours of

struggle, he reached the solid

ground above.

He pitched full length upon
the uneven surface, and burst

into an uncontrollable spasm
of dry sobs, careless of the

child by his side.
" Oh don't, don't !

"
she cried

hysterically.
" I'm so fright-

ened. I want to go home."

Gradually Neil regained con-

trol over himself. He sat up,
at first silently, an occasional

sob shaking his whole body,
and finally rose to his feet

shakily.
" You won't tell

" were the

first words he spoke.
" Oh no, no ! Come away.

I want to go home."
"I'd get such a licking if my

grandfather knew, and they
wouldn't let me come back to

the castle."

"I'll never tell. I promise.
As sure as death. But do come

away," said the girl earnestly.
" Come on, then."

Hand in hand they hurried

from the vault, and clattered

up the winding stair into the

wholesome sunlight.
"
Oh, you do look funny,"

said the girl, quickly recovering
herself as the scene of her

terrors receded.

Children are as resilient as

rubber.

Neil glanced down and
found his clothing streaked

with rust and dirt. He could
not see his face, which was

paper -
white, and had the

startled air of a madman.
With his cap he knocked the

worst of the stains from his

clothes and boots, with a child's

easy satisfaction in a rough-

and-ready cleanliness.
" And you'll never teU ?

"

he asked again anxiously.
"
I promised," said the girl," and I wouldn't tell a lie.

I'm going home now. I won't
ever play with you again, be-

cause I don't like you a bit."

"I'm very glad of that, any-
way," retorted Neil.

"
I

wouldn't have fallen down the
well if it hadn't been for

you."
"That's a He, but I don't

care. I won't ever speak to

you again even if I see you
and I hope I never do."
With this parting thrust she

left Neil to himself, and, as a

child, he never did see her

again.
The whole adventure faded

from his conscious memory,
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yet it was not entirely lost,

and only required the proper
environment to bring it to

the forefront of his mind in

all its detail.

In Jean Eintoul he recog-

nised the little girl of the
"
dares," and there rushed be-

fore his eyes the scene at the

bottom of the shaft, himself,

with flaring match held on

high, and before him the deep
velvety blackness that veiled

something.
How did Eufus Eintoul get

into Doming House ? Was it

possible that there was an

underground passage from the

old castle to the comparatively
modern house ?

This was what he had come
out to discover.

CHAPTER XVI.

Detail was almost indistin-

guishable in the gathering night
as Neil McNeil paused in the

courtyard of Doming Castle to

recover his breath for the next

stage of the adventure. He
felt none of the tremors of

twenty years ago, for, as fre-

quently happens, the sensitive

and imaginative child had

grown into a man of firm nerves

and strong will. His deter-

mination to bring this thing
off if it were at all possible

was hardened by the conscious-

ness of past failure. He had
a reckoning to settle with

Eufus Eintoul, and it would

be no fault of his if he failed

to even it.

By the guarded beam of an

electric torch he made his way
downward into the vaults to the

mouth of the well down which

he had called so diffidently

twenty years before. The fenc-

ing, he noticed, had been re-

newed. He had come prepared
to find that the chain by which

he had supported his ascent

had rusted away, but a beam
of light thrown down the shaft

showed that it was, at least,

still in position. McNeil did

not intend, however, to take

any chance of a second fall.

He unwound from his waist

the rope with which he had
come provided, secured it to

an upright post in the fencing,
and then let himself slip gradu-

ally down into the shaft. The
descent was easy. He hardly

required the assistance of the

bolts let into the wall, but
made use of them as a test for

his return.

Quickly he found himself at

the bottom, and eagerly flashed

his torch round the confined

space. Yes ! His memory had
not led him astray. A tunnel

yawned before him, straight
and narrow so far as the beam
of light revealed it. At his

feet lay some decayed sacking
and the remains of a heap of

straw the same, no doubt, on
which he had fallen twenty
years before.

McNeil intended to conduct

his exploration methodically.
He took from his pocket a

candle one of a number,
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and having lit it, stuck it by
its own grease upon a project-

ing stone at the entrance to

the tunnel. Then from another

pocket he produced a ball of

twine, one end of which he

unrolled and tied to a loose

stone which lay upon the

ground. He was now prepared
to advance, with reasonable

assurance of finding his way
back. Throwing a beam of

light before him, he set out

down the tunnel, the string

unwinding as he walked.

There was no difficulty. The
tunnel was low -roofed in

places, so that he had to

stoop in order to pass, but

he came to no bifurcations of

his path. Several tunes he

came to a bend in the tunnel,
and at each such corner he
left a lighted candle burning
behind him.

The farther he went, the

more assured he felt that he

was on the right track. Surely
the passage could lead nowhere
but to Doming House ! When
at last he found his path begin
to slope upward steeply, he
felt that he must be nearing his

destination, and as a precau-

tionary measure he stopped
and changed his shoes for the

list slippers he had provided
himself with.

The tunnel ended in a steep
narrow flight of stone steps.

Silently, cautiously, McNeil

mounted, obscuring his light

with his hand lest it should

betray him. He found him-

self upon a little landing, fac-

ing a blank partition thick

with an accumulation of dusty

cobwebs. He had reached the

end of the passage.
He stood motionless, holding

his breath. He was certain

that the panel before him could

be opened, but he did not dare

to attempt to find its mechan-
ism in case he should discover

himself to some one to Eufus

Eintoul, he told himself on
the other side.

Even as he stood he heard
the sound of movement through
the wood, and then a voice, a

voice he knew well.
"
No, nothing more, Eonald.

You can go. Put a lamp in

the smoking-room, and the

port. I shan't want you
again."

It must be the dining-room
of Doming House, thought Neil,
and he pictured Eufus, alone

at the head of his table, cigar
in hand, loitering lazily over

the tail-end of the meal. His
words had suggested that he

would shortly make a move,
and McNeil determined to

stay where he was, in the

hope that the dining-room
would soon be unoccupied.
He wanted to make abso-

lutely certain of his ground
before he carried his discovery
to headquarters, and so he

stood silently, scarcely daring
to move even a muscle.

His patience was at last re-

warded. He heard a chair

pushed back and the retreat-

ing tread of a heavy man's

footsteps. He waited for

some time before he dared
be certain that the room
was empty, and then flashed

his torch over the panel be-
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fore him, looking intently for

any sign of a spring. The
cobwebs gave him the clue he

sought, for while they hung
thickly to the woodwork, at

one spot they were broken

away and hung in ragged fes-

toons as though recently dis-

turbed.

Applying his attention to

this spot, McNeil discovered a

concealed knob, and pressing

it, found that the panel opened
on hinges, swinging inward to

the room beyond. That was
all he wanted. One hurried

glance round the lamp -lit,

oak - panelled room, and he

hastily closed the secret door,
assured that he could lead the

way into Doming House when-
ever he desired.

Exultantly he hurried back

through the tunnel, extinguish-

ing his candles as he went.

At last he was in a position to

get even more than even
with Eufus Eintoul, and to

prove to his mistress that he

was worthy of the trust she

had placed in him.

He clambered up the shaft

with little difficulty, and, clear

of the castle gardens, was
soon striding back towards the

Eintoul Arms with a spring in

his step that it had wellnigh
lost these last few days.

Then, somehow, his feet

began to lag, and his coming
triumph lost its savour. The

picture of Jean Eintoul in-

sisted on obtruding itself upon
his fancies. She was so slight

and helpless, and had such a

pathetically poor chance in the

contest. If, now, he had been

on her side, he could have

but, damn it! that was being
untrue to the salt he had eaten.

Francesca Marinetti had a claim

to his whole energy, to his

whole loyalty, yet, somehow,
the thought of her did not
arouse the enthusiasm in him
that it ought to have done.

Ever since that ridiculous

scene before Doming House,
when she had looked, and
acted as, the typical heroine

in melodrama, his attitude to-

wards her had changed. Scales

seemed to have fallen from his

eyes, and he saw her no longer
as a beautiful figure of romance,
but rather as a tawdry creature

of the limelight.
Was he just to his mistress,

or was his outlook influenced

by the memory of a slender

body held firmly in his arms ?

If so, he was so far unconscious

of the bias.

He slept that night in Dor-

ning, and set out next morning
after breakfast to carry his

discovery to Edinburgh. On
his arrival he found that Fran-

cesca was out shopping in

Princes Street, carrying with

her a bodyguard of the most
fervent of her admirers

Bubbly, of course, for he and
Francesca could hardly be

parted, and also the two young-
est of the party, Wilson and
Beattie. They returned laden

with parcels for Francesca was
an inveterate shopper, and could

resist nothing that pleased her

eye a few minutes after his

arrival.

Francesca received him gra-

ciously.
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" Ah ! It is Major McNeil,"
she cried, coming forward with

outstretched hands, and look-

ing outrageously handsome in

her sable furs.
" And he has

brought us news. I think I

must have the second sicht,

so sure am I that he has

brought us news."
" You are right, Signorina,"

replied McNeil, a feeling of

remorse aroused in him for his

disloyal thoughts as her beauty
struck him afresh.

"
And, I

hope, good news."
" Then let us go up to my

room. Come, Honourable

Owen, you must be present.
I ken in my bones that it is

something splendid, and you
deserve to share it after

all that you have done for

me."
What Bubbly had done, out-

side of Francesca's imagination,
it would be difficult to say,

but he had certainly insinuated

himself thoroughly into her

good graces. McNeil gave him
a look of no great enthusiasm,

remembering his dissipated if

dramatic appearance before

Doming House.
In her private sitting-room

Francesca threw off her furs

and turned eagerly to McNeil,
with parted lips and eyes that

sparkled with anticipation.
"
Tell me. Has my uncle

broken his neck ? That would
be good news indeed."

McNeil shook his head with

a slight smile.
"
No, it is nothing like that,"

he said.
" But I have dis-

covered how he got into the

house. The old butler was

quite honest. He had nothing
whatever to do with it."

He had a certain feeling of

triumph in making this de-

claration, a feeling from which

the very best people suffer

when in the position to say
"
I told you so." Francesca,

however, was not affected in

the least. She swept the past,

and with it her condemnation

of Eonald Aitken, aside, with

a wave of her graceful arm.
" You know how he got in ?

How will that help us !
"

" Where he got in we can

get in too. There is a secret

passage, and he cannot suspect
that any one knows of it but

himself . We can take him un-

awares."

Francesca clasped her hands

together ecstatically.
" Mio Dio, how delightful !

"

she exclaimed.
" Honourable

Owen, you must make a plan."
"
There's no need to make

any plan," said Neil bluntly.
" The whole thing is cut and
dried. We have only to enter

by the secret passage in the

middle of the night when your
uncle is asleep, bundle him out

and you can take possession."
" Ah ! But that villain is

so clever ! We must make no

mistake this time. Oh ! If

only we could kill him."
" You take life too seriously,

you know, Signorina," pro-

tested Neil.
" There would

really be no advantage in kill-

ing him."
"
Advantage ? Maybe not.

But oh, how I should love to

kiU him !

"

The intensity of her expres-
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sion, the small clenched hands,
her very attitude confirmed the

sincerity of her tone. When
she had calmed down a little,

McNeil related his story of the

discovery of the secret passage,

making no mention, however,
of his meeting with Jean Ein-

toul. He merely explained
that the old castle had awak-
ened his childhood's memories,
and brought back to his mind
the day upon which he had
fallen down the well.

When he had concluded,
Francesca turned to Bubbly.

" What do you think, Hon-
ourable Owen f When shall

we make the attack I
"

she

demanded.
"
There's no need to delay,"

said Neil.

He saw no reason to ask

Bubbly's advice. The thing
was all plain sailing, but he
had the feeling that Francesca
did not relish the credit going
all to him.

She waved a careless hand
at him.

" We must not move a step
until we hear what Honourable
Owen says. Did you not tell

me first of his wonderful brain ?

He will make us a plot."
" But really, Signorina, what

is the use of it ?
"

asked Neil,
his exasperation showing in bis

voice.
" We have only to slip

through the tunnel, take your
uncle by surprise, and turn him
out. You will be waiting at

the door, and we let you in.

Nothing could be simpler."
"
I will be waiting at the

door ! Quid sakes ! And you
say there is no need for Hon-

ourable Owen ! I will go
through the secret passage, and
I will help to turn that usurp-
ing villain from my house. Is

it not so, Honourable Owen ?
"

"
Assuredly, Signorina, as-

suredly," agreed Bubbly."
Hang it all, you must be in

at the death."
"
Bubbly, you are an ass,"

declared McNeil hotly.
"
Any

one but a congenital idiot would
see that this is no job for a

lady. You've been in the castle

gardens yourself, and you know
how we had to scale the wall.

This time we have to climb
down the shaft as well. The
thing is preposterous."
Owen looked distinctly un-

comfortable, but Francesca
would not have him brow-
beaten at least, not where
her own wishes were also at

stake.
" You speak too fast, Major

McNeil," she said, turning upon
him with blazing eyes.

" You
have found this passage and

you think to bully us, but no
it will not do. We shall act

as Honourable Owen advises.

Eccolo !

"

" And do you really presume
to advise that we drag the

Signorina quite unnecessarily

through all this rough work ?
"

demanded Neil, turning sud-

denly on Owen.
With the eyes of his mistress

upon him Bubbly replied with-

out a qualm
"
Indubitably," but his eyes

would not meet Neil's.
"
Very well," said the latter

shortly.
" The responsibility

is yours. I take it I am to
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arrange the expedition for to-

night, Signorina t
"

"
Yes, yes, we must not let

that wretch have possession
for one moment longer than
we can help. To-night we shall

have a grand dinner before we
start. I will see to that. I

leave you to arrange all the

details with Honourable Owen.
And please- -please be advised

by him, for he is very, very
clever."

She took McNeil's hands in

hers and pressed them a tardy

recognition of his success, and
then left the two men to them-
selves.

McNeil turned upon Owen
sternly.

" You are a nice sort of

chap, Bubbly," he said harshly.
" Good Lord, haven't you got

any backbone f You can see

as well as I can that this isn't

a job for a woman."
"
My dear Neil, be not con-

sumed by your evil passions,"
retorted Bubbly.

"
Nothing is

ever gained by wrath and
strife. Let dogs delight to

"

"
Oh, spare me quotations

from the '

Better Land.' They
don't go down a bit."

"
Very well. Let's look at

things philosophically. Keep
calm, and let your reason have
a chance. What have I done
that you can take exception
to? "

"
Done, you ass ? You've

encouraged this wild wo-
man "

"
Now, there you are !

' Wild
woman '

is no way to describe

Signorina Marinetti. She is

charmingly impulsive, fascinat-

ingly feminine if you like, but

her outlook is clear and her

judgment sound. Witness her

appreciation of my intellect.

See how shrewdly she summed
me up !

"

" Humph !

"
said McNeil

scornfully.
" What have you

done to deserve her admira-

tion ? I saw the state you were

in at Doming House the other

morning when you were sup-

posed to be in a position of

trust. Your legs would hardly
hold you up. And the comic-

opera way you brought her

there ! Lord, I was ashamed
of the whole bunch ! And as

for advice, you don't even try
to manage her."

"
Neil, I am a philosopher,"

replied Bubbly, smiling perkily.
" And also a person of con-

siderable observation and
shrewdness. You can take it

from me that the Signorina
does not want advice. She

has no use for it. She wants

acquiescence in the first place,

and encouragement in the sec-

ond. I supply both, hence my
unassailable position in her good

graces."
"
I shouldn't call you a

philosopher. I should call you
a cynical little scoundrel," de-

clared Neil bluntly.
" You would be wrong, Neil.

What's the use of kicking

against the pricks ? None.

She wants her own way, and
she means to have her own way,
so there's no use making one-

self unpopular about things.
You would be well advised to

adopt my tactics yourself, old

lad. You're none too high in
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the royal favour as it is. I

don't mind telling you, if you
hadn't pulled this business off

to-day you would have received

a nasty jar."
" So that's the way the wind

blows !

"
said McNeil gloomily.

"Well, I can't help it. I'm

doing my duty, and I mean to

keep on doing it whether it

makes me popular or not. I

certainly shan't try to curry
favour by pandering to every
mood and fancy of the Sig-
norina. I've taken on a job,
and I'll carry it through in my
own way. Which reminds

me, Bubbly, there's to be no

repetition to - night of the

binge you must have had on
the last occasion. Understand
that."

"
My dear boy, you ex-

aggerate !

"
protested Bubbly,

looking, however, just a little

sheepish.
" How can you talk

of the Signorina and a binge
in the same breath ? It's

getting very close to sacrilege."
"
I don't care a damn, sacri-

lege or not. I won't have it.

I heard her speaking of organ-

ising a special dinner. Well,
I don't approve. It will be
time enough to celebrate when
we have won. You've got to

see that things keep within

bounds."
It was all very well for

McNeil to give his instructions

to Owen, but Francesca had

given hers to the chef, and
the dinner that night did hon-

our to the hotel. Francesca's

retainers were already stimu-

lated by the hope of prospec-
tive success, and were full of

high spirits before the meal

began. Their mistress's orders

from the wine-list were on a

generous scale, and the dinner-

party was voted an unqualified
success by all but Neil, who
grew gloomy and more gloomy
with each succeeding course.

He could not enter into the

spirit of the thing. The toasts

mainly the health, beauty,
and success of Francesca Mari-

netti left him cold, and the

wild laughter sounded to him
as the crackling of thorns under

a pot.
He was glad when it was all

party together for the journey
to Doming. The cars were all

arranged for, everything was in

train, and his only fear lay in

the hilarious condition of the

party supposed to be under his

control.

CHAPTER xvn.

Francesca met them in the

hotel lounge. She was wrapped
from head to foot in a long loose

cloak, but McNeil was pleased
to notice, from the laced brown
boots that appeared beneath,
that she was apparently more

suitably clad for the adventure

than on the previous occasion.

It was close upon eleven

o'clock when the party got
aboard the waiting cars, and
set out on the night journey
to Doming. As before, the
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cars were abandoned some way
out of the village, and under
the guidance of McNeil the

party proceeded on foot. As

they started, McNeil looked

around for the cloaked figure
of Francesca, but it was not

to be seen. Instead, by the

light of the car lamps he dis-

tinguished a graceful figure in

breeches and high boots, whose

proportions did not fit with his

recollection of any member of

his staff.

With a gesture of distaste

he recognised this for another

incarnation of his mistress. He
disapproved of this play-acting,
as he called it to himself, and,

moreover, he had an old-

fashioned prejudice against
women usurping men's ap-

parel.

Francesca herself was evi-

dently delighted with her new
part. She strode along by the

side of Bubbly with a spring
in her step, occasionally indulg-

ing in a skipping motion that

almost amounted to a dance

step, exulting in her emancipa-
tion from the tyranny of skirts.

McNeil pushed ahead in disgust.
It was now within a few

minutes of midnight, and Dor-

ning was wrapt in slumber.
The party reached the wood
and that part of the castle wall

that served as McNeil's means
of entry to the gardens without

encountering anything larger
than a hedgehog.
While McNeil was telling off

two of the party to the assist-

ance of Francesca, the lady
took matters into her own
hands. With an agility that a

cat might have envied she

scaled the tree-trunk, clam-

bered along the branch that

overhung the wall, and dropped
lightly upon the other side.

When McNeil joined her, she

smiled scornfully at him in the

darkness.
"
I will not be coddled like

a baby," she declared petu-

lantly.
" Where a man goes

a woman can go at least, a

woman like me."
It was the same when the

party reached the mouth of

the well. McNeil had provided
himself in Edinburgh with a

rope and light tackle, by means
of which he intended to lower

Francesca in safety to the

bottom. At sight of his pre-

parations she became furious,

and in spite of the general

protest, insisted upon climbing
down by means of the chain

and bolts. Her daring roused

her admiring supporters to new

heights of enthusiasm in her

cause.

Soon the whole party was
marshalled in the narrow tunnel,
and McNeil had some difficulty

in maintaining his control.

From Francesca downwards

they were all in the highest of

high spirits, a condition not

altogether dissociated from the

magnums of champagne that

had been emptied to the suc-

cess of the expedition. Laugh-
ter and a confusion of banter

passed from mouth to mouth,
and for a moment it appeared
as if the whole party would

get out of hand.

With a few sharp words
McNeil managed to regain con-
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trol, and pushed his way to

the head of the line.

"Follow me as quietly as

possible," he ordered.
" And

let there be no talking. We
must take Eufus asleep, and
avoid trouble. Keep close on

my heels, Signorina, and you,

Bubbly, follow your mistress.

The rest will follow in order

behind."

The passage was negotiated
without incident, the panel

opened silently, and the whole

party trooped into the long

dining-room of Doming House.
Here there was a pause, for

no one had the least idea in

what part of the house Eufus
BintouTs bedroom lay.
There was a whispered con-

sultation by the light of gleam-
ing electric torches.

" We may be pretty certain

that he sleeps upstairs," said

McNeil,
"
but we'll take no

chances of him getting behind
us. Lindsay, you will stay on

guard over the secret entrance,
and we'll leave Pringle and

Bailey to hold the bottom of

the stair and watch the front

and back doors. The rest will

follow me upstairs, and let no
one show a light without my
permission. My torch will be
all that is necessary. Perhaps,

Signorina, you will stay below
with Pringle and Bailey ? As
we hope to surprise your uncle

in bed, it might be embar-
ras

"

" You speak like a fool,

Major McNeil," cried Francesca,
without giving him time to

finish.
" I will not be embar-

rassed, and what does it matter

about him ? He is a wretch,
and I want to see him humbled
in the dust."

McNeil shrugged his shoul-

ders, and, turning, led the way
from the dining-room into

the hall. The torch showed

dimly its great extent, the

armour and the stags' heads

upon the panelled walls, and
the heavy black oak beams in

the ceiling. It showed also

the commencement of a wide

stairway towards which McNeil
moved silently.

Bubbly was the first to dis-

turb the silence. Perhaps
McNeil was wrong in ordering
that none but he should show
a light ; perhaps Bubbly was
destined to stumble in any
case. He certainly made plenty
of noise, and some of the

younger and more frivolous of

those behind him could not

restrain their laughter. There

was a confused and muffled

gurgling that was with diffi-

culty silenced by McNeil's sibi-

lant
"
Hist."

It was, however, too late.

There was the sound of an

opening door, and the slap-

ping of bare feet on a polished
floor.

" Who's there ?
" caUed the

harsh voice of Eufus Bintoul.

The six upon the stairs held

their breath and crouched mo-
tionless. They heard a sharp
metallic click, easily guessed as

the cocking of a revolver.
" Who's there ?

"
repeated

Eufus. "I am armed, and
won't hesitate to shoot, I warn

you."
"I shouldn't do that, Mr
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Eintoul," said McNeil quietly.
"
It wouldn't help you. You

are hopelessly outnumbered
;

and anyhow remember your
own words ' murder disquali-

fies.'
"

"Ah! It's you, McNeil.

Well, we may as well have a

light."

McNeil pressed the contact

of his torch and revealed a

picturesque figure occupying
the stairhead. Eufus was clad

in pyjamas of sea-green silk,

over which he had hastily
thrown a bath-gown of rich

orange. He stood, with his

large bare feet splayed out, a

revolver in his hand resting

upon his left forearm. His

flaming hair was wildly tangled,
and his green eyes shone like

a cat's in the beam of the torch.
" The light is a trifle one-

sided," he said calmly, lower-

ing his revolver. "I'll get a
candle."

As he slipped from the beam
of light and disappeared, Fran-

cesca pushed past Neil upon
the stair.

" Don't let him go. He will

escape us !

"
she cried excitedly,

and would have rushed after

her uncle had not McNeil seized

her arm and held her back.
" He can't escape," he said

quietly.
" And if he did, we

should have gained our end."
" How dare you hold me !

"

cried Francesca angrily, shak-

ing off the restraining hand.
" You would ruin everything !

Guid sakes, man, do you no'

ken that he'll be desperate ?
"

" Now now, niece, restrain

that impetuous disposition of

yours. I don't envy you your

post, McNeil, whatever the re-

ward and the perquisites."
Eufus had reappeared, armed

this time with nothing more
formidable than a candle in

a long brass candlestick. He
held it high, and glanced

shrewdly down the stair.
"
Aye, aye," he said lightly.

"
Quite a party, to be sure.

If you'd just warned me you
were coming, Eonald would

have had a cold collation ready,
and I would have received you
in more suitable attire. Bless

me, niece, you look handsomer
than ever in the breeks. But

come, I'm forgetting the duties

of a host. We'll go down to

the smoking-room, and see if

the house can run to a drink

round."

There was something taking
in the way he accepted his

defeat. With perfect self-pos-

session he descended the stair,

passed the whole party of his

enemies, and, candle in hand,
led the way to the smoking-
room.

"
I thought as much," he

said steadily, with a glance to

the hearth.
" The embers are

glowing still. Take the chair

by the fire, niece, and make

yourself at home. Now, where 's

that whisky ?
"

He busied himself with the

task of providing for his guests,

precisely as one would have

expected from a host taken

unawares. So calmly, indeed,
did he play the part that neither

McNeil nor any of his associates

had for the moment a word
to say.
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Eonald Aitken put in an

appearance a comic interlude.

The door slowly swung open,
the flame of a candle appeared,
followed by a skinny arm.
Then the old wizened face

of the butler peered round the

door, his collapsed jaws and
rubber-like cheeks suggesting
the figure of Punch in the
show. He appeared only half

awake, and pattered into the
room barefoot, in a prehistoric

night-shirt from whose inade-

quate tails his skinny calves

protruded, colourless and hairy.
An old-fashioned conical night-

cap covered his thin hair, and
the tassel dangled grotesquely
by his left ear.

"Did ye speir for onything,
sir !

"
he asked sleepily, and

then became suddenly and

acutely aware that many pairs
of eyes were fixed upon him.

"
Losh ! Company ! An' me

in ma nicht-goon !

"

The old man scurried from
the room, his modest soul sink-

ing in shame. Fortunately for

his peace of mind, he had not

recognised, in the breeched and
booted figure by the fire, a
member of the opposite sex.

" You needn't come back,
Eonald. We shan't want you,"
Eufus called after him. Then,
with a general glance round
the company,

"
You'll all take

a nip, I dare say. Niece a

glass of port ?
"

Francesca, during the transi-

tion from the stairs to the

smoking-room, had been tin-

gling with suppressed excite-

ment.
" How dare you play the

host in my house ?
"

she cried

out.

She stood upon the hearth-

rug before the dying embers of

the fire, her booted legs strad-

dled, her graceful figure held

straight and taut. The little

fur toque upon her head gave
her something of the air of a

Eussian officer.
"
Having taken possession in

accordance with the will of

my deceased brother, I think

I'm justified," retorted Eufus,
an equally striking figure in

his flamboyant colours and
dishevelled head.

" A glass of

port 1
"

"
Ay ! But can you keep

possession f Why do you think

we have come here ? Did we
wake you in the middle of the

night to drink with you ? You
ken better. For all your smooth
face and soft words, you ken
that you are beat. I am the

mistress of Doming House !

"

" Good old Signorina !

"
cried

Wilson, and a general cheer

arose from Francesca's sup-

porters.

They were all present now,
Lindsay, Pringle, and Bailey

having left their posts as the

need for watchfulness lapsed.

They were grouped about the

room, a formidable and in-

deed overwhelming force as

against one man. So Eufus
Eintoul had summed them, in

his shrewd glance around.
" You certainly leave little

to chance, niece," he said, with

a wave of his hand towards

the men to indicate the fact.
"
I gather that you propose

to evict me from the home of
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my fathers, and I must admit

you have the force to do it.

You'll not grudge me a last

minute in possession, though.
It may be childish, but I would
like to be the Laird for long

enough to offer you all the

hospitality of Doming House.

Come, we'll drink the health of

the incoming tenant."

With his calm satirical smile

he turned to the sideboard,
and busied himself with glasses
and decanters. A buzz of whis-

pered talk passed round the

room. Even Francesca's strong-
est partisans could not withhold

a certain admiration from this

man. He took his defeat so

well.
"
Come, niece, you must

drink with us," he said, coming
forward, wine-glass in hand.

The tinge of theatricality in

his action appealed to Fran-

cesca. Besides, she was so

certain of her triumph that she

could afford to humour her

uncle's whim. She took the

glass, and waited until the

others were served. Bufus
mixed a crowded trayful of

whiskies-and-sodas, and passed
them round imperturbably, the

slightly ironical smile never

leaving his lips. Certainly he
was a magnificent loser.

McNeil, meanwhile, had held

himself somewhat in the back-

ground. He had a sincere

respect for Bufus Bintoul's

wits, a respect bred of experi-
ence. He could not rest con-

tent to believe in this smiling

acquiescence in defeat, and his

brain puzzled actively over the

problem. With the others,

however, he took his glass in

hand, but kept his eyes fixed

upon Bufus. It was only at

the last moment that the pos-
sible solution of the mystery
dawned upon him.

"
Come, friends, a toast,"

said Bufus, holding up a brim-

ming glass with steady hand.

His smile took a humorously
rueful turn as he exclaimed

loudly
" The king is dead long live

the queen !

"

"Stop!" shouted McNeil.
" He has doped the drinks !

"

Every glass was lowered and
all eyes turned upon McNeil,
and from him, automatically,
to Bufus.

"
My dear Major, what an

accusation !

"
expostulated the

latter, turning upon McNeil a
look at once dignified and in-

jured.
"
My own niece too. Do

you suggest that I would "

"
Come," interrupted McNeil

sternly.
" The matter is easily

decided. Change glasses with

me, and repeat the toast. We'll

all drink it after you will-

ingly."
As he spoke, he made the

substitution, acting so quickly
that Bufus had not the oppor-

tunity to protest.
"
Now, the toast !

"
said

McNeil.

Bufus stood for a moment,
as though in doubt. Then a

cynical smile broke over his

face, and very deliberately he
tossed the contents of his glass

upon the carpet.
"
It was worth trying," he

said slowly, and with perfect

self-possession.
" Somewhat of
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a desperate expedient, but what
a feather in my cap if I'd pulled
it off. Major, I hardly gave

you credit for so much gump-
tion."

There was a tinkling crash

in the metal of the grate, fol-

lowed by a hiss and a burst of

flame, as Francesca flung her

wine-glass violently from her.
" Mio Dio, what a man !

"

she cried, and, turning upon
her uncle, she flung her words
at him like missiles.

" Man ? You are not a man
you are a devil ! I would

kill you with my own hands
but for this stupid will. But

maybe you are better to live

to live to see a woman triumph
over you. But you are fool as

well as villain, for if you had

poisoned us all
"

" Poisoned ? No, no, I'm

not such a fool as you would
make me out," protested her

uncle in his unconcerned way.
" You'd only have been stupe-
fied for a few hours, and I'd

have carried you out one by
one, and laid you all in a row
in front of the house, as nice

as you like. It's a terrible

pity it failed. It would have

been a rare ploy !

"

He shook his great red head

sadly at thought of the oppor-

tunity lost.
"
Meanwhile, you are wasting

time," declared McNeil. " Mr
Eintoul, you see that you are

hopelessly outnumbered, and as

your plan has failed, you may
as well give in gracefully. It

wouldn't be a bad idea if you
put on some clothes."

"
Aye, I believe you're right.

If you can bear to part from
me for a few minutes

"

" Some of us will keep you
company," interrupted McNeil

drily.
" We have too much

respect for your abilities to let

you out of our sight. Lindsay,

you and Beattie will go with
Mr Eintoul. Televant, you'd
better go too, and supervise.
Give him any help he needs

with his packing."
"
I thank you for the com-

pliment, Major," said Eufus,

smiling still.
" Good night,

niece or shall I see you again
before I go ?

"

"
I never wish to see you

again uncle !

"
retorted Fran-

cesca intensely.
"
We'll discuss you while you

are packing," said McNeil

shortly, holding the door for

Eufus
v

.

When he had gone, Francesca

turned to Neil, her face alight

with gratitude, and both hands

held out towards him.
" You have saved us from

disaster, Major McNeil. Never
can I repay you."

"
I have only done my

duty, Signorina," he replied

simply.

Although his plan had been

carried to success, and that

entirely by his own efforts,

McNeil did not feel the glow
of whole-hearted satisfaction

that should have been his.

Half-acknowledged at the back
of his mind was a feeling that

something was not as he would
have wished it. He had no

longer a proper enthusiasm for

the cause that he had espoused.
Before his mind's eye there con-
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stantly drifted notwithstand-

ing all his efforts to be blind

to it the picture of Jean Bin-

toul in her simple frock, her

pretty candid face looking up
at him.

Her very helplessness in this

contest appealed to him vaguely.

Perhaps the feeling arose from
her feeble efforts to struggle in

his arms that morning in the

dawn. Certain it was that the

sensation of holding her to

him lingered in his senses with

a vividness altogether dispro-

portionate to its apparent im-

portance. Even while he spoke
with Francesca, he could not

banish it from his mind.
" Now the question arises,"

he said, making a determined

effort to keep to the present,
" what are we going to do with

your Uncle Eufus ?
"

CHAPTER xvm.

" Turn him out of my house,"

replied Francesca violently.
"
I

shall glory to see him go with

his tail between his legs, like

Adam from the Garden of

Eden. Losh, it'll be fine will

it not, Honourable Owen f
"

" With you as the angel with

the flaming sword !

"
cried

Bubbly.
"
By Jove, it will be

great !

"

" What a pity I wore this

costume after all," said Fran-

cesca, looking down at her

booted legs ruefully, conscious

that they did not harmonise

with Bubbly's conception.
" Have you considered the

result of turning your uncle

loose ?
"
asked McNeil, callously

recalling them to the facts of

the case. "He is a clever

man."
" What can he do ?

"
re-

torted Francesca with a careless

wave of her hand.
" What can

he do now we are in ?
"

" What we did when he was

in," replied Neil without hesita-

tion. "We have to hold the

house for four weeks, a long

enough time for a man like

him to think out a scheme to

dislodge us."
" Hoots ! He is powerless

against us. Have I not eight
heroes to fight for me f

"
re-

plied Francesca, looking round

upon her supporters with eyes

sparkling with gratitude and

pride.
" But there's nothing to pre-

vent your uncle from hiring
a dozen heroes to turn us out,"
retorted Neil.

" There are

plenty of them about."
" You are too fearful, Major

McNeil," said Francesca, to

whom this simple idea had not

occurred.
" But what is it

that you suggest f
"
she added,

impressed against her will.
"

If we could keep him under
control hold him a prisoner
somehow he could not get
into mischief."

" Lock him up in a cellar or

an attic," suggested Wilson.

McNeil shook his head.
" We can't keep him in the

house," he said.
"
Why not ?

" demanded
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Francesca.
"
It would be fine.

We could taunt him daily with

his defeat !

"

" Even for the sake of that

exquisite and Christian experi-

ence, we dare not risk it," said

Neil.
" He was in the house

first, and if we let him stop
here for four weeks it will be

he who will have fulfilled the

terms of the will."
" How ridiculous, if he is

a prisoner !

"
exclaimed Fran-

cesca.
"
I am the mistress of

the house."
"
It may be so," said Neil

doubtfully. "But it is too

big a risk to take. We are not

the umpires, and Eonald Aitken

might decide against us. If

we hold your uncle prisoner, it

must be outside, and I have
an idea that we could manage it

easily enough."
" He has a scheme, Signo-

rina," said Bubbly, turning to

his mistress.
" But before we

hear it, what about having
that drink that we were

swindled out of? I think it's

indicated ?
"

"
Hear, hear," two or three

confirmatory voices supported
him.

Bubbly went to the side-

board, where there was still a

stock of empty glasses, and
with skilled hands rapidly
mixed a round of drinks.

" Now then, Neil, cough up
your plan," he said, when he

had attended to the wants of

every one, including Francesca,
who did not disdain a stiff

glass of port.
" We can't keep him here,"

said Neil,
"
for the reason I

have given. But what about

Meath, the island off the coast ?

We could ferry him across and
leave him there. There used
to be a disused fisherman's hut
on the island. Probably it is

there still. Nobody goes near
the place, so he would be quite
safe."

" He might swim across,"

suggested Owen.
"
Impossible," replied Neil.

" The current between the is-

land and the coast would beat
the strongest swimmer. He
could only escape by boat,
and no boats have any reason
to go anywhere near Meath.
We could row across every
day to make sure that he was
safe."

"
Major McNeil, you have

again found the way. I drink
to you," said Francesca, rising
and holding out her glass to-

wards the discoverer of the

plan. "We shall do it."
" ' Marooned on Meath, or

the Eepentance of Eufus Ein-

toul,'
" murmured Bubbly, up-

on whom his latest drink ap-

peared to have taken rapid
effect.

" What a scenario for

the films ! Or better, a moral
tale

' Eufus EintouTs Eepent-
ance, a Simple Sermon for Silly
Souls.' I could write that up
for the

'

Better Land,' and

gladden the heart of Maggie
Lingford. Which reminds
me "

"
This is a serious matter,

Owen," interrupted McNeil

harshly.
" The Signorina's for-

tune depends on it. Shut up.

Signorina, we shall take your
uncle across as soon as dawn
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breaks, and he will be perfectly
safe and helpless."

"
It shall be as you say,

Major McNeil," agreed Fran-

cesca graciously.
"
All that

you have done
"

Heavy footsteps on the stair

interrupted her, and a moment
later her uncle, fully dressed,

made his appearance in the

doorway, and dumped down a

heavy leather portmanteau.

"Well, niece," he began in

his usual self-possessed manner,
"
I suppose I shall have to

knuckle under and clear out.

I'm beat for the moment."
He wore the somewhat loudly

checked knicker suit in which

McNeil had first seen him, and

looked, even in his defeat, a

formidable foe.
" You are beaten to the

ground," agreed his niece, a

rich exultation in her voice.
" But you do not leave us as

you say. We have other plans
for you."

Eufus Eintoul's eyes nar-

rowed a fraction. Here was

something that he had not

anticipated.
" Yes ?

" he said tentatively.

McNeil hastened to interrupt
the possible disclosures of his

mistress.
" You will remain under

guard until dawn, Mr Bin-

toul," he said sharply.
" We

shall then reconsider the posi-

tion."
" As you will, lad. I'm not

in a position to make terms,
so I must throw myself on

your mercy and hospitality."
He looked meaningly as he

spoke at the partially filled
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glasses, and Bubbly rose to the

occasion, crossing to the side-

board and returning shortly
with a whisky-and-soda.

"
I thank you," said Eufus

as he took it in his hand.
"
After the strenuous doings

of the night, on which I con-

gratulate you all, it's more
than welcome. But oh, if you
had only had that drink with

me !

"

He shook his head sadly,
then raising the glass, tipped
its contents down his throat

without a pause.
The high cackle of the Hon-

ourable Thomas Owen's laugh-
ter broke upon the room

sharply.
"
He's drunk it !

" he cried

excitedly.
"
He's drunk his

own dope. He's hoist with his

own petard."
Eufus stared with starting

green eyes, a look of fury on
his face.

"
Curse you it's a lie !

" he

cried harshly, though his very
tone told that he believed.

" What do you mean,
Bubbly ? What have you
done *?

" demanded McNeil.
"
I poured a fresh drink,

right enough," chuckled Owen.
" Then I saw my own doped
one where I had placed it on
one side, so I changed them."

"Splendid!" exclaimed Fran-

cesca, clapping her hands to-

gether with the enthusiasm
of a child.

"
Oh, Honourable

Owen, what should we have
done without you !

"

"I'll wring your miserable

chicken's neck for it, curse

you."
2P
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Even as Bufus started for-

ward to carry out his threat,
he swayed upon his feet. An
unnatural dazed expression ap-

peared in his green eyes, and
he threw a hand out awkwardly
as if for support. Quickly
McNeil pushed a chair be-

hind him and drew him back-

ward, so that he fell into

it with an inarticulate cry.
His lids dropped, and his fiery
head fell forward so that the

bearded chin rested on the

breast.
" But for you, Honourable

Owen, all of us would have
been so. Mio Dio ! what a
wretch !

"

McNeil looked up sharply,
with a frown at the injustice,
but thought it not worth a
reference.

"
I don't see any particular

advantage in drugging the

man," he said sourly.
" You

ought to be made to carry him
to the beach yourself, Bubbly.
He's no light weight, either.

It was a fool's trick. How-
ever, it's done, and there's an
end to it."

"
Major McNeil, you are un-

just, after all that Honourable
Owen has done for us," ex-

claimed Francesca, rising and

drawing herself to her full

height, and resting her hand
on Bubbly's shoulder with the
air of a protector.

"
I ken fine

what it is it's just jealousy.
Eccolo !

"

"
Signorina Marinetti, it is

you who are unjust," retorted

McNeil hotly. Then, realising
how undignified it would be
to point to all that he had

done, he shrugged his shoulders

and turned away.
"
Well, boys, we'll have to

hump oar friend here to the
beach somehow,

' '

he said.
' 'Per

haps we can find a wheelbarrow
about the garden. It will soon
be light enough to make a
move."

" How about a boat ?
"
asked

Televant, the one eyed man.
"
There's a landing -

stage
in the estuary of the Loun,
and we are pretty sure to

find a boat belonging to the

house. There was always one
in my young days," said

McNeil.

Dawn was already breaking,
and soon after the limp body
of Bufus was carried out
and placed upon a structure

such as gardeners use to carry

pots. It served as a rude

stretcher, and on it the body
was borne by a rough path to

the sea. McNeil found the boat
tied to the landing-stage, and
the oars in a small shelter

behind.
"
Lindsay, Televant, and my-

self will be sufficient," said

Neil.
" We needn't load up

the boat."

As the boat slipped silently
into the open Firth those who
were left ashore stood looking
after her. In the dim grey
light of dawn she presented a

strange spectacle. Bufus Bin-

toul had been placed in the

bow, and with his great fiery

head lying back upon the gun-

wale, he looked like some Viking
slain in battle, whose body was

being borne homeward by his

companions.
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The morning was cloudy, and
a chill breeze blew between the

mainland and the island, beat-

ing sharply on Eintoul's bare

head. They were little more
than half-way across the narrow
channel when he began to show
feeble signs of life.

McNeil watched him closely
while Televant and Lindsay

rowed, but it was not until the

keel grated upon the pebbly
beach of Meath that Eufus

really began to awake to con-

sciousness.
"
Quick ! Get him ashore

before he has sense to know
where he is," said Neil in a

low voice.
"
It will save a

fight."

Televant sprang over the

side and pulled the boat above
the verge of the sea. As they
lifted Eufus over the gunwale,
he groaned heavily and his eyes

slowly opened.
" Where am I !

" he asked

huskily.
" You're alive, my lad, and

it's more than you deserve to

be," replied Televant pleas-

antly.
Meath is rocky and irregular

in formation, rising from a

patch of level beach in rugged
cliffs the best part of a hundred
feet. Here and there a ledge
has provided sufficient lodg-
ment for a shallow deposit of

soil, where coarse grass and

bents, and even a few stunted

shrubs, find sustenance.
" The hut I spoke of lay to

the left," said McNeil, panting
under his share of the heavy
body.

Luckily the distance was not

great, not only on account of

the burden, but because Eufus
each moment grew more clearly

conscious, and began to show

signs of opposition.
The hut was still in existence,

and was in a fair state of pre-
servation. It belonged to the

Eintoul estate, and had been

kept up by the late Laird as a

convenience for fishing excur-

sions.
" There you are, my lad

and glad to be quit of you,"
exclaimed Televant, as they
laid their burden down on a

grassy patch before the hut.

Eufus sat up and gazed
around him with growing in-

telligence. Then he turned his

eyes upon his three kidnappers.
"
I see," he said, nodding

his head slowly several times.
" You mean to maroon me.
Damn it, how did you ah, of

course ! The doped drink. I

remember. Well, gentlemen,
the responsibility is yours. If

I die from exposure and let

me tell you my lungs are ex-

ceedingly susceptible it will be
murder."
He chuckled at the thought.
"
It would be almost worth

it for the sake of doing that

hussy of a niece of mine out

of the inheritance."
"
We'll take care that you

don't die, Mr Eintoul," said

McNeil grimly.
" Even if we

have to get a doctor and a

couple of nurses to look after

you."
Eufus glanced shrewdly from

face to face, and his meaning
was obvious in his expression.
McNeil read it.
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"
No, it's hopeless," lie said

bluntly.
" You can't master

the three of us, especially in

your present weak state. As
to the future, I shall return

later in the day and bring

you blankets, food, and any-
thing in reason that you care

to ask for books, for instance.

Your portmanteau we have

brought with us. We don't

want your imprisonment to

be any more irksome than is

necessary. But we shall take

no chances. When you see

the boat coming, you will

show yourself outside of the

hut, but you will not approach
the water's edge. Food will

be left for you daily, and I

shall make a point of asking

you each day what you require
for your comfort. If you do
not observe the rules, if you
make any attempt to leave

the hut and approach the boat,
I shall simply row off and return

next day. You quite under-

stand ?
"

Eufus listened throughout
without a sign of any feel-

ing. At the end he nodded

slightly.

" You're in a position to

make the terms," he said

calmly.
"

I'll keep to them
until I see my chance, and
then God help you. There's

more in you, Major, than I

thought at our early meetings.
I admit I made a mistake. I

underestimated you. Well, well

at least I'll have time and

quiet to think out here, and
the air is good."

"
We'll leave him," said Neil

to his companions.
" Good

morning, Mr Eintoul."
" Good morning, Major, and

I just wish you had my head.

Drugs are the very devil. I

suppose you'd rather I didn't

see you to the boat ?
"

"
Keep to the hut. You

have no chance in any case."

Eufus watched the boat de-

part from the island intently,
his face hard as a mask of

granite. Then, after a long

spell of rigid thought with

brows drawn down, he shrugged
his shoulders and turned to

the hut.
"
They think to keep me

here a month !

" he said aloud,

contempt in his voice.

(To be continued.)
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THE TYBANNY OF OBJECTS.

IN a life of wandering I

early discovered that one's hap-

piness depends a great deal on

the paucity of one's possessions.

The bachelor's rule should be

never to possess anything that

he cannot squeeze into a yak-
dan. Half the sufferings of

the Anglo -Indian memsahib
arise from her inability to

fall in with this philosophy.

Minerva, in her life of migra-

tions, is always leaving things
behind furniture, children,

china, dogs, knife-boards, meat-

safes, hats, and all the super-

fluity of objects that refuse

to submit to the confinement

of packing-cases, or to being
sewn up like mummies in bales.

"
Boj

"
is the expressive In-

dian word for luggage. A very

good word, with its sound of

dead inanimate weight, and
its suggestion of incubus, a

malevolent vitalised incubus.

"Boj
" would be a good name

for a popular Hindu god a

god to be appeased. And it

might be included in the Anglo-
Indian pantheon, as it weighs
no less heavily on the spirits

of sahibs than on the backs of

coolies.

It was in a novel of Bourget's,
I think, that I came across

the delightful old Frenchman
who was " anranchi de la

tyrannie des objets." I have
felt a spiritual kinship with

him ever since. Not that

I lay any claim to asceticism.

Give me a pipe or a bottle of

wine, or, better still, a tin of

smuggled tobacco, and I am
your humble servant ;

but I

must confess I am apt to judge
the ordinary gift by its girth.

I know that my feigned satis-

faction on the receipt of pres-

ents is the most miserable

piece of acting. I can't even

write a plausible letter of

thanks. A new object means

something else to pack. It is,

or it ought to be, impossible
to leave presents behind. And
that is why, I am afraid, I

have learnt to look Minerva's

gift-horses in the mouth with

base suspicions, discovering in

them some ulterior household

use.

Minerva has never under-

stood my enfranchisement. In

the matter of ornaments or

furniture or clothes I pride

myself that my instinct for

the elimination of superfluities

amounts to something like

genius in the squaring of com-
fort with the economies and
freedom of life. But Minerva

has always resolutely refused

"to pig it." I tell her that

she cannot look into a shop
window without seeing an ob-

ject that is
"
sure to come in

useful some time." This she

denies. Her purchases are con-

tingent economies, she argues.

Chintzes, embroideries, cre-

tonnes, carpets, curtains, mats,

silk, crockery, china, old brass

accumulate
;
and I have noticed

that on the eve of departure
from anywhere, her hat-boxes,

suit-cases, dressing-case, valise,
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trunks are always inadequate.
I have become an adept at

sitting on lids, adjusting straps,

humouring refractory locks, and

generally reducing bulk by what
Dr Johnson would have called
"
fundamental physical pres-

sure," though I am afraid

that in my case it is too often

the triumph of matter over

mind.

But to be perfectly fair to

Minerva, she has conceived

certain ingenious economies
in space, that is to say. And
to the Anglo-Indian memsahib

economy in space is the great-
est economy, as it includes all

others economy in effort, tis-

sue, temper, and ultimately
in expense. Minerva it was
who devised the method of

packing our boots one of hers

In one of mine. And there

was the purchase of those

small lace-mats for the table

from the Chinaman in the

bazar. They go under glasses

and plates, and a big one in

the centre under the flowers,

instead of a cloth. It is an

extraordinarily dainty arrange-
ment. Of course it meant a

new polished oak table, which

became a too essential part of

our household furniture to leave

behind
;
but it was a sacrifice

to the Graces
;

and a more

important point was that one

could get all one's table-linen

into the drawer of a small

writing-desk, and the dhobie's

casualty list dwindled.

Minerva's taste is infallible.

The natural defect of this

virtue, of course, is that her

attachment to objects is aggra-
vated. She has an eye for old

brass. The merchants from
Kabul and Yarkand have never

imposed upon her. If she kept
an "

antiqua
"

shop and made
a business of buying and selling

she might amass a fortune.

Only she could never be in-

duced to sell.

The same week she bought
a large jail-carpet, a Benares
brass table, and a carved walnut

Srinagar sideboard. The carpet
was an extremely good bargain,
I admit, and very handsome,
a deep rich wine colour with

the Swastika mark in black all

along the edges. But we hadn't

a room big enough to put it

in, and it would have been
a crime to have cut it up.

Besides, as Minerva reminded

me, we were hourly expecting a

move.
One would have thought that

in India womenkind would learn

to dread the shadow of Boj,
but experience never seems to

daunt them. I recall one of

our earliest migrations. It was
in the hot weather, and we
had packed up most of our

belongings. Transport was

simple. Bullock - carts from
house to house, and the whole

distance less than a hundred
miles. I remember the creak

of the bullock-cart receding
down the drive like the dirge
of a drunken violin, the treble

in the orchestra, of which the

bass was the moan of the Per-

sian wheel. If all had gone
well, or ill perhaps I should

say, we were to have unpacked
on the evening of the following

Sunday at a particularly poison-
ous firepit, which we will call

Agni Hotrodu, where Minerva
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insisted on spending the first

weeks of the hot weather with

me. That night I got a joyous

telegram orders of the kind

were accounted joyous in those

pre-bellum days, and the next

morning I was on my way to

the frontier. Minerva went to

Simla, and then, as the tribes-

men proved characteristically

unaccommodating, home, where
I joined her afterwards on fur-

lough. We did not unpack
that boj for nearly two and a

half years.
Often on the frontier when

we were reduced to a 20-lb.

kit, I was glad of the philosophy
that liberated me from the

tyranny of objects. Very rarely
did the parcel post reach our

advance camp, and the General

Commanding and the drabi

smoked the same brand of

bazar cigarettes.
"
Tau," I

heard one day,
"
there is a

parcel for you a large parcel.
If there is any 'baccy in it,

don't forget
"

I strode to

the post-office babu's tent, full

of generous resolutions, and
carried off a bulky package to

the mess. My friend sat down
beside me with his empty
pouch as I broke the string,
tore off the paper and card-

board, and unfolded Minerva's

riding-boots.
Minerva's riding-boots ! I

can imagine a malevolent
wrinkle on the stony features

of the grim god Boj. The new
pair had been forwarded to

me by our blundering agents
in Bombay ;

the old pair which

they replaced were the first

objects that we unearthed from
the first packing-case we opened

after we returned to India.

A quiet interjection from Min-

erva prepared me for the worst.

Minerva's wonderful composure
and restraint are pitched to

occasion. Her tranquillity is

greatest in a crisis. "It's wet,"
I heard

;
"it's sticky . . . ants

... do come."
I stood by her side over the

packing-case and looked in.

A large jar of liquid ginger
had burst and spilt its con-

tents into her riding
- boots.

These were being consumed.
I saw one palpably move. Un-
derneath were the remains of

what had once been a cheddar,
the hard and shelly ramparts of

a castle besieged from within.

Eemember that Minerva had

packed for a week only, and
it was lucky she had put in

nothing more perishable than

the cheese. The wreck of the

jar was evidently recent. Boj
had kept this up his sleeve

until the last, probably ad-

ministering a jolt to the truck

in a siding a day or two before

it reached us. The partial

decomposition of objects that

had become the arena and were

still being overrun by the war-

ring pensioners of Boj was the

proof. The sticky stream had
descended into the interstices

of the packing-case. I remem-
ber a lamp-shade ;

a tea-cosy ;

the cover of a chesterfield
;

a clock
;

books and pictures ;

the Eoman nose invidiously

singled out for elision from the

portrait of Minerva's aunt
;

Minerva's Browning the poet
had a theme here for a new
Sibrandus

; my De Quincey,

gilt-edged, vellum, twenty-two
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volumes, a college prize. The
"

silver-fish
" had had their

innings first. Generations had

banqueted here of whom the

pampered offspring fell intoxi-

cated as one shook the leaves

of the volumes, or from the

crevices between the picture
and the warped frame, drunken

yet clumsily agile, like real

fish transferred from their ele-

ment to air.

And so it was with all the

objects that Minerva had col-

lected to mitigate barbarism

and civilise our Ishmaelitish

existence at Agni Hotrodu.

The only bit of luck we had
was that the ginger -jar had
held together until after the

Trojan garrison that emerged
from the cheese had concluded

their epic encounters, devour-

ing each other and what else

there was to devour.

One could imagine the ad-

vance of these myrmidons to

glut their obscene appetite in

the stream of golden lava,

into which they would fall

engulfed, the prey of succeed-

ing hosts in their turn engulfed.
But the picture is too horrid

to pursue. Horrid enough,
one would think, to unseat the

tyrant who resides in the idols

of the shrine at which Minerva

worships. Great constancy is

presumed in the votary to

whom after many such shocks

the sovereignty of objects re-

mains undeposed.

My own profane sensations

in the moment of catastrophe
are of small account. I was

literally outside the temple.
All I remember is being filled

with admiration at the forti-

tude of Minerva standing tear-

less amidst her fallen, stained,

ravaged, and broken gods. I

wished she could have been
less Spartan. Consolation

would have been an imperti-

nence, and I was silent, know-

ing that it is Minerva's way to

be as quiet as a nun when she

is feeling anything but bene-

dictory inside.

I was put to salvage-work.
A great deal might yet be
saved.

When the cases were all

unpacked and I reviewed the

objects scattered on the floor

and ranged against the wall

like things dug up from the

strata of past incarnations,

strange, or dimly familiar, or

altogether forgotten, I knew

that, if only I could have
comforted Minerva, I would
not have greatly cared if the

whole dump had been destroyed.

My philosophy of unattach-

ment was vindicated, but I

forbore to point the moral.

After those early days I learnt

to shed an incarnation like a

slough. When loss or breakage
stirred even my Laodicean pro-

fanity I thought of the dump
at Agni Hotrodu, and was
consoled.

n.

If any one had told us in our cart, that it would arrive in a

last migration as our boj was bullock-cart at the destination

going to the station in a bullock- which was to be our ultimate
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bourne, we should have been
either incredulous or sunk in

speculative woe. If the same

clairvoyant had added "
after

a 6000 -mile sea -voyage," a

weight would have been lifted

from our spirits, as we were

both of us consumedly tired of

the East. After quoting the

mileage, I need not give the

reader a hundred guesses as

to the habitat of the bullocks.

They were of the Pyrenean
breed. One knows the equip-

age: the yoked fawn-coloured

oxen of the Pyrenees, gentle-

eyed, strong, with the shaggy
coiffure of sheepskin on their

foreheads, the same tint as

their coats, and the lean, shaven,

ascetic-looking Basque walking
in front with his long hazel

stick held erect or sloping on
his shoulders, swinging round

every few yards to exhort his

cattle or prod them gently on
the back. Beautiful, slow,

sweet-smelling indolent beasts,

Minerva loved them, largely at

first because they were un-

humped and not of the East.

We had neither of us a

thought of the Basque country
when we left Bombay, but the

spirit guided us there, and the

physician forbade adventures

farther north. The villa be-

tween the mountains and the

sea was irresistible. A board
in the garden directed us to the

house-agent's, and notified that

it was to let or sell : in five

minutes, save for the signing
of the acte, it was ours. Min-

ervawent straight in and bought
it from M. Biriatou, over the

counter, so to speak, as if it
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had been a hat or a ham. We
had been equally captivated,
but as we left the agent's I

was already thinking of the

villa as one of Minerva's
"
ob-

jects," in the same category
as the jail-carpet, the Turko-

man rug, the carved walnut

Srinagar sideboard, the Ben-

ares brass table.
" Thank God,"

I said outside,
" we won't have

to pack it." Then the brilliant

idea entered my head that we
could use it as a receptacle :

it would swallow up all our

dumps ;
it might mean that

we would never have to pack
again. Little did I understand

then how a mere habitation

might affect one's philosophy
of Me.
The villa on the bleak Decem-

ber day on which we took over

possession was very beautiful

to the eye, but lacking in the

essentials of comfort. We ar-

rived in a bourrasque. The

pine-trees were swaying and

sighing in the garden ;
the

rain beat against the windows
;

Minerva's coat and my over-

coat were sodden. On this

soaking wet day the great fire-

place in the hall gave promise
of cosiness. We had a fire

lighted at once, but the smoke
issued from the grate in suffo-

cating volumes at an angle of

forty-five, flooding the house.

We sent Fe"licie to implore
M. Biriatou to come. Eapid
consultation. Whether a rideau

was needed to keep the smoke
in its proper place, or perhaps
the chimney was bouche'e, or we
could put in a salamandre an

anthracite stove with a pipe
2 F 3
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connecting with the chimney.
But we didn't like the sala-

mander
;

it was an ugly com-
fortless thing. At last the

agent admitted there had never

been a fire in the grate. Was
not the house warmed by the

chauffage central f The che-

mine'e was only to look at pour
regarder after all. It gave the

house an air plus gai.
" The gayest thing in a

house," I observed, "in winter,
at any rate, is a crackling wood
fire."

But no. The agent was not
of my opinion. The English
fashion was droll. The heat

escaped up the chimney instead

of warming the room.
" The Britisher," Minerva ex-

plained, meaning me,
"
doesn't

know that he is warm until he
feels the heat of the fire lick-

ing the back of his legs."
M. Biriatou departed, saying

that he would send for the

fumiste and the ramoneur.

"Don't," I wrote to my
son at school, airing my newly-

gotten French,
" mix up as I

did the fumiste and the ramo-
neur. It is as bad as confusing
the marchande de poisson and
the poissonniere. One goes up
the chimney and comes down
as black as a crow, while the

other stands by the kitchen-

range, possibly in a stiff white

collar, and gives expert scien-

tific advice. Not that the

fumiste would feel insulted at

being taken for the ramoneur.
France is a much too demo-
cratic country for that."

After dSjeuner Minerva and
I discussed French and Eng-
lish comfort. The arm-chairs

of the villa were elegant, but,
like the chemine'e, they left

much to be desired.
" The French are great at

essentials," I said.
" Look at

their bedrooms. In the hum-
blest French house there is no

scamping of the bed, the fount

and focus of existence. The
beds and the armoires are mag-
nificent, but these easy-chairs
are no more use than a sick

headache. And the cheminte

we must get that right."
Minerva was wise in her

remark about the Britisher and
the moral support of fires.

He may be accounted a dull

phlegmatic dog by the French-

man, and not overblessed with
the gifts of imagination, but
in the matter of fires or heat-

ing his nerves or senses are

the conductors. I really be-

lieve I have been more con-

scious of warmth lying in front

of a huge pine-log fire in a

mountain camp just under the

snow-line, with alternate sides

of me roasted or frozen, as I

turned them to, or away from,
the blaze. On the other hand,
though I have frizzled in Meso-

potamia, and sampled equa-
torial mugginess of a dozen
different degrees, I have never
suffered so miserably from heat

as in a Eussian house in winter

when they stoke up the fur-

nace in the wall, an enormous,
closed, upright cylindrical oven,
and line the window-sills and
the edges of the panes of glass
with pink and white cotton

wool. Everything in Eussian
character may be explained

by that purgatorial hiberna-

tion.
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"
It's air, not cold, they are

afraid of," Minerva observed.
" We are lucky to have rooms

without croise'es. I am sure

the Frenchman has some idea

of supplice at the back of his

mind when he talks of our

fenetres de guillotine. As for

their heavy croise'es opening
on to the verandah, which

must be open or shut, you
can't let a little air in. Either

the room is invaded with wind
or dust or rain, or it's so

stuffy you can't breathe."

Minerva believed that the

air question was more pre-

judicial to the entente than

Mr Lloyd George or the prob-
lem of reparations. She had
heard that the sufferings of

British politicians in Conti-

nental trains affected
"
pro-

tocols," whatever that might
mean. Anyhow, she was happy
in a salon without croise'es.

Yet the beginnings of our

villagiature were not encourag-

ing. We tried the fires in the

dining-room and the drawing-
room : they were both bouche's.

We tried a bedroom fireplace

next : the room was soon

thick with smoke. The next

morning, when the ramoneur
came to inspect, his plumb-
line would not touch bottom.

The chimney was bouche"e. But
it could not be soot, as M.
Biriatou assured us that a

fire had never been lighted
in it. We got the masons to

work, and with a few stun-

ning blows they drove in a

hole in the wall of the bed-

room above where the obstruc-

tion was indicated. At inter-

vals during the day we heard

the work of destruction going
on. By the evening they had

dug out eleven pailfuls of bricks,

which must have been shovelled

in when the house was built

twelve years earlier, and lain

there ever since.

In a week we could count

on a comfortable fire in every
room in the house except the

hall. We decided not to dis-

figure or dismantle the che-

mine'e with its oak supporters
and inlaid tiles. We would
use the hall for a lounge in

summer only.
Summer arrived earlier than

we expected. In the third

week of February I discovered

that we did not need a fire at

all. Minerva was away. She

had gone home to collect

dumps. We had a small house

in London which we had sub-

let for years ;
the lease had

now expired, and Minerva was

going to sell the furniture she

didn't want, and bring the

rest over to France. But of

the practical side of the busi-

ness, the ways and means, her

letters were suspiciously reti-

cent. Boj again. The little

god pursued us overseas. I

was too ill to help, and confess

to being selfishly conscious that

if I lay low and did nothing
and waited for the objects to

come to me instead of having
"
to cart them about," why,

then, the whole argument
against objects had vanished.

My philosophy, it seems, was
in process of readjustment.

It was a great empty house,
and I was feeling abysmally

lonely and very ill and bored
in it. I could do with a few
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more objects.
"
I don't mind

roughing it on service, or when
one is trekking, but

" How
often had I heard that eloquent

aposiopesis. Easy - chairs

there were none I could sit

in. Pictures the walls were
bare. Objects may be an in-

fernal nuisance to cart about,
but thanks to Minerva, I had
never lived in a house that

wasn't full of them. And I

had run out of English tobacco.

I have always enjoyed my
Caporal cigarettewith my coffee,

but French 'baccy in a pipe !

One wants a new tongue and
a new stomach for it. They
say one gets acclimatised, but
it must be a painful process.
On Sunday I felt as doubtful

inside as a fourteen-year-old

boy after a surreptitious cigar
at school. One has to cure

oneself of the craving to smoke

by smoking it. The first few

days it takes three or four

pipes to dispel the illusion that

it must be worth while
;
even

then when one emerges fresh

from one's morning tub, one

believes that a pipe of French

'baccy would be better than
none at all. When one has

tried it for a month one knows
that it is not.

But it was books that I

missed more than anything.
Where were all the shelves

full I had given away or sold

The day came when I was re-

duced to
' The Digby Dia-

monds,' left behind by my son,
who had been over for the

holidays. A detective story !

" Why is one so high-browed
about detective stories t

"
I

asked myself as I laid the book

down after the first chapter.
" Now who on earth can have
stolen those diamonds 1

"
I be-

gan to think that I missed a

lot by not reading detective

stories, and had confused two

things books and games.
"
Why can't one take

'

the

bookstall novel
'

for what it is

meant to be a puzzle, some-

thing to put together or dis-

entangle, to amuse or intrigue
one when one is tired?

" But
after Chapter III. I threw the

book down
;

I didn't care who
had stolen the diamonds. Even
as a jigsaw puzzle or Punch
and Judy show it was bad.

The "
popular novelist

"
may

bring his puppets on the stage,
but he cannot make them
dance. He can't contrive a

twitch or a kick that might
appear to proceed from them-
selves

;
in his own mechanical

game the man of letters beats

him every time Buchan with

his tongue in his cheek and his

flair for romance, Chesterton

with his exuberant fun.

Books arrived at last. The

luggage that was delivered at

the villa in the Pyrenean bul-

lock-cart had been to Liverpool,
and had been transhipped by
cargo-boat to Bayonne. That
was the first of the points
that Minerva scored in this

new phase of the controversy
of Boj. It was I who had
insisted on sending it by sea

to Liverpool. Minerva had
foreseen that we might want
it. I believe she had foreseen

the villa. In the train from

Marseilles, on the racks and
under the seat and overflowing
into the corridor, to the embar-
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rassment of our polite, for-

bearing, and economically -

equipped fellow-travellers Min-

erva's boj obtruded hat-boxes,
cabin -

trunks, dressing
-
case,

valise, a large tiffin -
basket,

an afternoon tea-basket, odds
and ends of parcels too fragile

for the van. I watched the

afternoon tea-basket in the

rack anxiously : it contained

the remnants of i Minerva's

Spode tea-service. There had
been nine cups and saucers

in the beginning, and the tra-

gedy of these broken pieces,

repeatedly mended, had been
enacted in nine acts, spread
over twice as many years.
Nabi Baksh had been the prin-

cipal villain in the piece, but
there had been other agencies.
As the train drew up with a

violent jerk, throwing up the

tea-basket on the rack like a
ball from a cup, I was reminded
of the subsidence of an almirah
in an E.P. tent in the Himal-

ayan rains. Almirahs ought not

to reside in tents. The thing
had fallen forward on its face

like Dagon, with a crash that

sounded like the laugh of Boj.
One of the reasons why I

was affranchi from the tyranny

to which Minerva is subject
is that one never gets any good
news about objects. One only

gets bad news. Glass and
china are broken

; carpets and
curtains fade and are stained

;

furniture is scratched and

chipped. One never gets a

letter to say that the china

bowl of the Ming dynasty has

come together again, or that

gloss has returned to the Ker-

manshah rug, or that any
precious inanimate thing is
"
making a good recovery," or

even
"
doing well." Even if

the broken pitcher at the cis-

tern is mended, it is not the

same thing.
The jail

- carpet with the

Swastika-marked edges arrived

with the boj from Bayonne.
The bale smelt of sea-water,
and when I opened it I found
the carpet disfigured with yel-

low stains. It must have been
stowed in bilge. I would have
to break this to Minerva. How
often had I, who would have
been glad to receive the equi-
valent of all my possessions in

a cheque from the insurance

agents, suffered vicariously

through the wounds her objects
had dealt her !

in.

One day when the fragrance
of the Mimosa from the garden
filled every room in the house,
I pulled myself together and
discovered that I was well

enough to walk a mile. The
Mimosa had been in bud a
month. It was now flaming.
We had accepted it when we

took stock of the garden in

December, though allied to

the babool of Agni Hotrodu,
as a sufficiently frankified tree.

The villa had a fine garden
of pines, a little disfigured

by the vegetation which the

guide-book advertises as among
"
the attractive features of this
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coast." There ought to be a

tax on palms and tamarisks

in the South of France. Our
instinct was to eliminate the

pseudo-oriental.
" There is a

horrid date-palm in the garden,"
Minerva observed on that bleak

December day when we took

over possession. I looked out

of the window and saw the

familiar, fibrous, desiccated tree

with its clusters of immature

grape-coloured fruit. I decided

that the date-palm must go.

One might be in Basra or

Mozuffargarh. I hoped there

wasn't a prickly pear. Minerva

pointed to a yucca under which

she expected to see a cobra's

head emerge.
"
I'd have all

those bamboos down," she said.
" The monkey-tree, of course,

is impossible, and there is an

appalling thing by the gate
which looks like a castor-oil

plant, much admired by M.

Biriatou. I am going to dig

it up and send it to him in a

basket. I suppose we will

have to leave the magnolias."
I left the sand for the clay,

and made for a wood on the

rise behind the house. No fear

of a palm on this soil, the bed

of celandines and cuckoo-

flowers and primroses. There

were violets as big as peri-

winkles, and periwinkles in

masses like a blue inlaid tile

floor under the hedges. It was
the season of catkins when the

sallows are covered with a

downy gold dust, and the

brown tassels of the alder hang
soft and pliant, and the lambs-

tails fleck the hedges. A season

of lambs, too, and the butter-

flies had come out and were

busy in the sallows. I need not

describe the vintage of the air :

an early February spring in

the Pyrenees presupposes it, a

wine that needs no bush. It

had brought out summer flowers

in profusion, the alkanet and the

lesser comfrey aping the cow-

slip, and the tuberous bitter

vetch, the mountain kind, grow-

ing so thick among the heather

that a few yards off it looks

like the flower of the plant ;
on

these sun-bathed slopes it is

exactly the same colour. As
for the primrose carpet in the

wood at the top, the clay of

Norfolk or Devonshire could

not vie with it. I had for-

gotten the way they grow on
a sloping bank, that frank and

homely, lavish and modest way
they have of spreading them-
selves peculiar to the plant,
like nothing exotic.

"
Minerva

must see this," I gasped, and

pictured her boj -ridden, brave-

ly struggling with auctioneers,
furniture removers, shipping

agents, leaning against gusty
Boreas in Kensington High
Street, pelted with sleet and
rain.

Minerva did see it. The

very next day I found a tele-

gram when I got back to the

villa which barely preceded her,
and in less than twenty-four
hours I was sitting by her side

on a stump in the wood, smok-

ing English 'baccy and point-

ing proudly to the primroses
as if I had caused them to

grow.
" What is it about them

that grips one so f
"

"
They lurk," Minerva sug-

gested.
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"
No, they don't lurk. That's

just it. They may fill lurking-

places, but there's no ambush
about them."

I knew exactly what Minerva
was feeling. Coming unex-

pectedly on one's first bank of

primroses after not having seen

them for years, is like meeting
a bevy of English girls when
one has been buried in a zenana

country girls with faces fresh

as apple-blossom, who would
stare at you open-eyed if you
told them that there were
countries where women went
about veiled.

" What is it about them
that gives you that peculiar
thrill ? It's almost as unsettling
as calf love."

" '

Heralds of the flaming

hours,'
"
Minerva suggested.

" No. There's the snow-

drop and the celandine, and
daisies and dandelions all the

winter. No. It's more than
that. It's themselves. One
feels personal relations with
them. They have the same

appeal among flowers as the

robin among birds."
" What of cowslips !

"

"
Yes. Cowslips perhaps and

wallflowers. I suppose it must
be half association. And partly

spring, as you say. The sight
and smell of a cowslip is the

next best thing, yet you
wouldn't call the cowslip a

really beautiful flower if you
hadn't seen one before. The
wallflower is the only garden
flower one thinks of in the same

way. However much you
rooted up primroses and wall-

flowers and put them into pots
or window-boxes, you couldn't

make them look sophisti-

cated."

I saw a rapt meditative look

in Minerva's eyes.
"
Boj 1

"
I suggested.

She smiled.
"
Yes, I sup-

pose you would call it boj.
I was thinking of the bowls we
had. Which they would go
into best. Primroses and peri-

winkle heads in the cloisonne'e

bowl on the dark oak dresser.

Then in the hall
"

" Where is the boj 1
"

I

asked. Minerva had been oddly
secretive about it since she

came back.

"It's coming," she said, with

an enigmatic smile.
" But how t

"

"You will see. A little

surprise for you."
" But when ?

"

"
I expect it on Friday.

Anyhow, it will be here in

less than a week."

I was incredulous, of course.

That was not the way of boj,
unless Minerva Heaven for-

bid ! was sending it by grande

But on Friday morning after

my tub I looked out of the

window, and beheld the in-

credible. Parker's van was
drawn up outside the gate,
the great, brown, familiar van
that rattles down Knights-

bridge. I read the familiar

inscription in bright-yellow let-

ters :

" Parker & Sons, Furni-

ture Eemovals."
"
Exactly a fortnight," said

Minerva, who was standing
behind me,

"
since I saw it

off at No. 9. Not the chassis,
of course, but the top part
the lift van, I think they call
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it. House to house. I signed
a declaration at the French

Consulate, and it was shipped

straight from the docks in

London to Bayonne."
Wise, wonderful, and far-

seeing Minerva. In a few
hours the passages, hall, base-

ment, dining-room, landing, bed-

rooms, were choked with re-

surrected things. One tripped

up over objects everywhere.

Minerva, placid and unruffled

in triumph as in adversity,
directed the men out of the

van like a priestess at the

altar of Boj. I have an im-

pression of Fe'licie and Dolores

with armfuls and apronfuls of

books, pictures, photographs,
and ornaments objects that

recalled my own and Minerva's

youth awaking memories as

far back as the nursery. I

picked up a book that had
fallen on the floor, and opened
it at the first picture I remem-
ber being shown,

" She peered
into the robin's nest." And
then Ij met Marie coming
upstairs with the children's

museum, the ostrich's egg, and
the Tibetan praying-wheel, the

lama's dorje or doorkey, as

the children called it, the green
lizard from Pompeii, the wooden
shoe made by the lunatic at

Colney Hatch. In the basement
I ran into Fe'licie with her

apron bulging with my De
Quinceys

"
twenty-two vol-

umes, gilt-edged, vellum, a col-

lege prize," and upset one of

them. In 'The English Mail-

Coach,' stuck in the passage
on the vision of sudden death,
there was sediment of the lava

stream, in which I found silver-

fish, ants, and worse preserved
as in amber.

I began to be afraid that

there were too many objects.
I hate an overcrowded house.

The hall, with its stuffed and
corded furniture, reminded me
of a warehouse in Tottenham
Court Eoad. I remember tell-

ing Minerva I would rather

live in an orderly-room than a

museum. I must have been

very ill to have let old Boj
get his claws into me again
like this, and correspondingly

peevish. Before half the things
were unpacked ]^was immobi-
lised in bed with fever, seeing
visions. In my mind's eye
I saw the world as a chart,
as in the old days, with dumps
marked on it in wavy hum-

mocky lines like shoals. Who
was the man who first used

the word "
dump

"
? A poet

manque or a wag with his

tongue in his cheek. A dump
means things one puts down
to take up again ; only one

doesn't take them up. The
first cumulus that was called

a dump, with its suggestion of

heavy, piled, implacable weight,
was christened by a wanderer.

In three days, when the fever

left me, I found a changed
house. All this time Minerva
must have been doing puja to

Boj. I stood on the tribune,

the round gallery on the first

floor, and looked down over

the banisters into the hall.

Minerva was standing on the

bearskin by the chemine'e ar-

ranging flowers. The tribune

was carpeted. The five book-

shelves from No. 9 lined the

walls, all filled
;

even the
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twenty-five staidly-bound vol-

umes of
' The Monthly Packet,'

an aunt's legacy, had been

imported.
"
Furniture !

" Min-

erva called up to me.
" You

will find all your own books
in the salon the ones you
like." Other shelves held china.

I discovered most of the oils

and water-colours from No. 9.

The comfortable English arm-

chairs and chesterfield in the

hall were covered with the

same cretonne, the one shade

for which the villa had waited.

Even the clocks matched the

wall-paper and wainscoting.
I watched Minerva putting

daffodils into the green vase.

I remembered her seeing it in

the shop window at Rouen
and being drawn in. We were
outward bound then, after fur-

lough, wandering across France,
and she really hadn't room for

another thimble in her boxes.

She nursed it, in carriage and

cabin, all the way to Bombay.
" How splendidly those daf-

fodils go with the green vase !

"

I called down to her.

"I bought it for daffodils,"

she said. What faith ! For
all she knew, we might have
been posted to Agni Hotrodu.
But Minerva saw beyond. I

was the opportunist, she the

consistent votary. I only saw
the stages ;

she saw the bourne.

I believe she had always seen

the villa. She had a bowl or

a vase in the house for every
kind of flower. The golden
down of palm was meant to

spill itself on that dark copper

Najaf jar, primroses and peri-

winkles to float in the china

bowl on the oak dresser, the

red berries of butcher's broom
to glow from the Saddhu's

wooden begging bowl. What
a gentling of things Eastern !

And palm instead of palms !

A world of symbolism in the

transition.

I descended the carpeted
stair into the hall. Minerva's

economy of distribution was

perfect. The villa had swal-

lowed everything. Not a super-

fluity, or the superfluities were

in the basement or box-room
all packed away. The jail-

carpet filled the dining-room
as if Minerva had had the

measure of it. It had actually
" made a good recovery

"
j
the

bilge-water stains had disap-

peared.
But this is not an inventory :

it is an apologia. Boj had
become a smiling benevolent

god. His countenance was

changed. Or perhaps Minerva

had worshipped at the true

shrine all along, unbeknown
to me, and had not been

betrayed. Countries have the

gods they deserve. My own

theory is that Boj is a two-

faced Janus god. He frowned

at Agni Hotrodu, where gods
exist only to scourge ;

but in

this paysage riant of the Basques
he and all the jolly goblins

by his side, deities of the barn,
the orchard, the cross-roads

and the byre, smile.

But whatever manner of god
he be, Minerva has laid the

bogey of Boj. Objects tyran-
nise no more.
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THE CASE OF CADWALLDB JONES.

"
I SUPPOSE," my wife had

said, after we had finished tea

in the little grey stone hotel

at Gyllgwyn,
"
you want to

have a look at the river ?
"

There was a faint tinge of

indulgent patronage in her tone,
such as is known only to mar-
ried anglers, and possibly

golfers. Experience in these

matters makes a man wise.

I did want to look at the river,

but I did not want my wife to

know that I wanted to look at

it though I knew that she

knew. Does that seem cryptic ?

If so, it is only seeming, as an
Irish bull only seems ridiculous.

I went to the window while

I pondered my answer. The
hotel was built on a slope above
the river. Looking from the

window I saw the river, the

stone bridge that spanned it,

and something else. My wife

also observed that something
else.

" The bridge seems positively
festooned with them !

"

Literally it was. More than
a score of idlers overhung the

parapet. They remained there

in a cluster as we looked out.

They were still there half an
hour later when we walked
that way.

Really we went out in the

first instance to shop, or to

look at shops. If I was the

first to see that an alley be-

tween the little stone houses

led to the bridge, my wife was

certainly the first to suggest

our following it. At times she

is merciful.

The festoons were actually

loafers, some in rags and caps,
some in serviceable suits and
bowler hats, but all authentic-

ally loafing, an art not easily

attained, or too often observed
in towns.

A river bridge is always a
focus for rustic communities,
but they back the parapet as a

rule, or dangle legs from it,

their faces turned towards the

roadway. Here we saw an

irregular row of backs, of bent

necks, and the sight was in-

triguing. What had they come
out for to see ? A trout rising,

salmon running, a vagrant otter

with urban instincts 1 I joined

them, and looked over.

I looked into nothingness
that is to say, piscatorial no-

thingness. Below ran the

droughty stream, just trick-

ling, of terrible clearness and

transparency, over stones that

had already begun to gather
the film of stagnation. As I

pressed my chest against the

unsympathetic stone of the

parapet my eyes met those of

Cadwalldr Jones.

Jones, as I then saw him,
wore a shabby serge suit with

a bowler hat. The former was

frayed, the latter battered and

bearing, twisted about it, a

coarse gut cast with two rusty
flies. He was a man of indeter-

minate age, between forty and

fifty, I guessed. He had shrewd
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grey eyes, with something ab-

stract and unfathomable in

them when he became con-

templative. He wore a five-

day beard
;

his mouth was

thin, slightly crooked
;
he had

a peaky nose
;

a chin of no

character whatsoever.

His eyes rose from my face

to my cap. They rested there

on a discarded trout-fly, hooked
into the tweed. His eyes

gathered doubt. Was I really

an angler, or only a tourist

who wished to look sporting ?

"
Water's low 1

"
I said.

"
Indeed, yes," said Cadwalldr

drily ;

"
it is very low."

My wife called me. She

wanted to know what they
were looking at. I nodded to

Cadwalldr, and we resumed
our walk. The mystery re-

mained unsolved. There were

other mysteries about the Gyll-

gwyn river mysteries of men
who sat behind bushes, mys-
teries of men who, shading
their eyes with the brims of

their hats, looked longingly
into pools, as if watching for

the reflection of an eclipse. I

came upon these mysteries later.

They fascinated me right up
to the moment of their solu-

tion, the sight of many men,
at many different places, doing

nothing so purposefully, waiting
for something that I was never

privileged to see arrive.
"
Going to fish to-day !

"

my wife asked next morning
at breakfast.

"
Fish f

" Women never learn

these things.
" There is no

water. The river is almost dry.
I thought of strolling along the

banks to get an idea of the

water, though. The rain ought
to come soon."

That was what it came to

in the end. We went down the

river and surveyed it. As we

returned, a cloud began to

loom behind the twin peaks of

Ehosgyll. I saw Cadwalldr

Jones for the second time

coming out of one of the detest-

ably small stone houses that

clutter Gyllgwyn. He raised

his battered hat gallantly. An-

glers have a masonic friendli-

ness. He was not sure yet
that I was an angler, but with

the river as low as it was,
he could not put me to the

test.

Hereabouts the folk are a

block of stumbling and a rock

of offence to their more na-

tionalistic countrymen. They
speak English among them-

selves, peppering it at the

worst with Welsh turns to

English phrases.
" Rain coming ?

"
I ventured

as we passed.
He nodded.

"
Yes, yes," he

assented.
"
It will rain, I

think."
" What an odd man," said

my wife.
"
I think he's an idealist,"

I said.
" At all events, he's a

fisherman."

I felt that he was an idealist

then. I wonder now.

We arrived at the hotel

just before the beginning of

what was to prove the very
father and mother of a storm.

It was probably still worse up
in the mountains, but in Gyll-

gwyn the rain fell in sheets,
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the gutters were torrents, thun-

der boomed, and lightning
flashed. This promised fishing
weather. The river fills rap-

idly, falls almost as rapidly, fed

by the mountain rills.

There were clusters again on
the bridge next morning. But
this time they looked on brown

turbidity, racing and roaring

below, swishing noisily against
the grey stone piers. Though
hardly a word was exchanged,
there was a palpable atmos-

phere of cheerfulness in all

that motley company, though
it was still raining. Before

lunch the sky cleared.

A fly was a vain thing then.

But after lunch I put up my
rod, and went down to the

river to spin a phantom. For
weeks the weary salmon had
been hanging off the mouth of

the river, in the estuary, wait-

ing to come up. There was
water to carry them now, not

so muddy as it had been, but

strong, fast, deep. After its

bath the country rose up in a

mantle of delicately-renewed

green, the air smelt clean and

fresh, there was charm in the

rain-washed blue of the sky.
I selected a pool with a

rapid at its head, a long narrow

pool, fringed on the farther

side with alders, grassy and

open on mine. The tingle of

the game stimulated me as I

made my first cast. The blue-

and-white phantom fell lightly

under an alder and came spin-

ning industriously across and
down. As I reeled in, and pre-

pared for a second cast, my
eye caught sight of a figure

down near the tail of the pool.
I saw it clothed darkly, dis-

tinguished a bowler hat. Could
it be Cadwalldr Jones ?

I had one half-hearted pull

before I finished the pool.

That was ah
1

. When I came to

Cadwalldr I saw that he had
a rod, and was fishing. He
nodded, and gave my rod and
tackle an inspired glance. His

line remained in the wr

ater,

dangling from the end of a

quite inadequate rod, a dilapi-

dated greenheart, broken in

the top joint, and bound roughly
with a fragment of reel-line.

"Doesn't seem to be much
moving !

"
I said, coming to

a halt to fill a pipe.
" Had

any luck ?
"

" An eel," said Cadwalldr.
"
Trying for sewin f

"
I

asked.
" Yes

;
but indeed there are

not many."
" There ought to be," I said.

" The fish have been hanging
about below for weeks, they
tell me

;
and this flood

"

He shook his head.
"
I haf

got thirty sewin from here in

an afternoon. Indeed it was a

good place once."

Never disdain the advice of

the local angler. He may not

know much about flies, but

he does know something of the

local fish. I wanted to know
more.

"Ah, I see it's like a good

many other rivers, not what
it used to be. Can you
tell me why mills, road-tar,

sewage ?
"

Cadwalldr tightened his lips.
"
There's the tweed-mill, but
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it is always there
;
even when

I catch those thirty sewins."

His line went off suddenly.
He struck, began to reel in,

and landed with saddened dis-

gust a half-pound eel.

When he had disengaged it

from his hook and thrown in

again, I returned to the charge.
" What then ? Are there nets

down below ?
"

" There are nets," he agreed.
" But it isn't that one would

say. Look you, sir
;

there is

many sewin comes up and
salmon too, and indeed there

might be good fishing if it

weren't for the poachers."
"
Poachers !

"
I cried indig-

nantly.
"
Yes, yes," he said, almost

passionately.
" There was

never so many poachers in

Wales as there is in Gyllgwyn.
There is perhaps a hundred
salmons come up with this

flood, and how many will there

be to - morrow night, think

you !
"

"
There's some cover under

the banks," I said anxiously.
Cadwalldr's eyes flashed. The

intensity of his sportsmanlike

indignation seemed even to

excel my own. It did my heart

good to hear the fervent anger
in his voice.

"
Cover, look

you ! It is the cover that

kills the salmons indeed. For
the salmons is the very stupid-
est fish that ever was."

I was amused at his natural

history.
" You really think

so? "

For a moment I really think
he suspected me of being only
an angler by courtesy.

"
It isn't

what I think. It's what it is.

The salmons are tarn fools, and
no better. They will get their

heads under the bank, or under
a stone, and lie there until a

hook is stuck in them. When
a salmons can stick his head
into a hole or under a rock, he
thinks no one can see him."

" So that's how they do it

here ?
"

I commented. "
Gaff

them when they're lying in

shelter."
"
Yes, yes, indeed," said

Cadwalldr. " And you will

fish two days after this, sir,

and you will see nothing to

catch, but there will be sal-

mons eating all through Gyll-

gwyn."
"
Can't it be stopped t

"
I

asked.

He grunted.
" And how

would it ? Is there more than
one watcher ? And there is

more than three rivers to

watch."

"It's disgusting !

"
I agreed.

" Now if this gaffing could be

put down, on rivers like this,

where every one can fish, there

would be sport for every one."
" There would be lovely fish-

ing, sir
;

for this is a lovely
river indeed, and there would
be amusements for all at it."

I left Cadwalldr. A third

eel interrupted our conversa-

tion. As I fished the next

pool, I thought of him with

sympathetic regret. There was
no question of narrow parvenu
preserving here

;
no wealthy

riparian proprietor to forbid

fair fishing. And here was an

intelligent labouring man, with

sporting instincts, prepared to
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fish in a fair sporting way, in a

river regularly devastated by
poachers. There seemed to be

something undemocratic about
the whole thing. However, as

it stood, I had better make the

best of my day; while the

water remained high and brown

gaffs were at a discount.

I fished down for a mile,

caught four large sewin, and
had an unsatisfactory ten-min-

utes' tussle with a big grilse,

too lightly hooked. The water
was clearing. I changed my
phantom for a salmon-fly, and
went on. I added two more
sewin to my bag, then put up
and went back to the hotel.

Anglers' wives are patient
creatures. Golfers' wives are,
of course, still more patient ;

since a day's fishing can be
described in half an hour, while

one round of golf may be

debated, detail by detail, from
dinner-time till midnight. But
a merciful man is merciful to

his wife. I merely showed my
fish, and mentioned the plaint
of Cadwalldr Jones.

" He seems quite a sport,"
she said

;

"
doesn't he * "

"Quite," I agreed. "An
idealist, as I said before. His

eyes told me that. It is some-

thing to have come across the

one just man in Gyllgwyn."
" You'd better go out to-

morrow early," she said prac-

tically,
"

if what he says is

true."

There are sportsmen among
peasants, and Cadwalldr's nice

principles were not in them-
selves a justification for the

interest I took in him. At the

base of it, more likely, was his

position as the one just man in

Gyllgwyn. A monument of

virtue in a graveyard of re-

putations is naturally suspect.
Without suspecting him, I won-
dered how he had risen superior
to his environment

;
I wondered

at his passionate denunciation

of what was locally considered

a mere peccadillo. With the

instinct of the amateur psy-

chologist, I wished to study
him closely, and to under-

stand, if it might be, the main-

springs of his virtuous emotion
when poaching was mentioned.

I went out early next day.
The river had certainly run
down a great deal : it was now
of that rich brown which vul-

garians not inaptly (if grossly)
refer to as

"
porter colour."

It gave promise of great things,
and made me for the moment
forget my philosophic abstrac-

tions with regard to Cadwalldr
Jones.

To-day the mysteries had
reasserted themselves. The line

of alders on the far bank was

intriguingly punctuated with

squatting figures, motionless in

their shelters as Buddhist

monks. I saw no man of them
do anything. They seemed

simply to sit, looking abstrac-

tedly into the water beneath

them. So far the ritual of

the shading hats was not in

evidence. Perhaps they were

passively admiring nature.

I put up a small
"
Silver

Doctor " on a sea-trout cast,

and waded into a shallow. At
the third cast I saw the bright
flash of a sewin turning over
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at my fly. I struck too quickly,
and saw him no more. At the

tail of the pool I landed an

impudent smolt, and a venture-

some brown trout of immature

years. Young brown trout do
these things. Nothing is too

large, nothing too small, as

eleemosynary institutions as-

sure us when they are in need
of funds.

I continued down-stream un-
til I came to a pool at a bend.

Bocks lay beneath the current,

making inviting whirlpools,

splendid miniature harbours for

resting salmon. White water
seethed and foamed at the head
of the pool ;

then came a
swift brown race, to end with
a shining shallow on the pebble
bed. I fished the pool thor-

oughly, lighted a pipe, rested,
and began again. Half-way
down I struck something.
The something most obvi-

ously resented my blow, twenty
yards of line sung out through
the rings, and a silver bar left

the water and commenced a
series of skipjack antics along
the surface. As he went under

again he ran towards my feet,

swerved dexterously round my
waders, and made a lightning
dash for the pool below.
He had amphibian traits,

and seemed as happy in the
air as in his native element.
He leaped like a thing pos-

sessed, between under - water

dashes, and cunning attempts
to involve my gut - cast in

razor-edged rock crevices.

He was just under five

pounds, a fresh-run sewin, glit-

tering, splendid in his panoply

of shining scales. He was an
outward and visible sign of

further favours to come.
I continued down - stream;

Then I saw Cadwalldr. He
was on the bank of a streamy
pool in a devotional attitude.

Even at this distance I could

see that he had reverently
taken off his battered bowler

hat and knelt down. He held

his hat over his eyes, over the

water, as if in salute, respect-
ful but humble, to some watery
deity.

This pool was much clearer

than those I had fished. Cad-

walldr did not see me ap-

proach. He was intent on
his mysterious devotions. It

was only when I approached
within a few paces that he
looked up. His eyes held a
mild reproach, as one who
should say,

"
I forgive you,

even while I reprobate your
intrusion."

" Good morning !

"
I said

conciliatingly.
"
I hope I didn't

startle you ?
"

"
Oh, indeed no," he said

;

"
but, look you, sir, if there

isn't a salmons here, that one

might take."

I bent by him, but could

see nothing. He lent me the

shade of his hat brim. Then
I saw. Half under the bank,
near the bottom, a nice salmon,
about fifteen pounds weight,

lay finning gently. It occurred
to me that Cadwalldr's solici-

tude had in it something path-
etic and moving. He had come
there to bend sympathetically
over one of the river's already
doomed visitors, to take leave
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of it, as it were, before some

unsportsmanlike rustic put a

crude end to its career.
"
I suppose some one will

have it before long ?
"

I said

with regret.

He nodded. " And look you
too, sir, if you come with me
there is another good salmons

lying under a log."
I followed him. He was

right. There was a ten-pounder
of an optimistic temperament
lying half under a sunken log.

He was certainly right but
what industry ! What inde-

fatigable patience ! What an
amount of virtuous observation

expended without hope of re-

ward !

"It's amazing," I agreed.
"
I suppose it wouldn't be any

good to splash and frighten it

farther out, eh ?
"

"No, no," said he. "The
salmons is like the children and
the fire, look you. They will

go back whatefer you can do."

He replaced his hat. It

occurred to me that he might
like to accompany me in my
fishing. I showed him my
sewin, and received his con-

gratulations, but he did not

wish to come. He preferred
to sit there, mourning over an

impending tragedy, consider-

ing with an afflicted eye the

doomed fish below.
"
I would not be surprised,

sir, if it was gone when you
come up again. No, indeed !

"

he confided to me as I turned

away.
" And it is a nice fish

too, a lofely fish indeed."

Again he was right. When
I came up-river again, towards
lunch time, the salmon under-

neath the log had vanished.

In fact they had both vanished.

Cadwalldr's vigil had not saved

them, his indignant prophecy
had been fulfilled. I pictured
him retreating disgustedly town-

wards, his head hanging, his

battered bowler over his de-

jected eyes, a prey to melan-

cholia engendered by contem-

plating the unsportsmanlike in-

stincts of his fellow-residents.
"
I suppose some one came

and gaffed them when he had

gone home," my wife sug-

gested when I told her.
"
After

all, you couldn't expect the

poor fellow to sit watching
them all day."

"
I did not expect it," I said.

" To tell you the truth, it is

beginning to dawn on me that

those men sitting under the

alders are nothing less than

poachers !

"

"
I thought so yesterday !

"

said my wife.

How like a woman ! That's

the sort of remark women
make on chance. If they prove

right they say it's instinct.

Meanwhile the sun remained

hot, and no further rain came
to keep the river at a good
level. It was running pretty
low and clear next day. There

were fewer Buddhists on the

banks. Tentatively I looked

into many pools, but saw no

salmon. My salmon-fly, small

as it was, went unregarded, and
I devoted myself for the next

few days to trout.

I did badly. The river grew
lower and lower, and the trout

were sulky. I was told locally

that I ought to have come in

April for the trout. That is
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always the way. When you
come in April you learn that

the rivers fish best in Septem-
ber.

"
There was jam yester-

day, there will be jam to-

morrow, but there is never

jam to-day."

Still, I improved my ac-

quaintance with Cadwalldr. He
fished a great deal, he told me

probably in April. In fact,

it must have been April that

saw him fishing a great deal.

Gloomily he pointed out to

me how his prophecies had been
fulfilled. There was not a

salmon left in the river
"
those

fellows
"

had, like the Walrus
and the Carpenter in

'

Alice,'
"
eaten them every one."

For the first time Cadwalldr
was wrong. I demonstrated
that next day, and in his

presence. If I had not demon-
strated it in his presence I

should still be speculating on
the case of Cadwalldr Jones.

I had left early to fish a pool
about a mile below the town.

This pool was fairly deep, and
at the head of it was a run
which was still mock-turbulent
below a miniature waterfall.

I had put up a cast of large
trout-flies to fish it, the tail-

fly a big Zulu, with silver-

ribbed body.

Cautiously approaching the

top run, I cast. I worked on
down to the tail. Nothing
happened. As I turned to

look up, I saw Cadwalldr ap-

proaching the waterfall
;

al-

most at the same moment
something splashed in the foam-

ing run, and I caught a gleam
of silver. Hurray ! One
salmon had escaped the holo-

caust, and it would be sheer

cruelty to allow him to pine

away companionless.
But I had forgotten my

salmon-flies, my gaff. I had a

landing-net for medium trout,

and my cast was not notably

strong.
I hurried up before Cad-

walldr reached me, and cast

over where I had seen the

fish splash. The Zulu sank,

began to circle in an eddy.
At that moment something
"
boiled

" on the surface, and

my rod bent in a bow. The
reel sang shrilly, an arrow

ripple tore down the pool. Then
the salmon jumped. He went

up two feet, turned gleaming in

the air, and plunged below.

I was very conscious of my
deficiencies in equipment. Was
he well hooked ? Would the

cast stand the strain even if

he were ? Would I find it

possible to steer him and it

clear of all the underwater

dangers f I was too occupied
with these serious thoughts to

notice Cadwalldr, who had come

up behind me, and watched
with grave interest the progress
of the struggle.

As the minutes went by my
spirits rose. The hook was
well into the gristly mouth

;

the gut confirmed all its maker's

lyric praises. I was getting

my fish in hand. I could

check him when he ran for a

Scylla and Charybdis opening
below

;
I could put gentle per-

suasive pressure on him when
he tried to saw my cast on a

convenient rock. He moved
sullenly now, cruising up and

down, refusing to be driven,
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but not always to be led. I

saw him pass many times al-

most under my feet, from where
I stood on a rock ledge three

feet above the water, and I

judged him to be eight or nine

pounds weight.
Cadwalldr had not spoken.

I turned my head suddenly
to address him. " Eotten luck,
isn't it ? I've left my gaff at

home, and I'm too high up
here to tail him."

"
Yes, yes," he agreed mourn-

fully.
" And it is a pity,

indeed."

My salmon was now ready
for removal. I held him short

by the head, wondering what
to do next. How was I to

lift him?
I bethought me of Cadwalldr.

I turned, to find him gone.
Where had he gone t I looked

quickly behind. He stood near
a hazel-tree, and appeared to

be busy cutting a long thin

branch. I returned anxiously
to my fish.

I knelt down, almost lost

my balance and my salmon,
as I tried to insert my fingers
under a gaping gill. It was no

good. I became a convinced
believer in Browning's dictum :

" The little more and how
much it is

;
the little less, and

what worlds away."
Suddenly I heard a voice, and

saw Cadwalldr just below me.
"

If you'll bring him down
this way !

"

I obeyed like a man in a

dream. Cadwalldr bent, his

arm moved down, then back,
and as he raised himself my
fish rose slowly out of the

water, and lay gasping on the

rock.

I did not speak. I killed

my fish, leaving the
" Zulu "

in

his dead gristly jaw. Cad-
walldr did not speak either.

He sat down and commenced

gravely to unwind the cord with

which he had bound a steel

gaff-hook to a thin hazel branch.

When he had finished he sol-

emnly stowed the hook away
in an inner pocket. It seemed
a very large pocket, and took

up most of the lining of his

coat. He did not explain to

me then or thereafter how he

came to have such a thing on his

person. There was no humility
or abjectness in his bearing,
no apologetic shade in his eyes.

Well, that is, in brief, the

case of Cadwalldr Jones. My
wife says there is no case. She
avers that Cadwalldr was just
a poacher like the rest. My
instinct tells me otherwise.

I see him as a dual person-

ality, a bucolic Jekyll and

Hyde. I believe he is an

idealist, with fits of pragmat-
ism. He is both beneath and
above the practice of hypoc-

risy. He believes what he

says when he says it. Can all

of us say as much f

His last words to me proved

that, I think. As I rewarded
him and turned to go home, he

spoke
"
Indeed, sir, and I'm pleased

you caught that salmons
; for,

look you, if those fellows had
come along yesterday, there

would have been no fish left

no, indeed !

"

JOHN HASLETTE VAHEY.
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FEOM THE OUTPOSTS.

A LEADER OF MEN.

YA NYUN came from a tract

of hilly country about fifty

miles south-west of Mandalay,
and had been a cavalry officer

in the Burmese Army. The

system was very much like

that of feudal times in Europe :

his standing was more or less

hereditary, and he had to pro-
vide the Government with a

certain number of mounted
men in case of need. A curious

figure they must have cut on

parade, on little twelve-hand
Burma ponies, with red cloth

saddles and red tassels hanging
from the saddles and bridles,

bare-footed, with the big toe

hooked into a very short stirrup
a perilously insecure seat it

looks, but every Burma pony
is taught to amble, and as the

Burman horseman has no in-

clination to jump, he sticks on

fairly well on the flat. The

position of these cavalry leaders

was vague : they had some
sort of authority over the vil-

lagers and the village headmen
and some powers of punishment.
Powers and jurisdictions were
not very carefully defined in

Burma, and the main thing was
to have a friend at Court. This

Ya Nyun had, and he used his

friendship to good purpose.
As soon as he secured his

appointment, which his father

had at one time held before

him and had used to put
a rival to death, he collected

round him a band of hangers-

on, and started to commit
dacoities in the surrounding

villages. This was some years
before the annexation, when
there were no local tribunals

to appeal to, and the only

remedy was to go to Mandalay
and try to persuade somebody
more influential than Ya Nyun's
patron to put a stop to his

practices. Going to Mandalay
was an expensive and unpop-
ular occupation ;

in the first

place, you had to collect your

money and take it with you
in hard cash

;
roads were

lonely, and your rival was sure

to hear of your intentions, and
unless you went with a well-

armed party you were not

likely to arrive with the money,
if, indeed, you were lucky

enough to arrive at all. Then,

having arrived, you might very

likely find that the Minister

whom you hoped to get on

your side had just been de-

graded over some little affair

touching one of the maids of

honour, or some breach of

Court etiquette ; perhaps he

had inadvertently squatted
down in such a position that

the sole of his foot was visible

to the royal eye. Even if you
found him you had to start

by paying his hangers-on to

gain access to him, and then

you had to offer your pro-
foundest respects to the great
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man himself. Your respects

might not be sufficient, and

you might be sent back to get

more, if you were not dismissed

indignantly from the presence ;

they might, on the other hand,
be so gratifying that you were
detained in the capital while

messengers were sent to see if

you had not by any chance
left anything behind you at

home : it was almost better

to be a Jew under King John
than a rich man in Burma.
But Ya Nyun's doings be-

came so bad that some steps
had to be taken, and a deputa-
tion faced the dangers of the

journey and the Court. They
met with some success

;
the

affair reached the royal ear,
and Ya Nyun was summoned
to make his explanations. Ex-

planations, needless to say, were
of the same nature as respects,
and in this case they were
substantial enough to be ac-

cepted, and he was allowed to

return to his district, where
he naturally carried on his

calling more industriously than
ever to recoup himself for the

expenses of his journey to

Mandalay. A few years later

his oppressions became so in-

tolerable that, in spite of the

previous failure, a second de-

putation went up to make
another attempt to bring him
to book. This time their re-

spects were insufficient, and
one of their number was sent

back to bring some more. On
reaching home he fell in with
some of Ya Nyun's friends, who
dealt with him after the custom
of the country : he was not

killed, but was severely beaten,
and this was a little too much
even for the Burmese Govern-

ment, and Ya Nyun was sent

for once again, and might have

got the punishment he deserved

had not greater events dis-

tracted attention from him.

Just at this moment the British

ultimatum arrived, followed

rapidly by the British expedi-

tion, which proceeded up the

Irrawaddy with indecent haste,

utterly undismayed by mud
forts armed with dummy guns

along the banks. Ya Nyun,
who had come in disgrace,
returned in triumph, a gold
umbrella over his head, with

unlimited powers to raise forces

and fight the invader. His old

dacoit gang was naturally the

nucleus of the force he gathered
round him.

The Burmese Government
soon ceased to exist, and pay
was not to be hoped for

; they
had to live on what they could

get out of the surrounding vil-

lages. At first this was not so

difficult
;

it was an out-of-the-

way bit of country, full of

broken hills and ravines, admir-

ably suited for operations by
small bodies of men, and the

British troops were too busy in

other places to be able to pay
adequate attention to them.

After a few months, however,
a post was established in Ya
Nyun's own village, and his

position became more precari-
ous. A large number of the

surrounding headmen had ac-

cepted the British Government
as a fait accompli, and refused

to provide supplies for Ya
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Nyun, whose gold umbrella did

not command the respect it

used to. In a very short time
he was an outlaw, a veritable

Ishmael, hunted as assiduously

by his own people as by the

British troops. He still had,

however, a large following, and
in this rough country could

easily keep hidden and make
life very unpleasant for the

headmen and villagers who had

gone over to the new Govern-

ment. His old opponents who
had tried to get him turned out

by the Burmese Government

naturally suffered first, and the

very first man to be caught
was the member of the second

deputation against him who
had been sent back for more

money and had received a

beating at the hands of Ya
Nyun's friends. This time he
did not get off with a beating,
and was murdered in cold blood.

The record of the murders
and dacoities committed by the

gang is amazing ;
at least

thirty murders are known to

have been committed in cold

blood apart from those com-
mitted in the course of dacoities.

The dacoities as often as not

took place in broad daylight,
as many as four or five hundred
men being concerned in some
of them

; villages were looted

and burned wholesale a Bur-
mese village of bamboo houses

burns magnificently in this dry
part of the country ; anybody
who had the courage to resist

was killed, the village cattle

and very often a few of the

village girls were driven off,

while if the village had made

itself particularly obnoxious a

prominent inhabitant would be

crucified among the smoulder-

ing ruins as a warning to others.

In one case a British officer

arrived on the scene to find

three crucified corpses whose
arms had been cut off and put
up as a gruesome signpost to

point out the way the dacoits

had gone.
For nearly five years this

gang held out, decreasing in

numbers, of course, yearly, and

having to adopt less bold mea-
sures as time went on

;
and in

the last half of the period not

daring to put up a fight with

the troops or police as they
had done at first, but merely

committing their dacoities and
then disappearing in small

groups in the hills where pur-
suit was difficult and conceal-

ment easy. By degrees they
were hunted down and killed

or caught, or persuaded to sur-

render
;

offers of pardon were

freely made at first, and more
than three years after the an-

nexation Ya Nyun was actually
offered a free pardon if he would

give himself up. But he never

showed any inclination to do
so

;
he probably knew well

enough that even if Govern-

ment gave him a pardon his

life would be of very little

value in his own district, where

every village had suffered from
his dacoities and half the lead-

ing men had deaths in their

families to avenge.
At last the net closed round

him
;
his followers had dwindled

to a mere handful, and one day
a number of these were run to
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earth and seven were killed,

including a brother of Ya Nyun.
This made his position hopeless,

and he surrendered, persuaded

by a promise that his life would
be spared. Whoever gave the

promise had no authority to

do so, as all offers of pardon
or clemency had long been

withdrawn
;
but given it was.

He was tried on various charges,
and was sentenced to trans-

portation for life, the promise
that he would not be hung
being kept, given without au-

thority though it was, The
vast majority of the murders

and dacoities committed by his

gang were never judicially tried;

evidence was difficult to obtain,
most of the gang had been
killed or had surrendered long
before on promise of pardon,
and it was impossible to prove
how far he had been directly

responsible for the acts of his

followers.

Very soon afterwards Ya
Nyun was transported to the

Andamans
;

he was one of

many Burmans who had been

sent there in recent years for

similar offences, and his im-

portance was hardly realised.

Such a man might well have

been expected to give trouble,

but he did not
;
he soon, how-

ever, showed that he still pos-

sessed the same influence as

he had in his own country,
and he rose to the highest posts
of convict warder, and justified

his promotion by hard work
and exemplary conduct.

The Andaman Islands receive

prisoners of all sorts and kinds

from all over India, and some

ten years later a number of

Pathans from the North-West
Frontier came down. These
were the remains of a gang
who in their own time and

place had given almost as much
trouble as Ya Nyun himself,
and for three or four years had
harassed the border and com-
mitted murders and robberies

in British territory. Two ex-

peditions had been necessary to

run them down, and three

British officers had been killed

before they were all accounted

for. Of the leaders, one was

killed, and the other, Jan, with

one of his most trusty lieu-

tenants, Shinkai, and several

followers, surrendered, again on

a promise that their lives would
be spared. The careers of Ya
Nyun and Jan are curiously
alike in general outline, and
their courses, which began at

opposite corners of the Indian

Empire, ran together at the

end in a wonderfully dramatic

manner. The Pathan is by
general consent about the best

and most truculent fighting

man in India, and the Burman
is perhaps the least amenable

to discipline, and few would

have dared to prophesy that

if Ya Nyun and Jan found

themselves up against one an-

other it would be Ya Nyun
who would be on the side of

law and order, and would come
out the victor.

Jan and his associates did

not take to the life of a penal
settlement as amenably as Ya
Nyun had done, and before

they had been there long five

of them ran away, Jan and
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two more from one station,
and Shinkai and a companion
from another. Eunaways are

common enough, but as escape
from the islands is almost im-

possible, the great majority

give themselves up in a few

days, finding life in the jungle
more uncomfortable, if less

laborious, than in the convict

stations. This, however, was
no ordinary escape ;

a short

time before a number of men
belonging to a famous dacoit

gang had escaped together, and
had tried to take up their old

profession at the expense of

the cultivators in the villages,

and prompt measures were
taken to hunt down Jan and
his friends and prevent a re-

petition of that affair. The
islands are covered with the

densest tropical jungle every-

where, except in the actual

convict settlement, where the

land has been cleared for culti-

vation, and to track down and
catch runaways who really
mean business is a most diffi-

cult undertaking. The only
men who know the jungles and
can get about them with any
ease are the little half-naked

aborigines who roam through
them with bow and arrow to

shoot the pig which abound
there and to gather the wild

fruits and roots which form
their food.

Now it so happened that at

this time Ya Nyun was the

convict warder in charge of

the Andamanese Home, where
the little men come in to barter

the shells and other things
which they collect for tea,

sugar, tobacco, and similar

luxuries of civilisation for which

they have acquired a taste.

He had at] times accompanied
them in their wanderings

through the jungle, a life which
came easily to him, and as he
had acquired a good deal of

influence over them, he was
sent out in charge of them to

hunt down the Pathans. The
chase was so keen that the

two groups of Pathans were
unable to get together, and in

four or five days Shinkai and
his companion were run down

by Ya Nyun and his Anda-
manese and a guard of police.

On the coast some miles from
the settlement is a solitary

clearing, once cultivated but
later abandoned. Some reports

having been received that the

men had gone in this direc-

tion, the pursuers followed, and
were soon rewarded by finding
tracks on the sandy beach and

signs of a recent fire. The
tracks were followed up, and
soon a keen - sighted Anda-
manese saw two men on a little

hill a few hundred yards inland.

The police went round through
the jungle and surrounded the

hill on the farther side, while

Ya Nyun, now thoroughly at

home, and the Andamanese ad-

vanced through the long grass
till they were within bowshot,
when Ya Nyun went forward
and called on them to sur-

render. They were both armed,
having managed to steal wea-

pons since their escape, and a
Pathan at bay is not a pleas-
ant person to deal with. The
oriental does not place a very
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high value on his life, and a

Mahomedan has a safe entry
into Paradise if he meets his

fate while killing an infidel.

But Ya Nyun had no intention

of being killed, and when the

men refused to drop their arms
and surrender, he called on the

Andamanese and police to fire.

A volley of buckshot and Anda-
manese arrows at close range
is fairly certain, and the men
were extremely lucky to escape
with their lives.

Jan and his two companions
were still at large, and Ya
Nyun proceeded to run them
down also. A few days later

their tracks were found in the

jungle far away on the west of

the islands. This time there

were no police in the expedi-
tion at all, and Ya Nyun and
his Andamanese had their own

way entirely. To add to the

dangers of the enterprise, the

jungles on this side of the

island are inhabited by the

hostile Andamanese tribe of

the Jarawas, as hostile to other

tribes of their own race as to

strangers, and it is no easy
task to persuade the tame
Andamanese to enter their

country. Ya Nyun, however,

succeeded, and on the second

day tracks were found on the

shore, and signs that a raft

had recently been built. It

looked as if the runaways were

making a desperate attempt to

set out to sea on the chance of

being picked up by some pass-

ing ship. It was a wild hope
in the north-east monsoon, for

ships in those seas are few and
far between, and there is no

land nearer than Africa. They
followed up the coast, and soon
found that their suspicions were
correct

;
with a little more luck

the runaways would have got

off, to an almost certain death
at sea, it is true, but with a
bare chance of escape. The
raft had stuck on a shoal just
off the shore, and the three

desperate men on it saw their

pursuers come down to the

water's edge. They were well

armed with dahs and axes, but
the odds were heavily against
them

;
Ya Nyun had a gun,

and one of the Andamanese
had another, while the rest

had their deadly bows and
arrows. There was still a fight-

ing chance, and they took it.

One man waded ashore and
ran off into the jungle, while

the other two sat on the raft.

Ya Nyun left most of the Anda-
manese to watch the raft, and
followed the man who had run

away ;
he was soon overtaken,

and as he refused to surrender

Ya Nyun shot him, killing him
on the spot. He then returned

to the shore and ordered the

other two to give themselves

up. They put down their dahs

and waded towards them, but

as they got near one of the

Andamanese saw a knife in

Jan's waist-cloth. He called

out, and as he did so Jan
rushed at Ya Nyun. There

was still a chance, but Jan had
met his match. The Anda-
manese fired a volley of arrows

at him, and both guns went off

at the same moment. Jan fell

dead with two charges of buck-

shot and eighteen arrows in his
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body. It was Ya Nyun's day ;

for the first time for fifteen

years he was in his element,
he was a leader of men, he had
killed his enemies, and the old

instincts, the pride of race

which every Burman has in

his heart, came out again.

Twenty-four hours later a grisly

procession marched into head-

quarters ;
it was led by a tall

bearded Pathan, half dead with

fatigue and terror, carrying a

blood-stained sack, driven along

by Ya Nyun, a smile of triumph
on his face, and followed by a

crowd of little black men, each

bearing his bow and arrows,
still telling one another the

story of what had happened.
At Ya Nyun's order the Pathan

opened the sack and rolled

from it the heads of his fellows.

A little wizened-up Bunnan
was still to be met in the

Andamans not long ago ;
he

was to all intents and purposes
a free man, and was treated

with marked respect by the

other convicts. He was gene-

rally known for some obscure

reason as Sadhu, which in

Hindustani means a holy man.
He deserved much credit for

the way he had worked and
lived in transportation, where
his conduct had gone far to

expiate the appalling crimes of

his youth. But one who, like

the present writer, has lived

in his old district and heard

men who fought against him
and suffered from his oppres-
sions speak of him with terror

and hatred nearly a generation

later, and who has seen the

cunning cruel eyes which belie

the friendly smile with which
he would greet you, is inclined

to doubt whether even the

orderly conduct of the last half

of his life earned him his title,

and to agree with those in

authority in his country who
declined to permit him to return

to his old home in any circum-

stances.

F.
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'THE BEGGAR'S OPERA' IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY.

BY MRS COMYNS CARE.

THE great world of London
was on the tiptoe of expectation

during the first weeks of the

year 1728, for it was announced
that Rich, the manager of

Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre,
would produce an opera in

English by John Gay on the

29th of January. It was said

that the work would contain

every sort of novelty, with

much pungent wit at the ex-

pense of high personages. And
there had never been such a

thing as an opera in English.

Plays with a song or two in

the vernacular had been heard
of as pleasing to the lower orders,
but opera proper had only been
born with that great advent of

Italian singers in London which
Addison deplores ;

and even
so had lived a financially pre-
carious but gradually brighten-

ing life as it became the fashion

for Fashion to patronise it,

until the Italian Opera was the

thing and the only thing
for any one who was anybody
to be seen at. Yet it seems
never to have paid.

Swift is said to have remarked
to Gay that

"
a Newgate pas-

toral might make an odd pretty
sort of thing," and this may
have been the seed which ger-
minated in the author's brain

;

but Gay naturally satirical,

and with the bitterness bred
of his misfortunes had many

an axe to grind, and it was
his luck to touch the frolic-

some humour of the hour.

Beggared in the South Sea

Bubble, the unfortunate poet
had led a thwarted life, seek-

ing, and not finding, the prefer-
ment from the great which he
considered due to his talents,
and making his position worse

by sneers at the Court and the

Government.
When the new Queen Caro-

line was Princess of Wales, Gay
had managed to gain access to

her, and flattered by some
verses of his on the infant

Duke of Cumberland, she had

promised him a place at Court.

But these verses did not

please the powers that were in

office and how could they ?

Disregarding the advice of his

friends Pope and Swift, Gay
had peppered them with allu-

sions which could not but give

offence, and all that the Queen
was able to obtain for him was
the paltry post of gentleman-
usher to the Princess Louisa.

Gay, furious at what he con-

sidered a fresh insult, retaliated

by scathing satire of people in

high places put into the mouths
of characters in the opera.
None of this means anything
to us, who judge the work

purely upon its merits
;

its

gay, rollicking, impossible story;
its perilously broad farcical
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jollity, which might perhaps
not have drawn the town twenty
years ago as it does to-day ;

its

vivid pictures of Hogarthian
manner and Hogarthian dress

the dress of fashion then, but

to us a faithful reproduction
of our great-grandparents ;

and

last, but not least, its entranc-

ing music.

But to the public of 1728 the

satire meant much, and per-

haps spiciest of all to musical

dilettanti was the hope of a skit

on the shibboleth of Italian

Opera and its prima donnas of

the day Cuzzoni and Faus-

tina, a fierce fight between
whom was rending society into

two parties, and providing one

of the main topics for the

ponderous wit that was prac-
tised in all the fashionable

assemblies.

In his introduction, Gay him-

self virtually acknowledges his

sarcastic intentions.
"
This piece, I own, was

originally writ for celebrating
the marriage of James Chanter
and Molly Lay two most ex-

cellent ballad singers. I have
introduced the similes that are

in all your celebrated operas
the Swallow, the Moth, the

Bee, the Ship, the Flower.

Besides, I have a prison scene

which the ladies always reckon

charmingly pathetic. As to

the parts, I have observed such

a nice impartiality to our two
ladies that it is impossible for

either of them to take offence."

After all, the novelty and
the charm of the genuine na-

tional music was what achieved

the success of the opera.

The real musicians among
the audience, and perhaps even

those simple folk who heard
in the tunes the airs which

they had sung on the village

greens of their old homes, led

the applause. The more super-
cilious occupants of the boxes

taught to consider nothing
music except the trills and
cadenzas written to show off

the voices of the darling stars

of Italian Opera may have
feared to approve until auth-

orised by fashion. Burney, in-

deed, their recognised mouth-

piece, declared the songs to be
"
wild, rude, and often vulgar

"
;

yet the time came when every
miss in society, who aspired
to be "

accomplished," piped
them ad nauseam.

Addison, who had always
sneered at Italian Opera, de-

claring that
" we know not

what we like, and are only
transported by anything that

is not English," knew what he
liked that night.
The songs had been admir-

ably chosen and harmonised by
the musical director of the

Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre
and organist to Charter House,
John Christopher Pepusch, a

Prussian by birth but long
resident in England, who also

composed the overture founded
on one of the themes.

Many of these lovely un-
adorned melodies English,

Scottish, and Irish some of

them too old to be dated, and

probably written down from
the mouths of peasants as they
had been remembered for gen-

erations, are of much artistic
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merit
;

and one fragment at

least is traced to the air
"
Britons, strike home !

"
by

our own great national com-

poser, Purcell, whose music

though never performed among
us as it should be, much of it

being still only preserved in

manuscript holds so high a

place in the world's achieve-

ment.
The original score of

' The

Beggar's Opera,' preserved in

the Bodleian, is not precise in

acknowledging the origin of

the tunes
;

but on Dr Ernest

Walker's authority one may
say that the air of Purcell 's

" What shall I do to show how
much I love her," is also to be
found there, and the original
tune composed by Carey to

his own words of
"
Sally in

our Alley
"

;
this is not the

later eighteenth century air

associated with them, which
was modified from one of much
earlier date.

A few of the songs were set

to popular folk-tunes of the

day, while some of the inci-

dental music of the opera is

said to owe something to Han-
del. This, indeed, it was likely

to do, he being the recognised
master of style, with thirty-

six grand operas to his credit,

though it was only after the

sweeping success of
' The Beg-

gar's Opera
'

inaugurating, as

it did, a long period of ballad

opera not ended in our own

day that Handel transferred

his great talents to oratorio,

upon which his fame rests.

The opera had been refused

by Colley Gibber because it

criticised and even lampooned
the mighty in their seats. But
what Gibber had not guessed
was that the very danger he
dreaded was the spice which

gave flavour to the dish. For
the people were becoming aware
of the corruption among men
who had undertaken to work
in their interests, and the wan-
ton extravagance and self-in-

dulgence of the classes who
presumably were supposed to

give them a good example.
Though the

"
pampered me-

nials
"

in the cheap seats were
no better than their masters,

they were all the more likely
to applaud these deft carica-

tures of them, while the mas-
ters would not dare to admit
how well the cap fitted.

Eoyalty was probably well

advised not to face the satire,

but the Government was repre-
sented.

" Two great ministers were
in a box together," says Swift,
" and all the world staring at

them."
No wonder ! For one was

very likely Townshend, and the

other Sir Eobert Walpole him-

self, in none too good odour
at the moment either with the

Court or the people. There
was talk that he was not wholly
unconnected with the bursting
of the great South Sea Bubble,
a financial disaster under which

many in the audience from
the affected and perfumed gen-
tlemen in the boxes to their no
less affected and equally un-

scrupulous footmen in the up-

per galleries were wrathfully

smarting. Some sneers were
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not lacking as to Sir Eobert

remaining in office only through
the Queen's weakness for him
and her clever handling of her

spouse ;
and soberer men were

shaking their heads over Chan-
cellor Macclesfield's recent trial

for corruption.
Peachum's first song must

have been enough to send a

suppressed titter round the

house.

" And the statesman because he's so

great
Thinks his trade is as honest as

mine,"

sings this valiant person, after

having just declared his inten-

tion of sparing a thief because
he " can get more by her stay-

ing in England
"

than by her

transportation.

Every one who has seen the

opera knows that this alleged
caricature of "a person in

office
"
soon makes it clear that

he is himself the first of all

the thieves in London
;

and
when he flies into a passion
with his daughter for being
secretly married to a highway-
man, it is because this gentle-
man is not one of his own gang,
and not at all because he is a
dissolute wretch liable to be

hung for theft and bigamy.
But the skit is so broad and

the whole caricature is so

embracing that it is not won-
derful to be told Sir Eobert
was wise enough to be well

amused. Yet some must have
echoed Lockit's warning to

Peachum of
" Learn to be

more guarded," when, in the

quarrel between the two, the
latter declares that

"
In one

respect, indeed, our employ-
ment may be reckoned dis-

honest, because, like great states-

men, we encourage those who

betray their friends."

Broad enough ! Yet pres-

ently the daring author cries

" When you censure the age
Be cautious and sage

Lest the courtiers offended should

be.

If you mention vice or bribe,
'Tis so pat to all the tribe

Each cries :

' That was levelled at

me."'

What could have been more

apropos ?

The whole house turned

to the Prime Minister's box,
declares a witness of the

scene
; yet it was he who en-

thusiastically led the encore,

and the doggerel was repeated
over and over again.

Fortunately no satirical in-

nuendoes were allotted to the

fascinating heroine
;

her songs
are maidenly and sentimental,

defiant, coquettish or
"
provok-

ing," to use the word of the

day, according to requirement,
but never vixenish as with the

other characters.

" Can love be controlled by advice,
And Cupid our mothers obey ?

"

she warbles demurely, or path-

etically pleads with a cruel

father in the lines, to a de-

lightful air

"For on the rope that hangs my dear

Depends poor Polly's life."

From that moment and all

through her sorely-tried loyalty
to her bewitching highwayman,
the men's sympathy is with
her ; but the ladies the ladies
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are of Polly's own mind. The
scene in which Hogarth painted
her and her rival the picture
is in the Tate Gallery as they

beg mercy of their respective
fathers for the chained darling,
was probably pronounced, as

Gay intended,
"
charmingly

pathetic."
A wild scene the front of

the house seems to have been.

It was not a moment when
decorous and restrained man-
ners prevailed, and what to

our generation is a vivid picture
of the past was to those present
a shameless but highly divert-

ing reproduction of actual life.

Moralists like Burke might
pronounce it

"
subversive in

social tendency," and Dr John-

son certainly though to the

vexation of Boswell declared

it, perhaps not without justice,

to be "
such a labefaction of

all principles as may be in-

jurious to morality."
Whether the play was re-

sponsible for any increase in

the profligacy of that dissolute

age it is not easy to say.

One can scarcely fancy such

rhodomontade and exuberance
of wickedness being regarded as

anything but roaring farce
;

but sure it is that Society

seeing itself for the first time

held up to the mirror of Truth

laughed at the picture with

hearty appreciation, each re-

joicing in the accurate portrait
of a friend or enemy ; nothing
but Hogarth's so-called carica-

tures had so tickled them be-

fore. And Society was well to

the fore.

The Duchess of Queensberry

Gay's constant patroness,
familiar to the public in dog-

gerel verse as
"
Prior's Kitty

"

because of that poet's adora-

tion of her must have been
in one of the stiff boxes that

ran round the theatre filled

with little heads in dainty
lace caps, their patches on
the Whig or Tory side of

the face, posed (a contem-

porary fashion paper tells us)

"so as to give disdain, an
amorous languish, or a cunning

glance."
The "

lovely Kitty," as Swift

calls her, was in the bloom of

her youth a youth which the

fastidious Horace Walpole de-

clares many years later to be

perennial, although her out-

rages on conventionality were

such that he could not refrain

from crying out on her as "an
out-pensioner of Bedlam." Pre-

sumably in that first of all

female considerations dress,

Fashion's autocrat, Beau Nash,
was of the same mind, seeing
the sneers he flung at her in

Bath for
"
wearing an apron

like an abigail."
We may note en passant that

these aprons became the vogue,
but on this occasion Kitty
was certainly en grande tenue,

her beautiful shoulders rising

very bare out of her stiff un-

adorned bodice, and her great

side-hoops keeping the bewig-

ged and beruffled beaux who

thronged her box at their proper
distance. For the dresses in

the boxes were of the same
mode as the dresses on the

stage, although it is to be

doubted whether the latter at-
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tained anything like the ele-

gance prevalent among the

actresses of our own day. At
a time when priceless laces

and brocades were worn by
men and women alike, it could

not have been that poor players
were able to vie with the

leaders of Fashion.

Yet the day came when

pretty La-vinia Fenton, the

Polly Peachum of that first

performance, had nothing to

fear in comparison with the

greatest of the ladies of the

land. She made an instant

success on that January night,
and before the year was out

became Duchess of Bolton.

Miss Fenton was almost un-

known on the stage. Although
she had appeared in

"
legiti-

mate drama " two years before,
she made no hit, and had gone
home to her father's coffee-

house in Charing Cross, perhaps
to serve at the bar and forgo
all hope of glory. Then luckily
some one competent to judge
discovered that she had a
"
lovely voice," when and how

trained we do not know, but

sufficiently well to satisfy the

author and the manager and
to win her the praise of the

public. Among the many quat-
rains that, according to the

manner of the day, were written

in her honour, we find one

declaring that

" Of all the belles that tread the stage
There's none like pretty Polly,

And all the Music of the Age
Beside her voice is Folly !

"

That voice and an effective

Eubenesque type of beauty
brilliant colouring, frank, prom-

inent brown eyes, as shown in

Hogarth's spirited portrait of

her in the National Gallery
ensured her triumph. A touch

of exuberance mattered little
;

the hour of the simpering miss

of a century later had by no
means dawned. She became
the darling of the town, from
the great ladies who wore her

picture on their little fluttering

fans, and the perfumed beaux
who stood eyeing her in the

Mall through their gold-mount-
ed eye-glasses, to the

"
foolish

fellows
" who pestered her with

stilted verse and the rougher
admirers who mobbed her coach

in Drury Lane. And "
Polly

"

deserved her popularity, for

she was decently behaved in

that easy age, and kind and

generous-hearted.
It seems to have been gene-

rally allowed that she didn't

disgrace her
"
elevation to noble

rank," for we find a contri-

butor to a magazine of the

period writing that she was
"
a most agreeable companion,

with much wit and good strong
sense and a just taste in polite

literature." And when she

died, Horace Walpole spoke
of the event as the demise of

the
" famous Polly, Duchess of

Bolton, after a long life of

merit."

Socially
"
Polly Peachum "

won what her astute parents
in the play recommended her

to aim at, but professionally
her triumph was, by her very

good fortune, destined to be
far shorter-lived than the work
which had brought it to her.

The opera was given at Lin-
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coin's Inn Fields for sixty-two

nights ;
it was performed all

over England, Scotland, and

Ireland, to say nothing of so

distant a place as Minorca, and
it has been revived several

times since its original produc-

tion, always with success.

A bon mot of the day declared

that it had " made Gay rich

and Eich gay
"

;
and though

the words may seem to some
as more appropriately reversed

at the first production, since

Gay earned 693 out of the

first thirty-six representations
and Eich netted 4000 it was
a good haul for the needy
author, and could he have
refrained from following up
his luck with ill-judged and
ill-starred new ventures, he

might have died in ease. But
this was not possible to his

soured and malicious temper.
Whether the comparative suc-

cess of scores of imitations that

began to appear incensed him,
as some suppose, is doubtful

;

imitation is the best compliment,
and besides, his satires con-

tinued to be directed against
those in power, and not against
his fellow-composers.

Certain it is that Gay set

the fashion for what were then

called
"
Ballad Operas," which

practically killed, for the time,
the taste for the Italian Opera ;

perhaps partly because the

simple airs were possible to the

amateur, whose untrained voice

could not cope with the elabo-

rate fioriture which the profes-
sional foreign singer held to

be the hallmark of his perfec-

tion. Unluckily, the English

pieces came gradually to be

disfiguredbyadornmentsthrown
in to please the vanity of pro-
fessional performers ;

but that

was not yet, and for six years
after 1728, to quote a popular

song of 1730

"Old England grew fond of old tunes

of her own,
And her ballads went up and her

operas went down,
Derry down, down, hey derry

down, down ;

"

while another cries in shame-
less doggerel

"Poor English mouths for twenty
years

Have been shut up from music ;

But thank our stars, outlandish airs

At last have made all you sick.

When warbling dames were all in

flames

And for precedence wrangled,
One English play cut short the fray
And home again they dangled."

Gay might well have been

proud of having shown the way
to this change, for though the

ballad operas may not all have
had any marked merit in

themselves, they enshrined the

good old folk-tunes, as, for

example,
" The Vicar of Bray

"

in the
'

Quaker's Opera,' 1728
;

"
Black-eyed Susan

"
in

' The
Devil to Pay,' 1730

;

" The
Bailiff's Daughter of Islington

"

in 'The Jovial Crew,' 1731;
" Old King Cole

"
in

'

Achilles,'

1733, and so on. Separate

songs, such as
" The Lass of

Eichmond Hill
"

by Hook,
"
Wapping old Stairs

"
by John

Percy, &c., were also written

during those years and sung
about the country.
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But poor Gay, hopelessly en-

tangled in his own satire and

self-pity, was never perma-

nently to reap his harvest.

Inflated by the unhoped-for

triumph of his
'

Beggar's

Opera,' he followed it up with

a still more daring attack on

Society, and fell into disrepute
from which he never recovered.

Could he have realised how
notable his new departure in

the form of English Opera truly

was, and how, nearly two hun-

dred years after his work was

written, it would not only still

be performed with success on
an English stage, but would
also prove to have been the

forerunner of all comic opera
and vaudeville, blossoming in

our own day into the favourite

works of Gilbert and Sullivan,

perhaps his resentful spirit

might have been lulled to

comparative content and self-

satisfaction. As it was, he

seems to have thrown up the

sponge in disgust and retired

from the scene.

Then it was that
"
Prior's

Kitty
"

the kind - hearted

Duchess of Queensberry came
to the rescue. Though her

loyalty to the wild, impossible,
out-at-elbows poet was taken
as only another proof of the

truth of the saying that she was
" an out-pensioner of Bedlam,"
she refused to abandon the

man whom she had long ago
befriended. The Court threat-

ened her with ostracism if she

persisted. She defied the Court,
and retired to her country seat

with her difficult prote'ge' ;

there, until his death in 1732,
she gave him a permanent home,
and we can see her devoting to

him that perennial youth which
Horace Walpole admitted
" would sooner make you take
her for a young beauty of an
old-fashioned century than for

an antiquated goddess of this

age."
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A CADDIE OF THE CAMPAGNA.

BY J. 0. P. BLAND.

GOLFLY speaking, of course,
there is no such thing ;

for an
Italian caddie is a contradic-

tion in terms. They ought to

spell it
"
kadi," in the same

spirit that the Scottish pro-
fessional is known to the

Principessas and Marchesas
of the Eome Golf Club as

maestro.
" Kadi " would con-

vey to the uninitiated a sug-

gestion of the semi - Oriental

outlook on life in general,
and on golf-players in particu-

lar, which these cheery cheru-

bims of the Campagna inherit

from their remote Etruscan

forefathers, and from Heaven
knows what forgotten flotsam

of far-flung waves of Asiatic

invasions. We of the Northern
lands are apt to forget how often

and for how long Southern

Europe was trampled under
foot by Mongolian hordes, from
the days when first the Huns
(shut out from China by rulers

capable of self-defence) began
to move southwards and west
in search of places in the sun,
until the day, 500 years later,

when Attila went down before

the Franks at Troyes. Yet,
for those who have eyes to

see and ears to hear, the echoing
voice and the vanished hand
of the East may be discerned

almost as clearly to-day in and
about the Eternal City as they

are in the songs and streets

of Andalusia, in the byways
of Bohemia, or in the market-

places of Moscow.
Be this as it may, the atti-

tude which Caterino, my caddie

of the Campagna, manifests

towards life in general, to-

wards transient phenomena
such as myself, and towards

the ancient and royal game of

golf, is curiously similar in

many ways to that which I

have often observed in the

tattered urchins who philosoph-

ically stand and wait, while

the masterful Saxon wields his

niblick, in China or Japan.

Caterino, unlike them, has the

face of a Delia Bobbia cheru-

bim, eyes of unbelievable in-

nocence, and an unceasing flow

of conversation. On my very
first appearance at the Acqua
Santa Links, by some secret

gift of divination and in de-

fiance of all the rules, he

marked me down as his lawful

prey. I have a sneaking sus-

picion that his vested, and

undisputed, rights were estab-

lished in secret session, inter

pares, as the result of a game
of tarocco. At all events, un-

less prevented by force majeure
in the person of the maestro,

it was always he who emerged
from the caddies' den at the

first tee with my clubs. At

Copyrighted in the United States of America.
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the outset, establishing our

relations on a genial basis, he

would draw my attention to

the fact that, in the matter of

polish, none could compare with

the brilliance which, after much

labour, he had bestowed upon
them.

With the east wind murmur-

ing gentle songs of spring, and

soaring larks, all heedless of

pot-hunting gunners, trilling

glad hymns to Apollo, Caterino

and I used to do a dilettante

round against the phantom
Colonel before lunch, what time

the fashionable world of Borne

was just beginning to think of

its morning coffee and rolls.

A goodly spot for philosophical

meditation, and a very pleasant

place in the sun, these links of

Acqua Santa, that look to-

wards Alba and the Sabine

Hills
;
and Caterino's ceaseless

earnest prattle about all things
in heaven and earth (except

golf) seemed to fit in very

harmoniously with the faery
music of the choir invisible

overhead and the silent mes-

sage of Cecilia Metella's tomb,

speaking across 2000 years from

yonder on the Appian Way.
In the same blithe spirit, no

doubt, the children of the

Campagna chattered with the

stranger within their gates,

before Borne was, when Etrus-

cans and Latins came down to

meet at the ford of Tiber, for

purposes of trade.

He has never said so, but

I know that in his heart

Caterino reckons ft among the

inscrutable mysteries, of which

there are so many in life, that

an apparently rational being
should be prepared to spend
time and money and physical
effort in hitting a ball about

for several miles, sometimes

all by himself, and even in

the rain. As a caddie and a

junior breadwinner, he appre-
ciates the heaven-sent chance

of getting good money for a

job that is incomparably jollier

than the sort of thing they

give him to do at home
;
but

as an heir of the mixed
races whose tutelary spirits

haunt the Campagna, he knows

that, for the wise man, only
a very few things in life are

worth taking seriously, and

hitting a ball with a stick is

not one of them. His attitude,

though he is not aware of it,

is much the same as that of

the Chinese mandarin who de-

clined to dance with the French

Ambassador's wife, for the rea-

son that he could afford to

hire other people to do that

sort of thing for his amusement.
To Caterino, the Anglo-Saxon's
idea of sport is interesting but

inexplicable. How, indeed, ex-

plain the mind of a man whose
means are obviously sufficient

to enable him to sit in the sun

and smoke and chat, and who
nevertheless prefers to walk

for hours across rough country,

getting very hot, and generally

very cross, in the process ? Be-

ing an Italian, he knows, by vir-

tue of transmitted wisdom, that

the only things which^really
matter to a full-grown man
are love and music and money ;

and if one wants recreation,
what can possiblybe better than
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gambling in the congenial com-

pany of one's friends ?

A caddie of the Golf Club di

Boma receives the princely sum
of 3 lire (eightpence, as times

go) for the giro grande of 18

holes, and by common custom
and consent, he gets another

2 lire, provided that his duties

have been satisfactorily per-
formed and the clubs properly
cleaned. Caterino, as in duty
bound, takes the 3 lire home
to mother, but before he goes
he snatches one glorious half-

hour of crowded life, for-

gathering with his pals in a

circle, where tense silence reigns,

to play cards for the tips, a

fearful and wonderful game of

ancient origin, which the early
Christians probably played on
dull evenings in the catacombs.

My cherub follows me willing-

ly enough in a solitary game
against bogy, and chatters

merrily the while
;

but I am
well aware that this is not by
virtue of any charm of my
society, but because of the

extra largesse which I give
him to compensate for the

dulness of the proceedings

largesse which increases his

chances of annexing the pool
in that sunset game of tarocco.

As far as golf is concerned,
there is no doubt but that he

is
"
earthlier happy

" when I

play with an adversary in the

flesh, and when, trailing grace-

fully in the rear, he can discuss

yesterday's luck, and other

really important matters, with

Umberto or Cesare.

I would not have it thought
that the caddie of the Cam-

pagna takes no interest in the

royal and ancient game itself.

In his hours of ease, when there

is nothing better to do, you
may often see him practising
a very fair imitation of the

professional's swing with a
club which he has fashioned

for himself out of a gnarled
vine - root. But because of

those unexorcisable Oriental an-

cestors of his, nothing will ever

bring him to regard the game,
or those who play it, with the

laconic reverence that a Scots-

man (or even an American)
expects, or to appreciate the

necessity for sternly strict ob-

servance of its multitudinous

rules. Because of the dreadful

uncertainty which always ex-

ists, especially in the case of

strangers, on the subject of

the all-important tip, he will

do many of the things which
an orthodox caddie should do,
if he knows that you are not

to be trifled with. But with

easy-going or absent-minded

players, Caterino and his col-

leagues are apt to become so

absorbed in their own affairs,

that only a lost ball bestirs

them to something like an
interest in the game. When
we play a foursome, it is their

ingenious custom to delegate
one of their number to attend

to the flag and formalities of

the green, while the other three,

having duly served out putters
to their respective owners, make
swiftly for the next tee, and
there improve the shining hour

by tossing for ha'pence. I

have sometimes observed one of

these urchins, when caddying
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for a Marchesa toith an official

handicap of 36, relieving the

monotony of life by playing
a desultory little game of his

own in the background. I

have even seen one so absorbed
in his game that he lofted his

ball deftly on to the green,
while the dainty lady in ques-
tion was just preparing to play
her fourth putt.
But a lost ball, involving

possibilities of additional lar-

gesse, moves them, one and

all, to whole-hearted activities
;

also it awakens a sporting
instinct of emulation, and pro-
vides a welcome break in our

dull proceedings. There are

two water-hazards at the third

hole, close together, one con-

taining thick mud and the

second clear water, fairly deep.
The retrieving of a ball from
either affords Caterino ten min-
utes of pure enjoyment. When
we are in no hurry, I rather

enjoy watching him make an

ingenious contrivance with a

long cleft stick, with which,
and much dexterity, he con-

trives to fish the ball out of

five feet of water. Newcomers
are sometimes moved to wonder

why the Club does not provide
one or two landing-nets in the

neighbourhood of these waters
of bitterness. On one occasion,
in the course of a round with
the Charge" d'Affaires of the

Babylonian Embassy, we were

patiently waiting while Caterino

and the other caddie stoned

my floater into the nearest

shallows, and I took occasion

to put this question tactfully
to my diplomatic friend. He

replied that there were no

landing-nets for the same reason

that there were no sand-boxes

namely, that the thrifty peas-
ants of the Campagna would

always gather them in for

domestic purposes. In justice

to the said peasants, I may say
that a few days later a very

intelligent
- looking Secretary

of the Polonial Embassy to

the Vatican assured me con-

fidentially that his dear col-

league of Babylonia knew noth-

ing about it, and, indeed, very
little about anything. As a

matter of fact he said, these

peasants were good honest

souls
;

the whole trouble lay
with the Committee. Where-

upon he revealed to me (in

strict confidence, of course)

several very dreadful things
about the Committee, individu-

ally and collectively the same
sort of thing that one hears

about cosmopolitan Club Com-
mittees wheresoever

"
la car-

riere
"

plays its little game of

pomps and vanities, from Paris

to Petropolis and back again.

Anyway, there is no landing-

net, and if there were, I feel

certain that Caterino and his

little playmates would make

away with it speedily as con-

stituting an encroachment on
their privileges and a violation

of the true golfing spirit, as

they conceive it. Also, they
would take it because, as

snappers - up of unconsidered

trifles, these angel-faced bam-
binos of the Campagna are as

nimbly light-fingered as any
Arab, and as impudently shame-
less as the ragged urchins of
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Southern Ireland. I cannot

speak with authority as to the

adult Roman peasant's atti-

tude and moral code in the

matter of unattached property

(though from general observa-

tion I should say that the

average of simple-minded hon-

esty is quite as high here as

in most countries), but I know
that I would not tempt Cate-

rino, or any of his fellow-imps,
with anything too easy in the

way of petty larceny. As re-

gards golf-balls, for example,

they have no scruples and no
shame whatsoever

;
one has

to count them, coram publico,
before and after every game.
Even a club, if they notice

that you do not use it, may
take unto itself wings. It did

not take Caterino long to ob-

serve that a certain cleek of

mine was seldom or never

requisitioned ;
it was one of

those clubs which, while cor-

dially disliking, one leaves in

the bag from force of habit,
and because, on a certain mem-
orable occasion, it did wondrous

things. Caterino cast eyes of

unmistakable covetousness on
that club

;
more than once he

hinted gently at the foolishness

of burdening oneself with things
that had ceased to serve any
useful purpose. At last, one

day when by favour of the

gods I had been playing some-

what above my usually parlous

game, and, having defeated a

heaven-sent foozler from the

Excelsior Hotel, was feeling
rather pleased with myself and
the world in general, he sidled

up alongside as we were com-

ing to the last green, and

looking at me with eyes that

would have softened the heart

of a pawnbroker, said,
"
Signor,

that old club which you never

use, will you not give it to

me ? See how well I have

polished all the others. And
to-day I have found you two
lost balls."

" What would you do with

it if I gave it to you, Caterino
1

?"
"
Signor, I would practise

every evening for an hour, and

then, some day, I would be-

come a famous player, like

the maestro, and give lessons

at 30 lire an hour, and so

become very rich."
" Far better to be a shep-

herd, Caterino, and sit in the

shade of the olive-trees while

the flock graze by the river.

Why do you want to be rich "?

"

Again he gazed at me, and
his eyes were as those of the

Christian martyr-child that sees

the lions coming slowly across

the arena.
"
I cannot be a farmer,

Signor, because I have four

elder brothers, and there is

not land enough for us all.

Father says that I will have to

go to Argentina when I grow
up. But I would much rather

stay here and become a maestro

of golf and live at Acqua
Santa."

Well, he got the club
;
and

at lunch-time I watched him

briskly swinging it for the

benefit of an envious circle of

admirers. Two days later, how-

ever, as we were starting for a

round, I noticed that another

caddie had got it, and was
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giving an exhibition of push
shots with lumps of mud. To
this I drew Caterino's atten-

tion. "What," I asked, "is

Andrea doing with that club

I gave you ?
"

"
Oh," replied my cherub,

with an absent-minded expres-

sion,
"
I have lent it to him

for an hour. Andrea is my
cousin.

' ' But he looked uneasy.
At the third hole it was

Caterino's turn to go ahead
and scout for any ball which

might find the water. No
sooner was he out of earshot

than Cesare, the other caddie,
turned to me and spoke winged
words.

"
Signor," he said,

" do not

believe Caterino : he is a liar.

He sold that club you gave him
to Andrea for 15 lire. Caterino

only cares for money. He has

heaps and heaps of it in the

savings - bank, and he always
wins at cards."

Anon, more in sorrow than
in anger, I pressed Caterino

for the truth, and with an

eye on Cesare that was any-

thing but seraphic, he admitted
the sordid impeachment. But,
he said, I had not heard all

the facts. It was true that he

had sold the club, being in

sore need of money, but he
had retained the right to prac-
tise with it for an hour every

evening, and to buy it back
some day, when he could afford

it again. How could he refuse

to sell it when his father was
out of work and his mother ill 1

As he poured forth this eloquent

justification of filial piety, Ce-

sare 's expressive features regis-

tered various shades of emo-

tion, admiration struggling with

envy and delicate irony. Later

on, when the game was done,
clubs cleaned, and tips duly

pocketed, the two lads made
off together in grim silence for

the caddies' stamping-ground,
from whence, before long, came
sounds of fierce contention and

high debate. But the incident

ended without bloodshed
;

for

the quarrels of these people,
like their narrow streets, re-

mind one forcibly of the far-

distant East a fierce clamour
and clash of words which vio-

lently threaten, but seldom

reach, an ordeal by battle.

At the Golf Club di Eoma,
even in March, one can usually
lunch in the open air, and from
the spot where the tables are

set, under a little trellised

arbour, you can look out across

the Campagna and see Alba
and Tusculum, gleaming like

jewels against the purple velvet

of the hills looking, no doubt,
much the same as they did

what time the Caesars dwelt

upon the Palatine, or even in

the old time before them, when
stout Horatius kept the bridge
so well. For those who like

their golf with a romantic

setting and a gently ironic

flavour of
' Old Mortality

'

in

the background, I know of no

place to compare with these

links of Acqua Santa, except
it be that apology for a course

which sacrilegious foreign devils

have laid outbetween theYellow

Temple and the northern walls

of Peking. Here you may bask
in the sun at the very gates of
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the Eternal City, eating spa-

ghetti and drinking good clean

wine (at eightpence a pint,

mark you), and gaze upon
humanity's time-garment, as

it were, in the making. Over

there, on the right, stretches

the Appian Way, splendid mon-
ument and silent witness of all

the triumphs of Imperial Eome.
As one sits here and contem-

plates from afar its avenue of

ruined tombs and shrines of

warriors and worthies, whose

very names are forgotten, it

needs but little imagination
to conjure up many a picture
and pageant of the past : to

fill that stone-paved road with

splendid ghosts ;
to see the

conquerors of Carthage, the

chariots of the Caesars and their

legions, passing on their flower-

strewn way to the Forum
;

or

to see, in place of the posts
that carry the telegraph to

Albano, that grim line of 1500

crucifixes which made a Eoman
holiday of Spartacus and his

followers. Yonder, where Sen-

eca's tomb still speaks its mes-

sage to a world that has little

or no time for meditation, a

cloud of dust marks the passage
of Cook's tourist cars on their

way to the catacombs. Far
out to the left, the pillared

arches of Acqua Claudia and

Acqua Marcia stretch out to-

wards the Sabine Hills, serene

and splendid in their latter

end
;

and high above them,
tiny specks against the blue,
circle a pair of droning aero-

planes. So clear is the air

and so close at hand seem the

hills, that one finds oneself

almost unconsciously thinking
that generations of sculptors
and painters have made a good
deal too much of that

"
rape

of the Sabines
"

business
; for,

at best, it can scarcely have
been more than an affair of

neighbours probably of first

cousins, and a summer after-

noon's job at that. And, in

the same train of thought,
what becomes of those gorgeous
and bloodthirsty fights between
Eome and Tusculum, over

which, thanks to Macaulay,
we gloated so whole-heartedly
in our youth ? Seen in this

clear noonday light one cannot

help wondering how much of

that glamour and splendour
of panoply was really theirs,

and how much of it due to

the fine frenzy of the bard.

All the same, one would not

willingly part with those

doughty heroes of the ancient
'

Lays,' nor think of Lausulus

of Urgo and the great Lord of

Luna as fighting village squires
with a taste for border raids.

Be all this as it may, we now
play golf, and shepherds tend

their flocks where, in the brave

days of old, Alba and Tusculum
and "all the Thirty Cities

came forth to war with Eome."
But Caterino, heir of all the

ages and races of the Campagna,
knows more about St Peter

and St Cecilia than he does

about proud Tarquin, or Ap-
pius Claudius, or any of the

mighty dead whose spirits hover

round the Seven Hills. He
has a few vague ideas (probably

acquired at the movies) about

the gladiators and Christian-
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fed lion entertainments of the

old - time Colosseum, but I

greatly doubt that he has ever

heard of Carthage or
"
that

Serpent of Old Nile.
' ' He comes

of a stock that has always
instinctively preferred a live

dog to a dead lion, and that

would rather know what wine
is in the cask than stop to

meditate on the Imperial dust

which may have stopped its

bunghole. Now, as I sit at

my ease after lunch, and pro-
ceed to light a contemplative

pipe, I perceive him, leisurely

emerging from behind the

caddie-master's hut and look-

ing as if butter would not

melt in his mouth. Approach-
ing delicately, he asks me at

what time we are going out

again. Never was guileless

innocence more convincingly
writ on any human face

; yet
I know, and all the expectant
circle of his pals, gathered
yonder by the fence, knows,
that this casual entrance of

his is a matter of artistry and
the nicest possible timing, con-

trived to bring him into my
presence just ahead of Amelia,
the stolid serving-wench, and
in time to secure for him certain

remnants of bread, fruit, and

cheese, on which his eager

eyes have been fixed, through
the fence, for the last half-

hour.

Beyond all question, even
for these youngsters, the

struggle for life in Italy is a

serious business, and it is likely
to become much more so for

the next generation. The
Eoman father of to-day asks

the question,
" What shall we

do with our sons ?
"

with just
as little prospect of an easy
answer to the riddle as any
perplexed parent of Putney
or Paris or Peking. When the

day comes and it is not far

off when Young Italy is no

longer welcome to migrate to

America, the question of the

nation's daily bread is certain

to take on a new and ominous

complexion, inasmuch as every

year adds hundreds of thou-

sands to the number of mouths
to be fed. But whatever may
be in store for humanity at

large, or for this little world
of the Campagna, I am under
no apprehension of anxiety as

to Caterino's future. He, at

all events, will always keep
his end up, and be there, or

thereabouts, when the cakes

and ale are served out.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE VICTORIAN AGE A PARADOX PHILISTINES AND MEN OF

GENIUS GOING TO THE FIGHT THE OLD STYLE AND THE NEW
THE CIRCUS AT GENOA FOREIGN POLICY ON THE HUSTINGS
WHAT MR LLOYD GEORGE BROUGHT BACK.

THE Victorian Age is out of

fashion. It is at once too near

to (and too remote from) the

young Bolsheviks of the press
to be justly appreciated by
them. The men of genius who
are its peculiar glory seem dis-

moded to the anarchs who
write in hopeless competition
with them. They are easy
marks for the banter of the

wits, who do not see that they
themselves are expressing a

mere passing prejudice. And
the misunderstanding is inten-

sified by the fact that, while

the political ideals of the Vic-

torian Age are mean and paltry,
its artistic ideals, magnificently

realised, set it on an equality
with the great ages of the

world.

The Dean of St Paul's, in

his Eede Lecture, delivered

lately in Cambridge, hails the

age, which many men contemn,
as the sceculum mirdbile, "the
most wonderful century in hu-

man history." If we look at

it from the political point of

view, it is difficult to agree
with him. In the first place,

it was an age of
"
progress,"

which measured success by the

ledger, and believed that there

was a kind of sanctity in a

large balance at the bank.

While its heroes, the captains
of industry, clung to life with

the fury of the Benthamites,

being assured that without

them the great mundane move-
ment could not go on, they
were mainly indifferent as to

what happened to those whose
labour they employed. For
the most of them progress was
summed up in the doctrine

of Manchester. All was for

the best in the best possible

world, so long as you could

buy in the cheapest and sell

in the dearest market. There

were two nations, as Disraeli

said the rich and the poor.
The hard toil of women and
children was the raw material

of prosperity, and nothing more.

In the fierce competition of

industry, it was said by the

representatives of Manchester,
we should be left behind if we
curtailed the hours of labour

for the children of England by
two hours in the twenty-four.
So narrow, in the eyes of the

manufacturers, was our mar-

gin of safety ;
so little (they

thought) should a prudent
benevolence affect the morality
of commerce. There in front

of your eyes was the hard-and-

fast doctrine of political econ-

omy, a law of nature which

you neglected at your peril.

In the second place, the

Victorian age broke sharply
with tradition. It made an
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end of the happy contentment

which had been the English-
man's heritage. It substituted

for the quiet prosperity of the

countryside the squalid bustle

of the town. It set up the

plutocrats of the mills as the

rivals to the aristocracy, which

had been trained for genera-
tions to the service of the

country, and was ready to

face cheerfully whatever sacri-

fice was expected of it. It

was the biggest revolution which

had taken place in England
since the Eeformation ; and
so noble did progress and pros-

perity appear in the eyes of

those who pursued them that

they were ready to condone

any enormity which helped
them to attain their ends.

Thus, in spite of all the fine

words that were commonly
used about

" freedom
"

of

thought and "
liberty

"
of

action, the Victorian Age was
the age of shoddy and devil's

dust.

And from the prosperity of

the mill-owners there sprang
the great middle class. Sud-

denly, as by a miracle, the

Philistines, as Matthew Arnold

called them, came into being.
Bead '

Culture and Anarchy
'

and you will see what form and

shape they assumed in the

eyes of one who was an acute

observer and a master of irony.

They were not amiable, and

they were indisputably vulgar.

They confused words with

realities, and they hoped to

cover up the grossest egoism
with soft phrases. They talked

glibly of the
"
dissidence of

dissent," and thought (erro-

neously) that they were the

real descendants of Cromwell's

Ironsides. They boasted that

they might say what they

chose, and stoutly maintained

that licentious speech was a

good in itself. They believed

that if we abolished tariffs,

all the world would follow our

benevolent example, and when
the world did nothing of the

sort they tamely concealed their

disappointment. Nothing was
so certain in their eyes as that

henceforth war was an im-

possibility. They esteemed the

yard measure a far more power-
ful weapon than the sword,
and when war came they would
not confess to themselves that

they were deceived. In brief,

the middle class, most highly
characteristic of the Victorian

Age, was not precisely hand-

some to contemplate ;
but if

it knew little of the graces it

engrossed some of the more
obvious virtues, and it be-

queathed to the country good
and wise sons, who have done
a vast deal of the country's
work ever since, and have
turned themselves (without

hardship) into a new aris-

tocracy.
Whatever its faults, and they

were not few, the Victorian

Age was mightily prosperous.
The Dean of St Paul's begs
us to remember that

"
the

prosperity and security of the

happy time were due to tem-

porary causes, which never can
recur." We do not share the

Dean's apprehension. We do
not believe with him that our
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advantages are past or passing.
" In the nineteenth century,"
he says,

"
England was the

most fortunately situated coun-

try, geographically, in the

world." Geographically, Eng-
land is situated to-day as it

was then. The Pacific stage,
which the Dean says is now
beginning, need not, and (we

believe) will not, give the pri-

macy to America. Look at a

map, and see on whose side

the strength will lie if the

Pacific become the centre of

universal strife and competi-
tion. Where is the supremacy
of the United States? To
the south of her are Brazil

and the Argentine, countries

increasing in wealth, who love

not the tyranny of the Monroe
Doctrine. Her northern bound-

ary is watched by Canada, who
has learned in the Great War
to be conscious of her military

strength. The same lesson has

been learned by Australia and
New Zealand, the distant out-

posts of the Empire. And then

there remains Japan, still men-

acing, if she be not given
room to expand.
So we do not believe that,

when once the Irish question
is settled, we shall be worse off,

geographically, in the future

than we were in the past.
The seas do not shift, nor are

their shores suddenly sub-

merged. But, according to

the Dean of St Paul's, the

shifting of the world commerce
to the Pacific is not the worst

evil that will befall us.
" We

had a long start," he admits,
"
over all our rivals, and our

possession of great coal-fields

and iron-fields close together

gave us a still further advan-

tage." This advantage we have
not yet lost. Our coal-fields

are still there, unexhausted.
Our labour will be good again
when it has recovered from
bad leadership, though it will

never be as cheap as once it

was. Our manufacturers, we

believe, are as
"
capable and

energetic
"

as ever. There is

no reason, therefore, why we
should believe with Dean Inge
that the Victorian Age was
the culminating point of our

prosperity. We have borne
our share of the war's burden
more easily than the other

nations who have been en-

gaged in it. The soundness of

our exchange is the best proof
of our financial solidity. And
when we have shaken off the

inferior rulers, who to-day are

afraid to rule, and who yet
refuse to retire from the busi-

ness of Government, we shall

show the world that we did

not perish at the close of the

Victorian Age, that the shadow
of apprehension, if it now lies

over everything, will presently
be dispelled, and that in the

near future it will be
"
glad

confident morning again."
At any rate, we refuse to

believe that
" America has

emerged as the tertius gaudens."
We cannot discern the signs,

which are plain to Dean Inge,
that

" our work on a grand

scale, with the whole world

as our stage, is nearing its

end." We have come out of

the European struggle without
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shame and without remorse.

We have not failed to meet
our responsibilities or to re-

spond to the call of patriotism.
When the betrayers of our

Empire are no longer at the

head of affairs, when the dis-

honour of Ireland is effaced

from our records, when some

years of resolute Government
have convinced us that it is

not an essentially British trait

to desert our friends for our

enemies, the prestige, which
was ours of old and which we
increased during the war, will

return to us undiminished. Man
does not live by bread alone

;

and bankrupt though she be
for the moment, Europe is

still the mother of the arts.

What has America to offer us

which shall satisfy our craving
for beauty ? It is to France and
to England that the new world

must turn for encouragement
in the things of the mind. In

Europe alone is there still a sur-

viving and enduring tradition of

literature. Where the treasure

is there shall the soul of man be

also, and we shall not believe

in America as a tertius gaudens
until she show herself inde-

pendent of our example and
our inspiration.

Thus we come to the paradox
of the Victorian Age. The

years in which the middle

class, in its eager desire of

wealth, thought it no shame
to sand the sugar or to water
the milk, when there seemed a

certain virtue in shoddy, if

only it found a quick market,
were made illustrious by great
writers of prose and verse, by

the painters of great pictures.
Between the dark side of this

baffling age and the light side

there is no necessary connec-

tion. Men of genius are the

happy accidents of time. They
are born as chance and destiny
decide. We know not whence

they come nor why. When
to our joy they smile upon us,

they do not bow to, they

defy, their surroundings. What
had Tennyson and Dickens and
the Brontes to do with the

Philistines who were all about
them ? What was the chain

which bound the young Millais

and Walker and Mason to the

grasping mill-owners of Man-
chester 1 There was no chain.

It was not the age that was
illustrious. The men who con-

ferred honour upon it seemed
the straylings from another

world.

In spite of their obvious

diversity, the men of the Vic-

torian Age had this quality in

common : they were all men
of large utterance. They had
much to say, and they said it

at length. They were archi-

tects, not jewellers. They did

not break themselves up into

coteries nor dwell in cenacles.

There were few touches of

smallness about them, either

in speech or thought. Their

chief fault was a proneness to

rhetoric, a proneness which
lessened the force of Carlyle
and rendered the preaching
of Buskin very often of no
effect. Dean Inge thinks that

Tennyson was "
the grandest

and most fully representative

figure in all Victorian litera-
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ture." Great as Tennyson was,

intimately as he belongs to the

noble tradition of English

poetry, it is still Dickens who
should give a name to his

age, as Shakespeare has done
to the heroic age of Elizabeth.

For it was fiction which was
the peculiar glory of the time,
and in fiction Dickens was the

master of them all. He looked

upon what lay about him with
the eyes of freshness and dis-

covery. Though he painted
his own world, like the artist

that he was, he painted it in

such colours as had escaped
the vision of his contemporaries,
and he peopled it with men
and women who transcended
the fancy and experience of

all save himself. He wrote
of all things ;

he is universal

as Homer is universal
;

and
his style, perfectly adapted to

its purpose, rose ever with the

occasion. The speech of Mrs

Gamp, for instance, is epic in

its grandeur ;
and who is there

who would willingly miss a
word or a cadence in the wise

discourse of Crummies or of

Mr Micawber ?

And those who, without com-

ing under Dickens' immediate

influence, helped him in the

work of carrying on the great

tradition, were not unworthy
to stand at his side. Thack-

eray is of the number, and

Anthony Trollope, who at last

is finding his proper place in

the hierarchy, and Disraeli, and
Charlotte and Emily Bronte

;

and lastly, Meredith and
Thomas Hardy, stout Victorians
both of them. These are noble

links in the chain which binds

us to the past of Eichardson
and Fielding. And as yet we
see not clearly what other links

are being added to the im-

perishable chain.

Meanwhile, Dean Inge is not

hopeful even about the future

of our English fiction. Nor,

indeed, are we. He is not

certain who shall take the

torch from the hands of Mere-

dith and Hardy, and hand it

on to followers worthy of their

example. In a passage, char-

acteristically
"
Victorian

"
in

the bad sense of the word,
Dean Inge utters a warning
against foreign influence. "Our
nation has a great tradition in

fiction," says he,
" and we shall

be wise to stick to it, instead

of preferring a corrupt follow-

ing of the French, whose nove-

lists, in spite of their clever

technique, seem to me fre-

quently dull and usually re-

pulsive." A confused state-

ment surely ! It is lack of

technique from which our mod-
ern writers suffer, and if only

they could learn their busi-

ness to better purpose, it

wouldn't matter where they
went to school. And who are

the French novelists who are
"
dull

" and "
repulsive

"
? Not

Balzac and Stendhal, we hope,
who remain the two great
masters on either side the

Channel. Nor need we trouble

ourselves about the obscure, yet

popular, writers, who " have
to their discredit over a hun-

dred works of fiction apiece."

They are the inevitable camp-
followers. They clung about
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the skirts of Dickens and Thack-

eray as industriously as to-day

they hold on to the garment-

edges of Henry James and
Conrad and Thomas Hardy.
They matter not . Only in name
do they pursue the same craft

as he pursued who wrote '

Great

Expectations,' and conferred

glory upon the Victorian Age.

There is one "
institution

"

which was bequeathed to us by
the Eegency, and which the

Victorian Age, in an access of

morality, utterly abolished

the Prize Eing. In 1860 Sayers

fought Heenan, and the cham-

pions of Sayers, fearing defeat,
cut the ropes and stopped the

fight. The two heroes fought,
we are told, in the presence of
"
poets, clergymen, men of

letters, and members of both
Houses of Parliament." Even

Thackeray, in a sentimental

mood, could not but praise
the English champion.

"
If I

were absolute king," said he,
"
I would send Tom Sayers

to the mill for a month, and
make him Sir Thomas on com-

ing out of Clerkenwell." That
is written in the proper spirit,

a spirit which has been revived
with a vast difference in

these Georgian days.
We all know the rdle which

the Eing played of old. It

was a part of our life and

thought. Its patrons were the

most eminent men in the land.

Such statesmen as
r
Wellington

and Castlereagh and Windham
followed the contests of the

Fancy as closely as they fol-

lowed the strife of foreign

courts. Kean did not dis-

dain to borrow his effect in

"Eichard III." from the last

efforts of Painter in his fight

with Oliver. "He fought,"

says Hazlitt, describing in one

phrase both Painter and Kean,
"
as one drunk with wounds."

We have all of us heard of

Byron's friendship with Gentle-

man Jackson
;

we remember
the famous sonnet upon the

Nonpareil
"
good with both

hands and only ten stone four
"

;

we recall with pleasure Borrow's

rhapsody about Tom Spring.
And then we regard the Eing
as it is to-day, and wonder
if our champions are playing
the same game as was played
before select audiences by the

champions of a hundred years

ago.
We went some weeks ago

to the widely advertised fight

between Georges Carpentier and
Kid Lewis. Its approach was
heralded by learned articles

in the press. The largest build-

ing in London was taken for

its proper display. The method
of admitting and seating a vast

mob of spectators was said to

be a triumph of organisation.
The pomp and glory of the

combatants were beyond every-

thing that Eandall or Turner
or Belcher ever dreamed. Had
those worthies lain upon the

enchanted couch of Christopher

Sly, they could not have dreamed
of such marvels. The modern

fighters live and fight in a

luxury which would have been

strange indeed to their pre-
decessors. Jack Eandall, the

noblest of his kind, gazed upon
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the world through a mist of
"
blue ruin

"
in a public-house

in Chancery Lane. His suc-

cessors ride to the scene of the

encounter in expensive cars,
and know that, whether they
win or lose, they will gain a

pot of money, and will dis-

pose, at their own figure, of

such things, before unheard of,

as cinema rights and photo-

graphic royalties, and all the

rest of it.

Before we set out upon our

journey to Olympia, we took
down from our bookshelf Haz-
litt's famous essay on the fight
between Bill Neate and the

Gasman. It is a lively story
of adventure. Hazlitt went

by the Bath Mail as far as

Newbury, slept there the night,
and tramped nine miles to

Hungerford the next morning.
As he went he discoursed amply
and pleasantly about the whole

duty of pugilists. He demanded
that magnanimity and bravery
should be inseparable, and de-

plored the impudence of the

Gasman. "
Modesty," said he,

"
should accompany the Fancy

as its shadow. The best men
were always the best behaved.
Jem Belcher, the Game Chicken

(before whom the Gasman could

not have lived), were civil, silent

men. So is Cribb, so is Tom
Belcher, the most elegant of

sparrers, and not a man for

every one to take by the nose."

And then Hazlitt eloquently
describes the fight, and cele-

brates the victory of Bill Neate,
"
until the carrier -

pigeons
mounted into the air, and one
of them flew with the news of

her husband's victory to the

bosom of Mrs Neate. Alas, for

Mrs Hickman."
As you read Hazlitt's ac-

count, as you read the other

stories of well-recorded fights,

you understand in a moment
the superiority of the ancient

practice. Time was when the

fighting was out of doors, with
the wind blowing on the heath,
when the stakes were driven in

upon as level a piece of ground
as chance put in your way.
We have made a different game
of it, by shutting it up in an
immense building, and by hedg-

ing it round with telegraphers
and photographers and wireless

operators, and all those strange

personages, who remind us that

the world outside cannot wait
for its news until the morrow,
and must keep a pictured
record for ever of all that

happens within the compass of

Olympia. Thus is achieved the

death of romance
;

thus is a

noble sport converted into the

most profitable of businesses.

Hazlitt went to Hungerford
partly by the mail, partly upon
his own ten toes. There was

only one possible way of reach-

ing Olympia, and that was by
motor. To such an adventure

well organised and financially
sound you could not travel

otherwise than by petrol. To
walk thither would be doing too

much honour to what is called

in America a
"
business propo-

sition." You find your way
to your seat without difficulty,

despite the crowds, because the

whole performance is conducted

exactly according to a well-ar-

ranged system. Your first im-

pression is that the little square
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within which the heroes fight is

strangely out of proportion to

the immensity of the environing
hall. It is as though a single

square of a chessboard were
laid upon a cricket-pitch. The

fight, between two heroes not

yet famous, which was in pro-

gress when we entered, in-

spired but a languid curiosity
in the minds of men, restlessly

moving in their seats until the

great moment should arrive.

Now and again there is a

flutter of excitement as this

great man or that enters the

building. And then at last

the true ceremonial begins. A
gentleman with a megaphone,
set hideously to his lips, an-

nounces the arrival of Kid

Lewis, who takes his place in

his corner, enveloped in a

golden dressing-gown. The re-

nowned Carpentier, with the

modesty which befits grandeur,
climbs into the ring almost un-

observed. His dressing-gown,
like his preliminary gestures, is

subdued in effect. No sooner,

however, does he stand in the

ring, and look superbly about

him, than you know yourself
in the presence of the great.
This knowledge is intensified

when a lithe and elegant man
climbs up under the ropes into

the ring. The megaphone an-

nounces him, in all simplicity,
as though he were merely a

human being, as
" Jack Demp-

sey, the Champion Heavy-
Weight of the world." It is a

moment of high privilege, which
we are unlikely to forget. To
have gazed for an instant upon
so august a champion, a cham-

pion whose glory and honour

are in the mouths of all men,
is not to have lived wholly in

vain. Meanwhile, Carpentier,

by a sort of ritual, has the

fastening of his gloves looked

to, and after another cham-

pion has gathered some of

the applause which was lav-

ished upon Dempsey, the ring

is cleared of all but the com-

batants and the referee. The

scrap begins. Kid Lewis seems

desirous of getting as close to

Carpentier as possible. There

is a vast deal of butting and

jabbing. The busiest man of

the three is the referee, who

alternately urges the fighters

to
"
break," or attempts, as

well as he can, to separate
them. Then suddenly, while

Kid Lewis appears to be at-

tending to the referee's ad-

monitions, Carpentier shoots

out his right, and all is over.

What it meant we do not

know, nor did Jack Dempsey 's

impassioned prose, which was

duly set forth in the newspaper
the next morning, help to en-

lighten us. The fight had lasted

some two minutes, and despite
the compensation afforded by
the gravity of the spectacle, our

sad reflection was that perhaps
it was hardly worth while to

come so far to see so little.

A similar reflection, we im-

agine, perturbs the sanguine
mind of Mr Lloyd George.
He has been all the way to

Genoa, and returns with far

less than he expected. We
have been told a thousand
times that he went thither

to bring something back. The
more probable conjecture is
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that he went to Genoa to

gather a handful of sand to

throw in the eyes of the electors

at home. Whatever the pur-

pose was it seems to have

failed, and he has given us

nothing but a memory of un-

bridled speech wherewith to

console ourselves.

But even the adventure of

Genoa will not be vain if it

serves as a warning to other

demagogues. Comines, that

wise man, said that the heads
of States should meet only in

their pleasures. With equal
truth may it be asserted that

Prime Ministers of neighbour-

ing countries should consort,
one with another, only upon
a golf-course. Mr Lloyd George,

indeed, when he initiated a dis-

cussion at Genoa upon nothing
in particular, set an evil fashion.

He dragged the delicate prob-
lems of foreign policy on to the

hustings. He delivered elec-

tioneering speeches he can de-

liver no others before the as-

sembled nations. He assured

the French that the party to

which he belonged the Coali-

tion was the one and only

party in England which pro-
fessed a sympathy for France

a statement at once untrue

and improper. Thereafter he

quarrelled in public and brow-

beat his assailants. At all

costs he would not go away
empty-handed. To-day it was
France who was jeopardising
the peace of Europe. Yester-

day it was Eussia, whose ex-

travagant demands were mak-

ing agreement impossible. And
while France was always

roughly handled if she dared

to have a mind and a policy
of her own, the dignity of

M. Chicherin's top - hat de-

manded and received Mr Lloyd
George's tenderest considera-

tion.

And while the great man
himself adopted upon foreign
soil the manners and methods
of the demagogue, his press,
obedient on week-days, slav-

ishly obsequious on Sundays,
treated the ministers of great
and friendly states as though
they were political opponents
at a by-election. We have
never seen so shameful an orgy
of abuse as was practised at

the expense of France in the

Sunday press. Truly it might
have shamed even these chiv-

alrous knights of the pen that

the irrelevent Conference was
broken up at last by the

foolish demands of Eussia, not

by what they denounced daily
and weekly as the sheer wicked-

ness of France. It did not

shame them in the least. They
were as noisy as ever in be-

labouring our great and friendly

neighbour after Eussia had

presented her impossible terms

as they had been before.

The unanimity of the press,

which fought the battle for

Mr Lloyd George, proves how

strong was its lead, how clear

its inspiration. Here is one

gentleman proclaiming, in head-

lines, that the real issue at

Genoa was salvation or ruin

for Europe, and that French

militarism was the danger. Im-

pudent nonsense ! And this

same eminent critic of foreign

affairs proceeds to assure us,

with touching urbanity, that
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"
the breakdown of the French

policy of repression is patent
to all men," that

"
equally

patent is the life-and-death

interest of British well-being
in its abandonment "

;
and

then he asks, in a rhetorical

conclusion,
" Can we afford

any longer to carry France
on our backs ? Can we afford

to continue supporting and

countenancing her in courses

which we know to be fatal

to the peace and prosperity
of Europe f

"

For this writer treaties are

but scraps of paper, and he

demands a drastic revision of

the settlement of Versailles,

whose "
provisions, and, still

more, the spirit behind them,"
he says,

" have operated dis-

astrously for all British in-

dustrial interests." There was
a time when we deemed it

our first duty to keep our word,
to hold ourselves bound in

honour to respect the signa-
tures of our representatives.
But in the new method of

diplomacy our pledged word
and our honour must give

way to
"
British industrial in-

terests," and thus we are earn-

ing, what we never deserved

before, the title of a nation
of shopkeepers. Another special

correspondent puts the same

bright thoughts in less chast-

ened style. He boldly describes

M. Poincare" as Nero. And
this is how he throws the

customary insults at the head
of France :

"
Listen to the

two exponents at work. Mr
Lloyd George's speeches are

passionate pleas for the end
of brute force and the carnage

of the sword, with mutual co-

operation as the basis of inter-

national agreement. When M.
Poincare' talks he waves the

treaty at perishing Europe
much as Nero fiddled at burn-

ing Eome. He may keep his

treaty as Nero kept his fiddle
;

but a treaty without peace is

like a fiddle without Home
what avails it ?

"
Perhaps

these are not the proper terms

in which an English journalist

should address the Prime Min-

ister of France. Nor do we

gather from the writer's hectic

prose how it is that, if Europe
is perishing because the Bol-

sheviks have chosen deliber-

ately to destroy Eussia's power
of production, the blame should

be thrown upon the blameless

backs of France and of M.
Poincare".

While France was the whip-

ping-boy of the Conference,
there is no doubt that in the

eyes of Mr Lloyd George and
his pack the Eussians were

its heroes. They cast a glamour
of blood and crime upon the

meeting. Mr Lloyd George
saw in their co-operation the

old dream of Prinkipo come
true. He could compare, if

he would, the Eussian murderer
with his Irish brother. He
will end by being an expert
in the criminals whom he was
once resolute (or said he was)
to take by the throat, and
whom he now prefers to take

by the hand. Surely the spec-
tacle of M. Chicherin, wearing
a blood-red badge in his coat

and walking nonchalantly on
the deck of a royal yacht,
must have delighted the ama-
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teurs. One excited journalist,
after an evening spent with
the men who have destroyed
a nation, declared that it was
the most interesting evening
in a life not devoid of interest.

Had he wished to meet them,
he might have met them in

the ghetto of East London
years ago, and the privilege

might then have been height-
ened by the presence of that

eminent statesman, Peter the
Painter. But in those days
the victims of their wrath
were not counted by the hun-
dred thousand, and the ad-

miration, which seems to be

inspired by murder executed
on a vast scale, would have
been dimmer than it is to-day.
The great end of the Con-

ference at Genoa was not an
end of peace or of construc-

tion. It was an end of destruc-

tion and of war.
" The En-

tente is dead," announced Mr
Garvin,

" and M. Poincare" has
killed it." M. Poincar^ has
killed it, if indeed it is dead,
by refusing to do homage to

Mr Lloyd George and the
'

Observer.' The wish no doubt
is father to the thought, and
since Great Britain is not solely
inhabited by the Irish and the

Welsh, we are confident that
the Entente will not be dis-

solved just yet. But as many
garrulous politicians are bent
on its dissolution, it may be
worth while to consider what
that dissolution would mean.
We are bound to France by all

the ties of honour and com-

radeship. Side by side we
fought the Germans, and our
dead share common graves in

the fields of France. One aim
was set before us then, and
one ambition. As in war we
were not divided, so in peace
we set our hands loyally to

the same treaties. That these

treaties should be kept is of

far greater importance to France
than to Britain. It was part
of Germany's settled policy
to destroy the industries of

France, that by this simple
method she might remove a

commercial rival from her path.
It is still the pious, if tragic,

duty of France to restore the

towns which the enemy levelled

with the ground, and to re-

place the machinery which the

Huns either stole or broke in

pieces. These tasks can be

performed only if the Germans
are faithful to the pledges
which they gave of reparation.
If we preferred that the Ger-

mans should go back on the

promises which they made to

France, in order to foster
"
British industrial interests,"

and consented to smash at

one blow the Entente and the

Treaty of Versailles, then should

we be branded as traitors for

ever. And that is the course

of action which the
"
econo-

mists
" and the insulters of

M. Poincare" seem to favour.

Is it strange, then, that the

French should be apprehensive
of the future ?

But in spite of all the non-

sense that has been written and

spoken at Genoa, France will

be reassured. She knows well

that there is a sharp division

between honest Englishmen and
the politicians, who in speech
and upon paper have insulted
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her. To go back upon our

friends and to aid and abet

our enemies and the enemies

of our friends is not a settled

trait in the British. For
the moment a bad habit seems
to prevail, but it will pass
with a change of Govern-

ment, and we shall be found

fighting at France's side for

those things which alone will

keep civilisation alive. Com-
merce is not the only reputable

pursuit of mankind. There
are other and better wisdoms
than the pedantry of econo-

mists. France and England
have for centuries followed the

arts together in sympathy and

understanding. We have ex-

changed influences
;]

we have
incurred and repaid intellectual

debts. And the foolish dema-

gogues and journalists, who
for the moment seem to prefer
the friendship of the blood-

stained Eussians, cynical in the

repudiation of their obligations
and in the denial of the exist-

ence of private property, to an
honourable alliance with the

French, our ancient comrades
in arts and in arms, will speedily
be pushed from the places they
hold to-day, and be forgotten.

So Genoa comes to an end,
and we are promised a speedy
renewal of the Conference at

the Hague. We are not told

why the Hague has been chosen
for a fresh bout of the new

diplomacy. Perhaps it is that

Mr Lloyd George has never
visited that engaging capital,
and wishes to study on the

spot the masterpieces of Ver-

meer and Eembrandt. The

best that we can hope is that

the meeting will not take place.

If it do, we know that the

excited journalists will once

more unsheath their pens, and
the politicians will again attack

the representatives of France
from the hustings. In the

meantime Mr Lloyd George's

travelling circus has had a

stern rebuff. The United States

Government likes the Hague no
better than it liked Genoa

;

and "
though it is reluctant to

abstain from any opportunity
of helpfulness," thinks that

it cannot "
helpfully partici-

pate in the meeting at the

Hague." It discerns clearly
that the Hague is but Genoa
under another name, and that

it would present the same
difficulties which Genoa failed

to solve.
" The inescapable

and ultimate question," replies
the United States Government
to the unwelcome invitation,
" would appear to be the re-

storation of productivity in

Eussia, the essential conditions

of which are still to be secured,
and must in the nature of

things be provided within Eus-
sia herself." There, indeed, is

the solution of the problem.
We want no more conferences.

The countries of Europe must
find their own way back to

prosperity. The interference

of amateurs will do them no

good. For the rest we must

loyally keep the engagements
which we have made with our

allies, and of which the fore-

most is the Entente, existing
and destined to exist between
Great Britain and France.
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TO A GENOESE TUNE.

BY ALAN BOTT.

THE arbiter of moods in

Genoa is the sun. Four days
out of seven it irradiates the

streets, the gardens, the quay-

side, and the temperament of

the people with warm dry

gladness. It brilliantly shim-

mers upon the palm-fronds,

upon the white and black

faade of the cathedral, upon
the fountains, upon the white

bandoliers of the carabinieri.

On such days during the Con-

ference every small or large
transaction the buying of a

newspaper, the interchange of

conflicting opinions between two
Premiers was tempered by
smiles and friendly intonations.

It was as a rule on such days
that the more apparent dis-

cords^fn the concert of Europe
were blended into improvised

harmonies, which evoked ap-

plause from dispassionate sec-

tions of the audiences as well as

from the professional claques.

There are also times when
the atmosphere is damp and

muggy beneath a vague sky
that dribbles depressing showers

every hour or so. The palms
are dull and drooping ;

rain-

drops from overhanging roofs

drip unpleasantly upon the very
centre of narrow roadways. On
such days the dictatorial man-
ner of the policemen when they
ordered passers-by to make

way for a Conference car was
near the border-line of dis-

courtesy ;
the conferenciers

drove to the Eoyal Palace

with nerves jangled by reaction

from the stimulating atmos-

phere of yesterday. More often

than not, it was on such days
that politics and events grouped
themselves into a menacing
crisis, that recriminations and

protests were bandied about,
that predictions of failure were

telegraphed to twenty capitals.

As for the Genoese, the baro-

metrical readings of
"
set fair

"

and "
rain

" meant much more
to them on the literal than on
the metaphorical plane. They
accustomed themselves to the

overcrowding and to the traffic

jams in the Via Balbi, through
which dozens of Conference cars

drove twice a day to the Eoyal
Palace

;
but for the rest they

merely tolerated the multi-

tudinous strangers in their

midst, and declined to allow
" the greatest gathering in the

world's history
"

to intrude

upon the habits and traditions

of their daily round. Even
statesmen's ladies, when visit-

ing the Cathedral, were excluded

from the Chapel of St John the

Baptist ; for, said the priest,
" No woman may enter here

on pain of excommunication,
because it was a woman who

betrayed the saint." And when
the cafe* loungers in the tor-

tuous streets before the port

opened their evening papers,
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they hastily turned from the

front pages, whereon the latest

crises and recriminations were

recounted, to the list of draw-

ings in the State or Municipal
lotteries.

So much for the background
of the most fantastic Eussian

ballet ever staged. Here are a

few impressions of its scenes, up
to the beginning of the last Act.

The Villa d'Albertis is half-

way up a hill-slope behind the

sea-shore of Quarto dei Mille,

whence Garibaldi's thousand

red-shirts sailed to their splen-
did adventure in Sicily. Olive

groves rise in tiered undulations

above the house, and below
it orange groves and a quarter-
acre of flower-beds border the

pathway to its roadside gate
of wrought iron.

Standing on a balcony and

looking northwards across the

yellow - splashed grounds, Mr
Lloyd George might well have

thought, on the morning of

Palm Sunday,
" L'Europe c'est

moi." The envoys of more
nations than had ever before

been represented at any Con-
ference had just arrived in the

city beyond the curveting bay ;

and his was the summoning
that had called them together.

All of the delegations were

requesting personal interviews

with him
;
two-thirds of them

were thrilling to the currents

of electric idealism with which
he had magnetised a continent,
even if their conception of how
this electricity might be ap-

plied were vague and irresolute.

Two thousand people from

thirty-four countries were to

assemble next day in an un-

paralleled gathering ;
and his

was the voice that they were
most eager to hear.

Southward instead of north-

ward from the balcony, how-

ever, was a prospective Talley-
rand to

" The Leader of Eur-

ope's
"

prospective Metternich

in this Congress of Genoa.
From Santa Margharita, twelve

miles away, M. Tchitcherine,

also, had asked for a personal
interview with the British

Premier
;

but if there was
idealism among the Eussians in

the H6tel Imperial, its inspira-

tion was far other than that

contained in Mr Lloyd George's

post-Cannes programme.
" We are here because Europe

needs us." That was the bur-

den of Mr Lloyd George's Palm

Sunday utterances. But when,
on the preceding day, I had
driven along the rocky cliff-

side road to Santa Margharita,
and had talked with M. Tchit-

cherine, the most notable words
he used were,

" We are here

because Europe cannot do with-

out us."

There was a significant dif-

ference between the two points
of view, whatever degree of

sincerity may have been be-

hind each. There was a dif-

ference quite as marked be-

tween the settings in which

they were expressed. Mr Lloyd
George, with his political lunch-

eons and his garden-city secre-

tariat, had brought with him
the purposeful monotones of

Downing Street
;

whereas M.
Tchitcherine had introduced
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into Santa Margharita the fan-

tastic flamboyancy incident to

Eussia of the Soviets.

Four carabinieri, theatrically

resplendent from the top of

their cocked cockaded hats to

the bottom edge of their

trouser-stripes, stood in line

before the outer gates. One
of these took my credentials

in his white-gloved hands, and

passed them to one of several

Italian detectives, who passed
them to a cloth-capped member
of the Eussian police. The
illusion of being behind the

scenes of a comic opera in re-

hearsal was heightened when,

having climbed twelve broad

steps of grey marble, flanked

by palm-pots and more cara-

binieri, I joined a
"
chorus

of secretaries, journalists, de-

tectives, &c.," before the lobby.
To the right M. Litvinoff, look-

ing like a florid cherub in a

baggy lounge suit, was being
filmed on the lawn. To the

left, a Eussian girl with shock

hair was typing in the shade

of some vivid-blossoming mim-
osa. At the top on the steps,

a delegate from the Caucasus,
seated in the open at a garden

table, wore a heavy sheepskin
hat amid eighty degrees of

heat, while sipping his tea and
lemon. The chief and sub-

chief of the delegation's Eus-

sian police both of them tousle-

bearded arrived suddenly from

behind some shrubbery, talked

with the secretary, who had the

visitors' names, eyed us up
and down, nodded, and entered

the hotel. MM. Joffe and
Krassin camethrough the swing-

doors together, looking so ag-

gressively neat and so pleased
with themselves that one al-

most expected them to begin
a double-turn song and dance.
Herr Eosenberg, the laconic

little Semite who was M. Tchit-

cherine's organiser of publicity,
took me upstairs to his bed-

room, together with three other

special correspondents. There
he opened a trunk, revealing
shirts and silk pyjamas in a

tray on the one side, and in a
recess on the other a pile of

typewritten sheets. He handed
one of the sheets, amplified
its exposition of how the

delegation represented not only
Communists but also Minimal-
ists and the converted intelli-

gentsia, and disappeared to

ask whether M. Tchitcherine

would receive the representa-
tives of the four most con-

sistently anti-Bolshevist jour-
nals in London.
M. Tchitcherine would and

did. He received us half an
hour before midnight, in an
enormous ornate room whence
one could see, through velvet-

hung windows, the lights of

two tiny towns glittering in

haphazard clusters between the

moon-luminous sea-shore and
the Punto di Portofino's darkly-
shadowed promontory. Sitting
between Herr Eosenberg on
one side of him and a crop-
haired detective on the other,
he leaned forward over the

carved table, his attenuated

fox-like face enigmatically im-

passive, except for the move-
ments of his red beard as'he

talked in thin and fluty accents
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of how the world had mis-

understood Bolshevism, and
how anxious he was for friendly

co - operation on terms of

equality between Eussia and
the West. The full purport
of the persuasive generalities

he expressed during half an

hour of question and answer

was summed up, however, in

the one sentence,
" We are

here because Europe cannot

do without us."

The collective idealism of,
" We are here because Europe
needs us," held the field for

just four days.
It dominated the first plenary

session in the Palazzo di San

Giorgio, for all that a thousand

troops cavalry , feather-plumed

bersaglieri, and a green half-

battalion of the Guardia-Eegia
had assembled to line the

way for the frock-coated men
of peace. Inside the Palazzo,
it found expression in the ap-

plause for Mr Lloyd George's

exposition, made with theatri-

cally appealing gesture, of the

world's economic unity, and
for his condemnation of inter-

national
"
snarling." It was

echoed rather more faintly by
M. Barthou's polished phrases.
It was rotundly echoed in the

German Chancellor's speech, de-

livered with the unctuous man-
ner of a Birmingham draper

addressing an evangelical meet-

ing during his holidays at

Yarmouth.
The emotional tension inci-

dent to these fine aspirations

brought many among the audi-

ence to the frontier of hysteria.
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All over the hall there was a

sharp intake of the breath when
M. Tchitcherine rose, and a

whispering like the sibilant

escape of steam from a safety-

valve,
"

Chee-che-reen." Even
his unpleasing nasal voice he

pipes his words like a Punch-

and-Judy showman, and when

talking French, pronounces
"
-ent

"
as

"
-ung," and " ont

"

as
"
oung

" could not induce

anti-climax, for the words them-

selves were even more perfervid
in their idealism than those of

Mr Lloyd George. He soared

above the tonic atmosphere of

economic brotherhood into the

perilous but still more inspiring
altitude of disarmament. There
could be no doubt but that a

majority of the delegates were

entranced by this adventure,

despite M. Barthou's forceful

veto upon this flight over for-

bidden territory, despite Mr
Lloyd George's avuncular re-

proof.
And despite M. Tchitcherine 's

disclaimer of discordant inten-

tion, he had planted his first

Talleyrandian shaft in the

bosom of collective harmony.
Why, with the limits im-

posed by the Cannes agenda
tabulated in clear print on the

table before him, did M. Tchit-

cherine introduce the topic upon
which M. Poincare" had placed
a taboo, in the which, as he
well knew, Mr Lloyd George
and Signer Schanzer had ac-

quiesced only half-heartedly ?

There were not many who
could answer this question at

the time. Among those who
may well have guessed the

2H
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reason was an ecclesiastic, in

scarlet cloak and scarlet skull-

cap, who sat at the extreme

right of the statesmen's ladies,

in the first row of spectators.
The Vatican was not officially

represented ;
but the Vatican

was watching through the eyes
of the Archbishop of Genoa

eyes which had read Jesuit

history with complete under-

standing. The scarlet cloak

typified a force that was to

make itself felt more than a

little before the next four

crowded weeks were over. So,

also, did the gold-rimmed spec-
tacles of certain observers who
were unofficially watching on
behalf of American "

Big Busi-

ness
"

;
but the wearers of these

had not read Jesuit history,
and as yet drew no inferences

from the Tchitcherine-Barthou

incident at the opening session.

Meanwhile, despite the fur-

ther darts of discord cast by
M. Tchitcherine in the political

sub-commission which was ex-

amining the possible basis of a

European Treaty with Eussia,
collective idealism persisted for

three more days until its own

prophet himself destroyed its

power by means of a supremely
tactless blunder. That blunder

was the transfer by Mr Lloyd
George of the political sub-

commission's functions to a new

Supreme Council, which lunched

and bargained in his private

villa, and from which twenty-
nine of the thirty-four nations

were excluded.

Lord Biddell, that pioneer
of Conference

"
explanation,"

somehow missed his cue when
he was expected in Genoa.
In his place there appeared
a capable understudy in the

person of Sir Edward Grigg,
one of the Premier's secre-

taries. Twice a day Sir Ed-
ward "

explained
"

to jour-
nalists the proceedings of the

commissions. Usually, his ex-

positions were compounded in

the ratio of one-half facts,

one-quarter inferences, and one-

quarter the view-points of the
'

Lloyd George Magazine.' Dur-

ing the four days of private
consultation in the Villa d'Al-

bertis between the British,

French, Italian, Belgian, and
Eussian spokesmen, the in-

gredients were altered to two-

fifths inference, two-fifths the
'

Lloyd George Magazine,' and

only one-fifth facts. We were
told that, starting from the

memorandum prepared in Lon-

don by Allied experts, the self-

appointed Committee was

slowly travelling towards an

agreement on broad principles.

The rest was implication and

propaganda. The implication
was that M. Barthou was ob-

structing the adoption of modi-

fications which might be accept-
able to M. Tchitcherine, and
that M. Tchitcherine was side-

tracking progress through argu-
mentative intransigeance. The

propaganda was that Mr Lloyd
George was conciliating with

M. Barthou and M. Tchitcherine

so effectively that before long
he would be able to submit
the basis of an accord to the

political sub-commission.

What exactly was accom-
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plished in the villa reunions

has not yet been given to

history ;
but at a private

dinner-party I heard a non-

British delegate refer to the

meeting he had attended that

afternoon as "an interchange
of opposite positives which com-
bined into a negative." And
he proceeded to describe a

part of what had happened :

" There was something al-

most Shakespearian in the ar-

guments of Lloyd George and

Tchitcherine, because, behind
their words, we sensed the

tremendous drama in which
we are all still involved, and
which has cost life and happi-
ness to so many.

" '

Think,' declaimed Tchit-

cherine,
'

of all that Eussia

has suffered, of all that she

still suffers. You believe that

you have much to claim from
us

;
but if our prostration

caused us to withdraw from
the war in 1917. have you not

made us pay for it abundantly
in taking from us the Baltic

States, Poland, and Bessarabia,
and in fighting us and starving
us for three years ? Whereas,
if we had continued to fight

by your side you would have

promised us Constantinople,

Austria, and German Poland
a new empire, in fact.'

"
Lloyd George, in reply,

upheld the right of every coun-

try, in face of a revolution in

a neighbouring country, to sup-

port the party to which it was

naturally allied.
" ' For a long while,' he said,

' France supported the Stuarts.

But we did not claim anything

because of that. England was
in conflict with the French
Eevolution and the French

Empire. But the succeeding

regimes did not ask any in-

demnity of her.'
" And he proceeded to paint

a convincing picture of what
the Eussian deception had cost

the Allies. Litvinoff had be-

come very red. Krassin, near

an open window, was voluptu-

ously inhaling the perfumes
from the garden outside.

" There came a moment when
Lloyd George showed signs of

lassitude. Clearly, he was tired

of arguing, because quite as

clearly his phrases did not

have their roots in sincere

conviction. Such moments are

dangerous for him, because

they incline him toward easy
concessions. But clear reason

and logic quickly reinvigorated
the languid atmosphere when
Barthou began to speak. He
placed before the Bolshevists

the certainty that they would
obtain no financial aid in the

future if they refused to accept
without reserve their country's
debts in the past.

" When the meeting ended
we had advanced but little

from the point at which we
had begun ;

but we had ex-

perienced the impression that

imponderable forces, psychic
and subtle, had intruded into

the debate."

But whatever the positives
or negatives of the Villa d'Al-

bertis conclaves may have been,
their indirect effect on the

rest of the Conference was in-

finitely more important. As
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twenty-four hours succeeded

twenty-four hours, and still

the unofficial Supreme Council

continued to meet behind closed

doors, the resentment of the

excluded nations swelled into

rancour. Idealism vanished,
to be replaced by a hundred
and one national jealousies and
self - interests. Cabals were

formed among the lesser dele-

gations from Eastern Europe.
The Western neutrals drew up
a protest against Supreme Coun-

cil diplomacy when the initial

watchwords had been " an equal

footing for all."

All of which suited the Talley-
rand policy of M. Tchitcherine

vastly well. When not bar-

gaining in the villa, he and
M. Litvinoff and M. Krassin

found time to stimulate the

rancour of the excluded Pre-

miers and Foreign Ministers.

There were private luncheons

and visits, during which one

or other of them talked of the

advantage to both sides of a

special co-operation between

Eussia and this or that neigh-

bouring country. The vague
outlines of half a dozen separate
treaties floated into the Con-

ference atmosphere.
One of these sinister wraiths

hovered unseen above a vivid

function on the Saturday before

Easter a function which,
for all who were present, was

made unforgettable by its dra-

matic aftermath. In the after-

noon Herr Wolff, Director and

Editor of the
'

Berliner Tage-

blatt,' held a political recep-

tion in the gardens of a Nervi

villa. There, as we stood on

a wide lawn amid palms and

splendid flower-beds and bright-

flashing fountains, Dr Eathenau
addressed us in lucid English.

Earlier, Mr Maynard Keynes
(speaking on behalf of the

author of
' The Economic Con-

sequences of the Peace ') had
talked reparations, reiterating
the above-mentioned author's

contention that Germany could

not be expected to remain in

economic bondage for half a

century while striving to pay
impossible sums. Dr Eathenau,
in the soft persuasive voice

habitual to that blend of the

hair-splitting metaphysician and
the purposeful materialist, de-

precated the inference that

Germany was not anxious to

redeem her tremendous obliga-
tions. She would do her honest

utmost
;

but the only means
of making this utmost effective

was an international loan

say, three and a half millions

of gold marks to tide over

her present financial depression.
He ended with a plea for full

reconciliation and co-operation,
a plea so convincingly eloquent

that, when they left the garden
in the moon-shimmering twi-

light, many of his hearers

were convinced that here was
a fine and sincere thinker.

A few hours later Dr Eathe-

nau drove to Santa Margharita,
and flagrantly violated the prin-

ciples underlying the Genoa
conference by signing the sepa-
rate pact between Germany and
Eussia.

" The Soviet delegates are

to avoid, if possible, the con-
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elusion of any agreement with

the powers represented at Genoa
en bloc; or with any more or

less considerable group of

powers . . .

" The Soviet representatives
are to conduct separate, quite

independent negotiations with

individual Governments, prom-
ising each country, in return

for official recognition of the

Soviet regime, special provi-

sions, both as regards industrial

concessions and exclusive rights
and guarantees for the nationals

of each given country.
" In the course of these

private negotiations, each coun-

try is to be told separately
that Soviet Eussia is primarily
interested in the resumption
of normal relations with the

nation in question, and hopes
that its representatives will

in return support Eussia's

claims. . . .

" These suggestions are to

be made use of very lavishly
in all private negotiations, in

order to sow discord among
the various nations represented,
and particularly in order to

create animosity and rivalry in

connection with the distribu-

tion of concessions for the ex-

ploitation of oil-fields, coal-

mines, and forests."
' Morn-

ing Post,' 4th April 1922.

I do not know what were the
"
reliable sources

" whence the
'

Morning Post
'

obtained these
"
confidential instructions from

the All-Eussian Soviet Execu-
tive to the Eussian Delegates
to Genoa," but events have
confirmed the information in

every detail. Indeed, after the

Pact of Eapallo, the Bolshevist

Delegation declared openly that

its Treaty with Germany was
intended to be merely the first

of a series of similar accords

with other Powers.

This revelation was made

repeatedly by M. Tchitcherine

and M. Litvinoff, but most
often it was made by M.

Eakowsky,the delegation's chief

propagandist as well as its

comedian. Every day he held

a public meeting in the hotel

bedroom occupied by Herr

Eosenberg, the latter's bed be-

ing shut off from the bourgeois
view by an enormous screen,

patterned with gilt peacocks
and enamelled flowers. Look-

ing up from time to time at the

ceiling, whereon painted angels
hovered over painted clouds,
M. Eakowsky talked of the

debts which Eussia could not

and would not pay, of the harm
done to Eussia by the Allied

blockade and by Allied sup-

port of Monarchist adventures,
and of the precepts of national-

isation, which no amount of

outside pressure could induce

Eussia to forgo. He made the

Frenchmen who were present
furious by everlastingly draw-

ing parallels between the French
and Eussian Eevolutions : as

when he sought to prove the

impossibility of restoring their

former property to Eussian

e'migre's by pointing out that

Louis XVIII. had been unable
to make any such restoration

in the case of e'migre's who
returned to France after Water-
loo.
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Each afternoon this Eu-
manian agitator of Bulgarian

origin, who had become Eussian

Commissar for the Ukraine, de-

livered exquisitely ironical hom-
ilies on the good faith and pure
intentions of the Soviet Direc-

torate. It would have been

quite in keeping with the evan-

gelical fervour of these homilies

if the angels on the ceiling of

Herr Eosenberg's bedroom had

accompanied M. Eakowsky with

heavenly melodies from the

harps over which their fingers
were perpetually poised.
Meanwhile M. Tchitcherine,

by persuading the Germans into

the Pact of Eapallo, had all

but overreached his policy of

separate treaties. The blow
at unity nearly broke up the

Conference, which was the last

thing he wanted at this early

stage.
So he remained in unobtru-

sive meditation at Santa Mar-

gharita for three days, while

Mr Lloyd George was making
frantic and tremendously agile

efforts to stay the disintegra-
tion. To placate the French,
the British Premier indited an

admonitory letter to the Ger-

mans, expelling them from fur-

ther participation in the nego-
tiations with Eussia. To dis-

tract the attention of the lesser

nations from consciousness of

impending failure, he gave them
a new idealistic toy to play
with the embryo of an all-

European pact of non-aggres-
sion. And when the French
and the Germans and the rest

of the flock still showed an
inclination to break loose, he

rounded them up by verbal

whip-crackings, delivered at his

reception to five hundred jour-
nalists. The direct answers he
then gave to leading questions
were innocuous and uninforma-
tive

;
but each of them trailed

into an indirect exhortation to

M. Barthou or to Herren Wirth
and Eathenau, or to M. Tchit-

cherine. To the French he
said :

"
I have supported you in

punishing the Germans for their

disloyalty. Be careful from
now onwards. This Conference

must continue and must be
successful. If it is not suc-

cessful, we shall hold you re-

sponsible for the failure."

And to the Germans :

" You
can accept the temporary hu-

miliation of expulsion from the

Eussian deliberations, for later

on you will be a party to my
pact of non-aggression, and in

that international fraternisa-

tion the hard words which are

but a cloak for harmless com-

promise will be forgotten."
And to the Eussians :

"
Hurry up with your formula

for a general treaty with the

Soviets. The hour of the Prodi-

gal Son's reinstatement in the

family of Europe is about to

strike."

So, by threats, by cajolery,

and by force of personality,
the British Premier held his

variegated crew of statesmen

together for a few weeks longer.

Had a secret census been taken

during those few weeks, an

emphatic majority of the dele-

gates would have pronounced
for the uselessness of further
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collective bargaining with

Eussia
;
but Mr Lloyd George's

reputation on the Continent

as a political magician was so

great that they were prepared
for a miraculous recovery at

any moment, and were, be-

sides, afraid to incur the hos-

tility of so powerful a necro-

mancer.
The Eussian negotiations,

then, continued, albeit the man-
ner of their continuation be-

came more and ever more in-

volved. There were new notes,
new proposals or counter-pro-

posals, new memoranda, new
recriminations and crises every
other day.

Nothing could have favoured

M. Tchitcherine's purposes bet-

ter than this medley of cross-

purposes. He wanted time in

which to lay the firm founda-

tions of adozen separate treaties.

For a while, by means of alter-

nate advances, withdrawals, and

side-steppings, he was able to

prevent any definite issues from

being advanced. For the rest,

he sat on his hill-top at Santa

Margharita, took stock of the

Genoese discord, and whenever
an opportunity occurred he
descended to make the confu-

sion worse confounded, or to

take one of the parties to the

confusion aside for private nego-
tiation. He sat for three hours
with M. Skirmund, chief of the

Polish Delegation, over a lun-

cheon table at the Eighi, a
secluded restaurant on a hill-

side fifteen hundred feet above

Genoa, and afterwards the mu-

tually accusative correspond-
ence which had been passing

between the Eussian and Polish

missions ceased, and a com-
mercial pact between Eussia

and Poland was ready for con-

clusion. He gave different and

persuasive interpretations of
" most favoured nation

"
prin-

ciples to the Premiers of Czecho-

slovakia, Yugo-Slavia, Eu-

mania, and Hungary ;
and

four more commercial agree-
ments were prepared against
the time when the strivings

toward a general European
treaty should have ended in

failure. He talked special con-

cessions with Signor Schanzer,
he bided his time for talking

special concessions with Mr
Lloyd George, he sent indirect

word to the French that in

their case, if a separate accord

were reached, the Soviets would
be provisionally content with

de facto instead of de jure

recognition.
He even framed a concordat

with the Vatican, offering to

admit Catholic religious orders

into Eussia, the north being

assigned to the Silesian mis-

sionaries, the centre to the

Jesuits, and the south to the

German order known as Mis-

sionaries of the Word of God.
For the force represented at

the Conference's opening ses-

sion by the Archbishop of

Genoa's scarlet cloak had made
itself felt in every stage of the

Conference. The Archbishop
had visited Mr Lloyd George,
had clinked glasses with M.

Tchitcherine, both on board
the King of Italy's yacht and
at Genoa's Municipal Eecep-
tion to the delegations. The
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Pope had sent a letter on the

need of peace with Eussia.

Don Sturzo, the Sicilian monk
who manipulated the strings
of Italian politics so dexter-

ously that he has made the

Catholic Populists the most

powerful party in the country,
had paid a fleeting visit to

Genoa, talked at length with

Mr Lloyd George, M. Tchitcher-

ine, and the Archbishop, and
left for Eome as suddenly as

he came. Signer Gioletti's

newspaper was writing of a

probable fusion of the Eussian

OrthodoxChurch aninevitable

opponent of theSoviets, since the

Bolshevist Directorate wanted
to confiscate its property
with the Catholic Church.

Meanwhile another important
force that had no official re-

presentation the American
"
Big Business," which watched

the opening session through
gold-rimmed spectacles was

preparing a coup. On one of the

most critical evenings in the

Conference's history the wearers

of these spectacles poured oil

on the very troubled waters

billions of pounds' worth of oil,

that made the waters still more
troubled.

For three weeks and a day
vast quantities of oil had re-

mained quiescent beneath the

crust of the Conference, al-

though from time to time a

few gallons had oozed through
to the surface. One such occa-

sion was when, on 14th April,
Colonel Boyle of Klondike, the

Eoyal Palace at Bucarest, the

Eoyal Dutch Shell Combine,

and a hundred and one adven-
tures arrived in Genoa from

Tiflis, and, with an English

secretary and a Canadian secre-

tary, settled down in an un-

obtrusive hotel. Another was
when Colonel Boyle closeted

himself, first with Sir Philip

Lloyd-Graeme (the British Gov-
ernment is a large shareholder

in the Eoyal Dutch Shell Com-

bine), and then with Comrade
Krassin. Another was when
one of the Americans, with

gold - rimmed spectacles, also

talked earnestly with Comrade

Krassin, and then sent to New
York a cablegram that had as

telegraphic address the word
"
Socony

"
(which is short for

"
Standard Oil Company of

New Jersey).

Following these interviews,
the watchfulness of the men
with gold - rimmed spectacles

changed to watchful waiting
for an opportunity exactly suit-

able to the coup they were

planning.
That opportunity came with-

in sight when the Powers,

weary of M. Tchitcherine's ever-

lasting procrastination, set

about framing a full, con-

clusive, and final ultimatum,
which would set before the

Eussians certain cardinal prin-

ciples with the demand,
"
take

them or leave them." Nearly
a week was spent in putting

together the 3500 words of

which the document was com-

posed. Everybody's particu-

lar views, as well as the Cannes

resolutions, had to be taken

into account. Mr Lloyd George,
in collaboration with Dr Benes
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Premier of Czecho-Slovakia,
notable statesman, and friend

of every delegation chief in

Genoa, set about collecting

these views, and discovering
to what extent they might be

acceptable to M. Tchitcherine.

One day Dr Benes would lunch

with M. Barthou, pay an after-

noon call on M. Jaspar, and
see Signer Schanzer at the

Royal Palace. Then, well

primed with suggestions and

insistences, he would dine with

Mr Lloyd George. Next day
the friend-of-all-the-world, over

lunch with M. Tchitcherine,
would attempt to plumb, down
to rock-bottom depths, Russian

readiness to compromise, leav-

ing over until the coffee stage

maybe the subject of Russia's

separate treaty with Czecho-

slovakia.

By this means Mr Lloyd
George learned that no entire

ultimatum to which France
and Belgium would subscribe

could be accepted by Russia.

So the title of the document
was modified from ultimatum
to

"
memorandum," in order

that further discussions might
not be ruled out after its

presentation. Clause by clause

the jurists drew up the memo-
randum from the two drafts

submitted by British and
French

;
clause by clause the

political sub-commission exam-

ined, amended, and endorsed it.

Then when the document
that was to make or break
the Conference was ready (a

protest from Belgium against
the clause that gave the Soviets

the option of compensating

for, instead of fully restoring,

foreign nationals' property, be-

ing the only point on which
there was not apparent har-

mony), the men with the gold-
rimmed spectacles sank their

shaft, and almost drowned the

Conference in oil.

On the day before the memo-
randum should have been signed
an American Senator, who knew
all about Standard Oil, showed
an American correspondent the
"
copy

"
of a supposedly signed

agreement, whereby the Royal
Dutch Shell Combine was to

have a monopoly of the foreign
sales for at least five years
of all the oil produced in

Russia. The correspondent sent

cablegram after cablegram to

New York, and then gave the

great news to his friends among
the British. Meanwhile the

French, Belgian, and Italian

friends of the men with gold-
rimmed spectacles had like-

wise been told of the agree-
ment. " Ha !

"
said every-

body,
" now we know why the

British arranged the Genoa
Conference. It was to obtain

a monopoly in the profits from
oil areas that are the second

greatest, and potentially the

greatest, in the world. The
British Government is one of

the most important shareholders

in Royal Dutch, is it not ?
"

Oil spurted high above all

other topics, and, bubbling with

suspicions and jealousies, flowed

into every hotel that housed a

delegation. The telegraph wires

to Paris and Brussels dotted
and dashed the great oil con-

cession. The instructions tele-
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graphed back to the French

and British Delegations inGenoa
reeked of oil. Instead of at-

tending the final meeting of the

sub-commission that was to

bless the Eussian memorandum
before sending it to Santa

Margharita, M. Jaspar went to

have his hair cut, shampooed,
and oiled. M. Barrere M.
Barthou having left for Paris

declined to sign the memor-
andum until M. Poincare" should

have spoken. The meeting
was suspended, and until it

was resumed every group of

delegates spoke of nothing but

oil. Finally, the memorandum
went to M. Tchitcherine minus

two signatures, and with a

prominent oil-stain across its

front page.

Every day for a week every

French, Belgian, and Italian

newspaper contained an article

on oil. The agreement was
denied by Colonel Boyle, by the

Eoyal Dutch Shell Combine's

directors, and by M. Krassin
;

but nothing could convince

Genoa that Britain's main in-

terest in a Eussian treaty was

not the obtaining of oil con-

cessions. True, Genoa admitted

the agreement might not have

been signed, but quite evidently
it had been negotiated, and
would be signed when the

Eussian treaty had been con-

cluded. And the men with

the gold-rimmed spectacles,hav-

ing all but drowned in oil

Europe's belief in British good

faith, booked sleeping berths

on the Paris trains. There

was nothing left for them to

do in Genoa, now that they
had ensured that Standard Oil's

rivals should not or, at any
rate, not yet receive what
Standard Oil had been unable

to obtain for itself.

At the moment of writing,
oil is still the most likely topic
wherever two or three confer-

enciers are gathered together.
And M. Tchitcherine, who,
having concluded his separate

treaty with Germany, having
prepared the ground for the con-

clusion of at least six post-Genoa
treaties with other countries,

having set the Allied nations

at loggerheads, having all but
broken up both the Anglo-
French Entente and the Little

Entente, is about to answer the

Powers' memorandum with

mock conciliatory proposals that

seem destined to bring con-

clusive, if only partial, failure

to the Conference, may well be

congratulated on having obeyed
to the last full-stop the above-

quoted
"
confidential instruc-

tions from the All-Eussian

Soviet Executive to the Eus-

sian delegates
"

that conclude

with the words :

"... These suggestions are

to be made use of very lavishly
in all private negotiations, in

order to sow discord among the

various nations represented, and

particularly in order to create

animosity and rivalry in con-

nection with the distribution

of concessions for the exploita-

tion of oil-fields, coal-mines, and
forests."
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